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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—USA
Elaine Moran
Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502

Editor’s Note: Readers of this Journal are encouraged to submit news items on awards, appointments, and other activities about
themselves or their colleagues. Deadline dates for news items and notices are 2 months prior to publication.

Announcement of the 2003 Election
In accordance with the provisions of the bylaws, the following Nomi-

nating Committee was appointed to prepare a slate for the election to take
place on 18 April 2003:

Katherine S. Harris,Chair Victor W. Sparrow
Laurel H. Carney Maureen Stone
James F. Lynch

The bylaws of the Society require that the Executive Director publish in the
Journal at least 90 days prior to the election date an announcement of the
election and the Nominating Committee’s nominations for the offices to

be filled. Additional candidates for these offices may be provided by any
Member or Fellow in good standing by letter received by the Executive
Director not less than 60 days prior to the election date and the name of any
eligible candidate so proposed by 20 Members or Fellows shall be entered
on the ballot.

Biographical information about the candidates and statements of ob-
jectives of the candidates for President-Elect and Vice President-Elect will
be mailed with the ballots.

CHARLES E. SCHMID
Executive Director

The Nominating Committee has submitted the following slate:

FOR PRESIDENT-ELECT

FOR VICE PRESIDENT-ELECT

William A. Kuperman Janet M. Weisenberger

Mark F. Hamilton Donna L. Neff
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FOR MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Meena Agarwal selected recipient of the 2002
Stetson Scholarship

ASA member Meena Agarwal was
selected the recipient of the 2002–03
Raymond H. Stetson Scholarship in
Phonetics and Speech Production. Ms.
Agarwal is a graduate student in the
Department of Communication Disor-
ders at Bowling Green State University
in Bowling Green, Ohio. She received
BS and MS degrees from the Univer-
sity of Bombay, India. Ms. Agarwal’s
current work includes projects that
clarify important roles the false vocal
folds might have in voice production
and the effects of the false vocal folds
on the translaryngeal airflow resis-

tance. Her master’s thesis was on ‘‘Aerodynamic analysis of voice in puber-
tal and post pubertal age groups.’’

The Stetson Scholarship, which was established in 1998, honors the
memory of Professor Raymond H. Stetson, a pioneer investigator in phonet-
ics and speech science. Its purpose is to facilitate the research efforts
of promising graduate students and postgraduates. The Scholarship
includes a $3000 stipend for one academic year. Past recipients have been
Roger Steeve~1999!, Elizabeth K. Johnson~2000!, and Jeffery Jones
~2001!.

Applications for the award are due in March each year. For further
information about the award, please contact the Acoustical Society of
America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502;
Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail: asa@aip.org; Web: http://
asa.aip.org. Application information can also be found on the ASA Home
Page at̂ http://asa.aip.org/fellowships.html&.

Yves H. Berthelot Bennett M. Brooks E. Carr Everbach

George V. Frisk Mardi C. Hastings
Joseph M. Perkell
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David T. Bradley selected recipient of the 2002
ASA Minority Fellowship

ASA member David T. Bradley has
been selected the recipient of the
2002–03 Minority Fellowship. Mr.
Bradley is a graduate student in the Ar-
chitectural Engineering Program at the
University of Nebraska in Omaha, Ne-
braska. He received a BS from Grin-
nell College. Mr. Bradley’s research
interest is in the field of performance
space acoustic design.

The Minority Fellowship was
established in 1992 with the goal of
supporting minority students in their
pursuit of graduate level degrees in
acoustics. The Fellowship includes a
$13 000 stipend for one academic year

plus $1000 in travel support to attend an ASA meeting. Past recipients have
been Brian Scott~1993!, J. Sean Allen~1997!, Guillermo E. Aldana~1999!,
and Vernecia Sharae’ McKay~2001!. The next award will be available for
the 2003–04 academic year. The fellowship may be renewed for one addi-
tional year.

For further information about the Fellowship, please contact the
Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle,
Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; Web: http://asa.aip.org. Application information can also be
found on the ASA Home Page at^http://asa.aip.org/fellowships.html&.

USA Meetings Calendar

Listed below is a summary of meetings related to acoustics to be held
in the U.S. in the near future. The month/year notation refers to the issue in
which a complete meeting announcement appeared.

2003
13–15 March American Auditory Society Annual Meeting, Scotts-

dale, AZ @American Auditory Society, 352 Sundial
Ridge Cir., Dammeron Valley, UT 84783; Tel.:
435-574-0062; Fax: 435-574-0063; E-mail:
amaudsoc@aol.com; WWW: www.amauditorysoc.org#.

28 April–2 May 145th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
Nashville, TN @Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

5–8 May SAE Noise & Vibration Conference & Exhibition,
Traverse City, MI@P. Kreh, SAE International, 755 W.
Big Beaver Rd., Suite 1600, Troy, MI 48084; Fax: 724-
776-1830; WWW: http://www.sae.org#.

23–25 June NOISE-CON 2003, Cleveland, OH@INCE Business Of-
fice, Iowa State Univ., 212 Marston Hall, Ames,
IA 50011-2153; Fax: 515-294-3528; E-mail:
ibo@ince.org#.

5–8 Oct. IEEE International Ultrasonics Symposium, Honolulu,
HI @W. D. O’Brien, Jr., Bioacoustics Research Lab.,
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801-2991; Fax: 217-244-
0105; WWW: www.ieee-uffc.org#.

10–14 Nov. 146th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
Austin, TX @Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

2004
24–28 May 75th Anniversary Meeting~147th Meeting! of the

Acoustical Society of America, New York, NY@Acous-
tical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington

Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-
2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail: asa@aip.org;
WWW: asa.aip.org#.

3–7 Aug. 8th International Conference of Music Perception and
Cognition, Evanston, IL@School of Music, Northwest-
ern Univ., Evanston, IL 60201; WWW:
www.icmpc.org/conferences.html#.

15–19 Nov. 148th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
San Diego, CA@Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

Errata
There were errors in the article ‘‘F. V. Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowship

awarded to Constantine Coussios’’@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.112, 1 ~2002!#. The
correct spelling of the fellowship recipient’s first name is Constantin. The
title of his dissertation was ‘‘Monitoring of Hemolysis by Acoustic Scatter-
ing.’’ Also, because the photo was cropped for spacing purpose, it was not
possible to show the book that Dr. Coussios was holding, which wasSound
and Sources of Soundby A. P. Dowling and J. E. Ffowcs Williams. The
editor extends her apologies to Dr. Coussios for these errors.

Cumulative Indexes to the Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America

Ordering information: Orders must be paid by check or money order in
U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank or by Mastercard, Visa, or American
Express credit cards. Send orders to Circulation and Fulfillment Division,
American Institute of Physics, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle,
Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-2270. Non-U.S. orders add $11 per
index.

Some indexes are out of print as noted below.
Volumes 1–10, 1929–1938: JASA and Contemporary Literature, 1937–
1939. Classified by subject and indexed by author. Pp. 131. Price: ASA
members $5; Nonmembers $10.
Volumes 11–20, 1939–1948:JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 395. Out of
Print.
Volumes 21–30, 1949–1958:JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 952. Price:
ASA members $20; Nonmembers $75.
Volumes 31–35, 1959–1963:JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 1140. Price:
ASA members $20; Nonmembers $90.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 485. Out of Print.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: Contemporary Literature. Classified by sub-
ject and indexed by author. Pp. 1060. Out of Print.
Volumes 45–54, 1969–1973: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 540. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; Nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 55–64, 1974–1978: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 816. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; Nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 65–74, 1979–1983: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 624. Price: ASA members $25~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $75~clothbound!.
Volumes 75–84, 1984–1988: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 625. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 85–94, 1989–1993: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 736. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 95–104, 1994–1998:JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 632. Price: ASA members $40~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $90~clothbound!.
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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—INTERNATIONAL

Walter G. Mayer
Physics Department, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057

ASA Scholarships for Students in the Former
Soviet Union

A few years ago theSocietyestablished the Committee on Common-
wealth of Independent States/Eastern Union~CSI/EU! which was to award a
number of ASA Scholarships to doctoral students in the Former Soviet
Union. After about two years of scholarship awards, 22 students have sub-
mitted abstracts of their research work to the Committee.

The titles of the abstracts, names, affiliations, and e-mail addresses of
the authors are listed below. The text of individual abstracts can be obtained
by contacting the scholarship recipients directly.

Ultrasonic method of increasing of wood density and shaping of the wood
items. Feodor F. Legusha, St. Petersburg State Marine Technical University,
St. Petersburg, 198262 Russia.~legusha@smtu.ru!

Influence of effects of rib-stiffening on vibration of plates. Nikita Demen-
tyev, Department of Hydrophysics, St. Petersburg State Marine Technical
University, St. Petersburg, Russia.~nickdem@mail.ru!

Development of a method of estimation of low-frequency hydroacoustic
fields scattered from thin-walled elastic shells having internal saturation.
Stanislav Yavorski, Department of Ship and Industrial Acoustics, Krylov
Shipbuilding Research Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia.
~syavorsky@mail.ru!

Acoustical investigation of the shear viscoelastic properties of liquids. Bair
B. Damdinov, Buryat Scientific Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Ulan-Ude, 670047 Russia.~bdamd@ofpsrv.bsc.buryatia.ru!

Stimulation of acoustic horizontal polarization waves by developing fissures
in main pipelines. Denis Zlobin, Izhevsk University, Izhevsk, 426011 Rus-
sia. ~denis2@udm.net!

Investigation of rock elastic properties in the Kola super deep borehole. O.
Golovataya, Geological Institute, Kola Science Center of the Russian Acad-
emy of Sciences, Apatity, Murmansk region, 184200 Russia.
~gorich@geoksc.apatity.ru!

Nonlinear effects in intense acoustic waves containing shock in media with
a frequency-dependent law of absorption. Svetlana S. Kashcheeva, Depart-
ment of Acoustics, Physics Faculty, Moscow State University, Moscow,
119899 Russia.~svetak@acs366bphys.msu.su!

Supersonic jet noise and the influence of instability waves on the noise.
Victor Kasyanov, Aero-Hydrodynamics Institute, Moscow region, 140180
Russia.~vkopiev@mx.iki.rssi.ru!

Statistical characteristics of acoustic signals in marine environments and
the signal-to-noise ratio at linear equidistant acoustical antennas. Alexsey
Kulakov, Technical University of Radiotechnics, Electronics and Automa-
tion, Moscow, 117454 Russia.~bvp@akin.ru!

Engineering design parametric echo sounder for bottom profiling.
Aleksandr Kutsenko, Taganrog University, Taganrog, 347900 Russia.
~fep@tsure.ru!

The analysis and design of ultrasonic electro-acoustical transformers and
instruments for surgery. Andrey Lobachev, Bauman State Technical Univer-
sity, Moscow, 107005 Russia.~fep@tsure.ru!

A new approach to the continuous recognition of speech. Ivan Lysyuk, Mos-
cow Institute of Physics and Technology, Moscow region, 141700 Russia.
~vns@iitp.ru!

Measurement of acoustic power at cavitation. Igor M. Margulis, Andreyev
Acoustics Institute, Shvernik Street 4, Moscow, Russia.~margulis@mtu-
net.ru!

Bubble cloud oscillation in a compressible viscous liquid. Elvira Sh. Nasi-
bullayeva, Institute of Mechanics, Ufa Branch of the Russian Academy of

Sciences, Karl Marx Street 12, Ufa, 450000 Russia.~elvira@anrb.ru!

The propagation of nonlinear stochastic waves in non-dispersive media.
Galina Pasmanik, Nizhny Novgorod State University, Nizhny Novgorod,
603600 Russia.~nikvas@rf.unn.runnet.ru!

Laser opto-acoustic diagnostics of heterogeneous media. Ivan M. Pelivanov,
Department of Acoustics, Physics Faculty, Moscow State University, Mos-
cow, 119899 Russia.~nikvas@rf.unn.runnet.ru!

Sound radiation into liquid undergoing cavitation. Grigory Romanenko, De-
partment of Acoustics, Physics Faculty, Moscow State University, Moscow,
119899 Russia.~andreev@acs366b.phys.msu.su!

Some aspects of sound characteristics of first year old infants. Alla
Samokischuk, St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg, Russia.
~allaspw@mail.ru!

Polydisperse bubble cluster dynamics in shock wave cavitation. Georgii N.
Sankin, Lavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamics, Novosibirsk, 630090 Rus-
sia. ~georgiisankin@yahoo.com!

Experimental investigation of the enhancement of efficiency of thermal and
mechanical effects of powerful focused ultrasound beams on biological
tissue-like media due to their nonlinearity. Tatiana Sinilo, Department of
Acoustics, Physics Faculty, Moscow State University, Moscow, 119899
Russia.~tanya@acs366b.phys.msu.su!

Nonlinear resonances and their manifestation in the acoustics of bubble
media. Ekaterina Sosedko, Pacific Ocean Institute, Vladivostok, 690002
Russia.~s–kat@mail.ru!

Modeling of heating of biological tissue by high intensity focused ultrasound
using transducers of different geometry. Elena A. Filonenko, Department of
Acoustics, Physics Faculty, Moscow State University, Moscow, 119899
Russia.~lenafilko@yahoo.co.uk!

International Meetings Calendar
Below are announcements of meetings and conferences to be held

abroad. Entries preceded by an* are new or updated listings.

December 2002
9–13 International Symposium on Musical Acoustics

„ISMA Mexico City …, Mexico City, Mexico.~Fax:152
55 5601 3210; Web: www.unam.mx/enmusica/
ismamexico.html!

11–13 International Conference on Sonar-Sensors & Sys-
tems„ICONS2002…, Cochin~Kerala!, India. ~Fax:191
484 424858; e-mail: root@drnpol.drdo.com!

19–21 3rd WSEAS International Conference on Acoustics,
Music, Speech and Language Processing, Tenerife,
Canary Islands, Spain. ~Web: www.wseas.org/
conferences/2002/tenerife/icamsl/!

January 2003
9–10 Calibration and Measurement in Underwater

Acoustics, Teddington, Middlesex, UK.~Fax: 144 208
943 6217; Web: www.ioa.org.uk/meetings/
calibration–2002.html!

March 2003
17–20 German Acoustical Society Meeting„DAGA2003…,

Aachen, Germany.~Fax: 149 441 798 3698; e-mail:
dega@aku-physik.uni-oldenburg.de!

18–20 Spring Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan,
Tokyo, Japan. ~Fax: 181 3 5256 1022; Web:
wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/asj/index-e.html!
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24–26 27th International Acoustical Imaging Symposium,
Saarbru¨cken, Germany.~Fax:149 6819302 5903; Web:
www.izfp.fhg.de!

April 2003
6–10 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics,

Speech, and Signal Processing, Hong Kong, Hong
Kong. ~Web: www.en.polyu.edu.hk/%7Ecassp03!

7–9 WESPAC8, Melbourne, Australia. ~Web:
www.wespac8.com!

May 2003
19–21 5th European Conference on Noise Control„Eu-

ronoise 2003…, Naples, Italy.~Fax: 139 81 239 0364;
Web: www.euronoise2003.it!

June 2003
8–13 XVIII International Evoked Response Audiometry

Study Group Symposium, Puerto de la Cruz, Tenerife,
Spain.~Web: www.ierasg-2003.org!

16–18 Acoustics 2003—Modeling & Experimental Mea-
surements, Cadiz, Spain.~Fax: 144 238 029 2853;
Web: www.wessex.ac.uk/conference/2003/acoustics/
index.html!

29–3 8th Conference on Noise as a Public Health Prob-
lem, Amsterdam-Rotterdam, The Netherlands.~Fax:
131 24 360 1159; e-mail: office.nw@prompt.nl!

July 2003
7–11 10th International Congress on Sound and Vibra-

tion, Stockholm, Sweden.~Fax: 146 88 661 9125;
Web: www.congex.com/icsv10!

14–16 8th International Conference on Recent Advances in
Structural Dynamics, Southampton, UK. ~Web:
www.isvr.soton.ac.uk/sd2003!

August 2003
6–9 Stockholm Music Acoustics Conference 2003

„SMAC03…, Stockholm, Sweden. ~Web:
www.speech.kth.se/music/smac03!

25–27 Inter-Noise 2003, Jeju Island, Korea.~Fax:182 42 869
8220; Web: www.icjeju.co.kr!

September 2003
1–4 Eurospeech 2003, Geneva, Switzerland. ~Web:

www.symporg.ch/eurospeech2003!
7–10 World Congress on Ultrasonics, Paris, France.~Fax:

133 1 46 33 56 73; Web: www.sfa.asso.fr/wcu2003!

16–19 *Autumn Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Ja-
pan, Nagoya, Japan.~Fax: 181 3 5256 1022; Web:
wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/asj/index-e.html!

23–25 *2nd International Symposium on Fan Noise, Senlis,
France. ~CETIAT, B.P.2042, 69603 Villeurbanne,
France; Fax: 133 4 72 44 49 99; Web:
www.fannoise2003.org!

October 2003
15–17 34th Spanish Congress on Acoustics, Bilbao, Spain.

~Fax: 134 91 411 7651; Web: www.ia.csic.es/sea/
index.html!

December 2003
10–12 „New Dates…*3rd International Workshop on Mod-

els and Analysis of Vocal Emissions for Biomedical
Applications, Firenze, Italy.~Fax: 139 55 479 6767;
Web: www.maveba.org!

March 2004
17–19 *Spring Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan,

Atsugi, Japan. ~Fax: 181 3 5256 1022; Web:
wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/asj/index-e.html!

22–26 Joint Congress of the French and German Acousti-
cal Societies„SFA-DEGA…, Strasbourg, France.~Fax:
149 441 798 3698; e-mail: sfa4@wanadoo.fr!

April 2004
5–9 18th International Congress on Acoustics

„ICA2004…, Kyoto, Japan.~Web: www.ica2004.or.jp!

August 2004
23–27 2004 IEEE International Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics,

and Frequency Control 50th Anniversary Confer-
ence, Montreal, Canada.~Fax: 11 978 927 4099; Web:
http://www.ieee-uffc.org/index2-asp!

24–27 * Inter-noise 2004, Prague, Czech Republic.~I-INCE,
Herrick Laboratories, Purdue University, West Lafay-
ette, Indiana, USA; Fax:11 765 494 0787; Web:
www.i-ince.org!

September 2004
13–17 4th Iberoamerican Congress on Acoustics, 4th Ibe-

rian Congress on Acoustics, 35th Spanish Congress
on Acoustics, Guimarães, Portugal.~Fax:1351 21 844
3028; e-mail: dsilva@lnec.pt!
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BOOK REVIEWS

P. L. Marston
Physics Department, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164

These reviews of books and other forms of information express the opinions of the individual reviewers
and are not necessarily endorsed by the Editorial Board of this Journal.

Editorial Policy: If there is a negative review, the author of the book will be given a chance to respond to
the review in this section of the Journal and the reviewer will be allowed to respond to the author’s
comments. [See ‘‘Book Reviews Editor’s Note,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 81, 1651 (May 1987).]

Acoustics for Audiologists

Peter Haughton

Academic Press, New York, 2002.
456 pp. Price: $79.95 (hardcover) ISBN: 0123329221.

It is essential for an audiologist to have a working knowledge of
acoustics, but many beginning students struggle to understand the funda-
mental physical concepts that form the basis for their work. Peter Haugh-
ton’s text succeeds in covering almost all of the underlying principles of
acoustics necessary to understand the scientific bases of audiometric calibra-
tion, sound measurement, middle ear impedance measures, and room acous-
tics. The book is thorough without being intimidating. Math skills in algebra
and trigonometry are necessary, but calculus is not used in the explanations.
Haughton goes well beyond the level of the introductory text by Speaks
~1999!, and is much better suited for use in the classroom than the recent
book by Vilchur ~2000!, which bears the same title.

This book consists of ten chapters and two appendices. There are ques-
tions and exercises at the end of Chaps. 2–9 that could be used as home-
work assignments. Some exercises marked as ‘‘practical’’ often require a
hands-on activity such as building a pendulum or performing calculations
based on spreadsheet examples. Chapter 1, entitled ‘‘The Basics,’’ intro-
duces concepts from classical mechanics that are essential to the understand-
ing of acoustics: moving bodies, mass, momentum, force, work, energy, and
power. Electrical quantities such as current, voltage, resistance, inductance,
and capacitance are introduced since they will be useful in dealing with
transducers in Chap. 8. Properties of materials such as density and specific
gravity, elasticity, and viscosity are also presented. The final section deals
with properties of gases. Amazingly, this presentation occupies only 26
pages in the book.

Chapter 2 introduces ‘‘Vibrations.’’ Terms such as frequency, period,
cycle, and amplitude are defined. Forced and free vibration are described.
The description of simple harmonic motion and sinusoidal waveforms fea-
tures several differential equations, but they are never identified as such!
Instead,ÿ and ẏ are identified simply as the particle acceleration and veloc-
ity, respectively. Energy relationships in free and forced vibration are dis-
cussed, leading to a presentation of resonance. The chapter ends with a
presentation of root-mean-square values.

Chapter 3 is titled ‘‘Sound Waves.’’ A unique ‘‘twist’’ of terminology
leads the author to describe the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of
‘‘sound particles’’ instead of the more commonly used ‘‘air molecules.’’
Wave motion due to sound is described and concepts such as plane progres-
sive waves are introduced. The relations among frequency, velocity, and
wavelength are presented. The often-confusing concepts of ‘‘group veloc-
ity’’ and ‘‘phase velocity’’ are introduced and explained. Particle displace-
ment and velocity, sound pressure, and energy for sinusoidal sound waves
are then discussed and illustrated with numerical examples. Sound intensity
and energy density are covered next. The final part of the chapter presents
the effects produced by combining sound waves: interference, standing
waves, beats, diffraction, refraction, and reflection.

Chapter 4, ‘‘Sources of Sound,’’ begins with a presentation of the
concept of the point source and the resulting spherical wavefront, which
leads naturally to the inverse-square law. Double sources, infinite baffles,
and circular pistons are described before the section headed ‘‘Practical

Sources.’’ The practical sources described are tuning forks, loudspeakers,
and audiometric and hearing aid headphones. The final device discussed is
the audiometric bone vibrator.

Chapter 5 introduces ‘‘Nonsinusoidal Waveforms.’’ The concept of the
Fourier transform is introduced and the relationship between waveform
properties and spectral properties is described. Initially, the waveforms are
assumed to be continuous for discussions of signals and noise, filters, the
speech spectrum, and periodic signals. Then the concept of sampling is
introduced with the appropriate discussion of aliasing. This leads to a pre-
sentation of the discrete Fourier transform and its relationship to the Fourier
series and the fast Fourier transform~FFT!. The omission of a discussion of
the Nyquist rate, and its importance in aliasing, flaws an otherwise excellent
presentation of this often-difficult material. The remainder of Chap. 5 pre-
sents signal averaging, system linearity and distortion, and modulation. The
importance of these signal-processing techniques is related to audiology in
almost every discussion.

Chapter 6 is titled ‘‘Measuring Sound.’’ The mathematical bases for
the decibel calculations are given in Appendix A. After an introduction to
the calculation of the dB, the chapter presents ‘‘other decibel scales’’ such as
Hearing Level, Sensation Level, Masking Level, Hearing Threshold Level,
and Uncomfortable Loudness Level. Then a thorough discussion of micro-
phones and their calibration is presented. Next, sound level meters are de-
scribed in some detail. The A, B, and C weighting scales are discussed,
followed by a presentation of the temporal characteristics of sound level
meters. Applications such as combined sound levels and measuring noise
exposure are described at the end of the chapter, as are the measurement of
subjective qualities of loudness and pitch.

The seventh chapter covers impedance. The initial presentation is of
the general concept of impedance and the representation of impedance in
vector and complex number forms. Very thorough presentations of mechani-
cal and acoustical impedance concepts are followed by a discussion of the
clinical measurement of tympanometry and the acoustic impedance of the
human ear. The relationship between impedance and admittance is presented
in enough detail to help the novice understand this important relationship.

Chapter 8 brings us calibration and testing of audiometric equipment.
It begins with a discussion of ‘‘Standards.’’ Calibration of circumaural and
insert earphones is presented with enough detail that the attentive student
should be able to carry out these calibrations after mastering this section.
Sound-field calibration and calibration for speech audiometry are presented
next. Discussions of calibrating the calibrators and problems in standardiz-
ing audiometric zero round out this thorough, but very practical, chapter.

The brief ninth chapter covers audiometric test rooms and, in the pro-
cess, presents concepts essential to understanding room acoustics: reverbera-
tion and background noise. Given the recent interest in classroom acoustics,
this chapter is very applicable to audiological practice.

The tenth chapter provides a very brief overview of the electroacoustic
characteristics of hearing aids. This is intentional on the part of the author.
He notes that this topic is covered in a number of recent works, which he
presents in a suggested reading list at the end of the chapter. However,
essential concepts such as gain, frequency response, and nonlinear input–
output characteristics are presented. Harmonic and intermodulation distor-
tion products and their role in hearing aid testing are also introduced.

The two appendices are titled ‘‘Supplementary Mathematics’’ and
‘‘Working with Decibels.’’ They present a thorough review of the algebra
and trigonometry essential to understanding the concepts presented in the
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text. The decibel appendix has four sets of exercises to illustrate each topic
~with answers given at the end of the appendix!.

Throughout the text, the writing style is clear and nonthreatening. It
does not read like a traditional calculus or physics text; however, it is not
written in the ‘‘Isn’t science wonderful!’’ vein. The serious graduate student
in an audiology program should be able to master most of the concepts
presented here. Given the exercises included with eight of the ten chapters,
a creative instructor should be able to devise appropriate laboratory experi-
ences to supplement the text material. For audiologists already in profes-
sional practice, this text offers the chance to reinforce their knowledge of
this important area. Despite the implied narrow focus of the title, anyone
engaged in hearing research may find this book of use in understanding
basic issues of calibration and sound measurement.

LAWRENCE L. FETH
Ohio State University
Speech & Hearing Science
Columbus, Ohio 43210-1372

Shallow Water Acoustics

Boris G. Katsnelson and Valery G. Petnikov

Springer-Praxis Publishing, Chichester, UK, 2001.
267 pp. Price: $129.00 (hardcover) ISBN: 1-85233-184.4.

Due to both civilian and military applications and concerns, the em-
phasis in ocean acoustics research has shifted markedly in the past decade
towards shallow water~the coastal region from the continental shelf break
shoreward!. Anti-submarine warfare in the ‘‘littoral’’~a currently popular
U.S. Navy misnomer for shallow water!, anthropogenic noise pollution, ma-
rine mammal studies, and underwater communications are just a few of the
many reasons that people are interested in the acoustic properties of shallow
water. Moreover, this interest seems to be intensifying, and so the time has
become ripe for textbooks and monographs which can provide shallow wa-
ter practitioners with an overview of this unique area of interest. Until rather
recently, shallow water acoustics was merely treated as a chapter or two in
textbooks that treated all of ocean acoustics as a whole. This was unfortu-
nate, in that the shallow water environment has unique oceanographic, geo-
logic, biologic, and even chemical properties, which merit a fuller, dedicated
description. In 1997, this situation began to change. The Beijing Interna-
tional Conference Proceedings MonographShallow Water Acousticsby
Zhang and Zhou1 provided a rather comprehensive collection of modern
research articles in the area. More germane to this review, Katsnelson and
Petnikov also published the initial Russian language version ofShallow
Water Acoustics, Akustika Melkogo Morya2 in that year. The English lan-
guage monograph that we are reviewing here is in fact an extension of that
1977 Russian book. Before turning to that monograph, it would be worth
noting that recently, three more books have been either published or are in
advanced development, which have strong components of shallow water
acoustics. The first isOcean Acoustic Interference Phenomena and Signal
Processing, a topical collection of articles edited by William Kuperman and
Gerald D’Spain.3 The second is the upcoming proceedings of the NATO
SACLANT Centre Conference on Ocean Acoustic Variability, which will be
published by Kluwer soon after the October 2002 conference.4 The third is
a volume on ‘‘Scattering of Sound by Ocean Internal Waves,’’ being pro-
duced by the U.S. Office of Naval Research, which should be completed in
the 2003 timeframe.5 These collections should add greatly to the current
library of shallow water acoustics works—however, it should be noted that
the book under review is the only realtextbookdevoted solely to the topic,
and so holds a unique place both in the current and near-future literature.

Turning to Katsnelson’s and Petnikov’sShallow Water Acoustics, I
will begin with a few general observations, before turning to a detailed look
at the text. To begin with, the title of this book really should be ‘‘Low-
frequency shallow water acoustics,’’ as it deals almost exclusively with the
25–1000-Hz frequency band, above the seismic regime and below the ray
theory regime, in which the shallow seas act as an acoustic modal wave-

guide. This is explained immediately in the book, but is not apparent in the
title. Second, this book is an improved version of the earlier Russian work,
adding chapters on the ambient noise field in shallow water and diffraction
of acoustic waves by localized inhomogeneities in shallow water. Both these
topics are timely and interesting. A small disappointment, noted by the au-
thors, is that the book only describes work published up to about 2000, and
so omits some of the newer developments in shallow water acoustics. A
third observation concerns that this book is, and what it is not. This book is
a survey text intended for underwater acousticians who have a general back-
ground in ocean acoustics and want to learn more about shallow water
acoustics. It treats both theory and experiment on an even footing, keeping
a nice overall balance. Also, this book is an excellent introduction to the
extensive Russian literature on shallow water acoustics, and the Russian
approach to the problems of shallow water acoustics, which has some inter-
esting differences with the American and European approaches. In treating
what the book is not, it is not a textbook for beginners, despite the fact that
it derives most of its theoretical results from first principles. The many
approximations discussed in the book demand a degree of physical insight
from the reader that is not to be expected from those who are entirely new
to ocean acoustics. Nor is this book a comprehensive review of all the
research that has been done in shallow water acoustics. The authors stuck
with the theme of a survey volume which will give the reader quantitatively
based overview, even though they certainly had the credentials to pursue a
thorough review. But this is again a matter of style and choice. One should
take this book on the terms it is offered, or disappointment will ensue.

Let us now examine the text itself, on a chapter-by-chapter basis. In
Chap. 1, the book begins by defining shallow water acoustics as the variant
of the ‘‘waveguide problem’’ in which the normal mode representation of
the acoustic field most naturally provides the theoretical backbone. Though
ray theory, parabolic equation, and other propagation models are used in the
text, the mode picture always stands in the forefront. Immediately after that
definition, the chapter describes the acoustic properties of coastal sediments
~the bottom boundary! and the water column~the waveguide volume and
surface boundary!. Though quite brief, and concentrated mostly on the
acoustic properties of the medium, this section gives adequate environmen-
tal background about the physical waveguide to enable a reader to perform
useful calculations in a wide variety of coastal environments. Chapter 1 ends
with a brief theoretical description of the sound field due to point sources,
which organizationally should be the beginning section of Chap. 2.

In Chap. 2, the authors provide the basic theory needed to describe the
shallow water acoustic waveguide. The standard treatment of a point acous-
tic source in a layered waveguide, including attenuation, is presented in Sec.
2.1, showing the mode poles and the branch line integral one needs to
evaluate in general. In Sec. 2.2, this theory is then focused on the specific
case of the ‘‘Pekeris waveguide,’’ i.e., an isovelocity water column overly-
ing an isovelocity half-space bottom.6 This canonical case provides indis-
pensable insights for understanding shallow water acoustics, and indeed one
would be hard pressed to write a book on shallow water acoustics without
including this classic case study. Section 2.3 presents somewhat more novel
material, discussing the theory and properties of the modal attenuation co-
efficients using a simple physical picture that combines rays, modes, and
reflection coefficients with beam displacement. This picture quickly pro-
vides useful analytic forms of the attenuation as a function of the waveguide
properties, acoustic frequency, and modal index. These, in turn, are used to
infer the long-range modal composition and average intensity of the acoustic
field, among other things. This section is a good example of the ‘‘useful
physical approximations’’ approach that the authors repeatedly turn to in the
book, which is one of the books’ main attractions. Section 2.4 completes the
discussion of the basics of range-independent waveguides by including the
effects of bottom layering.

Chapter 3, entitled ‘‘Approximate methods in shallow water acous-
tics,’’ covers a range of diverse methods, very loosely organized by having
some degree of approximation inherent in them. Section 3.1 briefly exam-
ines first-order perturbation theory methods in the modal context, with ap-
plications to calculating the modal attenuation coefficient and finding per-
turbations to the soundspeed profile. The next section of Chap. 3 covers
coupled and adiabatic mode theory, using a simple first-order form of the
coupled equations that makes the physical interpretation of the solutions
rather transparent. The criterion for adiabacity is also discussed in a physi-
cally insightful form. Section 3.3 delves into the ‘‘horizontal rays and ver-
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tical modes’’ three-dimensional field theory popularized in the USA by
Weinberg and Burridge,7 but with the added sophistication of the trajectory
perturbation forms developed by Kravtsov.8 This latter material is quite
useful and elegant, and perhaps not so well known to US and European
investigators. Section 3.4 describes an approximate solution to the coupled
mode equations in an expansion called ‘‘generalized modes.’’ Again, this
particular topic might be new to some readers. Section 3.4 treats the average
and fluctuating components of the range-dependent acoustic field, noting as
justification that ‘‘as one moves away from the source, the sound field pat-
tern becomes less regular, taking on a rather blurred structure, which may
appear random, despite the fact that this pattern is completely determinis-
tic.’’ Two simple examples of waveguides with variable bathymetry are used
to illustrate the results of this section.

Chapter 4 treats a subject of great current interest, the nature of the
acoustic field in a shallow water waveguide containing random inhomoge-
neities. As expected, the initial discussion in the chapter centers around the
types of random inhomogeneities one sees in shallow water, including in-
ternal waves, ocean thermohaline microstructure, bottom roughness, and
surface roughness. One notable omission to this list is subbottom random
structure, which is also of interest and importance to modern shallow water
studies. Since waveguide range dependence couples modes, the coupled
normal mode picture is revisited in Sec. 4.2, only this time with the random
medium properties built in. The stochastic coupled mode equations are de-
rived which give the mean~coherent! component of the acoustic field and its
attenuation due to scattering. In the next section, the coupled intensity equa-
tions are derived which give the fluctuating~incoherent! component of the
acoustic field, completing the theoretical picture. In the case of close cou-
pling ~or equivalently, small angle scattering!, the coupled mode picture can
be simplified into a diffusion equation, which provides analytical and semi-
analytical solutions and average decay laws. This theory is shown in Sec.
4.4. In Sec. 4.5, two examples are constructed to illustrate the theory of the
preceding sections. These are the Pekeris waveguide, but with random in-
homogeneities included, and the irregular bottom waveguide. Finally, the
depth dependence of the intensity is examined for the case of a point source
in shallow water with random inhomogeneities. A useful, albeit too brief,
discussion of the transition of the waveguide behavior from deterministic to
random is included in this last section.

In Chap. 5, the emphasis turns to experimental techniques in shallow
water. Following a simple introduction to the spreading and attenuation
losses that largely determine the ranges one is constrained to in measuring
the acoustic field in shallow water, the book proceeds to a discussion of
various methods of filtering normal modes experimentally. After quickly
reviewing the standard broadband mode filtration techniques of travel time
dispersion and matched array processing, the book looks in Sec. 5.3 at a
somewhat less usual way of separating the modes—with a moving CW
source, using the fact that different modes have different wavenumber per-
turbations due to motional effects. The characteristics of explosive charges
are treated next, giving some nice practical insights into their range of use-
fulness. The chapter then turns to shallow water experiments along station-
ary acoustic tracks, a subject of great personal interest to this reviewer. Both
the Russian ‘‘source ship-to-receiver ship’’ style experiments~which in re-
cent years used two modern quieted research ships, the R/VAkademic Iofee
and R/VAkademic Sergei Vavilov, upon which I first met the authors! and
autonomous and telemetered moored experiments are discussed in some
detail. Details of array element localization are also discussed.

The stage having been set by Chap. 5, the authors then embark on one
of the meatiest chapters of the book, devoted to ‘‘acoustic monitoring,’’
which is the Russian phrase for determining the properties of the ocean and
seabed acoustically. Starting from an example of predicted and measured
transmission loss along a 300-km track in the Barents Sea, the authors show
how well ~or poorly! one can fit the average and fluctuating components of
the acoustic field versus range, even with a very basic fluid bottom model.
After a brief digression into numerical modeling issues, the authors then
hone in on which physical parameters most affect acoustic transmissions and
our estimates of them. Unsurprisingly, medium attenuation in the bottom
~which can be due to inelastic, viscous, or scattering effects! is immediately
singled out as the least well known quantity, and so a sizeable section of the
chapter~Sec. 6.1! is devoted to its practical measurement. The next section,
6.2, concentrates on water column volume scattering effects. Two tidal ef-
fects are singled out for examination here—the barotropic tidal effect of the
water depth variation and the baroclinic tidal effect of the internal tides,

particularly the nonlinear internal tides, which have been a topic of great
research interest lately. The next sections of the chapter discuss experimen-
tal measurements and simple analyses of the amplitude and phase fluctua-
tions of CW acoustic signals, the ‘‘beam wander’’ of a phased array, and a
waveguide dispersion effects in shallow water. The reader may initially
wonder what the connection is between these physical effects and wave-
guide monitoring. About midway through Sec. 6.3 this connection is made
via the ‘‘classical tomography’’ problem,9 showing that due to waveguide
dispersion and scattering, deep water and shallow water measurement tech-
niques are not always simply transportable. This sets up the next section,
6.4, on the uses of matched field processing and other inversion techniques
in shallow water, including variants of classical tomography. In this section,
a rather general recipe is given for performing acoustic monitoring/inversion
~labeled ‘‘matched field tomography’’!, along with various examples. The
last section of this chapter deals with using the frequency dependence of the
sound interference pattern to monitor the ocean medium. In this section, the
device of ‘‘phase dislocations’’~points where, due to the interference of the
normal modes, the amplitude is zero and the phase indeterminate! is used to
extract medium properties, specifically by using a broadband stationary ex-
periment. This is another example of a technique that is not so well known
to Western scientists, but commonly used by Russian researchers.

In Chap. 7, the noise field in shallow water is treated. Though many
noise source mechanisms are available to consider, the authors choose to
concentrate on near-surface sources~physically surface waves! modeled as a
distribution of dipoles. As this example shows many of the salient charac-
teristics of shallow water noise, no matter what the source, it is a reasonable
one to consider. In Secs. 7.1 and 7.2, the general properties of the noise
intensity distribution are derived, as well as the correlation properties of the
field. The well-known Kuperman–Ingenito results10 are displayed as a cen-
terpiece of this analysis. In Sec. 7.3, the authors consider the competition
between the discrete and continuous modal spectrum contributions to the
noise field, as a function of frequency and waveguide parameters. In Sec.
7.4, the comparison between the deep and shallow water noise fields is
discussed, displaying how the shallow bottom is the arbiter of this differ-
ence. In Sec. 7.5, the directionality of the noise field is considered. The
authors nicely show the transition from the simplest physical view, where
the noise directionality is the directionality of the source distribution,
modulo the cosine of the vertical angle, to a more sophisticated model,
where the sound is also redistributed by angle-dependent absorption in the
bottom and scattering by random inhomogeneities. In the final section of
Chap. 7, the authors treat the depth dependence of the noise field intensity
due to the vertical sound speed profile.

Chapter 8 is the final technical chapter of the book, entitled ‘‘Diffrac-
tion of acoustic waves on localized inhomogeneities in shallow water sound
channels.’’ In this chapter, the scattering by an ‘‘extended discrete object’’
~e.g., a submarine! in a waveguide is addressed, using the free space scat-
tering properties of the object and the acoustic modal characteristics of the
waveguide. The output of a fixed source-receiver ‘‘tripwire’’ range to such a
disturbance is then calculated, showing a concrete usage of this formalism.
This formalism is then extended to soft spheroids in a waveguide, an ap-
proximation apropos to marine mammal monitoring.

Chapter 9, the Conclusions, presents a brief summary of the results of
the previous chapters, only from a more philosophical viewpoint than a
technical one.

At this point, let me return to the overview of the book. Having fin-
ished the book, I found that I was very gratified by what I had read, but was
also left wishing that the authors would have included more topics and
examples. Numerical modeling, the combination of various measurement
techniques to constrain the ocean description, time-reversed techniques,
waveguide invariants, array coherence measurements, and many other topics
that are part of shallow water acoustics should eventually be treated in such
a text. As a complement to the authors, I would hope that they consider this
as an impetus to start a ‘‘Volume II—Continuing Topics in Shallow Water
Acoustics’’ text, as their physical insight and presentation in this volume
made it a pleasure to read. But, this minor drawback aside, I would heartily
recommend this book to any researcher or graduate student working in
shallow water acoustics. It presents an overview of a very active field from
a fresh viewpoint, and with a fine feel for the basic physics of the medium.
It is a book that is well worth the rather high price that Springer-Praxis
charges, and I would encourage you to add it to your bookshelf.
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OBITUARIES

Daniel L. Johnson • 1936–2002

Daniel L. Johnson, a Fellow of
the Acoustical Society of America and
the Society’s Standards Director, died
suddenly and unexpectedly at his home
in Provo, Utah, on 2 May 2002.

Daniel Johnson was born on 24
January 1936 in Manistee, Michigan.
His father was in the military and
throughout Dan’s childhood the family
moved as often as two or three times a
year. His longest stay in any one town
was a three-year period spent in An-
chorage, Alaska. After earning the B.S.
degree in Engineering at the United
States Military Academy at West Point
~1958!, he was commissioned a 2nd

Lieutenant in the US Air Force. During a distinguished Air Force career
which lasted 26 years, Johnson received many medals and awards, including
the Air Force Commendation Medal in both 1962 and 1966, and the Bronze
Star in 1968~while serving in Vietnam!.

Johnson continued his higher education while serving with the Air
Force. In 1960, he received a Master of Science degree from the University
of Michigan in Aeronautical Engineering and Instrumentation Engineering.
In 1971, he received a Ph.D. in Aerospace Engineering from the University
of Colorado. Shortly thereafter, he was assigned to the Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory at Wright–Patterson, and became associated with Hen-
ning von Gierke, Director of the Biodynamics and Bionics Division, and
Charles Nixon, Chief of the Biological Acoustics Branch. This was the
beginning of a distinguished career in acoustics, marked by a lifelong dedi-
cation to studying the effects of noise on hearing.

During his long tenure at Wright–Patterson, Dr. Johnson carried out
studies with the Fels Research Institute to understand the effects of recre-
ational, environmental, and occupational noise on human auditory develop-
ment. He did important pioneering research on the auditory and physiologi-
cal effects of infrasound. He worked with the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health to develop methods for calculating the ef-
fectiveness of hearing protectors, leading to the proof of the efficacy of
muff-type hearing protection for very high-level impulse noise. Other re-
search defined the effects of long-duration~greater than 24 hours! noise on
temporary threshold shift growth and recovery and developed mathematical
models for predicting permanent threshold shifts due to continuous noise
exposure and for calculating corrections to account for the influences of
intermittency and impulsive sounds. This work, which explained the cause
and effect relationships for noise-induced hearing loss, was recognized with
his being the first recipient of the Air Force’s Harry G. Armstrong Award for
Scientific Excellence. He also received the Force Systems Command Award
for Scientific Achievement~1974!, the Air Force Meritorious Service Medal
~1974!, and the Air Force Systems Command Award for Scientific Achieve-
ment ~1977!.

While at Wright–Patterson Air Force Base, he was assigned to work
with the Environmental Protection Agency’s~EPA! Office of Noise Abate-
ment and Control to develop recommendations for national guidelines on
noise levels and criteria for protecting people from noise-induced hearing
loss. This work led to development of national and international standards
on the measurement and assessment of noise exposure in industry and the
military. This was a particularly thorny issue and the entire process spanned
18 years to achieve consensus among all the International Standards Orga-
nization ~ISO! member countries and numerous experts involved. This
achievement was possible in part because of Johnson’s unique ability to
conciliate differences while staying true to his goal. One of his most note-
worthy characteristics—and one that helped him throughout his involvement
in standards activities—was his happy and optimistic outlook. Johnson
never ceased to believe that reasonable people could work together and
reach a consensus.

In 1984, when he retired from the Air Force, Colonel Johnson was
awarded the Legion of Merit, the second-highest noncombat award given by

the Air Force. Dr. Johnson then became Chief Scientist at Larson Davis,
where he provided technical oversight for the development of a large variety
of acoustic and laboratory instruments. He continued and expanded his role
with scientific and professional organizations. Because of his unbiased in-
sight and scientific acumen, Johnson was asked to serve first as an advisor
and then as a member on the National Academy of Science/National Re-
search Council Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics and Biomechanics
~CHABA!. He served on CHABA Working Groups that studied hazardous
exposure limits to both intermittent as well as steady state noise, that evalu-
ated human responses to impulsive noise~especially sonic booms!, and that
developed guidelines for evaluating the environmental impact of noise.

In 1989, Johnson became Director of EG&G’s Biophysics Operations
at Kirkland Air Force Base in Albuquerque. There, he led the largest ever
U.S. government funded research project on the effects of blast noise on
hearing. Working with Dr. Jim Patterson and the U.S. Army Aeromedical
Research Laboratory, Johnson and his colleagues studied the human audi-
tory effects of exposure to free field blast over-pressures. He was instrumen-
tal in developing a unique facility for producing high level blast over-
pressures and for designing a research protocol to enable his team to safely
study the effects of impulsive sounds on humans. This research documented
previously unknown interactions between blast over-pressures and hearing
protector performance. Utilizing these results, Johnson and Patterson pro-
posed new criteria for protecting humans from high-level impulse noises.

In 1998 Dr. Johnson became President of Interactive Acoustics, Inc., in
Provo, Utah, where he continued to work on hearing protection issues.

Dr. Johnson often expressed the belief that scientific knowledge could
be implemented for public health and safety through standards, and this
motivated extensive participation in activities related to standards. From
1997 until the time of his death, he was ASA Standards Director and Chair
of the Acoustical Society of America Committee on Standards~ASACOS!,
which oversees the entire ASA Standards program. He served as Vice Chair
of ASACOS from 1993 to 1997 and filled other ASACOS roles for a decade
before that. Other contributions to ASA Standards included service as: Vice
Chair ~1984–1986! and Chair~1986–1990! of Standards Committee S1
Acoustics; Chair~1990–1995! of Standards Committee S12 Noise; Chair of
Working Group, S3/WG62, Effects of Impulse Noise on Hearing; and Chair
of Working Group, S3/WG58, Hearing Conservation Criteria. He was also a
member of many other standards working groups of the Acoustical Society,
the Committee on Hearing and Bioacoustics~CHABA!, the American Soci-
ety for Testing of Materials~ASTM!, and the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers~SAE!.

Dr. Johnson became a member of the Acoustical Society in 1973 and
was elected a Fellow in 1978. He was a long-time member of the Technical
Committee on Noise~1979–2002! and served as its Chair from 1991 to
1994. He also served on the Membership Committee from 1996 to 2002.
Johnson served on the editorial boards ofNoise Control Engineering~1980–
1983!, Journal of Low Frequency Noise and Vibration~1982–1989! and
Journal of Occupational Hearing Loss~1998–2002!. At the time of his
death he was serving on the Board of Directors of the National Hearing
Conservation Association~NHCA!, which in 1999 presented him with its
highest honor, the ‘‘Outstanding Hearing Conservationist’’ award.

Johnson married Dorothy Chandler in 1963 and they had six children:
Romer D. Johnson, Olin M. Johnson, Daniela D. Johnson Bennion, Wenona
J. Johnson Lenberg, Conrad C. Johnson, and Garrett H. Johnson. At the time
of his death, he had eleven grandchildren.

Dan enjoyed life fully and he was curious about everything. He looked
forward to his regular basketball games and enjoyed many outdoor activities
including hunting and skiing, especially when he shared these outings with
his children. He was always ready for a game of bridge. His colleagues in
ASA will remember his cheerful demeanor, his outlandish ties, and, most
importantly, his many scientific contributions to the Acoustical Society and
to society at large.

MARK R. STEPHENSON
SUSAN BLAESER
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6,386,755

43.28.Vd ACOUSTIC PYROMETER

Dean E. Draxton et al., assignors to Combustion Specialists,
Incorporated

14 May 2002„Class 374Õ117…; filed 5 January 2000

In a coal-fired boiler, pendant tubes38 may occupy a space more than
50 ft across. Slag accumulates on the tubes and must be removed periodi-
cally using blasts of steam. However, the cleaning process introduces addi-
tional corrosion and should be performed no more often than necessary. For
various technical reasons discussed in the patent, accurate measurements of

gas temperature can facilitate more efficient operation of the boiler and also
determine when cleaning is required. The invention includes a generator of
pulsed acoustic signals55 and one or more receivers60. A signal processing
system filters out background noise and then calculates temperature as a
function of transit time.—GLA

5,822,272

43.30.Gv CONCENTRIC FLUID ACOUSTIC
TRANSPONDER

Donald E. Ream, Jr., assignor to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

13 October 1998„Class 367Õ2…; filed 13 August 1997

A passive acoustic transponder consists of two concentric thin-walled
spherical shells. The region interior to the inner sphere and the annular
region between them are each filled with different refracting fluids. Through
the choice of these fluids, the sphere sizes, the shell materials, and wall
thicknesses, it is possible to realize transponders with a wide variety of
frequency responses and target strengths.—WT

5,877,460

43.30.Jx DEVICE FOR TALKING UNDERWATER

Ritchie C. Stachowski, Moraga, California
2 March 1999 „Class 181Õ127…; filed 16 September 1997

A more or less horn-shaped structure made of a rigid plastic has a
smaller open end with an elastomeric mouth fitting for forming a water-tight
seal around a user’s mouth while the larger end is sealed with a thin dia-
phragm, which could be the same material as the rest of the horn. The sides
of the horn’s body contain one-way blow valves for releasing the user’s
exhausted air in the form of small bubbles. When one speaks, while under-
water, the thin diaphragm is set into vibrations which reradiate the sounds
into the water. The small released air bubbles allegedly do not radiate much
interfering noise.—WT

6,366,534

43.30.Lz UNDERWATER HIGH ENERGY ACOUSTIC
COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE

Robert Woodall and Felipe Garcia, assignors to the United States
of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

2 April 2002 „Class 367Õ145…; filed 2 April 2001

Two metal spherical shells are held in concentric spaced-apart posi-
tions by a large number of radially oriented springs. The space interior to
both spheres may be filled with pressurized gas or liquid. The inner surface
of the outer sphere supports many explosive devices consisting of a squib, a
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radially oriented tube, and a projectile such as a small metal sphere. Firing
signals from a micro-controller detonate selected sets of the squibs in pre-
programmed sequences thereby launching the projectiles to strike the inner
sphere. The resulting vibrations of this shell subsequently radiate high-level,
broadband, acoustic signals into the surrounding acoustic medium. An aux-
iliary hydrophone on the assembly allows a remote source to communicate
with the micro-controller, thereby varying the firing signals to produce a
coded acoustic signal.—WT

6,396,770

43.30.Nb STEERABLE THERMOACOUSTIC ARRAY

Charles A. Carey et al., assignors to BAE Systems Information
and Electronic Systems Integration Incorporated

28 May 2002„Class 367Õ141…; filed 28 June 1982

To provide communication between an airplane and a submerged sub-
marine ~or some other submerged hydrophone system!, a modulated laser
beam~or particle beam! is radiated from the airplane towards the surface of
the ocean and moved across that surface at a speed equal to the speed of
sound in water divided by the sine of the incident angle. The beam of energy
incrementally heats the water causing thermal expansion or explosive va-
porization, either of which effects create a sound wave in the water.—WT

6,377,514

43.30.Tg ACOUSTIC LENS-BASED SWIMMER’S
SONAR

Thomas E. Linnenbrink et al., assignors to Q-Dot, Incorporated
23 April 2002 „Class 367Õ11…; filed 6 April 2000

A hand-held diver’s ultrasonic imaging system consists of a two-
dimensional grid array of identical acoustical video converter elements.
Each of these elements consists of a set of polymethylpentene acoustic
lenses, a multi-element focal plane transducer array fashioned from 1–3
composite piezoceramic, and associated electronics to drive a VGA display
mounted in the diver’s mask in C-scan format. The transducer array is used
in both transmit and receive modes. The whole sonar unit, with the excep-
tion of the battery pack strapped to the swimmer, is housed in a cylindrical
can 6.7 in. in diameter by 15 in. long.—WT

6,377,515

43.30.Vh SYNCHRONIZED SONAR

Robert W. Healey, assignor to Brunswick Corporation
23 April 2002 „Class 367Õ88…; filed 4 August 2000

An electronic control system is described which can interconnect a
number of closely spaced identical sonars, such as fish-finders or depth-
finders, and allow them to be energized simultaneously so that all of the
units are listening for the echo at the same time. This will presumably
reduce cross-unit interference. Alternatively, the many sonars are electroni-
cally interconnected and energized in a predetermined temporal manner,
designed so that again the sonars do not interfere with each other.—WT

6,349,791

43.30.Wi SUBMARINE BOW DOME ACOUSTIC
SENSOR ASSEMBLY

Daniel M. Glenning and Bruce E. Sandman, assignors to the
United States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Navy

26 February 2002„Class 181Õ140…; filed 3 April 2000

A submarine bow dome acoustic sensor comprises an acoustically
transparent outer hull10 and an inner pressure hull12 that define a free-
flooded compartment14. Within this compartment, an acoustic panel16,
which may be planar~as shown! or hemispherical, with an optically reflect-
ing surface20, is mounted on acoustically isolating supports18. The panel
is fashioned of a relatively stiff plastic or aluminum. A laser scanner22 ~or
possibly a number of such scanners!, also mounted in the free-flooded com-
partment14, casts a laser beam24 onto the surface20. This beam~or

beams! can be moved rapidly over portions of surface20. Sensor26, which
may be mounted on each scanner housing as indicated, receives the reflec-
tions of the laser beam24 from panel surface20. Doppler shifts of these
reflected light waves, because of vibrations of panel16 caused by a noise
generating or reflecting object in the surrounding acoustic medium, provide
information for the calculation of the location and speed of that object. An
array of acoustic sources28 permits an active mode of operation of this
vibrometer-sensor system.—WT

6,370,084

43.30.Xm ACOUSTIC VECTOR SENSOR

Benjamin A. Cray, assignor to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

9 April 2002 „Class 367Õ141…; filed 25 July 2001

An acoustic vector sensor is realized by encasing a commercially
available tri-axial accelerometer within a sphere of syntactic foam of suffi-
cient size to render the whole structure neutrally buoyant. This, in turn, is
surrounded by a thin spherical shell of viscoelastic rubber which is acous-
tically transparent yet isolates the accelerometer from structure-borne sound
that may enter through any attachment points.—WT
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5,822,271

43.30.Yj SUBMARINE PORTABLE VERY LOW
FREQUENCY ACOUSTIC AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

Richard M. Ead and Robert L. Pendleton, assignors to the United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

13 October 1998„Class 367Õ1…; filed 1 April 1998

To augment the acoustic signature of a submarine or to duplicate the
signatures of other submarines for training purposes, a mobile target very-
low-frequency projector is suitably mounted within a dedicated torpedo
shell which is then positioned within the flooded torpedo tube of any sub-
marine. Control and power are provided from the submarine to the device.
The device operates wholly within the torpedo tube and does not need to be
launched.—WT

5,859,812

43.30.Yj SELF POWERED UNDERWATER
ACOUSTIC ARRAY

Michael J. Sullivan et al., assignors to the United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

12 January 1999„Class 367Õ130…; filed 14 October 1997

A housing, to which a line array of sensors is attached, contains a
shrouded impeller and a shielded electric generator. As the assembly is
towed through the water, enough electric power is generated locally to sup-
ply the needs of the sensor electronics without having to plumb electric
power down from the tow ship. This significantly reduces the size of the
towing cable and electromagnetic interference problems associated with
high power levels on long cables. Data transmission from the sensors back
to the tow ship is via a fiber optic cable in the tow cable.—WT

5,878,000

43.30.Yj ISOLATED SENSING DEVICE HAVING AN
ISOLATION HOUSING

Neil J. Dubois, assignor to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

2 March 1999 „Class 367Õ188…; filed 1 October 1997

A ‘‘windscreen’’ to isolate a hydrophone from flow noise consists of a
more or less cylindrically shaped two-part housing made of an acoustically
transparent material such as PVC. The base part of the housing is perma-
nently attached to the host structure, e.g., a naval vessel. The cap portion of
the housing features a number of holes to allow for free-flooding of the
interior and for gas bubbles to escape, as well as containing a number of
resilient elements, such as rubber bands, to suspend and vibration isolate the
hydrophone within that free-flooded but sealed cavity.—WT

6,370,085

43.30.Yj EXTENDABLE HULL-MOUNTED SONAR
SYSTEM

Jonathan Finkle et al., assignors to the United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

9 April 2002 „Class 367Õ173…; filed 3 August 2001

A system is described to deploy one or more arrays of sonar transduc-
ers ~and other sensors! away from the hull of a submarine while it is in
motion thereby increasing their effective aperture. This is accomplished via
a set of support arms that extend radially outward from an attachment point

at the bow of the hull much like the ribs of an umbrella. These arms are
positioned in an approximately equispaced circumferential arrangement
around the hull. The transducers, either sources or receivers, can be mounted
on these arms, or extend between the arms, or be located between the arms
and the hull on auxiliary supports, or there could be towed line arrays
attached to the ends of the arms. This system of arms and transducer arrays
folds into longitudinal grooves on the hull during high-speed transit of the
submarine to reduce self-noise.—WT

6,377,516

43.30.Yj ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER WITH LOW
CAVITATION

John Whiteside and Craig Mehan, assignors to Garmin
Corporation

23 April 2002 „Class 367Õ173…; filed 8 December 2000

An ultrasonic sonar transducer, such as used with a depth-finder or
fish-finder system, is described. The sonar includes a conventional trans-
ducer element12 in housing14 designed for mounting on a ship’s hull. The
bottom face34 of the housing is curved such that no major portion of it is

parallel to the active face of the transducer element12. The front end of the
housing is raised relative to the rear, creating a positive angle of attack
relative to the direction of water flow. This produces a pressure gradient
over the bottom face which promotes laminar flow, thereby reducing the
noise associated with turbulence and cavitation.—WT

6,404,701

43.30.Yj ENCAPSULATED VOLUMETRIC
ACOUSTIC ARRAY IN THE SHAPE OF A TOWED
BODY

Thomas R. Stottlemyer, assignor to the United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

11 June 2002„Class 367Õ20…; filed 16 July 2001

The central, cylindrical portion of a towed underwater body is envi-
sioned to contain a set of electroacoustic transducers encapsulated in a solid
casting of polyurethane which both prevents water intrusion into the trans-
ducer elements and allegedly increases the cavitation threshold, thereby al-
lowing the array of transducers to be driven to a greater acoustic
intensity.—WT
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6,400,645

43.30.Yj SONOBUOY APPARATUS

Bruce W. Travor, assignor to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

4 June 2002„Class 367Õ4…; filed 11 October 2001

A sonobuoy apparatus, sized to fit into a standard canister, includes a
set of telescopic arms34 which elongate as the weighted canister20 and
weighted acoustic projector unit40 both fall downward. Hinge arrange-
ments36 at the upper ends of each of the telescopic arms cause the arms to

rotate to a near-horizontal orientation after the canister falls away. These
deployed arms support hydrophones~not shown! at various positions along
the arms and also along tension lines stretched between the arms at their
outer ends. Surface flotation unit50 houses the transmitter/receiver equip-
ment and antenna51 while 28 damps vertical motion of the assembly.—WT

5,884,650

43.35.Ei SUPPRESSING CAVITATION IN A
HYDRAULIC COMPONENT

Anthony A. Ruffa, assignor to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

23 March 1999„Class 137Õ13…; filed 26 February 1997

It is suggested that the cavitation threshold in some flow region can be
raised through the use of an acoustic transducer that radiates an acoustic

field into the flow region thereby increasing the ambient pressure. There is
no discussion of what happens during the half of the cycle in which that
radiated acoustic pressure field subtracts from the ambient pressure.—WT

6,396,484

43.35.Pt ADAPTIVE FREQUENCY TOUCHSCREEN
CONTROLLER USING INTERMEDIATE-
FREQUENCY SIGNAL PROCESSING

Robert Adler et al., assignors to Elo Touchsystems, Incorporated
28 May 2002„Class 345Õ177…; filed 29 September 1999

This controller is intended for an acoustic touchscreen in which acous-
tic or ultrasonic waves are generated and directionally propagated across the
touchscreen surface utilizing the phenomena of surface acoustic waves. The
controller can either utilize look-up tables to achieve the desired output
frequency or it can use a multi-step process in which it first determines the
frequency requirements of the touchscreen and then adjusts the burst fre-
quency characteristics, the receiver circuit center frequency, or both, in ac-
cordance with the touchscreen requirements. In one embodiment, the adap-
tive controller compensates for global mismatch errors through a digital
multiplier that modifies the output of a crystal reference oscillator. In an-
other embodiment, a digital signal processor provides corrections based on
stored values that compensate for both global and local signal variations.—
DRR

5,900,533

43.35.Sx SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ISOTOPE
RATIO ANALYSIS AND GAS DETECTION
BY PHOTOACOUSTICS

Mau-Song Chou, assignor to TRW Incorporated
4 May 1999„Class 73Õ24.01…; filed 3 August 1995

The system includes a tunable laser that is directed into a sample at
energy levels sufficient to generate detectable acoustic emissions. A micro-
phone detects these emissions for processing and analysis.—WT

6,404,536

43.35.Sx POLARIZATION INDEPENDENT TUNABLE
ACOUSTO-OPTICAL FILTER AND THE
METHOD OF THE SAME

Eric Gung-Hwa Lean et al., assignors to Industrial Technology
Research Institute

11 June 2002„Class 359Õ308…; filed in Taiwan, Province of China
30 December 2000

In this filter, input light is diffracted into two light beams, one affected
by acoustic waves and the other not. A polarization beam displacer/combiner
is employed to separate the input light beam into two orthogonal beams.
Several acousto-optical polarized rotators are used to rotate the polarization
of a particular light wavelength by 90 degrees. The two beams are properly
combined to form orthogonal beams.—DRR

6,391,020

43.35.Ty PHOTODISRUPTIVE LASER NUCLEATION
AND ULTRASONICALLY-DRIVEN CAVITATION
OF TISSUES AND MATERIALS

Ron Kurtz et al., assignors to The Regents of the University of
Michigan

21 May 2002„Class 606Õ2…; filed 6 October 1999

This apparatus creates a cavitation nucleus in a target material by
focusing optical radiation, in the form of a short pulse laser beam, at a
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portion of the material and then causing mechanical disruption in another
portion of the materials adjacent to the cavitation nucleus by subjecting the
cavitation nucleus to ultrasound waves.—DRR

6,392,540

43.35.Ty NON-AUDITORY SOUND DETECTION
SYSTEM

Mary E. Brown, Rochester, New York
21 May 2002„Class 340Õ540…; filed 4 May 2000

This is a device for converting sound into nonauditory signals to alert
a user to the presence of a predetermined sound. The system consists of a
main control unit and a transceiver. The transceiver is used to transmit an
activation signal upon receiving the predetermined sound. A remote assem-
bly contains an attachment device which can be worn by the user and can
generate a nonauditory signal~such as a flash of light!.—DRR

6,390,979

43.35.Yb NONINVASIVE TRANSCRANIAL
DOPPLER ULTRASOUND COMPUTERIZED
MENTAL PERFORMANCE TESTING SYSTEM

Philip Chidi Njemanze, Owerri IMO, Nigeria
21 May 2002„Class 600Õ438…; filed 24 August 2001

The device purports to determine the mental performance capacity of a
human subject for performing a given task by measuring the subject’s base-
line blood flow velocity in cerebral arteries using a transcranial Doppler
ultrasound instrument. Two probes are placed on the temples and the later-
ality index for both arteries is calculated. A computer is used to present
mental tasks on a monitor while simultaneously monitoring in real-time the
mean blood flow velocity during each stage of the task. The acquired data is
processed to yield mental performance indices that may be relayed via cel-
lular telephony to a remote computer or mission control.—DRR

6,390,982

43.35.Yb ULTRASONIC GUIDANCE OF TARGET
STRUCTURES FOR MEDICAL PROCEDURES

Frank M. Bova, Gainesville, Florida et al.
21 May 2002„Class 600Õ443…; filed 21 July 2000

The system described in this patent combines an ultrasound probe with
both passive and active infrared tracking systems to provide a real time
image display of the entire region of interest. This is done without probe
movement. Real time tracking of the target region permits physiological

gating and probe placement during image acquisition so that all external
displacements introduced by the probe can be monitored during the time of
treatment. The system may be used in the surgical arena for image guidance
during radiation therapy and surgery.—DRR

6,390,983

43.35.Yb METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
AUTOMATIC MUTING OF DOPPLER NOISE
INDUCED BY ULTRASOUND PROBE MOTION

Larry Y. L. Mo and Dean W. Brouwer, assignors to GE Medical
Systems Global Technology Company, LLC

21 May 2002„Class 600Õ453…; filed 7 September 2000

The device monitors the blood vessel wall signal input to a spectral
Doppler processor to check for clutter induced by probe motion. The clutter
is typically of higher frequency than that due to normal vessel wall motion.
Threshold logic is applied to check for energy within a frequency band
greater than the normal wall signal frequencies. If significant energy above
some ‘‘rattle’’ threshold is detected for a predefined time interval, the Dop-
pler audio is automatically muted. This can be effected at one or more points
within the Doppler audio signal path in a conventional scanner. If the rat-
tling clutter is no longer detected, the Doppler audio is reactivated or
ramped up smoothly.—DRR

6,398,732

43.35.Yb ACOUSTIC BORDER DETECTION USING
POWER MODULATION

George A. Brock-Fisher and David M. Prater, assignors to
Koninklijke Philips Electronics, N.V.

4 June 2002„Class 600Õ443…; filed 11 February 2000

The described method entails the control of an ultrasound system to
identify a boundary between a tissue region and a blood-filled region that
lies within a region of interest~ROI!. A contrast agent is initially adminis-
tered to the ROI and then ultrasound beams are transmitted at different
power levels into the ROI. Signal returns from the beams are processed to
determine a phase difference. It is claimed that under certain circumstances
a phase change in echo returns occurs at the boundary between tissue and
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blood-containing contrast agent. Detection of the phase change provides for
precise identification of the boundary on the basis of the time interval in
which the phase change is detected.—DRR

6,398,736

43.35.Yb PARAMETRIC IMAGING ULTRASOUND
CATHETER

James B. Seward, assignor to Mayo Foundation for Medical
Education and Research

4 June 2002„Class 600Õ466…; filed 20 October 1999

The subject device provides parametric images of a surrounding in-
sonated environment. Parametric imaging is defined as the imaging of quan-
tifiable ‘‘parameters’’ for visible two-, three-, four-, or nonvisible, higher-
dimensional, temporal physiological events. Visible motion is a fourth-
dimensional event and includes surrogate features of cardiac muscular
contraction, wall motion, valve leaflet motion, etc. Nonvisible motion is a
higher-dimensional event that encompasses slow nonvisible occurrences
~e.g., remodeling, transformation, aging, healing, etc.! or fast nonvisible
events~i.e., heat, electricity, strain, compliance, perfusion, etc.!. An ultra-
sound catheter with parametric imaging capability can obtain dynamic digi-
tal or digitized information from the surrounding environment and display
information features or quanta as static or dynamic geometric figures from
which discrete or gross quantifiable information can be obtained.—DRR

5,756,898

43.35.Zc PASSIVE ACOUSTIC METHOD OF
MEASURING THE EFFECTIVE INTERNAL
DIAMETER OF A PIPE CONTAINING FLOWING
FLUIDS

Victor Diatschenko et al., assignors to Texaco Incorporated
26 May 1998„Class 73Õ592…; filed 27 June 1994

A change in the internal diameter of a pipe, whether it is decreased
because of the accumulation of nonflowing material or increased because of
corrosion or erosion, is detected by observing a shift in the characteristic
frequency of the pipe. The measuring system is entirely passive in that it
requires only that vibrations of the pipe be excited by the noise generated by
the flow within the pipe. Furthermore, because the diameter measurement is
not based on acoustic signal transit time, the present system is not dependent
on the assumption of uniform flow conditions within the pipe.—WT

6,371,095

43.35.Zc ULTRASOUND WHISTLES FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Walter E. Sacarto, Denver, Colorado
16 April 2002 „Class 123Õ590…; filed 21 August 2000

Ultrasonic whistles are proposed to improve the mixing of air and fuel
prior to ignition in an internal combustion engine. They may be placed in a
cylinder head, around a valve stem, or in a carburetor. Various whistle de-
signs are described.—KPS

6,402,769

43.38.Ar TORSIONAL ULTRASOUND HANDPIECE

Mikhail Boukhny, assignor to Alcon Universal Limited
11 June 2002„Class 606Õ169…; filed 21 January 2000

This handpiece design features a set of piezoelectric elements con-
structed of segments capable of both longitudinal and torsional motion. An
appropriate ultrasound driver drives the set of elements at their respective
resonant frequencies to produce longitudinal and torsional oscillations.—
DRR

6,332,029

43.38.Bs ACOUSTIC DEVICE

Henry Firouz Azima et al., assignors to New Transducers Limited
18 December 2001„Class 381Õ152…; filed in the United Kingdom 2

September 1995

This is another in a long line of recent NXT patents. This particular
issue delineates 48 pages of examples of vibratory panels in ceilings, easels,
pianos, vending machines, and more. The patent does not discuss any of the
more substantive issues such as shaker placement, panel construction, etc.
These are discussed in British Patent 235008~or European Patent
1068770!.—MK

6,399,870

43.38.Bs MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATING LOUDSPEAKERS

Henry Azima et al., assignors to New Transducers Limited
4 June 2002„Class 84Õ744…; filed in the United Kingdom 2 Septem-

ber 1995

This is another NXT patent. Place a vibration panel on the back of an
electronic musical instrument. Evidently, they forgot to include this appli-
cation in their application compendium~United States Patent 6,332,029,
reviewed above!.—MK

5,898,642

43.38.Fx SONAR ANTENNA

Jean-Marie Wagner, assignor to Etat Francais represente par le
Delegue General pour l’Armement

27 April 1999 „Class 367Õ158…; filed in France 28 September 1995

Normally a planar array of Tonpilz-type sonar transducers is realized
by first making individual transducers and then bonding or otherwise attach-
ing them in a grid arrangement to an acoustically transparent elastomeric
material layer which constitutes the acoustic window. Here it is proposed to
first bond to the acoustic window layer a continuous layer of material of the
size and shape that represents the ensemble of head masses of the entire
array. The head mass layer has a set of predrilled and tapped holes corre-
sponding to the positions of the stress bolts of the set of Tonpilz transducers.
Then the head mass layer is cut into a series of orthogonal grooves~groove
depths equal to head mass layer thickness and spacings equal to head mass
dimensions! to produce a grid arrangement of individual head masses. The
remainder of each of the Tonpilz transducers is then assembled onto these
separate but spatially arranged head masses in standard fashion.—WT

6,386,041

43.38.Fx STEP COUNTING DEVICE
INCORPORATING VIBRATION DETECTING
MECHANISM

David Yang, Taipei, Taiwan, Province of China
14 May 2002„Class 73Õ651…; filed 1 February 2000

Those who choose walking for excercise often use a pedometer to
keep track of the distance covered, or more accurately the number of steps
taken. The invention is a small, self-contained step-counting device that can
be attached to shoes or clothing. A piezoelectric transducer detects vibra-
tions which are then analyzed, counted, and displayed.—GLA
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6,362,726

43.38.Ja SOUNDER DEVICE WHICH DEFLECTS
SOUND AWAY FROM A HOUSING

Kieron Chapman, assignor to Fulleon Limited
26 March 2002 „Class 340Õ384.7…; filed in the European Patent

Office 27 February 1997

An acoustical alarm device comprises a base member1 for mounting
against a ceiling2 ~the figure is drawn inverted! that supports a sounder
plate 1a which is generally of concave shape. The transducer7 and its
housing4 are displaced from the sounder plate by a series of spacers9
creating gap8. Sound radiated by7 is reflected off the sounder plate1a

outwardly through gap8. Central channel3 permits the routing of electrical
cables to auxiliary detectors and/or lights indicated schematically by dashed
lines 11. Tag12 indicates an electronics module mounted within housing4.
An alleged advantage of this design is that both the transducer module and
the electronics module can be encapsulated simultaneously as opposed to
prior art designs that required separate encapsulations.—WT

6,377,696

43.38.Ja LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS

Stuart Michael Nevill, assignor to B & W Loudspeakers Limited
23 April 2002 „Class 381Õ345…; filed in the United Kingdom 2 May

1997

The intent, as in some transmission line loudspeaker designs, is to
completely absorb rear radiation from speaker28 without introducing acous-
tic resonances or excessive cone damping. Those readers familiar with

1970s speaker systems will find that the patent document—text, illustra-
tions, and claims—almost perfectly describes the Webb transmission line
system featured in ‘‘Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects, 1970–1979.’’—
GLA

6,381,334

43.38.Ja SERIES-CONFIGURED CROSSOVER
NETWORK FOR ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC
LOUDSPEAKERS

Eric Alexander, South Ogden, Utah
30 April 2002 „Class 381Õ99…; filed 23 February 1999

With resistive loads, series and parallel frequency dividing networks
perform equally well. With reactive loudspeaker loads, the series network
has the annoying property of altering the high-frequency filter in response to
the woofer’s changing impedance. Prior art also includes at least one

speaker-level constant-voltage network in which a relatively high impedance
tweeter was bridged across the inductor of a second-order low-pass section.
The patent describes a number of configurations that seem to make use of a
little of each.—GLA

6,381,337

43.38.Ja SOUND REPRODUCTION DEVICE OR
MICROPHONE

Marc Adam Greenberg, assignor to Floating Sounds Limited
30 April 2002 „Class 381Õ345…; filed in the United Kingdom 9 De-

cember 1995

From time to time inventors come up with the idea of pumping air in
and out of a balloon to reproduce sound. In this case, however, the surface of

an inflatable balloon is mechanically driven at two or more points. The
configuration can also be used as a microphone.—GLA

6,384,550

43.38.Ja SPEAKER AND DRIVE DEVICE
THEREFOR

Hideaki Miyakawa et al., assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha
7 May 2002„Class 318Õ116…; filed in Japan 6 September 1994

One might guess that this circuit is intended to drive a digital loud-
speaker. Not quite. It drives a supersonic vibration wave motor, which in
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turn drives a loudspeaker cone. The patent teaches us that since such a wave
motor has relatively high mass and substantial friction, ‘‘...no resonance
phenomenon takes place.’’ Moreover, since the wave motor generates no
back emf, it follows that ‘‘...no group delay phenomenon takes place.’’ The
concept of minimum-phase response seems to have eluded the four
inventors.—GLA

6,385,324

43.38.Ja BROADBAND LOUDSPEAKER

Karl Heinz Kö ppen, assignor to Sorus Audio AG
7 May 2002„Class 381Õ336…; filed in Germany 17 March 1997

It is certainly not unusual to see loudspeakers mounted on convex
spherical surfaces. The novel feature of this design is 45-degree rear deflec-

tion plane 9. We are told that reflected waves must pass several times
through internal damping material and, as a result, axial standing waves
cannot develop.—GLA

6,389,144

43.38.Ja SOUND FIELD EQUALIZING APPARATUS
FOR SPEAKER SYSTEM

Deog Jin Lee, assignor to LG Electronics Incorporated
14 May 2002 „Class 381Õ340…; filed in the Republic of Korea 29

July 1997

In the 1940s, Altec-Lansing patented a loudspeaker design in which a

little multicell horn was mounted in front of a loudspeaker. This invention
eliminates the cells.—GLA

6,389,146

43.38.Ja ACOUSTICALLY ASYMMETRIC
BANDPASS LOUDSPEAKER WITH MULTIPLE
ACOUSTIC FILTERS

James J. Croft III, assignor to American Technology Corporation
14 May 2002„Class 381Õ345…; filed 17 February 2000

In 1994, the bandpass configuration shown was thoroughly analyzed
and documented by JBL in an unpublished research project. However, the
patent includes one variant in which sealed chamber21 is quite large and

uncontrolled, such as the trunk cavity of an automobile. Another variant
includes an internal acoustic notch filter. Neither of these specific geometries
was anticipated by the JBL study.—GLA

6,389,140

43.38.Kb CERAMIC PIEZOELECTRIC TYPE
MICROPHONE

Jose Wei, Hsin Tien City, Taipei, Taiwan, Province of China
14 May 2002„Class 381Õ173…; filed 30 November 1999

This patent describes a contact~throat! microphone in which high-
density foam is used to conduct mechanical vibrations from the user’s skin
to a piezoelectric transducer. With proper selection of the foam material and
its thickness, the patent asserts that improved high-frequency fidelity can be
achieved and background noise suppressed.—GLA
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6,363,156

43.38.Lc INTEGRATED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
FOR A VEHICLE

Timothy S. Roddy, assignor to Lear Automotive Dearborn,
Incorporated

26 March 2002„Class 381Õ86…; filed 18 November 1998

Microphones are distributed within the passenger compartment of a
van so that passengers in the rear can communicate with those in the front.
Furthermore, each passenger is also able to operate an on-board cell phone
and control the vehicle’s sound system. A digital signal processor is used to
reduce unwanted microphone signals and feedback.—KPS

6,377,862

43.38.Md METHOD FOR PROCESSING AND
REPRODUCING AUDIO SIGNAL

Hidetoshi Naruki and Shoji Ueno, assignors to Victor Company of
Japan, Limited

23 April 2002 „Class 700Õ94…; filed in Japan 19 February 1997

A DVD has sufficient space to consider the addition of other informa-
tion about the stored tracks, specifically data concerning playback param-
eters such as equalization and reverb.—MK

6,378,010

43.38.Md SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
PROCESSING COMPRESSED AUDIO DATA

David Burks, assignor to Hewlett-Packard Company
23 April 2002 „Class 710Õ68…; filed 10 August 1999

Filed in 1999, this patent proposes a very simple computer architecture
for a DSP system that compresses audio data on a CD-ROM. Even in 1989,
this would have been starkly obvious.—MK

6,392,133

43.38.Md AUTOMATIC SOUNDTRACK GENERATOR

Alain Georges, assignor to dBtech SARL
21 May 2002„Class 84Õ609…; filed 17 October 2000

This conceptual patent uses two pages and three claims to propose
mixing an external audio track with an existing video track. Owing to the
brevity, nothing close to real is described.—MK

6,392,576

43.38.Md MULTIPLIERLESS INTERPOLATOR FOR
A DELTA-SIGMA DIGITAL TO ANALOG
CONVERTER

Gerald Wilson and Robert S. Green, assignors to Sonic
Innovations, Incorporated

21 May 2002„Class 341Õ143…; filed 21 August 2001

Delta sigma converters use oversampling to achieve high SNR. How-
ever, there is a tradeoff between the oversampling rate and the processing
speed required in the DSP circuitry. The inventors propose using interpola-
tion and decimation combined with a zero-order hold and a lattice filter
design. The lattice filter implementation is noteworthy for using shifts and
adds to avoid multiplication. The patent writing is clear and concise.—MK

6,393,401

43.38.Md PICTURE DISPLAY DEVICE WITH
ASSOCIATED AUDIO MESSAGE

Alan R. Loudermilk and Wayne D. Jung, assignors to LJ
Laboratories, L.L.C.

21 May 2002„Class 704Õ272…; filed 6 December 2001

In 2002, a ‘‘talking picture’’ has a different interpretation from the
1930s. Here, the inventors propose adding a sound storage chip that can be
activated by a switch on the picture frame. They also propose other systems
that show the same sense of originality.—MK

6,385,320

43.38.Vk SURROUND SIGNAL PROCESSING
APPARATUS AND METHOD

Tae-Hyun Lee, assignor to Daewoo Electronics Company, Limited
7 May 2002 „Class 381Õ17…; filed in the Republic of Korea 19 De-

cember 1997

Several earlier patents describe methods of producing virtual surround
sound sources from a single pair of loudspeakers. Using head-related trans-
fer functions, the circuitry shown is intended to create two rear virtual sound

images in addition to the two real front sound images. At the same time,
reverberation is added to simulate a more spacious sonic environment.—
GLA

6,360,844

43.50.Gf AIRCRAFT ENGINE ACOUSTIC LINER
AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

William H. Hogeboom and Gerald W. Bielak, assignors to The
Boeing Company

26 March 2002„Class 181Õ213…; filed 2 April 2001

An acoustic liner for use in the nacelle of an aircraft engine consists of
alternating sections of absorptive liner and low-resistance liner. The latter
serves to scatter low-mode-order noise into higher modes that are more
readily absorbed. The low-resistance liner is composed of a perforated sheet,
having percent open area of at least 15%, a honeycomb layer, and an im-
pervious backing sheet. Methods of manufacture to achieve varying cavity
depths in the honeycomb layer are described, thus enabling absorption over
a broad frequency range. Applications to circular inlets as well as to splitters
in the aft engine duct are described.—KPS

6,364,054

43.50.Gf HIGH PERFORMANCE MUFFLER

John Bubulka et al., assignors to Midas International Corporation
2 April 2002 „Class 181Õ264…; filed 27 January 2000

This patent describes a muffler intended for use with high-performance
automobiles that creates a ‘‘deep throaty high performance sound.’’ The
cross section is rectangular with the width being two and one-half times
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greater than the height. Arranged along the length are deflector plates, such
as 24. These plates are perforated and form a series of chambers and a
sinuous path for the exhaust gases.—KPS

6,367,580

43.50.Gf SOUND ADJUSTABLE TAIL PIPE
STRUCTURE

Ming-Tien Chang, assignor to Liang Fei Industry Company,
Limited

9 April 2002 „Class 181Õ241…; filed 11 July 2000

A muffler tail pipe is adjustable, so that the same muffler can be used
on a range of different cars and engines. The alignment of23 and24 can be

altered by means of the arrangement using the oblong slot11, thus adjusting
the airflow through the tail pipe.—KPS

6,404,152

43.50.Gf MOTOR CONTROL DEVICE

Takashi Kobayashi et al., assignors to Hitachi, Limited
11 June 2002„Class 318Õ254…; filed in Japan 29 May 1998

The device is essentially a feed-back system that reduces undesired
sound caused by ring oscillations in the radial direction of the stator inside
an electric motor. The electromagnetic force drift is measured to provide
corrective coefficients to the activation current.—DRR

6,394,655

43.50.Ki METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
INFLUENCING BACKGROUND NOISE OF
MACHINES HAVING ROTATING PARTS

Jürgen Schnur and Silvia Tomaschko, assignors to
DaimlerChrysler AG

28 May 2002„Class 384Õ247…; filed in Germany 13 June 1998

This method of reducing the perceptible vibrations of rotating parts
entails the monitoring of mounting conditions between a shaft bearing and a
rotating part. By varying the mounting conditions, the transfer function is

varied, particularly for vibrations between the rotating part and the shaft
bearing or a component in contact with the shaft bearing. A radial adjust-
ment unit containing piezoelectric elements varies the mounting conditions.
The transfer function of the vibrations is thereby varied.—DRR

6,360,607

43.50.Lj SOUND DETECTOR DEVICE

Francois Charette et al., assignors to Ford Global Technologies,
Incorporated

26 March 2002„Class 73Õ587…; filed 9 August 1999

A device aimed at detecting and locating squeaks and rattles in an
automobile consists of a pair of microphones50 connected to headphones
68. A mechanism is provided which allows the operator to vary the separa-

tion distance between the microphones. This capability, along with the se-
lection of center frequency and bandwidth, allows the operator to efficiently
locate the source of sounds in a vehicle.—KPS

6,363,984

43.50.Lj TIRE TREAD PITCH SEQUENCING FOR
REDUCED NOISE

Christopher D. Morgan, assignor to Kumho & Company,
Incorporated

2 April 2002 „Class 152Õ209.2…; filed 25 October 1999

A tread design is proposed in which repeated pitches of three different
lengths are arranged around the circumference of a tire in order to reduce
rolling tire noise. One hundred different pitch sequences are defined, all of
which claim reduced noise.—KPS

6,399,868

43.55.Lb SOUND EFFECT GENERATOR AND
AUDIO SYSTEM

Makoto Yamato and Tony Williams, assignors to Roland
Corporation

4 June 2002„Class 84Õ701…; filed 28 September 2000

Given a two-channel~stereo! input, the question is how to produce a
five-channel output. The Roland unit uses an unspecified multichannel re-
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verb 12 followed by a low-pass filter to create ‘‘presence’’ for the center
~surround! channel. While low frequencies do add ‘‘presence,’’ they do not
make a soundfield or even close~contrary to claims of the patent!.—MK

6,386,037

43.58.Gn VOID DETECTOR FOR BURIED
PIPELINES AND CONDUITS USING ACOUSTIC
RESONANCE

William F. Kepler and Fred A. Travers, assignors to the United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Interior

14 May 2002„Class 73Õ579…; filed 6 June 2001

This void detection device is a little robotic car that can move through
buried conduit. Power and telemetry signals pass through umbilical cord28.
An acoustic exciter12 repeatedly taps the wall of the conduit and the re-

sulting acoustic waves are detected by sensor18. If a hidden voidV is
encountered, the acoustic signal changes. External circuitry analyzes the
frequency response signals in comparison with a baseline response obtained
from a known good area of conduit.—GLA

6,403,944

43.58.Kr SYSTEM FOR MEASURING A BIOLOGICAL
PARAMETER BY MEANS OF PHOTOACOUSTIC
INTERACTION

Hugh Alexander MacKenzie and John Matthew Lindberg,
assignors to Abbott Laboratories

11 June 2002„Class 250Õ214.1…; filed in the United Kingdom 7
March 1997

This is a system intended to measure a biological parameter such as
blood glucose. The system operates by directing laser pulses from a light

guide into soft tissue, such as the tip of a finger, thereby producing a pho-
toacoustic interaction. The resulting acoustic signal is detected by a trans-
ducer and analyzed to provide the desired parametric reading.—DRR

6,390,014

43.58.Wc ACOUSTIC SIGNALING DEVICE FOR
CULINARY-USE VESSELS, IN PARTICULAR FOR
KETTLES

Tiziano Ghidini, assignor to Frabosk Casalinghi, S.P.A.
21 May 2002„Class 116Õ150…; filed in the European Patent Office

24 September 1999

True tea aficianados know that black teas demand 100 °C water. There-
fore, many tea kettles feature whistles to alert the brewer that the water has

reached boiling. This patent claims that whistles are subject to clogging due
to calcium deposits and therefore proposes a steam driven ‘‘clanger.’’—MK
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6,394,874

43.58.Wc APPARATUS AND METHOD OF USE FOR
SOUND-GENERATING FINGER PUPPET

Takao Kubo and Todd Miller Lustgarten, assignors to Hasbro,
Incorporated

28 May 2002„Class 446Õ327…; filed 4 February 2000

Sound generator chips can show up anywhere, including finger pup-
pets. The finger can close a switch that activates a battery powered micro-

processor24 that outputs to a~very! small speaker25. When will infrared
communication for all five fingers be patented?—MK

6,394,875

43.58.Wc BICYCLE MOUNTED NOISE-MAKING
DEVICE

Terry Smith, Tustin, California
28 May 2002„Class 446Õ404…; filed 31 March 2000

Using a clothespin to attach a playing card to a bicycle’s rear forks
doesn’t make the bike sound like a motorcycle. So, if you add a pipe and a
horn, you can imitate various motorcycle sounds. The inventors claim ‘‘The
flexible contact is designed to be easily replaceable, even by a child.’’—MK

6,400,275

43.58.Wc AUDITORY CUES FOR NOTIFICATION OF
DEVICE ACTIVITY

Michael C. Albers, assignor to Sun Microsystems, Incorporated
4 June 2002„Class 340Õ635…; filed 23 June 1999

Many devices, like toasters, lack necessary and sufficient displays. So,
when attaching such devices to a computer network, why not use audible
tones to indicate the connection status? This obvious concept is the total sum
of this patent.—MK

6,402,580

43.58.Wc NEARLY HEADLESS NICK NOISEMAKER
CANDY TOY

Thomas J. Coleman, Abingdon, Virginiaet al.
11 June 2002„Class 446Õ72…; filed 11 April 2001

Harry Potter fans know Nearly Headless Nick. The inventors know
they can reuse their earlier patent~United States Patent 5,855,500! to create
a rattle with a skeleton head.—MK

6,337,999

43.60.Àc OVERSAMPLED DIFFERENTIAL CLIPPER

Robert A. Orban, assignor to Orban, Incorporated
8 January 2002„Class 700Õ94…; filed 18 December 1998

Clipping or compression of audio waveforms is a necessity in any
system with a fixed dynamic range. However, clipping introduces new har-
monics that can alias down to baseband. The inventor, who has been work-
ing on audio processors for many years, proposes to oversample and then

clip. Further, the ‘‘clippings’’ are filtered and then downsampled, ‘‘pro-
cessed’’~e.g., filtered!, and subtracted from the delayed input. The patent
writing is succinct and clear.—MK

6,402,782

43.64.Yp ARTIFICIAL EAR AND AUDITORY CANAL
SYSTEM AND MEANS OF MANUFACTURING
THE SAME

Alastair Sibbald and George Derek Warner, assignors to Central
Research Laboratories, Limited

11 June 2002„Class 623Õ10…; filed in the United Kingdom 15 May
1997

This device is a laminated artificial pinna having a concha, fossa, and
auditory canal. The auditory canal is constructed and arranged with respect
to the concha so the center of the entrance of the auditory canal is 15 to 20

mm from the rear wall of the concha and 9 to 15 mm from the concha floor
and the alignment of the turning point of the entrance of the auditory canal
is substantially horizontal.—DRR
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6,390,971

43.66.Ts METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A
PROGRAMMABLE IMPLANTABLE HEARING AID

Theodore P. Adams et al., assignors to St. Croix Medical,
Incorporated

21 May 2002„Class 600Õ25…; filed 4 February 2000

A completely implanted middle ear hearing aid is adjusted by the
physician or wearer remotely via infrared, ultrasonic, or rf wireless means.
The programmer-transmitter sends encoded acoustic signals to the implant
that may be in the form of pulse code modulation telemetry. Post-fitting
adjustments that can be made by the wearer during use without the need for
surgery include volume control, frequency response, and device on-off.—
DAP

6,393,130

43.66.Ts DEFORMABLE, MULTI-MATERIAL
HEARING AID HOUSING

Paul R. Stonikas and Robert S. Yoest, assignors to Beltone
Electronics Corporation

21 May 2002„Class 381Õ322…; filed 16 July 1999

A manufacturing method is described for a compliant hearing aid in
which the multi-material housing deforms in response to ear canal shape
changes as the hearing aid wearer moves his or her jaw. Temporary defor-
mation of the soft shell is also used during manufacture to slide components
through constricted channels in the internal cavity of the housing. After-
ward, remaining spaces inside the shell are filled in with a curable
material.—DAP

6,402,682

43.66.Ts HEARING AID

Patrik Johansson, assignor to Nobel Biocare AB
11 June 2002„Class 600Õ25…; filed in Sweden 11 April 1997

A detachable electronics module is mounted externally in the mastoid
bone where it can be accessed for battery replacement and servicing. Am-
plified sound is conveyed from the module through the skin into the middle
ear cavity via a surgically implanted tube. The result is that the natural
movement of the eardrum caused by sounds from the outside is enhanced by
amplified sounds impinging on the middle ear side of the eardrum. The
advantage of this approach is amplification while leaving the ear canal open,

which eliminates occlusion problems inherent with conventional air conduc-
tion hearing aids.—DAP

6,404,895

43.66.Ts METHOD FOR FEEDBACK RECOGNITION
IN A HEARING AID AND A HEARING AID
OPERATING ACCORDING TO THE METHOD

Tom Weidner, assignor to Siemens Audiologische Technik GmbH
11 June 2002„Class 381Õ318…; filed in Germany 4 February 1999

Acoustic feedback is recognized by monitoring the hearing aid output
signal level while attenuating a frequency band in the signal transmission
path between the hearing aid receiver and microphone in which the feedback
could occur. When feedback is present in a monitored frequency band, the
signal level is reduced by the attenuation more than would be expected

without feedback. While detecting whether feedback is present, the micro-
phone output can be switched between no attenuation and attenuation in a
particular frequency band, causing the duration of the attenuation to be
varied so that this scheme can be implemented continuously in multiple
frequency bands in which feedback is likely to occur.—DAP

6,366,883

43.72.Ja CONCATENATION OF SPEECH
SEGMENTS BY USE OF A SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

Nick Campbell and Andrew Hunt, assignors to ATR Interpreting
Telecommunications

2 April 2002 „Class 704Õ260…; filed in Japan 15 May 1996

This speech synthesizer stores multiple versions of each phoneme for
synthesis use. As the training speech is analyzed, multiple allophones of
each phoneme are stored, along with feature information to be used for
indexing and a weighting value based on the number of similar units already
stored and the degree of similarity of the new unit to the stored units. During
synthesis, a feature search locates the stored phoneme most suitable for use
in constructing the output utterance.—DLR

6,366,884

43.72.Ja METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
IMPROVED DURATION MODELING OF PHONEMES

Jerome R. Bellegarda and Kim Silverman, assignors to Apple
Computer, Incorporated

2 April 2002 „Class 704Õ266…; filed 8 November 1999

This speech synthesis system uses a sum-of-products model to scale
and average the durations of phonemes extracted from the training speech
data. Minimum and maximum durations of the training phonemes and the
number and position of the phonemes in the utterance form the basis of a
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nonexponential, root sinusoidal transformation used to model phoneme du-
rations in the synthesis output.—DLR

6,366,887

43.72.Ja SIGNAL TRANSFORMATION FOR AURAL
CLASSIFICATION

William J. Zehner and R. Lee Thompson, assignors to the United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

2 April 2002 „Class 704Õ278…; filed 12 January 1998

Certain auditory tasks, such as listening to sonar echoes, depend on the
ability of the human listener to classify or categorize the signal in some
meaningful way. This patent proposes a method of altering the signal so as
to make it sound more speechlike and so easier for the perceptual system to
make quick judgments of similarity or signal class. Certain temporal and
spectral patterns are detected and their amplitudes and spectra are mapped to
produce more speechlike amplitudes, spectra, and redundancy patterns.—
DLR

6,366,885

43.72.Lc SPEECH DRIVEN LIP SYNTHESIS USING
VISEME BASED HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS

Sankar Basu et al., assignors to International Business Machines
Corporation

2 April 2002 „Class 704Õ270…; filed 27 August 1999

Video and audio speech data is analyzed to train either a hidden Mar-
kov model or a neural network in order to generate video frames with lip
motions synchronized to a supplied audio sound track. During the training
phase, audio and video data streams are simultaneously processed to deter-
mine a suitable phoneme classification. Video frames are selected directly
according to cepstral feature similarities. There is a brief mention without
further elaboration of a video smoothing process which would occur during
the synthesis reconstruction.—DLR

6,363,348

43.72.Ne USER MODEL-IMPROVEMENT-DATA-
DRIVEN SELECTION AND UPDATE OF
USER-ORIENTED RECOGNITION MODEL OF A
GIVEN TYPE FOR WORD RECOGNITION
AT NETWORK SERVER

Stefan Besling and Eric Thelen, assignors to U.S. Philips
Corporation

26 March 2002 „Class 704Õ270.1…; filed in the European Patent
Office 20 October 1997

Pattern recognition is enabled for a wide range of subjects and for
many clients by selecting a recognition model from several recognition
models of the same type using an adaptation profile to cover commonly used
sequences and specific areas of interest. Selection is further enhanced by
using the model improvement data provided by acoustic training with a few
sentences from the user. Only one basic model, for a given type, and a
number of much smaller adaptation models need be stored. Cited advantages
include not having to store a specific model for each user, reusing recogni-
tion models for many users, and a reduced amount of training required for
each user.—DAP

6,370,504

43.72.Ne SPEECH RECOGNITION ON MPEGÕAUDIO
ENCODED FILES

Gregory L. Zick and Lawrence Yapp, assignors to University of
Washington

9 April 2002 „Class 704Õ251…; filed 22 May 1998

For use in automatic video indexing applications, a technique is de-
scribed capable of recognizing continuously spoken words in compressed
MPEG/audio. Decompression of the MPEG/audio file and creation of an

intermediate file are not required because training and feature recognition
are performed based on the extracted subbands of the files using a hidden
Markov model as a speech recognizer.—DAP

6,374,219

43.72.Ne SYSTEM FOR USING SILENCE IN
SPEECH RECOGNITION

Li Jiang, assignor to Microsoft Corporation
16 April 2002 „Class 704Õ255…; filed 20 February 1998

To date, speech recognition systems have treated silence as a special
word in the lexicon. However, in an isolated speech recognition system,
taking into account transitions from silence to other words and the reverse is
computationally intensive. In this patent, a feature extraction module first
divides words into codewords representing phonemes. Possible words are

provided as a prefix tree including several phoneme branches connected at
nodes~e.g., ‘‘Orange’’ in the figure!. Several phoneme branches are brack-
eted by at least one input silence branch and at least one output silence
branch. Optionally, several silence branches are provided in the prefix tree
that represent context-dependent silence periods.—DAP
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6,374,222

43.72.Ne METHOD OF MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN
SPEECH RECOGNITION

Yu-Hung Kao, assignor to Texas Instruments Incorporated
16 April 2002 „Class 704Õ256…; filed 16 July 1999

Speech recognition involves expanding a search tree according to the
size of the vocabulary, frequently resulting in very large storage require-
ments. To reduce the search space and to speed up the search involved in
comparing the input speech to speech models, slots with bad scores are
removed from the storage space while expanding the search tree. These
memory spaces are later replaced with slots that have better scores and are
more likely to match the input speech. There are three levels of hidden
Markov model~HMM ! utilization when a speech frame enters: all the pos-
sible words in the sentence HMM are expanded by expanding their indi-
vidual phone sequence in the lexicon HMM which requires, in turn, expand-
ing their phonetic HMMs that contain acoustic observations.—DAP

6,403,870

43.75.Bc APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
CREATING MELODY INCORPORATING PLURAL
MOTIFS

Eiichrio Aoki, assignor to Yahama Corporation
11 June 2002„Class 84Õ609…; filed in Japan 18 July 2000

Automatic composition has been attempted by various musicians since
the creation of the digital computer. As usual with Yamaha patents, many
critical details such as motive variation are not detailed~and are barely
mentioned!. The inventor seems totally unaware of the large body of work
on using generative grammars for analysis and composition~e.g., Lerdahl
and Jackendoff!.—MK

6,392,137

43.75.Gh POLYPHONIC GUITAR PICKUP FOR
SENSING STRING VIBRATIONS IN TWO MUTUALLY
PERPENDICULAR PLANES

Osman K. Isvan, assignor to Gibson Guitar Corporation
21 May 2002„Class 84Õ726…; filed 27 April 2000

Since Fender’s original patent in 1961, electric guitar manufacturers
use magnetic pickups for ferromagnetic strings. It is well known that vibrat-
ing strings exhibit both horizontal and vertical modes, so more than 20 years

ago separate transducers for each mode were proposed. Here, the use of two
sensors25 and 27 is proposed. These are fed to an RMS scaler and
mixer.—MK

6,380,468

43.75.Hi DRUM HAVING SHELL CONSISTING OF
MORE THAN ONE KIND OF VIBRATORY
ELEMENT ARRANGED IN PARALLEL WITH
RESPECT TO SKIN

Fumihiro Shigenaga, assignor to Yamaha Corporation
30 April 2002 „Class 84Õ411 R…; filed in Japan 30 September 1999

Drum materials affect the timbre of the hit as a factor of the material
properties. So if the drum body is replaced with a composite, drummers are
unhappy. The inventor proposes~in broken English: ‘‘The difference in
propagation sheep resulted in sound quality’’! insertion of metal rods or bars
in the shell to increase propagation speed.—MK

6,376,759

43.75.Mn ELECTRONIC KEYBOARD INSTRUMENT

Satoshi Suzuki, assignor to Yamaha Corporation
23 April 2002 „Class 84Õ615…; filed in Japan 24 March 1999

A keyboard instrument has limited expressiveness—the action is fixed,
the pitches fixed, etc. How can this be made more flexible so that keyboard
performers can use their training and technique to control a synthesizer? The

answer presented here depends on~1! more pedals with pressure and veloc-
ity sensors and~2! a complex finite state machine that guides the instrument
modes.—MK

6,380,469

43.75.Mn KEYBOARD MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
EQUIPPED WITH KEY ACTUATORS ACCURATELY
CONTROLLING KEY MOTION

Haruki Uehara, assignor to Yamaha Corporation
30 April 2002 „Class 84Õ439…; filed in Japan 21 June 2000

Yet another Disklavier™ patent, this time it’s devoted just to the key
mechanism. As shown, the solenoids240, 241, operated by controller230,
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can actuate key112, which will control action120 and hammer130. The
controller can also sense key motions via sensors210.—MK

6,392,136

43.75.Mn MUSICAL TONE GENERATION
STRUCTURE OF ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

Masao Kondo et al., assignors to Yamaha Corporation
21 May 2002„Class 84Õ718…; filed in Japan 19 June 2000

In a computer-controlled piano like the Disklavier™, the strings can be
damped so that no sound is audible. If so, then the electronics can generate

the sound, but now the problem is how to make it ‘‘originate’’ from the
piano. The solution is to use a set of loudspeakers in the lid. Uprights need
not apply.—MK

6,403,872

43.75.Mn KEYBOARD MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
FAITHFULLY REPRODUCING ORIGINAL
PERFORMANCE WITHOUT COMPLICATED TUNING
AND MUSIC DATA GENERATING SYSTEM
INCORPORATED THEREIN

Shigeru Muramatsu et al., assignors to Yamaha Corporation
11 June 2002„Class 84Õ724…; filed in Japan 16 December 1999

This is yet another Disklavier™ patent, this time focusing on the
hammer/string interface. Eleven different embodiments are disclosed.—MK

6,380,470

43.75.St TRAINING SYSTEM FOR MUSIC
PERFORMANCE, KEYBOARD MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT EQUIPPED THEREWITH AND
TRAINING KEYBOARD

Yuji Fujiwara et al., assignors to Yamaha Corporation
30 April 2002 „Class 84Õ470 R…; filed in Japan 13 April 1999

The principle behind this invention is simply this: a MIDI stream with
on/off events can light up LEDs on the tops of the keys. Among the em-
bodiments is a ten-key keyboard reminiscent of Englebart’s chord-set. The
English in the patent is almost unbearable, e.g., ‘‘The reason why the be-
ginners feel hard is that optical indicators are too many to quickly search
them for the radiation.’’—MK

6,392,132

43.75.St MUSICAL SCORE DISPLAY FOR MUSICAL
PERFORMANCE APPARATUS

Haruki Uehara, assignor to Yamaha Corporation
21 May 2002„Class 84Õ477 R…; filed in Japan 21 June 2000

Essentially, this is an automatic page turner for a piano player. Using
an automatic speech recognition system, the performer speaks a command
and the display changes accordingly. However, good human page turners are
silent and use automatic nod recognition.—MK

6,390,923

43.75.Wx MUSIC PLAYING GAME APPARATUS,
PERFORMANCE GUIDING IMAGE DISPLAY
METHOD, AND READABLE STORAGE MEDIUM
STORING PERFORMANCE GUIDING IMAGE
FORMING PROGRAM

Kensuke Yoshitomi et al., assignors to Konami Corporation
21 May 2002„Class 463Õ43…; filed in Japan 1 November 1999

Continuing the tradition of arcade contest of man versus machine, this
patent compares human performance on an artificial drum or guitar against
a known template. This is reminiscent of United States Patent 6,342,665
@reviewed in J. Acoust. Soc. Am.112~3!, 803 ~2002!#.—MK

6,392,135

43.75.Wx MUSICAL SOUND MODIFICATION
APPARATUS AND METHOD

Toru Kitayama, assignor to Yamaha Corporation
21 May 2002„Class 84Õ622…; filed in Japan 7 July 1999

This could have been an interesting and educational patent. But it lacks
specificity and the translation of Japanese to English is poor including
‘‘truck’’ for ‘‘track,’’ ‘‘memorized’’ for ‘‘stored,’’ and so forth. The patent
concerns the reuse of acoustic data by a MIDI stream digital instrument. The
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acoustic data is analyzed into amplitude and frequency, with the frequency
mistakenly called ‘‘timbre.’’ The signal is also analyzed for attack, sustain,
decay, and release by unknown and undisclosed methods. After being stored,
these parameters can be recombined to make new sounds. If your only tool
is a MIDI hammer, then you see all instruments as MIDI nails.—MK

6,403,871

43.75.Wx TONE GENERATION METHOD BASED
ON COMBINATION OF WAVE PARTS AND
TONE-GENERATING-DATA RECORDING METHOD
AND APPARATUS

Masahiro Shimizu and Hideo Suzuki, assignors to Yamaha
Corporation

11 June 2002„Class 84Õ622…; filed in Japan 27 September 1999

Essentially, this patents the user interface for a waveform editor. Each
waveform has the following time domain representations: waveform, pitch,
amplitude, ‘‘spectral template,’’ and ‘‘time template.’’ These names are com-
pletely arbitrary since Yamaha says nothing about how these ‘‘templates’’
are created from acoustic sounds. Further, they say nothing about how to
resynthesize notes from this representation. Perhaps this will become clear
in a later patent.—MK

6,390,995

43.80.Gx METHOD FOR USING ACOUSTIC SHOCK
WAVES IN THE TREATMENT OF MEDICAL
CONDITIONS

John A. Ogden and John F. Warlick, assignors to Healthtronics
Surgical Services, Incorporated

21 May 2002„Class 601Õ2…; filed 25 June 1999

The idea of this method, intended for medical treatment of a variety of
pathological conditions associated with osseous or musculoskeletal environ-
ments, is to apply a sufficient number of acoustic shock waves to the site of
a pathological condition to generate micro-disruptions, nonosseous tissue
stimulation, increased vascularization, and circulation and induction of
growth factors to induce or accelerate a body’s healing processes and
responses.—DRR

6,402,965

43.80.Gx SHIP BALLAST WATER ULTRASONIC
TREATMENT

Patrick K. Sullivan et al., assignors to Oceanit Laboratories,
Incorporated

11 June 2002„Class 210Õ748…; filed 13 July 2000

A ship’s ballast water is pumped through intake and outtake manifolds
which are internally lined with piezoelectric material to create long continu-
ous electroacoustic transducers within these pipes. The high-intensity sound
fields created by these transducers can potentially destroy micro-organisms,
algae, diatoms, veligers, fish larvae, and plankton, thus preventing the
introduction of nonindigenous species into new and unwelcome
environments.—WT

6,396,402

43.80.Ka METHOD FOR DETECTING, RECORDING
AND DETERRING THE TAPPING AND
EXCAVATING ACTIVITIES OF WOODPECKERS

Robert Paul Berger and Alexander Leslie McIlraith, assignors to
Myrica Systems Incorporated

28 May 2002„Class 340Õ573.2…; filed 12 March 2001

The device, which consists of a housing with mounting flanges for
direct attachment to a utility pole or the like, can receive vibrations resulting
from woodpeckers’ activities. A transducer attached to the mounting wall of
the housing converts the vibrations into signals. A circuit compares the
vibrations with a long-term average and emits an output in response to
detection above a threshold. The outputs are counted and, if the number
within a predetermined time exceeds a preset minimum, a sound transmitter
is actuated to emit a deterrent sound. A memory contains various deterrent
sounds, including those usually made by predators, to discourage the wood-
peckers. The power source consists of a solar cell charging a battery.—DRR

6,379,304

43.80.Qf ULTRASOUND SCAN CONVERSION WITH
SPATIAL DITHERING

Jeffrey M. Gilbert et al., assignors to TeraTech Corporation
30 April 2002 „Class 600Õ447…; filed 23 November 1999

This scan conversion accepts lines of ultrasonic b-scan echoes in a
polar format and produces data in a Cartesion format by using either soft-
ware or hardware in a computer that is connected to an ultrasonic scan head.
Ultrasonic echo, positional, and other data are sent from the scan head to the
computer. The conversion uses spatial dithering to approximate pixel values
that fall between two input data points.—RCW
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6,398,734

43.80.Qf ULTRASONIC SENSORS FOR
MONITORING THE CONDITION OF FLOW
THROUGH A CARDIAC VALVE

George E. Cimochowski and George W. Keilman, assignors to
VascuSense, Incorporated

4 June 2002„Class 600Õ454…; filed 12 August 1999

A parameter indicative of the condition of a cardiac valve is estab-
lished by monitoring blood flow and/or velocity in a vessel that is coupled to
the cardiac valve or in a chamber adjacent to an artificial heart valve. One or
more ultrasonic transducers are supplied either in a cuff or a wall arrange-
ment deployed about a cardiac vessel to monitor the parameter with respect
to a natural or artificial valve. Transient or Doppler measurements are made
using an appropriate number of transducers to determine either blood volu-
metric flow or velocity. Various implantable electronic circuits enable a
transducer to be driven and to receive an ultrasonic signal indicative of the
status of the blood flow and thus, the condition of the heart valve. A radio
frequency coil coupled to an external power supply and monitoring console
conveys power to the ultrasonic transducers and receives the blood flow data
signals.—DRR

6,405,069

43.80.Qf TIME-RESOLVED OPTOACOUSTIC
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR NONINVASIVE
MONITORING OF GLUCOSE

Alexander A. Oraevsky and Alexander A. Karabutov, assignors to
Board of Regents, the University of Texas System

11 June 2002„Class 600Õ407…; filed 6 October 1999

A wideband optoacoustic transducer measures the spatial in-depth pro-
file of optically-induced acoustic pressure transients in tissues in order to

determine the laser-induced profile of absorbed optical distribution. This
type of technique can be applied to monitor glucose concentration in various
human or nonhuman tissues, cell cultures, solutions, or emulsions.—DRR

6,379,306

43.80.Qf ULTRASOUND COLOR FLOW DISPLAY
OPTIMIZATION BY ADJUSTING DYNAMIC
RANGE INCLUDING REMOTE SERVICES OVER A
NETWORK

Michael J. Washburn et al., assignors to General Electric
Company

30 April 2002 „Class 600Õ454…; filed 27 December 1999

Values corresponding to color flow signals from an ultrasonic Doppler
imaging instrument are stored in a memory. A dynamic range compression
scheme based on an analysis of the signals in the memory is used to deter-
mine a second set of values that are stored and used for display locally as
well as at a remote facility via communication over a network.—RCW

6,394,955

43.80.Sh DEVICE ATTACHABLE TO A
THERAPEUTIC HEAD FOR ADJUSTABLY HOLDING
AN ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCER, AND
THERAPEUTIC HEAD IN COMBINATION WITH
SUCH A DEVICE

Lucas Perlitz, assignor to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
28 May 2002„Class 600Õ439…; filed in Germany 1 February 1999

The device provides adjustability in holding an ultrasonic transducer
and it can be attached at a therapeutic head that emits acoustic waves con-
verging into a focus. The device has at least one element that can be swiv-
eled about an axis. The ultrasonic transducer is at least indirectly attachable
at the element such that its acoustic axis, as well as the swivel axis when the
device is attached, proceed substantially through the focus of the therapeutic
head.—DRR

6,394,956

43.80.Sh RF ABLATION AND ULTRASOUND
CATHETER FOR CROSSING CHRONIC TOTAL
OCCLUSIONS

Chandru V. Chandrasekaran et al., assignors to Scimed Life
Systems, Incorporated

28 May 2002„Class 600Õ439…; filed 29 February 2000

This catheter combines an ultrasound transducer and a rf ablation elec-
trode. The ultrasound transducer transmits into and receives echos from a
blood vessel. The echo signals are processed and used to produce an image
of the tissue surrounding the catheter. A driveshaft rotates the transducer to
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yield a 360-degree view of the vessel wall. At the distal end of the driveshaft
is an electrode that is coupled to a rf generator delivering rf energy for
ablating occluding material inside the vessel.—DRR

6,398,753

43.80.Sh ULTRASOUND ENHANCEMENT OF
PERCUTANEOUS DRUG ABSORPTION

David H. McDaniel, Virginia Beach, Virginia
4 June 2002„Class 604Õ22…; filed 9 October 1998

This is a system for enhancing and improving the transcutaneous de-
livery of topical chemicals or drugs. A disposable container contains a sub-
stantially sterile unit dose of an active agent adapted for a single use in a
medical instrument. The unit dose is formulated to enhance transport of the
active agent through mammalian skin when the active agent is applied to
skin that is exposed to light and/or ultrasound.—DRR

6,384,516

43.80.Vj HEX PACKED TWO DIMENSIONAL
ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER ARRAYS

John Douglas Fraser, assignor to ATL Ultrasound, Incorporated
7 May 2002„Class 310Õ334…; filed 21 January 2000

These transducer arrays are comprised of elements closely packed in a

hexagonal configuration such as shown in the figure.—RCW

6,390,981

43.80.Vj ULTRASONIC SPATIAL COMPOUNDING
WITH CURVED ARRAY SCANHEADS

James R. Jago, assignor to Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.
21 May 2002„Class 600Õ443…; filed 23 May 2000

Spatial compounding is accomplished by beam steering that depends
on both the curvature of the array and electronic phasing in ways advanta-

geous for beamforming and image registration coefficients, uniformity in
sampling, reduction of speckle, and achievement of a large compounded
area.—RCW

6,390,984

43.80.Vj METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
LOCKING SAMPLE VOLUME ONTO MOVING
VESSEL IN PULSED DOPPLER ULTRASOUND
IMAGING

Lihong Pan et al., assignors to GE Medical Systems Global
Technology Company, LLC

21 May 2002„Class 600Õ453…; filed 14 September 2000

A gate selecting a volume for Doppler analysis is locked onto the
selected vessel by using pattern matching in images from successive frames
processed in the space domain or the Fourier domain to determine how
much a vessel in the image has translated and rotated from one frame to the
next.—RCW

6,394,967

43.80.Vj METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
DISPLAYING LUNG SOUNDS AND PERFORMING
DIAGNOSIS BASED ON LUNG SOUND
ANALYSIS

Raymond L. H. Murphy, Wellesley, Massachusetts
28 May 2002„Class 600Õ586…; filed 30 October 2000

This lung sound diagnostic system contains a plurality of transducers
that may be placed at various sites around the patient’s chest. The micro-
phones are coupled to signal processing circuitry and A/D converters that
supply digitized data to a computer system. A program in the computer
collects and organizes the data and formats the data into a combinatorial

display that can be shown on a monitor screen or printed out. The system
may also include application programs for detecting and classifying abnor-
mal sounds. An analysis program can compare selected criteria correspond-
ing to the detected abnormal sounds with predefined thresholds in order to
provide a likely diagnosis.—DRR
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6,396,931

43.80.Vj ELECTRONIC STETHOSCOPE WITH
DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITY

Cicero H. Malilay, Los Angeles, California
28 May 2002„Class 381Õ67…; filed 8 March 1999

This stethoscope is a self-contained, hand-held, electronic unit that
includes a built-in chestpiece, speaker, and visual monitor. It includes a
memory containing prerecorded heart and lung sounds along with a brief
description of the malady producing the sounds so that a technician may
compare the actual sounds with the prerecorded sounds and obtain a sug-
gested diagnosis on the monitor.—DRR

6,398,731

43.80.Vj METHOD FOR RECORDING ULTRASOUND
IMAGES OF MOVING OBJECTS

Bernard M. Mumm et al., assignors to Tomtec Imaging Systems
GmbH

4 June 2002„Class 600Õ437…; filed in Germany 25 July 1997

Images of a moving object are acquired with a moving transducer.
Based on the amount of object movement, images are either not acquired or
not processed. Images not processed are omitted when the images are as-
sembled and displayed.—RCW

6,398,733

43.80.Vj MEDICAL ULTRASONIC IMAGING SYSTEM
WITH ADAPTIVE MULTI-DIMENSIONAL BACK-
END MAPPING

Constantine Simopouloset al., assignors to Acuson Corporation
4 June 2002„Class 600Õ443…; filed 24 April 2000

This back-end mapping uses beamformed signals after detection. The
processing consists of logarithmic compression followed by a mapping
based on the system noise level and a target display value of soft-tissue
echoes. The mapping includes gain and dynamic range.—RCW

6,398,735

43.80.Vj DETECTING A RELATIVE LEVEL OF AN
ULTRASOUND IMAGING CONTRAST AGENT

David W. Clark, assignor to Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.
4 June 2002„Class 600Õ458…; filed 7 March 2000

The relative level of an ultrasound contrast agent is detected by deter-
mining a level from ultrasonic echoes produced in a region with contrast
agent present, determining a level of echoes from the region after destruc-
tion of the contrast agent, and forming the ratio of the two levels.—RCW
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Wave impedances of drill strings and other periodic media
Douglas S. Drumheller
Geothermal Research Department, Sandia National Laboratory, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87185-1033

~Received 30 November 2001; revised 20 July 2002; accepted 6 August 2002!

It is commonly known that wave reflections are caused by abrupt spatial variations in the physical
parameter calledwave impedance. When a material contains a spatially periodic distribution of
wave impedances some very interesting and complex wave propagation phenomena will occur. Two
examples of such periodic structures immediately come to mind: the first is a sandwiched structure
of two types of plates, say for example, identical layers of thin steel plates interspersed with
identical thick aluminum plates; and the second is a large number of identical long thin pipes that
are connected from end to end with identical short heavy threaded couplings. The pipe assembly is
our primary concern here because it represents the drill string, used worldwide to drill for natural
energy resources. We want to understand how waves propagate through drill strings because we
want to use them as a means of communication. But while the second structure is our primary
concern, it is the study of the first structure, composed of layers, that is the truly historical problem
and the source of much of our understanding of this rich set of wave physics. Traditionally, wave
propagation in periodic media has been studied as an eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues
themselves yield information about phase velocities, group velocities, passbands, and stopbands.
Most often the analysis has stopped there and the eigenvectors have been ignored. Here we turn our
attention to the eigenvectors, using them to evaluate the impedance of the periodic structure with
particular emphasis on the periodic drill string. As you might expect the impedance of the drill string
is a complex number, which is evaluated from a very complicated expression. However, we have
discovered that the impedance at two physical locations along the length of each piece of drill pipe
in the drill string always reduces to a real number. This is immensely important because it allows
us to match the impedance of the drill string to our communication devices. We show how this leads
to the effective design of repeaters, noise cancelers, wave terminators, and quarter-wave
transformers for a drill-string communication system. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1513365#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.El, 43.20.Mv, 43.60.Bf@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

Over recent years we have developed a communication
system that uses extensional stress waves in hollow steel drill
pipe to carry encoded data~for example, see Drumheller1!.
Drill pipe is of course used to drill for natural gas and oil as
well as other natural resources such as geothermal energy
stored in hot subterranean fluids. The devices we are devel-
oping will be used to transmit data back to the surface from
instruments housed in the drill string near the bit. Other so-
called ‘‘down-hole’’ communication systems are already em-
ployed by drilling companies because drillers would like to
know where they are heading. They would also like to know
some of the formation characteristics. For example, is oil
present?

Obviously it is also possible to establish a communica-
tion link with a data cable stretched down the hollow interior
of the drill pipe, but the cable deployment interrupts the drill-
ing process. As a result it is not economical. The commonly
used alternative is to transmit the data as a sequence of pres-
sure pulses in the well mud. This is a very slow method of
communication, and unless data compression methods are
employed the data-transmission rate is less than 1 baud. Also
it doesn’t always work especially if gas is injected into the

mud. That is becoming a more common practice called
under-balanced drilling.

Our ‘‘acoustical telemetry system,’’ which really uses
extensional stress waves, bypasses many of these problems.
A 10-W transmitter can easily communicate at 10 to 100
baud even without employing data compression methods.
But it has range limitations. We know this method can be
used to communicate over distances in excess of 10 000 feet,
but drilling projects are getting deeper. Some projects are
reaching beyond 25 000 feet. The answer to this problem is
to use repeaters. From the standpoint of compatability with
standard drilling processes, this is possible because the re-
peater would be totally contained within the wall of the drill
pipe, and it would only require small amounts of electrical
energy (<100 mW) that are available from modest sized
battery packs.

The crux of the successful design of a repeater is to
reduce what is often calledinjection loss. This term describes
the following problem. Suppose a wave propagates along the
drill string where it encounters a repeater. Unless the repeater
is carefully designed some of the energy of this incident
wave will be reflected back into the drill pipe. The remainder
of the signal will then be injected into the repeater in a weak-
ened state that is more difficult to detect. Likewise, after we
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measure this signal we can use a phased array of transducers
within the repeater to relay the message in a specified direc-
tion, but as that wave tries to leave the repeater a portion of
it will also be reflected; that is, the repeater will be unable to
inject all of its energy back into the drill pipe. The injection
losses suffered by waves trying to get into and out of the
repeater can be significant. As a penalty for ignoring this
issue we might actually have to double the number of repeat-
ers in the system.

II. ANALYSIS OF IMPEDANCE

We can solve the injection-loss problem by matching the
wave impedance of the repeater to that of the drill pipe.
Indeed as we shall see the impedance of the repeater is easily
characterized as that of a uniform thick-walled cylinder,
which is the product of the mass density, sound speed, and
cross-sectional area of the cylinder wall. In terms of the
usual electrical analogy for these systems, the repeater im-
pedance is a real number and therefore purely resistive.~See
p. 9 of Kino.2!

In contrast the computation of the impedance of the drill
pipe is far more difficult because it is a periodic structure. It
is composed of individual 30-ft joints of hollow tubing
threaded together with relatively massive connections called
tool joints. In fact the impedances of the tool joints are about
five times greater than the impedances of the tubes. This
forms a one-dimensional periodic structure of hollow cylin-
ders connected in a straight line along their respective central
axes. The array exhibits classical characteristics that are
similar to those of an electrical comb filter. This array has
already been studied in detail as a classical eigenvalue prob-
lem in Drumheller3 and Barnes and Kirkwood.4 ~You should
note an important difference in these works. Barnes and
Kirkwood mistakenly use the longitudinal velocity in their
calculations rather than the bar velocity.! Indeed, we typi-
cally prefer to communicate with a carrier frequency of ei-
ther 635 Hz, which is the center of the third passband, or 920
Hz, which is the center of the fourth passband. Next we
examine the eigenvectors associated with this eigenvalue so-
lution. They yield the solution for the impedance of the drill
string. In general, we shall find that this impedance is a com-
plex number meaning the drill string has a reactive imped-
ance that cannot be matched to the purely resistive imped-
ance of the repeater.~As we shall see a purely resistive
impedance means the force and velocity of the material are
in phase while the presence of any reactive component will
place this quantities out of phase.! However, at particular
points along the length of the drill string, its impedance is
also purely resistive and therefore it is possible to match the
impedance of the repeater to that of the drill string at these
locations.~This is a particularly attractive approach because
as we have said the wave impedance is proportional to the
cross-sectional area of the cylindrical wall, and that param-
eter is easily adjusted during the design and actual fabrica-
tion of the repeater.!

It is important to notice that the drill-string problem is a
special case of a larger class of problems. Le´on Brillouin
wrote a classical text about these solutions in 1946.5 Indeed
the phenomena exhibited by the drill string is often called

Brillouin scattering, and it’s a special case of what he calls
the ‘‘one-dimensional mechanical lattice.’’ In his book he
says, ‘‘The one-dimensional mechanical lattice is an aca-
demic rather than a practical problem, and the only important
instance of one-dimensional structures is found in electric
lines . . . .’’ We shall see that on this one minor point, Bril-
louin was wrong. The injection loss problem gives us an
opportunity to apply relatively abstract wave physics to an
extremely important commercial application.

A. The repeater

Repeaters can be constructed by placing a pair of accel-
erometers and a pair of piezoelectric PZT transmitters into a
steel housing.~See Fig. 1.! We use the accelerometers to
measure weak waves approaching from the left. After inter-
preting the data in this signal we use the PZT transducers to
broadcast a much stronger message signal to the right.~As an
alternate approach we could use the amplified accelerometer
signal to drive the PZT transmitters directly. We call this a
wave amplifier. It is discussed in the Appendix; however, as
we shall see this device is inherently unstable in our appli-
cation.! The virtue of using PZT transmitters is that relative
to other devices such as magnetostrictive terfenol, they are
inexpensive, energy efficient, easy to construct, and simple
to power. But most importantly they can be formed into con-
tinuous rings that surround the central core of the repeater
housing. In this way the impedance of the PZT stack can be
very closely matched to that of its steel housing. Indeed we
have designed systems in which the wave impedances of the
different repeater elements are so closely matched that it is
reasonable to model all of them as a single homogeneous
hollow-circular cylinder.~See Drumheller.6,7! Thus to solve
the injection-loss problem we need only match the imped-
ance of this hollow cylinder to that of the drill pipe. We shall
see that the simplest way of doing this is to adjust the cross-
sectional area of the cylinderical wall of the repeater hous-
ing.

Determination of the impedance of this hollow cylinder
is straight forward. Consider the following relationships:

F/A5E
]u

]x
,

]F

]x
5rAa, ~1!

whereF is the axial force~positive in tension! acting on the
cross-sectional areaA of the cylindrical wall. The cylinder
has a mass density ofr and a Young’s modulus ofE. In
terms of the positionx and timet, the axial motion of the
cylinder is described by its material displacementu, material
velocity v[]u/]t, and material accelerationa[]2u/]t2.

FIG. 1. A repeater mounted in a drill string.
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The first expression in Eqs.~1! is Hooke’s law for the axial
deformation of the cylinder, and the second expression is
Newton’s second law of motion. We can combine these two
equations to obtain the following wave equation:

]2u

]t2 5c2
]2u

]x2 , ~2!

where

c5AE

r
~3!

is the speed of sound for an extensional wave propagating in
a bar. As an example, for steelc55.13 km/s. If the charac-
teristic wavelength of the propagating wave is long in com-
parison to the outside diameter of the cylinder, Hooke’s law
accurately represents the extensional motion produced by the
wave. A typical outside diameter for the steel drill-string
components in a well is 6 inches. Waves with frequencies
below 8 kHz have wavelengths that are more than four times
this diameter, and they are accurately modeled by this wave
equation.

The well-known d’Alembert solution to the wave equa-
tion is

u~x,t !5 f ~x2ct!1g~x1ct!, ~4!

where f (•) and g(•) are arbitrary functions of the special
combinationsx6ct of time and position.~See p. 105 of
Drumheller.8! From the d’Alembert solution we obtain the
equally well-known result for simple waves,

F57zv. ~5!

Here the2 and 1 signs are used, respectively, for simple
waves traveling either in the positive-x or negative-x direc-
tions, and

z[rcA ~6!

is the wave impedance of the cylinder. The wave impedance
z is the key to the injection-loss problem because it relates
the forceF to the material velocityv. These two variables
are continuous across the interfaces between the different
cylindrical elements of our one-dimensional drill string. As
with the traditional solutions for waves in infinite media, the
amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves at these
interfaces are solely determined by the wave impedances of
the two cylinders adjacent to each interface.If the impedance
remains constant across an interface, there is no reflection
and hence there is no injection loss.

You will notice that the cross-sectional areaA of the
cylindrical wall appears in the expression for the wave im-
pedance. Thus even if two adjoining cylinders are made from
the same material, a wave reflection will occur if they have
different wall areas. We see that it is also possible that the
intersection of two cylinders of different material will not
produce a reflection provided their wall areas are adjusted to
make their impedances equal.

The wave impedancez of a cylinder is a real number. In
the nomenclature of common electrical analogies for linear
wave problems, we say that this impedance is purely resis-
tive. Because we are interested in wave reflections at the

interface between the cylinder representing the repeater and
the drill pipe assembly, we shall now turn our attention to
evaluating the impedance of the drill pipe. For it we find a
far more complicated situation.

B. The drill pipe

While we seem to be concerned about the relative im-
pedances of the repeater and the drill string, we do not seem
to be worried about the changes in impedance between the
tubes and tool joints in the drill string itself. However, that is
not true. Indeed, the hundreds of tool-joint connections in a
typical drill string cause a complex set of wave reflections
that form the comb filter effect we mentioned earlier. This
forces us to broadcast narrow-band signals that fall within
the frequency boundaries of the passbands of this periodic
structure. Indeed we already know that the frequency char-
acteristics of the periodic drill string are analyzed as an ei-
genvalue problem.~See Ref. 3.! Here we shall learn that the
solution to the injection loss problem is found in the eigen-
vectors of the same analysis. While we shall briefly review
the equations that form the matrix components of this analy-
sis, you should refer to Ref. 3 for more details.

Consider any adjacent pair of cylinders of the drill
string; that is, a cylinder that represents a tool joint and a
neighboring cylinder that represents a tube. They are illus-
trated with solid lines in Fig. 2. Notice their common inter-
face is located atx50. In the tool jointx,0, and in the tube
x.0. The length, cross-sectional wall area, mass density, and
speed of sound of each cylinder areds , as , rs , andcs where
s51,2 denotes the tube and tool joint, respectively. Each of
these cylinders is represented by a wave equation similar to
Eq. ~2!. We shall examine the following time-harmonic so-
lutions for the force and the material velocity in each cylin-
der:

Fs~x,t !5Fs~x,v!exp~ ivt !, ~7!

vs~x,t !5Vs~x,v!exp~ ivt !, ~8!

in which

Fs~x,v!5As exp~2 iK sm!1Bs exp~ iK sm!, ~9!

zsVs~x,v!5As exp~2 iK sm!2Bs exp~ iK sm!, ~10!

and

zs5rscsas , ~11!

Ks5v/zs , ~12!

m5H r2a2x, x<0,

r1a1x, x.0.
~13!

FIG. 2. The coordinate system for drill pipe.
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Here As and Bs are arbitrary constants,v is the circular
frequency, andi 2521. Two sets of conditions are applied to
these solutions. The first set of conditions requires that the
force and material velocity are continuous atx50. The sec-
ond set of conditions arises from the Floquet theorem~see
Brillouin,5 p. 173! which says that the solutions must have
the following form:

Fs~x,v!5 f s~m,v!exp~2 ikmd/r !, ~14!

zsVs~x,v!5gs~m,v!exp~2 ikmd/r !, ~15!

wherek is the complex wave number and

r 5r 11r 2 , ~16!

d5d11d2 , ~17!

r s5rsasds . ~18!

Each set of functionsf s(x,v) andgs(x,v) must form a pe-
riodic field of periodd. In Ref. 3 we show how these con-
ditions lead to the two requirements of continuity

f 2~0,v!5 f 1~0,v!, ~19!

~1/z2!g2~0,v!5~1/z1!g1~0,v!, ~20!

and the two requirements of periodicity

f 2~2d2 ,v!5 f 1~d1 ,v!, ~21!

~1/z2!g2~2d2 ,v!5~1/z1!g1~d1 ,v!. ~22!

Taken together these four conditions form the following
eigenvalue problem:

@Ci j #F A1 /z1

B1 /z1

2A2 /z2

2B2 /z2

G5F 0
0
0
0
G , ~23!

where

@Ci j #5F z1 z1 z2 z2

1 21 1 21

z1ea1r 1 z1eb1r 1 z2e2a2r 2 z2e2b2r 2

ea1r 1 2eb1r 1 e2a2r 2 2e2b2r 2

G ,

~24!

and

as5 i ~kd/r 2Ks!, ~25!

bs5 i ~kd/r 1Ks!. ~26!

Equations~23! completely characterize the behavior of the
drill pipe within the context of our wave theory.@This eigen-
value formulation for the drill string problem is nearly iden-
tical to the formulation for longitudinal stress waves propa-
gating normal to layers of a periodically layered medium.
~See p. 120 in Bedford and Drumheller.9! Two changes are
required to obtain the formulation for layered media. First
normalize the cross-sectional wall areas. (As51.) Then re-
place the expression for the bar velocity,cs5AEs /rs by the
longitudinal velocitycs5A(ls12ms)/rs where ls and ms

are the Lame´ material constants of the layer. As a conse-
quence all of the results that we will obtain for the drill string

apply equally well to the layered medium. However, from a
practical standpoint one significant difference does exist. The
wave impedance of the drill string is easily modified by al-
teration of the cross-sectional wall area, but the same cannot
be said for the layered medium. Here the wave impedance is
limited to the discrete values associated with available mate-
rials.#

We now face the following task. For any real value of
the circular frequencyv, we must evaluate the complex
wave numberk and the four constants,A1 , A2 , B1 , andB2 .
To do this we first assume a value of the circular frequency.
Then for a nontrivial solution of Eqs.~23! to exist, the de-
terminant of@Ci j # must be zero. Evaluation of this determi-
nant yields the following characteristic equation:

coskd5cos~vd1 /c1!cos~vd2 /c2!2 1
2~z1 /z2

1z2 /z1!sin~vd1 /c1!sin~vd2 /c2!. ~27!

We use this transcendental equation to evaluate the eigen-
value k. We find that over certain regions ofv, k has real
values. These frequency regions are called passbands. Over
the remaining values ofv that lie between the passbands,k
has complex values. These regions are called stopbands.

Consider a typical drill string whose properties are listed
in Table I. By using Eq.~27! we calculate the passbands and
stopbands of this drill string.~See Fig. 3.! The shaded re-
gions are the stopbands, and the clear areas between them are
the passbands. Both the passbands and the stopbands are
numbered in sequence from the left. For example, 600 Hz
falls in passband 3, and 500 Hz falls in stopband 2. We shall
only illustrate the solutions within each passband where two
quantities are shown. The phase velocitycp[v/k is illus-
trated as a dashed line, and the group velocitycg[dv/dk is
illustrated as a solid line. Notice that the group velocity
drops to zero at the edges of the passbands. This means that

TABLE I. Properties of steel drill pipe,r57.89 Mg/m3 and c
55.13 km/s.

Component ds ~m! As (mm2) zs ~Mg/s!

Tube (s51) 8.84 3400 138
Tool joint (s52) 0.61 16 000 649

FIG. 3. Passbands and stopbands of drill pipe. The group velocity~—! and
the phase velocity~- - -! are illustrated only within the passbands.
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standing waves develop at these frequencies. Indeed we
know that communication is only possible in the central por-
tions of the passbands.

Our previous knowledge about this telemetry problem is
contained within the eigenvalue analysis that we have just
described. By using this analysis we have identified the car-
rier frequencies that will successfully propagate long dis-
tances through drill pipe. However, to analyze the injection-
loss problem we must proceed one step further to the
evaluation of the four componentsA1 , A2 , B1 , and B2 of
the eigenvector. This of course is a routine algebraic exer-
cise; however, the real issue here will be the interpretation
and practical use of the results.

The components of the eigenvector can only be evalu-
ated to within a common arbitrary constant,h. The solutions
are

A15hz1 cof~C11!, ~28!

B15hz1 cof~C12!, ~29!

A252hz2 cof~C13!, ~30!

B252hz2 cof~C14!, ~31!

where cof(Ci j ) represents the cofactor of the matrix element
Ci j . While the solutions forFs and vs can only be deter-
mined to within an arbitrary constant, the impedance
z(x,v)5Fs /vs can be determined exactly by substitution of
the results from Eqs.~28! through ~31! into Eqs. ~14! and
~15!.

By following this procedure we are able to evaluate the
impedance of the drill string described in Table I.~See Fig.
4.! This is a plot of a three-dimensional surface that repre-
sents the real part of this impedance function. The vertical
axis is Real@z(x,v)#. Position x and frequencyv are the
horizontal axes. We have only plotted Real@z(x,v)# between
2d2/2<x<d1/2 because it is symmetric about bothx
52d2/2 andd1/2. The illustrated frequency range includes
the first four passbands of the drill string. Notice that
Real@z(x,v)#.0 in the passbands. It is actually negative in
the stopbands, but it does not appear so here because we
have clipped the plotted values of impedance to lie between
0 and 600 Mg/s. Within the passbands, the shading of the
surface represents the phase anglew(x,v) of the impedance,

w[tan21@ Imaginary~z!/Real~z!#. ~32!

The ridge lines of the saddles as well as the linesx
52d2/2 andd1/2 correspond to locations wherew50. The
lighter regions correspond tow.0 and the darker regions
correspond tow,0.

In Fig. 5 we present a detailed illustration of the phase
angle w for just the third passband. As before we plot the
results for one-half of a tube and tool joint. Here the function
w(x,v) is plotted as a shaded surface with the vertical axis
representingw. In this case the shading is due to a light
source and does not correspond to any variable from the
analysis. Contours of constant phase angle are projected to a
plane above this surface and labeled in nonuniformly spaced
levels of (260,245,0,45,60) degrees. The dashed linex
50 represents the interface between the tool joint and the
tube. Within the passband2p/2<w<p/2. The phase angle
is antisymmetric about the midpoints of the tool joint and
tube. Thus in this passband as well as all others,
w(2d2/2,v)5w(d1/2,v)50 and the impedance is always

FIG. 4. Real part of the wave impedance of drill pipe.

FIG. 5. Phase angles of the wave im-
pedance in the third passband of drill
pipe.
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real at these locations. Furthermore, these are the only two
physical locations where Imaginary(z) is zero for all fre-
quencies. Because of this fact, at these particular points it is
possible to match the impedance of the drill string to that of
a uniform cylinder of constant diameter.These are the points
at which we can connect our repeater.

C. Variable pipe length

Actual drill strings are often assembled from individual
pipes that exhibit significant variations in length. While some
‘‘30-ft’’ pipe is manufactured with length tolerances under an
inch, other pipe may vary by as much as 3 ft. Our impedance
analysis offers us some interesting insights into the effects of
such aperiodicity. We note that the shoulders of the indi-
vidual screw couplings of the drill pipes are located near the
midpoints of the assembled tool joints, and unscrewing a
particular tool joint essentially breaks it in half. Indeed we
find that different length pipes have different impedances at
this location. For a frequency of 635 Hz we show how the
impedance at the midpoint of the tool joint changes with tube
length.~See Fig. 6.! Much of this change results from a shift
in the location of the passband as we alter the tube length.
Thus while 635 Hz is at the center of the third passband for
the longer tubes, it is off center for the shorter tubes. Clearly,
an impedance mismatch will occur when drill pipes of dif-
ferent lengths are connected together. One way of reducing
the effects of numerous mismatches in a long drill string is to
rearrange the individual drill pipes according to length. This
moderates strong reflections by producing a ‘‘smooth gradi-
ent’’ in the impedance. Such an idea was actually tested in
the field. ~See Drumheller10 as well as Drumheller and
Knudsen.11! The effect of reordering the pipes was signifi-
cant and reduced the apparent wave attenuation in the drill
string by more than 50% in some passbands.

D. Repeater-drill pipe interface

Suppose we must detect and repeat a communication
signal that is broadcast in the third passband of the drill
string. At an appropriate location we break the drill string
apart and insert a repeater into it. Our goal is to choose a

location that allows us to match the impedance of the re-
peater to that of the drill string. This will minimize or pos-
sibly even eliminate injection loss.

The impedance of the repeater is a real number. Thus we
must select a location on the drill string where its impedance
is also real. That occurs at the midpoints of each tube and
tool joint of the drill string. In Fig. 7 we illustrate the imped-
ance of the drill string over the third passband. The dashed
line is the impedance at the midpoint of the tool joint, and
the solid line is the impedance at the midpoint of the tube. If
the impedance values in this plot are divided by the quantity
rc then we obtain a plot of area. You will note that this is not
the physical cross-sectional area of the drillstring wall at ei-
ther of these midpoints. To make this distinction clear we
will call this area theacoustic cross-section, A of the drill-
string. ~The uniform cylinder is a degenerate case in which
the value of the physical cross section of the cylindrical wall
is equal to the acoustic cross section; that is,A5A. In our
examples all of the system components are constructed from
steel. Thus the same value ofrc applies to every component
and as you shall see our objective will be to match the acous-
tic cross sections of neigboring components.!

For any given frequency you will notice that the imped-
ance of the drill string and consequently the acoustic cross
section is always greater at the midpoint of the tube. Choos-
ing this location will allow the repeater to have a larger
cross-sectional wall area. For example, consider the imped-
ance at the midpoint of the tube, which is 348 Mg/s. From
Eq. ~6! the acoustic cross section at this point is

A5z/rc53.483105/~789035130!

50.0086 m2513.2 in2. ~33!

Moreover, suppose the repeater case is also constructed of
steel. Then to eliminate injection loss the cross-sectional wall
area of the repeater must be equal to this value of the acous-
tic cross section. Indeed we shall find that this impedance
match will work over most frequencies in the central portion
of the third passband. If instead the repeater is attached to the
midpoint of a tool joint where the impedance is approxi-
mately 220 Mg/s, then it must be matched to the acoustic
cross section at that point

A5z/rc52.23105/~789035130!

55435 mm258.42 in2. ~34!

FIG. 6. The effect of tube length on the impedance at the midpoint of a tool
joint for a frequency of 635 Hz.

FIG. 7. Midpoint impedance of tubes~—! and tool joints~- - -!.
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Either placement with correspondingly matched acoustic
cross sections will allow for an equally satisfactory exchange
of wave energy between the drill string and the repeater.
However, if we attach the repeater to the midpoint of a tube
we will have a greater volume in which to house the com-
ponents. We could also increase the cross section of the re-
peater by constructing it from alternative materials with
smaller values ofrc such as aluminum or titanium.

III. TRANSIENT WAVE ANALYSIS

So far we have restricted much of our analysis of the
repeater and the drill pipe to the behavior of time-harmonic
waves. However, we have another analysis tool that has
proven to be extremely important to the development of this
technology. It is a simple algorithm for the computation of
the transient response of stress waves in this one-
dimensional geometry.~See Drumheller.12! This algorithm is
based upon the method of characteristics, and indeed, as we
have previously demonstrated, it provides analytical solu-
tions to certain classes of problems. Moreover, these solu-
tions have proven to be reliable predictors of wave behavior
not only in a controlled laboratory setting, but also in actual
field test applications.~See Refs. 10 and 11.! Here we shall
apply this analysis to a hypothetical repeater design to dem-
onstrate the practical effectiveness of our method for reduc-
ing injection losses.

A. Transducer isolation

In Fig. 1 we illustrate a repeater mounted in a drill-
string. Signals in the form of propagating stress waves ap-
proach the repeater along the drill pipe from the left. The job
of the repeater is to detect the messages in these relatively
weak incoming signals and rebroadcast them as high-
amplitude stress waves that continue to propagate along the
drill pipe to the right. ~There is no preferred method for
encoding the data on the stress wave. That aspect of the
repeater design is similar to most communication systems
wherein the rate of transmission of data is limited by the
bandwidth of the transmission path, which in this case is
approximately one-half of the width of the passband or pass-
bands used to carry the signal.! As we have already noted
one crucial issue for the successful operation of the repeater
is injection loss. However, a second crucial issue now pre-
sents itself.Can we spatially isolate the processes of detec-
tion and rebroadcast so that both processes might occur si-
multaneously and at the same frequency, or will the feedback
from the strong outgoing signal mask the weak incoming
message? We shall see that this new issue of isolation also
depends directly upon reduction of injection loss.

As before we shall assume that the repeater operates
over a range of frequencies that lie within the central half of
the third passband. The center of this band is atf
5635 Hz. The repeater itself has two PZT transmitters. Let
the wavelength off be l. The distance between PZT trans-
mitters isl/4, where

l/45c/~4 f !55130/~43635!52 m. ~35!

To the left of the transmitter array are two accelerometers
that are also spacedl/4 apart. As we show in the Appendix,

we can use thel/4 spacing of the accelerometers and the
transmitters to operate both of them as phased arrays that
only detect and rebroadcast waves that propagate to the right.
The impedances of all of the transducer elements as well as
the surrounding casing are adjusted to the results of Eq.~33!.

Suppose for a moment that the repeater is infinitely long.
In particular suppose the two PZT transmitters are spaced
l/4 apart within an infinitely long rod, in which all the com-
ponents have identical impedances. From the symmetry of
this geometry it is clear that if either transmitter is driven
alone with a signal of frequencyf , it will emit extensional
waves of equal stress amplitudes in both directions. Indeed,
given the design constraints of the drilling system, we have
not found a practical transducer design in the technical or
patent literature that does not exhibit this symmetry property.
However, as we show in the Appendix, a simple electrical
circuit can be employed to drive both transmitters in such a
way as to emit wave energy in only one direction. We shall
see that this type of phased array is effective for controlling
the direction of the emitted wave energy not only at the
frequency f to which it is tuned, but also over the entire
communication band. Indeed, it has been our experience in
practice that the ratios of the energy broadcast in each direc-
tion can be controlled to greater than 30 dB over this entire
range of frequencies.13

We can also operate the accelerometers as a phased ar-
ray. In the Appendix we discuss an array that only senses
waves that propagate to the right. Again it is our experience
in practice that the signal outputs produced by left-traveling
and right-traveling waves also differ by more than 30 dB.
When the accelerometer and transmitter arrays are combined
as a repeater in an infinitely long rod, feedback isolation can
be as high as the combined directional sensitivities of the
transmitter and accelerometer arrays, which in this case is 60
dB. However, we emphasize that up to this point this degree
of isolation has only been achievable in long uniform rods
where there are no injection losses.

Let us now return to the finite-length repeater. We shall
place it into the middle of a drill string in order to test its
transient response.~See Fig. 8.! To each end of the repeater
we attach half-length tubes. Their purpose of course is to
place the repeater at the midpoint of a tube of the drill string
and thereby reduce the injection losses. To each of these half
tubes we attach 25 standard sections of drill pipe. Another
half-length tube followed by a rod with an impedance equal
to that of the repeater is then added to each end. Infinite
boundary conditions are specified at both ends of the prob-
lem. ~The outer half tubes and the bounding rods are not
necessary to the function of the repeater. They are just a

FIG. 8. A repeater mounted in a drill string with infinite boundary condi-
tions.
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convient method to more clearly illustrate the function of the
repeater by allowing the broadcast wave to exit the problem
geometry. For a discussion of infinite boundary conditions
see Drumheller.3!

Our object now is to demonstrate that very good isola-
tion is also possible in the finite-length repeater. This occurs
for two reasons.

~1! In this simple one-dimensional system the phased array
of transmitters is very effective in controlling the direc-
tion of extensional waves.

~2! With our method of impedance matching the repeater to
the drill string, we virtually eliminate reflections at the
repeater-drill string interface.

To test the isolation let’s assume that no incoming waves
are approaching the repeater from the left. Now, we drive the
transmitter array and broadcast a signal to the right. In the
absence of an incoming wave whatever signal we produce in
the accelerometer array will be an indication of the degree of
isolation. For purposes of comparison we shall also monitor
the history of the material velocityv at two other locations.
Both locations are at midpoints of full-length tubes in the
drill string. The first midpoint-velocity measurement is di-
rectly to the right of the repeater atx'320 m, and the sec-
ond is adjacent to the right boundary rod atx'580 m. ~See
Fig. 9.! We shall drive the transmitter array with two types of
voltage signals—a signal of constant frequency and a burst
composed primarily of 20 sine waves. We shall consider the
burst input first.

We could drive the transducer array with a voltage sig-
nal consisting of a sequence of 20 sine waves of frequency
f 5647 Hz. However, this finite sequence of sine waves ac-
tually has too broad a range of frequency components for our
proposes. So instead let’s pass this signal through a filter to
produce another signal that primarily contains frequencies
between 620 and 660 Hz. Then we apply this filtered signal
to the transmitter array. The results of this calculation are
contained in Fig. 9 as anx– t diagram that illustrates the
computed material velocityv(x,t) of the drill string and re-
peater over all spatial pointsx ~horizontal axis! and for every
time t ~vertical axis!. The vertical solid lines indicate the

locations of the major interfaces between the drill pipe, re-
peater, and the bounding infinite rods.~Notice that the re-
peater is quite long. We have lengthened the repeater to im-
prove the clarity of thex– t diagram. Physical lengths of
actual repeaters can easily be reduced to 5 m or less.! At each
particular point (x,t) the material velocityv(x,t) is repre-
sented as a shade of gray. To improve the clarity of the re-
production of this image, only negative values ofv are plot-
ted with v>0 being white. The transmitter array broadcasts
a wave to the right. This wave appears as a broad positive
sloping stripe. The absence of a negative sloping stripe on
the left is an indication of the directional characteristics of
the transmitter array. You will notice that the signal on the
right successfully leaves the repeater, travels through the 25
sections of drill pipe, enters the infinite rod on the right, and
then exits the computation. The complex pattern within the
stripe is an excellent illustration of the physical concepts of
phase and group velocity. The slope of this stripe is equal to
the inverse of the group velocity 1/cg . In the central portion
of the third passband of the drill string,cg'3.5 km/s. Within
the stripe you can see finer characteristic lines. These lines
have slopes that are equal to the inverse of the phase velocity
1/cp , wherecp'5 km/s.

To quantify the isolation between the accelerometers and
the transmitters, we compare the output of the accelerometer
array, which is located nearx'280 m to that of the
midpoint-velocity measurement nearx'580 m. Because we
needv to compute the relative energies in these waves, we
have integrated the accelerometer signal and plottedv at
both gage locations.~See Fig. 10.! The material velocityv at
x'280 m is shown as the nearly flat dotted line. The start of
a weak pulse is just discernable neart50.02 s. The much
larger pulse atx'580 m is shown as a solid line. Because of
the delay associated with the propagation time across 25
lengths of drill pipe, this pulse appears later in the record.
The huge difference in the amplitudes of these two signals
demonstrates how well the accelerometer array is isolated
from transmitter array.

To calculate the isolation we notice that the combined

FIG. 9. Thex– t diagram of the isolation test. FIG. 10. The velocity histories for the isolation test. The dotted line is the
integrate output of the accelerometer array, and the solid line is the material
velocity v in drill string nearx'580 m.
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kinetic and potential energyE of a simple propagating wave
is

E5zv2. ~36!

You will also notice thatz is the same at all our gage loca-
tions because we have matched the impedance of the re-
peater to that of the drill string at the midpoints of all of the
tubes. Thus the isolation can be computed by directly com-
paring these two signals. LetV1 andV2 represent the spectral
amplitudes of the fast Fourier transforms of the material ve-
locity histories of the array nearx'280 m and the single
gage nearx'580 m, respectively. We compute the isolation
in decibels as

I 520 log10~V2 /V1!. ~37!

Within the third passband between 620 to 660 Hz the isola-
tion mostly ranges between 40 to 60 dB.~See Fig. 11.!

Now we turn to an isolation test using the constant-
frequency source. Of course in a transient calculation we can
only approximate a driving voltage of constant frequency. In
this case we use a sequence of 500 sine waves each having a
frequency of 635 Hz. The signal from the accelerometer ar-
ray is integrated to obtain the material-velocity history

shown in Fig. 12. We have normalized the amplitude in this
illustration to the maximum material velocityv of the broad-
cast wave measured atx'320 m. That wave is not shown
because it is primarily a sequence of 500 sine waves of unit
amplitude. The two bursts of energy in the record of the
accelerometer array occur at the startup and shutdown of the
drive voltage. These events generate waves in the stopband
frequencies, which are trapped in the repeater. While their
amplitudes seem large in the time domain, a fast Fourier
transform shows a broad spectral content containing negli-
gible amplitudes. Within the neighborhood of the third pass-
band the isolation between the accelerometer array and the
transmitters is still about 60 dB. You will also notice that
these bursts ring down over a period of more than 0.5 s. This
is caused by attenuation that we have included in this one
calculation. The attenuation model is discussed in Ref. 10.
The parameters that we use aret5200 ms, h50.004 68,
andq52.17. As discussed in Ref. 10, these parameters pro-
vide good empirical estimates of drill string attenuation.
When we remove attenuation from the calculation, the ring
down in the stopbands does not occur; however, the isolation
in the passband remains unchanged at 60 dB.

We have computed the isolation of the repeater by two
methods. Both methods yield approximately the same re-
sults. To illustrate the importance of reducing injection loss
and its effect on isolation, suppose we alter one dimension in
the previous example. Instead of joining the repeater to the
drill string on the right with a half-length tube, we shall use
a quarter-length tube. Everything else in the calculation re-
mains unaltered while the transmitter array is driven by the
filtered burst of 20 sine waves. Thex– t diagram for this
calculation is shown in Fig. 13. Here we see that the repeater
injects nearly equal levels of the wave energy into both drill
strings. In this case the isolation drops to 3 dB. Indeed, this
small amount of isolation is only achievable through the use
of the directional accelerometer array. If instead we were to
replace the accelerometer array with a single accelerometer
the isolation would be degrade even further to22 dB! This
indicates that the directional capability of the transmitter ar-
ray and the isolation of the accelerometer array are com-
pletely defeated by changing one of the half-length tubes to a
quarter-length tube.~We might also ask if small dimensional

FIG. 11. Isolation of the accelerometer array. The vertical dashed lines are
the boundaries of the third passband.

FIG. 12. The material-velocity history for the constant-frequency isolation
test as determined from the measurements of the accelerometer array.

FIG. 13. Thex– t diagram of the isolation test using a quarter-pipe inter-
face.
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errors, say on the order of a few percent in length, can detune
this system. In fact, they do not. Indeed, if they did we would
also find that the bandwidth in Fig. 11 would be very nar-
row.!

B. Quarter-wave transformer

During typical drilling operations drill pipe is used in the
upper section of the well while about 1000 feet of drill collar
is used in the lower section directly above the drill bit. Drill
collar is heavy-walled pipe that has uniform internal and ex-
ternal diameters. Pairs of male and female pipe threads are
machined directly into ends of the collars and consequently
tool joints are absent. In contrast to the light flexible drill
pipe, which is supported in tension by the derrick hoist, the
drill collars are heavy and quite stiff. They are allowed to
support compression and provide the thrust loads necessary
to push the rotating drill bit into the formation. There is often
a large mismatch in wave impedance at the junction between
the drill collar and drill pipe.

An ingenious device called the quarter-wave transformer
is mentioned in the patent by Hixson.14 This transformer
serves as a method of matching the wave impedance of drill
pipe to that of drill collar. Hixson proposed the use of ‘‘a
‘transformer’ length of pipe . . . inserted between the drill
collars . . . and thedrill pipe . . . ,which transformer length is
approximately 1/4 wave length long and has a metal cross
sectional . . . approximately equal to the square root of the
product of the cross-sectional wall area of the pipe and the
cross-sectional wall area of the collars . . . .’’ You will notice
that because two different cross-sectional wall areas are as-
sociated with the drill pipe, that of the tube and the tool joint,
Hixson’s description is ambiguous. However, using our im-
pedance analysis we can determine the appropriate acoustic
cross section of the drill string and consequently the cross-
sectional wall area of the Hixson transformer with precision.
Indeed if we attach the transformer between the end of the
drill collar and a full section of drill pipe, the transformer
cross section should be based on the impedance and the
acoustic cross section of the drill string at the midpoint of the
tool joint. Recall that Fig. 7 shows that the wave impedance
at this location is approximately 220 Mg/s. Thus the acoustic
cross section for the drill pipe that should be used in the
Hixson transformer formula isA55435 mm2. @See Eq.
~34!.#

Let’s suppose this drill pipe is connected to drill collar
that has an 8-in outside diameter and a 2-in inside diameter.
The cross-sectional wall area of this collar is 47.1 in2

530,400 mm2. To join this collar to the drill pipe we need a
transformer with a cross-sectional wall area ofAt , where

At5A(30 40035435)512 853 mm2519.9 in2. ~38!

The length of the transformer is selected to be 6.5 ft, which
is the quarter wavelength of a 647 Hz harmonic stress wave.

Now we test the effectiveness of the Hixson transformer
by creating a single propagating impulse in velocityv in the
drill collar. As this impulse strikes the transformer, part of
the energy is reflected back into the drill collar and part is
transmitted through the transformer and into the drill pipe.

Let the spectral amplitudes of the Fourier transforms of the
material velocities of the transmitted and reflected waves be
Vt and Vr , respectively. Then we use Eq.~36! to calculate
both the transmitted energyEt and the reflected energyEr .
The transmission ratioEt /(Et1Er) is shown in Fig. 14. Over
the central half of the third passband this ratio is near one,
which implies that only a few percent of the total energy of
the wave is reflected by the transformer.

C. The terminator

In the Appendix we discuss the wave amplifier, which is
mechanically identical to the repeater; however, its electrical
circuit is quite different. While the repeater receives, inter-
prets, and rebroadcasts a message at a specified wave ampli-
tude, the wave amplifier simply magnifies everything that it
sees. Conceptually the amplifier is an appealingly simple de-
vice. However, it is inherently unstable for all positive values
of gain G, Eq. ~A27!. To see why let’s return to Fig. 12
where we found that transients in the driving voltage caused
the transmitters to produce energy within the stopband fre-
quencies. This energy cannot readily leave the repeater/
amplifier housing. Indeed, regardless of how low these signal
levels might be, the amplifier will continue to magnify their
amplitude without bound.

However, the amplifier has one very useful function. It
can be used as a wave terminator by adjusting the gain to
G521. Then as a right-traveling wave passes through the
terminator, the transmitter array will cancel it by producing
another right-traveling wave of equal amplitude but opposite
sign. We illustrate the function of a terminator by modifica-
tion of the repeater geometry in Fig. 8. We replace the outer
half-tubes and infinite rods with stress-free boundary condi-
tions applied to the exposed ends of the 25 sections of drill
pipe. The adjustments in gain and boundary conditions lead
to thex– t diagram shown in Fig. 15. We see that application
of the filtered burst of 20 sine waves causes the transmitters
to broadcast a wave to the right. This wave is then reflected
by the right free boundary. It passes back though the termi-

FIG. 14. The transmission ratio of the quarter-wave transformer. The verti-
cal dashed lines are the boundaries of the third passband.
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nator. Nothing happens because the accelerometer array is
insensitive to left-traveling waves. However, the signal is
next reflected by the left free boundary and returns to the
terminator as a right-traveling wave. This time it is canceled.
We compare the spectral energy of the wave that enters the
terminator from the left to the spectral energy of the residual
wave that manages to pass through the terminator.~See Fig.
16.! Notice that the signal levels over the central portion of
the passband have been canceled by more than 30 dB.~This
example plus the repeater calculation make it clear that bi-
directional communication through a repeater in the same
frequency band is possible. The most novel approach would
require one accelerometer array between two transmitter ar-
rays. Only weak incoming messages would be allowed in the
region between the transmitter arrays. The accelerometer ar-
ray would have two circuits to detect both left- and right-
traveling waves.!

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the characteristics of extensional
stress waves in a drill string. However, our results obtained

through a straight-forward eigenvalue analysis are easily ex-
tended to other types of periodic media such as layered com-
posite materials. This eigenvalue method has an historically-
demonstrated usefulness in the solution of a great variety of
linear wave propagation problems. Typically people evaluate
the eigenvalues alone and ignore the eigenvectors. This has
often been the case with solutions for elastic wave propaga-
tion in periodic media. The eigenvalues yield the phase and
group velocities, which provide useful insight into the ways
that waves propagate through the interior of these structures.
However, when we try to understand how waves enter and
leave periodic media, we require more information. As we
have shown here, that is where the eigenvectors offer the
crucial information. With them we can evaluate the wave
impedance that the periodic structure presents to the outside
world.

Here the particular periodic structure that is of most in-
terest to us is the drill string. We have used the eigenvectors
of the drill string problem to determine its wave impedance,
which in general is a complex number. But at discrete physi-
cal locations the wave impedance just happens to reduce to a
real number. This means that at these locations the periodic
structure assumes the impedance of a homogeneous medium.
As a consequence at these physical locations we can cut the
drill string in two and insert a uniform diameter cylinder of
any length. Provided the cylinder has a matching impedance,
waves will travel from the drill string through the uniform
cylinder and back again into the drill string without any re-
flections. This phenomena has allowed us to construct a va-
riety of useful tools for generating and controlling waves.
Among then are the repeater, the terminator, and the quarter-
wave transformer. Indeed these are commercially valuable
devices that can be used to develop communications systems
for deep drilling operations, and U.S. Patent applications
have been filed.
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APPENDIX: TRANSDUCER ARRAYS

Arrays of accelerometers and PZT transducers mounted
on a rod are illustrated in Fig. 17. All components of this

FIG. 15. Thex– t diagram for the terminator.

FIG. 16. The wave cancellation capability of the terminator.

FIG. 17. The transducer arrays in an infinite rod.
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system have an identical wave velocityc and wave imped-
ancez. Here we shall analyze the functions of these arrays.
The two accelerometers are used to detect waves that propa-
gate to the right but not those that propagate to the left. The
two PZT transducers are used to generate stress waves that
only propagate to the right. Together these arrays can be used
first to detect a right-traveling wave and then either to am-
plify it or to cancel it. We shall begin with an analysis of the
accelerometer array.

Accelerometer array

Time and position are represented by the variablest and
x. Because the wave impedance is constant and boundaries
are absent, we know that all possible extensional waves ca-
pable of propagating in this bar are represented by the fol-
lowing d’Alembert solution for the material accelerationa:

a~x,t !5 f @ t2x/c#1g@ t1x/c#, ~A1!

where the functionsf @•# andg@•# are arbitrary and represent
right-traveling and left-traveling waves, respectively. More-
over we assume that bothf andg are harmonic waves with
a wavelength ofl. Thus for example

f @ t2x/c#52 f @ t2~x6l/2!/c#. ~A2!

Identical accelerometers are located atx1 andx2 . They have
negligible gage lengths, and the spacing between them is

x22x15b5l/4. ~A3!

The signalsSi(t) measured by the two accelerometers are

S1~ t !5C$ f @ t2x1 /c#1g@ t1x1 /c#%, ~A4!

S2~ t !5C$ f @ t2~x11b!/c#1g@ t1~x11b!/c#%, ~A5!

where the constantC represents the gage factor.
We shall delay the signal from the accelerometer atx2

by b/c in time and then subtract it from the other accelerom-
eter signal to obtain

S~ t !5S1~ t !2S2~ t2b/c!

5C$ f @ t2x1 /c#2 f @ t2~x112b!/c%, ~A6!

where we notice that the left-traveling waveg does not con-
tribute to the signalS(t). Moreover because of the periodic
property Eq.~A2!, we find that

S~ t !52C f@ t2x1 /c#. ~A7!

ThusS(t) is a measure of the right-traveling wave alone. It is
easily shown that

S~ t2Dt !52C f@ t2x/c#, ~A8!

where

Dt[~x2x1!/c. ~A9!

Transmitter array

Now we analyze the array of PZT transmitters. We shall
learn how to control them so that they only generate a right-
traveling wave. The left edges of the transmitters are located
at xj ( j 53,4). As with the accelerometers these transmitters
are also spaced a quarter wavelength apart so thatx42x3

5b. We apply different harmonic voltagesw j to the electrical
leads of these transmitters causing them to expand and con-
tract thus producing stress waves in the rod. Each transmitter
operating alone produces two waves. The variablesv j

6 de-
note the material velocities of these waves. The plus sign
denotes the wave that the transmitter radiates to the right,
and the minus sign denotes the wave that the transmitter
radiates to the left. The relationship between the applied volt-
age w j and the material velocitiesv j

6 produced by these
waves is given by Eq.~51! of Ref. 12:

v j
656~ i /2!vd33w j , ~A10!

where i is the imaginary unit,v is the harmonic frequency,
and d33 is the piezoelectric coupling coefficient. The thick-
ness of each transmitter isd, where Eq.~A10! requires that
d!l. Because we are only considering harmonic waves, the
material accelerations produced by the transmitters are easily
computed to be

aj
657Bw j , ~A11!

where

B[ 1
2v

2d33. ~A12!

Then the d’Alembert solution for the four waves generated
by the transmitters are

a3
1~ t2x/c!52Bw3@ t2~x2x32d!/c#, ~A13!

a3
2~ t1x/c!51Bw3@ t1~x2x3!/c#, ~A14!

a4
1~ t2x/c!52Bw4@ t2~x2x32b2d!/c#, ~A15!

a4
2~ t1x/c!51Bw4@ t1~x2x32b!/c#. ~A16!

Next we specify that the voltages are related to each other by

w3~ t !52w~ t2b/c!, ~A17!

w4~ t !51w~ t !. ~A18!

In the region to the right of the transmitters wherex.x4

1d, the material acceleration is

a1@ t2x/c#[a3
11a4

152Bw@ t2~x2x32d1b!/c#

52Bw@ t2Dt1Dt#, ~A19!

where we have used Eqs.~A2!, ~A13!, and ~A17!. In this
resultDt is given by Eq.~A9!, and

Dt[~x32x11d2b!/c. ~A20!

Similarly we can show that to the left of the transmitters
wherex,x3 , the material acceleration is

a2[a3
21a4

250. ~A21!

We obtain this last result without using the periodicity con-
dition Eq. ~A2!. This transmitter array only produces waves
that propagate to the right.

The wave amplifier

The accelerometer and transmitter arrays can be com-
bined to amplify right-traveling waves. To the right of both
arrays we know that the right-traveling waveh exists where
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h@ t2x/c#5 f @ t2x/c#1a1@ t2x/c#. ~A22!

Using Eqs.~A8! and ~A19!, we find that

h@ t2x/c#5S~ t2Dt !/2C12Bw@ t2Dt1Dt#. ~A23!

Now we construct an amplifier by connecting the signal from
the accelerometer array to the transmitters so that

w~ t ![S~ t2Dt!, ~A24!

which yields

h@ t2x/c#5S 114CB

2C DS~ t2Dt !. ~A25!

Thus

h@ t2x/c#5~11G! f @ t2x/c#, ~A26!

where the gainG of the amplifier is given by

G54CB. ~A27!

We find that the output of the amplifier is a right-traveling
wave that is magnified and in phase with the original wave
f @ t2x/c#. As we discuss in the main body of this work,
whenG.0 the amplifier is inherently unstable when placed
in a drill string; however, it is useful for cancelling a wave.
This is achieved by setting

G521. ~A28!

We call this version of the amplifier aterminator.
Using a terminator introduces one additional complica-

tion. The responses of the PZT transducers depend on the
frequency.@See Eq.~A11!.# All real systems as well as our
transient computations have a spectrum of frequencies. Thus
any high-frequency present in either the computation or the
physical system will undergo a disproportionately large am-
plification. As the computation progresses or even as the
physical device operates, these high-frequency components
will grow without bound and eventually destabilize the sys-
tem. However, this problem is easily resolved by placing a
low-pass electronic filter between the accelerometer array
and the transmitter array. The ‘‘roll off’’ in this filter only has
to be greater than 1/v2 to counteract the effects of the PZT
transducers.

In the physical world this can be accomplished with a
simple 2-pole analog filter that introduces only minimal de-
lay into the circuit that connects the accelerometer array to

the transmitter array. This is important because every micro-
second of additional delay forces us to increase the distance
x32x2 another 51303(131026)'5 mm. In contrast, the
filtering in our transient calculations for the terminator is
achieved with a finite-impulse-response filter.~See
Hamming.15! The filter we have chosen results in the much
longer delay of 3 milliseconds. Thus we have added approxi-
mately 51303(331023)'15.4 meters to the spacing be-
tween the arrays in our transient calculations.

The schematic of an electrical circuit for a terminator is
contained in Fig. 18. The ‘‘filter/amplifier’’ contains the com-
ponents that low-pass filter the output from the accelerom-
eter array and amplify the signal by the gainG521. We
also show delay components to properly phase both the ac-
celerometer and transducer arrays. At the junctions of the
circuit, the 6 signs indicate the proper polarity of the sig-
nals. You will notice that we can also apply a drive signal to
the circuit. This is the way we initiate the transient calcula-
tion for the terminator.
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The propagation of sound in a stratified downward-refracting atmosphere over a complex
impedance plane is studied. The problem is solved by separating the wave equation into vertical and
horizontal parts. The vertical part has non-self-adjoint boundary conditions, so that the well-known
expansion in orthonormal eigenfunctions cannot be used. Instead, a less widely known
eigenfunction expansion for non-self-adjoint ordinary differential operators is employed. As in the
self-adjoint case, this expansion separates the acoustic field into a ducted part, expressed as a sum
over modes which decrease exponentially with height, and an upwardly propagating part, expressed
as an integral over modes which are asymptotically~with height! plane waves. The eigenvalues
associated with the modes in this eigenfunction expansion are, in general, complex valued. A
technique is introduced which expresses the non-self-adjoint problem as a perturbation of a
self-adjoint one, allowing one to efficiently find the complex eigenvalues without having to resort
to searches in the complex plane. Finally, an application is made to a model for the nighttime
boundary layer. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1514930#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.28.Js, 43.28.Fp@MSH#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper the propagation of sound over a complex
impedance ground plane in a downward-refracting, vertically
stratified atmosphere is studied. The atmosphere is vertically
stratified in that the quantities characterizing the ambient
state, in particular the mean density and sound speed, are
assumed to depend on height. The atmosphere is downward
refracting in that the sound speed increases with height. Of
principal interest here is the part of the sound field which
remains trapped near the ground due to the downward refrac-
tion and not the part which propagates upwards into the at-
mosphere.

The interaction of the sound with the ground, assumed
to be a plane, is modeled by an impedance condition. The
impedance is assumed to have both real and imaginary parts.
The imaginary part models the compliance of the ground,
while the real part models the attenuation of sound by the
ground.

The propagation of sound in vertically stratified media
has received much attention in both underwater and outdoor
acoustics. Detailed presentations of the methods that have
been developed can be found in Ref. 1 and Ref. 2. A discus-
sion of and comparisons between the methods that have been
developed in studying outdoor acoustics can be found in Ref.
3.

While expansions in vertical modes played a large role
in underwater acoustics, in outdoor acoustics the parabolic
equation4,5 and horizontal wave number integration6 tech-
niques have been preferred. The advantage of these ap-
proaches is that they are robust and accurate numerical algo-
rithms. They can handle a wide variety of atmospheric
conditions as well as the attenuation of sound by the ground.
The disadvantage of these approaches is that they are com-

putationally intensive. Further, they proceed a single fre-
quency at a time, making it difficult to propagate an arbitrary
waveform. As compared with modal expansions, these are
‘‘black box’’ approaches in that they provide a complete so-
lution for the sound field without imposing a physical picture
on the the propagation process.

Except for a special, and to some degree analytically
tractable, case,7 modal expansions have, until now, found
little use in outdoor acoustics. The difficulty with modal ex-
pansions is twofold. They can become unwieldy if the num-
ber of modes becomes too large. Further, if the problem is
intrinsically lossy, as is the case here due to the attenuation
of sound by the ground, then the modes and their corre-
sponding eigenvalues are complex. Thus, any algorithm used
to find the modes must involve a two-dimensional search in
the complex plane for their eigenvalues. Unless one has, at
the outset, both some way of crudely estimating where the
eigenvalues should be, so that one knows where to search, as
well as some way of knowing how many eigenvalues there
are, so that one knows when one has found them all, such
searches are prone to failure.1,8,9 In addition, as with the
parabolic equation and horizontal wave number integration
approaches, modal expansions proceed a single frequency at
a time, making it potentially difficult to propagate an arbi-
trary waveform.

If, however, one has an efficient way to compute the
modes, and if the number of modes is small then, once one
has produced the modes, the resulting propagation model
requires almost no computation at all. Further, being able to
describe the sound field as a superposition of a small number
of modes whose shapes are known brings insight that might
not be obtained from the full solution alone. In this paper it is
shown that, for typical downward-refracting sound-speed
profiles and for sufficiently low frequencies, it is indeed the
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case that there is an efficient way to find the modes and that
the number of modes needed to describe the sound field at
large distances from the source is small.

An eigenfunction expansion for the vertical part of the
wave equation will be used to separate the vertical depen-
dence of the acoustic field from the horizontal dependence.
This eigenfunction expansion includes both a discrete sum
over modes which are concentrated near the ground, going to
zero rapidly at sufficiently large heights, as well as an inte-
gral over modes which become oscillatory with height and
have, in this model, infinite extent.

The discrete sum accounts for that part of the sound field
which remains ducted along the ground. The modes in the
discrete sum correspond to a discrete set of complex valued
horizontal wave numbers whose imaginary parts are their
attenuation rates. The integral accounts for that part of the
sound field which propagates upwards into the atmosphere
and become unimportant near the ground at large distances
from the source. The modes in the integral correspond to a
continuum of horizontal wave numbers. This continuum is a
real-valued half-line going from some threshold value down
to negative infinity. While the continuum modes themselves
do depend on the ground impedance, the threshold, and thus
the continuum of horizontal wave numbers, does not. It de-
pends only on the frequency and the asymptotic value of the
sound speed at large heights.

To avoid the numerical difficulties involved in searching
the complex plane for horizontal wave numbers, an equation
is derived which allows one to determine the complex hori-
zontal wave numbers from a knowledge of the real ones
obtained by setting the real part of the ground impedance to
zero. This equation is an exact relation from which a
straightforward numerical solution can be developed. In ad-
dition to the numerical solution, a perturbation expansion
valid for weak attenuation is derived. To leading order the
attenuation constant for each mode is shown to be simply
related to the power flux into the ground.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II
the problem is formulated and the eigenfunction expansion is
introduced. In Sec. III the techniques used to find the ducted
modes and the corresponding complex eigenvalues are de-
veloped. The perturbation expansion for the eigenvalues is
derived in this section; the leading-order expression for the
imaginary part of the eigenvalues, and thus for the attenua-
tion, is probably the most important result in this paper be-
cause it is simple, intuitive and requires no complex eigen-
value search. The eigenvalue equation which is central to this
section is derived in Appendix A. In Sec. IV a model for
sound propagation in the nocturnal boundary layer is studied.
Frequencies from 30 to 80 Hz are studied. Computational
details are described in Appendix B. It is found that there are
very few ducted modes. Values for the horizontal wave num-
bers associated with each mode are obtained, and it is shown
that the leading-order perturbative results are quite accurate.
As a result, there is no need for extensive numerical calcu-
lations to describe the ducted part of the sound field.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider the propagation of sound over a plane. Letx
andy denote the coordinates parallel to the plane, letz be the
coordinate perpendicular to the plane, and lett be time. Let
the acoustic pressure fluctuations be given byP(x,y,z,t).
The coordinatesx andy will be referred to as the horizontal
coordinates, whilez will be referred to as the vertical coor-
dinate.

The sound speed,c(z), is assumed to depend only onz
and is assumed to approach a constant value,c05c(`), as
z→`. Let k05v/c0 be the resulting asymptotic form for the
wave number. The sound speed is assumed to be downward
refracting: if z1,z2 , c(z1)<c(z2). Typical of the sound-
speed profiles considered is the one plotted in Fig. 1. The
mean density,r0(z), is assumed to vary so slowly over an
acoustic wavelength thatcr08/vr0!1.

Letting the time dependence of the acoustic pressure be
harmonic

P~x,y,z,t !5ReP̂~x,y,z!e2 ivt,

the pressure amplitudeP̂ satisfies the differential equation2,10

S ¹21
v2

c2 D P̂~x,y,z!50. ~1!

Here, a term (r08/r0)(d/dz) has been dropped because of the
assumptions on the slow variation of the mean density. To
model the effect of the ground, an impedance condition is
assumed atz50.11,12 If the impedance is written as

Z~v!5
ivr0~0!

C~v!
,

whereC~v! is a complex number, then

] P̂~x,y,z!

]z
U

z50

52CP̂~x,y,0!. ~2!

FIG. 1. A typical downward-refracting sound-speed profile.
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Equation~1! is separable. It will be solved by using an
eigenfunction expansion in the vertical coordinate. The ver-
tical equation can be written as

S d2

dz2 1
v2

c2 2EDc~z!50, ~3!

whereE is the separation parameter,AE will be referred to
as the horizontal wave number. The impedance condition~2!
leads to the boundary condition

c8~0!52Cc~0!. ~4!

If Im CÞ0 the differential operator defined by~3! and~4!
is not self-adjoint: its adjoint operator is obtained by replac-
ing C with its complex conjugateC* . Despite that, eigenfunc-
tion expansions for such operators have been developed13

and similar expansions have been used, as the basis of a
split-step approach, in atmospheric acoustics with constant
mean temperature to model the effect of ground impedance.5

The relevant facts are summarized below. The procedure is
similar to that of the self-adjoint case, and the results can be
stated either in terms of the analytic structure of the vertical
Green’s function5 or as an eigenvalue problem. In this paper
the eigenvalue problem formulation will be employed.

The set of complex values forE for which the solutions
of ~3! subject to~4! go to zero exponentially asz→` is a
discrete set,$E1 ,E2 ,...,EN%, called the point spectrum. In
the self-adjoint case theEj are all real valued. Depending on
the impedance and the sound-speed profile, the number of
modes,N, can be anything from 0 tò . Let f j be the solu-
tion corresponding toE5Ej . The solutionf j is called the
eigenfunction corresponding toEj . It is normalized in the
sense that

E
0

`

f j~z!2dz51. ~5!

Note that this is not the usual normalization condition which
arises in the self-adjoint case. The usual normalization con-
dition involves the integral over the modulus squared,
uf j (z)u2, rather than the function squared,f j (z)2.

The set of values forE for which the solutions of~3!
subject to~4! oscillate sinusoidally asz→` is the real half-
line (2`,k0

2), called the continuous spectrum. Forq
P(0,̀ ), let cq be the the solution corresponding toE5k0

2

2q2. The functionscq are called the continuum eigenfunc-
tions and are not normalizable in the sense~5! ~the integral
diverges!. Rather, they are normalized by the condition that,
for sufficiently largez

cq~z!5A2

p
cos~qz1u!, ~6!

for some ~possibly complex valued! phaseu. The factor
A2/p is chosen so that, for largez, the eigenfunction expan-
sion below becomes a cosine transform. This is the same
normalization that arises in the self-adjoint case, except that
hereu is complex.

Consider two eigenvaluesE andẼ in the spectrum, con-
tinuum or discrete. IfEÞẼ, and if the corresponding eigen-

functions arec andc̃, then one obtains a condition similar to
the usual orthogonality condition, but with the complex con-
jugation left out

E
0

`

c~z!c̃~z!dz50. ~7!

Note that this is not an orthogonality condition since it has a
different geometrical interpretation: rather thanc, it is the
eigenfunctionc* of the adjoint operator which is perpen-
dicular to c̃. The eigenfunctionsf j andcq and the adjoint
eigenfunctionsf j* andcq* are said to be biorthogonal sets of
eigenfunctions.

The eigenfunctionsf j andcq are complete in the sense
that any functionf (z) can be expanded in the eigenfunction
expansion

f ~z!5(
j 51

N

a jf j~z!1E
0

`

a~q!cq~z!dq. ~8!

One finds from the biorthogonality condition~7! that the
expansion coefficients are given by

a j5E
0

`

f j~z! f ~z!dz, ~9!

and

a~k!5E
0

`

ck~z! f ~z!dz. ~10!

Note that ~8!, ~9!, and ~10! differ from the eigenfunction
expansions for self-adjoint differential operators in that, de-
spite the fact that the eigenfunctions are complex valued, no
complex conjugate is taken in computing the expansion co-
efficients.

Using the eigenfunction expansion~8!, the solutionP̂ to
~1! may be written

P̂~x,y,z!5(
j 51

N

pj~x,y!f j~z!1E
0

`

p~x,y,q!cq~z!dq, ~11!

where, using the notation

¹H5S ]

]x

]

]y

D
for the horizontal gradient operator,pj (x,y) and p(x,y,q)
satisfy the horizontal wave equations

~¹H
2 1Ej !pj~x,y!50, ~12!

and

~¹H
2 1k0

22q2!p~x,y,q!50, ~13!

which, given appropriate boundary conditions inx andy, are
straightforward to solve.

The terms in the expansion~11! have a physical inter-
pretation. The sum over the point spectrum is the ducted part
of the sound field, the part which remains close to the earth
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as it propagates. The eigenfunctionsf j (z) are the mode
shapes in the duct. The integral over the continuous spectrum
is the part of the sound field which propagates upwards into
the region above the mean temperature gradient, expressed
as a superposition of fields which are asymptotically~for
largez! plane waves.

Unlike the self-adjoint case, the ducted part of the sound
field attenuates as it propagates due to its continued interac-
tion with the ground. The imaginary parts of the horizontal
wave numbersAEj are the attenuation rates associated with
the propagation of each mode.

Further, since the modes are not orthogonal, the horizon-
tal acoustic power flux is not, as in the self-adjoint case, the
sum of the power flux per mode. Explicitly, the total hori-
zontal power flux density vector is given by10,14

IH~x,y,v!52
1

2v
Im E

0

`

P̂* ¹HP̂dz.

Substituting from~11!, one finds

IH~x,y,v!52
1

2v
ImF (

j 51

N

(
k51

N S E
0

`

f j~z!* fk~z!dzD pj~x,y,v!* ¹Hpk~x,y,v!

1(
j 51

N E
0

`S E
0

`

f j~z!* cq~z!dzD pj~x,y,v!* ¹Hp~x,y,q,v!dq

1(
j 51

N E
0

`S E
0

`

cq~z!* f j~z!dzD p~x,y,q,v!* ¹Hpj~x,y,v!dq

1E
0

`E
0

`S E
0

`

cq~z!* cs~z!dzD p~x,y,q,v!* ¹Hp~x,y,s,v!dq dsG . ~14!

Unlike the self-adjoint case, the cross terms are not automati-
cally zero since the modes satisfy the condition~7! rather
than an orthogonality condition.

III. FINDING THE EIGENFUNCTIONS

Given a valueE in the spectrum, point, or continuum,
producing the corresponding eigenfunction is straightfor-
ward: substituteE into ~3! and solve, either numerically or
otherwise, subject to the boundary condition~4!. The com-
putational problem is thus to find an efficient way to solve
for the point spectrum, since the continuum eigenvalues,
(2`,k0

2), are known.
Finding the point spectrum can be difficult. In principle,

one searches over values ofE, producing, for eachE, a so-
lution c of equation~3! which satisfies~4! and checking to
see if c is exponentially decaying for largez. Since this
problem is not self-adjoint, the desired values ofE are com-
plex so that one needs to use a two-dimensional search algo-
rithm. In addition to the difficulties inherent in searching in
two dimensions, there is the problem of knowing if all the
eigenvalues have been found.

To avoid these difficulties, the formulas derived in Ap-
pendix A are used. Explicitly, let

C5A1 iB ~15!

be the decomposition ofC into its real and imaginary parts.
Let gA(E,z1 ,z2) be the Green’s function for~3!

S d2

dz1
2 1

v2

c~z1!22EDgA~E,z1 ,z2!5d~z12z2!,

subject to the self-adjoint boundary condition

]gA~E,z1 ,z2!

]z1
U

z150

52AgA~E,z1 ,z2!.

It is shown in Appendix A that the eigenvalues in the point
spectrum of~3! with the non-self-adjoint boundary condition
~4! are the solutions,E, of

152 iBgA~E,0,0!. ~16!

The usefulness of Eq.~16! comes from the fact that its
evaluation depends only on solving the self-adjoint problem
with B50. Computing the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
for B50 is straightforward. One knowsa priori that theB50
eigenvaluesEj

(0) are real valued and lie betweenk0
2 and k0

2

1A1@v2/c(0)2# ~assuming, as is done here, thatc(0) is
the minimum value forc(z)). Thus, to find theEj

(0) and the
corresponding eigenfunctionsf j

(0) , one need only search a
line segment. This can be done efficiently using, for ex-
ample, a shooting algorithm.8,9 Recall that, ordering theEj

(0)

to be decreasing asj increases, the eigenfunctionsf j
(0) have

preciselyj 21 nodes. Noting that whenE5k0
2 the solutions

of ~3! have the asymptotic forma1bz for largez, the num-
ber of eigenvalues in the point spectrum is precisely the
number of nodes of theE5k0

2 solution, except in the un-
likely event thata5b50, in which case it is the number of
nodes of theE5k0

2 solution plus one.
Once theB50 eigenvalues and eigenfunctions have

been computed, one may use them to solve~16! for the com-
plex eigenvalues withBÞ0. Note that ifEj

(0) , f j
(0) are the

point spectra and corresponding normalized eigenfunctions,
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j 51,2,...,N, andcq
(0) the normalized continuum eigenfunc-

tions in the limitB50 ~normalizations are done as in~5! and
~6!; in this self-adjoint case this amounts to choosing real-
valued normalized eigenfunctions!, then gA(E,0,0) can be
written

gA~E,0,0!5(
j 51

N f j
~0!~0!2

Ej
~0!2E

1E
0

` cq
~0!~0!2

k0
22q22E

dq. ~17!

The solutions of~16! are the points where the curve
along which

RegA~E,0,0!50

intersects the curves along which

Im gA~E,0,0!5
1

B .

For smallB the curves along which ImgA(E,0,0)51/B lie
close to the singularities ofgA(E,0,0) at the real eigenvalues
Ej

(0) , so that in this case the solutions of~16! are close to the
B50 eigenvalues. AsB→` the boundary condition~4! ap-
proaches the Dirichlet conditionc~0!50.

The typical situation is that depicted in Fig. 2. There, the
curve of the zero real part ofgA(E,0,0) and curves of con-
stant imaginary part, for the values 2, 4, 8, and 14, are de-
picted for a 50-Hz signal in the nighttime boundary layer
model studied in the next section. GivenB, the desired com-
plex eigenvaluesEj are the points at which the curve of the
zero real part intersects the curve of imaginary part 1/B. Note
that the number of eigenvalues in the point spectrum is in-
dependent ofB, and is given by the number,N, of eigenval-
ues in the caseB50. One can see that asB increases one
eigenvalue moves off to infinity, while the others approach
the Dirichlet eigenvalues.

Consider now the case of smallB. As B→0 the imagi-
nary part ofgA(E,0,0) must become infinite ifE is to remain
an eigenvalue. Thus, asB→0, E must approach a singularity
of gA(E,0,0). These singularities are precisely the real ei-
genvaluesEj

(0) . Let Ej be the eigenvalue which approaches
Ej

(0) asB→0. To find this eigenvalue, it suffices to consider

values ofE in a neighborhood ofEj
(0) small enough so as not

to come close to any of the other singularitiesEk
(0) , kÞ j .

Then,~17! shows that~16! can be written

152 iBS f j
~0!~0!2

Ej
~0!2E

1F~ j !~E! D , ~18!

where F( j )(E)5gA(E,0,0)2(@f j
(0)(0)2#/@Ej

(0)2E#). The
leading-order asymptotic form forEj is obtained by solving
this equation with F( j )50. One obtains the simple
asymptotic form

Ej5Ej
~0!1 iBf j

~0!~0!21O~B2!. ~19!

To improve on this approximation, setE5Ej
(0)

1 iBf j
(0)(0)21e and substitute into~18!. One obtains the

fixed point equation

e52 iB~ iBf j
~0!~0!21e!F~ j !~Ej

~0!1 iBf j
~0!~0!21e!, ~20!

which can be solved by iteration. The first approximation,
e50, gives~19!. To obtain the next approximation, substitute
e50 into ~20!, yielding the valuee5B2f j

(0)(0)2F( j )(Ej
(0)

1 iBf j
(0)(0)2). Substituting this value fore into ~20! pro-

duces the next approximation, and so on, until the desired
accuracy is reached.

Let kj1 ia j5AEj be the horizontal wave number of the
j th mode, separated into its real and imaginary parts. The
real part,kj , determines the phase and group velocities of
the j th mode. The imaginary part,a j , is the attenuation rate
of the j th mode. In the leading-order approximation~19! one
obtains a simple and intuitive expression for the attenuation
rate. Let kj

(0)5AEj
(0), and let the approximate attenuation

rate be

FIG. 2. Contours ofgA(E,0,0) at 50 Hz. Real part 0 and imaginary parts 2,
4, 8, and 14.

FIG. 3. A model nighttime temperature profile, with and without the adia-
batic lapse rate. The explicit form taken here is an exponential fitT0(z)
5290220e20.0275z. To include the adiabatic lapse rate, substituteT0(z)
2(g/cp)z.
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a j
~0!5B

f j
~0!~0!2

2kj
~0! . ~21!

For small B, ~20! shows thatkj5kj
(0)1O(B2), while

a j5a j
(0)1O(B3). In particular, since the next corrections

areO(B2) smaller,kj
(0) should give fairly good approxima-

tions to the phase and group velocities, whilea j
(0) should be

a fairly good approximation to the attenuation rate.
To leading order inB, the eigenfunctions can be ap-

proximated by theB50 eigenfunctions

f j~z!5f j
~0!~z!1O~B!, ~22!

and the continuum eigenfunctions by theB50 eigenfunc-
tions

cq~z!5cq
~0!~z!1O~B!. ~23!

Note that the approximations~22! and ~23! restore orthogo-
nality. In particular, for smallB the horizontal acoustic
power flux density,~14!, can be approximated as the sum of
the power flux densities per mode. Further, by virtue of~4!
and the fact that to leading order inB the eigenfunctions are
real, one hasBf j (0)52Im fj8(0), so that, to leading order
in B

a j
~0!'2

1

2kj
Im f j~0!* f j8~0!,

which is preciselyr0c0 times the power flux into the ground
per horizontal wavelength.

IV. A SIMPLE MODEL FOR THE NOCTURNAL
BOUNDARY LAYER

The nocturnal boundary layer develops on calm nights
after the sun goes down. As the earth cools the air becomes
calm and a temperature inversion forms, characterized by a
mean temperature which steadily increases with height. Typi-
cally, the temperature reaches a maximum somewhere be-
tween 100 to 200 meters above the ground.11 Above this
height the mean temperature begins to decrease in a fairly
linear fashion with a slope ofg/cp , or about 10 K per kilo-
meter. The slopeg/cp is known as the ‘‘adiabatic lapse rate,’’
here,g is the acceleration due to gravity andcp is the specific
heat of air. A model temperature profile is depicted in Fig. 3,
both with and without the adiabatic lapse rate. The resulting
sound-speed profile is depicted in Fig. 4, both with and with-
out the adiabatic lapse rate. The effect of wind is not taken
into account rigorously here, but for the low-angle propaga-
tion considered here it can be modeled using an effective
sound speed.2,10

If one includes the adiabatic lapse rate, thenc(z) is no
longer asymptotically constant but rather becomes upwardly
refracting at sufficiently high altitudes. This requires some
additional mathematics12 and will be the subject of a future

FIG. 4. A typical downward-refracting sound-speed profile, with and with-
out the adiabatic lapse rate.

TABLE I. Eigenvalues~units of inverse square meters! and horizontal wave
numbers ~units of inverse meters! at 30 Hz. Here,k050.552 andaA

56.74•1026 nepers/m.

j E j2k0
2 kj

Uaj
~0!

aj
21U

1 1.68•102315.84•1025i 0.56715.15•1024i 5.93•1025

2 5.24•102319.41•1025i 0.55718.45•1025i 1.13•1025

3 1.26•102313.30•1025i 0.55312.98•1025i 4.15•1026

4 2.65•102513.98•1026i 0.55213.61•1026i 2.28•1026

TABLE II. Eigenvalues~units of inverse square meters! and horizontal
wave numbers~units of inverse meters! at 50 Hz. Here,k050.920 andaA

51.79•1025 nepers/m.

j E j2k0
2 kj

Uaj
~0!

aj
21U

1 5.20•102213.27•1023i 0.94811.72•1023i 5.80•1024

2 2.49•102215.99•1024i 0.93413.21•1024i 1.15•1024

3 1.27•102212.98•1024i 0.92711.61•1024i 4.31•1025

4 5.67•102311.61•1024i 0.92318.75•1025i 2.07•1025

5 1.80•102317.90•1025i 0.92114.29•1025i 1.01•1025

6 1.60•102412.13•1025i 0.92011.16•1025i 3.83•1025

TABLE III. Eigenvalues ~units of inverse square meters! and horizontal
wave numbers~units of inverse meters! at 80 Hz. Here,k051.47 andaA

54.12•1025 nepers/m.

j E j2k0
2 kj

Uaj
~0!

aj
21U

1 1.44•102111.64•1022i 1.5215.39•1023i 4.94•1023

2 8.58•102213.00•1023i 1.5011.00•1023i 9.49•1024

3 5.71•102211.68•1023i 1.4915.64•1024i 3.85•1024

4 3.76•102211.10•1023i 1.4913.69•1024i 2.10•1024

5 2.38•102217.47•1024i 1.4812.52•1024i 1.28•1024

6 1.40•102215.09•1024i 1.4811.72•1024i 8.06•1025

7 7.20•102313.33•1024i 1.4711.13•1024i 4.99•1025

8 2.88•102311.96•1024i 1.4716.64•1025i 2.80•1025

9 5.85•102418.30•1025i 1.4712.82•1025i 1.15•1025
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publication. The importance of the adiabatic lapse rate on a
mode can be measured by the vertical wavelength,
ReAEj2k0

2. The adiabatic lapse rate is unimportant if the
product of vertical wave number and the height at which the
temperature begins to decrease is somewhat greater than 1.
Put more physically, for any mode which is still nonzero at
heights where the adiabatic lapse rate begins to dominate the
temperature profile, the approximations made here should
not be trusted.

The effect of sound interacting with the ground is often
modeled by an impedance condition.15,16 As a result of the
attenuation that the ground produces, this ground impedance
has a sizable real part. The computations done here use the
form

Z~v!

r0~0!c~0!
5~11 i !

320

Av

for the impedance, so that

C~v!5~11 i !4.6•1026v3/2. ~24!

This choice forZ(v) is chosen for illustrative purposes only.
It fits reasonably well over the frequency range 10 to 100 Hz
with the values used in Ref. 5~these values were obtained
from the model of Ref. 15! and should suffice to illustrate the
technique for the three example frequencies, 30, 50, and 80
Hz, considered here. In practice, it seems likely thatZ(v)
does not have a universal form, but rather differs from loca-
tion to location.

The eigenvaluesEj are computed using~16! in the form
~20!. TheB50 eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are computed

FIG. 5. The real and imaginary parts of eigenfunctions corresponding to the
point spectra at 30 Hz. Ground impedance given by~24!. Take note of the
different vertical scales.

FIG. 6. The real and imaginary parts of eigenfunctions
corresponding to the point spectra at 50 Hz. Ground
impedence given by~24!. Take note of the different
vertical scales.
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numerically. For the computations reported in this paper, a
numerical solution of the Volterra integral equation8 ~A10! is
used. To evaluategA(E,0,0) a brute force approach, without
concern for the speed of the computation, is taken in that
~17! is used. The are several subtleties involving the behavior
of cq

(0)(0)2 which need to be understood to estimate the
integral over the continuous spectrum. These are discussed in
Appendix B.

The eigenvalues and horizontal wave numbers for the
model sound speed of Fig. 4, ground impedance~24!, and
frequencies of 30, 50, and 80 Hz are listed in Tables I, II, and
III, respectively. Note that the real parts of the horizontal
wave numbers are all very close tok0 , regardless of the
mode. The attenuation rates, however, differ significantly
from mode to mode. In addition, the relative differences be-
tween the perturbative estimates from~19! and the more ac-
curate results obtained from successive iterations of~20! are
listed. Note that the perturbative estimate~19! is quite good.

It is interesting to compare the attenuation due to the
interaction with the ground to the attenuation due to the at-
mosphere. The atmospheric attenuation can be modeled by-
adding an imaginary part,aA(v), to the horizontal wave
number. The values used here are taken from Fig. 10-13 of
Ref. 10. At 30 Hz aA56.74•1026 nepers/m, at 50 Hz

aA51.79•1025 nepers/m, and at 80 HzaA54.12
•1025 nepers/m. For the most part the attenuation due to the
interaction with the ground is somewhat greater than that due
to the atmosphere. The atmospheric attenuation does become
important for some of the modes with greater vertical extent.
For these modes, however, it is likely that the adiabatic lapse
rate becomes important as well.

Given Ej , the corresponding eigenfunction is most eas-
ily produced by solving the differential equation~3! numeri-
cally. Plots of the real and imaginary parts of the normalized
eigenfunctions corresponding to the point spectrum for the
model sound speed of Fig. 4, ground impedance~24!, and
30, 50, and 80 Hz signals are found in Figs. 5, 6, and 7,
respectively. From these plots one can see that the leading-
order approximation for the eigenfunctions improves with
decreasing frequency. Plots of the real and imaginary parts of
some normalized continuum eigenfunctions for the model
sound speed of Fig. 4, ground impedance~24!, and a fre-
quency of 50 Hz are found in Fig. 8.

As a simple example, consider a point source of strength
Q at heightz0 above the ground. Equation~1! must be modi-
fied by adding ad function concentrated at the position of

FIG. 7. The real and imaginary parts of eigenfunctions
corresponding to the point spectra at 80 Hz. Ground
impedance given by~24!. Take note of the different
vertical scales.
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the source to the right side. It follows from~8!, ~9!, and~10!
that

d~z2z0!5(
j 51

N

f j~z0!f j~z!1E
0

`

cq~z0!cq~z!dq. ~25!

Letting the horizontal position of the point source be atx
5y50, one obtains from~1!, ~11!, and~25!

~¹H
2 1Ej !pj~x,y!5Qf j~z0!d~x!d~y!,

and

~¹H
2 1k0

22q2!p~x,y,q!5Qcq~z0!d~x!d~y!,

so that pj (x,y) and p(x,y,q) are proportional to the free
space Green’s functions for the two-dimensional Helmholtz
equation.

Let kj5AEj be the horizontal wave number of thej th
mode andk(q)5Ak0

22q2 be the horizontal wave numbers
of the continuum eigenfunctions. Then, in cylindrical coor-
dinates (r ,u,z) one has14

pj~r !52
i

4
Qf j~z0!H0

~1!~kj r !,

and

p~r ,q!52
i

4
Qcq~z0!H0

~1!~k~q!r !,

whereH0
(1) is the Hankel function14,17 so that

P̂~r ,z!52
iQ

4 S (
j 51

N

H0
~1!~kj r !f j~z0!f j~z!

1E
0

`

H0
~1!~k~q!r !cq~z0!cq~z!dqD .

The part of the integral fromk0
2 to ` gives the horizontally

evanescent part of the pressure field which does not propa-
gate to the far field and can be ignored. For the rest, taking
the large argument asymptotic form for the Hankel
functions14,17 one obtains the far-field approximation

P̂~r ,z!'2QA i

8pr S (
j 51

N
1

Akj

eik j rf j~z0!f j~z!

1E
0

k0 1

Ak~q!
eik~q!rcq~z0!cq~z!dqD . ~26!

Equation~26! has been implemented numerically. The
source strength has been set to 1:Q51. The sum over the
modes is straightforward to compute and the computation
time required is negligible. The integral over the continuous
spectrum is not as straightforward. It is complicated by the
singularity in the integrand atq5k0 , by the sudden change
from linear to quadratic behavior that occurs incq for very
smallq ~see the discussion in Appendix B!, and by the rapid
oscillations in the integrand for larger. In this paper a brute
force approach is taken to computing this integral without
concern for the speed of the computation. The integral is
computed in segments using the trapezoidal rule. Forq near
k0 the integration variable is changed fromq to k before
discretizing. This eliminates the singular behavior. Forq near
0 a very fine grid is used to resolve the small-scale changes
in the integrand. Finally, enough points are used to resolve
the rapid oscillations of the integrand.

In Fig. 9~a! the magnitude ofAr P̂(r ,z) is shown on a
gray-scale plot. The source height is 20 meters and the fre-
quency is 50 Hz. Figure 9~b! shows the modal part alone and
Fig. 9~c! the contribution from the continuous spectrum
alone.

The separation into ducted and upward propagating parts
is clear. At large distances from the source, only the modal
part is significant at low altitudes. Further, the attenuation
with distance of the modal part is clearly visible.

The continuous spectrum produces an upwardly propa-
gating field which has some of the qualitative features of a
dipole field produced by the point source and its image be-
low the surface. This is to be expected since, for sufficiently
low frequencies,C as given by~24! is fairly small so that the
boundary condition~2! is close to the boundary condition for
a hard surface.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that modal expansions provide a
simple, straightforward, and physically intuitive method for
modeling the ducted part of the sound field. The eigenvalues
associated with these modes are complex as a consequence
of the sound field’s being attenuated by the ground. An effi-
cient method has been developed to find these eigenvalues.

FIG. 8. The real and imaginary parts of some continuum eigenfunctions at
50 Hz. Ground impedance given by~24!. Vertical wave numbersq50.01,
0.02, 0.05, 0.1 are represented.
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This method eliminates the difficulties associated with
searching in the complex plane by using Eq.~16!. This is an
exact expression which relates the complex eigenvalues to
the real ones which would arise in the absence of ground
attenuation. In the case in which the attenuation of sound by
the ground is small, a perturbation expansion for the imagi-
nary parts of the eigenvalues has been developed. To leading
order, a simple and intuitive analytic form for the resulting
attenuation coefficient arises.

As an application, a simple model for propagation in the
nighttime boundary layer has been studied. It is found that
the number of modes is small for low-frequency propagation,
making it particularly simple to describe the ducted part of
the sound field. For the specific model considered here, there
are four modes at 30 Hz, six at 50 Hz, and nine at 80 Hz.
With typical values for the ground impedance, the leading-
order perturbative form for the attenuation coefficient of each
mode is found to be quite accurate. Comparing atmospheric
with ground attenuation, the atmospheric attenuation, de-
pending on the mode, can be comparable to the ground at-
tenuation. Finally, while the attenuation rates differ signifi-
cantly from mode to mode, the real parts of the horizontal
wave numbers vary little, remaining close to what is ob-
tained in the constant sound-speed case.
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APPENDIX A: FINDING THE POINT SPECTRUM

In this appendix, the numerical and analytical techniques
used to find the point spectrum and the corresponding eigen-
functions are described. The new result in this appendix is
the formula ~A12!, from which ~16! immediately follows.
This formula is a variation of a technique first used to solve
a self-adjoint problem in the quantum mechanics of atoms in
strong magnetic fields.18

Consider the Green’s functionGC(e,z,z8) for LC given
by

S d2

dz2 1v~z!2e DGC~e,z,z8!5d~z2z8!,

subject to the boundary condition

]GC~e,z,z8!

]z U
z50

52CGC~e,0,z8!.

FIG. 9. ~a! The magnitude of the acoustic pressure field
produced by a point source 20 meters above the ground
at 50 Hz.~b! The magnitude of the modal part of the
acoustic pressure field produced by a point source 20
meters above the ground at 50 Hz.~c! The magnitude of
the continuum part of the acoustic pressure field pro-
duced by a point source 20 meters above the ground at
50 Hz.
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Here,C5A1 iB as in~15! is a complex number, andv(z) is
given by

v~z!5S v

c~z! D
2

2k0
2. ~A1!

Note thatv is real-valued, non-negative, bounded, and is 0
for sufficiently largez. To be definite, introduce a heightH so
that v(z)50 for z.H.

Let Ree.0 and consider solutionsc of

S d2

dz2 1v~z!2e Dc~z!50. ~A2!

Since Ree.0, there is always a solution withc(z)→0 as
z→`. Call this solutionc1(e,z). Further, for anye there is
always a solution which satisfies the boundary condition~4!
at z50. Call this solutionc2(e,C,z). Let ~the prime denotes
derivatives with respect toz!

W~e,C!5c2~e,C,z!c18 ~e,z!2c28 ~e,C,z!c1~e,z!

be the Wronskian ofc2(e,C,z) and c1(e,z). Recall that
W~e,C! is independent ofz and that, unlesse is in the point
spectrum of the operatorLC , c2(e,C,z) and c1(e,z) are
linearly independent so thatW(e,C)Þ0. Defining z.

5max$z,z8% andz,5min$z,z8%, one has, fore not in the point
spectrum ofLC

GC~e,z,z8!5
1

W~e,C!
c2~e,C,z,!c1~e,z.!. ~A3!

One may proceed similarly in the self-adjoint caseB50
so that, using the same notation, ife is not in the point
spectrum ofLA one has

GA~e,z,z8!5
1

W~e,A!
c2~e,A,z,!c1~e,z.!.

Here, c1(e,z) is unchanged, having nothing to do with
the boundary condition atz50. c2(e,A,z) is the solution
of ~A2! which satisfies the boundary conditionc8(0)
52Ac(0).

Sincee is not in the point spectrum ofLA , c2(e,A,z)
and c1(e,z) are linearly independent. It follows that
c2(e,C,z) may be written as a linear combination

c2~e,C,z!5W~e,C!S 1

W~e,A!
c2~e,A,z!1ac1~e,z! D ,

for some numbera depending one, A and B. Substituting
into ~A3!, one finds

GC~e,z,z8!5GA~e,z,z8!1ac1~e,z!c1~e,z8!. ~A4!

Note that ifh andc are, respectively, the point spectrum and
corresponding eigenfunctions ofLC , then 1/~h2e! andc are,
respectively, the point spectrum and corresponding eigen-
functions of the integral operator given byGC

E
0

`

GC~e,z,z8!c~z8!dz85
1

h2e
c~z!. ~A5!

Similarly for LA andGA . Thus~A4! expresses the non-self-
adjoint eigenvalue problem forLC as a perturbation of the
self-adjoint eigenvalue problem forLA .

The perturbationac1(e,z)c1(e,z8) in ~A4! has a par-
ticularly simple form~it is known as a perturbation of rank
one in the mathematical literature! which can be exploited to
obtain an eigenvalue equation forLC , given that one has the
Green’s functionGA(e,z,z8) for the self-adjoint problem.
Assume thate is not in the point spectrum of eitherLC or LA
~it suffices to choose Ree greater than the maximum ofv).
Substituting~A4! into ~A5!, one has

E
0

`S GA~e,z,z8!2
1

h2e
d~z2z8! Dc~z8!dz8

52ac1~e,z!E
0

`

c1~e,z8!c~z8!dz8. ~A6!

However, usingLA2h5LA2e2(h2e)

GA~e,z,z8!2
1

h2e
d~z2z8!

52
1

h2e
~LA2h!GA~e,z,z8!, ~A7!

so that, substituting~A7! into ~A6!, multiplying on the left
by (h2e)(LA2e)GA(h,z,z9), integrating, using the self-
adjointness ofLA2h and the fact thatLA andGA commute,
one has, on the left side

2E
0

`E
0

`

~~LA2e!GA~h,z,z9!~LA2h!

3GA~e,z9,z8!!c~z8!dz8 dz9

2E
0

`E
0

`

~~LA2h!GA~h,z,z9!~LA2e!

3GA~e,z9,z8!!c~z8!dz8 dz952c~z!,

so that

c~z!5~h2e!aS E
0

`

~LA2e!GA~h,z,z9!c1~e,z9!dz9D
3S E

0

`

c1~e,z8!c~z8!dz8D . ~A8!

Finally, multiplying ~A8! by c1(e,z), integrating, dividing
by *0

`c1(e,z8)c(z8)dz8, and using~A7! again withe andh
exchanged, one finds

15aE
0

`E
0

`

c1~e,z!~~h2e!2GA~h,z,z8!

1~h2e!d~z2z8!!c1~e,z8!dz dz8. ~A9!

Equation~A9! is an eigenvalue equation forLC : the set
of values ofh which satisfy~A9! is precisely the point spec-
trum of LC . The value ofe is arbitrary, so long ase is not
an eigenvalue of eitherLC or LA . In particular, one may let
e→`, significantly simplifying~A9!.

To take thee→` limit, asymptotic forms forc1(e,z)
andc2(e,C,z) are needed. It can be shown17 that they may
be chosen to be the solutions of the integral equations
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c1~e,z!5e2Aez1
1

Ae
E

z

`

sinh~Ae~z2z8!!

3v~z8!c1~e,z8!dz8, ~A10!

and

c2~e,C,z!5
1

2Ae
S eAez1

Ae1C
Ae2C e2AezD

2
1

Ae
E

0

z

sinh~Ae~z2z8!!

3v~z8!c2~e,C,z8!dz8. ~A11!

Note that

c2~e,C,z!52
1

Ae
w1~z!2

C
Ae~Ae2C!

w2~z!,

wherew1 andw2 are the solutions of the integral equations

w1~z!5cosh~Aez!1
1

Ae
E

0

z

sinh~Ae~z2z8!!

3v~z8!w1~z8!dz8,

and

w2~z!5e2Aez1
1

e
E

0

z

sinh~Ae~z2z8!!v~z8!w2~z8!dz8.

Similarly for c2(e,A,z).
For sufficiently largee the functionv(z) becomes insig-

nificant and asymptotic forms can be obtained by iterating
about thev50 solutions. One has

c1~e,z!5e2Aez1
1

Ae
E

z

`

sinh~Ae~z2z8!!

3v~z8!e2Aez8dz81¯ ,

w1~z!5cosh~Aez!1
1

Ae
E

0

z

sinh~Ae~z2z8!!

3v~z8!cosh~Aez!dz81¯ ,

and

w2~z!5e2Aez1
1

Ae
E

0

z

sinh~Ae~z2z8!!

3v~z8!e2Aez8dz8.

Note that successive terms in these expansions are no larger
in magnitude than a numerical constant times@v(0)H#/Ae
times the preceding term.

Substituting these asymptotic forms into

a5
1

c1~e,z! S c2~e,C,z!

W~e,C!
2

c2~e,A,z!

W~e,A! D ,

one finds, after some algebra, that

a52
iB
e

1¯ .

The e→` limit of ~A9! can now be taken. One finds

152 iB lim
e→`

eE
0

`E
0

`

e2Ae~z1z8!GA~h,z,z8!dz dz8

52 iBGA~h,0,0!. ~A12!

Equation~16! now follows immediately: seth5E2k0
2 and

notice that

GA~E2k0
2,z,z8!5gA~E,z,z8!.

APPENDIX B: COMPUTING THE EIGENFUNCTIONS

In this appendix, the numerical procedures used to pro-
duce the eigenfunctions are described. The exponentially de-
creasing solutions,c1(e,z), to ~A2! are obtained by solving
~A10!. Recall thatv(z) as given by~A1! is zero for large
enoughz. Thus, the upper limit of integration can be chosen
to be some finite value, sayH. Equation~A10! is then of
Volterra type and is straightforward to solve numerically.8

Once the eigenvalues are determined, they can be substituted
into ~A10! to produce the corresponding eigenfunction.

In order to use the methods of Sec. III to find the eigen-
values, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for theB50 case
are needed. ForB50 the point spectrum is real. Thus, given
solutions of~A10!, a bisection algorithm8,9 can be used to
find the values ofe for which c18 (e,0)52Ac1(e,0). The
eigenfunctions can then be determined by substituting the
resulting values fore into ~A10! ~with B set to zero! and
solving.

To produce the continuum eigenfunctions,~3! can be
transformed into the integral equation17

c~z!5c0~z!1
1

q E0

z

sin~q~z2z8!!v~z8!c~z8!dz8,

~B1!

wherev is given by~A1! andc0(z) is the solution of

S d2

dz2 1q2Dc0~z!50

that satisfies~4!. This integral equation is again of Volterra
type and is straightforward to solve numerically.8

For largeq the WKB ~or Liouville–Green! approxima-
tion may be used.1,17 In this approximation, one may set

c~z!'~c28 ~0!1Cc2~0!!c1~z!

2~c18 ~0!1Cc1~0!!c2~z!,

where

c6~z!5~v~z!1q2!21/4e6 iE
0

z
Av~z8!1q2dz8. ~B2!

In practice, the WKB approximation was used whenq
.0.05(v/c0).

Once the solutionc has been produced, one normalizes
as in ~6! by choosing some heightH large enough so that
v(z) is zero forz>H and setting
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cq~z!5A 2

p~c~H !21~1/q2!c8~H !2!
c~z!. ~B3!

That this is the proper normalization follows from the fact
that for z>H, sincev(z) is zero, one has

cq~z!5A sin~qz!1B cos~qz!

for someA andB. Then

c~H !21
1

q2 c8~H !25A21B2.

The continuum eigenfunctions forB50, cq
(0) are needed

in ~17!. They are computed as above, just withB50. There
are, however, some subtleties in performing the integral in
~17!. These involve the behavior ofcq

(0)(0)2.
The small and largeq asymptotic forms ofcq

(0)(0)2 can
be extracted from the differential equation

S d2

dz2 1v~z!1q2Dcq
~0!~z!50,

with v given by ~A1!, and the normalization~B3!. First, as
q→` the termv(z) becomes negligible compared toq2, so
that in the large-q limit cq

(0)(z) is a linear combination of
sin(qz) and cos(qz). It follows that

lim
q→`

cq
~0!~0!25

2

p
.

Similarly, if f is theq50 solution

S d2

dz2 1v~z! Df~z!50,

which satisfies the boundary conditionf8(0)52Af(0),
then, up to normalization,cq

(0)(z) approachesf(z) as q
→0. It follows from ~B3! that, for sufficiently smallq

cq
~0!~0!25

2

p S f~0!

f8~H ! D
2

q21¯ .

The functionf must be computed numerically~recall
that the number of zeros off is the number of eigenvalues
in the point spectrum!. This may be done by solving theq
→0 limit of ~B1!; this limiting equation is again of Volterra
type. Note that, sincev(z) is asymptotically zero,f is as-
ymptotically linear so thatf8(H) is independent ofH. At 50
Hz, with the sound-speed profile given in Fig. 1, one finds
cq

(0)(0)25257.376q21¯ .
The difficulty is that these asymptotic forms are sepa-

rated from each other by several decades. In Fig. 10
cq

(0)(0)2 is plotted for the sound-speed profile given in Fig. 1
at 50 Hz. One sees that the small and largeq asymptotic
forms are widely separated from each. Since very small val-
ues ofE2k0

2 are needed~see Tables I, II, and III!, and since
cq

(0)(0)2 can be said to be quadratic only over a very small
range ofq, the contribution of the integral over the continu-
ous spectrum cannot be ignored. Further, it is crucial that the
quadratic behavior ofcq

(0)(0)2 be resolved accurately in any
estimate of the integral in~17!, since otherwise the estimate

can have huge errors for smallE2k0
2. In particular, in esti-

mating the integral numerically a very fine grid is needed for
small values ofq. For largerq a coarser grid can be tolerated.
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Complete mode identification for resonance ultrasound
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This study is devoted to deducing exact elastic constants of an anisotropic solid material without
using any advance information on the elastic constants by incorporating a displacement-distribution
measurement into resonant ultrasound spectroscopy~RUS!. The usual RUS method measures
free-vibration resonance frequencies of a solid and compares them with calculations to find the most
suitable set of elastic constants by an inverse calculation. This comparison requires mode
identification for the measured resonance frequencies, which has been difficult and never been free
from ambiguity. This study then adopts a laser-Doppler interferometer to measure the
displacement-distribution patterns on a surface of the vibrating specimen mounted on pinducers;
comparison of the measured displacement distributions with those computed permits us to correctly
identify the measured resonance frequencies, leading to unmistakable determination of elastic
constants. Because the displacement patterns are hardly affected by the elastic constants, an exact
answer is surely obtained even when unreasonable elastic constants are used as initial guesses at the
beginning of the inverse calculation. The usefulness of the present technique is demonstrated with
an aluminum alloy and a langasite crystal. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1512700#

PACS numbers: 62.20.Dc, 43.20.Ks, 42.79.Qx@SGK#

I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy~RUS!1–5 has been
recognized as a useful method for determining all of the
independent elastic constantsCi j of an anisotropic solid in a
regular shape such as a sphere, cylinder, or rectangular par-
allelepiped. TheCi j are determined in two steps. First, a
swept-frequency experiment measures many of the free-
vibration resonance frequencies of the specimen. Two trans-
ducers touch the specimen lightly, one for generation of a cw
oscillation and the other for detection of the displacement
amplitude. Second, an inverse calculation is performed to
find the best fittingCi j that provide the closest resonance
frequencies to the measurements. The resonance frequencies
can be calculated using the specimen dimensions, mass den-
sity, and all of theCi j .

The successful determination of elastic constants by the
RUS method relies on exact correspondence between the ob-
served and calculated resonance frequencies in the inverse
calculation, that is, correct mode identification. If modes are
incorrectly identified, the elastic constants may converge to a
false minimum or fail to converge. However, mode identifi-
cation has never been straightforward because the measured
resonance spectrum contains a large number of resonance
peaks, without showing any mode information. On the other
hand, the calculation identifies the resonance modes. Thus, if
one knows beforehand a set of elastic constants close to the
true values, the calculation is highly likely to converge o the
correct modes of the specimen. If one begins with very little
information about the specimen’sCi j , it may not converge

correctly. Several efforts have been made to overcome this
difficulty. Ohno2 noted different rates of changes of reso-
nance frequencies when the specimen size varies. Maynard6

switched assignments of frequencies during the iteration cal-
culation to find the best fit. Miglioriet al.7 changed the
specimen orientation relative to the transducers and moni-
tored the change of signal amplitude. More recently, the
present authors8,9 developed an electromagnetic-acoustic
technique to select measurable vibration modes by control-
ling the electromagnetic-force direction. These methods are
sometimes useful but still insufficient to makecomplete
mode identification. They require supplementing RUS with
some other methods such as pulse-echo and rod-resonance
methods.

In this study, we propose an advanced methodology for
this purpose. We adopt a laser-Doppler velocimeter to map a
displacement-distribution pattern of a vibrating specimen.
The displacements inside the specimen can be computed.
Comparison of the measurements with the computations re-
alizes correct mode identification and then the unmistakable
determination of elastic constants.

II. DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT AT RESONANCE

Figure 1 shows the measurement setup of the RUS/Laser
combination. A rectangular-parallelepiped specimen is put on
a piezoelectric tripod consisting of two pinducers for genera-
tion and detection of vibration, and one for support. A
He–Ne laser beam is focused on the specimen surface~focal
diameter: 15mm! to scan the surface. The reflected beam
enters the Doppler interferometer, which measures the nor-a!Electronic mail: ogi@me.es.osaka-u.ac.jp
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mal component of the velocity at the focal point. The veloc-
ity is easily converted into the displacement because of har-
monic oscillation.

First, we sweep the driving frequency to obtain the reso-
nance spectrum as shown in Fig. 2 and measure the reso-
nance frequencies by fitting a Lorentzian function around the
peaks. The contact between the specimen and pinducers is
weak and stable because only the specimen mass contributes
to the acoustic coupling between the pinducers and speci-
men, which ensures high reproducibility in the resonance-
frequency measurements.~Scattering of a measured reso-
nance frequency was less than 1024.)

Second, we drive one of the pinducers at a measured
resonance frequency while scanning the specimen surface
with the laser-Doppler interferometer to acquire the displace-
ment distribution. The signal-to-noise ratio can be improved
by Fourier-transforming the output signal from the interfer-
ometer to extract the component at the same frequency as the
driving cw signal.

This RUS/Laser technique functioned for specimens
with a mass larger than 0.01 g, with a surface area larger than
2 mm-by-2 mm square, and with aQ21 value smaller than
1023. Typical time needed to measure and display a dis-
placement figure was 1 min.

III. CALCULATION OF DISPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTION

No analytical solution exists for the displacements in a
rectangular-parallelepiped solid subjected to a free vibration.
Thus, the displacements have been approximated by linear
combinations of basis functions, and the Rayleigh–Ritz ap-
proach has been adopted to determine the accompanying co-
efficients. Demarest1 showed that use of normalized Leg-
endre functions as basis functions result in an accurate
description of the displacements of a cube specimen with a
minimum number of terms. Ohno2 applied a basis of Leg-
endre functions to describe the displacements of a
rectangular-parallelepiped specimen and established the cal-
culation of the free-vibration resonance frequencies. We fol-
low them in this study.

The displacementui along thexi direction can be ap-
proximated as

ui~x1 ,x2 ,x3!5(
k

ak
~ i !Ck

~ i !~x1 ,x2 ,x3!, ~1!

Ck
~ i !~x1 ,x2 ,x3!5A 8

L1L2L3
P̄1~2x1 /L1!

3 P̄m~2x2 /L2!P̄n~2x3 /L3!, ~2!

in a Cartesian coordinate system.P̄l denotes the normalized
Legendre polynomial of degreel and Li denotes the edge
length along thexi axis of the rectangular parallelepiped.
Lagrangian minimization1–7 determines the free-vibration
resonance frequencies and the coefficientsak

( i ) . The reso-
nance frequencies have been compared with the measure-
ments and the inverse calculation based on a least-squares
fitting has inferred theCi j .

There are eight vibration groups in the free vibration
modes of a rectangular parallelepiped with orthorhombic
symmetry, labeled asAu , Ag , B1g , B2g , B3g , B1u , B2u ,
andB3u by Mochizuki.10 Because the calculation of the reso-
nance frequencies is independently performed for each vibra-
tion group, we exactly know the group and overtone order of
the individual calculated frequencies, that is, we can com-
pletely identify them. On the other hand, the measured reso-
nance frequencies never inform us of the mode information.
Thus, incorrect comparison between the calculations and
measurements, or mode misidentification, has easily oc-
curred in the usual RUS method unless excellent initial
guesses are adopted.

We pay attention to the coefficientsak
( i ) to make correct

mode identification. They tell us the two-dimensional pattern
of the oscillating specimen surface, which is asignatureof
the individual mode. Thus, the correspondence between the
measured and computed displacement distributions guaran-
tees correct mode identification.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Polycrystalline aluminum alloy

First, we demonstrate the capability of the present tech-
nique with a polycrystalline aluminum alloy. The specimen
measuresL1511.92 mm,L2510.93 mm, andL359.86 mm
and has mass density 2788 kg/m3. We assume isotropic elas-

FIG. 1. RUS/Laser measurement setup.

FIG. 2. Resonance spectrum measured by the pinducers for the aluminum
alloy specimen. Only the specimen mass contributed to the dry acoustic
coupling.
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tic symmetry and two independent elastic constantsC11 and
C44. Figure 2 shows the resonance spectrum measured by
the piezoelectric tripod; many peaks appear and some of
them overlap with each other. Thus, it is very difficult, as
usual, to identify the modes without advance knowledge of
the elastic constants. Figure 3 shows a comparison between
the measured and computed displacement-distribution pat-
terns. The computations used arbitrary elastic constants of
C115100 andC44520 GPa. Bright regions represent high
amplitude displacements and dark regions represent low am-
plitude displacements; black means zero amplitude, the
nodal lines. Typical maximum displacement was a few nm in
magnitude.@We call these figuresmodern Chladni figures
after Ernst F. F. Chladni~1756–1827!, who visualized the
resonance oscillations of a square brass plate by putting fine
sand on it.11# We see very good agreement between the mea-
surements and computations. The usefulness is remarkable,
especially in identifying overlapping modes. For instance,
theAg24 andAu23 resonances, indicated by arrows in Fig.
2, occur at very close frequencies~only 0.1% difference! and
it is hard to identify them. But, their displacement patterns
are quite different from each other@Figs. 3~a! and ~b!# and
we can straightforwardly distinguish between them. Thus, by
identifying all the observed modes~more than 80 now!, we
determined theCi j via the inverse calculation. Table I shows
the measured and calculated resonance frequencies after con-
vergence. Owing to the complete mode identification, there
are no missed or extra modes in the measurement. Theexact
elastic constants areC115109.26 andC44526.72 GPa. We
tried to deduce theCi j using the usual RUS approach with
the initial set ofCi j used to compute the displacements in
Fig. 3, and pairing the closest resonance frequencies from the
measurements and calculations. The inverse calculation
failed to converge, indicating that the usual RUS method is
sensitive to the initial guesses.

Particularly significant is that the displacement-
distribution patterns are insensitive to the elastic constants.
In Fig. 4, we show the computed patterns for three cases;~I!
isotropic symmetry with the exactCi j ; ~II ! isotropic symme-
try with the Ci j far away from the exact values; and~III !
orthorhombic symmetry with arbitrary nine components of

Ci j . Despite the quite differentCi j , elastic symmetry, and
accordingly resonance frequencies, the resemblance among
the resultant patterns is striking, especially for the fundamen-
tal modes of the eight vibration groups. After all, such an
oscillation pattern, or Chladni figure, is governed by the de-
formation symmetry allowed in the specimen. In the Au-
group vibrations, for example, thex3 component of displace-
ment,u3 , occurs only when it is an odd function ofx1 and
x2 .2 Therefore, the Chladni figures on thex3 face of this
group always contain odd numbers of nodal lines running
along each of thex1 and x2 axes. The fundamental mode,
therefore, contains the cross-shaped node signature for every
case. As for theB3g group,u3 must be an even function ofx1

and an odd function ofx2 , so that the fundamental-mode
Chladni figure shows one center nodal line along thex1 axis;
and so forth on. Thus, a Chladni figure is not directly related
to the elastic constants. Note that the overtone order is not

FIG. 3. Comparison of the distribution of the normal displacement ampli-
tude between measurements~left! and computations~right! for the alumi-
num alloy rectangular parallelepiped. Thex1 and x2 axes are along the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The origin is located at the
center of the rectangular parallelepiped.

TABLE I. Measured (f meas) and calculated (f calc) resonance frequencies
~kHz! after convergence for the aluminum alloy rectangular parallelepiped.
Mode notation follows Mochizuki~Ref. 10!. The average difference of
f meas2 f calc was 0.2%.

Mode f meas f calc Diff. ~%!

Au21 116.716 116.32 0.33
Au22 143.783 143.186 0.41
B1u21 158.081 158.44 20.22
B2u21 166.5 166.113 0.23
B1g21 169.523 169.338 0.11
B2g21 177.846 178.36 20.29
B3u21 183.875 184.57 20.38
B3g21 186.047 185.078 0.52
Ag21 190.341 190.206 0.07
B1u22 197.386 197.692 20.15
Ag22 201.133 201.462 20.16
B3g22 207.386 207.096 0.14
Ag23 209.836 211 20.56
B2g22 214.753 215.613 20.40
B2u22 223.548 223.219 0.14
B3u22 231.266 230.804 0.20
B3g23 233.538 233.329 0.09
B1g22 234.717 234.758 20.01
Ag24 250.98 250.777 0.08
Au23 251.256 251.038 0.08
B2g23 252.742 252.303 0.17
B1u23 256.122 256.849 20.28
B3u23 257.595 258.064 20.18
Ag25 258.118 258.874 20.29
B2u23 259.035 259.203 20.06
B1g23 268.54 267.746 0.29
B2u24 277.113 276.736 0.13
B3u24 278.762 279.144 20.13
B1u24 282.311 282.773 20.16
B3u25 293.686 293.016 0.22
B2u25 304.159 304.593 20.14
B1u25 304.464 305.316 20.27
B1u26 310.109 309.591 0.16
B1g24 316.197 315.775 0.13
B2g24 317.392 317.931 20.16
Au24 326.462 326.556 20.02
B3g24 329.034 329.369 20.10
Ag26 332.441 332.732 20.08
B2u26 333.364 332.271 0.32
B1g25 336.65 336.218 0.12
B2g25 337.359 337.511 20.04
Ag27 338.276 337.71 0.16
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necessarily the same because theCi j affects the resonance
frequencies to a large extent; for example, the Chladni figure
for the third overtone ofAg group (Ag23) in cases I and II
appears at the fourth overtone in case III~see Fig. 4!.

The mode-identification procedure thus becomes an easy
task with this technique. Indeed, even unrealistic initial val-
ues ofC115300 andC44550 GPa allowed us to make the
complete mode identification and to reach the correct answer.

B. Monocrystal langasite „La3Ga5SiO14…

We applied this method to a transparent material,
monocrystal langasite, by depositing a reflective thin film on
the surface. Langasite is a candidate material for surface-
acoustic-wave filters owing to its large piezoelectric coeffi-
cients ei j and nearly temperature-independent elastic con-
stants. The langasite’s crystal structure belongs to the
trigonal system with point group 32, thus involving six inde-
pendentCi j , two ei j , and two dielectric coefficientsk i j . All
of them affect the free vibration, which means thatei j and
k i j can be determined by the RUS method together with the
Ci j .

We used a rectangular parallelepiped crystal with dimen-
sions of L158.027 mm, L259.804 mm, and L3

56.029 mm. The mass density was 5725 kg/m3. We depos-
ited a 100-nm-thick aluminum film on the surface normal to
the x3 axis ~the three-fold axis of the trigonal system!. The
free-vibration modes for trigonal symmetry fall into the four
groups ofAu , Ag , Bu , andBg .10 The Legendre basis func-
tions in Eq.~2! are again available not only to describe the
displacements but also to describe the electric potential. The
detailed calculation procedure has been given by Ohno.12

We see excellent agreement between the measured and
computed Chladni figures~Fig. 5!. The crystal’s elastic an-
isotropy causes asymmetric patterns about thex1 axis ~the
two-fold axis!. We could identify more than 80 observed
resonance peaks, that is, up to more than 20 overtones in

each group. Thus, the determination of all the material coef-
ficients may be possible and we intend to report on this effort
in near future.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We reached the following conclusions from this study.
~1! The RUS/Laser method presented here enables us to

identify all observed vibration modes of a rectangular paral-
lelepiped. This leads us to the exact elastic constants, remov-
ing the uncertainty in mode identification that has always
troubled us.

~2! The displacement-distribution patterns are hardly af-
fected by the elastic constants and elastic symmetry. There-
fore, by comparing the measured and computed displace-
ment patterns, we can obtain exact elastic constants with
initial guesses far away from the truth. Even the initial values
more than 200% different from the correct values resulted in
the exact answer.

~3! The present technique also applies to a transparent
material with a reflective thin film deposited on the specimen
surface. This was demonstrated using a monocrystal lan-
gasite.
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Complex degree of coherence functions are computed using synthetic and measured ultrasound data
to demonstrate noteworthy aspects of coherence analysis in the context of aberration correction.
Coherence functions calculated from synthetic data illustrate the importance of proper normalization
of the constituent cross-correlation integrals when weak elements and receiver directivity are
significant factors. The synthetic data also show that a spike can occur at the zero-lag position of the
coherence function when the signal-to-noise ratio is reduced by element directivity near the edges
of a large aperture. The latter observation is confirmed by experimental data acquired through
tissue-mimicking distributed aberration phantoms using a lowf-number two-dimensional array
system. The coherence of data acquired at neighboring elements is not changed by time-shift
compensation of transmit and receive focusing, but time-shift compensation does improve the
coherence of echoes measured over larger separations. The resulting increase in coherence widths
evaluated at levels between 0.2 and 0.5 is correlated with narrower210 dB and220 dB effective
widths in focuses visualized using single-transmit images. Iterative focus compensation methods
may benefit from aberration estimation algorithms that take advantage of these longer-range
correlations in random-scattering waveforms. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coherence functions express the correlation coefficient,
a measure of the relative similarity of waveforms at two
observation positions, as a function of the distance between
those positions. The correlation coefficient indicates the ac-
curacy of correlation-based estimates of time shifts between
pairs of waveforms.1 Time-shift estimation plays an integral
role in several ultrasonic imaging techniques, including the
measurement of blood flow velocity, elastography, and aber-
ration correction.

In medical ultrasound, pulse-echo data are usually ac-
quired from randomly distributed scatterers. Under distor-
tionless propagation, the spatial coherence of an incoherently
scattered wavefront is, as described by the van Cittert–
Zernicke theorem,2–4 proportional to the Fourier transform
of the acoustic intensity distribution produced by the focused
transmit beam. Therefore, the coherence function of a pulse-
echo field can also serve as a measure of the transmit beam
pattern at the focus. Measured coherence functions have thus
been used to assess focusing improvements obtained from
adaptive5,6 and harmonic7–9 imaging methods. In astronomy,
the van Cittert–Zernicke theorem is employed for the recon-
struction of incoherent sources observed through turbulent
media, but the assumptions inherent to the theorem are not

sufficiently satisfied in ultrasound data to allow accurate re-
constructions in medical imaging.10

Thorough discussions of the van Cittert–Zernicke theo-
rem are available in optics textbooks,2,3 so only a few impor-
tant definitions are given here for convenient reference. The
normalized form of the van Cittert–Zernicke theorem relates
the intensity distribution of a spatially incoherent, quasi-
monochromatic, planar source,I (r 8), to the equal time com-
plex degree of coherence,j (r1 ,r2), at two positions,r1 and
r2 , in the far field of the source. That relationship takes the
form of a Fourier transform,

j ~r1 ,r2!5eik~r 22r 1!
*sI ~r 8!e2 ik~s22s1!r8 d2r 8

*sI ~r 8!d2r 8
. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, si denotes a position on the surfaces of the planar
source. The source is assumed to radiate energy over a nar-
row band centered at a temporal frequencyn corresponding
to the wave numberk52pn/c, wherec is the propagation
speed. The complex degree of coherence is a normalized
cross-correlation function defined by

j ~r1 ,r2!

5
^p* ~r1 ,t !p~r2 ,t !& t

@^p* ~r1 ,t !p~r1 ,t !& t#
1/2@^p* ~r2 ,t !p~r2 ,t !& t#

1/2, ~2!

wherep(r i ,t) is the radio frequency signal measured at po-
sition r i , the asterisk denotes complex conjugation, and^•& t

indicates an expected value taken over the duration of the
observation interval. The denominator of Eq.~2! is equiva-

a!Current address: Departments of Electrical and Computer Engineering and
Medical Biophysics, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario N6A
5B9, Canada.
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lent to the geometric mean of the expected values of the
intensity signals atr1 and r2 . Alternatively, the normaliza-
tion term in the denominator of the van Cittert–Zernicke
theorem may be omitted, and the quantity on the left-hand
side of Eq.~1! becomes the mutual intensity,J(r1 ,r2), which
is equivalent to the numerator of Eq.~2!. The normalized
definitions are used in this paper to allow comparisons of
coherence functions measured under different experimental
conditions.

In this paper we examine the use of the complex degree
of coherence, hereafter the ‘‘coherence function’’ for brevity,
for an analysis of aberration correction experiments per-
formed with a large two-dimensional transducer array. Our
main purposes in this paper are to describe observations
about the implementation and to provide interpretations of
ultrasonic coherence measurements that are not in Refs.
4–10. Coherence computations performed on synthetic data
are used to demonstrate the importance of the form of the
normalization term in Eq.~2! for cases where receiver ele-
ment directivity, weak elements, and additive noise are sig-
nificant factors. Coherence calculations are also performed
using data measured through unique tissue-mimicking dis-
tributed aberration phantoms.11 These experiments quantify
changes in the coherence function that are observed under
realistic, controlled levels of aberration before and after the
time-shift compensation of transmit and receive focusing.
The results show the conditions under which a coherence
width can serve as a meaningful gauge of focusing perfor-
mance. Implications of these results for future progress in
aberration correction are emphasized.

II. DEMONSTRATIONS USING SYNTHETIC DATA

The procedure used for the computation of a coherence
function from data acquired with a two-dimensional array is
outlined here. First, a rectangular time window is applied to
the signals received at each element to isolate echoes from
the transmit focus. The position vectors in Eq.~2! correspond
to the locations of the receiver elements, so the correlation
integral in the numerator must be evaluated for each pair of
windowed signals. After every correlation integral has been
evaluated, the results are normalized by the autocorrelation
values, as specified by the denominator of Eq.~2!. The nor-
malized correlation coefficients are then grouped by element
separation and averaged to yield a two-dimensional coher-
ence surface sampled at integer multiples of the element
pitch. The entire calculation is summarized by the expression

ĵ ~Dx,Dy!5
1

ND
(
ND

*Tpi~ t !pj~ t !dt

@*Tpi
2~ t !dt#1/2@*Tpj

2~ t !dt#1/2, ~3!

where ND denotes the number of element pairs with two-
dimensional Cartesian separation (Dx,Dy), pi(t), andpj (t)
represent the radio-frequency signals received on each of
those element pairs, andT is the duration of the time win-
dow. For anM3N element array, the cumulative sum from 1
to M3N unique correlation integrals are necessary, followed
by an identical number of normalization operations, so the
computation can become time consuming. At the maximum
aperture size used in the experiments,M5N579 elements,

the calculation requires approximately ten minutes to execute
on a 1.4 GHz Pentium IV workstation when implemented
using Matlab 6.1~The MathWorks, Natick, MA!.

In the general case, the above algorithm uses a different
normalization than the calculation defined by Eq.~17! of
Ref. 4. In Ref. 4, the spatial covariance of pulse-echo data is
estimated by dividing the average mutual intensity from all
element pairs with the separation of interest by the signal
energy averaged over the entire array. Using the notation of
Eq. ~3!, Eq. ~17! of Ref. 4 may be expressed as

R̂p~Dx,Dy!5
b(ND

*Tpi~ t !pj~ t !dtc/ND

@(N0
*Tpi

2~ t !dt#/N0
, ~4!

whereN0 denotes the total number of elements in the array.
A Matlab implementation of Eq.~4! processes a 79379-
element dataset in approximately two minutes. The shorter
computational time is obtained because a single averaged
normalization is used in Eq.~4!, whereas a unique normal-
ization is computed for every cross-correlation in Eq.~3!.
Since the normalization terms in Eqs.~3! and ~4! are a geo-
metric and an arithmetic mean, respectively, the two calcu-
lations yield the same result only if the expected value of the
intensity signal is invariant over the area of the receive array.
The significance of this difference in normalization is shown
in the following paragraphs using coherence curves calcu-
lated from synthetic data.

A 79379 array of identical Gaussian-envelope sine
pulses was produced with 3.0 MHz center frequency and
57% 26 dB fractional bandwidth. These parameters match
the characteristics of the two-dimensional array system used
in the experiments. An amplitude shading consisting of a
product of one-dimensional sin(x)/x functions oriented along
the lateral and elevation dimensions of the array was applied
to the pulses to simulate the directivity of 2-D array ele-
ments. The amplitude shading was equivalent to the magni-
tude of the theoretical continuous wave far field diffraction
pattern of a small rectangular element,12

uU~x,y!u}
sinF2pwxx

lz G
2pwxx

lz

sinF2pwyy

lz G
2pwyy

lz

, ~5!

wherewx andwy are the half-widths of the element centered
at position (x,y) in the aperture plane,z denotes the distance
from the aperture to the focal plane, andl is the wavelength.
For the parameters of the experimental system~l50.5 mm,
wx5wy50.3 mm, andz555 mm), the directivity function
has a maximum value of 1.0 at the center of the array and a
minimum value of 0.39 at the corner elements. Weak ele-
ments were simulated by using a uniform random number
distribution to select elements covering 2% of the array and
attenuating the signals at those elements by 40 dB. Finally,
Gaussian distributed white noise with variance equal to 0.01
or 0.1 times the peak amplitude of the original pulse was
added to each signal. In the former case, the signal-to-noise
ratio ~SNR! was between 32 and 40 dB for the properly
functioning elements and between 0 and28 dB at the weak
elements. In the latter case, the SNR was between 12 and
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20 dB for the properly functioning elements and between
220 and228 dB at the weak elements. Coherence functions
were calculated for the original, uniform pulses and the
modified data using the two methods defined by Eqs.~3! and
~4!. Each case was repeated for 100 realizations of the weak
element distribution and noise.

When identical, noiseless pulses were present on every
array channel, both computation methods correctly return
correlation coefficients equal to 1.0 for all element separa-
tions. The inclusion of element directivity and weak ele-
ments in the data altersRp(Dx,Dy), the coherence function
obtained from Eq.~4!. Since the two-dimensional coherence
functions are, on average, radially symmetric, the radial lines
presented in Fig. 1~a! sufficiently summarize the results.
Weak elements decreased the lag-one value ofRp(Dx,Dy),
which is the estimated coherence of signals received at adja-
cent elements, to 0.98760.001 ~mean6standard deviation
over 100 realizations!. The element directivity introduced an
anomalous peak with magnitude 1.03660.001 at separation
equal to 18.360.9 elements. In contrast, the coherence func-
tion j (Dx,Dy) estimated using Eq.~3! consistently main-
tained a value of 1.0 for all element separations.

The addition of noise demonstrates thatj (Dx,Dy) for

point-source data will not necessarily be exactly equal to 1.0
under realistic conditions. Reducing the maximum signal-to-
noise ratio from infinity to 40 dB decreased the lag-one value
of j (Dx,Dy) to 0.96960.001, and the curve remained near
that level across the rest of the aperture@Fig. 1~b!#. Noise
produced a relatively small change inRp(Dx,Dy), the value
of which was decreased slightly to 0.98560.001 for adjacent
elements. The peak ofRp(Dx,Dy) also shifted slightly to
1.03460.001 at 18.360.9 elements separation.

A further reduction of the maximum SNR to 20 dB
dropped the lag-one values ofj (Dx,Dy) andRp(Dx,Dy) to
0.83460.001 and 0.86560.001, respectively. This signal-to-
noise ratio is comparable to the SNR observed in the experi-
mental measurements presented in the following sections
that used randomly distributed scattering. The severity of the
decline in coherence from the 40 dB SNR case is partly
attributable to the element directivity, which caused low sig-
nal levels near the edges of the aperture. When only the
central 39339 elements were used in the coherence calcula-
tions, the lag-one values ofj (Dx,Dy) and Rp(Dx,Dy) in-
creased to 0.88360.006 and 0.90060.003, respectively. The
inclusion of fewer elements in the calculation also increased
the variance of the results because coherence values for
fewer pairs of noisy signals were averaged.

The synthetic data demonstrations are representative of
the experimental data acquired by the two-dimensional array
system used for the measurements in this paper. These ex-
amples verify that the analysis method summarized in Eq.
~3! yields accurate results at high signal-to-noise ratios. The
j (Dx,Dy) coherence function is preferable for analyzing ab-
erration correction experiments for two reasons. One reason
is that the use of potentially different normalizations for each
cross-correlation implies thatj (Dx,Dy) is relatively more
sensitive to variations in pulse shape and less sensitive to
variations in amplitude than isRp(Dx,Dy). If the coherence
function is used to infer the expected error in time shifts
estimated by cross-correlation of signal pairs, the width of a
cross-correlation peak and its amplitude relative to other lo-
cal maxima in the same cross-correlation function determine
the accuracy of the time-shift estimate, but the absolute mag-
nitude of the peak compared to cross-correlation peaks of
other signal pairs does not influence the result.

The second advantage ofj (Dx,Dy) is that it apparently
yields a more accurate estimate of the coherence function at
large element separations. This statement is supported by
Fig. 1, which shows roll-offs produced by element directivity
in Rp(Dx,Dy), but not in j (Dx,Dy). Even in the low SNR
case, which is not shown in the figure, the value of
j (Dx,Dy) remains approximately constant for lags greater
than one, whileRp(Dx,Dy) declined in a manner similar to
that shown in Fig. 1. If the measured coherence function and
the van–Cittert Zernicke theorem are used to compute the
transmit focus, the difference in the behaviors ofj (Dx,Dy)
andRp(Dx,Dy) at large separations can lead to significantly
different estimates of the focus.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Measurements were performed using a 3.0 MHz two-
dimensional array system that consists of 6400 square,

FIG. 1. Average coherence functions,j (Dx,Dy) and Rp(Dx,Dy), calcu-
lated using Eqs.~3! and~4!, respectively, with 100 realizations of synthetic
data. Error bars were omitted because they were too small to be legible.~a!
Coherence curves for data that include simulated element directivity and
weak elements, but no noise.~b! Coherence curves calculated after the ad-
dition of noise to the same data to reduce the maximum signal-to-noise ratio
~SNR! to 40 dB.
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0.6-mm-pitch elements with a26 dB fractional bandwidth
of 57%. Pulse-echo data were acquired using a synthetic ap-
erture method from a focus 55 mm below the center of a
79379 element aperture, which corresponds to anf-number
equal to 1.16. The transmit aperture was apodized with the
product of two one-dimensional Hamming windows applied
along the lateral and elevation dimensions of the array. Re-
ceive data were sampled at 20 MHz with 12-bit resolution.
Further details about the 2-D array system are available in a
recent publication.13

Each measurement trial included a sequence of pulse-
echo acquisitions that were performed in a 30 °C distilled
water bath. Data were first acquired from a point reflector
positioned at the transmit focus. Point-reflector data were
acquired through a water path and then through one of two
35-mm thick distributed aberration phantoms11 placed
against the array and above the target. The point reflector
was the polished hemispherical tip of a 0.8 mm diameter,
vertically oriented stainless steel rod.

A second set of measurements was performed using a
tissue-mimicking random scattering phantom14 in place of
the point reflector. Data were acquired using geometric trans-
mit focusing through a water path and through the same
locations on the aberration phantoms. Arrival time fluctua-
tion ~ATF! maps were estimated from the aberrated data, and
random-scattering data were reacquired while using those
ATF maps for time-shift compensation of the transmit focus-
ing.

Both measurement sequences were repeated at eight dif-
ferent locations on each aberration phantom.

The aberration phantoms11 consisted of a fat-mimicking
background15 containing randomly distributed spheres. The
spheres were 6.3 and 12.7 mm in diameter and had a sound
speed approximately 2% greater than the background. The
aberration was produced by refraction and scattering from
the spheres. The phantoms were labeled ‘‘weak’’ and
‘‘strong’’ aberrators, respectively, based on a comparison of
the root-mean-square arrival time fluctuations measured
through the phantoms and through human abdominal wall
specimens16 using the same transmission system. In the
transmission measurements, the weak aberrator produced ar-
rival time fluctuations with a typical root-mean-square~rms!
magnitude of 45 ns and full width at half-maximum correla-
tion length of 6 mm, while the strong aberrator produced 70
ns rms ATF with 7 mm correlation length.

Arrival time fluctuation maps were estimated from the
point-reflector and random-scattering data using the method
described in Ref. 17. In this method, cross-correlation func-
tions are calculated for all pairs of signals received on hori-
zontally, vertically, or diagonally adjacent elements. The po-
sitions of the cross-correlation peaks are used to determine
differences in the echo arrival times for each element pair.
Those local arrival time differences are used in an overcon-
strained system of equations that is solved by a least-mean-
square-error method18 to obtain a two-dimensional arrival
time surface covering the aperture area. A fourth-order poly-
nomial surface is fit to and subtracted from the output of the
least-mean-square-error computation to account for geomet-
ric path length differences, and the residual time shifts are

interpreted as arrival time fluctuations produced by the aber-
rator. Time-shift compensation was performed with 0.1 ns
precision by cubic spline interpolation of the waveforms.

Two-dimensional coherence functions were calculated
using geometrically corrected data before and after time-shift
compensation. Results from different regions of the aberra-
tion phantoms were summarized by taking orthogonal slices
along thex andy axes of the coherence functions and calcu-
lating average curves for each combination of aberrator and
receive focusing method. Averaged results were plotted as
radial curves since the coherence functions were symmetric
through the origin. Coherence widths were evaluated the 0.8,
0.5, and 0.2 levels by interpolating the individual radial
curves obtained in each trial from 0.6 mm~i.e., the array
element pitch! to 0.1 mm sampling.

Coherence functions were also computed using random-
scattering data from the central 39339 receiver elements
only. Truncation of the aperture increased the receive
f-number to 2.35. This calculation was performed to demon-
strate the influence of the outer elements on the estimated
lag-one coherence. Those results were compared with aver-
aged two-dimensional profiles of the signal-to-noise ratio
that documented the decline in the SNR as a function of
radial distance from the center of the aperture. The noise
level was determined by recording 2-D array signals with no
targets in the water tank. For each element, the noise level
was estimated as the root-mean-square amplitude of the ‘‘tar-
getless’’ signal averaged over four independent~average cor-
relation coefficient50.000 75! 5-ms windows. Signal levels
were obtained by averaging the rms amplitudes within the
5-ms window over eight random scattering trials and then
subtracting the estimated rms noise levels. Separate SNR
profiles were determined for each combination of propaga-
tion path and transmit focusing method.

Spatial resolution was evaluated by forming single-
transmit images17 of the focus in the random scattering me-
dium. In the focus calculation, the received waveforms were
windowed with a 5-ms duration Hamming function and spa-
tially apodized in the same manner as the transmit aperture.
The windowed data were focused at 55 mm by numerical
evaluation of the Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction formula.
The calculation produced a volume of magnitude data that
was equivalent to the three-dimensional image that would be
formed by scanning the receive beam in the lateral and el-
evation dimensions while maintaining a fixed transmit focus.
The focus was characterized by effective widths18 in the two
dimensions parallel to the aperture plane at 10, 20, and 30 dB
below the peak.

The effective width data were compared with the coher-
ence widths evaluated at the 0.2 and 0.5 levels using scatter
plots. The coherence widths at the 0.8 level were not used
because they were shown by the calculations performed with
the truncated aperture to be overly sensitive to the signal-to-
noise ratio and therefore were considered not useful for char-
acterization of the transmit focus. Six plots were produced
containing two data points from each random scattering
pulse-echo acquisition, for a total of 128 data points per
graph. Curves of the formy5axb were fit to the scatter plots
by linear regression of the transformed equation
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log(y)5log(a)1b log(x), and coefficients of determination,
r 2, were calculated for each regression curve.19

IV. RESULTS

Radial coherence curves calculated from point-reflector
data before and after receive time-shift compensation are
shown in Fig. 2. Increasing the rms ATF value~Table I! by
switching from a water path to the weak and then the strong
aberrator substantially reduced the uncompensated echo co-
herence at element separations greater than 5 mm. However,
the two aberrator path curves approached the water path
curve after time-shift compensation.

Table I also documents the similarity in lag-one coher-
ence of time-shift compensated point-reflector data acquired
through the two aberration phantoms. Time-shift compensa-
tion aligns the correlation peaks in the equal-time~i.e., zero

temporal lag! plane such that the coherence value at unit
spatial lag is equivalent to the mean normalized correlation
coefficient for signals acquired on adjacent elements. This
correlation coefficient indicates the relative accuracy of the
time-shift estimates.1 Therefore, Fig. 2 and Table I demon-
strate that the 2-D array hardware and computational meth-
ods perform as expected under the favorable coherence and
signal-to-noise conditions provided by the point reflector.

Average radial coherence curves for the 79379-element
random-scattering data appear in Fig. 3, and the rms ATF and
lag-one coherence values for that data are listed in Table II.
For the random-scattering data, a coherence function was
computed for data acquired using time-shift compensation
during both transmission and reception, in addition to coher-
ence functions computed from uncompensated data and after
receive time-shift compensation. The coherence curve pre-
dicted by the van Cittert–Zernicke theorem, which is equal
to the autocorrelation of the transmit apodization,4 is in-

FIG. 2. Average radial coherence curves of point-reflector data. Error bars
denote one standard deviation and were omitted from the water path curves
because they were too small to be legible in those cases. Water path curves
were computed from five acquisitions and aberrator path results from eight
acquisitions at different locations on the aberration phantoms.~a! Data ac-
quired without aberration correction.~b! Data acquired using receive time-
shift compensation~TSC!.

TABLE I. Noteworthy properties of point-reflector data. Root-mean-square
arrival time fluctuations~rms ATF! in nanoseconds and lag-one correlation
coefficients are reported as mean6 standard deviation over N trials.

Propagation path N rms ATF~ns! Lag-one coherence

Water 5 5.760.1 0.997960.0003
Weak aberrator 8 40.863.8 0.994360.0020
Strong aberrator 8 64.566.3 0.994260.0008

FIG. 3. Average radial coherence curves of random-scattering data. Error
bars are formatted as in Fig. 2. The theoretical curve predicted by the van
Cittert–Zernicke theorem~vC–Z! is shown as a dotted line in each panel.
~a! Data acquired without aberration correction.~b! Data acquired using
receive time-shift compensation~TSC!. ~c! Data acquired using time-shift
compensation during both transmission and reception.
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cluded in each panel for comparison with the water path
results. The uncompensated aberrator path curves@Fig. 3~a!#
are qualitatively similar to the simulated curves in Ref. 6, in
that the curves obtained from measured data are character-
ized by a steep slope at small element separations and gentle
oscillations near zero correlation at larger separations. At el-
ement separations between 5 and 25 mm, the coherence of
data acquired using transmit and receive time-shift compen-
sation together was significantly greater than the coherence
of data acquired using receive compensation alone. However,
the lag-one coherence values were not significantly changed
by the use of transmit time-shift compensation. In other
words, time-shift compensation produces larger increases in
coherence width when the widths are evaluated far from the
peak of the coherence function. This observation is quanti-
fied in Table III.

Maps of the signal-to-noise ratio in the aperture and

complex degree of coherence are shown in Fig. 4 for random
scattering received through a water path and through the
strong aberrator. The maps show a decline in the signal-to-
noise ratio as the distance from the center of the aperture
increases. This decline is attributed to a directivity related
decrease in sensitivity of the elements away from the center
of the aperture. Truncation of the receive aperture increased
the mean SNR of the water path random-scattering data from
26.363.7 dB to 29.762.0 dB. Similarly, the mean SNR of
the weakly aberrated data increased from 14.164.0 dB to
18.061.8 dB, and the mean SNR of the strongly aberrated
data rose from 15.663.8 dB to 19.161.7 dB. The effect of
higher signal-to-noise ratio on the coherence is given nu-
merically in Table II for neighboring elements and graphi-
cally in Fig. 4 for larger element separations.

Representative single-transmit images computed from
strongly aberrated random scattering data are presented in

TABLE III. Coherence widths of random scattering data evaluated at the
0.8, 0.5, and 0.2 coherence levels, reported as mean6 standard deviation
over eight trials. Results are provided for data acquired using several com-
binations of propagation path and transmit and receive focusing methods.

Propagation
path

Transmit
focus

Receive
focus

Coherence widths~mm!

0.8-max 0.5-max 0.2-max

Water Geometric Geometric 4.560.8 12.963.0 26.269.7
Geometric TSC 4.861.0 13.363.2 27.4610.2

Weak aberrator Geometric Geometric 0.660.1 2.660.2 8.763.0
Geometric TSC 0.760.1 3.960.4 16.669.1
TSC TSC 0.760.1 6.861.5 21.268.3

Strong aberrator Geometric Geometric 0.660.1 2.260.3 4.961.1
Geometric TSC 0.760.1 3.160.6 8.462.8
TSC TSC 0.760.1 4.761.2 15.365.3

TABLE II. Noteworthy properties of random scattering data. Root-mean-
square arrival time fluctuations~rms ATF! in nanoseconds and lag-one cor-
relation coefficients are reported as mean6 standard deviation overN trials.
Aberrator path results are listed for data acquired using both geometric and
time-shift compensated~TSC! transmit focusing.

Propagation
path

Transmit
focus N

rms ATF
~ns!

Lag-one coherence

39339
elements

79379
elements

Water Geometric 8 13.863.7 0.97260.010 0.94560.008

Weak aberrator Geometric 8 40.863.6 0.88160.022 0.81660.014
TSC 8 44.365.8 0.87560.030 0.80760.020

Strong aberrator Geometric 8 50.863.1 0.87860.022 0.82760.012
TSC 8 53.465.2 0.86960.027 0.81660.018

FIG. 4. Signal-to-noise ratio maps within the 2-D array
aperture above segments of the corresponding coher-
ence curves. In panels~a! and ~b!, the SNR maps are
displayed on a logarithmic gray scale with 0 and 35 dB
corresponding to black and white, respectively. The
boxes outline the truncated receive aperture used to
demonstrate the effect on the coherence curves of the
reduced SNR at the outer elements. In panels~c! and
~d!, average coherence curves computed within the full
79379-element aperture are plotted as dashed lines and
coherence curves computed using the central 39339
receive elements are shown as solid lines.
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Fig. 5. Cross sections through the focus are shown in
20320 mm2 regions parallel to the aperture plane. These
images are equivalent to a convolution of the receive beam
with the transmit beam weighted by the scatterer
distribution,17 and thus permit comparison of compensated
and uncompensated focusing. The images, which are shown
on 30-dB logarithmic gray scales, demonstrate that the use of
transmit and receive time-shift compensation together sub-
stantially reduced the peripheral energy level around the
edges of the focus.

Selected scatter plots of coherence widths versus effec-
tive widths are shown in Fig. 6 and the regression results are
summarized in Table IV. The scatter plots and regression
analysis provide graphical and quantitative descriptions of
the relationship between the coherence width of random
scattering data and the effective width of a single transmit
image when the two widths are evaluated at particular com-
binations of coherence and image magnitude levels. Ther 2

values suggest that coherence widths evaluated at lower lev-
els are most strongly correlated with effective widths evalu-
ated near the peak level, andvice versa. This conclusion is
appealing in view of the Fourier transform relationship@Eq.
~1!# between the effective source distribution and the com-
plex degree of coherence described by the van Cittert–
Zernicke theorem.

V. DISCUSSION

The computation of coherence functions from experi-
mental data raises significant practical issues. One issue is
the selection of the starting time and duration of the temporal

integration window represented byT in Eq. ~3!. A proper
choice of the starting time and duration ensure that only
echoes from the transmit focus contribute to the calculated
coherence function.4 In this study, the integration window
was positioned by visual inspection when point-reflector data

FIG. 5. Representative single-transmit images computed from random-
scattering data. The images show 20320-mm2 regions in a plane through
the focus and parallel to the aperture, and are displayed using a 30-dB
logarithmic gray scale.~a! Water path focus.~b! Uncompensated focus pro-
duced through the strong aberrator.~c! Focus produced after receive time-
shift compensation~TSC! of the data shown in Panel b.~d! Focus produced
through the same aberration using time-shift compensation during both
transmission and reception.

FIG. 6. Scatter plots of coherence function widths versus effective widths of
single transmit images, accompanied by curves fit by linear regression of the
equation log(y)5log(a)1b log(x). Coefficients of determination,r 2, for the
regression curves are shown on each panel.~a! Coherence widths evaluated
at the 0.2 level plotted against210 dB effective widths.~b! Coherence
widths evaluated at the 0.5 level plotted against220 dB effective widths.~c!
Coherence widths evaluated at 0.5 plotted against230 dB effective widths.

TABLE IV. Regression coefficients for scatter plots of random scattering
coherence widths versus effective widths. Results are given for several com-
binations of coherence width and effective width evaluation levels. The
parameters listed are the coefficient of determination,r 2, obtained from
linear regression of the equation log(y)5log(a)1b log(x).

Effective
width level

Coherence
width level

Regression coefficients

a b r 2

210 dB 0.2 46.66 21.197 0.7722
0.5 15.33 21.079 0.5987

220 dB 0.2 82.40 20.976 0.7488
0.5 36.47 21.068 0.8557

230 dB 0.2 390.8 21.244 0.5013
0.5 304.3 21.514 0.7093
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were analyzed, but the arrival time and duration of echoes
from the transmit focus were not readily discernible in the
random-scattering data. The known average sound speeds of
the aberration and scattering phantoms~1460 and 1540 m/s,
respectively! were used to calculate the expected arrival time
of random-scattering echoes from the transmit focus. A 5-ms
integration window was selected because that duration usu-
ally yielded the highest lag-one coherence. In principle, the
window duration could be determined from the textbook ex-
pression for depth of field,Dz5Al( f /#)2, but the constant
of proportionality,A, is assigned different values in different
references, and the most appropriate value ofA for this ap-
plication is unclear. A robust automated procedure for iden-
tifying the transmit focus in speckle waveforms would be
useful in cases where the sound speed is unknowna priori
and would be more efficient than a trial-and-error determina-
tion of the window duration. Such a procedure could perhaps
be developed by an extension of the sound speed estimation
method proposed in Ref. 20, which describes an approach
similar to methods used in seismology to determine sound
speeds and thicknesses of geologic layers.

Uncertainty about the arrival times of echoes from the
transmit focus is also reflected by the use of a fourth-order
polynomial fit during the time-shift estimation. A fourth-
order polynomial was selected because it provides a more
flexible fit than lower-order alternatives such as a spherical
or parabolic surface. The scattering and aberration phantoms
have different average sound speeds. To perform a more pre-
cise fit to the arrival time surface obtained after propagation
through two layers with different average sound speeds is a
nontrivial task when refraction at the interface of the layers is
taken into account.21 The remainder of the Discussion as-
sumes that any time-shift compensation errors caused by the
use of a fourth-order polynomial can be neglected. However,
a recent analysis of errors caused by the failure to compen-
sate linear or quadratic components of the arrival time profile
indicates that such errors degrade the focusing performance
of low f-number systems,22 so further effort toward optimi-
zation of the time-shift estimation procedure may be worth-
while.

One benefit of the large two-dimensional array was the
smoothness of the estimated coherence curves. This observa-
tion is attributed to the averaging made possible by the ac-
quisition of 79379 waveforms, which reduced fluctuations
in the coherence function due to array nonuniformities or the
random nature of speckle data. For an element separation
(Dx,Dy) on the 2-D coherence function, a total of
(792Dx)(792Dy) unique correlation integrals were used to
estimate the coherence value. The one-sided curves shown in
the figures were averages of slices along thex andy axes of
the 2-D functions, so, for example, the lag-one coherence
value obtained from a single trial was an average of
2379378512 324 normalized cross-correlation integrals.

In the random scattering experiments, the smoothness of
the coherence functions was achieved at the expense of low
signal-to-noise ratios near the edges of the aperture. The re-
duced SNR produced a spike at the zero-lag position of the
coherence function. Shen and Li8 observed similar spikes in
a study that demonstrated the effect of SNR on the coherence

of second harmonic echoes. The results in this paper and Ref.
8 both indicate that the existence of a zero-lag coherence
spike can serve as a flag for a low signal-to-noise ratio. The
inclusion of this type of spike in a measured coherence func-
tion will create difficulties if the van Cittert–Zernicke theo-
rem is used to estimate the transmit focus distribution, be-
cause Fourier transformation of the spike will add an
anomalous constant term or floor to the estimated beam pat-
tern.

Prior results4–6 demonstrate that the narrowing of a ran-
dom scattering coherence function produced by uncompen-
sated aberration corresponds to a broadening of the main
lobe of the point-spread function and an increase in the pe-
ripheral energy level. This and other reports5,17 also indicate
that the coherence of speckle data can be partially restored
by transmit and receive focus compensation. A relationship
between the coherence function and the intensity distribution
at the focus could be anticipated from the van Cittert–
Zernicke theorem, but the theorem assumes distortionless
propagation. The purpose of the scatter plots~Fig. 6! and
accompanying regression analysis is to assess whether the
coherence width still provides a meaningful indication of
focus quality in the presence of aberration, and, if so,
whether the level at which the coherence width is measured
is an important consideration. Ther 2 values listed in Table
IV indicate that the answer to both questions is ‘‘yes.’’ An-
other approach to summarizing a coherence function with a
single numerical value is to calculate a generalized correla-
tion coefficient such as the waveform similarity factor used
by Liu and Waag17 or, analogously, the focusing criterion
defined by Mallart and Fink.5 The coherence width was used
instead in this paper because coherence width has the same
units as the effective width and makes a direct comparison of
the two quantities appealing.

Time-shift compensation of random-scattering data may
be applied iteratively using repeated pulse-echo acquisitions.
In this process, time shifts are re-estimated after each acqui-
sition to improve accuracy of the estimates. However, the
lag-one coherence values in Table II and the coherence
curves in Fig. 3 indicate that correlations at greater than
nearest neighbor distances must be employed to obtain more
accurate estimates of time shifts when lowf-number systems
with directivity reduced element sensitivity, like the 79379-
element aperture,f /1.16 configuration in this study, are used.

The aberration phantoms used in this study were de-
signed to mimic the aberration measured through human ab-
dominal wall specimens.11 The moderate improvement, rela-
tive to the point-reflector results, in the coherence of
random-scattering data after time-shift compensation indi-
cates that more sophisticated compensation methods are de-
sirable for clinical images that typically involve speckle
waveforms. Since any compensation method applied to
speckle waveforms will likely use comparisons of signals
received at different elements of a transducer array and since
the coherence function quantifies the similarity of speckle
waveforms, coherence analysis can play a role in the devel-
opment and validation of new compensation methods based
on such waveform comparisons.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Adherence to the analytic definition of the complex de-
gree of coherence is necessary for a robust analysis of ultra-
sound data acquired with a large two-dimensional array. Fig-
ure 1 demonstrates the importance of the proper
normalization of cross-correlation integrals computed from
waveforms weighted by weak elements and receiver direc-
tivity. Methods that apply an identical averaged normaliza-
tion to every cross-correlation integral yield artifactual peaks
in the estimated coherence function. Those peaks can con-
found the analysis of point-target data that are expected to
demonstrate approximately uniform coherence throughout
the aperture.

A spike at the zero-lag position of the coherence func-
tion often indicates a low signal-to-noise ratio. In both the
synthetic data and the measured random-scattering data, a
coherence spike was attributed to reduced signal levels
caused by element directivity near the edges of the large
receive aperture. The magnitude of the spike was reduced by
using a smaller aperture for the coherence computation~Fig.
4!. The persistence of the spike explains the lack of improve-
ment in the lag-one coherence of random-scattering data ac-
quired using time-shift compensation~Table II!. However,
the results also show that an increase in spatial coherence is
readily achieved for lags greater than unity. An iterative com-
pensation method may produce additional focus improve-
ment if the method takes advantage of these longer-range
correlations in the reacquired data. This observation supports
the assertion that coherence analysis can be employed in the
development of new focus compensation methods.

Coherence width measurements are useful for assessing
changes in spatial resolution produced by focus compensa-
tion provided the width is evaluated far enough below the
peak of the coherence function to avoid being overly sensi-
tive to the SNR. In Fig. 6, coherence widths evaluated at
levels between 0.2 and 0.5 were shown to vary monotoni-
cally with the effective widths of point-spread functions vi-
sualized in single-transmit images~Fig. 5!. Regression coef-
ficients summarized in Table IV suggest that this relationship
can be approximately modeled by a curve of the form
y5axb, where b,0. However, a single coherence width
may be insufficient to characterize the point-spread function
at lower levels, where sidelobes become prominent.
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The interaction of the low-order antisymmetric (a0) and symmetric (s0) Lamb waves with vertical
cracks in aluminum plates is studied. Two types of slots are considered:~a! internal crack
symmetrical with respect to the middle plane of the plate and~b! opening crack. The modal
decomposition method is used to predict the reflection and transmission coefficients and also the
through-thickness displacement fields on both sides of slots of various heights. The model assumes
strip plates and cracks, thus considering two-dimensional plane strain conditions. However, mode
conversion (a0 into s0 and vice versa! that occurs for single opening cracks is considered. The
energy balance is always calculated from the reflection and transmission coefficients, in order to
check the validity of the results. These coefficients together with the through-thickness displacement
fields are also compared to those predicted using a finite element code widely used in the past for
modeling Lamb mode diffraction problems. Experiments are also made for measuring the reflection
and transmission coefficients for incidenta0 or s0 lamb modes on opening cracks, and compared to
the numerical predictions. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1500756#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Gp@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

The presence of cracks in materials is a major preoccu-
pation in industrial context, since even small cracks are
likely to grow when the structure is under mechanical con-
straint or immersed into an aggressive environment. Cracks
are usually caused by local small fractures or corrosion shots,
and can become large defects like notches, delaminations,
holes, etc. Various nondestructive testing~NDT! techniques
based on x-rays magnetoscopy, eddy-current, ultrasounds or
visual observation are used for locating either surface or in-
ternal defects. Among the ultrasonic techniques, different
types of waves are chosen depending on the demand of the
applications. High frequency bulk waves are commonly used
for interrogating small areas like welds, for example.1 Sur-
face waves are suitable for testing structure surfaces or inter-
faces between materials.2,3 However, these techniques are
limited to short-range inspection, and are quite time consum-
ing for testing large structures. Guided waves like Lamb
modes or SH waves are more appropriate when large struc-
tures are to be controlled.4 Since large specimen usually do
not have a small thickness, low frequency ultrasounds are
used for limiting the number of guided modes that can
propagate, thus making easier the interpretation of measured
signals. The drawback is a loss of sensitivity since the
wavelength-to-defect-size ratio is a critical parameter. There-
fore, cracks being infinitely narrow defects, the use of the
low frequency ultrasounds will make it possible to detect
them if they are not of too small extent. From a general point
of view, the mode sensitivity depends on the stress level that
it produces at the defect location, which is a function of the

frequency-thickness product.5,6 Specific components of the
stress tensor are also of importance, according to the crack
size, orientation and location. The ability of guided modes to
detect cracks in plates has widely been demonstrated in the
past.7–10 Lamb waves seem to be a judicious choice for de-
tecting cracks in plates, since their energy may be shared into
reflected and transmitted wave packets, the proportion in am-
plitude of which will depend on the characteristics of the
crack. However, even if the incident wave is a pure lamb
mode, the wave packets reflected from and transmitted past
the defect can be very complicated, since at least two Lamb
modes exist at any given frequency. This is an advantage
since the more modes, the more information about the defect,
but the more complicated the interpretation of the diffracted
Lamb waves, thus making the use of this method more dif-
ficult than conventional ultrasonic techniques. Numerical
predictions are therefore necessary for simulating properly
the scattering of Lamb waves by cracks of various geom-
etries. Publications can be found on this subject, presenting
models based either on the finite element~FE!, the finite
difference~FD! or the boundary element~BE! methods.11–13

Various hybrid solutions are also used, combining either two
of the previous methods,14 or one of them with the Green’s
function integral15–17 or wave-function expansion represen-
tation.18–20 Some publications can also be found on the dif-
fraction of Lamb waves by notches, which differ from crack
by their nonzero width.21,22Although these numerical models
allow the amplitude of the reflected and transmitted Lamb
modes to be predicted, they usually are heavy and time-
consuming methods that do not allow the inverse problem to
be solved, i.e., the attributes of a defect to be numerically
optimized from experimental data.

Fast and efficient methods are therefore required for
simulating the problem of Lamb waves scattered by cracks.

a!Electronic mail: castaings@lmp.u-bordeaux.fr
b!Electronic mail: leclezio@lmp.u-bordeaux.fr
c!Electronic mail: hosten@lmp.u-bordeaux.fr
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Numerous works have been published on the reflection of
Lamb waves by the free edge of a plate that consider the
coexistence of nonpropagating and propagating Lamb modes
at the plate edge, for satisfying the free boundary conditions
that the incident and reflected propagating modes cannot sat-
isfy by themselves.23–28 The reciprocal work method23 was
also applied to predict the reflection from and transmission
past a weld between the edges of two steel plates of same
thickness.29 In this study, the weld is supposed to be defect-
less with a constant width running all through the plate thick-
ness. To the authors’ knowledge, few publications can be
found on the consideration of nonpropagating Lamb modes
for satisfying the free boundary conditions at the surfaces of
a crack in a plate. S Rokhlin has used a modified version of
the Wiener–Hopf technique for simulating the reflection of
an incident Lamb mode from a finite crack.30,31This advance
in the field is, however, limited to a horizontal crack situated
on the plane of symmetry of an elastic layer, thus implying
that any incident Lamb mode, whether it is symmetric or
antisymmetric, cannot be converted into an antisymmetric or
symmetric Lamb mode, respectively. B. A. Auld and M.
Tan32,33 used the variational method to predict the reflection
of Lamb modes from a crack normal to the surfaces of an
isotropic plate. More recently, X. M. Wang and C. F. Ying
considered the case of the fundamentala0 ands0 Lamb wave
modes scattered by a circulate cylinder embedded in an elas-
tic plate.34 All these studies consider the coexistence of non-
propagating and propagating Lamb modes at the vicinity of
the defect, for satisfying the boundary conditions. The ad-
vantages in comparison to numerical or hybrid solutions
based on FE, FD or BE methods, are the flexibility in chang-
ing the input data and the reduction in times of computation,
thus making them good candidates for solving inverse prob-
lems.

The present paper is also based on this principle. It con-
cerns the use of the modal decomposition method for simu-
lating the interaction of the low-order symmetric (s0) or an-
tisymmetric (a0) Lamb modes with cracks perpendicular to
the surfaces of an 8-mm-thick aluminum plate. The fre-
quency is chosen equal to 0.14 MHz, so that the frequency-
thickness~1.12 MHz.mm! is below that of thea1 and s1

mode cut-off, and so that boths0 anda0 are relatively non-
dispersive modes. The interest of this choice is that the
method is thus tested for a realistic situation, since the
frequency-thickness product for NDT applications is often
chosen so that the generation of a pure mode is possible and
the interpretation of several detected modes is as simple as
possible. However, the modal decomposition method pre-
sented in this paper could be used at any other frequency-
thickness. Tests have been made showing the stability of the
calculations up to 10 MHz.mm where numerous propagating
modes coexist. Two types of slots are considered in this
study: ~a! single internal crack symmetrical with respect to
the middle plane of the plate and~b! single opening crack.
The reflection and transmission coefficients are predicted as
functions of the normalized parameterp/h, wherep is the
crack height andh is the plate thickness. The through-
thickness displacement fields on both sides of the cracks are
also predicted for various values ofp/h. The model assumes

strip plates and cracks, thus considering two-dimensional,
plane strain conditions. However, mode conversion (a0 into
s0 and vice versa! that occurs for single opening cracks is
considered. The energy balance is always calculated from the
reflection and transmission coefficients, in order to check the
validity of the model. The results presented in the paper are
successfully compared to those predicted using a finite ele-
ment code widely used in the past for modeling Lamb mode
diffraction problems.11,21,28,35The interest in using the modal
decomposition method rather than FE or FD routines is
double: first it allows very fast computations to be done as
said above, but it also helps in understanding the diffraction
phenomena that occur at the crack location, for instance the
existence of a nonpropagating modes. The reflection and
transmission coefficients are also measured for thea0 or s0

Lamb mode incident on opening cracks of various heights
manufactured in 8-mm-thick aluminum plates. Although the
experimental technique is not new,35 the good correlation
obtained between the measured and predicted coefficients
demonstrates that the association of this process with the
modal decomposition method is a promising tool for solving
inverse problems.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

The plate is 8 mm thick. It is supposed to be infinitely
long in directionsx2 and x3 . Therefore, two-dimensional
plane strain conditions are considered in the models, the
plane of propagation being formed by axisx1 and x2 . A
schematic of the plate and coordinate axis is shown in Fig. 1.
Both plate surfaces located atx156h/2 are assumed to be
stress free, thus leading to the classical dispersion equation:

tan ~KT1h/2!

tan ~kL1h/2!
1S 4k2

2kT1kL1

~kT1
2 2k2

2!2D 61

50, ~1!

where exponent11 and21 are for symmetric or antisym-
metric modes, respectively.k2 is the Lamb wave-number
along the direction of propagation (x2 axis!, and kL1

5A(v/cL)22k2
2 and kT15A(v/cT)22k2

2 are the complex
components along thex1 axis of the longitudinal and shear
heterogeneous plane waves, the phase velocities of which are
given in Table I.v52p f is the circular frequency andf is
the frequency. Solutions of Eq.~1! form an infinite set of
( f ,k2) couples that allow dispersion curves to be plotted. At
a given frequency, there are a finite number of propagating

FIG. 1. Schematic of the aluminum plate and coordinate axis.

TABLE I. Measured density (kg/m3), longitudinal and shear bulk wave
velocities~m/s!, and corresponding Young modulus~GPa! and Poisson co-
efficient for the test aluminum plate.

Density cL cT E v

2660610 6310650 3190620 71.860.2 0.3360.01
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modes having real wave-numbers, a finite number of non-
propagating modes having imaginary wave-numbers and an
infinite number of inhomogeneous modes having complex
wave-numbers. The Newton–Raphson method36 has been
implemented to solve Eq.~1! in the real, imaginary and com-
plex domains ofk2 and at fixed values of the frequency.
Moreover, a mode pursuit routine has been developed to fol-
low each mode in large frequency ranges. This is based on
the Taylor theorem36 for which closed form solutions of de-
rivative functions of Eq.~1! are established. Figure 2 dis-
plays the dispersion curves in a large frequency-thickness
range extending from 0 to 10 MHz.mm. Figure 2~a! shows
well-known real wave-number curves that supply informa-
tion concerning the velocity and dispersion behavior of the
propagating modes. Figure 2~b! shows the purely imaginary
wave-numbers roots, and Figs. 2~c! and ~d! present the real
and imaginary parts of the complex wave-number roots, re-
spectively. These three real, imaginary and complex spaces
are connected together by roots that are real above their fre-
quency cut-off and that become either complex or imaginary
below it. It must be noted that roots with negative imaginary
parts have been retained for the nonpropagating and inhomo-
geneous modes since this has a physical meaning corre-
sponding to decaying amplitudes in thex2 direction sup-

posed to be that of progressive modes. Taking into account
the existence of nonpropagating and inhomogeneous modes
is essential for properly writing boundary conditions in dif-
fraction problems.37 For the frequency-thickness product
considered in this study~1.12 MHz.mm pointed out by the
large-dashed line in Fig. 2!, there exist two propagating
modes ~real wave-numbers!, one nonpropagating mode
~imaginary root! and an infinite of inhomogeneous modes
~complex roots!. For each type of mode, the harmonic
through-thickness displacement or stress distributions can be
calculated using relations given in Ref. 37. As explained in
Refs. 5 and 6, the stress distribution gives an indication of
the sensitivity of a given incident propagating Lamb mode to
a defect, depending on the location in the plate thickness,
and on the geometry and size of that defect. Figure 3 dis-
plays the through-thickness displacement and stress distribu-
tion for the two incident propagating modes considered in
this study, i.e., fora0 ands0 , at the frequency-thickness of
1.12 MHz.mm. In these plots, the modes are set to have
unit-power amplitudes, i.e., the averaged power they carry
through the plate thickness and over one temporal periods is
1 W. It is clear that the stress distributions are radically dif-
ferent for these two modes, so meaning that they are likely to
have different sensitivity to vertical slots. For solving scat-

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves for anti-symmetric~---! and symmetric~—! modes in an aluminum plate:~a! propagating modes;~b! nonpropagating modes;~c! real
parts of inhomogeneous modes;~d! imaginary parts of inhomogeneous modes; Vertical large-dashed line indicates the frequency-thickness product considered
in the whole study for the interaction of propagatinga0 or s0 modes with cracks.
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tering problems as made in this paper, the through-thickness
displacement and stress distributions for real, imaginary and
complex wave-numbers are also calculated.

In this study, cracks are supposed to be of infinitesimal
thickness, and to have motions such that their opposite sur-
faces do not interact at the same time. This means that there
is no transfer of stresses or displacements through the cracks.
As written in Ref. 30, this model is physically valid if~1! the
crack width is much smaller than the plate thickness and than
the wavelength, and~2! the crack width is greater than the
particle displacements on its surfaces. The two types of
cracks considered in this paper are presented in Fig. 4.

III. MODAL DECOMPOSITION METHOD

In a modal decomposition analysis, any acoustic field
can be developed as an expansion of vibration modes of the
structure. Thus, any velocity and stress fields,v ands% can be
written as a Lamb modes expansion:

v5Snbnvn and s% 5Snbns% n , ~2!

wherevn5vn(x1)ei (vt2k2nx2) ands% n5s% n(x1)ei (vt2k2nx2) are
the velocity vector and stress tensor for thenth Lamb mode,
t is the time,k2n is the wave-number. At any given fre-
quency, the summations above include a finite number of
propagating modes, a finite number of nonpropagating
modes, and an infinite number of inhomogeneous modes,
which form a complete basis.38

In the problem of an incident Lamb wave scattered by a
vertical crack, the superposition of all these modes is consid-
ered through the plate thickness, at the defect location. The
coexistence of all the propagating, nonpropagating and inho-
mogeneous modes allows the boundary conditions to be sat-
isfied, as illustrated by Fig. 5. The imaginary and complex
modes do not propagate energy but they create a spatially
transient acoustic field in the vicinity of the defect. The
boundary conditions are such that points on the crack sur-
faces must be stress-free, while the velocity and stress fields
must be continuous elsewhere in the plane normal to the
plate and containing the crack. In a two-dimensional problem
defined by axisx1 andx2 as in the present study, the stress
tensor can be represented by three components noteds11,
s22, and s12, or s1 , s2 and s6 , respectively, using the
contraction of indices according to Ref. 37. Therefore, the
boundary conditions mentioned above can be written as fol-
lows:

FIG. 3. Through-thickness mode shapes at 1.12 MHz.mm;~a! and~c! displacements;~b! and~d! stresses. Top plots are for a unit-powera0 mode and bottom
plots are for a unit-powers0 mode.

FIG. 4. Vertical crack in the aluminum plate;~a! internal crack symmetrical
with respect to the middle plane of the plate,~b! opening crack.
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s% •x25H SNbNsN2

SNbNsN6

5H 0,

0,
stress-free at right surface of crack,

s% •x25H aIs I21SNb2Ns2N2

aIs I61SNb2Ns2N6

5H 0,

0,
stress-free at left surface of crack,

~3!

SNbNvN5aIvI1SNb2Nv2N ,

velocity continuity out of crack

SNbNsN1

SNbNsN2

SNbNsN6

5H aIs I11SNb2Ns2NI ,

aIs I21SNb2Ns2N2 ,

aIs I61SNb2Ns2N6 ,

stress continuity out of crack.

The incident mode is notedI and is set to have a unit power
amplitude aI . The scattered propagating, nonpropagating
and inhomogeneous modes are represented byn56N where
2N is for reflected modes andN is for transmitted modes.
They have unknown complex amplitudesbn , which have to
be found.

In the numerical applications, the infinite series of com-
plex modes is truncated, and from 10 to 25 points are con-
sidered through the thickness of the plate, at the crack loca-
tion. A linear system is thus established. Its solutionsbn are
obtained using the single value decomposition method
~SVD!.36 An energy balance criteria is used to check the
validity of the numerical results: the energy carried by the
reflected and transmitted propagating modes must be as
closed as possible to the energy of the incident mode. During
the calculation process, the computational parameters~num-
ber of points at the crack location and/or number of com-
plex modes! are increased until the energy balance is satis-
fied. When the system is correctly solved, the complex
displacement field at the crack location is then computed
by introducing the amplitudesbn in the following equations:

u~x1 ,x2
crack left!5aIuI1SNb2Nu2N

at the left of the crack,
~4!

u~x1 ,x2
crack right!5SNbNuN at the right of the crack.

The complex reflection and transmission coefficients are
therefore

R2N5
b2N

aI
and TN5

bN

aI
. ~5!

Since the plate is purely elastic, the moduli of these coeffi-
cients are the same whatever the position along the plate is at
the crack location or in the far field.

IV. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

A. Numerical tool

This section concerns a numerical analysis package,
which was developed at Imperial College in London, US, to
model the propagation of plate waves and their interaction
with defects.37 This tool is based on the finite element
method and includes an explicit central difference routine for
producing a time marching solution. Therefore, it is possible
to vary the characteristics of the exciting temporal signal,
i.e., the center frequency, the number of cycles, and the en-
velope. The excitation can be produced at any point of the
mesh, as displacements or forces. The response of the plate
to various types of excitation is modeled by calculating the
displacements at every point of the spatial mesh that defines
the plate, as a function of time. Specific points can be moni-
tored, thus showing the time response at particular locations
in/on the plate. Results are stored in an output data file,
which is processed in turn, using a specific software devel-
oped by the authors.

In the current study, the aluminum plate is modeled by a
two-dimensional quadrilateral region 8 mm high in direction
x1 ~plate thickness! and 800 mm long in directionx2 ~plate
length!. This region is meshed by 6400 square, four-nodded
elements of 1-mm side. The excitation of a pure incident
mode (a0 or s0) is produced by applying the exact through-
thickness mode shape, as displacements, at the left-hand side
of the region. For each of these points, the temporal excita-
tion is a 10-cycle toneburst enclosed in a Hanning window,
centered on the frequency 0.14 MHz, thus making the
frequency-thickness product equal to 1.12 MHz.mm.

Since they are of infinitesimal width, cracks are simu-
lated by disconnecting nodes, the positions of which deter-
mine the crack height and location. Any disconnected node
becomes two nodes having the same position of equilibrium,
and independent motions, i.e., there is no transfer of stresses
or displacements between them. Cracks are running perpen-
dicularly in the plate surfaces and are located at positionx2

5400 along the plate.

B. Monitoring and processing

Series of points are monitored either along the plate sur-
face or across the plate thickness, and different processing is
done to extract the results, which are to be compared to those
obtained using the modal decomposition method.

FIG. 5. Schematic of the modal decomposition method with an opening
crack.
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1. Reflection and transmission coefficients

Two series of 26 nodes are monitored every 4 mm at one
plate surface along lines located at the left of the crack~from
x25250 to 350 mm!, and at the right of the crack~from x2

5450 to 550 mm!, respectively. Displacements in both di-
rectionsx1 andx2 were picked up at these points. These data
were then used to calculate the reflection and transmission
coefficients, i.e., the ratio between the amplitudes of
reflected/transmitteda0 and/ors0 modes and the amplitude
of the incidenta0 or s0 . Due to the mode conversion ofa0

into s0 and vice versathat occurs when the single opening
crack is modeled, two different processing are used to extract
the required mode amplitudes:

~i! If the crack is symmetrical with respect to the plate
thickness, then there is no mode conversion and any reflected
or transmitted mode is of the same nature as that of the
incident mode. The mode amplitudes are therefore obtained
from signals predicted at two single points located at the left
and at the right of the defect. A temporal windoww(t) is
applied for selecting waveformssi(t), sr(t) and st(t) that
correspond to the incident, reflected and transmitted modes,
respectively. This window has a taper shape~smooth rectan-
gular! and is as wide as possible in order not to affect the
estimation of the mode amplitudes. The reflection~R! and
transmission~T! coefficients are obtained simply by dividing
the frequency spectrum of the appropriate waveforms multi-
plied by the window:

R~ f !5
*2`

` ~sr~ t !3w~ t !!e2 i2p f tdt

*2`
` ~si~ t !3w~ t !!e2 i2p f tdt

,

~6!

T~ f !5
*2`

` ~st~ t !3w~ t !!e2 i2p f tdt

*2`
` ~si~ t !3w~ t !!e2 i2p f tdt

.

~ii ! If the crack is not symmetrical, the mode conversion
phenomena implies that botha0 and s0 are expected as re-
flected and transmitted waves, whatever the incident mode
is. Because the plate is of finite length~800 mm!, points
monitored on both sides of the crack cannot be far enough
from the crack for the reflected~or transmitted! a0 and s0

modes to be separated in the time domain. Therefore the
temporal window mentioned above cannot be used for iso-
lating the various reflected~or transmitted! modes and rela-
tions ~6! cannot be applied for calculating the reflection and
transmission coefficients. A two-dimensional Fourier trans-
form is then applied to each set of 26 signals
si(x2,t), sr(x2 ,t) andst(x2,t) obtained by monitoring nodes
on the plate surface, at the left and right of the crack. This
transforms these data from the$time, position% space to the
$frequency, wave-number% space, where reflected~or trans-
mitted! a0 and s0 modes are well separated.40 This process
allows the phase velocity and the amplitude to be plotted in
the frequency range of the excitation, for the incident mode
and for the various reflected~or transmitted! modes. The
phase velocity plots are compared to the dispersion curves
obtained from Eq.~1! for identifying the nature of the modes
and for checking that the incident mode (a0 or s0) is pure.
This purity is a crucial point in the case of nonsymmetrical
cracks since reflected~or transmitted! a0 and s0 modes

would have different amplitudes depending on the fact that
the incident mode is single or not. The reflection~R! and
transmission~T! coefficients are calculated from the mode
amplitudes using the following relations:

Ra0 or s0
~ f !5

*2`
` *2`

` sr~x2 ,t !e2 i2p f te2 i2pk2x2dt dx2

*2`
` *2`

` si~x2 ,t !e2 i2p f te2 i2pk2x2dt dx2

5
Sr~k2

a0 or s0
, f !

Si~k1
a0 or s0

, f !
,

~7!

Ta0 or s0
~ f !5

*2`
` *2`

` st~x2 ,t !e2 i2p f te2 i2pk2x2dt dx2

*2`
` *2`

` si~x2 ,t !e2 i2p f te2 i2pk2x2dt dx2

5
St~k1

a0 or s0
, f !

Si~k1
a0 or s0

, f !
,

where Si(k
1

a0 or s0
, f ), Sr(k

2
a0 or s0

, f ) and
St(k

1
a0 or s0

, f ) represent the variation with frequency of the
amplitude of the individual incident, reflected and transmit-
ted modes, respectively. Signs1 and2 mean that modes are
propagating forwards or backwards in thex2 direction, re-
spectively. In the frequency spectrum thus obtained, only the
value 0.14 MHz is considered since this study is restricted to
the frequency-thickness 1.12 MHz.mm.

Careful attention must be paid to the choice of the dis-
placement componentsU1 or U2 that are monitored at the
plate surface. Indeed, the amplitudes of signalssi(t), sr(t)
andst(t) will be different according to the direction of dis-
placements. If the reflected and transmitted modes are the
same than the incident one, i.e., if they all area0 and s0

modes, then the reflection and transmission coefficients will
not depend on the direction of displacements that is consid-
ered, as long as the same direction is considered for the
incident, reflected and transmitted modes. However, if the
reflected and transmitted modes are different than the inci-
dent one, then the reflection and transmission coefficients
will be different according to the direction of displacements
that is considered. In this case, the through-thickness loca-
tion of the monitored points will also strongly affect the re-
sulting reflection and transmission coefficients. This is be-
cause different modes do not have the same through-
thickness displacement distributions. In Sec. VI B presenting
results for single opening cracks, the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients for incidenta0 or s0 modes are presented
for both directionsx1 andx2 , the monitoring zone being at
one surface of the plate.

2. Crack motion

Two series of nine nodes are also monitored every 1 mm
across the plate thickness, on both sides of the cracks~at
x25400 mm!. The first series of nine points are in fact the
right-hand side nodes of elements running straight left along
the crack and the second series are the left-hand side nodes
of elements running straight right along the crack. Displace-
ments in both directionsx1 and x2 were picked up at these
points. Temporal waveforms predicted at these points repre-
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sent the total field including incident and reflected/
transmitted propagating modes but also nonpropagating and
inhomogeneous modes. A Fourier transform is calculated for
each of these waveforms, thus allowing the variation of the
total displacement field across the plate thickness, along the
lines located on both sides of the cracks, to be plotted at any
frequency in the frequency range of the excitation. This has
been done for the frequency value of 0.14 MHz, which cor-
responds to the 1.12 MHz.mm frequency-thickness product.

Figure 6 presents a schematic of the FE model, showing
the through-thickness displacement excitation applied at the
left-hand side of the plate, the modeling of an opening crack,
and points monitored at the plate surface, at the left of the
defect for predicting the incident and reflected modes, and at
the right of the defect for predicting the transmitted modes.
Also shown on this figure are points monitored through the
plate thickness on both sides of the crack.

V. EXPERIMENTS

Two test aluminum square plates 8 mm thick and 400
mm long have been used for the experiments. The velocities
of longitudinal and shear bulk waves propagating in this ma-
terial have been measured using a conventional, ultrasonic,
immersion technique, and used for calculating averaged val-
ues of the Young modulus and Poisson coefficient given in
Table I. These are used in turn as input data for the numerical

models described in previous sections. Surface notches have
been manufactured in the plates. They are parallel to direc-
tion x3 , 100 mm long, 0.7 mm wide and their height isp.
Although these notches are not infinitely thin, the wave-
lengthl to their widthw ratio is quite large (l/w'24 for a0

and l/w'53 for s0), thus making the assumptions intro-
duced in the numerical models likely to be valid. This will be
discussed in Sec. VI where numerical predictions are com-
pared to measurements. Six single opening notches of rela-
tive heightp/h512.5%, 25%, 37.5%, 50%, 62.5%, and 75%
have been manufactured in the plates. As shown in Fig. 7,
these notches have been made in a noncentral position along
the plates, so that two ultrasonic transducers can be placed
above the 250-mm-long space: one transmitter and one re-
ceiver for generating an incident mode and for detecting
waves reflected by the notches, respectively, while the re-
maining 150-mm-long space is sufficient for positioning one
receiver necessary for measuring waves transmitted past the
notches.

An ultrasonic transmitter is used for launching either the
a0 or s0 Lamb mode along directionx2 . This transducer is
an IMASONIC 1433 A101, piezoelectric, 35-mm-diam de-
vice having a frequency bandwidth centered at 250 kHz with
215-dB points at 120 and 380 kHz. The excitation signal is
a five cycle, 140-kHz tone-burst, so that the frequency-
thickness is identical to that in the numerical predictions

FIG. 6. Schematic of the FE model
with an opening crack;~j!: forced
nodes;~d!: monitored nodes.

FIG. 7. Photograph of the experimen-
tal setup.
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~1.12 MHz.mm!. Since the plate is shorter than that modeled
using the FE code, five cycle bursts must be used to avoid
overlapping of signals corresponding to waves twice scat-
tered by the notches due to reflections from the plate edges.
This has no effect on the propagation of either mode since
both a0 ands0 are nondispersive in the frequency-thickness
region of interest. For launching thes0 mode, this transmitter
is placed at the left-hand side of the plate, its active face
being in contact with the plate edge, and coupled using gel.
The transmitter acts as a piston source through the plate
thickness, thus applying a quite uniform force distribution,
suitable for launching thes0 mode as required. Moreover, to
minimize the possible production of undesireda0 , the trans-
mitter is positioned symmetrically with respect of the middle
plane of the plate. For launching thea0 mode, the same
transmitter is connected to one surface of the plate via 100-
mm-long Perspex fingers having rectangular sections of 10
mm high by 3 mm wide. Three fingers are coupled to the
plate using gel and positioned at an equidistance of 17 mm,
which corresponds to the wavelength of thea0 mode that is
to generate. The transmitter is then placed on the fingers to
which it is coupled using gel for insuring a good transfer of
energy to the plate through the fingers. This process launches
two a0 modes on both sides of this interdigitallike~IDT!
transmitter. One mode is traveling towards the notches while
the other is traveling towards one edge of the plate. In order
to avoid an undesirable reflection of that wave from that
edge, which would make twoa0 modes incident on the
notches, the three fingers are positioned at an optimum dis-
tance from the edge, so that the reflecteda0 mode forms a
constructive interference with that traveling directly to the
notches. This is equivalent to having a sort of six-fingered
IDT transmitter and to removing the unwanted plate edge. In
that way, a strong, pure, incidenta0 mode is launched to-
wards the notches.

The receiver is a circular, air-coupled transducer having
a diameter of 50 mm, and a frequency bandwidth centered at
200 kHz with215 dB points at 50 and 400 kHz.41 Its angu-
lar orientation is either63.7 or 68.2 degrees, so that it is
sensitive to either the incident, reflected or transmitteda0 or
s0 Lamb modes, according to the Snell-Descartes’ law.37 For
accurate measurements of the amplitudes of these modes, the
receiver is moved along a 40-mm-long path with 5-mm
steps, in directionx2 , using a motorized translation stage.
For each position, a temporal signal corresponding to either
the incident, reflected or transmitteda0 or s0 modes, accord-
ing to the orientation and location of the transducer, is visu-
alized on a digital scope and captured. A two-dimensional
Fourier transform is then applied to transform each series of
nine signals so captured, from the spatial-temporal domain to
the wave-number-frequency domain, as described in the pre-
vious section. The wave-number-frequency diagram thus ob-
tained is used for computing the phase velocity and/or the
amplitude for the incident, reflected and transmitted modes,
in the frequency bandwidth of the input electrical signal.
Then, the reflection and transmission coefficients are the ra-
tios of the reflected and transmitted mode amplitudes by the
incident one, respectively. This processing is exactly the

same as that used for the finite element results, as described
in the previous section.

VI. RESULTS

This section systematically presents the modulus and the
phase of the reflection and transmission coefficients for the
two types of defects, and for the incident modea0 or s0 , as
functions of crack height. The moduli of the through-
thickness displacement distribution at the left and right sides
of the cracks are also plotted for the various situations. For
each plot, except for the phase of the coefficients, results
obtained using the modal decomposition method are com-
pared to the FE predictions. Moreover, the moduli of the
reflection and transmission coefficients predicted by the two
methods are compared to experimental measurements, in the
case of opening cracks. For the various cases of investiga-
tion, the modal decomposition method was initially solved
using 15 points through the plate thickness and 10 complex
modes. The energy balance was systematically checked and
the number of points was increased if necessary, so that the
energy balance was always correct within 5% of error. A
maximum of 25 points was necessary for a satisfactory con-
vergence in the case of a single opening crack of 50% rela-
tive height, whena0 was incident.

A. Internal symmetrical crack

1. Reflection and transmission coefficients

Figures 8 and 9 present the modulus and the phase of the
reflection and transmission coefficients, as functions of crack
height, for the incident modesa0 and s0 , respectively. The
crack is internal and symmetrical with respect to the middle
plane of the plate, as shown in Fig. 4~a!. As expected when
the crack height is null, the reflection and transmission coef-
ficients are equal to 0 and 1, respectively, whatever the inci-
dent mode is. When the crack height is 100% of the plate
thickness, the modulus of the reflection and transmission co-
efficients are equal to 1 and 0, respectively, whatever the
incident mode is. In this case, the phase of the reflection
coefficient is found to be equal to290 or 2180 degrees
when a0 or s0 is incident, respectively. These well-known
results show that the modal decomposition method is cor-
rectly used for modeling the reflection of Lamb waves on the
free edge of a plate.23–28

The a0 mode appears to be slightly less sensitive than
the s0 mode, to this type of crack, since both the reflection
and transmission coefficients are less dependent on the crack
height, fora0 than for s0 . Indeed, the reflection coefficient
for a0 is less than 0.2 for crack heights~p! up to 60% of the
plate thickness~h!. In comparison, the reflection coefficient
for s0 gets bigger than 0.2 as soon asp/h is greater than 40%.
This comes from the fact thats0 anda0 modes have different
through-thickness stress distributions as shown in Fig. 3.
Therefore, the use ofs0 is more suitable than that ofa0 if
internal vertical cracks close to the middle plane of the plate
are to be detected. The modulus of the reflection coefficient
varies monotonically with the crack-height-to-plate-
thickness ratio, from 0 to 1, thus meaning that this mode can
also be used for easily dimensioning an internal crack. More-
over, the phase of thes0 reflection coefficient also varies
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monotonically versus the relative crack sizep/h, thus mean-
ing that it can also be used as a good indicator for crack
sizing.

2. Through-thickness crack motion

Figures 10 and 11 present the modulus of the through-
thickness displacement distributions on both sides of these
internal cracks, for the incident modea0 and s0 , respec-
tively. Plots~a!, ~b!, ~c! and ~d! correspond to values ofp/h
equal to 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%, respectively.

Figure 10 shows that the incidenta0 mode produces
identical through-thickness, in-plane motion on both sides of
the internal cracks, forp/h values up to 50%. Forp/h575%,
the two surfaces of the crack have different in-plane dis-
placements (U2), as confirmed by the FE predictions. This
phenomena comes from the fact that the difference in the

in-plane displacements is essentially linked to the in-plane
compression stress components (s2), which have negligible
values in the vicinity of the middle plane of the plate, and
that significantly increases towards the plate surfaces, for
antisymmetric modes. Therefore, the difference in the in-
plane motions of crack faces will be high as long as the
in-plane compression stress produced by Lamb modes is
high where the crack is. Moreover, the repartition of modes
being different on both sides of the cracks, these motions
will be different. In the same way, the out-of-plane motions
(U1) on both sides of internal cracks are different, for any
value of p/h ~except forp/h50% or 100% which are par-
ticular cases! due to the shear stress components (s6) that
have significantly high values at any position through the
plate thickness, except close to the plate surfaces, for anti-
symmetric modes. The unequal repartition of modes on both

FIG. 8. Predicted reflection and transmission coefficients fora0 incident on internal cracks as a function of crack-height-to-plate-thickness ratio;~a! modulus;
~b! phase;~- - -! finite element;~—! modal analysis.

FIG. 9. Predicted reflection and transmission coefficients fors0 incident on internal cracks as a function of crack-height-to-plate-thickness ratio;~a! modulus;
~b! phase;~- - -! finite element;~—! modal analysis.
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sides of the cracks thus implies different out-of-plane dis-
placements even for small values ofp/h.

Figure 11 shows that thes0 mode always produces iden-
tical through-thickness, out-of-plane motions (U1) on both
sides of the internal cracks. This is due to the fact that the
difference in the out-of-plane displacements is essentially
produced by shear stress components (s6). Indeed, since the
s0 incident mode has a negligible shear stress component all
through the plate thickness, and since stress continuity must
be satisfied out of the crack, the shear stress is consequently
null all through the plate. Therefore, the unequal repartition
of mode on both sides of the cracks cannot induce any dif-
ference in the out-of-plane displacements of crack faces,
whatever the value ofp/h is. For low values ofp/h, this
normal displacement follows that of the mode propagating in
a defectless plate. Whenp/h increases, the shape of thisU1

component breaks down near the plate surfaces. The in-plane
displacement components (U2) are different on both sides of

the cracks, due to strong and different in-plane compression
stresses (s2) produced by unequal repartition of symmetric
modes. It is interesting to note that in the case of the incident
s0 mode, the in-plane motion is zero and the out-of-plane
motion is doubled, when the crack height is 100% of the
plate thickness.

These results show that an incidenta0 or s0 mode pro-
duces a slippery behavior or an opening behavior, respec-
tively, of the crack lips that gets more important asp/h in-
creases. Good correlation is obtained between the modal
decomposition results and the FE predictions, both for the
coefficients and for the through-thickness displacements on
both sides of the internal cracks.

B. Opening crack
1. Reflection and transmission coefficients

Figures 12 and 13 present the modulus of the reflection
and transmission coefficients, as functions of defect height,

FIG. 10. Through-thickness displacements on both sides of internal cracks for incidenta0 mode; FE: out-of-plane~squares! and in-plane~circles! displace-
ments of the right~empty! and left~full ! sides; Modal analysis: displacements of the right~- - -! and left~—! sides;~a! p/h525%,~b! p/h550%,~c! p/h575%
and ~d! p/h5100%.
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for the incident modesa0 ands0 , respectively. The defect is
a single opening crack of heightp, as shown in Fig. 4~b!. The
difference with the previous case is that defects are no longer
symmetrical with respect to the middle plane of the plate,
thus implying mode conversion phenomena will occur. This
means that an incidenta0 or s0 mode will be reflected/
transmitted into twoa0 and s0 modes. Consequently, the
values of the reflection and transmission coefficients depend
on the location through the plate thickness and on the direc-
tion in the coordinate axis that are considered, as explained
in Sec. IV. This is not the case when there is no mode con-
version. For example, the ratio of reflecteda0 to incidenta0

is independent on the direction of displacements and on the
location through the plate. In Figs. 12 and 13, graphs~a! and
~b! display the reflection and transmission coefficients for
directionsx2 andx1 , respectively. The FE predictions have
been obtained by monitoring points at the plate surfaces as
explained in Sec. IV. In order to compare the modal decom-

position results to these FE predictions, the reflection and
transmission coefficients obtained from Eqs.~5! have been
multiplied by the ratio of the modulus of the displacement
component at the plate surface of the reflected or transmitted
mode to that of the incident mode. The following relation
illustrates this operation:

and ~8!

where j 51 or 2 ~direction of displacement!.

FIG. 11. Through-thickness displacements on both sides of internal cracks for incidents0 mode; FE: out-of-plane~squares! and in-plane~circles! displace-
ments of the right~empty! and left~full ! sides; Modal analysis: displacements of the right~- - -! and left~—! sides;~a! p/h525%,~b! p/h550%,~c! p/h575%
and ~d! p/h5100%.
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Figure 12 shows that the reflected and transmitteda0

modes have amplitudes~relatively to that of the incidenta0

mode!, which are independent of the considered directionx1

@Fig. 12~b!# or x2 @Fig. 12~a!#. This result comes from the
explanation given above and is confirmed by the two models.
The a0 transmission coefficient decreases monotonically
when the crackheight-to-plate-thickness ratio increases, thus
meaning thata0 transmitted past the crack is a good indicator
for opening crack sizing problems. This is not the case of the
reflecteda0 mode since its amplitude increases for values of
p/h contained between 0% and 35%, then decreases forp/h
bounded by 35% and 60%, and then increases again forp/h
contained between 60% and 100%. This nonmonotonic
variation versusp/h makes the reflecteda0 mode not appro-
priate for crack sizing.

The reflected and transmitteds0 modes have the same
amplitudes~relative to that of the incidenta0 mode! for a
given direction of displacement. This is an interesting result

showing that the opening cracks, under the solicitation pro-
duced by the incidenta0 mode, launch equals0 modes from
each of their sides. It must be noted, however, that the ratio
of the amplitude of the diffracteds0 to the amplitude of the
incident a0 depends on the direction of displacement. This
ratio is bigger for directionx2 than for directionx1 , as ex-
pected sinces0 produces more in-plane displacement thana0

does, at the plate surfaces. These ratios monotonically in-
crease for values ofp/h comprised between 0% and 60%,
and decreases forp/h greater than 60%. By itself, thes0

produced by mode conversion at an opening crack whena0

is incident is therefore not sufficient for dimensioning the
crack height. However, the existence of diffracteds0 when
a0 is incident indicates that the crack is not symmetrical with
respect to the middle of the plate. Moreover, the set of re-
flection and transmission coefficients of the variousa0 and
s0 diffracted modes has unique values, thus meaning that the
knowledge of the reflected and transmitteda0 ands0 modes

FIG. 12. Predicted and measured reflection and transmission coefficients fora0 incident on single opening cracks as a function of crack-height-to-plate-
thickness ratio;~a! in-plane surface displacement;~b! out-of-plane surface displacement;~- - -! finite element;~—! modal analysis,~ddd! measured
transmission~jjj! measured reflection.

FIG. 13. Predicted and measured reflection and transmission coefficients fors0 incident on single opening cracks as a function of crack-height-to-plate-
thickness ratio;~a! in-plane surface displacement;~b! out-of-plane surface displacement;~- - -! finite element;~—! modal analysis,~ddd! measured
transmission,~jjj! measured reflection.
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diffracted by an opening crack is sufficient for dimensioning
the crack height.

The experimental reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients have been obtained by measuring normal displace-
ments~in direction x1) at one surface of the plates, as de-
scribed in Sec. V. As shown in Fig. 12, very good correlation
is obtained between the experimental results and the numeri-
cal predictions.

As shown in Fig. 13, very similar conclusions can be
drawn when thes0 mode is incident upon the opening crack.
In this case, both thes0 reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients monotonically vary with the crack-height-to-plate-
thickness ratio, thus meaning that both the reflected and
transmitteds0 are good indicators for opening crack sizing
problems. Moreover, the presence of diffracteda0 modes
means that the crack is not symmetrical with respect to the
middle of the plate. It is interesting to note that the diffracted
a0 amplitude to incidents0 amplitude is greater than unity
for directionx1 , due to the fact thata0 produces more out-
of-plane displacement thans0 does, at the plate surfaces.
Again, very good agreement is obtained between the experi-
mental results and the numerical predictions, thus giving a
good confidence in the models.

2. Through-thickness crack motion

Figures 14 and 15 present the modulus of the through-
thickness displacement distributions on both sides of the
opening cracks, for the incident modea0 and s0 , respec-
tively. Plots~a!, ~b!, ~c!, ~d!, ~e! and~f! correspond to values
of p/h equal to 12.5%, 25%, 37.5%, 50%, 62.5% and 75%,
respectively.

Figure 14 shows that the incidenta0 mode produces
different through-thickness, in-plane and out-of-plane mo-
tions on both sides of the cracks, for any value of the relative
heightp/h ~except forp/h-12.5% where these differences are
not very visible in directionx1). This is due to an unequal
repartition of antisymmetric modes having non-negligible in-
plane compression (s2) and shear (s6) stress components at
the crack locations. Symmetric modes are also produced by
mode conversion, but, as shown in Fig. 12, the same number
of these modes is launched on both sides of the cracks, so
they have no effect on the difference in the displacements of
the crack faces.

Figure 15 shows that the incidents0 mode produces
identical out-of-plane motions (U1) on both sides of any
opening cracks. Again, this comes from the fact that symmet-
ric modes have negligible through-thickness shear stress
(s6), so that the unequal repartition of these modes on both
sides of the slots cannot produce differences in the out-of-
plane motions of the lips. Antisymmetric modes are launched
by mode conversion at the crack locations. These have sig-
nificant shear stress components, but since their amplitudes
are identical on both sides of the cracks~see Fig. 13!, they
cannot bring differences in the out-of-plane displacements of
the crack surfaces. The in-plane displacement components
(U2) are different on both sides of cracks of any height, due
to the strong in-plane compression stress (s2) produced by
symmetric modes of unequal repartition.

The opening slots are shown to have both slippery and
opening behavior when thea0 mode is incident, while an
opening behavior only is observed whens0 is incident. Very
good correlation is obtained for the coefficients predicted
using the modal decomposition method and the FE model.
Concerning the through-thickness displacements on both
sides of the opening cracks, very good agreement is also
obtained except whena0 is incident on the 62.5% and 75%
relative-height cracks where some differences are observed.
This is due to a difficulty in choosing the optimum numbers
of points and/or complex modes, so that the stress-free con-
dition on these large cracks and the stress-velocity continuity
in the small areas out of these cracks are not simultaneously
satisfied. A compromise has been found, so that the system
of equations that is to be solved is ill-conditioned for predict-
ing the through-thickness displacements, but not for comput-
ing the diffraction coefficients.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The modal decomposition method has been used for
modeling the interaction of the low-order Lamb modes,a0

and s0 , with cracks running normally to the surfaces of an
aluminum plate. The frequency-thickness product was 1.12
MHz.mm, i.e., lower than the frequency cut-off of thea1

mode, so that onlya0 ands0 can propagate along the plate.
Two types of single cracks have been considered in this
model: symmetrical internal crack and opening crack. The
reflection and transmission coefficients have been predicted
as functions of crack-height-to-plate-thickness ratio, for each
incident a0 and s0 mode. The through-thickness displace-
ment fields have also been plotted on both sides of cracks of
various normalized heights and for the two types of incident
mode. An energy balance criteria has been used all through
the calculations in order to optimize the computational pa-
rameters and to check the validity of the results. Although
this was not reminded through the presentation and discus-
sion of the numerical results, the energy balance was always
correct within 5% of error.

The reflection and transmission coefficients and the
through-thickness displacement fields have been compared
to those predicted using a finite element code. The mode
conversion phenomena that occurs for cracks, which are not
symmetrical with respect to the middle plane of the plate,
have been well modeled by the modal decomposition
method. This simulation showed that when insonified by an
a0 ~or s0) mode, single opening cracks generates0 ~or a0)
modes of equal amplitudes on both of their sides, at the
frequency-thickness product considered in this study. Good
agreement has been obtained for the various cases considered
in this study.

Results concerning the motion of crack surfaces are of
great importance for understanding the interaction phenom-
ena of Lamb modes with defects. It is clear that thea0 mode
generally produces bigger out-of-plane than in-plane dis-
placements, in comparison to thes0 mode. This is due to the
natural stress distributions of these two modes, at the
frequency-thickness considered in this study. Moreover, the
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unequal repartition of Lamb modes on both sides of the slots
causes differences in the motions of the faces of the slots.
Thus thea0 mode is likely to produce slippery behavior of
the crack lips while thes0 mode creates an opening behavior.

The modal decomposition method used in this study
proved to be an efficient tool giving results in very good
agreement with FE predictions. The reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients predicted by both of these methods are vali-

FIG. 14. Through-thickness displacements on both sides of single opening cracks for incidenta0 mode. FE: out-of-plane~squares! and in-plane~circles!
displacements of the right~empty! and left~full ! sides; Modal analysis: displacements of the right~- - -! and left~—! sides;~a! p/h512.5%,~b! p/h525%,~c!
p/h537.5%,~d! p/h550%, ~e! p/h562.5%,~f! p/h575%.
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dated by experimental measurements made on notches
manufactured in aluminum plates. These correlations show
that the crack-assumption introduced in the models is valid
for notch-width-to-wavelength ratios up to 0.04. This means

that nonzero widths of defects should be considered by the
modal decomposition method if increase of the frequency
range is planned. In terms of performances, this method sup-
plies reflection and transmission coefficients, as well as dis-

FIG. 15. Through-thickness displacements on both sides of single opening cracks for incidents0 mode. FE: out-of-plane~squares! and in-plane~circles!
displacements of the right~empty! and left~full ! sides; Modal analysis: displacements of the right~- - -! and left~—! sides:~a! p/h512.5%,~b! p/h525%,~c!
p/h537.5%,~d! p/h550%, ~e! p/h562.5%,~f! p/h575%.
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placement fields at any location in the plate, about 100 times
faster than the FE model. Therefore, it represents a suitable
tool for solving inverse problems, which consist in estimat-
ing the geometry~shape and size! of cracks from experimen-
tal data. However, the authors are working on establishing
closed form solutions for the crack motions in the case of
incident a0 or s0 , which would allow the reflection and
transmission coefficients to be very quickly calculated using
the S-parameter formalism.37 Such solutions would be very
helpful for the resolution of inverse problems.
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The discrepancy between reverberation times of an enclosed sound field measured by the
steady-state method and by the transient decay method is well-known. So far, no clear explanation
has been obtained. In this paper, the steady-state bandlimited energy in an enclosure and bandlimited
power flow into modally reactive boundaries are derived to describe the energy balance relationship
and thus the reverberation time in a frequency band. This reverberation time is then compared to that
obtained from the transient decay of the sound field based on the modal analysis. The comparison
provides an understanding of the discrepancy mentioned above as well as the physical
interpretations of the reverberation times estimated by both methods. ©2002 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1510139#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Ks, 43.55.Br, 43.55.Dt@MK #

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the reverberation timeT60 of an en-
closed sound field or a structure in a frequency band is re-
lated to its loss factorh by T6054.4p/hv0 , wherev0 is the
center frequency of the band. About two decades ago, Bies
and Hamid1 experimentally compared two different methods
for measuring loss factors of plates, namely the steady-state
method based on the energy balance relationship and the
transient decay method. They observed that the loss factor
measured by the former,hss, was consistently larger than
that measured by the latter,h tr . Subsequently, Brown and
Norton2 and Norton and Greenhalgh3 also compared the two
methods for cylindrical pipes. Their experimental observa-
tions were consistent with those of Bies and Hamid. This
meansT60

tr obtained by the transient decay method is larger
thanT60

ss obtained by the steady-state method. Bies and Ha-
mid explained the discrepancy between the two methods by
the concept of relaxation time and equilibrium. They sug-
gested that during reverberant decay, the steady-state equi-
librium which is initially achieved prior to gating of the ex-
citation source is lost. Consequently, only the initial decay
should give the same or close value ofT60

tr to T60
ss . However,

if T60
tr is deduced by fitting a straight line to both the initial

and late parts of the decay curve, then it would be larger than
T60

ss , since those least attenuated modes with long decay
times will persist in the late decay. Interestingly, the experi-
mental results of Ranky and Clarkson4 for plates and shells
contradicted with all the above-mentioned experimental ob-
servations. Their explanation was that the steady-state energy
in a band is dominated by high energy~small loss factor!
modes. The late part of the decay curve should then corre-
spond to these modes, and should give the same or close
values ofh tr andT60

tr to hss andT60
ss . Hence, when a straight

line is fitted to both the initial and late decays, the weighting
from the initial decay would produce a larger overallh tr .
Thus, the T60

tr obtained is smaller thanT60
ss . Ranky and

Clarkson4 also showed that both methods would yield similar
results if the loss factors~or decay times! of the modes in the
band are close to each other.

In many conventional acoustic measurements in rooms,
the reverberation time of the enclosed sound field is usually
required. Examples of such measurements are sound power
radiated by acoustic sources, Sabine absorption coefficient of
absorbing materials, and transmission loss of structures. The
reverberation time is traditionally measured by the transient
decay method because the steady-state method has not yet
been accepted as a universal technique for the reverberation
time estimation in rooms. Nevertheless, some experimental
techniques are available for the measurements of input sound
power of acoustic sources required by the latter~e.g., the
impedance tube method5 and volume velocity measurement
methods6!, and the reverberation time can then be obtained.

As building structures are modally reactive, the rever-
beration time in rooms is affected by acoustic–structural
modal coupling even in a standard reverberation room.7

Since the coupling is very selective,8 it is anticipated that
there is a substantial variation in the modal decay time of
acoustic modes. As a result,T60

ss andT60
tr may not be the same

unless all the modal decay times are close to each other. The
implication is that the results of acoustic measurements in
rooms would be different if the reverberation times obtained
by both methods were different. Therefore, the study ofT60

ss

andT60
tr is essential for investigating the use of the alternative

steady-state approach to obtain the reverberation time in
rooms. The comparison ofT60

ss and T60
tr may also provide a

way to search for an explanation of the discrepancy between
them as observed in the area of structural vibration.

This paper uses an analytical means to compare the
steady-state and the transient decay methods for the rever-
beration time of the sound field in an enclosure. Coupling
between the sound field and modally reactive boundary
structures is considered as one of the acoustic energy dissi-
pation mechanisms apart from air absorption. The results
presented in this paper are in favor of the experimental ob-
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servations in Refs. 1–3, but are not in full agreement with
the aforementioned explanation of the discrepancy between
the two methods from Ref. 4. It is shown that although the
late decay corresponds to modes with small loss factors~i.e.,
long decay times!, these modes do not necessarily dominate
the steady-state energy in a band. The reason is because the
energy distribution among decaying modes in transient state
is not the same as in steady state. This phenomenon is justi-
fied in this paper where two issues are discussed, namely the
reason for the discrepancy betweenT60

ss and T60
tr , and the

physical meaning of the respective reverberation time.

II. THE STEADY-STATE METHOD

In an acoustic–structural coupled system where the en-
closed sound field is directly excited by an acoustic source,
an analytical expression has been derived and justified9 for
evaluating the bandlimited acoustic energy of the sound field
in the medium- and high-frequency ranges. It can be ex-
tended to the case where the bare enclosure hasNF vibrating
boundary structures. By considering a monopole source ex-
citation whose location is space averaged over the enclosure
volume,V0 , the bandlimited acoustic energy can be derived
as

Ea5(
i 51

N

Eai , ~1!

Eai5
r0c0

2Tai
c Qp

2

17.6pV0Dv H tan21F ~vai
c 2vL!Tai

c

2.2p G
2tan21F ~vai

c 2vU!Tai
c

2.2p G J . ~2!

Eai , vai
c , and Tai

c are, respectively, the steady-state time-
averaged energy, resonance frequency, and decay time of the
i th coupled acoustic mode due to coupling with all the struc-
tures.Qp

2/Dv is the power spectral density of the bandlim-
ited noise emitted by the monopole, andvL andvU are the
lower and upper frequency limits of the excitation band, re-
spectively.r0 is the air density, andc0 is the speed of sound
in air. By using the derivation procedure in Ref. 9, the band-
limited power flow from the sound field into thekth structure
for the space average of the excitation location can also be
derived as

P~k!5(
i 51

N

Pai
~k! , ~3!

Pai
~k!5

As
~k!2r0

3c0
4Qp

2

2V0MaiDv (
j 51

M ~k!

hs j
~k!vs j

~k!Bj ,i
~k!2

Ms j
~k! E

Dv

v4

@~vai
c22v2!21~4.4pvai

c /Tai
c !2#@~vs j

~k!22v2!21~hs j
~k!vs j

~k!2!2#
dv. ~4!

Pai
(k) is the time-averaged power flow from thei th acoustic

mode into thekth structure andMai is the mass of the mode.
vs j

(k) , hs j
(k) , and Ms j

(k) are the resonance frequency, loss
factor, and mass of thej th uncoupled mode of thekth struc-
ture, respectively,Bj ,i

(k) is the coupling factor between the
structural and the acoustic modes, andAs

(k) is the surface area
of the structure. The analytical solution to the integral in
Eq. ~4! is available.9 In steady state, the total power dissi-
pated from the sound field is equal to the input power in-
jected into the sound field by the acoustic source. Thus, from
the energy balance relationship, the total dissipated power is
given by

P5Pair1 (
k51

NF

P~k!5hssv0Ea5
4.4pEa

T60
ss , ~5!

where it includes the power dissipations through air absorp-
tion and through coupling with all the structures. Therefore,
Tai

c in Eqs. ~2! and ~4! also includes the effect of the air
absorption.Pair5hairv0Ea is obtainable, ashair can be
evaluated.10 Hence,

T60
ss5

4.4pEa

hairv0Ea1(k51
NF P~k!

. ~6!

If locally reactive surfaces such as those of sound absorption
materials and boundary structures with a rough finish are
also present in the enclosure, then the effects of the surfaces

are included inTai
c . The power dissipated by the surfaces,

P local, is also added to the total dissipated power in Eq.~5!.

III. THE TRANSIENT DECAY METHOD

Equation~5! also describes the rate of change of acous-
tic energy of the sound field such thatP̃5dẼa /dt

524.4pẼa /T60
tr . Once the sound source is shut off at time

t50 s, the time-dependent energy,Ẽa , is then given by

Ẽa(t)5Eae24.4pt/T60
tr

. Since each acoustic mode also decays
exponentially with time, the time-dependent energy of thei th

mode can be similarly written asẼai(t)5Eaie
24.4pt/Tai

c
. The

total acoustic energy is then obtained as

Ẽa~ t !5(
i 51

N

Ẽai~ t !5(
i 51

N

Eaie
24.4pt/Tai

c
. ~7!

The decay curve of the total energy is then evaluated by
Eq. ~7! andT60

tr can be estimated from the best straight-line
fit to the 60-dB range of the curve from the initial steady-
state level att50 s. However, the decay curve in practical
measurements does not usually have a 60-dB dynamic range
because of the presence of background noise. Therefore, the
range from 5 to 35 dB below the steady-state level is
commonly used in reverberation time measurements in
rooms11 and it covers a large part of the late decay. The first
10 dB of the decay is also widely used since the initial decay
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is also important from the subjective point of view. Hence,
both the@0, 210#-dB and@25, 235#-dB ranges are consid-
ered here.

In Eq. ~7!, Ẽa(t) only decreases with time but does
not fluctuate becauseEai was time averaged where the tem-
poral fluctuations of the amplitude and phase of each
mode were averaged out. Therefore, the true decay of the
sound field, which would otherwise be obscured by the
fluctuations in the decay curve, can be clearly revealed.
These fluctuations depend on the amplitudes and phases of
the acoustic modes at the instance when the bandlimited
noise is turned off. However, these initial characteristics of
the modes are random due to the temporal randomness of
the excitation signal and not because of any changes in the
properties of the sound field. As a result, the fluctuations
in the decay curve are random, and the curve and thus the
reverberation time obtained for the same driving and receiv-
ing locations in the sound field are different from trial to
trial. Traditionally, the effect of the fluctuations on the
measured reverberation time was minimized by taking the
ensemble average of decay curves obtained from a large
number of trials. Chu12 showed that this ensemble average
agreed well with the true decay of the sound field, which
can be obtained by the use of Schroeder’s integrated im-
pulse method.13 Schroeder’s approach gives a smooth decay
curve, where the corresponding energy decay can be written
as13

Ẽa
Sch~ t,r s ,r r !5CE

t

`

h2~t,r s ,r r !dt. ~8!

C is a constant proportional toQp
2/Dv, r s and r r are the

locations of the source and receiver, andh is the response of
the sound field when excited by a filtered impulse from the
bandpass filter which was used to obtain the bandlimited
noise.

In order to show the closeness to the true decay, the
time-average approach used in Eq.~7! is compared numeri-
cally to Schroeder’s approach. In the latter, the reverberation
times for a large number of combinations of source and re-
ceiver positions are obtained numerically from Eq.~8!, and
their averaged value,T60

Sch, is then evaluated. A 0.8831.725
31.54-m3 enclosure with simply supported medium density
fiberboard~MDF! walls of thickness 32 mm is used. The
structural properties of the walls are: longitudinal wave
speed, cL52500 ms21, material density, rwalls

5750 kg m23, and uncoupled loss factor,hwalls50.02. The
loss factor due to air absorption,hair , is taken to have an
averaged value of 1.031024 across the whole frequency
range. The good agreements betweenT60

tr and T60
Sch in both

the @0, 210#-dB and@25, 235#-dB ranges indicate that the
initial and late parts of the decay curves for the two ap-
proaches are similar in almost all 1/3-octave bands shown in
Fig. 1. In the following sections, the time-average approach
will be used because the distribution of energies among
acoustic modes at any instances during the sound field decay
can be conveniently obtained, while it is difficult to do so
using Schroeder’s approach.

IV. COMMENTS ON THE STEADY-STATE AND THE
TRANSIENT ENERGIES

As shown in Eq.~2!, the initial energy of each acoustic
modeEai is proportional toTai

c . This is similar to Ranky and
Clarkson’s4 explanation that the modal energy is inversely
proportional to its loss factor. Thus, according to Eq.~7!, Ẽai

is proportional toTai
c e24.4pt/Tai

c
in the transient state. If those

acoustic modes in a band with close decay times are grouped
together which results inG groups of modes, then from Eq.
~7!

Ẽa} (
m51

G

Na
~m!T̄a

c~m!e24.4pt/T̄a
c~m!

, ~9!

where T̄a
c(m) is the mean decay time of themth group and

Na
(m) is the population size~i.e., number of modes withTai

c

'T̄a
c(m)) of the group. It can be seen that the initial energy of

each group att50 s is determined by theNaT̄a
c factor. How-

ever, as time increases, the exponential term in Eq.~9! pro-
vides an enormous weighting of energy towards groups of
modes with long decay times because these modes tend to
decay very slow with time. Thus, in the case where these
groups have smaller initial energies~i.e., smallerNaT̄a

c fac-
tors! than those with short decay times, they can only par-
tially dominateẼa during decay in the@0, 210#-dB range.
Therefore,T60

tr in this decay range represents the averaged
decay time of both the groups with short and long decay
times. However, it represents the averaged decay time of
only the latter groups if these groups have relatively larger
initial energies~i.e., largerNaT̄a

c factors! because they fully
dominateẼa in the decay range. On the other hand,T60

tr in
the @25, 235#-dB range also has the same physical meaning
since only the groups with long decay times will remain
dominant toẼa during the late decay.

In steady state,T60
ss depends on bothEa and P (k) @see

Eq. ~6!#. Since Ea and P (k) are the averaged energy and
averaged power flow in a band,T60

ss represents the averaged
decay time of all the acoustic modes in the band. This aver-
aged time depends on how the initial energy of each group of
the acoustic modes is distributed as described below. In
steady state, the exponential term does not exist, and from
Eq. ~9!

Ea} (
m51

G

Na
~m!T̄a

c~m! . ~10!

FIG. 1. Reverberation time of the sound field~comparison of the time-
average and Schroeder’s approaches!.
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From Eq. ~10!, Ea is not necessarily weighted towards
groups with long decay times, althoughEai is proportional to
Tai

c . Those groups with largerNaT̄a
c factors dominateEa ,

and their averaged decay time determines the averaged decay
time of all the modes in the band and thusT60

ss . As a result,
two cases exist. The first is where groups with short decay
times have largerNaT̄a

c factors and thus controlT60
ss . In this

case,T60
ss is closer toT60

tr in the@0, 210#-dB range thanT60
tr in

the @25, 235#-dB range, but smaller than both. The second
case is where groups with long decay times have largerNaT̄a

c

factors and thus controlT60
ss . In this case,T60

ss is smaller but
very near to both close values ofT60

tr in the two decay ranges
considered. A special case is when all the modal decay times
are the same.Ea is then dominated by one single group of
modes in steady state.Ẽa is also dominated by the same
group of modes as the exponential term gives the same
weighting of energy for all the modes in the transient state.
Hence, both methods yield the same value of reverberation
time.

From this section, it can be seen that sinceT60
ss andT60

tr

have different physical interpretations, the discrepancy be-
tween them is natural. Only the distribution of energies
among acoustic modes in steady state would determine
whether the discrepancy is small or large.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Some results are presented to illustrate the physical pic-
ture for the comments made in the preceding section. The
same enclosure system in Sec. III is used, andT60

ss and T60
tr

are shown in Fig. 2. The averaged modal decay time in each
band as shown is obtained simply by evaluating the arith-
metic mean value of the decay times of all the acoustic
modes in the band. Each of the first three low-frequency
bands only has one resonance acoustic mode. In the 160-Hz
band, the decay time of the resonance mode and thusT60

ss and
T60

tr are not accurately predicted by the expression forTai
c .9

An exact full-coupling solution9 is then used for this band,
and the corresponding results are included in Fig. 2. From
the figure, it can be seen thatT60

ss closely represents the av-
eraged modal decay time in each band as argued, although
both results are not exactly equal. In those bands where the
values ofT60

tr in the @0, 210#-dB and@25, 235#-dB ranges
are largely different, there are distinct initial and late decays.
It is obvious for both decay ranges thatT60

tr is consistently
larger thanT60

ss . The results are close to each other from the
2000-Hz band and above when the coupling becomes weak

and the air absorption starts to dominate the reverberation
time. The discrepancy can be explained as follows. For ex-
ample, consider the 800-Hz and 4000-Hz bands where their
resonance acoustic modes with close decay times are sorted
into four groups. The population size expressed as the per-
centage of the total resonance modes and theNaT̄a

c factor of
each group as a function of the mean decay time of the group
are shown in Fig. 3. The energy in each group at four differ-
ent instances during decay is shown in Fig. 4. In the 800-Hz
band, almost 90% of the modes reside in the groups with
short decay times~i.e., the 2.5-s and 7.5-s groups! ~see Fig.
3!. The relatively largerNaT̄a

c factors of these groups indi-
cate that their energies dominate the total sound-field energy
at the 0-dB level~i.e., t50 s). Hence,T60

ss has a value which
lies within these two groups~i.e., 4.7 s as shown in Fig. 2!.
However, in the transient state, the energies of these groups
decay relatively fast. At the25-dB level, the 12.5-s group
then becomes dominant, while the 17.5-s group also starts to
partially dominate just before the210-dB level~see Fig. 4!.
This means that all four groups are in control of the sound-
field energy in the@0, 210#-dB range. Thus,T60

tr in this decay
range has a value close to the averaged decay time of all
those groups of modes~i.e., 9.8 s as shown in Fig. 2!. This
result also shows that although only the first 10 dB of the

FIG. 2. Reverberation time of the sound field~com-
parison of the steady-state and the transient decay
methods!.

FIG. 3. Population size andNaT̄a
c factor versus the mean decay time of each

group of acoustic modes.
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decay is considered, the correspondingT60
tr is still largely

different from T60
ss due to the influence of the groups with

long decay times~i.e., the 12.5-s and 17.5-s groups!. The
12.5-s group is largely dominant from the25-dB level to the
220-dB level at which its energy almost levels up with that
of the 17.5-s group. Since the former decays faster than the
latter, the remaining sound-field decay from the220-dB
level onwards is controlled by only the 17.5-s group. As a
result,T60

tr in the @25, 235#-dB range will lie within 12.5 s
and 17.5 s~i.e., 15.6 s as shown in Fig. 2!. In the 4000-Hz
band, there is a large number of modes with long decay times
which initially reside in the 5-s group~see Fig. 3!. Thus, this
group dominates the steady-state energy of the sound field
andT60

ss then has a value of 5.05 s as shown in Fig. 2. It can
be seen from Fig. 4 that the same group also largely contrib-
utes to the sound-field energy in the@0, 235#-dB range.
Thus, the close values of 5.2 and 5.4 s are obtained forT60

tr in
the @0, 210#-dB and@25, 235#-dB ranges. The case in the
4000-Hz band is also an example where most acoustic modes
have close or the same decay times because of poor coupling
and that the absorption in each mode due to air is not as
selective as that due to the coupling.

When the band has only one resonance acoustic mode,
the steady-state and the decay methods only give the same or
close values of reverberation time if the mode dominates the
total sound-field energy att50 s as well as in the@0, 235#-
dB range. It is the case when the mode has a long decay time
~e.g., 13 s in the 160-Hz band! which results in its large
initial energy. If the mode has a short decay time such as that
in the 125-Hz band~i.e., 2.4 s!, a discrepancy in the results
can still occur~see Fig. 2!. Figure 5 shows that the energy of
the resonance mode is dominant att50 s. Thus,T60

ss is con-

trolled by this mode. However, the mode decays relatively
faster than the nonresonance modes, which are those whose
resonance frequencies lie outside the analysis band. At the
220-dB level, its energy has leveled up with that of the
nonresonance modes. The remaining decay to the235-dB
level is then controlled by the nonresonance modes. As a
result, the resonance mode still controlsT60

tr in the @0, 210#-
dB range, butT60

tr in the@25, 235#-dB range will include the
effect of the nonresonance modes and is higher thanT60

ss .

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A basic understanding of the nature of discrepancy in the
sound-field reverberation times obtained by the steady-state
method,T60

ss , and by the transient decay method,T60
tr , as

well as the physical meaning of the respective reverberation
time have been achieved.T60

ss represents the averaged decay
time of all the acoustic modes in a band, since it depends on
the averaged energy and averaged power flow in the band.
This averaged time is determined by the dominant groups of
acoustic modes to the total sound-field energy in steady state.
These groups do not necessarily have long decay times. On
the other hand,T60

tr in the @25, 235#-dB range represents the
averaged decay time of groups of modes with long decay
times, since only these groups control the sound-field energy
in this decay range. If these groups also dominate the initial
energy of the sound field, thenT60

tr in the @0, 210#-dB range
also has the same physical meaning. However, if groups with
short decay times dominate the initial energy, thenT60

tr in the
@0, 210#-dB range represents the averaged decay time of
these groups and those with long decay times, since both of
the groups also control the sound-field decay in this range.
As a result,T60

tr in the initial decay is closer toT60
ss thanT60

tr in
the late decay but both are larger thanT60

ss . Although only the
first 10 dB is considered in the initial decay, the correspond-
ing T60

tr can still be largely different fromT60
ss due to the

influence of the groups with long decay times. However,
when these groups of modes control the total sound-field
energy in steady state, both methods will yield close results.
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A study of the interaction of the S0 Lamb wave with a circular through-thickness hole in a plate is
presented. The study is limited to the nondispersive frequency range of this wave, in which the
distributions of stress and displacement are simple. This allows a Finite Element analysis to be
undertaken using a two-dimensional membrane discretization. Predictions of the direct reflection of
the S0 mode and the lateral scattering of the SH0 mode are made for a range of diameters of the hole.
At the same time, an analytical solution based on modal superposition is developed, and this is also
used to predict the reflection and scattering coefficients. Both sets of predictions are validated by
experimental measurements. It is found that the trends of the reflection coefficients for different hole
diameters, frequencies and distances from the hole satisfy a simple normalization. On a detailed
scale, the functions exhibit undulations which are shown to result from the interference of the direct
reflection with secondary reflections which arrive slightly later. ©2002 Acoustical Society of
America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1512292#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

The work presented here is motivated by the goal of
developing techniques for inspecting plate structures using
ultrasonic Lamb waves. Many engineering structures are
composed of large areas of flat or curved plates, including,
for example, oil and chemical storage tanks, pressure vessels
and pipelines. The routine inspection~NDE! of these large
areas to detect cracking or corrosion is very time consuming
and thus expensive because conventional techniques require
a test instrument to scan point by point in two dimensions
over the whole area. An alternative for rapid inspection is to
use ultrasonic Lamb waves which propagate along the plate
and may be reflected by any defects. Each propagation of a
wave can, with a suitable configuration, inspect all positions
along a line; thus the time to inspect the plate can be reduced
substantially.

The potential for exploiting Lamb waves for the NDE of
plate structures has long been recognized1,2 and has been
discussed by many authors, for example.3–12 A key and
popular area of these investigations has been the reflection
and mode conversion of the Lamb modes when they are
incident at a defect such as a crack or a notch: strong inter-
actions are clearly essential to the detection and location of
the defects, and mode conversions can provide useful infor-
mation about the nature of the defects. These studies nor-
mally assume a two-dimensional plane strain domain, repre-
senting a section through the plate and the defect, both of
which are thus infinite in the direction normal to the plane.

Clearly this is only realistic in cases where the defect width
is large compared to the width of the wave beam, but the
approach is nevertheless very useful for understanding the
phenomena.

In practical implementations, interestingly, the focus to
date has been much more on linear waveguide structures
such as pipes or solid cylindrical bars,13–19 despite the
greater complexity of their wave properties. The reason for
this is that the configuration for the inspection of these struc-
tures only requires transmission along the line of the wave-
guide. On the other hand, the inspection of the whole area of
a plate requires the propagation of multiple Lamb wave sig-
nals in order to achieve full coverage. This is not straightfor-
ward, particularly when one considers the problems of un-
wanted reflections from edges or other structural features.
Nevertheless, some recent and ongoing work20 is aimed at
developing a technique in which the whole area of a plate
may be inspected from a single transducer location.

The work presented in this paper is motivated by the
developments of the techniques for Lamb wave area inspec-
tion. Specifically, it is important to extend the knowledge of
the interaction of the Lamb waves with defects from the
two-dimensional plane strain studies to cases in which the
defect is realistically represented as a three-dimensional
shape at some location in a plate. Knowledge of this will be
essential in order for the area scanning approach to be ex-
ploited reliably. This work is an initial study, taking a defect
with the simplest geometry of a through-thickness hole; it is
anticipated that later studies will increase the complexity to
address more realistic defects such as part-depth holes rep-a!Electronic mail: m.lowe@ic.ac.uk
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resenting corrosion loss. The diameters of the hole relative to
the wavelength in this study are representative of the dimen-
sions being considered in the developments reported by Wil-
cox et al.20

Two predictive studies are reported here. The first uses a
Finite Element time domain model to simulate the interac-
tion of an incident plane S0 Lamb wave with a circular hole.
The S0 wave which is reflected straight back from the hole,
and the SH0 wave which is scattered at 90 degrees to the
incident direction, are both monitored, and these are used to
predict the reflection and scattering functions for a range of
hole sizes, frequencies and monitoring distances from the
hole. The second approach uses an analytical model to pre-
dict the same quantities. This model, whose derivation is
described in some detail, is based on mode superposition.
Finally a third set of results consists of a limited number of
experimental measurements, using a set-up which approxi-
mates that of the predictions sufficiently well to validate the
trends of the findings.

II. MODE CHARACTERISTICS AND FREQUENCY
RANGE OF INTEREST

Dispersion curves for the well-known Lamb waves in a
steel plate are shown in Fig. 1. These dispersion curves were
calculated using the predictive model Disperse.21,22 The
group velocity curves indicate the speed of propagation of a
wave packet and are therefore the curves of particular inter-
est for long range propagation for NDE applications. Since
the frequency axis may also be scaled with thickness, the
scale is plotted as frequency–thickness for generality.

The low-frequency mode S0 is attractive for NDE be-
cause it has low dispersion~the velocity is approximately
constant for low frequencies!, it has a high group velocity, it
is equally sensitive to defects at any depth in the plate and, if
the plate is immersed in a fluid medium, the attenuation due
to leakage is very small. This is because its displacements
and stresses are dominated by the in-plane components. Ide-
ally for long-range NDE, this mode is best exploited at the
lowest possible frequency, in order to avoid dispersion. How-
ever resolution requirements normally force the frequency of
choice upwards, so that a compromise is required, and in-
deed an optimum can be identified logically.23 Furthermore,
another consideration is that increasing the frequency may
also increase the sensitivity to defects.12 A sensible upper
limit to this increase is about 1.6 MHz-mm, in order to avoid

the A1 cut-off frequency. In fact the work presented here is
limited to the very low end of the range, that is below about
500 kHz-mm, where the S0 mode is essentially nondisper-
sive.

Figure 2 shows stress and displacement mode shapes of
the S0 mode through the plate at 100 kHz-mm. We use here
the co-ordinate directionsy to denote the normal to the sur-
face of the plate,z to denote the normal to the plane of plane
strain, andx to denote the direction of propagation of the
wave; displacements and stresses areu ands, respectively.
It can be seen here that the mode shapes of this mode at low
frequency are extremely simple. This will enable a very
simple Finite Element to be employed for the modeling.

Within the same frequency range, SH0 and A0 can also
be present. The SH0 wave is the fundamental symmetric
wave of the family of waves whose particle motion is paral-
lel to the plate surfaces and normal to the direction of propa-
gation. The A0 wave has stress and displacement fields
which are simple too, but these are antisymmetric with re-
spect to the mid-plane of the plate, and it displays the char-
acteristics of flexural behavior. Since these two waves may
exist within the frequency range of interest, it is possible in
principle for both of them to be excited by mode conversion
when an S0 wave is incident at a defect.

III. PROCEDURE FOR FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION

A. Discretization

The case which was chosen for the study is sufficiently
simple that it can be modeled using a two-dimensional spa-
tial discretization. An examination of Fig. 2 shows that the
behavior of the S0 mode at low frequency is essentially that
which is described by simple membrane theory. The propa-
gation of this wave in a plate can therefore be modeled using
membrane Finite Elements, the elements lying along the neu-
tral axis of the plate. Such an approach has similarly been
used by the authors to model the L~0,2! mode in pipes.18

Clearly the through-thickness hole can be introduced in such
a model, although it should be noted that future development
of this work to part-depth holes will later require a genuinely
three-dimensional discretization. The membrane elements
can also correctly represent the propagation of the SH0 wave
and so mode conversion between the incident S0 wave and
scattered SH0 waves can be predicted.

There are two limitations of the membrane model, but
fortunately neither invalidates this particular study. The first
is that it cannot represent the propagation of the S0 mode at
higher frequency, that is in its dispersive region; therefore at

FIG. 1. Group velocity dispersion curves for Lamb waves in a steel plate.

FIG. 2. Mode shapes of the S0 mode in a steel plate at 100 kHz-mm;
~a!displacements and~b! stresses.
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all frequencies the wave propagates at the velocity which it
has at zero frequency. The second is that it cannot represent
the propagation of the A0 mode. However the A0 mode is
never excited when the S0 wave arrives at the hole, the rea-
son being that all of the features of the geometry and of the
incident wave are symmetric.

The Finite Element modeling was performed using the
programFINEL which was developed at Imperial College.24

The membrane elements which were used were four-noded
quadrilaterals with 2 degrees of freedom (x, y displace-
ments! at each node, so the solution was performed in the
two-dimensionalxy plane. Figure 3 illustrates the spatial do-
main, including detail of the mesh around the hole. An inter-
esting issue worth mentioning here is how best to design the
mesh around the hole. A smooth surface around the hole is
most easily defined by designing the whole mesh in a radial
form, rather like a spider’s web. Another alternative is to
introduce different shapes of elements in the locality of the
hole, including triangular elements at the edge. However the
authors’ experience has shown that the most satisfactory be-
havior is obtained by maintaining identical element sizes and
shapes throughout the model, since variations in the mesh
can cause beam steering and some scattering, even when the
mesh is very fine. The rather crude approach of simply omit-
ting elements which is illustrated in the figure is therefore
believed to be the best choice.

The spatial discretization was chosen to be certain of
satisfying the rule

lmin>7 Dx, ~1!

wherelmin is the shortest wavelength, within the bandwidth
of the signal, of any waves which may travel in the structure,
andDx is the biggest dimension across any single element in
the model. This rule has been found by the authors to be
effective for ensuring accurate modeling.18

The program uses a diagonal mass matrix, allowing an
efficient explicit time marching algorithm to be exploited.
The explicit algorithm is stable provided that the time step is
short enough to meet the convergence criterion:25

dt<0.8
Dx

c
, ~2!

wherec is the velocity of the wave.

B. Simulations

The plate which was modeled was 600 mm wide and
1200 mm long. Since the membrane element models waves
which are perfectly nondispersive, the thickness of the ele-
ments has no effect on the predictions and so was set arbi-
trarily. A circular hole was introduced by removing elements
from the mesh, as discussed above, and illustrated in Fig. 3.
The dimensions of the plate were chosen to be large enough
to avoid the unwanted edge reflections and also to be able to
separate in time the reflected signals from the input signals.
The length of each element was chosen to be 3 mm, the
spatial criterion of Eq.~1! being controlled in this case by the
SH0 mode which has the shortest wavelength. Thus, approxi-
mately 10 elements were present per wavelength of SH0 at
100 kHz. Symmetry was assumed along thex axis through
the center of the hole, so that only one half of the plate had
to be modeled~Fig. 3!. The model was repeated for different
sizes of hole, its diameter varying between 1 and 3 wave-
lengths of S0 at 100 kHz~one wavelength is approximately
55 mm!.

The S0 mode was excited by prescribing nodal displace-
ments in thex direction along the whole edge of the plate, as
shown in the figure. The input signal consisted of a five-
cycle narrow band tone burst, defined by a sine wave modu-
lated by a Hanning window function. The frequency of the
tone was 100 kHz. The propagation of the plane wave across
the plate was then simulated by the time marching algorithm.

Following the interaction of the S0 wave with the circu-
lar hole, the scattered S0 and SH0 waves were received by
monitoring the displacements at two series of nodes shown
in the figure. The first series of points was along the axis of
symmetry~defined byy50!, in order to extract only the S0
wave which was reflected from the hole. The displacements
in thex direction were monitored here, so that the time trace
showed the input S0 signal on its way to the hole, then the
reflected S0 signal returning. Due to the symmetry, there can-
not be any SH0 wave on this axis, so it was never present in
these received signals. The second series of points was along
a line 90° to the hole, and once again the displacements in
the x direction were monitored here. The purpose of these
monitoring points was to detect the SH0 wave which was
scattered in this direction. Thus the time traces at these
points showed the incident S0 plane wave passing through,
then the scattered SH0 wave. In general an S0 wave is also
scattered in this direction but this was not received because it
has negligible displacements in thex direction.

IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL

In this section an analytical model, suitable for full
three-dimensional predictions, is described. Thus this ap-
proach should apply not only for the low-frequency range
which is of concern in this paper, but also for higher frequen-

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic illustration of Finite Element spatial discretization for
the plate and~b! mesh details around the hole.
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cies. Furthermore, it is well configured for further develop-
ment to the more advanced problems involving part-depth
holes.

Analytical approaches for scattering problems in plates
are quite rare. Plate theory approaches have been employed
by for example McKeon and Hinders26 to study the scatter-
ing of Lamb waves by a through hole in a plate using Kane–
Mindlin higher order plate theory. Scattering of flexural
waves by circular holes have been treated by Norris and
Vemula using Kirchoff plate theory27 and Mindlin theory.28 A
combined FE and mode expansion technique have been used
by Chang and Mal29 to investigate the scattering of Lamb
waves by a circular hole, with or without edge cracks. In
their paper the far-field is expanded in propagating Lamb
modes and the region around the hole is modeled using FE.

A. Basic equations for Lamb waves

In this particular study the incoming field is defined, as
discussed in the preceding section, to be a plane S0 Lamb
wave mode. However, in the general case this analytical
model is applicable to other forms of incident field, such as
fields that include several symmetric Lamb wave modes or
Lamb waves which have been generated from a point source.
The same principle would also apply for an anti-symmetric
incoming field.

The geometry for the 3-D problem is given in Fig. 4. A
co-ordinate system is attached to the middle of the hole and
thexy-plane coincides with the mid-plane of the plate. Only
time-harmonic conditions are considered, consequently the
time-dependent factor exp(2ivt) is omitted from the equa-
tions. Herev is the angular frequency andt is time. How-
ever, the scattering response to a pulse may still be simulated
by the superposition of these monochromatic results for
many frequencies; this will be treated later and examples will
be given. Furthermore, since only symmetric incoming fields
are considered, and since the scatterer is symmetric, the scat-
tered field also consists solely of symmetric modes.

One way of expressing Lamb wave modes is via a po-
tential function as shown in Achenbach and Xu.30 In cylin-
drical co-ordinates, which is the most natural choice of co-
ordinate system for the specific problem, Lamb wave modes
can be expressed in the form
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]r
~r ,u!, ~3!

uu
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1

kn
Vn~z!

1
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where the scalar potential functionf(r ,u) satisfies
Helmholtz equation, which in cylindrical co-ordinates reads
as
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For symmetric modes the wave numberskn are given as the
roots of the Rayleigh–Lamb equation,
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The quantitiescT and cL are the velocities of shear waves
and longitudinal waves, respectively. The functionsVn(z)
andWn(z) in Eqs.~3!, ~4!, ~5! give the variation in the thick-
ness co-ordinate and the expressions for these functions can
be found in Appendix A. They are obtained from the stress-
free boundary conditions of the plate surfaces.

The reflected field that is created when the incoming
field hits the hole consists of Lamb wave modes and also of
SH modes. The SH modes can be expressed in a similar way
to the Lamb modes with the aid of a scalar potential func-
tion. Following the structure given in Achenbach and Xu,30

SH modes can be represented in a cylindrical co-ordinate
system by
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wherec(r ,u) is a solution of the Helmholtz equation,
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The wave numbers and the mode shapes are less complicated
for SH modes compared to the Lamb modes and for sym-
metric SH modes they are given by

l n
25~v/cT!22~np/2h!2, n50,2,4,. . . , ~13!

Un~z!5cosS npz

2h D , n50,2,4, . . . . ~14!

Naturally, this wave field satisfies the condition that the sur-
faces of the plate are stress-free.

B. Field expansions

In order to find expressions for the different parts of the
wave field, solutions of the scalar potentials have to be

FIG. 4. Geometry of the analytical problem with:~a! a side view and~b! a
top view.
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found. The scalar potentialf(r ,u), which determines the
Lamb modes, satisfies Eq.~6!, and a solution to this equation
can be given as

f~r ,u!5F~r !eimu, ~15!

whereF(r ) is a solution of Bessel’s differential equation,

d2F
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r 2 D F50. ~16!

Then, using Hooke’s law and Eqs.~3!, ~4!, ~5!, some of the
stress components for a single Lamb mode can be written as
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where thez-dependent functionsS i j
n are given in Appendix

A. These are the most significant stress components in this
problem, since they enter the boundary conditions at a later
stage.

The scalar potential for the SH modes,c(r ,u), satisfies
the Helmholtz equation and, similarly to the Lamb wave po-
tential, a solution to Eq.~12! can be written as

c~r ,u!5C~r !eimu, ~20!

whereC(r ) is a solution of
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Then, the relevant stresses for a single SH mode can be given
as
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Next, general expressions for the incoming and the re-
flected fields have to be found in cylindrical co-ordinates.
The incoming field is given by a plane S0 Lamb wave and
the solution for the scalar potential that corresponds to this
wave is

f inc5eik0x5eik0r cosu5 (
m52`

`

i mJm~k0r !eimu. ~25!

Herek0 is the wave number for the S0 mode andJm(•) are
Bessel functions of the first kind. Using this expression in
Eqs.~3!–~5! gives the displacement components in cylindri-
cal co-ordinates for the incoming field,
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In order to find wave expansions for the reflected field,
suitable solutions of Eqs.~6! and ~12! which correspond to
outgoing waves have to be found. Thus, the scalar potential
of an outgoing Lamb wave mode with general angle depen-
dence is

fmn~r ,u!5Hm~knr !eimu, ~29!

and for an outgoing SH mode the scalar potential is

cmn~r ,u!5Hm~ l nr !eimu, ~30!

where Hm(•) are Hankel functions of the first kind. This
choice of function automatically satisfies the required de-
scription of an external boundary at infinity, to which the
radiating outgoing waves propagate.

For a fixed frequency, Eq.~7! has a finite number of real
roots which correspond to the propagating modes and an
infinite number of imaginary and complex roots. In the wave
expansions for the reflected field, all real wave numbers that
correspond to propagating, outgoing modes are included.
Furthermore, the imaginary and complex wave numbers that
correspond to evanescent modes are included. The same rea-
soning applies for SH modes as well, consequently their
propagating and evanescent modes are included. Thus, the
reflected field can be written as a sum of both propagating
and nonpropagating modes. Using the expressions for the
scalar potentials in Eqs.~29! and~30!, and also Eqs.~3!–~5!,
the displacement components for the reflected field are given
as
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The expansion coefficientsAmn and Bmn , which are con-
nected to the reflected Lamb modes and the SH modes, re-
spectively, have to be calculated in order to find the total
field in the plate.

The expansions for the stresses for the incoming field,
needed for the boundary conditions, can be written as
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The relevant stresses for the scattered field are given as
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The total stress distribution in the plate is given by the sum
of the incoming field and the scattered field, i.e.,s5sinc

1sscat. Next, the expressions for the stresses will be used to
calculate the expansion coefficients for the scattered field by
applying the boundary conditions.

C. Derivation of the expansion coefficients

The boundary conditions for the stress-free hole, ex-
pressed in cylindrical co-ordinates, are

s rr 5s ru5s rz50, r 5a, 2h,z,h, 0,u,2p.
~40!

To obtain a system of equations for the expansion coef-
ficients of the scattered field, the boundary conditions~40!
and the expressions for the stresses~34!–~36! and~37!–~39!
are employed. The boundary conditions are projected onto
some complete set of orthogonal functions in order to get rid
of the dependence on thez andu co-ordinates. The orthogo-
nality of the u-dependent functions,f m(u)5eimu, suggests
that they are suitable as projection functions in the
u-direction. For thez-dependency there is no obvious choice
of projection functions, at least not for the Lamb wave part.
However, it is always possible to project onto any complete
orthogonal set of functions.

Here the mode functions for the SH modes and their
derivatives are used as projection functions in thez direction.
Thus, the mode shapes, cos(npz/2h), n50,2,. . . ,N, which
is a complete function space for even functions, are projected
onto the even functionss rr ands ru . The derivatives of the
SH mode shapes, sin(npz/2h), n52,4,. . . ,N, which is a
complete function space for odd functions are projected onto
the odd functions rz . Naturally, the infinite sums for the
stresses have to be truncated so that only a finite number of
the expansion coefficients are kept in the expansions. The
sums are truncated atumu5M and n5N (N even integer!.
Thus, when the boundary conditions, Eq.~40!, are projected
onto the functions

1
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a system of equations for the expansion coefficients is given
according to
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This system of equations has to be solved for everym
52M , . . . ,M to find the expansion coefficientsAmn and
Bmn . Once the expansion coefficients have been calculated,
the scattered field is determined. The coefficients
Kn8n , Ln8n , Mn8n , I nn

S and I nn
A that appear in Eqs.~42!–

~44! due to the projections are stated in Appendix B.
As explained earlier, this set of projection functions is

just one possible choice. Any complete set of functions can
be used, and the final result should not depend on the choice
of these functions. However, this choice may affect the con-
vergence rate of the solution.

D. Numerical considerations

In order to find the expansion coefficients for the re-
flected field, the system of equations given by Eqs.~42!–~44!
with (3N/212) unknowns has to be solved for everym
(m52M , . . . ,M ). However, due to symmetry consider-
ations it is sufficient to only solve for the positivem-values.
The choice of the truncation parameters (M and N) is de-
pendent on the parameters of the specific problem, such as
hole size and frequency. For example, more terms are needed
in the expansions for higher frequencies. In the examples
which will be given later the truncation parameters areM
515 andN54.

Before the system of equations can be solved in order to
find the expansion coefficients, the wave numbers for the
symmetric Lamb modes have to be obtained, including those
for the complex modes. The equation for these roots are
given by Eq.~7!. A simple Finite Element routine was used
to provide good start guesses to a root finding algorithm.

To produce results in the time domain which can be
compared with the corresponding results given by the Finite
Element calculations, an inverse Fourier transform is em-
ployed,

u~ t !5E u~v!F~v!e2 ivt dv. ~45!

HereF(v) is the frequency spectrum, in this case given by a
Hanning window. In order to have almost identical input
signals the frequency spectrumF(v) which was used came
from a FFT of the input signal in the Finite Element model.

The displacements in all of the examples given below
are calculated at the mid-plane of the plate (z50). However,

as discussed earlier, the displacements of the S0 and SH0

modes are more or less uniform through the plate thickness.

V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

An experimental program was conducted in order to
provide some practical validation of the findings of Finite
Element and analytical modeling work. It is clearly a very
difficult task to generate a plane S0 wave across a significant
width of a plate and so this was not attempted. Instead the S0

Lamb wave was generated at a single location, approximat-
ing a point source, at a significant distance from the hole.
Thus the experimental configuration was not precisely that
which was modeled. Nevertheless, it is believed that this
approximate approach was useful and sufficiently accurate to
validate the trends and magnitudes of the cases which were
predicted.

Six 1200 mm31200 mm31 mm thick steel plates, each
with a through-thickness circular hole in the middle, were
used for the experiments. The plates and experimental set-up
are illustrated in Fig. 5. The diameters of the holes varied
between approximately 1 wavelength and 2.5 wavelengths of
the S0 wave at 100 kHz center frequency~between 60 mm
and 132 mm!. The S0 wave, generated using a Wavemaker
~Macro Design Ltd., UK! instrument, was excited at one end
of the plate by a 5-cycle 100 kHz tone burst modified by a
Hanning window.

Although the S0 mode is the simplest of the Lamb
waves, and is nondispersive at low frequencies, it is actually
very tricky to work with experimentally. A classic excitation
method consists of creating perturbations on the surface of
the plate. Typically, stresses can be induced at the surface of
the plate by an ultrasonic transducer sending waves through
a coupling medium such as water between it and the plate.
By setting a specific angle of the incident wave with respect
to the plate, a selected Lamb mode can be excited. However,
S0 at low frequency has very little out-of-plane displacement
and so it is not easily excited, whereas A0 is very readily
excited. Therefore, even when the angle of the incident wave
is set to excite the S0 mode, it only excites it weakly, and at
the same time the spatial bandwidth of the excitation field is
such that some unwanted A0 is also excited. Consequently it
was decided to make use of dry contact transducers31 both to

FIG. 5. Experimental set-up.
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excite the S0 wave and to receive the reflected and scattered
signals. These piezoelectric transducers impose a shear stress
in the region of contact, therefore preferentially exciting
modes with significant in-plane displacements at the surface
of the plate.

These transducers are small~approximately 14 mm
long! compared to the wavelengths used in this study, and so
can be considered here to be point sources. In fact, although
they preferentially excite the S0 and SH0 modes, they do
excite some of the A0 mode, so care is still needed in order
to make use of them. The S0 mode and the A0 modes are
excited along one axis~both backwards and forwards! and
the SH0 mode is excited in the perpendicular axis. Differen-
tiation of the S0 and A0 modes may most easily be achieved
by choosing sufficiently long propagation distances that their
signals separate. A further step to minimize the excitation of
A0 is to use a pair of transducers working in parallel on
opposite sides of the plate, as shown in the figure. With this
set-up, any remnant A0 can be the result only of an imbal-
ance of the pair of transducers. The SH0 mode is more easily
separated by selection of the orientation of the transducer. Of
course these arguments apply equally to the use of the trans-
ducers for excitation or reception.

Along the line of primary interest, corresponding to the
axis of symmetry in the Finite Element model, and shown in
the illustration in Fig. 5, there is no scattered SH0 mode, so
the measurements here contain only S0 and any remnant A0 .
These can easily be separated in time in a plate of this size
and so it was possible to record reliably just the S0 reflection.
Figure 6 shows a typical measured time history at a location
on this axis and 390 mm from the hole. This shows the
incident S0 mode on its way to the hole, which was in this
case 108 mm in diameter, and the S0 reflection from the hole.
To calculate the reflection coefficient in the frequency do-
main, the frequency spectrum of the reflected S0 signal was
divided by that of the incident S0 signal, yielding a reflection
coefficient as a function of the frequency within the band-
width of the windowed toneburst. In some cases reflection
coefficients were also calculated using time domain values.
This was done by calculating the envelope of the time signal,
by taking the Hilbert transform, then simply dividing the
value of the reflection peak by that of the incident peak.

Given that the signal has rather a narrow frequency band,
such an approach gives a reasonable estimate of the reflec-
tion coefficient for the center frequency.

There is negligible attenuation due to damping in a steel
plate at this frequency. However there is an attenuation due
to beam spreading, and indeed this will be discussed later
when examining the detail of the predictions. The beam
spreading attenuation in the experiments was estimated by
observing the reduction in the measured reflected signal as a
receiver was moved away from an edge of the plate, and
assuming the decay to be a logarithmic function. This gave
an attenuation of 8.2 dB/m. This figure was used to compen-
sate the experimental measurements for a comparison with
the predictions. Essentially the compensation required the
received signal to be compared with the amplitude of the
incident signal when it arrived at the hole, rather than when
it passed the receiver on its way to the hole.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present and compare here the results of the Finite
Element, analytical and experimental studies. We consider
first the direct reflection of the S0 wave from the hole, then
the SH0 wave, which is scattered at 90° from the hole, and
then finally we present the variation of the wave fields with
angular position around the hole.

A. S0 direct reflection from the hole

Figure 7 shows a comparison between a typical time
history predicted by the analytical model with that predicted
by the Finite Element simulation. The signal is monitored at
a location which is 390 mm from the edge of a hole, and the
hole is 114 mm in diameter. Excellent agreement is found
between the two curves. The figure also shows a clean sepa-
ration of the signals, so allowing reliable extraction of the
incident and reflected parts for the calculation of the reflec-
tion coefficient functions.

The reflection coefficient was initially calculated using
the frequency domain technique, that is, by dividing the fre-
quency spectra of the reflected part of the signal by that of
the incident part. The curve thus obtained displays amplitude
~reflection coefficient! against frequency. A convenient way

FIG. 6. Example of a measured time signal at 390 mm away from the edge
of the hole; the hole is 108 mm in diameter.

FIG. 7. A comparison between typical Finite Element~solid line! and ana-
lytical ~dashed line! time traces of direct S0 reflection for a hole 120 mm in
diameter and monitored at 390 mm from the edge of the hole.
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to present the results for different hole diameters is to nor-
malize them to the wavelength of the incident mode. This
has been done in Fig. 8 using results from the analytical
predictions, the Finite Element predictions and the experi-
mental measurements, and in each case for the center fre-
quency of 100 kHz. Very good agreement of the trend is
obtained in all three sets of results, and it is particularly
noteworthy how well the experimental points agree with the
predicted points.

However there are some differences in detail between
the two sets of predictions. It is believed that the principal
reason for the differences is in the Finite Element discretiza-
tion around the hole. Since the surface of the hole is not
smooth, but composed of a series of steps, the propagation of
waves around the hole~these will be discussed shortly! is
significantly affected by the detail of the mesh.32 This was
confirmed by repeating one of the cases with different dis-
cretizations of the same hole: the outcome was that there
were indeed some variations of the results which were of the
appropriate magnitude. On the other hand, a refined mesh,
yet which retained the identical step profile of the hole, gave
identical results, confirming that the mesh itself was suffi-
ciently fine for the correct propagation of the waves. This
issue could, in principle, be pursued using significantly re-
fined meshes, but it was decided not to pursue this. The
computation effort for these calculations is already large, and
in any case this focus would go beyond the needs of the
practical application which motivates the study.

The upward trend of the reflection function is as ex-
pected, but it also exhibits undulations which need some ex-
planation. Additionally, it will be important to examine how
this function would change for different receiver positions.
We will examine each of these issues in turn, starting with
the latter.

In order to see how the reflection function varies with
the distance of the receiver from the hole, Finite Element

predictions of the reflection coefficient were made at a series
of points along the axis. In each case the processing was
performed using the time domain method which had the ben-
efit of smoothing the undulations out of the signal, and so
clarifying the comparisons for different distances. We will
return to the basis of this smoothing later.

Figure 9 represents the Hilbert transform of the signal in
Fig. 7. Following the explanation in Sec. V, the reflection
coefficient was extracted from the figure by dividing the
peak amplitude of the S0 direct reflection by the maximum
amplitude of the input S0 wave. This was repeated for a
range of distances from the hole and for three different sizes
of hole. The results are presented in Fig. 10. As expected, the
reflection coefficient increases with diameter and decreases
with distance from the hole.

If the hole is assumed to act as a cylindrical emitter of
the reflected waves, then it is possible to fit a simple decay
function to these curves to describe this beam spreading be-
havior. The ideal spreading function of cylindrical waves is
that the amplitude in the far-field is inversely proportional to
the square root of the propagation distance from the source,
such that

A~d!5
Arefl

Ad1d0

, ~46!

whereArefl is a constant related to the amplitude of the wave,
d is the distance from the edge of the hole along the axis of
propagation andd0 is the distance from the center of the
beam spreading to the edge of the hole. As the center of the
hole is also the center of the curvature, a logical choice for
d0 is to set it equal to the radius of the hole. The constant
Arefl was calculated by fitting this equation to values from the
Finite Element results. Each curve required just a single
value to calculate itsArefl , and in each case this was taken
towards the near end of the distribution in Fig. 10. The ap-
proximation functions have been superposed on the Finite
Element results in the figure, showing a very good fit.

An interesting correlation is observed if we re-plot the
analytical solutions~the same as plotting the approximation
function curves! using the axis of the distance normalized to
the hole-diameter. Figure 11 shows that all the curves plotted
in this way are almost overlaid. This means that, at a given

FIG. 8. The predicted variation of S0 reflection coefficients 390 mm away
from the hole with the hole diameter normalized to the wavelength; a com-
parison between experimental~circle!, Finite Element~filled square! and
analytical~solid line! results.

FIG. 9. The Hilbert envelope of the signal from the Finite Element results in
Fig. 7.
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distance from the hole measured in multiple diameters, all
reflection coefficients at a given frequency are the same,
whatever the hole size. For example, if the hole diameter is
30 mm, the reflection at 180 mm~6 diameters! away from
that hole will be the same as that from a 60 mm diameter
hole monitored at 360 mm. Also shown in this plot is that
some curves are shorter than others. This comes from the
fact that all the data were calculated for the same distance
path away from the hole but different cases were normalized
to different hole diameters.

Returning to the issue of the undulations, the underlying
phenomenon can be shown to be the interference of the sig-
nal which is reflected directly from the near side of the hole
with a second signal which arrives slightly later. The second
signal is much smaller than the direct reflection, but never-

theless has an influence on the overall result. The second
signal can just be seen following the direct reflection in Fig.
7, where it is labeled ‘‘secondary reflections.’’ Sources of
secondary reflections include reflected SH0 waves, which are
slower than the S0 wave, and ‘‘creeping waves,’’ which
travel around the circumference of the hole, re-radiating
time-delayed signals. SH0 waves are present directly on the
axis, but only with a radial component that decays quickly
with the distance@Eq. ~31!#. Creeping waves have been stud-
ied quite extensively, albeit usually in plane strain, for ex-
ample, by Nagyet al.33,34

The secondary waves were neglected when the peak of
the Hilbert transform of the direct reflection was used to
construct Figs. 10 and 11, resulting in smooth distributions.
However, they can be taken into account by dividing the
spectra of the whole reflected wave signal by the spectra of
the incident S0 wave, using the frequency domain approach.
This was done for three diameters of hole, and in each case
the reflection coefficient was measured at the center fre-
quency~100 kHz! for several points away from the edge of
the hole. The results of this processing are shown in Fig. 12,
exhibiting the undulations which are characteristic of the in-
terference phenomenon. In this plot the undulations are be-
lieved to result mainly from the reflected SH0 waves, be-
cause their amplitudes decrease with distance from the hole.

B. SH0 reflected at 90 degrees from the hole

A very similar study was performed on the SH0 mode
which is scattered at 90 degrees from the hole. The direction
of the scattering and location of the monitoring points is
indicated in Fig. 3.

Figure 13 shows typical time domain predictions from
the Finite Element and analytical models, and once again
there is very close agreement. The predictions were made at
390 mm from the edge of the hole. The Finite Element re-
flection coefficients were calculated from these signals using

FIG. 10. Finite Element predictions~symbols! of the S0 reflection coeffi-
cient plotted as a function of distance away from the edge of the hole, for
three different diameters of the hole. Values are taken from the Hilbert
envelope calculation. Lines show the approximation function which has
been fitted to just one point for each hole.

FIG. 11. Analytical amplitudes plotted as a distance normalized to the hole
diameter.

FIG. 12. The reflection coefficient calculated using the whole reflection
from the hole, showing the influence of the secondary reflections. An ex-
ample for three different diameters: 60 mm~filled circle!, 120 mm~filled
diamond! and 144 mm~filled square!.
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the frequency domain approach applied to the whole scat-
tered wave signal, and extracting just the value at the center
frequency of 100 kHz. The reflection coefficients are plotted
against the ratio of hole diameter to wavelength in Fig. 14.
Care should be taken in interpreting the reflection coefficient
axis, since this relates modes of different types: this coeffi-
cient expresses the amplitude of the in-plane displacement of
the scattered SH0 wave divided by the amplitude of the in-
plane displacement of the incident S0 wave. Fairly good
agreement is found between the Finite Element and the ana-
lytical results. As with the earlier work, the differences be-
tween the predictions are believed to result from the mesh
details around the edge of the hole. Similarly, the undulations
are expected to result from the secondary reflections, and
indeed this is in evidence in the later part of the signal in Fig.

13. Experimental measurements were not obtained for this
case because it proved not to be possible to avoid unwanted
signals due to reflections from the edge of the plate and also
the presence of the incident plane wave across the full width
of the plate.

Figure 15 summarizes the results for the scattered SH0

wave, following the sequence of analysis which was taken
earlier for the reflected S0 wave. It shows precisely the same
features:~a! the amplitude of the scattered wave increases
with the hole diameter and decreases with the distance from

FIG. 13. A comparison between typical Finite Element~solid line! and
analytical~dashed line! time traces of direct SH0 reflection for a hole 120
mm in diameter and monitored at 234 mm from the edge of the hole.

FIG. 14. Predicted variation of SH0 reflection coefficients 390 mm away
from the hole, with the hole diameter normalized to the wavelength; a com-
parison between analytical~solid line! and Finite Element~filled square!
results at 100 kHz.

FIG. 15. ~a! A comparison between
analytical and Finite Element predic-
tions for the SH0 amplitude plotted as
a function of distance away from the
edge of the hole. Values are taken
from the Hilbert envelope calculation.
For clarity, results are plotted for only
two diameters~84 mm and 132 mm!;
~b! a comparison between results from
the S0 specular reflection for the Finite
Element and approximation function;
~c! analytical results plotted as dis-
tance normalized to the hole diameter;
and ~d! the influence of the secondary
reflections on the scattered SH0

curves.
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the hole;~b! the decay with distance from the hole can be
described well by the cylindrical beam spreading function;
~c! if the distance away from the hole is normalized to hole
diameter all reflection coefficients are approximately the
same whatever the hole size; and~d! secondary reflections
have an effect on the results.

C. Wave field around the hole represented by polar
plots

The scattered field around the hole is illustrated well by
a polar plot. Figure 16 shows the predicted amplitudes of the
scattered modes for a hole which is 84 mm in diameter, when
the receiver is at a distance of 390 mm away from the edge
of the hole. The circumferential axis of the plots corresponds
directly to the angular location with respect to the center of
the hole; the origin~180 degrees! corresponds to the direc-
tion of the incident wave. The radial axis of the plots corre-
sponds to the magnitude of the displacement. The dominant
displacement components are shown, that is the radial com-
ponent,ur @Fig. 16~a!#, for the S0 mode and the circumfer-
ential component,uu @Fig. 16~b!#, for the SH0 mode. The
solid lines are calculated from the analytical model for a
single frequency of 100 kHz. Results from the Finite Ele-
ment models are also included at some specific angles and
those points are calculated from the Hilbert envelope of the
signal. Very good agreement is found between the two tech-
niques. The reflected S0 wave is scattered mainly forwards
and backwards~at 0 and 180 degrees!, while the reflected
SH0 is scattered mainly in the transverse direction. Note that
the incoming S0 wave is not plotted.

VII. CONCLUSION

The interaction of a low-frequency plane S0 wave with a
circular through-thickness hole in a plate has been studied
using three different approaches: Finite Element simulation,
analytical predictions, and experimental measurements. A
specific focus was directed on the directly reflected S0 mode
and the laterally scattered~90 degrees! SH0 mode, and the
study was limited to hole diameters in the range of 1 to 3
wavelengths of S0 at the frequency thickness product of 100
kHz-mm. Good agreement between the three sets of results

was obtained. The results show quite high reflection coeffi-
cients: For example, a 54 mm hole diameter has a specular
reflection coefficient of 0.27~approximately211 dB!.

Interpretation of the nature of the S0 reflection and SH0
scattering coefficients has indicated the same form of the
behavior for each case:~a! the coefficient increases with the
diameter of the hole and decreases with the distance from the
hole;~b! a single function can be used to express the trend of
the coefficient for all hole diameters and distances from the
hole, by normalizing the distance to the diameter of the hole;
~c! the trend of the decay of the coefficient with distance
from the hole closely follows a cylindrical beam spreading
function;~d! the trend of the coefficient is perturbed by small
undulations; these are the result of interference with the main
signal by secondary reflections arriving slightly later.

APPENDIX A: LAMB MODE FUNCTIONS

The thickness co-ordinate dependent functions that ap-
pear in the expressions for displacements and stresses for
Lamb modes are given here. For symmetric modes they are
defined as

Vn~z!5s1 cos~pnz!1s2 cos~qnz!, ~A1!

Wn~z!5s3 sin~pnz!1s4 sin~qnz!, ~A2!

S rr
n ~z!5m@s5 cos~pnz!1s6 cos~qnz!#, ~A3!

S̃ rr
n ~z!5S ru

n ~z!5m@s7 cos~pnz!1s8 cos~qnz!#, ~A4!

S rz
n ~z!5m@s9 sin~pnz!1s10sin~qnz!#. ~A5!

In these expressions,

s152 cos~qnh!, ~A6!

s252@~kn
22qn

2!/kn
2#cos~pnh!, ~A7!

s3522~pn /kn!cos~qnh!, ~A8!

s452@~kn
22qn

2!/qnkn#cos~pnh!, ~A9!

s55@2~2pn
22kn

22qn
2!/kn#cos~qnh!, ~A10!

s65@2~kn
22qn

2!/kn#cos~pnh!, ~A11!

FIG. 16. Polar plots comparing ana-
lytical ~solid line! and Finite Element
~asterisk! predictions for a hole 84 mm
in diameter, when the wave is received
390 mm away from the hole. The ra-
dial distance in the plots represents the
amplitude of the received signal. The
S0 mode is incident at 100 kHz-mm.
Plots show scattering of the~a! S0

mode; and~b! SH0 mode.
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s754cos~qnh!, ~A12!

s852@2~kn
22qn

2!/kn
2#cos~pnh!, ~A13!

s954pcos~qnh!, ~A14!

s105@~kn
22qn

2!2/qnkn
2#cos~qnh!. ~A15!

APPENDIX B: PROJECTION COEFFICIENTS

The projection coefficients appearing in Eqs.~42!–~44!
are defined as

Kn8n5
1

mE2h

h

S rr
n8~z!cosS npz

2h Ddz

54~21!n/2F qn8~kn8
2

2qn8
2

!

kn8~qn8
2

2~np/2h!2!
cos~pn8h!sin~qn8h!

1
pn8~2pn8

2
2qn8

2
2kn8

2
!

kn8~pn8
2

2~np/2h!2!
cos~qn8h!sin~pn8h!G , ~B1!

Ln8n5
1

mE2h

h

S ru
n8~z!cosS npz

2h Ddz

54~21!n/2F2
qn8~kn8

2
2qn8

2
!

kn8
2

~qn8
2

2~np/2h!2!
cos~pn8h!

3sin~qn8h!1
2pn8

~pn8
2

2~np/2h!2!
cos~qn8h!sin~pn8h!G ,

~B2!

Mn8n5
1

mE2h

h

S rz
n8~z!sinS npz

2h Ddz

52~21!n/2
np

2h F ~kn8
2

2qn8
2

!2

qn8kn8
2

~qn8
2

2~np/2h!2!

3cos~pn8h!sin~qn8h!

1
4pn8

~pn8
2

2~np/2h!2!
cos~qn8h!sin~pn8h!G , ~B3!

I nn
S 5E

2h

h

cos2S npz

2h Ddz5H 2h, n50,

h, nÞ0,
~B4!

I nn
A 5E

2h

h

sin2S npz

2h Ddz5h, nÞ0. ~B5!
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Sound transmission across a smooth nonuniform section
in an infinitely long duct
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Sound transmission across a nonuniform section in an infinite duct is studied numerically using the
finite element method. An impedance matched absorptive portion is added to each end of the
computational domain so as to avoid the undesirable higher mode reflection that will otherwise take
place there. Results suggest that the sound fields downstream of the nonuniform section inlet are
complicated and cannot be easily described by the conventional solution of the wave equation. The
distribution of acoustic energy among the various propagating modes well downstream from the
outlet of the nonuniform section is also discussed. Results show that the first symmetrical higher
mode is important for all cases. The plane wave becomes important at high frequency with high rate
of change of the cross-sectional area when the section is a convergent one. ©2002 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1512699#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

Ventilation and air conditioning systems are indispens-
able nowadays, especially in high-rise buildings within con-
gested cities. Noise from the related building services equip-
ment, such as the air handling unit and fans, therefore
propagates into the interior of a building through the air con-
veying ductwork and affects directly the built environment.
The conventional method for noise control is by installing
dissipative silencers into the duct network.1 Their design re-
quires a calculation of the required noise attenuation. How-
ever owing to the complexity of the ductwork system, the
present estimation procedure2 may only provide good results
at very low frequencies and lead to disappointing results
once the noise frequency approaches the first cutoff of the
duct, not to say at higher frequencies. The problem becomes
more acute when the ductwork contains bends and sections
of cross-sectional changes.

Changes of cross-sectional areas are common in an air
conditioning duct network for controlling static pressure and
flow velocity. Sometimes, such changes may result from a
limitation of ceiling voids or the structural requirements of a
building. All such variations of cross-sectional areas, or
wave guides, are accompanied by acoustical impedance
changes and therefore causing reflection within the duct-
work. They also have their frequency characteristics and thus
will act as filters.3 The generation of, the propagation and the
interactions between acoustic modes are important for opti-
mal silencer provision as these phenomena have crucial ef-
fects on the sound transmission through the sections and the
subsequent calculation for the required sound attenuation
along the ductwork.

There have been a number of studies on this topic in the
past few decades. Many of them are focused on the method-
ology of analysis. For instance, Alfredson4 approximated the
boundaries of a varying cross-section duct by a series of
subsections whose sides were parallel to the duct axis and
performed an investigation on the propagation of sound in an

exponential horn. Also, Astley and Eversman5 compared the
use of finite element and weighted residual methods for the
present issue. Besides, Nayfehet al.6 studied the sound
transmission through an annular duct with variable cross-
sectional area. However, the interaction of acoustic modes,
the reflection and transmission of sound power in the duct
are not clearly addressed. The recent work of Utsumi7 intro-
duces a semianalytical method for the study of sound propa-
gation in non- uniform circular ducts. However, it is believed
that a particular acoustic mode upstream of the non-uniform
duct section will excite many modes in the downstream po-
sition and thus the results of Utsumi7 appear incomplete.
Also, both Utsumi7 and Astley and Eversman5 performed the
matching at the inlet and exit of the nonuniform section
where the acoustic modes may not be well developed. This
problem becomes serious when the associated percentage
change in the cross-sectional area is not small~cf. the vena
contracta in fluid mechanics8! and/or the frequency of the
exciting sound is high. The solution of the wave equation for
straight duct section employed by Alfredson4 and Utsumi7

may thus not be able to describe the sound pressure fields at
these critical areas. This will be further discussed later.

In the present study, the sound propagation through non-
uniform two-dimensional ducts is investigated using the fi-
nite element method. Special efforts are made in examining
how the nonuniform section affects the sound propagation
and how the acoustic energies are redistributed at the exit of
the section. In order to avoid the problem in doing matching
of sound pressure and its gradient at the inlet and outlet of
the nonuniform section, numerical anechoic sections are
added to the computation domain. Details are given later. It
is hoped that the present study can provide useful informa-
tion on the acoustical properties of nonuniform duct sections
and for improved duct noise control. For practical reason,
only nonuniform sections that are symmetrical about the lon-
gitudinal axis will be considered.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL DOMAINS

Effects of both convergent and divergent sections on
sound transmission are investigated in the present study. The
target is to solve the wave equation

“

2p1k2p5q ~1!

in the duct system, wherep is the acoustic pressure,k the
wave number andq the forcing. Figure 1 shows the sche-
matic of the convergent section. The origin of the coordinate
system is set to be at the center point of the nonuniform
section. The forcing is applied to the system on the upstream
side of the nonuniform section throughout the present inves-
tigation. Without loss of generality, the width of the narrower
section is set to be unity so that all other length dimensions
are normalized by this width. The wavenumber is therefore
normalized by the reciprocal of this width in the foregoing
analysis. The profile of the convergent section is defined by
the formula

y5A f~x!1B, ~2!

whereA andB are constants and

d f~x!

dx
5~x22a2!3 ~3!

with the integration constants ignored. Expression~3! en-
sures the junctions between the non-uniform section and the
two straight duct sections are smooth up to the second order
longitudinal derivatives.A, B, anda can be adjusted to pro-
duce different convergent sections. They define the percent-
age change in duct width and its rate of change across the
nonuniform section. The side walls are rigid so that the nor-
mal pressure gradient vanishes

]p

]n U
wall

50, ~4!

wheren is the unit normal of a solid rigid boundary. In order
to avoid reflections from the boundaries at the two ends of
the computational domain, the boundary conditions there
must be anechoic.9 For low frequency cases where the waves
in the two straight sections are planar, one can observe that
for an unit strength planar sound pressure excitation to the
system,

]p

]n
1 ikp5H 2ik at x52bu

0 at x5bd
, ~5!

are the required boundary conditions. In this case,q50.
However when higher modes are present, the corre-

sponding boundary conditions are very complicated and are
usually not easily implemented in the finite element compu-
tation context.9 In the present study, anechoic terminations
are introduced at the ends of the computational domain to
damp down the higher modes before they reaches the end
boundaries~chain lines in Fig. 1!. In order to avoid reflec-
tions at the interface between an anechoic termination and
the computational domain, the boundary conditions of the
side walls of the former are set to be

]p

]n
1 ikap50, ~6!

wherea is effectively an absorptive coefficient which varies
with distance from each interface and is zero on the inter-
face. In the present study,a50.01(x2bi)

2, wherebi is the
longitudinal position of the interface, is adopted. The absorp-
tion of higher modes is very satisfactory when the length of
this terminationb is greater than 10. The standing wave ratio
is nearly 0 dB up tok56p ~not shown here!. The boundary
condition at the exit of an anechoic termination is that for an
outgoing plane wave

]p

]n
1 ikp50.

The unit strength planar sound pressure excitation to the sys-
tem is obtained by setting

q52keiud~x2bu!, ~7!

whered is the delta function andu is an arbitrary phase angle
of the excitation. The latter has no bearing in the present
study. Without loss of generality,u equalsp/2 in the present
computations.

Unlike the matching scheme of Harariet al.,10 the above
computation domain enables an easy and straightforward
implementation of the finite element method to solve the
wave equation@Eq. ~1!#. It also avoids the type of matching
done by Utsumui7 and Astley and Eversman.5

The computational domain for the divergent sections can
be obtained by varyingA, B, anda in Eqs.~2! and ~3!. The
boundary conditions and forcing functions are again defined
in the same way as those for the convergent sections and thus
are not repeated here. One should note that the flow physics
inside the convergent and divergent sections can be very dif-
ferent even if the percentage changes in cross-sectional areas
of the two sections are the same. It will be shown in the next
section that phenomena similar to that of the vena contracta8

and the subsonic nozzle flows11 can be observed at the exit of
the nonuniform section provided that the percentage change
in duct width and the rate of change of this width across the
nonuniform section is of the right combination.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

For simplicity, the present investigation deals with a
plane wave forcing at the upstream side of the nonuniform
section. This is the case in reality as the higher mode noise is
usually well attenuated some distances away from the

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the convergent section and nomenclature. —,
duct boundaries; -–––, anechoic termination boundaries.
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source. The sound field is thus symmetrical about the longi-
tudinal axis. Also, the present investigation is restricted at
k<9. One should note that the frequency withk<9 is prac-
tically not high. For a duct having a width of 1 m, which is
not uncommon in buildings, the first cutoff frequency of the
symmetrical higher mode is only 340 Hz~k52p!. Noise
from air conditioning and ventilation devices still contains
significant amount of energy beyond this frequency.1 The
cutoff frequency of the second symmetrical higher mode cor-
responds to that withk54p, which is high enough to be
reliably attenuated by duct acoustic lining of sufficient
length.

A. Convergent sections

Figure 2 shows some sound field patterns across a con-
vergent section withA535/32,B51.5 anda51. The conver-
gent ratio,mc , defined as the ratio of the larger to the smaller
duct width, is 3. The sound fields fork,1 are not presented
as the waves are almost planar even inside the convergent
section. Fork51.5, one can note the nearly circular wave
pattern at 21,x,1 @Fig. 2~a!#. This nonplanar~higher
mode! cannot propagate back into the wider duct section as
expected.12 At k52, which is close to the first symmetrical
higher mode cutoff value of the wider duct section~at
k52.09!, one can observe strong non-planar sound reflection
by the convergent section@Fig. 2~b!#. The sound energy is
concentrated at the walls of the section, leaving a weak
sound field near the center-line. The nonplanar sound pen-
etrates a longer distance into the upstream duct section than
that atk51.5 as expected.12 At increasedk beyond 2.09, the
upstream sound field is made up by plane waves and the first
symmetrical higher mode, while that in the downstream nar-
rower duct is a plane wave. Figure 2~c! illustrates the sound

energy distribution atk53, which is typical for 2.1<k<4.
The second symmetrical higher mode propagates into the
wider duct section, while nonplanar wave pattern at the out-
let of the convergent section can be observed at increasedk
@Fig. 2~d!#. Unlike the situation in the inlet of the convergent
section, acoustic energy is concentrated at the centreline of
the section outlet. This is due to the effect of vena contracta8

where the wave is squeezed into the narrower duct section.
This effect becomes more prominent as the convergent ratio
increases~discussed later!. For k.6.3, the first symmetrical
higher mode propagates into the downstream without attenu-
ation @Fig. 2~e!#. It can also be observed from Figs. 2~d! and
~e! that there is a region close to the center line of the con-
vergent section outlet where the sound pressure magnitude is
very small. This is due to the higher particle velocity there
under the vena contracta effect.

It can be observed that once the frequency is close to or
higher than the cutoff frequency of the first symmetrical
higher mode of the upstream duct section, the sound fields at
the inlet and outlet of the convergent section will contain
nonpropagating modes. Also, it is very clear that a plane
excitation to the system will produce higher modes of sub-
stantial energy content. Therefore, the calculation of sound
power transmission and reflection coefficients at a particular
frequency should include all the acoustic modes involved.
The analyses done by Utsumi7 seems a bit incomplete. Be-
sides, as the condition at the outlet of the convergent section
is not equivalent to that of a straight duct section with rigid
walls, the matching of solutions done by Alfredson4 and
Utsumi7 may not be very appropriate unless the convergent
ratio is close to unity. More elaboration on this point is given
in the next paragraph.

At small convergent ratio, the acoustic modes are fully
developed at the outlet of the convergent section@Fig. 3~a!#.
However at larger convergent ratio, the flow at the outlet of
the section becomes more accelerated. The higher acoustic
mode may not be well developed at the convergent section
outlet, especially withk .2p @Fig. 2~e!#. Further increase in
mc makes the situation worse@Fig. 3~b!#. The convergent

FIG. 2. Normalized sound pressure magnitude maps in the presence of a
convergent section.a51, mc53. ~a! k51.5; ~b! k52.0; ~c! k53.0; ~d!
k55.0; ~e! k56.5.

FIG. 3. Effects of convergent ratio on sound field.~a! mc52; ~b! mc55.
k56.5, a51.
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section tends to focus the sound waves and the vena con-
tracta acts as a variable cross-section wave guide with un-
known boundary condition. Such effect becomes more pro-
nounced at higher frequencies@Fig. 4~a!#. The solution of the
wave equation within this region is therefore different from
that of a straight duct.13 The technique of mode matching4,7

may only be appropriate for small convergent ratios, where
the vena contracta is located upstream of the convergent sec-
tion outlet ~x,1!, so that the wave then has sufficient dis-
tance to develop before propagating into the straight duct
section@Fig. 4~b!#, or when the forcing frequency is suffi-
ciently lower than the cutoff frequency of the first symmetri-
cal higher mode of the smaller duct section.

The increase in the length of the convergent section,a,
at fixed convergent ratio allows a smoother wave propaga-
tion into the smaller duct section. The effect of the vena
contracta becomes weaker. Since the corresponding wave
patterns look like those presented in Figs. 3 and 4, they are
not presented here. However, it will be shown later than this
length has substantial effects on the sound transmission pro-
cess.

Figure 5 illustrates the variations of the overall sound
power transmission coefficientt0 and the plane wave power
transmission coefficienttp with the forcing frequency re-
spectively formc52, 3, and 5 witha51. The latter refers to
the ratio of the power carried by the plane wave downstream
of the convergent section to that of the incident power. One
can easily realize thatt05tp for forcing frequencies below
the cutoff frequency of the first symmetrical higher mode of
the smaller duct section. The corresponding limiting value of
t0 at k→0 ~5tp), can be calculated using the plane wave
theory with abrupt contraction.3 For the convergent ratios of
2, 3, and 5, these values are 0.89, 0.75, and 0.56, respec-
tively.

One can observe from Fig. 5 fork,6.3 thatt0 increases
as the forcing frequency approaches the cutoff frequency of
the first symmetrical higher mode of the larger duct section
for all mc . The overall sound power transmission coefficient

can be very close to 1. This can also be predicted using the
classical plane wave calculation. At very low frequency, the
length of the convergent section is very small when com-
pared to the wavelength of the sound. The sound wave thus
sees the section as an abrupt contraction. As frequency in-
creases, the rate of contraction seen by the wave becomes
lower and thust0 increases as higher percentage of the inci-
dent sound power can propagate through the section. The
maximum sound power transmission coefficient depends on
the smoothness of the convergence. It is expected that the
smoother the convergence, the closer it will be to unity.

At frequency increases beyond that of the first sym-
metrical higher mode of the larger duct section, higher mode
propagates back to the upstream@Fig. 2~c!# and thus the
power carried by the transmitted plane wave becomes less. A
drop of t0 then follows. Thet0 in general decreases ask
further increases towards 6.3. Such phenomenon can also be
predicted using the classical plane wave calculation3 ~not
shown here!. However, large dips oft0 are observed close to
the cutoff frequencies of the symmetrical higher modes of
the larger duct section for allmc investigated in general. This
situation becomes more acute asmc increases. At these fre-
quencies, the reflected waves, having the wavelength in the
transverse direction greater than 1, are strong and carry sub-
stantial amount of energy under resonance. Figure 6~a!
shows a typical example withmc55, a51, andk53.7. This
phenomenon is not reported by Utsumi.7 It should be noted
that the results of Utsumi7 are related to transmitted wave
magnitudes, not the sound power transmitted. It can be noted
that a dip oft0 is not observed atk;5 for mc55, while the
corresponding forcing frequency is close to that of the fourth
symmetrical higher mode of the larger duct section~k55.03!.
At this frequency, the transverse wavelength of the reflected
sound is about 0.63. The reflection is therefore not strong
@Fig. 6~b!#.

For k.2p, higher mode propagates along the smaller
duct section andt0.tp . Large transmitted sound power is
found atk56.3 for all values ofmc investigated. The corre-

FIG. 4. Effects of convergent ratio on sound field at high frequencies.~a!
mc55; ~b! mc52. k58, a51.

FIG. 5. Effects of convergent ratio on sound power transmission coeffi-
cients.s, mc52; n, mc53; h, mc55. Closed symbols, total power; open
symbols, plane wave power.a51.
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sponding forcing frequency is very close to that at which
resonance can occur in both straight duct sections~wave
numberk52p!. Most of the transmitted sound power is car-
ried downstream by the first symmetrical higher mode propa-
gating in the smaller duct section as illustrated in Fig. 5. The
strong higher mode propagation in the downstream direction
suggests low impedance for sound propagation at the outlet
of the convergent section. The corresponding pressure mag-
nitude at this location is therefore, unlike those shown in
Figs. 6~a! and~b!, weak. An example of this is given in Fig.
6~c!. This suggests that the overall sound power carried by
the reflected waves is out-of-phase to that in the smaller duct
section. As expected, a further increase ofk results in lower
magnitude of the symmetrical higher mode in the smaller
duct section. One expects another strong rise oft0 above 1 at
k54p; the wave number corresponds to the cut-off fre-
quency of the second symmetrical higher mode of the
smaller duct section.

Increasing the length of the convergent section~that is,
increasinga! reduces the magnitude of the dip at duct eigen-
frequencies as shown in Fig. 7. Fora.1, its effect is similar
to that of reducing the convergent ratio. The smooth conver-
gence offers a slow impedance change across the convergent
section and thus helps avoiding strong reflection even close
to the first and second symmetrical higher mode cutoff fre-
quencies of the larger duct section. The convergence be-
comes rapid asa is reduced. Fora51/p ~a;0.32!, the wave
sees the convergent section as an abrupt contraction fork<2
~Fig. 7!. Strong dips oft0 can also be observed at similar
values ofk as for the case ofa51, but an additional dip is
observed atk;2.9. The sound fields atk52.4, 2.8, 2.9, and
3.3 shown in Fig. 8 suggest relatively higher concentration of

acoustic energy at the edges of the convergent section atk
around 2.8 and 2.9. Sucht0 dip is absent fora>1 ~Figs. 5
and 7!. It is very likely to be due to the resonance inside the
convergent section. If one simplifies this section as a straight
taper convergent wave guide having a slope equals to the
average slope of the present convergent section, which is
21.72 for a51/p and mc53, one will find the first even
angular mode inside such wave guide resonates atk;3 ~Ap-
pendix!. Such resonance produces high impedance and
strong reflection in form of higher mode back to the up-
stream. Similar resonance also occurs atk;6 ~not shown

FIG. 6. Sound fields close to conver-
gent section outlet.~a! k53.7; ~b!
k55; ~c! k56.3. mc55, a51.

FIG. 7. Effects of convergent section length on sound power transmission
coefficients.s, a52.75;n, a51; h, a51/p. Closed symbols, total power;
open symbols, plane wave power.mc53.
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here!. This effect is not found fora51 or 2.75 because the
corresponding wave number will be higher than 6.3. How-
ever, further investigation is necessary for clarifying the is-
sue.

Again, resonance occurs atk;6.3 for all values ofa
investigated~Fig. 7!. One can also observe that at smalla,
the plane wave in the smaller duct section carries more en-
ergy than the higher modes. The rapid contraction appears to
have impeded the development of the higher mode inside the
smaller duct section. The opposite is observed at largea.

B. Divergent sections

The flow across a divergent section is completely differ-
ent from that across a convergent one. The divergent ratiomd

is defined as the ratio between the widths of the downstream
and upstream straight duct sections. Figure 9 illustrates that
the flow, witha51 andmd53, is rather similar to that issu-
ing from a subsonic nozzle,11 when the forcing frequency is
higher than the first symmetrical higher mode of the down-
stream larger duct section. The application of the mode
matching technique for solving the present sound propaga-
tion problem as in Utsumi7 appears questionable. Figure 9~a!
suggests the high impedance of the divergent section to
sound propagation at low frequencies. One can find strong
reflection and standing wave patterns at these frequencies.
Above the first symmetrical higher mode cutoff frequency of
the larger duct section, the impedance becomes weak@Fig.
9~b!# and one can observe from Fig. 9~c! that nearly all the
incident wave energy is transmitted across the divergent sec-
tion. It will be further discussed later. Higher mode reflection
is observed atk.6.3 as expected.

One can also notice from Fig. 9 that the mode patterns in
the larger duct section are less ordered than those observed

previously with convergent sections~Fig. 2 for instance! at
high frequencies. More intensive low energy~pressure mag-
nitude! lines and regions are found as the forcing frequency
increases. This is probably due to the destructive interference
from various acoustic modes inside the larger duct section.
However, the patterns of these lines and/or regions do not
follow any well-defined mode shapes. There are two thin low

FIG. 8. Reflection of sound by conver-
gent section at weak sound power
transmission.~a! k52.4; ~b! k52.8; ~c!
k52.9; ~d! k53.3. mc53, a51/p.

FIG. 9. Sound magnitude maps in the presence of a divergent section.~a!
k51.5; ~b! k53; ~c! k55; ~d! k56.5; ~e! k58; a51, md53.
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energy regions~lines! close to the outlet of the divergent
section. These regions intersect at some distances down-
stream of the outlet, forming a boundary, which looks like
that of the potential core in a subsonic jet.11 The wave fields
close to the divergent section outlet suggest the breakup of
the nearly circular wave fronts into higher duct mode pat-
terns at frequencies higher than that of the first symmetrical
higher mode of the larger duct section~Fig. 10!. The lines of
low energy correspond to nodal locations. The fluid velocity
within the region enclosed by the two strong low energy
lines close to the divergent section outlet~the potential core!
appears to be higher than those outside the region; a phe-
nomenon commonly found in the initial region of a subsonic
jet.11 A phase difference exists between waves inside and

outside the potential core. The patterns of the sound fields
there thus cannot be represented by the mode shapes of the
straight duct section.

The variations ofmd and a certainly affect the sound
transmission processes. One can find more complicated net-
working of the low energy lines and regions as the rate of
divergence increases (md increases ora decreases!. How-
ever, more energy is concentrated within the potential core
region at increased rate of divergence. Figure 11 gives some
ideas on such phenomenon. Though the sound fields inside
the larger straight duct section are complicated, one can still
expect that there exist plane waves in this duct section as the
transverse pressure distributions have non-vanishing mean
values at a distance beyond the potential core where the flow
is expected to have fully developed~not shown here!. One
can also expect the coexistence of many acoustic modes.

Figure 12~a! shows the energy contents of the acoustic
modes well downstream from the divergent section outlet for
md53 anda51 at various forcing frequencies. Only plane
waves are found inside the duct at forcing frequencies below
the first cutoff frequency of the symmetrical higher mode of
the larger duct section and thust05tp . Resonance occurs at
k;2.09. A rise in the first symmetrical higher mode power is
resulted. It is accompanied by a fall of the plane wave power.
Such phenomenon is expected to have occurred in the pres-
ence of convergent sections, but the resonance takes place in
the upstream side. A dip oft0 ~or tp) in Figs. 5 and 7 should
be accompanied by a rise of the overall reflected wave
power. The cutoff frequency of the second symmetrical
higher mode of the larger duct section corresponds to a wave
numberk;4.18. It is found that such resonance results in a
redistribution of energy from the plane wave to the sym-
metrical higher modes. The first symmetrical higher mode

FIG. 10. Transition of sound waves into higher modes through a divergent
section.~a! k52.5; ~b! k55; ~c! k56.2. a51, md53.

FIG. 11. Effects of rate of divergence
on sound field immediate downstream
of divergent section. ~a! a52.75,
md52; ~b! a51, md53; ~c! a51/p,
md53; ~d! a51, md55; k54.5.
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becomes the dominant one fork>4.2. A sharp drop of plane
wave power is thus explained. Resonance is also observed at
k;6.3 as expected. The powers carried by the fourth and
fifth symmetrical higher modes are negligible and thus are
not presented.

At lower divergent ratio, less number of acoustic modes
will be excited atk,9 @Fig. 9~b!#. At md52, the only sig-

nificant waves that are propagating downstream are the plane
wave and the first symmetrical higher mode. The plane wave
basically dominates the sound field downstream of the diver-
gent section. However at increasedmd , the first symmetrical
higher mode becomes dominant when the forcing frequency
is above its cutoff frequency@Fig. 12~c!#. Again as has been
observed in Fig. 12~a!, the resonance at the cutoff frequency
of the second symmetrical higher mode results in a decrease
of the plane wave power but also an increase in the power
carried by the first symmetrical higher mode. The resonance
at k;3.7 of the third symmetrical higher mode produces a
drop of the first symmetrical higher mode power but a rise of
that of the plane wave mode. It is also observed that the
plane wave energy becomes more comparable to those of the
first and second symmetrical higher modes ask increases
further. The on-set of the third and the fourth higher modes
results in a redistribution of energy back to the plane wave
mode. The reason is left to further investigations.

Results shown in Fig. 12 tend to suggest that the on-set
of a symmetrical higher mode propagation in the larger duct
section, except for the case of the first symmetrical higher
mode which must take energy from the plane wave, is usu-
ally followed by a drop of the power carried by an acoustic
mode two orders lower than this mode fork<6.2. Also, one
can observe large fluctuations of sound transmission coeffi-
cients fork.6.3. These fluctuations become smoother as the
forcing frequency increases. However at smallmd , for ex-
ample md52, these fluctuations associated with the plane
wave and the first symmetrical higher mode vary out of
phase with each other in thisk range@Fig. 12~b!#. Similar
phenomena are expected also at largermd between various
propagating acoustic modes, but the data would be difficult
to interpret as the energy is distributed among several of
these modes. The reason for the occurrence of these fluctua-
tions is not exactly known. However, one can expect from
the duct acoustics theory14 that it is due to the form of exci-
tation to the acoustic modes in the larger duct section. If one
looks at the acoustic pressure magnitude distribution close to
the nonuniform section as shown in Fig. 13, it is found that
the energy is more widely spread across the inlet of the di-
vergent section fork57 and 7.7 than fork56.8 and 7.3. The
excitation atk57 or 7.7 is therefore more uniform across the
duct section and thus higher plane wave energy content can
be anticipated. Fork56.8 or 7.3, more energy will then be
redistributed to the higher mode. One can observe that it is
due to the phase of the higher mode reflected back into the
smaller duct section. The input impedance of the divergent
section thus plays an important role for the occurrence of this
phenomenon. One also expects that this impedance varies
across the cross section of the divergent section inlet.
Though there are studies concerning the input impedances of
wave guides~for instance, Ref. 15!, results related to the
present type of cross sectional change are not easily found in
existing literature. Further investigation is required. Similar
observations as in Figs. 12 and 13 can be made whena is
varied. The corresponding results are thus not presented.

FIG. 12. Variations of sound power transmission coefficients with forcing
frequency for divergent section.~a! md53; ~b! md52; ~c! md55. d, total;
s, plane wave;h, first symmetrical higher mode;L, second symmetrical
higher mode;n, third symmetrical higher mode;,, fourth symmetrical
higher mode.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The sound transmission across a nonuniform section in
an infinite duct is investigated by using the finite element
method. Special absorption boundaries are included in the
computational domains in order to avoid the erroneous re-
flection from the ends of the domains. The excitation is taken
to be a plane wave. For practical reasons, only symmetrical
divergent and convergent sections are considered in the
present study. The sound field patterns and the distributions
of energy among the different propagating acoustic modes
under various forcing frequencies are also discussed.

Results obtained with convergent sections illustrate that
there are regions of high energy content close to the center
line of the section outlet when the forcing frequency is
higher than the first symmetrical higher mode of the larger
duct section. The situation becomes more serious as the forc-
ing frequency increases. This is probably due to the nonpar-
allel fluid flow near the convergent section outlet at higher
frequencies. The sound power transmission coefficient in-
creases with forcing frequency before the first symmetrical
higher mode is reflected back into the larger duct section.
The power carried by the transmitted plane wave decreases
as the forcing frequency increases beyond the cutoff fre-
quency of this mode in general. Sharp drop of plane wave
power is found when the forcing frequency collapses with
the eigenfrequencies of the larger duct section. High trans-
mitted sound energy is observed at forcing frequencies close
to the first symmetrical higher mode eigenfrequency of the
smaller duct section. It is also found that the higher the rate
of convergence, the lower the overall sound transmission co-
efficient. Besides, it is observed that the first symmetrical
acoustic mode dominates the final sound field inside the
smaller duct section at high frequency, unless the rate of
convergence is sufficiently high.

The sound fields in the presence of a divergent section
are more complicated. At a forcing frequency higher than the
first symmetrical higher mode of the downstream larger duct
section, the transmitted energy is concentrated on the center
line within or at a location slightly downstream of the diver-
gent section. The walls of the divergent section are usually
under a weak pressure condition. The sound energy distribu-
tion pattern downstream of the inlet of the divergent section
resembles that of a subsonic jet velocity field. Again, large
energy content of a particular propagating mode is observed
when the forcing frequency is close to its cutoff frequency.
The distribution of acoustic energy among the propagating
modes in the fully developed region inside the larger duct
section suggests that the first symmetrical higher mode car-
ries higher energy content than the other propagating modes
once it is excited. The plane wave will only be more impor-
tant when the rate of divergence is low or the forcing fre-
quency is not high. It is also found that the impedance of-
fered by the divergent section is important for the final
distribution of energy among the propagating modes down-
stream of the section.
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APPENDIX: ANGULAR MODES IN A SYMMETRICAL
TAPER SECTION

The sound field inside a symmetrical taper section~Fig.
14! is best to be obtained by solving the wave equation in
polar coordinate~r, f!;

FIG. 13. Spreading of sound waves
across divergent section at high fre-
quencies. ~a! k56.8; ~b! k57; ~c!
k57.3; ~d! k57.7. a51, md52.
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The method of separation of variables suggests the solution
is

p~r ,f!5R~r !F~f!, ~A2!

whereR and F are sole functions ofr and f, respectively.
Let kf be a positive number andrk.kf , the angular mode
of the solutionF can be obtained by solving
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1kf

2 F50, ~A3!

with the hard wall boundary condition]F/]ff5f0

5]F/]ff52p2f0
50. One finds

kf5
mp

2~p2f0!
~A4!

and

F~f!5cos~kf~f2f0!!, ~A5!

wherem is an integer. A taper slope of21.72 corresponds to
p2f0'1.044 and the first symmetrical angular mode
~m52! resonates atk5kf;3.
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FIG. 14. Schematic diagram of a symmetrical linear taper section.
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The low frequency reflection characteristics of the fundamental
antisymmetric Lamb wave a0 from a rectangular
notch in a plate
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An analysis of the reflection of the fundamental Lamb modea0 from surface-breaking rectangular
notches in isotropic plates is presented. The results are obtained from finite element time domain
simulations together with experimental measurements. Good agreement is found between the
simulations and the measurements. Results are shown for a range of notch widths and depths,
including the special case of a crack, defined as a zero-width notch. The reflection coefficient, when
plotted as a function of the notch width, exhibits a cosinusoidal periodic shape, and this is explained
by interference between the separate reflections from the start and the end of the notch. The
reflection coefficient, when plotted as a function of notch depth, shows that in general the reflection
increases with both frequency and notch depth, but the shapes of the functions are complex and
there are some surprising features. An analysis of the reflection from cracks using theS-parameter
scattering approach and some simplified descriptions of the crack-opening behavior yields physical
explanations of the nature of these reflection functions. It is found that opening of the crack can be
described adequately by a quasistatic assumption only when the crack is small, and in other cases
a ray theory approach is more representative. The reflection function is shown to be a result of
contributions from both the axial stress and the shear stress in the wave, and the relative importance
of these varies with the crack depth and the frequency. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The work presented in this paper was undertaken as part
of ongoing research by the authors into the use of guided
ultrasonic waves for the inspection~NDE! of large struc-
tures. The primary target for the research is the detection of
corrosion and cracks in structures such as oil and chemical
storage tanks, pressure vessels and pipelines.1–3 Conven-
tional NDE of these structures using point-by-point measure-
ments, for example, using thickness gauges to detect wall-
thinning, is extremely laborious. Guided waves offer the
potential for much more rapid inspection because each mea-
surement inspects a line rather than a point. However guided
waves are much more complicated than bulk waves, so that a
great deal of research is necessary in order to exploit them
reliably in any robust industrial inspection procedure.

Since Lamb’s original work on guided waves in elastic
plates,4 the theoretical aspects of guided waves in both flat
plates and cylindrical structures have been addressed in
many papers. Theoretically the flat plate case is much easier
and was developed earlier than the cylindrical case. The pub-
lications by Worlton5,6 anticipated the rapid progress of elec-
tronics and instrumentation which would enable the prin-
ciples of guided wave inspection to be applied effectively in
the field. Subsequently many authors have contributed to the
knowledge of the behavior of Lamb waves and their appli-
cation to inspection, for example Refs. 7–13.

In order to achieve the goal of inspecting large plate

structures it will be necessary to consider the three-
dimensional problem of the interaction of a finite-width
guided wave beam with a defect of finite dimensions. Al-
though there are reports of analogous problems in the scat-
tering of bulk waves in solid media, little has been done so
far to tackle this problem. Recent work14 discusses this back-
ground and presents solutions for the simplest case of the
interaction of thes0 mode with a through-thickness hole in a
plate. Nevertheless there is much to be gained by continuing
in parallel to study the nature of the interaction of waves
with defects in simpler two-dimensional cases when, despite
the necessary approximations relating to the omitted dimen-
sion, it is possible to achieve an understanding of the physi-
cal nature of the scattering. It is this understanding which
will enable the results of the complex three-dimensional
problems to be interpreted properly.

A number of authors10–12,15,16 have already reported
such two-dimensional studies of the interaction of thes0 and
a0 modes with cracks and notches, assuming a plane strain
domain. Of these, the recent publication by the authors16

concentrated particularly on explaining the physical nature of
the phenomena observed in the reflection of thes0 mode
from cracks and notches. The approach taken, and which was
found to be very helpful in gaining this insight, was to use
theS-parameter scattering approach of Auld17 with both low-
frequency and high-frequency approximations for the crack-
opening behavior. The present paper presents the equivalent
analysis for thea0 mode.

The paper starts by discussing the nature of thea0 mode,
including its stress and displacement mode shapes; these are
key to understanding its scattering behavior. Descriptionsa!Electronic mail: m.lowe@ic.ac.uk
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then follow an experimental setup and a finite element analy-
sis procedure. Essentially the finite element analyses were
performed as simulated experiments in order to gather a
large number of reflection coefficients for notches and cracks
of various widths and depths. The real experiments provided
results of a significant number of the cases of these predic-
tions and served as validation of the simulation procedure.
This comparison is shown in the results section, together
with some discussion of the nature of the reflection behavior
from notches. Finally the particular case of a crack is exam-
ined using theS-parameter approach and analytical approxi-
mations in order to explain the physical behavior of the scat-
tering.

II. PROPERTIES OF THE A 0 MODE

The dispersion curves of the Lamb waves in an isotropic
plate are well known. The most useful curves for long-range
NDE are the group velocity curves since these indicate the
velocity of a wave packet. Group velocity curves for a steel
plate are plotted in Fig. 1. The curves scale linearly with
frequency and thickness so that the use of the frequency-
thickness scale on the horizontal axis allows these curves to
represent a plate of any thickness. These curves and the
mode shapes in Fig. 2 were calculated using the computer
code DISPERSE.18,19

A sensible aim for long-range propagation is to use wave
packets whose shapes do not change significantly as they
travel, since this aids the interpretation of the received sig-
nals as well as maintaining their amplitudes. In general this
approach requires the use of narrow-band wave packets
whose center frequency is at a nondispersive location on one
of the curves, that is at a location where the group velocity
does not vary with the frequency. In the case of thea0 mode,
the very low frequency range, below about 500 kHz mm, is
therefore rather unattractive because it is extremely disper-
sive; indeed it is this feature which gives the mode the repu-
tation of being dispersive. However in facta0 is one of the
least dispersive modes at frequencies above about 1
MHz mm. The optimization of dispersive wave signals for
distance and resolution has been discussed by Wilcoxet al.20

For the present investigation we impose an upper limit
of frequency thickness of interest of 1.6 MHz mm, being the
frequency of the first cutoff mode,a1 . This is somewhat
arbitrary because thea0 mode is potentially useful at higher

frequencies; indeed at very high frequencies it is exploitable
as the Rayleigh wave. However, the approach of the authors
for long-range NDE is to avoid multiple modes as far as is
possible in order to aid the interpretation of signals. It is
therefore desirable to work in the frequency range below the
a1 cutoff so that thea0 mode is the only propagating anti-
symmetric mode.

In our earlier study of thes0 mode,16 we focused on its
very simple displacement and stress mode shapes, and used
this to bring physical understanding of the reflection phe-
nomena. The mode shapes of thea0 mode are not as simple
as its symmetric counterpart, so that the equivalent investi-
gation is necessarily more complex. Whereas thes0 mode
was characterized just by its dominant stress component and
displacement component in the direction of travel, thea0

mode additionally has significant shear stress and lateral dis-
placement components. We therefore need to be aware of the
influence of two stress components and two displacement
components in our analysis. Furthermore, the relative signifi-
cance of the different components varies with the frequency.
These issues will be important for the later discussion in Sec.
VI.

Figure 2 shows the displacement and stress mode shapes
for the a0 mode for three different frequencies. The labels
refer to the Cartesian coordinate systemxyz wherex is the
direction normal to the surface of the plate,z is the direction
of propagation of the wave, andy is the direction normal to
the plane of plane strain. The lettersu ands denote displace-
ment and stress, respectively. Only the components which
are significant to the analysis are shown, and these all lie in
the plane. The shapes are plotted as real-value amplitudes,
that is to say each shape is plotted at the phase in the cycle
when it has its peak values, also allowing for both positive

FIG. 1. Group velocity dispersion curves for Lamb waves in a steel plate.

FIG. 2. Displacement and stress mode shapes of thea0 mode; ~a! at 50
kHz mm, ~b! at 400 kHz mm,~c! at 1.2 MHz mm.
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and negative values. The peak amplitudes do not occur at the
same phase in the cycle for each component: if the displace-
ment componentuz is defined ~arbitrarily! to have zero
phase, then the displacementux shown in the figure has a
phase of2p/2 and similarly the stressesszz and sxz have
phases ofp/2 and zero, respectively. It can be seen that at the
lowest frequency the shapes are simply those of bending of
the plate, in which theuz andszz components vary linearly
through the depth of the plate, there is a large out-of-plane
body motion (ux), and the shear stresssxz is small; but at
higher frequencies the through-thickness distributions are no
longer linear and the shear stress is much more significant.

III. PROCEDURE FOR EXPERIMENTAL
MEASUREMENTS

Experiments were performed on steel plates of dimen-
sions 600 mm long, 200 mm wide and 3 mm thick. Rectan-
gular notches were machined across the plates, one in each
plate, as shown in Fig. 3. Each notch was positioned about
400 mm from one end of the plate. A range of notches of
different widths and depths were machined, so that the ef-
fects of notch width and notch depth could be studied. The
set of cases which was studied experimentally is identified in
Table I. Additionally, a specimen with a fatigue crack was
prepared so that the case of a zero-width notch could be
included in the study. It was not possible to create a fatigue
crack of constant depth across the whole of the plate, but a
useful specimen with a crack whose depth varied only gradu-
ally across the width was created satisfactorily. The crack
was created first in a plate of 50 mm thickness, by machining
a notch, then growing the crack by cycling a three-point
bending load. Once the crack had grown to a sufficient

depth, the plate thickness was machined down from the
notch side, from 50 mm thick to just 3 mm thick, thereby
leaving just the cracked plate. Figure 4 shows the profile of
the crack across the central portion of the plate; the profile
was measured by breaking the plate after the guided wave
experiments had been completed. The depth of the crack can
be seen to be about 1.8 mm at the center of the plate where
the guided wave measurements were made.

Excitation of thea0 mode was achieved using the coin-
cidence principle and local water immersion,11 as illustrated
in Fig. 3. The transducer was a broadband piezoelectric im-
mersion device with a center frequency of 500 kHz~Pana-
metrics V301!. The local immersion was arranged using a
block of paraffin wax;21 this held the transducer with its axis
at a fixed angle of about 40 degrees to the normal to the
plate. Although strictly the angle should vary with the posi-
tion along the dispersion curve, in practice there is sufficient
beam spreading of the signal in the water that this fixed angle
was sufficient for all of the measurements. The wax block
was sealed to the surface of the plate using a rubber O-ring,
in order to prevent leakage of the water. Wax was chosen for
the holder in order to minimize unwanted reverberations in
the water column: the acoustic impedance of the wax is close
to that of water so that a lot of the unwanted sound is trans-
mitted from the water into the block; the unwanted sound is
then absorbed strongly in the wax. Another advantage of wax
is that it is very easy to manufacture a specific block to suit
any experiment.

The transducer was excited using a narrow band signal
consisting of a toneburst multiplied by a Hanning window
function. Typically the duration of the window was chosen to
contain 10 cycles. The measurements were made in pulse-
echo, that is to say, the same transducer was used both to
emit the outgoing wave train and to receive the reflection
from the notch or crack. The received signal was amplified
and then stored on a digital oscilloscope. Typically 100 av-
erages were taken of each signal in order to reduce incoher-
ent noise. The signal generation, power amplification and
received signal amplification were all done using a WAVE-
MAKER instrument produced by Macro Design Ltd, UK.

A typical received signal is shown in Fig. 5, showing a
number of important features. In this case the notch is rather
large, its depth being 67% of the thickness of the plate, and
accordingly a largea0 wave packet is reflected; this of
course is the desired signal. Unwanted signals are also
present in the figure, but these are separated in time from the
wanted signal. Indeed it is this need to separate the wanted
and unwanted signals which determines the choice of the
dimensions of the plate as well as the location of the trans-

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement:~a! side view;~b!
plan view.

FIG. 4. Depth profile of fatigue crack, measured by breaking specimen after
experiments had been completed.

TABLE I. Width and depth dimensions of notches used in the experimental
study.

Notch depth
~mm!

Notch width ~mm!

0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

0.5 X X X X X X
1.0 X
1.5 X X X X X X
2.0 X
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ducer and the notch. The first unwanted signal is the rever-
beration in the water column in the transducer block; al-
though the wax absorbs much of this, there is nevertheless
always some remaining. However the propagation length
from the transducer to the notch is sufficient for this to have
died away before the reflection from the notch arrives. Just
before thea0 reflection arrives there is a smalls0 signal,
created by mode conversion at the notch. In general thes0

signal is not strongly excited, nor strongly received, because
its displacements in the direction normal to the surface of the
plate are small and so it does not couple well with the bulk
wave in the water column. Therefore this small received sig-
nal is probably indicative of quite a large mode-converteds0

wave. Even though it is small, a signal such as this would
still have a significant detrimental effect on the measure-
ments if it was not separated from thea0 signal. The sepa-
ration is achieved simply by the distance, thes0 mode trav-
elling significantly faster than thea0 mode in the frequency
range of the study. Finally, following thea0 reflection, there
are reflections of botha0 ands0 from the edge of the plate;
again these are sufficiently separated in time.

Processing of the measurements to extract the reflection
coefficients was performed in the frequency domain. The
reflection coefficient was calculated by dividing the fre-
quency spectrum of thea0 wave packet by that of a reference
signal, the latter representing 100% reflection. Thus the re-
flection coefficient could be obtained for all values of fre-
quency within the bandwidth of the signal. The reference
signal was obtained by measuring the reflection from the
square-cut edge of a plate; in this case the distance of propa-
gation was chosen to be the same as it was for the measure-
ments from the notches, thus compensating for attenuation of
the signal due to spreading of the beam. There is no other
antisymmetric mode within the frequency range of the study,
so the reference measurement truly represents unit reflection
coefficient.

IV. PROCEDURE FOR FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATIONS

The finite element simulations were performed using a
two-dimensional domain, with the assumption of plane
strain. The program FINEL, developed at Imperial College,22

was used for the calculations. A schematic illustration of the
spatial models is shown in Fig. 6. A plate of 3 mm thickness

and 600 mm length was modelled for the predictions of the
reflections from notches, the thickness being chosen for con-
venience to match the thickness of the plates used in the
experimental work. The elements were defined to be per-
fectly square in shape. When simulating the experimental
measurements of reflection from notches, the meshes used 12
elements through the thickness of the plate, but finer meshes
with 24 elements through the thickness were used for the
study of the reflections from cracks discussed in Sec. VI. All
models respected, with significant margins, the lower limit of
spatial discretization of 8 elements per wavelength which the
authors have found from experience to be a good limit for
accurate modelling.11,16,23,24 In fact the limiting criterion
when designing the meshes for this study was the need for
sensible spatial representation of the notches and cracks,
rather than the accurate simulation of propagation.

A large number of spatial models was set up in order to
model the different notch and crack geometries. Rectangular
notches were created simply by removing elements, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6. Cracks were created by disconnecting the
elements at the nodes along the line defining the crack. Vi-
sually, therefore, there was no evidence of removal of mate-
rial from the mesh, there was simply a discontinuity of the
material. These approaches for modelling notches and cracks
have been found to be reliable in previous studies of guided
wave interactions with defects.16,23The cracks were surface-
breaking, aligned normal to the surface of the plate; they
were thus equivalent to the rectangular notches but with zero
width.

The temporal model used a similar signal to that used in
the experiments, that is, a tone burst in a Hanning window.
This was applied as a displacement boundary condition in
both the in-plane and the out-of-plane directions at all of the
nodes at one end of the plate, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Strictly,
the displacement history at each node could be specified such
that the mode shape of thea0 mode is perfectly matched at
all frequencies in the bandwidth.25 However in this case, in
order to avoid the excitation of unwanted modes, it is only
necessary to ensure that the excitation is perfectly antisym-
metric, because the only other mode which could exist at this
frequency is the symmetrics0 mode. Therefore the excitation
profile was simply matched to that of thea0 mode at the
center frequency of the signal. Explicit time integration was
used, assuming a diagonal mass matrix, thus avoiding the
need for global matrix assembly or inversion in the finite
element solutions. Constant duration time steps were taken,
within the chosen limit of maximum allowable step length of
0.8 L/C, whereL is the element length andC is the wave

FIG. 5. Typical experimental signal; center frequency is 420 kHz, notch is 2
mm deep~67% of the plate thickness! and 0.5 mm wide.

FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of finite element spatial discretization.
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speed of the fastest wave present. This respects the stability
limit of L/C for explicit time integration.26

The reflection coefficients were obtained from the simu-
lations by monitoring nodal displacements at a location ap-
proximately midway between the excitation end of the plate
and the notch or crack. The displacement in the out-of-plane
direction (ux) was monitored at the mid-thickness of the
plate, thus ensuring that only the antisymmetrica0 propagat-
ing mode was detected, since the symmetrics0 mode has
zero out-of-plane displacement at this depth. Since the moni-
toring location was many plate thicknesses away from the
notch or crack, it was also considered that any nonpropagat-
ing modes generated at the notch would not be present in the
received signal. Processing of the signals to calculate the
reflection coefficients of thes0 mode was performed in the
frequency domain. This was done in exactly the same man-
ner as was described for the experiments, except that the
reference signal was taken simply to be the incident signal as
it passed the monitoring location on its way to the notch or
crack.

V. RESULTS

Figure 7 shows the measured and predicted reflection
coefficient as a function of frequency at six notch widths for
a 0.5 mm deep notch~17% of the plate thickness!. The ex-
periments were done at three different center frequencies
with overlapping bandwidths so there are duplicated results
at some frequencies. It can be seen that there is good agree-
ment between the measurements and the predictions for most
of the notches, with the exception of the widest two, but even
in these cases the trends are similar. Furthermore, even for
this modest range of frequency, it is evident that the nature of
the frequency dependence of the reflection coefficient is
markedly different for the six widths: some of them show
increasing reflection with frequency, others decreasing, and
the wider notches appear to have a maximum or minimum
within the bandwidth.

Figure 8 shows these reflection coefficients for the 0.5
mm deep notch using the alternative horizontal axis of the

ratio of the notch width to the wavelength. The predictions
were obtained for a crack and notch widths from 0.25 mm to
5 mm; the widths corresponding to different data points are
indicated on the graph. At the lower widths, the bandwidth of
the input toneburst was sufficient to give only a small range
of notch width to wavelength ratio, but as the width in-
creased, the range of notch width to wavelength ratio which
was covered also increased. Again, there is good agreement
between the measurements and predictions.

The reflection coefficient in Fig. 8 follows a clear, cosi-
nusoidal pattern, with minima at notch width to wavelength
ratios of approximately 25% and 75% and maxima at zero~a
crack! and 50%. This behavior is due to interference between
the reflection from the start of the notch and the reflection
slightly later from the end of the notch. Thus, for example,
the reflection from the end of a notch of 25% wavelength
arrives back at the start of the notch with a delay correspond-
ing to half a wavelength~length of its return trip!, so that it is
in opposite phase to the reflection from the start of the notch,
and thus causes cancellation. The wave travels at a slightly
different speed in the notch region, because the plate is thin-
ner here; this is one reason why the maxima and minima do
not occur precisely at multiples of 25%. This phenomenon of
interference was also observed, and discussed in greater
depth, in the earlier study of thes0 mode.16 In that case, in
contrast, there is a phase reversal of the reflection from the
end of the notch, resulting in maxima rather than minima at
25% and 75% notch widths. An important outcome of this
difference is that the reflection from a crack corresponds to a
minimum of the reflection function for thes0 mode but a
maximum for thea0 mode.

Another observation from Fig. 8 is that there appear to
be some discontinuities in the function. For example the re-
flection coefficients at a notch width to wavelength ratio of
about 50% are clearly different for 2.5 mm and 3 mm wide
notches. A difference of this magnitude could be accepted as
an error when considering the experimental measurements,
but the discontinuity is plainly evident also in the finite ele-
ment results. In fact the reason for these discontinuities is
that the normalization used in this figure does not encompass
all the parameters of the problem. Specifically, the variation

FIG. 7. Measured and predicteda0 reflection coefficients from a 0.5 mm
deep ~17% of plate thickness! notch in a 3 mm thickplate, and various
widths: ~a! 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and 2 mm;~b! 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm.

FIG. 8. Measured and predicteda0 reflection coefficient from a 0.5 mm
deep~17% of plate thickness! notch in a 3 mmthick plate, expressed as a
function of the ratio of the notch width to the wavelength. Measurements
and predictions made within frequency range of 420 to 480 kHz.
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of the reflection with the frequency thickness of the mode is
not properly incorporated: in this example the reflection co-
efficient at a given value of notch width to wavelength ratio
would only be the same for two different notch widths if the
reflection coefficient was independent of the frequency. A
further illustration is given by the presence of several differ-
ent reflection coefficients, corresponding to different fre-
quencies, when the notch width is zero~the crack case!.

Figure 9 shows some examples of the measured and
predicted reflection coefficient spectra when the notch is
deeper. The depth now is 1.5 mm, corresponding to 50% of
the plate thickness. These results show, as expected, much
larger values of the reflection coefficient. A similar graph to
Fig. 8 was plotted for the results at this notch depth~for
brevity not shown here!, but in fact it did not exhibit the
clear cosinusoidal trend. The principal reason for this is that
the interference phenomenon is complicated considerably by
the presence also of thes0 mode. When the notch is deep the
a0 mode arriving at the start of the notch generates a signifi-
cant s0 mode in addition to thea0 mode in the notched
region. Furthermore these two modes travel at different
speeds, and each may mode convert to both types of wave
when reflecting from the end of the notch. Thus the overall
reflection is determined by a rather more complex summa-
tion of reflected components, and the clean pattern of the
reflection function is lost.

Figure 10 shows the measured and predicted reflection
coefficient as a function of frequency for four different notch
depths, this time fixing the width of the notch at 0.5 mm.
Again, the experiments were done at different center fre-
quencies with overlapping bandwidths so there are dupli-
cated results at some frequencies. As in the earlier results,
there is good agreement between the measurements and the
predictions. It can be seen that the form of the frequency
dependence of the reflection coefficient varies considerably
with the notch depth. Thus we see that the reflection coeffi-
cient is influenced significantly by all of the parameters of
the problem: the notch width, the notch depth, and the fre-
quency.

Figure 11 shows the reflection coefficient using another
choice of normalization, similar in concept to the width nor-
malization of Fig. 8, but this time with respect to the depth of
the notch. Thus the horizontal axis shows the ratio of the
depth of the notch to the wavelength of the incidenta0 mode.
The notch width is 0.5 mm for all of these results. The co-
efficients for a range of notch depths are plotted and labeled

on the graph. As with the previous results, good agreement
can be seen between the measurements and the finite element
predictions. Nevertheless the form of the curve is somewhat
surprising. The reflection coefficient rises until the notch
depth to wavelength ratio reaches about 10%, then settles on
a plateau until the ratio reaches around 20%, then finally
rises sharply to a value of 0.8 at a notch depth to wavelength
ratio of approximately 30%. The function has this general
shape at any width of notch, including the special case of the
zero-width notch~crack!, and an explanation for it will be
presented in the context of the crack in Sec. VI.

The spectrum of the measured reflection coefficient from
the fatigue crack is shown in Fig. 12. Several sets of repeated
measurements are plotted together, showing good repeatabil-
ity. Recalling from Fig. 4 that the depth of the fatigue crack
varied according to the position across the width of the plate,
it is difficult to be sure of the appropriate depth of crack to
use in the finite element simulations for comparison with
these measurements. The measurements were made at the
center of the plate, and in this region the depth of the crack
was around 1.75 to 2 mm. Finite element predictions for

FIG. 9. Measured and predicteda0 reflection coefficients from a 1.5 mm
deep ~50% of plate thickness! notch in a 3 mm thickplate, and various
widths: 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and 3 mm.

FIG. 10. Measured and predicteda0 reflection coefficients from a 0.5 mm
wide notch and various depths in a 3 mmthick plate:~a! 0.5 mm and 1.5
mm; ~b! 1 mm and 2 mm.

FIG. 11. Measured and predicteda0 reflection coefficient from a 0.5 mm
wide notch in a 3 mmthick plate, expressed as a function of the ratio of the
notch depth to the wavelength. Measurements and predictions made within
frequency range of 420 to 480 kHz.
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these two depths are included in Fig. 12, and these convinc-
ingly bound the experimental case.

Given the difficulty of creating a fatigue crack whose
depth is constant across the width, the measurement of re-
flection coefficients from different crack depths was not pur-
sued. Nevertheless, the crack is a very important case for
practical applications, and deserves special focus, therefore it
was studied extensively using finite element simulations. A
summary of the results from these simulations is presented in
Fig. 13, showing the variation with frequency thickness, and
Fig. 14, showing the variation with depth. It is clear that the
reflection function is considerably more complex than was
found for thes0 mode in the previous work.16 Indeed there
are details which are strongly counter intuitive in both
graphs; for example, Fig. 13 shows that the reflection coef-
ficient decreases with the frequency over a significant band-
width for several of the curves; similarly Fig. 14 shows that
the reflection coefficient decreases with the depth at certain
locations. The explanation of the nature of these curves was
thus investigated in detail, and this will be presented in Sec.
VI.

Finally we should consider some implications of these
results to NDE. At first sight it is concerning that the reflec-
tion coefficient for notches exhibits the cosinusoidal shape
because of the particular widths where the minima occur: the
implication is that it may be difficult or impossible to detect
notches at these specific widths. In practice, however, the
bandwidth of a realistic test signal is likely to be wide
enough that a null reflection would not occur; more signifi-
cantly, defects such as corrosion patches are normally not the
shape of perfect notches, and any irregularity is likely to
disrupt the interference phenomenon such that the clean

minima do not occur. The variation of the reflection coeffi-
cient with depth~Figs. 11 and 14! shows that thea0 mode is
relatively insensitive to cracks or notches whose depth is less
than 20%, when compared to the sensitivity at greater
depths. Nevertheless, the sensitivity to small defects is still
sufficiently good to be useful for NDE. This sensitivity could
in principle be improved by increasing the frequency and so
reducing the wavelength. However the upper frequency of
the results presented here is already close to thea1 cut off,
and above this the behavior will change radically and the
signals will become much more complex.

VI. COMPARISON WITH ANALYTICAL
APPROXIMATIONS FOR CRACKS

The nature of the reflection coefficient plotted as a func-
tion of depth, shown in Figs. 11 and 14, is beyond immediate
interpretation and requires some further explanation. From a
comparison of the different lines in Fig. 14, it seems that
coefficient is strongly influenced by both the depth and the
frequency. Comparison of these two figures, one of which is
for a notch and the other for a crack, suggests also that the
nature of the function is similar for both cracks and notches.
We therefore present here an analytical study of the crack
case, with the aim of explaining the features of the observed
phenomena. We emphasize that our intention is not to pro-
pose a better means of making the predictions, but simply to
bring some insight to the key physical phenomena.

The source of the complexity is the nature of thea0

mode: its displacements and stresses vary through the plate
thickness and these distributions also vary with the fre-
quency. By comparison with our earlier work on thes0

mode,16 it can be expected solely from the increased com-
plexity of these mode shapes that the reflection function for
the a0 mode should be less straightforward then for thes0

mode. A physical approach to examining the significance of
these distributions is to say that in a general sense we should
expect the reflection to be strong when a defect or part of a
defect is located at a depth where the mode has significant
displacements and stresses. This should reveal some evi-
dence of the reasons for the variation both with the depth of
the crack and with the frequency.

A powerful way to pursue this idea quantitatively is to
use theS-parameter technique derived from the theory of

FIG. 12. Measured and predicteda0 reflection coefficients from a fatigue
crack in a 3 mmthick plate.

FIG. 13. Predicteda0 reflection coefficient from a crack in a plate versus
frequency, for various depths of the crack.

FIG. 14. Predicteda0 reflection coefficient from a crack in a plate versus
crack depth, for various frequencies.
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reciprocity17 and previously used to study thes0 mode.16 The
reflection coefficient for a guided wave incident at a crack in
a plate is thus expressed

DSI ,R5
iv

4 E
S
DuI•TR•n̂ dS, ~1!

whereDSI ,R is the reflection or transmission coefficient; this
is the ratio of the particle displacement of the reflected or
transmitted waveR to that of the incident waveI. v is the
circular frequency,DuI is the vector of the displacements at
the crack surface, in both the normal and tangential direc-
tions, when the crack opens in response to the incident mode
I. Importantly, the amplitude of modeI is defined to be such
that it transmits unit power flow per unit cross-sectional area
of the wave guide.TR is the stress field of the reflected mode
R if it existed in the uncracked structure and had unit power
flow. n̂ is the unit vector into the material in the direction
normal to the crack face. The integral is calculated over the
areaS which is the whole of the surface area~both faces! of
the crack. The unit power flow of the incident and reflected
modes,PI andPR , respectively, is defined by17

PI5
2 iv

4 E
A
~uI•T2I2u2I•TI !• ẑ dA51, ~2!

PR5
2 iv

4 E
A
~uR•T2R2u2R•TR!• ẑ dA51 ~3!

in which a negative subscript denotes that the displacement
or stress is that which would exist in a wave travelling in the
opposite direction to that of the power flow. These integrals
are over the cross sectional area,A, of the wave guide and
the unit vectorẑ is in the direction of propagation of the
power flow.

The earlier study of thes0 mode using this approach16

was relatively simple because only the axial components of
displacement and stress had to be considered, and so the
S-parameter equation reduced to a simple scalar expression.
However, thea0 mode has two significant stress compo-
nents, the axial stress (szz) and the shear stress (sxz). These
stress mode shapes are shown for three example frequency-
thickness values in Fig. 2. Thus the integrand of Eq.~1!
consists of two contributions. If we further expand these con-
tributions, introducing the COD~Crack Opening Displace-
ment! as the difference between the displacement at a loca-
tion on the crack surface and that at the same location on
opposite surface of the crack~that is, the displacement jump
across the crack!, then the integrand becomes

DuI•TR•n̂5CODaxiaszz1CODshearsxz , ~4!

where CODaxial and CODshear relate to the opening of the
crack in the axial and shear directions, respectively. These
two modes of crack opening are illustrated in Fig. 15.

The COD functions are unknown without full computa-
tion of the dynamic problem and it is here that approxima-
tion is needed to proceed with the simplified analysis. At one
extreme~low frequency or quasistatic approach! it may be
assumed that the wavelength is very long compared to the
size of the crack. Consequently at the moment when the
stress is opening the crack it is assumed that the stress field is

constant over a long length of the plate. This assumption
allows the use of a static function for the crack opening due
to a remotely applied static load. Such functions for various
structural forms, cracks and loads are widely published in the
fracture mechanics literature, and we will use one shortly. At
the other extreme~high frequency or ray approach!, the
wavelength is assumed to be sufficiently small compared to
the size of the crack that it is acceptable to model the behav-
ior by individual rays simply reflecting from the free surface
at the crack. The displacement at any location on the crack
surface where the wave is incident can then be assumed sim-
ply to be twice the value of the particle displacement of the
incident mode at that depth in an uncracked plate, while the
displacement on the opposite~downstream! face of the crack
is zero.

Previous work by the authors16,23,27,28has discussed the
nature of these two limiting assumptions in the context of
Lamb wave reflections, indicating that for many typical prac-
tical cases the reflection characteristic is represented neither
by one nor by the other of these limiting assumptions, but
lies somewhere between. Nevertheless, the cases with low
frequency and small crack sizes tend towards the quasistatic
behavior, while the cases with high frequency and large
crack size tend towards the ray behavior. Indeed, given the
differences between these limiting assumptions, the extent to
which they represent the reflection function is an important
part of the revelation of the nature of the physical behavior.
We will consider each approach in turn now for thea0 mode
incident at the crack.

At very low frequency only the axial component of the
stress mode shapes of thea0 mode is present, and it corre-
sponds closely to the stress distribution of pure bending of
the plate. Our quasistatic analysis is based on this case, for
which a static COD solution exists in the literature. At higher
frequencies the linearity of the axial stress distribution is
lost, and furthermore the shear stress becomes significant.
Both of these features preclude the pursuit of static solutions
because these fields cannot be found in a static analysis but
only exist in the dynamic problem. Thus we can only make
predictions here of the axial component of the COD. The
axial COD at the mouth of the crack for a remotely applied
bending moment is given in the handbook by Tadaet al.,29

CODaxial,mouth5
4szza

E8
V, ~5!

whereE8 is the effective stiffness modulus of the material
~in this case the plane strain modulus!, a is the depth of the
crack, andszz is the axial stress at a location remote from the
crack, caused by the bending moment. The functionV is29

FIG. 15. The two components of crack opening:~a! axial opening and~b!
shear opening.
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V50.821.7S a

bD12.4S a

bD 2

1
0.66

~12a/b!2 ~6!

in which b is the thickness of the plate. The strain-
displacement and stress–strain relationships are given by

ezz5 iuzk5 iuz

v

C
, ~7!

szz5E8ezz, ~8!

in which ezz is the axial strain,k is the wave number,C is the
phase velocity, andi 2 is 21. For convenience of presentation
of the results, we will normalize the COD value to the in-
plane component of the displacement (uz) at the surface of
the plate for the power-normalized incident mode when it is
remote from the crack, and denote the magnitude of this

quantity COD̂. Substitution of Eqs.~7! and~8! into ~5! gives
this normalized COD at the crack mouth

COD̂axial,mouth5
4av

C
V. ~9!

The extent to which this quasistatic estimate of the COD
matches the true behavior can be judged by comparing the
results of this function with crack opening values taken from
the finite element simulations. The COD was obtained from
the finite element simulations simply by monitoring the in-
plane displacements at the two nodes at the crack mouth; the
COD at the mouth is the difference between the displace-
ment values at each side of the mouth.

Figures 16 and 17 show the results of the quasistatic
COD predictions together with the finite element simula-
tions, respectively, versus frequency thickness and crack
depth. It can be seen that the quasistatic predictions are rea-
sonable when the crack depth is small but only up to about
20% depth. This is most evident in Fig. 17 where the finite
element curves can be seen to diverge dramatically for larger
depths. Interestingly the limit of validity of the quasistatic
predictions is not much affected by frequency: the depth at
which the curves start to diverge is fairly similar for the three
values of frequency thickness shown. We may conclude
therefore that the quasistatic approach will only predict the
reflection coefficient adequately for these smaller cracks.

As a point of interest, the shapes of the quasistatic
curves reveal the nature of the components of Eq.~9!. In Fig.
16 the shape of each curve represents the variation of the
ratio of the frequency to the phase velocity; thus these curves
would be linear with frequency except for the dispersion of
thea0 mode which is characterized by a varying value ofC.
In Fig. 17 the shapes show the nature of the functionV.

As discussed earlier, there is no static solution for the
shear crack opening, so we cannot make the parallel com-
parison for this contribution to the reflection behavior. Nev-
ertheless, we can monitor the shear opening in the finite el-
ement simulations, and these results have been added into
Fig. 17. These show that the shear crack opening rises
quickly with both the crack depth and the frequency. Indeed
this should be expected by observing the stress mode shapes
in Fig. 2: the shear component increases with the frequency,
and also increases with depth at all frequencies. Returning to
Fig. 17, the shapes of the shear crack opening curves can be
seen to be smooth and simple, and in this respect they are
like the quasistatic curves for the axial opening, and do not
have the complexity of shape of the finite element axial
curves. A reasonable interpretation of this observation is that
the shear opening is probably described adequately by
quasistatic-like behavior throughout this range of frequency
and crack depth.

Substitution of the COD results into Eq.~4! and then
into Eq. ~1! yields a prediction of the reflection coefficient
function when thea0 mode is incident. Our interest here is in
the strength of the reflection solely of thea0 mode, and so
we use the stressesszz and sxz from this mode in Eq.~4!
~the use of the stresses from thes0 mode could alternatively
have been used to predict the strength of mode conversion to
that mode!. Thus results for thea0 incident—a0 reflected
reflection coefficient are shown in Fig. 18 for the example
frequency-thickness value of 1.2 MHz mm. At this stage we
observe only two of the curves in the figure. The dashed
curve labeled ‘‘quasistatic, axial component only’’ is the pre-
diction made using the axial COD, following the preceding
discussion. The solid curve shows the prediction from the
finite element simulation for comparison; this is the result of
the full elastodynamic calculation and so should be consid-

FIG. 16. Axial crack opening displacement~COD! at the mouth of the crack
versus frequency thickness: comparison between quasistatic predictions and
maximum values monitored during the finite element simulations~FE!. Val-
ues are normalized to the axial displacement of the wave at the surface of
the plate at a location remote from the crack.

FIG. 17. Axial and shear crack opening displacements~COD! at the mouth
of the crack versus depth of the crack: comparison between quasistatic pre-
dictions and maximum values monitored during the finite element simula-
tions ~FE!. All values are normalized to the axial displacement of the wave
at the surface of the plate at a location remote from the crack.
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ered to represent the true function. This is in fact one of the
curves from Fig. 14. It is no surprise to see that the quasi-
static prediction is reasonably representative of the true func-
tion for crack depths up to about 20%, but the curves diverge
strongly for deeper cracks. This is consistent with the range
of validity of the quasistatic COD predictions. It does also
confirm that the contribution from the shear component of
crack opening is not significant in this range; again, this
should be expected because the shear stress is small near the
surfaces of the plate.

We turn now to the ray analysis, and consider the axial
component of the crack opening. The ray theory assumes
simply that any ray arriving at the crack face is reflected
perfectly, while any ray arriving at the remaining ligament of
the plate is transmitted perfectly. When a wave reflects from
a free surface the particle displacement at the surface is twice
that of the wave~it is the sum of the displacements of the
incident and reflected waves!, so we assume that the axial
displacement at the surface of the crack is twice the axial
particle displacement of the power-normalizeda0 mode.
This varies, according to thea0 mode shape, for all positions
along the upstream face of the crack. The downstream face
of the crack does not receive any ray and so remains motion-
less in this analysis. Thus the COD is given just by the value
of the upstream surface displacement. Substitution of this
COD profile into Eqs.~4! and~1! yields the predicted reflec-
tion coefficient function. This has been calculated for the
example case of 1.2 MHz mm and has been added into Fig.
18; the curve is labeled ‘‘Ray theory, axial component only.’’
It is clear immediately that the ray theory provides a much
improved representation of the behavior for the large crack
depths, and indeed the agreement with the true solution is
moderately good. The fact that the reflection coefficient is
approximately constant over the majority of this range can be
explained by recognizing that the majority of the contribu-
tion of the axial component comes from the near-surface part
of the crack; at greater depths the axial displacement of the
a0 mode is small and so the COD contribution here is small.
However, only the middle region of the curve is well mod-
elled. At very low values of crack depth the ray theory pre-
diction is not as good as the quasistatic prediction; the COD
here is overestimated. Furthermore, at the large depth end of
the curves the ray theory does not show any indication of the

rise of reflection coefficient which is evident in the true so-
lution.

Finally therefore we consider the contribution of the
shear COD to the predictions of the reflection coefficient. As
discussed earlier, it seems probable that the shear COD is
described by quasistatic-like behavior rather than ray-like be-
havior. Indeed, a calculation of the shear contribution using
ray theory made very little change to the curves of Fig. 18
~not shown here!. Unfortunately there is no quasistatic solu-
tion for the COD. Therefore, just by way of illustration, we
include here predictions for the shear contribution using the
monitored COD from the finite element simulations. The
COD at the mouth was taken directly from the data plotted in
Fig. 17; the COD at other positions along the crack was then
assumed to vary linearly from the surface value to zero at the
crack tip. The reflection coefficient results using this shear
model together with the ray theory axial model are shown as
the fourth and final line in Fig. 18, labeled ‘‘ray theory axial
component,1 approximated shear component.’’ This shows
that the shear COD is responsible for the observed upturn of
the reflection coefficient at large crack depth. It also shows,
as expected, that the shear COD plays no significant part
when the crack depth is small.

In summary, it seems that the complexity of the reflec-
tion function can be explained by the axial and shear COD
contributions, their relative importance at different depths
and frequencies according to the mode shapes, and a combi-
nation of quasistatic and ray theory behavior. We can identify
the key features in three regions of the reflection function.

0–20 % crack depth. The reflection coefficient rises with
the crack depth, the increasing function being stronger than
linear. The behavior is controlled by the axial component of
the COD; shear crack opening is negligible. A quasistatic
analysis of the crack opening is a reasonably representative
model. Ray theory analysis overestimates the crack opening
and so overestimates the reflection coefficient.

20–50 % crack depth. The reflection coefficient varies
little over this range of depth. The behavior is still dominated
by the axial COD contribution, but the shear COD begins to
contribute at the deeper end of this range. Furthermore, the
behavior is dominated by the near-surface part of the crack,
the deeper parts making little contribution; this explains why
the function does not vary much with the crack depth. A ray
theory provides moderate representation, and should cer-
tainly be the preferred choice for physical interpretation. The
quasistatic analysis predicts excessively large opening of the
crack and is clearly ruled out.

50%1crack depth. The reflection coefficient rises
sharply with the crack depth. This is where the shear crack
opening makes its contribution. The shear crack opening dis-
placement cannot be calculated statically; nevertheless the
nature of the shear crack opening appears to be similar to
quasistatic behavior rather than ray theory.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Finite element predictions and experimental measure-
ments have been obtained for the reflection coefficient of the

FIG. 18. Predicteda0 reflection coefficient from a crack in a plate versus
crack depth, at 1.2 MHz mm: comparison of results from finite element~FE!
simulations and three analytical approximations.
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a0 mode incident at rectangular notches of various widths
and depths. Comparison of the measurements and predic-
tions has shown very good agreement.

The examination of the reflection coefficient as a func-
tion of the notch width has identified the important phenom-
enon of the interference between the reflections from the two
sides of the notch. This leads to a periodic shape of the
function when the notch depth is small or moderate. Concep-
tually this is similar to the periodic shape of thes0 reflection
coefficient which was published in earlier work, except that
the s0 interference behavior involves a phase reversal
whereas thea0 case does not; consequently the minima of
the reflection functions for these two modes do not occur at
the same notch widths.

The examination of the reflection coefficient as a func-
tion of notch depth has revealed complex shape, and includes
some counter-intuitive details, such as some cases of a de-
crease of reflection coefficient with frequency or notch
depth.

An analytical study of the reflection coefficient for a
crack has shed light on the complexity of the function of
depth. It has been found that the reflection results from con-
tributions both from the axial stress and from the shear
stress; these cause the crack to open in the in-plane and shear
directions, respectively. The amplitude of the opening is best
characterized by a ray theory approach representing just the
axial contribution, except in the case of a very shallow crack,
when a quasistatic analysis is appropriate, and the case of a
very deep crack, when the shear contribution must also be
taken into account.
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Integrated acousto-optical circuits in LiNbO3 are attractive devices for applications especially in
advanced WDM systems. In order to increase the scale of integration and to reduce the RF driving
power of these devices, one promising approach is to use acoustical waveguides with smaller lateral
dimensions. In this paper the combination of a pseudospectral elements method~PSEM! and an
effective index method~EIM! for the analysis of film-loaded surface acoustic waveguides
~SAWG’s! is presented. Numerical results demonstrate the exponential rate of convergence of the
PSEM and agree with the computations performed via the transverse resonance technique. Due to
the exponential rate of convergence of the PSEM and to a mapping transformation in the substrate,
the piezoelectric problem in the depth direction of the structures is evaluated by a low number of
Legendre polynomials. The method is applied to the analysis of several layered SAWG’s of practical
interest for AO devices, such as metal/SiO2 /X–YLiNbO3, in which the metal is either Au, Al, In,
or Ti. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1512293#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tunable filters and wavelength selective switches are
key components for a variety of applications especially in
wavelength division multiplexed~WDM! optical communi-
cation systems and for optical instrumentation. In particular,
integrated acousto-optical filters and switches in LiNbO3 are
very attractive because of a broad tuning range, a fast tuning
speed and specifically because of their unique property of
simultaneous filtering capability.1,2

These devices consist of a combination of collinear
acousto-optical polarization converters and polarizing ele-
ments. The operation of the acousto-optical polarization con-
verter is based on the interaction between two waveguide
optical modes with orthogonal polarizations~TE, TM! and
the guided surface acoustic wave~SAW!. The polarization
conversion is maximized if the phase-matching condition
ubTE2bTMu5KAC is satisfied, i.e., the difference of the
propagation constants of the TE and TM polarized modes
bTE , bTM has to be matched by the SAW propagation con-
stant KAC . A wavelength-selective behavior is achieved
sincebTE2bTM varies with the optical wavelength. A chal-
lenge for improving these devices is to increase the scale of
integration and to reduce the RF driving power. A promising
approach to increase the integration density and to reduce the
RF driving power is to use acoustical waveguides with
smaller lateral dimensions.

The most common technique to fabricate SAW
waveguides~SAWG’s! is via Ti-indiffusion into the cladding

regions of the waveguide. In spite of low losses, these
SAWG’s are quite wide~'110 mm! because of the small
relative change of the SAW velocity induced by Ti-
indiffusion and the need for sufficient distance between the
Ti cladding regions of the SAWG and the Ti optical
waveguides. Recently, it has been demonstrated that these
disadvantages can be overcome by using a new film-loaded
SAWG,3 in which the SAW velocity is decreased in the core
region by deposition of an optically transparent material such
as In2O3-doped SiO2 . In the case of a pure SiO2 film the
confinement of the SAW is almost the same as in the Ti-
indiffused SAWG, but it can be remarkably increased by
adding the In2O3 compound. The guiding mechanism in this
new SAWG depends on the combination of mass-loading
effect, electrical short-circuiting effect and a stiffness effect.
In order to perform a detailed analysis of piezoelectric film
loaded SAWG’s, as sketched in Fig. 1, in this paper we
present a numerical method, which is based on the combina-
tion of the effective index method and the pseudo-spectral
elements method. The effective index method requires the
computation of the SAW velocity in each planar piezoelec-
tric layered structure composing the 3D waveguide. Planar
stratified media are typically analyzed along the depth direc-
tion via the T-matrix model,4,5 matrix methods6–8 and the
impedance model.9 The propagation constants of guided
modes can then be found by imposing the transverse reso-
nance condition and solving the resulting transcendental dis-
persion equation. Though complex-function theory can be
invoked, automated search for the roots is however a hard
task and some of them may be missed. To overcome these
drawbacks we developed a pseudospectral elements methoda!Electronic mail: peverini@athena.polito.it
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that allows the computation of modal fields and propagation
constants without solving any transcendental equation. The
basic concept is the expansion of the fields on a set of func-
tions. The differential problem turns into an algebraic gener-
alized eigenvalue one, where the eigenvalues are the propa-
gation constants; the field configuration are readily obtained
as linear combinations of the expansion functions, the
weights of which are the eigenvector elements. In principle,
an entire domain basis might be chosen,10 but this would
cause a slow~power-law! convergence, owing to the fact that
the fields are infinitely differentiable everywhere in space but
at an interface. Hence, separate bases in each piezoelectric
layer are required to ensure a correct modeling of the discon-
tinuities. An exponential convergence ensues adopting Leg-
endre polynomials as expansion functions.11 Moreover, the
sought mode is a SAW, that is tightly confined at the surface
of the substrate; therefore, it is convenient to introduce a
mapping transformation in the substrate, in order to enhance
the convergence properties of the method. As a consequence
of the mapping, the coefficients of the differential equations
describing the piezoelectric problem in the parent domain are
no longer constant and, then, a pseudospectral element
method has to be adopted. A similar method was applied in
Ref. 12 to study the modes of a slab with continuously vary-
ing parameters.

II. EFFECTIVE INDEX METHOD

A simple and computational efficient method of investi-
gation of three-dimensional piezoelectric waveguides, Fig. 1,
is the effective index method.13,14The procedure is similar to
that used in the case of optical stripe waveguides. A SAW in
a piezoelectric material like LiNbO3 is completely described
by four components: the elongations along the three geo-
metrical axes and the electrical potential. ForX-cut,
Y-propagating SAW’s the amplitude of the elongation paral-
lel to the crystallineX direction~geometricalz axis in Fig. 1!
is dominant.15 Therefore, one assumes that the SAW can be
described reasonably well in a scalar approximation by this
component only. Similarly to the EIM for optical strip
waveguides, a reduction to a one dimensional problem is
performed by introducing a velocity profileVSAW(y), which
refers to a SAW propagating along thex direction and which
is a function of the transversey direction. This profile is
obtained by applying the pseudospectral elements method to
the two-dimensional modal analysis in the depth direction of

the piezoelectric layered structure. Once the velocity profile
VSAW(y) has been computed, one needs to handle the follow-
ing transversal, scalar and one-dimensional wave equation:

H ]2

]y22~2p f !2S 1

VSAW,eff
2 2

1

VSAW
2 ~y! D J uz~y!50, ~1!

where uz(y) and VSAW,eff are, respectively, the transversal
field distribution of the elongation along thez direction and
the propagation velocity of the guided SAW. In the EIM the
influence of the strip corners is not taken into account and
this approximation appears to be quite reasonable for suffi-
ciently flat strips. By assuming thatuz(y) and its first deriva-
tives are continuous at the boundaries, one can easily solve
this equation and obtain the modes of the structure. Further-
more, by applying a beam propagation method to the scalar
equation~1!, one can determine the elastic field distributions
in amplitude and phase for arbitrarily shaped acoustic struc-
tures including S bends and coupled or tapered
waveguides.16

III. 2D PIEZOELECTRIC PROBLEM IN THE DEPTH
DIRECTION

A. Formulation

As explained above, the first step in the application of
the EIM is the determination of the velocityVSAW in the
different multilayered structures composing the 3D SAWG’s.
Therefore, one has to solve the vectorial piezoelectric wave
equations in two-dimensional multilayered structure depicted
in Fig. 2. Thei th layer is characterized by its stiffness tensor
c( i ) measured under constant electric field conditions, its pi-
ezoelectric tensore( i ), its permittivity tensore ( i ) measured
under constant strain conditions and its mass densityr ( i ).
The orientation of the crystal axes is specified in terms of the
Euler Angles (FEA ,QEA ,CEA). In the usualquasistatic ap-
proximation, according to which the rotational part of the
electric fieldE as well as the magnetic fieldH are neglected,
the field equations governing the wave propagation in each
piezoelectric medium can be written according to the sym-
bolic notation17 as

“s
†
•c~ i !:“sv2r~ i !

]2v

]t2 52“s
†
•S e~ i !

•

]“F

]t D , ~2!

FIG. 1. Film-loaded surface acoustic waveguide with crystal~X,Y,Z! and
coordinate~x,y,z! axes.

FIG. 2. Planar multilayered structure and coordinate system.
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052m0“•S e~ i !
]2
“F

]t2 D1m0“•S e~ i !†
:“s

]v

]t D , ~3!

where m0 is the vacuum permeability,v5@vx vy vz#
†

5v@ux uy uz#
† is the vector of the acoustical velocities

~time derivatives of the elongationsui), andF is the electri-
cal potential. Moreover, the symbol@ #† denotes transposi-
tion operation and“s and“ are the following operators:

“s5F ]

]x
0 0 0

]

]z

]

]y

0
]

]y
0

]

]z
0

]

]x

0 0
]

]z

]

]y

]

]x
0

G †

,

~4!

“5F ]

]x

]

]y

]

]z

G .

Besides, within each layer the following piezoelectric consti-
tutive relations hold:

T52e~ i !
•E1c~ i !:S, ~5!

D5e~ i !
•E1e~ i !†

:S, ~6!

where, according to the symbolic notation, the stress vector
T and the strain vectorS are defined as

T5@Txx Tyy Tzz Tyz Txz Txy#
†, ~7!

S5@Sxx Syy Szz 2Syz 2Sxz 2Sxy#
†. ~8!

The boundary conditions at the interface between two
layers require the continuity of the normal components of the
stress,Tz5@Txz Tyz Tzz#

†, of the particle displacement ve-
locity, v, of the normal component of the electrical displace-
ment,Dz , and of the electrical potential,F. Although acous-
tical modes decaying in the substrate are not influenced by
the boundary condition on the bottom surface of the substrate
~M layer!, the clamped condition,v50, and the short-
circuiting condition,F50, are enforced on that surface. Fi-
nally, on the upper surface of the first layer the stress-free
condition,Tz50, and the open-circuit condition,Dz50, are
imposed. The last condition is approximated but its accuracy
is acceptable when the dielectric permittivity of the crystal is
large.

For modal harmonic solutions of Eqs.~2! and ~3!, each
field component is of the formCl exp((vt2jx2hy)), where
Cl is an appropriate constant factor andj andh are the wave
vector components along thex direction andy direction, re-
spectively. In the 2D analysis both the structures and the
fields are assumed to be uniform along they direction and,
then, hereinafterh is set to zero, i.e.,]/]y50. Therefore, the
operators“s and“ can be decomposed as

“s52jA†1F†
d

dz
, “52jM1N

d

dz
, ~9!

where the matrixA, F, M , andN are reported in the Appen-
dix. Insertion of the representation~9! of the dyadic opera-
tors in Eqs.~2! and ~3! yields the following second-order
differential system for thei th medium:

2j2Q2
~ i !C~ i !2jQ1

~ i !
dC~ i !

dz
1Q0

~ i !C~ i !1Q0
z,z~ i !

d2C~ i !

dz2 50,

~10!

where the state vector is defined asC( i )

5@vx
( i ) vy

( i ) vz
( i ) F ( i )#†. This definition of the state vector

leads to real matricesQ2
( i ) , Q1

( i ) , Q0
( i ) , andQ0

z,z( i ) for loss-
less media. These matrices are reported in the Appendix and
depend on the physical constants of the layer and on the
angular frequencyv.

The continuity and the boundary conditions must also be
written in terms of the state vectorC( i ) and, then, one needs
to representTz

( i ) andDz
( i ) as functions ofC( i ). By substitu-

tion of Eq. ~9! into the following relationships:

S5
“sv

v
, ~11!

E52“F, ~12!

and using Eqs.~5! and ~6! one obtains

G~ i !52jP1
~ i !C~ i !1P0

~ i !
dC~ i !

dz
, ~13!

where the vectorG( i )5@Txz
( i ) Tyz

( i ) Tzz
( i ) vDz

( i )#† is defined
such that the matricesP1

( i ) and P0
( i ) ~see the Appendix! are

real for lossless media. Therefore, the continuity condi-
tions between thei th and (i 11)th layers can be written in
z52d ( i )2h( i )/2 as

C~ i !5C~ i 11!, ~14!

2jP1
~ i !C~ i !1P0

~ i !
dC~ i !

dz

52jP1
~ i 11!C~ i 11!1P0

~ i 11!
dC~ i 11!

dz
. ~15!

The stress-free and open-circuit conditions on the upper sur-
face of the first layer are stated as

2jP1
~1!C~1!1P0

~1!
dC~1!

dz
50 in z50 ~16!

and the clamped and short-circuiting conditions on the bot-
tom surface of theM th layer have the form

C~M !50 in z52htot. ~17!

Equation ~10!, completed with the relevant continuity
and boundary conditions, is a quadratic differential eigen-
value, where the eigenvalue is proportional to the mode
propagation constantj. This equation, however, can be
turned into a linear problem by introducing an auxiliary un-
knownQ( i )52jC( i ). In terms of it, the differential system
~10! becomes
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2jQ2
~ i !Q~ i !2jQ1

~ i !
dC~ i !

dz
1Q0

~ i !C~ i !1Q0
z,z~ i !

d2C~ i !

dz2 50,

~18!

whereas the continuity~15! and boundary~16! conditions are
rewritten, respectively, as

P1
~ i !Q~ i !1P0

~ i !
dC~ i !

dz
5P1

~ i 11!Q~ i 11!1P0
~ i 11!

dC~ i 11!

dz

in z52d~ i !2h~ i !/2 ~19!

and

P1
~1!Q~1!1P0

~1!
dC~1!

dz
50 in z50. ~20!

B. Spectral elements method

Equation~18! is a differential equation with piecewise
constant coefficients, so that its solution can be obtained by
standard analytical techniques. In this way, the eigenvaluej
is computed by solving a complicated transcendental equa-
tion, which is obtained by setting to zero a suitable determi-
nant. This is the well-known transverse resonance technique.
The solutions of this equation are in general complex~also
for lossless media! and may be difficult to find. For this
reason, in this paper Eq.~18! is solved by the Lanczos
method,18 which allows the use of standard eigenvalue tech-
niques. The method consists in representing the unknowns
on a set of Legendre polynomials$Pn(r )%n50

Ni21 defined in the
interval r P@21,1# ~parent domain!. Each object domain is
uniformly mapped onto the parent domain by the mapping
function:

r 5
2

h~ i ! ~z1d~ i !!,

;zP@2d~ i !2h~ i !/2,2d~ i !1h~ i !/2#. ~21!

Hence, one writes each scalar component of the state vector
C( i ) in the parent domain as

C l
~ i !5 (

n50

Ni21

c l ,n
~ i ! Pn~r !, l 51,...,4. ~22!

By defining the vectorsbn
( i )5@c1,n

( i ) c2,n
( i ) c3,n

( i ) c4,n
( i ) #† we can

expressC( i ) andQ( i ) as

C~ i !5 (
n50

Ni21

bn
~ i !Pn~r !, Q~ i !5 (

n50

Ni21

cn
~ i !Pn~r !, ~23!

where

cn
~ i !52jbn

~ i ! . ~24!

The introduction of representation~23! in Eq. ~18! and the
projection on themth Legendre polynomial lead to the fol-
lowing linear algebraic system:

2jQ2
~ i ! (

n50

Ni21

cn
~ i !E

21

1

Pn~r !Pm~r !dr2
2j

h~ i ! Q1
~ i !

3 (
n50

Ni21

bn
~ i !E

21

1 dPn~r !

dr
Pm~r !dr

1Q0
~ i ! (

n50

Ni21

bn
~ i !E

21

1

Pn~r !Pm~r !dr1
4

h~ i !2 Q0
z,z~ i !

3 (
n50

Ni21

bn
~ i !E

21

1 d2Pn~r !

dr2 Pm~r !dr50 ~25!

; i 51,...,M and;m50,...,Ni23.
The projection integrals are analytically evaluated as

E
21

1

Pn~r !Pm~r !dr5H 2

2m11
, for n5m,

0, otherwise,

E
21

1 dPn~r !

dr
Pm~r !dr5H 12~21!~m1n!, for n>m11,

0, otherwise,
~26!

E
21

1 dPn
2~r !

d2r
Pm~r !dr

5H 1
2~12~21!~m1n11!!~n1m11!~n2m!,

for n>m12,

0, otherwise.

The total number of unknowns areNtot 58(i51
M Ni ,

whereas from Eqs.~24! and ~25! one obtains 4( i 51
M Ni

14( i 51
M (Ni22) scalar equations: the further 8M equations

are provided by the continuity and boundary conditions. In
fact, insertion of the representation~23! in the continuity
equations between thei th and (i 11)th layers, Eqs.~14! and
~19!, and evaluation inr 561 yields, respectively,

(
n50

Ni21

bn
~ i !Pn~21!5 (

n50

Ni 1121

bn
~ i 11!Pn~11! ~27!

and

P1
~ i ! (

n50

Ni 21

cn
~ i !Pn~21!1

2

h~ i ! P0
~ i ! (

n50

Ni21

bn
~ i !

dPn

dr
~21!

5Pi
~ i 11! (

n50

Ni 1121

cn
~ i 11!Pn~1!

1
2

h~ i 11! P0
~ i 11! (

n50

Ni 1121

bn
~ i 11!

dPn

dr
~1!. ~28!

In implementing them, account has to be taken of the values
of Legendre polynomials and their first derivatives at the
ends of the orthogonality interval@21, 11#,

Pn~61!5~61!n,
~29!

dPn

dr
~61!5~61!~n11!

n~n11!

2
.
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The same procedure applied to the boundary conditions~17!
and ~20! yields

(
n50

NM21

bn
~M !Pn~21!50 ~30!

and

P1
~1! (

n50

N121

cn
~1!Pn~1!1

2

h~1! P0
~1! (

n50

N121

bn
~1!

dPn

dr
~1!50.

~31!

If all the relevant equations are collected and the un-
knowns are arranged in the column vectorY

5@b1
(1)†

¯bNM

(M )†
c1

(1)†
¯cNM

(M )†
#†, a generalized eigenvalue

problem is obtained,

P•Y5lJ•Y, ~32!

where the eigenvaluesl’s are related to the propagation con-
stants of the modes vial5j. Furthermore, the acoustic
velocities are computed asV5v/j. The matrixJ is rank
deficient due to the fact that some boundary and continuity
conditions do not involvej. As a consequence, some eigen-
values may be infinite19 and, of course, do not correspond to
any physical solution.

C. Pseudospectral elements method

In integrated acousto-optical devices the only modes of
interest in a multilayered structure are those tightly confined
at the surface of the substrate (M th layer!, such as surface
acoustic waves. Therefore, in order to enhance the conver-
gence properties of the present method, it is convenient to
introduce a nonuniform mapping function for theM th layer:

r 5 f ~z! ;zP@2d~M !2h~M !/2,2d~M !1h~M !/2#. ~33!

The nonuniform mapping leads to a differential system in the
parent domain with variable coefficients. Indeed, Eq.~18! is
transformed in

2jQ2
~m!Q~M !2jQ1

~M !g~r !
dC~M !

dr
1Q0

~M !C~M !1Q0
z,z~M !

3S g~r !h~r !
dC~M !

dr
1g~r !2

d2C~M !

dr2 D 50, ~34!

where the following functions have been introduced:

g~r !5
dr

dz
, h~r !5

dg~r !

dr
. ~35!

By applying to Eq.~34! the same procedures of expan-
sion and projection adopted in the preceding section one ob-
tains

2jQ2
~M ! (

n50

NM21

cn
~M !E

21

1

Pn~r !Pm~r !dr2jQ1
~M ! (

n50

NM21

bn
~M !

3E
21

1

g~r !
dPn~r !

dr
Pm~r !dr

1Q0
~M ! (

n50

NM21

bn
~M !E

21

1

Pn~r !Pm~r !dr1Q0
z,z~M !

3 (
n50

NM21

bn
~M !S E

21

1

g~r !h~r !
dPn~r !

dr
Pm~r !dr

1E
21

1

g2~r !
d2Pn~r !

dr2 Pm~r !dr D 50, ~36!

;m50,...,NM23. The projection integrals involvingg(r )
and h(r ) are efficiently evaluated by a Gauss–Legendre
quadrature rule.

The nonuniform mapping does not change the boundary
condition~17! but it transforms the continuity condition~19!
between the (M21)th andM layers as follows:

P1
~M21! (

n50

NM2121

cn
~M21!Pn~21!1

2

h~M21! P0
~M21!

3 (
n50

NM2121

bn
~M21!

dPn

dr
~21!

5P1
~M ! (

n50

NM21

cn
~M !Pn~1!1g~1!P0

~M ! (
n50

NM21

bn
~M !

dPn

dr
~1!.

~37!

Various mapping transformations may be used to
achieve a better description of the modes decaying into the
substrate;20 in this paper the following rational mapping
function has been adopted:

r 5
2

h~M ! S 2a

~z1d~M !2b!
2g D ,

;zP@2d~M !2h~M !/2,2d~M !1h~M !/2#, ~38!

where

b5Aa1S h~M !

2 D 2

, g52S h~M !

2
1

a

S h~M !

2
2b D D , ~39!

and a is the main parameter controlling the nonlinearity of
the mapping transformation.

IV. RESULTS

A. Code validation and convergence analysis

The generalized eigenvalue problem~32! is imple-
mented in MATLAB21 using the routinespatarn.m based on
the Arnoldi’s algorithm with spectral transformation. This
routine enables to select the spectral rangej in which the
eigenvalue search is carried out and, then, it is very useful
when only few eigenvalues are required, i.e., the ones corre-
sponding to the modes tightly confined on the upper surface
of the substrate. As a validation of the code, a SiO2 /X–Y
LiNbO3 planar structure is analyzed via the present method
and via the transverse resonance technique.4,5 For all the ma-
terials the physical constants are taken from Ref. 17, apart
from LiNbO3, for which the data reported in Ref. 22 are
used. Figure 3 reports for both methods the SAW velocity
versus the thickness of the SiO2 layer, hSiO2

, at a fixed fre-
quency f 5170 MHz, that is a typical value of RF conver-
sion frequency in AO LiNbO3 devices. The PSEM computa-
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tion is carried out withN157, N2510, andhLiNbO3
5h(2)

51 mm. The mapping coefficient is set toa5lesth
(2),

where lest52p/(vsest) and sest50.27 ms/m. From this
analysis one can infer that the PSEM provides results that
agree with those obtained with the transverse resonance tech-
nique. Moreover, the maximum relative change ofVSAW for
hSiO2

P@0.1,2# mm with respect to the unloaded substrate is
about 0.3% as experimentally observed in Ref. 3. In com-
parison with the transverse resonance technique the present
method has the advantage of automatically providing all the
modes of the planar layered structure. Figure 4 shows the
velocity of all the modes decaying into the substrate versus
the thicknesshSiO2

. The lower curve is related to the funda-
mental mode of the structure, i.e., the SAW. This curve starts
at 3696 m/s forhSiO2

50 ~SAW velocity in X–Y LiNbO3)
and forhSiO2

>30mm reaches its asymptotic value of about

3411 m/s, corresponding to the SAW velocity in the SiO2

layer. The other curves starting atVbulk,QSV53940 m/s~cut-
off velocity of bulk waves with quasishear vertical polariza-
tion in X–Y LiNbO3) correspond to higher order modes.

The profiles of the field components, that are the elon-
gation componentsux , uy , uz and the electrical potentialF,
are readily obtained as linear combination of the expansion
functions, weights of which are the eigenvector elements.
The modal fields are normalized so that the associated power
~per unit length in they direction! equals 1 W. Figure 5
shows the field components of the SAW for a value of SiO2

thicknesshSiO2
55 mm. As it is expected, the SAW is preva-

lently polarized in the sagittal plane~xz! and the acoustical
and electrical fields are coupled via the piezoelectric effect in
theX–Y LiNbO3 substrate. In Fig. 6 the field components of
the SAW are reported forhSiO2

525mm. As the SiO2 thick-

FIG. 3. SAW velocityVSAW vs hSiO2
for a SiO2 /X–Y

LiNbO3 planar structure: PSEM~—!, transverse reso-
nance technique~s!.

FIG. 4. Mode velocityV vs hSiO2
for a SiO2 /X–Y

LiNbO3 planar structure.
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ness is increased the SAW gets more confined in the SiO2

layer and the electrical component decreases, since the film
layer is not piezoelectric. For this value ofhSiO2

, also another
mode with quasishear horizontal polarization decays into the
substrate and its fields components are plotted in Fig. 7.

The convergence properties and the influence of the
mapping function are illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows the
relative error onVSAW versus the number of Legendre poly-
nomialsN2 for the SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 planar structure. The
layers thickness arehSiO2

5h(1)55 mm and hLiNbO3
5h(2)

51 mm, andf 5170 MHz. The number of polynomials in
the SiO2 layer is set toN157 in order to assure a good
capability of representation of the fields inside it and two
values oflest are used corresponding tosest,050.2 ms/m and
sest,150.27 ms/m.

From this analysis one can note the exponential rate of
convergence of the PSEM and its remarkable dependence on
the mapping factor a. Furthermore, the relationa
5lesthz

(substrate)appears to be the best choice for the mapping
factor, even if it does not depend severely on the exact value
of sest. Therefore, one can infer that the introduction of a
correct mapping increases the capability of the method when
searching for solutions decaying into the substrate.

B. Metal ÕSiO2 SAWG’s

The developed and validated method can be applied to
investigate new types of SAWG’s for AO devices.

From Fig. 3 it is evident that the deposition of a;0.6
mm thick SiO2 layer overX–Y LiNbO3 produces a small

FIG. 5. Amplitude of the field components of a SAW in
a SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 planar structure withhSiO2

55 mm andhLiNbO3
51 mm: ux ~—!, uy ~¯!, uz ~-•-!,

F ~---!.

FIG. 6. Amplitude of the field components of a SAW in
a SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 planar structure withhSiO2

525mm andhLiNbO3
51 mm: ux ~—!, uy ~¯!, uz ~-•-!,

F ~---!.
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decrease ofVSAW, ;0.3%, comparable with that obtained
via Ti-indiffusion. Indeed, the new type of SAWG’s pro-
posed in Ref. 3 is based on a film of SiO2 doped with In2O3

compound. By changing the doping percentage the SAW ve-
locity may be controlled and values of relative change of
1 – 2 % are obtained. The variation ofVSAW is caused by
both the increased mass-loading effect and the partial short-
circuiting of the electrical potential due to the presence of In.
Therefore, it is interesting for AO applications to investigate
planar metal/SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 structures, in which the
metal is either Al, Ti, In, and Au. The range of thickness
values under investigation is related to fabrication feasibility
of the films. The results for Al and Au are reported in Figs. 9
and 10, respectively. Each figure shows the relative change
of SAW velocity, DVSAW, versus the SiO2 thickness,hSiO2

,

for different thickness of the metal. Besides, each plot re-
ports also the case in which the metallic film has no thick-
ness, i.e., no mass, and, therefore, induces only a change in
the electrical boundary conditions on the top surface of the
SiO2 layer. In all casesuDVSAWu increases whenhSiO2

ap-

proaches zero, because the metal film gets closer to the free
surface of theX–Y LiNbO3 substrate and this orientation of
LiNbO3 crystal is very sensible to the electrical boundary
condition. Increasing the thickness of the SiO2 layer provides
higher electrical insulation from the metal film, since SiO2 is
not a piezoelectric material and the electrical potential de-
cays exponentially away from the free surface ofX–Y
LiNbO3. On the other hand, for a fixed value ofhSiO2

the

SAW can be slowed down if a denser metal is used, such as

FIG. 7. Amplitude of the field components of the first
order mode in a SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 planar structure
with hSiO2

525mm and hLiNbO3
51 mm: ux ~—!, uy

~¯!, uz ~-•-!, F ~---!.

FIG. 8. Relative error onVSAW versus the number of
Legendre polynomialsN2 for different mappings in a
SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 planar structure withhSiO2

55 mm
and hLiNbO3

51 mm: no mapping~,!, mapping factor
a510lest,1hLiNbO3

~s!, mapping factor a
50.1lest,1hLiNbO3

~L!, mapping factora5lest,0hLiNbO3

~h!, mapping factora5lest,1hLiNbO3
~n!.
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Au or In. In this configuration of SAWG’s the SiO2 provides
only the necessary insulation to the optical waveguides from
the metal film in order to prevent additional optical losses,
whereas the mass-loading effect due to the metal film slows
down the SAW.23 By changing the metal and its thickness
one can control the mass-loading effect and, therefore, the
SAW velocity.

After the computation of theVSAW in the multilayered
structure, defining the core of the 3D strip guide, one can
apply the EIM to obtain the dispersion curves of the 3D
guide versus the strip widthWstrip. In Fig. 11 the dispersion
curves of a film-loaded Au/SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 SAWG for
different values ofhAu at f 5170 MHz are reported. The
SiO2 film has thicknesshSiO2

50.6mm. All the dispersion
curves start atVcl>3696 m, which is the value ofVSAW in

the unloadedX–Y LiNbO3 substrate. From this figure one
can state that at alreadyWstrip>30mm andhAu>60 nm one
obtains a single mode waveguide in which the fundamental
mode is strongly confined in the transverse direction. There-
fore, with this new type of SAWG’s both the scale of inte-
gration and the acousto-optical interaction is increased.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a method of analysis for film-loaded sur-
face acoustic waveguides based on the combination of the
effective index method and the pseudospectral elements
method has been reported. The method provides a flexible
and computationally efficient tool for the analysis of a vari-
ety of film-loaded SAWG’s. Interesting results have been

FIG. 9. Relative change on SAW velocity,DVSAW , vs
hSiO2

in an Al/SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 planar structure with
hLiNbO3

51 mm: hAl50 nm ~n!, hAl550 nm ~s!, hAl

5200 nm~h!, hAl5400 nm~L!.

FIG. 10. Relative change on SAW velocity,DVSAW vs
hSiO2

in an Au/SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 planar structure
with hLiNbO3

51 mm: hAu50 nm ~n!, hAu520 nm~s!,
hAu530 nm ~h!, hAu550 nm ~L!.
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obtained for metal/SiO2 /X–Y LiNbO3 SAWG’s, that are
very attractive structures for integrated AO components. The
velocity profile has been obtained by a pseudospectral
method instead of the classical matrix method. This is advan-
tageous because it avoids the solution of the transcendental
equation which is difficult to carry out automatically.

A further merit of this method is that it is not limited to
the determination of the SAW wave. It provides also the
propagation constants of all guided modes, an information
that is necessary for the solution of the stripe guide problem
by a more rigorous approach, such as the mode-matching
technique, described in Ref. 24.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix the expressions for the matrices intro-
duced in Eqs.~9!, ~10!, and~13! are reported

A5F 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0
G , F5F 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0
G , M5F 1

0
0
G , N5F 0

0
1
G ,

Q2
~ i !5F Ac~ i !A† vAe~ i !M

vM†e~ i !†
A† 2v2M†e~ i !M G , Q1

~ i !5F Ac~ i !F†1Fc~ i !A† vAe~ i !N1vFe~ i !M

vM†e~ i !†
F†1vN†e~ i !†

A† 2v2M†e~ i !N2v2N†e~ i !M G ,

Q0
~ i !5Fv2r~ i !I333 0331

0133 0131
G , Q0

z,z~ i !5F Fc~ i !F† vFe~ i !N

vN†e~ i !†
F† 2v2N†e~ i !NG ,

P1
~ i !5F 1

v
c~ i !~ @5,4,3#,:!A† e~@5,4,3#,:!M

e†~3,:!A† 2ve~3,:!M
G , P0

~ i !5F 1

v
c~ i !~ @5,4,3#,:!F† e~@5,4,3#,:!N

e†~3,:!F† 2ve~3,:!N
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Tube-wave propagation in a fluid-filled borehole generated
by a single point force applied to the surrounding formation
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Propagation of tube waves in an infinite fluid-filled borehole, generated by a single-force point
source placed in the elastic surrounding formation, is analyzed in the long-wave approximation.
Integral representations of the precise solution are obtained both for fast and slow formations. An
asymptotic analysis of tube-wave propagation in the fluid-filled borehole is performed on the basis
of these two integral representations. The complete asymptotic wave field in the borehole fluid for
a fast formation consists ofP andSVphases and the lowest eigenmode of the Stoneley wave~tube
wave!. For a slow formation the conical Stoneley wave~Mach wave! is generated. It appears only
behind the critical angle defined by the ratio of theS wave velocity in the formation to the
low-frequency Stoneley wave velocity and decays weakly with an offset. Asymptotic wave forms
are in good agreement with wave forms obtained by straightforward calculations. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1508781#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Rz, 43.40.Ph@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that tube-wave amplitude and travel-
time characteristics in a fluid-filled borehole carry important
information about properties of the surrounding formation.
Theoretical and experimental data show that both the veloc-
ity and quality factor of tube waves depend on the shear
modulus of the surrounding formation, permeabilities, and
porosities of permeable strata. Moreover, tube-wave phases
include information about all multiple reflections arising at
internal interfaces. Incident elastic waves in the surrounding
formation generate in a fluid-filled borehole bothP, SV, and
Stoneley waves. The last-named phase is the superposition of
tube-wave eigenmodes and consists of the lowest mode only
in the long-wave limit,1,2 when the wavelength exceeds es-
sentially the borehole radius.

Most of analytic results, which are not restricted by the
long-wave approximation, were obtained for tube waves in a
fluid-filled borehole generated by a point source placed in the
borehole interior. For simple geometries exact solutions can
be obtained by integral transforms as double integrals over
the horizontal slowness and frequency and can be investi-
gated numerically. A further analysis of the exact solution is
simplified significantly for the far field, when asymptotic
methods are valid. Thus, Lee and Balch3 investigated theo-
retically seismic wave radiation and tube-wave generation by
a pulse point source placed in the borehole interior. Their
asymptotic analysis was restricted by fast formations, when
the shear-wave velocity of the surrounding formation ex-
ceeds the tube-wave velocity. Mereditet al.4 demonstrated
that for a slow formation the conical Stoneley wave~Mach
wave! appears. They showed its wave front to be conical and
calculated aperture of the cone and its moveout velocity.
Penget al.5 found small absorption and dispersion correc-
tions for the conical Stoneley wave velocity in the low-
frequency limit from the exact dispersion equation.

The problem of tube-wave propagation generated by in-

cident elastic waves in the formation, in general, is rather
complicated. It can be significantly simplified in the seismic
wavelength range, when the long-wave approximation is
valid. Thus, White1 showed that incident plane elasticP or
SV waves propagating through fast formations do not excite
Stoneley waves in the long-wave limit. Thus, the complete
wave field in the borehole fluid consists ofP or SV waves
only. Shear elasticSH waves incident on a fluid-filled bore-
hole do not generate tube waves at all, because they do not
induce a volumetric change of the borehole fluid. Amplitudes
of P or SV responses in the borehole fluid are finite and do
not contain peculiarities for fast formations. In contrary, an
impermissible singularity in theSV wave amplitude arises at
some critical angle of incidence1,6 for slow formations. This
alludes to the fact that more sophisticated analysis is required
near the critical point.

Ionov and Maximov7 solved in the long-wave approxi-
mation the problem of tube-wave propagation generated by
an isotropic point source placed at some offset from the
fluid-filled borehole axis. As distinct from incident plane
elastic waves, the sphericalP wave, propagating through the
surrounding formation, induces not only theP wave in the
borehole fluid, but the tube wave as well. It is caused by a
nonzero curvature of the incident wave front.

Tube-wave propagation generated by a single-force
point source applied to the surrounding formation at some
offset from a fluid-filled borehole is considered in this work
in the long-wave approximation. The simplifying assumption
is made that the force vector is parallel to the borehole axis.
The reasoning behind this suggestion is the following. The
radiation problem from the single-force source has the axial
symmetry in the coordinate system, which vertical axis co-
incides with the force vector. Thus, the incident wave field
radiated by the source depends only on the vertical coordi-
nate along the borehole, because the radial coordinate~the
offset! is fixed. This simplifies considerably mathematical
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solution and analysis of 1D problem of tube-wave propaga-
tion in the borehole fluid.

In contrary, when the force vector and the borehole axis
are out-of-parallelism, the radiated wave field, being depen-
dent on the azimuth angle, invalidates the axial symmetry.8

Moreover,SH-polarized waves appear in addition toP and
SV waves.

It should be pointed out that vertical seismic vibrators
and pulse radiators used for sounding of geological forma-
tions are very common in exploration seismology.1,9 Thus,
the problem solved in this paper can be feasible for problems
of borehole seismics, because tube-wave amplitudes and
wave forms give valuable information about acoustic param-
eters of the surrounding formation.

Our work focuses on asymptotic analysis of tube waves
arising in the problem. The treatment of the problem is pre-
sented in Sec. II. Definition of the effective stress at the
borehole axis induced by elastic waves radiated by the
single-force point source is fulfilled in Sec. III. Precise inte-
gral representations of the solution convenient for asymptotic
tube-wave analysis both for fast and slow formations are
derived in Secs. IV A and IV B. The asymptotic analysis of
tube-wave phases is performed in Secs. V A and V B. Com-
parison of wave forms obtained with the aid of asymptotic
formulas and straightforward calculations both for fast and
slow formations is presented in Sec. VI.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Propagation of tube waves in the long-wave approxima-
tion l@b ~where l is the wavelength,b is the borehole
radius! through a fluid-filled borehole embedded in an elastic
formation is governed by the wave equation1,10

]2P

]z2 2
1

ctw
2

]2P

]t2 5
2r f

E

]2seff
inc

]t2 . ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, P is the dynamic borehole fluid pressure,ctw

is the low-frequency Stoneley wave velocity,1 r f is the fluid
density,E is the Young modulus of the surrounding forma-
tion, z is the vertical coordinate along the borehole. The
incident effective stress at the borehole axisseff

inc is expressed
via components of the stress tensors i j

inc in cylindrical coor-
dinates as

seff
inc5s rr

inc1sff
inc 2nszz

inc , ~2!

wheren is the Poisson ratio.
Tube-wave propagation, generated by the single point

force f5F(t)d(r )ez applied to an isotropic, purely elastic,
homogeneous formation at some offsetr from the fluid-filled
borehole, is investigated in this work. It is assumed that the
surrounding formation and the fluid-filled borehole are of
infinite extent. Hereez is the unit vector along the borehole
axis, d(r ) is the Dirac delta function,F(t) is the seismic
source function,r is the radius vector.

Geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. To solve
the problem, it is necessary to define the effective stressseff

inc

at the borehole axis generated by the single-force point
source. The required solution of Eq.~1! must obey Sommer-
feld’s radiation conditions at infinityz→6`.

III. EFFECTIVE STRESSES AT THE BOREHOLE AXIS
FROM A SINGLE-FORCE POINT SOURCE

Propagation of elastic waves is defined by the equation
of dynamic theory of elasticity7

]2u

]t2 5a2
“ div u2b2 rotrotu1f/rs, ~3!

in which a andb are longitudinal and shear wave velocities,
respectively, in the elastic formation,rs is the density of the
elastic medium,u is the displacement. It is convenient to
solve Eq.~3! through the scalarf and vectorc potentials
defined asu5“f1rotc. In this case it is necessary to rep-
resent the single-force point sourcevia Helmholtz potentials
F andC as f5“F1rotC. The vector potentialsc andC
satisfy the gauge conditions:11 div c50, divC50. The pro-
cedure is described in detail by Aki and Richards.11 The re-
sult for the vertical force is given by

F52
F~ t !

4p

]

]z S 1

RD , C5
F~ t !

4p
rotS ez

RD , ~4!

whereR5ur u is the distance from the source point.
Substitution of the displacement and force potentials~4!

in Eq. ~3! leads to a vector partial differential equation, in-
volving both scalar and vector potentials. Successive appli-
cation of the divergence and curl operators to the equation
gives separate equations for the vector and scalar potentials.
Elimination of the Laplace operatorD according to the Lame´
theorem11 leads to the inhomogeneous wave equations

]2f

]t2 2a2Df52
F~ t !

4prs

]

]z S 1

RD ,

~5!
]2c

]t2 2b2Dc5
F~ t !

4prsR
.

The well-known equation11 of the vector analysis“ div B
5DB1rotrotB is used at derivation of Eqs.~5!, whereB is
an arbitrary vector. The vector displacement potential in Eqs.
~5! has only one nonzero component due to the axial sym-
metry of the problem.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem.
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It is easy to see that the sources in the right-hand sides
of Eqs. ~5! are spatially nonlocal. Let’s apply the Laplace
operator to eliminate this nonlocality from Eqs.~5!. This
leads to wave equations for valuesf05Df andc05Dc,

]2f0

]t2 2a2Df05
F~ t !

rs

]

]z
d~r !,

~6!
]2c0

]t2 2b2Dc052
F~ t !

rs
d~r !.

The well-known equalityD(1/R)524pd(r ) is used in
Eq. ~6!.

Equations~6! can be solved using integral transforms. It
is convenient to find the solution in cylindrical coordinates
(r ,z). After making the double Fourier transform with re-
spect to timet and the vertical coordinatez, and the Hankel
transform of zero order over the radial coordinater ,

Hf0~p,a,v!

c0~p,a,v! J 5E
2`

1`E
2`

1`

dt dzexp~ ivaz2 ivt !E
0

`

r dr

3J0~vpr !Hf0~r ,z,t !
c0~r ,z,t ! J ⇔ Hf0~r ,z,t !

c0~r ,z,t ! J
5

1

~2p!2 E
2`

1`E
2`

1`

v2 dv da

3exp~2 ivaz1 ivt !E
0

`

p dp J0~vpr !

3 Hf0~p,a,v!

c0~p,a,v! J , ~7!

whereJ0(x) is the Bessel function of zero order, the solution
of Eqs.~6! is given by

f0~p,a,v!52
iF ~v!

2prsva2

a

a22z2~p!
,

~8!

c0~p,a,v!52
F~v!

2prsv
2b2

1

a22h2~p!
.

In Eqs. ~8! p is the horizontal slowness,z(p)
56Aa222p2 and h(p)56Ab222p2 are the verticalP
wave andS wave slowness, respectively. The parametera is
related with the vertical wave numberkz asa5kz /v.

Integrals over the variablea can be easily evaluated as
residues in the poles of the integrands in Eqs.~8!. The only
one pole, satisfying the Sommerfeld’s condition, contributes
to each integral. This leads to the result forf0 andc0 ,

f0~r ,z,v!52
F~v!v2

4prsa
2 sgn~z!E

0

`

p dp J0~vpr !

3exp~2 ivz~p!uzu!,
~9!

c0~r ,z,v!52
F~v!v

4prsb
2 E

0

` p dp

ih~p!
J0~vpr !

3exp~2 ivh~p!uzu!,

where sgn(x) is the sign function.

Taking into account Eqs.~9!, the final result forf andc
is given by

f~r ,z,v!5
F~v!

4prs
sgn~z!E

0

`

dp pJ0~vpr !

3exp~2 ivz~p!uzu!1
F~v!

4prsv
2

]

]z S 1

RD ,

~10!

c~r ,z,v!5
F~v!

4prs
E

0

`

dp
p

ivh~p!
J0~vpr !

3exp~2 ivh~p!uzu!2
F~v!

4prsv
2R

.

It is easy to see from Eqs.~10!, that the scalar potentialf is
antisymmetric and the vector onec is symmetric with re-
spect to the vertical coordinate. It follows also from the sym-
metry of Eqs.~5!.

Finally, the incident effective stressseff
inc at the borehole

axis, located at an offsetr from the source point, is derived
from Eqs.~10!,

seff
inc~r ,z,v!52

v2F~v!

4prs
E sgn~z!E

0

`

dp pJ0~vpr !

3@~p21b22/22a22!exp~2 ivz~p!uzu!

2p2 exp~2 ivh~p!uzu!#. ~11!

This expression should be used further as a disturbing force
at the right-hand side of Eq.~1! to model propagation of tube
waves in a fluid-filled borehole.

IV. PRECISE SOLUTION OF TUBE-WAVE EQUATION
BY INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS

A. Representation through an integral over the
horizontal slowness

Let’s perform the double Fourier transform of Eq.~1! in
the (t,z) domain. This leads to the solution of Eq.~1! for the
dynamic pressure in the (v,k) domain

P~r ,k,v!5
2r f

E

v2seff
inc~r ,k,v!

k22v2/ctw
2 . ~12!

This solution is as yet formal, because bypass rules of the
poles in Eq.~12! are not determined. Moreover, it is neces-
sary to evaluate the Fourier transform of the effective stress
seff

inc given by Eq.~11! over the vertical coordinatez to write
the required solution explicitly. It follows from Eq.~11! that
this procedure involves integrals over the vertical coordinate
of the kind

E
2`

1`

dzexp~ ikz!sgn~z!exp~2 ivz~p!uzu!5
2ik

k22v2z2~p!
.

~13!

These integrals can be evaluated using the principle of ulti-
mate absorption.11 Thus, the Fourier transform of the effec-
tive stressseff

inc is given by
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seff
inc~r ,k,v!52

v2F~v!ik

2prs
E

0

`

p dp J0~vpr !

3Fp21b22/22a22

k22v2z2~p!
2

p2

k22v2h2~p!G .
~14!

Substitution of Eq.~14! into Eq. ~12! gives the formal solu-
tion of Eq. ~1!. Further manipulations involve evaluation of
inverse Fourier transforms with respect to the vertical tube-
wave wave numberk. Thus, the following integrals have to
be evaluated:

I 5E
2`

1` ik exp~2 ikz!dk

~k22v2z2~p!!~k22v2/ctw
2 !

. ~15!

The Jordan’s lemma and residue theorem can be applied to
evaluate such integrals overk. The integration contour and

location of poles in the casez.0 are shown in Fig. 2. In-
versely, path integration forz,0 has to be performed in the
upperk plane. The principle of ultimate absorption is used to
shift poles away from the real axis.11 It is easy to see, that
this principle leads to a shift of the polesk151vz andk2

51v/ctw (v.0) in the lower half-plane Imk,0. There-
with, other two polesk352vz and k452v/ctw (v.0)
are shifted in the upper half-plane Imk.0. The procedure of
contour integration leads to the resultant integral

I 5
p

v2

sgn~z!

ctw
222z2~p!

@exp~2 ivuzu/ctw!2exp~2 ivz~p!uzu!#.

~16!

Evaluations for the second term in Eq.~14! are quite
analogous, so the precise solution of Eq.~1! is

P~r ,z,v!52
v2F~v!

2p

r f

rs
sgn~z!H expS 2

ivuzu
ctw

D E
0

`

p dp J0~vpr !Fp21b22/22a22

p21ctw
222a22 2

p2

p21ctw
222b22G

1E
0

`

p dp J0~vpr !Fp21b22/22a22

p21ctw
222a22 exp(2 ivzuzu)2

p2

p21ctw
222b22 exp(2 ivhuzu)G J . ~17!

Because the relationsJ0(x)5@H0
(1)(x)1H0

(2)(x)#/2 andH0
(2)(2x)52H0

(1)(x) hold, whereHm
(1,2)(x) are Hankel functions of

the first and second kind of orderm, the resultant solution can be written as an integral over the realp axis

P~r ,z,v!5I 11I 252
v2F~v!

4p

r f

rs
sgn~z!H expS 2

ivuzu
ctw

D E
2`

1`

p dp H0
(2)~vpr !Fp21b22/22a22

p21ctw
222a22 2

p2

p21ctw
222b22G

1E
2`

1`

p dp H0
(2)~vpr !Fp21b22/22b22

p21ctw
222a22 exp~2 ivzuzu!2

p2

p21ctw
222b22 exp~2 ivhuzu!G J . ~18!

In Eq. ~18! I 1 andI 2 designate corresponding integral terms,
the first one is proportional to exp(2ivuzu/ctw). A superscript
will be used to mark internal terms inI 1 and I 2 in the order
corresponding to Eq.~18!.

This integral representation of the exact solution is con-
venient for asymptotic evaluation of tube-wave propagation
in fast formations, when the shear velocity exceeds the fun-
damental Stoneley wave velocity. Another representation of
the exact solution, suitable for asymptotic tube-wave analy-
sis in slow formations, is presented in Sec. IV B.

B. Representation through path integrals along edges
of the cuts of z„p … and h„p … functions in the
complex p plane

Equation~18! consists of two terms. The first termI 1 is
an analytic function in the whole complexp plane cut along
the negative real semiaxis. It can be evaluated precisely in
the complexp plane using the residue theorem.

Taking into account asymptotic behavior of the Hankel
function at large values of its argumentH0

(2)(w)
→A2/(pw) exp(2iw1ip/4), we have to complete the inte-
gration path along a large semicircle in the lower complex
half-plane Imp,0, where exponential decay of the integrand

proportional to exp(2ivpr)5exp(2ivr(Rep1i Im p))
;exp(1vr Im p) occurs. Then, the first integralI 1 in Eq.
~18! reduces to residues at the simple poles
p152 iActw

222a22 and p352 iActw
222b22. This leads to

the result

PRes5I 1
(1)1I 1

(2)5
iv2F~v!

4

r f

rs
expS 2

ivuzu
ctw

D sgn~z!

3F S 1

2b2 2
1

ctw
2 DH0

(2)~2 ivActw
222a22r !

1S 1

ctw
2 2

1

b2DH0
(2)~2 ivActw

222b22r !G .
~19!

Note, that for slow formations, whenctw.b, the poles
p3,457 iActw

222b2256Ab222ctw
22 lay at the real axis and

have different signs. The principle of ultimate absorption dic-
tates the positive and negative pole to be shifted to the lower
and upper half-plane, respectively. So, only the residue in the
positive pole contributes to the integralI 1 .
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The second termI 2 in Eq. ~18! is transformed in a more
sophisticated manner. To perform further transformations in
the complexp plane, for example, inI 2

(1) , it is necessary to
apply the conditions Imp,0 and Imz(p),0. Thus, the com-
plex p plane has to be cut to distinguish the branch Imz(p)
,0. According to the principle of ultimate absorption11 a21

has to be replaced bya212 i« («.0) in theP wave vertical
slownessz(p)5Aa222p2 to obtain

~Rez1 i Im z!25~a212 i«!22~Rep1 i Im p!2. ~20!

Separation of real and imaginary parts in Eq.~20! results in
the system

~Rez!22~ Im z!25a222«22~Rep!21~ Im p!2,
~21!

Rez•Im z52«/a2Rep•Im p.

Because the cut is defined by the condition Imz50, the hy-
perbolic equation for the cut in the complexp plane follows
from the second equality in Eq.~21!,

Rep•Im p52«/a. ~22!

At «→0 the cut consists of the imaginary semiaxis (Imp
,0, Rep50) and the intercept (2a21,Rep,0, Imp50).
Note, that function Rez(p) is subject to discontinuity in mov-
ing from the upper edge of the cut to the lower one. Thus, the
integration path of the first termI 2

(1) in Eq. ~18! along the
real axis can be transformed into the integration contour in
the complexp plane shown in Fig. 3. The latter consists of
the real axis, upper and lower edges of the cut, and a large
semicircle in the lower complex halfp plane. The integrand
is an everywhere analytic function inside the domain
bounded by this contour except for the simple polep1

52 iActw
222a22.

According to the residue theorem, the integral along the
path shown in Fig. 3 can be evaluated as

I 2
(1)1E

cut1

dp¯1E
ù

dp¯

522p i Res1~p152 iActw
222a22!, ~23!

where *cut1
dp¯ is the path integral along the upper and

lower edges of the cut ofz(p), *ùdp¯ is the path integral
along a large semicircle in the lower complex halfp plane,

Res1(p152 iActw
222a22) is the residue ofI 2

(1) in the pole
p1 . Taking into account that*ùdp¯→0 and the equality

2p i Res1~p152 iActw
222a22!

5
iv2F~v!

4

r f

rs
sgn~z!S 1

2b2 2
1

ctw
2 D

3H0
(2)~2 iActw

222a22vr !expS 2
ivuzu
ctw

D5I 1
(1) , ~24!

the summary integralI 1
(1)1I 2

(1) can be represented as the
path integral along edges of the cut for functionz(p)

I 1
(1)1I 2

(1)52E
cut1

dp¯ . ~25!

The second termI 2
(2) in I 2 is transformed quite analo-

gous along the cut for theS wave vertical slownessh(p) in
the complexp plane. The summarized result is

P~r ,z,v!5I 11I 25I 1
(1)1I 1

(2)1I 2
(1)1I 2

(2)

52E
cut1

dp¯2E
cut2

dp¯ . ~26!

Change of integration variablesp→z and p→h→z in the
path integrals in Eq.~26! leads to

P~r ,z,v!5
v2F~v!

4p

r f

rs
sgn~z!E

2`

1` zdz

ctw
222z2 exp~2 ivzuzu!

3@~b22/22z2!H0
(2)~Aa222z2vr !

2~b222z2!H0
(2)~Ab222z2vr !#. ~27!

It follows from Eq. ~27! that the integrand has pole singu-
larities at the integration path. Their contribution to the inte-
gral value can be separated by expansion of the integrand
denominator in Eq.~27! into partial fractions and using the
principle of ultimate absorptionctw

21→ctw
212 i«(«.0). Tak-

ing into account that the well-known equalities12 hold

FIG. 2. The integration path in the complex wave numberk plane.
FIG. 3. The integration path along with cuts and poles in the complex
horizontal slownessp plane. The real part of the vertical slowness Rez(p) is
discontinuous at passing through the cut.
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1

z6ctw
21 → 1

z6ctw
217 i«

5v.p.
1

z6ctw
21 6 ipd~z6ctw

21!, ~28!

where v.p. designates a Cauchy principle-value integral, the desired integral representation of the solution is obtained by
combining Eq.~27! and Eq.~28! and after some transformations can be presented as

P~r ,z,v!5
v2F~v!

4p

r f

rs
sgn~z!v.p.E

2`

1` z dz

ctw
222z2 exp~2 ivzuzu!@~b22/22z2!H0

(2)~Aa222z2vr !

2~b222z2!H0
(2)~Ab222z2vr !#2

v2F~v!

4p

r f

rs
sgn~z!@exp~2 ivuzu/ctw!2exp~1 ivuzu/ctw!#

3F ~b22/22ctw
22!K0~vActw

222a22r !1
p i

2
~b222ctw

22!H0
(2)~vAb222ctw

22r !G , ~29!

whereK0(x)52 ipH0
(2)(2 ix)/2 is the Macdonald function

of zero order of a real variablex.
Both representations given by Eq.~18! and Eq.~29! are

equivalent. The latter is suitable to find tube-wave asymptot-
ics in slow formations.

V. ASYMPTOTIC FAR-FIELD ANALYSIS OF TUBE-
WAVE PROPAGATION IN FAST AND SLOW
FORMATIONS

A. Fast formations

It is essential to distinguish tube-wave propagation in
fast (b.ctw) and slow (b,ctw) formations. AsymptoticP
andSV wave forms generated by a single-force point source
in a fluid-filled borehole, embedded in a fast formation, can
be found by the method of stationary phase13 applied to the
second integral termI 2 in Eq. ~18!. The first and second
items in I 2 describe asymptoticallyP and SV wave propa-
gation, respectively. The procedure of their evaluation is
quite analogous, so we consider it for theP wave only.

Taking into account the asymptotics of the Hankel func-
tion at great arguments, the following expression for the
phase of the integrand is obtained:

q~p!52 iv~pr1z~p!uzu!. ~30!

The stationary point is determined by the stationary-phase
conditiondq/dp50, which leads to

p0~r /R!5r /~aR!5sing/a, ~31!

where sing5r/R. After expansion of the phaseq(z) in Tay-
lor series near the stationary point up to the second order and
then integration of the resultant integrand over the slowness,
the P wave asymptotics contributed by the incidentP wave
is derived

PP~r ,z,v!5
v2F~v!

4p

r f

rs
sgn~z!E

2`

1`

p dp
p21b22/22a22

p21ctw
222a22

3exp~2 ivzuzu!H0
(2)~vpr !

→ ivF~v!

4p

r f

rs
sgn~z!

3cosg
~b2222b22 cos2 g!

~ctw
222a22 cos2 g!

exp~2 ivR/a!

aR
.

~32!

The final asymptotic solution for theP1SV wave is ob-
tained by adding together theP wave acoustic pressure given
by Eq. ~32! with the similar result for theS wave

PP1SV5
r f

rs

sgn~z!

4p

cosg

R

3F ~b2222b22 cos2 g!

~ctw
222a22 cos2 g!

Ḟ~ t2R/a!

a

2
2b22 sin2 g

~ctw
222b22 cos2 g!

Ḟ~ t2R/b!

b G . ~33!

It follows from Eq. ~33! that wave forms and travel times of
the P andSV waves in the borehole fluid coincide with such
ones forP and SV elastic waves in a fast formation. Their
amplitudes decay asR21. Amplitudes of theP and SV
waves are free of singularity, because the Stoneley wave ve-
locity obeys the conditionctw,b,a.

Taking into account analytic features of the integrand in
the first integralI 1 in Eq. ~18!, it can be reduced to residues
at the simple poles p152 iActw

222a22 and p3

52 iActw
222b22. Straightforward calculations for the

Stoneley wave lead to

PSt~r ,z,v!5PP
St1PSV

St

52
v2F~v!

2p

r f

rs
sgn~z!expS 2

ivuzu
ctw

D
3H S 1

2b2 2
1

ctw
2 DK0~vActw

222a22r !

2S 1

b2 2
1

ctw
2 DK0~vActw

222b22r !J . ~34!
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It follows from Eq. ~34! that the Stoneley wavePSt has its
own internal structure due to contribution of the longitudinal
wavePP

St and the shear wavePSV
St . The complete asymptotic

wave fieldPP1SV1PSt in the fluid-filled borehole embedded
in a fast formation is given by the sum of Eq.~33! and Eq.
~34!. Analysis of the Stoneley wave form given by Eq.~34!
shows, that in the case when the signal durationT is small as
compared with the widthActw

222a22r , its amplitude de-
creases proportional tor 23 and its duration is determined by
this width. In the reverse limiting case, whenT
@Actw

222b22r , its amplitude decays asr 21.

B. Slow formations

The SV wave amplitude in a slow formation (b,ctw)
described by the second term in Eq.~33! becomes singular at
the critical point given by

cosgc56b/ctw , ~35a!

or, equivalently, by the condition

zc56r /Actw
2 /b21. ~35b!

This peculiarity was intimated repeatedly by White,1 Peng
et al.,6 and other researchers.

This SV wave singularity at the critical point is not sur-
prising, because the standard stationary-phase method does
not lead to the correct result in this case. The reason is that
the stationary-phase point~or the saddle point! coincides
with the simple pole of the integrand as pointed out by
Fedoryuk14 and Petrashen.15

In fact, there is no singularity forSVwave at the critical
point. However, its appearance is not accidental for a slow
formation. For fast formations the apparent velocity of the
incident shear wave along the borehole is always greater than
the low-frequency Stoneley wave velocity. Otherwise, for a
slow formation only the limited borehole section (uzu,zc)
exists, where this statement is true, because the Stoneley
wave velocity exceeds the moveout shear velocity atuzu
.zc .

The method of stationary phase has to be modified to
evaluate the asymptotic behavior of theSV wave near the
critical point. The SV wave contribution to the complete
wave field in the fluid-filled borehole is proportional to the
second integral term in Eq.~29!,

I SV5v.p.E
2`

1` zdz

~ctw
222z2!

~b222z2!exp~2 ivzuzu!

3H0
(2)~vA1/b22z2r !. ~36!

Taking into account the asymptotic behavior of the Hankel
function, the stationary point of the phaseqSV(z)
52 iv(zuzu1Ab222z2r ) in this integrand is given by

z0
SV5uzu/~bR!5cosg/b. ~37!

After expansion of the phase near the critical point in Taylor
series up to the second order the considered integral can be
asymptotically transformed to

I SV→2A 2

pvr

z0
SV~b222~z0

SV!2!3/4

~ctw
211z0

SV!
expS 2

ivR

b
1

ip

4 D
3I ~d,s!, ~38!

where

I ~d,s!5v.p.E
2`

1` dx

x2d
exp~ isx2!,

d5b/ctw2cosg, s5vR3/~2br 2!.

Equation~38! contains the Cauchy principle-value inte-
gral I (d,s). This integral can be expressedvia the Fresnel
integrals16 C(x) andS(x). Thus, the expression for theSV
wave near the critical point is

PSV5
iv3/2F~v!

2A2p

r f

rs
sgn~z!

z0
SV~b222~z0

SV!2!3/4

Ar ~ctw
211z0

SV!

3expS 2
ivR

b
1

ip

4
1 isd2D

3H 2sgn~d!1&FexpS ip

4 DCSA2s

p
d D

1expS 2
ip

4 DSSA2s

p
d D G J . ~39!

Taking into account the asymptotic behavior16 of the Fresnel
integrals C(x) and S(x), so that I (d,s)
→2(p/s)1/2exp(ip/4)/d, Eq. ~39! can be transformed to
the standard WKBJ13 result atd@s21/2 for the SV wave
given by the second term in Eq.~33!.

In addition to the stationary pointz0
SV, the pole singu-

larities atz56ctw
21 contribute to the integral given by Eq.

~36!. After decomposition of the denominator in Eq.~36! on
partial fractions, replacement of the Hankel function by its
asymptotics at great arguments and the change of variables
z6ctw

21→x in corresponding integrals, the result is

I SV
pol5

ctw

2
A 2

pvr
expS ip

4 D F2v.p.E
2`

1` dx

x
f 1~x!

3exp@ ivS1~x!#1v.p.E
2`

1` dx

x

3 f 2~x!exp@ ivS2~x!#G , ~40!

where functionsf i and phasesSi ( i 51,2) are given by

f 1~x!5~ctw
211x!@b222~ctw

211x!2#3/4,

f 2~x!5~2ctw
211x!@b222~2ctw

211x!2#3/4,
~41!

S1~x!52@~ctw
211x!uzu1Ab222~ctw

211x!2r #,

S2~x!52@~2ctw
211x!uzu1Ab222~2ctw

211x!2r #.
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Asymptotic evaluation of such integrals is considered in de-
tail by Fedoryuk.14 Their asymptotic behavior atv→` is
governed by a local value of the first derivativeS8(0). If
S8(0)Þ0, the result is

v.p.E
2`

1` dx

x
f ~x!exp@ ivS~x!#

→ ip f ~0!exp@ ivS~0!#sgn@S8~0!#. ~42!

It can easily be shown that the equality sgn@S8(0)#521 holds
invariably. However, the valueS18(0) changes its sign in
passing through the critical point

S18~0!5uzcu2uzu. ~43!

Taking into account the above mentioned, the contribution of
the poles can be written as

2
v2F~v!

4p

r f

rs
sgn~z!I SV

pol

→ iv2F~v!

4A2pvr

r f

rs
sgn~z!~b222ctw

22!3/4

3expS 2 ivAb222ctw
22r 1

ip

4 D
3FexpS 2

ivuzu
ctw

D sgn~ uzcu2uzu!2expS ivuzu
ctw

D G . ~44!

Summation of Eq.~44! and the pole terms in Eq.~29! leads
to the final result for the partial Stoneley wavePSV

St contrib-
uted by the incidentSV wave in a slow formation

PSV
St → iv2F~v!

4A2pvr

r f

rs
sgn~z!@sgn~ uzcu2uzu!21#

3~b222ctw
22!3/4

3exp~2 iv~Ab222ctw
22r 1uzu/ctw!1 ip/4!.

~45!

Thus, the Stoneley wavePSV
St exists only in the post-critical

regionuzu.uzcu. This statement has been proved in the strict
sense only asymptotically atl!r . However, straightforward
calculations made in Sec. VI for slow formations show the
truth of this statement in a wide range of the ratiol/r . The
conic Stoneley wave amplitude decays with an offset rather
slowly (r 21/2) as compared to thePP

St amplitude (r 23).
It follows from Eq. ~45!, that the wave front of the

Stoneley wavePSV
St is a cone with a vertex laying at the axis

passing through the source and parallel to the borehole:

z56Actw
2 /b221r 1C.

Hence, it is a conical wave or Mach wave. It will be referred
further in this work as the conical Stoneley wave.

It would be reasonable to make the following remark.
Penget al.5 solved the problem about tube-wave propagation
in a fluid-filled borehole generated by a source placed in the
borehole interior. It was assumed the ratiol/r to be arbi-
trary. They obtained the asymptotic speed for the conical
Stoneley wave in the long-wave approximation, when the
wavelengthl is much greater than the borehole radiusb. It
was shown for a slow formation, when the conditionb
,ctw holds, that the speed of the conical Stoneley wave has
additional terms of the order (b/l)2!1 in the long-wave
approximation. The imaginary and real additives to the speed
of the conical Stoneley wave describe absorption and disper-
sion, respectively. It should be emphasized that in the ap-
proach considered here these additives are precisely equal to
zero. Estimates show that for small enough values of the
ratio b/l, characteristic for the most part of applied seismic
problems, the integral influence due to absorption and dis-
persion on the conical Stoneley tube wave is negligible.
However, these effects for a fluid-filled borehole of infinite
extent lead at large distances to distortion and decay of the
conical Stoneley wave. Note, that the absorption and disper-
sion can be introduced explicitly in the Fourier analog of Eq.
~1! through the low-frequency limit1 of the Stoneley wave
velocity.

Asymptotic expressions obtained for theP wave and the
partial contributionPP

St to the Stoneley wave for a fast for-
mation are also valid for a slow formation.

VI. ASYMPTOTIC AND STRAIGHTFORWARD
NUMERICAL MODELING OF TUBE-WAVE
PROPAGATION

The straightforward solution of the problem as a super-
position of delayed tube waves, generated by incident elastic
waves in the surrounding formation, was obtained by White.1

In a slightly different form it can be written as10

P~r ,z,t !52
r fctw

E E
2`

1`

dz8
]

]t Fseff
incS r ,z8,t2

uz2z8u
ctw

D G .
~46!

Cumbersome, but straightforward evaluations for the single-
force point source based on Eq.~11! and the Sommerfeld’s
representation of a spherical wave as a superposition of cy-
lindrical waves lead to

]seff
inc~r ,z,t !

]t
52

E cosg

4prs
H F 1

2b2 2
cos2 g

a2 G F̈~ t2R/a!

aR
2

~12cos2 g!

b3R
F̈~ t2R/b!1F 1

2b2 1
3~122 cos2 g!

a2 G Ḟ~ t2R/a!

R2

1
2~3 cos2 g22!

b2R2 Ḟ~ t2R/b!1
3~325 cos2 g!

R3 FF~ t2R/a!

a
2

F~ t2R/b!

b
1

1

R E
t2R/b

t2R/a

F~t!dtG J , ~47!
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where a dot over a letter designates differentiation with re-
spect to time.

Results of modeling of tube-wave propagation generated
by the single-force point source in a fluid-filled borehole are
presented in this section. Calculations were performed both
on the base of asymptotic formulas derived in Sec. V and the
straightforward integral representation in the form of re-
tarded potentials given by Eqs.~46! and ~47!. We adhere to

the following notations for tube-wave phases:P andSV de-
note P and SV waves in the borehole fluid, the Stoneley
wave corresponding toPSt5PP

St1PSV
St is designated asT

5TP1TSV. If required, the partial additives in the Stoneley
wave are designated separately.

The seismic source function is chosen in the formF(t)
5At exp(2pf0t)sin(2pf0t)Q(t), where Q(t) denotes the
Heaviside unit step function. The normalizing factorA is

FIG. 4. Pressure wave forms in the fluid-filled borehole generated by a single-force point source. Solid line, straightforward calculations; dashed line,
asymptotic solution. Sketches~a! and~b! correspond to the fast formation with acoustic parametersa55000 m/s,b53000 m/s. Sketches~c!, ~d!, ~e!, and~f!
correspond to the slow formation with acoustic parametersa51440 m/s,b5780 m/s; wave forms~c! and~d! are calculated for a subcritical distance, wave
forms ~e! and~f! are calculated for post-critical distances. The ratio between the dominant wavelength and the offsetl/r .1 for ~b!, ~d!, ~f!, andl/r ,1 for
~a!, ~c!, ~e!. ~a! Wave forms atr 520 m, z5100 m, f 05100 Hz; ~b! wave forms atr 5100 m, z5100 m, f 05100 Hz; ~c! wave forms atr 520 m, z
5100 m, f 0550 Hz; ~d! wave forms atr 530 m, z5100 m, f 05100 Hz; ~e! wave forms atr 520 m, z520 m, f 0550 Hz; ~f! wave forms atr 530 m,
z520 m, f 05100 Hz.
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supposed to be equal to unity throughout all calculations.
Results of calculations made on the base of these two

approaches both in a fast and slow formation are shown in
Fig. 4. Numerical tube-wave modeling for a slow formation
is fulfilled in both subcritical and post-critical regions. The
ratiol/r is also varied in the set of calculations, being less or
more than unity by several times. Though asymptotic formu-
las obtained in Sec. V are formally valid only in the case
l/r !1, an analysis of wave forms shows that these two
approaches lead to very similar results in a wide range of the
ratio.

Synthetics of the dynamic pressure in a fluid-filled bore-
hole embedded in a fast formation are shown in Fig. 5. Re-
ceivers are distributed equidistantly through each 2 m from 0
m up to 100 m. The borehole is filled with water of the
densityr f51000 kg/m3 and the sound speedcf51600 m/s.
Three phases are clearly visualized in Fig. 5:P and SV
waves, and the Stoneley wave. These phases are not distin-
guished separately at small vertical distances along the bore-
hole axis, but they can be easily identified at long distances.

The lower part of seismic traces shown in Fig. 5 is pre-
sented on a fourfold enlarged amplitude scale, because theP
and SV wave amplitudes decrease due to a geometrical de-
cay. As observed in Fig. 5, the amplitude of the Stoneley
wave, being free of any geometrical decay, becomes compa-
rable at some distance withP andSV wave amplitudes. At
longer distances the Stoneley wave turns to be the dominant
phase.

It is of interest to compare the ratio between the Stone-
ley wave andP wave amplitudes for the explosive~isotro-
pic! and the single-force source. This ratio is equal to

S A~TP!

A~P! D
explosive

5
ctwuzu
aR S A~TP!

A~P! D
vertical force

, ~48!

where asymptotic results for an isotropic source7 and asymp-
totics found in this work are used.

Thus, the Stoneley wave amplitude at the sameP wave
amplitude is greater for a single-force point source. How-
ever, its amplitude is essentially suppressed. The reason is
that the two componentsTP and TSV of the Stoneley wave
have various polarities and about the same widths, thus the
overall Stoneley wave amplitude differs substantially from
the result given by Eq.~48!. Note, that the Stoneley wave in
Fig. 5 is suppressed not only due to compensation of its two
components, but also due to an offset geometrical factor. It is
possible to increase essentiallyP and SV wave amplitudes
by placing the source point closer to the borehole.

Travel times and synthetics in a slow formation are
shown in Fig. 6. As observed in Fig. 6~b!, the travel-time
curves ofP andSV waves are hyperbolas in the (t,z) plane
and coincide with the incidentP and SV wave travel-time
curves. The travel-time curves of the partial Stoneley waves
TP and TSV are straight parallel lines and intersect the ab-
scissat axis at the pointst50 and t5r /b, respectively.
Though theTP and TSV time-distance curves are shown in
Fig. 6~b! for all non-negativez values, there is some domain

FIG. 5. Synthetics of the dynamic pressure in the fluid-filled borehole em-
bedded in the fast formation with acoustic parametersa55000 m/s, b
53000 m/s. The offset isr 520 m. The dominant frequency of the source is
f 05100 Hz. The lower part of seismic traces is presented on a fourfold
enlarged amplitude scale.

FIG. 6. Wave propagation in the fluid-filled borehole embedded in the slow
formation with acoustic parametersa51440 m/s,b5780 m/s. The offset is
r 520 m. The dominant frequency of the source isf 0550 Hz. ~a! Seismic
traces;~b! travel times of different phases.
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where they are meaningless, because these tube-wave phases
have not been formed yet. Thus, the partial Stoneley wave
TSV as shown in Sec. V B does not exist at subcritical dis-
tancesuzu,uzcu. At the critical pointzc the travel-time curves
for the SV and TSV phases are tangent to one another. At
post-critical distancesuzu.uzcu first these curves are very
close to one another, so these two phases interfere, and then
diverge slowly at increase of the vertical coordinate. It hap-
pens because in a slow formation the low-frequency Stone-
ley wave velocity is close to theS wave velocity. Another
example concerns theP andTP phases. It can be shown7 that
they are separated at distancesz.rAa2/ctw

2 21.
Three phases are clearly distinguished in Fig. 6~a!: P

andSVwaves, and the conic Stoneley waveTSV. The Stone-
ley partial responseTP has very small amplitude as com-
pared to other phases to be clearly visualized. As observed in
Fig. 6~a!, the amplitude ofSV wave grows up to the critical
point, whereas the conic Stoneley waveTSV is absent in ac-
cordance with the results of asymptotic analysis fulfilled in
Sec. V B. In the post-critical region the conic Stoneley wave
appears and interferes with theSV wave. The wave interfer-
ence leads to wave form changes of the combined wave field
SV1TSV.

The SV wave decays strongly at large distances along
the borehole axis, just as the conic Stoneley wave amplitude
is constant. Thus, the conic Stoneley wave becomes asymp-
totically a dominant phase. Note, that for a slow formation in
contrast to a fast one, the total amplitude of the Stoneley
wave is great enough as compared with other phases and so
can be easily visualized and discriminated.

VII. CONCLUSION

Tube-wave propagation in a fluid-filled borehole of infi-
nite extent, generated by a single point force applied to an
isotropic, purely elastic surrounding formation, is considered
in the long-wave approximation. The precise solution is ob-
tained as a double integral over the horizontal slowness and
frequency. Another integral representation of the problem is
derived in an easy-to-use form to analyze asymptotically
tube-wave propagation for slow formations, when the Stone-
ley wave velocity exceeds the transversal velocity in the sur-
rounding formation. Therewith, corresponding integrals over
the slowness real axis are transformed into contour integrals
in the slowness complex plane and converted to integrals
over edges of cuts for vertical slowness functions and semi-
residues in poles. An asymptotic analysis of tube-wave
propagation in a fluid-filled borehole is fulfilled on the base
of these two integral representations both for fast and slow
surrounding formations.

It is shown that the asymptotic wave field in the bore-
hole fluid for a fast formation consists ofP and SV waves
and the lowest eigenmode of the Stoneley wave~tube wave!,
which, in its turn, is a superposition of contributions due to
the incidentP andSV waves. The Stoneley wave amplitude
is significantly suppressed as compared with such one gen-
erated by an isotropic source, because its two additives have

inverse polarities. Asymptotic wave forms are obtained and
analyzed for theP andSV waves, and the Stoneley wave.

The SV wave far-field asymptotics in the borehole fluid
is derived from the exact integral representation for a slow
formation. It is shown that far away from the critical point,
which is determined by the ratio of the shear-wave velocity
in the formation to the tube-wave velocity, it is described by
the standard WKBJ expression. In the critical point and in its
neighborhood theSV wave field is free of the singularity
peculiar to the WKBJ wave field. It is shown that for a slow
formation the conic Stoneley wave~Mach wave! is gener-
ated. It appears after the critical angle defined by the ratio of
the S wave velocity in the formation to the low-frequency
Stoneley wave velocity. The conic Stoneley wave does not
exist within the borehole section viewed from the double
critical angle of the source point. This statement is proven by
analytic methods only asymptotically. The conic Stoneley
wave amplitude decays weakly with an offset~asymptoti-
cally asr 21/2). Therefore it has significant amplitude at large
distances as compared with other tube-wave phases.

Wave forms obtained with the aid of asymptotic formu-
las and straightforward calculations in the form of superpo-
sition of delayed tube waves are compared. Numerical mod-
eling is performed both for fast and slow formations at
various ratios of the dominant wavelength to the offset.
These two approaches lead to very similar wave forms.
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Prediction of sound level at high-frequency bands by means
of a simplified boundary element method
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A simplified boundary element method~BEM! for dealing with high-frequency sound is proposed.
The boundary integral equation is modified into a quadratic form to enable the prediction of sound
levels in the one-third octave band analysis. Monopole and dipole source terms in the conventional
BEM are transformed into the auto- and cross-spectra of two vibrating sources, in which the
cross-spectra are eventually neglected by assuming that the correlation coefficients involved are
negligible. The present method is compared with the Rayleigh integral for calculating the sound
pressure radiated from a baffled panel, in terms of the application limit. The characteristic length of
the boundary element and the applicable frequency range can be determined by the lower limit value
of the correlation coefficient. As a test example, the field pressure radiated from a partially vibrating
sphere is predicted and the resultant trend is in good agreement with the analytic solution as far as
the related correlation coefficient satisfies the assumption. The overdetermination process for
overcoming nonuniqueness in exterior radiation problems is unnecessary in the present method
because phase information can be ignored. The results of the calculation show that the proposed
method is acceptable for solving the exterior radiation problem at a high-frequency range in a timely
manner. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1517254#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Rz, 43.20.Tb@MO#

I. INTRODUCTION

The direct boundary element method~BEM!, based on
the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral equation, is currently used
for the low-frequency analysis of various vibroacoustic sys-
tems, typically for theka,20 range, because the sound en-
ergy from most radiators is concentrated at low frequencies.
The applicable frequency range is determined by the maxi-
mum size of the elements. Although the number of elements
can be increased in order to achieve fine precision, the avail-
able high frequency is limited because of computer capacity
and numerical errors. Typically, six constant elements or four
quadratic elements are required per wavelength to ensure a
certain acceptable accuracy.1,2 A recent thorough analysis on
this matter2 reveals that at least five constant elements should
be used for a wavelength when the error in the Euclidean
norm is to be within five percent, whereas the number of
constant elements per wavelength should be at least eight
when the maximum norm is employed for the error descrip-
tion. Anyway, although a number of elements are needed for
analyzing practical machines, including major frequency
components, the BEM has been used to evaluate the overall
level or the energy envelope of radiated sound. However,
usually most of the audible high-frequency range cannot be
analyzed using the conventional BEM, notwithstanding the
fact that the high frequency is related to auditory sensitivity,
speech communication, and sound quality perception. For

example, objective noise evaluation indices,3 such as the AI
~Articulation Index!, NC ~Noise Criterion!, RC ~Room noise
Criterion!, etc., are based on the one-third octave band sound
spectrum, including high-frequency bands at a few kHz. In
addition, international and domestic standards are usually
prescribed up to high-frequency bands, which are supported
by the fact that the bandwidth of the one-third octave band is
very similar to the critical bandwidth at high frequencies.
Although other analysis techniques for high frequencies are
available for use above the Schroeder frequency, e.g., the
statistical energy analysis4,5 and the ray tracing method,6 a
new technique is clearly needed for dealing with high-
frequency sound radiation problems.

Seybert and Rengarajan7 utilized the fact that the radia-
tion impedance becomes the characteristic impedance,rc0 ,
at high frequencies, assuming a plane wave. They derived a
brief boundary integral equation and the sound radiation
from a cylinder was predicted as a demonstration example.
This method appears to be useful in the prediction of sound
levels at high frequencies, notwithstanding the fact that erro-
neous results could be obtained in the low-frequency range
because the bulk reacting feature was not considered. The
plane wave solution was also used as an initial value of the
iterative method by Makarov and Ochmann.8 After full itera-
tions, this method showed more accurate results than the
plane wave solution, but it required a large number of ele-
ments at high frequencies. Rokhlin9 and Rosenet al.10 sug-
gested considerably different techniques for reduction of
computational effort by using the sparse coefficient matrices.
Both approaches are more efficient for solving a matrix
equation than the conventional BEM. However, these meth-
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ods need a bit more time to make matrix equations than the
conventional BEM because additional matrix manipulations
when the same number of elements are required. Wuet al.11

employed the interpolated Green’s function in the frequency
domain. In spite of the advantage of its short computation
time, this method is difficult to apply to large models be-
cause a huge amount of memory is required for saving the
interpolation data. Guyader12 and Guyader and Loyau13,14

proposed a method that uses the frequency-averaged qua-
dratic pressure for the calculation of the modified Rayleigh
integral. This method considered the vibrating surface as the
distributed monopole sources and neglected the surface pres-
sure, which constructs the dipole source distribution. There-
fore, the neglected dipole term could cause errors when the
surface is nearly rigid. Maheet al.15 introduced the radiation
coefficient t and the normalized impedances into the
boundary integral equation, in which both parameters depend
on the geometrical parameters of the source and the distance
between the source and receiver. These coefficients must be
determined by the user and therefore depends on the indi-
vidual’s knowledge of the system. Fahnline and Koopmann16

described boundary sources with monopoles, dipoles, and
tripoles, although they finally used the monopole only, i.e.,
using the Rayleigh integral form. Consequently, it was pos-
sible to evaluate the boundary integral with fewer boundary
elements than the conventional BEM in evaluating the far-
field pattern, although an additional modeling effort was
needed. The aforementioned studies were attempts to extend
the applicable high-frequency range or to reduce the calcu-
lation time for a given boundary element model.

In this paper, a method is proposed to undertake the
aforementioned high-frequency analysis for the radiated
sound from machines. To expand the applicable range to
higher-frequency bands, the source terms in the Kirchhoff–
Helmholtz integral equation are modeled by incoherent au-
tospectra source elements and the phase term is removed.
The resulting trend in frequency spectrum shows that the
proposed method can be used for the approximate prediction
of exterior radiated sound pressure levels in the high-
frequency band.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

When a vibrating object is considered in the following
Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral equation as17

c~r !p~r !5E
S0

F]G~r ,r0!

]n
p~r0!2G~r ,r0!

]p~r0!

]n GdS,

~1!

the acoustic pressurep at a receiver pointr produced by the
vibration of the surface with an areaS0 is given by

c~r !p~r !5E
S0
H 2p~r0!S 1

R
1 jk D

3cosu1ra~r0!J e2 jkR

R
dS. ~2!

Here, r0 is a point on the surfaceS0 , ]/]n is the normal
derivative on the surface, as depicted in Fig. 1,G(r ,r0) is the
free-field Green’s function,c(r ) is the solid angle,p(r ) is
the sound pressure,a(r0) is the normal acceleration atr0 , r
is the density of medium,R is the distance between field
point and boundary point,k is the wave number, andu is the
direction angle.

A. Simplified boundary integral equation

At very high frequencies, the magnitude of the acoustic
pressure is sufficient for the evaluation of various noise in-
dices, whereas the phase information is insignificant.13 This
fact can be utilized to simplify the basic equation for appli-
cation to the high-frequency analysis. Guyader12 formulated
a quadratic form of the Rayleigh integral equation using the
same concept. In order to remove the phase component from
Eq. ~1!, it is expressed in a quadratic form as

c2up~r !u25E E
S0

F]G*

]n
p* ~r08!2G*

]p* ~r08!

]n G
3F]G

]n
p~r0!2G

]p~r0!

]n GdS8 dS, ~3!

whereR8 is ur2r08u, as shown in Fig. 1 and the superscript
‘‘ * ’’ denotes the complex conjugate. From this equation, one
can obtain the quadratic pressure at a field pointr , when the
solid anglec is 4p due to the prescribed accelerationa at r0

and r08 on S0 . Expanding Eq.~3!, it follows that

FIG. 1. Geometrical notations for the sound radiation from a vibrating
source.
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16p2up~r !u25E E
S0

p~r0!p* ~r08!H 1

RR8
1k22 jkS 1

R
2

1

R8D J cosu cosu8
e2 jk~R2R8!

RR8
dS8 dS

1r2E E
S0

a~r0!a* ~r08!
e2 jk~R2R8!

RR8
dS8 dS1rE E

S0

a* ~r08!p~r0!S 2 jk2
1

RD cosu
e2 jk~R2R8!

RR8
dS8 dS

1rE E
S0

a~r0!p* ~r08!S jk2
1

R8D cosu8
e2 jk~R2R8!

RR8
dS8 dS. ~4!

For the computational ease of Eq.~4!, the surface can be
discretized intoN boundary elements with a constant shape
function, which results in the following equation:

16p2up~r !u i
25(

m

N

(
m8

N

~p* p!m8mA im8m

1(
m

N

(
m8

N

~a* a!m8mBim8m

1(
m

N

(
m8

N

~a* p!m8mCim8m

1(
m

N

(
m8

N

~p* a!m8mDim8m . ~5!

Here,m and m8 denote the positions of boundary elements
and the coefficients for the expression ofith field pressure
are given by

A im8m5E E
Sm8

1

R2R82 $11RR8k21 jk~R2R8!%

3cosu cosu8e2 jk~R2R8! dS8 dS, ~6a!

Bim8m5r2E E
Sm8

1

RR8
e2 jk~R2R8! dS8 dS, ~6b!

Cim8m5rE E
SmSm8

1

RR8
cosuS 2 jk2

1

RDe2 jk~R2R8! dS8 dS,

~6c!

Dim8m5rE E
Sm8

1

RR8
cosu8S jk2

1

R8De2 jk~R2R8! dS8 dS.

~6d!

When m does not coincide withm8, the terms (p* p)m8m ,
(a* a)m8m , (a* p)m8m signify the cross-spectra between
sound pressures and/or particle accelerations at different po-
sitions on the radiator surface. In other words, whenm
5m8, these terms represent the autospectra of pressure, the
autospectra of acceleration, and the cross-spectra of pressure
and acceleration at themth element. The cross-spectra of
sound pressures or accelerations between two different posi-

tions on the surface are generally smaller than their autospec-
tra in the case of random excitation with small damping.18,19

With this assumption of a relatively smaller cross-spectra
than an autospectra and also with the aid of the assumption
of similarity in R andR8 on a single element, Eq.~5! can be
approximated as

16p2pi
2'(

m

N

~p* p!mA im1(
m

N

~a* a!mBim

1(
m

N

2 Re@~a* p!mCim#, ~7!

where

A im5E
Sm

cos2 u im

Rim
2 S 1

Rim
2 1k2DdSE

Sm

dS8, ~8a!

Bim5r2E
Sm

1

Rim
2 dSE

Sm

dS8, ~8b!

Cim5rE
Sm

cosu im

Rim
2 S 2 jk2

1

Rim
DdSE

Sm

dS8. ~8c!

It should be noted that the small cross-spectra assumption
introduced in deriving Eq.~7! reduces the amount of calcu-
lation, although the equation still consists of monopole and
dipole terms. In Eq.~7!, both the autospectra and the system
matricesA, B are real. The exponential function exp@2jk(R
2R8)# in Eq. ~4! takes the phase information into account,
whereas Eq.~7! is composed of the autospectra, which ig-
nore the phase. The element size is related only to the distri-
bution of vibration energy because the phase term is no
longer required, in spite of the fact that the interference due
to phase differences between any two elements cannot be
reflected in the calculation result. This indicates that the
model division in the present method can be coarser than that
of the conventional BEM, in which the element size is re-
lated to the wavelength. The first and second terms of Eq.~7!
represent the dipole and the monopole, respectively. These
two terms describe the radiated sound energy from the vi-
brating surface and the third term represents the correction
term caused by the phase difference between the pressure
and acceleration of the vibrating surface. It should be noted
that the magnitudes of all three terms in Eq.~7! are inversely
proportional toR2, although the directional characteristics
are different.
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The sound pressures and particle accelerations on the radiator surface are considered when the field pointr is located on
the surface. Therefore, if we rearrange Eq.~2! for pressure and acceleration, the following equation can be derived:

E
S0
H 2pp~r !d~r2r0!1p~r0!S 1

R
1 jk D cosu

e2 jkR

R J dS5E
S0

ra~r0!
e2 jkR

R
dS. ~9!

If each side of Eq.~9! is multiplied by its complex conjugate, and the following equation can be obtained:

4p2up~r !u2E E
S0

d~r2r0!d~r2r08!dS8 dS1E E
S0

1

R2R82 p~r0!p* ~r08!$11RR8k21 jk~R2R8!%cosu cosu8e2 jk~R2R8! dS8 dS

12pp~r !E E
S0

d~r2r0!p* ~r08!S 1

R8
2 jk D cosu8

ejkR8

R8
dS8 dS12pp~r !E E

S0

d~r2r08!p~r0!S 1

R
1 jk D cosu

e2 jkR

R
dS8 dS,

5r2E E
S0

1

R2 a~r 0!a* ~r 08!dS8 dS. ~10!

Using the same constant shape function and the same assumptions used in deriving Eq.~5!, one can derive

@A im8 #$~p* p!m%5@Bim#$~a* a!m%. ~11!

Here, the coefficient matrixB is identical with Eq.~8b! and the coefficient matrixA8 for the ith element is given by

~12a!

A im8 55 ESm
H 1

Rim
2 1k2J 1

Rim
2 cos2 u im dSE

Sm

dS8, ~ iÞm!

E
Sm

H 1

Rim
2 1k2J 1

Rim
2 cos2 u im dSE

Sm

dS81E
Sm

H 4p214p ReF S 1

Rim
2 jk D cosu im

e2 jkRim

Rim
G J dSE

Sm

dS8 ~ i 5m!. ~12b!

Because the number of unknown variables in Eq.~7! is 2N,
additionalN equations are required to solve the problem. The
remainingN equations can be obtained by multiplying the
complex conjugate of the right side of Eq.~9! to both sides
as follows:

LHS52pp~r !rE
S0

d~r2r0!a* ~r08!
ejkR8

R8
dSE

S0

dS8

1rE
S0

p~r0!a* ~r08!S 1

R
1 jk D

3cosu
e2 jk~R2R8!

RR8
dSE

S0

dS8. ~13!

Here, the resulting expression of the right side is exactly
same as in the Eq.~10!. In a similar manner in deriving Eq.
~11!, one can rewrite Eq.~13! in the matrix form as

@Cim8 #$~a* p!m%5@Bim#$~a* a!m%, ~14!

where the coefficient of matrixC8 for the ith element is
given by

Cim8 5rE
Sm

H d im2pRim1S 1

Rim
1 jk D

3cosu imJ 1

Rim
2 dSE

Sm

dS8. ~15!

Here,d im denotes the Kronecker delta. From Eqs.~11! and
~14!, the autospectrum of the sound pressure and the cross-
spectrum between pressure and acceleration on the surface
can be calculated.

When Eq.~4! is integrated for a frequency band between
V2e andV1e, one can derive

16p2^up~r !u2&5E
2e

e E E
S0

p~r0!p* ~r08!H 1

RR8
1

~V1v!2

c0
2 2

j ~V1v!

c0
S 1

R
2

1

R8D J cosu cosu8GV~R,R8,v!dS8 dSdv

1r2E
2e

e E E
S0

a~r0!a* ~r08!GV~R,R8,v!dS8 dSdv1rE
2e

e E E
S0

H 1

R
p~r0!a* ~r08!cosu

1
1

R8
p* ~r08!a~r0!cosu8J GV~R,R8,v!dS8 dSdv1 j rE

2e

e E E
S0

~V1v!

c0

3$p~r0!a* ~r08!cosu2p* ~r08!a~r0!cosu8%GV~R,R8,v!dS8 dSdv, ~16!
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where

GV~R,R8,v!5
e2~ j V/c0!~R2R8!

RR8

3S 11 (
q51

`
„2 j ~v/c0!~R2R8!…q

q! D .

~17!

Here,^ & indicates the frequency averaging,v is the circular
frequency,V is the arithmetic center frequency of calculation
band, andc0 is the speed of sound. For the percentage band-
width analysis,V and e are of the 1/n-octave band deter-
mined by the following equations using the geometric center
frequency of the percentage band,Vc , as

V5
Vc

2
~2n/2122n/2!, ~18a!

e5
Vc

2
~2n/2222n/2!, ~18b!

wheree denotes the half-bandwidth in linear scale. Under the
assumption of a small cross-spectrum between pressure and
acceleration, Eq.~16! can be rewritten in the matrix form as

16p2^pi
2&5(

m

N

^p* p&mÂ im1(
m

N

^a* a&mB̂im

1(
m

N

2 Re@^a* p&mĈim#, ~19!

where

Â im5E
Sm

cos2 u im

Rim
2 K S 1

Rim
2 1

V21e2

c0
2 D L dSE

Sm

dS8,

~20a!

B̂im5r2E
Sm

^1&
Rim

2 dSE
Sm

dS8, ~20b!

Ĉim5rE
Sm

cosu im

Rim
2 K S j V

c0
2

1

Rim
D L dSE

Sm

dS8. ~20c!

One can find in Eq.~20a! that, in the frequency band of
concern, i.e., from2e to e, the linear term ine is ignored,
while the quadratic term ine is retained. Although direct
interference due to the phase differences at a single fre-
quency is neglected, it is still acceptable, in terms of engi-
neering usage, because the radiated sounds are usually wide
band and smooth at the mid- to high-frequency bands. When
the radiated sounds from two different source positions are

of the same frequency, a smearing effect in phase occurs,
whereas the interference is rare in the case of two different
frequencies.

If the radiator is baffled, the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz inte-
gral can be simplified into the Rayleigh integral that predicts
the field pressure with only monopole sources on the radiator
surface. Similar with the preceding paragraph, the quadratic
pressure for a frequency band can be easily derived as

4p2^pi
2&5(

m

N

^a* a&mB̂im , ~21!

where B̂im has the same expression as Eq.~20b!. One can
find that Eq.~21! is described simply by the autospectrum
^a* a&m and by the distanceRim between the source and re-
ceiver. This equation is identical to the diagonal parts of the
equation derived by Guyader.12

B. Consideration of the element size

In deriving Eq.~7!, the cross-spectra of pressures and/or
accelerations between two different positions are assumed to
be negligible. In the present method, the phase term in Eq.
~4! is exp@2jk(R2R8)#, which is eliminated in Eq.~7!. This
means that a larger element is sufficient to describe the en-
ergy distribution than that of the conventional BEM. Note
that the characteristic size of the constant element should be
less than aboutl/6 in order to appropriately describe the
wave motion in using the conventional BEM.1,2 As a simple
demonstration example, on two positions atx1 and x2 of a
baffled rectangular plate as depicted in Fig. 2, the ratio of the
cross-spectrum and the autospectrum for a frequency band is
described by the following correlation coefficient:20

g12~x1 ,x2 ,V!5
*V2e

V1e Re@G12~x1 ,x2 ,v!#dv

~*V2e
V1e Re@G1~x1 ,v!#dv!1/2~*V2e

V1e Re@G2~x2 , f !#dv!1/2. ~22!

FIG. 2. Geometric description of a baffled rectangular plate for estimating
the correlation coefficient between reference pointx1 and response pointsx2

along four skewed lines: L1~f515°!, L2 ~f530°!, L3 ~f560°!, and L4
~f575°!. Excitation points used for the prediction of radiated sound area
~20.28 m,20.23 m!, b ~20.25 m,20.2 m!, c ~20.2 m,20.15 m!, andd ~0
m, 0 m!.
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When the modal density is sufficiently high, the mode inte-
gration technique18 can be applied to Eq.~22! using the
mode function of a simply supported plate as

g12~x1 ,x2 ,V!5
N~x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2 ;kb!

D~x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2 ;kb!
, ~23!

where

N~x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2 ;kb!

5J0„kbA~x12x2!21~y12y2!2
…

2J0„kbA~x12x2!21~y11y2!2
…

2J0„kbA~x11x2!21~y12y2!2
…

1J0~kbA~x11x2!21~y11y2!2
…, ~24a!

D~x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2 ;kb!

5)
i 51

2

A12J0~2kbxi !2J0~2kbyi !1J0„2kbA~xi
21yi

2!….

~24b!

Here, kb is the bending wave number of the plate andJ0

denotes the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind.
When the radiator is excited uniformly for all the involved
modes, Eq.~23! can be reduced to18

g12~x1 ,x2 ,Vc!'J0~kbl !, ~25!

wherel is the distance betweenx1 andx2 . This rather simple
equation would suggest the characteristic size of the bound-
ary element for modeling most of the cases. On the other
hand, when the excitation positionx0 is considered impor-
tant, Eq.~22! can be rewritten to include a mode functionf
as follows:18

g12~x1 ,x2 ,v!5
(qfq~x1!fq~x2!fq

2~x0!

@(qfq
2~x1!fq

2~x0!#1/2@(qfq
2~x2!fq

2~x0!#1/2.

~26!

III. DISCUSSION ON THE BASIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE METHOD

A. Validation of the basic assumption: Baffled
vibrating plate

As an initial test example of the present method, the
sound radiated from a baffled steel plate, which was 0.6 m
long, 0.5 m wide, 0.001 m thick was considered. The mate-
rial properties of the steel plate were as follows: Young’s
modulus was 200 Gpa, the density 7700 kg/m3, the Poisson
ratio 0.27, and the loss factor 0.01. The density of air was
1.21 kg/m3 and the speed of sound was 343 m/s. The element
size was approximately determined by Eq.~25! with the as-
sumptions of a high modal density and a low correlation
coefficient for the frequency bands of interest. One can easily
calculate21 that the mode count,Nm , is more than nine for
any one-third octave band above 500 Hz. At these frequency
bands, the correlation coefficients with 100 random excita-
tion points were calculated along the lines in Fig. 2. Four
lines on the plate were chosen to have different direction
angles without appreciable symmetry. The correlation coef-

ficients with a reference to the pointa at ~20.28 m,20.23
m! were calculated by averaging all 100 responses due to
excitations with the same magnitude at 100 uniform random
points. Figure 3 shows the calculated correlation coefficient
for one-third octave bands along each line in Fig. 2. It can be
seen that the calculated correlation coefficient is sufficiently
small for satisfying the basic assumption when the distance
is longer than the bending wavelength,lb . Figure 4 shows a
similar trend for other frequency bands except 200 Hz: For
this relatively low-frequency band, in whichNm54, the dis-
tance between the two response positions should be longer
than aboutlb in order to satisfy the basic assumption. It can
be seen from Figs. 3 and 4 that the correlation coefficients
are very similar, in spite of the directional and frequency
differences. The variation of the correlation coefficient be-
comes small for high-frequency bands as in Fig. 5, including
that the correlation coefficient is not strongly influenced by
the exciting position at high-frequency bands.

If the positionsx1 and x2 are sufficiently far from the
boundary, the correlation coefficient can be calculated using
Eq. ~25!, which ignores the boundary effect. This coefficient
represents the contribution to the radiated sound caused by
the cross-terms of two different sources. The ratio of the side

FIG. 3. Correlation coefficients along the lines, as shown in Fig. 2. The
averaged result of the excitation at 100 randomly chosen points is shown for
2 kHz in 1/3-octave band~h50.01!.

FIG. 4. Correlation coefficients along the line L1, which is the averaged
result of the excitation at the 100 randomly chosen points, varying the center
frequencies in 1/3-octave bands~h50.01!.
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lobes to the main lobe of the coefficient is usually small,viz.,
the ratio is 0.041 when nine periods are considered for side
lobes in the 1.1, l /lb,10 range, whereas one period in
l /lb,1.1 is considered as the main lobe. It appears that the
proper range of the correlation coefficient for complying,
with the assumption of the present method is within60.3
when the lower limit frequency is 500 Hz, and the smallest
characteristic size of an element should then be at least 0.15
m, as shown in Fig. 5~a!. The radiation from the baffled plate
was analyzed for cases in which the characteristic lengths of
the element were 0.2, 0.15, and 0.1 m. The receiver position
was at a distance of 1 m from the center of the plate in a
normal direction. When the plate is excited at pointb, the
sound pressure level at the receiver point is shown in Fig. 6.
For the purpose of comparison, the Rayleigh integral was
numerically evaluated using the trapezoidal rule. Equally
spaced 60350 abscissas were used for the integration over
the source surface and equally spaced 30 abscissas were used
for the frequency band integration. The present method has a
tendency to overestimate and to fluctuate in frequency in
comparison with the Rayleigh integral method. The error be-
comes large as the element size becomes small because the
basic assumption cannot be satisfied. Because the exciting
position, loss factor, and element size influence the accuracy
of the prediction, an error analysis taking into account all

three parameters was performed and the results are shown in
Fig. 7~a!. As the loss factor increases from 0.01 to 0.1, the
errors decrease by approximately 2 dB because of the in-
crease in the modal overlap factor. If the characteristic length
of an element decreases from 0.2 to 0.05, the averaged error
increases by approximately 7 dB because the assumed con-

FIG. 5. Averaged correlation coefficient along the four lines shown in Fig. 2
~h50.01!: —, excitation at randomly chosen 100 points@Eq. ~26!#; —h—,
mode integral@Eq. ~23!#; —, J0(kbl ) @Eq. ~25!#. Here, ‘‘I’’ denotes the
standard deviation of the result.~a! 500 Hz in a 1/3-octave band;~b! 2 kHz
in a 1/3-octave band.

FIG. 6. Calculated 1/3-octave band level radiated from a baffled plate ex-
cited at pointb ~20.25 m,20.2 m! ~h50.01!: —j—; Rayleigh integral;
—s—, present method (Lc50.2 m); –1–, present method (Lc50.15 m);
–3–, present method (Lc50.1 m).

FIG. 7. Errors of the present method compared with the Rayleigh integral in
the prediction of the sound level radiated from a baffled plate excited with a
white noise.~a! Excitation at point d~0, 0! varying the loss factor of panel;
~b! effect of the variation of the excitation position~h50.01!.
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dition on the correlation coefficient has not been fulfilled.
Figure 7~b! shows a comparison of errors for variations in
the exciting position and element size whenh50.01. The
error is more than 5 dB when the exciting point is located
near the boundary and the element is small. The overall trend
shows that the element size should be larger than 0.15 m in
order to satisfy the basic assumption.

B. Prediction of the field sound level: Partially
vibrating sphere

As a test example of sound radiation from a three-
dimensional body, a partially vibrating sphere with the radius
of 0.35 m was considered. One element was used for a
source and other surface elements were maintained rigid as
shown in Fig. 8, and this boundary condition satisfied the
prescribed assumption. The number of constant elements was
3042 and the characteristic length of the element was 0.034
m, which would pose limitations in an analysis by the con-
ventional BEM to 1680 Hz.

The nonuniqueness problem always occurs when the
acoustic BEM deals with an exterior problem due to the
inherent nature of the Fredholm equation. For a pulsating
sphere of radiusa, the nonuniqueness problem occurs atka
5np (n51,2,3,...) because of the excitation of the zeroth-
order spherical mode and the additional number of high-
order modes, which cause a serious error. In order to avoid
the nonuniqueness problem, the conventional direct BEM
typically employs the CHIEF method22 or the Burton and
Miller method.23 In this case, nine CHIEF points are used for
the conventional BEM calculation. The analytic solution of
the radiated sound pressure at field position (r ,u) due to a
partially vibrating sphere is given by24

p5(
m

AmPm~cosu!hm~kr !ej vt, ~27!

where

Am5
rc0Um

Bm
eidm, ~28a!

Um5S m1
1

2D E
0

p

U~u!Pm~cosu!sin~u!du. ~28b!

Here,Pm is themth-order Legendre function,hm is themth-
order spherical Hankel function,U(u) describes the normal
velocity of the surface, anddm , Um , andBm are the modal
coefficients. The present method does not suffer from nonu-

niqueness problems because Eq.~7! contains no phase term.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the present method with the
analytic solution and conventional BEM results. The amount
of singularity reduction by the CHIEF method depends on
the number and position of the overdetermined points. The
present method overestimates by approximately 1.5 dB,
compared to the analytic solution. The conventional BEM
has large errors at singular frequencies without the use of the
overdetermination technique and shows a 1–2 dB error at
some high frequencies, even after using the overdetermina-
tion technique. The latter nonuniqueness errors can be re-
moved by additional CHIEF points.

The field pressures are evaluated atr 50.4, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0
m andu50°–180° at 10° intervals. Five types of boundary
element models, as listed in Table I, were used to investigate
the effect of the characteristic length,Lc , of boundary ele-
ments. The high-frequency analysis method proposed by
Seybert and Rengarajan7 was also adopted as a comparison.
However, the method proposed by Maheet al.15 was not
used in the comparison because it requires an intuitive factor
for the calculation of the involved coefficients. The plane
wave solution was also used as an initial value of the itera-
tive method by Makarov and Ochmann.8 After a number of
iterations, the iterative method seems better than the present
method in the viewpoint of the convergence. However, it
should be recalled that the present method uses coarser mesh
than the conventional BEM and the iterative method, which
makes the band analysis possible due to its energy-like vari-
ables. This strong feature reduces modeling effort and calcu-

FIG. 8. ~a! A partially vibrating sphere;~b! a boundary element model.

FIG. 9. The predicted surface sound pressure of a partially vibrating sphere:
s, analytic solution;—, present method; ---, conventional BEM without an
overdetermined point; —, conventional BEM with nine overdetermined
points.

TABLE I. Boundary element models for the radiation analysis of a partially
vibrating sphere.

Model
Number of
elements

Characteristic
length (Lc)

High-frequency
limit ( c0/6Lc)

A 76 0.28 m 205 Hz
B 220 0.15 m 380 Hz
C 448 0.1 m 570 Hz
D 782 0.07 m 815 Hz
E 3042 0.034 m 1681 Hz
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lation time. As expected, the conventional BEM results in
small errors of less than 1% in the frequency range off
,c0/6Lc at the whole field positions. However, the present
method shows errors in excess of 100% at some backside
points, as can be seen in Fig. 10~c!. The method proposed by
Seybert and Rengarajan also shows errors larger than 100%
at some front–side points because their assumption is not
satisfied at low frequencies. The reason for this is that the
assumed dipole source strength is too large and, as a result,
the pressures on the surrounding surface affect the radiated
sound. The difference between the above two high-frequency
methods is caused by the differences in the applicable fre-
quency range and the assumption used. The assumption used
in the present method is satisfied better for larger elements,
whereas the assumption used by Seybert and Rengarajan is
satisfied better for higher-frequency ranges. When high fre-
quencies (c0/2Lc, f ,2c0 /Lc) are considered, as in Fig. 11,
the conventional direct BEM yields a 20%–40% error be-
cause the analyzed frequency range exceeds the upper limit
frequency of the conventional BEM for the given element
size. In contrast, the error of the present method is less than
20%, which is similar to that found for the Seybert and Ren-
garajan method for theu,70° range. Figure 12 shows a
comparison of errors represented in theka domain. The con-
ventional BEM shows a number of spiky errors due to nonu-
niqueness in spite of the fact that a fine boundary element
model ~as designated by ‘‘model E’’! is used, but the pro-
posed method yields less than a 20% error inka,20. The
model E was not used for the present method because an

excess fine boundary element model does not satisfy the as-
sumption of the small correlation coefficient. Figure 12~b!
shows that the high-frequency limit of the present method is
not limited by element size, but depends on the entire geo-
metric size of the system. The applicable range of the present
method is limited byka'20, because the overestimating er-
ror becomes larger than 20% in theka.20 range.

The conventional BEM has a fully populated, complex
system matrix, which requires complex operations. However,
the present method requires only simple real operations. Be-
cause of this fact, the amount of calculations is nearly the
same as for the conventional BEM, although more terms are
involved in the present method than that of the conventional
direct BEM. Calculation times in a personal computer~AMD
Duron, clock speed5800 MHz! are compared in Fig. 13. The
conventional BEM requires more time for the assembling of
a system equation than the present method, because the
CHIEF method is employed to remove the nonuniqueness
errors in the conventional BEM. The conventional BEM re-
quires 3000 elements for analyzing a system of up toka
510, which would require more than 3 h per single fre-
quency. This implies that it would be, in practice, impossible
to apply to a high-frequency analysis nearka'20, because
the time required for the solution process is proportional to
N2, where N is the number of elements. In contrast, the
present method can be used for such a high-frequency analy-
sis (ka'20) without any severe problems, as long as the
assumptions are satisfied.

FIG. 10. Errors in the predicted field pressure compared to the analytic
solution in the frequency range off ,c0/6Lc : —h—, conventional BEM;
—d—, present method; —n—, the Seybert and Rengarajan method~Ref.
6!. ~a! Receiver position distancer; ~b! the characteristic length of the ele-
mentLc ; ~c! the angular position of the receiver pointu.

FIG. 11. Errors in the predicted field pressure compared to the analytic
solution in the frequency range ofc0/2Lc, f ,2c0 /Lc and angle range of
u,70°: —h—, conventional BEM; —d—, present method; —n—, the
Seybert and Rengarajan method~Ref. 6!. ~a! Receiver position distancer;
~b! the characteristic length of the elementLc ; ~c! the angular position of
the receiver pointu.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, a simplified boundary element method was
formulated based on the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral equa-
tion, which is derived for calculating the one-third octave
sound level and extending the applicable high-frequency
range. To this end, the assumption was introduced, that the
correlation coefficient between any two different points is
negligibly small on the surface of the general vibrating struc-
ture. The element size is determined by the correlation coef-
ficient: too fine an element division yields a high correlation
coefficient and this causes the errors in the present method.
The correlation coefficient, which converges toJ0(kbr )
when the modes of the plate are uniformly excited, within
the value of60.3 is suggested for the application of the
present method. The sound pressure, which was radiated
from a baffled steel plate with an exciting pointb, was cal-
culated and the results were compared with those of the Ray-
leigh integral. A maximum error of about 5 dB was observed
when the loss factor was 0.01 and the characteristic length
was 0.15 m, but there was an evident trend that the result
was improved with an increase in element size. In addition,
the sound pressure radiated from a partially vibrating sphere
was predicted by the present method. The results were com-
pared with those using the conventional BEM, the method

proposed by Seybert and Rengarajan,7 and an analytic solu-
tion. The nonuniqueness errors in the conventional BEM can
be removed by the present method and the Seybert and Ren-
garajan method. At the high-frequency range of 5,ka
,20, the present method and the Seybert and Rengarajan
method yielded errors of less than 20%, which can be con-
sidered acceptable for engineering usage, while the conven-
tional BEM showed peak errors larger than 50% at some
singular frequencies, even though the over determination
process was employed. For the low-frequency range ofka
,5, it was found that the conventional BEM has a small
error of less than 1%, but the Seybert and Rengarajan
method yields a large error in excess of 100%, and the
present method produces an error of less than 30% in front of
the vibrating surface. It is also found that the assembling
time of the present method is quite small compared to the
conventional BEM, because the latter requires additional
time to deal with the nonuniqueness problem. Therefore, the
present method requires far less time for the field calculation,
even though the same number of elements is used in both
methods. However, the present method yields a 20%–30%
overestimating error with a fluctuating tendency. This error
may be acceptable for an abrupt calculation of the field
sound pressure level in engineering usage, but, nevertheless,
it should be further reduced. For this purpose, the errors
caused by the crossterm, which are ignored in the assump-
tion need to be analyzed quantitatively in a future study.
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FIG. 12. Errors in the predicted field pressure compared to the analytic
solution for the angle range ofu,70°. ~a! Conventional BEM in the fre-
quency range off ,c0/6Lc using model E in Table I;~b! the present method
in the frequency range ofc0/2Lc, f ,2c0 /Lc using four other boundary
element models in Table I.

FIG. 13. Computational effort in the prediction of field pressure radiated
from a partially vibrating sphere: —h—, conventional direct BEM; —d—,
present method.~a! Time for assembling the equation;~b! time for solving
the equation;~c! time for calculating the field pressure.
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This paper investigates the saturation mechanism of the nonstationary supercritical mode of
parametric wave phase conjugation in a magnetostrictive medium. The numerical simulation
considers the two most probable nonlinear mechanisms of interaction between elastic deformation
and electromagnetic excitation. For the qualitative study of the dynamics of the system, a
one-dimensional numerical simulation is sufficient if applied to an infinite medium with a finite
active zone. The temporal form of the conjugate wave is obtained for both hypotheses. Comparison
with experiments shows that only one mechanism corresponds to the experimental behavior.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1506687#

PACS numbers: 43.25.Dc@MFH#

I. INTRODUCTION

Parametric wave phase conjugation~WPC! of sound is
of interest for various applications in acoustics. Acoustic
echo was observed first in the hypersonic frequency band by
means of microwave pumping of piezoelectric1 and
magnetic2 crystals. For WPC in ultrasound frequency band
various mechanisms of parametric interaction were consid-
ered theoretically3–5 and studied experimentally.6–8 Super-
critical electromagnetic pumping of magnetic ceramics9 was
found as a most effective method of WPC in the ultrasound
frequency band. Giant amplification of phase conjugate
waves~exceeding 80 dB! and a number of manifestations of
acoustic time reversal were demonstrated by means of super-
critical magnetoacoustic phase conjugator~MAPC!.10 Appli-
cations of parametric WPC are discussed extensively.11,12

The general problem of supercritical WPC has no analytical
solution. Recently a numerical technique based on Godunov-
type procedure was elaborated for description of WPC super-
critical dynamics and was demonstrated on an example of
a linear WPC mode at the given pumping field
approximation.13

Nevertheless, the problem of nonlinear pumping mode is
of principle importance for the study of the output power
limitation by nonlinear effects in parametric wave phase con-
jugators. In this paper, the same numerical technique in-
cludes the nonlinearity of the parametric pumping in two
situations of interaction between the elastic field and the
electromagnetic energy supply. These numerical results al-
low a deeper understanding of the coupling mechanism be-
tween the excitation source and the elastic field. This work

provides useful direction of research for the optimization of
the magnetostrictive samples needed for the applications of
wave phase conjugation.

II. PHYSICAL MODEL

Generally parametric wave phase conjugation uses an
active material of limited length, a part of which~active
zone! is under the effect of a pumping field. When an inci-
dent acoustic wave of frequencyv penetrates the active
zone, a pumping field at double frequencyV52v ~paramet-
ric resonance condition! is applied to the active material and
the conjugate wave is created. The supercritical mode of gi-
ant amplification occurs when the pumping amplitude is
higher than a threshold value, function, for a given material,
of the length of the sample. At the first stage of this process,
the nonlinear effects are small and a numerical simulation
with a linear pumping13 is in good agreement with multiscale
asymptotic expansions~MSAE!14 and experimental data
when the deformation remains small at the end of the
pumping.15

Nevertheless, this linear mode can be applied only for
relatively short pumping in the beginning of amplification.
For consideration of stationary states of the system or evalu-
ation of output power of the system when pumping is long
enough, the nonlinear effects have to be introduced in the
numerical model.

The most important nonlinear mechanism of amplitude
limitation is the feedback of the system on the pumping
source.10 Dependent on the electrical scheme of the pumping
circuit, two main mechanisms are possible.

The first one is a pumping depletion in which the feed-
back is in phase with the pumping field. This situation oc-
curs, for example, in magnetostrictive conjugators when the
pumping coil with active material is introduced in the reso-

a!Electronic mail: alain.merlen@univ-lille1.fr
b!Electronic mail: preobr@iemn.univ-lille1.fr
c!Electronic mail: pernod@ec-lille.fr
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nance serial electrical circuit. In this case, the modulation of
sound velocityc(t) by the external magnetic field is de-
scribed analogously to Ref. 16 by the following formula:

c2~ t !5c0
2F11mS cos~Vt1c!1

mMc0
2

2Pel
E

0

l ]

]t S ]u

]xD 2

dxD G ,

whereu is the elastic displacement,M andl are the mass and
length of the active part of the sample; andPe5U0

2/R is the
electric power of the pumping source,U0 is the tension am-
plitude of the electric source, andR is the active resistance of
the circuit. Moreover,m is a small parameter (m!1) re-
ferred to the ‘‘modulation depth’’ andc is an arbitrary phase
shift.

The second mechanism is a phase mechanism in which
the feedback leads to a phase shift of the pumping field. This
mechanism could be observed, for example, if the electrical
tension source were loaded directly by the pumping coil
around the active magnetostrictive medium. Such a case cor-
responds to the following form of the sound velocity modu-
lation:

c2~ t !5c0
2F11mS cos~Vt1c!1

mMc0
2V

2Pel
E

0

l S ]u

]xD 2

dxD G
but here,Pe5U0

2/VL, whereL is the inductance of the coil.
The present paper describes the development of the

phase conjugation process in time and space for both mecha-
nisms. The influence of the mechanism on the output shape
of the conjugate wave is demonstrated. The numerical simu-
lations allow a detailed analysis of the saturation process and
provide explanations to some dynamic behaviors observed in
experiments but not understood until now.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The problem can be written as a hyperbolic conservation
system13

S ]U

]t
1

]F~U !

]x
5S, ;xPIR,t>0

U~x,0!5U0~x!, ;xPIR
D , ~1!

with

F~U !5S c0 w1

2c0 w2
D , U5S w1

w2
D ,

where w1 and w2 can be considered as the displacement
velocities associated, respectively, with the direct and the
conjugate wave. Callingv5]u/]t the physical displacement
velocity andsxx the normal stress in thex direction, we can
write w15v1u, w25v2u whereu52sxx /rc0 .

The source termS is given by

S52S m~w12w2!S V

4
sin~Vt1c!2sD

2m~w12w2!S V

4
sin~Vt1c!2sD D ,

wheres is the nonlinear pumping term.
For the mechanism of pumping depletion, we have

s5
mMc0

2

2Pel S E
0

l S ]w1

]x D S ]w2

]x Ddx

1
1

4 F ~w12w2!
]~w12w2!

]x G
0

l D .

For the phase mechanism, the expression ofs is

s5
mMc0V

16Pel
S E

0

l

~w12w2!
]

]x
~w11w2!dxD .

In both expressions,s is expressed in terms of spatial
derivatives using Eq.~1! to replace any time derivatives by
spatial ones. This supposes also that deformations remain
sufficiently small to enables andV to be of the same order
of magnitude.

When the pumping is stopped, the linear term has to be
switched off, but the nonlinear term still remains active. In
experiments the electric power cannot be cut instantaneously
because the inertia of the circuit that has been simulated in
the calculation through a quality factor by an exponential
decay of the linear term at the end of the pumping.

In the following section, the system~1! is solved nu-
merically by an explicit finite volume method already used in
the linear case and described in more details in Refs. 13 and
17. The nonlinear term is computed by a classical Newton–
Cotes quadrature. With the very refined meshes used in this
work a trapezoidal rule is sufficient.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical simulations presented in this part were made
for an infinite active material with finite active zone for the
two nonlinear mechanisms of amplitude limitation. From the
numerical point of view, the sample of active material is
situated betweenx50 cm andx54 cm. The active zone lies
betweenx51 cm andx53.5 cm. The mesh contains 8000
points. The boundary conditions atx50 cm andx54 cm are
nonreflexive as if the domainsx,0 andx.4 cm were filled
by the material too. The initial condition is given in the fol-
lowing form:

w15A sinS 2p

l
~x2xl ! D for x1,x,0.5 cm,

w250 for x1,x,0.5 cm,

w15w250, elsewhere.

Abscissax1 is chosen such as (0.52x1)53l, wherel is the
wavelength l52pc0 /v with v52p3107 s21 and c0

54000 m/s. ParameterA52.53105 Pa is the initial ampli-
tude. Actually, the value ofA is irrelevant because the pump-
ing duration is chosen long enough to reach the saturation in
any case. This level will be shown as independent of the
initial condition. Moreover the giant amplification being ex-
ponential a variation ofA does produce a noticeable delay of
the saturation. The beginning of the pumping is the origin of
time. Of course, in order to produce the parametric reso-
nance, the pumping frequency isV52v. The density of the
magnetostrictive material isr055000 kg/m3.
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A. Pumping depletion mechanism

Figure 1 shows the results obtained with the first mecha-
nism of amplitude limitation~pumping depletion!. The re-
sults were made for a pumping duration ofTp535ms, a
modulation depth ofm54.131022. Two values of coeffi-
cient g5Mmc0

2/Pel 5650 and 217 are selected. The first
choice corresponds approximately to the experimental con-
ditions of Ref. 9.

The pumping signal corresponds to the rate of variation
of the compressibility modulus of the medium and is directly
proportional to the electromagnetic signal measured in ex-
periments. At the beginning of the process, the modulation is
essentially governed by the linear term and is nothing but a
sinusoidal function of time of amplitudemV/2. Suddenly the
nonlinear term reaches the order of magnitude of the linear
one, the pumping decays and the saturation of the stress sig-
nal begins. Finally the pumping and the stress signal stabilize
at a constant value, showing that the system reaches a neutral
stability. It is not surprising that the variation of the com-
pressibility modulus stabilizes at a value that is totally inde-
pendent ofg and m. This is because this neutral stability
corresponds exactly to the threshold value of pumping:
m0V/2 which ism051.631022 for this sample. This value

of m only depends on the length of the sample. At the end of
the pumping all the signals decrease according to the quality
factor of the circuit. This is exactly the behavior observed in
experiments.

The temporal form of the conjugate stress signal is com-
puted at the left output of the active zone. This signal clearly
exhibits the exponential amplification of the conjugate wave
followed by a saturation of the amplitude due to the pumping
depletion. An important feature is the variation of the satu-
ration level withg, it is 3.4 Mpa forg5650 s/m and 5.9 Mpa
for g5217 s/m. One can imagine that this is due to the fact
that the saturation takes place later when the nonlinear term
is small. This delay is observable by comparison of the
pumping signal in both cases. The decay of the pumping
happens about 2ms before forg5650 s/m. Nevertheless a
more interesting way for explanation is to analyze the satu-
ration level in terms of balance between the linear and non-
linear term. It is clear that the smallestg the highest the
stress amplitude is needed for balancing the linear term.

Figure 2 presents the evolution of the spatial distribution
of the normal stress field~in Pa! inside the sample. The view
corresponding tot50.75ms shows the incident pulse~on the
right! and the origin of the direct wave created by parametric

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the pump-
ing signal and the normal stress at the
left edge of the active zone forg
5650 s/m and g5217 s/m. The
pumping signal is the value ofdc/c dt
which is the source term in the primi-
tive formulation inu andv. This sig-
nal is directly proportional to the elec-
tromagnetic signal of the excitation as
it can be measured in experiments.
The stress signal at the left edge of the
active zone gives the time evolution of
the conjugate wave. Its shape can be
compared with the pressure measured
in water in wave conjugation experi-
ments.
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interaction. At the same time the conjugate wave develops
and after evacuation of the incident wave the stress tends to
become symmetric relatively to the middle of the sample (t
58 ms). Due to the amplification process, the amplitude of
this distribution increases over time and, due to the growth of
the nonlinear terms, tends progressively to the one presented
in the next picture which corresponds tot517ms. After
saturation, the spatial distribution is to the one presented for
t534ms. The constant amplitude of the direct~on the right!
and conjugate~on the left! waves going out from the active
zone is observed. Finally, when the pumping is stopped, the
direct and the backward waves separate like in the linear
case,13 but here the quality factor of the circuit is simulated.
The linear pumping is exponentially damped and the nonlin-
ear term follows with the decrease of the elastic power. This
explains the smooth decay on the temporal signal.

B. Phase mechanism

The results obtained with the phase mechanism are
shown in Fig. 3, for similar conditions as for the previous
situation: pumping durationTp535ms, m54.131022, and
g5650. The behavior is slightly changed. The saturation

takes place after a sharp decay of the pumping signal fol-
lowed by oscillations. Nevertheless the threshold value is
also obtained and the signals stabilize. This difference with
the amplitude depletion process can be explained by the
phase shift between the linear and nonlinear source term.

The oscillations of the source term lead to some oscilla-
tions too on the stress signal of the conjugate wave. Another
important fact is the difference of the saturation level, which
is of 4.3 MPa here instead of 3.4 Mpa for the pumping deple-
tion.

Computations withg5217 leads towards the same ob-
servations except that the stress saturation level at the left
edge of the active zone is 7.5 Mpa.

V. ANALYSIS

We focus our analysis on the saturation level considered
as a balance between the linear and nonlinear source terms.
In terms of primitive variablesu andv, the source term can
be written

dc

c dt
52

m

2 FV sin~Vt1c!2
g

2c0
2 E

0

l ]2u2

]t2 dxG

FIG. 2. Spatial repartition of normal
stress in the sample for the pumping
depletion process and a pumping dura-
tion of 35 ms. At t50.75ms, the ini-
tial condition is observable as well as
the beginning of the direct wave. After
the incident wave evacuated the
sample, both direct and conjugate
waves are amplified (t58 ms). At
time t517ms, the saturation takes
place and the last picture shows the
typical repartition of stress during the
saturation for a modulation depthm
54.1 e22. A similar sequence is
available forg5217 s/m.
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for the amplitude depletion, and

dc

cdt
52

m

2 FV sin~Vt1c!1
gV

c0
E

0

l

u
]n

]x
dxG

for the phase mechanism.
In a very general formulation, the direct and conjugate

waves are

w15A0F1S x

l D cos~vt2kx1c1!

and

w25A0F2S x

l D cos~vt1kx1c2!,

whereF1 andF2 are ‘‘slow’’ functions of x compared with
cos(kx) andk5v/c0 . FunctionF1 always fulfills the condi-
tion F1(0)50 andF1(1)51, A0 being the amplitude at the
edge of the active zone. At the saturation we haveF18(1)
50 since the direct wave is totally evacuated at the right
edge of the active zone. The symmetry condition leads to
F2(x/ l )5F1@12(x/ l )#. The simplest pair (F1 ,F2) is
F1(x/ l )5sin(px/2l ) and F2(x/ l )5cos(px/2l ), which is the
configuration obtained numerically at saturation for both pro-

cesses~Fig. 4!. With these assumptions and using the rela-
tions

u5
w12w2

2

and

]v
]x

52
]u

c0]t
~110~m!!,

it can be shown, by standard techniques, that

E
0

l ]2u2

]t2 dx52
A0

2V2l

4p
cos~Vt1f!~110~1/kl !!

and

E
0

l

u
]v
]x

dx5
A0

2V l

8p
sin~Vt1f!~110~1/kl !!,

where f5c11c2 and kl;43102. Therefore, neglecting
very small terms, the pumping can be written at saturation

dc

c dt
52

mV

2 Fsin~Vt1c!2
gV l

8pc0
2 A0

2 sin~Vt1F!G ,

FIG. 3. Results for the phase mecha-
nism. The pumping signal fluctuates
more than for the pumping depletion,
nevertheless the saturation level is the
same and corresponds to the threshold
of the exponential amplification. The
conjugate wave stress signal is also
more agitated than for the depletion
process and reaches a saturation level
slightly higher. The stress repartition
in the sample does not seem to be very
different from the depletion process.
The situation during the saturation is
exactly the same as for the depletion
except the overall level slightly higher.
The same results are available forg
5217 s/m.
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where F5c11c21(p/2) for the pumping depletion and
F5c11c2 for the phase mechanism.

We define

K5F gV l

8pc0
2 A0

2G
and

tgH52
K sin~F2c!

12K cos~F2c!
,

and write

dc

c dt
52

m0V

2
sin~Vt1c1H !

52
mV

2
A11K222K cos~F2c!

3@sin~Vt1c1H !#.

The general solution is

K5cos~F2c!6Acos2~F2c!2S 12
m0

2

m2D .

For the amplitude depletion we expect that the threshold is
reached without phase shift, henceH50, F5c, andK51
2(m0 /m) which is the lowest root in this case gives

A052c0A 2p

gV l S 12
m0

m D
and a stress level at saturation

s05r0c0
2A 2p

gV l S 12
m0

m D . ~2!

With our data, this formula givess053.46 Mpa for g
5650 s/m ands056 Mpa for g5217 s/m which is in total
agreement with the numerical results.

For the phase mechanism, the level is higher and corre-
sponds roughly toH5p/2, which gives cos(F2c)51/K and

FIG. 4. Spatial repartition of the direct
and conjugate waves during satura-
tion. The amplitude of the waves in-
side the active zone (0.01 m,X
,0.035 m) is given by F15A0

3sin(px/2l ) and F25A0 cos(px/2l ).
The constant valueA0 depends on the
process.
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s05r0c0
2A 2p

gV l
AS 11

m0
2

m2D ~3!

leading tos054.6 Mpa for g5650 s/m ands057.9 Mpa
for g5217 s/m. These values are both 6% higher than the
computed values. This means thatH is slightly lower than
p/2 but does not depend ong. We must underline that for-
mula ~3! is not as general as formula~2!, which can be ap-
plied for any value ofm since for the amplitude depletion,H
is always zero. On the contrary,H varies withm in the phase
mechanism and formula~3! is just the limit value whenH
tends towardp/2.

These considerations are confirmed by Fig. 5 which pre-
sents the results form5231022 and g5650 s/m for a
pumping duration of 70ms. This value ofm is relatively
close to the threshold, which explains the slower growth rate
and the necessity of a long pumping before reaching the
saturation. Formula~2! forecasts the value of 2 Mpa fors0

in the pumping depletion mechanism, which is in total agree-
ment with the computation.

For the phase mechanism~Fig. 6! s053.5 Mpa which
gives K'0.5 andH520.51 radian which means that the
phase shiftF–c between the linear and nonlinear pumping
terms is about 0.9 radian.

A systematic study of functionsH(m) and K(m) is
needed in order to obtain, in the future, general formulas for
the phase mechanism. Nevertheless before starting such an
investigation, it is more important to compare our conclu-
sions with experiments. That is the purpose of the next sec-
tion but before starting with it, we must recall that the nu-
merical simulation can provide much more information that
experiments in such a problem. For example, experiments
cannot provide the stress repartition in the sample, which is
not as simple as it seems looking the very simple repartitions
of w1 andw2 .

Figure 7 shows the repartitions obtained for both pro-
cesses in the casem5231022. This result is unexpected
according to the similarity of the repartitions ofw1 andw2 in
all the configurations. But it must be reminded that the con-
dition on the phase concernsc11c2 and allows a degree of
freedom between the respective values of these angles. The

FIG. 5. Amplitude depletion, numeri-
cal results form5231022. For this
value ofm near the threshold, formula
~2! gives the right saturation value.
The direct and conjugate waves have
the same spatial repartition as form
54.131022.
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actual values ofc1 andc2 are fixed by the boundary condi-
tion through the higher order terms in 1/kl that we neglected
in our analysis. Results form54.131022 ~Figs. 2 and 3!
correspond to a situation wherec1'c2 whereas the results
for m5231022 ~Fig. 7! correspond toc1'c21p. This
very little detail emphasized by the numerical simulation can

have non-negligible consequences on the resistance of the
sample.

VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

In the previous simulation the pumping durationTp was
sufficiently long for a good examination of the phenomenon

FIG. 6. Phase mechanism, numerical
results form5231022. For this value
of m near the threshold,K'0.5 and
H'20.51 radian. The phase shift be-
tween the linear and nonlinear pump-
ing is about 0.9 radian at saturation.
The direct and conjugate waves have
the same spatial repartition as for the
other cases.

FIG. 7. Stress repartition in the sample
for m5231022. The phase shift be-
tween the direct and conjugate wave is
p instead of 0 for the casem54.1
31022. The stress is minimum in the
middle of the sample.
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of saturation. In experiments the pumping duration is often
shorter. The first comparison with experiments consisted in
fitting the rate of the exponential growth. This task, focal-
ized, on the linear pumping was achieved in previous
works.13 The value ofm54.131022 was fixed according to
these previous results. In this paper we compare the behavior
of the stress signal at the end of the pumping. In experiments
Tp was 19ms and the full saturation had no time to take
place. Nevertheless the nonlinear terms play an important
role in the dynamical behavior of the signal just before the
pumping is switched off. Figure 8 presents a comparison
between simulations and experiments. Of course the experi-
mental signal is not the stress inside the sample at the edge
of the active zone but the conjugate wave signal in water
after emission from the sample. Consequently, the compari-
son of the levels is irrelevant. The important issue is the
capacity of the simulation to reproduce the shape of the sig-
nal. Figure 8 is clearly in favor of the amplitude depletion
process, which is able to reproduce the experimental decay
including the slight flattening that follows the peak value and
was unexplained until now. The phase mechanism is much

more agitated and the decay sharper. By a careful adaptation
of m and g the pumping depletion model must provide a
signal very similar to the experimental one.

This result does not mean that the phase mechanism
cannot take place in experiments: not enough experiments
are available for the moment to allow such a conclusion.
Nevertheless these numerical simulations and the corre-
sponding analysis provide excellent touchstones to recognize
the characteristic features of these nonlinear effects in ex-
periments.

VII. CONCLUSION

It is shown that the one-dimensional numerical model
used in this work allows the simulation of amplitude limita-
tion due to the feedback of the system on the pumping source
in the process of parametric phase conjugation. The two
mechanisms considered are physically relevant, but the am-
plitude depletion seems to be the most probable since it cor-
responds to the experimental features. For that mechanism
the universal analytical formula~2! provides the relation be-

FIG. 8. Comparison with experiments
for a pumping duration of 19ms. The
experimental signal is a pressure mea-
surement of the conjugate wave out-
side the sample. It has been normal-
ized by the maximum pressure since
only the shape is relevant here. The
general feature of the experimental
signal is similar to the results given by
the amplitude depletion process. No
oscillation before saturation is ob-
served and a similar decay takes place
after the end of the pumping with a
small flattening after the maximum. A
careful adaptation of parameterm and
g must provide simulations very simi-
lar with the experimental result for the
amplitude depletion process.
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tween the saturation level and the parameters of the experi-
ments. For this fundamental study, the model was applied in
this paper for an infinite medium in order to isolate the only
feedback effect, but the numerical approach can be used for
a sample of finite length13 and provides information on the
influence of boundaries on the nonlinear process. A two-
dimensional~2D! model is now in preparation for the study
of the process for primary wave with an arbitrary angle of
incidence and on a laterally limited sample. This model will
describe nonstationary and nonlinear processes of WPC tak-
ing into account acoustic mode conversion clearly observed
in experiments. Despite the very refined mesh needed in
these computations because of the high frequency of the
waves, the 2D approach is still technically possible. Never-
theless, for simulations of real three-dimensional situations a
hybrid asymptotic–numerical formulation has to be devel-
oped in order to simulate only the amplitude evolutions with-
out having to reproduce the high frequency oscillations. The
difficulty in this approach is the correct description of the
interfaces.
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Nonlinear wave propagation in materials, where distribution function of mesoscopic mechanical
elements has very different scales of variation along and normally to diagonal of Preisach–
Mayergoyz space, is analyzed. An evolution equation for strain wave, which takes into account
localization of element distribution near the diagonal and its slow variation along the diagonal, is
proposed. The evolution equation provides opportunity to model propagation of elastic waves with
strain amplitudes comparable to and even higher than characteristic scale of element localization
near Preisach–Mayergoyz space diagonal. Analytical solutions of evolution equation predict
nonmonotonous dependence of wave absorption on its amplitude in a particular regime. The regime
of self-induced absorption for small-amplitude nonlinear waves is followed by the regime of
self-induced transparency for high-amplitude waves. The developed theory might be useful in
seismology, in high-pressure nonlinear acoustics, and in nonlinear acoustic diagnostics of damaged
and fatigued materials. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1517252#

PACS numbers: 43.25.Dc, 91.60.Lj@MFH#

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c the sound velocity
c0 the velocity of the infinitely weak

acoustic disturbance~the velocity of
the linear sound!

cH5c2c0 the local variation in sound velocity
due to strain variation in the acoustic
wave

cH5A2cH/ the normalized variation in sound
(hHs'

0 c0) velocity
cH,0 the normalized variation of the zero-

point velocity ~of the pointS50 in
the wave profile!

cH,e the normalized variation of the ve-
locity of the extrema of the wave
profile

E the elastic modulus
E0 the elastic modulus corresponding to

static preloading of the material
EH5E2E0 the elastic modulus variation due to

variable strain action on hysteretic
elements

EH5EH/ the normalized variation of the
(A2hHs'

0 E0) modulus
f 12(s1 ,s2) the density distribution of the me-

chanical elements in coordinate
plane (s1 ,s2)

f H5 f H(s1 ,s2) the surface density of the hysteretic
elements~those withs2.s1)

f NH5 f NH(s1 ,s1) the density of the nonhysteretic ele-
ments~those withs25s1)

f̃ HS si

si
H

,
s'

s'
0 D the surface density of the hysteretic

elements in the coordinates (si ,s')

A2 f̃ NH(si /si
NH) the linear density of the nonhyster-

etic elements along the coordinatesi

f̃ ch
H the characteristic density of the hys-

teretic elements

f̃ ch
NH the characteristic density of the non-

hysteretic elements

FH5 f̃ H(0,s' /s'
0 )/ the normalized distribution function

f̃ H(0,0) of hysteretic elements

b5 f̃ NH/( f̃ Hs'
0 ) the nondimensional parameter char-

acterizing relative contribution of
nonhysteretic and hysteretic ele-
ments to the total number of the me-
soscopic mechanical elements

F5G1
212G2

21 the compact notation ~where
GG21(S)5S)

G the function describing the acoustic
wave profile at the boundary of the
medium

G1 the function describing the part of
the initial wave profile where the
strain increases (]S/]h.0)

G2 the function describing the part of
the initial wave profile where the
strain decreases (]S/]h,0)

hNH the characteristic nondimensional
nonlinear parameter related to the
changes of the nonhysteretic element
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distribution along the diagonal
hH the characteristic nondimensional

nonlinear parameter due to the pres-
ence of the hysteretic mechanical el-
ements

p0(s) the nonspecified parameter character-
izing the presence of mesoscopic
mechanical elements

p0(s,s1 ,s2) the parameter characterizing the state
of an individual mechanical element

Dp5p22p1 the difference between the values of
the parameterp0(s,s1 ,s2) of an indi-
vidual mesoscopic element in two
admissible states

P5s0 /A2s'
0 the nondimensional parameter char-

acterizing the importance of element
localization near the diagonal of the
Preisach–Mayergoyz~PM! space

s the strain
s1 the strain level necessary to ‘‘close’’

an individual hysteretic element
s2 the strain level necessary to ‘‘open’’

an individual hysteretic mechanical
element

s'
0 the characteristic strain scale for the

localization of the mechanical ele-
ments near the diagonal of the PM
space

si
0 the characteristic strain scale for the

variation of the mechanical elements
distribution along the diagonal of the
PM space

s0 the initial ~boundary! amplitude of
the strain wave

sA the current amplitude of the strain
wave

SA5sA/s0 the normalized wave amplitude
s̄ the strain magnitude in the middle of

the interval of strain variation
si5(s21s1)/A2 the strain coordinate parallel to the

PM space diagonal
s'5(s22s1)/A2 the strain coordinate perpendicular to

the PM space diagonal
S'5s' /s0 the normalized coordinate for the de-

scription of element localization in
the direction perpendicular to the PM
space diagonal

s85s2 s̄ the strain disturbance relative to the
middle level of the strain variation

S5s8/s0 the normalized strain variation
Se the normalized strain value in the ex-

tremum ~maximum or minimum! of
the strain wave profile

s0
cr the characteristic wave amplitude,

above which the along diagonal
variation of the mesoscopic elements
should be taken into account even in
the case of much stronger localiza-
tion of the elements perpendicular to
the diagonal of the PM space in com-
parison with their variation along the
diagonal

m5s'
0 /si

0 the parameter characterizing the
shape of elements distribution in the
PM space

s the contribution to stress due to me-
soscopic mechanical elements

r0 the equilibrium density of the mate-
rial

t the time variable
t0 the characteristic time scale of the

acoustic disturbance at the boundary
t5t2x/c0 the retarded time
u5t/t0 the normalized retarded~fast! time

variable
h5u2*0

z$SA(z8)2(P/2)@SA(z8)#2dz8
the modified fast time variable

u the mechanical particle displacement
x the spatial coordinate
xSH the characteristic length for the non-

linear effects induced by the varia-
tion of the nonhysteretic element
density along the diagonal of the PM
space

xH the characteristic length for the non-
linear effects induced by presence of
hysteretic mechanical elements

z5x/xH the normalized slow spatial coordi-
nate

zabs5xabs/xH the characteristic nondimensional
length of nonlinear sound absorption

z̄abs5zabs/P the renormalized characteristic non-
dimensional length of nonlinear
sound absorption

zSH
b the characteristic normalized dis-

tance for shock formation~induced
by the variation along the PM space
diagonal of both nonhysteretic and
hysteretic elements!

x5z2P*0
zSA(z8)dz8 the modified slow spatial variable

v the characteristic frequency of the
acoustic signal (v}1/t0).

I. INTRODUCTION

It is currently acknowledged that the nonlinear hysteretic
stress/strain relationship observed in micro-inhomogeneous
materials can be modeled by introducing mesoscopic me-
chanical elements with stress~strain! dependent

parameters.1–3An individual mechanical element ‘‘opens’’ at
strain levels5s2 and ‘‘closes’’ at strain levels5s1 . The
system of mesoscopic elements is characterized by their den-
sity distribution f 12(s1 ,s2) in coordinate plane (s1 ,s2) @in
Preisach–Mayergoyz~PM! space#.1–4 It should be noted that
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in mechanics of solids PM space can be presented both as the
~stress, stress! coordinate plane1,2 and as the~strain, strain!
coordinate plane~see Ref. 4 and the references therein!. The
mechanical elements on the diagonals15s2 of PM space are
nonhysteretic. The off-diagonal elements (s1,s2) exhibit
hysteresis in their behavior: whens1,s,s2 the state of hys-
teretic element~is it opened or closed! depends on whether
the strain decreases or increases.2,4 The distribution function
f 12(s1 ,s2) of mesoscopic elements can be found from the
experimental stress/strain curves of material. The results
obtained2,3 demonstrate that in rocks the distribution function
f 12(s1 ,s2) is localized near PM space diagonal in the band
with characteristic widths'

0 }1024 ~at atmospheric pressure!
and varies along the diagonal at characteristic scalesi

0 ,
which is larger (si

0.s'
0 ). It is clear that elastic wave propa-

gation should depend on relative magnitude of strain ampli-
tude sA in the wave and characteristic strainss'

0 and si
0 .

However until now the fact off 12(s1 ,s2) inhomogeneity in
PM space has been included in theoretical analysis only
through a simplified model valid in the asymptotic casesA

!s'
0 ,si

0.5–7 In this model the distributionf 12(s1 ,s2) is sepa-
rated into hysteretic and nonhysteretic partsf 12(s1 ,s2)[ f H

1 f NHd(s12s2), where f H is the surface density of hyster-
etic elements,f NH is the linear density of nonhysteretic ele-
ments, andd is Riemann’s delta function. The densityf H of
hysteretic elements has always been considered to be a
constant.5–7 This assumption leads, in particular, to predic-
tion of linear dependence of resonance frequency shift of a
bar on its vibration amplitude, providing an explanation for
multiple experimental observations8–12 at strain levelssA

<1026. It has also been demonstrated that, if the variation of
f NH along the PM diagonal is modeled by a linear depen-
dence, then nonhysteretic elements contribute to quadratic
nonlinearity of classical form~one leading to cascade process
of frequency mixing.5–7

In the present publication we propose an extension of
the theory, which takes into account variation off 12 both in
the direction perpendicular to the PM space diagonal and in
the direction along the diagonal. There are at least three in-
dications that theory generalization of this kind might be
useful.

First, there are multiple experimental observations9,10,12

demonstrating that the dependence of resonance frequency
shift of a bar on vibration amplitude deviates from linear law
at strain levelssA>1026.

Second, the model withf H[const does not take into
account the so-calledDE effect ~observed13 at strain levels
sA>1024), which is one of the manifestations off H local-
ization near the PM space diagonal. The experiments2,3,13

clearly indicate that inhomogeneity of hysteretic elements
distribution in the direction perpendicular to the PM diagonal
should be included in theoretical analysis of waves with
strain amplitudessA>1024.

Finally, there is a growing interest nowadays in different
manifestations of nonlinear wave processes in
seismology.14–17 Even in detection point~in far field! the
amplitudes of seismic signals can be of the order ofsA

}1024 corresponding to strong ground motion.14–17 Conse-
quently, for analysis of nonlinear propagation of these sig-

nals the existing theory for strain levelssA!s'
0 }1024 should

be extended to the regionsA>s'
0 }1024. Moreover, the reg-

istration of seismic signals withsA}1024 from strong earth-
quakes indicates that strain amplitude near the earthquake
source is much higher (sA@1024). Consequently, for the
analysis of the problem of source identification from far-field
observations, the existing theory should be extended to the
casesA@s'

0 }1024.
In the present publication we derive an evolution equa-

tion for strain propagation in the case of arbitrary relation
between the magnitudes ofsA ands'

0 , retaining however the
assumptionsA!si

0 . In this regime strain wave may be sen-
sitive to the details off H distribution to its localization re-
gion near the PM space diagonal and feels weak inhomoge-
neity of both f H and f NH along the diagonal as well.

II. GENERAL FORM OF EVOLUTION EQUATION

The equation for propagation of plane acoustic wave
~longitudinal or shear! has the form

r0F ]2u

]t2
2c0

2 ]2u

]x2G5
]s

]x
, ~1!

whereu is particle displacement~parallel or perpendicular to
thex axis, along which the wave propagates!. In Eq.~1! c0 is
the sound velocity, which does not take into account the
presence of mesoscopic elements,r0 is the density of the
material, ands is the contribution to stress due to mesos-
copic mechanical elements. It is assumed2,5–7 that the pres-
ence of mesoscopic elements and their behavior can be de-
scribed by a nonspecified strain-dependent parameterp0

5p0(s), and that stress depends on this parameter (s
5s(p0(s))). Consequently, the right-hand side of Eq.~1!
can be rewritten in the form

]s

]x
5

]s

]p0

]p0

]s

]s

]x
. ~2!

It is admitted that the parameterp05p0(s) for material un-
der consideration can be obtained from linear superposition
of parametersp0(s,s1 ,s2) of individual mesoscopic ele-
ments

p0~s!5E
2`

1`

ds1E
2`

1`

ds2 p0~s,s1 ,s2! f 12~s1 ,s2!. ~3!

The behavior of an individual mechanical element@the
value of its parameterp0(s,s1 ,s2)] depends on two critical
strain valuess1 ands2 , and also on the direction of current
strain variation~as has been described in the Introduction!.
In Eq. ~3! f 12(s1 ,s2) is the density of mesoscopic mechani-
cal elements in PM space.2–4 By considering linear superpo-
sition in Eq. ~3!, possible interaction between mesoscopic
elements is neglected. Under this approximation it is reason-
able to assume that]s/]p0 in Eq. ~2! does not depend on
p0 . Note that classical nonlinear elasticity18,19 can be in-
cluded in the analysis, formally assuming7 additional explicit
dependence of stresss on strains5s(p0(s),s). However,
this opportunity will be neglected, due to experimental evi-
dence that in the mesoscopic materials the nonlinearity
caused by mesoscopic elements dominates over the classical
one.2,6–10 For the same reason, the strain will be approxi-
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mated by its linear part (s>]u/]x). In other words, kine-
matic nonlinearity18,19 will also be neglected in comparison
with mesoscopic nonlinearity. In brief, the arguments pre-
sented above give us opportunity to consider]s/]p0 in Eq.
~2! as a constant and also approximates>]u/]x. Then, the
nonlinearity in Eq.~2! and in Eq. ~1! is due only to the
dependence of]p0 /]s on strain.

In order to evaluate]p0 /]s we first separate the contri-
butions to the total densityf 12(s1 ,s2) from the hysteretic and
nonhysteretic elements

f 12~s1 ,s2!5 f H~s1 ,s2!@11sign~s22s1!#/2

1 f NH~s1 ,s2!d~s12s2!. ~4!

Substituting Eq.~4! into Eq. ~3!, we derive

p0~s!5E
2`

s2
ds1E

s1

1`

ds2 p0~s,s1 ,s2! f H~s1 ,s2!

1E
2`

1`

ds1 p0~s,s1 ,s1! f NH~s1 ,s1!. ~5!

Note that substituting of the function@11sign(s22s1)# in
the integral~3! limits in Eq. ~5! the integration both overs2

~to begin ats1) and overs1 ~to finish ats2). Accepting for
mesoscopic mechanical elements the two-level model pre-
sented in Fig. 1, we find that for individual elements, that are
changing their state under the influence of the acoustic wave

]p0

]s
~s,s1 ,s2!5H Dpd~s2s2! if ]s/]t.0,

Dpd~s2s1! if ]s/]t,0.

Here, Dp5p22p1 is the difference between the values of
the parameter of an individual mesoscopic element in two
states~opened and closed; see Fig. 1!. With the help of these

relations, the differentiation of Eq.~5! is straightforward

]p0

]s
~s!5Dp5 F E2`

s

f H~s1 ,s!ds1 if st[]s/]t.0

E
s

1`

f H~s,s2!ds2 if st[]s/]t,0
G

1 f NH~s,s!6 . ~6!

It should be pointed out here that only the elements that are
changing their state upon strain changes contribute to inte-
grals in Eq.~6!.

In the modeling adopted here, the control parameter in
the problem is the strain. In this case it is useful~though
unnecessary! to associate the jump of the parameter
p0(s,s1 ,s2) of an individual mechanical element with the
abrupt change of the stress in the vicinity of the crack due to
its opening/closing~because this abruptly creates/destroys
mechanically free surface with zero stress!. However, to de-
scribe nonlinear acoustic phenomena in the~stress, stress!
coordinate plane it is sufficient to change the control param-
eter from strain to stress~using the linear Hooke’s law! and
to consider that the parameterp0(s,s1 ,s2) is related to the
volume of the crack-containing mechanical element. Then,
the jump of the parameterp0(s,s1 ,s2) for an individual ele-
ment might be viewed as the abrupt change in crack volume
due to its opening/closing.2

In the following we will be interested in the analysis of
a periodic process with a single maximum and a single mini-
mum over a period~‘‘simplex’’ process.6! In this case the
variation of strain takes place in the intervals̄2sA<s< s̄

1sA, wheres̄ is the strain in the middle of the interval and
sA is the amplitude of strain oscillations. Because of this, the
integration limits6` in Eq. ~6! can be changed fors̄6sA,
respectively.

For the analysis of different physical situations, it is use-
ful to describe the distribution of the elements in coordinates
si5(s21s1)/A2 ands'5(s22s1)/A2, which are along and
perpendicular to the PM space diagonal, respectively

f H~s1 ,s2![ f̃ H~si /si
H ,s' /s'

0 !,

f NH~s,s![A2 f̃ NH~si /si
NH!5A2 f̃ NH~A2s/si

NH!.

Here,si
H andsi

NH are characteristic scales of the distribution
functions variation along the PM space diagonal, ands'

0 is
the characteristic scale of hysteretic elements localization
in the direction normal to the diagonal. We use the notation
‘‘ f̃ ’ ’ to define the distribution functions in the new coordi-
nates. For simplicity, we consider that characteristic scales of
f̃ H and of f̃ NH variation along the diagonal are equal (si

H

5si
NH[si

0 ). This assumption qualitatively corresponds to
the results extracted from the analysis of experimental data.3

Then, Eq.~6! can be presented in the form

FIG. 1. Two-level mechanical element with hysteresis. The element
switches from level, characterized by parameterp1 to level characterized by
parameterp2 ~it ‘‘opens’’ ! at strains2 , which is higher than strains1 for the
inverse process~of ‘‘closing’’ !. Arrowheads indicate direction of strain
variation in time.
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]p0

]s
~s!5A2DpH E

0

@sA1sign(st8)s8#/A2

3 f̃ HS A2s2sign~st8!s'

si
0

,
s'

s'
0 D ds'1 f̃ NHS A2s

si
0 D J .

~7!

Here, s8[s2 s̄ denotes elastic disturbance relative to the
middle level of strain variation. For the particular form of
]p0 /]s in Eq. ~7!, the evolution equation, following from
Eq. ~1! for slow variation of strains85]u/]x in elastic wave
propagating in the positive direction of thex axis @s8
5s8(x,t5t2x/c0)#, takes the form

]s8

]x
5

Dp

A2r0c0
3 S ]s

]p0
D H E

0

@sA1sign(st8)s8#/A2

3 f̃ HS A2~ s̄1s8!2sign~st8!s'

si
0

,
s'

s'
0 D ds'

1 f̃ NHS A2~ s̄1s8!

si
0 D J ]s8

]t
. ~8!

To derive Eq.~8! the method of slowly varying wave
profile20,21 has been applied. This is the most general form
for an evolution equation derived in the present publication.
As already mentioned in the Introduction, the evolution
equations for nonlinear wave propagation in material with
mesoscopic mechanical elements were proposed before only
for the asymptotic casesA!s'

0 ,si
0 , where dependence of

distribution functions f̃ NH and f̃ H in Eq. ~8! on acoustic
strains8 can be neglected or can be considered as weak. In
this case the evolution equation contains ordinary~of classi-
cal form! and hysteretic quadratic nonlinearities.5–7 Cubic
nonlinearity of classical form can be included in the evolu-
tion equation as a correction.5,6 In the present publication we
are interested in the analysis of Eq.~8! in a more general
case, where strain amplitudesA might be comparable or
might even exceed one of the characteristic scaless'

0 ,si
0 .

Processing of the experimental data3 indicates that, at least in
sandstones,s'

0 is smaller thansi
0 ~in Fig. 2 we present quali-

tatively the distribution of mechanical elements in PM
space.2,3! That is why, in the following analysis, in order to
understand the influence on nonlinear wave propagation of
mesoscopic elements localization near the PM space diago-
nal, we will be interested in the asymptotic regimesA,s'

0

!si
0 . It is important that the conditionsA,s'

0 !si
0 is not suf-

ficient to completely neglect the role of variation off̃ NH and
f̃ H along the diagonal. This conclusion follows from the
analysis of separate influence of the scaless'

0 and si
0 on

wave propagation.

A. Variation of distribution function along the PM
space diagonal

AssumingsA!s'
0 ,si

0 , we approximate the expression in
curled brackets in Eq.~8! by

E
0

@sA1sign(st8)s8#/A2
f̃ HS A2~ s̄1s8!2sign~st8!s'

si
0

,
s'

s'
0 D ds'

1 f̃ NHS A2~ s̄1s8!

si
0 D

> f̃ HS A2s̄

si
0

,0D sA1sign~st8!s8

A2

1 f̃ NHS A2s̄

si
0 D 1

] f̃ NH

]si
S A2s̄

si
0 DA2s8. ~9!

In the right-hand side of Eq.~9! the term f̃ NH(A2s̄/si
0) con-

tributes to the change in linear properties of material~due to
the presence of mesoscopic elements!. Considering that this
influence is incorporated in the modified sound velocityc0 ,
we neglect the terms of this type everywhere in the follow-
ing. It might be argued that the termf̃ NH(A2s̄/si

0) in combi-
nation with nonlinear contributionsNL}(]u/]x)2 to longitu-
dinal strain s in Eq. ~2! @i.e., when s5]u/]x1sNL is
substituted in Eq.~2!# could provide important contribution
to quadratic nonlinearity. However, this is not true. This con-
tribution to nonlinearity will be negligible even in compari-
son with ordinary elastic nonlinearity as far as the contribu-
tion of f̃ NH(A2s̄/si

0) to sound velocity is small. Here it
should be mentioned that nonlinearity, described by the term
}(] f̃ NH/]si)s8 in Eq. ~9!, can be dominant not becausef̃ NH

is large but because the variation off̃ NH with strain is large.
Strong dependence of the mesoscopic elements density on
strain is expected because they are softer than atomic scale
elastic mechanical elements. In other words,si

0 is expected

FIG. 2. Qualitative presentation of the distribution of mesoscopic elements
in Preisach–Mayergoyz space. The density of elements is proportional to
surface density of points on (s1 ,s2) coordinate plane. Periodic strain wave
influences the elements in the triangle between the diagonals25s1 , hori-

zontal lines15 s̄2sA, and vertical lines25 s̄1sA. Here,s̄ is the mean strain
level andsA is strain amplitude.
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~and is observed2,3! to be significantly smaller than the char-
acteristic scale}0.1– 1 of important elastic interatomic de-
formations.

From the experimental data processing it follows3 that
the total numbers of hysteretic and of nonhysteretic elements
are comparable

f̃ Hs'
0 } f̃ NH. ~10!

With the help of Eq.~10!, we can estimate the ratio of the
first and the third contribution to the right-hand side in Eq.
~9! by

f̃ H

] f̃ NH/]si

}
f̃ H

f̃ NH/si
0
}

si
0

s'
0

.

Consequently, if we formally assumesi
0!s'

0 or just s'
0 5`

~in order to understand the separate role of the distribution
function variation along the diagonal!, we are able to neglect
the first term in the right-hand side of Eq.~9!. As a result we
present evolution equation~8! in the form

]s8

]x
1

hNH

c0
s8

]s8

]t
50, ~11!

where

hNH[2
Dp

r0c0
2 S ]s

]p0
D S ] f̃ NH

]si
D}

Dp

r0c0
2 S ]s

]p0
D f̃ NH

si
~12!

is the characteristic nondimensional nonlinear parameter re-
lated to the changes off̃ NH distribution along the diagonal.
The methods for solution of Eq.~11! are well known21,22and
will not be presented here. Importantly, the characteristic
scale for variation of acoustic signal@with initial amplitude
sA(x50)[s0 and characteristic time scalet0] is estimated
by

xSH}
c0t0

hNHs0

}
1

s0
. ~13!

We have used in Eq.~13! the subscript ‘‘SH,’’ because Eq.
~13! provides the estimate for shock front formation distance
and for the scale of nonlinear attenuation at the shock as
well.20 Note that in accordance with Eq.~13! the role of
along-diagonal gradients of distribution functionf̃ NH in-
creases with increasing wave amplitude. So, due to the scale
si

0 existence the self-induced absorption of strain waves can
be expected.

B. Variation of distribution function perpendicular to
the PM space diagonal

Assuming si
05`, we approximate the expression in

curled brackets in Eq.~8! by

E
0

@sA1sign(st8)s8#/A2
f̃ HS 0,

s'

s'
0 D ds'1 f̃ NH~0!.

The second term here can be taken into account in the wave
equation by modification of linear sound velocityc0 . The
evolution equation~8! takes the form

]s8

]x
1

hH

A2c0
H E

0

@sA1sign(st8)s8#/A2 F f̃ H~0,s' /s'
0 !

f̃ H~0,0!
Gds'J ]s8

]t
50,

~14!

where

hH[2
Dp

r0c0
2 S ]s

]p0
D f̃ H~0,0! ~15!

is the characteristic nondimensional nonlinear parameter due
to hysteretic mesoscopic elements.7,22 In normalized vari-
ables S[s8/s0 ,S'[s' /s0 , u[t/t0 , z[x/xH @where xH

52c0t0 /(hHs0)] and FH(s' /s'
0 )[ f H(0,s' /s'

0 )/ f H(0,0),
we rewrite Eq.~14! as

]S

]z
1A2H E

0

@SA1sign(Su)S#/A2
FH~A2PS'!dS'J ]S

]u
50.

~16!

Here,P[s0 /A2s'
0 is the nondimensional parameter charac-

terizing the importance of element localization near the PM
space diagonal. In the limiting caseP50 (FH(0)51) of
homogeneous distribution of hysteretic elements in the dia-
pason of strain action, Eq.~16! reduces to the form already
analyzed analytically7,22

]S

]z
1@SA1sign~Su!S#

]S

]u
50. ~17!

Equation ~17! can be also derived, by taking the limitsi
0

→` (]/]si→0) in Eq. ~9!. Note that in Eq.~17! the un-
known normalized wave amplitudeSA(z) can be excluded
by the variable transformation.22,23 In the more general case
of Eq. ~16! SA(z) can be excluded only if the solution of Eq.
~16! is first found for the arbitrary functionSA(z). Thus,
Eq.~16! presents a new type of equation for nonlinear acous-
tics.

For the analysis of nonlinear wave propagation in the
frame of Eq.~16!, we model distribution of hysteretic meso-
scopic elements by an exponential function@FH

5exp(2s' /s'
0)5exp(2A2PS')# as was proposed earlier.3

Then, Eq.~16! takes the form

]S

]z
1

1

P
$12e2P[SA1sign(Su)S]%

]S

]u
50. ~18!

Even without finding its solutions, Eq.~18! provides op-
portunity for theoretical predictions, which can be qualita-
tively compared with available experimental data. In fact, the
coefficient in front of]S/]u in Eq. ~18! has a direct relation
to local variationcH in sound velocityc due to hysteretic
elements (c5c01cH, ucHu!c0)20,21

cH

c0
52

hHs'
0

A2
$12e2P[SA1sign(Su)S]%. ~19!

Taking into account the relation between sound velocity and
elastic modulusE (E}c2, E0}c0

2 , EH}2c0cH), we present
the normalized changes of the modulus@EH

[EH/(E0A2hHs'
0 )# in the form

EH52$12e2P[SA1sign(Su)S]%. ~20!
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The relation~20! predicts bow tie behavior of nonlinear con-
tribution to elastic modulus~Fig. 3!. The presentation in Fig.
3 is valid at arbitrary distance for renormalized~local! value
of the parameterP(z)5PSA(z). In the limiting caseP!1
the bow tie is composed of straight linesEH>2P(SA

1sign(Su)S)6,22 ~Fig. 3, bow tie for P50.2), symmetric
relative toEH52P level. However with increasing param-
eter P this symmetry disappears~Fig. 3, bow ties forP51
andP55). It looks like there is an excess variation of elastic
modulus, when it abruptly increases~jumps! in the end
pointsS56SA. In Fig. 3 we present the comparison of the
bow tie for P51 with a symmetric bow tie~presented by
points!. The excess variation of elastic modulus denoted by
DE in Fig. 3 was observed experimentally2,3,13 and was
called theDE effect.13 We conclude that~in terms of the
model analyzed here! theDE effect is due to inhomogeneity
of mechanical element distribution in the direction perpen-
dicular to PM space diagonal. It manifests itself strongly
when acoustic strain feels localization of the elements in the
vicinity of the diagonal (P>1).

Another opportunity to compare the predictions of the
model in Eq.~18! with experimental observations is provided
by an estimate of wave velocity dependence on wave ampli-
tude. In accordance with Eq.~19! the presence of hysteretic
elements always diminishes local sound velocity (cH<0).
With the help of Eq.~19! the nondimensional velocitycH

[A2cH/(c0hHs'
0 ) of zero points (S50) can be estimated as

cH,052$12e2PSA
%. ~21!

In accordance with Eq.~21!, the diminishing of wave veloc-
ity with increasing wave amplitude is first proportional to
wave amplitude (cH,0>2PSA if P!1), but at higher wave
amplitudes it continues sublinearly, and finally it saturates
(cH,0>21 if P@1). This prediction correlates with experi-

mental observations of variation of resonance frequency of a
bar with increasing amplitude.9,10,12There are reports that the
initially linear decrease in resonance frequency is followed
for sufficiently high amplitudes (sA>1026) by a region of
slower~sublinear! diminishing of frequency as a function of
sA. We conclude that in terms of the model@Eq. ~18!# ana-
lyzed here the diminishing of the rate of resonance frequency
variation can be attributed to a manifestation of hysteretic
elements localization near the PM space diagonal. It should
be mentioned here that quadratic nonlinearity related to
variation of element distribution along the diagonal@for ex-
ample, one in Eq.~11!# does not contribute at all to changes
in velocity of initially sinusoidal wave.20 Due to the fact that
density of hysteretic elements diminishes with distance from
the PM space diagonal, the effective nonlinearity of the me-
dium ~related to the existence of these elements! diminishes
with increasing wave amplitude. In the frame of the model
Eq. ~18!, material is more nonlinear for weak amplitude
waves (sA<s'

0 , P<1) than for high-amplitude waves (sA

>s'
0 , P>1). In PM space acoustic wave interacts with hys-

teretic elements located in the triangle between diagonals1

5s2 , the horizontal lines15 s̄2sA and the vertical lines2

5 s̄1sA ~Fig. 2!. Clearly, if the elements are localized near
the diagonal, then with increasingsA the average density of
the elements inside interaction triangle diminishes, leading to
decrease of effective nonlinearity.

1. Weak variation of distribution function
perpendicular to the PM space diagonal

In the cases0!s'
0 ~but s'

0 Þ`) or, in other terms, in the
caseP!1 (PÞ0) we expand exponential function in Eq.
~18! in power series. Let us introduce new nondimensional
variables

x5z2PE
0

z

SA~z8!dz8,

~22!

h5u2E
0

z

$SA~z8!2~P/2!@SA~z8!#2%dz8.

By using Eq.~22! and by retaining the terms only of zero and
first order in small parameterP!1, we derive

]S

]x
1signS ]S

]h DS
]S

]h
2

P

2
S2

]S

]h
50. ~23!

In the caseP50 the analytical solutions of Eq.~23! have
been found earlier.7,22 The corrective term proportional to
small parameterP!1 has a form of classical cubic
nonlinearity.24 In the presence of this term each point of
wave profile on the plane (S,h) ~on the phase plane21! ex-
hibits additional horizontal motion along theh-axis

dh52
P

2
S2dx. ~24!

In accordance with Eq.~24!, all the points of the profile
move faster than the zero points (S50). In Fig. 4 we present
the transformation of initially sinusoidal wave with propaga-
tion distance as it is predicted by Eq.~23!. Profile 1 @S(x
50)5sinh# is the initial sinusoidal profile. Profile 2 in Fig.
4 is the theoretical prediction22 for wave profile at the dis-

FIG. 3. Periodic dimensionless contributionEH to elastic modulus due to
nonlinearity hysteresis for different values of the local parameterP(z)
5PSA(z). Arrowheads indicate the direction of strain~S! variation in time.
With increasing wave amplitude@increasing parameterP(z)] the bow ties
become more and more asymmetric relative to mean level ofEH .
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tancex5 1.2 in the caseP50. Profile 3 is the theoretical
prediction at the same distance but in the caseP5 0.5. The
observed tendency of forward shift of wave maximum and
wave minimum corresponds to their faster propagation.

2. General solution in the case of mesoscopic
elements localization near the PM space diagonal

To derive a general solution of Eq.~18! it is useful to
introduce the change of the independent variables (z,u)
→(z,h5u2P21z). Then, Eq.~18! takes the form

]S

]z
2

1

P
e2P[SA(z)1sign(Sh)S]

]S

]h
50. ~25!

The solution of Eq.~25! should satisfy the boundary condi-
tion

S~z50!5G~h!, ~26!

whereG(h) is a periodic function with a single maximum
and a single minimum over a period. We consider odd func-
tions for definiteness. Formal solution of the problem~25!,
~26! can be presented in form of explicit dependence of the
variableh on acoustic strainS ~see the solutions of the simi-
lar equations in Refs. 20 and 21!

h5G21~s!2
1

P
e2Psign(Sh)SE

0

z

e2PSA(z8)dz8. ~27!

In Eq. ~27! G21(s) denotes the inverse function
@G(G21(S))5S#. An important general result can be ob-
tained at this point after differentiating Eq.~27! over h

]S

]h
5

1

]G21

]S
1sign~Sh!e2Psign(Sh)SE

0

z

e2PSA(z8)dz8

.

From this formula it follows that if for a particular function
G the sign of]G21/]S coincides with sign(Sh), then both
terms in the denominator have the same sign, the denomina-
tor never equals zero, and consequently]S/]n never di-
verges (u]S/]nuÞ`). In other words, there is no shock front
formation in the profile of acoustic strain. This conclusion is
valid, in particular, for initially sinusoidal wave profile.

It should be noted that in Eq.~27! the acoustic wave
amplitudeSA(z) is still an undetermined function. The de-
pendence ofSA on propagation distance and the positions of
acoustic wave extremah5he(z) can be found by matching
the solutions in Eq.~27! for Sh.0 andSh,0 in the points
of extremaS5Se5SA(z)sign(Se)

he~z!5G(1)
21 ~Se!2

1

P
e2PSeE

0

z

e2PSA(z8)dz8 if Sh.0,

~28!

he~z!5G(2)
21 ~se!2

1

P
ePSeE

0

z

e2PSA(z8)dz8 if Sh,0. ~29!

Here, the values of the inverse function in the extrema de-
pend on the branch of the functionG (Sh.0 or Sh,0),
along which the extremumSe is approached. To clarify this
we have introduced in Eq.~28! and Eq.~29! the subscripts
~1! and ~2! @G(1)

21 (Se)ÞG(2)
21 (Se)#. By eliminating he(z)

between Eq.~28! and Eq.~29!, the integral equation for the
wave amplitude is obtained

2

P
sinh~PSA!E

0

z

e2PSA(z8)dz81F~SA!50. ~30!

Here, we have introduced compact notationF(sA)
[G(1)

21 (SA)2G(2)
21 (SA) and we have taken into account as-

sumed symmetry of theG function. By differentiating overz
and then excluding*0

zexp@2PSA(z8)#dz8 with the help of Eq.
~30!, a differential equation for wave amplitude is derived

]SA

]z
1

1

P

12exp~22PSA!

]F/]S~SA!2P coth~PSA!F~SA!
50. ~31!

If for a particular initial wave profileG(h) Eq. ~31! is inte-
grated~analytically or numerically!, then Eq.~27! provides
the description of wave profile transformation in propaga-
tion. The extrema of the profile can be determined from Eq.
~28! @or Eq. ~29!#. In particular, the positions of the peaks
and, consequently, their velocities can be followed in wave
propagation process.

Analytical solution of Eq.~31! is possible if we use
piecewise linear approximation for the initial wave profile. In
particular, for the initial profile 4 in Fig. 4 (G(h)5(2/p)h if
uhu<p/2, G(h)52 sign(h)2(2/p)h if p/2<uhu<p),
which provides the simplest piecewise linear approximation
of initially sinusoidal wave, the integration of Eq.~31! gives

FIG. 4. Transformation of initially sinusoidal profile~1! of a small-
amplitude (P!1) acoustic wave with increasing propagation distance. Pro-
files ~2! and ~3! are presented at distancex5 1.2 for P50 andP5 0.5,
respectively. The arrowheads indicate the displacement direction of profile
points with propagation distance.
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z5
p

2 H 1

2
@Li 2~e22P!2Li 2~e22PSA

!#

2P~12SA!ln~e2PSA
21!1P2@12~SA!2#22P

3F 1

e2P21
2

1

e2PSA
21

2
1

12e22P
1

SA

12e22PSAG J .

~32!

In Eq. ~32! Li 2 denotes polylog of second order (Li 2(x)
[(k51

` xk/k2). Solution~32! provides in an implicit form the
dependence of wave amplitudeSA on propagation distancez
and the parameterP. In the limiting caseP!1~when the
acoustic wave does not feel inhomogeneity of the mesos-
copic elements distribution in PM space! solution ~32! re-
duces to

SA~P!1!>
1

11
2

p
z

. ~33!

The result in Eq.~33! resembles one obtained in Ref. 22. It
predicts that in the regimeP!1 the medium becomes less
acoustically transparent for the waves of higher amplitude
~self-induced attenuation!.22 However, in the asymptotic case
P@1 the situation is quite different. In this case the solution
~32! reduces to

SA~P@1!>11
1

P S 12A11
2z

p D . ~34!

Analysis of the result in Eq.~34!, which is valid in the case
of strong localization of mesoscopic elements in the interac-
tion triangle~Fig. 2!, leads to a few important conclusions.

~a! From Eq. ~34! it follows that at distancesz!1
acoustic wave amplitude diminishes linearly with propaga-
tion distance

SA~P@1,z!1!>12
1

pP
z>expS 2

1

pP
z D . ~35!

Importantly, becausez5x/xH5hHs0x/(2c0t0)}s0 and P
5s0 /A2s'

0 }s0 , this initial stage of amplitude diminishing
does not depend on initial wave amplitudes0

SA~P@1,z!1!>expS 2
hHs'

0

A2pc0t0

xD . ~36!

The coefficient of hysteretic absorption aH

[hHs'
0 /(A2pc0t0) defined by Eq.~36! is independent of

wave amplitude and is proportional to wave fundamental fre-
quencyv ~because 1/t0}v). We conclude that in the regime
P@1, z!1 interaction of strain wave with hysteretic me-
chanical elements contributes to amplitude-independent~lin-
ear! absorption proportional to frequency, which is observed
experimentally in such materials as rocks and sands.25–28 It
should be mentioned here that currently there is no consen-
sus on the mechanism of this experimentally observed
absorption.25,26,29–33 Different linear mechanisms were
proposed.25,26,29–33In Refs. 25 and 26 it was demonstrated
that amplitude independent proportional to frequency ab-

sorption may be caused by a nonlinear mechanism due to a
very particular form of the dependence of local sound veloc-
ity changes on strain

Dc}2const sign~su!sign~s!, ~37!

where the constant is positive. Note that in Eq.~37! the ve-
locity changes do not depend on wave amplitude but only on
the sign of strain and direction of its variation. A qualitative
picture of initially sinusoidal profile transformation in the
frame of the model~37! is presented in Fig. 5. The arrow-
heads in Fig. 5 indicate the direction for the shift of profile
points with increasing propagation distance. Spectral analy-
sis of the nonlinearly deformed profile in Fig. 5 demonstrates
that at short propagation distances~when uDuu!p/2) the
absorption of fundamental frequencyv51/t0 is proportional
to frequency and does not depend on wave amplitude. It can
be noted that in the case of Knopoff’s model~37! energy
dissipation takes place everywhere along the profile.

In the case of mesosopic nonlinearity considered in the
present analysis, predicted transformation of wave profile is
very different. As it follows directly from Eq.~25!, in the
caseP@1 the transformation of the profile takes place only
near the extremums, where (SA(z)1sign(Sh)S)<1/P!1.
Everywhere else the second term in Eq.~25! is exponentially
small. Consequently, the qualitative picture of initially sinu-
soidal profile transformation looks as it is presented in Fig. 6.
The spectral analysis of nonlinearly deformed profile~with
cut extrema of sinusoid! demonstrates that at short propaga-
tion distances~when strain fallDS in Fig. 6 is small! the
absorption of fundamental frequency is proportional to fre-
quency and does not depend on wave amplitude~similar to
Knopoff’s model!. However, in contrast to Knopoff’s model,

FIG. 5. Transformation of initially sinusoidal strain wave with increasing
propagation distance in the frame of Knopoff’s model. Arrowheads indicate
the direction for the shift of profile points with increasing distance. The
magnitudeuDuu of the time shift at fixed propagation distance is the same
for all the points.
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in the case of hysteretic nonlinearity absorption takes place
only in the vicinity of wave maximum and wave minimum.

We have presented cuts~‘‘huts’’ ! of profiles in Fig. 6 to
be slightly inclined relative to the horizontal axis to reflect a
more tiny feature of the exact solution of evolution equation
~25!. In fact, from Eq.~28! and Eq.~29! it follows that in the
regimeP@1 maximum of wave profile moves along the part
Sh.0 of the initial profile @hmax(z,P@1)>G(1)

21(SA(z))#,
while minimum of wave profile moves along the partSh

,0 of the initial profile@hmin(z,P@1)>G(2)
21(SA(z))#. So, the

inclination introduced for the lines AB and CD in Fig. 6
reflects qualitatively the fact that the extrema of the wave are
located in points A and C. This tendency in the regimeP
@1 correlates with the tendency of wave transformation in
the caseP!1presented in Fig. 4.

In the present publication we are very far from the state-
ment that nonlinear mechanism considered here provides a
physical explanation for classical experimental obser-
vations.25–28The proposed mechanism is amplitude indepen-
dent only for high-amplitude elastic waves~beyond the strain
levelss0<1025 analyzed in the experiments25–28!. If we es-
timate from Ref. 3 that s'

0 }1024, then amplitude-
independent absorption due to hysteretic elements is ex-
pected for elastic strainss0>1023. We know that in
experiments34–37the attenuation is observed to be an increas-
ing function of wave amplitude in the strain interval
1026– 1025<s0<1023. However, we have failed to find
any data on strain attenuation in the diapasons0>1023. It
should also be mentioned that in accordance with Ref. 2 and
Ref. 3s'

0 diminishes with increasing confining pressure. Be-
cause of this the considered mechanism will be more inter-
esting, perhaps, for seismic wave propagation in Earth crust
or for high-pressure acoustics than for acoustics at ambient
pressures. It is also possible that artificially damaged~or fa-

tigued! materials haves'
0 significantly smaller than natural

rocks.
In contrast to other models proposed for nonlinear at-

tenuation in rocks and sands~predicting increased attenua-
tion with increasing wave amplitude11,22,27,38–41! the model
in Eq. ~34! predicts that absorption does not increase with
increasing wave amplitude.

Finally, it should be mentioned that linear absorption
predicted by Eq.~36! is estimated to be rather high. Specific
dissipation function Q of the medium25,26 Q
[(2aHc0 /v)215(A2hHs'

0 /p)21}1/(hHs'
0 ) is estimated to

be Q<10 for s'
0 }1024 and typical values8,10,42 hH>103.

Consequently this mechanism might provide an
important contribution to absorption of high-amplitude strain
pulses and, in general, cannot be neglected even though it
does not control the absorption length of high-amplitude
acoustic pulses@see paragraph~b! just below#.

~b! As it follows from Eq.~34! and Eq.~35!, the absorp-
tion law considered just above is valid only at initial stage
z!1 of high-amplitude strain wave evolution. In this regime
strain amplitude variationDS in Fig. 6 is small,DS!1. The
regime of the nonlinear absorption of the wave changes be-
fore the high-amplitude wave is significantly absorbed. Sig-
nificant variation in wave amplitude in the regimeP@1 is
possible only at distancesz@1. For z@1the result in Eq.
~34! can be approximated by

SA~P@1,z@1!>12A 2z

pP2
. ~38!

From Eq. ~38! we find that characteristic nondimensional
length of wave absorption in the regimeP@1 @defined by
SA(z5zP)>1/2] is zP5pP2/8. Consequently, the character-
istic dimensional length of wave absorption in this regime is

xP5zPxH5
pc0t0

8hHs'
0 S s0

s'
0 D }s0 . ~39!

With increasing wave amplitudes0 , characteristic length of
elastic wave absorption increases. In other words, the regime
P@1 is the regime of self-induced transparency for high-
amplitude strain waves.

From comparison of Eq.~39! with Eq. ~13! the follow-
ing important conclusion can be derived. If~as it is in reality!
the distribution function of mesoscopic elements varies along
and normally to PM space diagonal, then the condition
s'

0 ,s0!si
0 ~between the scales of distribution function and

initial wave amplitude! is insufficient to neglect along-
diagonal variation of mechanical element density. As we see
from Eq. ~39! and Eq.~13! the role of elements localization
near the diagonal diminishes with increasing wave amplitude
~for high-amplitude waves!, while the role of along-diagonal
variation of distribution function increases. Consequently,
even in the cases'

0 !si
0 there is critical wave amplitudes0

cr

@defined byxP(s0
cr)}xSH(s0

cr)] when both effects should be
taken into account simultaneously. From Eq.~39! and Eq.
~13!, we get

~s0
cr!2}

8

p S hH

hNHD ~s'
0 !2. ~40!

FIG. 6. Qualitative picture for transformation of initially sinusoidal profile
of a high-amplitude (P@1) acoustic wave with increasing propagation dis-
tance, which is valid at distances where the diminishingDS of the wave
amplitude is small (DS!1). Acoustic attenuation takes place near the ex-
trema of wave profile. The ‘huts’’ of nonlinearly transformed profile are
slightly inclined relative to horizontal axis.
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The ratio (hH/hNH) is estimated with the help of Eq.~12!,
Eq. ~15!, and Eq. ~10! as (hH/hNH)}( f̃ H(0,0)/f̃ NH)si

0

}(si
0/s'

0 ). Consequently, the estimate in Eq.~40! for critical
strain amplitudes0

cr reduces to

s0
cr}As'

0 si
0. ~41!

We are now in position to formulate the following general
conclusion. The variation of the distribution function along
PM space diagonal can be neglected in the evolution equa-
tion for strain amplitudes in the diapason

s'
0 ,s0!As'

0 si
0. ~42!

The role of distribution function variation along PM space
diagonal plays important role in the diapason

As'
0 si

0<s0, ~43!

even if s0!si
0 . It should be pointed out that hysteretic me-

chanical elements cannot be neglected completely even if
Eq. ~43! is replaced by the strong inequalityAs'

0 si
0!s0 . As

it follows from the next section, these elements still control
the diminishing of wave amplitude before shock front forma-
tion. Moreover, the variation of their density along the PM
space diagonal provides an important contribution to qua-
dratic nonlinearity in Eq.~11! ~when the latter is generalized
for the cases'

0 Þ`).
To conclude this section we present in Fig. 7 the results

for the dependence of the wave amplitude on propagation
distance and the parameterP,which is described by Eq.~32!.
To characterize wave absorption we define the characteristic
nondimensional length of wave absorptionzabs by the con-
dition SA(z5zabs)5SA(z50)/251/2. Then, the right-hand
side of Eq.~32! with substitutionSA51/2 gives the depen-
dence ofzabs5xabs/xH5(hHs0 /(2c0t0))xabs on the param-
eterP. Finally, additional division of Eq.~32! by P provides

the dependence of normalized absorption lengthz̄abs

[zabs/P5(hHs'
0 /(2c0t0))xabs on wave amplitude (s0

}P). We present the dependencez̄abs5 z̄abs(P) in Fig. 8. It
is clear from Fig. 8 that the initial increase in wave absorp-

tion (]z̄abs/]P,0, z̄abs}1/P for P!1) is followed by its
saturation forP'2 and then by an induced transparency

region, where]z̄abs/]P.0. These results are in accordance
with analysis of asymptotic regimesP!1 andP@1 fulfilled
earlier in this section. Localization of hysteretic elements
near the PM space diagonal leads to nonmonotonous depen-
dence of absorption length on wave amplitude.

As it was demonstrated,43 the Granato and Lucke theory
of sound damping by dislocation breakaway predicts the di-
minishing of the nonlinear acoustic absorption at stress lev-
els s0 exceeding the characteristic breakaway stressG. The
predicted maximum in the breakaway loss as a function of
the acoustic wave amplitude was observed experimentally in
aluminum at low temperatures.44 For high enough values of
the parameter (s0 /G) the decrement diminishes proportion-
ally to (s0 /G)21 due to the saturation in the number of
dislocations, which are able to participate in the breakaway
process. In other words the number of dislocations, which
might participate in the acoustic wave absorption, grows
with increasing wave amplitude slower than the acoustic
wave energy. Clearly the physics of the decrement diminish-
ing at high wave amplitudes (s0@s'

0 ) predicted by our for-
mula ~39! is similar ~that is due to the slower growth of the
number of sound-absorbing hysteretic mechanical elements
in comparison with the acoustic energy increase!. The
asymptotic behavior of the decrement at high acoustic am-
plitudes is also similar to that in the Granato and Lucke
theory. In accordance with Eq.~39!, the decrement in the

FIG. 7. The dependence of normalized wave amplitudeSA on normalized
propagation distance for different values of the parameterP (P
50.1,1,4,6,8,10), which characterizes wave sensitivity to localization of
hysteretic elements near the diagonal of Preisach–Mayergoyz space.

FIG. 8. The dependence of characteristic length of nonlinear acoustic ab-
sorption on the parameterP ~which is proportional to strain wave ampli-
tude!. For P<2 the self-induced absorption takes place and forP>2 self-
induced transparency is predicted.
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regime (s0 /s'
0 )@1 (P@1) diminishes proportionally to

(s0 /s'
0 )21.

III. MODEL FORM OF EVOLUTION EQUATION

In this section we will be interested in the simplification
of general equation~8!, avoiding the assumptionsi

05` ap-
plied in the previous Sec. II B. We will study the regime
s'

0 ,s0!si
0Þ`. Without significant loss of generality, we as-

sume factorization of the distribution function of hysteretic
elements

f̃ H5 f̃ i
HS A2~ s̄1s8!2sign~st8!s'

si
0 D f̃'

HS s'

s'
0 D . ~44!

For simplicity, we assume identical distribution of hysteretic
and nonhysteretic elements along the PM space diagonal. In
the case

s0!si
0 ~45!

of interest here, this distribution can be modeled as a linear
one

f̃ i
HS A2~ s̄1s8!2sign~st8!s'

si
0 D

[S 11
A2s82sign~st8!s'

si
0 D f ch

H , ~46!

f̃ NHS A2~ s̄1s8!

si
0 D [S 11

A2s8

si
0 D f̃ ch

NH . ~47!

In the right-hand side of Eq.~46! and Eq.~47!, f ch
H and f ch

NH

denote characteristic densities of mechanical elements in the
interaction triangle of PM space. Then, ifFH is modeled by
exponential distributionFH(s' /s'

0 )5exp(2s' /s'
0 ), the sub-

stitution of ~46! and ~47! into Eq. ~8! leads to

]S

]z
1H (112mPS)

1

P
(12e2P[SA1sign(Su)S] )

2
m

P
sign(Su)[12e2P[SA1sign(Su)S]

2P(SA1sign(Su)S)e2P[SA1sign(Su)S] ] 12bmSJ ]S

]u
50.

~48!

Equation~48! is written in nondimensional variables intro-
duced earlier in Sec. II B. As before, amplitude-independent
contribution to sound velocity is assumed to be included in
renormalized sound velocity. Two additional parameters are
introduced in Eq.~48!. The parameterb[ f̃ NH/( f̃ Hs'

0 )}1
characterizes relative contribution of nonhysteretic and hys-
teretic elements to total number of mesoscopic elements.
Small parameterm[s'

0 /si
0!1 specifies particular character

of element distributions, which are analyzed in this section.
Combiningm[s'

0 /si
0 with P[s0 /A2s'

0 and Eq.~45!, we get
P!1/m. The latter inequality is useful for some of the sim-
plifications in the following.

In the limiting caseP!1, Eq. ~48! reduces to the form
in Eq. ~17!. In the intermediate regimeP}1, Eq. ~48! re-
duces to the form in Eq.~18!. In the limiting caseP@1 the
transformation of the variables (z,u)→(z,h5u2P21z)
~see Sec. II B 2! is useful. However, in the more general case
considered here~wheresi

0Þ`) Eq. ~48! reduces to the form
in Eq. ~25! only near the extrema of wave profile~in the
regions of width}1/P!1 near the extrema; see Fig. 6!.
Everywhere else the exponentials exp$2P(SA1sign(Sh)S)%
can be neglected and an asymptotic form of Eq.~48! in the
limit P@1 is

]S

]z
12~b11!mS

]S

]h
50. ~49!

Importantly, along-diagonal variation both of nonhysteretic
and hysteretic elements distributions contributes to quadratic
nonlinearity of classical form in Eq.~49!. This prediction
should be compared to Eq.~11! derived in the cases'

0 5`.
Combining Eq.~49! with Eq. ~25!, we get a model evo-

lution equation, which is asymptotically valid in the regime
P!1/m

]S

]z
2

1

P
e2P[SA(z)1sign(Sh)S]

]S

]h
12~b11!mS

]S

]h
50.

~50!

As it follows from our previous analysis in Sec. II B 2, the
third term in Eq.~50! can be neglected in the regime~42!:
s'

0 ,s0!As'
0 si

0 (P!1/Am). Importantly, Eq.~50! can be ap-
plied for the analysis of initial regimes'

0 !As'
0 si

0<s0!si
0

(1!1/Am<P!1/m). We are starting this analysis in the fol-
lowing.

At the beginning the method for solution of Eq.~50! is
the same as the one for solution of Eq.~25!. Generalization
of the solution~27! to the case of Eq.~50! is

h5G21~S!2
1

P
e2Psign(Sh)SE

0

z

e2PSA(z8)dz8

12~b11!mSz. ~51!

The modified conditions of matching solution~51! in the
extrema of wave profile@modified Eq.~28! and Eq.~29!# are

he~z!5G(1)
21 ~Se!2

1

P
e2PSeE

0

z

e2PSA(z8)dz8

12~b11!mSez if Sh.0, ~52!

he~z!5G(2)
21 ~Se!2

1

P
ePSeE

0

z

e2PSA(z8)dz8

12~b11!mSez if Sh,0. ~53!

By eliminating he(z) between Eq.~52! and Eq.~53!, the
additional~third! terms in the right-hand side are also elimi-
nated. Due to this, quadratic nonlinearity of classical form
does not modify Eqs.~30! and~31! for acoustic wave ampli-
tude. Consequently, for initial strain profile 4 in Fig. 4 the
dependence of wave amplitude on propagation distance is
provided~for P@1) by the solution in Eq.~34!. As it follows
from Eq. ~52! and Eq.~53!, in the regimeP@1 under con-
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sideration, the positions of wave maximum and wave mini-
mum can be approximately found from

hmax~z!5G(1)
21 ~SA~z!!12~b11!mSA~z!z, ~54!

hmin~z!5G(2)
21 ~2SA~z!!22~b11!mSA~z!z. ~55!

In accordance with Eq.~54! and Eq.~55!, quadratic nonlin-

earity of classical form~which is here due to mesoscopic
mechanical elements, both nonhysteretic and hysteretic! in-
duces the motion of maximum and minimum of wave profile
in opposite directions@compare the signs of the second terms
in the right-hand side of Eq.~54! and Eq.~55!#. This indi-
cates possible formation of a shock front, and this is exactly
the case. From Eq.~51! we find

]S

]h
5

1

]G21

]S
1sign~Sh!e2Psign(Sh)SE

0

z

e2PSA(z8)dz812~b11!mz

. ~56!

Starting from characteristic distancez5zSH
b , the condition

]S/]h5` is fulfilled in some points of initially descending
(Sh,0) parts of the profile. Estimating the second term in
the denominator of Eq.~56! with the help of solution~34! for
SA(z), we find that this term provides exponentially small
@}exp(2P)# contribution to shock formation distance. Con-
sequently, shock formation distance in the regimeP@1 can
be found as though only classical form quadratic nonlinearity
is present @from the condition ]G(2)

21 /]S(S50)12(b
11)mzSH

b 50]. For the initial profile 4 in Fig. 4, this gives

zSH
b 5

p

4~b11!m
}

1

m
@1. ~57!

Note that we have introduced superscript ‘ ‘b ’ ’ to indicate
that in comparison with the cases'

0 →` ~considered in Sec.
II A ! shock formation is due to both nonhysteretic and hys-
teretic elements (bÞ0).

In accordance with Eq.~55! it is the minimum of strain
wave that is located on the partSh,0 of the initial wave
profile. So, it is expected that minimums of acoustic wave
will be first influenced by shock formation, and that asym-
metry of the shock relative toS50 will induce its motion
from the initial pointsh5(2n11)p (n561,62,...) of its
formation. It is important that starting fromz5zSH

b the am-
plitudes of positive and negative half periods of the wave
become different. Consequently, the derivation of general-
ized equation~50! should be re-examined, perhaps, taking
this into account. Also, a law for shock front installation in
the profile of the wave in the case where hysteretic absorp-
tion takes place at shock front~as it is expected startingz
5zSH

b , because wave minimum will be located at the shock!
should be established. We leave these topics for future re-
search. It is quite possible that better understanding of a
rather complicated problem of shock propagation in the pres-
ence of hysteretic absorption might be obtained from the
analysis of strain pulse propagation. For this purpose nonlin-
ear equations for acoustic pulses derived in Ref. 23 for the
regime P!1 should be generalized for the regimesP>1
and P@1 by the methods proposed in the present publica-
tion.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Nonlinear wave propagation in materials, where distri-
bution function of mesoscopic mechanical elements has very
different scales of variation along and normally to diagonal
of PM space (s'

0 !si
0), is analyzed. An evolution equation

for strain waves with amplitudessA!si
0 , which takes into

account localization of elements distribution near the diago-
nal and its slow variation along the diagonal, is proposed.
Analytical solutions of the evolution equation predict non-
monotonous dependence of wave absorption on its amplitude
in the asymptotic regimes'

0 ,sA!As'
0 si

0. The regime of self-
induced absorption for small-amplitude~ sA!s'

0 ) waves is
followed by the regime of self-induced transparency for
high-amplitude (sA@s'

0 ) waves. It is demonstrated that even
under the conditions'

0 !si
0 inhomogeneity of elements dis-

tribution along the PM space diagonal~when si
0Þ`) plays

an important role in the propagation of strain waves with
amplitudesAs'

0 si
0<sA!si

0 .
The proposed evolution equation provides opportunity

to model propagation of elastic waves with strain amplitudes
sA comparable to and even higher than characteristic scales'

0

of element localization near the PM space diagonal. The de-
veloped theory might be useful, in particular, in seismology,
where earthquakes generate strain wave of sufficiently high
amplitudessA. At the same time, it is known that localization
scale s'

0 diminishes with increasing confinement pressure.
Consequently, the developed theory might be applied in
high-pressure nonlinear acoustics. It might be also applied in
nonlinear acoustic diagnostics of damaged and fatigued ma-
terials even at ambient pressures ifs'

0 is sufficiently low.
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This study deals with sound propagation in typical traffic noise conditions. The numerical results are
obtained through the split-step Pade´ method and the discrete random Fourier modes technique.
These are first evaluatedqualitatively, by color contour maps showing noise propagation, diffraction
by an impedance discontinuity or a screen edge, and scattering by atmospheric turbulence. Next, our
numerical results arequantitatively validated by comparison with analytical models and other
parabolic equation models. For all the atmospheric conditions and geometrical configurations
available in literature, the agreement between the different methods is very good, except for some
cases involving the atmospheric turbulence. However, in those particular cases, the split-step Pade´
results are shown to be more consistent with physical theory. Finally, our method seems to be very
powerful and reliable for traffic noise prediction. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The present work focuses on traffic noise propagation,
which often occurs above a plane and mixed ground~asphalt/
grass! with topographical irregularities~barrier!. The typical
configuration and the parameters notations of this study are
summarized in Fig. 1. The propagation medium~atmo-
sphere! is either homogeneous or stratified, and eventually
turbulent. We consider frequencies from 100 Hz to 5 kHz.
This range is representative of the traffic noise spectrum,
mainly generated by tire–road contact beyond 60 km/h. Ex-
perimental works carried out in the Laboratoire Central des
Ponts et Chausse´es ~LCPC! showed that the equivalent
sound source height is very low~of the order of a few cen-
timeters, typically 3 cm! and that this source can be correctly
modeled by a monopole.1

In recent past years, propagation of sound above a plane
and heterogeneous ground in a homogeneous2–9 or
stratified10 atmosphere has been extensively studied. In addi-
tion, other studies more specifically dealing with the intro-
duction of an obstacle along the sound wave path in a
homogeneous11–18 or stratified19–28 or turbulent29,30 atmo-
sphere have been carried out. When a noise barrier~or berm,
slope, etc.! is located between the source and the receiver, an
acoustic shadow zone appears behind the screen and can be
reinforced for upward refraction. To obtain reliable predic-

tions in this region, it is now well known that atmospheric
turbulence must be taken into account.

The parabolic equation~PE! based methods seem to be
the more appropriate ones, because of their ability to solve
the problem of propagation above a mixed ground with to-
pographical irregularities in a both refractive and turbulent
atmosphere. Among these, the split-step Pade´ method31

stands to be the more convenient within the framework of
the traffic noise propagation, because of the good compro-
mise between CPU time, accuracy in the heterogeneities lo-
cation, and wide-angle properties.32 Thus, in this paper, nu-
merical results are obtained through the resolution of the
parabolic equation with the split-step Pade´ method. The at-
mospheric turbulence is assumed to be only due to tempera-
ture fluctuations, and is numerically generated using the dis-
crete random Fourier modes. Both theories are briefly
reviewed in the following and then our model is validated.
The split-step Pade´ results are first analyzed from a qualita-
tive point of view: sound level contour maps effectively un-
derline acoustic refraction, diffraction by an impedance dis-
continuity or a barrier edge, and scattering by atmospheric
turbulence. Next, split-step Pade´ predictions are quantita-
tively compared to numerical, analytical, and experimental
results already published for homogeneous and/or heteroge-
neous ground and/or atmosphere.

II. THE MODEL

In the linear acoustic approximation, the sound-pressure
p is a solution of the elliptic Helmholtz propagation equa-
tion:

a!Electronic mail: Benoit.Gauvreau@lcpc.fr
b!Electronic mail: Michel.Berengier@lcpc.fr
c!Electronic mail: Philippe.Blanc-Benon@ec-lyon.fr
d!Electronic mail: Claude.Depollier@univ-lemans.fr
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Dp1k0
2p50, ~1!

wherek052p f /c(z)n(z) is a reference wave number,f the
frequency,c the sound speed, andn the refraction index.
Assuming the azimuthal symmetry for the acoustic field, the
sound-pressurep(r ,z) can be split into two components: a
two-dimensional~2D! far field approximation for the Hankel
function and a functionu(r ,z) that is slowly range depen-
dent. Then, assuming that the range dependence of the re-
fraction indexn(r ,z) is weak and neglecting the backscatter-
ing by index fluctuations, the acoustic field is dominated by
forward propagating waves which are solutions of the one-
way parabolic equation written in the 2D cylindrical coordi-
nates system:33

]u~r ,z!

]r
5 ik0~Q21!u~r ,z!, ~2!

where Q is the pseudo-differential operator defined asQ2

511j1h with j5(1/k0
2)(]2/]z2) and h5n221. Assum-

ing that Q varies very slowly in the interval@r 0 ,r 01Dr #,
Eq. ~2! can be directly integrated. This introduces an expo-
nential operator31 exp@s(Q21)#, wheres5 ik0Dr . The next
and major idea of the method is to approximate this expo-
nential operator by a second-order Pade´ expansion ofQ
5A11j1h5A11I, which yields34,35

u~r 01Dr ,z!5exp@s~Q21!#u~r 0 ,z!

'
11p1I1p2I

2

11q1I1q2I
2 u~r 0 ,z!, ~3!

where the coefficientsp1 , p2 , q1 , andq2 are easily deduced
from a fourth-order Taylor series:p15(31s)/4; p25(s2

16s13)/48; q15(32s)/4; q25(s226s13)/48. Finally,
the marching algorithm to obtainu(r 01Dr ,z) from u(r 0 ,z)
is expressed in terms of the coefficientsp1 , p2 , q1 , q2 ,h
and of the operatorj, as

@11q1~h1j!1q2~h1j!2#u~r 01Dr ,z!

5@11p1~h1j!1p2~h1j!2#u~r 0 ,z!. ~4!

The numerical scheme deduced from Eq.~4! leads to a linear
system with pentadiagonal matrices, solved at each step with
a standard LU decomposition method.36 Its stability is guar-
anteed by imposing that the denominator and the numerator
elements of the rational approximation are complex conju-
gates of each other, so that the resulting rational function
always has a modulus equal to unit. This second-order Pade´
scheme can accommodate very large included angles, which
is really convenient for traffic noise propagation with acous-
tic barriers often close to the sound source.

The ground is modeled as a locally reacting surface with
a complex impedance, which may change along the sound
wave path. The impedance values are calculated from the air
flow resistivity s through the Delany and Bazley model.37

We notice that, even if the impedance discontinuity and the
barrier positions (Rd andRb , rspectively, see Fig. 1! are set
identical in the presented configurations, they are of course
allowed to differ in our numerical code.

The mean vertical sound speed profiles are set constant
along the distance and are logarithmically shaped as previ-
ously presented by Gilbert and White:38

c~z!5c01a ln~z/z0!, ~5!

wherez0 is the roughness parameter and ‘‘a’’ the refraction
parameter.

A nonreflecting boundary condition is imposed at the top
of the computational domain by adding an absorption layer
of several wavelengths thickness, so that no significant
acoustic energy is artificially introduced by reflection on the
upper boundary of the waveguide.

The starting field required for the initialization of the
marching algorithm has a Gaussian shape, an adjustable
width, and takes into account the image source weighed by a
complex reflection coefficient.

The atmospheric turbulence is considered as isotropic
and homogeneous, and only due to temperature fluctuations.
It is modeled by an averaging onN realizations of the refrac-
tion index, which random field is generated by a superposi-
tion of discrete random Fourier modes.39 The turbulent en-
ergy spectrum~and thus the index fluctuations! depends on
the choice of the turbulence spectrum, which profile is deter-
mined by the intensitym0

2 and the external~or macro! scale
L0 of turbulence. The Gaussian distribution is the most com-
monly used for modeling this turbulence spectrum.40 How-
ever, except when indicated, we use a von Ka`rmàn spectrum
of the turbulent eddies.41 The latter introduces an internal~or
micro! scale of turbulencel 0 . Its special domain is wider,
and thus, better takes into account the turbulent eddies re-
sponsible for acoustic scattering in the atmosphere.39

The introduction of an acoustic barrier along the sound
wave path is modeled by setting all theu(r ,z) to zero at the
range stepr 5Rb for z<Hb. This induces spurious oscilla-
tions due to numerical integration. Thus, as mentioned in
Refs. 19 and 29, a spatial averaging is required to obtain
smooth curves and reliable predictions. Moreover, it must be
noticed that no diffraction coefficient has been considered in
the PE code: the diffracted energy is only due to coupling
between the equations in the linear system of Eq.~4!.

The computation of the sound-pressure levels up to a
distance of 1 km without turbulence is done with a grid
spacingDr 5l/2 and Dz5l/6. On a SUN Ultra 10 360
MHz work station, the CPU time is 30 s forf 5100 Hz and
20 min for f 55 kHz.

III. MAP ILLUSTRATIONS

A. Ground effects

For conciseness, we only present here results for 4 kHz,
for heights up to 20 m and for distances up to 200 m. Other

FIG. 1. Schematic representation and parameter notations.
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maps with higher sound source have clearly shown interfer-
ence fringes, whose number increases with the frequency and
with the source height.32 In this part, the atmosphere is as-
sumed to be homogeneous.

In Figs. 2~a! and ~b!, we plotted sound-pressure levels
~SPLs! relative to a reference microphone installed close to
the source. For both Figs. 2~a! and ~b!, the sound source
elevation is 1022 m, the frequency is 4 kHz, and the relative
sound pressure level range@240 dB; 0 dB#, with a color step
each 4 dB. For a source very close to the ground (HS /l
!1) and for homogeneous and acoustically perfectly hard
ground, no interference fringes occur and the propagation
lobes turn to plane wave foreheads@Fig. 2~a!#. In Fig. 2~b!,
the air flow resistivity turns rapidly from 33105 kPa s m22

~sealed concrete for instance! to 33102 kPa s m22 ~grass! 5
m from the source position. The introduction of an imped-
ance jump leads todiffraction of the acoustic energy on this
discontinuity, which then acts as a secondary source and
which generates new propagation lobes@Fig. 2~b!#. We also
verified that the main propagation lobes due to the imped-
ance discontinuity are turned either upward or downward
depending upon whether the sound speed gradient is, respec-
tively, negative or positive.23,32In comparing Fig. 2~a! to Fig.
2~b!, we also observe the intuitive phenomena that the
ground absorption is reinforced and that the sound energy is
considerably less important for the lowest receiver heights of
the 2D waveguide. In both cases, the angular limitation of
the method is easily visible.

B. Atmospheric effects

For a perfectly homogeneous and reflective ground, we
specifically study the effects of the medium heterogeneities

on the sound propagation due to refraction and turbulence.
The atmospheric turbulence has a stronger effect on the high-
est frequencies. This is the reason why Figs. 3~a! and ~b!
focus on the highest traffic noise frequency: 5 kHz. The
source, surface, and atmosphere parameters values are indi-
cated in figure captions.

FIG. 2. Ground effects modeling.f 54 kHz; HS51022 m. ~a!: s15s2

533105 kPa s m22. ~b!: s1533105 kPa s m22; s2533102 kPa s m22;
Rd55 m.

FIG. 3. Atmospheric effects modeling. Numerical predictions in the case of
upward refraction for a nonturbulent~a! or turbulent~b! atmosphere.f 55
kHz; HS50.03 m; s15s2533105 kPa s m22; a522 m/s. von Ka`rmàn
spectrum~20 realizations!; m0

25831026; L051.1 m; I 050.05 m.

FIG. 4. Screen effects modeling. Numerical predictions in the case of up-
ward refraction for a nonturbulent~a! or turbulent ~b! atmosphere.f 55
kHz; HS50.03 m; s15s2533105 kPa s m22; a522 m/s; Rb520 m;
Hb54 m. von Kàrmàn spectrum~20 realizations!; m0

25831026; L051.1
m; I 050.05 m.
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Temperature and wind vertical gradients induce vertical
sound speed gradients, either positive or negative. In the first
case (a,0 for downward refraction!, interference fringes
can even appear with very low source heights compared to
the wavelength. These interference patterns are minimized
by the decorrelation role of the atmospheric turbulence. Our
method explicitly shows this phenomena in Refs. 30, 32, 34,
and 35. In the second case (a,0 for upward refraction!, an
acoustic shadow zone appears. In this zone, relative sound-
pressure levels theoretically decrease down to260 dB, i.e.,
without turbulence@Fig. 3~a!#. The atmospheric turbulence
enhanced the SPL in this region, by scattering the acoustic
energy down to the ground. This is verified in Fig. 3~b!.

C. Screen effects

We now introduce a thin screen along the sound wave
path above a perfectly reflective ground. In the case of sound
propagation for upward refraction, the effect of an acoustic
barrier is reinforced: the diffraction fringes are turned up-
ward as the diffraction lobes are in the presence of an im-
pedance discontinuity,23,32 and the acoustic shadow zone is
even more emphasized. This is the most unfavorable situa-
tion for acoustic propagation@Fig. 4~a!#.

When turbulence is considered@Fig. 4~b!#, the sound
levels behind the screen are not enhanced such as in an only
refractiveshadow zone@cf. Figs. 3~a! and ~b!#. The prepon-
derant mechanism responsible for the enhanced sound levels
just behind the screen is thediffraction by its edge, and the
sound field is almosthomogeneizedby the decorrelation role
of turbulence. This implies a cancellation of the interference
fringes between Figs. 4~a! and ~b!. For longer distances and
for upward refraction, thescatteringrole of turbulence reap-
pears and the relative contribution of diffraction and scatter-
ing to the sound spreading in the shadow region is inverted.

IV. QUANTITATIVE VALIDATION

The stability and the accuracy of the split-step Pade´
method have been tested for a large number of propagation
conditions and frequencies.32 In this part, the split-step Pade´
results are compared to those found in the literature for
gradually more complex situations: homogeneous, heteroge-
neous, or screened ground, for a homogeneous, stratified, or
turbulent atmosphere~except the case involving an imped-
ance discontinuity in turbulent conditions, for which neither
theoretical nor experimental data exist yet!. Thus, we present
sound-pressure levels calculated with our numerical code
~SSP! under the same propagation conditions as detailed by
the different authors. If there is no specific indication, the
sound-pressure levels are relative to free field.

A. Homogeneous ground and atmosphere

In the trivial case that both the ground and atmosphere
are homogeneous, we can compare the split-step Pade´ results
with those given byPROPATE, a ray tracing alogirithm devel-
oped at the LCPC from Ref. 42 and largely validated by
comparison with experimental data. In@100 Hz; 5 kHz# fre-
quencies and@33102 kPa s m22; 33105 kPa m22# flow re-
sistivities ranges, perfect agreement has been found for all

cases. Figures 5~a! and ~b! show two examples of SPL rela-
tive to a reference microphone, calculated with both methods
for the highest traffic noise frequency 5 khz. The curves are
always almost overlaying, including in destructive interfer-
ence regions which appear whenHS /l@1 and for high flow
resistivity values@Fig. 5~a!#.

B. Homogeneous ground-stratified atmosphere

SPL representation versus distance from the source po-
sition for a monochromatic acoustic sound wave in a strati-
fied atmosphere has been treated by Galindo among others.
She compared her PE calculations~CNPE! with Green’s
function parabolic equation and with fast field program
predictions.7 For distances from the sound source up to 1 km,
the agreement was very satisfactory. Thus, her numerical re-
sults are used asreferencedata in these propagation condi-
tions, involving homogeneous porous ground. In Figs. 6~a!
and~b!, we have plotted the relative SPL computed with our
numerical code in the cases of, respectively, upward refrac-
tion (a522 ms21! and downward refraction (a512
ms21!. Numerical data are obtained forf 5500 Hz.

Figure 6~a! shows a rapid decay in the relative sound
levels, as pronounced with theSSP predictions as with the
CNPE ones. After 150 m, the relative level are less than268
dB and strong oscillations occur, with a mean value nearly
constant: this is identified with the acoustic shadow zone,
where analytical theories do not predict any acoustic energy.
In reality, we know that atmospheric turbulence scatters

FIG. 5. Split-step Pade´ predictions~—! compared with ray method results
~---! from PROPATE ~Ref. 42!. f 55 kHz; HS5HR51 m. ~a!: s15s252
3105 kPa s m22. ~b!: s15s2533102 kPa s m22.
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acoustic energy in this region. When distance and frequency
increase, the introduction of these effects is necessary to ob-
tain reliable numerical predictions. It will be discussed later
in this paper.

In downwind conditions@Fig. 6~b!#, the predictions ob-
tained with the two numerical methods are identical for dis-
tances up to 1 km: the respective relative SPL values are very
close to each other, except in the destructive interference
regions. A slight difference appears in those values and in-
creases with the distance. The nature of these errors has been
presented by Galindo in terms of alevel error introduced by
the selection of the starting field, and of aphaseerror gen-
erated by the rational linear approximation@Eq. ~3!# and
worsened in strong downward refraction conditions.7,43

C. Homogeneous ground-turbulent atmosphere

The first effect of atmospheric turbulence on acoustic
field is decorrelation of coherent wave front, which mini-
mizes destructive interferences and which smooths sound
level profiles whenHS /l@1, or for downward refraction
(a.0), or if the surface is concave. In Refs. 32, 34, and 35,
good agreement has been found between split-step Pade´ pre-
dictions and Daigle’s experimental data44 for those propaga-
tion situations.

The sound effect of turbulence is scattering of sound
energy downward into the shadow region when we consider
propagation above a convex surface or for upward refraction
(a,0). This latter case is studied in Fig. 7. We plotSSP

predictions with and without turbulence in the same propa-
gation conditions as in the Wiener and Keast experiments.45

For nonturbulent conditions, the relative SPL predictions
rapidly decrease, whereas turbulent predictions are very
close to the experimental values. Turbulent results are indi-
cated for three different numbers of realizations, in order to
give an idea of their convergence. The slight discrepancy
between experimental and numerical results can be explained
in terms of uncertainty in the acoustic, climatic, and imped-
ance measurements. However, the relative SPL profiles are
very similar as far as turbulence is considered.

D. Impedance discontinuity-homogeneous
atmosphere

Craddock and White2 have first introduced an imped-
ance discontinuity in a numerical code based on the PE~fi-
nite differences with the Cranck–Nicolson scheme—CNPE!.
They validated their results by comparing them with analyti-
cal models predictions, in particular one from Rasmussen.46

They next chose a SPL representation versus distance~and
thus for a fixed frequency! to illustrate in a better way the
jump in the impedance values, but for which there were nei-
ther experimental nor numerical data available for compari-
son. Their results for either a homogeneous and perfectly
reflective ground or heterogeneous hard/soft ground are plot-
ted in Fig. 8 and compared to split-step Pade´ results for the
same cases. We also mentioned in Fig. 8 the results given by
an analytical model developed at the LCPC and based on
Rasmussen’s technique.46

The agreement between the three methods is excellent,
except in the destructive interference region where the
sound-pressure levels dramatically fall and where the accu-
racy in the grid spacing is of great importance.

E. Impedance discontinuity-stratified atmosphere

For this more complex situation involving a sound wave
propagating above a heterogeneous ground~without screen!
through a stratified atmosphere, only upward refraction cases
exist in the literature. In Ref. 10, Be´rengier and Daigle com-
pared indoor experimental data obtained for propagation of

FIG. 6. Split-step Pade´ predictions~ ! compared with CNPE results~j!
from Galindo ~Ref. 7!. f 5500 Hz; HS51.5 m; HR52 m; s15s252
3102 kPa s m21. ~a! Upwind conditions,a522 m/s,~b! downwind condi-
tions,a512 m/s.

FIG. 7. Split-step Pade´ predictions in deterministic~3! or turbulent cases:
~---! 10 realizations;~ ! 20 realizations;~—! 40 realizations compared
with experimental data~d! from Wiener and Keast~Ref. 45!. f 5424 Hz;
HS51.2 m; HR50.6 m; s15s2533102 kPa s m22; a520.5 m/s. von
Kàrmàn spectrum;m0

257.731026; L051.1 m; l 050.05 m.
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sound above a curved surface having an impedance discon-
tinuity, with analytical predictions given by a residue series
solution. Assuming a far field approximation in our PE
method, we proceed to a scale change in order to correctly
compare our results to Be´rengier and Daigle’s data~Fig. 9!.
We thus multiply by 10 the geometrical parameters, and di-
vide by 10 the frequency and the air flow resistivity.

In Fig. 9, the shorter range split-step Pade´ results pro-
vide a better fit to experimental data than Be´rengier and
Daigle’s analytical predictions. According to the authors, this
deviation beyond the discontinuity could be explained by the
choice of the edge diffraction coefficientD51 in their
model.10 The discrepancy between the split-step Pade´ calcu-
lations and the experimental acquisitions at ‘‘long’’ distances
could be attributed, in one part, to the inaccuracy in the ex-
perimental air flow resistivity measurement and, in another
part, to the impedance discontinuity location. This last point
is amplified by the scale factor and by the very strong linear
gradient value, due to the analogy between sound propaga-
tion in a homogeneous atmosphere above a curved surface
and sound propagation in a stratified atmosphere above a
plane surface.10

F. Acoustic barrier-homogeneous and stratified
atmosphere

The predicted results are directly compared to those
from Salomons19 in a downward refracting and nonturbulent
atmosphere, for the same physical parameters values~see
captions! and for identical screen locations and dimensions:
Rb530 m,Hb54 m @Fig. 10~a!# andRb5100 m,Hb56 m
@Fig. 10~b!#. In each figure, we plot as a reference Hadden
and Pierce’s analytical predictions, given for a homogeneous
atmosphere and an absorbent barrier.47 It must be empha-
sized that no diffraction coefficient has been considered in
our PE code: the diffracted energy is only due to coupling in
the linear system of Eq.~4!. The agreement between the
various models is very good for all the propagation condi-
tions and geometrical configurations, except just downstream
from the screen, where some oscillations occur in the relative
SPL due to numerical instabilities in the PE solution just
behind the screen edge@Figs. 10~a! and ~b!#.

G. Acoustic barrier-homogeneous and turbulent
atmosphere

Now, the split-step Pade´ results are compared to those
from Forsse´n29 for a turbulent but nonstratified atmosphere,
and for the frequenciesf 5500 Hz @Figs. 11~a! and ~b!# and
f 51 kHz @Figs. 12~a! and ~b!#. They are calculated with an
averaging on 10 realization, using a Gaussian spectrum for

FIG. 8. Split-step Pade´ predictions for a homogeneous~---! and heteroge-
neous ~ ! ground compared with CNPE results from Craddock and
White ~Ref. 2! in the same conditions~l andj, respectively!. Also plotted:
results from Rasmussen model~Ref. 46! for heterogeneous ground~d!. f
5160 Hz; HS51.5 m; HR51.8 m; s1523105 kPa s m22; s2523102

kPa s m22; Rd550 m.

FIG. 9. Split-step Pade´ predictions~ ! compared with experimental~l!
and theortical~j! results from Be´rengier and Daigle~Ref. 10!. f 5400 Hz;
HS5HR50.5 m; s1553104 kPa s m22; s2550 kPa s m22; Rd515 m. a
5268.8 m/s~linear gradient until the altitudez51.2 m!.

FIG. 10. Split-step Pade´ predictions fora50 m/s ~thin line! anda52 m/s
~thick line! compared with Salomons predictions~Ref. 19! for the same
values~s andd, respectively!, and those from Hadden and Pierce—Ref. 47
~3! for a homogeneous atmosphere (a50 m/s!. f 51 kHz; HS5HR52 m;
s15s2533102 kPa s m22. ~a! Rb530 m; Hb54 m. ~b! Rb5100 m; Hb

56 m.
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the turbulence as the author did. In this case again, the Had-
den and Pierce calculations for a homogeneous atmosphere
and an absorbent barrier are indicated as a reference. In the
turbulent cases, we also plot predictions given by Daigle’s
model, which uses diffraction and scattering cross section
theories.48 The relative SPLs existingbehind the screenare
given for receiver heightsHR50 m @Figs. 11~a! and 12~a!#
andHr5Hb @Figs. 11~b! and 12~b!#. Location and dimension
of the barrier are, respectively,Rb5200 m andHb520 m for
Fig. 11, andRb5100 m andHb510 m for Fig. 12.

In deterministic cases, the three methods~split-step
Padé, Forsse´n, Hadden, and Pierce! give exactly the same
results, except immediately behind the screen as previously
explained. WhenHR /l!1, no interference occurs, and the
relative SPL tends toward an asymptotic limit@Figs. 11~a!
and 12~a!#. For higher receivers, interference fringes appear
where the different methods give very similar predictions
@Figs. 11~b! and 12~b!#.

In order to limit the variation parameter number in the
turbulent cases, we use aGaussiandistribution for the index
fluctuations as Forsse´n did. Generally speaking, our results
are very close to Daigle’s and slightly stronger than Fors-
sén’s. As mentioned by Forsse´n29 by comparison with
Daigle’s model, Forsse´n’s predictions sometimes underesti-
mate the sound-pressure levels existing in the shadow zone

@Fig. 12~a!#. On the contrary, the discrete random Fourier
modes technique predicts more enhanced sound levels in this
region and demonstrates again its efficiency and its accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION

The split-step Pade´ method coupled with the discrete
random Fourier modes technique have been validated for a
large number of propagation configurations. Qualitatively,
sound maps illustrated propagation mechanisms in the pres-
ence of a monopole source very close to the ground, an im-
pedance discontinuity, an acoustic barrier, and a stratified or
turbulent atmosphere.

Then, sound-pressure levels computed with the split-step
Padémethod were compared with relevant data from the
literature. The quantitative agreement is generally very good,
without introducing any additional heuristic coefficient in
screened configurations. Thus, our PE-based method appears
to be reliable to predict traffic noise propagation in such
complex environments.

This work opens the field for further investigations, no-
tably the more precise description of sound speed profiles in
the vicinity of multishaped obstacles. Outdoor controlled ex-
periments have been realized in order to validate the code for
such complex configurations, for which no data exist yet.
This will be the subject of a further paper.

FIG. 11. Split-step Pade´ predictions for a homogeneous~thin line! and tur-
bulent~thick line! atmosphere compared with Forsse´n predictions~Ref. 29!
for the same values~s andd, respectively!. Also plotted: results from the
Hadden and Pierce model~Ref. 47! for a homogeneous atmosphere~3! and
results from the Daigle model~Ref. 48! for a turbulent atmosphere~l!. f
5500 Hz;HS50 m; s15s2533105 kPa s m22; Rb5200 m;Hb520 m;
Gaussian distribution~10 realizations!; m0

25331026; L51.1 m. ~a! HR

50 m. ~b! HR520 m.

FIG. 12. Split-step Pade´ predictions for a homogeneous~thin line! and
turbulent ~thick line! atmosphere compared with Forsse´n predictions~Ref.
29! for the same values~s andd, respectively!. Also plotted: results from
the Hadden and Pierce model~Ref. 47! for a homogeneous atmosphere~3!
and results from the Daigle model~Ref. 48! for a turbulent atmosphere~l!.
f 51000 Hz;HS50 m; s15s2533105 kPa s m22; Rb5100 m; Hb510
m; Gaussian distribution~10 realizations!; m0

25331026; L51.1 m. ~a!
HR50 m. ~b! HR510 m.
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A computational technique for the solution of problems of wave scattering from multiple spheres is
developed. This technique, based on the T-matrix method, uses the theory for the translation and
reexpansion of multipole solutions of the Helmholtz equation for fast and exact recursive
computation of the matrix elements. The spheres can have prescribed radii, impedances, and
locations. Results are validated by comparison with boundary element calculations, and by
convergence analyses. The method is much faster than numerical methods based on discretization of
space, or of the sphere surfaces. An even faster method is presented for the case when the spheres
are aligned coaxially. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1517253#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous practical problems of acoustic and electro-
magnetic wave propagation require computation of the field
scattered by multiple objects. Examples include the scatter-
ing of acoustic waves by objects~e.g., the scattering of sound
by humans and the environment!, light scattering by clouds
and the environment, electromagnetic waves in composite
materials and the human body, pressure waves in disperse
systems~aerosols, emulsions, bubbly liquids!, etc. Our inter-
est is in modeling the cues that arise due to scattering of
sound and light, and to use this information in simulating
audio and video reality~Duda and Martens, 1998; Du-
raiswamiet al., 2000!.

In many cases the scatterers are spheres, or can be mod-
eled as such. Such modeling is convenient for parametriza-
tion of large problems, since each sphere can be character-
ized by a few quantities such as the coordinates of its center,
its radius, and its impedance. This impedance will in general
be a complex quantity, and characterizes the absorbing/
reflecting properties of the body/surface. For example, we
are exploring the head and the torso~Gumerovet al., 2002;
Algazi et al., 2002!. In fluid mechanical problems, bubbles,
droplets, or dust particles can be assumed spherical
~Gumerovet al., 1988; Duraiswami and Prosperetti, 1995!.

We are interested in computing the solution of multiple
scattering fromN spheres, with specified impedance bound-
ary conditions at their surfaces. Numerical methods such as
boundary-element methods~BEM!, finite-element methods
~FEM!, or finite difference methods~FDM! are well known.
Despite the relative advantages of these methods they all
share a common deficiency related to the necessity of dis-
cretization of either the boundary surfaces or of the complete
space. Discretization introduces a characteristic size~or
length scale! l * of the surface or spatial element. For accu-

rate and stable computations the change of discretization
length l * must not affect the results. This leads to a require-
ment that this size should be much smaller than the wave-
length l, i.e., l * !l. Practically this condition isl * ,Bl,
whereB is some constant smaller than 1. If computations are
required for high frequencies~or short waves!, this leads to
very fine surface or spatial meshes. For example, in compu-
tations of scattering of sound by human heads~Kahana,
2001; Katz, 2001!, for 20 kHz sound in air in normal condi-
tions, the wavelength is 1.7 cm, while the diameter of the
typical human head isD517 cm. For accuracy the length of
a surface element should be, say, 6 times smaller than 1.7
cm, i.e., 60 times smaller than the diameter of the head. This
gives a 24 000-element discretization of the head surface in
the case where triangular elements are used in the BEM.
Such discretizations require solution of very large linear sys-
tems with dense interinfluence matrices in the case of the
BEM, and even larger but sparse matrices in the case of the
FEM/FDM. Solutions of these equations using direct or it-
erative methods are costly in terms of CPU time and
memory.

Another approach to solve this problem is a semi-
analytical method such as the T-matrix method~Waterman
and Truell, 1961; Peterson and Strom, 1974; Varadan and
Varadan, 1980; Mischenkoet al., 1996; Koc and Chew,
1998!. In this method, the scattering properties of a scatterer
and of the collection are characterized in terms of the so-
called T-matrices that act on the coefficients of the local ex-
pansion of the incoming wave, centered at the scatterer, and
transform them into the coefficients of an outgoing wave
from the scatterer.

There are two basic challenges related to using the
T-matrix method to solve multiple scattering problems. The
first challenge is to obtain the solution for a single scatterer.
In the case of complex shapes and boundary conditions this
solution can be obtained either numerically or via analytical
or semi-analytical techniques, based on decomposition of the
original shape to objects of simpler geometry. The field scat-
tered by sound-soft, sound-hard, and elastic spheres placed

a!Electronic mail: gumerov@umiacs.umd.edu;
URL: http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/users/gumerov

b!Electronic mail: ramani@umiacs.umd.edu;
URL: http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/users/ramani
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in the field of a plane wave were considered in several papers
~e.g., Marnevskaya, 1969, 1970; Huang and Gaunaurd,
1995!. In the present paper we consider the practically im-
portant case of spherical objects with impedance boundary
conditions in an arbitrary incident field~in particular that
generated by a source!. In this case a solution for a single
scatterer in an arbitrary incident field can be obtained ana-
lytically.

The second challenge is related to computation of the
T-matrices~or matrices of the translation coefficients for the
Helmholtz equation!. Several studies that are dedicated to
scattering by two spheres~Marnevskaya, 1969, 1970; Gaun-
naurd and Huang, 1994; Gaunaurdet al., 1995! use represen-
tations of the translation coefficients via the Clebsch–Gordan
coefficients or 3-j Wigner symbols. We should notice that
while this method provides exact computation of T-matrix
elements, it is time consuming, and perhaps is practical only
for a small number of spheres. Brunning and Lo~1971! con-
sidered the multiple scattering of electromagnetic waves by
spheres, and pointed out that the computational work can be
reduced by several orders of magnitude if the computation of
the translation coefficients could be performed more effi-
ciently, e.g., recursively. In their study they applied recursive
computation of these coefficients for the case when the
sphere centers are located on a line. This is always true for
two spheres, and is a special case for three or more spheres.
In the present paper we refer to this as the ‘‘coaxial’’ case. A
general three-dimensional case of acoustical scattering byN
objects using the T-matrix method was considered by Koc
and Chew~1998!. They proposed using a numerical evalua-
tion of integral forms of the translation operators~Rokhlin,
1993! and the fast multipole method~FMM! applied to an
iterative solution of a large system of equations that appear
in the T-matrix method.

In this paper we use a variant of the T-matrix technique
that is specialized to the solution of the problem of multiple
scattering from N spheres arbitrarily located in three-
dimensional space. The distinguishing feature of our algo-
rithm is utilization of a fast recursive procedure for exact
computation of the T-matrix elements. We should note that
the recurrence relations for the three-dimensional scalar ad-
dition theorem for the Helmholtz equation were obtained by
Chew~1992!. These relations were derived for local-to-local
~regular-to-regular! translations of the solutions of the Helm-
holtz equation, but can be extended to far-to-far and far-to-
local translations. This was mentioned by Chew~1992! and
details can be found in our study~Gumerov and Duraiswami,
2001a! where also relations for arbitrary rotations and sim-
plified expressions for coaxial translations are presented. The
savings that would arise from use of fast multipole methods
can also be realized in our problem though they are not con-
sidered here as our focus is on the case of relatively small
numbers of scatterers.

We have developed software implementing this tech-
nique. We compare the results of the computations with nu-
merical and analytical solutions, and demonstrate the com-
putational efficiency of our method in comparison with
commercial BEM software. The results show that the devel-
oped method compares favorably in both accuracy and speed

up of computations~in some cases by several orders of mag-
nitude!.

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Consider the problem of sound scattering byN spheres
with radii a1 , . . . ,aN situated in an infinite three-
dimensional space as shown in Fig. 1. The coordinates of the
centers of the spheres are denoted asr p85(xp8 ,yp8 ,zp8), p
51, . . . ,N. The scattering problem in the frequency domain
is reduced to solution of the Helmholtz equation for complex
potentialc(r ),

¹2c1k2c50, ~1!

with the following general impedance boundary conditions
on the surfaceSp of the pth sphere:

S ]c

]n
1 ispc D U

Sp

50, p51, . . . ,N, ~2!

where k is the wave number andsp are complex admit-
tances, andi 5A21. In the particular case of sound-hard
surfaces (sp50) we have the Neumann boundary condi-
tions,

]c/]nuSp
50, ~3!

and in the case of sound-soft surfaces (sp5`) we have the
Dirichlet boundary conditions,

cuSp
50. ~4!

Usually the potential is represented in the form:

c~r !5c in~r !1cscat~r !, ~5!

wherecscat(r ) is the potential of the scattered field. Far from
the region occupied by spheres the scattered field should sat-
isfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition:

lim
r→`

r S ]cscat

]r
2 ikcscatD 50. ~6!

III. SOLUTION USING MULTIPOLE TRANSLATION
AND REEXPANSION

A. Decomposition of the scattered field

Due to the linearity of the problem the scattered field
can be represented in the form

FIG. 1. The multiple scattering problem considered in this paper.
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cscat~r !5 (
p51

N

cp~r !, ~7!

wherecp(r ) can loosely be thought of as the change in the
scattered field introduced by thepth sphere, though of course
it contains the influence of all the spheres. More precisely,
each potentialcp(r ) is regular outside thepth sphere and
satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition

lim
r→`

r S ]cp

]r
2 ikcpD 50, p51, . . . ,N. ~8!

B. Multipole expansion

Let us introduceN reference frames connected with the
center of each sphere. In spherical polar coordinatesr2r p8
5r p5(r p ,up ,wp), the solution of the Helmholtz equation
that satisfies the radiation condition~8! can be represented in
the form

cp~r !5 (
n50

`

(
m52n

n

An
~p!mSn

m~r p!, p51, . . . ,N. ~9!

HereAn
(p)m are coefficients multiplying theSn

m(r ), which are
multipoles of ordern and degreem, given by

Sn
m~r p!5hn~krp!Yn

m~up ,wp!, p51, . . . ,N. ~10!

Herehn(kr) are spherical Hankel functions of the first kind
that satisfy the Sommerfeld condition, andYn

m(u,f) are or-
thonormal spherical harmonics, which also can be repre-
sented in the form

Yn
m~u,w!5~21!mA2n11

4p

~n2umu!!
~n1umu!!

Pn
umu~cosu!eimw,

~11!

wherePn
m(m) are the associated Legendre functions.

The problem now is to determine the coefficientsAn
(p)m

so thatthe complete potential

c~r !5c in~r !1 (
p51

N

(
n50

`

(
m52n

n

An
~p!mSn

m~r p! ~12!

satisfies all boundary conditions on the surface of all spheres.

C. Multipole reexpansion

To solve this problem let us consider theqth sphere.
Near the center of this sphere,r5rq8 , all the potentials
cp(r ), pÞq, are regular. Accordingly the singular solutions
@multipolesSn

m(r p),pÞq] can be then reexpanded into a se-
ries of terms ofregular elementary solutionsnear theqth
sphere,urqu<ur p82rq8u using the following expression:

Sn
m~r p!5(

l 50

`

(
s52 l

l

~SuR! ln
sm~r pq8 !Rl

s~rq!,

p,q51, . . . ,N, pÞq. ~13!

Here Rn
m(rq) are regular elementary solutions of the Helm-

holtz equation in spherical coordinates connected with the
qth sphere:

Rn
m~rq!5 j n~krq!Yn

m~uq ,wq!, p51, . . . ,N, ~14!

where j n(kr) are spherical Bessel functions of the first kind.
The coefficients (SuR) ln

sm(r pq8 ) are the translation reexpansion
coefficients, and depend on the relative location of thepth
andqth spheres,r pq8 . Sincer5r p1r p85rq1rq8 , we have

r p5rq1r pq8 , r pq8 5rq82r p85r p2rq , ~15!

where r pq8 is the vector directed from the center of thepth
sphere to the center of theqth sphere. Aspects of the multi-
pole reexpansion coefficients, their properties, and methods
for their efficient computations are considered in Chew
~1992! and Gumerov and Duraiswami~2001a!.

Near the center of expansion the incident field can also
be represented using a similar series, the radius of conver-
gence for which is not smaller than the radius of theqth
sphere:

c in~r !5(
l 50

`

(
s52 l

l

Cl
~ in!s~rq8!Rq

s~rq!. ~16!

Substituting the local expansions from Eqs.~13! and ~16!
into Eq. ~12! we obtain the following representation of the
field nearr5rq8 :

c~r !5(
l 50

`

(
s52 l

l

Cl
~ in!s~rq8!Rl

s~rq!

1 (
n50

`

(
m52n

n

An
~q!mSn

m~rq!1 (
p51
pÞq

N

(
n50

`

(
m52n

n

An
~p!m

3(
l 50

`

(
s52 l

l

~SuR! ln
sm~r pq8 !Rl

s~rq!. ~17!

Here the incident field is also expanded in terms of the regu-
lar functions centered atrq8 , the singular multipole expansion
aroundrq8 is kept as is, while the other multipole expansions
are converted to local expansions in terms of regular func-
tions aroundrq8 .

Let us change the order of summation in the latter term
in Eq. ~17! and substitute Eqs.~10! and~14! for Sn

m andRn
m .

This expression can then be rewritten as

c~r !5(
l 50

`

(
s52 l

l

@Bl
~q!sj l~krq!1Al

~q!shl~krq!#Yl
s~uq ,wq!,

~18!

Bl
~q!s~r18 , . . . ,rN8 !

5Cl
~ in!s~rq8!1 (

p51
pÞq

N

(
n50

`

(
m52n

n

~SuR! ln
sm~r pq8 !An

~p!m . ~19!

D. Boundary conditions

From these equations we have the boundary values ofc
and]c/]n on the surface of theqth sphere as
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cuSq
5(

l 50

`

(
s52 l

l

@Bl
~q!sj l~kaq!

1Al
~q!shl~kaq!#Yl

s~uq ,wq!, ~20!

]c

]n U
Sq

5k(
l 50

`

(
s52 l

l

@Bl
~q!sj l8~kaq!

1Al
~q!shl8~kaq!#Yl

s~uq ,wq!. ~21!

To obtain the coefficients, we must satisfy the boundary con-
dition Eq.~2!, which on the surface of theqth sphere leads to

(
l 50

`

(
s52 l

l

$Bl
~q!s@k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!#

1Al
~q!s@khl8~kaq!1 isqhl~kaq!#%Yl

s~uq ,wq!50. ~22!

Orthogonality of the surface harmonics yields

Bl
~q!s@k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!#

52Al
~q!s@khl8~kaq!1 isqhl~kaq!#, ~23!

where l 50,1, . . . , s52 l , . . . ,l . Note that the boundary
values ofcuSq

and]c/]nuSq
can be expressed in terms of the

coefficientsAl
(q)s , since

Bl
~q!s52Al

~q!s
khl8~kaq!1 isqhl~kaq!

k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!
,

l 50,1, . . . , s52 l , . . . ,l , ~24!

and Eqs.~20! and ~21! yield

cuSq
5(

l 50

`

(
s52 l

l Fhl~kaq!2 j l~kaq!

3
khl8~kaq!1 isqhl~kaq!

k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!
GAl

~q!sYl
s~uq ,wq!. ~25!

]c

]n U
Sq

5k(
l 50

`

(
s52 l

l Fhl8~kaq!2 j l8~kaq!

3
khl8~kaq!1 isqhl~kaq!

k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!
GAl

~q!sYl
s~uq ,wq!.

~26!

These relations can be also rewritten in a compact form using
the Wronskian for the spherical Bessel functions,

W$ j l~ka!,hl~ka!%5 j l~ka!hl8~ka!2 j l8~ka!hl~ka!

5 i ~ka!22 ~27!

as

cuSq
5

1

ikaq
2 (

l 50

`

(
s52 l

l Al
~q!sYl

s~uq ,wq!

k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!
, ~28!

]c

]n U
Sq

52
sq

kaq
2 (

l 50

`

(
s52 l

l Al
~q!sYl

s~uq ,wq!

k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!

52 isqcuSq
. ~29!

For the particular case of a sound-hard sphere (sq50) this
gives

cuSs
5

1

ik2aq
2 (

l 50

`

(
s52 l

l Al
~q!sYl

s~uq ,wq!

j l8~kaq!
,

~30!

]c

]n U
Sq

50,

while for sound-soft spheres (sq5`) we have

cuSq
50,

]c

]n U
Sq

5
i

kaq
2 (

l 50

`

(
s52 l

l Al
~q!sYl

s~uq ,wq!

j l~kaq!
.

~31!

E. Matrix representation

To determine the boundary values of the potential and/or
its normal derivative and obtain a spatial distribution accord-
ing to Eq.~12! we need to determine the coefficientsAl

(q)s in
Eqs. ~23! and ~19!, which are valid for any sphere,q
51, . . . ,N. These equations form a linear system that may
be represented in standard matrix-vector form.

First, we note that coefficients of expansions to spherical
harmonics, such asAn

m , n50,1,2, . . . ; m52n, . . . ,n, can
be stacked into one column vector, e.g.,

A5~A0
0,A1

21,A1
0,A1

1,A2
22,A2

21,A2
0,A2

1,A2
2, . . . !T, ~32!

where the superscriptT denotes the transpose. In this repre-
sentation the elements of the vectorA are related to coeffi-
cientsAn

m by

At5An
m , t5~n11!22~n2m!,

n50,1,2, . . . ; m52n, . . . ,n; t51,2, . . . .
~33!

The same reduction in dimension can be applied to the reex-
pansion coefficients (SuR) ln

sm. The coefficients can then be
stacked in a two-dimensional matrix as
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~SuR!5S ~SuR!00
00 ~SuR!01

021 ~SuR!01
00 ~SuR!01

01 ~SuR!02
022

¯

~SuR!10
210 ~SuR!11

2121 ~SuR!11
210 ~SuR!11

211 ~SuR!12
2122

¯

~SuR!10
00 ~SuR!11

021 ~SuR!11
00 ~SuR!11

01 ~SuR!12
022

¯

~SuR!10
10 ~SuR!11

121 ~SuR!11
10 ~SuR!11

11 ~SuR!12
122

¯

~SuR!20
220 ~SuR!21

2221 ~SuR!21
220 ~SuR!21

221 ~SuR!22
2222

¯

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

D , ~34!

with the following correspondence of the matrix elements
and coefficients:

~SuR!rt5~SuR! ln
sm,

r 5~ l 11!22~ l 2s!,

t5~n11!22~n2m!, l ,n50,1,2, . . . ;

m52n, . . . ,n; s52 l , . . . ,l . ~35!

Using this representation we introduce the following vectors
and matrices

A~q!5$At
~q!%T, D~q!5$Dt

~q!%T, L ~qp!5$Lrt
~qp! %,

q51, . . . ,N, p51, . . . ,N, ~36!

where

At
~q!5An

~q!m ,

Dt
~q!52

k jn8~kaq!1 isqj n~kaq!

khn8~kaq!1 isqhn~kaq!
Cn

~ in!m~rq8!, ~37!

Lrt
~qp!5

k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!

khl8~kaq!1 isqhl~kaq!
~SuR! ln

sm~r pq8 !,

for pÞq, Lrt
~qq!5d rt ,

t5~n11!22~n2m!,

n50,1,2, . . . ; m52n, . . . ,n;

r 5~ l 11!22~ l 2s!, l 50,1,2, . . . ;

s52 l , . . . ,l ; q51, . . . ,N, p51, . . . ,N,

where d rt is the Kronecker delta;d rt50 for rÞt and d rr

51.
Equations~23! and ~19! then can be represented in the

form

(
p51

N

L ~qp!A~p!5D~q!, q51, . . . ,N, ~38!

or as a single equation

LA 5D, ~39!

where the matrices and vectors are

L5S L ~11! L ~12!
¯ L ~1N!

L ~21! L ~22!
¯ L ~2N!

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

L ~N1! L ~N2!
¯ L ~NN!

D ,

~40!

A5S A~1!

A~2!

¯

A~N!

D , D5S D~1!

D~2!

¯

D~N!

D .

This linear system can be solved numerically using standard
routines, such as LU-decomposition. The block-structure can
also be exploited using block-oriented solvers, though we do
not pursue this here.

An important issue is the truncation of the infinite series
and corresponding truncation of the associated matrices. A
first way to truncate the series is to truncate the outer sum at
a fixed numberM in each expansion, and is the approach
taken here. This number is selected via a heuristic based on
the magnitude of the smallest retained term. In this casen
50,1, . . . ,M ; m52n, . . . ,n, then the length of each vec-
tor A(p) and D(p) will be (M11)2, and the size of each
sub-matrixL (qp) will be (M11)23(M11)2, the size of the
total vectorsA andD will be N(M11)2 and the size of the
total matrixL will be N(M11)23N(M11)2.

Several ideas could be employed to improve this heuris-
tic. For example, the use of fast multipole methods could
lead to accelerated schemes to solve these equations itera-
tively ~Koc and Chew, 1998!. Further, the expressions used
to select the truncation of the series could be selected in a
more rigorous manner. However, as will be seen below, even
with a fixed size ofM we are able to solve large problems
using conventional techniques.

F. Computation of multipole reexpansion coefficients

The (SuR)-multipole translation coefficients can be
computed in different ways including via numerical evalua-
tion of integral representations, or using the Clebsch–Gordan
or Wigner 3-j symbols~e.g., see Epton and Dembart, 1995;
Koc et al., 1999!. For fast, stable, exact and efficient com-
putations of the entire truncated matrix of the reexpansion
coefficients we used a method based on Chew~1992! recur-
rence relations and symmetries, who derived them first for
the (RuR)-translation coefficients@translation of regular-to-
regular elementary solution, see Eq.~14!#. Fortunately~since
the singular and regular elementary solutions of the Helm-
holtz equation satisfy the same recurrence relations! these
relations hold for (SuR)-multipole translation coefficients
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also, but with different initial values for recursive computa-
tions ~44!. This was also pointed out by Chew~1992!. Note
that for other equations~e.g., for the Laplace equation! the
singular and regular elementary solutions may not satisfy the
same recursions. In Gumerov and Duraiswami~2001a!
proofs and details may be found. We only provide necessary
relations and initial values for using the recurrence proce-
dures here.

All the (SuR) ln
sm(r pq8 ) translation reexpansion coefficients

can be computed in the following way. First, we compute the
so-called ‘‘sectorial coefficients’’ of type (SuR) l umu

sm and
(SuR) usun

sm using the following relations:

bm11
2m21~SuR! l ,m11

s,m1152bl
2s~SuR! l 21,m

s21,m

2bl 11
s21~SuR! l 11,m

s21,m , ~41!

bm11
2m21~SuR! l ,m11

s,2m215bl
s~SuR! l 21,m

s11,2m

2bl 11
2s21~SuR! l 11,m

s11,2m ,

l 50,1, . . . , s52 l , . . . ,l ,

m50,1,2, . . . , ~42!

where

bn
m55

A~n2m21!~n2m!

~2n21!~2n11!
, 0<m<n,

2A~n2m21!~n2m!

~2n21!~2n11!
, 2n<m,0,

0, umu.n,

~43!

and the recurrence process starts with

~SuR! l0
s0~r pq8 !5A~4p!~21! lSl

2s~r pq8 !,
~44!

~SuR!0n
0m~r pq8 !5A~4p!Sn

m~r pq8 !.

Due to the symmetry relation

~SuR! umu l
2m,2s5~21! l 1m~SuR! l umu

sm ,

l 50,1,2, . . . , s52 l , . . . ,l , m52n, . . . ,n,
~45!

all of the sectorial coefficients (SuR) usun
sm can be obtained from

the coefficients (SuR) l umu
sm .

Once the sectorial coefficients are computed, all other
coefficients can be derived from them using the following
recurrence relation, which does not change the degreess,m
of the reexpansion coefficients:

an21
m ~SuR! l ,n21

sm 2an
m~SuR! l ,n11

sm

5al
s~SuR! l 11,n

sm 2al 21
s ~SuR! l 21,n

sm ,

l ,n50,1, . . . , s52 l , . . . ,l , m52n, . . . ,n,
~46!

where

an
m5HA~n111umu!~n112umu!

~2n11!~2n13!
, n>umu,

0, umu.n.

~47!

Due to the symmetry

~SuR! ln
sm5~21!n1 l~SuR!nl

2m,2s ,

l ,n50,1, . . . ,s52 l , . . . ,l , m52n, . . . ,n,
~48!

only those coefficients withl>n need be computed using
recurrence relations.

In addition, the~SuR! coefficients for any pair of spheres
p andq need be computed only for the vectorr pq8 , since for
the opposite directed vector we have the symmetry

~SuR! ln
sm~r pq8 !5~21! l 1n~SuR! ln

sm~r pq8 !,

l ,n50,1, . . . , m52n, . . . ,n. ~49!

Software based on this algorithm was developed and
entitled MultisphereHelmholtz. Results of tests using this
software are presented and discussed in Sec. V.

IV. COAXIAL SPHERES

The case of two spheres is interesting, since on the one
hand the scattered fields due to the spheres interact with each
other~multiple scattering!, while on the other, the interaction
is still simple enough that it can be investigated in detail and
understood more intuitively than the general case ofN
spheres. Additionally, in this case, the computation of the
reexpansion matrices can be simplified via a proper selection
of the reference frames. Indeed, for two spheres we can in-
troduce a reference frame which has itsz axis directed from
the center of one sphere to the center of the other sphere.
Since the reexpansion coefficients depend only on the rela-
tive location of the spheres, for this frame orientation, there
will be no angular dependence for the reexpansion coeffi-
cients. This does not require the incident fields to be sym-
metric with respect to this axis. The same statement holds for
the case when there areN spheres arranged along a line,
taken to be thez axis. In these particular cases, the general
reexpansion formula Eq.~13! simplifies to

Sn
m~r p!5 (

l 5umu

`

~SuR! ln
mm~r pq8 !Rl

m~rq!,

p51, . . . ,N, pÞq. ~50!

The coefficients

~SuR! ln
m~r pq8 !5~SuR! ln

mm~r pq8 !,

l ,n50,1, . . . , m52n, . . . ,n, ~51!

satisfy general recurrence relations and can be computed us-
ing the general algorithm we have developed. However,
there are simpler relations that take advantage of the co-
axiality of the spheres, while resulting in substantially lower
dimensional matrices.

Note that the sign of coefficients (SuR) ln
m(r pq8 ) depends

on the direction of the vectorr pq8 . To be definite, we use the
convention that r pq8 corresponds tor pq8 and r qp8 cor-
responds to rqp8 52r pq8 . Since (SuR) ln

mm(r pq8 )5(21)l 1n

(SuR) ln
mm(2r pq8 )5(21)l 1n(SuR) ln

mm(rqp8 ), we will have

~SuR! ln
m~r pq8 !5~21! l 1n~SuR! ln

m~r qp8 !,

l ,n50,1, . . . , m52n, . . . ,n. ~52!
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A. Matrix representation

According to Eq.~50! harmonics of each orderm can be
considered independently. Equations~19! and ~23! can be
rewritten in the form

k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!

khl8~kaq!1 isqhl~kaq!
(
p51
pÞq

N

(
n5umu

`

~SuR! ln
m~r pq8 !An

~p!m

1Al
~q!m5Dl

~q!m ,

m50,61,62, . . . , l 5umu,umu11, . . . ,

q51, . . . ,N, ~53!

where

Dl
~q!m52

k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!

khl8~kaq!1 isqhl~kaq!
Cl

~ in!m~rq8!. ~54!

This linear system can be represented in the following form

(
p51

N

L ~qp!mA~p!m5D~q!m,

m50,61,62, . . . , q51, . . . ,N,
~55!

where the vectorsA(q)m and D(q)m and matricesL (qp)m are
stacked as follows:

A~q!m5$An
~q!m%T, D~q!m5$Dn

~q!m%T,
~56!

L ~qp!m5$Lln
~qp!m%,

q51, . . . ,N, p51, . . . ,N,

m50,61,62, . . . , l ,n5umu,umu11, . . . ,

with the individual matrix elements given by

Lln
~qp!m5

k j l8~kaq!1 isqj l~kaq!

khl8~kaq!1 isqhl~kaq!
~SuR! ln

m~r pq8 !,

for pÞq, Lln
~qq!m5d ln . ~57!

Since all equations can be considered separately for eachm,
the linear system Eq.~55! can be written as

LmAm5Dm, m50,61,62, . . . , ~58!

where

Lm5S L ~11!m L ~12!m
¯ L ~1N!m

L ~21!m L ~22!m
¯ L ~2N!m

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

L ~N1!m L ~N2!m
¯ L ~NN!m

D ,

~59!

Am5S A~1!m

A~2!m

¯

A~N!m
D , Dm5S D~1!m

D~2!m

¯

D~N!m
D .

As in the general case considered above, the infinite series
and matrices need to be truncated for numerical computation.
If we limit ourselves to the firstM modes for each expansion

of spherical harmonics, so thatm50,61, . . . ,6M , n
5umu, umu11, . . . ,M , then the length of each vectorA(p)m

and D(p)m is M112umu, the dimensions of each matrix
L (qp)m is (M112umu)3(M112umu), the size of the total
vectorsAm andDm areN(M112umu), and the size of the
total matrix Lm is N(M112umu)3N(M112umu). The
problem then is reduced to solution of 2M11 independent
linear systems for eachm. Note that the coaxial, or diagonal,
translation coefficients (SuR) ln

m(r pq8 ) are symmetrical with re-
spect to the sign of the degreem, (SuR) ln

m(r pq8 )
5(SuR) ln

2m(r pq8 ) ~see Gumerov and Duraiswami, 2001a!.
Therefore the matricesLm are also symmetrical@see Eq.
~57!#

Lm5L2m, m50,1,2, . . . , ~60!

and can be computed only for non-negativem. At the same
time the right-hand side vectorDm, generally speaking, does
not coincide withD2m, so that the solutionAm can be dif-
ferent fromA2m.

Let us compare the number of operations required for
determination of all expansion coefficientsAn

(q)m , m50,
61, . . . ,6M , n5umu, umu11, . . . ,M , q51, . . . ,N, using
the general algorithm and using the algorithm for coaxial
spheres. Assuming that a standard solver requiresCK3 op-
erations to solve a linear system with matrix of dimension
K3K, whereC is some constant, we can find solution using
general algorithm with

Noperations
~general! 5CN3~M11!6 ~61!

operations. Using the algorithm for coaxial spheres we will
spend CN3(M112umu)3 operations to obtainAn

(q)m for
each m50,61, . . . ,6M . The total number of operations
will be therefore

Noperations
~coaxial! 5CN3 (

m52M

M

~M112umu!3

5CN3F ~M11!312 (
m51

M

m3G
5CN3@~M11!31 1

2M
2~M11!2#

5 1
2CN3@~M11!41~M11!2#. ~62!

Therefore, forM@1, we have

Noperations
~general!

Noperations
~coaxial!

;2M2 ~63!

which shows much higher efficiency of the algorithm for
coaxial spheres.

Note also that in the case of coaxial spheres the number
of the multipole reexpansion coefficients that needs to be
computed for each pairpÞq requiresO(M3) operations,
while in the general case such computations can be per-
formed in O(M4) operations. These numbers are smaller
than the leading order term in the complexity, that are re-
quired for solution of linear equations, and thus Eqs.~61!–
~63! provide a comparison between the two methods.

The above expressions for coaxial spheres assume that
thez axis coincides with the direction from the center of one
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of the spheres to the center of some other sphere. If coordi-
nates of spheres are specified in the original reference frame,
with the axisz oriented arbitrarily with respect to the line
connecting the sphere centers, we can rotate them so that the
new reference frame is convenient for use with the coaxial
algorithm.

B. Computation of coaxial reexpansion coefficients

Due to the symmetry relations@see Eqs.~49! and ~51!#

~SuR! ln
m5~SuR! ln

2m , m50,1,2, . . . , ~64!

the coaxial coefficients (SuR) ln
m(r pq8 ) can be computed only

for l>n>m>0. The process of filling the matrix$(SuR) ln
m%

can be performed efficiently using recurrence relations that
first fill the layers with respect to the ordersl andn followed
by advancement with respect to the degreem. If such a pro-
cedure is selected, then the first step is filling of the layer
m50. The initial value depends on the orientation ofr pq8
vector relative to the axisiz ~or i ẑ if rotation is performed!,
and is given by

~SuR! l0
0 ~r pq8 !5~SuR! l0

00~r pq8 !A4p~21! lSl
0~r pq8 !

5e lpqA2l 11hl~krpq8 !, ~65!

where

e lpq5S 2
r pq8 • iz

ur pq8 u D
l

5H ~21! l , for r pq8 • iz5ur pq8 u,

1, for r pq8 • iz52ur pq8 u.
~66!

To advance with respect to the ordern at fixedm>0 we can
use Eq.~46! for s5m,

an
m~SuR! l ,n11

m 5an21
m ~SuR! l ,n21

m 2al
m~SuR! l 11,n

m

1al 21
m ~SuR! l 21,n

m , n5m,m11, . . . ,

~67!

with thea’s given by Eq.~47!. For advancement with respect
to m it is convenient to use Eq.~41! for s5m11,

bm11
2m21~SuR! l ,m11

m11

5bl
2m21~SuR! l 21,m

m 2bl 11
m ~SuR! l 11,m

m ,

l 5m11,m12, . . . , ~68!

with the b’s given by Eq. ~43! and then obtain the other
(SuR) ln

m11 using Eq.~67!.

V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

We apply our method to several example problems.
First, we compare the present technique with the BEM for
problems involving two and three spheres, and show that the
present method is accurate, and much faster. Next, we con-
sider problems that, due to their size, would be impractical to
handle with the BEM, and demonstrate that the present tech-
nique can deal with them. Convergence for these cases is
demonstrated as the truncation numberM is increased.

A. Single sphere

For the case of a single sphere there are no multiple
scattering effects. Despite this, the case is interesting from a
practical viewpoint. We were unable to find this solution in
the standard handbooks, and we include this limiting case to
provide an analytical solution for both an arbitrary incident
field and for a monopole source. From Eqs.~37!–~40! we
haveL (1)5I , A(1)5D(1), or

An
~1!m52

k jn8~ka!1 is j n~ka!

khn8~ka!1 ishn~ka!
Cn

~ in!m~r18!. ~69!

Here we will drop subscript 1 fors and a, while keeping
them for the coordinates. Substituting this expression into
Eqs. ~28! and ~29!, we obtain expressions for the potential
and its normal derivative on the sphere surface as

cuS1
52

1

ika2 (
l 50

`

(
s52 l

l C1
~ in!s~r18!Yl

s~u1 ,w1!

khl8~ka!1 ishl~ka!
, ~70!

]c

]n U
S1

5
s

ka2 (
l 50

`

(
s52 l

l Cl
~ in!s~r18!Yl

s~u1 ,w1!

khl8~ka!1 ishl~ka!

52 iscuS1
. ~71!

The coefficientsCn
(in)m(r18) are determined using Eq.

~16! and depend on the incident field. In the case of a mono-
pole source located at some pointr5r source, the incident
field corresponds to the fundamental solution of the Helm-
holtz equation

c in~r !5QGk~r2r source!5Q
eikur2rsourceu

4pur2r sourceu
, ~72!

whereQ is the source intensity~complex, if the phaseF is
not zero!,

Q5uQueiF. ~73!

For multiple spheres, expansion of this function near the cen-
ter of theqth spherer5rq8 ~see Fig. 2! can be found else-

FIG. 2. Notation denoting the different reference frames used in the multi-
pole reexpansion technique.
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where~e.g., Morse and Feshbach, 1953!,

c in~r !5Qik(
n50

`

(
m52n

n

Sn
2m~r source2rq8!Rn

m~rq!,

urqu<ur source2rq8u . ~74!

Comparing Eqs.~16! and ~74! we obtain

Cn
~ in!m~rq8!5QikSn

2m~r source2rq8!. ~75!

A simplification of the general formula forCn
(in)m , Eq. ~75!,

is possible, since the problem for monopole source and a
single sphere is axisymmetric relative to the axis connecting
the sphere center and the source location. Setting the axisz1

to be this axis, we have

Cn
~ in!m5Qikdm0hn~kur source2r18u!Yn

0~0,0!

5Qikdm0A2n11

4p
hn~kd!, ~76!

whered is the distance between the source and the sphere
center. The expression for the surface values of the potential
and its derivative Eqs.~70! and ~71! become

cuS1
52

Q

4pa2 (
l 50

`
~2l 11!hl~kd!Pl~cosu1!

khl8~ka!1 ishl~ka!
, ~77!

]c

]n U
S1

5
iQs

4pa2 (
l 50

`
~2l 11!hl~kd!Pl~cosu1!

khl8~ka!1 ishl~ka!

52 iscuS1
. ~78!

For the particular case of a sound-hard (s50) surface this
gives

CuS1
52

Q

4pka2 (
l 50

`

~2l 11!
hl~kd!

hl8~ka!
Pl~cosu1!,

~79!
]c

]n U
Sq

50,

while for sound-soft (s5`) surfaces we have

cuS1
50,

~80!
]c

]n U
S1

5
Q

4pa2 (
l 50

`

~2l 11!
hl~kd!

hl~ka!
Pl~cosu1!,

These limiting cases are classical and their expressions can
be found elsewhere~e.g., see Hanish, 1981!.

We compared results of computations of the potential on
the surface with those provided by Eq.~79! and that obtained
using the BEM, as realized in the software package COMET.
The figures below illustrate comparisons of the following
transfer functionH measured in dB, which represents the
ratio of the amplitude of the acoustic field at a specified
location of the surface to the amplitude of the incident field
at the center of the sphere:

H520 lgU cuS1

c in~r18!
U . ~81!

The solution, Eq.~79!, for a single sphere was used by Duda
and Martens~1998!, for an investigation of scattering cues in
audition. Figure 3 shows good agreement between computa-
tions using all methods. In this example we include also
computations for different impedances of the sphere.

We also tested the results of computations obtained us-
ing different truncation numbers. Duda and Martens~1998!
used truncation based on comparison of subsequent terms in
the series~in this particular case the series was truncated
when the ratio of such terms is smaller than 1026). Experi-
ments showed that excellent agreement with these results is
achieved, if the truncation number is selected using the heu-
ristic

M5@eka#, e52.718 28 . . . , ~82!

which shows that it increases with the wave number. For
large ka good agreement was observed forM>@1/2eka#,
while differences were visible for smallerM. For moderate
ka such differences appeared for truncation numbers below
the value provided in Eq.~82!.

B. Two spheres

Since there is no closed-form analytical solution for two
spheres in a simple form, we compared the numerical results
obtained using our code, and by using the BEM. As an ex-
ample we considered computation of the function Eq.~81!.

FIG. 3. The normalized surface transfer functionH, Eq.
~81!, for a single sphere of radiusa58.25 cm and a
monopole source, located at a distanced/a510 from
the center of the sphere for spheres of different values
of s/k ~shown near the curves!. The continuous and
dashed lines show results of computations using the
present method with truncation numberM58. Circles
and diamonds respectively show the results of Duda
and Martens~1998! and of BEM computations fors
50. In the BEM the sphere surface was discretized us-
ing 2700 linear elements.
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The model consists of two spheres, which are touching
at one point. In the computations the ratio of sphere radii was
taken to be 1.3253. The origin of the reference frame was
located at the center of the smaller sphere and the direction
of the y axis was from the larger sphere to the smaller one.
The z axis was directed towards a monopole source, gener-
ating the incident field, which was located at the distance of
10 radii from the smaller sphere. The frequency of the inci-
dent wave nondimensionalized with the radius of the smaller
sphere corresponded toka153.0255. The mesh for compu-
tations using the BEM contained 5400 triangular elements
~2700 elements for each sphere!. A picture of this two-sphere
configuration with computational mesh and distribution of
the acoustic pressure is shown in Fig. 4. In the computations
the admittances of both spheres were set to zero.

For computations using MultisphereHelmholtz the trun-
cation number was automatically set to

M5@ 1
2ekr128 #. ~83!

For the above given values ofa2 /a1 andka1 , this provided
M59, so that the total number of modesn in the multipole
expansion was 10 for each sphere~or 100An

m coefficients for
each sphere!.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the BEM and the
MultisphereHelmholtz computational results for functionH
calculated for sphere 1 according to Eq.~81!. Each curve
corresponds to a fixed value of the spherical polar angleu1

and demonstrates dependence on the anglew1 . Note that
dependence on the anglew1 is only due to the presence of
the sphere 2. The comparison shows a good agreement be-
tween the results obtained by different methods. Some small
dispersion of the points obtained using BEM is due to the
mesh discretization of the sphere surface, which normally
can be avoided by additional smoothing/interpolation proce-
dures~we did not apply such smoothing in the results plot-
ted!. Our code far outperformed BEM computationally, both
in achieving much faster computations~seconds as opposed
to tens of minutes on the same computer! and memory usage.

Figure 6 demonstrates computations ofH for the two
sphere geometry with the parameters described above, but
for a higher wave number, and with different impedances for
the larger sphere. For the given geometry, the automatically
selected truncation number wasM531. This number is large
enough to observe a substantial difference in speed of com-
putations and memory usage between the general algorithm
and the coaxial one@see Eq.~63!#.

Proper selection of the truncation number is an impor-
tant issue for applications of multipole translation tech-
niques. Figure 7 shows convergence of the computations
with increasing truncation numbers forH at a specified point
on the surface (u1560 degrees andw150 degrees in the
case shown in the figure!. Computations with low truncation
numbers may provide poor accuracy. At some particular
truncation number~depending on the nondimensional wave
number ka) the computational results stabilize~note that
since the solutionH depends on the wave number, and so for
eachka the solution asymptotes to the corresponding value!.
Further increase in the truncation number increases both the
accuracy of the results and computational time/memory,
since the matrix size grows in proportion toM4 in the gen-
eral case, and toM3 for coaxial spheres. However, at some

FIG. 4. An example of BEM~COMET 4.0! computations of potential dis-
tribution over the surface of two spheres generated by a monopole source.
Each sphere surface is discretized to 2700 triangular elements. The ratio of
sphere radii is 1.3253 and they touch in one point.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the angular dependence of func-
tion H, Eq. ~81!, over the surface of a smaller sphere
computed for the two sphere geometry shown in Fig. 4
using the BEM and the multipole reexpansion tech-
nique. Both spheres are sound-hard.
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truncation numbers, which slightly exceed the value pro-
vided by Eq.~83!, the computations can encounter difficul-
ties that arise from the exponential growth of portions of the
terms in the expansions, leading to overflow related errors.
These are due to the spherical Hankel functions of large or-
der, hn(krpq8 ), entering the reexpansion system matrix.
Asymptotic expansion of the Hankel function at largen and
fixed kr128 shows that the growth starts atn;1/2ekr128 . This
is used as the basis for automatic selection of the truncation
number Eq.~83!. Of course, this limitation is purely based on
the order of computation of the elements, and the product of
terms remains finite, and calculations can be performed for
much largerM than given by Eq.~83!. However, we have not
yet modified our software to use this order of computation.

The computations presented in Fig. 7 show that the ac-
tual stabilization occurs at smallerM than those given by Eq.
~83! ~where we have forka151,5,10,20,30 the following
values:M53,15,31,63,94, respectively!. Results of our nu-
merical experiments show that for largekr128 reasonable ac-
curacy can be achieved atM* ;1/2Mmax, where Mmax is
provided by Eq.~83!. At the same time, for lowerkr128 for-
mula ~83! provides values which cannot be reduced, and ac-
curate computations can be achieved withM slightly larger
thanMmin , with Mmin provided by Eq.~83!.

In a recent paper~Gumerov and Duraiswami, 2001b! we
presented results of the computation of the surface potential
for a sphere near a rigid wall. In this case the rigid wall could
be replaced by an image sphere and an image source and the

coaxial multipole reexpansion can be used. The problem of
sound scattering by a sphere near a rigid wall is in some
sense a simplification of the general problem for two
spheres, since both the real and the image spheres in this case
have the same radius and impedance. For this case, the co-
efficients of the multipole expansions near each sphereAn

(1)m

andAn
(2)m are symmetrical and the dimension of the system

can be reduced using this symmetry by a factor of 2. In that
paper, we also provided a study and discussion of the influ-
ence of the distance between the sphere and the wall and
frequency of the field on the surface potential.

C. Three arbitrarily located spheres

If the cases of one and two spheres can be covered using
simplified codes, the case of three non-coaxial spheres re-
quires the general three-dimensional multipole translation.
As in the case of two spheres discussed above, we compared
results of computations for three spheres using Multisphere-
Helmholtz and the COMET BEM software.

For this computational example we placed an additional
sphere~3! to the case described above. The distance between
the centers of spheres 1 and 3 was the same as the distance
between the centers of spheres 1 and 2. The parameters of
the incident field were the same as for the case of two
spheres. The mesh for computations using the BEM con-
tained 5184 triangular elements, 1728 elements for each
sphere. A picture of this configuration with the computational

FIG. 6. Angular dependence ofH in Eq. ~81! over the
surface of the sound-hard smaller sphere for the geom-
etry shown in Fig. 4 for different admittances of the
larger sphere. Results computed using the present
method with automatically selected truncation number
M531.

FIG. 7. Dependence of the computations ofH, Eq.~81!,
for the two sphere geometry~see Fig. 4! on the trunca-
tion numberM for different nondimensional wave num-
bers.
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mesh and distribution of the acoustic pressure is shown in
Fig. 8. In the computations the three spheres were all taken
to be sound-hard.

Results of comparisons between BEM and Multisphere-
Helmholtz computations withM59 are shown in Fig. 9. The
comparison is as good as in the case of two spheres. Since
Figs. 5 and 9 represent similar dependence, we can notice
that the presence of the third sphere reduced~at some points
by 3–4 dB! the amplitude of the sound field on sphere 1.

D. Many spheres

The case of sound and electromagnetic wave scattering
by many arbitrarily located spheres has numerous practical
and theoretical applications, including acoustics and hydro-
dynamics of multiphase flows, sound propagation in com-

posite materials, electromagnetic waves in clouds, and in-
verse problems, such as the detection of buried objects,
medical tomography, etc.

We considered the following hypothetical problem of
sound scattering by a screen of spherical particles. The ge-
ometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 10. Here the incident
field is generated by a monopole source located at distanced
from a flat particle screen of thicknessd. A sensor~e.g., a
microphone! measuring the acoustic pressure is located be-
hind the screen at the same distance as the source.N spheres
with the same acoustic impedance~in the examples below
we took the spheres as sound-hard!, but with possibly differ-
ent sizes, are distributed according to some distribution den-
sity over their radii, and have locations of their centers
within a boxd3h3h representing the screen. The objective
is to evaluate the effect of the screen on the sound propaga-
tion.

This effect can be evaluated by defining a ‘‘screen trans-
fer function’’ ~STF!, which we define as

STF520 lg uc~rmic8 !/c in~rmic8 !u, ~84!

FIG. 8. BEM ~COMET 4.0! computations of the potential distribution over
the surface of three spheres generated by a monopole source. Each sphere
surface is discretized using 1728 triangular elements. Two spheres of non-
dimensional radii 1~sphere 1! and 1.3253~sphere 2! touch at one point.
Sphere 3, with nondimensional radius 1, is located at a distance 2.3253 from
the center of sphere 1, on the line connecting the source and the center of
sphere 1.

FIG. 9. Comparison of the angular dependence ofH
~81! over the surface of smaller sphere computed for
the three sphere geometry shown in Fig. 8 using the
BEM and the multipole reexpansion technique. All
three spheres have sound-hard surfaces.

FIG. 10. A sketch of the problem geometry for sound propagation through a
screen of spherical particles.
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where rmic8 is the radius-vector of the microphone location
and which is measured in decibels.

Two examples of computations with many spheres are
presented below. In the first example we placed 16 spheres
with uniform random distribution of their dimensionless radii
from amin50.5 to amax51.5. Dimensionless parameters of
the screen wered510, d55, andh550. The sphere centers
were distributed uniformly within the screen. The view of
this screen in theyz plane is shown in Fig. 11. In the com-
putations we chose three different wave numbers,ka51,
ka53, andka55, wherea is the length scale~the charac-
teristic sphere radius!. Computations were performed using
the general software with increasing truncation numberM.
Dependences of the STF onM at variouska are shown in
Fig. 12. It is seen that results converge to some value de-

pending onka. This type of check shows that for the given
geometry relatively low truncation numbers can be used,
which are much smaller than given by Eq.~83!, where in-
stead ofr 128 some representative intersphere distancer pq8 is
selected. We noticed, however, that in some cases when we
have many spheres with very different intersphere distances
~from touching spheres, to spheres located at largekrpq8 ),
stabilization of computation only occurs at higher truncation
numbers than prescribed by Eq.~83!. Thus, at this point the
procedure we recommend is an experimental one to check
the results of several calculations and find the truncation
number at which results converge.

In the second example we put a regular monolayer
screen (d510, d50, andh550) of 121 spheres of the same
radii a51, which centers form a regular grid in planex5d
~see Fig. 13!. Again we compared results obtained with the
aid of MultisphereHelmholtz at increasingM and different
wave numbers and found fast convergence~see Fig. 14!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a procedure for solution of the
Helmholtz equation for the case ofN spheres of various radii
and impedances arbitrarily located in three-dimensional
space. This solution uses a T-matrix method where the ma-
trices are computed using a multipole reexpansion technique.
We presented computational results for two and three spheres
obtained both using the boundary element method with fine
discretization of the surfaces~thousands of elements!, and
showed that our solutions are correct. For the case of larger
numbers of spheres, we demonstrated that our results are
consistent, by showing that they converge as the truncation
number increases.

An open problem that remains is the proper choice of
the truncation number as a function of the wave number,
sphere sizes, and intersphere distances. In the case where the
truncation number is properly selected, the solution showed
high accuracy, and substantial speed-up in comparison to the
boundary element method. In cases when the centers of the
spheres are located on a line~which is always true for two

FIG. 11. A scattering screen of 16 spheres with random sizes and random
locations of their centers. The centers are uniformly distributed inside a box
10,x,15, 225,y,25, 225,z,25. The radii are uniformly distributed
over 0.5,a,1.5.

FIG. 12. Convergence test for the problem of sound scattering by a screen
of 16 randomly sized spheres with random location of their centers~as
shown in Fig. 11!. Three different curves computed at differentka, wherea
is the mean of the sphere radii distribution.

FIG. 13. The view of a scattering screen of 121 spheres of the same size
a51 and location of their centers at the nodes of a square grid225,y
,25, 225,z,25 with the grid sizeDy5Dz55.
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spheres, and can be realized in particular problems forN
spheres! computations using a coaxial multipole reexpansion
can be performed with much higher efficiency than in the
general case.

Future improvements to the method proposed here may
include use of spatial grouping of nearby spheres into clus-
ters represented by one multipole expansion, variable trunca-
tion numbers depending on the particular distribution of
spheres, implementation of a fast multipole method based
evaluation of the matrix-vector product in Eq.~39!, and de-
velopment of iterative algorithms for solution of that equa-
tion.
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During August 1998, a bottom scattering tank experiment was performed at the Applied Research
Laboratory, University of Texas to measure wideband acoustic reverberation from multiple objects
~e.g., cobbles and pebbles! placed on a sediment simulation of the sea floor. In preparation for
processing and analyzing the experimental data, time domain scattering measurements made with
stainless steel and glass balls suspended in the water column were used to calibrate the sonar
transceiver system by deconvolving the theoretical impulse response for steel and glass spheres,
obtained via the Faran elastic sphere scattering model, from the scattered time signals. It is the
analysis of these calibration measurements which forms the subject of this paper. Results show the
critical importance of accurate input–output system calibrations for time domain sound scattering
research, and successfully demonstrate a time domain method for accurately calibrating the
complete sonar transceiver function, i.e., both the amplitude and time dependence, using a known
reference target. The work has implications for boundary and volume scattering applications.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1512704#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Gv, 43.30.Sf, 43.30.Yj, 43.58.Gn, 43.58.Vb@DLB#

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of reference targets for underwater sound re-
search and sonar development is a familiar concept. Such
targets have a range of applications, including acoustic
source calibration and testing. A helpful experimental survey
of several types of sonar targets has been given by Wallace
et al.1

Spherical forms are an obvious choice for reference tar-
gets, since their backscattering characteristics are indepen-
dent of orientation. The theory of acoustic scattering from
spheres has received much attention, beginning with Ray-
leigh, who derived a solution for the case of a sphere which
is small compared to the wavelength.2 Morse gave solutions
without wavelength restrictions, but for cases where there is
no acoustic penetration of the sphere.3 The issue of acousti-
cally penetrable spheres was subsequently treated by
Anderson,4 who developed a method for describing scatter-
ing from fluid spheres, and Faran,5 who obtained solutions
for the scattering of sound by elastic spheres and cylinders.
Faran’s formalism is general, and has been shown6 to contain
both Anderson’s solution and Hickling and Wang’s ‘‘mov-
able rigid sphere’’ solution7 as limiting cases.

Experimental studies of scattering from solid spheres in
water have been performed by a number of investigators.8–10

Dragonetteet al.11 used the technique of time separating the
rigid body and elastic components within short pulse, broad-
band, scattering returns from a metal sphere, to calibrate test

targets for acoustic measurements. In 1982, Foote12 demon-
strated a precision technique for cw calibration of sonar
equipment, by normalizing the scattering from a reference
copper sphere target with the return theoretically predicted
by Faran’s formalism. Copper is determined to be a superior
material since its properties appear to be stable, in contrast to
the variabilities induced by variations in the annealing pro-
cesses of alloys. Foote’s calibration procedure has subse-
quently been widely adopted within the fisheries community.
Typically, before a stock assessment exercise is begun, a
known test target is suspended below a survey ship, and
scattering returns from it are used to calibrate the sonar sys-
tem that is going to be used.

A recent innovation in bioacoustics research is the ap-
plication of time domain scattering methods to investigate
the internal structure of organisms in the water column. Chu
and Stanton13 used pulse compression techniques, via chirp
pulses with narrow autocorrelation functions to achieve fine
time–space sampling, to identify and explore the inner struc-
tures of several different species of zooplankton. There is
growing interest in the use of techniques like this to develop
fisheries technologies which are capable of simultaneously
coupling biomass estimation with species identification.

One of the requirements needed to enable time domain
approaches of this type to be used in biomass survey exer-
cises, and in other volume and boundary scattering applica-
tions, is the development of an accurate and reliable method
for calibrating the time dependence of the sonar system used.
The work described here demonstrates such a calibration
method by presenting a technique for determining the com-a!Electronic mail: cf@nrlssc.navy.mil
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plete time signature of a sonar, which works by deconvolv-
ing the theoretically derived impulse response of a known
reference target from an experimental scattering signal. The
work also has a secondary purpose, which is to explore in
some detail the use of impulse response methods to investi-
gate both scatterers and transient acoustic sources.

In order to process and analyze the data from a bottom
scattering tank experiment at the Applied Research Labora-
tory, University of Texas~ARL-UT!, a procedure was used to
calibrate the sonar transceiver system, by deconvolving the
theoretical impulse response for steel and glass spheres, ob-
tained via the Faran elastic sphere scattering model, from
scattered time signals from stainless steel and glass balls sus-
pended in the water column. These calibration measurements
are the subject of this present work. The results show the
importance of accurate input–output system calibrations for
time domain sound scattering applications, and successfully
demonstrate that the complete sonar transceiver function,
i.e., both the amplitudeand time dependence, can be accu-
rately calibrated in the time domain by deconvolving the
impulse response of a known reference target from the ex-
perimental scattered signal.

Section II of this paper describes the experiment per-
formed and the data collected. Section III describes the time
domain filtering and convolution/deconvolution methods
used to perform the sonar calibrations, and briefly summa-
rizes the Faran elastic sphere scattering model used to calcu-
late the impulse responses for steel and glass spheres. Sec-
tion IV describes the results of the theoretical calculations,
deconvolutions, and data comparisons. Section V provides a
summary of conclusions. Two appendices are included,
which provide background information on filtering and de-
convolution using polynomial multiplication and division
methods, and also the amplitude of the geometrical scattering
component from spheres.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

The overall technical objective of the tank experiment,
which was performed at the Applied Research Laboratory,
University of Texas, in August 1998, was to study scattering
from objects, i.e., cobbles and pebbles, placed on a simulated
seafloor. Before the main part of the experiment was per-
formed, preliminary tests were made to calibrate the sonar
transceiver system.

One method of calibrating a sonar is to direct it toward a
plane water/air interface, and measure the reflected signal.
Since the dynamic response of the interface is a spike, this
should enable the sonar function to be directly observed and
calibrated. This technique cannot readily be used if the water
surface is not flat~e.g., during deployment at sea!, but was
indicated under the controlled conditions of the ARL-UT ex-
periment. In our case, an initial attempt to calibrate the sonar
was made by directing it vertically upwards and measuring
the reflected signal from the flat water surface in the tank.
Unfortunately, however, subsequent analysis showed that the
large amplitude of the reflected signals had induced a non-
linear response in the transceiver system and thereby invali-
dated the procedure.

Another method of calibrating a sonar is to use a known
reference target. This is the basis of the technique for cw
calibration developed by Foote,12 who advocated the use of
copper sphere targets. During the same series of preliminary
tests at ARL-UT, another experiment was performed using
the same vertical configuration, but with steel and glass balls
interposed directly between the sonar transducer and the wa-
ter surface. Due to the problems experienced with the re-
flected signals, an alternative procedure was followed to de-
termine the sonar transceiver function. This required that the
theoretical impulse response for elastic steel or glass spheres,
obtained via the Faran scattering model, should be decon-
volved from the signals scattered from the balls. These mea-
surements were not originally performed for calibration pur-
poses, and the targets were not optimally made from copper.
Nevertheless, the deconvolution is achievable if the material
properties of the steel and glass balls can be determined to
sufficient accuracy. It is the performance and resulting analy-
sis of the subsequent calibration/deconvolution procedure
which forms the subject of this present work.

A schematic diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig.
1~a!. The sonar transmit and receive system consisted of two
subdivided panels of a'25 cm square flat plate transducer
@Fig. 1~b!# with primary frequency output between about 25

FIG. 1. The experiment.~a! Schematic diagram of the experiment. Careful
tests were made to ensure that the target balls were suspended directly over
the center of the transmit transducer. The scattered/reflected signals were
detected at the receive transducer.~b! The transmit and receive transducers
were subdivided panels of a larger flat plate transducer.
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and 120 kHz, and peaking near 80 kHz. The ball targets were
carefully suspended;1.15 m directly above the center of the
12 cm square transmit panel and;0.75 m below the water
surface. The signal was directed vertically upwards, and was
scattered from the balls and also reflected back down from
the water surface. The scattered/reflected signals were de-
tected at the 3 cm square receive panel, as shown in Fig.
1~a!. The distance from the transducers to the balls was
greater than the Rayleigh distance for the transducers
throughout the primary operational frequency range of the
sonar system, indicating that the targets are located in the
‘‘far-field’’ of the transducers. The transmit transducer was
always driven using the same electrical signal throughout the
experiment. The receiver system was operated within a linear
range, so that the outpute(t) in volts was proportional to the
pressure fieldpbs(t) at the face of the receive transducer. The
scattering data were sampled and recorded at 1 MHz. The
water in the tank had a measured sound speed ofc51482
m/s throughout the experiment.

The 3 dB beamwidth of the transmit transducer is calcu-
lated as'7.8° at 80 kHz. The 3 dB beamwidth of the re-
ceiver transducer is'31.2° at the same frequency. The ball
targets were located within the main beam of both transduc-
ers. The physical separation of the centers of the two trans-
ducers was'17.6 cm, which corresponds to an angular
separation, as subtended at the location of the center of the
balls, of '8.7°. Recent time domain studies of scattering
from elastic spheres14 indicate that the scattered impulse
wave is essentially unchanged within610° of the back-
scattering axis, which implies that the scattering geometry of
the experiment described here is effectively monostatic. For
this reason, we have utilized the backscattered impulse re-
sponse~which is widely used! in the analysis described here.

The balls were supported in cradles of fine monofila-
ment netting, which were knotted to monofilament line sus-
pended from a retort stand placed above the water surface.
During the steel ball measurements, the acoustic scattering
response of the evacuated cradle and line was tested sepa-
rately, and found to have a peak-to-peak variation'100 mV,
which is about 10 dB lower than the steel ball. However, the
evacuated netting tended to bunch together to form, with the
knot, a somewhat compact and coherent target. With the steel
ball enclosed, the netting expanded to become a more diffuse
target, and the knot was then situated in the acoustic shadow
of the ball, in the forward scattering direction, where it
would have a smaller influence on the backscattered field.
For these reasons, it was assumed that the influence of the
netting on the backscattered field for the steel ball was neg-
ligible. No similar tests were performed on the cradle used
for the larger and more massive glass ball, but the same
assumption was made in the backscattering measurements
for this object also.

Figure 2~a! depicts a typical output from the experiment.
It shows the output, coherently averaged over ten pings, of
the time signal backscattered from one of the steel balls
placed in the water column, together with the surface reflec-
tion ~other secondary features, i.e., the initial transmit distur-
bance and multiple reflections in the surface, can also be
seen!. Figure 2~b! shows the current input drive to the trans-

mit transducer which was used to produce this output. The
same current drive was used unchanged throughout the ex-
periment. In Fig. 2~a!, the large amplitude of the surface
reflection part of the signal~;64 V! exceeded the linear

FIG. 2. Typical output from the experiment.~a! The time signalpbs(t)
backscattered from a steel ball averaged over ten pings is shown, together
with the surface reflection. Other secondary features can also be seen. The
experimental data have units of mV at the output of the amplifier.~b! Input
drive current to the transducer for the signal recorded in~a! and ~c!. ~c!
Magnification of the signal scattered from the steel ball in~a!. The peak
values for this section of the signal are much smaller than for the surface
reflection component, and did not give rise to nonlinearities.
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range of the receiving amplifier in the transceiver system.
Normally, the impulse response of the sonar system may be
determined by deconvolving the corresponding current input
drive @Fig. 2~b!# from the reflected signal, but this procedure
was not valid in this case. Figure 2~c! shows a magnification
of the section of the signal in Fig. 2~a! scattered from the
steel ball. The signal amplitudes in this section were within
the linear range of the receiving amplifier, and provide the
data for deconvolving the sonar transceiver function, as we
shall describe in the following.

After the experiment was completed, further tests at a
lower current drive were subsequently made to calibrate the
sonar transceiver system using the surface reflection method.
While the problem of nonlinearities was eliminated, these
tests had another different problem. Figure 3~a! shows the
average of 50 pings of the reflected signal from one of these
later tests. The corresponding input current to the sonar is
shown in Fig. 3~b!. Unfortunately, the first data point in the
input current data stream was not recorded, and the value of
this datum@denoted by the leftmost point in Fig. 3~b!# had to
be estimated in order to achieve a reliable deconvolution of
the sonar impulse response. Figure 3~c! shows the most
stable deconvolution result that could be obtained from this
data.

As described earlier, the primary intention of this paper
is to demonstrate the method of deconvolving the theoretical
impulse response of a known reference target from scattering
data to calibrate the time signature of a sonar. The desired
operationalresult of the work, however, is the confirmation
of the sonar impulse response seen in Fig. 3~c!, which then
enables the remaining data from the ARL-UT experiment to
be analyzed. Since Fig. 3~c! was obtained at a lower current,
this result also indicates that the transmit transducer output
relative to the current drive appears to be linear in the range
where it was used during the experiment.

In the development of the theory and method used in
this present work, we have followed the format used in a
recent textbook,18 which expresses the acoustic field in terms
of sound pressure in the water. The work described here
demonstrates that it is not necessary to have independently
calibrated pressure responses for the transmitter and receiver.
If the same transmitter and receiver system~i.e., transceiver!
is used for the reference target calibration measurements and
the subsequent experimental scattering measurements, then
the impulse response of the reference target can be used to
determine the impulse response of the sonar system. Further
details about the relation of instrument outputs and inputs to
sound pressures are given in Medwin and Clay’s book~Ref.
18, Sec. 4.6!.

III. THE TIME DOMAIN DECONVOLUTION

A. Time domain filters

The deconvolution result shown in Fig. 3~c! was ob-
tained by discrete Fourier transform division, using the fast
Fourier transform~FFT! algorithm. However, the method of
sonar calibration described in this present work uses time
domain deconvolution and filtering techniques. The concept
of minimum delay wavelets is borrowed from exploration

geophysics, and one-sided time domain filters are con-
structed to concentrate energy toward the front, and mini-
mize distortions, of the input signals.15,16

The signal processing uses numerical vectors and

FIG. 3. Calibration signal at lower current drive. Subsequent to the experi-
ment, further measurements at a lower current drive were made to calibrate
the sonar transceiver system.~a! Reflected signal averaged over 50 pings.
~b! Input current to the sonar. The datum denoted by the leftmost point was
missing, and its location had to be estimated.~c! Sonar impulse response
derived by deconvolving the input current~including the estimated datum!
from the average reflected signal.
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Laplacez-transform polynomial notation for the sampled sig-
nals and for convolution and deconvolution operations. The
Laplacez-transform polynomial and corresponding row vec-
tor of a signalE are written

E~z!5e1 z11e2 z21e3 z31e4 z41•••, ~1!

E5@e1 e2 e3 e4 •••#, ~2!

where the time increment isDt, and a time delaynDt is
indicated by the power ofzn ~the notationz2n is also some-
times used in the literature!. A minimum delay filter is con-
structed that is the product of minimum delay wavelets. In
z-transform notation we write:

w15@11z/2#, w25@112z/3#, w35@113z/4#,
~3!

w45@114z/5#, w55@115z/6#,

with polynomial product

W 5w1* w2* w3* w4* w5 , ~4!

where the asterisk represents convolution. This product, to-
gether with other similar polynomial operations, is rapidly
performable inMATLAB .17 ~Examples of theMATLAB coding
procedures used in this work are given in Appendix A.! The
wavelets in Eq.~3! were chosen because they are simple low
distortion filters that do not advance any of the signal com-
ponents ahead of the actual arrival time.15 Figure 4~a! repre-
sents the time domain filterW, normalized so that the nu-
merical sum of its row vector elements is unity. To
understand the filtering action ofW, its spectrum is com-
puted using the FFT and shown in Fig. 4~b!, with the fre-
quency spectrum of the surface reflection used in the calibra-
tion measurements@Fig. 3~a!# overlaid for comparison. We
see thatW is a low-pass filter. It is used here in convolution
calculations to suppress Nyquist oscillations in the theoreti-
cal impulse responses for spherical scatterers, and also as a
simple smoother to reduce high-frequency noise in the ex-
perimental signals and to suppress Nyquist oscillations in the
deconvolutions.

B. The theoretical impulse response of an elastic
sphere

The theory of scattering from an elastic sphere was in-
troduced by Faran. We will not reproduce the theory here,
but refer the reader to Faran’s paper.5 His method uses
spherical wave expansions around an origin placed at the
center of the sphere. The incident and scattered fields are
compressional waves in the external fluid. The acoustic wave
inside the elastic sphere consists of both compressional and
shear components. To determine the coefficients in the ex-
pansion of the scattered field, three boundary conditions are
applied at the surface of the sphere. The normal displacement
and normal stress must be continuous, and the tangential
stress must be zero. To facilitate later discussion, we note the
following expressions for the speed of propagation of com-
pressional waves (cL) and shear waves (cT) in the internal
elastic medium, i.e.,

cL5Al12m

r
, ~5!

cT5Am

r
, ~6!

wherer is the density of the sphere, andl and m are the
elastic Lame´ constants. In particular,m is the shear rigidity
modulus.

The backscattered impulse response of an object may be
formally written by means of the inverse Fourier transform

l bs~ t !5E
2`

`

Lbs~ f ! ei2p f t d f , ~7!

whereLbs( f ) is the backscattering length inm ~Ref. 18, pp.
237–238!. For a sphereLbs( f ) is often referred toa/2, where
a is the spherical radius. The impulse responsel bs(t) has
units m/s. These units are appropriate forl bs(t), because it
enters convolution integrals over time.

FIG. 4. The time domain filter.~a! Graphical depiction of the minimum
delay filterW constructed by convolving a series of minimum delay wave-
lets@see Eqs.~3! and~4!#. The filter is normalized so the sum of its elements
is unity. The points~closed circles! are joined by lines to accent the varia-
tions. ~b! The dashed line is the absolute value of the Fourier spectrum of
the filter W. Dt51 ms, D f 57.8125 kHz. The absolute value of the spec-
trum of the surface reflection used in the calibration measurements@Fig.
3~a!# is overlaid for comparison~solid line!. The amplitudes have been
normalized to unity for display.
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The impulse responses for the elastic spheres in this
analysis were computed by evaluating Eq.~7! numerically
using the inverse discrete Fourier transform~via the inverse
FFT!, i.e.,

l bs~nDt !5 (
m50

M21

Lbs~mD f !ei2pmn/MD f , ~8!

whereM is the number of points in the inverse FFT. In the
computations presented here,M52048, andD f was chosen
to correspond toDt51 ms, i.e., the sampling period used to
record and store data in the experiments. The values of
Lbs(mD f ) were computed by means of the Faran theory,
using appropriate values ofr, cL , andcT , for stainless steel
and glass.

As described previously, for the data analyzed here, the
spherical targets were located in the far-field of the transmit/
receive transducers. Tests were made to determine whether a
plane wave assumption could be used to represent the inci-
dent field in the computation ofLbs( f ). To examine this is-
sue, the spherical wave expansion for a point source~i.e., not
a plane wave expansion! was used to calculate the incident
field, and the distance from the point source to the sphere
adjusted to match the particular data analyzed. In every case
it was found that, when direct comparisons were made be-
tween the impulse responses resulting from the point source
expansion and those obtained using the plane wave assump-
tion, the differences were practically negligible. A plane
wave expansion was therefore used throughout to calculate
Lbs( f ).

C. The scattered sound pressure

The frequency domain expression for the backscattered
sound pressure, in the case where the transmit and receiver
transducers are colocated~as is effectively the case in the
present experiment! and have the same directivityD is writ-
ten ~Ref. 18, pp. 350–353!

Pbs~ f !5D2
Src~ f ! R0 Lbs~ f !

R2
102aR/10 , ~9!

where Src( f ) is the source sound pressure,R is the range
from the scatterer to the transducer in m, anda is the attenu-
ation coefficient in dB/m. The far field sound pressure output
of the transducerSrc( f ) is referred toR051 m. The inverse
Fourier transform gives

pbs~ t !5E
2`

`

D2
Src~ f ! R0 Lbs~ f !

R2
102aR/10 ei2p f td f , ~10!

and the inverse discrete Fourier transform expression corre-
sponding to Eq.~10! is

pbs~nDt !5 (
m50

M21

D2
Src~mD f ! R0 Lbs~mD f !

R2

3102aR/10ei2pmn/MD f . ~11!

In the time domain, the scattered sound pressure is the con-
volution of the transducer sound pressuresrc(t) and the scat-
tering lengthl bs(t), i.e.,

pbs~ t !5
102aR/10R0

R2 E D2 src~t 22R/c! l bs~ t2t! dt,

~12!

where the frequency dependence of the attenuationa is ig-
nored. Bothsrc(t) and the backscattered pressurepbs(t) have
the same units. The solution of Eq.~12! for src(t) is achieved
through deconvolution.

D. Discrete sampled signals

To perform the time domain operations here, the first
step is to write equivalentz-transform polynomials for the
functionspbs, src , and l bs, as indicated by Eq.~1!. In MAT-

LAB these are represented by row vectors as shown in Eq.
~2!. Convolution is accomplished by polynomial algebraic
multiplication, and deconvolution by polynomial algebraic
division. Using z-transform and row vector notations, the
scattered signal and source signal are

pbs~z!5src~z! l bs~z! R0

D2

R2
, ~13!

src~z!5@pbs~z! / l bs~z!#
1

R0

R2

D2
, ~14!

where the attenuation is neglected~it is typically very small
for the ranges and conditions which apply in the present
experiment!. In MATLAB , the scattered signalpbs is the con-
volution

pbs5 S R0 D2

R2 D conv~src ,l bs! , ~15!

and the deconvolution for the source functionsrc is

@src rem#5S R2

R0 D2D deconv~pbs,l bs! , ~16!

where rem is the remainder from the long division.@Further
details are given in Appendix A.# The deconvolutions are
rendered more tractable whenl bs approximates a ‘‘minimum
delay’’ signal, i.e., the function has finite length, is large at
the beginning, and decreases to small values at the end.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Deconvolution using a steel ball

The first set of scattering measurements were made us-
ing a standardized 440-C stainless steel spherical ball which,
for convenience, we denote SB. SB had a measured diameter
of 1.876 in~4.764 cm! and a mass of 0.956 lb~0.4336 kg!.
Several measurements of the diameter of SB at different ori-
entations were made to verify the sphericity of the ball. Us-
ing the measured values for diameter and mass, the density
of stainless steel is calculated as 7.661 g/cc for SB.

The acoustic properties of the steel from which the ball
was constructed~i.e., the compressional and shear sound
speeds! were not supplied by the manufacturer. In earlier
scattering experiments at ARL-UT, using 440-C stainless
steel balls which were smaller than that used here, the com-
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pressional and shear sound speeds input to the Faran model
were adjusted to fit the measured backscattering form func-
tion in the frequency domain. By this means, the compres-
sional and shear sound speeds for that particular manufactur-
ing lot of type 440-C stainless steel were determined to be
cL 55980 m/s andcT 53350 m/s, respectively. These val-
ues were used as initial estimates for input to the time do-
main Faran calculations in the present work. It was found
that the computed impulse response of the steel balls was
relatively insensitive to the compressional sound speed. This
parameter was therefore not varied, but maintained at the
cL55980 m/s value determined in the previous frequency
domain analysis. Considerable efforts were made, however,
to refine the value ofcT , which was found to be the param-
eter which primarily determined the time domain back-
scattering response of the elastic spheres.

Figure 5~a! shows the variation of the scattering length
with frequency, calculated using the Faran theory, for a stain-
less steel sphere with the density of SB, and using the initial
values ofcL 55980 m/s andcT 53350 m/s~which was
later adjusted to becT 53315 m/s, as explained in the fol-
lowing!. The radiusa of SB has been factored out of the

calculation~so that nondimensional units are used both for
the scattering length and the frequency! to display the scat-
tering ‘‘form function,’’ which is the way this information is
often presented in the literature. Figure 5~b! shows the cor-
responding theoretical impulse response for SB, which is cal-
culated via Eq.~8! using a bandwidth ranging from 0 Hz to
slightly greater than 500 kHz. Nyquist oscillations are super-
imposed on the signal. Figure 5~c! shows the result of con-
volving the impulse response in Fig. 5~b! with the low pass
filter W. The filter removes the oscillations and gives an
impulse that is followed by several arrivals. A factorDt
51 ms is multiplied into the impulse response in the con-
volution. Appendix B provides some comments on the mag-
nitude of the impulsive functions shown in Fig. 5~c! and Fig.
7~c!.

The following procedure was used to refine the value of
cT for stainless steel in this experiment. In the impulse re-
sponse shown in Fig. 5~c!, two strong spike features~‘‘f1’’
and ‘‘f2’’ ! are particularly noticeable. The first spike f1 is
due to the initial reflection of the input pulse from the front
face of the ball. The second f2 appears to be due to elastic
wave propagation within the ball, interior reflection from the

FIG. 5. Scattering by a stainless steel sphere~SB!. cL55980 m/s,cT53350 m/s,r57.661 g/cc,a52.382 cm.~a! Theoretical spectrum of the scattering length,
or form function,Lbs/(a/2). ~b! Raw theoretical impulse response fora52.382 cm, calculated using the inverse FFT.~c! Convolution of the impulse response
with the low-pass filterW. ~d! Backscatter data averaged over ten pings. This signal is obtained by deconvolving the current drive in Fig. 2~b! from the
scattered signal seen in Fig. 2~c!.
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rear curved boundary, and repropagation to the front of the
ball and then back to the receiver transducer. Figure 5~d!
shows the backscatter from SB averaged over 10 pings. This
curve was derived from the time signal shown in Fig. 2~c! by
deconvolving out the current input to the sonar system for
this set of measurements@Fig. 2~b!# using FFT division.
Close examination of Fig. 5~d! reveals the occurrence of two
strong features~‘‘d1’’ and ‘‘d2’’ ! embedded within other
elastic oscillations of the ball. The time separation between
d1 and d2 is very close to that between f1 and f2 in Fig. 5~c!,
which suggests that they may well be the result of the con-
volution of the transceiver function with the spikes in the
impulse response. The value of the shear sound speed for
analysis of the present experiment was finely tuned by as-
suming that the two sets of features are directly related in
this way, and then adjusting the value ofcT used as input to
the Faran calculation until the time separation between f1
and f2 closely matched that between d1 and d2. By this
means, the shear speed was determined to becT 53315m/s.
This value ofcT was subsequently used for all of the sub-
stantive calculations in this work. The justification for this
procedure will be evident from the accuracy of the results to
follow. We have not shown the raw and filtered impulse re-
sponses for SB, calculated usingcT 53315 m/s, since they
are visually indistinguishable from the signals seen in Figs.
5~b! and ~c!.

The main purpose here is the deconvolution of the the-
oretical impulse response of the steel ball from the experi-
mental scattering signal to produce a time domain represen-
tation of the transceiver function. In preparation for
deconvolution, the experimental data@Fig. 2~c!# were first
smoothed using the filterW, and then the initial section of
the signal@spanning a time period slightly greater than that
separating d1 and d2 in Fig. 5~d!# was selected, as shown in
Fig. 6~a!. A section of similar length was also selected from
the theoretical impulse responsel bs(t) @Fig. 5~c!#, as shown
in Fig. 6~b!. In this case, the selected section begins at a data
point which is large enough to ensure a stable deconvolution.
As described previously, the deconvolution method uses an
algorithm based upon polynomial long-division of the time-
series values~see Appendix A!. Selecting the first point of
the impulse response within the initial spike causes it to ap-
proach a minimum delay signal which facilitates a stable
causal inverse.19

Figure 6~c! shows the result of deconvolving the im-
pulse response from the experimental signal for SB, using
Eq. ~16!. The dashed line, which is the raw deconvolution,
has oscillations at the Nyquist frequency superimposed on
the signal. The solid line is the deconvolution after smooth-
ing with W. Since the experimental rangeR for this set of
data is used in Eq.~16!, the deconvolution in Fig. 6~c! rep-
resents the ‘‘transceiver function’’ referred toR051 m. It can
be seen that smoothing withW also introduces a small time
delay.

B. Testing the transceiver function

A second set of scattering measurements were made us-
ing a spherical glass ball, which we denote GB. The ball was
of nonspecific manufacture, and neither the acoustical prop-

FIG. 6. Deconvolving the transceiver function from SB.~a! Data selected
from the signal in Fig. 2~c!, and low-pass filtered in preparation for decon-
volution. ~b! Selected region of the theoretical impulse response@Fig. 5~c!#.
The data points~closed circles! are joined by lines to accent the variations.
~c! The transceiver function is achieved by deconvolution of the theoretical
impulse response from the experimental scattering data. The dashed line is
the raw result, which contains oscillations at the Nyquist frequency. The
solid line is the result of smoothing withW, which also introduces a small
time delay.
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erties of the glass, nor its exact chemical composition, were
available from the supplier. In the original experimental plan,
this ~and several other! glass balls were intended to be used
as discrete bottom scattering targets.

Several measurements of the diameter of GB at perpen-
dicular orientations indicated that it was not quite spherical.
Three measurements of the diameter produced the following
values: 3.869 in.; 3.898 in.; 3.882 in., with an average of
3.883 in. ~9.863 cm!. Since the deviation of the diameter
from perfect sphericity was,0.5% from the average value,
it seems reasonable to assume that GB is spherical and to use
the average radial value for input to the Faran model. The
mass of GB was measured as 2.732 lb~1.239 kg!, which
enabled the density of the glass to be determined as 2.467
g/cc.

Initial estimates ofcL55800 m/s andcT 53525 m/s
were obtained from the CRC Handbook20 by averaging the
values for fused silica and Pyrex glass. Since we know, from
the analysis of the steel ball data, that the impulse response is
relatively insensitive to the compressional sound speed, the
value ofcL was not varied. However, the value of the shear
sound speed was refined using a procedure equivalent to that
used earlier for SB, and determined to becT 53500 m/s.

Figure 7~a! shows the variation of the scattering form
function for a glass sphere with the density of GB, and using
values ofcL 55800 m/s andcT 5 3500 m/s. Figure 7~b!
shows the corresponding impulse response for GB@calcu-
lated via Eq.~8! using the same bandwidth as for SB#, which
again contains Nyquist oscillations. Figure 7~c! shows the
result of convolving the impulse response in Fig. 7~b! with
W. Again, a factorDt51 ms is multiplied into the impulse
response in the convolution. Comparison with Fig. 7~c!
shows that the time separation between the arrivals f1 and f2
is almost exactly twice as long as for SB. If, as we suspect,
f2 is due to interior reflection from the rear face of GB, this
is presumably due to the fact that the diameter of GB is
greater than that of SB by a factor of about 2.07, while the
elastic sound speeds of the two materials are comparable.

In Fig. 8~a!, the solid line shows backscatter data for GB
averaged over 10 pings. The data have been smoothing using
W, and the amplitude has been scaled to refer the data to
R051 m. The dashed line is the convolution, using Eq.~15!,
of the transceiver function derived from the SB data shown
in Fig. 6~c! with the theoretical impulse response for GB
shown in Fig. 7~c!. The close correlation between the two
time signals is evident, both in overall time dependence and
amplitude. In Fig. 8~b!, the solid line shows the transceiver
function deconvolved from the SB data, as shown in Fig.
6~c!. The dashed line shows the convolution, again using Eq.
~15!, of the sonar impulse response derived from reflection
calibration measurements@Fig. 3~c!#, referred toR051 m,
with the current drive to the transducer for the SB scattering
data set@Fig. 2~b!#. The convolution signal is smoothed us-
ing W. Again, there is good time dependence and amplitude
agreement between the signals which, in this case, represent
two independent realizations of the transceiver function in
the SB measurements. The result shown in Fig. 8~b! is very
important. It confirms the impulse response curve seen in
Fig. 3~c!, which means that the complete transceiver func-

tion, i.e., both the time dependence and amplitude, for any
other set of measurements from the ARL-UT experiment can
be accurately determined by convolving this curve with the
corresponding transducer current drive, and scaling the am-
plitude for the target range which applies to those measure-
ments.

FIG. 7. Scattering by a glass sphere~GB!. cL55800 m/s,cT53500 m/s,
r52.467 g/cc,a54.9315 cm.~a! Theoretical spectrum of the scattering
length, or form function,Lbs/(a/2). ~b! Raw theoretical impulse response
for a54.9315 cm, calculated using the inverse FFT.~c! Convolution of the
impulse response with the low-pass filterW.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Time domain measurements in an experimental water
tank have been used to calibrate the time signature of a sonar
transceiver system by deconvolving the theoretical impulse
response for stainless steel and glass spheres, obtained via
the Faran elastic sphere scattering model, from experimental
time signals scattered from steel and glass balls suspended in
the water column. The work described successfully demon-
strates that the complete transceiver function of a sonar, i.e.,
both the amplitudeand time dependence, can be accurately
and practicably calibrated in the time domain by deconvolv-
ing the impulse response of a known reference target from
the experimental scattered signal. The use of impulse re-
sponse methods to investigate both scatterers and transient
acoustic sources has also been explored in some detail. The
results obtained indicate the importance of accurate input–

output system calibrations for time domain sound scattering
research, and have implications for boundary and volume
scattering applications, such as biomass survey exercises.
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APPENDIX A: DECONVOLUTIONS AND FILTER
OPERATIONS

The use of filters in deconvolution operations requires
care. InMATLAB , a polynomial such as

A5a11a2z1a3z21•••1aiz
i1••• ~A1!

is written as an array

A5@a1 a2 a3 ••• ai ••• #. ~A2!

Similarly, let polynomialsB andC be written:

B5@b1 b2 b3 . . . bn . . . #, ~A3!

C5@c1 c2 c3 . . . cm . . . #. ~A4!

Let C be the polynomial product ofA andB, i.e.,

C5A* B . ~A5!

In MATLAB , this product is given byC5conv(A,B). Let A
andB be

A5[ 1 1 22 ], ~A6!

B5[1 22 3 21 1 22] , ~A7!

so that

C5[ 1 21 21 6 26 1 24 4 ]. ~A8!

The corresponding polynomial long division solution of Eq.
~A5! for B is

B5C/A, ~A9!

and, inMATLAB , B5deconv(C, A).
In signal processing, filters are routinely used to ‘‘clean’’

time signals. For example, following Eq.~3!, let W5w1

5@11z/2# which, in array format, isW5@1 0.5#. The filter
operation onA is W A5W* A, or W A5conv(W, A). Ap-
plying the filter toA, B, andC, yields:

W A5[ 1.0 1.5 21.5 21.0 ], ~A10!

W B5[ 1.0 21.5 2.0 0.5 0.5 21.5 21.0 ],
~A11!

W C5[ 1.0 20.5 21.5 5.5 23.0 22.0 23.5 2.0 2.0 ].
~A12!

FIG. 8. Tests of the transceiver function.~a! The solid line shows backscat-
ter data for GB, averaged over ten pings and smoothed usingW. The dashed
line is the convolution of the transceiver function deconvolved from SB
@solid line in Fig. 6~c!# with the theoretical impulse response for a glass
sphere shown in Fig. 7~c!. Note the time dependence and amplitude corre-
lation between the two signals.~b! Two independent realizations of the
transceiver function. The solid line shows the transceiver function decon-
volved from SB@Fig. 6~c!#. The dashed line is the convolution of the sonar
impulse response obtained from calibration measurements@Fig. 3~c!# with
the current drive for the SB measurements@Fig. 2~b!#, smoothed usingW.
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UsingW C @from Eq. ~A12!# rather thanC @from Eq. ~A8!#,
the deconvolution operation~A9! becomes

W B5W C/A 5deconv~W C, A!, ~A13!

which yields

W B5[ 1.0 21.5 2.0 0.5 0.5 21.5 21.0 ],
~A14!

in agreement with Eq.~A11!. We can also perform

B5deconv~W C,W A!5[ 1 22 3 21 1 22 ],
~A15!

which agrees with Eq.~A7!. The operations are what one
would expect.

If the filters for theA andC are not the same, then the
deconvolution operation gives rather different results. Con-
sider

B85C/~W* A!@ or C/W A #, ~A16!

B85[ 1.0 22.5 4.25 23.125 2.5625 ], ~A17!

which should be contrasted with Eq.~A15!. These examples
demonstrate the need to be careful when using filters.

APPENDIX B

The geometrical scatter from a sphere,a/2, is often used
as a reference~Ref. 18, pp. 268–271!. Sunet al.21 useda/2
in their composite scattering model for the impulse response
scattered at the first surface. On the basis of our numerical
studies of the modal solutions, we suggest an empirical
method. First, the valuea/2 for the geometrical scatter is
effectively the result of an impulse integration of a time do-
main scattered signal~Ref. 18, pp. 72, 73!. Recall the signal
peaks labeled ‘‘f1’’ in Figs. 5~c! and 7~c!. Let the duration of
the positive part bet f 1 . The impulse integral is

Impulse5E
0

t f 1
l f 1~ t ! dt. ~B1!

First, this impulse can be compared to the total~optical!
scatter from a rigid sphere ofs total5a2/4 ~or amplitudea/2).
Second, the inverse Fourier transform of the wave number
solutionLbs(ka) to the time domain gives an initial peaked
function l f 1(t) that corresponds to the backscattered reflec-

tion from the rigid sphere. The heightl f 1(t) and width t f 1

depend on the bandwidth of theLbs(ka). Third, the impulse
is the integral ofl f 1(t) over its durationt f 1 . The backscat-
tered impulses from the steel and glass spheres are roughly
85%–95% ofa/2.
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In earlier studies of acoustic scattering resonances and of the dispersive phase velocities of surface
waves that generate them@see, e.g., Talmantet al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.86, 278–289~1989! for
spherical aluminum shells# we have demonstrated the effectiveness and accuracy of obtaining phase
velocity dispersion curves from the known acoustic resonance frequencies. This possibility is
offered through the condition of phase matching after each complete circumnavigation of these
waves @Überall et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.61, 711–715~1977!#, which leads to a very close
agreement of resonance results with those calculated from three-dimensional elasticity theory
whenever the latter are available. The present investigation is based on the mentioned resonance
frequency/elasticity theory connection, and we obtain comparative circumferential-wave
dispersion-curve results for water-loaded, evacuated spherical metal shells of aluminum, stainless
steel, and tungsten carbide. In particular, the characteristic upturn of the dispersion curves of
low-order shell-borne circumferential waves~A or A0 waves! which takes place on spherical shells
when the frequency tends towards very low values, is demonstrated here for all cases of the metals
under consideration. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1512290#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Jx, 43.40.Ey@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic scattering from bounded objects is often domi-
nated by the associated creation of circumferential waves
~surface waves! that can circumnavigate the object along
closed paths~great circles on a spherical scatterer, circles or
even helical paths on a cylinder, geodesics in general!. When
returning to their point of origin after each circumnavigation,
a ‘‘phase matching condition’’ may apply at certain well-
defined ‘‘resonance frequencies’’ that are determined by the
form of the phase velocity vs frequency dispersion curve of
these waves. This phase matching leads to a resonant
build-up of the circumferential wave that becomes manifest
in the scattering process through the radiation of the wave
into the ambient field. Such a mechanism has first been
pointed out by us quite early,1 and has subsequently been
explored through many specific applications.2–11

The circumferential-wave dispersion curves are related
to the scattering-resonance frequencies by the formula1,2 ~for
the case of spherical scatterers!:

c/cw 5kna~n1 1
2!, ~1!

wherecw is the sound speed in the ambient fluid~e.g., wa-
ter!, k is the acoustic propagation constant in this fluid,c is
the dispersive phase velocity of a circumferential wave,a is
the sphere radius, andn is the modal vibration order~which,

by phase matching, is the number of circumferential wave-
lengths spanning the sphere, the term1

2 arising from the fact
that a quarter-wavelength phase jump takes place as the
waves converge at each of the two focal points on the
sphere12!. The corresponding resonance value ofk is desig-
natedkn . Equation~1! constitutes the mentioned connection
between resonance frequencieskn and phase-velocity disper-
sion curvesc(k), so that known values ofkn determine the
points c(kn) on the dispersion curves, or vice versa2 ~for
cylindrical shells, see Ref. 11!.

In Ref. 2, Eq.~1! has been used in order to obtain some
limited portions of circumferential-wave dispersion curves
for evacuated, water-immersed thin shells of aluminum,
stainless steel, and tungsten carbide~WC!, based on the cal-
culated resonance frequencies up toka58 ~Al !, 3~WC!, and
2.3 ~steel! that were available at that time. Upturning disper-
sion curves were found here aska ~i.e., the frequency!
tended to lower values~below ka>3); this is not the case
for cylindrical shells nor for plates13,14where the correspond-
ing dispersion curves tend to zero monotonically as the fre-
quency decreases.

The various types of surface waves on shells that are
involved here, have dispersion curves that resemble those of
the Lamb wavesA0 , S0 , A1 , S1 , etc., on a free plate13–15

when scaled from one to the other object by a formula

f h5~cw/2p!ka~12b/a! ~2!

due to Dragonette.16 Heref is the frequency,a is the external
shell radius, andb the internal one, andh is the thickness of

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
uberallh@msn.com

b!Present address: Stendiget 19, DK2630 Taastrup, Denmark.
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the plate@or, h[(a2b) for the shell#. This resemblance is
close for cylindrical shells; for a spherical shell, however, the
work of Sammelmannet al.17 has obtained@using three-
dimensional~3D!-elasticity theory# phase velocity dispersion
curves for aluminum shells that show the mentioned upturn.
This is presented here in Fig. 1 in a version adapted15 from
Ref. 17.

Seen in Fig. 1 is, first, the dispersion curve of theA0

Lamb-type wave for an evacuated aluminum shell in vacuum
~designated ‘‘vacuum curveA0’’ !, which shows an upturn at
very low values of the dimensionless frequencyka. @The
thickness indication ‘‘5%’’of the shell here refers to the value
of (a2b)/a[h/a]. For the water-loaded, evacuated shell,
theA0 curve now tends toward zero, however. An additional
surface waveA ~also called16 a02 and generally referred to
as the ‘‘Scholte-Stoneley wave’’2,5,6,10! now appears here, be-
ing present due to the water loading of the shell, and it is
now the dispersion curve of thisA wave that shows the low-
frequency upturn. At first thought, theA0 wave, since exist-
ing on the shell with or without fluid loading could be ex-
pected to be shell-borne throughout, and theA wave which
exists only with the presence of fluid loading could be con-
sidered to be fluid-borne throughout~especially since its dis-
persion curve atka→` tends towards the sound speed in the
ambient fluid!. If this were correct, the switch-over of the
low-frequency upturn from theA0 to theA wave upon appli-
cation of fluid loading would appear to be unexplained.

An explanation for this switch-over phenomenon can be
found using a physical argument.15 The A0 and theA waves
are coupled together~they ‘‘interact’’! by the boundary con-
ditions of the shell-fluid interface. With phase velocities for
f→` tending towards the Rayleigh14 plate-speed~for A0),
and towardscw ~for A!, respectively, these limits identifyA0

as being shell-borne, andA as being fluid-borne at large fre-
quencies. Withf descending towards the coincidence fre-
quency wherec(A0) approachescw , the coupling takes ef-
fect, causing the previously convergingA0 and A curves to
undergo a ‘‘repulsion.’’15 During this repulsion the physical
nature of the two waves switches around,18 so that at still
lower frequencies~below coincidence!, A now is a shell-
borne andA0 a fluid-borne wave. The switch-over of the
physical character of modes during curve repulsions as

caused by modal coupling is also known in other branches of
physics, e.g., in atomic physics.19

With this change-over of the nature of theA0 and A
waves, the interpretation of the dispersion curves in Fig. 1
now becomes thus: as low frequencies are approached, it is
always theshell-bornewave whose dispersion curve shows
the upturn, while the dispersion curve offluid-bornewave
tends towards zero.

In the following, the generality of this behavior ofA0

andA wave dispersion curves, including their low-frequency
upturn, will be demonstrated on the basis of the connection
between resonance frequencies and dispersion curves. This
will be carried out for water-loaded, evacuated spherical
shells of aluminum, stainless steel, and tungsten carbide
~WC! of various shell thicknesses. In this way, comprehen-
sive information will be obtained on the quantitative behav-
ior of the corresponding dispersion curves, not previously
demonstrated in the literature, for a variety of shell dimen-
sions and suitable for comparisons between shells of differ-
ent materials.

The approach to be followed here is more general than
just being an application to the interactingA0 andA disper-
sion curves. As stated, it consists in a comparison of now
available calculated dispersion curves with calculated reso-
nance frequency data pertaining to these dispersion curves,
in order to show the suitablity of the resonance data for de-
termining the dispersion curves, and the degree of accuracy
that can be achieved with this procedure. All this is being
carried out here for theA0 and A-type surface waves, and
also for theS0 wave and even theA1 , S1 , and S2 waves
wherever possible. The shell thickness considered were 1%,
2%, 2.5%, and 5% for aluminum, 1%, 2.3%, and 2.5% for
stainless steel, and 1%, 2.5%, and 5% for tungsten carbide
~although shells of other thicknesses also are available!. As a
result, we obtain a comprehensive overview of dispersion
curves for theA wave and the lowest Lamb-type waves
based on results from calculations and from resonance data,
as they are available at present for the mentioned materials;
this also allows comparisons between different materials and
different shell thickness.

It should be noted that for a given shell material~Al, SS,
or WC where SS designates stainless steel!, the literature

FIG. 1. A0- and A-wave dispersion
curves on a water-loaded, evacuated
spherical aluminum shell~5% thick!
and A0 curve for a shell in vacuum.
From Refs. 15 and 17~with permis-
sion!.
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contains different assumptions about its material parameters.
For example, the SS parameters have been taken ascL

55.8543105 cm/s ~longitudinal velocity!, cT53.1503105

cm/s ~shear velocity! and r57.84 g/cm3 ~density! for 440c
stainless steel by Ref. 20, or ascL55.6753105 cm/s, cT

53.1413105 cm/s, andr57.57 g/cm3 for 304 stainless steel
by Ref. 3. It has been found, however,3 that, e.g., theA-wave
amplitude is only very wealy dependent on the material pa-
rameters and the shell thickness. We may assume, therefore,
that dispersion and resonance data obtained using material
parameters differing from each other by only the small
amounts illustrated above, may be used interchangeable in
the following for our comparison purposes. If necessary, a
curvature correction due to Marston21 may be applied in or-
der to convert dispersion curves valid for a plate to those for
a shell of given radius and thickness; such results are illus-
trate for 16.2% steel shells20 and are significant for substan-
tial shell thicknesses only.

II. ALUMINUM SHELLS

Application of the phase matching procedure which fur-
nishes the resonance/dispersion curve connection has been
initiated by Talmantet al.2 for the case of spherical alumi-
num shells. In this reference, the Scholte-Stoneley wave
~called theA wave! has first been identified on spherical
shells, simultaneously with the work of Sammelmannet al.17

where it was called thea0-wave!, see Fig. 1. To illustrate this
connection, Fig. 2~a! shows the calculated resonances in the
far-field backscattering amplitude~or from function! plotted
vs ka (k5v/cw , a5outer shell radius! for an air-filled alu-
minum shell in water, of thickness 5%, and Fig. 2~b! shows
the A-wave dispersion curve for this aluminum shell~or
rather, the resonance points thereof! obtained from Eq.~1!.
This curve displays the low-flow-frequency upturn of the
A-wave curve that was mentioned earlier. Also shown in Fig.
2~b! are portions of theA-wave dispersion curves for 1%
steel and 1% WC shells as they have been available in Ref.
2, and which shall be discussed below. These portions belong
solely to the upturning regions of the corresponding disper-
sion curves.

A very instructive picture of the calculated resonance
response~i.e., of the form function after coherent subtraction
of the specular reflection amplitude! is given in Fig. 3 for a
2.5% shell~from Ref. 2!, which distinguishes between the
resonances of theA wave and those of theS0 wave with their
mode ordersn as indicated. Further, more extended reso-
nance graphs are given in the same reference. These will be
used here for establishing the resonance/dispersion curve
connection for aluminum shells.

Calculated dispersion curves are shown in Fig. 1, or are
contained in several figures of Ref. 2 for theA andA0 waves.
For obtaining further Lamb mode dispersion curves, it is
possible to use the values for a one-sided water-loaded
plate,13 or even for a free plate15 as stated in Ref. 6; as a
matter of fact, the agreement of the resonance value predic-
tions with the free-plate dispersion curves as shown in the
following figures~e.g., for theS0 wave! is a demonstration
of the validity of such a procedure. The frequency scale for
plates, usually given by the variablef d ~in units mm/ms

whered is the plate thickness! is related by Eq.~2! ~where
the plate thickness was calledh! to the ka scale for shells.
Figure 4 shows thisfd scale and simultaneously theka scales
for 1%, 2.5%, and 5% shells, the curves thus being in a sense
universal for all shell thickness~it should be kept in mind
that this applies to thin shells only!. Note that a conversion
of the dispersion curves for a shell of one thickness to the
plate scale by the Dragonette formula Eq.~2!, with a subse-
quent reconversion to a shell of different thickness, allows to
convert dispersion curves from a shell of one thickness to
those of a different thickness, as we shall occasionally do
below.

Figure 4 shows our results for theA, A0 , andS0 wave
dispersion curves of an aluminum shell. The calculated dis-
persion curves labeledA0 , A0,sph

vac are obtained from the 5%-
shell curves of Fig. 1, and those labeledA0,pl

vac , S0,pl
vac , andA1,pl

vac

~the free-plate curves! from Ref. 2 or 15. The cutoff fre-
quency ofA1,pl

vac is obtained from Brekhovskikh,22 and it is
known that theA1 , S1 , etc., curves forf→` tend towards
the shear speedcT in the plate material while those of theA0

and S0 wave tends towards14 the Raleigh speedcR as indi-
cated; theA-wave speed tends toward the sound speed in
water,cw . The aluminum parameters were here assumed2 as
cL56350 m/s,cs53050 m/s, andr52.7 g/cm3, differing
only insignificantly from those of Ref. 15. The~selected!

FIG. 2. ~a! Resonances in the form function~[far field backscattering am-
plitude! of an air-filled aluminum shell in water, of thickness 5%, plotted vs
ka. ~b! Dispersion curve of theA wave on the aluminum shell, plotted vska.
Also shown are portions of the dispersion curves for 1% steel and 1% WC
shells. From Ref. 2.
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resonance points in Fig. 4, labeled by their numbersn, are
found from the resonance frequency values of Ref. 2, Figs. 1,
2, 10, and 12. The agreement is perfect, even for theS0 wave
where the resonance values are compared to the plate-wave
dispersion curve.

Figure 5 shows theA0 andA wave results of Fig. 4 on
an enlarged scale, and Fig. 6 those of theA wave, further
enlarged, for the 5% shell and with the calculated 2% shell
dispersion curves added on either the 2% scale or on the 5%
scale. The results presented here illustrate the power of the
resonance/dispersion curve comparisons, and demonstrate
the agreement between the two approaches for theA, A0 ,
andS0 , waves in thin aluminum shells of various thickness.
Similar results will now be shown for shells of stainless steel
and of tungsten carbide.

III. STAINLESS STEEL SHELLS

For the case of evacuated, water-immersed stainless
steel shells there exist previous calculations of both surface-
wave dispersion curves,3,4,20,24and of the resonances caused
by them.23–26 These will be useful for the present study in
which resonance results will be superimposed with the dis-
persion curves.

The calculated dispersion curves in Fig. 2 of Ref. 3 for
the A0 andA waves of a stainless steel shell are the analogs
of our present Fig. 1 for the aluminum shell. They refer to a
2.3% SS 304 empty spherical shell immersed in water. Since
we will use these resulting curves to compare with the reso-
nances of a 2.5% thick spherical shell, we can readjust the
curves to the 2.5% scale by employing Dragonette’s formula
Eq. ~2! twice. In addition, we may rescale in the variableka,
as indicated, e.g., in Fig. 4, to other shell thicknesses, e.g., to
a 5% shell.

For that latter case, we present our comparisons in Fig.
5~a! where the solid dispersion curves are those of Ref. 3
~re-scaled as mentioned! for theA0 andA waves, and that for
the S0 wave is from Ref. 20 which also showsA1 and S1

curves. The upturn of this latter curve for low frequencies
was found20 to be eliminated~rendered horizontal! by Mar-

ston’s curvature correction;21 both versions are indicated
here. For the Lamb wave curves, we used those for a free
plate. Here, theA1 , S1 , andS2 waves are included, and their
low-frequency cutoff values were obtained from the formu-
las of Brehovshikh.22

The resonance-generated curve points come from the
calculated resonance values of Ref. 24, marked by their
mode numbersn. As to the agreement of theA1 and S1

resonance points with the dispersion curves for plates that
were employed here, this is by and large satisfactory, with
the more important deviations occurring in the right direction
predicted by Marston’s curvature corrections as illustrated in
Fig. A2 of Ref. 20.

The A0 and A wave results form a crucial part of Fig.
5~a!, for which the Kaduchak–Marston curves3 provided the
same clarification for the stainless steel shells that the results
of Sammelmannet al.17 ~reproduced in our Fig. 1! did for
the aluminum shells; we shall elaborate on this in the follow-
ing portions of Fig. 5 below. The Lamb-wave parts in Fig.
5~a! have the same layout as in Fig. 4 of Ref. 24; however,
the A0 and A parts in that latter reference are incomplete
insofar as they only present limited portions of the two
curves one at a time not indicated by their labeling. The
reason for this is that calculated resonance response of the
steel shell in Ref. 24~the analog to our Fig. 3 for Al! does
not show all the resonances present, with theS0 andA wave
resonances clearly visible but those of theA0 wave totally
obscured due to their overlapping widths~thus forming just
one broad hump in Fig. 3, referred to as the ‘‘midfrequency
enhancement’’ by Marstonet al.3!. The visibleA-wave reso-
nances become increasingly narrow in the low-frequency re-
gion, but have nevertheless been calculated in an approach
effective for ultranarrow resonances by Ref. 23. In Fig. 5~c!
the calculatedA0 and A wave dispersion curves are shown
correctly ~as well as that for theA0 wave for a shell in
vacuum! but only on a smaller scale; in the following Fig.
5~b! we increase this scale and add the resonance results.

The low frequency upturn of theA ~or A0
vacuum) curves

seen for Al in Fig. 1 is also present for SS shells, cf. Figs.

FIG. 3. Resonance response of a 2.5% Al shell plotted vska. From Ref. 2.
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4~b! and ~c!. It is interesting to note, however, that this up-
turn does not proceed to infinity but that at even lower fre-
quencies, it goes through a maximum and is followed by a
downturn, so that theA curve finally ends up at zero forf
→0 as shown in Ref. 4.

The low-frequency portions of the dispersion curves of
Fig. 5~a! are plotted on a larger scale in Fig. 5~b!. The cal-
culatedA0 , A0

vac, and A wave dispersion curves for 2.5%
steel shells are entered following Kaduchak and Marston,3

except that theirA-wave curve is extended to lower frequen-
cies, drawn through the resonance points to guide the eye.
The resonance points originate with Marston and Sun23

~2.5% shells, open circles!, with Ref. 25 ~2.5% and 1%
shells, crosses!, and with Ref. 2~1% shells, solid circles!.
These latter points were first obtained by Junger,27 constitut-
ing his ‘‘lower ( j 51) branch’’ of spherical shell vibrations,
and may be referred to as the resonances of the ‘‘Junger
wave.’’

FIG. 4. Comparison of calculated dispersion curves on water-loaded, evacuated spherical aluminum shells with results obtained from calculated resonance
frequencies~5% thickness!; ~a! for A, A0 , andS0 waves (A1 wave also indicated!; ~b! for A andA0 waves on an extended scale;~c! for the A wave, further
extended scale and 2% shell curve added.
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The results for the 2.5% steel shell as shown here dem-
onstrate the low-frequency upturn of theA wave, as noted
earlier for the Al shell; cf., e.g., Fig. 4~c!. By comparison
with the 5% and 2%A curves for Al, Fig. 5~b! shows analo-
gous 2.5% and 1%A curves for steel, and by this analogy, it
becomes clear that the Junger wave on a 1% steel shell is the
low-frequency upturning extension of theA-wave dispersion
curve of the water-loaded shell.28

IV. TUNGSTEN CARBIDE SHELLS

For the case of evacuated tungsten carbide~WC! shells
immersed in water, the literature contains calculated disper-
sion curves for 1% and 2.5% shell thicknesses,2 as well as a
calculated resonance spectrum for a 1% shell@Fig. 3~a! of
Ref. 2#. For that calculation, we assumed WC material pa-
rametersr513.80 g/cm3, cL56.8603105 cm/s, and cT

FIG. 5. Comparison of calculated dis-
persion curves on water-loaded,
evacuated spherical stainless steel
shells with results obtained from cal-
culated resonance frequencies:~a! for
A, A0 , S0 , A1 , and S1 waves (S2

wave also indicated!, 5% thickness;
~b! for A andA0 waves at 2.5% thick
shells~1% resonance points added!.
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54.1853105 cm/s; for waterrw51 g/cm3 and cw51.4825
km/s. Low-frequency resonances were calculated for a 1%
shell, and the resulting resonance points of theA wave were
entered in the present Fig. 2~b!. While Ref. 29 contains cal-

culated resonances for 1% and 5% shells, only the dispersion
curves for WC plates are exhibited in this reference. The
resonances are shown here in the fashion of the present Fig.
3, and are analyzed only for theS0 andA0 wave resonances.
However, theA-wave resonances are also visible in Figs. 2
and 3 of Ref. 29, and are here extracted by us for the pur-
poses of the present study.

Our results are shown in Fig. 6. Here, Fig. 6~a! which is
patterned after Fig. 4~a! for Al and Fig. 5~a! for SS, exhibits
the dispersion curves of the Lamb wavesA0 , andS0 , andA1

for plates, as well as of theA wave with its characteristic
low-frequency upturn; resonance points from Refs. 2 and 29
have also been entered, indicating their mode numbersn. As
we did before, only selected resonance points are entered in
our figures, sufficient to assess their agreement with the cal-
culated curves.

The low-frequency behavior of theA and A0 waves is
visible in the lower left corner of Fig. 6~a!, but is shown in
detail in Fig. 6~b! on an extended scale. TheA0-wave points
of n516,18, . . . and theA-wave pointsn58,9,10,13, . . .
come from Fig. 2 or 3 of Ref. 29 which, as stated, are ame-
nable to having their resonances interpreted in terms of these
waves. The resonance pointsn52 – 7 are those of Fig. 2~b!,
stemming from Ref. 2; the resulting curve joins smoothly
with that through then>8 points and legitimizes their inter-
pretation in terms of theA-wave curve with its familiar low-
frequency upturn.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present study constitutes an overview of the disper-
sion curves for the Lamb wavesA0 , S0 , A1 , S1 , etc., and
for the Scholte-StoneleyA wave on thin, water-immersed
and evacuated~or, alternately, the closely similar air-filled!
spherical shells of aluminum, stainless steel, and tungsten
carbide. This study is based on all the information available
in the literature for these shells, regarding the dispersion
curves forA, A0 , S0 , etc., waves, as well as the resonance
frequencies generated by the phase matching during circum-
ferential propagation of these waves around the shells. The
resonance frequencies have been used to obtain individual
points on the dispersion curves, enabling us to judge their fits
with the calculated continuous dispersion curves. Our Figs.
4, 5, and 6 form the gist of our present study.

Of special interest here is the clarification of the low-
frequency behavior of the interacting dispersion curves of
theA andA0 waves, which the previous literature showed to
be known only in a tentative, or even ill-understood fashion.
For all three shell materials considered here, the clarifying
picture of calculated dispersion curves for Al of Fig. 1~due
to Sammelmannet al.17!, as well as the corresponding clari-
fication for SS due to Kaduchak and Marston,3 has been
conformed by the fits of the resonance points superimposed
on these curves. The same has been shown here to hold for
WC shells, so that the low-frequency upturn of theA-wave
dispersion curve, together with the progression to zero of the
A0-wave curve, is now recognized as a quite universal phe-
nomenon. We believe that our present overview of the Lamb
and Scholte-Stoneley wave behavior~regarding dispersion
curves and resonance frequencies! for thin spherical shells

FIG. 6. Comparison of calculated dispersion curves on water-loaded, evacu-
ated spherical tungsten-carbide shells with results obtained from calculated
resonance frequencies:~a! for A, A0 , and S0 waves (A1 wave also indi-
cated!; ~b! for A andA0 waves at 1% shell thickness.
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with the different shell materials considered here constitutes
a comprehensive picture of the physical phenomena in-
volved, that had been presented in the previous literature
only in a disjoint, and sometimes only partially understood,
fashion.
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This paper investigates the use of geophones mounted on the surface of Arctic sea ice for estimating
the bearing to acoustic sources in the water column. The approach is based on measuring ice seismic
waves for which the direction of particle motion is oriented radially outward from the source.
However, the analysis is complicated by the fact that sea ice supports several types of seismic
waves, producing complex particle motion that includes significant nonradial components. To
suppress seismic waves with transverse particle motion, seismic polarization filters are applied in
conjunction with a straightforward rotational analysis~computation of particle-motion power as a
function of angle!. The polarization filters require three-dimensional~3D! measurements of particle
motion, and apply theoretical phase relationships between vertical and horizontal components for
the various waves types. In addition, the 180° ambiguity inherent in the rotational analysis can be
resolved with 3D measurements by considering particle motion in the vertical–radial plane. Arctic
field trials were carried out involving two components. First, a hammer source was used to
selectively excite the various ice seismic waves to investigate their propagation properties and
relative importance in bearing estimation. Second, impulsive acoustic sources were deployed in the
water column at a variety of bearings and ranges from 200–1000 m. For frequencies up to 250 Hz,
source bearings are typically estimated to within an average absolute error of approximately 10°.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1516758#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Ma, 43.40.Dx@DLB#

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper investigates the use of geophones mounted
on the surface of Arctic sea ice to estimate the bearing of an
acoustic source located in the water column. While a number
of previous studies have been reported that used ice-mounted
geophones to investigate sources within the ice layer, e.g.,
ice cracking and ridging,1–5 relatively little work has been
published considering acoustic sources in the water. The ap-
proach to bearing-estimation developed here is based on
measuring ice seismic waves for which the direction of wave
oscillation ~particle motion! is oriented radially outward
from the source. For such waves, seismic recordings at two
orthogonally mounted horizontal geophones can be com-
bined geometrically to compute the wave power in horizon-
tal look angles from 0°–360°. The angle of maximum power
provides the optimal estimate of the source bearing, to within
an ambiguity of 180° due to rotational symmetry~this ambi-
guity can be resolved by consideration of the three-
dimensional particle motion, as described later!. This ap-
proach is attractive in that it provides a bearing estimate
based on a single, ice-mounted sensor, and does not require
penetrating the ice to deploy a dipole hydrophone or use of
an array of sensors for beamforming.5,6 However, the rota-
tional analysis is complicated by the fact that sea ice sup-
ports several types of seismic waves,7–9 producing complex

particle motion at the sensor which includes significant non-
radial components that degrade bearing estimates.

Effective source-bearing estimation requires suppressing
seismic waves with transverse particle motion~i.e., motion
perpendicular to the source bearing direction! while passing
waves with radial motion. To this end, seismic polarization
filters, developed in earthquake seismology10 and previously
applied to ice fracturing events,4 are adapted here for a
water-column source and applied in conjunction with the ro-
tational analysis. Polarization filters make use of three-
dimensional~3D! measurements of the particle motion, and
apply theoretical phase relationships between vertical and
horizontal components for the various wave types to selec-
tively suppress or enhance particular waves. In addition, with
3D measurements, the 180° bearing ambiguity inherent in
the horizontal rotational analysis can be resolved using the
known phase relationship between the vertical and radial
components of particle motion.

To investigate this approach to bearing estimation, field
trials were carried out in April, 2000, on the ice cover of the
Lincoln Sea north of Ellesmere Island, Canada, as part of the
Iceshelf 2000 research program. The trials were performed
on an ice floe, approximately 2 m thick, consisting predomi-
nantly of annual~first-year! ice, with some multiyear ice
blocks frozen in place. The water depth at the experimental
site was about 50 m. The trials were based on recording
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seismic arrivals from controlled sources using a set of three-
component geophones coupled to the ice surface. The trials
consisted of two components. First, an ice seismic survey
was carried out using a linear array of three-component geo-
phones and a swinging hammer apparatus to provide a re-
peatable seismic source. This allowed estimation of the
propagation velocities and attenuations of various ice seismic
waves, as well as a consideration of the coupling between
waves and the relative importance of the different wave
types in source bearing estimation. Second, the effectiveness
of ice-mounted geophones as directional sensors in the Arc-
tic was investigated using impulsive sources~imploding
glass light bulbs11! in the water column deployed at ranges
from 200–1000 m and bearings of 0°–90° with respect to the
geophones. Source-bearing estimates were computed using
rotational analysis with polarization filtering, and compared
to the actual bearings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly describes seismoacoustic propagation in
sea ice, and analyzes the hammer seismic survey. Section III
presents the theoretical basis of the rotational analysis and
seismic polarization filtering, and considers the bearing esti-
mation survey. Finally, Sec. IV summarizes the results.

II. SEISMO-ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION IN SEA ICE

A. Ice seismic waves

The theory of wave propagation in a floating ice sheet is
well developed7,8 and a number of field studies have been
reported.1–5,9This paper will not consider the general theory;
however, a basic description of the fundamental seismic
wave types is required. Acoustic energy from an underwater
source is transmitted to an ice-mounted geophone both as
seismic plate waves propagating along the ice~due to acous-
tic energy transmitted into the ice between source and re-
ceiver!, and as acoustic waves that arrive at the underside of
the ice directly below the geophone and couple locally into
seismic waves. For an acoustic wave incident on a planar
water/ice interface, the transmitted components include com-
pressional (P) waves with particle motion parallel to the
direction of propagation, and vertically polarized shear (SV)
waves with particular motion perpendicular to the propaga-
tion direction. In addition, horizontally polarized shear (SH)
waves with transverse particle motion are typically generated
due to roughness at the water/ice interface and inhomoge-
neous internal ice structure that causes out-of-plane coupling
betweenSH andP–SV components.3

At low frequencies, where the wavelengths are long
compared to ice thickness, ice seismic waves propagate in
three fundamental modes, longitudinal plate (LP) waves,SH

waves, and flexural (FL) waves. Longitudinal plate waves
involve prograde elliptically polarized particle motion in the
radial/vertical plane~i.e., P–SV motion with particle motion
in the direction of wave propagation at the top of the ellipse!,
and propagate at a velocity slightly less than the bulk com-
pressional velocity of the ice.LP waves represent plate
modes that are not fully trapped, and continuously lose en-
ergy via radiation into the water.SH waves involve trans-
verse motion and propagate at the ice bulk shear velocity.FL

waves involveP–SV particle motion, exhibit strong inverse
dispersion~i.e., high-frequency components travel faster than
low-frequency components!, and propagate with a maximum
velocity slightly less than the shear velocity.

B. Hammer seismic survey

An important component of the field trials was a ham-
mer seismic survey carried out to investigate the properties
of elastic waves propagating within the ice layer. Analysis of
the hammer seismic survey guides in identifying and under-
standing the seismo-acoustic arrivals at an ice-mounted geo-
phone due to an acoustic source in the water. The ability to
preferentially excite particular seismic wave types by direc-
tional hammer blows allows the three fundamental plate
waves to be examined individually and their properties to be
measured. Finally, the survey allows the importance of cou-
pling between wave types, which can degrade source bearing
estimation, to be examined.

The hammer seismic survey was based on recordings
made at a linear array of six tri-axial (x,y,x) geophones,
spaced at 20-m intervals, deployed on the surface of the ice,
as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The geophones were positioned accu-
rately using a laser surveying instrument, and frozen to the
ice surface using a small amount of water@Fig. 2~a!#. The
geophone signals were transmitted via over-ice cables to a
heated recording tent located near the center of the array,
where they were recorded on a 16-channel digital seismo-
graph at a sampling rate of 2000 Hz. Because of the record-
ing limitation of 16 channels, signals from only five of the
tri-axial geophone could be recorded at one time; for the
hammer seismic survey, signals from geophonesG1–G5

were recorded. The weather during the hammer seismic sur-
vey and subsequent source bearing-estimation trials~de-
scribed in Sec. III D! was clear and cold~235° to 245 °C!,
with little or no wind, conditions that typically result in mini-
mal ambient noise due to ice-cracking or ridge-building
events.12,13

FIG. 1. Plan view of the experiment geometry. The sensor array is shown in
~a!, with G1–G6 representing geophones with three components:x ~along
array axis!, y ~perpendicular to axis!, andz ~vertical!. Source positions are
indicated by asterisks in~b!. The hammer seismic survey involved the
sources along 0° bearing.
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The seismic sources consisted of sledge hammer blows
to wooden four-by-four posts that had been frozen into the
ice at ranges of 70, 200, 600, and 1000 m endfire from the
array center, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. Longitudinal waves in the
ice were preferentially generated by hammer blows directed
toward the array (1x direction, referred to as radial hammer
blows!. Horizontally polarized shear waves were generated
by hammer blows perpendicular to the array (1y direction,
transverse blows!. Flexural waves were generated by vertical
hammer blows (2z direction!. To measure the attenuation of
LP and SH waves requires repeatable source levels for the
radial and transverse hammer blows at different ranges. This
was accomplished using a simple mechanical apparatus in
which the hammer swung freely on a pivot from a constant
backswing angle@Fig. 2~b!#. A precise time for the hammer

blows was measured by affixing a trigger geophone directly
to the wooden post.

To measure wave propagation velocities, seismic sec-
tions were plotted of waveform arrivals as a function of time
and range. Figure 3 shows a seismic section for the longitu-
dinal plate wave, corresponding to thex-component seismo-
grams recorded for radial hammer blows at ranges of 70,
200, 600, and 1000 m from the center of the geophone array.
Seismic traces have been normalized to a common maximum
amplitude so that the details of long-range arrivals can be
readily discerned. To determine theLP-wave velocity,vL ,
first-break arrival-time picks were chosen by examining in-
dividual traces at high magnification. The slope of the least-
squares line that best fits the arrival-time picks~included in
Fig. 3! provides an estimate of theLP wave propagation

FIG. 2. ~a! Hand-planting a three-
component geophone on the sea ice
surface~tents of the Arctic field camp
in the background!; ~b! the swinging
seismic-hammer apparatus~photo
credit: Janice Lang, DRDC–Ottawa!.
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velocity. In this case,vL5(2900620) m/s, in good agree-
ment with reported values for Arctic sea ice, as summarized
in Table I for previous studies carried out as part of the
Iceshelf program~unpublished!, and in Table II for published
values.

A similar procedure was applied to compute the propa-
gation velocity of the horizontal shear wave, which corre-
sponds directly to the bulk shear velocity,vS , of the pack
ice. Figure 4 shows a seismic section for theSH wave, cor-
responding to they-component seismograms recorded for
transverse hammer blows. Least-squares analysis indicates a
shear velocity ofvS5(1670620) m/s, again in good agree-
ment with reported values~Tables I and II!.

For completeness, Fig. 5 shows a seismic section for
flexural waves, corresponding to thez-component seismo-
grams recorded for vertical hammer blows at ranges of 70
and 200 m~flexural waves could not be clearly discerned at
longer ranges!. The strong inverse dispersion of the flexural
wave is evident in Fig. 5. Because of this dispersion, the
arrival instant and propagation velocity of the flexural wave
is not well defined. Figure 5 includes lines corresponding to
the propagation velocities ofLP and SH waves, as deter-

mined from Figs. 3 and 4. The flexural wave is seen to
propagate at a maximum velocity slightly below the shear
velocity, as expected from theory.

In addition to propagation velocities, the attenuation fac-
tors associated with longitudinal and shear waves are impor-
tant to understand seismo-acoustic propagation in an Arctic
environment. Attenuation coefficients of the various wave
types can be estimated from an analysis of the exponential
decay of signal amplitudeA with ranger:

A~r !5A~0!S~r !exp@2ar #, ~1!

whereS(r ) represents geometric~cylindrical! spreading, and
a is the attenuation coefficient in Nepers/meter. According to
Eq. ~1!, the attenuation coefficient can be estimated as the
~negative! slope of loge A(r )/S(r ) as a function ofr. By
transforming to the frequency domain, this procedure can be
carried out for a number of different frequency bands to in-
vestigate the frequency dependence of the attenuation~a lin-
ear frequency dependence is typically assumed, allowing the
attenuation to be expressed in units of decibels per wave-
length!. Figure 6 shows plots of loge A(r )/S(r ) vs r for
third-octave frequency band averages centered at frequencies
from 40–160 Hz for the longitudinal plate waves shown in

TABLE I. Summary of propagation velocities and attenuations for shear and longitudinal waves in Arctic sea
ice from the Iceshelf program.

Ice type

Iceshelf 95 Iceshelf 96 Iceshelf 97 Iceshelf 2000

Smooth annual Rough annual Multiyear Multiyear Mixed Annual

vS ~m/s! 1710 1710 1740 1720 1670
vL ~m/s! 3100 3100 3080 3000 2900
aS ~dB/l! 1.6
aL ~dB/l! 2.6

FIG. 3. Seismic section ofLP waves recorded atx-component geophones
for radial hammer blows at four ranges. Dotted line indicates the first-break
arrival time picks. Channel 2 is not plotted for all sources due to recording
difficulties.

FIG. 4. Seismic section of horizontal shear waves recorded aty-component
geophones for transverse hammer blows at four ranges. Dotted line indicates
the first-break arrival time picks.
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Fig. 3. In this plot,LP wave records with a signal-to-noise
ratio SNR,5 dB were automatically rejected, resulting in the
reduction in the number of long-range data points at higher
frequencies in Fig. 6. The least-squares line at each fre-
quency is included in Fig. 6. As mentioned above, the nega-
tive slope of each line provides an estimate of theLP-wave
attenuation coefficient at the corresponding frequency. These
estimates~converted to dB/m! are plotted as a function of
frequency in Fig. 7~a!, and are consistent with a linear in-
crease in attenuation with frequency. The slope of the least-
squares line in Fig. 7~a! is (9.060.7)31024 dB/m/Hz; as-
suming the velocity of theLP wave is vL52900 m/s, the
attenuation can be expressed in decibels per wavelength as
aL5(2.660.2) dB/l.

A similar analysis was applied to estimate the ice shear
attenuation from the exponential decay of theSH waves
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 8 shows plots of loge A(r )/S(r ) vs r
for theSH wave for third-octave band averages from 40–160
Hz. Figure 7~b! shows the attenuation estimates derived from
Fig. 8 plotted as a function of frequency. The results are

consistent with a linear increase in attenuation with fre-
quency, with a slope given by (9.661.0)31024 dB/m/Hz or
aS5(1.660.2) dB/l ~assumingvS51670 m/s!. The attenu-
ation coefficients estimated here forLP andSH waves are in
good agreement with previously reported results~Table II!.

Given the seismic-wave velocities and attenuations de-
termined above, it is informative to consider the 3D seismic
waveforms recorded at the geophone array for all source
types ~i.e., radial, transverse and vertical hammer blows!.
Figure 9 shows the seismic waves recorded for a radial ham-
mer blow at a range of 200 m, with all signals plotted in true
relative amplitude. Dotted lines in the figure indicate the ex-
pected arrival times for waves propagating at the
longitudinal- and shear-wave velocities~on left and right,
respectively!. As expected, the largest signal is theLP arrival
on the radial (x) geophones. Weaker arrivals at this velocity

TABLE II. Summary of published propagation velocities and attenuations of shear and longitudinal waves in Arctic sea ice.

Stein ~Ref. 1!

Miller and Schmidt~Ref. 3! Brooke and Ozard~Ref. 9!

1.2-m ice 2.4-m ice Smooth ice Rough ice Yang and Giellis~Ref. 5!

Date 1982 1987 1987 1986 1987 1986 1987 1988
vS ~m/s! 1800 1590 1750 1891 1705 1746 1660 1650
vL ~m/s! 2960 3084 2864 2893 2800
aS ~dB/l! 1.57 2.66 2.99 20–40 Hz 0.45 0.32 1.26 2.33 1.10

40–80 Hz 0.57 1.00 0.84 2.55 0.91
80–160 Hz 0.49 0.38 0.48 1.33 0.69

aL ~dB/l! 20–40 Hz 1.87
40–80 Hz 2.10
80–160 Hz 1.77

FIG. 5. Seismic section of flexural waves recorded atz-component geo-
phones for vertical hammer blows at two ranges. Dotted lines correspond to
the propagation velocities ofLP wave ~on left! andSH waves~on right!.

FIG. 6. Plots of loge A(r )/S(r ) vs r for LP waves in third-octave band
averages centered at the indicated frequencies. Least-squares lines fitting the
data points are included on each plot; the negative of the slope for each line
givesaL in Nepers/m.
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are also evident on the vertical (z) geophones, consistent
with the radial–vertical (P–SV) particle motion of this
wave. Dispersive flexural waves are also evident on the ver-
tical geophones, with the highest-frequency components ar-
riving shortly after the expected shear-wave arrival times. Of
interest are the significantSH arrivals at they-component
geophones. In theory, shear waves should not be excited in a
direction perpendicular to the hammer blow for a uniform ice

plate. Their existence here is likely due to coupling between
P–SV and SH waves at the source and at inhomogeneities
within the ice, and possibly to hammer blows that were not
precisely perpendicular to they-component geophones. In
particular, the signals arriving at they-component geophones
at velocity vS must have been generated at or near the
source, while the weaker signals arriving at velocities inter-
mediate betweenvL andvS ~i.e., between the dotted lines in
Fig. 9! must result from wave coupling in the ice between
the source and receivers.

Seismic waveforms recorded for a transverse hammer
blow are illustrated in Fig. 10. The strongest arrival is theSH

wave at the transverse (y) geophones. No arrivals are evi-
dent at the longitudinal-wave velocity at any sensors, and
only very weak arrivals appear at the shear velocity on the
radial and vertical geophones. Figure 11 shows the wave-
forms recorded for a vertical hammer below. In this case, the
strongest arrival is the flexural wave on thex and z geo-
phones, with the highest-frequency components arriving
shortly after the expected shear-wave arrival times. A weak
LP wave is also evident on thex geophones. Noteworthy
again is the significantSH-wave arrival on they geophones.
As a vertical hammer blow cannot have a component in the
transverse direction, theSH energy must arise from coupling
betweenP–SV andSH waves in the ice.

Finally, it is interesting to consider the seismo-acoustic
arrivals at a ice-mounted geophone due to an impulsive
acoustic source in the water column. Figure 12 shows seis-
mic waveforms recorded for a light-bulb implosion at 0°
bearing and 200-m range~the deployment procedure is de-
scribed in Sec. III D!. In Fig. 12, the dashed lines indicate
the expected arrival time for an acoustic wave propagating
over the slant range from source to receivers at the water

FIG. 7. Attenuation coefficientsaL andaS as a function of frequency are
shown in ~a! and ~b!, respectively. The least-squares line fitting the data
points is included on each plot.

FIG. 8. Plots of loge A(r )/S(r ) vs r for SH waves in third-octave band
averages centered at the indicated frequencies. Least-squares lines fitting the
data are indicated for each plot; the negative of the slope for each line gives
aS in Nepers/m.

FIG. 9. 3D seismic arrivals for a radial hammer blow at 200-m range.
Dotted lines indicate expected arrival times forLP andSH waves~left and
right, respectively!.
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sound velocity ofvw51440 m/s. The strongest arrival in Fig.
12 appears on thez geophones at the acoustic-wave arrival
times. The corresponding arrivals on thex geophones actu-
ally begin at times slightly before the acoustic arrival time;
the reason for the early arrival of these waveforms is not
completely clear, but could be related to coupling between
water-borne acoustic waves and ice seismic waves with a

dominantP component in the vicinity of the geophone. Sig-
nificant arrivals at approximately the water velocity are also
evident on they geophones, apparently due to coupling be-
tween the acoustic andSH waves at the underside of the ice.
The dotted lines in Fig. 12 indicate the arrival time for a
critically refractedLP wave, i.e., an arrival that propagates as
an acoustic wave through the water, intersects the ice at the
critical angleuc5sin21 vw /vL'60°, and propagates the re-
maining distance through the ice as anLP wave. The criti-
cally refractedLP wave is clearly evident at thex geophones.
There is no evidence of a flexural wave on any of the seis-
mograms. Water-column multiples are evident, particularly
on thex andz recordings.

III. SOURCE BEARING ESTIMATION

A. Rotational analysis

The relative importance of the various types of seismic
waves in the ice is an important factor in source-bearing
estimation. This section describes a straightforward rota-
tional analysis for waves with particle motion in the radial–
vertical propagation plane; the following section describes a
set of polarization filters that suppress nonradial wave com-
ponents. The coordinate system for the problem is defined in
Fig. 13~a!. The geophone is located on the ice surface at the
origin of a Cartesian coordinate system with the1z axis
oriented vertically upward. A seismo-acoustic wave~indi-
cated by a ray! is incident at an angleu in the horizontal
plane and an anglef ~with respect to the normal! in the
vertical plane. Letxt , yt , zt , t51, . . . ,T denote the discrete
time series of particle motion recorded on thex-, y-, and

FIG. 10. 3D seismic arrivals for a transverse hammer blow at 200-m range.
Dotted lines indicate expected arrival times forLP andSH waves~left and
right, respectively!.

FIG. 11. 3D seismic arrivals for a vertical hammer below at 200-m range.
Dotted lines indicate expected arrival times forLP andSH waves~left and
right, respectively!.

FIG. 12. 3D seismic arrivals for a light bulb implosion at 200-m range,
40-m depth, and 0° bearing. Dotted and dashed line indicate expected arrival
times for the critically refractedLP wave and water-borne acoustic wave,
respectively.
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z-component geophones, respectively. Then at any instant of
time, the horizontal~radial! particle motion is given by

r t5xt cosu1yt sin u, ~2!

as shown in Fig. 13~b!. For waves with particle motion con-
fined to the radial–vertical plane, the bearing angleu can be
determined fromxt and yt by maximizing the rotational
power function consisting of the~squared! projection of the
horizontal components along a bearingu:

C~u!5(
t51

T

r t
2~u!

5cos2 u( xt
21sin2 u( yt

212 cosu sin u( xtyt .

~3!

Setting]C/]u50 for a maximum leads to the solution

umax51/2 tan21F 2(xtyt

(xt
22(yt

2G . ~4!

Equation~4! provides a closed-form solution for the optimal
source-bearing estimate based on the particle motion. How-
ever, it is more instructive to consider the angular depen-
dence of the particle motion in a format analogous to a
beamformer output plot. This can be accomplished by pro-
jecting the horizontal components of particle motion onto a
series of look angles from 0°–360°, and computing the
powerC(u) of the projection at each angleu. The angle at
which the power is maximum corresponds to the analytic
solution given by Eq.~4!. Considering the particle-motion
power as a function of look angle provides an indication of
how well the maximum is defined relative to the power at
other look angles. Note that resolving the particle motion in
the horizontal plane results in a 180° ambiguity in bearing;
this ambiguity can be resolved by also considering the verti-
cal motion ~dealt with in Sec. III C!. The procedure for
source-bearing estimation is illustrated in Fig. 14. Figure
14~a! shows thex, y, andz time series recorded for an im-
pulsive source~an imploding glass light bulb! at a bearing of
30° and a range of 1000 m~described in Sec. III D!. The
value ofumax as determined by Eq.~4! is 39°. Figure 14~b!
shows a polar plot ofC(u) in decibels, i.e., 10 logC(u).
The source-bearing estimate is taken to be the angleu at

which the maximum value ofC~u! occurs: in Fig. 14~b! this
is u539°. The minimum value ofC~u! occurs at a direction
perpendicular toumax. The difference between the maximum
and minimum values provides a measure of the level of dis-
crimination of the bearing estimate~i.e., how well the angle
is determined!. In Fig. 14~b!, this discrimination level is ap-
proximately 6 dB. The rotational analysis is degraded bySH

waves which have particle motion perpendicular to the
radial–vertical plane, byP and SV waves which have been
scattered out of the propagation plane, and by ambient noise.

B. Seismic polarization filters

The rotational analysis described in the previous section
assumes particle motion in the radial–vertical propagation
plane. When significant non-radial wave components exist,
poor bearing estimates can be obtained. Wave polarization
filters have been developed in the field of earthquake seis-
mology and applied to enhance bearing estimation for seis-
mic sources within the earth~e.g., an earthquake or under-
ground explosion!. A straightforward and effective set of
polarization filters was developed by White.10 By consider-
ing the particle motion at the surface of the earth due to

FIG. 13. Coordinate system for the source-bearing estimation problem. A
seismic wave, indicated by a ray, is incident at an anglef with respect to the
z axis, and a bearingu with respect to thex axis, as shown in~a!. The
projection ofx andy onto r at a bearingu is shown in~b!.

FIG. 14. Example of rotational analysis.~a! Recorded time seriesx, y, z for
a light-bulb source at 30° bearing and 1000-m range;xz, yz, xz8, andyz8
are polarization-filtered time series.~b! The result of the rotational analysis
~no polarization filtering!. ~c!, ~d!, and ~e! The results ofz filtering, z8
filtering, and combiningz and z8 filtering. Dotted circles indicate 5-dB
increments; dashed lines indicate true source bearing, arrows indicate opti-
mal bearing estimate.
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incident, reflected, and converted waves, White determined
the coherency between the vertical and horizontal particle
motion of the fundamental seismic wave types in the earth:
P, SV , SH , Rayleigh and Love waves~Rayleigh waves are
analogous to flexural waves in ice; Love waves are horizon-
tally polarized surface waves!.14 These coherency results are
exploited to enhance or suppress certain wave types by using
the vertical-component signal and/or its time derivative as
time-domain filters for the horizontal signals. This section
provides an overview of the theory; the following section
adapts the approach to the Arctic acoustic application of in-
terest here.

Consider first the application of the vertical-component
signal as a time-domain filter and its effect on the various
wave types. For instance, for an incidentP wave with an
arbitrary waveform functionp(t), it can be shown that thex,
y, andz components of particle motion at the earth’s surface
are given by10

px~ t !5Ap~ t !cosu, py~ t !5Ap~ t !sin u, pz~ t !5Bp~ t !,
~5!

whereA andB are real, positive constants~expressions forA
andB can be derived in terms off, vp , andvS , but are not
required for the present application!. Multiplication of each
of the horizontal-component signals by the vertical signal
yields

pxz~ t ![px~ t !pz~ t !5ABp2~ t !cosu,
~6!

pyz~ t ![py~ t !pz~ t !5ABp2~ t !sin u.

Similarly, for an SV wave s(t) incident at an anglef
,sin21(vS /vp), the particle motion components are

sx~ t !5Cs~ t !cosu, sy~ t !5Cs~ t !sin u, sz~ t !52Ds~ t !,
~7!

whereC andD are real, positive constants. Multiplying the
horizontal signals by the vertical signal yields

sxz~ t !52CDs2~ t !cosu,
~8!

syz~ t !52CDs2~ t !sin u.

Equations~6! and ~8! show that since the horizontal- and
vertical-component seismograms are in phase forP and
~steep! SV waves, multiplying the horizontal signals by the
vertical signal has the effect of extracting these waveforms
as positive and negative rectified signals, respectively. This
multiplication also has the effect of suppressing other wave
types which are not in phase. For instance, the particle mo-
tion at the surface associated with an incidentSV waves(t)
at f>p/4 can be shown to be10

sx~ t !52Es1~ t !cosu,
~9!

sy~ t !52Es1~ t !sin u, sz~ t !52F@s1~ t !#p/2 ,

wheres1(t) is an altered waveform~the exact form is not
required here!, @s1(t)#p/2 is a waveform that leadss1(t) by
p/2 in phase, andE andF are real, positive constants. Mul-
tiplying the horizontal components by the vertical compo-
nent yields

sxz~ t !5EFs1~ t !@s1~ t !#p/2 cosu,
~10!

syz~ t !5EFs1~ t !@s1~ t !#p/2 sin u.

Sincesxz(t) andsyz(t) are the product of waveforms that are
out of phase, the net contribution due toSV waves atf
.p/4 is expected to be small. Similarly,SV waves at angles
of incidence sin21(vS /vp)<f<p/4 and Rayleigh waves of
waveformR(t) can be shown to yield particle motion

sx~ t !5Es1~ t !cosu,
~11!

sy~ t !5Es1~ t !sin u, sz~ t !52F@s1~ t !#p/2 ,

and

Rx~ t !5G@R~ t !#p/2cosu,
~12!

Ry~ t !5G@R~ t !#p/2sin u, Rz~ t !5HR~ t !,

whereG and H are positive constants. Since the horizontal
and vertical components in Eqs.~11! and ~12! are out of
phase byp/2, the multiplication of these components gener-
ally suppresses the contributions ofSV waves
@sin21(vS /vp)<f<p/4# and Rayleigh waves.

Next, consider the effect of multiplying the horizontal
signals of the various wave types by the time derivative of
the vertical signal. Taking the derivative introduces a phase
shift of p/2 to the vertical component. Hence, for an incident
P wave, the products of horizontal- and vertical-component
seismograms, Eq.~5!, are

pxz8~ t ![px~ t !pz8~ t !5ABp~ t !@p~ t !#p/2cosu,
~13!

pyz8~ t ![py~ t !pz8~ t !5ABp~ t !@p~ t !#p/2 sin u,

where 8[]/]t. Since these equations contain products of
signals that are out of phase byp/2, this filter generally
suppressesP waves. A similar result holds forSV waves at
anglesf,sin21(vS /vp) as expressed by Eq.~7!. However,
for SV waves at angles greater thanp/4

sxz8~ t !5EFs1~ t !@s1~ t !#p cosu52EFs1
2~ t !cosu,

~14!
syz8~ t !5EFs1~ t !@s1~ t !#p sin u52EFs1

2~ t !sin u,

since @s1(t)#p52s1(t), and the vertical-derivative filter is
in phase with the horizontal signals. A similar result holds for
SV waves at angles sin21(vS /vp).f.p/4, as expressed by
Eq. ~10!, except with opposite sign,

sxz8~ t !5EFs1
2~ t !cosu, syz8~ t !5EFs1

2~ t !sin u. ~15!

For Rayleigh waves given by Eq.~12!,

Rxz8~ t !5GH@R~ t !#p/2
2 cosu,

~16!
Ryz8~ t !5GH@R~ t !#p/2

2 sin u,

and the filter is again in phase with and enhances the hori-
zontal signals.

In summary, multiplication of the horizontal-component
seismograms with the vertical seismogram produces a posi-
tive signal forP waves and a negative signal forSV waves
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with f,sin21(vS /vp); SV waves at shallower angles and
Rayleigh ~or FL) waves are suppressed. Multiplication by
the derivative of the vertical seismogram produces a negative
signal for SV waves withf.p/4, a positive signal forSV

waves with sin21(vS /vp),f,p/4, and a positive signal for
Rayleigh ~or FL) waves; P waves andSV waves with f
,sin21(vS /vp) are suppressed. In addition, sinceSH and
Love waves have no vertical-component motion, multiplying
the horizontal-component signals by either the vertical signal
or its derivative tends to suppress these wave types. Finally,
it is shown in Ref. 10 that random~incoherent!, isotropic
noise is also generally suppressed by both filters.

C. Application of polarization filters to rotational
analysis

In earthquake seismology, long propagation paths and
large differences in wave velocities typically result in the
arrivals of different wave types being well separated in time.
This fact is exploited by time integrating polarization-filtered
signals to provide source bearing estimates for earthquake
sources.10 However, in the problem of interest here, the as-
sumption of well-separated arrivals is not valid, since seis-
mic waves of all types are excited by the water-borne acous-
tic wave incident on the ice in the immediate vicinity of the
receiver. Therefore, in this paper, acoustic source bearings
are estimated from the two sets of filtered signals (xz, yz
andxz8,yz8) by applying the rotational analysis described in
Sec. III B. The filtering has the effect of suppressingSH

waves and incoherent noise while enhancing theP and
shallow-angleSV waves, which provide the primary informa-
tion regarding source bearing.

Figure 14~a! shows the filtered signals for a light-bulb
source at 30° bearing and 1-km range. The strong positive
signals inxz and yz correspond to theP-wave component;
the strong negative signals inxz8 andyz8 correspond to the
shallow-angleSV component (f.p/4). In theory,xz andyz
should also containSV-wave components@f,sin21(cs /cp)
'30° for sea ice# as a negative signal, andxz8 and yz8
should containSV components@sin21(cs /cp),f,p4# and
flexural-wave components as positive signals. However,
these components are expected to be small for the following
reasons. By Snell’s Law, a propagation angle ofp/4545° in
the ice corresponds to an angle of approximately 36°~with
respect to the normal! in the water column: Arctic acoustic
propagation at these steep angles is strongly attenuated with
range. Also,FL waves in the ice are not well excited by a
water-column source much deeper than one quarter of the
flexural wavelength. In Fig. 14~a! the negative components
in xz andyz are the positive components inxz8 andyz8 are
indeed seen to be negligibly small. Such weak signals may
be dominated by noise and are of dubious value in bearing
estimation. In fact, by considering all of the data sets de-
scribed in Sec. III D of this paper, it was found that the best
source-bearing estimates were obtained by setting the nega-
tive component ofxz andyz and the positive component of
xz8 andyz8 to zero prior to carrying out rotational analysis.
To apply the rotational analysis to the two sets of filtered

signals, rotational functions are computed for each set ac-
cording to

Cz~u!5cos2 u( ~xtzt!
21sin2 u( ~ytzt!

2

12 cosu sin u( ~xtzt!~ytzt!,

~17!

Cz8~u!5cos2 u( ~xtzt8!21sin2 u( ~ytzt8!2

12 cosu sin u( ~xtzt8!~ytzt8!.

The two rotational functions can then be combined as

Czz8~u!5Cz~u!/Min$Cz~u!%1Cz8~u!/Min$Cz8~u!%.
~18!

In combiningCz(u) andCz8(u), some form of normaliza-
tion is required since their relative amplitudes are determined
by the relative amplitudes ofz and z8, which is not physi-
cally meaningful. Normalizing each rotational function by its
minimum value in Eq.~18! allows each function to contrib-
ute to the sum at its peak according to the difference between
its maximum and minimum values~the discrimination level!.
Figures 14~c!–~e! showsCz(u), Cz8(u), andCzz8, respec-
tively, for the impulsive source at 30° bearing. The maxi-
mum ofCz(u) in Fig. 14~c! occurs at 30.5° with a discrimi-
nation level of 11 dB. The maximum ofCz8(u) in Fig. 14~d!
occurs at 31.5° with a level of 12.5 dB. Finally, the maxi-
mum of the combined rotational functionCzz8(u) in Fig.
14~e! occurs at 31° with a level of 12 dB. This example
shows that the filtered rotational function represent a sub-
stantial improvement over the unfiltered versionC(u)
shown in Fig. 14~b!.

The rotational functions shown in Figs. 14~b!–~e! con-
tain a 180° ambiguity that is inherent in the definition of
C(u) in terms of the horizontal particle motion, Eq.~3!.
However, this ambiguity can be resolved by considering the
particle motion in the radial–vertical plane to provide a
unique estimate of the source bearing. Figure 15~a! shows
the radial- and vertical-component seismograms for the im-
pulsive source considered in Fig. 14. The radial component
is calculated using

r t5xt cosumax1yt sin umax, ~19!

whereumax531° was determined from the combined rota-
tional function shown in Fig. 14~e!. Figure 15~b! shows a
hodogram of the vertical versus radial particle motion. The
P–SV waves combine to produce prograde elliptical particle
motion ~i.e., thez component leads ther component!. That
this should be the case is evident from Eqs.~5! and~9! which
indicate that forP waves the vertical and horizontal compo-
nents are in phase, while for~shallow-angle! SV waves the
vertical component leads the horizontal components byp/2.
Hence, the direction to the source can be determined by
choosing one of the two possible values ofumax from the
rotational function and checking if this choice results in pro-
grade particle motion. If so, this choice ofumax represents the
unique optimal bearing estimate; if not, the other choice of
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umax is indicated. An effective method to determine if a set of
r 2z seismograms are dominated by prograde or retrograde
particle motion is to form the sum

s5 (
t52

T21

zt~r t112r t21!. ~20!

If s.0, prograde motion dominates; ifs,0, retrograde mo-
tion dominates. The unique source bearing estimates deter-
mined in this manner are indicated by arrows in Figs. 14~b!–
14~e!.

D. Bearing estimation trials

The overall purpose of the Arctic field trials was to in-
vestigate estimating the bearing of an acoustic source in the
water column using a geophone mounted on the ice surface.
To this end, recordings were made at the geophone array of
impulsive sources deployed at 40-m depth in the water and
ranges of 200 m, 600 m, and 1000 m along lines at 0°, 30°,
60°, and 90° bearing with respect to the array axis~endfire!,
as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The impulsive sources consisted of
glass light bulbs imploded under hydrostatic pressure at
depth.11 To control the depth at which the light bulbs im-
ploded, the bulbs were attached to a weight and lowered on a
line through a hole in the ice to the desired depth. A messen-
ger weight was then dropped along the line, breaking the

bulb on impact. At least two light-bulb sources were de-
ployed at all ranges and bearings. It should be noted that the
structure of the ice floe was not isotropic. Towards 0° bear-
ing, the floe consisted of generally smooth annual ice. The
ice roughness increased with bearing angle from 0°–90°,
with several inclusions of large multi-year ice blocks towards
90° bearing.

An estimate of the bearing to each acoustic source was
obtained from the 3D particle motion at each geophone by
applying the rotational analysis in conjunction with seismic
polarization filtering, as described in Sec. III C. The results
are illustrated in terms of polar plots of the rotational power,
Czz8(u), computed by combining the two sets of
polarization-filtered signals according to Eq.~18!. The opti-
mal bearing estimate is determined as the angle of maximum
rotational power, with the 180° ambiguity resolved by con-
sidering the vertical–radial particle motion. Figure 16 shows
the rotational power for sources at 200-m range and bearings
of 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. For the results shown here, the
recorded time series were digitally filtered with a pass-band
filter of 50–250 Hz to attenuate ambient noise at low fre-
quencies where the light-bulb power is low, and to attenuate
signals at frequencies above the upper limit of the geophone
calibration band. However, virtually identical results were
obtained using a low-pass filter of 0–250 Hz~i.e., passing all
low-frequency energy!. The rotational power is plotted for
geophonesG1 , G3 , G4 , andG5 . Recordings for geophone
G2 exhibited unusual oscillatory behavior due to electronics
problems~e.g., Figs. 3 and 9! which strongly degraded the
bearing estimates, and so were omitted from this analysis.
The rotational power plots in Fig. 16 have been corrected for
the fact that the true bearing to the source for each geophone
differs from the bearing as measured at the array center. Fig-
ure 16 shows that reasonably good estimates of the source
bearing are obtained in all cases. The rotational power along

FIG. 15. Example of particle motion in ther –z plane.~a! The time series
for the source in Fig. 14 resolved into radialr and verticalz components.~b!
A vertical–radial hodogram, with arrows indicating direction of motion.

FIG. 16. Rotational power for light-bulb sources at 200-m and geophones
G1 , G3 , G4 , andG5 . Dotted circles indicate 5-dB increments; dashed lines
indicate true source bearings, arrows indicate optimal bearing estimates.
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the optimal bearing is typically 10–15 dB greater than the
power in the perpendicular direction. Figures 17 and 18
show the rotational power for light-bulb sources at 600-m
and 1000-m range, respectively. In each case, good estimates
of the true source bearing are obtained with discrimination
levels of 5–15 dB. To illustrate the benefits of the polariza-
tion filters, Fig. 19 shows the rotational power plots obtained
for the sources at 1000-m range without the application of
the polarization filters. Comparison of Figs. 18 and 19 indi-
cates that polarization filtering leads to bearing estimates that

are significantly more accurate and to considerably higher
discrimination levels.

For simplicity, Figs. 16–18 show the bearing estimates
for just one light-bulb source at each bearing and range. Con-
sidering all sources, the average absolute error in bearing
estimates for geophonesG1 , G3 , G4 , and G5 are 11.6°,
10.8°, 5.4°, and 10.5°, respectively. The 180° ambiguity is
correctly resolved in all cases~a total of 104 bearing esti-

FIG. 17. Rotational power for light-bulb sources at 600-m range and indi-
cated source bearings. Dotted circles indicate 5-dB increments; dashed lines
indicate true source bearings, arrows indicate optimal bearing estimates.

FIG. 18. Rotational power for light-bulb sources at 1000-m range and indi-
cated source bearings. Dotted circles indicate 5-dB increments; dashed lines
indicate true source bearings, arrows indicate optimal bearing estimates.

FIG. 19. Rotational power for light-bulb sources at 1000-m range and indi-
cated source bearings,without polarization filtering. Dotted circles indicate
5-dB increments; dashed lines indicate true source bearings, arrows indicate
optimal bearing estimates.

FIG. 20. Absolute errors in bearing estimates as a function of source range.
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mates!. To further investigate the bearing-estimate errors, in
Figs. 20–22 all bearing-estimate errors are plotted as a func-
tion of range, source bearing, and SNR, respectively. Figure
20 shows that the bearing errors generally do not increase
with range for ranges of 200–1000 m. Figure 21 shows that
although there are obvious differences between the errors for

the various geophones at particular source bearings, there is
no clear pattern between error size and bearing angle. In
particular, the rougher ice with included blocks at 90° bear-
ing did not lead to uniformly larger errors at this bearing,
likely because the most important arrivals appear to be due
to the acoustic wave incident on the ice below the geophone,
and not due to seismic plate waves propagating along the ice.
Finally, Fig. 22 shows that although there is a tendency for
the largest errors to be associated with low SNRs, a strong
relationship between bearing errors and data noise is not evi-
dent. Hence, the cause of the uncertainties in source bearing
incurred in this study is not readily apparent.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper described and analyzed field trials carried out
on the polar ice pack to investigate estimating the bearing of
an acoustic source in the water column using geophones
coupled to the surface of the sea ice. The approach pursued
here is based on rotational analysis of ice seismic waves with
particle motion directed radially outward from the source,
which provides a source-bearing estimate using a single tri-
axial geophone. Seismic polarization filters were applied in
conjunction with the rotational analysis to suppress waves
with transverse particle motion (SH waves!, while passing
waves with radial motion (P–SV waves!. Polarization filters
will not remove out-of-planeP–SV waves due to reflections
from ice inclusions or 3D bathymetry; however, these com-
ponents are generally expected to be small relative to the
direct acoustic wave. In addition, the 180° ambiguity inher-
ent in the rotational analysis of horizontal seismograms was
resolved by requiring outgoing~prograde! particle motion in
the vertical-radial plane, providing a unique bearing esti-
mate.

A hammer seismic survey was carried out to determine
propagation velocities and attenuations of the principle seis-
mic waves, with results in good agreement with previously
reported values. This study indicated significant coupling be-
tweenP–SV ~radial! waves andSH ~transverse! waves in the
ice. Comparison of seismograms recorded for a water-
column source with the hammer seismograms indicated that
the dominant arrival appears to be the acoustic water wave
that couples into ice seismic waves immediately below the
geophone, although significantSH and LP waves were ob-
served.

To investigate source-bearing estimation, ice-mounted
geophones were used to record impulsive sources in the wa-
ter, consisting of light bulbs imploded at ranges varying from
200–1000 m, and at bearings of 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. The
analysis was applied to an upper frequency limit of 250 Hz
due to the calibration limit of the geophones. Good source-
bearing estimates were obtained, with average absolute bear-
ing errors of 5°–11° per geophone. Polarization filtering was
shown to significantly improve the bearing estimates by re-
moving SH particle motion, and may also be useful for de-
termining ice properties from elastic waves,15 although this
approach was not applied here. Overall, the results in this
paper indicate that ice-mounted geophones can provide use-
ful bearing estimates for acoustic sources in Arctic waters.

FIG. 21. Absolute errors in bearing estimates as a function of source bear-
ing.

FIG. 22. Absolute errors in bearing estimates as a function of SNR.
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A numerical optimization approach is presented to optimize passive broadband detection
performance of hull arrays through the adjustment of array shading weights. The approach is
developed for general hull arrays in low signal-to-noise ratio scenarios, and is shown to converge
rapidly to optimal solutions that maximize the array’s deflection coefficient. The beamformer is not
redesigned in this approach; only the shading weights of the conventional beamformer are adjusted.
This approach allows array designers to use the array to minimize the impact of known sources of
noise on detection at the beamformer output while maintaining acoustic array gain against an
unknown source. The technique is illustrated through numerical examples using hull-borne
structural noise as the noise source; however, the design concept can be applied to other design
parameters of the array such as element position, material selection, etc. ©2002 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1518982#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Wi, 43.40.Ph, 43.30.Yj@WMC#

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional approaches to acoustic hull array design
have focused on the optimization of desirable beam proper-
ties such as the maximization of array gain or the minimiza-
tion of sidelobe levels. Passive arrays typically employ data-
independent beamforming, where the beamformer weights
are chosena priori to approximate a desired response ori-
ented in the steered direction. Beam pattern design for linear
and planar array geometries has been studied analytically for
decades~see, e.g., the classic papers by Dolph1 and Taylor2!,
but these approaches base their design on achieving some
desirable beam characteristics at a fixed frequency, and they
focus on trade-offs between beamwidth and sidelobe struc-
ture. Single-frequency approaches~see Ref. 3, for example!
only indirectly support the fundamental design goal of a pas-
sive acoustic hull array, which is to obtain an optimal broad-
band detection capability in a specified frequency band. Fur-
thermore, the response of the array to nonacoustic noise
cannot be assessed through standard beam pattern design
techniques.

Passive broadband detection capability of a hull array is
degraded by the presence of structural noise. This noise is
often reduced by mechanical means~such as isolating
mounts, pressure release materials, etc.!. A supplementary
means to reduce the impact of structural noise on passive
detection is to adjust the beamformer weightings to reduce
the impact of this noise while maintaining desirable beam
characteristics for incoming acoustic waves. This is accom-
plished ~for Gaussian signals! by numerically maximizing
the deflection coefficient of a classical square-law detector
under the assumption of a small signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!.
Under this approach, the underlying detection processor is
not altered; rather, the conventional beamformer processor is
used and the shading weights are treated as available design
parameters to be optimized. The design concept is to predict
the noise at the hydrophone outputs and then use this local
noise field information to mitigate its effect on broadband
array detection processing. The parameters which are ad-

justed are the beamformer weighting~shading! coefficients,
and the optimization finds optimal values that replace any
conventionally derived weightings. While the example
herein is for shading weight adjustment, the design concept
can be applied to other design parameters of the array such
as element position, material selection, etc.

A computational approach is feasible since structural
noise is highly predictable, and current computer hardware
and software capabilities enable the numerical optimization
of very large degree-of-freedom systems. In this paper, the
improvement of passive hull array detection performance
through numerical optimization of shading weights is devel-
oped. The underlying formulation of this problem has been
discussed in Ref. 4 and the references therein. In Sec. II, the
broadband hull array detection problem presents a perfor-
mance metric which can be optimized through shading
weights against an unknown acoustic signal. In Sec. III, this
detection problem is formulated as a numerical optimization
problem and its solution is discussed. In Sec. IV, the ap-
proach is applied to a simple numerical example to demon-
strate its utility. The paper concludes with recommendations
about the use of the method in hull array design.

II. HULL-MOUNTED BROADBAND SONAR DETECTION

Consider a conformal array of sensors~hydrophones!
that is electronically steered to receive an incoming acoustic
plane wave in the look direction given by the unit vectorjl .
This passive array system is looking for weak signals of
unknown spectrum in the presence of noise. The hydrophone
array receives noise as well as signal, where the signal is
assumed small in received level compared to the noise, and
the signal and noise are statistically independent. In this con-
text, noise refers to all contributions to hydrophone response
other than the desired acoustic plane wave, so that noise
includes ambient noise, structure-borne noise, electronic
noise, and acoustic sources outside of the look direction. The
hydrophone array is beamformed using a standard broadband
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delay-and-sum beamformer, and a square-law postbeam-
forming detection processing scheme is used.

The detection performance of the passive broadband ar-
ray is measured by the deflection coefficient. In standard
hypothesis testing, the deflection coefficientd for distin-
guishing signal-plus-noise from noise alone, where both hy-
potheses are governed by Gaussian random variables, is
given by5

d5
mSN2mN

sN
, ~2.1!

if the two hypotheses have the same variance, as is the case
of low SNR. We usem ands to denote the mean and stan-
dard deviation, and subscriptsS and N to represent the
signal-only and noise-only hypotheses, respectively, andSN
to represent the combined signal-plus-noise hypothesis. In a
standard square-law detector scheme, the standard deviation
sN of the noise-only hypothesis is given by~see Ref. 5 for
details!

sN5F 1

pT E
2`

1`

uH0~v!u4VN
2 ~v!dvG1/2

, ~2.2!

whereT is the system averaging time,VN(v) is the beam-
former output power spectrum due to noise only, andH0(v)
is the predetection filter transfer function. Expression~2.2!
assumes that the averaging timeT is large compared to the
correlation time of the beamformer output under the noise-
only conditions. Since the SNR is small, the standard devia-
tion of the signal-plus-noise hypothesis is the same as~2.2!.
The mean value of the signal-plus-noise hypothesis is given
by

mSN5
1

2p E
2`

1`

uH0~v!u2VSN~v!dv, ~2.3!

where, due to the statistical independence of signal and
noise, VSN(v)5VS(v)1VN(v), with VS(v) and VN(v)
representing the signal-only and noise-only beamformer out-
put power spectra, respectively, in the given look direction
jl . The mean difference in Eq.~2.1! is thus given by

mSN2mN5
1

2p E
2`

1`

uH0~v!u2~VSN~v!2VN~v!!dv

5
1

2p E
2`

1`

uH0~v!u2VS~v!dv. ~2.4!

When the source spectrum is completely unknown, the pre-
detection filterH0(v) is typically omitted, in which case the
deflection coefficient is given by

d5

1
2AT/p *2`

1`VS~v!dv

@*2`
1`VN

2 ~v!dv#1/2 . ~2.5!

This expression is used for the remainder of this paper; if a
specific predetection filter is to be used in the system under
study, the deflection coefficient is easily modified appropri-
ately.

The beamformer output spectrum is dependent on un-
known signal characteristics, so it cannot be improved

through a passive array design optimization. However, the
beamformer output spectrumVN(v) due to noise alone can
be written, in part, in terms of predictable structural noise
terms. The noise prediction is accomplished through physics-
based models of array structural response, empirical data, or
a combination of the two. It is through this predictable con-
tribution that the array design is optimized.

An array ofM hydrophones is located along a hull at the
positions$pm%m51

M . The beamformer output in the look di-
rectionjl is given by the autocorrelation of the time output
beamformed response as

V~v!5E
2`

1`

E@v~ t !v~ t1t!#e2 ivtdt, ~2.6!

whereE@•# represents the expected value operation andv(t)
is the time-domain beamformer output. The time-domain
beamformer output for theM hydrophones with look direc-
tion jl is given by

v~ t !5 (
m51

M

wmum~ t2~pm•jl !/c!, ~2.7!

where c is the sound speed andum(t) is the time-domain
response of themth hydrophone. The time-domain array el-
ement responseum(t) is due to either~1! the incident plane
wave for the source-only caseVS(v) or ~2! the combination
of noise sources for the noise-only caseVN(v).

For omnidirectional hydrophones, the electronically
steered array phasing matches that of an incident source
plane wave in the look direction, so that

VS~v!5S~v!S (
m51

M

wmD 2

, ~2.8!

whereS(v) is the power spectrum of the source signal. The
hydrophone response to a single noise source on the hull is
given by the convolution of the noise source waveforma(t)
with the impulse response functionhm(t) of the mth hydro-
phone relative to a unit impulse force at the noise source
location. The impulse response functionhm(t) is well de-
fined because the structural-acoustics problem is modeled as
a linear system; thus,

um~ t !5E
2`

1`

hm~m!a~ t2m!dm. ~2.9!

Substituting~2.9! into ~2.7!, it can be shown that the noise-
only beamformer output power spectrum is given by

VN~v!5A~v!U (
m51

M

wmHm~v!eiv~pm•jl !/c)U2

, ~2.10!

where

A~v!5E
2`

1`

E@a~ t !a~ t1t!#e2 ivtdt ~2.11!

is the power spectrum of the noise sourcea(t), and

Hm~v!5E
2`

1`

hm~m!e2 ivmdm ~2.12!
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is the spectral transfer function~or spectral Green’s function!
between the noise source location and themth hydrophone.

The expression derived above for the array response to a
single-point noise source with power spectrumA(v) is writ-
ten in vector-matrix form as

VN~v!5X* ~w,v!H* ~v!A~v!H~v!X~w,v!, ~2.13!

where (•)* represents the complex conjugate transpose. In
this expression,H(v) is a row vector of the spectral transfer
functions @H1(v),H2(v),...,HM(v)# and X(w,v) is the
beamformer process~column! vector, which is given by

X~w,v!5F w1exp~ ik0~p1•jl !!

]

wMexp~ ik0~pM•j l !!
G , ~2.14!

wherek05v/c is the free-space wave number. SinceH(v)
is a row vector of lengthM, the termH* (v)A(v)H(v) is an
M3M matrix representing the relative complex responses of
the M hydrophones to the noise source.

The analysis for multiple known structural noise sources
follows the analysis for the single noise source. ForK dis-
crete ~possibly correlated! noise sources, the beamformer
output spectrum is given by the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation of the linear superposition of the beam-
formed responses of the individual noise sources. Thus

VN~v!5E
2`

1`

EF (
k51

K

vk~ t !(
j 51

K

v j~ t1t!Ge2 ivtdt

5 (
k51

K

(
j 51

K E
2`

1`

E@vk~ t !v j~ t1t!#e2 ivtdt,

~2.15!

wherevk(t) is the time-domain beamformer output for the
kth noise source alone. This is equivalent to

VN~v!5X* ~w,v!H* ~v!C~v!H~v!X~w,v!, ~2.16!

whereH(v) is now theK3M matrix of transfer functions
whose~k, m! component is the transfer function from thekth
source to themth hydrophone, andC(v) is theK3K matrix
of noise source cross correlations such that the~j, k! compo-
nent ofC(v) is given by

Cjk~v!5E
2`

1`

E@a j~ t !ak~ t1t!#e2 ivtdt, ~2.17!

wherea j (t) is the time-domain source function for thej th
source.

The matrixM (v), given by

M ~v!5H* ~v!C~v!H~v!, ~2.18!

is seen to be the cross-correlation matrix of sensor responses
due to the combination of noise sources. The beamformer
output spectrum for the combined noise sources is thus given
by

VN~v!5X* ~w,v!M ~v!X~w,v!. ~2.19!

It is easy to see that this expression reduces to~2.13! in the
case of a single noise source, and furthermore, for uncorre-
lated noise sources, it reduces to

VN~v!5(
j 51

K

VN
~ j !~v!, ~2.20!

whereVN
( j )(v) is the beamformer output power spectrum for

the j th noise source.
The beamformer output spectrum due to noise as shown

in ~2.16! is a Hermitian form in the array weightswj . To see
this, writeX(w,v) as

X~w,v!5U~v!W, ~2.21!

where

W5@w1 ,w2 ,...,wM#T, ~2.22!

and

U~v!5Diag$exp~ ik0~p1•jL!!,exp~ ik0~p2•jL!!,...,

exp~ ik0~pM•jL!!%. ~2.23!

Thus, the general form of the beamformer output power
spectrum for the response of a hull array to structural noise is
given by

VN~v!5WTU* ~v!M ~v!U~v!W. ~2.24!

Under the limit of small SNR assumption, the incident
acoustic signal excites only the hydrophones, and not the
hull, so the signal and noise responses are uncorrelated and
expression~2.5! for the deflection coefficient holds. Then,
using the noise-only beamformer output spectrumVN(v)
given by~2.24! and the signal-only beamformer output spec-
trum VS(v) given by ~2.8! in the expression for the deflec-
tion coefficientd, we arrive at

d5

1
2AT/p ~(m51

M wm!2

@*2`
1`VN

2 ~v!dv#1/2 E
2`

1`

S~v!dv, ~2.25!

as the deflection coefficient. The conditions of omnidirec-
tional hydrophones and of negligible acoustic hull excitation
are easily removed at the expense of a more complicated
mathematical model; however, these more general conditions
somewhat obscure the insight obtained from this derivation,
and are therefore not presented here.

III. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

To optimize the broadband detection performance of a
passive sonar array, we seek to find a weighting coefficient
vectorW @given by Eq.~2.22!# that maximizes the deflection
coefficientd over the frequency band of interest, the upper
limit of which is denoted by frequencyB. We assume appro-
priate bandpass filters are placed to minimize the out-of-band
effects. The effect of these filters is to limit the integrals in
~2.25! to the interval@2B,B#. By inspection, the deflection
coefficientd is invariant to the scale of the weight vectorW,
so we fixSwm51 without loss of generality, thus removing
the Swm term from expression~2.25! for d.

For a fixed averaging timeT and unknown signalS(v),
the only component of the deflection coefficient that can be
optimized at the design stage is the noise-only beamformer
output spectrumVN(v). Since the square-root function
found in ~2.25! is monotonic, it is removed from the optimi-
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zation to leave the following objective function which maxi-
mizes the deflection coefficient~and hence, the detection per-
formance!:

J5E
2B

1B

VN
2 ~v!dv

5E
2B

1B

@WTU* ~v!M ~v!U~v!W#2dv. ~3.1!

The available design parameters in this optimization are the
beamformer weighting coefficientswm which enter the ob-
jective functionJ through the vectorW. The complete math-
ematical optimization problem is stated as follows:

min
wm

E
2B

1B

VN
2 ~v!dv

subject to ( wm51 and wm>0 for all m, ~3.2!

where

VN~v!5WTU* ~v!M ~v!U~v!W, ~3.3!

and W and U are given by Eqs.~2.22! and ~2.23!, respec-
tively. Numerical optimization techniques are used to obtain
the solution to this optimization problem for each desired
look directionjl . It is interesting to note that the optimiza-
tion problem in Eq.~3.2! is equivalent to the adaptive beam-
forming technique of minimum variance distortionless re-
sponse~MVDR! in the limit as frequency bandwidth goes to
zero.

The objective function~3.1! is the square of a quadratic
form of the design parametersW. Locally, this is well ap-
proximated by a positive definite quadratic form, so it is
expected that sequential quadratic programming~SQP!
would be an effective method of numerical optimization. The
principle of SQP methods of optimization is to model the
optimization problem~objective function plus constraints! by
a quadratic subproblem at each step of the optimization pro-
cess. The solution of the subproblem defines a search direc-
tion for the next step of the algorithm. This method has been
found by experience to be very effective in a number of
application areas, and it is now a standard technique in nu-
merical optimization. SQP methods are known to work well
on problems which have smooth nonlinear functions in both
the objective and the constraints. The linear constraints in
this problem are obviously smooth, and the objective being
the integral of a square of a quadratic form is also smooth.
Details of the SQP method are found in a number of refer-
ences, a good survey of the method is in Ref. 6.

Several software packages exist for solving general SQP
optimization problems. A discussion of practical numerical
issues when implementing SQP methods is found in Ref. 7.
For this problem, the packageNPSOL8 from Stanford Univer-
sity’s Systems Optimization Laboratory was used, since it
performs few evaluations of the objective function, and since
each evaluation in our application is a relatively computa-
tionally intensive integral over frequency. The performance

of the optimization method is measured by tracking the im-
provement in the objective function at each step. While local
convergence~vs global convergence! is an issue with
Newton-type optimization methods such as SQP, this is not
an issue for this problem because the optimization problem is
convex. That is, the objective functionJ and the constraint
functions are convex functions of the unknown weights,
which guarantees that any locally optimal solution is a global
optimum. ~Moreover, in the examples in Sec. IV, numerous
starting points are chosen, and it is observed that all arrived
at the same optimum.!

For this implementation, the gradient of the objective
function is explicitly evaluated as a subroutine call in the
software. For the objective function given in Eq.~3.1!, the
gradient with respect to the unknownswm is given by

¹J52E
2B

1B

VN~v!¹VN~v!dv

52E
2B

1B

VN~v!~2U* ~v!M ~v!U~v!W!dv

54S E
2B

1B

VN~v!U* ~v!M ~v!U~v!dv DW. ~3.4!

A useful numerical check on the accuracy of the gradient
evaluation is made by verifying the identity

WT¹J54J. ~3.5!

This identity is checked at each evaluation. All integrals in
the numerical evaluations of the objective function and its
gradient are computed using the method of overlapping pa-
rabolas as discussed in Ref. 9.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To illustrate the utility of the beamformer shading opti-
mization technique, consider an 11-element line array that is
conformal to the exterior of a spherical steel shell as shown
in Fig. 1. The array elements are equally spaced and extend
across a 60° arc along the sphere. The shell’s thickness-to-
radius ratio is 0.01. The interior of the shell is assumed to be
air-filled, so that the magnitude of acoustic waves propagat-
ing within the cavity is negligible in the context of the
structural-acoustics problem, and the shell is immersed in an
unbounded water medium. For this example, it is assumed
that the array elements provide negligible impact on the
shell’s response to external forcing. Element to element cou-
pling is also assumed negligible. Thus, the array elements
measure the structural acoustic response of the spherical
shell to whatever forcing is applied, combined with the
acoustic response to an incident acoustic wave. The struc-
tural acoustic analysis of such a spherical shell responding to
both incident acoustic waves and point forces is well-studied,
and results can be found in numerous references, such as
Junger and Feit.10

Assume the array in Fig. 1 is electronically steered to its
main response axis~MRA!, which is the direction of the
south pole. The array straddles the south pole~the negativez
direction!. The broadband design frequency for the array un-
der consideration is given by 3<ka<10, wherek is the
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acoustic wave number in the fluid anda is the shell’s exterior
radius. At the lower end of this frequency band, the array
length is given by 3l/2p'l/2, so the low end of the band is
the lowest frequency that the array can resolve. The upper
frequency is below the Nyquist frequency and large enough
to provide a broad sensor frequency band~in this case, the
bandwidth is greater than 100% of the center frequency!.

An external broadband point force is applied at the north
pole of the array, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The spectral content
of this force is assumed white over the sensor design fre-
quency band. By computing the array element responses to
this force over the entire design frequency band~at 2000
evenly spaced frequency samples!, the sensor noise cross-
correlation matrixM (v), given by Eq.~2.18!, is evaluated.
The evaluation of the transfer function in~2.18! is performed
using expressions from Junger and Feit.10 The components of
this matrix are functions of frequency, and the~1,1! and~1,2!
components are shown in Fig. 2. Note that the~1,1! compo-
nent is the autocorrelation of the response of element 1 to the
broadband point noise source, and the~1,2! component is the
cross correlation of elements 1 and 2. The large variations in
the structural response over this frequency band show that it
is sufficiently broadband that single frequency heuristic de-
signs may do little to improve signal detection performance.

Using the analytical sensor noise cross-correlation ma-
trix in the optimization problem~3.2!, with U(v) defined by
electronic steering of the array geometry of Fig. 1 to its
MRA at the south pole, an optimization of the beamformer
shading weights is performed. The results of the optimization
are shown as case A in Fig. 3. The symmetry of the opti-
mized weights is a result of the problem symmetry; that is,
the array geometry, electronic steering, and noise source all
share the same symmetry about the array center. The

‘‘notch’’ in the center of the array shadings is caused by a
large structural vibration response at the middle element of
the array over most of the frequency band, which is expected
since that element lies at the antipode of the noise forcing
function on the thin spherical shell.

To assess the performance of the optimized shading
weights, it is illustrative to look at the improvement in de-
flection coefficient that is achieved by using optimized shad-
ing over some nominal shading. The broadband SNR of the
beamformer output is proportional to the deflection coeffi-
cient d, with the proportionality constant independent of the
shading coefficients~given that the noise model includes all
sources of noise!. By referencing the iterative design im-
provements to a nominal shading design, the SNR improve-
ment is shown in a manner that is independent of the signal
spectrumS(v). The SNR improvement of the optimized
shading over a uniform shading is given by

FIG. 1. Array geometry for a spherical shell with conformal 11-element line
array.

FIG. 2. Cross correlation of sensor responses to the point force: solid line is
for sensor 1 correlated with itself, dotted line is for sensor 1 correlated with
sensor 2.

FIG. 3. Optimized weights for 11-element array shown in Fig. 1. Case A is
with broadband point noise source steered to MRA. Case B is with broad-
band equatorial ring noise source steered to MRA. Case C is with broadband
point noise source steered to 30° off MRA.
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SNR improvement5
d~optimum weights!

d~uniform weights!
. ~4.1!

For the example of case A, the improvement in SNR of op-
timal shading weights over uniform shading weights is
shown in Fig. 4. In this plot, the improvement in deflection
coefficient~relative to uniform shading! is shown as a func-
tion of iteration step in the optimization. The improvement
starts at 0-dB since the initial condition for the optimization
is uniform shading. Numerical experiments were performed
with a variety of other initial conditions, but the final opti-
mization results shown are insensitive to the choice of initial
condition ~as expected because of the problem’s convexity!.

From Fig. 4, the optimization is seen to converge mono-
tonically, which is expected for a quadratic optimization of a
positive definite superquadratic~quartic! objective function.
Also note that the convergence is rapid in the early iterations,
improving the deflection coefficient by more than 19-dB in
just the first three iterations. The surprisingly good results of
approximately 35-dB improvement after the convergence of
the optimization should be tempered with the realization that
the idealized point-driven spherical shell has large reso-
nances that the beamformer shading is able to compensate
for by acting as a spatial filter. If the aggregate noise is
matched to the noise source model, this improvement trans-
lates to 35-dB SNR improvement in detection capability.
However, the real situation is mismatched from the single
source model in that it has many more components of noise
~such as ambient noise, electronics noise, etc.! that combine
as in Eq.~2.20! to affect the true deflection coefficient. In
practice, it is required that the most dominant of these noise
sources be modeled~or measured! and included in the objec-
tive function for optimization.

To examine the effect of other types of structural forcing
functions, an equatorial ring force was simulated through a
series of in-phase broadband point forces distributed along
the equator, as shown in Fig. 5. The frequency band of these
noise forces was maintained at 3<ka<10. The resulting op-
timized shading weights are shown as case B in Fig. 3 and

the convergence of the deflection coefficient over the optimi-
zation for case B is shown in Fig. 4. A comparison of these
weights with those from the point source show that more of
the array center is down weighted, which is expected due to
the limited number of modes excited by this force relative to
a point force. The more complicated forcing also limits the
improvement in deflection performance to only approxi-
mately 22-dB. This suggests that adding more noise mecha-
nisms to the model will lower the effectiveness of the opti-
mized array. However, there is still considerable
improvement over the nominal case~uniform weights!, and
the convergence is still monotone. For a specified noise
source distribution, any implementation of this method will
produce results which are at least as good as the starting
values.

The examples of case A and case B were both steered to
the array MRA. As an example of the effects of steering,
optimization is performed on an array steered to 30° off of
the MRA with the point forcing as shown in Fig. 1. The
results of this optimization are shown as case C in Figs. 3
and 4. This example shows a slight asymmetry in the weight-
ings, as is expected for a steered array. The resulting perfor-
mance gain is very large at approximately 44-dB. This large
improvement compared to the previous cases is due to the
center element of the array sitting at a nodal center of the
vibration modes. The center element has a large noise re-
sponse over most of the band and must be lowered to mini-
mize noise effects. However, minimizing the center element
will negatively impact the acoustic reception performance of
an array steered to an MRA at the south pole. When the
MRA is steered off the south pole, the reception performance
is not as severely degraded because of a low center element
weighting; thus, total broadband detection performance~de-
flection coefficient! improves dramatically.

The cases previously shown all consider the bandwidth
of the array to be 3<ka<10. In Fig. 6, the effect of design

FIG. 4. Convergence of deflection coefficient for optimized results shown in
Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Array geometry for a spherical shell with equatorial ring force.
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bandwidth on optimization performance is shown for the
case of the point force with the array steered to MRA as the
design bandwidth is varied. For this analysis, the frequency
range~given by kamin<ka<kamax) is varied with the center
frequency held atka56.5. As expected, the relative perfor-
mance improvement due to optimization increases dramati-
cally as the bandwidth is lowered. The performance degra-
dation for increasing bandwidth reaches a plateau near
kamax2kamin55. Above this bandwidth, the additional com-
plexity of the additional modes of vibration is beyond the
spatial resolution of the 11-element array.

The results shown are very encouraging for practical
problems since the optimization produced~a! a constant set
of shading weights that reduces the impact of structural noise
over the entire broadband frequency range and~b! also main-
tains enough signal gain to provide improved detection per-
formance over standard designs. To apply the method to ar-
rays that are conformal to large complex structures, the
computation of noise transfer functions over the entire
broadband frequency range~at as many finely resolved fre-
quency steps as necessary! must be performed. Numerical
approaches to efficiently compute these broad frequency
sweeps are currently under investigation.

For computational time, the entire 16 iterations of the
broadband array shading optimization shown as case A took
less than 10 s to run on a 300-MHz workstation. Other cases
had similar timing performance. This computation timing as-
sumes that the data matrixM (v) was computeda priori and
stored as a large text file to be read in at run time. In practical
situations, this is accomplished by either running models of
all noise sources over the entire band of interest prior to
optimization or taking noise data of an actual array and com-
puting M (v) as an average of the measured noise field.

The question of robustness of the numerical optimiza-
tion with respect to noise uncertainty is not addressed here.
The use of a broadband objective function is employed in an
attempt to minimize the impact of noise variations on the

objective function~3.1!. Given the availability of a noise
variation model, the extent of the optimal solution’s robust-
ness can be measured by forming the Hessian of the objec-
tive function ~3.1!. Such an analysis is a subject of future
interest.

V. CONCLUSION

A numerical optimization method is used to optimize
passive broadband detection performance of hull arrays
through the adjustment of array shading weights. The
method is applied to simple examples of a spherical shell
with a conformal line array under structural noise. The
method shows gains in performance of greater than 20-dB
over unity shading for simple noise sources. Convergence of
the optimization technique is rapid and guaranteed. The
method uses the conventional beamformer framework and
optimizes the available design parameters~shading weights!.
This approach is applicable to any broadband hull array de-
sign where problematic noise is known through either mea-
surements or models. Since the approach is to optimize at the
design stage, the optimal shading weights obtained can be
tabulated for each steering angle in a look-up table in the
array beamformer software. Further investigations of the per-
formance of this method with varying types of noise sources
~ambient, structural, electronic, etc.! as well as studies of the
robustness of the method are planned in the future. While the
example shown in this paper is shading weight adjustment,
the design concept can be applied to other design parameters
of the array such as element position, material selection, etc.
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Real-time three-dimensional acoustic imaging is difficult in water or tissue because of the slow
speed of sound in these media. Conventional pulse–echo data collection, which uses at least one
transmit pulse per line in the image, does not allow for the real-time update of a volume of data at
practical ranges. Recently, a linear amplitude-steered array was presented that allows the collection
of a plane of data with a single transmit pulse by spatially separating frequencies in the lateral
direction. Later, by using a linear array with frequency separation in the vertical direction and
rotating the array in the horizontal direction, volumetric data were collected with a small number of
transmit pulses. By expanding the linear array to a two-dimensional array, data can now be collected
for volumetric imaging in real time. In this study, the amplitude-steered array at the heart of a
real-time volumetric sonar imaging system is described, giving the design of the array and
describing how data are collected and processed to form images. An analysis of lateral resolution in
the vertical and horizontal directions shows that resolution is improved in the direction of frequency
separation over systems that use a broad transmit beam. Images from simulated data are presented.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1518699#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Yj, 43.30.Wi@DLB#

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of steering the maximum response of an
array using amplitude weighting was introduced by Hughes
and Thompson in 1976.1 At that time, the intent of amplitude
steering was to steer the maximum response of the beam
patterns without using phase-shift networks or multiple delay
lines. Initially, amplitude weighting was applied with an
electronic gain.2 When large-area transducer material be-
came available, shaped hydrophones were developed where
shading for low sidelobes was achieved geometrically.3,4 It
was realized that in addition to the low sidelobes, geometri-
cal amplitude steering could also be used to form a set of
steered beams. In the original concept, the beam was steered
to a particular direction at a single frequency, and the fact
that the steering direction changed with frequency was con-
sidered a drawback of the design. With the availability of
broadband large-area 1–3 composite material, a transducer
array was built which could form multiple beams at multiple
frequencies.5 The imaging concept was introduced when it
was realized that a single FM pulse could be used to sweep

the maximum response axis over a range of steering angles.
A plane of data is created from a single receive signal using
a short-time Fourier transform~STFT! where the frequencies
contained within the window give the azimuth of the targets
and the temporal position of the STFT window gives the
range of the targets. Three-dimensional acoustic imaging is
an extension, where beams in the orthogonal plane are ob-
tained by mechanical or time-delay steering. The potential
advantages of using the amplitude weighting for steering and
imaging are greatly reduced size of the electronics and high
frame rate volumetric imaging.

Volumetric acoustic imaging has received attention re-
cently for both sonar and medical applications because it
allows better visualization of structures or anatomy than a
series of two-dimensional slice images. Real-time volumetric
imaging, meaning updating the volume of data at a rate of at
least 30 Hz, is even more valuable. In sonar, volumetric im-
aging is most often considered for short-range applications
~less than 10 meters! such as fish counting, assisting divers,
monitoring remotely operated vehicles, or mine hunting.
Real-time three-dimensional imaging could provide the vis-
ibility required for a diver to locate objects such as damaged
pipes in turbid water. In medical imaging, three-dimensional
images could provide information on the shape of a solid
mass, one of the parameters used to distinguish between be-
nign and malignant tumors. Real-time three-dimensional im-
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aging would allow a physician to view the structures of the
heart throughout the cardiac cycle.

Data collection for a three-dimensional image using
techniques of two-dimensional imaging requires too much
time for volumes to be scanned in real time. Although the
speed of sound is similar for sonar and medical applications,
the maximum ranges of interest are very different. Collecting
data for a two-dimensional medical image with a maximum
range of 20 cm requires 25 ms, where the speed of sound is
assumed to be 1540 m/s and where 128 pulses are used to
create 128 lines in the image. A three-dimensional image
formed with 1282 pulses under the same conditions requires
3.19 seconds. Real-time three-dimensional imaging using
conventional data collection techniques would be impossible.
For sonar imaging, with a maximum range of 5 m and a
speed of sound of 1500 m/s, transmitting and receiving a
single pulse requires 6.7 ms. No more than 5 pulses could be
used to scan the volume in real time.

A solution to this problem is to form several receive
beams for one transmitted pulse and to separate reflections
from different directions through processing. Several other
groups have worked on developing such techniques in both
sonar and medicine. Sonar systems were discussed in Ref. 5.
Three-dimensional medical ultrasound exists; however, with
one exception, it is not real time. Currently available systems
typically scan two-dimensional planes using linear arrays
and then translate or rotate the array to scan the next plane.
Three-dimensional images are then formed off-line.6 For car-
diac imaging, where real-time data collection is most critical,
data are often collected over several heart beats, and then the
data from different cycles are combined so that a single heart
cycle can be recreated as a cineloop. Successive heart beats
must be similar enough for the reconstruction. In many
cases, irregular heart beats are thrown out,7,8 making it im-
possible to use these systems to diagnose a heart abnormal-
ity.

Researchers from Duke University have a real-time
volumetric imaging system, which is in operation.9 Their
system uses a sparse, two-dimensional array. As reported in
1991, the volume is scanned in a pyramidal scheme, with 12
transmit pulses in the elevation direction and 52 transmit
pulses in the azimuthal direction, for a total of 624 transmit
pulses per volume. Parallel beamforming is used in the el-
evation direction so that eight receive beams are formed for
each transmit pulse. The volume can be scanned eight times
per second. Initial image quality was poor. To improve the
image quality, they have been working on improving the
two-dimensional array, increasing channel count and fre-
quency. Their method is unsuitable for sonar because of the
large number of transmitted pulses used.

Lu10 has proposed a technique for three-dimensional im-
aging using limited diffraction beams. A plane-wave pulse is
transmitted from the two-dimensional array to illuminate the
scene. In reception the same transducer array is used to form
an array of limited diffraction beams by weighting the ele-
ments of the array. A complete data set is formed by varying
the element weighting. Using a three-dimensional inverse
Fourier transform, a three-dimensional image is created. This
technique requires a fairly large, broadband array. The largest

cross-sectional area that can be imaged without greatly re-
ducing the speed of data collection is equal to the area of the
array. The method has been tested using a phantom with
embedded point scatterers.11 The results look promising, al-
though the images reveal the dependence of the technique on
the broad bandwidth of the transducer.

Shen and Ebbini12 have worked on coded excitation in
combination with a pseudoinverse operator so that multiple
beams from different steering directions can be received at
one time. Independent codes are transmitted on each ele-
ment, resulting in different impulse responses in each steer-
ing direction. Returns from different directions are then sepa-
rated using pseudoinverse filters. The number of beams that
can be formed simultaneously depends on the number of
filters in the filter bank. Previous images formed using
coded-excitation methods with matched filter operators have
suffered because correlations between beams in different di-
rections produce artifacts in the images. Shen and Ebbini’s
technique is reported not to have this drawback; however, the
pseudoinverse operator suffers from consequences of the as-
sumption that targets occur on a grid pattern. If target posi-
tions differ from the grid pattern, the image quality is de-
graded.

We are interested in a real-time sonar system with high
resolution. Our current application is a diver-held sonar sys-
tem intended for real-time detection and identification of
submerged mines. We expect the mines to be metallic or
plastic targets suspended in water or sitting on the soft bot-
tom of the water body, with characteristic dimension of 50
cm and features on the order of 1 cm. The goal is to image a
volume from 3 to 5 meters in front of the array, with a
resolution voxel of 1 cm. The imaged volume is 20° wide in
the vertical direction and 30° wide in the horizontal direc-
tion. The resolution requirement leads to the choice of 1 to 5
MHz as the desired operating frequency range. Current volu-
metric sonar systems have low resolution due to the broad
transmit beam. As discussed above, medical systems use too
many transmit pulses to be adapted for sonar, or they have
other drawbacks. Our solution is to extend the amplitude-
steered array for real-time volumetric sonar imaging. Our
system could also work for medical imaging; however, in
that case we might make different choices for operating fre-
quency and array dimensions.

In Ref. 5, the linear amplitude-steered array was used for
volumetric imaging by rotating the array. A plane of data was
collected with each transmit pulse. However, the rate of data
collection can be increased by using a transmit beam that is
narrow and steered in the vertical direction and broad in the
horizontal direction.

In order to image a volume of interest with a single
transmit pulse, the received signal must contain information
to give vertical, horizontal, and range position of the target.
The linear-phased amplitude-steered array uses frequency
separation to determine vertical position and conventional
beamforming to determine horizontal location. The range of
the target is obtained from the time elapsed until the reflected
signal is received. The vertical position information is deter-
mined by the frequency of the returned signal. The horizontal
position of the target is found by using conventional, linear
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phased array processing of the signals from thestavesor
columns of elements.

In Sec. II, we describe the new array layout for achiev-
ing amplitude steering, which results in lower peak sidelobe
levels than the previous design. In Sec. III, we discuss the
procedure for data collection and the algorithms for image
formation including time–frequency processing beyond the
STFT. In Sec. IV, we describe simulations and show result-
ing images. In addition, we compare resolution results in the
vertical and horizontal lateral directions. Section V discusses
the relationship between the amplitude-steered array and
Lu’s imaging with nondiffracting beams. Finally, we give a
conclusion.

II. ARRAY LAYOUT AND BEAM PATTERN

Amplitude steering has been described in detail previ-
ously ~see Ref. 1!, so we limit this discussion to changes in
the array design. Amplitude steering in the vertical direction
is achieved by applying weights to each row.@The weights
are cos$(2n21)f%, sin$(2n21)f%, wheren is the row number,
f5(k0d/2)sinu0, k0 is the wave number at the design fre-
quency,d is the row spacing, andu0 is the design steered
angle.# Weights are applied geometrically, not by scaling the
signals, but by grouping elements together. Earlier versions
of the amplitude-steered array assigned elements to sine and
cosine regions by trying to match regions that would be cre-
ated for a shaped PVDF transducer. This array layout pro-
duced undesirable peak sidelobe levels. For the linear-phased
amplitude-steered array, weighting is still applied by dividing
the available area into regions; however, now the division is
done on a row-by-row basis. The sine and cosine weightings
are implemented by selecting the number of elements in each
row that are connected together as sine or cosine elements.
The signals from the sine elements must pass through an
additional 90° phase shift before summing.

Each active element of a row must be assigned to the
cosine or sine group such that the proper cos((2n21)f) and
sin((2n21)f) row weightings are maintained. The numbers
of each type of element in a row are determined by the equa-
tions

NC~n!5
Nn

max

1.414UcosS ~2n21!
k0d

2
sinu0D U, ~1!

NS~n!5
Nn

max

1.414UsinS ~2n21!
k0d

2
sinu0D U, ~2!

whereNC is the number of cosine elements,NS is the num-
ber of sine elements,Nn

max is the maximum number of ele-
ments in thenth row,d is the spacing between the rows,k0 is
the design wave number, andu0 is the design steering angle
in the vertical direction. For a rectangular array,Nn

max would
be a constant for alln. For our array, which has a circular
aperture,Nn

max depends on the row number. The cos((2n
21)f) and sin((2n21)f) terms may represent positive or
negative values. Thus, there are four element assignments:
positive and negative cosine, and positive and negative sine.
In each row, there are either positive cosine or negative co-
sine elements, not both. Also, there are either positive sine or

negative sine elements, not both. We refer to elements by
their group, e.g., cosine elements or sine elements.

The optimal beam pattern is that of an electronically
steered array of the same size. The electronic phase gives
each element both a cosine weight and a sine weight. For the
amplitude-steered array, each element can contribute to ei-
ther the cosine or the sine weighting, but not to both; there-
fore, we are essentially designing two sparse arrays, one co-
sine and one sine array.

An alternating element design, in which elements of the
cosine and sine groups are alternated until 23min(NC ,NS) is
reached, leads to high grating lobes in the horizontal direc-
tion at positions corresponding to an interelement spacing of
2d. The positioning of the elements within the row was
made random to avoid grating lobes. Patterns of random
sparse arrays are characterized by a sidelobe pedestal level.
The average sidelobe level of the intensity pattern is approxi-
mately N21, where N is the number of elements in the
array.13,14 Steinberg analyzed and compared the peak side-
lobe level of sparse arrays designed using algorithmically
aperiodic arrays and random placement of elements. He
found that both produced the same mean peak sidelobe level,
but that the variance of the random arrays was much smaller
than that of algorithmically designed arrays, when all algo-
rithmically designed arrays were compared as a group re-
gardless of design method.

The random design was implemented as follows. Each
element of the array was given a probability of being a co-
sine element and a probability of being a sine element, where
the probabilities depended on the row of the array. The sum
of these probabilities does not equal 1 for every row; there-
fore, it is also possible for the element to be nulled, or not
used, in order to keep the proper relative row weighting for
steering. A random number generator was used to assign el-
ement type. Figure 1 shows the array layout used for the
simulations. Part~b! of the figure gives an expanded view of
the region indicated by the white box in part~a!. In the
figure, there are five gray-scale levels for the four element
assignments and the null elements. In each row there is a
maximum of three gray-scale levels: one cosine, one sine,
and one for the null elements. Figure 2 shows the beam
pattern produced. The random array design produced a beam
pattern whose main lobe has the same width as the main lobe
of the full array, and the random array has no grating lobes or
large sidelobes. The predicted average sidelobe level using
Steinberg’s expression is251.12 dB. The average sidelobe
level in the figure is approximately244 dB. The peak side-
lobe level is only 2.3 dB above the mean.

One potential advantage of using this array for volumet-
ric imaging is the reduced electronics requirement compared
to proposed array systems that must address each element
individually. For the amplitude-steered array, a separate
channel is not required for each element. Only four channels
are required per stave. One channel is assigned for each el-
ement type: positive cosine, negative cosine, positive sine,
and negative sine. The number of wires that must connect the
array elements to the processor is also reduced, thereby re-
ducing the required cable size.
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III. DATA COLLECTION AND IMAGE FORMATION

Real-time data collection with the linear-phased
amplitude-steered array is accomplished as follows. A linear
FM chirp pulse is transmitted from the center two staves,
which means that at a given frequency, the transmitted beam
is wide in the horizontal direction and narrow in the vertical
direction. The narrow beam in the vertical direction results in
better resolution than current sonar systems that use a broad
transmit beam in all directions. Frequencies are separated in
the vertical direction with high frequencies steered deeper
than low frequencies.

The reflected signal is received by the whole array. Sig-
nals from individual staves are digitized separately and are
stored for further processing. Following the data collection,
forming the complete three-dimensional data set consists of
two steps. First, the signals from individual staves must be
processed to give horizontal position information. Second,
time–frequency processing is performed on signals corre-

sponding to each horizontal steering direction to give vertical
position and range information.

A. Horizontal position information

The raw signals from individual staves are processed to
give horizontal position information. The focusing delays do
not change with horizontal steering direction, so they are
applied first. The output from the array, with focusing delays
applied, is a two-dimensional matrix with stave number
along one direction and time sample number along the other.
Then beam steering is accomplished using the Radon trans-
form. The discrete Radon transform sums through a matrix at
different angles, resulting in beams steered to several
directions.15

Once the Radon transformation is complete, the two-
dimensional data matrix contains one time signal for each
horizontal steering direction. For a complete set of volumet-
ric data, we then apply time–frequency processing to the
time signal from each horizontal steering direction.

B. Time–frequency processing

Range and vertical position information are determined
using time–frequency processing. Time resolution corre-
sponds to range resolution and frequency resolution corre-
sponds to vertical resolution for our application. Time–
frequency processing has been used to identify targets in
sonar signals based on characteristics of the received
signals,16,17but has not been used to form an image of targets
until Ref. 5.

We limit ourselves to Cohen’s class of time–frequency
distributions whose kernels are independent of the signal.
Cohen’s class of distributions is bilinear in the signal, and
therefore is characterized by oscillating cross terms.18 In this
study, we implement two members of Cohen’s class: the
spectrogram, which is the magnitude squared of the short-
time Fourier transform, and the smoothed pseudo-Wigner
distribution ~SPWD!. The spectrogram is the most likely to
be implemented for early arrays; however, with the spectro-
gram, there is a trade-off in time- and frequency resolution
that depends on the length of the filter used. In an earlier
study, an analysis of resolution using different time–
frequency distributions to form images of point targets with
the linear array showed that the SPWD gave the best overall
results in terms of cross-term level and resolution in the

FIG. 2. Field pattern for array with random placement of elements.

FIG. 1. ~a! Array layout for 2D array with random placement of the four
element phases. Four gray-scale levels represent the four phases of ele-
ments: white, cosine; black, negative cosine; light gray, sine; dark gray,
negative sine.~b! Zoom of ~a! to show detail. Isolated gray squares within
more continuous regions indicate null elements.
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time- and frequency directions.19 Of the distributions consid-
ered in that study, the SPWD had the most parameters avail-
able for optimization, allowing independent smoothing in the
time- and frequency directions.

For the current study, parameters such as the filter
lengths and shapes were determined by forming images of
point targets and optimizing those images for visual appear-
ance. The final window for the spectrogram was chosen to be
a Hanning window with a length of 1024 samples or 50ms.
For the SPWD, the filters used for smoothing in the time and
frequency directions were Gaussian windows, described by
the expression exp(2t2/a22v2/b2), wherea is 3.4ms andb
is 125.73103 rad/s.

The result of time-frequency processing is a three-
dimensional data set, where for each horizontal steering di-
rection, vertical position and range have been obtained.

C. Resolution

The image resolution is dependent not only on the size
of the array, but also on the processing used to form the
images.20 First, we describe the resolution that is achievable
by the array, without considering the processing. Then, we
will consider the resolution obtained when using the spectro-
gram or SPWD. Range resolution will be given in millime-
ters. It is dependent on the bandwidth of the received signal
and the size of the array, as in the case of the linear
amplitude-steered array. Vertical and horizontal resolutions
are measured in degrees. In the vertical direction, the lateral
resolution is very much like that of the linear amplitude-
steered array, which is described in Ref. 20. The resolution
will get worse as the vertical angle increases because the
high frequencies are steered downward. In the horizontal di-
rection, the resolution is similar to that of an electronically
phased array.

The theoretical description of resolution is complicated
by the multiple frequencies and multiple foci in the horizon-
tal direction. For the lowest frequencies used, the volume of
interest is in the far field; therefore, focusing will not be
effective. Horizontal resolution could be estimated by deter-
mining the far-field beam spread of the array. For the highest
frequencies, the region of interest is in the near field. Six
different focal regions are used. A theoretical value for hori-
zontal resolution can be determined at the location of the
foci. At other locations, the diffraction-limited spreading
must be taken into account. Vertical resolution depends on
the frequency separation. Resolution is investigated through
simulations because of the many different cases within our
volume of interest.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

The operation of the linear-phased amplitude-steered ar-
ray for imaging and the results of projection images are dem-
onstrated through simulation.

A. Processing

Data collection with the random two-dimensional
amplitude-steered array is simulated using theFIELD II pro-
gram by Jensen.21,22 A block diagram of the simulations is

shown in Fig. 3. Data collection was simulated in four parts:
cosine elements transmitting, cosine elements receiving; co-
sine elements transmitting, sine elements receiving; sine el-
ements transmitting, cosine elements receiving; and sine el-
ements transmitting, sine elements receiving.

Part~a! of Fig. 3 shows the diagram for one of the four
parts. The array description, frequency response of the trans-
ducer, point target locations, and point target amplitudes
were generated separately and stored asMATLAB files for
input into the simulation program. Within the simulation pro-
gram, the transducer characteristics such as stave and row
spacing were defined and focusing delays were calculated.

The simulated transducer was an array with an approxi-
mately circular aperture. The diameter was 10 cm, with a
row spacing of 215.9mm and a stave spacing of 254mm.
The simulated transducer impulse response was given by
Fig. 4. The center frequency of the response was 4.74 MHz,
calculated as (f 23 dB

1 2 f 23 dB
2 )/2, and the relative bandwidth

was 82.5%. The lowest frequencies transmitted are below the
23-dB bandwidth; however, higher frequencies suffer
greater attenuation. The transmitted signal was a linear FM
chirp with frequency swept from 1 to 5 MHz, corresponding
to steering angles of 24° to 5°. Simulating the actual data
collection, a linear FM chirp was transmitted by the center
two staves of the array.

TheFIELD II program assumes a linear frequency depen-
dence of attenuation, which is an appropriate assumption for
tissue but not for water. In order to include attenuation in the

FIG. 3. Block diagram of simulation. The variablet in the matrix sizes
indicates the number of time samples received, which depends on the dis-
tance between the closest and farthest point targets and the sampling rate.
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simulation, the target strengths were modified according to
their range and vertical position, where vertical position de-
termines the center frequency of the signal that will insonify
the point. Attenuation was calculated using the equation for
the plane-wave amplitude attenuation coefficient given by
Tolstoy and Clay23

a5S 2.3431026S fTf 2

f T
21 f 2 1

3.3831026f 2

f T
D

3~126.5431024P!, ~3!

where a is the attenuation coefficient in Np/m,S530 is
the salinity, given in parts per thousand,P51 is the pressure
in atm, T515° is the temperature in °C,f T521.9
310621520/(T1273)5115.52 is a frequency parameter given in
kHz, and f is the operating frequency in kHz. Point target
amplitudes were reduced according to the round-trip attenu-
ation to that point. The target was placed at 4 m, centered at
0° horizontally and 10° vertically.

FIELD II was used to generate the received output voltage
signal for each stave. The reflected signals were received by
each of the elements in a stave, and the sum of the signals
from elements in the same stave was calculated using the
appropriate phase shift to simulate a lossless lens focused at
4 m in the vertical direction. The stave signals were stored in
a matrix with stave number along one direction and time
sample in the other direction. Before storing the time signal
from a stave as one column of the matrix, appropriate time
delays were implemented for focusing in the horizontal di-
rection. Six depths of focus were used. They were 3.0, 3.3,
3.65, 4.0, 4.6, and 5.2 m.

Figure 3~b! shows how the four parts were combined to
form an image. The2 j and21 terms indicate phase shifts
between the parts. Considering the array operating in receive
mode, signals received on the sine channel must be phase
shifted by 690° before combining them with signals re-
ceived on the cosine channel in order to obtain the correctly
steered beam. An identical phase shift is required on trans-
mit. Therefore, a signal transmitted on the sine channel and
received on the cosine channel requires a690° phase shift. A
signal transmitted on the cosine channel and received by the
sine channel also requires a690° phase shift. The sign of the
90° phase shift determines whether the beam is steered above
or below broadside. A signal transmitted and received on the
sine channel requires a 180° phase shift to be combined with
the signal transmitted and received on the cosine channel.

B. Resolution analysis

Resolution analysis is performed by placing one simu-
lated point target in the field at a time, and measuring the
extent of the point spread function. Point targets were placed
at 0° or 15° horizontally. Vertical positions ranged from 5° to
24° at 1-deg intervals. Range positions ranged from 3 to 5 m
at 10-cm intervals. Range resolution is found using the time
signal after the Radon transform for the correct horizontal
steering direction. Envelope detection is performed using the
Hilbert transform. Then, the envelope is log compressed and
the points 6 dB below the maximum are found. The time
difference between these points is then converted to distance
using the speed of sound. Vertical resolution is found by first
calculating the magnitude squared of the FFT of the entire
received signal. Those data are then log compressed and the
frequency values 6 dB below the maximum are found. That
frequency information is then converted to angular informa-
tion using20

u5sin21S f 0 sinu0

f D , ~4!

whereu is the steering direction for frequencyf, u0 is the
design steering angle, andf 0 is the design frequency. Finally,
horizontal resolution is found by calculating the Radon trans-
form for a range of angles around the target’s actual angular
position. This calculation forms part of an image in the hori-
zontal angle/range plane. The horizontal resolution is the lat-
eral extent of the point spread function measured by26-dB
points.

FIG. 4. Simulated transducer impulse response. The transducer has a center
frequency of 4.74 MHz and an 82.5% bandwidth.
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Tables showing the results for horizontal, vertical, and
range resolution for targets at 0° horizontally are given in
Tables I, II, and III, respectively. Horizontal resolution stays
fairly constant in range due to the multiple foci. Horizontal
resolution degrades as vertical steering angle increases be-
cause lower frequencies are steered to larger angles. Vertical
resolution degrades with range because only one focal zone
is used. Vertical resolution degrades with increasing steering
angle due to the change in frequency. Range resolution de-
grades slightly as range increases and it degrades as steering
angle increases because of the change in frequency.

At very high frequencies~small steering angles!, vertical
resolution is better than horizontal resolution at closer
ranges, but comparable to horizontal resolution at far ranges,
because there is only one focus in the vertical direction. At
low frequencies, vertical resolution is fairly stable because
targets are in the far field, and therefore, focusing does not
have any effect. Also, for low frequencies vertical resolution
is better than horizontal resolution because of the transmit–
receive combination. The transmit beam pattern is wide in
the horizontal direction, but narrow in the vertical direction.
The main lobe of the receive beam pattern is narrow both in
the horizontal and vertical directions. The comparison be-
tween vertical and horizontal resolution shows one of the
advantages of the amplitude-steered array over a system that
uses a broad transmit and a conventional phased array to
receive. Better resolution in the vertical direction than in the
horizontal direction is a result of having a narrow transmit

beam in the vertical direction for each frequency.
Resolutions are also measured for data following time–

frequency processing. In this case, only range and vertical
resolutions are measured. The Radon transform is calculated
for the appropriate steering angle, then two-dimensional im-
ages are formed using either the spectrogram or the SPWD.
The comparison is thus made for slice images at one hori-
zontal steering direction rather than for projections through
the horizontal steering direction. Resolutions are measured
from the image as the26-dB range and vertical extent of the
pulse spread function.

Plots showing the comparisons of range and vertical
resolutions for the case of no time–frequency processing or
processing with the spectrogram and SPWD are given in Fig.
5. Part~a! shows the range resolutions for the three cases.
The solid line respresents the results for no processing, and
should be the lowest line for all angles. However, the dotted
line, representing the results for the SPWD, dips below the
solid line. The SPWD can produce resolution very close to
the limit of no processing, but it cannot do better. Part~b!
shows the results for the vertical resolution. Again, the
SPWD resolution approaches that of no processing.

For both range and vertical resolution, the spectrogram
results are not as good as the others. We could improve one
at the expense of the other by changing the window length.
For comparison, in~b!, the dashed-dotted line shows the
horizontal resolution measured with no processing. It is
worse than the resolution in the vertical direction because the
transmit beam in the horizontal direction is broad.

C. Simulated target

To demonstrate the array operation, projection images
were produced by simulating data collection from a more
complicated target. The target used for these simulations was
designed to include some features of a mine, including rep-
resentations of bolts and a slanted face. A diagram of the
target with dimensions is shown in Fig. 6. The bolts are
approximately 2 cm across and raised 1 cm above the planar
surface of the mine to test the resolution limits. The slanted
face is intended to provide information about depth resolu-
tion. The original computer model of this target was created
at the Applied Research Laboratory at the Pennsylvania State
University usingAUTOCAD. In this study, we use the model
by assuming the node positions ofAUTOCAD were point tar-

TABLE III. Range resolution in mm.

Vertical
angle~deg!

Range
~m!

3 3.5 4 4.5 5

5 4.76 5.42 3.52 3.52 3.66
7 6.34 7.03 7.62 8.13 8.31
9 8.09 8.75 9.38 9.78 10.1

11 9.96 10.5 11.1 11.6 11.9
13 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 13.8
15 13.0 13.5 14.2 14.6 15.1
17 15.5 15.9 16.3 16.7 17.0
19 16.8 17.4 17.9 18.3 18.7
21 18.8 19.2 19.5 19.9 20.1
23 20.3 20.9 21.1 21.5 21.8

TABLE I. Horizontal resolution in degrees.

Vertical
angle~deg!

Range
~m!

3 3.5 4 4.5 5

5 0.239 0.237 0.231 0.237 0.238
7 0.332 0.335 0.329 0.322 0.316
9 0.429 0.432 0.427 0.419 0.407

11 0.525 0.527 0.521 0.465 0.457
13 0.619 0.575 0.570 0.565 0.559
15 0.710 0.710 0.704 0.700 0.694
17 0.810 0.811 0.806 0.802 0.799
19 0.907 0.911 0.907 0.902 0.900
21 0.983 0.981 0.974 0.970 0.966
23 1.082 1.081 1.079 1.078 1.076

TABLE II. Vertical resolution in degrees.

Vertical
angle~deg!

Range
~m!

3 3.5 4 4.5 5

5 0.151 0.178 0.310 0.260 0.213
7 0.221 0.231 0.244 0.275 0.340
9 0.283 0.292 0.301 0.317 0.333

11 0.338 0.344 0.356 0.363 0.373
13 0.403 0.407 0.413 0.418 0.426
15 0.521 0.526 0.537 0.547 0.555
17 0.547 0.549 0.556 0.561 0.563
19 0.643 0.648 0.653 0.658 0.664
21 0.688 0.701 0.698 0.706 0.710
23 0.766 0.773 0.778 0.780 0.788
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gets in theFIELD II program. The definition of the bolts re-
quired many nodes. Therefore, they were highly dense tar-
gets, making them easier to detect.

The point-target representation of the target is shown in
Fig. 7. The orientation of the target in these figures corre-
sponds to the orientation in which it is imaged. The axis
labeledX-Lateral directioncorresponds to horizontal steer-
ing directions. The axis labeledY-Lateral directioncorre-
sponds to vertical steering angles.Height corresponds to
axial distance. The bolts are closest to the array in range.

D. Image results

Sample projection images are shown in Figs. 8, 9, 10,
and 11. In each of these projection images, one dimension of
resolution that is present in the data is given up to display the
image.

Figure 8 shows the projection image through the vertical
direction or the view from the top. At this orientation, which
corresponds to Fig. 7~b!, the observer sees the cylindrical
target along its height; therefore, it appears as a rectangle.
The bolts appear as white spots at the top of the image which
corresponds to the closest range. Figure 9 shows the projec-
tion through range or the front view. This is a C-mode image
in that the plane of view is parallel to the plane containing
the transducer. At this orientation, which corresponds to Fig.
7~a!, the observer views the top of the cylinder, so that the
target appears as a circle. The slanted face is not apparent in
the projection image. It is apparent in an image displaying
the range of the first maximum~not shown!. The bolts appear
as a ring of bright spots near the bottom of the circle. The
bottom of the circle, which corresponds to higher frequen-
cies, appears more dim due to the greater attenuation despite
the better frequency response of the transducer at higher fre-
quencies. The top of the circle, corresponding to lower inci-
dent frequencies, appears more blurred due to the wider
beamwidths at lower frequencies.

Figures 10 and 11 show the projection through the hori-
zontal direction or the side view. Figure 10 uses the spectro-
gram to calculate the projection, and Fig. 11 uses the SPWD.
In both cases, the bottom of the image is more dim and the
top is more blurred for the reasons discussed above. Also in

FIG. 5. Comparison of resolutions for no processing~solid line!, spectro-
gram processing~dashed line!, and SPWD processing~dotted line!, for ~a!
range resolution and~b! vertical resolution. For comparison, the dashed-
dotted line in~b! shows the horizontal resolution measured with no process-
ing.

FIG. 6. Diagram of test target. Dimensions are given in inches.
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both cases, the overall shape of the target with the slanted
face in the vertical direction is apparent. The SPWD image is
much sharper than the spectrogram image. The SPWD image
suffers from streaking in the vertical direction. The streaking
can be reduced at the expense of resolution in the vertical
direction by increasing the smoothing in that direction.

The three projection images allow us to display the data
with reduced processing. Together, the three projection im-
ages produce an impression of the shape of the target. Reso-
lution of small features can be improved by increasing the
diameter of the array. Resolution may also be improved by

increasing the frequency; however, increasing the frequency
may cause additional problems due to the increase in attenu-
ation.

V. DISCUSSION

We have shown that by using frequency steering in one
direction, the lateral resolution is improved in that direction,
over the resolution achieved using a wide transmit beam. To
improve resolution in both directions, we would like to be
able to transmit a single pulse, using the full array rather than
two staves, and then form images using frequency steering in
both vertical and horizontal directions. We would consider
this the full two-dimensional amplitude-steered array. Our
current system for volumetric imaging is more accurately
described as a linear-phased amplitude-steered array, because
amplitude steering is used in the vertical direction, and con-
ventional phased-array beam steering is used in the horizon-
tal direction.

We are not able to achieve the full two-dimensional
amplitude-steered array by applying fixed amplitude weight-
ing along both rows and staves. With amplitude weighting
only in the vertical direction, and assuming no phased-array
steering in the horizontal direction, a pulse collects a plane of
data perpendicular to the array face that is vertical. If we
applied fixed amplitude weighting in both vertical and hori-
zontal directions, a single pulse would produce a two-
dimensional image representing a plane perpendicular to the
array face and rotated around the array axis.

FIG. 7. View of target as point sources:~a! top; ~b! from horizontal, with the
sloped surface facing the reader; and~c! from vertical.

FIG. 8. Projection through the vertical direction, formed by envelope-
detecting data following the Radon transform. The gray scale is in dB.

FIG. 9. Projection through the range direction, formed by calculating the
Fourier transform of each signal following the Radon transform. The gray
scale is in dB.
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Lu’s array, which formsgrid array beams, could be con-
sidered a full two-dimensional amplitude-steered array, in
that array weighting is used in both lateral directions. How-
ever, his amplitude weighting is not fixed. An extensive bib-
liography of Lu’s work in limited diffraction beams is avail-
able in Ref. 11.

Forming grid array beams requires amplitude weighting
on the elements of a two-dimensional array which is derived
from Eq. ~11! of Ref. 24:

FG~x,y,z2c1t !5~coskxx!~coskyy!eikz~z2c1t !, ~5!

whereFG is a three-dimensional wave field, the subscriptG
refers to grid array beams,x andy are the lateral directions,
z is the axial direction, and (kx ,ky ,kz) are the components of
the vector wave number. Equation~5! is a limited diffraction
solution to the wave equation because the transverse beam
pattern does not change asz increases. The weighting on the
elements is given by

A~x,y!5cos~kxx!cos~kyy!. ~6!

Choosing values for the parameterskx andky gives one set
of grid array beams, and therefore, one received signal. That
single signal cannot be processed by itself to give target po-

sition in three dimensions. Multiple grid array beams are
formed in order to obtain the data for target localization.
Forming an image requires changing the weighting on the
elements by changingkx and ky . By calculating the output
of the array for many different values ofkx and ky , i.e.,
summing signals from array elements with different weight-
ings, a three-dimensional data set is formed. Multiple sets of
beams can be formed by storing signals from individual el-
ements of the transducer array or by using electronics to
calculate multiple grid array beams, and therefore multiple
received signals, at once. The image is obtained using a
three-dimensional inverse Fourier transform.

We can put our amplitude weighting in the form of Eq.
~5!; however, our weighting is only in thex direction, and it
is fixed. For each row, we have weighting terms cos((2n
21)f) and sin((2n21)f), where n was an index used to
enumerate the row andf5(k0d/2)sinu0. These weighting
terms are discretized versions of cos(kxx) and sin(kxx), where
kx5k0 sinu0 and x5(2n21)(d/2). With fixed weighting,
we have only a single value ofkx , whereas the limited dif-
fraction beam system uses variablekx andky . The result is
that our lateral resolution varies with angle. Lu’s lateral reso-
lution remains constant at a particular range.

One final difference between our work and that of Lu is
that, although we apply similar weighting to our array, we do
not claim to be using limited diffraction beams. For a finite
array size, the transmitted and receive beams will diffract;
however, Lu forms his images well within the near field and
finds that diffraction effects are not important. We form our
images before the near-field/far-field transition for part of our
frequency range; however, for the lower frequencies, our tar-
gets are assumed to be in the far field of the array.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced the linear-phased amplitude-steered
array and associated processing for real-time volumetric
imaging.25 A previous implementation of the amplitude-
steered array suffered from grating lobes and large beam-
widths. The array layout has been modified with randomized
element assignment so that sidelobes are low. And, the aper-
ture is large compared with a wavelength even at the lowest
frequency, so the beamwidths have been improved.

The main obstacle to collecting a volume of high-
resolution, high SNR data in real time is the time required to
scan a beam in two dimensions. Often, to avoid scanning the
transmit beam in many directions, a broad transmit beam is
used; however, the result is poorer resolution than would be
achieved by using a narrow transmit and receive beam. Us-
ing the amplitude-steered array, the beam, which is narrow in
the vertical dimension, is scanned in the vertical direction as
the frequency of the transmitted pulse changes. Received sig-
nals from different directions are separated by frequency
content, not by time, greatly reducing the time required to
collect data and with improved lateral resolution in the di-
rection of frequency separation. The amplitude-steered array
offers the additional benefit of reducing the number of chan-
nels required to process data from a dense two-dimensional
array. The array uses only four channels per column of ele-
ments rather than one channel for each array element.

FIG. 10. Projection through the horizontal direction, formed using the spec-
trogram processing on the summed output of the Radon transform. The gray
scale is in dB.

FIG. 11. Projection through the horizontal direction, formed using SPWD
processing on the summed output of the Radon transform. The gray scale is
in dB.
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We chose to transmit a broad beam in the horizontal
direction and to focus in that dimension only on receive be-
cause the large ranges associated with our application re-
quired collecting a volume of data with a single transmit
pulse. For medical imaging, with shorter ranges of interest
and greater demand for high resolution, we could transmit
beams that are narrow and steered in the horizontal direction
as well as in the vertical direction. The volume of data would
be collected in the same time that it currently takes to form a
two-dimensional image using standard ultrasonic imaging
techniques.
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Volumetric acoustic imaging is desirable for the visualization of underwater objects and structures;
however, the implementation of a volumetric imaging system is difficult due to the high channel
count of a fully populated two-dimensional array. Recently, a linear amplitude-steered array with a
reduced electronics requirement was presented, which is capable of collecting a two-dimensional set
of data with a single transmit pulse. In this study, we demonstrate the use of the linear
amplitude-steered array and associated image formation algorithms for collecting and displaying
volumetric data; that is, proof of principle of the amplitude-steering concept and the associated
image formation algorithms is demonstrated. Range and vertical position are obtained by taking
advantage of the frequency separation of a vertical linear amplitude-steered array. The third
dimension of data is obtained by rotating the array such that the mainlobe is mechanically steered
in azimuth. Data are collected in a water tank at the Pennsylvania State University Applied Research
Laboratory for two targets: a ladder and three pipes. These data are the first experimental data
collected with an amplitude-steered array for the purposes of imaging. The array is 10 cm in
diameter and is operated in the frequency range of 80 to 304 kHz. Although the array is small for
high-resolution imaging at these frequencies, the rungs of the ladder are recognizable in the images.
The three pipes are difficult to discern in two of the projection images; however, the pipes separated
in range are clear in the image showing vertical position versus range. The imaging concept is
demonstrated on measured data, and the simulations agree well with the experimental results.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1518698#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Yj, 43.30.Wi@DLB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Volumetric imaging is of interest in sonar and other ap-
plications because of the additional information provided by
the third dimension of data. Three-dimensional sonar imag-
ing has been developed for applications such as fish count-
ing, mine hunting, and inspecting structures. In general, sys-
tems are designed to complement or replace optical systems,
which are ineffective in turbid water.

Several of the systems discussed in the literature are
based on transmitting a single pulse with a broad region of
coverage and then focusing or processing the received sig-
nals to produce an image. Jones1 uses a conceptually simple
system, transmitting a chirp over a broad region and then
using a sparse two-dimensional array to steer and focus the
receive beam. The broad transmit beam lowers the achiev-
able resolution. Such a system also suffers from poor signal-
to-noise ratio due to the broad spread of transmitted energy

and the high average sidelobe level of the receive beam pat-
tern.

Murino et al. also use a single transmit pulse to insonify
a region and a two-dimensional transducer array to receive
reflected signals; however, the processing is not conventional
beamforming of the received signals.2 Instead, the processing
involves a noncoherent correlation of the received signals, or
correlation of the envelopes of the received signals. The pro-
posed method is reported to have the advantages of reduction
in speckle and no grating lobes regardless of interelement
spacing. Thus, the array can be sparse to reduce complexity.
However, it is acknowledged that the method will have poor
angular resolution. In addition, although the23-dB beam-
width of the correlation system can be made comparable to
that of a focused beamforming system, the210-dB and
220-dB beamwidths of the correlation system are much
larger than those of the focused beamforming system, lead-
ing to poor image contrast.

Papazoglou and Krolik3 have improved an imaging sys-
tem for studying zooplankton by using adaptive beamform-
ing. The original system, referred to asFishTV, uses two
linear arrays of eight elements each in the typical geometry
of a Mills Cross array. The composite pattern has 64 pencil

a!Electronic mail: hillsley@brl.uiuc.edu. Current address: Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory, 11100 Johns Hopkins Road, Lau-
rel, MD 20723.

b!Electronic mail: wjh2@psu.edu
c!Electronic mail: wdo@uiuc.edu
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beams. A minimum variance distortionless response beam-
former is used to lower sidelobes from210 dB to220 dB
and improve resolution from 2° to 0.25°. The frame rate is
reported to be 4 frames per second. Images contain few pix-
els and are difficult to interpret.

Other researchers are developing lens-based systems.
Belcher has developed three small, high-frequency sonars
that use lenses.4,5 The transmitter is a single element or row
of the two-dimensional array. The receiver is the two-
dimensional array located in the focal plane of the lens. Erik-
son et al. are developing an acoustic camera. It is also a
lens-based system using a transducer hybrid array~THA! and
a C-scan format for data collection.6 A separate transmitter,
with a wide beam, is used to insonify the region of interest.
Then, an acoustic lens is used to image multiple planes onto
the acoustic array. In all of these systems, the lens accom-
plishes the focusing, so that the electronics requirement is
reduced. A small number of range planes can be collected
with a single transmit pulse; more range planes are collected
with successive pulses. The total range depth that can be
imaged is determined by the depth of focus of the acoustic
lens, which is limited.

Recently, a linear amplitude-steered array was presented
that is capable of collecting a two-dimensional set of data
with a single transmit pulse and has a reduced requirement
for electronics.7 The linear amplitude-steered array steers the
mainlobe by changing frequency. The potential for beam
steering and imaging by changing frequency had been rec-
ognized by Lizzi and Weil.8 Using a curved transducer with
tapered thickness and exciting the transducer with different
frequencies, beams with different origins and steering direc-
tions are radiated. By changing the frequency continuously,
the beam is scanned through a sector. The system is limited
by the fact that the ratio of highest to lowest excitation fre-
quency cannot be more than 3. Otherwise, at the highest
frequencies, multiple beams will be radiated with different
orientations and steering directions, as the transducer will
radiate from all places where the excitation frequency is an
odd multiple of a half wavelength of thickness.

The concept of steering the maximum response of an
array using amplitude weighting was introduced by Hughes
and Thompson in 1976.9 At that time, the intent of amplitude
steering was to tilt the maximum response of the beam pat-
tern without using phase-shift networks or multiple delay
lines, which are bulky. A steered beam was achieved by sum-
ming the signals from two appropriately weighted subarrays
with a single 90° phase shift. Initially, amplitude weighting
was applied with an electronic gain,10 but as shaped hydro-
phones were developed,11 amplitude weighting was achieved
geometrically, further reducing the electronics requirement.12

In the original formulation, the beam was steered to a
particular direction at a single frequency, and the fact that the
steering direction changed with frequency was considered a
drawback of the design. By operating a vertical linear
amplitude-steered array in broadband mode, with an impul-
sive or chirp excitation, the maximum response axis is swept
over a range of vertical steering angles. A vertical plane of
data is created from a received signal using a short-time Fou-
rier transform~STFT!. The temporal position of the STFT

window gives the range of the target, and the frequencies
contained within the window give the vertical angle of the
target.

There have not been any experimental tests for this new
volumetric imaging concept using amplitude steering. In this
study a small experimental array, which was used for the
low-frequency validation of the two-dimensional amplitude-
steering concept, is utilized for the three-dimensional volu-
metric imaging. It would have been preferable to have a
large aperture array with random element assignments, but
one was not available. Another contribution13 that introduced
this new imaging method had demonstrated feasibility with
simulated data, not experimental results. Despite the short-
comings of this array, and the fact that resolution of the
images is low, the experimental results verify the simulations
and support the work in the higher frequency medical imag-
ing.

In order to collect volumetric data with a linear
amplitude-steered array, the array is rotated such that the
mainlobe is mechanically steered in the azimuthal direction
and one pulse is transmitted for each steering direction. Data
are collected in a water tank and images of three targets are
produced. Section II gives a description of the array used for
data collection. The experimental system used to collect the
data is described in Sec. III. The image formation algorithms
are briefly discussed in Section IV. And, in Sec. V, results are
compared to simulations formed using theFIELD II

program.14,15FIELD II has been widely used for simulations of
transducer beam patterns and for simulations of imaging
scenarios.16–18 Following the comparison of images from
simulated and experimental data, a conclusion is given.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ARRAY

Amplitude steering using a linear array has been de-
scribed previously.7,9,12,19It is reviewed here briefly. The ar-
ray pattern for a steered linear array with an even number of
point sources/receivers can be written as

H~u!5
2

N
@cosf cosu

1¯1cos~~2n21!f!cos~~2n21!u!

1¯1cos~~N21!f!cos~~N21!u!

1sinf sinu1¯1sin~~2n21!f!sin~~2n21!u!

1¯1sin~~N21!f!sin~~N21!u!# n51,...,N/2,

~1!

whereu is the angular position in the field,N is the ~even!
number of elements,d is the interelement spacing,k is the
wave number at the operating frequency,k0 is the wave
number at the designed frequency,u0 is the designed steering
angle, andf5(k0d/2)sinu0 and u5(kd/2)sinu. Equation
~1! is interpreted as beam steering by amplitude weighting
the elements. Steering by amplitude weighting is accom-
plished using two sets of weightings, one phase symmetric
and one phase antisymmetric. In the phase-symmetric
case, the weights on each element are cos((2n21)f), where
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ne@2(N/2)11,N/2# is an index used to enumerate the ele-
ments. Elements placed symmetrically about the center of
the array are added with equal weights and in phase. In the
phase-antisymmetric case, the weights on each element are
sin((2n21)f). Elements placed symmetrically about the cen-
ter of the array are added with equal weights and with a 180°
phase shift. The output signal of the phase-antisymmetric
array must be phase shifted by 90° before combining with
the output of the phase-symmetric array in order to achieve
the steered beam. The parameterf is a fixed value as defined
above. By changing the frequency, the steering angle of the
mainlobe is changed as

f5
k0d

2
sinu05

kfd

2
sinu f , ~2!

u f5sin21S f 0

f
sinu0D , ~3!

where the subscriptf has been added to emphasize the new
operating frequency, andu f is the new steering direction.

The amplitude weighting can be achieved geometrically
rather than electronically by dividing the available area of a
single piezoelectric crystal into cosine and sine regions ac-
cording to the ratio of the weights, as shown by Fig. 1. To
derive this figure, we first imagine that we can phase a con-
tinuous rectangular transducer to steer its main beam. We use
the following equation to determine the phase at each point
along the length of the transducer:

Hcontinuous~u!5E ejk0x sin~u0!e2 jkx sin~u!dx, ~4!

whereu is the angular argument of the beam pattern mea-
sured relative to the broadside direction,k0 is the wave num-
ber at the design frequency,u0 is the design steering angle,
andx is the spatial position along the transducer. We separate
the phase into its real and imaginary parts to obtain

Hcontinuous~u!5E cos~k0x sinu0!e2 jkx sin udx

1 j E sin~k0x sinu0!e2 jkx sin udx, ~5!

where the first term of the sum corresponds to the cosine
array and the second term corresponds to the sine array.

Part ~a! of Fig. 1 shows the regions belonging to the
cosine and sine arrays for the continuous transducer. The
solid line represents the cosine array, and the dashed line
represents the sine array. The weighting is achieved by
changing the shape of the transducer. In part~b! of Fig. 1, we
show that the two different weightings must occupy the same
space. In Fig. 1~c!, we show that the correct weighting at
eachx is achieved by using a cosine function and a~sine
1cosine! function for weighting.

The array used in these experiments is a two-
dimensional matrix of elements with elements assigned to
sine or cosine regions, corresponding approximately to the
regions shown in Fig. 1. The cosine and sine weightings can
be positive or negative; therefore, there are four possible
subgroups of elements: positive and negative cosine, and
positive and negative sine. Figure 2 shows the layout of the

array with four gray levels representing four subgroups of
elements. In Fig. 1, the frequency separation is in the hori-
zontal direction, and in Fig. 2, the frequency separation is in
the vertical direction. Although the array layout is largely
based on the ‘‘shaped crystal’’ implementation, the flexibility
offered by using a matrix of elements rather than a single
crystal is used to increase the intermixing of the types of
elements.

The array used for data collection is approximately cir-
cular with a diameter of 10 cm. The maximum array dimen-
sions are 52 by 55 elements. Interelement spacing is 2.11
mm in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The array
has a geometric focus at 0.61 m formed by curving the array
slightly; however, the focus does not have much effect as it is
very close to the near-field/far-field transition even at the
highest frequencies used. The array was built for purposes
other than imaging, but has been used for this work to dem-
onstrate the volumetric imaging concept on measured data.

FIG. 1. Array layout for linear array.~a! The cosine~solid line! and sine
~dashed line! phased elements.~b! Cosine and sine phased elements must
share space.~c! In the linear array the sharing is calculated using cosine and
~sine1cosine! functions.
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The array is designed to steer to 30° at 100 kHz. The
peak frequency response of the array is at 220 kHz. In Fig. 3,
the calculated beam pattern is shown for 400 kHz. The 400
kHz beam is steered to approximately 7°. Additional major
lobes appear at 49.8° in the vertical direction and61.59° in
the horizontal direction, and they are only 12.4 dB below the
mainlobe. The presence of high sidelobes reveals that this
array layout or assignment of elements is nonideal. A discus-
sion of how the beam pattern will be improved by changing
the layout of the array is included in Ref. 13. Grating lobes
are eliminated by randomizing the assignment of elements of
different types, and the mainlobe width is improved by in-
creasing the frequency while keeping the array diameter the
same.

III. DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM

The data were collected in an anechoic tank at the Ap-
plied Research Laboratory~ARL! at the Pennsylvania State
University. The tank measured 5.49 m deep by 5.33 m long
by 7.92 m wide and was filled with stale water. The array

was held by a custom-built positioning system~Scientific-
Atlanta, Inc., Atlanta, GA! with 0.318 cm ~1/8-in.! depth
resolution and60.02° rotational resolution around a vertical
axis. Data were collected in 1° rotational steps.

A diagram of the system used to collect pulse–echo data
is shown in Fig. 4. An HP 3314 function generator was used
to manually trigger data collection. The transmit signal was
generated by an HP 89410A vector signal analyzer. The
transmit signal was split so that one signal path proceeded
through a 90° phase shift to produce the excitation signal for
the elements designated as sine elements. Each signal path
then went through a power amplifier~model L6, Instruments,
Inc., San Diego, CA!. The output from each amplifier was
fed into a current voltage sensor~model VIT-13, Instruments,
Inc., San Diego, CA!, used to monitor the current and volt-
age into the array electronics. The outputs from both sensors
were input into the custom-built phased array electronics box
~ARL!, which excited the amplitude-steered array. The out-
put from one current voltage sensor was also fed into an HP
59307A VHF switch so that the transmit voltage could be
recorded by a second HP 89410A vector signal analyzer.

The received signal from the amplitude-steered array
was returned back through the phased array electronics,
through a Krohn-Hite 3103A filter with a passband between
500 Hz and 1 MHz, to the VHF switch, and finally to chan-
nel 2 of the second vector signal analyzer. The vector signal
analyzer digitized both transmit and receive signals at a sam-
pling rate of 1.024 MHz. Signals were stored on disk in HP
format and later converted toMATLAB format using software
provided by HP.

The transmit signal generated by the first vector signal
analyzer is a linear FM chirp, 0.5 ms in length. The start
frequency is 304 kHz and the stop frequency is 80 kHz,
giving angular coverage from 9.5° to 38.7°. The lower fre-
quencies are given greater initial amplitude to partially com-
pensate for the frequency response of the transducer. The

FIG. 2. Array layout for 2D array based on implementation of linear array.
Four gray-scale levels represent the four phases for elements: white, cosine;
black, negative cosine; light gray, sine; dark gray, negative sine.

FIG. 3. Field pattern for 2D array based on implementation of linear array.

FIG. 4. Diagram of data acquisition system.
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array is oriented such that lower frequencies are steered far-
ther downward than higher frequencies.

In order to process the signals, the received signals from
each horizontal steering direction were first time gated to
remove the initial bleed-through of the transmit. Then, the
signals were filtered with a matched filter for pulse compres-
sion. The two-dimensional matrix of data contains one time
signal for each azimuthal steering direction. For a complete
set of volumetric data, we then apply time–frequency pro-
cessing to the time signal from each azimuthal steering di-
rection to determine vertical position and range. The STFT
window is a 0.02-ms Hanning window.

IV. IMAGE FORMATION ALGORITHMS

Once the three-dimensional data set has been calculated,
the data must be displayed. Surface or volume rendering re-
quires significant processing. Surface rendering is difficult
when targets have flat surfaces with significant reflectivity
because reflected energy may be directed away from the re-
ceiver, resulting in a low received signal despite the presence
of a surface. Surface rendering also may be particularly dif-
ficult in the presence of noise or when resolution is not high
enough.

Kamgar-Parsiet al.5 studied many possible alternatives
to volume and surface rendering including range images that
display the first maximum above a threshold, and acoustic
photographs which integrate the backscatter intensities along
each beam. They found that displaying the maximum pro-
duced images similar to surface rendering. Taking the depth
to the first maximum produced better results. These methods
are limited to displaying the data at one orientation.

Projection images are another alternative to surface or
volume rendering. Projection images integrate through one
dimension to display the other two as an image, in which
brightness indicates target strength. An image of vertical ver-
sus horizontal position is formed by summing through the
range information. An image of range versus horizontal po-
sition is formed by summing through the vertical position
information. And, an image of vertical position versus range
is formed by summing through the horizontal information.

One way to form projection images is to begin with the
full three-dimensional volume of data and sum through the
various directions; however, in our case projection images
are formed more directly from the received signals. Forming
the three-dimensional data set requires time–frequency pro-
cessing for each horizontal beam. The projection images can
be formed faster using different processing. The projection
image of range versus horizontal position is formed by en-
velope detecting the received signals from each horizontal
steering direction. Range resolution is better than time–
frequency methods that use a sliding window, effectively av-
eraging over the samples in the window. The image of ver-
tical position versus horizontal position is formed by taking a
single Fourier transform of the entire received signal for each
steering direction. Since the image does not display any
range information, time–frequency processing is not neces-
sary for this image. Also, by using the entire signal, the best
frequency resolution is obtained, giving the best resolution of
vertical position. These two images represent the extremes of

using the STFT, with very short or very long processing
windows. Finally, to form the image of vertical position ver-
sus range, time–frequency processing is required. Rather
than performing the calculation for every horizontal beam,
the sum through the horizontal beams is taken first, and then
the time–frequency distribution is calculated only once.

The image resolution is dependent not only on the size
of the array,7 but also on the processing used to form the
images. Also, because of the frequency separation, resolution
will vary throughout the insonified field. Following the
analysis of Ref. 7, which defines resolution as the23-dB
width of the point spread function, the best range resolu-
tion we could achieve is 0.4423c/D f , which corresponds to
3.0 mm. The best lateral resolution we could achieve is 4.4
cm at 304 kHz and 16.6 cm at 80 kHz at a range of 1 m.
Image formation algorithms are described in greater detail in
Ref. 19.

V. SIMULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Pulse–echo data were collected for several targets using
the system described above. To describe target locations, we
give two sets of coordinates, which are pictured in Fig. 5.
The first set of coordinates is in (x,y,z) form, wherex is the
horizontal position parallel to the face of the array,y is the
depth, andz is the horizontal position perpendicular to the
face of the array. Thus,x andy are lateral positions andz is
an axial position. Positivey is down, and positivez is away
from the array in the broadside direction. Positivex follows
from the right-hand rule. This convention is in agreement
with that used by theFIELD II program.

The second set of coordinates is in (r ,uv ,uh) form,
wherer is the range from the center of the array,uv is the
vertical angle relative to horizontal with the origin at the
center of the array, anduh is the horizontal angle relative to
the broadside direction, also with the origin at the center of
the array. Both sets of coordinates are given because the
images of the targets are given using both coordinates.

In the simulations, the frequency response of the trans-
ducer was assumed to be flat, and the excitation signal did
not change amplitude with frequency. The target positions
were rotated to simulate the rotation of the array. Processing
of the simulated data was the same as processing of the ex-
perimental data, with the exception of the initial time gating,
which was not necessary for the simulated data.

FIG. 5. Illustration to show axes and angles used to define target positions.
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Comparisons between the simulations and experiments
are made on a qualitative basis. Target positions were mea-
sured at the water surface and therefore are known only ap-
proximately. Gross differences between the images from
simulated and experimental data are apparent visually. Nu-
merical comparisons, for example using the energy of a dif-
ference image or a correlation technique, would require mul-
tiple time-consuming simulations as the targets are translated
and rotated to provide a better match, and not much insight
would be gained.

A. Ladder target

The ladder target was a standard 6-ft. wooden step lad-
der with rungs that were 30.5 cm~1 ft.! apart. The ladder was
placed in the water in the folded position so that it hung
approximately vertically, 1.2 m away from the array. Figure
6~a! shows a picture of the target and array. The target posi-
tion and orientation are shown in Fig. 6~b!. Two rungs appear
within the insonified region; however, a third rung is very
close in depth to the insonified region. The locations of these
three rungs are given by the coordinates~60.152 m, 0.406
m, 1.2 m!; ~60.152 m, 0.711 m, 1.2 m!; and ~60.152 m,
1.02 m, 1.2 m!. In terms of angles, the coordinates are~1.27
m, 18.7°,67.2°!; ~1.40 m, 30.7°,67.2°!; and~1.57 m, 40.2°,
67.2°!. The positive and negative values in thex and uh

coordinates represent a range which is the extent of a rung.
Data were collected over a range of horizontal angles from
230° to 30°. In the simulation, the sides of the ladder and
each rung were represented as a line of point targets. To
represent the targets, 53 636 points were used.

Figure 7 shows the projection images through the verti-
cal angle using simulated and experimental data. The three
rungs should be present at 1.27, 1.4, and 1.57 m. All three
rungs are visible at the correct ranges in the image from
simulated data. The farthest rung is less bright because it is
not fully within the insonified region. Preceding the closest
rung in range, there is a very thin line that extends across the
image. This artifact is due to the discontinuity at the onset of
the received signal. The artifact is also present in the image
from experimental data, to a lesser extent. The third rung is
not visible in the image from experimental data, due to the
low response of the array at lower frequencies, and due to the
position of the rung just outside of the insonified region. At
the closest/highest rung, reflections from the sides of the lad-
der appear. Also, there is an additional reflection at the top
rung in the experimental data probably due to the fact that
the ladder is a folding ladder, and there is a step behind the
rung.

Figure 8 shows the projection images through range us-
ing simulated and experimental data. Both the image from
simulated data and the image from experimental data show
two rungs. The third rung is below the range shown in the
image. The upper rung appears smaller, indicating the
smaller beamwidth at the higher frequency. In both cases, the
lower rung appears wider. In the image from experimental
data, the lower rung also appears less bright, due to the
smaller response of the transducer at the lower frequency.

Figure 9 shows the projection images through the hori-
zontal angle using simulated and experimental data. Both the

images from simulated and experimental data show three
rungs. The highest rung appears to be closest to the trans-
ducer in range. The third~lowest! rung appears in this pro-
jection because summing across the horizontal angles has
increased the signal level above the threshold for display.
However, only part of the lowest rung is visible. The middle
rung appears the brightest because of the summing operation.
The simulated image is very smooth. There is a reflection
that extends through most of the vertical distance just before
the highest rung. That reflection is due to the artifact de-
scribed above caused by the onset of the signal. The image
from experimental data also has a reflection before the first
~highest! rung, due to the artifact. In addition, there is a
reflection behind the highest rung and above the middle
rung. It may be a reflection from the flat step behind the
rung. Although the ladder is hanging vertically, the rungs

FIG. 6. ~a! Picture of the ladder target prepared for data collection. The
array is the circular object held by a frame behind the ladder~above the
ladder in the picture.! The structure that holds the array is reflected in the
water surface.~b! Top, front, and side views to show position and orienta-
tion of ladder target.
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appear to move away from the transducer in range as they
become deeper because the insonified region is off-
broadside, directed downward.

In the three images, the rungs of the ladder are clearly
long in the horizontal direction and compact in the vertical
and range directions. There is excellent agreement between
the simulated and experimental data for these three sets of
images. The rungs of the ladder are perpendicular to the
direction of frequency separation, and therefore each rung
reflects a small range of frequencies. There are some differ-
ences that show more structure in the experimental data due
to the model of the ladder and due to the fact that the simu-
lation assumes simple reflection.

B. Three-pipe target

The next targets used were three steel pipe targets. The
pipes are each 3.05 m~10 ft.! long, with an outer diameter of

2.54 cm~1 in.! and an inner diameter of 0.794 cm~5/16 in.!.
The targets are arranged as three corners of a square, where
the side of the square has a length of 30.5 cm~1 ft.!. The
target positions and orientations are shown in Fig. 10. The
pipe locations are given by the coordinates~0 m, 2, 1.0 m!;
~0 m, 2, 1.305 m!; and ~20.305 m,2, 1.305 m!. For the
pipe targets, noy coordinate~depth! is specified because the
targets extend through the entire depth coverage of the array.
In terms of (r ,uv ,uh) coordinates, the targets are at~1.0 m,
2, 0°!; ~1.305 m,2, 0°!; and ~1.340 m,2, 213.15°!. uv is
the entire insonified depth of the array, 9.5° to 38°. Data
were collected over a range of horizontal angles from225°
to 10°. In the simulation, each pipe was represented as a
single line of points. The three pipe targets were defined by
60 003 points.

Figure 11 shows the projection through the vertical di-
rection. In the simulated image, each pipe target appears as a
very thin horizontal line. The horizontal lines extend across
the whole image because the beamwidth of the lowest fre-
quency ~80 kHz! is 20°, and the image shows only a 35°
sector. The image formed with experimental data agrees in
character with the image formed with simulated data. The
separation in range between the pipes appears to be larger
than 0.305 m. This difference in separation is probably due
to the pipes hanging at an angle and not perfectly vertical.

FIG. 7. Images of the ladder target@corresponding to the top view of Fig.
6~b!#. Range versus horizontal angle~a! simulated;~b! experimental. The
gray scale is in dB.

FIG. 8. Images of the ladder target@corresponding to the front view of Fig.
6~b!#. Vertical angle versus horizontal angle~a! simulated;~b! experimental.
The gray scale is in dB.
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The distances between the pipes were measured at the top of
the pipes, slightly above the water level. If the pipe that is
nominally at x50 m and z51.305 m is hanging at a 3°
angle, the farther pipe in range would appear to be 0.4 m
from the closer pipe, rather than 0.3 m, as expected. The
image formed with experimental data also has a distinct
bright spot at 0° in the horizontal direction and 1.0 m in

range. This reflection is probably a particularly strong reflec-
tion from the closest pipe, perhaps due to reverberation in the
pipe or a flaw in the pipe. There were no other targets in the
water, and there should not have been any air trapped in the
pipe.

Figure 12 shows the simulated and experimental results
for the projection through range. Again, the images formed
using simulated and experimental data are similar. In particu-
lar, both have the bright diagonal returns that fill the image.
This characteristic is more noisy in the image from experi-
mental data, and it is also less bright because of the brighter
spot at 0° horizontally and 15° vertically, as discussed above.
Both images are filled with reflections because the targets
extend through the entire vertical region and because the
beamwidths are wide in the horizontal direction, particularly
at the lower frequencies which appear at the bottom of the
image. Although it would be difficult to discern three pipes
in this image, this image is valuable for showing that the
simulations agree with the experimental data.

Figure 13 shows the simulated and experimental results
for the projection through horizontal angle. Signals from
210° to 10° were included in the sum to form the projection
through the horizontal angle, so that signals were summed
symmetrically aboutuh50° even though the data were not
collected symmetrically around theuh50° angle. The im-

FIG. 9. Images of the ladder target formed using the STFT@corresponding
to the side view of Fig. 6~b!#. Vertical angle versus range~a! simulated;~b!
experimental. The gray scale is in dB.

FIG. 10. Top, front, and side looks at the three-pipes targets.

FIG. 11. Images of the three-pipes target~corresponding to the top view of
Fig. 10!. Range versus horizontal angle~a! simulated;~b! experimental. The
gray scale is in dB.
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ages are similar in character, showing two vertical lines, one
at 1.0 m and one farther in range. The difference in range
separation has been discussed previously. The two vertical
lines represent the three targets. In this projection, two tar-
gets at the same range cannot be separated. In the image
from simulated data, the brightest reflections occur at lower
vertical distances. In the image from experimental data, the
brightest reflection occurs at the top of the closer target. This
location of the brightest reflection agrees with that of the
other two projections for experimental data.

The images of the three pipes are poorly resolved in the
horizontal direction due to the wide horizontal beamwidths
of this array; however, there is good agreement between im-
ages formed with simulated and experimental data. Differ-
ences arise because of a particularly strong echo in the ex-
perimental data, although the origin of this bright echo is
unknown. Horizontal beamwidths can be improved by in-
creasing the array diameter. In this case, the array diameter is
20 wavelengths at the highest frequency and 5 wavelengths
at the lowest.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates with experimental data the use
of the linear amplitude-steered array for volumetric imaging
on measured data. The rungs of the ladder were fairly well

represented by the three projection images. The three pipes
were best represented by the projection through the horizon-
tal direction, which showed that the targets were discrete in
range and extended in the vertical direction. The projection
through range and through the vertical direction suffered
from poor horizontal resolution, which made it difficult to
see the pipe that was separated laterally from the other two.

Simulations of the array operation were confirmed with
experiments conducted in the water tank at the Pennsylvania
State University Applied Research Laboratory. There was ex-
cellent agreement between simulations and experiments. The
three-pipes target introduced additional complexity in that
the target was line-like rather than point-like in a vertical
plane; however, the agreement between simulation and ex-
perimental data was still good. Hard targets with broad
smooth surfaces are more difficult to represent as a collection
of point targets, for the purposes of simulation, requiring
large numbers of densely spaced points. The effects of shad-
owing must be included in the calculations. Difficulty in im-
aging hard smooth surfaces is a problem with acoustic imag-
ing systems in general, in that the bulk of the energy may be
reflected away from the receiver for monostatic imaging with
a high angle of incidence. The amplitude-steered array is not
an exception. Data collected from a water-filled aluminum
shell showed a bright reflection from a particular region of
the front surface and smaller reflections from each end of the
cylinder, but the shape of the cylinder was not apparent in
the images.

FIG. 12. Images of the three-pipes target~corresponding to the front view of
Fig. 10!. Vertical angle versus horizontal angle~a! simulated;~b! experimen-
tal. The gray scale is in dB.

FIG. 13. Images of the three-pipes target formed using the STFT~corre-
sponding to the side view of Fig. 10!. Vertical angle versus range~a! simu-
lated; ~b! experimental. The gray scale is in dB.
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In this study, we rotated the linear array to obtain the
third dimension in the data. For imaging longer ranges or for
truly real-time volumetric imaging, the configuration would
be modified such that the transmitted beam is broad in the
horizontal direction and phased array beamforming would be
used on receive in the horizontal direction to steer and focus
the beam. Such an array, operating at a higher frequency is
the subject of Ref. 13. In that work, the array layout is modi-
fied to lower sidelobes. The beamwidths are improved by
increasing frequency while keeping the size of the array the
same. Focusing is also implemented. Frequency and size of
the modified array layout are chosen for a particular under-
water imaging application.
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Laser ultrasonics in copy paper: Bending stiffness dependence
on temperature and moisture content
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The A0 Lamb mode in copy paper is generated and detected by using laser ultrasonics. The
frequency dependence of the group velocity of theA0 mode is found from the wavelet transform of
the measured signal. A best fit of the dispersion curve against predictions based on orthotropic plate
theory yields an estimate of the bending stiffness of the sample. The sample is enclosed in an
environmental chamber so that the effects of temperature and humidity can be controlled. Results
indicate that the bending stiffness decreases with increasing temperature at an approximate rate of
431026 N m/°C, and that it decreases with increasing percent moisture content~PMC! at an
approximate rate of 231025 (N m)/PMC. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1518986#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Cg, 43.35.Sx, 43.35.Yb@SK#

I. INTRODUCTION

An on-line, nondestructive determination of the me-
chanical properties of paper is mandatory for adequate qual-
ity and process control during manufacturing. To this end,
there is a need to develop a noncontact sensor capable of
measuring the mechanical properties of the product on-line.
The first successful method was reported by Luukkalaet al.,1

who used a loudspeaker and a microphone to measure the
dependence of the transmission of sound through the plate as
a function of angle of incidence. This so-called plate-wave
resonance technique is based on the coincidence effect and it
is consequently limited to bending waves that travel faster
than the sound speed in air.2 Recent advances in miniature
air-coupled transducers3,4 have allowed noncontact material
characterization at ultrasonic frequencies despite some limi-
tations due to the impedance mismatch between the air and
the sample. An alternative approach is laser ultrasonics,5

where a pulsed laser generates waves by thermoelastic ex-
pansion or ablation, and where detection is achieved with a
laser interferometric system. Despite its limitations~such as
cost, potential damage at the generation spot, and nontrivial
detection system!, laser ultrasonic enables direct measure-
ments of the elastic wave propagating in the sample, without
limitations imposed by impedance mismatch between air and
the sample, or by wave velocity in the sample. Preliminary
work by Johnsonet al.6,7 demonstrated that laser ultrasonics
could be used on paper samples. Recently, Ridgwayet al.8

used laser ultrasonics on a variety of paper products moving
at velocities up to 15 m/s. They also compared various de-
tecting systems and found that a Mach–Zehnder interferom-
eter gave best results. Recently, Telschow and Deason9 have
proposed an interesting detection system capable of measur-
ing plate-wave motion simultaneously in all planar directions
without scanning. It is based on dynamic holography and
photorefractive interferometry.

Paper is a very complex material. It is an intricate net-

work of fibers that exhibits some strong anisotropy in its
mechanical properties because of fiber alignment in a pref-
erential direction during manufacture. This preferential di-
rection is referred to as the machine direction~MD!, while
the direction perpendicular to MD is referred to as the cross
direction~CD!. A third principal axis~ZD!, perpendicular to
both MD and CD, corresponds to stacking of fiber networks
in the thickness direction. Paper is therefore modeled as an
orthotropic material,10 i.e., a medium described by nine elas-
tic constants, or alternately, by three moduli~Young’s modu-
lus, shear modulus, and Poisson ratio! in each of the three
principal directions, MD, CD, and ZD. Unlike many ortho-
tropic composite plates, paper exhibits an extremely compli-
ant behavior in the thickness direction compared to the other
two directions. To add further to the complexity, each fiber
contains cellulose, a viscoelastic material, so that the elastic
moduli are actually complex quantities.11,12 Paper is there-
fore a heterogeneous, anisotropic, viscoelastic material. Nev-
ertheless, ultrasonic velocities of plate waves in paper offer a
convenient way to measure some of its elastic constants10

and its mechanical moduli of elasticity in the linear regime.
The literature on Lamb waves for material characteriza-

tion is voluminous, as shown in a recent review article by
Chimenti.13 The propagation of laser-generated Lamb waves
in anisotropic materials, and the inversion methods to deter-
mine the elastic constants of the material, have both been the
object of many articles. Every and Sachse14 showed that the
elastic constants could be determined from measurements of
group velocities. Castagne`de et al.15,16 demonstrated the
technique using laser-generated ultrasound in a unidirec-
tional composite plate. The recovery of elastic constants of
anisotropic materials by immersion ultrasonic techniques, us-
ing transmission and reflection of plane waves, has been ex-
tensively studied by Rokhlin and Wang.17,18Hosten12 studied
the effects of viscoelasticity on the complex stiffnesses of an
orthotropic plate immersed in water, using reflection and
transmission of plane waves. Chenget al.19,20 used the
normal-mode expansion method to solve the transient Lamb
problem of laser-generated ultrasound in orthotropic plates.a!Electronic mail: yves.berthelot@me.gatech.edu
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Deschamps and Bescond21 proposed a clever numerical
method to recover the elastic constants of a composite from
group velocities, and Audoinet al.22 validated the technique
using ultrasound generated and detected by lasers. Guilbaud
and Audoin23 used the wavelet transform of the analytic sig-
nal to calculate group velocities and determine the stiffness
coefficients of a viscoelastic composite material. Recently,
Leymarie et al.24 improved the robustness of the inversion
technique by using an objective function based on the
maximum-likelihood principle.

An important issue for practical implementation of a la-
ser ultrasonic system in a paper mill is the to assess the effect
of environmental conditions close to or on the sheet of paper
during manufacture. To obtain meaningful results, it is nec-
essary to measure dependence of bending stiffness on tem-
perature and moisture content. Except for the recent results
of Griggs25 and Cornwell,26 work in this area has been done
by considering only the static moduli27,28 or by using low-
frequency ultrasonic transducers.29,30 If a laser ultrasonic
system is to be implemented for on-line inspection, it is nec-
essary to measure the dependence of the elastic moduli on
temperature and moisture by laser ultrasonics. This is the
objective of the research presented herein. The method con-
sists of generating, under controlled environmental condi-
tions, a short ultrasonic pulse (A0 Lamb mode! that propa-
gates in the paper in either the machine direction~MD! or the
cross direction~CD!. The frequency dependence of the group
velocity of theA0 mode is found from the wavelet transform
of the measured signal. A best fit of the measured dispersion
curve against predictions based on orthotropic plate theory
yields estimates of the bending stiffness and the shear rigid-
ity of the material, in either MD or CD. The main advantage
of the wavelet transform in this context is that the dispersion
curve can be obtained from a single waveform, whereas two
waveforms, recorded at two different source–receiver dis-
tances, are needed to measure the phase velocity. In fact, the
method proposed here was compared26 to results obtained by
taking the fast Fourier transform of two waveforms. The
relative phase dependence on frequency,f(v)5k(v) d,
whered is the separation distance between the two detected
signals, is then used to extract the phase velocityCph(v)
5v/k(v). The drawback of the phase method is that it re-
quires a rather delicate handling of phase unwrapping. Un-
like other techniques14–18,21–24that require signals measured
along many angles, and whose objective is to characterize as
many elastic constants as possible, the goal of the work pre-
sented here is to measure the effects of temperature and
moisture on the bending stiffness in either MD or CD. The
main objective is not to determine all the elastic constants of
the medium. The experimental arrangement and procedure
are presented in Sec. II. Signal-processing issues are dis-
cussed in Sec. III, specifically the determination of the bend-
ing stiffness of the sample from the wavelet transform of the
signal. The results are presented and discussed in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND
PROCEDURE

A block diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. A
Q-switched Nd:Yag laser with a 6-ns pulse duration and an

energy of 450 mJ at 1064 nm is used for the generation. The
energy incident on the paper is reduced to 15–35 mJ by
using a half-wave plate and polarizer combination. The light
pulse enters an environmental chamber through a fused silica
window. The light is focused onto the paper by means of a
lens with an 8-mm focal length. The generation spot size is
about 1 mm in diameter.31 Under these conditions, an ultra-
sonic pulse is launched into the sample. For copy paper with
thickness of abouth590mm, the frequency-thickness prod-
uct is sufficiently low that only the lowest Lamb modes are
excited: theS0 andA0 modes, i.e., the lowest symmetric and
antisymmetric plate modes. The quantityB5rh, which is 80
grams/m2 for the samples considered, is commonly referred
to as the grammage in the paper industry. A fiberoptic Mach–
Zehnder interferometer5 ~200 milliwatt argon ion laser, 514
nm! is used to detect the normal component of the particle
displacement of the Lamb wave at a distance ranging from 5
to 30 mm from the source. The sample and the detecting
probe are placed on a 50-mm translation stage that can be
controlled from the outside of the chamber. The fiberoptic
probe uses two separate fibers to illuminate the sample and
detect the light scattered at the sample surface. This separate
fiber arrangement significantly increased the signal-to-noise
ratio in our experiment as compared with the single send–
receive fiber arrangement initially tested. The fibers are ter-
minated by miniature lenses with graded index of refraction
~GRIN lenses!. The probe beam is focused with a 203 mi-
croscope objective and the detection spot diameter on the
sample is estimated to be 10mm. The Mach–Zehnder inter-
ferometer is heterodyned~Bragg cell shift at 40 MHz! and
the signal is subsequently FM demodulated, with a low-pass
frequency of 750 kHz. The detected signals are captured on a
digital oscilloscope and downloaded to a computer for signal
analysis. The paper sample is typically a strip of copy paper
30 cm long and about 5 cm wide. The sample is placed on a
20-cm by 20-cm square frame, as shown in Fig. 2. It is held
in position with a large clip at one end and with a clip at-
tached to a rubber band at the other end, to ensure some
small tension in the sample. The environmental chamber is
capable of reaching temperatures between220 °C and 93 °C,
and relative humidities between 7% and 95%. Although
some data were taken close to these extreme conditions,
most experiments were conducted between 25 °C and 75 °C,
and from 10% RH to 70% RH.

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the experimental arrangement.
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The percent moisture content of paper~PMC! is a quan-
tity of importance for pulp products such as paper.32 It is
defined as (W12W2)/W23100%, whereW1 is the weight
of the sample under test andW2 is the weight of the dry
paper~at 0% relative humidity!. There is no simple, direct
relationship between moisture content and relative humidity
because there is a hysteresis effect between the two. At a
fixed relative humidity, the moisture content differs depend-
ing on whether the sample is drying or moisturizing. To cal-
culate the PMC, another sample taken from the same sheet of
paper is hung inside the environmental chamber and it is
connected to a balance~accurate to 1 mg! positioned outside
the chamber by a hook entering the chamber through a small
hole bored into the top. The exact mass of water absorbed by
the sample can be determined with sufficient accuracy and
precision to satisfy the TAPPI standard32 for measuring
moisture content of paper products. Additional details about
the experimental arrangements can be found in Ref. 26.

Before taking data, the detection laser is allowed to sta-
bilize for at least 30 min to avoid any amplitude fluctuations
in the carrier signal. It is also necessary to let the environ-
mental chamber stabilize at the desired conditions~tempera-
ture and humidity!. Since paper absorbs moisture and heat
more slowly than the air inside the chamber, the system was
left at the desired conditions for at least another 15 min be-
fore taking data. Then, the power to the chamber is switched
off to stop any vibrations and currents from motors and fans.
The generation laser is manually triggered and a waveform is
recorded for the initial source–receiver distance,L
529 mm. Waveforms are typically averaged two to six
times. The translation stage is then adjusted to decreaseL by
2.5 mm and the experiment is repeated untilL is 11.5 mm.
Although ablation at the generation spot on the sample is
usually not noticeable after a single shot, it is clearly visible,
without a microscope, after five shots at the same location on
the sample. In our experiment, the emphasis is not on the

nondestructive capability of the method, but rather it is to
obtain signals with sufficiently good signal-to-noise ratios,
even at high temperatures and moisture content, to determine
the dependence of bending stiffness on temperature and
moisture. Ablation was therefore acceptable for this experi-
ment.

III. WAVELET PROCESSING TO OBTAIN BENDING
STIFFNESS

A typical signal recorded by the interferometer is shown
in Fig. 3. The distance between the source and the receiver is
L521 mm. The signal was propagating in the MD direction
of the paper. The temperature is 50 °C and the relative hu-
midity is 25%. The initial spike is the electromagnetic
pick-up during the laser discharge. It is followed by a noisy
signal~approximately in the interval 10–30ms! which could
correspond to the fast traveling compressionalS0 wave. The
out-of-plane amplitude of theS0 mode is usually very small
in copy paper. It is not clearly seen in Fig. 3 because of
limitations in signal-to-noise-ratio. The signal of interest for
the present study, theA0 Lamb mode, is clearly seen in Fig.
3. It shows a dispersive trend characteristic of flexural
waves, with high frequencies arriving before low-frequency
components. To process the signal, a time window is applied
to capture only the large-amplitude dispersive signal. In ad-
dition, a running average smoothing filter is applied to the
later portion of the signal to remove the small high-
frequency components superposed to the low-frequency os-
cillations. Several authors33–37 have shown that the wavelet
transform of the measured signal is a useful tool to measure
the dispersion of the signal. Essentially, the wavelet trans-
form is a time–frequency decomposition of the signal. It can
be used to plot the amplitude received around a given time in
a narrow frequency band. This information leads directly to
the group velocity dependence on frequency according to

Cgr~ f !5
L

tmax~ f !
, ~1!

wheretmax(f ) is the arrival time of the maximum amplitude
of the wave packet centered around the frequencyf. The
continuous analytic Morlet wavelet is chosen.38 The magni-
tude of the wavelet transform yields a contour plot showing

FIG. 2. Experimental setup inside the environmental chamber.

FIG. 3. Signal recorded by the interferometer. The source–receiver distance
was 21 mm, the temperature was 50 °C, and the relative humidity was 25%.
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the magnitude of the signal as functions of both scale and
arrival time. The scale parameter of the transform is in-
versely proportional to frequency. The time–frequency plot,
an example of which is shown in Fig. 4, shows what is often
referred34 to as a ‘‘ridge’’ that captures the dispersion of the
signal. The peak amplitude of the ridge defines the variable
denoted bytmax(f ) in Eq. ~1!. The peak amplitude can be
found either with a simple peak-finder routine or with more
sophisticated tools such as a ridge extractor. It should be
noted that the analytic Morlet wavelet~complex! gives better
results than its real-valued counterpart. The reason is that it
is equivalent to using the real transform on the analytic sig-
nal, and, as shown by Audoinet al.,22 it represents the energy
in the signal, at timet and frequencyf. In a recent article,
Bernardet al.39 have pointed out that, at some frequencies,
the group velocity may actually differ substantially from the
energy velocity~Poynting vector integral! when the medium
is very absorbing. This effect is neglected in the present pa-
per. The result of the wavelet processing is shown in Fig. 5,
which represents the frequency dependence of the group ve-

locity extracted from the waveform shown in Fig. 3. The dots
correspond to experimental data processed with the wavelet
transform. The solid line corresponds to a best fit based on
orthotropic plate theory that will be discussed later. Similar
results were obtained by using the reassigned short-time
Fourier transform spectogram40 instead of the wavelet trans-
form.

To validate the approach, experiments were conducted
with a silicon wafer instead of paper. The properties of the
wafer are precisely known. The thickness is 304mm and the
elastic constants are C11516.5731010 N/m2, C1256.39
31010 N/m2, and C4457.9631010 N/m2. The dispersion
curve is then calculated by solving the Christoffel equation.41

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the predicted dispersion
curve for A0 waves propagating in the@100# direction with
that obtained from experimental data processed with the
wavelet transform approach as discussed above. The agree-
ment between measured and predicted dispersion is very
good. Note that there are no adjustable parameters in the
comparison between the two curves.

The dispersion is often given in terms of phase velocity
dependence on frequency,Cph(v). The relationship between
phase velocity and group velocity42 is given below in Eq.~2!.

Cgr~v!5
Cph~v!

12F v

Cph~v!GFdCph

dv G
and

Cph~v!5
v

*0
v @dv8/Cgr~v8!#

. ~2!

For pure bending waves, the phase velocity varies as the
square root of frequency,43 so that, at any given frequency,
the group velocity is exactly twice the phase velocity. As
pointed out by Degtyar and Rokhlin,44 the determination of
elastic constants of orthotropic plates from measurements of
phase or group velocities is sensitive to the direction of wave

FIG. 4. Wavelet coefficients for the time–frequency decomposition of the
signal shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Frequency dependence of the group velocity extracted from the
waveform shown in Fig. 3. The dots correspond to experimental data pro-
cessed with the wavelet transform. The solid line corresponds to a best fit
based on orthotropic plate theory.

FIG. 6. Validation of the wavelet processing to measure dispersion. Com-
parison of experimental and predicted dispersion curves for a silicon wafer
304 mm thick, for waves propagating in the@100# direction.
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propagation. In the experiments reported here, only the 0°
~MD! and 90°~CD! orientations are considered.

Paper is usually modeled as an orthotropic plate.10 The
full dispersion equation for theA0 mode in paper, including
the effects of rotary inertia, and tension, is rather compli-
cated. Habeger and Jong45 have shown that, for paper under
standard experimental conditions, a highly accurate disper-
sion equation, valid only along either the MD or CD direc-
tion, is given by

Cph
4 1v2S D

SDCph
2 2v2S D

rhD50, ~3!

whereCph(v) is the phase speed of theA0 mode along the
principal axis under consideration~MD or CD!. In Eq. ~3!,
D5Qh3/12 is the flexural rigidity~bending stiffness! in the
direction of propagation,Q is the planar stiffness defined by
Q5E/(12n12n21), whereE is the Young’s modulus andn
are the planar Poisson ratios in the direction of propagation.
In Eq. ~3!, r and h are the plate density and thickness, re-
spectively, andk25h2/@12(12n2)#5D/S, where S is the
shear rigidity. Equation~3! can be rewritten as

S D

rhD k42v22k2k2v250, ~4!

or

k45v2~a1k2b!, ~5!

where k5v/Cph is the wave number, and where the con-
stantsa andb are defined asa5rh/D andb5rh/S, which
define the properties of interest in the direction of propaga-
tion MD or CD. The quantitya is the ratio of grammage to
bending stiffness~units of s2/m4!, and the quantityb is the
ratio of grammage to shear rigidity~units of s2/m2!. Near-
field effects, tension in the sample, and rotary inertia are all
neglected in this simplified formulation which is only valid
for either MD or CD. The objective of the method is simply
to determine the constantsa andb; it is not capable of find-
ing the nine elastic constants of the material.

One of the advantages of the technique proposed in this
paper is that the material propertiesa and b can be deter-
mined from a single waveform. If the wavelet processing
method described previously is used effectively, one obtains
the group velocity dispersion curve which can then be com-
pared with the predicted group velocity dispersion curve,
Cgr(v)5]v/]k. It was decided to compare group velocities
instead of phase velocities because the data processed with
the wavelet transform yield group velocity. From Eq.~5!, the
group velocity dispersion explicitly depends on the constants
a andb according to

Cgr5
&Abv21Ab2v414av2

bv1
b2v312av

Ab2v414av2

. ~6!

The dispersion is mostly dependent on the bending stiffness.
The shear rigidity becomes important at the very high fre-
quencies. Equation~6! differs from Eq.~21! of Ref. 35 be-
cause the authors base their derivation on a Taylor series

approximation of the dispersion relation, initially proposed
by Hutchinset al.,46 whereas Eq.~5! above does not require
such an approximation. To measure material properties from
the data, the dispersion curve is compared to a prediction in
which the material parameters are adjusted to minimize~in
the least-square sense, using the function ‘‘fmins’’ under the
MATLAB ™ environment! the difference between the mea-
sured and predicted dispersion curves.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A standard piece of copy paper with grammage of 80
grams/m2 was placed in the environmental chamber. For
each set of environmental conditions, signals were recorded
along the machine direction~MD! for source–receiver dis-
tances decreasing from 29 mm to 11.5 mm, by steps of 2.5
60.1 mm. Each signal was averaged two to six times. Oc-
casionally, some signals were found to be of poor quality
and, consequently, discarded. The experiment was repeated
for the same environmental conditions along two physically
different paths in the paper, also in the machine direction.
The paths were parallel and separated by a distance of about
10 mm. Therefore, each ‘‘measured’’ material property rep-
resents a spatial average over the paper sample. Collecting
such a large number of waveforms enables one to calculate
the standard deviation of the measured properties. This is a
useful measure because of the intrinsic spatial variability of
paper. The bending stiffness and the shear rigidity were ex-
tracted from the data using the wavelet procedure described
in Sec. II. The results are shown in Table I. Figure 7 shows
the dependence of bending stiffness on temperature for rela-
tive humidity of 10% and 60%. Figure 8 shows the depen-
dence of the bending stiffness on percent moisture content
~PMC! at 25 °C, 50 °C, and 75 °C. The vertical bars represent
a 1-s standard deviation. The results show that the bending
stiffness decreases with increasing temperature at a rate of
about 431026 N m/°C, and that it decreases with increasing
percent moisture content~PMC! at a rate of about 2
31025 (N m)/PMC. The trends for the shear rigidity cannot
be extracted from the data because the standard deviations
exceed the measured dependence on temperature or moisture
content.

TABLE I. Average material constants and their variances for each set of
conditions.

Temp. RH PMC

Avg.
bending
stiffness

(Nm31024)

%
Standard
deviation

Avg. shear
rigidity

(N/m3104)

%
Standard
deviation

25 °C 10 4.8 6.05 6.81 1.48 12.19
25 5.9 5.81 5.11 1.31 10.45
50 7.7 5.78 3.46 1.41 10.92
60 8.2 5.54 9.73 1.38 9.89
70 10.2 5.36 8.56 1.31 14.74

50 °C 10 4.0 5.36 8.23 1.49 11.21
25 5.2 5.15 6.86 1.35 9.71
50 6.6 4.81 7.52 1.37 9.37
60 7.5 4.41 5.54 1.24 10.71

75 °C 10 3.4 4.30 11.46 1.43 12.48
25 4.8 3.87 13.28 1.41 16.79
50 6.3 3.64 11.38 1.29 11.41
60 7.0 3.39 10.01 1.22 12.32
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Equation~1! shows that the relative error on the group
velocity is the sum of the relative error on the source–
receiver distance and the relative error on the determination
of the time at which the dispersion contour is maximum. The
positioning system is such that the source–receiver distance
is known within 0.1 mm. Thus, the relative error on source–
receiver distance is less than 1%. In contrast, the relative
error on arrival time can be substantial, up to 10% at the
higher frequencies, and it clearly sets the limit on the relative
error of the group velocities.

The decrease of bending stiffness with increasing tem-
perature is consistent with the expectation that activation en-

ergy leads to redistributions of polymer conformations29,30

and subsequent fiber mobility. When a polymer such as cel-
lulose is stressed, there is a redistribution of molecular states
that requires thermal energy. There is a spectrum of thermal
relaxations in cellulose, each one with its own time constant.
As temperature increases, more thermal energy per degree of
freedom is available for polymer motion, and redistributions
of polymer conformations occur more rapidly in response to
stress changes. Consequently the mass-specific modulus of
elasticity~expressed as Young’s modulus divided by density,
E/r) is decreased at higher temperatures. Using contact low-
frequency transducers, Bergeret al.29,30 have shown that the
ratio E/r decreases almost linearly with increasing tempera-
ture, in the range of temperatures experienced online. Bend-
ing stiffness is related to this parameter with an additional
dependency on thickness. However, with standard online
conditions, dimensional changes with temperature are typi-
cally small and can be neglected. Thus, it would be expected
that bending stiffness would also decrease linearly with in-
creasing temperature, a trend that is confirmed by the results
shown in Fig. 7.

At constant temperature, added moisture increases the
free volume of the polymeric structure. The result is a reduc-
tion in the required activation energy. The relaxations are
generally intensified, and shifted to lower temperatures.
Thus, moisture is called a ‘‘plasticizer’’ and, as with tem-
perature, added moisture will decrease the mass-specific
modulus of elasticityE/r. Bergeret al.29,30 reported a linear
dependence for PMC less than 20%. It should be noted that
moisture has a significant effect on the length of the paper
sample, but thickness changes can still be neglected. There-
fore, bending stiffness should also decrease linearly with an
increase in moisture, a trend that is confirmed by the results
shown in Fig. 8.

It is important to realize that measuring dispersion to
extract bending stiffness is not a very sensitive method. In-
deed, for purely flexural waves, the phase velocity is propor-
tional to the fourth root of the bending stiffness.43 This de-
pendence on a small power is a fundamental limitation of the
method presented here. Recently, Yanget al.47 have used a
method based on neural networks to analyze the data and
extract material properties without the need to calculate the
dispersion curves from the data but the computation time is,
however, significantly larger than with the wavelet method
presented here.

A separate experiment was conducted to distinguish be-
tween the intrinsic measurement error and the spatial vari-
ability of the paper sample. The intrinsic measurement error
is understood to encompass all errors associated with the
experiment and the processing of the signals. Results indi-
cate that the standard deviation of relative errors in bending
stiffnesses measured over an identical source–receiver path
is about 4%, but that it becomes 14% if the measurements
are made over different paths~albeit with the same source–
receiver distance!. This ‘‘error’’ actually captures the physi-
cal nature of paper, which has strong spatial heterogeneities.
Finally, we note that a possible source of bias error in the
data is the localized heating associated with the detection
laser ~CW!. However, the time during which the laser was

FIG. 7. Dependence of the bending stiffness of copy paper~MD! on tem-
perature at 10% and 60% relative humidity. The vertical bars represent a
12s standard deviation.

FIG. 8. Dependence of the bending stiffness of copy paper~MD! on percent
moisture content~PMC!, at 25 °C, 50 °C, and 75 °C. The vertical bars rep-
resent a 12s standard deviation.
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actually illuminating the paper was kept to a minimum, and
first-order estimates of the error associated with this added
heating indicates that this effect is very small. Most of the
scatter in the estimated bending stiffnesses is caused by the
spatial variability of the paper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A laser ultrasonic system has been used to generate and
measure theA0 Lamb mode in copy paper placed inside an
environmental chamber with controlled temperature and
relative humidity. The frequency dependence of the group
velocity was determined by using the wavelet transform of
the signals. One advantage of the wavelet transform is that
the dispersion curve can be obtained from a single measure-
ment. The bending stiffness of the sample was found by
comparing the dispersion curve with that predicted from
orthotropic plate theory. The experiment was repeated for a
range of temperatures and relative humidity. Results indicate
that the bending stiffness decreases with increasing tempera-
ture at an approximate rate of 431026 N m/°C, and that it
decreases with increasing percent moisture content~PMC! at
an approximate rate of 231025 (N m)/PMC. These results
are consistent with results obtained at lower frequencies with
contact transducers.16,17The relatively large errors associated
with the measured bending stiffnesses are mostly due to two
factors. First, the phase velocity depends only on the fourth
root of the bending stiffness, and, second, paper is inherently
heterogeneous and its mechanical properties vary throughout
the sample. Despite its limitations, the laser ultrasonics
method combined with the wavelet processing was found to
be useful in measuring the dependence of the bending stiff-
ness of copy paper on both temperature and moisture con-
tent.
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The effect of large openings on cavity amplification at ultrasonic
frequencies
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It is sometimes desired to exploit acoustic amplification in a cavity that is not entirely enclosed.
Because of the presence of openings in the cavity, acoustic energy will leave the cavity and degrade
the degree of amplification. The extent of this problem is unknown when the size of the openings
becomes large relative to a wavelength. The present paper describes a quantitative estimation of the
effect of large openings on the amplification performance of an acoustic cavity. Air was assumed to
be the working medium. The amplification taking place in a rigid-walled rectangular channel excited
by a transducer flush-mounted in one wall was compared to the amplification that would take place
in a bounded rectangular resonator excited by the same transducer. It was found, for frequencies in
the range 25 kHz–1 MHz, that sourceka’s greater than 37 and 42 were required in order for the
collimation of the transducer beam to overcome the leakage of acoustic energy through the openings
for one- and two-half wavelength resonances, respectively. Experimental measurements conducted
over sourceka’s ranging from 6.5 to 26.1, resulted in quality factors 8%–18% lower than
theoretically predicted values for one-, two-, and three-half wavelength resonances. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1513649#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Zc@YHB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant acoustic cavities have many applications. They
are used to determine properties of fluids,1 absorb sound,2

and to amplify sound pressure levels when intense sound
fields are required. An application requiring intense acoustic
sound pressure fields is the use of acoustic radiation pressure
to apply forces to particles entrained in a fluid. The forces
may be used to levitate,3,4 deform,5,6 or concentrate7–13 the
particles. In these applications, it is often easier to achieve
high sound pressure levels using resonant cavity amplifica-
tion rather than a direct application of powerful, but ineffi-
cient transducers.

It is often the case that one wishes to employ acoustic
radiation forces to move small particles entrained in a
flowing,7–9,11,12rather than static10,13fluid. If a cavity is used
in this application to achieve high sound pressure levels,
openings are required to allow fluid flow through the cavity.
Because the openings are often large relative to a wave-
length, it is presumed that the presence of openings could
degrade the degree of cavity amplification.

A question of practical interest is the effect of large
openings on resonant cavity amplification. Misalignment be-
tween the exciting transducer and the opposite reflecting wall
can cause acoustic energy to leave the cavity through a large
opening.8 Otherwise, if the cavity walls are aligned with the
exciting transducer, the amount of acoustic energy that es-
capes through the openings is not quantitatively known.

The effect of small openings on resonator performance
is well known. The fundamental Helmholtz resonator, de-
fined by the resonator volume, neck area, and neck length, all

smaller than a wavelength, will radiate sound as a simple
source. The quality factor of the Helmholtz resonator is re-
lated to the hole size, cavity volume, and neck length.14

Other models, such as for automobiles,15 musical
instruments,16 or mufflers,17 relax the condition that the vol-
ume is less than a wavelength in size, but still require that the
opening~s! is ~are! much smaller than a wavelength.

In this paper, we calculated the acoustic energy loss
through large openings in a three-dimensional resonator. By
exploiting the resonator geometry and limiting consideration
to a resonance of plane longitudinal modes, the calculation
was performed with a two-dimensional model. The working
fluid was assumed to be air, and mean motion of the working
fluid was not considered. The resonator was modeled as a
rectangular channel, unbounded in one dimension. Embed-
ded in one of the walls of the channel was a plane piston
transducer. Absorption was modeled in the body of the air
medium, and approximate boundary layer losses were in-
cluded. Acoustic energy loss was quantified by comparing
quality factors predicted by the rectangular channel model to
those that would take place in a similarly sized resonator
without openings.

II. RESONATOR MODELS

The three-dimensional resonator under consideration
was a rectangular channel, shown in Fig. 1. The channel
consisted of four planar rigid walls. The channel was of
width b, and depthL, and its extent in thex direction was
unbounded. A rectangular transducer, modeled to be a rigidly
vibrating plane, was fixed to the bottom surface of the reso-
nator. The transducer was of width 2a. If the transducer
vibrated as a rigid plane, and the width dimensionb was
much greater than a wavelength, it would be appropriate to
consider a two-dimensional model of the resonator, defined

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
anderson@uidaho.edu
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by the two-dimensional view shown in Fig. 1. If the trans-
ducer width 2a was much greater than a wavelength, the
collimated acoustic field would be concentrated in the vol-
ume directly in front of the transducer, indicated by dotted
lines in Fig. 1. We considered openings of depth dimensionL
that werel/2 or greater, and a widthb much larger thanl.

A comparison of two models was used to estimate the
effect of large openings on resonant cavity amplifications.
One model, denoted as the ‘‘open resonator,’’ consisted of a
rectangular channel with rigid walls as shown in Fig. 2. The
depth dimensionL as shown separated the walls. A rectan-
gular transducer was flush-mounted to one of the walls. The
two-dimensional open-resonator configuration shown in Fig.
2 coincides with the view indicated in Fig. 1. A second
model, denoted the ‘‘closed resonator,’’ consisted of a rect-
angular cavity excited by a transducer of equal size to that
contained in the open-resonator configuration. A diagram of
the closed resonator is shown in Fig. 3. It too had a depth
dimensionL. A rigid piston of width 2a that moved harmoni-
cally with velocity amplitudeU excited each cavity. A com-
parison area for the open-resonator configuration was defined
by the region directly in front of the exciting transducer,
indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 2. It would be expected
that the acoustic field in the comparison area of the open-
resonator configuration would be less than that encountered
in the closed-resonator configuration.

For frequenciesDv near a longitudinal depth resonance
of a closed rectangular cavity, i.e.,Dv5v2vn , wherevn

'n2pc0/2L, an approximation for the acoustic pressure is

pn~x,z!e2 ivt'r0c0US 2Qn

knL D cos@kn~L2z!#

12 i2Qn

Dv

vn

e2 ivt. ~1!

In this expression,r0 and c0 are the ambient density and
equilibrium sound speed of air,kn5bn2 ian is the nominal
wave number at resonance;bn'vn /c0 is the real~propagat-
ing! part of the wave number, andan is the cavity absorption
at the resonance frequency. The model adopted for the wave
numberk is contained in the appendix. The quality factor

Qn'
np

2anL
~2!

is a measure of the potential amplification that can be pro-
vided by the cavity at thenth longitudinal resonance, when
L'nl/2. In the following, the harmonic factore2 ivt will be
suppressed.

An expression for the acoustic pressure in the air be-
tween the walls of the open-resonator configuration can be
obtained using a Fourier transform method. The equation to
be solved is

¹2p1k2p50, ~3!

wherek, including a model for absorption, is the complex
wave number as before. The boundary conditions are

]p

]zU
z50

5 ir0vUH~x!, ~4a!

]p

]zU
z5L

50. ~4b!

The expressionH(x) is a Heaviside function, whereH(x)
51 for uxu,a and zero elsewhere. Using the following form
of the Fourier transform,

I@p~x,z!#5
1

2p E
2`

`

p~x,z,t !eikxxdx5 p̂~kx ,z!,

the Helmholtz equation~3! and boundary conditions~4! are
transformed to

]2p̂

]z2 1~k22kx
2!p̂50, ~5!

] p̂

]zU
z50

5 ivr0U
a

p
sinc~kxa!, ~6a!

] p̂

]zU
z5L

50. ~6b!

The Fourier transform of pressure satisfying Eqs.~5! and~6!
is

FIG. 3. Closed-resonator geometry.

FIG. 1. Three-dimensional geometry for channel cavity. The shaded region
is the area occupied by the transducer. The dotted lines define the volume
directly in front of the transducer. The resonator is unbounded in thex
direction.

FIG. 2. Open-resonator configuration.
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p̂~kx ,z!5 ivr0UL
cos@Ak22kx

2~L2z!#

Ak22kx
2L sin@Ak22kx

2L#

a

p
sinc~kxa!.

~7!

The acoustic pressurep(x,z) in the open-resonator configu-
ration is given by the inverse Fourier transform of Eq.~7!,

p~x,z!5 ivrULE
2`

` F cos@Ak22kx
2~Lz2z!#

Ak22kx
2L sin@Ak22kx

2L#

3
a

p
sinc~kxa!Ge2 ikxxdkx . ~8!

In general, a closed form expression forp(x,z) is not known.
In this paper, computations ofp(x,z) were obtained by nu-
merical evaluation of the inverse transform integral.

There are a number of practical considerations relevant
to the numerical inversion of the Fourier transform of the
acoustic pressure, Eq.~8!. Forz.0, the integrand is bounded
by the evanescent behavior of the acoustic field whenkx

.b. When z50, the aperture function (a/p)sinc(kxa)
bounds the integrand. Consequently, for sources withka
@1, the limits of the integral can be replaced with a finitekx*
appropriately larger thanb. Second, because of the smallness
of the absorption coefficienta for air, the poles of the inte-
grand can dominate the integral. We found that the sharpness
of the poles prevented the use of a direct adaptive integrator
of the type described in Ref. 18. In general, an inverse Fou-
rier transform integral with finite limits is written as

p~kx* ,x,z!5E
2kx*

kx* p̂~kx ,z!e2 ikxxdkx ,

where kx* is the limit of the truncated integral. Using the
fundamental theorem of calculus,19 the integral can be trans-
formed to

]p~kx* ,x,z!

]kx*
5 p̂~kx* ,z!e2 ikx* x, ~9!

which is a differential equation with the dependent variable
being the acoustic pressurep(kx* ,x,z). Since the contribu-
tions to acoustic pressure are evanescent forukx* u.b, we
may safely use the initial conditionp(2kx* ,x,z)50 to solve
the differential equation~9!. Specifically, to invert the Fou-
rier transform of the acoustic pressure~8!, one solves the
differential equation

]p~kx* x,z!

]kx*

5 ivrULF cos@Ak22kx* ~Lz2z!#

Ak22kx* L sin@Ak22kx* L#

a

p
sinc~a!Ge2 ikx* x,

subject to the initial conditionp(2kx* ,x,z)50. The value of
the inverse transformp(kx* ,x,z) can be obtained using a
differential equation solver designed for stiff systems20 ~we
used function ODE15S inMATLAB !. It may be the case that
the properties of the inverse Fourier transform for acoustic
pressure just described may also allow an asymptotic ap-
proximation in closed form.

Since resonators are designed to operate at a resonance
frequency, predicting their performance depends crucially on
the model used for absorption. A simple absorption model
for the open- and closed-resonator configurations was chosen
to capture the appropriate physics. The total attenuationa,
was modeled by three components,

a5ant1a r1ab , ~10!

whereant is the viscous and thermal body absorption within
the cavity volume,a r is the molecular relaxation absorption
withing the cavity volume, andab models the viscous shear
and thermal conduction at the boundaries. In general, each
component of the absorption model is dependent on fre-
quency, and a detailed description of the attenuation models
is contained in the Appendix.

The absorption models adopted in the present investiga-
tion used a different sidewall area for the open- and closed-
resonator configurations. For the closed-resonator configura-
tion, the boundary layer losses were assumed to be caused by
the presence of four sidewalls, as shown in Fig. 4. For the
open-resonator configuration, it was reasoned that fluid shear
and thermal conduction would occur at the two sidewalls.
Acoustic waves propagating in the6x direction would not
encounter a boundary in the open-resonator configuration.
The two-wall model for boundary layer losses in the open-
resonator configuration is shown in Fig. 4. The contribution
to wave number by viscous shear and heat conduction at the
boundaries was modeled by

ab5
C

2A S 11
~g21!

APr
DA2mv

r0c0
21

1

L
A2mv

r0c0
2

~g21!

APr
,

~11!

whereC is the wall perimeter, andA is the transducer cross
sectionA5(2a)2. For the open-resonator configuration, the
wall perimeter was set toC52(2a), while for the closed-
resonator configuration, the wall perimeter was set toC
54(2a). The second term inab accounts for thermal con-
duction at the ends—this includes the source transducer. Vis-
cous boundary layer losses at the end were assumed to be
minimal. Details of the boundary layer absorption coefficient
ab in the wave number model are discussed in the Appendix.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

As would be expected, a trade-off between beam colli-
mation and absorption will determine the performance of the

FIG. 4. Walls used in absorption model for closed-~a! and open-~b! reso-
nator configurations. The shaded portion is the transducer, and the walls are
perpendicular to the transducer.
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open-resonator configuration. At low frequencies, the acous-
tic field in front of the transducer is poorly collimated, and a
relatively large amount of energy will propagate out the
openings. As frequency increases, and the beam becomes
more collimated, less energy will propagate out the bound-
aries. However, at high frequencies, absorption will tend to
limit the magnitude of the acoustic field. An example of this
behavior is shown in Fig. 5. Both plots show the acoustic
pressure magnitude in front of the transducer for the open-
resonator configuration. A velocity amplitude ofU
52.95 mm/s, transducer width 2a528.57 mm, and a reso-
nator depth of one wavelength was common for both ex-
amples. Figure 5~a! shows the pressure amplitude when the
frequency was 50 kHz (ka513), and Fig. 5~b! shows the
pressure amplitude when the frequency was 300 kHz (ka
578). As would be expected, the acoustic field at 50 kHz
was not collimated in front of the transducer. Consequently, a
substantial amount of energy propagated out through the
openings of the resonator at 50 kHz. At 300 kHz, the acous-
tic field was concentrated in front of the transducer. Less
acoustic energy propagated out the openings.

The resonator models from Eqs.~8! and~1! were used to
numerically compare the acoustic amplification that could be
obtained in the open- and closed-resonator configurations.
We believe that the most useful comparison metric is the

quality factorQn of the resonator. The quality factor quanti-
fies the energy loss per cycle of excitation, without reference
to the performance of the transducer used to excite the cav-
ity. The quality factor for the open-resonator configuration
was determined by computing the acoustic pressure at
(x,z)5(0,L) over a suitable frequency range and identifying
the half power frequencies. A corresponding quality factor
was computed for a closed-resonator configuration using Eq.
~2!.

A plot summarizing a comparison of quality factors for
the open- and closed-resonator factors as they depend upon
ka of the source is shown in Fig. 6. These calculations were
performed over a frequency range of 25 kHz–1 MHz; the
transducer width was 2a528.57 mm, and the depthL
'nc0/2 f ranged from 0.343 to 6.86 mm. The horizontal axis
shows ka of the source as the frequency was swept. The
vertical axis is quality factorQn . Quality factorsQ1 andQ2

for resonators ofL'l/2 and L'l (n51,2) depths were
determined for each frequency. The sourceka’s correspond-
ing to the frequencies 50 and 300 kHz used for the compu-
tations of acoustic pressure contained in Fig. 5 are indicated
with arrows in Fig. 6 for reference.

The quality factors for the open- and closed-resonator
configurations shared some similar features. The quality fac-
tors for thel/2 resonance were smaller than for thel reso-

FIG. 5. Computed acoustic pressure
amplitude in two open resonators:~a!
f 550 kHz, ~b! f 5300 kHz.
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nance. This is caused by the fact that the resonant wave
numberkn increases linearly with frequency, while absorp-
tion per unit wavelength does not build up as fast. The qual-
ity factors all trended downward as sourceka is increased.
Increasing absorption associated with thermal conduction at
the ends caused this behavior.

The plots of quality factors contained in Fig. 5 quantita-
tively address the tradeoff between collimation and absorp-
tion with respect to the amplification that can be achieved
with the open resonator configuration. For sourceka’s less
than 37, the quality factorQ1 for the open-resonator configu-
ration was lower than that for the closed-resonator configu-
ration. In this range of sourceka, the deficit in quality factor
for the open-resonator configuration was presumably caused
by leakage of acoustic energy through the openings. For the
quality factor Q2 , the break-even sourceka was approxi-
mately 42. As the sourceka became higher, the quality factor
for the open-resonator configuration exceeded that of the
closed-resonator configuration. In this sourceka range, the
open-resonator configuration actually suffered less absorp-
tion because little energy escaped through the openings, and
viscous and thermal absorption occurred at two sidewalls
instead of four. Aska of the source became very high, body
absorption within the volume of air in front of the transducer
dominated the energy loss per cycle, and the quality factors
became approximately equal for the two configurations. For
the frequency range 25 kHz–1 MHz, and air as the medium,
it is evident that a sourceka of at least 37 is needed for
optimal performance of an open-resonator configuration op-
erating at al/2 depth resonance. An open-resonator operat-
ing at al depth resonance would require a sourceka of at
least 42 to achieve as much amplification as a closed-
resonator configuration.

Given that sourceka’s of approximately 37 and 42 were
optimal for the type of open-resonator configuration being
considered, it is of interest to consider the practical aspects
of building such a resonator. High sourceka implies a wide
transducer, and a relatively high frequency. A relatively high

frequency implies a short resonator depthL. To assess the
consequences of the sourceka condition, the quality factor
data in Fig. 6 were replotted against resonator aspect ratio
2a/L on the horizontal axis. Figure 7 contains a plot of open-
and closed-resonator quality factors as they depend upon
resonator aspect ratio. Locations on the two curves corre-
sponding to the two acoustic pressure computations con-
tained in Fig. 5 are indicated with arrows in Fig. 7. As be-
fore, for small aspect ratios, the quality factor for the open-
resonator configuration was lower than for closed-resonator
configuration. At a particular aspect ratio the quality factor
for the open-resonator configuration became equal to the
quality factor for the closed-resonator configuration. For an
open-resonator design whose depthL was l/2, the break-
even aspect ratio was approximately 24, at a predicted qual-
ity factor of 159. The break-even aspect ratio for anL'l
depth resonator was approximately 14, at a predicted quality
factor of 246.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Experimental measurements were performed to validate
some of the predictions of the numerical model in Eq.~8!.
Quality factors for the open-resonator configuration were ob-
tained, but practical problems prevented unambiguous mea-
surements in the closed-resonator configuration. These prob-
lems are discussed in the following. The measurements with
the open-resonator configuration do provide a reference point
to the achievable quality factors for the open-resonator con-
figuration.

A resonator corresponding to the rectangular channel
configuration shown in Fig. 1 was constructed. The widthb
of the channel was 28.57560.025 mm, the depth wasL
56.8660.025 mm, and the total length in thex direction
was 107.160.025 mm. A PZT transducer~type APC 841
manufactured by APC International Ceramics Ltd.!, of di-
mensions 2a528.57560.38 mm and thickness 4.064
60.025 mm was used to excite the resonator. Based upon

FIG. 6. Quality factor vs sourceka for the open- and
closed-resonator configurations.Q1 andQ2 are associ-
ated with thel/2 andl depth resonances, respectively.
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data provided by the manufacturer, this transducer had a
through-thickness resonance frequency of 493 kHz, and ex-
perimental measurements indicated that the first transverse
~width! resonance frequencies were 67 and 98 kHz. With the
exception of 100 kHz, the resonance frequencies of the open-
resonator cavity were well separated from the transducer
resonance frequencies, so that the transducer was operating
in the stiffness regime near the cavity resonance frequencies.
Opposite the exciting PZT transducer, a 1/8-in.-diam Bruel
& Kjear type 4138 microphone was flush mounted to the
wall. This microphone had a nominal sensitivity of 0.906
mV/Pa, and was capable of measuring acoustic pressure am-
plitude up to a frequency of 150 kHz. The PZT source was
driven by a computer-controlled oscillator and audio ampli-
fier, and the microphone signal was measured by a digital
oscilloscope~bandwidth 100 MHz! and recorded with a per-
sonal computer. In a typical experiment, a computer set the
frequency provided by the oscillator, recorded the micro-
phone voltage amplitude, and repeated this process over fre-
quency range at specified increments.

Experimental measurements of quality factor obtained
with the open-resonator apparatus are summarized in Table I.
Quality factors were experimentally measured at four longi-
tudinal depth resonance frequencies, corresponding to depths
L'l/2, l, 3l/2, and 2l. A half-power point method was
used to compute the quality factors from the experimental
data. As is evident, theka value for the source transducer
was relatively low, 6.5 to 26.1, corresponding to the lowest

values included in numerical predictions discussed in Sec.
III. The fifth and sixth columns contain the theoretically pre-
dicted and experimentally determined quality factors for the
open-resonator apparatus. For the first three resonances, oc-
curring at 25, 50, and 75 kHz, the measured quality factor for
the open-resonator configuration ranged 8%–18% lower than
the quality factors that were predicted by the model~8!. The
measured quality factor for the resonance occurring at 100
kHz was 42% lower than the experimentally predicted value.

We believe, in general, that the disparity in measured
and predicted quality factors was due to geometric imperfec-
tions in the resonator used for experiments. While the model
from Eq.~8! assumes that the resonator geometry is perfectly
rectangular, the actual resonator used in experiments con-
tained imperfections in parallelism, and curvature. Loss of
parallelism between the transducer and reflecting wall is
known to cause energy loss.8 This mechanism would cause
experimental measurements of quality factor to be consis-
tently less than would be predicted by a theoretical model
that assumed parallelism. The cavity resonance frequency at
100 kHz was near a transducer resonance at 98 kHz, and this
fact may have affected the experimental determination of
cavity quality factor, causing it to be excessively low.

It would be valuable to obtain experimental measure-
ments at higher sourceka’s, extending to the regionka
.37, in order to explore the break-even point in quality fac-

FIG. 7. Quality factor vs resonator aspect ratio (2a/L).

TABLE I. Predicted and measured quality factors for the open-resonator configuration.

Frequency
~kHz!

L
~l! ka

Aspect ratio
2a/L

Open Closed

Predicted
Q

Measured
Q

Predicted
Q

25 l/2 6.54 4.1655 161 148 191
50 l 13.10 4.1655 226 184 269
75 3l/2 19.63 4.1655 284 255 323

100 2l 26.17 4.1655 322 187 364
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tor that is predicted by the numerical computations summa-
rized in Figs. 6 and 7. The experimental measurements were
limited to an upper frequency limit of 150 kHz, due to avail-
able microphone technology. For practical size transducers,
large sourceka’s cannot be obtained with this upper fre-
quency limit.

Another apparatus, corresponding to the closed-
resonator configuration with the same dimensions as the
open-resonator apparatus, was constructed to benchmark the-
oretical predictions and achievable quality factors for the
closed-resonator configurations. Our efforts were not suc-
cessful, as the presence of extra cavity boundaries and a
degeneracy caused by a square cross-section caused exces-
sive mode frequency packing, and we were unable to isolate
the longitudinal modes of the closed-resonator configuration.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The amplification performance of open- and closed-
configuration two-dimensional resonators was compared
over the frequency range 25 kHz–1 MHz with air as the
working fluid. Theoretical computations showed that source
ka’s greater than 37 and 42 were required in order for the
quality factor of the open-resonator configuration to be as
high as the closed-resonator configuration for the half- and
one-wavelength resonances. This condition corresponded to
a source-width-to-depth aspect ratio of 24 for a half-
wavelength depth resonator, and 14 for a one-wavelength
depth resonator. Experimental measurements at low source
ka’s, in the range 6.5–26.1, showed that quality factors for
the one-, two-, and three-half wavelength resonances were
8%–18% lower than the theoretically predicted values.
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APPENDIX

The model used for acoustic wave number and absorp-
tion was

k5
v

c0
1 iant1~11 i !ab1

1

p

v

c (
n

~anl!m

ivtn

12 ivtn

5b2 ia. ~A1!

A form similar to this is found in Ref. 21, to which dissipa-
tion ab caused by viscous and thermal losses at the boundary
have been added.

The model used for body dissipationant caused by vis-
cosity and thermal conductivity was

ant5
v2m

2r0c3 F4

3
1

mB

m
1

g21

Pr G , ~A2!

where m51.8131025 Ns/m2, mB50.6m Ns/m2, r0

51.21 kg/m3, g51.4, and Pr54g/(9g25) were the shear
viscosity, bulk viscosity, ambient density, isentropic coeffi-
cient of compression, and Prandtl number for air.

The model contained in Ref. 21 forab is

ab5
C

2A S 11
~g21!

APr
DA2mv

r0c0
2. ~A3!

This expression accounts for viscous and thermal losses at
the sidewalls of the resonator. To account for thermal con-
duction at the ends, an equivalent absorption coefficient must
be derived. This absorption coefficient can be derived by
solving for the acoustic pressure in a one-dimensional wave-
guide, with the acoustic velocity specified at one end, and a
near-rigid impedance at the other end. Thermal conduction at
the end boundary may be modeled as an impedanceZ of21

1

Z
5
&~12 i !

2r0c0
A vm

r0c0
2

g21

APr
. ~A4!

Upon solving for the acoustic pressure in this problem, one
obtains an effective absorption coefficient of

a5
1

2L
A2vm

r0c0
2

~g21!

APr
, ~A5!

that will account for the impedance boundary condition at
the end. For the open- and closed-resonator configurations,
the effective thermal conduction at the end~A5! was doubled
to account for thermal conduction at the source, and the total
boundary lossesab were modeled to be

ab5
C

2A S 11
~g21!

APr
DA2mv

r0c0
21

1

L
A2mv

r0c0
2

~g21!

APr
.

~A6!

Molecular relaxation taking place in the body of the
fluid in the cavity was modeled by the third term in Eq.~A1!
with the frozen sound speedc as

c5c0S 11
1

p ( ~anl!mD , ~A7!

and (a1l)m50.0011, t151.7431025 s; (a2l)m50.0002,
t250.0013 s were used for the O2 and N2 relaxations, re-
spectively.

With these definitions, the molecular relaxation absorp-
tion coefficienta r was defined as

a r5ImF 1

p

v

c (
n

~anl!m

ivtn

12 ivtn
G , ~A8!

and the propagating partb of the wave numberk was defined
as

b5
v

c0
1ab1ReF 1

p

v

c (
n

~anl!m

ivtn

12 ivtn
G' v

c0
.

~A9!

A subscriptn was added to the absorption coefficienta and
propagating partb of the wave number to indicate that they
were evaluated at the frequencyvn .
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Electrode surface profile and the performance of condenser
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Condenser microphones of all types are traditionally made with a planar electrode parallel to an
electrically conducting diaphragm, additional diaphragm stiffness at acoustic frequencies being
provided by the air enclosed in a cavity behind the diaphragm. In all designs, the motion of the
diaphragm in response to an acoustic signal is greatest near its center and reduces to zero at its
edges. Analysis shows that this construction leads to less than optimal sensitivity and to harmonic
distortion at high sound levels when the diaphragm motion is appreciable compared with its spacing
from the electrode. Microphones of this design are also subject to acoustic collapse of the diaphragm
under the influence of pressure pulses such as might be produced by wind. A new design is proposed
in which the electrode is shaped as a shallow dish, and it is shown that this construction increases
the sensitivity by about 4.5 dB, and also completely eliminates harmonic distortion originating in the
cartridge. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1515971#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Bs, 43.38.Kb, 43.58.Ry@AJZ#

I. INTRODUCTION

Condenser microphones of various designs are central to
the whole of audio engineering practice and to scientific re-
search in acoustics. At one end of the range we find rela-
tively simple high quality omnidirectional microphones with
diameters ranging from 3 to 25 mm for use with sound level
meters and other types of precision measuring equipment,1

while at the other end there are much more complicated stu-
dio microphones with adjustable directional patterns.2 Along-
side these there are simple, rugged, and inexpensive electret
microphones for a whole variety of less demanding uses.

In all cases the basic principle of operation is the
same—a thin conducting diaphragm is held under tension a
very small distance away from a planar conducting electrode,
and matching charges are induced on the diaphragm and
electrode by a voltage applied between the two through a
very high resistance.~In the case of an electret microphone,
the charge is generated by electret polarization so that an
external bias is not required.! Motion of the diaphragm then
causes a corresponding change in the potential between the
diaphragm and the electrode, and this voltage signal is am-
plified through a device with very high input impedance to
provide the output signal. Of course, many refinements are
involved in order to ensure a flat response over a wide fre-
quency range and, in the case of studio microphones, to pro-
vide control over directional response. These refinements
will not be of concern in the present paper.

The purpose of the present discussion is to analyze cer-
tain aspects of this basic microphone design and to propose
that a significant improvement in performance can be
achieved by modifying the plane electrode to an appropri-

ately specified dished shape. It is difficult, in retrospect, to
believe that such a modification has not been suggested, and
perhaps implemented, during the past 80 or more years of
microphone technology, but the possibility is not mentioned
in classic papers on microphone design1–3 or in two compre-
hensive modern texts on the subject,4,5 and no reference to it
has been found in the course of a search of published scien-
tific or patent literature.

II. ANALYSIS OF THE PLANAR-ELECTRODE DESIGN

A. Microphone types

For the purposes of the present discussion, we identify
two main classes of condenser microphone. The first class,
designated here as type I and shown schematically in Fig.
1~a!, is typical of measurement microphones. The diaphragm
is of thin metal under high tension so that its natural fre-
quency is typically in the range 10–150 kHz, depending on
diaphragm diameter. This tension then provides the main re-
storing force for any displacement of the diaphragm. In the
second class, characteristic of inexpensive electrets as well
as of many studio microphones, and here designated as type
II, the diaphragm is of metal-coated polymer material under
only moderate tension so that its resonance frequency is only
1–2 kHz. In this case the air volume enclosed within the
microphone capsule must be relied upon to raise the reso-
nance frequency to a value of around 15 kHz, and this air
volume provides most of the dynamic restoring force upon
the diaphragm. The cavity is necessarily vented through a
very small opening for static pressure equalization, however,
so that the diaphragm tension must provide the restoring
force against static electrical stress.

Two subclasses of type II microphones can be distin-
guished. In a type IIA microphone, the structure of which isa!Electronic mail: neville.fletcher@anu.edu.au
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otherwise similar to that shown in Fig. 1~a! for a type I
microphone, there is a single air cavity behind the diaphragm
and electrode. In microphones with cardioid directional char-
acteristics this cavity is vented through an appropriate rear
acoustic resistance. In a type IIB microphone, the air cavity
is subdivided into a large number of small cells located in a
rather thick metallic electrode, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. In a
microphone with variable directionality, two such capsules
are placed back-to-back and acoustically coupled through a
narrow intervening space and small holes in the electrodes.2

The directional response can then be varied by changing the
voltages applied to the two diaphragms. Simple electret mi-
crophones are generally of type IIA, while studio micro-
phones are usually of type IIB.

Suppose that, for a microphone of either type I or II, the
diaphragm tension isT and the reservoir volume isD0 . Then
the local mechanical restoring forceF(r ) per unit area on the
diaphragm when it is displaced normally inwards by an
amountz(r ), is

F~r !52
T

r

]

]r S r
]z

]r D1
rc2

D0
E

0

a

2pzr dr, ~1!

where a is the radius of the electrode. The form of the
tension-dependent term assumes that only circularly sym-
metric displacements are considered,6 while the second term
on the right-hand side is simply the acoustic pressure devel-

oped in the air cavity by the diaphragm displacementz(r ).
For a type I microphoneT is very large, so that the first term
is dominant and the second term can be neglected. For a type
II microphone, however, the diaphragm tension is smaller by
a factor of order 1000 and the second term is dominant in
many features of the behavior. The first term, however, de-
termines the behavior under electrostatic loading, since the
reservoir is necessarily vented through a small opening and
the pressure of the enclosed air quickly decays to atmo-
spheric.

It might appear that the volume-dependent restoring
term in Eq. ~1! should have a different form in a type-IIB
microphone, since the air cavity is distributed over the sur-
face of the diaphragm in small cells that might be expected
to provide a local rather than a global pressure response. The
RC time-constant for the individual cells, whereC is the
acoustic compliance of the enclosed air andR the flow re-
sistance of the thin air film between the electrode and the
diaphragm, is however about equal to the inverse of the
cavity-supported resonance frequency of the diaphragm, so
that, at the frequencies well below this limit with which we
are primarily concerned, the cavities are effectively intercon-
nected and behave as one single cavity.

In what follows, the somewhat different but related be-
havior of these two microphone types under both static elec-
trostatic forces and oscillatory acoustic pressures is consid-
ered. The design complications associated with studio
microphones of variable directionality will not be of concern
here, but only the behavior or the basic microphone car-
tridge.

B. Electrostatic deflection

The behavior of all microphone types under electrostatic
loading is formally the same, except for the magnitude of the
diaphragm tensionT. The analysis is well known7 but is
repeated here to make clear the subsequent developments.
Suppose that the separation between the diaphragm and the
plane electrode ish when no voltage is applied, and that the
diaphragm is deflected a distancez(r ) toward the electrode
by an applied voltageV. Then, by Eq.~1! with the enclosed
volume term omitted,

T

r

d

dr S r
dz

dr D52
e0V2

~h2z!2 , ~2!

wheree0 is the permittivity of free space. If the electrode has
a radiusb,a, wherea is the diaphragm radius, then Eq.~2!
still applies provided we takeV50 for b,r ,a.

This equation is easy to solve in the linearized limitz
!h, in which case

z5
e0V2b2

4Th2 S 12
r 2

b2 22 log
b

aD , r ,b, ~3!

52
e0V2b2

2Th2 log
r

a
, b,r ,a. ~4!

In this limit the shape is a paraboloid of revolution forr
,b and a logarithmic surface of opposite curvature forb
,r ,a.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the main types of condenser microphone in current
use. ~a! Type I: a precision measurement microphone with a metal dia-
phragm under high tension. The directional pattern of such a microphone
can be made cardioid by providing vents with appropriate acoustic resis-
tance into the back of the cartridge from the environment.~b! Type II: a
basic studio microphone with a metalized plastic diaphragm and restoring
force provided by air enclosed in cavities in the thick electrode. A studio
microphone consists essentially of two type II microphone cartridges
mounted back-to-back and linked by a structure with high acoustic resis-
tance. By varying the potentials on the two diaphragms, the response can be
made omnidirectional, cardioid, or figure-eight.
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A general solution for larger deflections is necessarily
numerical, since the equation is nonlinear. Such a solution is
most usefully parametrized in terms of the quantities

b5S e0b2

4Th2D 1/2

V, d5
h2z

h
, ~5!

which represent, respectively, the normalized polarizing volt-
age and the fractional value of the separation between the
diaphragm and the electrode. The calculated result is shown
in Fig. 2. As the potential on the diaphragm~the parameter
b! is increased, the diaphragm moves steadily toward the
electrode until suddenly, at aboutb50.88, it collapses onto
the electrode. Just before the collapse, the separation be-
tween the diaphragm and the electrode has been reduced to
about 0.63 of its unpolarized value. The physical reason for
the collapse is that the maintenance of diaphragm potential at
the center of the diaphragm requires an inflow of charge
from the supply to the center of the diaphragm, thus increas-
ing the electrostatic force and further reducing the separa-
tion, which in turn requires more charge to maintain the dia-
phragm potential. This electrostatic force, which increases
about as (h2z)22, ultimately overbalances the elastic re-
storing force, which increases only linearly withz.

When values for the relevant physical parameters are
inserted into the parameterb, it is found that for a typical
type I microphoneb,0.01, while for a type II microphone
b;0.3. This means that the electrostatic displacement of the
diaphragm is almost negligibly small for a type I micro-
phone, while a type II microphone has a significant static
displacement and may be close to the condition for collapse
if excess voltage is applied. Computed profiles of the dia-
phragm for various values of the parameterb are shown in
Fig. 3. It can be seen that the profile is approximately para-
bolic right up to the value ofb giving collapse.

C. Acoustic deflection

Suppose that there is an extra inward diaphragm deflec-
tion c(r ) in a uniform acoustic pressure fieldp(v), and for

simplicity let b5a so that the whole diaphragm is electri-
cally active. Since the diaphragm~or the electrode, depend-
ing on the microphone design! is essentially electrically iso-
lated at acoustic frequencies, the total chargeQ upon it
remains fixed at the value

Q52pe0V0E
0

a r dr

h2z~r !
, ~6!

whereV0 is the steady supply voltage,h is the initial dia-
phragm separation from the electrode, andz(r ) is the elec-
trostatic displacement of the diaphragm. The diaphragm po-
tential V under the influence of the additional acoustic
displacementc(r ) is then

V5V0E
0

a r dr

h2z~r !Y E
0

a r dr

h2z~r !2c~r !
, ~7!

and the time-varying part of this potential constitutes the
electrical signal from the microphone.

The behavior ofc(r ) is given by

r
]2c

]t2 52F~c,r !1G~c,r !1p, ~8!

wherer is the mass of the diaphragm per unit area,F(c,r ) is
the additional elastic restoring force as given by Eq.~1! with
z(r ) replaced byc(r ), and G(r ) is the additional electro-
static force, given by Eq.~7! as

G~r !5
e0V2

~h2z1c!2 2
e0V0

2

~h2z!2 . ~9!

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~1! simply
contributes a constant times the average magnitude ofc
across the diaphragm and so is proportional top. Since
at high sound levels the acoustic vibration amplitudec(r )
of the diaphragm may be not much less than the diaphragm
spacingh2z, the nonlinear terms in Eq.~9! are significant,
so that the electrical signalV will suffer an appreciable
amount of harmonic distortion, as will be discussed in
Sec. III.

FIG. 2. Calculated variation of the normalized diaphragm spacingd from
the electrode as a function of the polarization voltage parameterb
5(e0b2/4Th2)1/2V. The diaphragm collapses onto the electrode whenb
exceeds 0.88.

FIG. 3. Calculated normalized profiles of the diaphragm, as a function of the
parameterb, for electrostatic loadings up to the point of collapse. All pro-
files are approximately parabolic.
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At low acoustic levelsc(r ) is everywhere much less
than the diaphragm spacingh2z(r ) so that, from Eq.~9!,
G(r ) is approximately zero andF(r ) is simply proportional
to c. It is then simple to solve the linearized version of Eq.
~8!. For very low frequencies, the left-hand side of Eq.~8!
can be neglected, leading toF(c,r )5p and hence, if we
takeb5a for simplicity, to the result

c~r !5ApS 12
r 2

a2D , ~10!

whereA is a constant. For frequencies approaching that of
the cavity-supported diaphragm resonance, the left-hand side
of Eq. ~8! cannot be neglected, and the solution has the well-
known form6

c~r !5BpJ0~2.4r /a!, ~11!

whereJ0 is a Bessel function of order zero andB is another
constant. The profile shapes given by Eqs.~10! and ~11! are
very similar.

When the diaphragm displacement is no longer negligi-
bly small compared with the diaphragm separationh, then
the redistribution of charge on the deflected diaphragm must
be taken into account by including the force termG(r ) from
Eq. ~9! with V given by Eq.~7!. This clearly introduces more
nonlinear terms and so more harmonic distortion of the elec-
trical output signaldV. This will not be pursued further here.

III. DISTORTION AND SENSITIVITY

To examine the effect of electrode shape on sensitivity
and distortion, it is simplest to consider first an idealized type
I microphone with no electrostatic distortion of the dia-
phragm. Suppose that the diaphragm radius isa and that its
equilibrium spacing from the electrode ish. As derived pre-
viously in Eq.~10!, the acoustic displacement has the form

z~r !5c0S 12
r 2

a2D cosvt, ~12!

wherec0 is the acoustic displacement at the center of the
diaphragm. If it is assumed for simplicity that the electrode
extends to the edge of the diaphragm, then the microphone
capacitance is

C52pe0E
0

a r dr

h2c0~12r 2/a2!cosvt
, ~13!

5
pa2e0

c0 cosvt
logS h

h2c0 cosvt D . ~14!

If Q5C0V0 is the charge on the electrode when the
polarizing voltage isV0 andC05pa2e0 /h is the capacitance
when the acoustic displacement amplitudec050, then the
potentialV of the electrode in the presence of acoustic dis-
placement is

V5
Q

C
52

V0~c0 cosvt/h!

log@12~c0 /h!cosvt#
. ~15!

Expansion of this expression as a power series in cosvt and
conversion to a series in cosnvt involves tedious algebra,
but the first few terms are given approximately by

V'V0F120.56
c0

h
cosvt20.06S c0

h D 2

cos 2vt

20.03S c0

h D 3

cos 3vt1¯G . ~16!

This means that the relative amplitude of second-harmonic
distortion is about 0.11c0 /h and of third-harmonic distortion
about 0.05(c0 /h)2. Converting to distortion levels shows
that, whenc050.1h so that the amplitude of the electrical
signal is 0.06V0 , second-harmonic distortion is about
240 dB relative to the fundamental, and third-harmonic dis-
tortion is about266 dB. The electrostatic modification of
the acoustic deflection function, referred to briefly earlier,
will add further distortion terms. These figures require some
modification when the fact that the electrically active part of
the diaphragm does not extend to its full diameter is taken
into account. Formally, this is done by changing the upper
limit of the integral in Eq.~13! from a to b, which signifi-
cantly complicates the algebra. The result is a reduction in
both the electrical output and also the distortion.

From a practical point of view it must be pointed out,
however, that the acoustic level required to achieve a dia-
phragm displacement of 0.1h is much larger than would nor-
mally be contemplated for a microphone. Indeed the output
signal amplitude would then be about one-tenth of the polar-
izing voltage, so that the preamplifier would be forced into
severe clipping. The consequent distortion would completely
obscure the microphone distortion.

There is one other feature of the planar-electrode design
that is worthy of comment, and that is the possibility of what
might be termed acoustic collapse. If the acoustic signal has
a large positive pressure, then this will bring the center of the
diaphragm close to the electrode and the migration of charge
will cause it to collapse into contact, thus short-circuiting the
microphone and rendering it inoperative for perhaps several
seconds until the charge has been restored through the very
high supply resistance. This phenomenon can be investigated
in the quasi-static limit by adding an acoustic pressure term
p, independent ofr , to the right-hand side of Eq.~2!.

IV. IMPROVED ELECTRODE DESIGN

Referring back to Eq.~7!, it is immediately apparent
that, if the electrode is curved so that the static diaphragm
separationh2z(r ) is made everywhere proportional to the
acoustic displacement c(r ) so that @h2z(r )#
5gc(r ,t)/p(t), wherep(t) is the acoustic pressure signal
andg is a constant, then Eq.~7! simplifies to the form

V5V0@11g21p~ t !#, ~17!

and the electrical output mirrors the acoustic input without
distortion. In physical terms, this means that the diaphragm
motion does not cause any redistribution of charge, so that
the electrostatic force on all parts of the diaphragm remains
constant, thus ensuring that the displacementc, and thus the
reciprocal of the microphone capacitance, faithfully follows
the acoustic pressure signalp.

These observations are the basis of the proposed im-
proved microphone design. The electrode profile that will
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give optimal performance does not differ greatly between
type I and type II microphones, though there are significant
quantitative variations associated with the extent to which
the diaphragm is deflected by electrostatic forces.

A. Type I microphones

As discussed previously, the tension in the diaphragm of
a type I microphone is so high that the static deflection is
only of order 1023 of the electrode spacing. This means that
the diaphragm can be treated as essentially planar, and this
assumption forms the basis for an initial evaluation of opti-
mal electrode profile. It has already been shown that the
vibration amplitude of the diaphragm has a parabolic profile
at low frequencies and a rather similar Bessel-function pro-
file near the major resonance, in each case vanishing at the
circumference. An optimum electrode shape should therefore
follow a similar profile, vanishing at the edge of the dia-
phragm, and with a central displacement chosen to optimize
other features of the design, as shown in Fig. 4~a!.

Suppose that the radius of the diaphragm isa and that of
the electrodeb and that the central diaphragm spacing ish0 .
Then the electrode shape ish(r )5h0@12(r /a)2# and the
low-frequency acoustic displacement has the similar form
c(r )5c0@12(r /a)2#. The electrical capacitance has the
value

C5e0E
0

b 2pr dr

h~r !
5

e0pb2

h0
logS a2

a22b2D . ~18!

To avoid a short circuit at the edge of the diaphragm,b must
be significantly less thana, and a choice ofb50.9a will
later be shown to be optimal, giving a capacitance of
1.7e0pb2/h0 . The diaphragm spacing at the edge of the
electrode will be 0.2 times that at the center.

The electrical output under a polarizing voltageV0 when
the central acoustic displacement isc0 is given by Eq.~7!
with the upper limit of both integrals taken asb rather than
a. The result is

dV5
V0c0

h0
, ~19!

and there are no higher terms, so that harmonic distortion is
identically zero.

This should be compared with a microphone with a pla-
nar electrode with the same values ofa andb, and a constant
electrode spacingh(r )5h0 . The electrical capacitance is
e0pb2/h0 , which, for the caseb50.9a, is about half that of
the curved electrode design. Evaluation of the modified inte-
grals in Eq.~7! for this case shows that, to first order,

dV5
V0c0

h0
S 12

b2

2a2D . ~20!

If b50.9a, then the voltage signal is smaller than that for the
curved-electrode design by a factor of about 0.6, which is
about 4.5 dB. As discussed previously, there are also higher
terms of all orders that contribute harmonic distortion.

It can be concluded that the curved-electrode design of-
fers significant advantages in terms of increased sensitivity
~about 4.5 dB!, increased capacitance~factor about 1.7!, and
freedom from distortion, compared with the corresponding
planar electrode design. Some practical issues will be dis-
cussed in a later section.

B. Type II microphones

The major difference between a type I and a type II
microphone in the present context is the fact that the dia-
phragm of the type II microphone suffers appreciable curva-
ture under the influence of electrostatic forces, the separation
at the diaphragm center being reduced by perhaps a factor
0.7 in a normal plane-electrode design. These microphones
also usually employ a greater electrode separation from the
diaphragm, typically about 40mm, partly for this reason. An
optimal electrode design will therefore be dished to about 50
mm at its center and come close to the level of the diaphragm
mount at the circumference as in Fig. 4~b!.

Because of the appreciable electrostatic deflection of the
diaphragm, however, it must be questioned whether the pa-
raboloidal or near-spherical electrode shape is still appropri-
ate. The form of the electrostatic deflection is once again
given by Eq.~2!, but now with the electrode separation vary-
ing with radiusr . If we define the shape of the electrode by
the curveh(r ) as in Fig. 5 and the shape of the diaphragm
under electrostatic deflection byf (r ), then minimum distor-
tion and maximum sensitivity is achieved ifh(r )2 f (r ) is
proportional to the acoustic deflection of the diaphragm
which, as has been shown previously, is approximately para-
bolic at low frequencies. The equation for the electrostatic
deflectionf (r ) is then

T

r

d

dr S r
d f

dr D52
e0V2

@h~r !2 f ~r !#2 . ~21!

The problem then is to choose an electrode profileh(r ) so
that h(r )2 f (r ) is parabolic.

If the paraboloidal-electrode design is appropriate, then
we can assume thath(r )5h0@12(r /a)2#, where a is the
radius of the diaphragm. Substituting this into Eq.~21! gives

FIG. 4. Optimal electrode profile.~a! In practice the electrode will terminate
a small distance from the edge of the diaphragm in a type I microphone;~b!
in a type II microphone the diaphragm metallization should terminate at 0.9
times the diaphragm radius.
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a nonlinear equation that must be solved numerically, though
the solution has a quite general form when the boundary
condition thatz50 at r 5a is inserted. The electrostatic
force per unit area, however, is greater at the edge of the
diaphragm than at its center, because of the smaller separa-
tion there, and this leads to a displaced diaphragm shape that
is approximately that of one half of a very oblate spheroid,
the slope of the diaphragm being very steep at its edges, if
the metalization is assumed to cover the entire diaphragm.

The escape from this difficulty is, however, quite simple.
If the diaphragm metallization radiusb is assumed to be
approximately 0.9a, then numerical evaluation shows that
the steep diaphragm slope at its edge is eliminated, and the
shape of the diaphragm is quite closely parabolic for 0<r
<b, thus following the shape of the electrode as desired.
This is a quite adequate solution. The improvements to be
expected in sensitivity are similar to those for a type I mi-
crophone, and harmonic distortion in the microphone car-
tridge itself should be eliminated.

C. Electrode venting

As shown in Figs. 1 and 4, the electrodes in all con-
denser microphone designs have vent holes to relieve the
compressive pressure in the thin air layer between the dia-
phragm and the electrode. Flow to the vent holes in this air
layer is impeded by air viscosity, and the flow resistance
increases inversely as the cube of the separation between the
diaphragm and the electrode. In current manufacturing, the
design of each microphone is optimized so that the damping
provided by this resistance reduces appropriately the peak in
the response at the resonance frequency.

To achieve uniform response over the whole area of the
diaphragm in accord with the design objectives set out ear-
lier, it is necessary that the size and spacing of the vent holes
through the electrode also be optimized. The decreased dia-
phragm spacing toward its edges leads to a great increase in
flow resistance in the enclosed air layer, which varies ash23.
While the local acoustic impedance of the diaphragm is also
higher, it is necessary to change the size and spacing of the

vent holes toward the edge of the diaphragm in order to
achieve uniform damping behavior. The exact solution is
outside the scope of the present paper.

D. Acoustic collapse

Another incidental advantage of the curved-electrode
design is that such a microphone does not suffer from acous-
tically induced collapse of the diaphragm at very high sound
pressure levels. In a planar-electrode design, particularly in a
type II microphone, redistribution of charge on the dia-
phragm under very large acoustic deflection can cause col-
lapse onto the electrode. No such charge redistribution oc-
curs in the curved-electrode design, so the problem is not
encountered.

E. Practical issues

The microphone designs discussed previously were ide-
alized to a small extent. In the case of a type I microphone,
for example, the electrostatic diaphragm deflection is not
zero, though it is much smaller than for a type II micro-
phone. As has been shown, however, the distorting effect on
the diaphragm of this electrostatic displacement can be mini-
mized if the electrode diameter is about 0.9 times the dia-
phragm diameter, and this is desirable for simple electrical
reasons in any case. Electrical discharge between diaphragm
and electrode should not be a problem, though a slightly
curved edge to the electrode is probably desirable.

In practice it is also probably not reasonable to shape the
electrode to a parabolic profile because of manufacturing dif-
ficulties. Because of the small curvature required, however, a
spherical-dish shape is completely adequate. Indeed, almost
any shallow dish shape should yield an improvement in mi-
crophone performance. To place the dimensions in context,
the diaphragm spacing of a conventional 1 in.~25 mm! mea-
suring microphone is typically about 20mm, so the dished
electrode, which is about 20 mm in diameter, will have a
curvature radius of about 2.5 m. In the case of a conventional
type II studio microphone cartridge, the unpolarized dia-
phragm separation is 40–50mm, so that the curvature radius
is about 1 m. Lapping tables to produce such curvatures in
the electrodes are straightforward to produce since, in con-
trast with optical components, a surface accuracy of61 mm
is completely adequate. A lapping table with diameter 20 cm
would typically require a central elevation of 2–5 mm,
which is easily made and measured.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This analysis suggests that the behavior of all types of
condenser microphones could be improved, both in relation
to sensitivity and distortion, by using a shallowly dished
electrode instead of the normal planar electrode design.
While this adds minor manufacturing complications, it turns
out that simple spherical dishing with a radius of curvature
between about 1 and 2.5 m is adequate for most common
microphone types, and this should not be difficult to imple-
ment. The appropriate electrode curvature depends on the
type of microphone, the unpolarized diaphragm spacing and

FIG. 5. Definition of the curvesh(r ) specifying the shape of the electrode
relative to the undisplaced diaphragm plane, andf (r ) specifying the shape
of the diaphragm under electrostatic deflection.
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tension, and the operating voltage. The analysis presented
here allows the optimal electrode design to be calculated in
each case.

It is a matter for discussion whether or not these advan-
tages are of sufficient practical benefit to justify the required
modifications to current microphone designs. An improve-
ment in sensitivity of 4.5 dB is certainly helpful, but the
same result could have been achieved with a planar design
by reducing the diaphragm spacing by a factor 0.6 or by
increasing the polarizing voltage by a factor 1.7. Similarly,
the actual distortion level in a conventional microphone de-
sign depends upon the preamplifier as well as the cartridge,
and this must be taken into account. Nevertheless, these are
all advantages of the proposed new design, and there may be
special applications in which they become important.
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When binaural sound signals are presented with loudspeakers, the system inversion involved gives
rise to a number of problems such as a loss of dynamic range and a lack of robustness to small errors
and room reflections. The amplification required by the system inversion results in loss of dynamic
range. The control performance of such a system deteriorates severely due to small errors resulting
from, e.g., misalignment of the system and individual differences in the head related transfer
functions at certain frequencies. The required large sound radiation results in severe reflection which
also reduces the control performance. A method of overcoming these fundamental problems is
proposed in this paper. A conceptual monopole transducer is introduced whose position varies
continuously as frequency varies. This gives a minimum processing requirement of the binaural
signals for the control to be achieved and all the above problems either disappear or are minimized.
The inverse filters have flat amplitude response and the reproduced sound is not colored even
outside the relatively large ‘‘sweet area.’’ A number of practical solutions are suggested for the
realization of such optimally distributed transducers. One of them is a discretization that enables the
use of conventional transducer units. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1513363#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Introduction

Binaural technology1–3 is often used to present a virtual
acoustic environment to a listener. The principle of this tech-
nology is to control the sound field at the listener’s ears so
that the reproduced sound field coincides with what would be
produced when he is in the desired real sound field. One way
of achieving this is to use a pair of loudspeakers~electroa-
coustic transducers! at different positions in a listening space
with the help of signal processing to ensure that appropriate
binaural signals, which contain all the spatial information,
are obtained at the listener’s ears.4–7 Then the listener would
experience an extremely realistic three dimensional sound
environment.

One of the objectives of this study is to investigate a
number of problems that arise from the multichannel system
inversion involved in such binaural synthesis over loud-
speakers. A basic analysis with a free field transfer function
model illustrates the fundamental difficulties that such sys-
tems can have. The singular value decomposition helps to
understand the role of the inverse filters more intuitively. The
amplification required by the system inversion results in loss
of dynamic range. The inverse filters obtained are likely to

contain large errors around ill-conditioned frequencies.
Regularization is often used to design practical filters but this
also results in poor control performance around those fre-
quencies. Sound radiation by transducers in directions other
than that of the listener can be very large and this results in
severe reflection and degrades control performance. Further
analysis with a more realistic plant matrix, where the sound
signals are controlled at a listener’s ears in the presence of
the listener’s body~pinnae, head, etc.!, demonstrates that this
is still the case. Such problems are often noted as noise,
distortion, fatigue of transducers, loss of directional and spa-
tial perception, and coloration.

The investigation has resulted in the proposal of a sys-
tem concept that we refer to as the Optimal Source Distribu-
tion ~OSD!. The OSD system overcomes these fundamental
problems by means of a conceptual pair of monopole trans-
ducers whose span varies continuously as a function of fre-
quency. The underlying theoretical principle is described in
detail. The significance is that all of the above problems that
are associated with the multichannel system inversion are
solved by using this principle. The limitations with this prin-
ciple are also made clear in terms of the operational fre-
quency range. Several examples of practical solutions that
can realize a variable transducer span are also described. One
of them is the discretization and it enables the use of con-
ventional transducer units and crossover filter networks with
only a little decrease in performance from theoretical limit.
The practical system realized has a very good performance
over a wide frequency range~e.g., over the whole audible
frequency range!.

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘Optimal source distribution for
virtual acoustic imaging,’’ presented at the 140th Meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America and Noise-con 2000, 3–8 December 2000, Newport
Beach, California, and published in ‘‘Optimal source distribution for bin-
aural synthesis over loudspeakers,’’ Acoustic Research Letters Online2,
7–12 ~2001!.

b!Present address: Kajima Technical Research Institute, 2-19-1 Tobitakyu,
Chofu-shi, Tokyo 182-0036, Japan. Electronic mail: tt@kajima.com
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B. Principles of binaural synthesis over loudspeakers

System inversion is often used for multichannel sound
control including binaural reproduction over loudspeakers.
The principle of such systems is described below with
2-channel case as an example and is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
objective of the system is to feed to each ear of the listener
independently the binaural signals that contain spatial infor-
mation of sound as well as the signals associated with the
sources in a virtual sound environment. However, when
loudspeakers are used for this purpose, each loudspeaker
feeds its signal to both ears. There is a matrix of acoustic
paths between the loudspeakers and the listener’s ears, and
this can be expressed as a matrix of transfer functions~plant
matrix!. Independent control of two signals~such as the bin-
aural sound signals! at two receivers~such as the ears of a
listener! can be achieved with two electroacoustic transduc-
ers ~such as loudspeakers!, by filtering the input signals to
the transducers with the inverse of the transfer function ma-
trix of the plant. This process is also referred as system in-
version. The signals and transfer functions involved are de-
fined as follows. Two monopole transducers produce source
strengths~volume accelerations! defined by the elements of
the complex vectorv5@n1( j v) n2( j v)#T. The resulting
acoustic pressure signals are given by the elements of the
vectorw5@w1( j v)w2( j v)#T. This is given by

w5Cv, ~1!

whereC is the plant matrix~a matrix of transfer functions
between sources and receivers!. The two signals to be syn-
thesised at the receivers are defined by the elements of the
complex vectord5@d1( j v) d2( j v)#T. In the case of audio
applications, these signals are usually the signals that would
produce a desired virtual auditory sensation when fed to the
two ears independently. They can be obtained, for example,
by recording sound source signalsu with a recording head
~e.g., a dummy head! or by filtering the signalsu by matrix
of synthesised binaural filtersA.

Therefore, a filter matrixH which contains inverse fil-
ters is introduced~the inverse filter matrix! so thatv5Hd,
where

H5FH11~ j v! H12~ j v!

H21~ j v! H22~ j v!
G ~2!

and thus

w5CHd. ~3!

For convenience in later analysis, we also define the control
performance matrixR given by

R5CH. ~4!

The inverse filter matrixH can be designed so that the vector
w is a good approximation to the vectord with a certain
delay.8,9 When the independent control at two receivers is
perfect, the matrixR becomes the identity matrixI . How-
ever, various factors introduce errors into the process. When
errors are present, the diagonal term of the matrixR shows
the portion of desired signal transmission and the other terms
are the cross-talk components.

II. ANALYSIS WITH A FREE FIELD MODEL AND THE
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION

A simple case involving the control of two monopole
receivers with two monopole transducers~sources! under
free field conditions is first considered here in order to un-
derstand the physics underlying binaural synthesis over loud-
speakers. The fundamental problems with regard to system
inversion can be illustrated in this simple case where the
effect of path length difference dominates the problem. The
singular value decomposition helps to understand the role of
the inverse filter matrix more intuitively, since it decomposes
the matrix into multiple parts and each of these has a simple
physical role. A matrix of Head Related Transfer Functions
~HRTFs! is also analyzed in the later section as an example
of a more realistic plant matrix. In such a case, the acoustic
response of the human body~pinnae, head, torso, and so on!
also comes to affect the problem. However, the fundamental
difficulties inherit to such systems can still be seen predomi-
nantly.

A. Inverse filter matrix

A symmetric case with the intersource axis parallel to
the inter-receiver axis is considered for an examination of the
basic properties of the system. The geometry is illustrated in
Fig. 2. In the free field case, the plant transfer function ma-
trix can be modelled as

C5
r0

4p Fe2 jkl 1/ l 1 e2 jkl 2/ l 2

e2 jkl 2/ l 2 e2 jkl 1/ l 1
G , ~5!

where an ej vt time dependence is assumed withk5v/c0 ,
and wherer0 andc0 are the density and sound speed. When
the ratio of and the difference between the path lengths con-

FIG. 1. Block diagram for multichannel sound control with system
inversion.

FIG. 2. Geometry of a 2-source 2-receiver system under investigation.
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necting one source and two receivers are defined asg
5 l 1 / l 2 andD l 5 l 22 l 1 ,

C5
r0e2 jkl 1

4p l 1
F 1 ge2 jkD l

ge2 jkD l 1 G . ~6!

Now consider the case

d5
r0e2 jkl 1

4p l 1
FD1~ j v!

D2~ j v!G , ~7!

i.e., the desired signals are the acoustic pressure signals
which would have been produced by the closer sound source
alone whose values are eitherD1( j v) or D2( j v) without
disturbance due to the other source~cross-talk!. This normal-
ization enables a description of the effect of system inversion
as well as ensuring a causal solution. The elements ofH can
be obtained from the exact inverse ofC and can be written as

H5C215
1

12g2e22 jkD l F 1 2ge2 jkD l

2ge2 jkD l 1 G . ~8!

When l @Dr , we have the approximationD l'Dr sinu
whereQ52u is the source span~hence 0,Q<p! and under
these conditions,

H5
1

12g2e22 jkDr sin u F 1 2ge2 jkDr sin u

2ge2 jkDr sin u 1 G . ~9!

B. Singular value decomposition

The singular value decomposition helps to understand
the role of the inverse filter matrixH more intuitively. As
described in the Appendix, the inverse filter matrixH can be
expressed as

H5US21VH5F 1

&

1

&

1

&
2

1

&

G Fs i 0

0 so
G

3
1

& FA 11gejkD l

11ge2 jkD l A 11gejkD l

11ge2 jkD l

A 12gejkD l

12ge2 jkD l 2A 12gejkD l

12ge2 jkD l

G ,

where

s i5
1

A~11ge2 jkDr sin u!~11gejkDr sin u!

and

so5
1

A~12ge2 jkDr sin u!~12gejkDr sin u!
. ~10!

The unitary matrixVH extracts the in-phase and out-of phase
components out of the binaural signals.~Superscript H de-
notes the Hermitian transpose of a matrix; that is the com-
plex conjugate of the transpose.! It also introduces phase
rotation according to the property of the plant but does not
change their amplitude. The two singular values are denoted

by s i andso , and correspond to orthogonal components of
the inverse filters. The singular values i corresponds to the
amplification factor of the in-phase component of the binau-
ral signals and the other singular valueso corresponds to the
amplification factor of the out-of-phase component of the
binaural signals. The unitary matrixU distributes the suitably
amplified in-phase and out-of phase components into the pair
of transducers.

The net effect of the inverse filter matrixH depends
largely on the content of the input signalsd, i.e., the charac-
teristics of the sound source signal contents and the auditory
virtual space being created. However, the maximum ampli-
fication of the source strengths required for the arbitrary bin-
aural signal input at each frequency can be found from the
2-norm of H ~iHi!. SinceiUi5iVi51, this is equal to the
largest of the singular values. Thus

iHi5iSi5max~s i ,so!. ~11!

Plots ofs i , so , andiHi with respect tokDr sinu are illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The examples throughout this paper use typi-
cal values of the distance between the adult human ears for
Dr . As seen in Eq.~10! and Fig. 3, the singular valuess i and
so interchange their amplitude as a function of frequency
and source span, periodically giving peaks ofiHi wherek
andu satisfy the following relationship with even values of
the integer numbern:

kDr sinu5
np

2
. ~12!

This is where a term in the denominator of the singular
values becomes very small~nearly zero! so the singular val-
ues become very large. The singular values i has peaks at
n52,6,10, . . . where the system is required to use large ef-
fort to reproduce the in-phase component of the desired sig-
nals. The singular valueso has peaks atn50,4,8, . . . where
the system is required to use large effort to reproduce the
out-of-phase component. Around these frequencies, sound
signals from control sources interfere destructively with each
other, leaving little response left. In other words, the signals

FIG. 3. Norm and singular values of the inverse filter matrixH as a function
of kDr sinu.
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cancel each other. Therefore, the solution for the inverse, i.e.,
the amplification required to produce the desired sound pres-
sure at each receiver, becomes substantially large. The low
frequency boost as a consequence of the peak atn50 has
often been addressed in several papers3 but the other fea-
tures, especially the peak for the in-phase component, has
drawn less attention.

III. FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS OF EXISTING
SYSTEMS

A. Loss of dynamic range

In practice, since the maximum source output is given
by iHimax, this must be within the range of the system in
order to avoid clipping of the signals. The required amplifi-
cation by the inverse filter matrixH results directly in the
loss of dynamic range illustrated in Fig. 4. The level of the
output source signals~d: without system inversion,v: with
inversion! and the resulting level of the acoustic pressure at
listener’s ears~d: without inversion,w: with inversion! are
plotted assuming that the maximum output levels and dy-
namic range of the systems are the same. WhereiHi is large,
each transducer is emitting very large sound most of which is
cancelled by the sound from the other transducers. As a re-
sult, the levels of synthesized binaural signals at the listen-
er’s ears are significantly smaller than that those without can-
cellation. The given dynamic range is distributed into the
system inversion and the remaining dynamic range that is to
be used by the binaural auditory space synthesis, and also
most importantly, by the sound source signal itself. Thus the
signal-to-noise ratio of the signalsw becomes low. Since the
transducers are working much harder than usual use to pro-
duce usual sound level at the ears, nonlinear distortion be-
comes more significant and is often audible. For the same
reason, fatigue of the transducers is more severe. Conven-
tional driver units are not designed to be used in this manner
and they can be easily destroyed by fatigue.

The dynamic range loss is defined by the difference be-
tween the signal level at the receiver with one monopole
source and the signal level reproduced by two sources having

the same maximum source strength when the system is in-
verted. The frequency of the peaks ofiHi do not affect the
amount of dynamic range loss but the magnitude of the
peaks do. SinceiHi here is normalized by the case without
system inversion by Eq.~7!, the dynamic range lossΓ
is given by iHimax. For example, whenn52,6,10, . . . ,
kDr sinu5p,3p,5p, . . . , therefore, e2 jkDr sin u5e2 jkDr sin u

521. Thus

Γ5iHimax5max~s i !5max~so!5
1

12g
. ~13!

The dynamic range loss given by Eq.~13! as a function of
source span is shown in Fig. 5. Sinceg'12Dr sinu/l, then
Γ can be approximated as

Γ '
l

Dr sinu
~14!

as a function ofu. Figure 5 and Eq.~14! show that the larger
the source span, the less is the dynamic range loss. It varies
from more than 70 dB when two transducers are very close
together to about 15 dB when they are on opposite sides of
the ears. When there is a head between the ears, this is re-
laxed a little.

B. Robustness to error in the plant

A problem is said to be well-conditioned if small
changes in parameters produce small changes in the solution,
and ill-conditioned if relatively large changes are produced.
The extent to which a process can be regarded as well-
conditioned can be evaluated by calculating the condition
number.10 Equation ~1! implies that the system inversion
~which determinesv and leads to the design of the filter
matrix H! is very sensitive to small errors in the assumed
plant C ~which is often measured and thus small errors are
inevitable! where the condition number ofC, k~C!, is
large.10 Such errors include individual differences of
HRTFs,11–13 and misalignment of the head and
loudspeakers.14 The condition number ofC is given by

FIG. 4. Dynamic range loss due to system inversion.
FIG. 5. Dynamic range loss as a function of source span.
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k~C!5iCiiC21i5iCiiHi5iH21iiHi

5maxSA~11ge2 jkDr sin u!~11gejkDr sin u!

~12ge2 jkDr sin u!~12gejkDr sin u!
,

A~12ge2 jkDr sin u!~12gejkDr sin u!

~11ge2 jkDr sin u!~11gejkDr sin u!
D ~15!

and is shown in Fig. 6. As seen in Eq.~15! and Fig. 6,k~C!
has peaks where Eq.~12! is satisfied with an even value of
the integer numbern. The frequencies which give peaks of
k~C! are consistent with those which give the peaks ofiHi.

Around the frequencies wherek~C! is large, the system
is very sensitive to small errors inC.15 The calculated in-
verse filter matrixH is likely to contain large errors due to
small errors inC and results in large errors in the reproduced
signalw at the receiver. This is because such errors are mag-
nified by the inverse filters but remain uncancelled in the
plant. On the contrary,k~C! is small around the frequencies
wheren is an odd integer number in Eq.~12!. For the same
value ofn, the robust frequency range becomes lower as the
source span becomes larger. With a logarithmic frequency
scale, which is related to the perceptual attributes of the hu-
man auditory system, the frequency range of robust inversion
is more or less constant for different source spans for the
same value ofn, even though it looks wider for smaller
source spans on a linear frequency scale.

C. Robustness to error in the inverse filters

In addition, since

v5C21w ~16!

and k(C21)5k(C), a practical and close to ideal inverse
filter matrix H is easily obtained wherek~C! is small. How-
ever, the reproduced signalsw are less robust to small
changes in the inverse of the plant matrixC21, henceH,
wherek~C! is large. Even ifC does not contain any errors,
the reproduction of the signals at the receiver is too sensitive
to the small errors within the inverse filter matrixH to be
useful.

One common example of such an error is that due to
regularisation, where a small error is deliberately introduced
to improve the condition of matrix to design practical
filters.16 It is also possible to reduce the excess amplification
and hence the dynamic range loss by means of regulariza-
tion, where the pseudoinverse filter matrixH is given by

H5@CHC1bI #21CH, ~17!

whereb is a regularization parameter. The regularization pa-
rameter penalizes large values ofH and hence limits the
dynamic range loss of the system. SinceiHi is normalized
by the case without system inversion by Eq.~7!, the regular-
ization parameter limits the dynamic range loss to less than
about

Γ'210 log10b26 ~dB!. ~18!

However, the regularization parameter intentionally, hence
inevitably, introduces a small error in the inversion process.
This gives rise to a problem for filter design at frequencies
wherek~C! is large. An example of this is illustrated in Fig.
7. The dynamic range loss is reduced by regularization from

FIG. 6. Condition numberk~C! as a function ofn.

FIG. 7. Dynamic range improvement and loss of control performance with
regularization.~a! Without regularization.~b! With regularization.
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about 27 dB~without regularization! as in Fig. 7~a! to 14 dB
as shown in Fig. 7~b! (b51022). However, it can be clearly
seen that the control performance of the system deteriorates
around the frequencies wheren is an even integer number in
Eq. ~12!. The contribution of the correct desired signals (R11

andR22) is reduced only slightly but the contribution of the
wrong desired signals (R12 and R21, the cross-talk compo-
nent! is increased significantly. In other words, the system
has little control~cross-talk cancellation! around these fre-
quencies. This problem is significant at lower frequencies
@n,1 in Eq.~12!# in the sense that the region without cross-
talk suppression is large, and at higher frequencies@n.1 in
Eq. ~12!#, in the sense that there are many frequencies at
which the plant is ill-conditioned. With an equivalent dy-
namic range loss, making the source span larger leads to a
better control performance at lower frequencies but a poorer
performance at higher frequencies. On the contrary, making
the source span smaller leads to better control performance at
higher frequencies but poorer performance at lower frequen-
cies.

D. Robustness to reflections

Reflections from surrounding objects~e.g., walls, floors,
and ceilings! affect the control performance. The effect of
reflections on this kind of system has been studied with a
simple image source model and subjective experiments.17 Al-
though the perceptual aspects of sound localization such as
the precedence effect suggest that the performance of this
kind of system will be retained to some extent,18 reflected
sound with a much larger level than the control sound arriv-
ing directly at the listener’s ears destroys the correct percep-
tion. Therefore, the relative level of sound radiation in direc-
tions other than towards listener’s ears is a very good
measure of the robustness of the system to reflections. Figure
8 shows an example (n'2) of far field sound radiation by
the control transducers with reference to the receiver direc-
tions. The horizontal axis is the intersource axis and the re-
ceivers ~ears! are at the directions of the vertical axis. At
frequencies where Eq.~12! is not satisfied with an odd value
of the integer numbern, as in this example, the sound radia-
tion in directions other than receiver directions can be sig-
nificantly larger~typically 130 dB;140 dB! than those at
the receiver directions~0 dB and2` dB!. The maximum
amount of this excessive radiation is the same as the amount
of dynamic range loss as in Eq.~13! and Fig. 5. When the
environment is not anechoic, as is normally the case, this
obviously results in severe reflections and the control perfor-
mance of the system deteriorates. In addition, the sound ra-
diated in directions other than that of receiver has a peaky
frequency response due to the response of inverse filter ma-
trix H and normally result in severe coloration.

IV. A SYSTEM TO OVERCOME THE PROBLEMS

As discussed above, there is a trade-off between dy-
namic range, robustness, and control performance. However,
a system which aims to overcome these fundamental prob-
lems is proposed in what follows.

A. Principle of the optimal source distribution

Equation~12! can be rewritten in terms of the source
spanΘ as

Θ52u52 arcsinS np

2kDr D . ~19!

As seen from the analysis above, systems with the source
span wheren is an odd integer number in Eq.~19! gives the
best control performance as well as robustness. This implies
that the optimal source span must vary as a function of fre-
quency.

We now consider a pair of conceptual monopole trans-
ducers whose span varies continuously as a function of fre-
quency~Fig. 9! in order to satisfy the requirement forn to be
an odd integer number in Eq.~19! ~Fig. 10!. This relationship
is wheres i and so are balanced and the source span be-
comes smaller as frequency becomes higher. With this con-
cept, the expression for the inverse filter matrixH @Eq. ~9!#
becomes very simple as

H5
1

11g2 F 1 2 jg

2 jg 1 G . ~20!

FIG. 8. Sound radiation by the control transducer pairs with reference to the
receiver directions~0 dB and2` dB!.

FIG. 9. Principle of the ‘‘OSD’’ system.
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Note thatiHi51/& for all frequencies. Therefore, there is
no dynamic range loss compared to the case without system
inversion. In fact, there is a dynamic range gain of 3 dB since
the two orthogonal components of the desired signals arep/2
out of phase. This means the system has good signal to noise
ratio and advantage over distortion or fatigue of transducers.
The inverse filters have flat frequency response so there is no
coloration, in excess of that produced by room response, at
any location in the listening room even outside the sweet
area. When the listener is far away from the sweet spot, the
spatial information perceived may not be ideal. However, the
spectrum of the sound signals are not changed by the inverse
filters. Therefore, the listener can still enjoy the natural pro-
duction of sound together with some remaining spatial as-
pects. The sound radiation by the transducer pair in all direc-
tions is always smaller than those at the receiver directions,
which is also smaller than the sound radiation by a single
monopole transducer producing the same sound level at the
ears as shown in Fig. 11. In contrast to Fig. 8, the system

does not radiate excessive sound all around so it is also ro-
bust to reflections in a reverberant environment, and these
small reflections do not have any coloration other than that
caused by the reflecting materials. Note also thatk~C!51
which is constant over all frequencies and which is the
smallest possible value. The error in calculating the inverse
filter is small and the system has very good control over the
reproduced signals. The system is also very robust to the
changes in plant matrix.

Also note that whenl @Dr , g'1 therefore,

H'
1

2 F 1 2 j

2 j 1 G . ~21!

This implies that independent control of the two signals is
nearly achieved just by addition of the desired signals with a
p/2 relative phase shift between them.

B. Aspects of the proposed system

From Eq.~19!, the range of variable source spanQ is
given by the frequency range of interest as can be seen from
Fig. 10. A smaller value ofn gives a smaller source span for
the same frequency. Therefore, the smallest source spanQh

for the same high frequency limit is given byn51 and this
is about 4° to give control of the sound field at two positions
separated by the distance between two ears~about 0.13 m for
KEMAR dummy head19! up to a frequency of 20 kHz.

Equation ~12! can also be rewritten in terms of fre-
quency as

f 5
nc0

4Dr sinu
, ~22!

The smallest value ofn gives the lowest frequency limit for
a given source span. Since sinu <1,

f >
nc0

4Dr
, ~23!

i.e., the physically maximum source span ofΘ52u5180°
gives the lowest frequency limit,f 1, associated with this
principle. A smaller value ofn gives a lower low frequency
limit so the system given byn51 is normally the most use-
ful among those with an odd integer numbern. The low
frequency limit given byn51 of a system designed to con-
trol the sound field at two positions separated by the distance
between two ears is aboutf 15300;400 Hz.

C. Consideration of the head related transfer function
model

The condition numberk~C! of the plant matrix plotted
as a function of frequency and source span is shown in Fig.
12 for the audible frequency range~20 Hz;20 kHz!. Figure
13 shows the condition number of the more realistic plant
matrix with HRTFs. The HRTFs were measured with the
KEMAR dummy head at MIT Media Lab20 and the loud-
speaker response was deconvolved later. Those between
sampled directions are obtained by bilinear interpolation on
the virtual spherical surface of magnitude and phase spectra
in the frequency domain.14 A similar trend can clearly be
seen as in the free field case. However, additional ‘‘ill-

FIG. 10. Relationship between source span and frequency for different odd
integer numbern.

FIG. 11. Sound radiation by the ‘‘OSD’’ loudspeakers with reference to the
receiver directions~0 dB and2` dB!.
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conditioned frequencies’’ can be observed around 9 kHz and
13 kHz where the HRTFs have minima. It is possible that the
signal-to-noise ratio of the measured data around these fre-
quencies is poor.

It should also be noted that where the incidence angle
u is small, the peak frequencies obtained with the HRTF
plant matrix are similar to that of the free field plant with
the receiver distanceDr'0.13. This corresponds to the
shortest distance between the entrances of the ear canals of
the KEMAR dummy head. However, where the incidence
angle u is large, the peak frequencies obtained with the
HRTF plant matrix are similar to that of the free field plant
with the receiver distanceDr'0.25. This is a much larger
distance than the shortest distance between the entrances of
the ear canals of the KEMAR dummy head and is a result of
diffraction around the head. A correction to the receiver dis-
tanceDr can be made in order to match the frequency-span
characteristics of the free field model. Following is an ex-
ample of a linear approximation,

Dr 5Dr 0~11Θ/p!, ~24!

whereDr 0 is the geometrical distance between the ears. Fig-
ure 12 incorporates Eq.~24! and shows good agreement with
Fig. 13 which is obtained from more realistic KEMAR data.

D. Transducers for the optimal source distribution

This principle requires a pair of monopole type trans-
ducers whose position from which sound is radiated varies
continuously as frequency varies. This might, for example,
be realized by exciting a plate at each position individually
@Fig. 14~a!#. The requirement of such a transducer is that a
certain frequency of vibration is excited most at a particular
position such that sound of that frequency is radiated mostly
from that position. Relatively large damping would be re-
quired to suppress unwanted plate vibration modes. Such
characteristics may also be achieved by exciting a triangular
shaped plate with large damping at one end whose width and
stiffness varies along its length in a controlled manner@Fig.
14~b!#. The narrow and stiff excited end radiates most high
frequency sound whereas the wide and floppy end of the
plate radiates the lower frequency sound. This principle is
very similar to the way the basilar membrane of the human
auditory system performs frequency decomposition. Alterna-
tively, a similar effect might be obtained by changing the
width of a slot along an acoustic waveguide~Fig. 15!. Again
a relatively large damping would be necessary in order to
suppress peaks at resonance. In both cases, the vibration
characteristics of the plate or air particles would differ along
the length, and so as the radiation impedance. Then, trans-
ducers which effectively distribute each frequency compo-
nents to desired position may be designed.

FIG. 12. Condition numberk~C! of a free field plant matrixC as a function
of source span and frequency.

FIG. 13. Condition numberk~C! of a plant matrixC with HRTFs as a
function of source span and frequency.

FIG. 14. Flat panel transducers.~a! Individual excitation. ~b! Point
excitation.

FIG. 15. Acoustic waveguide type transducers.
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V. DISCRETE SYSTEM

A. Discretization of frequency-span relationship

In practice, a monopole transducer whose position varies
continuously as a function of frequency is not easily avail-
able. However, it is possible to realize a practical system
based on this principle by discretizing the transducer span as
illustrated in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. With a given span, the
frequency region where the amplification is relatively small
and plant matrixC is well conditioned is relatively wide
around the optimal frequency. Therefore, by allowingn to
have some width, say6n ~0,n,1!, which results in a small
amount of dynamic range loss and slightly reduced robust-
ness, a certain transducer span can nevertheless be allocated
to cover a certain range of frequencies where control perfor-
mance and robustness of the system is still reasonably good
~Fig. 17!. Consequently, it is possible to discretize the con-
tinuously varying transducer span into a finite number of
discrete transducer spans. A system with a smallern gives a
wider region with the same performance on a logarithmic
scale as can be seen in Figs. 12 and 13.

It is important to design the system to ensureiHi and
k~C! that are as small as possible over a frequency range that
is as wide as possible. Therefore, the transducer spans for

each pair of transducers in each frequency range can be de-
cided to ensure that the smallest possible values ofn are used
over all frequency ranges of interest abovef 1.

It is also possible to discretize, i.e., decide the transducer
spans and frequency ranges to be covered by each pair of
driver units~i.e., range ofn!, in terms of a tolerable dynamic
range loss. The dynamic range loss of the entire system is
now given by the maximum value among the values given
by each discretized transducer span.

A number of examples of the discrete OSD system have
been simulated.21 The effect has been calculated of discreti-
zation number and the allocated dynamic range loss on the
cross-talk cancellation performance. Studies have been un-
dertaken of the spans for each discretized control transducers
arrangement, crossover frequencies, and width ofn. Practical
consideration above a number of possibilities for designing
crossover filters and inverse filters have also been described
in detail. In short, the dynamic range loss is more than 40 dB
when the discretization is one way. It reduces to 18 dB when
the discretization is two way and to less than 7 dB when
discretization is three way.

B. Consequence of the discretization of variable
source span

The discretization is extremely useful and practical be-
cause a single transducer which can cover the whole audible
frequency range is not practically available either. Therefore,
this principle also gives the ideal background for multiway
systems for binaural reproduction over loudspeakers which
maximize the frequency range to be produced and controlled.
Conventional driver units and crossover filters can easily be
accommodated to be used for this system. It should be noted
that this is still a simple ‘‘2 channel’’ control system where
only two independent control signals are necessary to control
any form of virtual auditory space. This in principle can
synthesize an infinite number of virtual source locations with
different source signals with any type of acoustic response of
the space. The difference for this discrete system from the
conventional 2-channel system is that the two control signals
are divided into multiple frequency bands and fed into the
different pairs of driver units with different spans. Ironically,
substantial effort has been invested in conventional multiway
loudspeakers for stereophony in order to approximate a point
source by multiple driver units. The discrete OSD system
requires just the opposite; different driver units are required
to be at different locations. A ‘‘poor’’ performance unit in the
sense of stereophony which has relatively narrow operational
frequency range may perform very well with this principle.

It should be noted that the low frequency limitf 1 given
by odd integer numbersn in Eq. ~23! is extended towards a
lower frequency by discretization because now the region for
frequency and transducer span wheren is not an integer
number is also used. For example, a practical system dis-
cretized from the ideal system withn51 can now make use
of the region 12n,n,11n so that the low frequency limit
is given byn512n.

As can be seen from Figs. 10 and 17, in the higher
frequency range where the source span is very small,
the frequency range to be covered is very sensitive to small

FIG. 16. Discretized variable frequency/span transducers.

FIG. 17. An example of frequency/span region and discretization.
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differences in transducer span. On the contrary, it is very
insensitive to the source span at lower frequencies. Conse-
quently, the range of practical span for the low frequency
units is very large, which can practically be anywhere from
about 60° to 180° with only a very slight increase of low
frequency limit.

VI. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SUB-LOW-
FREQUENCY REGION

At the frequencies belowf 1 (n,12n) whereiHi and
k~C! is larger than other frequencies, the requirement for
dynamic range loss and robustness of the system are more
severe than at other frequencies. Figure 18 illustrates the
2-norm of H and the two singular values (s i and so) with
the ‘‘OSD’’ principle. As described in Sec. IV A,iHi shows
the flat amplitude response of the inverse filters abovef 1.
However, below f 1, it still increases moderately as fre-
quency becomes lower. In this region, although the system
has difficulty in reproducing the out-of-phase component of
the desired signal, it still can produce the in-phase compo-
nent as well as before.

When f 1 is reasonably low, where interaural difference
may not be crucial for binaural reproduction, one can avoid
system inversion and simply add a single subwoofer unit for
this frequency region to avoid the extra dynamic range loss
required by this region. As seen in Eq.~10!, adding two
channels of signals results in complete cancellation of the
out-of-phase component of the binaural signals and produc-
ing the in-phase component only. Then, there is no indepen-
dent control of binaural signals in this region.

It is possible to cover this sub-low-frequency region
with the lowest frequency pair of units without sacrificing
performance for other frequencies. The largeso , the out-
of-phase component, in this region can be regularized with
the method described in Sec. III C. In such case, even though
little cross-talk suppression is available, the low-frequency
pair can still work as a subwoofer mostly producing the in-
phase component, while it is working perfectly within the
OSD frequency range. In the sub-low region, the control
performance deteriorates severely due to heavy regular-
ization. However,iRi and hence the norm of the repro-
duced signal, is the same as that without regularization. This

may be acceptable in binaural reproduction since the dif-
ference between the two desired signals is normally not so
large and sometimes negligible in the very low-frequency
range.

When slight dynamic range loss is acceptable, the regu-
larization can be used to limit the amplification, and hence
avoid too much dynamic range loss, without sacrificing ro-
bustness for other frequencies. The cross-talk performance
with regularization in the frequency range belowf 1 is not as
good as at the other frequencies. However, there can still be
reasonable cross-talk suppression available. If more dynamic
range loss is allowed, a relatively small regularization can be
used to suppress the out-of-phase component in the sub-low
region. The cross-talk cancellation performance in this re-
gion is very sensitive to the allocated dynamic range loss.
Therefore, it is possible to design the system by selecting the
required low frequency cross-talk cancellation performance.
The amount of the dynamic range loss required by the dis-
cretization often gives relatively good control performance
also in the sub-low-frequency region, especially when the
discretization is coarse.

One might choose to allow all the dynamic range loss
necessary for the full control of the sub-low-frequency re-
gion. The overall dynamic range loss is determined by the
lowest frequency pair, which has the largest span. As dis-
cussed in Sec. III A, the dynamic range loss by the largest
span is the smallest value among all other pairs.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Analysis with a free field model and more realistic plant
matrix with head related transfer functions reveals a number
of fundamental problems related to multichannel sound con-
trol with system inversion such as binaural synthesis over
loudspeakers. A principle of 2-channel~binaural! sound con-
trol with loudspeakers is proposed which overcomes the fun-
damental problems with system inversion by utilizing a vari-
able transducer span. Practical ways to tackle the sub-low-
frequency region are also described where outside the OSD
principle.

The proposed principle has various advantages. No dy-
namic range loss due to system inversion directly means
good signal-to-noise ratio but also leads to less distortion and
longer life of transducers. The robustness to errors has ad-
vantages in many respects, e.g., incorrect inverse filters due
to restriction of hardware resources, differences between in-
dividuals or products, and the misalignments that is inevi-
table in practical use. The minimal sound radiation in direc-
tions other than receiver directions reduces the chance of the
3D effect being destroyed by reflections from surrounding
objects. The system inversion does not result in coloration
because of the flat response of the inverse filters, and this
adds practicality by enabling the listener to enjoy the repro-
duced sound signals even outside the ‘‘sweet region.’’ As a
natural consequence of this, the reflections or reverberation
of the room are not colored either.

The practical system can be realized in a number of
ways including discretizing the theoretical continuously vari-
able transducer span that results in multiway sound control
system. The discretization enables the use of conventional

FIG. 18. Norm and two singular values of the inverse filter matrixH with
‘‘OSD’’ principle.
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transducer units and crossover filter networks. The relation-
ship between the position of a driver unit and the frequency
region to be covered can be determined easily. Further de-
velopments to realize ideal continuously distributed trans-
ducer will be beneficial to improve the performance of such
systems.
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APPENDIX

When the desired signals are defined as Eq.~7!, this
effectively normalizes the plant transfer function matrixC
with respect to the acoustic pressure signals which would
have been produced by the closer of two sound sources to the
receiver point. Then this normalized plant transfer function
matrix C can be written as

C5F 1 ge2 jkD l

ge2 jkD l 1 G . ~A1!

It is possible to expressC with unitary matricesU and V
such that

C5USVH, ~A2!

whereS is the diagonal matrix whose elements are singular
values ofC, s1 , ands2 . The singular values ofC can be
found from the square roots of eigenvalues ofCHC,

CHC5F 1 gejkD l

gejkD l 1 GF 1 ge2 jkD l

ge2 jkD l 1 G
5F 11g2 g~ejkD l1e2 jkD l !

g~ejkD l1e2 jkD l ! 11g2 G . ~A3!

The eigenvalues ofCHC are given by

l1,25~11gejkD l !~11ge2 jkD l !,~12gejkD l !~12ge2 jkD l !.
~A4!

Therefore, the singular values ofC are given by

s1,25Al1,25A~11gejkD l !~11ge2 jkD l !,

A~12gejkD l !~12ge2 jkD l !. ~A5!

It is possible to find an orthonormal set of eigenvectorsxi

such that

CHCxi5s i
2xi . ~A6!

Therefore,

V5F 1

&

1

&

1

&
2

1

&

G . ~A7!

The vectors comprisingU are given by

yi5
1

s i
Cxi . ~A8!

Hence

U5
1

& FA11ge2 jkD l

11gejkD l A12ge2 jkD l

12gejkD l

A11ge2 jkD l

11gejkD l 2A12ge2 jkD l

12gejkD l

G . ~A9!

The singular value decomposition ofC may therefore be
written as

C5USVH5
1

& FA11ge2 jkD l

11gejkD l A12ge2 jkD l

12gejkD l

A11ge2 jkD l

11gejkD l 2A12ge2 jkD l

12gejkD l

G FA~11gejkD l !~11ge2 jkD l ! 0

0 A~12gejkD l !~12ge2 jkD l !
G

3F 1

&

1

&

1

&
2

1

&

G . ~A10!

Note that

C215@USVH#215VS21UH, ~A11!

sinceVHV5I , @VH#215V, UHU5I , andU215UH. Therefore,
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H5C215VS21UH5F 1

&

1

&

1

&
2

1

&

GF 1

A~11gejkD l !~11ge2 jkD l !
0

0
1

A~12gejkD l !~12ge2 jkD l !

G
3

1

& FA 11gejkD l

11ge2 jkD l A 11gejkD l

11ge2 jkD l

A 12gejkD l

12ge2 jkD l 2A 12gejkD l

12ge2 jkD l

G . ~A12!

Hence

s i5
1

A~11ge2 jkDr sin u!~11gejkDr sin u!
, so5

1

A~12ge2 jkDr sin u!~12gejkDr sin u!
~A13!

are the singular values of the inverse filter matrixH.
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This paper proposes a generalized active vibration control approach, ‘‘cluster control,’’ that
explicitly targets sets of structural modes with some common property. The approach falls into a
category of MAC ~middle authority control! between conventionally used LAC~low authority
control! and HAC ~high authority control!, possessing the benefit of stability and control law
simplicity analogous to LAC, while providing high control performance as well as some flexibility
of control gain assignment similar to HAC. The structure of a cluster control system is outlined,
showing that it is possible to control a target cluster without affecting the other clusters. A design
procedure for the cluster control system is then proposed. Experimental results are also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A difficulty faced in actively controlling vibration is the
infinite number of structural modes that exist in the real sys-
tem. At some point, the control system designer must trun-
cate the set of modes used in the model of the system, typi-
cally extending consideration to just a handful of low-order,
low-frequency system modes. When the control system is
then implemented, spillover effects appear. In particularly
bad cases, spillover can lead to destabilization of the control
system.1 One active vibration control approach that avoids
the spillover problem is direct velocity feedback~DVFB!2

with collocated sensors and actuators. DVFB augments the
damping of structural modes over a very wide~theoretically
infinite! frequency range without spillover. However, DVFB
implementations treat all structural modes equally, and are
not able to preferentially damp modes that are more bother-
some while ignoring modes that are inconsequential to the
final result. In effect, the overall result is spread thinly over
all modes, leading to the label ‘‘low authority control’’
~LAC!.3

One area where the limitations of LAC are particularly
troublesome is in the active control of structural acoustic
radiation using vibration inputs. It is well known4,5 that mini-
mization of structural kinetic energy does not necessarily
lead to the minimization of total acoustic power on a given
structure, and so any control implementation should prefer-
entially target attenuation of modes with the greatest radia-
tion efficiency. Spreading the control effort evenly over all
modes will not give the optimum result.

Control approaches that can specially target the most
vexatious modes are often labeled ‘‘high authority control’’
~HAC!.6 HAC approaches, which include observer-based op-
timal control7 and robust control,8 generally aim to suppress

the targeted modes in a very narrow frequency band without
collocation. However, the risk of significant control spillover
effects is high, and, particularly in the case of robust control,
system complexity can limit practicality.

It would be highly desirable to build a control system
that is simple, effective, and robust, one that can avoid spill-
over without relinquishing the ability to preferentially target
the most bothersome modes. The key to moving some way
towards this result lies in the sensing system.

As mentioned, the most common way to handle the
problem of an infinite number of structural modes in the
control design stage is to truncate on the basis of frequency.
Low-pass filters are then installed on the inputs in an attempt
to limit observation spillover. However, a more efficient way
to approach the problem, particularly when structural acous-
tic radiation is of interest, is to ‘‘cluster’’ structural modes
with similar properties and truncate the number of clusters
under consideration. Clustering can be approached using cri-
teria as rudimentary as shape. For example, like-index modes
on a rectangular plate~odd–odd modes, odd–even modes,
etc.! could be grouped. However, a more rigorous approach
to the exercise is to formulate a quadratic measure of the
unwanted phenomenon, such as radiated acoustic power, and
use the eigenvectors of the defining weighting matrix to gen-
erate the clusters. This is the approach taken in generating
‘‘power modes’’9–12 or ‘‘radiation modes,’’13–15 which are
groups of structural modes that radiate independently~from
other groups!.

This paper proposes a novel active control approach re-
ferred to as ‘‘cluster control,’’ where emphasis is placed on
controlling designated groupings of structural modes. The
approach falls into a category of MAC~middle authority
control! between conventionally used LAC and HAC, pos-
sessing the benefits of stability and control law simplicity
analogous to LAC, while providing high control perfor-
mance as well as some flexibility of control gain assignmenta!Electronic mail: ntanaka@cc.tmit.ac.jp
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similar to HAC. This paper begins by presenting the concept
of cluster filtering of a distributed-parameter planar structure,
whereby the eigenfunctions of the structure are placed into
groups, or ‘‘clusters,’’ based upon some defining characteris-
tic. Cluster actuation based upon the reciprocity principle
between sensing and actuation is then discussed, followed by
cluster control. It will be shown that conventional DVFB is a
special case of the cluster control methodology proposed in
the work. Finally, experimental demonstration of cluster con-
trol for suppressing groups of modes in a planar structure is
presented.

II. CLUSTER CONTROL

A. What is cluster control?

Before mathematically developing the cluster control
framework, it is worthwhile outlining the basic idea. Illus-
trated in Fig. 1 is a distributed-parameter structure where an
infinite number of eigenvectors exist. For the purposes of
description, the relative phases of these eigenvectors are as-
sumed to fall into four groupings; A, B, C, D. When a control
force acts on the structure as shown in the figure, the eigen-
vectors in the group labeled C may be suppressed due to the
180-deg phase difference between the control force vector
and the eigenvector. Eigenvectors in the groups A and B will
not be significantly affected due to the 90-deg phase differ-
ence. The eigenvectors in the D group will be amplified,
possibly leading to destabilization of the control system.

To overcome this problem, the eigenvectors in the struc-
ture are grouped in a finite number of clusters in which all
eigenvectors possess some common property. In the case of
Fig. 1, this property is phase. The amplitudes of these clus-
ters can be sensing using some form of input filtering~to be
derived here!. Different, appropriate control forces can then
be applied to different clusters to ensure attenuation, or at
least avoid amplification, of all eigenvectors. This applica-
tion is achieved via actuation reciprocal to the filtering.
Combining both the cluster filtering and cluster actuation, a
cluster control system can be constructed.

B. Theoretical development of cluster filtering Õ
actuation

Consider the partial differential equation of motion of an
undamped planar structure on whichm point forces f i ( i
51,2,...m) act

L @w~r ,t !#1m~r !ẅ~r ,t !5(
i 51

m

f i~ t !d~r2r i !5fTd, ~1!

wherew(r ,t) is the deflection of the structure atr5(x,y),•
the time derivative,m(r ) the mass density,L a self-adjoint
differential operator,Ttranspose of a vector, andd a Dirac
delta function. The force vectorf and a location vectord are
defined as

f5S f 1~ t !
f 2~ t !
]

f m~ t !
D , ~2!

d5S d~r2r1!

d~r2r2!

]

d~r2rm!

D . ~3!

Using the eigenfunctionswk(r ) and modal amplitudeshk

(k51,2,3...),w(r ,t) may be expressed as

w~r ,t !5 (
k51

`

wk~r !hk~ t !. ~4!

Owing to the properties of the self-adjoint operatorL , the
eigenfunctions are orthogonal, and are normalized as

E
D

w r~r !L @ws~r !#dr5v r
2d rs , ~5!

E
D

w r~r !m~r !ws~r !dr5d rs , ~6!

where v r , d rs , and D are the eigenfrequency of ther th
structural mode, a Kronecker delta, and the domain of the
structure, respectively. The modal amplitudehk(t) is then
expressed as

hk~ t !5E
D

wk~r !m~r !w~r ,t !dr . ~7!

Multiplying Eq. ~1! by ws(r ) and integrating over the do-
main D leads to

FIG. 1. Conceptual diagram of a cluster control of a distributed-parameter
structure.
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E
D

ws~r !L @w~r ,t !#dr1E
D

ws~r !m~r !ẅ~r ,t !dr

5ḧs~ t !1vs
2hs~ t !5fTws ~s51,2,3,...!, ~8!

where

ws5S ws~r1!

ws~r2!

]

ws~rm!

D . ~9!

When attachingn velocity point sensors atr̃ i ( i 51,2,...,n) of
the structure, a velocity vectorv comprising the velocity sen-
sor outputsv( r̃ i ,t) is defined as

v5~v~ r̃1 ,t !,v~ r̃2 ,t !,v~ r̃3 ,t !,...,v~ r̃n ,t !!T. ~10!

Using the eigenfunctionswk( r̃ i) and modal amplitudes
hk(t), velocity v( r̃ i ,t) at r̃ i is described as

v~ r̃ i ,t !5 (
k51

`

wk~ r̃ i !ḣk~ t !. ~11!

Substituting Eq.~11! into Eq. ~10!, the velocity vectorv
yields

v5w̃sḣs~ t !1w̄s , ~12!

where

w̃s5S ws~ r̃1!

ws~ r̃2!

]

ws~ r̃n!

D , ~13!

and where

w̄s5S (
k51,kÞs

`

wk~ r̃1!ḣk~ t !

(
k51,kÞs

`

wk~ r̃2!ḣk~ t !

]

(
k51,kÞs

`

wk~ r̃n!ḣk~ t !

D . ~14!

Assume that all the sensors and actuators are collocated;
then,m5n and

r i5 r̃ i ~ i 51,2,3,...,m!, ~15!

hence

ws5w̃s . ~16!

Introducing an orthonormal matrixT, the velocity vector
v is transformed into a cluster vectorṽ, and this procedure is
termed a ‘‘cluster filtering’’ in the work

ṽ5Tv. ~17!

Further, introducing subvectorst i ( i 51,2,...,m), the matrix
T is partitioned as

T5S t1
T

t2
T

•

•

tm
T

D , ~18!

where

TPRm3m, tPRm31. ~19!

Consider that a cluster informationṽ i , the i th entry of a
cluster vectorṽ(t) expressed as

ṽ i~ t !5t i
Tv, ~20!

is fed back to a set of collocated actuators located atr1–rm

with the same weights used when extracting the cluster in-
formation ṽ i from a set of velocity sensor outputs. This pro-
cedure is referred to as ‘‘cluster actuation.’’ The control force
vector is then given by

f5S f 1~ t !
f 2~ t !
]

f m~ t !
D 52gi ṽ i t i52gi ṽ iS t i1

t i2

]

t im

D , ~21!

wheregi.0 is a feedback gain andt i j is the j th element of
the subvectort i . The feedback signal input into thei th ac-
tuator is expressed as2gi ṽ i t i i .

Substituting Eq.~21! into the right-hand side of Eq.~1!,
multiplying by ws(r ), and integrating over the domainD of
the panel leads to

E
D

ws~r !fTd dr52E
D

ws~r !gi ṽ i t i
Td dr

52gi ṽ i t i
TE

D
ws~r !d dr52gi ṽ i t i

Tws.

~22!

Moreover, substituting Eqs.~12! and~20! into Eq.~22! yields

E
D

ws~r !fTd dr52gi t i
Tvt i

Tws

52gi t i
T~wsḣs~ t !1w̄s!t i

Tws

52gi~ t i
Tws!

2ḣs~ t !2gi t i
Tw̄st i

Tws . ~23!

Then, the equation of motion in a modal coordinate system is
written as

ḧs~ t !1gi~ t i
Tws!

2ḣs~ t !1vs
2hs~ t !

52gi t i
Tw̄st i

Tws ~s51,2,3,...!. ~24!

Observe from Eq.~24! that the cluster feedbackalwaysper-
forms as negative feedback in all the modal coordinate sys-
tem, so that stability of the cluster feedback system can be
guaranteed. Further, by choosingr i ( i 51,2,...,m) such that
ws is not a null vector, damping on all structural modes is
augmented.

Figure 2 shows a signal flow diagram of a control sys-
tem for a single cluster. Note that a feedback signal from all
sensor outputs is input to all actuators atr i ( i 51,2,...,m).
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However, the control system is stable, and the damping on
every structural mode is increased. Thus, the cluster filtering
enables the extraction of target cluster information out of a
set of sensor outputs, while the cluster actuation explicitly
excites the target cluster without spillover. Note that this is
valid for the case where sensors and actuators are collocated.

C. Theoretical development for multiple clusters with
actuation

Consider that all cluster velocitiesṽ i ( i 51,2,...,m) ob-
tained through the filtering process of Eq.~17! are fed into a
set of collocated actuators, using the same weights to distrib-
ute this input as were used to extract the cluster velocities.
This operation will be referred to as ‘‘cluster feedback.’’ To
do this, a transformed control vectorf̃ must be calculated by
multiplying the cluster vectorṽ in Eq. ~17! by a gain matrix
GPRm3m that is assumed to be positive definite

f̃52Gṽ. ~25!

The control force vectorf is derived using the transformation
matrix T and the transformed control vectorf̃

f5TT f̃52TTGṽ52TTGTv52T21GTv. ~26!

Figure 3 shows a signal flow diagram of cluster control
with cluster feedback. Observe that by transforming a group
of velocity sensor measurements~cluster filtering!, cluster
velocity ṽ i ( i 51,2,...,m) is extracted. With the information,
a transformed control vectorf̃ is calculated using the gain
matrix G. A single elementf̃ k , thekth element off̃, can be
expressed as

f̃ k52(
j 51

m

gk jṽ j , ~27!

wheregk j represents thei th row andj th column element of
the gain matrixG. The transformed vectorf̃ is then fed back
into a set of actuators with weightsT ~cluster actuation/
feedback!.

Next, substituting Eq.~26! into Eq. ~1!, multiplying by
ws(r ), and integrating over the domainD gives

E
D

ws~r !fTd dr52ws
TT21GTwsḣs~ t !2w̄s

TT21GTws .

~28!

The equation of motion in a modal coordinate system is now
given by

ḧs~ t !1ws
TT21GTwsḣs~ t !1vs

2hs~ t !

52w̄s
TTTGTws ~s51,2,3,...!. ~29!

Consider the second termws
TT21GTws on the left-hand side

of Eq. ~29!. Given a positive definite matrixT21GT, the
second termws

TT21GTws is positive, with the result that
negative feedback of cluster velocities is performed on all
the structural modes, thereby guaranteeing the stability of the
feedback system. As the gain matrixG is positive definite
from assumption,T21GT is also positive definite due to
similarity between these matrices, and hence the stability of
the cluster control system is ensured.

Equation~26! further expands to

f52Qv, ~30!

where

Q5T21GT. ~31!

The expression in Eq.~30! is similar to that of DVFB.1,2

Regarding DVFB, however, it is unclear how to determine a
gain matrixQ, and hence the control objective is also am-
biguous. On the contrary, cluster control possesses an un-
equivocal purpose; extraction of target cluster information
out of a set of sensor outputs, and preferential suppression of
the target cluster without spillover. In addition, DVFB is
highly likely to treat the gain matrixQ as a diagonal matrix
in practice, thereby constructing a self-feedback loop that is a
commonly used fundamental structure for DVFB. Such a
case will be shown as a special case of the cluster control
with a special gain matrixG as expressed in the following.

1. Case A: G is a diagonal matrix

Consider a gain matrixG expressed as

FIG. 2. Signal flow of a cluster control with a single cluster feedback.

FIG. 3. Signal flow of a cluster control with all of the cluster feedback.
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G5L5S g1 0

g2

�

0 gm

D ,

gi.0 ~ i 51,2,3,...,m!. ~32!

With this, Eq.~26! can be written as

f52T21LTv. ~33!

The signal flow of this case is depicted in Fig. 4. Observe
that there is no cross talk between clusters in the derivation
of the control signals because of the mode cluster sets being
uncoupled in the modal domain. A given cluster velocityṽ i

is directly transformed into a control variablef̃ i with a feed-
back gain2gi . The equation of motion in a modal coordi-
nate system for this case becomes

ḧs~ t !1(
i 51

m

gi~ t i
Tws!

2ḣs~ t !1vs
2hs~ t !

52(
i 51

m

gi t i
Tw̄st i

Tws ~s51,2,3,...!. ~34!

Note from Eq.~34! that damping is augmented on all struc-
tural modes by an amount( i 51

m gi(t i
Tws)

2, and hence the
control system is stabilized. The control force acting at a
position ‘‘i’’ is given by

f i5 (
k51

m

tki f̃ k52 (
k51

m

gkṽktki . ~35!

To each control actuator, all the cluster velocitiesṽk (k
51,2,...,m) weighted bytki ( i th row andj th column element
of T! are fed back.

It has been stated1 that by introducing an infinite number
of point sensors and point actuators to a lossless distributed
parameter structure, DVFB enables a control system to be
asymptotically stable. However, as is clear from Eq.~34!, as
long as the second term on the left-hand side of Eq.~34! is

nonzero, asymptotic stability is guaranteed. A phenomenon
in which the second term becomes zero takes placeonly
when all the nodal lines of a targeted structure run over all
the sensor/actuator locations at the same time; therefore,
avoiding such a case leads to an asymptotically stable control
system implemented with fewer sensors and actuators.

2. Case B: G is diagonalized using T

Consider now the case where a gain matrixG is diago-
nalized using an orthonormal matrixT. With this, Eq.~26! is
given by

f52T21GTv52Lv. ~36!

In this case, the matrixQ in Eq. ~30! becomes a diagonal
matrix L, and the cluster control yields a traditional DVFB
with a self-loop feedback.

FIG. 4. Signal flow of a cluster control with independent cluster feedback.

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of cluster control system consisting of cluster
filtering and cluster actuation.

TABLE I. Modal frequency and modal number of a simply supported plate
(88 cm3180 cm39 mm).

Mode
number Mode

Modal
frequency Hz

Mode
number Mode

Modal
frequency Hz

1 ~1,1! 35.292 12 ~3,2! 283.588
2 ~1,2! 55.716 13 ~2,5! 284.136
3 ~1,3! 89.756 14 ~3,3! 317.628
4 ~2,1! 120.744 15 ~2,6! 359.024
5 ~1,4! 137.412 16 ~1,7! 362.077
6 ~2,2! 141.168 17 ~3,4! 365.284
7 ~2,3! 175.208 18 ~3,5! 426.556
8 ~1,5! 198.684 19 ~2,7! 447.529
9 ~2,4! 222.864 20 ~4,1! 462.551

10 ~3,1! 263.164 21 ~1,8! 464.197
11 ~1,6! 273.573 22 ~4,2! 482.975
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3. Case C: G is an identity matrix

Consider the case when all elements of the gain matrix
L are equal, and of valuego . Then,L can be written as

L5g0I , ~37!

where I represents an identity matrix. Equation~26! then
expands to

f52TTLTv52g0TTTv52g0T21Tv52g0v. ~38!

From Eq.~38!, when the gain matrixG is expressed by an
identity matrix multiplied by a constant, cluster control re-
sults in DVFB with a self-loop.

III. CLUSTER CONTROL OF A RECTANGULAR PANEL

Consider a simply supported rectangular panel with the
dimension of Lx3Ly3h. Then, all the modal functions
wk(r ) of the panel are classified into four clusters.12,13

A. Odd Õodd modal cluster set

All the modal functionswk
o/o(r )—superscript denotes

that the numbers of nodal areas of a panel inx- and
y-directions are odd and odd, respectively—belonging to this
cluster satisfy the following formula:

FIG. 6. Driving point mobility of the panel and the cluster filtering sensor
outputs~a! Driving point mobility. ~b!–~e! Each cluster filtering output.

FIG. 7. Cluster control effect for suppressing all the clusters with feedback
gains:go/o5go/e5ge/o5ge/e51. ~a! Driving point mobility. ~b!–~e! Each
cluster filtering output.
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wk
o/o~r1!5wk

o/o~r2!5wk
o/o~r3!5wk

o/o~r4!, ~39!

where

r15~x1 ,y1!, ~40!

r25~2x1 ,y1!, ~41!

r35~2x1 ,2y1!, ~42!

r45~x1 ,2y1!, ~43!

and where

0,x1,Lx/2, 0,y1,Ly/2. ~44!

Equation~39! simply states that the four corners of the panel
vibrate in phase. In addition, the odd/odd modal cluster in

the subsonic frequency range is the greatest contributor9–12

to the total acoustic power radiated from a vibrating panel,
and hence suppressing this cluster leads to efficient suppres-
sion of the acoustic power.

B. Odd Õeven modal cluster set

All the modal functionswk
o/e(r ) belonging to this cluster

satisfy the following formula:

wk
o/e~r1!5wk

o/e~r2!52wk
o/e~r3!52wk

o/e~r4!, ~45!

meaning that the corners of the panel atr1 andr2 and those
at r3 and r4 vibrate out of phase.

FIG. 8. Cluster control effect for suppressing all the clusters with feedback
gains:go/o51, go/e52/3, ge/o52/3, andge/e51/3. ~a! Driving point mobil-
ity. ~b!–~e! Each cluster filtering output.

FIG. 9. Cluster control effect for suppressing the odd/odd modal cluster
(go/o51, go/e50, ge/o50, ge/e50). ~a! Driving point mobility. ~b!–~e!
Each cluster filtering output.
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C. Even Õodd modal cluster set

All the modal functionswk
e/o(r ) belonging to this cluster

satisfy the following formula:

wk
e/o~r1!52wk

e/o~r2!52wk
e/o~r3!5wk

e/o~r4!, ~46!

meaning that the corners of the panel atr1 andr4 and those
at r2 and r3 vibrate out of phase.

D. Even Õeven modal cluster set

All the modal functionswk
e/e(r ) belonging to this cluster

satisfy the following formula:

wk
e/e~r1!52wk

e/e~r2!5wk
e/e~r3!52wk

e/e~r4!, ~47!

meaning that the corners of the panel atr1 andr3 and those
at r2 and r4 vibrate out of phase.

Boundary conditions that satisfy the properties written
by Eqs.~39!–~47! are, for instance, simply support of four
edges ~SSSS!, clamped support~CCCC!, free support
~FFFF!, and the combinations of thereof such as~SCSC!,
~FCFC!, where an eigenfunction is expressed as a symmetri-
cal or skew-symmetrical function.

Consider the case where four point sensors/actuators are
placed atr1–r4 . Then, the cluster vector in Eq.~17! yields

S ṽ1~ t !
ṽ2~ t !
ṽ3~ t !
ṽ4~ t !

D 5S 1 1 1 1

1 1 21 21

1 21 21 1

1 21 1 21

D S v~r1 ,t !
v~r2 ,t !
v~r3 ,t !
v~r4 ,t !

D . ~48!

Note that there is an Hadamard matrix in Eq.~48!. Let ṽ1(t),
ṽ2(t), ṽ3(t), andṽ4(t), the velocities of the clusters of odd/
odd, odd/even, even/odd, and even/even modal functions, re-
spectively, be denoted asvo/o, vo/e, ve/o, andve/e. Similarly,
let go/o5g1 , go/e5g2 , ge/o5g3 , and ge/e5g4 . Applying
again the Hadamard matrix, Eq.~26! now becomes

S f 1

f 2

f 3

f 4

D 5S 1 1 1 1

1 1 21 21

1 21 21 1

1 21 1 21

D S f̃ 1

f̃ 2

f̃ 3

f̃ 4

D
2S go/ovo/o 1go/ev

o/e 1ge/ove/o 1ge/ev
e/e

go/ovo/o 1go/ev
o/e 2ge/ove/o 2ge/ev

e/e

go/ovo/o 2go/ev
o/e 2ge/ove/o 1ge/ev

e/e

go/ovo/o 2go/ev
o/e 1ge/ove/o 2ge/ev

e/e

D ,

~49!

where the gain matrixG is set to be a diagonal matrix

G5L5S go/o 0 0 0

0 go/e 0 0

0 0 ge/o 0

0 0 0 ge/e

D . ~50!

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF CLUSTER
CONTROL

A steel rectangular panel of dimensions (Lx588 cm,
Ly5180 cm,h59 mm) fixed on top of an enclosure con-
structed from 10-cm-thick concrete walls was used to experi-
mentally test the cluster control approach. The uppermost
edges of the walls have a ‘‘knife blade’’ in order to simulate
simply supported boundary conditions. The enclosed cavity
is packed with glasswool to dampen acoustic resonances. An
electro-dynamic shaker attached atra5(24 cm,25 cm) pro-
vided the panel with an impact force as disturbance, while
four point velocity sensors used for cluster filtering were
mounted at r15(20 cm,21 cm), r25(68 cm,21 cm), r3

5(68 cm,159 cm), andr45(20 cm,159 cm!. Twenty-two
structural modes~see Table I! are resonant in the frequency
spectrum of the impact force used in experiment, which rolls
off at 500 Hz. Four noncontact shakers consisting of
‘‘neogium’’ permanent magnets with a maximum force of
200 N were attached at the sensor locations.

Illustrated in Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of cluster
control consisting of both cluster filtering with four point

FIG. 10. Power spectrum of total acoustic power radiating from a vibrating simply supported plate after the cluster control on the odd/odd modal cluster.
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sensors and cluster actuation with four collocated point ac-
tuators. As seen from the figure, control signals obtained by
combining sensor outputs with appropriate polarities are fed
back into power amplifiers to drive point actuators.

Figure 6~a! shows the driving point mobility of the panel
driven at ra , while Figs. 6~b!–~e! depict the frequency re-
sponse of the cluster filtering outputs on the odd/odd modal
cluster, odd/even modal cluster, even/odd modal cluster, and
even/even modal cluster, respectively. The odd/odd modal
cluster filtering output, for example, was obtained by com-
bining the four sensor outputs with the same polarity.

Figure 7 shows the driving point mobility obtained by
the cluster control under the condition of equal feedback
gains,go/o5go/e5ge/o5ge/e51, in an effort to suppress all
the structural modes uniformly. In the experiment, high-pass/
low-pass filters were not used for the purpose of avoiding
influence on the phase characteristics of the control signals.
Thus, even with a simple direct feedback control, cluster
control allows high feedback gain, thereby providing satis-
factory control performance on all modes of the distributed-
parameter planar structure. Figures 7~b!–~e! show the control
effect for suppressing the cluster components—odd/odd
modes, odd/even modes, even/odd modes, and even/even
modes.

Unlike DVFB, cluster control offers the opportunity to
assign different control gains to each cluster. Figure 8 shows
the control effect for suppressing all the clusters with differ-
ent gains on each cluster;go/o51, go/e52/3, ge/o52/3, and
ge/e51/3. Figure 8~a! depicts the driving point mobility. By
comparing Figs. 8~b!–~e! with Figs. 7~b!–~e!, differences are
noticeable, especially on the odd/odd modal cluster filtering
output level. In the case of Fig. 7~b!, where the equal weight-
ing factors are assigned on each cluster, the maximum gain is
1 dB. However, this is reduced to28 dB in Fig. 8~b!, where
the largest weight is placed upon the odd/odd modal cluster.

An extreme case of preferential damping is shown in
Fig. 9, where only the odd/odd modal cluster is targeted: i.e.,
go/o51, go/e50, ge/o50, andge/e50. Figure 9~a! illustrates
the driving point velocity, revealing that only the targeted 7
odd/odd modes among 22 in the frequency band of interest
are suppressed, while the other modes remain unaffected.
The maximum gain in this case is further reduced to210
dB, 2 dB lower than that of Fig. 8~b!.

Illustrated in Fig. 10, corresponding to Fig. 9, is the
power spectrum of total acoustic power radiating from the
panel after the cluster control on the odd/odd modal cluster.
When measuring the acoustic power, a pair of microphones
located 10 cm high above the panel was traversed over the
panel to measure the acoustic intensity distribution. With the
data, the power spectrum in the figure is obtained. Among 22
peaks, only the odd/odd modal cluster set is suppressed,
while the other peaks remain intact.

Figure 11, corresponding to Fig. 7, shows the power
spectrum of total acoustic power after the cluster control on
all the modal clusters. Observe that all the peaks in the spec-
trum are suppressed, and hence it is verified that the suppres-
sion of all the modal cluster set leads to the suppression of
the acoustic power radiating from the vibrating panel.

V. CONCLUSIONS

For the purpose of suppressing the vibration of a distrib-
uted parameter planar structure, cluster control has been pre-
sented, the relationship between a conventional DVFB and
the cluster control being clarified. Using a set of sensor out-
puts, cluster information with some common property may
be extracted. Due to the reciprocity principle, cluster actua-
tion allows one to explicitly excite the target cluster without
causing control spillover. Employing both the cluster filter-
ing and the cluster actuation, cluster control is constructed
which falls into a category of MAC, possessing the benefit of
stability and control law simplicity analogous to LAC, while
providing high control performance as well as some flexibil-
ity of control gain assignment similar to HAC. If the gain
matrix is positive definite, cluster control is found to be sta-
bilized. It is also found that a conventional DVFB is a spe-
cial case of the cluster control when a special gain matrix is
introduced. With a view to verifying the validity of the clus-
ter control, an experiment was conducted using a rectangular
panel, demonstrating the significant control effect for sup-
pressing the target cluster without causing instability.
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The relationship between the flexural wave velocity and the excited vibration mode of a thin
cylindrical shell is investigated. The natural frequency corresponding to the vibration mode is
obtained as the solution of characteristic equation of thin cylindrical shell. However, all of these
vibration modes are not excited actually. To estimate the excited vibration mode, the concept of
‘‘modified bending stiffness’’ is introduced, and the influence of each stress component upon the
modified bending stiffness is analyzed. The excited mode is theoretically discriminated from the
nonexcited mode based on the smallness of this modified bending stiffness. The validity of our
theory is confirmed by an excellent agreement between theoretical and experimental results on
flexural wave velocity. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1513787#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Ey, 43.40.At, 43.20.Ks@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

Structural vibration of thin cylindrical shell has been an
interesting research topic for a long time because of its many
engineering applications. For the control of noise and vibra-
tion of a cylindrical shell, it is important to characterize the
vibration mode. However, the analysis of vibration mode of
cylindrical shells is not straightforward, because the equation
of motion for cylindrical shells together with boundary con-
ditions are complex.

The studies of vibration mode of cylindrical shell are
generally divided into two kinds of researches. The first one
mainly discusses the relationship between vibration modes
and natural frequencies, because acoustic radiation is strong
at the natural frequency corresponding to the vibration mode.
Zhanget al.1 treated the natural mode of cylindrical shell as
a combination of standing waves in the circumferential and
axial directions to easily obtain the natural frequency. The
natural frequencies associated with vibration modes are ob-
tained by solving the algebraic equation, that is, by setting
the determinant of the coefficient of the equation of motion
for cylindrical shell equal to zero. This equation is called
‘‘characteristic equation.’’2,3 To solve the characteristic
equation for a cylindrical shell of finite length, the specifica-
tion of boundary condition is required, and the simplest set is
that of simply supported cylindrical shell. We can estimate
the natural frequency corresponding to the~m,n! mode from
this characteristic equation for simply supported cylindrical
shell, wherem andn are the axial and circumferential mode
numbers, respectively. However, it is not so straightforward
to theoretically predict which vibration mode is actually ex-
cited.

The second one treats the mobility function or the im-
pedance of cylindrical shell, and investigates the vibrational
power flow. Approximate formulas of the point impedance of
thin cylindrical shells were derived by Franken4 and Heckl5

in 1960s. Feit6 also approximately derived vibrational re-
sponse of a point-excited cylindrical shell for high frequen-
cies in 1970s. Their methods are very simple and easy to
understand intuitively. However, the applicable frequency
ranges of their approximate theories are restricted. For ex-
ample, Feit6 treated the vibrational response of a cylindrical
shell as that of a thin elastic plate, therefore, the applicable
frequency range of his method is restricted toV@1, where
V is the natural frequency which is non-dimensionalized by
the ring frequency.7

Fuller8 investigated the input mobility of fluid-filled cy-
lindrical shell in 1980s. He calculated the point mobility of a
cylindrical shell as the sum of mobilities individually ob-
tained at each circumferential mode number. Xuet al.9 in-
vestigated the vibrational power flow from a harmonic line
force with cosine distribution along the circumference into
fluid-filled elastic shell andin vacuoshell. However, many
terms of circumferential mode are necessary to assure the
accuracy of the calculated mobility, therefore their methods
are too complicated to estimate the truly excited vibration
mode.

Ming et al.10,11 theoretically derived the expressions of
the mobility functions of finite cylindrical shell and proposed
a new method for the measurement of the structural mobility
and power flow. A point-force excitation is employed instead
of a circumferential modal force excitation which is difficult
to implement in a practical experiment. However, the esti-
mated results of structural mobilities cannot bring us the
dominant vibration mode directly. Their theory needs the
equation of motion for the cylindrical shell together with the
effective transverse force, the bending moment, the exten-

a!Electronic mail: saijyou@jda-trdi.go.jp
b!Electronic mail: shig@kyushu-id.ac.jp
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sional stress, and the effective shear stress, therefore, this
procedure for calculating structural mobilities is relatively
complicated.

In order to readily estimate the excited vibration mode,
we introduce the concept of ‘‘modified bending stiffness’’
from the equation of motion for simply supported thin cylin-
drical shell. The modified bending stiffness is defined as the
equivalent plate bending stiffness which includes the influ-
ence of curvature of the cylindrical shell, and derived from
the equation of motion for the simply supported cylindrical
shell only. A larger driving force is necessary to excite a
stiffer mode. For example, if two vibration modes are degen-
erate, in other words, if the natural frequencies of these vi-
bration modes are the same, a more flexible mode is excited.
Moreover, we investigate the influence of each stress com-
ponent on the modified bending stiffness in detail. The in-
vestigated result shows that the modified bending stiffness
approaches to the bending stiffness of a thin plate in higher
frequencies. This result explains how the flexural wave ve-
locity of cylindrical shell is close to that of thin plate as the
driving frequency is increased.

To confirm this theoretical consideration, experiments
are carried out. A comparison between theoretical and ex-
perimental results demonstrates the validity of this prediction
method of excited vibration mode. Theoretical explanations
on the characteristics of flexural wave velocity, excited vi-
bration mode, and modified bending stiffness are described
in Sec. II. Theoretical calculations of the modified bending
stiffness, natural frequencies of vibration mode, and flexural
wave velocities are described in Sec. III. Comparison be-
tween theoretical and experimental results is also described
there. The experimental results on a finite cylindrical shell
are obtained by generalized near-field acoustical
holography.12 In our conclusions of Sec. IV, the validity of
our theory will be summarized.

II. THEORY

A. Flexural wave velocity at the natural frequency

At first, let us review the flexural wave velocity of thin
cylindrical shell at the natural frequency. The flexural wave
velocity at the natural frequency corresponding to vibration
mode~m,n! is described as

cflex,~m,n!5lflex,~m,n! f ~m,n!5
2p f ~m,n!

kflex,~m,n!
, ~1!

kflex,~m,n!5AS mp

L D 2

1S n

aD 2

, ~2!

where f (m,n) is the natural frequency of~m,n! mode,a the
shell radius,L the shell length,lflex,(m,n) the wavelength, and
kflex(m,n) the wave number, respectively. The algebraic equa-
tion defining f (m,n) is written as follows:2,3

uLu50, ~3!

L[F L1 L2 L3

L2 L4 L5

L3 L5 L6

G , ~4!

L152V21~kma!21
12n

2
n2~11b2!, ~5!

L25
11n

2
kman, ~6!

L35kmaH n1b2F ~kma!22
12n

2
n2G J , ~7!

L452V21
12n

2
~kma!2~113b2!1n2, ~8!

L55nF11
32n

2
b2~kma!2G , ~9!

L65b2$122n21@~kma!21n2#2%112V2, ~10!

V5
v~m,n!a

cp
, ~11!

b25
h2

12a2 , ~12!

km5
mp

L
, ~13!

cp
25

E

r~12n2!
, ~14!

v~m,n!52p f ~m,n! , ~15!

where V is the nondimensional natural frequency,n Pois-
son’s ratio,r the density of the shell,E Young’s modulus,
and L, (,51,2,3,4,5,6) are the coefficients in theK-space
representation of the Flu¨gge–Bryne–Lur’ye equation of mo-
tion ~abbreviated as ‘‘Flu¨gge’s equation’’ hereafter!, which
defines the radial, axial, and circumferential displacements
W, U, andV in K space as2

L~U,V,W!T5~0,0,FW!T, ~16!

where (0,0,FW) is the driving force vector andT defines the
transposition of the matrix.

We can estimate the flexural wave velocity correspond-
ing to the~m,n! mode from Eq.~1!. However, it is difficult to
predict whether the~m,n! mode is an actually excited vibra-
tion mode or not. To estimate the excited vibration mode, the
‘‘modified bending stiffness’’ should be derived from
Flügge’s equation according to our scheme proposed in the
next section.

B. Modified bending stiffness

In order to derive the modified bending stiffness, let us
examine the relationship between flexural wave velocity and
bending stiffness. First, we consider the equation of motion
for thin plate,3 which is written using flexural wave velocity
of thin platecflex,plate in K space as

cflex,plate
4 ~kx

21ky
2!2W2v4W50, ~17!

cflex,plate5S Dv2

hr D 1/4

, ~18!
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D5
Eh3

12~12n2!
, ~19!

whereD is the bending stiffness of thin plate,kx andky are
the wave numbers corresponding tox andy, respectively. If
we define the wave number of flexural wavekf as

kf5Akx
21ky

2, ~20!

then Eq.~17! is rewritten as

cflex,plate
4 kf

45v4. ~21!

Next, we examine Flu¨gge’s equation inK space. The
K-space representation of axial and circumferential displace-
ments are expressed as

U5
L2L52L3L4

L1L42L2
2 W5LuW, ~22!

V5
L2L32L1L5

L1L42L2
2 W5LvW. ~23!

Therefore, the substitution of Eqs.~22! and ~23! to the third
equation of Eq.~16! brings us the modified equation

FW5b2@~kma!21n2#2W2V2W1Lshell~m,n!W, ~24!

Lshell~m,n![L3Lu1L5Lv1@11b2~122n2!#, ~25!

which defines the relationship between the driving force and
radial displacement. Here, the term (b2@(kma)21n2#2

2V2)W is exactly the same as that occurring in the equation
of motion for thin plates.3 Therefore, the termLshell,(m,n)W in
Eq. ~24! describes the difference between an equation of mo-
tion for a thin plate and that for a thin cylindrical shell. Now,
we setFW50 and rewrite Eq.~24! using flexural wave ve-
locity of thin plate as

Fcflex,plate
4 S km

2 1S n

aD 2D 2

2v~m,n!
4

1Lshell~m,n!S cpv~m,n!

a D 2GW50. ~26!

If we rewrite Eq.~26! as

cflex,plate
4 kflex,~m,n!

4 1Lshell~m,n!S cpv~m,n!

a D 2

5v~m,n!
4 ~27!

using Eq.~17! and modify Eq.~1! as

cflex,~m,n!
4 kflex,~m,n!

4 5v~m,n!
4 , ~28!

then we have the following relationship between flexural
wave velocity of thin plate and that of cylindrical shell:

cflex,~m,n!
4 5cflex,plate

4 1
cp

2v~m,n!
2

a2

Lshell~m,n!

@km
2 1~n/a!2#2 . ~29!

Moreover, if we express the flexural wave velocity of cylin-
drical shell as

cflex,~m,n!5S Dshell,~m,n!vm,n
2

hr D 1/4

~30!

in comparison with Eq.~18!, the modified bending stiffness
of the shellDshell,(m,n) is defined as

Dshell,~m,n!5DF11
12

a2h2

Lshell,~m,n!

@km
2 1~n/a!2#2G ~31!

from Eqs.~29! and ~30!.
Now, let us consider the relationship between modified

bending stiffness and each stress component. In Eq.~24!, the
term Lshell,(m,n)W is the sum of the stress components in-
duced by axial (L3LuW5L3U), circumferential (L5LvW
5L5V) and radial (@11b2(122n2)#W) displacements.
Once the driving frequency is fixed, the flexural wave veloc-
ity of thin plate is determined by Eq.~18!, and the contribu-
tion of the stress caused by the plate-like motion is uniquely
determined, even if the vibration mode number~m,n! is
changed. On the other hand, the contribution of the stresses
caused by axial, circumferential, and radial displacements to
the modified bending stiffness is changed if the vibration
mode ~m,n! is varied. The larger the term 12Lshell,(m,n) /
$@km

2 1(n/a)2#ah%2 in Eq. ~31! is, the stronger driving force
is necessary to excite the vibration mode~m,n!. In other
words, if the modified bending stiffness of (m0 ,n0) is large,
a large driving force is necessary to excite this (m0 ,n0)
mode, and this mode is called as a ‘‘stiff’’ mode. When the
modified bending stiffness of (m1 ,n1) is small, the (m1 ,n1)
mode is called as a ‘‘flexible’’ mode. Therefore, if the natural
frequencies of (m0 ,n0) and (m1 ,n1) modes are the same,
then (m1 ,n1) mode is only excited, because (m1 ,n1) mode
is the ‘‘flexible’’ mode. Namely, the vibration mode whose
modified bending stiffnessDshell,(m,n) defined by Eq.~31! is
smallest can be estimated as the excited vibration mode.

Moreover, the influences of each stress components on
the modified bending stiffness are discussed in detail. Each
stress component inLshell,(m,n)W, except that induced by cir-
cumferential displacement, is positive. The stress caused by
circumferential displacement is always negative becauseLv
is always negative. Also, from Eqs.~7!, ~9!, ~22!, and ~23!,
we know that the amplitude ofL5LvW atm51 in each series
of n5const is larger than that of@L3Lu111b2(1
22n2)#W. Therefore, the modified bending stiffness of~1,n!
mode,Dshell,(1,n) , is always less thanD, and

cflex,~1,n!,cflex,plate at f 1,n . ~32!

In higher frequency regions (V@1), it is well known
that the flexural wave velocity of cylindrical shell is close to
that of the thin plate.6,13 We now discuss this mechanism in
terms of modified bending stiffness. The denominator of Eqs.
~22! and ~23! is

L1L42L2
25V4S 12

~kma!21
12n

2
n2~11b2!

V2
D

3S 12

12n

2
~kma!2~113b2!1n2

V2
D , ~33!

therefore, from Eq.~25!

lim
v~m,n!→`

Lshell,~m,n!511b2~122n2! ~34!
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becauseL1L42L2
2→`. As the natural frequency is in-

creased, the circumferential mode number is also increased.
Therefore, from Eq.~31!,

lim
v~m,n!→`

Dshell,~m,n!5 lim
v~m,n!→`

DF11
12

~ah!2

Lshell,~m,n!

@km
2 1~n/a!2#2G

5 lim
n→`

DF11
12

~ah!2

3
11b~122n2!

$~km /n!21~1/a!2%2n4G5D, ~35!

therefore, Eqs.~30! and ~18! give

lim
v~m,n!→`

cflex,~m,n!5 lim
v~m,n!→`

S Dshell,~m,n!v~m,n!
2

hr D 1/4

5 lim
v~m,n!→`

S Dv~m,n!
2

hr D 1/4

5 lim
v~m,n!→`

cflex,plate. ~36!

In the next section, theoretical calculation of the modi-
fied bending stiffness and flexural wave velocities is carried
out. Comparison between theoretical and experimental re-
sults is also described to exhibit the validity of the theory.

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATION AND EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental apparatus and model description

GENAH is performed by scanning the sound-pressure
field over a defined cylindrical contour. This task is accom-
plished experimentally by means of a robotic scanning sys-
tem that allows movement of a measuring microphone using
several degrees of freedom. This scanning system was devel-
oped for the experimental implementation of GENAH for
airborne sound~cf. Fig. 1! based on our underwater
GENAH.14–16

A simply-supported shell is held by a rotating robot. A
WILCOXON F9/Z9/F3 shaker, which drives the sample
shell, is attached inside a shell. A Bru¨el & Kjær Type 4182
probe microphone is placed at the prescribed position with
automatic scanners. A two-dimensional measurement con-
tour is thus scanned by stepwise rotational and horizontal
movement of the shell. Measured data of the measurement
contour are taken in 5.625~5360/64! degree steps along the
rotational scanning and in 25-mm steps along the horizontal
scanning. The mesh size is sufficiently smaller than the size
of the vibration mode cell. Thus, 64364 points data make
one hologram. The received and amplified signals from the
microphone are digitized and transferred to the HP-9000
Workstation. Sampling inception time is accurately con-
trolled by the computer, which acts as the reference source
for holographic interference. The analysis computation is ex-
ecuted with the HP-9000 Workstation.

An experimental cylindrical shell is made of SUS 304
stainless steel. The shell is 800 mm in length, 0.105 m in
inner diameter, and 3.0 mm in thickness. The Young’s modu-
lus is 1.9531011 (N/m), Poisson’s ratio is 0.28, and density
is 7.833103 (kg/m3). The shaker is attached at the distance
of 300 mm from the bottom of the shell. The shaker is driven
by a broadband~300–6000 Hz! linear frequency modulation
signal. Ten consecutive responses of the excitation are added
to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.

B. Comparison between theoretical and experimental
result

The modified bending stiffness calculated by Eq.~31! is
shown in Fig. 2. The dimensions and material constants of
the shell for this calculation correspond to the experimental
model. As explained in Sec. II, a larger driving force is nec-
essary to excite the vibration mode with a larger modified
bending stiffness. Therefore, it is supposed that the modified
bending stiffness of the excited vibration mode should be
smaller than that of the nonexcited vibration mode. For ex-
ample, the natural frequencies of~2,5! mode and that of~4,4!
mode are almost the same. However, the modified bending
stiffness of~2,5! mode is smaller than that of~4,4! mode, and
the difference between these is 2.5 dB. Therefore, we can
easily estimate that~2,5! mode is an actually excited vibra-
tion mode. As inferred from the above-mentioned discussion,
we can estimate the excited vibration mode by calculating
the modified bending stiffness. In Fig. 2, the most ‘‘flexible’’
modes are indicated by circles, while modes indicated by
triangles correspond to stiffer modes. As the result, we may
assume that the modes indicated by circles will be really
excited.

To confirm the validity of such theoretical estimation of
the excited modes, we compare the theoretical and experi-
mental results. Figure 3 shows the driving-point mobility of
the shell measured by an impedance head. This mobility is
normalized by the maximum value. In Fig. 3, the vibration
mode is shown in~m,n!. These mode numbers are obtained
from the results of the shell surface velocity reconstructed by
GENAH.15 A comparison between Figs. 2 and 3 shows that
all of the excited vibration modes, which are theoretically
predicted~cf. Fig. 2!, are only observed in the experimental

FIG. 1. A block diagram of the measurement system in the GENAH experi-
ment for airborne sounds.
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result~cf. Fig. 3!, and nonexcited vibration modes in Fig. 2,
such as~3,3!, ~4,4!, etc., are not shown in Fig. 3. Therefore,
the validity of our proposed prediction method of the excited
vibration mode is confirmed.

Figure 4 shows the experimental results~d! of flexural
wave velocity. The flexural wave velocity obtained by the
characteristic equation~L andn! and that of the thin plate
~solid line! are also shown in Fig. 4. Theoretically predicted
excited modes are shown asL, and nonexcited modes asn.
An excellent agreement betweenL and d is indicated in
Fig. 4, and the difference between these experimental and
theoretical values ofcflex,(m,n) is about 1.4%.

Figure 5 shows the difference between the flexural wave
velocity of the shell and that of the plate. Comparison be-
tween theoretical~n! and experimental~d! results shows an
excellent agreement. In all series ofn5const, as the axial
mode numberm is increased, the relative velocity of flexural
wave, which are normalized by the flexural wave velocity of
thin plate, is also increased. Also, the flexural wave velocity

of the shell withm51 is smaller than that of the plate. From
Eq. ~30! we obtain

~cflex,~m,n!2cflex,plate!

cflex,plate
5S Dshell,~m,n!

D D 1/4

21. ~37!

Therefore,~1,n! mode is the most flexible mode in all series
of n5const, and asm is increased, the modified bending
stiffness is increased. Iff (m,n). f (1,n11) , then (1,n11)
mode is more flexible than~m,n! mode, therefore, (1,n11)
mode is excited instead of~m,n! mode. As the driving fre-
quency increases, the difference between the flexural wave
velocity of the shell and that of the plate becomes very small.
These experimental results reconfirm the validity of theoret-
ical consideration of the influence of each stress component
on the modified bending stiffness described in Sec. II B.

FIG. 2. Calculation of the modified
bending stiffness of individual vibra-
tion mode. Symbols, the lowest
modified bending stiffness at the natu-
ral frequency;n, the nonlowest modi-
fied bending stiffness. The broken line
connects the loci of a constantn.

FIG. 3. Driving-point mobility of the airborne shell. The~m,n! denotes the
vibration mode.

FIG. 4. Flexural wave velocity of the airborne shell. Symbold, experimen-
tal result of flexural wave velocity of the excited vibration mode;L, flex-
ural wave velocity of the excited mode calculated from Eqs.~1! and~2!, and
the characteristic equation;n, flexural wave velocity of the nonexcited
mode similarly calculated. The solid line gives the flexural wave velocity of
thin plate; the broken line that of the~m,n! shell modes for constantn.
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Also, the validity of the proposed prediction method of the
excited mode is well illustrated.

IV. CONCLUSION

We propose a prediction method of the excited vibration
mode of the shell by introducing the concept of ‘‘modified
bending stiffness,’’ which indicates the ‘‘stiffness’’ of each
vibration mode. A stronger driving force is necessary to ex-
cite a stiffer mode, while a weaker driving force is able to
excite a flexible mode. The influence of each stress compo-
nent on the modified bending stiffness is discussed in detail.
The investigation result shows that the stress component
caused by circumferential displacement reduces the modified
bending stiffness. Since the amplitude of this stress compo-
nent atm51 in a series ofn5const is larger than the sum of
stress components caused by radial and axial displacements,
the flexural wave velocity of~1,n! mode is always less than
that of thin plate. In higher wavenumber regions (V@1), the
difference between the modified bending stiffness of the ex-
cited vibration mode and the bending stiffness of thin plate
becomes very close. As the result, the flexural wave velocity
of the shell is close to that of thin plate. The validity of our
proposed method is confirmed by an excellent agreement
between experimental and theoretical results.

However, we have to consider the effect of the ‘‘fluid
loading’’ in order to apply our estimation method to sub-

merged cylindrical shells. The natural frequency of the vibra-
tion mode of thin plate is easily determined in the air, but this
is not the case in the water. Calculation of this fluid loading
requires the inclusion of the force term caused by the radi-
ated pressure into the equation of motion and then into
Lshell,(m,n) of Eq. ~25!. And for the estimation of the excited
vibration mode of the submerged plate, the radiated pressure
term should be treated as the modification term of the bend-
ing stiffness. This modification term can be treated the same
asLshell,(m,n) of the motion equation of the cylindrical shell.
Such a modification to apply our proposed method to esti-
mate the excited vibration mode of submerged structures will
be discussed in our next paper.
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Sound radiation from a water-filled pipe, radiation
into light fluid
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This paper is concerned with the sound radiation from a water-filled exhaust pipe. The pipe opening
and a plate attached to it form a vibrating surface for this radiation. Fluid-structural coupling
between the pipe and enclosed fluid is included in the system modeling, but light fluid assumption
is used for sound radiation into the space above the vibrating surface. In this paper, a numerical
study on then50 mode in the pipe shows that the wave types associated with this mode have
different characteristics in two regions of the nondimensional frequencyV. In the first region of
0,V,0.5 and 1,V,1.3, the fluid and structural waves are weakly coupled, and the fluid and
structural response of the pipe is governed by the resonance of each wave type. The fluid and
structural waves are strongly coupled in the second region~0.5,V,1!. Simple correlation between
the pipe response and uncoupled mode distributions does not exist. Significant contribution of
multiple wave-types to the model energy is evident. The ultimate goal of our system modeling is to
illustrate the contribution of all wave types~structural-borne and water-borne waves of the system!
to sound radiation from the pipe opening and the attached plate. This paper also demonstrates the
effect of these waves and their coupling in the water-filled pipe and across the plate and pipe
boundary on the radiated sound pressure. Experimental results obtained in a semi-anechoic room are
used to partially validate the theoretical and numerical predictions. ©2002 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1515794#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Ey, 43.20.Tb@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

Water-filled exhaust pipes find many applications in in-
dustries. Typical example is the exhaust pipes in some ocean
surface ships and underwater vehicles, where the outlets of
the exhaust are underneath the water surface. The determina-
tion of vibration transmission from a water-filled pipe to the
structure attached to the pipe opening and of subsequent
structural-borne/water-borne sound radiation from the pipe
and the structure is an important step before any control
treatment. Much research has been devoted to the under-
standing of the wave travelling characteristics in pipes for
two cases,in vacuoand in fluid filled. Harari1 and Fuller2

studied wave propagation in cylindrical shells with structural
discontinuity. Schlesinger,3 Tso and Hansen4 investigated the
wave propagation through cylindrical/plate junction. The dis-
persion relations and energy distributions for wave travelling
in a fluid-filled elastic pipe were thoroughly analyzed by
Fuller and Fahy.5

In this paper, the water-filled exhaust pipe system is
modeled as a water-filled pipe coupled with a finite plate at
the pipe opening. The disturbance from the source end of the
pipe is transmitted to the pipe opening as water-borne sound
and to the attached plate as structural-borne sound radiated
into the medium above the plate. The paper concentrate on

the water/structure coupling in the pipe and pipe/plate cou-
pling, and the effect of these coupling on the radiated sound.

The fluid-structural coupling in a water-filled pipe is in-
cluded in the mathematical modelling and the ‘‘light fluid’’
assumption~such as air! is used for the medium above the
plate. This assumption allows us to neglect the effect of fluid
loading on the plate vibration. A simple experiment of sound
radiation into air within a semianechoic room was conducted
for comparison. According to Crighton’s analysis,6 the fluid
loading ~e.g., water loading! on the radiating plate can be
regarded as ‘‘light’’ if the operating frequency is above the
‘‘null frequency.’’ Thus above the null frequency, the analy-
sis presented in this paper is also valid for sound radiation
into water.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND DISPERSION CURVES

The system model used in this paper is shown in Fig. 1,
where (z,s,u) denote, respectively, axial, radial and circum-
ferential coordinates above the plate, (u,v,w) and
(up ,vp ,wp) represent displacements in the three orthogonal
directions of the pipe wall and the plate. The length and
radius of the pipe are denoted asL anda, respectively. The
flat plate is finite and circular andb is the outside radius, the
inner boundary of the plate is connected rigidly to the pipe
opening and the outer boundary is clamped on a rigid infinite
baffle. A velocity source located at the bottom of the pipe is
used to generate sound and vibration.

The characteristics of sound propagation in a fluid-filled
pipe are described by the dispersion curves of waves in the
fluid-filled pipe of infinite length. Figure 2 shows a typical

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
liuIbilong@hotmail.com

b!Also at Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, The Uni-
versity of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009,
Australia.
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plot of the dispersion curves first obtained by Fuller,5 and
this paper do a decent job explaining the dispersion curves.

The curves in Fig. 2 are classified intos andr branches.
s ranges from 1 to 4 whiler from 0 to infinity. At the low
frequencies ~0,V,0.5!, the fluid and pipe is weakly
coupled. Eachr branch represents an acoustic traveling wave
in a rigid pipe. The number of radial nodes of the wave
equalsr. s corresponds to the structural wave typesin vacuo
shell. For example,r 50 denotes fluid plane waves,r
51,2,3,... represent high order fluid waves ands51 corre-
sponds to extensional wavesin vacuo, s52 represents tor-
sional waves, ands53,4 to flexure waves. Increasing the
nondimensional frequency~0.5,V,1!, the pipe stiffness in
the radial direction decreases and fluid-structural coupling
becomes strong. In this region,r 50 branch changes its char-
acteristics of pure fluid plane waves ands51 also deviates
from characteristics of structural extensional waves. After the
frequencyV exceeds 1,r 50 changes from initially fluid

plane waves to shell extensional waves and in the same time
s51 changes from initially shell extensional waves to fluid
plane waves. So the fluid-structural coupling in this region
returns to be weak.

r 51 branch corresponds to high order of evanescent
fluid dominant waves at low frequencies. It changes from
imaginary number to real number atV50.8. Above this fre-
quency,r 51 represents the characteristics of shell longitu-
dinal waves. Furthermore atV.1.5 it corresponds the char-
acteristics of the first cross-mode of fluid-dominated
propagating waves.

As s andr branches co-exist, to determine the travelling
wave response of shell we need four boundary conditions at
each end of the pipe. At the same time we can expand fluid
particle velocity at each end forNr r branches using Bessel
functions. The radial modes are truncated into finite orders
and onlyNr r branches are used in the expansion. Then we
have 41Nr boundary conditions at each end for total 2(4
1Nr) coefficients of the travelling wave solution.

III. SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM RESPONSE

A. Sources and boundary conditions of water filled
pipe

The dynamical response of a water-filled pipe is de-
scribed by (u,v,w,p) representing three vibration compo-
nents on the pipe wall and sound pressure inside the pipe.
Such response is due to the external forces, moment exerted
on the pipe wall and volume velocity at bottom of the pipe at
z52L. The boundary conditions at other end of the pipez
50 are described by the forces and moment per unit length,
which are related to the elastic stresses at the pipe/plate joint,
and by the air particle velocity at the pipe opening. In the
following deduction, the polarization angle is assumed to be
zero. The analysis can be readily extended to include arbi-
trary sound velocity distribution and nonsymmetrical pipes.
Detailed analysis and experimental method to resolve the
effect of wave polarization have been investigated by Ming,
Pan, and Norton.7

The transverse shear force, torsional shear force, axial
force and bending moment are related to the displacement of
the pipe wall as the follows:8

Qz5$2Eh3/12~12m2#%H ]3w

]z3 1@~22m!/a2#
]3w

]z]u2J , ~1!

Nzu5$Eh/2~11m!%H ]u

a]u
1

]v
]z

2~h2/6a2!
]2w

]z]uJ , ~2!

Nz5$Eh/~12m2!%H ]u

]z
1~m/a!

]v
]u

1~m/a!wG , ~3!

Mz5$Eh3/12~12m2!%H ]2w

]x2 1~m/a2!
]2w

]u2 J . ~4!

The sound pressure and the normal particle velocity are re-
lated at the boundaries by

FIG. 1. System model and coordinates definition.

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves of a water-filled steel shell with thickness/radius
ratio h/a50.05 and forn50. Solid lines, purely real and imaginary wave
number; dashed lines, real and imaginary parts of complex wave number;
dotted lines, rigid walled duct solution.
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v̂5 j
1

rv

]p

]z
. ~5!

B. Pipe response

The wave motion of a thin-walled cylindrical pipe con-
taining an acoustic field can be most conveniently described
by the Donnell–Mushtari shell equations,9 and the response
of the water-filled pipe can be represented by the superposi-
tion of the circumferential and axial modes. Corresponding
to each circumferential modal numbern (u,v,w,p), have
several propagating modes in the axial direction, and they
coexist~except forn50, where the torsional componentv is
uncoupled from all other modes!. Furthermore, even for the
same circumferential and axial propagating mode, the sound
pressure may have different radial distribution.

The axial wave numbersknm can be calculated from the
characteristic equation5

F L11 L12 L13

L21 L22 L23

L31 L32 L33

G F Unm

Vnm

Wnm

G5F 0
0
0
G , ~6!

where (Unm ,Vnm ,Wnm) are amplitudes of three wave types
on the pipe wall and the matrix elements are

L1152V21~knma!21 1
2~12n!n2, ~7a!

L125
1
2~11n!n~knma!, ~7b!

L135n~knma!, ~7c!

L215L12, ~7d!

L2252V21 1
2 ~12v !~knma!21n2, ~7e!

L235n, ~7f!

L315L13, ~7g!

L325L23, ~7h!

L3352V2111b2@~knma!21n2#22FL. ~7i!

In Eqs. ~7!, V5va/CL is defined as nondimensional fre-
quency,CL is the extensional phase speed of the shell,n is
the Possion’s ratio of the pipe material andb25h2/12a2 is
the thickness parameter, whereh is the thickness of the pipe
wall. FL is the fluid loading of the contained fluid:

FL5V2~r f /rs!~h/a!21~km
r a!21@Jn~km

r a!/Jn8~km
r a!#,

~8!

wherer f andrs are the densities of the fluid and pipe wall,
respectively. The radial wave number can be obtained from
the wave number vector relationship as

km
r a56@V2~CL /Cf !

22~knma!2#1/2, ~9!

whereCf is the sound speed in the fluid.
In Eq. ~6!, the coefficients of travelling modes are re-

lated. Considering the continuity of the structural/fluid par-

ticle velocities on the pipe wall, the amplitudes of (n,m)
travelling mode in the pipe are expressed as

@Fnm#5F Unm

Vnm

Wnm

Pnm

G5WnmF j anm
U

anm
V

1
anm

P
G , ~10!

where

F j anm
U

anm
V G52FL11 L12

L21 L22
G21FL13

L23
G ,

and ~11!

anm
P 5v2r f /km

r Jn8~km
r a!.

Then the pipe response is due to superposition of all the
travelling modes

F u
v
w
p
G5(

n,m F unm

vnm

wnm

pnm

G
5 (

n50

`

(
m51

2~41Nr !

WnmF j anm
U

anm
V

1
anm

P
G

3F cosnu 0

sinnu

cosnu

0 cosnuJn~km
r s!

G
3e2 jknmz. ~12!

For each circumferential mode, 2(41Nr) equations are re-
quired for Wnm , m51,...,2(41Nr). At boundaryz52L,
the boundary forces and moment are expanded in the circum-
ferential direction as the follows:

Qz5 (
n50

`

Qzn cos~nu, ~13a!

Nzu5 (
n50

`

Nzun sin~nu!, ~13b!

Nz5 (
n50

`

Nzn cos~nu!, ~13c!

Mz5 (
n50

`

Mzn cos~nu!. ~13d!

Combined with Eqs.~1!–~4!, Eq. ~13! provides four equa-
tions for the solution ofWnm of each circumferential mode.

The particle velocity of the fluid atz52L is expanded
as

v̂15(
n,r

V̂nr
~1! cos~nu!Jn~krs!, ~14!
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where the velocity in the radial direction is expanded by the
mode shape functions of sound pressure in a pipe with the
rigid wall condition @Jn8(k

rs)us5a50#. The convergence of
this expansion depends upon the orthogonality between
Jn(krs) and Jn(km

r s). Nevertheless, the spatial coherence
between the functions with the same radial numbers should
be much larger that that with different radial numbers. There-
fore good convergence property of this expansion is ex-
pected.

As a result, the evaluation of Eqs.~5!, ~11!, ~12!, and
~14! at the boundaryz52L suggests

(
n,r

V̂nr
~1! cosnuJn~krs!

5
j

rov (
n,m

~2 jknm!anm
P Wnm cosnuJn~km

r s!ejknmL.

~15!

Multiplying Jn(kr 8s) on both sides of Eq.~15! and integrat-
ing the resultant equation from 0 to a gives rise to following
equation:

V̂nr8
~1! L̄nr85

1

rov (
m

knmanm
P Wnmxnr8,nmejknmL, ~16!

where

L̄nr85E
0

a

Jn
2~kr 8s!s ds, ~17!

xnr8,nm5E
0

a

Jn~kr 8s!Jn~km
r s!s ds. ~18!

Given the velocity distribution of the sound source atz
52L, Eq. ~16! providesNr equations forWnm of each cir-
cumferential mode.

C. Sound radiation from the pipe opening

The normal particle velocity at the pipe opening is ex-
pressed as

v̂25(
n,r

V̂nr
~2! cos~nu!Jn~krs!, ~19!

which contribute to the radiated sound pressure~air-borne
noise! in z.0 space

pA~s,u,z!5
j vro

2p (
n,r

V̂nr
~2!E

0

aE
0

2p cosnu8Jn~krs8!

R

3e2 jkW•RW s8 ds8 du8, ~20!

whereR5A(s cosu2s8 cosu8)21(s sinu2s8 sinu8)21z2 is
the distance between the vibrating element at~s,u8,0! and
observation point at (s,u,z), ro is the density of medium
above the plate. If the circumferential moden50 is consid-
ered only, the radiated sound in Eq.~20! can be approxi-
mated by first Nr modal velocity coefficients (V̂0r

(2) ,r
51,2,...,Nr).

The sound pressure at the opening (s<a) is the sum of
the self-radiated pressure and pressure loadingpS(s,u,0)
due to the plate vibration~structural borne sound of the
plate!

p1~s,u,0!5(
n,r

V̂nr
~2!Znr~s,u,0!1pS~s,u,0!, ~21!

where

Znr~s,u,0!5
j vro

2p E
0

aE
0

2p cosnu8Jn~krs8!

Rz50

3e2 jkW•RW z50s8 ds8 du8. ~22!

To calculate the modal velocityV̂nr
(2) , Use the boundary con-

dition at z50 so that the sound pressure inside the pipe and
that radiated into the space must be continue at the opening

(
n,m

anm
P Wnm cosnuJn~km

r s!

5(
n,r

V̂nr
~2!Znr~s,u!1pS~s,u,0!. ~23!

Multiplying cos(n8u)Jn8(k
r8s) on both sides of Eq.~23! and

integrating the resultant equation on the opening surface, the
modal velocity is then related to the modal amplitude of the
pipe flexural waves

(
m

an8m
P Ln8xn8m,n8r 8Wn8m5(

n,r
V̂nr

~2!snr,n8r 81pSn8r 8 ,

~24!

where

Ln85E
0

2p

cos2 n8u du. ~25!

In Eq. ~24!, snr,n8r 8 are modal radiation efficiency factors
and defined as

snr,n8r 85
j vro

2p E
0

aE
0

2pE
0

aE
0

2p cosn8u cosnu8Jn8~kr 8s!Jn~krs8!

Rz50
e2 j k̄•R̄z50ss8 ds du ds8 du8. ~26!
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The modal pressure due to plate sound radiation is

pSn8r 85E
0

aE
0

2p

pS~s,u,0!cosn8uJn8~kr 8s!s ds du.

~27!

For n5n850, there are totalNr equations in Eq.~24! as
r 851,2,...,Nr . However, Eq.~24! also includespS0r 8 which
is determined by the plate response.

In the mean time, the combination of Eqs.~5!, ~11!, ~12!,
and ~19! suggests

(
n,r

V̂nr
~2! cosnuJn~krs!

5
j

rov (
n,m

~2 jknm!anm
P Wnm cosnuJn~km

r s!, ~28!

which gives rise to

V̂nr8
~2! L̄nr85

1

rov (
m

knmanm
P Wnmxnr8,nm . ~29!

Equations~24! and~29! provide total 23Nr equations. How-
everNr velocity modal amplitudesV̂0r

(2) are introduced. If the
light fluid ~such as air! is assumed for medium above the
plate, the fluid loading on the pipe opening can be ignored.
Equation~24! is simplified as

(
m

anm
P Lnxnr8,nmWnm50, ~30!

which includesNr equations uncoupled withV̂0r
(2) . It should

be noted that the simplification from Eq.~24! to Eq.~30! due
to light fluid loading will result in a significant error if sound
radiation from an air-filled pipe is considered.

D. Plate response

The rest four equations are obtained by considering the
plate response and the sound radiation from the plate into the
space (z>0) filled with light fluid. The effect of pressure
loading on the plate response is ignored due to the light fluid
assumption. For this case, the flexural displacement in the
plate (b>s>a) is expressed as10

W~P!~s,u!5 (
n50

`

Wn
~P! cosnu

5 (
n50

`

@WAn
~P!Jn~bs!1WBn

~P!Yn~bs!

1WCn
~P!I n~bs!1WDn

~P!Kn~bs!#cosnu, ~31!

where b45rshv2/D and D5Eh3/12(12n2) is the plate
bending stiffness.Jn andYn are the Bessel functions of first
and second kinds,I n and Kn are the modified Bessel func-
tions of the first and second kinds. The coefficients
WAn

(P) , ...,WDn
(P) determine the mode shape and are solved

from the boundary conditions.
The coefficients of thenth plate mode are determined by

the boundary conditions. We denote the transverse shearing
force and bending moment acting on the plate at the pipe/
plate joint (z50, s5a) as

Q~P!5 (
n50

`

Qn
~P! cosnu, ~32a!

M ~P!5 (
n50

`

Mn
~P! cosnu. ~32b!

They are related to the flexural displacement of the plate by8

Q~P!5D
]

]s S ]2W~P!

]s2 1
1

s

]W~P!

]s
1

1

s2

]2W~P!

]u2 D , ~33a!

M ~P!5DF]2W~P!

]s2 1nS 1

s

]W~P!

]s
1

1

s2

]2W~P!

]u2 D G . ~33b!

On the clamped plate edge, the boundary conditions at (z
50, s5b) are

W~b!50,
]W

]s U
s5b

50. ~34!

Substituting Eqs.~31!, ~32! into Eq. ~33! and Eq.~31! into
Eqs. ~34!, a matrix equation for the coefficients of thenth
mode in the plate is obtained,

F ZAn
~Q! ZBn

~Q! ZCn
~Q! ZDn

~Q!

ZAn
~M ! ZBn

~M ! ZCn
~M ! ZDn

~M !

ZAn
~1! ZBn

~1! ZCn
~1! ZDn

~1!

ZAn
~2! ZBn

~2! ZCn
~2! ZDn

~2!

GF ẆAn
~P!

ẆBn
~P!

ẆCn
~P!

ẆDn
~P!

G5F Qn
~P!

Mn
~P!

0
0

G .

~35!

The modal force and moment on the right-hand side of Eq.
~33! must be equal to the axial force and the bending mo-
ment in the pipe wall at the pipe/plate joint~as illustrated in
Fig. 3!

F Qn
~P!

Mn
~P!G

s5a

5F2Nzn

Mzn
G

z50
. ~36!

Inverting the impedance matrix in Eq.~35! gives rise to the
conductance matrix

FIG. 3. Forces, moments, and displacements at the pipe/plate joint.
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F ZAn
~Q! ZBn

~Q! ZCn
~Q! ZDn

~Q!

ZAn
~M ! ZBn

~M ! ZCn
~M ! ZDn

~M !

ZAn
~1! ZBn

~1! ZCn
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~1!

ZAn
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~2! ZDn

~2!

G 21

5F Y11 Y12 Y13 Y14

Y21 Y22 Y23 Y24

Y31 Y32 Y33 Y34

Y41 Y42 Y43 Y44

G ,

~37!

which allows the mobility functions to be expressed explic-
itly as

gn
Nz5 j v

Wn
~p!

Nzn
52

Ẇn
~p!

Qn
~P!

52@Y11Jn1Y21Yn1Y31I n1Y41Kn#

1@Y12Jn1Y22Yn1Y32I n

1Y42Kn#
Mzn

Nzn
U

s5a

, ~38a!

gn
Mz5 j v

Wn
~p!

Mzn
5

Ẇn
~p!

Mn
~P!

5@Y12Jn1Y22Yn1Y32I n1Y42Kn#

1@Y11Jn1Y21Yn1Y31I n

1Y41Kn#
Nzn

Mzn
U

s5a

. ~38b!

We also obtained the mobility functions in terms of the an-
gular displacement

ĝn
Nz5 j v

]Wn
~p!/]z

Nzn

52
]Ẇn

~p!/]s

Qn
~P!

52@Y11Jn81Y21Yn81Y31I n81Y41Kn8#

1@Y12Jn81Y22Yn81Y32I n81Y42Kn8#
Mzn

Nzn
U

s5a

, ~38c!

ĝn
Mz5 j v

]Wn
~p!/]z

Mzn

5
]Ẇn

~p!/]s

Mn
~P!

5@Y12Jn81Y22Yn81Y32I n81Y42Kn8#

2@Y11Jn81Y21Yn81Y31I n81Y41Kn8#
Nzn

Mzn
U

s5a

. ~38d!

Assume that the plate is thin and in-plane response may be
ignored. Therefore the boundary conditions of the pipe may
be simplified as

Un5Wn
~P! , ~39a!

Vn50, ~39b!

Wn50. ~39c!

However, future work should consider the significance of the
contribution of in-plane modes to the sound radiation into
water through the Poisson effect. Recent work@Pan and
Farag~2002!# on the characteristics of in-plane vibration in
circular clamped plates has paved a way towards such
understanding.11 Also note that the angular displacements of
the pipe and plate should be continuous at the joint (z
50,s5a),

]Wn

]z
5

]Wn
~P!

]s
. ~39d!

In summary, the four boundary conditions@Eqs.~38a!, ~39a!,
~38b!, ~38c!, and ~38d!, ~39d!# for the pipe response atz
50 are provided. Together with Eq.~30!, 41Nr equations
are available atz50. These equations and 41Nr equations
at z52L allow the solution of 2(41Nr) coefficients for the
response of thenth circumferential pipe mode.

E. Sound radiation from the plate

The plate flexural vibration described by Eq.~31! radi-
ates sound pressure intoz>0 space,

pS~s,u,z!

52
v2ro

2p E
a

bE
0

2p W~p!~s8,u8!

R
e2 jkW•RW s8ds8du8. ~40!

Finally, the total sound pressure from the plate and the pipe
opening is obtained as

pT5pA~s,u,z!1ps~s,u,z!. ~41!

F. Schematics of system solution

For each circumferential mode, Fig. 4 summarizes the
process of using 2(41Nr) equations to determine 2(4
1Nr) coefficients ofWnm , and finally to obtain the sound
pressure radiated from the system.

IV. NUMERIC RESULTS

A. Sound radiation due to volume velocity source at
zÄÀL

Following example is used to illustrate the sound radia-
tion and associated mechanisms. The system is excited by a
uniformly distributed velocity source atz52L. Only the
waves and sound radiation due ton50 circumferential
modes are considered here. The system parameters areL
51 m, a50.1 m, b50.4 m, hs5hp50.005 m, cL

55200 m/s, rs57800 kg/m3, r f51000 kg/m3, ro

51.21 kg/m3, cf51500 m/s, Vi50.000 001 m/s, E51.92
31011N/m2, n50.3. In the calculation, damping is ignored.

In order to understand the characteristics of system con-
veniently, two quantities are defined

T1510* log 10S uPu2

uVi u2
D , T2510* log 10S uVou2* So

uVi u2* Si
D , ~42!

in which T1 represents the transfer impedance level between
the radiated sound pressureP and the input velocityVi , T2
denotes the magnitude of the frequency response function
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between the volume velocityVo* So at the radiation surface
~plate, pipe opening or the total surface atz50) and that of
the sound sourceVi* Si at z52L.

Figure 5 showsT1 whereP is at the position of~0,0,10
m!. The sound pressure in Fig. 5~a! may be divided into two
regions. The first region includes 0,V,0.5 and 1,V,1.3,
where the fluid and structural waves are weakly coupled be-
cause the characteristics of coupled waves are similar to that
of fluid waves in rigid-walled pipe and structural wavesin
vacuopipe, respectively. In this region, the density of reso-
nance peak is sparse and the fluid and structural response of
the pipe is governed by the resonance of each wave type. The
interaction between the fluid and structural waves can be
approximately modeled by weakly coupled subsystems. For
example, when the originally uncoupled resonance frequen-
cies of the two subsystems are close and the corresponding
distributions of the mode shapes match spatially, the approxi-
mate coupling occurs. Within the second region~0.5,V,1!,
the fluid and structural waves are strongly coupled for the
characteristics of coupled waves are no longer similar to that
of fluid waves in rigid-walled pipe and structural wavesin
vacuopipe. In this region, it is difficult to find simple corre-
lation between the pipe response and uncoupled mode distri-
butions, the level of sound radiation is relatively low and the

density of the peaks is increased. In Fig. 5~a!, the resonance
peaks in the first region are classified in terms of the number
of antinodes in the distributed sound field in the pipe. Each
index of the peak is also attached with~f! to show that wave
type in the pipe is dominated by the fluid waves, and fluid
wave radiation at the pipe opening contribute significantly to
the total sound pressure radiated. Other peaks correspond to
the large sound radiation from the plate and indexed by a
number attached with~s!. The number equals the number of
antinodes in the plate vibration along the radial direction.
The resonance peaks in the second region are labeled with
mc for difference.

The radiated sound pressure is due to the water borne
sound from the pipe opening and the structure borne sound
from the plate. A comparison of the peak magnitudes of these
two pressure components@Fig. 5~b!# illustrates that both of
the fluidic and structural modes are important to the sound
radiation, and the fluid and structure type of modes couple
more or less in different frequency ranges.

The difference of the structure borne and water borne
sound radiation shown in Fig. 5~b! can be explained by ex-
amining the system response at several resonance frequen-
cies.

Figure 6 illustrates the system response atm54( f ) ~for

FIG. 4. Schematics of calculating the system response.

FIG. 5. T1 as a function of nondimensional frequency.
~a! Total sound radiation from the plate and pipe open-
ing; ~b! solid line is the sound radiation from the plate
and dashed–dotted line is that from pipe opening.
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V,0.53!. The sound pressure distribution in the pipe@Figs.
6~a! and~b!# shows that the fluid wave~branchr 50) is the
dominant component. The contribution of the structural wave
(s51) only slightly affects this sound pressure distribution.
Also shown in Figs. 6~c! and ~d! are the radial and axial
displacements on the pipe wall. For the radial displacement,
the fluid wave component is clearly dominating the response.
While the axial displacement is part of the branchs51,
where extensional and flexural waves are coupled.

The radial velocity distributions on the radiation surface
are demonstrated in Figs. 6~g! and ~h!. The velocity at the
pipe end is close to uniform and the slight variation is due to
the contribution ofr 51 branch. While on the plate surface,
the velocity distribution already has a modal structure with
four antinodes in the radial direction. However, the fourth
resonance frequency of the plate is not in the vicinity of the
fourth organ mode of the pipe.

The second plate resonance frequency is located very
close to the first fluid mode. At this frequency the plate is a
stronger sound radiator than the pipe opening, as a result, the
structural borne sound form51( f ) dominates the sound ra-
diation. Similar sound radiation mechanism is observed at
m53( f ), where the resonance frequency of the fourth plate
modes coincides with that of the third organ mode of the
pipe.

The peak denoted bym53(s) is due to the resonance
radiation by the third plate modes. However, as this mode is
not generated by the resonance response of the pipe system,
its sound radiation is relatively small.

The peak ofm58( f ) is due to the mode close to strong
fluid/structural coupled region. Shown in Fig. 7, the sound
pressure distribution the pipe is spatially modulated. This is
due to the superposition of two modal branches (s51 and
r 51). Close the strong-coupled region the two wave types
start to have comparable magnitudes and to produce interfer-
ence patterns in sound field. Similar to the sound pressure
distribution, the radial and axial displacement distributions
also are spatially modulated. In the same time, the number of
anti-nodes on the plate is added as a result of increased fre-
quency@see Fig. 7~h!#.

Above the strong-coupled region~1,V,1.3!, the m
513(f ) in Fig. 8 for example has distribution of sound field
in the pipe of two branches (s51 andr 51), while that of
the radial displacement has contributions of three branches
(s51, r 50, andr 51) and the radial displacement has one
branch (r 51). The reason for this is that the contribution of
the r 50 wave type to the sound field despaired in this re-
gion, as it has evolved into structural mode. While the origi-
nal structural modes (s51) stand for the fluid modes as
frequency increases. Furthermore ther 51 branch has al-

FIG. 6. The system response atm54(f ). ~a!–~f! illustrate the axial distri-
bution of sound pressure in the pipe, radial and axial displacements on the
pipe wall. In~a!–~f!, solid line is contributed by all branches, dashed–dotted
line corresponds to branchs51, dotted line corresponds to branchr 50.
~g!–~j! illustrate the radial velocity distribution on the radiation surface.

FIG. 7. The system response atm58( f ). ~a!–~f! illustrate the axial distri-
bution of sound pressure in the pipe, radial and axial displacements on the
pipe wall. In~a!–~f!, solid line is contributed by all branches, dashed–dotted
line corresponds to branchs51, dotted line corresponds to branchr 50.
~g!–~j! illustrate the radial velocity distribution on the radiation surface.
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ready cut on and it’s characteristics are similar to that of shell
longitudinal waves. In this region, the sound radiation of the
plate modes is reduced because of the increased antinode in
the radial direction, and the corresponding sound radiation
from the higher order modes of the plate becomes low due to
the cancellation of the volume velocity on the surface of the
plate. As a result, the sound radiation is dominated by the
water-borne sound.

It is interesting to note that the sound radiation within
the strong-coupled region is relatively low and the density of
the peaks is also increased. In this region, we observed the
following phenomena from the system response shown in
Fig. 9.

~1! Both sound field and structural vibration of the pipe are
contributed by more than one wave types of comparable
magnitudes.

~2! The contribution of r 50 branch to the sound field
gradually reduces as frequency increases, while that of
the s51 gradually takes the place.

~3! Similar switch over of two wave types is also observed
in the radial displacement,r 51 branch gradually domi-
nate the radial response.

The total sound power from the radiation surface is de-

termined by both level and directivity of radiated sound pres-
sure. The lower order peak@m51( f )# is characterized by
the monopole radiation pattern. For the higher order peaks,
the radiated sound fields are by nonmonopole directivities.
The nonuniform distribution of sound pressure is mainly due
to complex directivity of the higher order plate modes. The
sound radiation from the pipe opening is relatively simple for
n50, and is close to a piston sound radiation. In all the
cases, the sound pressure in thez direction has the maximum
value. Another important observation~see Fig. 10! is that the
higher order peak sound radiation from the plate and from
the opening has significantly different radiation patterns.

V. EXPERIMENT

The theory and numerical results shown above are vali-
dated experimentally. Figure 11 shows the schematics of ex-
perimental rig installed in a semianechoic room. The testing
plate is clamped all around and a sound source located at the
bottom of the pipe is used to excite the system.

The sound source is made of a simply supported copper
plate excited by a piezoelectric actuator and the radius of its
vibration surface is 0.04 25 m. The steel pipe is filled with
water and the medium above the plate is air, which is con-
sistent with the assumption of light fluid in the radiation

FIG. 8. The system response atm513(f ). ~a!–~f! illustrate the axial distri-
bution of sound pressure in the pipe, radial, and axial displacements on the
pipe wall. In~a!–~f!, solid line is contributed by all branches, dashed–dotted
line correspond to branchs51, dotted line corresponds to branchr 50,
dashed line corresponds to branchr 51. ~g!–~j! illustrate the radial velocity
distribution on the radiation surface.

FIG. 9. The system response atm5mc(5). ~a!–~f! illustrate the axial dis-
tribution of sound pressure in the pipe, radial and axial displacements on the
pipe wall. In~a!–~f!, solid line is contributed by all branches, dashed–dotted
line corresponds to branchs51, dotted line corresponds to branchr 50,
dash line correspond to branchr 51. ~g!–~j! illustrate the radial velocity
distribution on the radiation surface.
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space. The system parameters used in the experimentation
areL50.55 m,a50.03 m,b50.18 m,hs5hp50.003 m.

Nor-840 was used in the measurement. The measured
frequency range is up to 25 000 Hz, which correspond ap-
proximately toV50.95. The microphone was located at the
position of~0,0,0.35 m!, one of the accelerometers was glued
at the bottom of the pipe to measure the velocity of the
source and another was fixed on the plate to measure average
velocity of the vibrating plate at six different points. The
experimental results are showed in Fig. 12, where numeric
results and dispersion curves of the water-filled pipe are also
provided for comparison.

Although the measured impedance levelT1 and the fre-
quency response function between volume velocities of the
plate and the sound source are presented belowV50.95, two
frequency regions~0<V<0.5 and 0.5<V<0.95! for the
water/pipe coupling are available for comparison. As shown
in Fig. 12, the theoretical prediction agrees with the experi-

mental result in terms of the general trend of resonance peak
distribution and levels at the antiresonance frequencies. Fig-
ure 12~b! clearly shows the sound radiation feature in the
two regions. In the range of 0.65<V<0.95, the feature of
clear resonance peaks as observed 0<V<0.5 is no longer
there. Instead, the strong coupling between the sound waves
in water and pipe wall vibration results in the modal re-
sponse contributed by multiple wave types. In the transition
region of 0.4<V<0.7, the decreased distance of resonance
peaks can also be observed for the reason of decreased phase
velocity of fluid dominated waves.

It is not the author’s intention to have a quantitative
comparison between the experimental and analytical results.
The main discrepancies of the experimental setup from the
theoretical model are due to the following.

FIG. 11. Schematics of experimental rig.

FIG. 10. Direction patterns, dotted line corresponds to that of the plate,
dashed line corresponds to that of the pipe opening and solid line is the total
sound radiation directivity.~a! m51( f ), ~b! m58(f ), ~c! m5mc(5), ~d!
m513(f ).

FIG. 12. ~a! Dispersion curves of water filled experi-
mental pipe.~b! T1 vs nondimensional frequency,~c!
T2 vs nondimensional frequency, the concerned vol-
ume velocity is the plate. In~b! and ~c!, solid lines are
experimental data, dashed–dotted lines are theoretic
calculation.
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~1! Negligence of the structural damping in pipe and plate
materials, in the coupling plate/pipe boundary and the
fluid damping of the water in the pipe.

~2! Imperfect boundary conditions of the plate and excita-
tion.

As a result, only qualitative comparison is possible. Fur-
ther experimental work will focus on the energy distributions
in each coupled modes as more meaningful comparison may
be made with predicted phenomena.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the method of traveling waves is used to
investigate the sound transmission from a finite water-filled
pipe to an attached circular plate and subsequent sound ra-
diation from the pipe opening and the plate. Numeric and
experimental results demonstrate that the wave characteris-
tics in the water-filled pipe can be classified into strongly
coupled and weakly coupled regions. In the weakly coupled
region ~0,V,0.5 and 1,V,1.3!, the fluid and structural
response of the pipe is governed by the resonance of each
wave type. In the strongly coupled region~0.5,V,1!, the
simple correlation between the pipe response and uncoupled
mode distributions does not exist. Significant contribution of
multiple wave types to the model energy becomes evident.

The sound radiation by the weakly coupled waves is
often due to an individual wave type which is dominating at
the operating frequency. In this region, the peak sound radia-
tion can be correlated to resonance frequencies pipe acousti-
cal modes and pipe/plate coupled modes.

The level of sound radiation within the strong-coupled
region is relatively low and the density of the peaks is in-
creased. In this region, both sound field and structural vibra-
tion of the pipe are contributed by more than one wave type
of comparable magnitude.

This paper provides a method to investigate the sound
radiation from a water-filled exhaust pipe. Although the me-
dium for sound radiation is assumed to be ‘‘light,’’ the rela-
tive importance of structural-borne and water-borne sound
radiation at different frequencies, and qualitative understand-
ing obtained may be useful guidance for control of the radi-
ated sound. The study of sound radiation from a water-filled
pipe into heavy fluid is currently underway.
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Measurements were done to determine the influence of a transverse crack on the mobility of a
rotor-bearing system. The results show that the mobility changes substantially due to the presence
of crack and follows definite trends with the crack depth and direction of force application. The
significant changes in mobility were observed at the natural frequency and at the running frequency
of the rotor system. Good agreement between the experimental results and numerical simulations
has been observed. The measurement of mobility has been suggested for crack detection and
condition monitoring of rotor-bearing systems. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1515792#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Le, 43.40.Kd, 43.40.Yq@RLW#

I. INTRODUCTION

The present day requirement for ever-increasing reliabil-
ity in the field of rotating machinery is now more important
than ever before and continues to grow constantly. Most of
the breakdowns in modern machinery are due to fatigue of
the material. Fatigue of the material results in the formation
of cracks, which may lead to catastrophic failure if not de-
tected in time. The dynamic analysis of cracked rotors has
been a subject of great interest for the last three decades and
excellent reviews on this are available.1–4 The identification
of crack location and magnitude through the measurement of
changes in system characteristics has been studied by various
researchers.5–7 Imam et al.8 presented an on-line rotor crack
diagnosis system that will detect even a very small crack by
a so-called histogram signature analysis technique. Chondros
et al.9 developed a continuous cracked beam vibration theory
for the lateral vibration of cracked Euler–Bernoulli beams
with experimental validation. Some works on nonlinear vi-
bration of cracked shaft and structures have also been re-
ported recently.10,11Many other crack detection and monitor-
ing techniques were discussed in Ref. 4.

Even though a great deal of achievement in the area of
the dynamics of cracked rotors has been obtained, not
enough attention has been paid to the studies on the variation
of mechanical impedance of the cracked rotors. Nezu12 in-
vestigated a nondestructive test method using mechanical
impedance for detecting damages in the structural member.
Bamnios and Trochidis13 have developed the influence of
transverse crack on the mechanical impedance of the canti-
lever beam with experimental validation. However, the
above techniques12,13on the determination of mechanical im-
pedance are applied, not to rotors but to structures having
open cracks. Recently, the authors14 have studied numeri-
cally the influence of a transverse surface crack on the me-
chanical impedance of a rotor-bearing system. Both open and
breathing crack detections were discussed.

In the present paper, the influence of a transverse surface
crack on the mechanical impedance of a rotor-bearing system
was investigated experimentally to validate the numerical
analysis.14 A parametric study has been done with different
crack parameters and for different force locations in an at-
tempt to use the change of mobility for crack detection and
monitoring.

II. ROTOR-BEARING TEST RIG AND EXPERIMENTAL
MEASUREMENTS

The rotor-bearing test rig is shown in Fig. 1. It was
designed and developed to run at a maximum speed of 9000
RPM and has a first critical speed of 2820 RPM~47 Hz!,
which enables us to observe the vibrational behavior of the
rotor while passing through the critical speed.

A. Rig description

The rotor-bearing test rig, essentially, consists of a shaft
supported on two bearings at the ends and driven by a motor.
The rotor shaft of 12 mm diameter and 500 mm length is
supported on two self-aligned deep groove ball bearings of
type SKF 2201. A balanced rigid disk is mounted on the
shaft by radial screws and is located at the midspan of the
shaft. The mass, polar, and diametral moment of inertia of
the disk are 0.8 kg, 0.001 kg m2, and 0.005 kg m2, respec-
tively. The rotor shaft is driven by a 0.125 kW ac/dc univer-
sal motor connected through a jaw coupling. The power sup-
ply to the motor can be varied through an autotransformer,
thus controlling the speed of the motor from 0 to 9000 RPM.
Experiments were carried out on the rotor system with and
without the presence of crack in the shaft. A saw cut crack
~width of 300mm! of different depths was made at a distance
of 23 mm from the disk toward bearing number 2 of the rotor
system. The crack depth was measured with the help of a
traveling microscope. Here, the nondimensional crack depth
~ā! is defined as the ratio of crack depth~a! to the shaft
diameter~D!.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
amohanty@mech.iitkgp.ernet.in
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B. Instrumentation details

The necessary instrumentation for measuring the mobil-
ity of the rotor-bearing test rig are shown in Fig. 1. A signal
generated at the function generator~SRS DS335! drives a
power amplifier~B&K 2706! through a LP/HP filter set~SRS
SR650!. The bandwidth of the signal can be selected by set-
ting the appropriate low- and high-frequency cutoffs in the
LP/HP filter set. The signal from the power amplifier is used
to drive the vibration exciter~B&K 4810! ~see Fig. 1!. An
impedance head~B&K 8001! connected on the stringer of
the exciter is used to measure the excitation force and the
acceleration response at the point of excitation. The accelera-
tion and force response signals from the impedance head are
then conditioned in a signal amplifier~B&K 2692!. The ac-
celeration response from the impedance head is integrated in
the signal conditioning amplifier~B&K 2692! to get a veloc-
ity response, which is required for mobility measurements.
The velocity and force signals from the signal conditioning
amplifier are then fed to a PC-based FFT analyzer~National
Instruments, 4552!.

C. Mobility measurements

Mechanical impedanceZ(Xf) of the rotor-bearing sys-
tem at any force locationXf is defined as the ratio of force
F(Xf) to the velocity responseV(Xf). Mathematically,

Z~Xf !5F~Xf !/V~Xf !. ~1!

However, for convenience, the mobility plots were consid-
ered in the present analysis, where the mobility is reciprocal

of the impedance. In the present work, mobility measure-
ments were made at the bearing locations in horizontal and
vertical directions because the natural frequencies of the test-
rig are different in two directions~given in the next section!.

The experimental setup for mobility measurements in
the vertical direction at bearing location 2 is shown in Fig. 1.
A swept sine excitation signal with a frequency range of
0.1–210 Hz and an amplitude of 0.2 N was used to drive the
vibration exciter. The sweep rate was 0.5 Hz/s and was set in
the signal generator. The vibratory force from the exciter was
then applied in the vertical direction at the bearing location
of the rotor test rig. The vibration exciter was suspended
with soft springs while performing the mobility measure-
ments in the vertical direction. The frequency response func-
tion ~FRF! ~a complex quantity with magnitude and phase of
the mobility! data, after performing 32 averages, was stored
in a personal computer from the PC-based FFT analyzer for
a further analysis. The dynamic range of NI 4552 is 90 dB
with a maximum sampling frequency of 102.4 kHz. A flat-
top window function was used for all FRF measurements.
The FRF data of 800 lines with a frequency resolution of
0.39 Hz were stored in a PC for further analysis. In a similar
way, mobility measurements were made in the horizontal
direction.

III. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In all the cases, mobility instead of mechanical imped-
ance was measured for convenience. Before the mobility
measurements of a rotor system, natural frequencies of the

FIG. 1. Rotor-bearing test rig.
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rotor-bearing rig were determined. The reciprocity theorem
of mobility was checked to ensure the linearity of the behav-
ior.

For determining the natural frequency of the rotor sys-
tem, a modal test was made15 using the impulse excitation
technique. An instrumented hammer~B&K 8202! with a rub-
ber tip was used for excitation. Figure 2 shows the frequency
response function ~FRF! and phase measurements
when force was applied at bearing number 2 in horizontal
and vertical directions. From these measurements, it was
found that the natural frequency of the rotor system in the
x direction ~horizontal! was 22.75 and 187.5 Hz, whereas
in the y direction ~vertical! the natural frequency was 42
and 191.25 Hz. The clear change in phase at these frequen-
cies can be observed from the phase measurements@see Fig.
2~ii !#.

Mobility of the rotor system is plotted~Fig. 3! as a func-
tion of frequency at a speed of 7200 RPM~120 Hz! for
checking the reciprocity theorem. The acceleration response
at a bearing location was taken with a triaxial accelerometer
~B&K 4321!, which was integrated in a conditioning ampli-
fier to get the velocity response and force response at the
other bearing was measured with an impedance head~B&K
8001!. In Fig. 3~a!, mobility is defined as the ratio of velocity

response at bearing number 2 to the force response at bearing
number 1 in the horizontal direction. Whereas mobility of the
rotor system in Fig. 3~b! is defined as the ratio of velocity
response at bearing number 1 to the force response at bearing

FIG. 2. Natural frequency plots of a rotor-bearing system.~a! FRF for excitation and response in the horizontal direction.~b! FRF for excitation and response
in the vertical direction.

FIG. 3. Mobility measurements at 7200 RPM of the rotor-bearing system.
~a! The force at bearing #1 and velocity at bearing #2.~b! Force at bearing
#2 and velocity at bearing #1.
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number 2 in the horizonal direction. From the figure, it was
observed that both the mobility plots were more or less the
same and thus satisfy the reciprocity theorem that ensures
that the experimental measurements are carried out properly.

Figure 4 shows the measured change of mobility of the
rotor-bearing system with frequency for different crack
depths. The mobility measurements were taken at bearing
number 2 in the horizontal direction. Mobility measurements
were taken at two different rotor speeds one at 2400 RPM
~40 Hz! and the other at 7200 RPM~120 Hz!, as shown in
Figs. 4~a! and~b!. The results show that the mobility changes
substantially due the presence of crack. It is noticed from the
figures that the mobility is sensitive at two significant fre-
quencies. One is at the natural frequency of the rotor system
in the x direction ~22.75 Hz! and the other is at the running
frequency. For example, in Fig. 4~a! two significant peaks at
22.75 and 40 Hz are observed.

Mobility measurements were also made in the vertical
direction with and without the presence of crack in the shaft.
These were taken at two different speeds of 3600 RPM~60
Hz! and 7200 RPM~120 Hz! and were shown in Fig. 5.
Similar crack behavior with mobility was observed in this
case also when compared with horizontal mobility measure-

ments. The significant frequencies in this case are 42 Hz
~natural frequency in they direction! and 60 or 120 Hz ac-
cording to running speed@see Figs. 5~a! and ~b!#.

Further, the sensitivity of mobility with crack can be
seen clearly from Figs. 6 and 7. The normalized mobility
(Mc /M0) can be defined as the ratio of mobility of the rotor
system with crack (Mc) to that of without crack (M0). The
variation of normalized mobility in the horizontal direction
of the rotor system with normalized crack depth~ā5a/D! at
the two significant frequencies in shown in Fig. 6. As ex-
pected, the mobility increases with the increase of crack
depth. And for the given force, the rate of change of mobility
is more at the running frequency. However, the rate of
change of mobility with crack depth at the running frequency
of 40 Hz was higher as compared to that of at 120 Hz speed
@see Figs. 6~a! and~b!#. This is because 40 Hz speed is near
the natural frequency.

Figure 7 shows the variation of normalized mobility of
the rotor system in the vertical direction for different crack
depths and speeds. Similar crack behavior with mobility was
observed in this case also when compared with horizontal
measurements. However, the rate of change of mobility with
crack depth is more in the vertical direction as compared to
the horizontal direction~see Fig. 6!.

FIG. 4. The variation of mobility with frequency for different crack depths;
mobility measurements at bearing number two in the horizontal direction.
~a! Rotor speed, 2400 RPM;~b! rotor speed, 7200 RPM.

FIG. 5. The variation of mobility with frequency for different crack depths;
mobility measurements at bearing number two in the vertical direction.~a!
Rotor speed, 3600 RPM;~b! rotor speed, 7200 RPM.
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In Ref. 14, the authors presented the numerical simula-
tions using the finite element method~FEM! for mechanical
impedance of the rotor with and without cracks. Mechanical
impedance of the rotor system was suggested for crack de-
tection and monitoring. Proceeding in a similar way as given
in Ref. 14, numerical simulations were performed for the test
rig data with and without the presence of crack. Figure 8
shows the comparison of numerically simulated mobility
with experimental mobility measurements. Mobility plots at
bearing number 2 in the horizontal direction with and with-
out the presence of cracks are shown in Figs. 8~a! and ~b!,
respectively. Since the crack is saw cut and also weight of
the rotor is not dominating, the experimental results are com-
pared with the open crack FEM results. In the open crack
case, only two significant frequencies in the mobility plot
can be observed, namely, running frequency and natural fre-
quencies of the system unlike in the breathing crack case
~where the significant frequencies are natural frequencies and
multiples of running frequencies!. In Fig. 8, a big peak at
running frequency~120 Hz! and the other peak at natural
frequency~22.75 Hz! of the rotor system can be seen. Also,

a significant increase in mobility with the presence of crack
can be observed in Fig. 8. It is noticed that the experimental
results are well matching with numerical simulations. From
the experimental results, it is felt that mechanical impedance
or mobility can be used for detecting cracks in a rotor sys-
tem.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental studies were performed on the rotor-
bearing test rig for detecting transverse crack. The mobility
changes substantially with the presence of crack exhibiting
definite trends depending upon the depth of crack and the
direction of force application.

The mobility of the rotor system increases as the crack
depth increases at the significant frequencies. The rate of
change of mobility with crack depth is more in the vertical
direction as compared to the horizontal direction. Good
agreement between the experimental results and numerical
simulations was found. The results suggest that the measure-
ments of mobility can be used for crack detection and moni-
toring in a rotor-bearing system.

FIG. 6. The variation of normalized mobility with normalized crack depth at
significant frequencies; mobility measurements at bearing number two in the
horizontal direction.~a! Rotor speed, 2400 RPM;~b! rotor speed, 7200
RPM.

FIG. 7. The variation of normalized mobilty with normalized crack depth at
significant frequencies; mobility measurements at bearing number two in
vertical direction.~a! Rotor speed, 3600 RPM;~b! rotor speed, 7200 RPM.
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In contrast to detection methods based on the change of
eigenfrequencies and modes, a method using impedance or-

mobility measurements is better suitable: the change in the
mobility for small cracks increases linearly with an increas-
ing crack depth so that crack detection based on this has
some potential.
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The free vibration characteristics of a torus with a circular cross section are studied by using the
three-dimensional, small-strain, elasticity theory. A set of three-dimensional orthogonal coordinates
system, comprising the polar coordinate (r ,u) at each circular cross section and the circumferential
coordinatew around the ring, is developed. Each of the displacement componentsur , nu , andww

in the r, u, andw directions, respectively, is taken as a product of the Chebyshev polynomials in the
r direction and the trigonometric functions in theu andw directions. Eigenfrequencies and vibration
mode shapes have been obtained via a three-dimensional displacement-based extremum energy
principle. Upper bound convergence of the first seven eigenfrequencies accurate to at least six
significant figures is obtained by using only a few terms of the admissible functions. The
eigenfrequency responses due to variation of the ratio of the radius of the ring centroidal axis to the
cross-sectional radius are investigated in detail. Very accurate eigenfrequencies and deformed mode
shapes of the three-dimensional vibration are presented. All major modes such as flexural
thickness-shear modes, in-plane stretching modes, and torsional modes are included in the analysis.
The results may serve as a benchmark reference for validating other computational techniques for
the problem. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1509429#

PACS numbers: 43.40.2r, 43.40.Cw, 43.40.At@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

A torus ~circular ring beam with circular cross section!
as basic structural element can find its applications in civil,
mechanical, aircraft, and marine engineering like gyro-
scopes, springs, stiffeners and tires, etc. In some cases, the
torus has to bear dynamic loads, and therefore to understand
its dynamic behavior is very important for designers. One-
dimensional mathematical models about rings have been
available for more than a century.1,2 Considering the ring as
a curved beam or rod, the vibration of a ring can be classified
as in-plane, out-of-plane, and circumferential modes. Based
on the classical theory~i.e., the hypothesis of a straight nor-
mal line!, three uncoupled differential equations can be de-
veloped for these three modes and solved easily if the exten-
sion of the centerline of the ring is negligible. In order to
improve the classical solutions, some investigators3–6 have
studied the effect of extension, transverse shear, and rotary
inertia.

The existing research work shows that for rings with a
circular cross section, the error of the one-dimensional mod-
els increases with the decrease of the ratio of ring centroidal-
axis radius to cross-sectional radius. Similar conclusions can
also be drawn for rings with a cross section of any shape. In
addition to the one-dimensional models, sometimes investi-
gators also applied two-dimensional plate7,8 and shell9,10

models to analyze the mechanical behavior of a torus. Ac-

cording to a recent literature survey,11 most of the published
papers are about rings with a rectangular cross section. For
rings with a circular cross section, only the one-dimensional
models have been developed. It is well known that these
mathematical models have serious limitations in their scope
of applications, which are only suitable for slender or thin
structural elements. As a result, the three-dimensional analy-
sis of structural elements has long been a goal of those who
work in the field. In the recent two decades, with the devel-
opment of digital computers and computational techniques, it
has now become possible to obtain accurate eigenfrequencies
and vibration mode shapes for some structural elements. Ex-
act, closed-form three-dimensional elasticity solutions can be
obtained only for a few cases, such as the axisymmetric vi-
bration of annular plates,12 and the vibration of rectangular
plates with four simply supported edges.13 Using a series
expansion method, accurate solutions for the free vibration
of circular plates and cylinders have been derived by
Hutchinson.14–18 In recent years, the Ritz method has been
extensively applied to the three-dimensional vibration analy-
sis of some typical structural elements, such as beams with a
circular cross section,19 circular plates20,21 and cylindrical
shells,22,23 rectangular and trapezoidal plates,24,25 prismatic
columns,26 shell panels,27,28 triangular plates,29,30 and rings
with isosceles trapezoidal and triangular cross sections,31 etc.
In these references, high accuracy, a small computational
cost, and easy coding preparation have been shown if suit-
able admissible functions are selected.

In the present work, the Ritz method is applied to the
free vibration analysis of a torus with a circular cross section

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
hreccyk@hkucc.hku.hk
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based on the three-dimensional elasticity theory. Although
the method itself does not guarantee us to provide exact so-
lutions, high accuracy and quick convergence may be
achieved if one selects the displacement functions properly.
In this paper, a combination of the polar coordinate (r ,u) at
each circular cross section and the circumferential coordinate
w around the ring, is developed to describe the strain and
stress distributions in the torus. The corresponding displace-
ment components are taken to beur , nu , andww in the r, u,
andw directions, respectively. Each displacement component
is expressed as a product of three separable coordinate func-
tions: a series of Chebyshev polynomials in ther coordinate
and a series of trigonometric functions in theu andw coor-
dinates. It is obvious that each displacement function is com-
posed of orthogonal and complete series in the region be-
cause each component function is orthogonal and complete.
Therefore, the eigenfrequencies presented in this work are
very accurate and often accurate to at least six significant
figures. They can therefore serve as a benchmark solution for
the one-dimensional ring theory and future computational
techniques for the problem.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

Consider a torus with a circular cross section, as shown
in Fig. 1. The cross-sectional radius of the ring isa and the
centroidal-axis radius of the ring isR (R.a). A combination
of the polar coordinate (r ,u) at each cross section and the
circumferential coordinatew around the ring is chosen to
describe the strain and stress in the torus. The polar coordi-
nate with an origin at the centroidal axis of the ring is used to
describe the stress and strain at the cross section. The cir-
cumferential coordinate with an origin at the center of the
torus is used to describe those quantities along the direction
normal to the cross section. It is obvious that the three coor-
dinates (r ,u,w) in this set of curved coordinate system are
orthogonal to each other. The transformation relations be-
tween the Cartesian coordinates and the present curved co-
ordinates are given as follows:

x5~R1r cosu!cosw; y5~R1r cosu!sinw;
~1!

z5r sinu.

Let u, n, and w, respectively, be the displacements inr, u,
and w directions. The relations between three-dimensional
tensorial strains and displacement components in the or-
thogonal curved coordinate system are given by
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From Eq.~1!, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the
coordinate system is given by

uJu5r ~R1r cosu!. ~3!

Therefore, the strain energyV and the kinetic energyT of the
torus undergoing free vibration are

V5~1/2!E
0

2pE
0

2pE
0

a

@~l12G!e r
212le reu12le rew

1~l12G!eu
212leuew1~l12G!ew

2

1G~g ru
2 1guw

2 1gwr
2 !#uJudr du dw;

~4!

T5~r/2!E
0

2pE
0

2pE
0

a

~ u̇1 ṅ1ẇ!uJudr du dw,

wherer is the constant mass per unit volume;u̇, ṅ, andẇ
are the velocity components. The parametersl andG are the
Lamé constants for a homogeneous and isotropic material,
which are expressed in terms of Young’s modulusE and the
Poisson’s ration by

l5nE/@~11n!~122n!#; G5E/@2~11n!#. ~5!

In free vibrations, the displacement components may be ex-
pressed as

u5U~r ,u,w!eivt; n5V~r ,u,w!eivt;
~6!

w5W~r ,u,w!eivt,

where v is the circular eigenfrequency of the torus andi
5A21.

Considering the circumferential symmetry of the torus
about the coordinatew, the displacement functions can be
expressed as

FIG. 1. A torus with a circular cross section:~a! three-dimensional view;~b!
coordinate system.
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U~r ,u,w!5Ū~r ,u!cos~nw!;

V~r ,u,w!5V̄~r ,u!cos~nw!; ~7!

W~r ,u,w!5W̄~r ,u!sin~nw!,

wheren is the circumferential wave number that should be
an integer, i.e.,n50,1,2,3,...,̀ to ensure periodicity. It is
obvious thatn50 denotes the axisymmetric modes. Rotating
the axes of symmetry, another set of free vibration modes
can be obtained, which corresponds to an interchange of
cos(nw) and sin(nw) in Eq. ~7!. However, in such a case,n
50 means U(r ,u,w)50, V(r ,u,w)50 and W(r ,u,w)
5W̄(r ,u), which corresponds to the torsional modes.

Defining the following dimensionless coordinates:

R̄5R/a; r̄ 5r /a, ~8!

and then substituting Eqs.~6! and ~7! into Eq. ~4!, gives
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The Lagrangian energy functionalP is given as

) 5Tmax2Vmax. ~12!

The displacement functionsŪ( r̄ ,u), V̄( r̄ ,u), and W̄( r̄ ,u)
are approximately expressed in terms of a finite series as

Ū~ r̄ ,u!5(
i 51

I

(
j 51

J

Ai j Fi~ r̄ !Gj~u!;

V̄~ r̄ ,u!5(
l 51

L

(
m51

M

BlmFl~ r̄ !Ḡm~u!; ~13!

W̄~ r̄ ,u!5 (
p51

P

(
q51

Q

CpqFp~ r̄ !Gq~u!,

whereAi j , Blm , andCpq are undetermined coefficients and
I, J, L, M, P, andQ are the truncated orders of their corre-
sponding series. It is obvious that ifFi( r̄ ) ( i 51,2,3,...,̀ ),
Gj (u) ( j 51,2,3,...,̀ ) and Ḡm(u) (m51,2,3,...,̀ ) are all
sets of mathematically complete series, then these three sets
are capable of describing any three-dimensional motion of
the torus. Therefore, as sufficient terms are taken, the results
will approach the exact solutions as closely as desired.
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Substituting Eqs.~10! and ~13! into Eq. ~9! and mini-
mizing the Lagrangian functionalP with respect to the un-
determined coefficientsAi j , Blm , andCpq , i.e.,

]

]Ai j
~Vmax2Tmax!50 ~ i 51,2,3,...,I ; j 51,2,3,...,J!;

]

]Blm
~Vmax2Tmax!50 ~ l 51,2,3,...,L;m51,2,3,...,M !;

~14!

]

]Cpq
~Vmax2Tmax!50 ~p51,2,3,...,P;q51,2,3,...,Q!,

a set of eigenvalue equations is derived, which can be written
in matrix form as

H F @Kuu# @Kun# @Kuw#

@Knn# @Knw#

symmetric @Kww#
G

2V2F @Muu#

@M nn#

@Mww#
G J F $A%

$B%
$C%

G5F $0%
$0%
$0%

G ,

~15!

in which V5vaAr/G, @Ki j # and @Mii # ( i , j 5u,n,w) are,
respectively, the stiffness submatrices and the diagonal mass
submatrices,$A%, $B%, and$C% are the column vectors of the
unknown coefficients, respectively, corresponding toAi j ( i
51,2,3,...I ; j 51,2,3,...,J), Blm ( l 51,2,...,L; m
51,2,3,...,M ) and Cpq (p51,2,3,...,P; q51,2,3,...,Q). A
nontrivial solution is obtained by setting the determinant of
the coefficient matrix of Eq.~15! to zero. The roots of the
determinant are the square of the dimensionless eigenfre-
quencies~eigenvalues!. The mode shapes~eigenfunctions!
are determined by backsubstitution of the eigenvalues, one
by one, in the usual manner.

It is noted that in using the Ritz method, the stress
boundary conditions of the structure need not be satisfied in
advance, but the geometric boundary conditions should be
satisfied exactly. For a torus, there is actually no restraint on
the surface displacements. In the present work, the Cheby-
shev polynomial series defined in the interval@0, 1# and the
trigonometric series defined in the interval@0, 2p# are used
as the admissible functions of displacements in ther and u
directions, respectively. It is obvious that a torus with a cir-
cular cross section is symmetric about the centroidal-axis
plane ~i.e., the plane containing the centroidal axis of the
ring!. Therefore, the vibration modes of the torus can be

TABLE I. Convergence of eigenfrequencies of a torus with a circular cross section whenR̄51.5 andn51.

Terms V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7

Symmetric modes about the centroidal-axis plane
434 1.185 76 2.334 75 2.753 63 3.049 33 3.508 54 3.732 38 3.837 33
535 1.185 74 2.334 06 2.753 26 3.048 28 3.503 98 3.729 11 3.831 64
636 1.185 74 2.334 04 2.723 21 3.048 15 3.503 39 3.728 47 3.831 07
737 1.185 74 2.334 04 2.753 21 3.048 14 3.503 38 3.728 44 3.831 05
838 1.185 74 2.334 04 2.753 21 3.048 14 3.503 37 3.728 44 3.831 05
939 1.185 74 2.334 04 2.753 21 3.048 14 3.503 37 3.728 44 3.831 05

Antisymmetric modes about the centroidal-axis plane
434 1.155 46 2.143 68 2.492 66 3.108 78 3.473 95 3.778 32 4.629 33
535 1.155 07 2.143 37 2.492 04 3.108 55 3.470 28 3.772 59 4.549 37
636 1.155 04 2.143 37 2.492 03 3.108 41 3.469 83 3.771 67 4.545 57
737 1.155 03 2.143 37 2.492 03 3.108 41 3.469 83 3.771 65 4.545 42
838 1.155 03 2.143 37 2.492 03 3.108 41 3.469 83 3.771 64 4.545 42
939 1.155 03 2.143 37 2.492 03 3.108 41 3.469 83 3.771 64 4.545 42

TABLE II. The convergence of eigenfrequencies of a torus with a circular cross section whenR̄51.5 andn55.

Terms V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7

Symmetric modes about the centroidal-axis plane
535 2.461 38 3.189 81 3.709 52 4.298 67 4.409 67 4.871 47 5.242 81
636 2.461 26 3.189 71 3.708 74 4.298 22 4.407 66 4.865 66 5.236 25
737 2.461 24 3.189 71 3.709 63 4.298 19 4.407 47 4.864 89 5.235 40
838 2.461 24 3.189 70 3.709 61 4.298 18 4.407 44 4.864 76 5.235 24
939 2.461 24 3.189 70 3.709 61 4.298 18 4.407 44 4.864 74 5.235 21
10310 2.461 24 3.189 70 3.709 61 4.298 18 4.407 44 4.864 74 5.235 21

Antisymmetric modes about the centroidal-axis plane
535 2.163 12 3.156 36 3.772 63 4.307 75 4.688 60 5.106 18 5.472 98
636 2.163 08 3.156 21 3.771 99 4.306 44 4.685 39 5.103 40 5.436 34
737 2.163 07 3.156 19 3.771 91 4.306 38 4.684 98 5.103 10 5.435 22
838 2.163 07 3.156 19 3.771 90 4.306 37 4.684 92 5.103 07 5.435 14
939 2.163 07 3.156 19 3.771 90 4.306 37 4.684 91 5.103 07 5.435 13
10310 2.163 07 3.156 19 3.771 90 4.306 37 4.684 91 5.103 07 5.435 13
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classified into two distinct categories: symmetric modes and
antisymmetric modes about the centroidal-axis plane. If the
angle u is measured with respect to an axis within the
centroidal-axis plane, then for the symmetric modes one has

Fs~ r̄ !5cos@~s21!arccos~2r̄ 21!#;

Gs~u!5cos@~s21!u#; ~16!

Ḡs~u!5sin~su!, s51,2,3,...,

and for the antisymmetric modes, one has

Fs~ r̄ !5cos@~s21!arccos~2r̄ 21!#; Gs~u!5sin~su!;
~17!

Ḡs~u!5cos@~s21!u#, s51,2,3,... .

It can be seen thatFs( r̄ ), Gs(u), and Ḡs(u) in both Eqs.
~16! and ~17! are all orthogonal and complete series in the
defined intervals.

Each of these two categories can be separately deter-
mined and thus it results in a smaller set of eigenvalue equa-
tions while maintaining the same level of accuracy.

III. CONVERGENCE STUDY

It is well known that eigenvalues provided by the Ritz
method converge as upper bounds to the exact values. The

solution of any accuracy can be obtained theoretically by
using sufficient terms of admissible functions. However,
there is a limit to the number of terms actually used in com-
putation. Therefore, it is important to understand the conver-
gence rate and the accuracy of the method. In the following

convergence study, a thick torus with radius ratioR̄5R/a
51.5 was used and in all the calculations, the Poisson’s ratio
n50.3 was fixed. In most cases, optimal convergence could
be obtained by using different number of terms in the com-
ponent series of displacement functions. However, for sim-
plicity, an equal number of terms in the Chebyshev polyno-
mial series and the trigonometric series were used for every
displacement function, i.e.,I 5J5L5M5P5Q, in the
present analysis. Tables I and II show the convergence of the
first seven eigenfrequency parametersV5vaAr/G for the
circumferential wave numbern51 and n55, respectively.
Both the symmetric and antisymmetric modes were studied.
Extensive convergence studies were also carried out for the
axisymmetric vibration and the torsional vibration of the ring
with the results shown in Table III and Table IV, respec-
tively.

All the above computations were performed in double
precision ~16 significant figures! and piecewise Gaussian
quadrature was used numerically to obtain the matrices in

TABLE III. The convergence of eigenfrequencies of axisymmetric vibration for a torus with circular cross section whenR̄51.5.

Terms V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7

Symmetric modes about the centroidal-axis plane
535 1.176 85 2.614 42 2.879 30 3.799 87 4.116 45 4.504 47 4.898 72
636 1.176 82 2.614 28 2.879 06 3.797 26 4.115 71 4.502 95 4.884 95
737 1.176 82 2.614 26 2.879 04 3.797 06 4.115 65 4.502 83 4.883 42
838 1.176 82 2.614 26 2.879 04 3.797 03 4.115 64 4.502 82 4.883 18
939 1.176 82 2.614 26 2.879 04 3.797 03 4.115 64 4.502 82 4.883 15
10310 1.176 82 2.614 26 2.879 04 3.797 03 4.115 64 4.502 82 4.883 15

Antisymmetric modes about the centroidal-axis plane
535 0.802 725 2.520 71 2.988 77 3.807 28 4.477 76 4.906 16 5.181 13
636 0.802 670 2.520 58 2.988 49 3.803 39 4.475 62 4.883 92 5.171 83
737 0.802 665 2.520 56 2.988 47 3.803 07 4.475 45 4.881 04 5.171 53
838 0.802 664 2.520 56 2.988 47 3.803 03 4.475 44 4.880 65 5.171 51
939 0.802 664 2.520 56 2.988 47 3.803 03 4.475 44 4.880 60 5.171 51
10310 0.802 664 2.520 56 2.988 47 3.803 03 4.475 44 4.880 60 5.171 51

TABLE IV. The convergence of eigenfrequencies of torsional vibration for a torus with circular cross section whenR̄51.5.

Terms V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7

Symmetric modes about the centroidal-axis plane
535 2.260 99 3.292 90 4.014 80 4.423 15 5.498 76 5.586 19 6.833 90
636 2.260 99 3.292 68 4.013 94 4.421 59 5.481 19 5.564 43 6.614 10
737 2.260 99 3.292 68 4.013 94 4.421 50 5.480 36 5.563 71 6.596 69
838 2.260 99 3.292 68 4.013 93 4.421 49 5.480 32 5.563 66 6.595 97
939 2.260 99 3.292 68 4.013 93 4.421 49 5.480 32 5.563 65 6.595 92
10310 2.260 99 3.292 68 4.013 93 4.421 49 5.480 32 5.563 65 6.595 92

Antisymmetric modes about the centroidal-axis plane
535 1.913 73 3.266 34 4.410 64 5.411 69 5.525 28 6.617 86 6.837 02
636 1.913 73 3.266 16 4.409 75 5.397 88 5.523 02 6.597 85 6.829 73
737 1.913 73 3.266 16 4.409 69 5.397 56 5.522 41 6.596 06 6.818 01
838 1.913 73 3.266 16 4.409 69 5.397 52 5.522 40 6.595 91 6.817 95
939 1.913 73 3.266 16 4.409 69 5.397 52 5.522 39 6.595 90 6.817 89
10310 1.913 73 3.266 16 4.409 69 5.397 52 5.522 39 6.595 90 6.817 89
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Eq. ~15!. It is seen that the first seven eigenfrequencies have
converged monotonically to six significant figures by using
only a few terms. As both the Chebyshev polynomial series
and the trigonometric series are complete, one can conclude
that these eigenfrequencies are ‘‘exact values’’ to six digits.
Values given in boldface type and underlined are the con-
verged values for the smallest number of terms used. Com-
paring Tables I and II, one can find that the convergence rate
is almost the same forn51 andn55. The first seven eigen-
frequencies accurate to six significant figures have been ob-
tained by using only nine terms of the admissible functions
in each coordinate.

IV. EIGENFREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES

The results for a torus with circular cross section are
presented in Figs. 2–6, where the parameterR/a is plotted
along a logarithmic axis. The ratio of the centroidal-axis ra-
dius to the cross-sectional radius varies from 1.1 to 100.
Figure 2 shows the first six eigenfrequency parametersV
5vaAr/G for torsional vibration, comprising three sym-
metric modes and three antisymmetric modes. The third to
eighth eigenfrequency parametersV of axisymmetric vibra-
tion are given in Fig. 3, and they include the second to fourth
symmetric modes and the second to fourth antisymmetric
modes. Figure 4 gives the third to eighth eigenfrequency

parametersV for the circumferential wave numbern51 that
consist of the second to fourth symmetric modes and the
second to fourth antisymmetric modes. From Figs. 2–4, it is
seen that with the increase of the radius ratioR/a, the eigen-
frequency parametersV of symmetric modes eventually co-
incide with those of antisymmetric modes. For a given cross-
sectional radius a, the eigenfrequencies monotonically
decrease with the increase of centroidal-axis radiusR of the
torus and approach certain constant values. In general, for
R/a.10, we may consider the eigenfrequency parametersV
to be constant.

The first and second eigenfrequencies of axisymmetric
vibration, which correspond to the fundamental antisymmet-
ric mode and symmetric mode, respectively, are described by
a new eigenfrequency parameterG5(R/a)V5vRAr/G. It
is clear that both the torsional vibration and the axisymmetric
vibration are independent of the coordinateu. Torsional vi-
bration is related to the coordinatesw and r while axisym-
metric vibration is only related to the coordinatew. In Fig. 5,
six eigenfrequency parameters are shown for the fundamen-
tal symmetric and antisymmetric modes for circumferential
wave numbern51, the second symmetric and antisymmetric
modes for circumferential wave numbern52, as well as the
fundamental symmetric and antisymmetric modes of axisym-

FIG. 2. The first six eigenfrequency parametersV of torsional vibration of
a torus:L, first symmetric mode;h, second symmetric mode;n, third
symmetric mode;3, first antisymmetric mode;1, second antisymmetric
mode;s, third antisymmetric mode.

FIG. 3. The third to eighth eigenfrequency parametersV of axisymmetric
vibration of a torus:L, second symmetric mode;h, third symmetric mode;
n, fourth symmetric mode;3, second antisymmetric mode;1, third anti-
symmetric mode;s, fourth antisymmetric mode.

FIG. 4. The third to eighth eigenfrequency parametersV of a torus for
circumferential wave numbern51: L, second symmetric mode;h, third
symmetric mode;n, fourth symmetric mode;3, second antisymmetric
mode;1, third antisymmetric mode;s, fourth antisymmetric mode.

FIG. 5. Eigenfrequency parametersG of a torus for circumferential wave
numbern<2 and for the axisymmetric vibration:L, first symmetric mode
for n51; h, first antisymmetric mode forn51; n, second symmetric
mode forn52; 3, second antisymmetric mode forn52; 1, first symmet-
ric mode for axisymmetric vibration;s, first antisymmetric mode for axi-
symmetric vibration.
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metric vibration. From the figure, one can find that the fun-
damental eigenfrequency parameter of symmetric modes for
circumferential wave numbern51 and the second eigenfre-
quency parameter of symmetric modes for circumferential
wave numbern52 monotonically increase with the increase
of the radius ratioR/a. Among the rest, the eigenfrequency
parameter of the first antisymmetric modes for axisymmetric
vibration monotonically decreases with the increase of the
radius ratioR/a. However, the others are not monotonic. In
general, forR/a.10, we may also consider the eigenfre-
quency parametersG to be constant. In Fig. 6, the dimension-
less parameterL5(R/a)2V is used to describe the funda-
mental eigenfrequencies of a torus for circumferential wave
numbern>2. In the figure, the fundamental eigenfrequency
parameters of symmetric and antisymmetric modes forn
52, 3, 4 are plotted against the radius ratioR/a. It is seen
that all the eigenfrequency parameters monotonically in-
crease, and approach certain constant values with the in-
crease of the radius ratioR/a. Moreover, with the increase of
the radius ratioR/a, the eigenfrequencies of symmetric
modes become close to those of antisymmetric modes.

In the above analysis, three different dimensionless
eigenfrequency parametersV, G, and L are introduced,
which facilitate not only the trends of the variation of eigen-
frequencies but also a comparison with other solutions. In
the approximate one-dimensional theory, the in-plane vibra-
tion and out-of-plane vibration of a ring are separately inves-
tigated. In Fig. 6, the symmetric modes correspond to the
in-plane vibration solutions of the one-dimensional theory
while the antisymmetric modes correspond to the out-of-
plane vibration solutions. For example, according to the clas-

sical one-dimensional ring theory,1,2 the eigenfrequencies for
in-plane vibration of a circular ring are given by

Ls21
2 50.65s2~s221!2/~s211!, s52,3,4,... , ~18!

and the eigenfrequencies for out-of-plane vibration are given
by

Ls21
2 50.65s2~s221!2/~s2111n!, s52,3,4,... .

~19!

A comparison of the present results with those obtained from
the classical theory is given in Table V for a thin circular ring
with the radius ratioR/a550. It is shown that for thin cir-
cular rings, the classical theory can predict the lower-order
eigenfrequencies with good accuracy. However, like all kinds
of approximate theories, it cannot provide a full vibration
spectrum of the circular ring and the error increases with the
decrease of the radius ratioR/a. Moreover, the classical
theory does not include shear deformation or rotary inertia
effects. Taking a torus with the radius ratioR/a51.5 as an
example, the fundamental eigenfrequency parameter of in-
plane vibration obtained by using the classical one-
dimensional ring theory isL152.163 33. However, the cor-
responding eigenfrequency parameter obtained by using the
present three-dimensional elasticity theory isL151.591 17.
The error of the classical one-dimensional ring theory is up
to about 36%! Considering the relationsL5(R/a)2V and
G5(R/a)V, and noting thatR/a.1, one can find out from
Figs. 2–6 by comparingV that for a torus, whether thin or
thick, the lowest eigenfrequencies of both symmetric modes
and antisymmetric modes are always those forn52. Al-
though the lower eigenfrequencies of a torus with large ra-
dius ratioR/a are confined to some particular modes, as seen
from Fig. 6, for a torus with small radius ratioR/a, the lower
eigenfrequencies for a larger variety of modes tend to cluster
together, as is evident from Figs. 2–6.

Corresponding to each eigenfrequency, the three-
dimensional deformed mode shapes of the torus can be easily
obtained from Eqs.~13! and ~15!. As an example, the first
three antisymmetric mode shapes and symmetric mode
shapes of torsional vibration for a torus with radius ratio
R/a51.5 are given in Figs. 7 and 8 in contour form, respec-
tively. It is known that for torsional vibration, the modes of
the torus are the same at each cross section and only the
deflectionW(r ,u) in the circumferential directionw exists.
Therefore, only the mode shapes in a cross section need to be
given.

FIG. 6. The fundamental eigenfrequency parametersL of a torus for cir-
cumferential wave numbern>2: L, first symmetric mode forn52; h,
first antisymmetric mode forn52; n, first symmetric mode forn53; 3,
first antisymmetric mode forn53; 1, first symmetric mode forn54; s,
first antisymmetric mode forn54.

TABLE V. A comparison of the eigenfrequency parametersL for a thin circular ring,R/a550.

Methods L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

In-plane vibration
Present 2.162 23 6.110 11 11.7002 18.8898 27.6539 37.9700
Classical 2.163 33 6.118 82 11.7323 18.7938 27.8340 38.3099

Out-of-plane vibration
Present 2.099 17 6.016 84 11.5907 18.7688 27.5231 37.8296
Classical 2.101 21 6.029 06 11.6301 18.8651 27.7218 38.1955
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V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the detailed development of a
three-dimensional analysis method for the free vibration of a
torus with a circular cross section. The spatial integrals for
strain and kinetic energy components have been formulated
by developing a set of orthogonal coordinate systems. An
energy functional has been defined and its extremum deter-
mined to arrive at the governing eigenfrequency equation. A
combination of Chebyshev polynomials and trigonometric
series are used as the admissible functions of the displace-
ment components. The vibration of a torus is classified into
three distinct categories, namely, axisymmetric vibration,

torsional vibration, and vibration related to the circumferen-
tial wave numbern. By using the symmetry of the structure,
the vibration modes of every category are divided into sym-
metric and antisymmetric ones. This greatly reduces the
computational cost while maintaining the same level of ac-
curacy.

The convergence of eigenfrequencies has been exam-
ined. It is shown that the first seven eigenfrequencies accu-
rate to at least six significant figures for each vibration type
can be obtained by using only nine terms of the admissible
functions. Through the parametric studies, the variation of
eigenfrequencies versus the radius ratio of the torus is found.
Important lower eigenfrequencies corresponding to general
cross-sectional motions, which can only be determined by
the three-dimensional elasticity theory, have been obtained.
The present method is capable of determining eigenfrequen-
cies and mode shapes very accurately. The results may serve
as valuable benchmark solutions for validating the one-
dimensional ring theories and new computational techniques
for the problem.
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A modal expansion method is used to model a cylindrical enclosure excited by an external plane
wave. A set of distributed vibration absorbers~DVAs! and Helmholtz resonators~HRs! are applied
to the structure to control the interior acoustic levels. Using an impedance matching method, the
structure, the acoustic cavity, and the noise reduction devices are fully coupled to yield an analytical
formulation of the structural kinetic energy and acoustic potential energy of a treated cylindrical
cavity. Lightweight DVAs and small HRs tuned to the natural frequencies of the targeted structural
and acoustic modes, respectively, result in significant acoustic and structural attenuation when the
devices are optimally damped. Simulations show that significant interior noise reduction can only be
achieved by adding damping to both structural and acoustic modes, which are resonant in the
frequency bandwidth of interest. In order to be independent of the azimuth angle of the excitation
and to avoid unwanted modal interactions, the devices are distributed evenly around the cylinder in
rings. This treatment can only achieve good performance if the structure and the acoustic cavity are
lightly damped. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1514933#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Tm, 43.40.At, 43.40.Sk@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

Large cylindrical structures are common in the aero-
space industry. The reduction of noise transmitted into such
enclosures is particularly challenging due to the high excita-
tion levels, the complex nature of the disturbance, and the
severe mass and volume constraints imposed on the design
of the treatments. The development of lightweight structures,
made of composite materials, has lowered the acoustic trans-
mission loss of such structures and therefore further in-
creased the acoustic transmission problem.

The transmission of sound into an enclosed acoustic
cavity can be simplified into four stages:~i! coupling be-
tween the external noise and the structure,~ii ! structural vi-
bration, ~iii ! coupling between the structural vibration and
the interior fluid, and~iv! the sound in the interior. Control
treatments can operate at some or all of these stages in order
to achieve attenuation of the interior noise levels.

Control devices can be attached to the structure in order
to directly reduce the vibration level@stage~ii !# and in order
to reduce the structural acoustic coupling@stages~i! and
~iii !#. For example, Huang and Fuller1,2 used dynamic ab-
sorbers to reduce the interior sound level in an aircraft fuse-
lage, at a single excitation frequency, by reducing the struc-
tural velocity. Guigouet al.3 extended this work by detuning
the absorbers in order to reduce the coupling between the
structure and the interior sound field. For broadband applica-
tions it becomes difficult to reduce the structural acoustic
coupling using lightweight treatment as decoupling at one
frequency tends to increase coupling at another. Gardonio
et al.4 had some success achieving this using blocking

masses placed on the structure but had to assume some
knowledge of the angle of the incident noise field. Jolly and
Sun5 used vibration absorbers to reduce the radiation of
broadband noise from a vibrating panel and Nagaya and Li6

examined the optimization of an absorbers treatment applied
to a radiating plate using neural network but neither consid-
ered radiation into a cavity.

The other approach to control the sound transmission is
to directly treat the sound in the enclosure@stage~iv!#. Ab-
sorptive materials, such as acoustic blankets, perform well in
the high-frequency range, but are unsuitable for low-
frequency control due to the volume and mass constraints
imposed in aerospace applications. However, acoustic at-
tenuation can be obtained in the low-frequency range by the
use of Helmholtz resonators~HR!. Fahy and Schofield7 in-
vestigated the interaction between a single optimally damped
HR and an acoustic mode in an enclosure and Cummings8

extended the analysis to a resonator array and its effect on
the sound field in a cavity. Also, Doria9 tried to broaden the
functional frequency range of a HR by using a resonator with
multiple natural frequencies. In all these studies, the acoustic
disturbance is generated by an arbitrary source distribution
inside the cavity and is not excited by a structure.

The contribution of this work lies in the simultaneous
application of both structural and acoustic control devices to
a fully coupled structural-acoustic system@stages~ii ! and
~iv!#. Multiple optimally damped distributed vibration ab-
sorbers~DVAs! and HRs are applied to control the sound
transmission in a cylindrical enclosure over a broad fre-
quency range containing many structural and acoustic reso-
nances. A conventional modal expansion method4 is used to
describe the behavior of the cylindrical shell, excited by an
external acoustic plane wave, and its acoustic cavity. Thea!Electronic mail: sesteve@vt.edu
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optimization of the DVA treatment based on the studies by
Johnsonet al.10,11 is extended by analogy to the HR treat-
ment. All the elements are then fully coupled using an im-
pedance matching method to compute the interior acoustic
attenuation provided by the noise reduction devices.

II. THEORY

In this section the analytical formulation of the problem
is introduced. The system being modeled is shown in Fig. 1.
It is constituted of a simply supported cylinder embedded in
an infinite rigid baffle excited by an acoustic plane wave. To
control the vibration of the cylinder, DVAs can be attached
anywhere on its surface except the top and bottom disks,
which are not excited by the exterior acoustic field due to the
presence of the baffle. HRs can be placed anywhere inside
the cylinder, but in order to maintain a simple model for the
acoustic cavity they are assumed to lie outside and to couple
to the enclosed fluid at the circumference of the structure.
The behavior of the structure and the acoustic cavity is de-
scribed using a modal approach. The system is put in a ma-
trix form, and using an impedance matching method is then
fully coupled with the noise reduction devices. Once the nec-
essary components of the model are defined, the expression
for the vibration and interior acoustic response of the system
is derived.

A. Cylinder structural model

The dynamic behavior of thin cylindrical shells has gen-
erated a multitude of theory based on different assumptions
and approximations. The comparison of these different theo-
ries has also been subject to valuable studies, such as the
work done by Leissa.12 For the purpose of this work, the
cylinder is assumed to be thin, isotropic, and made out of a
homogeneous material whose mechanical properties are ad-
justed in order to match the behavior of an experimental
composite prototype. Therefore within the framework of this

study, the standard Donnell–Mushtari theory, even though
inaccurate for the low circumferential wave number, gives a
sufficient first approximation of the resonant frequencies.
The shape of the (ns ,ms) structural mode shapesCnsms

s ~the

‘‘s’’ superscript or subscript signifies that the variable refers
to the structure! is given by

Cnsms

s ~z,u!5
1

ALnsms

sinS pnsz

L D H cos~msu!

sin~msu! J , ~1!

where the mode orders are 1<ns<nmax, 0<ms<mmax, L is
the length of the cylinder,Lnsms

is the normalization factor

of the (ns ,ms) mode, such that**S(Cnsms

s )2 dS5S, andS

denotes the surface of the cylinder. Because of their symme-
try, cylinders have circumferential modes whose orientation
depends on the excitation location. Therefore, the cylinder is
considered to have two orthogonal circumferential modes of
the same orderms : one sine and one cosine. These two
modes are independent and although they have the same
resonant frequency, the incident acoustic field excites them
differently. This is equivalent to a single mode with an ori-
entation angle that changes depending on the excitation. The
out-of-plane velocityw can be described as a modal summa-
tion by

w~u,z,v!5(
Ns

vnsms
~v!Cnsms

s ~u,z!, ~2!

wherevnsms
is the complex mode amplitude, andNs is the

total number of structural modes considered. Once the struc-
tural natural frequencyvnsms

is obtained, the modal mobility

of the cylinderAnsms

s is derived using the second-order sys-

tem equation:

Ansms

s ~v!5
iv

M ~vnsms

2 2v212jnsms
ivnsms

v!
, ~3!

whereM is the mass of the cylinder,jnsms
the modal damp-

ing ratio, andAnsms

s denotes a modal velocity over a modal

force. In the simulations, the modal damping ratios are ad-
justed to be representative of the observable damping level in
real composite cylinders. In the case of structures vibrating
in dense fluid such as submarines, the effect of fluid loading
~or radiation loading! on the structure dynamics must be
taken into account. In the present case, the external radiation
loading can be neglected because of the low density of air.
The complex amplitudevnsms

of each structural mode is ob-

tained by multiplying the mobility of the cylinderAnsms

s by

the total modal forceFnsms
applied to the cylinder. Writing

this in a matrix form yields

v5AsF, ~4!

whereAs is anNs3Ns diagonal matrix of modal mobilities
obtained with Eq.~3!, F is anNs31 vector of modal forces,
andv is anNs31 vector of structural modal velocities.

Part of the force exerted on the cylinder is due to the
incident acoustic plane wave. In order to calculate the exter-
nal acoustic pressure acting on a cylinder, it is necessary to
account for the scattering caused by the cylinder. The exter-

FIG. 1. Test cylinder mounted in an infinite baffle and excited by an external
acoustic plane wave treated with HRs and DVAs.
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nal pressure at the cylinder surfacePext is a function of the
azimuth and elevation anglesu i anda i , respectively, and of
the frequencyv of the wave, as shown in Fig. 1. Since the
cylindrical baffle is assumed to be infinite, the scattering is
only a function of angleu. The simple phase dependence in
the z direction can then be calculated from the axial wave
number in airkz5k sinai , wherek5v/c, andc is the speed
of sound in the fluid. From Morse and Ingard,13 the pressure
around the cylinder expressed in terms of cylindrical waves
is the sum of the incident field pressurePi and the scattered
field pressurePs :

Pext~u,z,v,u i ,a i !5Pi~u,z,v,u i ,a i !1Ps~u,z,v,u i ,a i !.
~5!

The amplitude of each scattered cylindrical wave is derived
using a hard wall boundary condition. The pressure distribu-
tion Pext on the surface of the cylinder due to an incident
plane wave of amplitudeP0 is thus expressed as a summa-
tion of cylindrical waves of circumferential amplitudePm ,13

Pext~u,z,v,u i ,a i !

5P0ei ~kzz2vt ! (
m50

`

Pm~v,a i !cos„m~u2u i !…. ~6!

The exterior modal forceFnsms

ext that excites each mode is thus

obtained by integrating the external pressure over the struc-
tural mode shape:

Fnsms

ext ~v,a i ,u i !5E E
S

Cnsms

s Pext~u,z,v,a i ,u i !dS, ~7!

where the structural mode shapesCnsms

s are given in Eq.~1!.

Note that any kind of force can be decomposed on the struc-
tural modal base using this method.

B. Structure–acoustic cavity coupling

In this section, the elements of the acoustic cavity model
are derived using a similar approach as for the previously
derived structural model, after which the coupling mecha-
nisms between the two models are presented.

1. Cylinder acoustic model

Using Bessel functions13 Jm , the acoustic mode shapes
Ca for a circular cylindrical enclosure of radiusR are given
by

Cnmp
a ~r ,u,z!5

1

ALnmp

Jm~kmpr !H cos~mu!

sin~mu! J cosS pnz

L D , ~8!

where Lnmp is the normalization factor such that
***V(Cnmp

a )2 dV5V, V is the volume of the cavity, and the
superscript ‘‘a’’ signifies that the variable refers to the acous-
tic cavity. The circumferential wave numberskmp are derived
from the hard wall boundary condition (]/]r )Jm(kmpr )ur 5R

50. The resonant frequency of the~n,m,p! mode is thus
given by vnmp5Akn

21kmp
2 , where kn5np/L is the axial

modal wave number. As with the structural modes, the cir-

cumferential orientation of an acoustic mode results from the
combination of two independent orthogonal modes, one sine
and one cosine, of the same orderm. At any point (r ,u,z)
inside the cylinder, the acoustic pressurep(r ,u,z,v) is ap-
proximated by the modal summation:

p~r ,u,z,v!5(
Na

pnmp~v!Cnmp
a ~r ,u,z!, ~9!

wherepnmp is the complex mode amplitude, and Na the total
number of acoustic modes considered. The acoustic modal
impedance of the enclosed fluidAnmp

a defined as a modal
pressure over a modal acoustic source strength is given by

Anmp
a ~v!5

rc2iv

V~vnmp
2 2v212i jnmpvnmpv!

, ~10!

wherer is the air density andjnmp the modal damping ratio.
This damping is incorporated to account for the absorption of
the acoustic treatment that is usually present in real applica-
tions but is typically very small at low frequencies. Once an
Na31 vector of acoustic modal source strengthsu is defined,
the Na31 vector of acoustic modal pressuresp can be ex-
pressed by

p5Aau, ~11!

whereAa is the Na3Na diagonal matrix of modal acoustic
impedances of the cylinder calculated from Eq.~10!. Once
the components of the structural and acoustic model are
defined, the two models are coupled together, as described
below.

2. Structural –acoustic spatial coupling

The coupling coefficientC between a structural and an
acoustic mode is computed by integration of the product of
their shapes over the cylinder surface at r5R,

C5E
0

LE
0

2p

Cnsms

s ~u,z!Cnmp
a ~R,u,z!R du dz. ~12!

Due to the orthogonality of the sine and cosine function, the
structural cosine circumferential mode couples only with the
cosine circumferential acoustic modes and likewise with the
sine modes. The coupling coefficients have the dimension of
a surface~m2!. These coefficients can thus form an Na3Ns

coupling matrixC, whose elements are the result of the in-
tegral in Eq.~12!,

C~@n,m,p#,@ns ,ms# !

5
2RLJm~Rkmp!

emALnsms
Lnmp

nsu~21!n2~21!nsu
~ns

22n2!
dm,ms

, ~13!

where the Kronecker delta symboldm,ms
is zero if mÞms

and unity ifm5ms and the Neumann symbolem equals 1 if
m50 and equals 2 ifmÞ0. Therefore, to obtain a coupling
coefficient different than zero, the circumferential ordersms

andm of the structural and acoustic mode must be equal and
the axial ordersns andn, must define an odd–even or even–
odd combination. Due to the (ns

22n2) term in the denomi-
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nator of Eq.~13!, modes with greatly different axial mode
orders will be poorly coupled. As shown by Gardonioet al.,4

the properties of the coupling coefficientsC determine the
number of modes required in the simulations. The number of
acoustic modes can be reduced to those whose resonant fre-
quencies lie inside a band slightly larger than the one of
interest, however, the structural modes that are well coupled
to the acoustic modes must be included, even though their
resonant frequencies lie well outside the band of interest.

The matrixC represents the link between the structural
and acoustic model. By means of its physical dimension
~m2!, it converts the Ns31 structural modal velocity vectorv
into an Na31 modal acoustic source strength vectoru, or,
reciprocally, it converts the Na31 modal acoustic pressure
vectorp into an Ns31 internal modal force vectorFint:

u5Cv, ~14!

Fint52CTp; ~15!

CT denotes the transpose ofC and the minus sign used in Eq.
~15! yields a positiveFint in the inward normal direction.

C. Coupling of the noise reduction devices

In this section we present the modeling of the noise
reduction devices and their coupling to the structural and
acoustic model.

1. DVA and HR modeling

As shown in Fig. 2, a DVA consists of a distributed
spring typically made of acoustic polyurethane foam on
which is placed a distributed mass. Therefore, a DVA can be
considered as a vibration absorber acting over a surface area
sd . The reaction force of the DVA induced by the velocity of
the structure represents the DVA impedanceZd :

Zd~v!5md

ivvd
212zdv2vd

~vd
22v2!22i zdvvd

, ~16!

wherevd is the natural frequency,md the mass, andzd the
damping ratio of the DVA. The termsZd(v) are grouped into
an Nd3Nd diagonal DVA impedance matrixZd , where Nd is
the number of DVAs.

A HR consists of a rigid wall cavity of volumeVh and a
neck of cross section areash and lengthl h , as shown in Fig.
2. If all its dimensions are small compared to the acoustic
wavelength, a HR can be modeled as an acoustic equivalent
to a mechanical vibration absorber, where the air in the cav-
ity acts like a spring, and the air in the neck like a lumped
mass. The interior radiation mass effect is included by a cor-
rection factor14 added tol h , yielding an equivalent neck
length l e . The external radiation loading is accounted for by
the summation of the Na acoustic modes at the HR throat.
Since this is a near-field effect, the convergence of the ve-
locity amplitude at the throat of the HR with increasing Na

was checked. At resonance, the HR throat velocity converges
quickly as only a 0.16 dB magnitude difference between Na

576 and Na5273 occurs. Thus, 76 is set as a lower bound
for Na. Using a second-order spring-mass system equation,
the HR acoustic admittance, expressed as a volume velocity
over a pressure, is given by

Yh~v!5
shiv

r l e@~vh
22v2!22i zhvvh#

, ~17!

wherevh5cAsh /Vhl e is the HR resonant frequency, andl e

5 l h10.85Ash /p for a square necked resonator. The admit-
tance termsYh(v) are grouped in an Nh3Nh diagonal HR
admittance matrixYh , where Nh is the number of HR.

In order to couple DVAs and HRs to the structural and
acoustic model described in the previous sections, the veloc-
ity and pressure inputs to the impedance and admittance of
the DVA and HR, respectively, are expressed using a modal
summation at the location of the devices. This location on
the surface of the cylinder with respect to a particular mode
shape~node or antinode! defines a level of spatial coupling
between the device and the different modes, as shown in the
next section.

2. Structure –DVA and acoustic –HR spatial coupling

The coupling between a DVA and the cylinder is ob-
tained by integrating each structural mode shape over the
DVA rectangular surface of attachmentsd5b3a at its de-
sired location (u0 ,z0) on the cylinder. The contact surface
between the cylinder and the DVA is assumed to be flat.
Normalized bysd , the dimensionless coupling coefficients
wnsms

s , are given by

wnsms

s ~u0 ,z0 ,sd!5
1

sd
E

z02b/2

z01b/2E
u02Du

u01Du

Cnsms

s ~u,z!R du dz,

~18!

whereDu5sin21(a/2R). The structural modes in the mass
layer of the DVA itself are not taken into account; it is as-
sumed that the DVA applies a uniformly distributed normal
force on the cylinder. The coefficientswnsms

s form Fs, a fully

populated Nd3Ns matrix that couples Nd DVAs to Ns struc-
tural modes.

In a similar manner, the coupling between a HR and the
enclosed fluid is computed by integrating each acoustic
mode shape over the square area (sh5a3a) of the resonator
throat at its desired location (r 0 ,u0 ,z0) in the cylinder. In the
simulations the resonators are assumed to lie outside the cyl-

FIG. 2. Coupling between the cylinder and the noise reduction devices: HRs
and DVAs.
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inder and to couple at the circumference (r 05R). This is
considered to be comparable to placing HRs inside the cav-
ity, as long as the HR dimensions are small compared to the
acoustic wavelength and have a small volume. By making
this assumption, the mode shapes remain unchanged, and
this simplifies the simulation considerably. As with the DVAs
coupling, the HR throat is assumed flat oversh ,

wnmp
a ~u0 ,z0 ,sh!5

1

sh
E

z02a/2

z01a/2E
u02Du

u01Du

Cnmp
a ~R,u,z!R du dz.

~19!

The coefficientswnmp
a form a fully populated Nh3Na matrix,

Fa, coupling Nh HRs to Na acoustic modes. Using the dif-
ferent elements previously defined, the velocity and acoustic
response of the fully coupled system is derived in the next
section.

D. Matrix formulation of the coupled system

The coupling between all the components of the system
is achieved using an impedance matching method. Therefore,
the modal forceFDVA exerted on the structure by the DVAs is
expressed as a function of the matrixFs, its transposeFsT,
the diagonal matrixZd , and the structural modal vibration
vectorv:

FDVA5FsTZdFsv. ~20!

Assuming the velocity distribution in the throat of the HR to
be uniform over the surfacesh , HRs act as acoustic piston
sources. Therefore, the total acoustic modal source strength

of the coupled systemu is the sum of two quantities,uh and
us. The modal source strength produced by the HRuh is a
function of the acoustic modal pressurep, and the acoustic
modal source strength due to the structureus given by Eq.
~14! is a function ofv,

u5uh1us5FaTYhFap1Cv. ~21!

Using Eq.~11!, the acoustic modal pressure vectorp due to
the total acoustic source strengthu becomes

p5Aa~FaTYhFap1Cv!. ~22!

The total forceF exciting the cylinder is the sum of the
external acoustic forceFext, the internal acoustic forceFint

given by Eq. ~15!, and the reacting force of DVAsFDVA

given by Eq.~20!. Expanding the vectorF in Eq. ~4! into
these three components, the structural modal velocity vector
v becomes

v5As~Fext2CTp1FsTZdFsv!. ~23!

Equations~22! and ~23! are two coupled matrix equations
defining the behavior of the fully coupled system. Solving
this system of two equations yieldsv andp as a function of
the external acoustic modal forceFext,

~24!

~25!

Assuming the interior acoustic space to be relatively un-
coupled from the structure, and so neglecting the internal
acoustic forceFint in comparison to the external acoustic
force Fext, the expression forv andp can be simplified to

~26!

~27!

Several simulations using different damping ratios for the
structure and the acoustic cavity, with different configura-
tions of DVA and HR, have shown that the difference in the
obtained noise reduction using Eqs.~26!, ~27! instead of Eqs.
~24!, ~25!, respectively, are negligible.

As is shown in the simplified equations~26! and ~27!,
the vibration of the cylinder is only affected by the DVAs;
however, the internal acoustic field represented byp is modi-

fied by both HRs and DVAs. In order to obtain an average
sound pressure level independent of the location inside the
cylinder, the total time average acoustic potential energyEp

is computed as

Ep~v!5
1

4c2r E E E
V

up~v,r ,u,z!u2 dV. ~28!

If the modal expression for the pressure given by Eq.~9! is
substituted into Eq.~28!, the orthonormal properties of the
modes allow the acoustic potential energy15 to be computed
usingp and its Hermitian transposepH:

Ep~v,a i ,u i !5
V

4rc2 (
Ns

upnmp~v,a i ,u i !u25
V

4rc2 pHp.

~29!

Similarly, the total structural kinetic energy is used as an
indicator of the average vibration level of the cylindrical
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structure. Due to the orthogonality and normalization of the
structural modes, the total structural kinetic energyEk can be
expressed by summing the square of the Ns structural modal
velocities, which is equal to the product ofv by its Hermitian
transposevH,

Ek~v,a i ,u i !5
1

2
M (

Ns

@vnsms
~v,a i ,u i !#

25
1

2
MvHv. ~30!

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The previously developed analytical formulation is ap-
plied to a cylinder whose geometry and physical properties
are summarized in Table I. The incident acoustic wave ex-
cites the structure with an elevation anglea i570° and an
azimuth angleu i50°. The structural and acoustic cavity
damping ratios are set to 1% in order to be representative of
the damping levels encountered below 200 Hz in a typical
composite cylindrical enclosure.

A. Bare cylinder response to incident acoustic field

In this section we present the main sound transmission
mechanisms in agreement with the detailed study by Gar-
donioet al.4 The coupling between the external field and the
structural modes characterizes the excitation of the cylinder.
This external acoustic–structural coupling is represented by
the external modal forceFnsms

ext , which, after integration of

Eq. ~7!, reduces to

Fnsms

ext ~v,a i !5P0

2Rpe2 ivt

ALnsms

nsp/L

kz
22~nsp/L !2

3@~21!nseikzL21#Pms
~v,a i !. ~31!

The circumferential amplitudePms
denotes the scattering of

the wave by the cylinder, and is plotted in Fig. 3~a! for dif-
ferent ms as a function of frequency. This amplitudePms

,
behaves like a ‘‘high-pass filter’’ whose cut-on frequency
increases with the circumferential mode orderms , except for
the breathing modems50, which has a maximum value at 0
Hz. The axial component represented by the term
$nsp/L/@kz

22(nsp/L)2#%@(21)nseikzL21# is the Fourier
wave number transform of the axial mode shape sin(nsp/L).
It represents the spatial coupling between the axial wave
number in airkz5k sinai and the axial modal wave number
kns

5nsp/L in the cylinder. This coupling is therefore char-
acterized by a main lobe near the coincidence frequency be-
tweenkz andkns

and sidelobes of decaying amplitude. How-
ever, forns51, the axial modal wave numberkns

represents

only half of a wave along the length of the cylinder and so
has its main lobe atkz50. This axial component ofFnsms

ext is

plotted in Fig. 3~b! as a function of the normalized axial
wave number in air. Although 36 structural modes with cir-
cumferential order as high as 13 resonate below 200 Hz, Fig.
3 shows that only modes with circumferential orderms<3
and axial orderns<5 are well excited by the incident field.
This is confirmed by Fig. 4, which shows that the structural
kinetic energy of the bare cylinder, computed using all the
modes resonating in the band, is dominated by only three
lower-order modes. This filtering effect allows a reduction in
the number of structural modes necessary to obtain conver-
gence of the simulated results.

The internal acoustic response, plotted on top of the
structural kinetic energy in Fig. 4 is composed of both acous-
tic resonances and structural resonances well excited by the
incident acoustic field. The level of coupling between a
structural and an acoustic mode is both spatial and frequency
related. In Fig. 4, the~1,2! structural mode is well coupled to
the ~0,2,0! acoustic mode due to a maximum of the spatial

TABLE I. Geometry and physical properties used in the numerical simula-
tions.

Density of airr 1.19 kg m23

Speed of sound in airc 343 ms21

Density of structurers 380 kg m23

Young’s ModulusE 3.5e Pa
Length of cylinderL 2.81 m
Radius of cylinderR 1.23 m
Thickness of cylinder 0.01 m

FIG. 3. ~a! Magnitude of the circumferential amplitudePms
of Fnsms

ext due to

an incident plane wave of 1 Pa. (a i570°,u i50°) as a function of the
excitation frequency forms50,1,2,3. ~b! Magnitude of the Fourier wave
number transform of sin(nsp/L) as a function of the normalized axial wave
number in air forns51,2,3,4.

FIG. 4. Overlay of the structural kinetic and total acoustic potential energy
curves due to an incident plane wave (a i570°,u i50°), with structural
mode order~bold italic! and acoustic mode order.
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coupling coefficientC(@0,2,0#,@1,2#) given by Eq.~13!, and
also due to the proximity of the two resonances, 112 Hz for
the ~1,2! mode, and 137 Hz for the~0,2,0! mode. Therefore,
the ~0,2,0! acoustic mode is responsible for nearly all of the
response in the 100–150 Hz range. Similarly, in the 160–200
Hz range, the coupling between the~2,3! structural and the
~1,3,0! acoustic modes is responsible for the majority of the
interior noise.

B. Noise reduction mechanisms

In this section we present the HRs’ and DVAs’ effects on
the system and the strategies developed to optimize the noise
attenuation. The mechanism of both HRs and DVAs is based
on the dynamic vibration absorber system.16 Consider a vi-
bration absorber of massmd and natural frequencyvd at-
tached to a mass-spring system with massm and natural
frequencyvn . Tuning the vibration absorber such thatvd

5vn splits the resonance of the system into two new reso-
nances of similar amplitude on either side ofvn . The bigger
the mass ratio, the farther apart the two resonances of the
coupled system appear. By adding damping to the absorber
~i.e., between the system and the absorber mass!, both
‘‘new’’ resonances are well damped and significant broad-
band attenuation can be achieved. Depending on the type of
excitation, several formulas for damping ratios16,17 lead to
optimal vibration reduction. For a wide band random excita-
tion, the optimal damping ratiozd

opt derived by Korenev and
Reznikov16 is expressed as

zd
opt5An~110.75n!

4~11n!3 , ~32!

wheren5md /m. Once coupled to a continuous structure of
massM, the effective mass ration is weighted by the nor-
malized mode shape squared at the absorber location
(u0 ,z0),

n.@Cnsms

s ~u0 ,z0!#2
md

M
. ~33!

The coupling between a HR of volumeVh and an acous-
tic mode of an enclosure of volumeV obeys the same
mechanisms. By analogy with den Hartog’s optimized dy-
namic absorber,17 Fahy and Schofield7 derive an optimal HR
damping levelzh

opt as a solution of

m2S 1

2zh
optD 4

1
4m

jnmp
S 1

2zh
optD 3

1mS 1

2zh
optD 2

2150, ~34!

wherejnmp is the damping of the enclosure andm the effec-
tive volume ratio, given by

m.@Cnmp
a ~r 0 ,u0 ,z0!#2

Vh

V
. ~35!

In reality, the damping of the resonator is created by viscous
losses of the air moving in the neck. Therefore the damping
can be adjusted by placing small amounts of porous material
in the HR throat. In a DVA, the damping is produced by
structural losses in the acoustic foam as it compresses. Using
different types of foam leads to different levels of damping
for the DVAs. In both cases, the amount of vibration attenu-

ation is a weak function of the damping ratio, and thus a
small variation about the optimal level only marginally de-
grades the performance of the HRs and DVAs.

To illustrate the mechanisms of the noise reduction de-
vices, Fig. 5 shows the effect of the DVA and HR damping
ratio on the structural kinetic energy~a! and the acoustic
potential energy~b! response of the cylinder, respectively.
With low damping, the two ‘‘new’’ modes are both fairly
lightly damped and only small broadband noise reduction is
achieved. Alternatively, if the damping is too high, the de-
vices become uncoupled from the structural/acoustic mode
and no longer dissipate energy.

In both cases the devices are split into several identical
units distributed evenly around the circumference and tuned
to the resonant frequency of the targeted mode: 112 Hz for
the 13 DVAs and 61 Hz for the 5 HRs. Multiple devices are
used for two reasons. First, using a symmetric ring of ab-
sorbers allows the treatment to be independent of the azi-
muth angleu i of the incident field that is assumed to be
unknown. Consequently, only the axial mode shape compo-
nent is used in the computation of the effective mass or vol-
ume ratio, which is weighed by 1/em since half the mass or
volume of the devices is effectively acting on circumferential
modes different than zero. Second, the devices act as discon-
tinuities that can couple modes together by shifting energy
from one circumferential mode to another. For instance, a

TABLE II. Amplitude of the ~1,2! and~3,8! mode@normalized by the~1,2!
mode amplitude of the bare cylinder# at 112 Hz for a 3 DVAs and 13 DVAs
ring treatment tuned to 112.5 Hz.

Normalized mode amplitude at
112 Hz ~dB!

Mode order
~frequency!

Bare
cylinder

Ring of
3 DVAs

Ring of 13
DVAs

1,2 ~112.5 Hz! 0 25.5 218.5
3,8 ~112.7 Hz! 2131 28.5 2112

FIG. 5. ~a! Influence of the damping ratio of the DVAs,zd , on the structural
kinetic energy of the cylinder, the optimal damping ratiozd

opt is given by Eq.
~32!. ~b! Influence of the damping ratio of the HRs,zh , on the acoustic
potential energy of the cylinder; the optimal damping ratiozh

opt is given by
Eq. ~34!.
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ring of Nd DVAs targeting a mode of circumferential order
ms5 i redistributes the energy to allms5u i 6qNdu modes,
where q is an integer. Thus, a DVA treatment is likely to
excite structural modes that are not forced by the incident
acoustic field. The closer the resonant frequency of thems

5u i 6qNdu mode is to the DVAs’ tuning frequency, the
higher the excitation. Therefore, a large number of DVAs per
ring ensures a weak modal coupling since only modes with
greatly different circumferential order, which in most cases
implies greatly different resonant frequencies, can interact.
As an example, Table II presents the performance on the
targeted~1,2! structural mode of two different treatments,
both weighing 2% of the total mass of the cylinder. A ring of
13 DVAs leads to an attenuation of 18 dB at the resonance,
whereas a ring of 3 DVAs only reduces it by 5 dB and in-
creases the amplitude of the~3,8! mode, which is barely
excited by the external acoustic field.

C. Control of the 50–160 Hz band with DVAs and HRs

In this section we present an example of a treatment
designed to control the interior acoustic level from 50 to 160
Hz. In this frequency band, the enclosure presents only seven
acoustic modes listed in Table III. The first three are well
separated and so are targeted individually by three indepen-
dent rings of HR, whereas targeting two out of the last four
modes ensures good reduction. Because the highest circum-
ferential order below 230 Hz ism53, five HRs per ring is
sufficient to obtain a negligible excitation of higher-order
modes. A ring of 13 DVAs tuned to 112 Hz is used to target
the structural~1,2! mode. Each ring of devices is placed on

an axial antinode of the targeted mode shape to maximize the
effective volume ratiom or mass ration. The total volume of
the HRs represents 6% of the cavity volumeV, and the total
mass of the DVAs 2% of the cylinder mass. The characteris-
tics of this treatment are detailed in Table IV. Using sets of
76 acoustic modes and 36 structural modes, including the
two orthogonal modes of the same circumferential order, the
effect of the HRs and DVAs on the acoustic potential energy
is plotted in Fig. 6. Although the optimally damped HRs
reduce the acoustic resonances by more than 10 dB, almost
half of the energy transmitted in the 50–160 Hz band is due
to the ~1,2! structural resonance, as shown in Fig. 6. The
DVA treatment is therefore necessary to improve the noise
reduction. Once the damping, the frequency, and the location
of the devices are optimized, the performance of a treatment
can only be improved by increasing both the total mass of
DVAs and the total volume of HRs, as shown in Table V.
Note that for each case, the damping is optimized with the
new mass and volume ratios.

As explained previously, the DVA and HR noise reduc-
tion mechanism is based on adding damping to sharp struc-
tural and acoustic resonances responsible for the majority of
the interior noise. Therefore, such treatment can be adapted
to a different type of excitation by targeting in each different
case the unfavorable resonances. However, the performance
of these devices is directly related to the amount of damping
initially present in the structure and in the acoustic cavity.

FIG. 6. Acoustic potential energy inside the cylinder excited by 1 Pa. Plane
wave before and after treatment.

TABLE IV. Noise reduction device characteristics for the treatment used in
Fig. 6.

Ring of 13 DVAs total mass51.6 Kg

Targeted
mode

Tuning
frequency

~Hz!
Mass/M

~%!
n

~%!
sd

~cm2!
zd

opt

~%!
z

~m!

~1,2! 112.5 2 5 200 10 1.49

Rings of 5 Hrs total volume50.8 m3

Targeted
mode

Tuning
frequency

~Hz!
Volume/V

~%!
m

~%!
sh

~cm2!
zh

opt

~%!
z

~m!

~1,0,0! 61 0.5 1 22 6.7 0.02
~0,1,0! 82.4 0.5 2 22 9.6 1.43
~1,1,0! 102.5 1 8.3 223 18.7 0.07
~0,2,0! 136.6 2 14.8 354 24.6 1.5
~1,2,0! 149.6 2 14.7 346 24.6 0.07

TABLE III. Acoustic modes below 160 Hz.

Mode order~n,m,p! Resonant frequency~Hz!

~1,0,0! 61
~0,1,0! 82.4
~1,1,0! 102.5
~2,0,0! 122
~0,2,0! 136.6
~2,1,0! 147
~1,2,0! 149.6

TABLE V. Attenuation in the 50–160 Hz band of the acoustic potential
energy using the treatment described in Table IV for a different total mass of
DVAs and total volume of HRs with optimal damping ratios computed ac-
cordingly.

50–160 Hz
attenuation~dB!

Total volume of HRs
~% of cavity volume!

Total mass of DVA
~% of cylinder mass! 3% 6% 9% 12%

1% 6.2 7.2 7.8 8.6
2% 6.7 7.7 8.3 9.1
4% 7.3 8.3 8.8 9.6
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The higher the damping ratios of the system, the less reduc-
tion the treatment can provide. This is illustrated by Table
VI, which displays the noise attenuation provided by the
treatment described in Table IV over the 50–160 Hz band for
different structural and acoustic initial damping ratios of the
cylinder. When the structure and the acoustic cavity are
lightly damped, i.e., structural and acoustic damping ratios
below 3%, the DVAs and HRs can provide significant noise
attenuation.

The performance of a combined HRs/DVAs treatment is
also robust with respect to the elevation angle of the external
acoustic plane wave. As an example, simulations show that
the treatment detailed in Table IV, which is designed for an
elevation angle of 70°, achieves attenuation between 6.2 and
8.2 dB in the 50–160 Hz band for different elevation angles
between 30° and 80°. This is to be expected since the main
mechanism of the control is damping and not modal restruc-
turing, which is more sensitive to the primary excitation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work evaluated the ability of a combined DVA/HR
treatment to reduce the sound transmission in an enclosed
cylindrical shell excited by an external plane wave. Using a
modal expansion and an impedance matching method, the
structure, the interior acoustic field, and the noise reduction
devices were fully coupled, leading to the analytical formu-
lation of the structural kinetic energy and the acoustic poten-
tial energy of a treated cylindrical cavity.

The analysis shows that at low frequencies, the struc-
tural vibration is only dominated by a few lower-order
modes because of the coupling between the plane wave and
the cylinder. The favorable coupling between these modes
and the cavity generates an acoustic response composed of
both acoustic and structural resonances. As a consequence, a
significant reduction of the interior acoustic levels can only
be achieved by using DVAs and HRs simultaneously.

As an example, an overall reduction of 7.7 dB in the
50–160 Hz band is obtained by using DVAs weighing only
2% of the cylinder mass and HRs representing 6% of its
volume. This result was obtained by tuning the devices to the

natural frequency of the targeted modes and by using optimal
damping ratios for both DVAs and HRs. The devices were
used in rings to avoid unfavorable modal interactions and to
obtain a treatment independent of the azimuth angle of exci-
tation. Such treatment is also robust to variations in the el-
evation angle of excitation as it is based on adding damping
to sharp structural and acoustic resonances, and not on re-
ducing the structural–acoustic coupling. In conclusion, this
work has shown that lightweight DVA and small HR treat-
ment can significantly reduce the sound transmission in an
enclosure as long as the structure and the cavity are lightly
damped, which is usually the case at low frequency in aero-
space applications.
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Feasibility of a phased acoustic array for monitoring acoustic
signatures from meshing gear teeth
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This paper investigates the feasibility of sensing damage emanating from rotating drivetrain
elements such as bearings, gear teeth, and drive shafts via airborne paths. A planar phased acoustic
array is evaluated as a potential fault detection scheme for detecting spatially filtered acoustic
signatures radiating from gearbox components. Specifically, the use of beam focusing and steering
to monitor individual tooth mesh dynamics is analyzed taking into consideration the constraints of
the array/gearbox geometry and the spectral content of typical gear noise. Experimental results for
a linear array are presented to illustrate the concepts of adaptive beam steering and spatial acoustic
filtering. This feasibility study indicates that the planar array can be used to track the acoustic
signatures at higher harmonics of the gear mesh frequency. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1515790#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Cb, 43.50.Pn, 43.50.Yw@JHG#

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic noise in helicopter gearboxes arises from both
structureborne and airborne sources as transmission elements
mesh.1–6 Characteristic frequencies commonly found in
noise spectra tests typically appear at gearbox mesh frequen-
cies and at harmonics of the mesh frequency.7,8 During nor-
mal operation under loaded conditions, gearbox elements are
subjected to damage due to gear tooth contact dynamics.
Damage can manifest itself in a variety of forms, including
pitting, scoring, spalling, and incipient cracks. While damage
does effect system performance, many of these damage
modes are the precursors to catastrophic failure. Thus numer-
ous researchers have attempted to develop qualitative and
quantitative fault detection methods using vibration measure-
ments obtained from conventional accelerometers.9–23 While
the use of vibration measurements has led to the develop-
ment of several fault indicators, such techniques are suscep-
tible to coupled structureborne effects thus complicating the
acceleration signal with coupled dynamics along the load
path. These effects may obscure gearbox faults, especially
for planetary systems. Fortunately, gearbox faults also appear
via airborne paths as a result of tooth on tooth contact that
occurs during meshing. Hence, sound radiating from gear
contact may represent an alternative method for detecting
incipient failure modes of individual teeth.

II. GEAR NOISE

Gear noise arises from several sources including struc-
tureborne noise due to transmission error, aerodynamic noise
caused by the pumping action of the gears, impact noise due
to meshing gears, and acoustic radiation caused by vibrating
gear wheels and housing elements~Fig. 1!. Transmission er-
ror is the difference between the actual position of an output
gear and its ideal location based on the gear pair maintaining

the same velocity ratio. Since the driving gear has to con-
tinuously accelerate and/or decelerate the teeth of the driven
gear, a force is produced that excites the tooth and causes it
to vibrate. These vibrations propagate throughout the gear
drive system which includes the shafts, bearings, couplings,
and housings and produces appreciable noise when it vi-
brates an efficient radiator like a panel. Some causes of trans-
mission error include gear profile error, tooth and shaft de-
flection, runout error, and gear system dynamics. Airborne
acoustics at the meshing location is also generated. Wang
et al. modeled the airborne acoustics as the impact of two
cylinders of variable radii of curvature and developed an
analytical solution based on geometric parameters of the gear
teeth and their duration of contact.5 Houjoh investigated the
aerodynamic noise caused by the expelling of trapped fluid
caught in the root of meshing teeth. This fluid is expelled
both axially and toward adjacent root spaces. The aerody-
namic noise was modeled as a series of pumps with the teeth
represented as pistons and the root spaces as cylinders.3 The
cylinder contains orifices to represent the axial and tangential
acoustic paths. It was found that the aerodynamic noise
originates as a point source from the middle of the facewidth
in the mesh end region and also as a linear distribution of
sources along the gear teeth in contact with a sine-like dis-
tribution of source strength. Sibeet al. modeled this aerody-
namic noise as two out of phase sets of quadrupoles on the
entrance and exit sides of the gear and determined the quad-
rupole parameters to fit the experimental data of Houjoh.6

They deduced that the entrance side quadrupole dominates at
low rotation speeds, and at high speeds the exit side quadru-
pole dominates. They also measured the directivity pattern of
two spur gears and found that the tangential/radial power can
be up to 30 dB more than in the axial direction. In their
paper, they also modeled the gear wheel as a thick annular
plate with boundary conditions such that the inner boundary
is fixed to represent a rigid shaft and the outer is free except
at the meshing location where a harmonic excitation force isa!Electronic mail: djpterp@aero.umd.edu
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assumed. They found that the pumping action dominates in
the tangential direction and the acoustics from the bending
modes of the gear wheel dominate axially. The resonance
frequencies of the acoustic signatures appear at the natural
frequencies of the gears plus integer multiples of the gear
mesh frequency.

This paper attempts to develop the necessary framework
for developing a microphone array for monitoring acoustic
signatures for incipient failure modes associated with indi-
vidual teeth by steering and focusing the array’s main direc-
tivity lobe to track the element of interest. In this initial
study, a planar array is proposed to filter out unwanted
acoustic signatures from other elements. It is assumed that at
the frequencies of interest, the radiation patterns are broad
enough to be assumed omnidirectional.

III. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The inhomogeneous wave equation is described by

¹2P~ t,r !2
1

c2

]2P~ t,r !

]t2
5H~ t,r s!, ~1!

whereP(t,r ) is the acoustic pressure at timet and positionr
as displayed in Fig. 2~a!, c is the sonic velocity, andH(t,r s)
is a general time-dependent source term located at position
r s .

A pulsating sphere of radiusa located atr0 oscillating
with multiple frequency content such thatkmaxa!1, with
kmax52p f max/c wheref max is the maximum frequency con-
tent of the acoustic pressure, can be represented as:

H~ t,r0!524p (
b51

B

R$Cbej ~vbt1Fb!%d~r2r0!, ~2!

for Cb5( j r0c/4p)kbQb , wherer0 is the static density of
air, Qb , kb , andFb are the source strength, wave number,
and relative phase of thebth frequency component, respec-
tively, R represents the real part, andB is the number of
discrete frequencies. This results in an acoustic pressure
given by

P~ t,r0!5 (
b51

B

RH Cb

ur2r0u
ej ~vbt2kbur2r0u1Fb!J , ~3!

where the role of source and sensor have been reversed, thus
the source is located atr and the sensor is located atr0 .

A. Discrete planar microphone array

The source is assumed to be an omnidirectional point
source, therefore the pressure, described by Eq.~3!, can be
represented by a spherically diverging wave front. Figure
2~b! shows one quadrant of a distribution of omnidirectional
microphones in thex–y plane being acted upon by this wave
front. The source is located atr5ur u r̂ for r̂ given by r̂5ux̂
1v ŷ1wẑ, whereu, v, andw are the direction cosines of the
source. The location of each microphone is described by

r05rmn5~mDx!x̂1~nDy!ŷ, ~4!

where m and n are both integers andDx and Dy are the
uniform interelement spacing inx and y directions, respec-
tively. The sphere, shown in Fig. 2~b!, represents the acoustic
pressure wave front at the time it reaches the microphone
located atrmn , therefore it can be described by

FIG. 1. Sources of gearbox noise:~1! transmission error,~2! pumping action
of gears,~3! vibrating gear wheels,~4! vibrations of gearbox, shaft, cou-
plings, etc.

FIG. 2. ~a! Direction cosines.~b! A spherical wave hitting the planar array at
microphone (m,n).
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P~ t,rmn!5P~ t2ta1tmn!, ~5!

whereta5ur u/c is the time it takes for the sound to reach the
center of the array. The term,tmn , is the relative time delay
between the center microphone and the microphone located
at rmn and is given by

tmn5
ur u2Rmn

c
, ~6!

whereRmn is the radius of the sphere and is given byRmn

5ur2rmnu. Therefore,

Rmn5Ar 21r m
2 1r n

222r @urm1vr n#, ~7!

wherer m5mDx and r n5nDy.
The objective is to determine the frequency spectrum of

the target source assuming that the direction cosines of the
source are known a priori. The discrete sampled electrical
response for a microphone located at positionrmn is

y~ t,rmn!5 (
l 50

L21

y~ lDt,r rm!d~ t2 lDt !, ~8!

whereL is the number of time series data points. Taking the
temporal Fourier transform of Eq.~8! and multiplying the
individual frequency spectra of each microphone signal by a
complex gaincmn(q)5hmn(q)ej umn(q) and then summing up
each microphone produces

Y~q!5 (
m52M8

M8

(
n52N8

N8

cmn~q! (
l 50

L21

y~ lDt,r rm!WL
2 lq , ~9!

where WL5ej 2p/L. Equation ~9! represents the weighted
sum frequency spectrum of the acoustic source forM 8
5(M21)/2 andN85(N21)/2, whereM and N are both
odd number of microphones in thex andy directions, respec-
tively. As will be shown in Sec. III B,cmn(q) is used to
control the array’s sensitivity for acoustic sources coming
from different directions.

If each microphone has a flat frequency response given
by āmn , thenP( lDt,rm)5āmny( lDt,r rm). Substituting this
result into Eq.~9! and using Eq.~5!, yield

Y~q!5 (
m52M8

M8

(
n52N8

N8

s̄mn(
l 50

L21

P~ lDt2ta1tmn!WL
2 lq ,

~10!

where s̄mn5cmn(q)/amn . The Fourier coefficients for the
pressure without the time delay is given by

P̄q5
1

L (
l 50

L21

P~ lDt !WL
2 lq ~11!

and the Fourier coefficients of the shifted signal,P(t2ta

1tmn), is P̄qej 2pqD f (tmn2ta). Therefore,

(
l 50

L21

P~ lDt2ta1tmn!WL
2 lq5LP̄qej 2pqD f ~tmn2ta!. ~12!

Substituting this result into Eq.~10! generates the following
relationship:

~13!

where the first term is the Fourier coefficient atf 5qD f of
the pressure at the middle microphone andD̄(q,c,b) is the
un-normalized directivity function at a given frequency,f
5qD f . The termsc andb are included in the argument of
D̄(q,c,b) to show how the directivity function is an explicit
function of the target’s direction cosines. The discrete Fou-
rier coefficient atf 5qD f is adjusted in magnitude and phase
before summing. As shown in subsequent sections, the spot
diameter is a function of the target frequency, hence there is
a different spot diameter for each frequency component.
Thus, the energy from the higher frequency component is
heard from a narrower region of the acoustic field. The spot
diameter dependence on frequency can be countered by the
frequency-dependent weightinghmn(q). A method that di-
vides the microphone array into clusters and selects the
weights based on the cluster is discussed in Brookset al.24

B. Beam steering and focusing

Let us definecmn as

cmn~q!5hmn~q!e2 j 2pqD f tmn8 , ~14!

where hmn(q) is the frequency-dependent array aperture
window function that describes the relative amplitude
weighting of each microphone in the array and is used to
modify the shape of the directivity pattern, andtmn8 5(r
2Rmn8 /c), where

Rmn8 5Ar 21r m
2 1r n

222r @u8r m1v8r n# ~15!

is used to steer and focus the array to a direction correspond-
ing to the direction cosines:u85sin c8 sin b8 and v8
5sin c8 cosb8, where c8 and b8 are the angles corre-
sponding to the target source. For the present discussion,
hmn(q) is assumed to be frequency independent. Substitut-
ing Eq. ~14! into Eq. ~13! and dividing by the number of
microphones yields the following normalized spectrum:

Ȳ~q!5H̄ (
m52M8

M8

(
n52N8

N8 hmn

āmn

e2 j 2pqD f ~tmn8 2tmn!, ~16!

whereH̄5LP̄ce
2 j 2pqD f ta/MN. Equation~16! will have its

greatest response whentm8 5tm , i.e., the array is steered and
focused to the target.

Therefore, computing

Ȳ~q!5
1

MN (
m52M8

M8

(
n52N8

N8 hmne
2 j 2pD f tmn8

āmn

Pmn~q!,

~17!

where Pmn is the spectrum of the pressure atrmn , corre-
sponds to the spatially filtered response of Eq.~16!.

C. Array aperture window functions

In this section, the effect of the array aperture window,
hmn , on the shape of the array’s directivity function will be
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discussed. If the microphones are assumed omnidirectional
and all have the same sensitivity, thenāmn5ā, whereā is
the sensitivity constant that can be set to unity without any
loss in generality.

The normalized directivity pattern, D(q,c8,b8)
5(1/MN)D̄(q,c8,b8), is given by

D~q,c8,b8!5
1

MN (
m52M8

M8

(
n52N8

N8

hmne
j 2pqD f ~tmn8 2tmn!.

~18!

A linear array is used with the understanding that the insight
gained is directly applicable to the two-dimensional case
projected onto theX–Y plane (c85p/2). For the case in
which the array is properly focused and steered tob8:

DS f ,
p

2
,b8D5

1

M (
m52M8

M8

hmejk~Rm2Rm8 !, ~19!

where the relationshipsf 5qD f , k52p f , are used. Also,
Eqs.~7! and ~15! reduce to

Rm5Ar 21r m
2 22rr m sin b, ~20!

Rm8 5Ar 21r m
2 22rr m sin b8, ~21!

for r m5mDx.
For the case of a rectangular aperture window,hm51,

the response using 9 microphones is shown in Fig. 3~a! for

kDx5p. The beamwidth, measured by the angle between
the 23 dB points, is about 11.3° and the next sidelobe level
is 213 dB. Notice also that the main sensitivity lobe was
properly shifted to 30°.

Other aperture window functions can be used to modify
the shape of the directivity function, but the trend is that the
smoother the aperture window function approaches zero, the
smaller the sidelobe levels, but at a cost of wider
beamwidths.25 An exception is the proper choice of Dolph–
Chebyshev weights which allows, for a given sidelobe level,
the narrowest beamwidth.25 This method involves shaping
the directivity pattern to take the form of a (M21)th-order
Chebyshev polynomial with predetermined sidelobe levels
and computing the appropriate microphone weights. The
trend is still the same in that the smaller the sidelobe level,
the wider the beamwidth, however, it is possible to get a
narrower beamwidth than that given by using a rectangular
aperture window. Figure 3~b! shows a normalized plot using
the Dolph–Chebyshev weighted aperture window and the
sidelobe level set to213 dB to directly compare it with the
rectangular aperture window case. The maximum response is
shown to be22.6 dB less. Although, at213 dB, the Dolph–
Chebyshev aperture window produces a smaller beamwidth,
its only narrower by 2.5%. Also shown is the fact that the use
of Dolph–Chebyshev weights have the undesirable feature of
constant sidelobe levels that do not drop off with increased
angle like the case for the rectangular aperture window. Be-
cause it is desired to have a sidelobe level that drops off with
the increased angle, at least213 dB sidelobe attenuation,
and because there is no significant benefit in using the
Dolph–Chebyshev weights to achieve a significantly nar-
rower beamwidth, this feasibility study is based on using a
rectangular aperture window function.

D. Interelement spacing

To avoid grating lobes due to aliasing, the distance be-
tween microphones must satisfy the Nyquist condition:Dx
<lmin/2 wherelmin is the minimum wavelength component
it the signal. Figure 4~a! shows how the beamwidth varies
with the interelement distance,Dx, for a target frequency of
2 kHz whereDx is given as a percentage of the Nyquist
distance,lmin/2. Different plots are made for varying number
of microphones. Figure 4 shows that asDx°lmin/2, the
beamwidth gets narrower. Also, the beamwidth narrows as
the number of elements increase. This suggests that the
larger the array, the narrower the beamwidth. Of course,
there is a practical limit to the size of the array and this is
discussed in subsequent sections. Since the beamwidth de-
creases as the interelement spacing approaches the Nyquist
distance, the desired microphone spacing isDx5lmin/2.

A target with multiple frequencies will have a different
directivity pattern for each frequency component. Hence, if
the microphone spacing is fixed, then the spacing would
have to be less than half the smallest wavelength in the sig-
nal to avoid grating lobes. Figure 4~b! shows a plot of the
beamwidth versusf * 5 f / f max for 5 different numbers of mi-
crophones wheref is the frequency component of interest.
This figure shows that the beamwidth for frequencies less
than the maximum frequency will be wider. As an example,

FIG. 3. Directivity functions steered to 30°, (kDx5p): ~a! rectangular
aperture window,hm51, ~b! Dolph–Chebyshev aperture window~213 dB!.
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for a 9 element array with a pressure signal containing two
harmonics at 4 and 6 kHz, the beamwidth for the 6 kHz
signal (f * 51) is 11.3° and the beamwidth for the 4 kHz
signal (f * 52/3) would increase to about 17°. Figure 4 also
shows that as the number of sensors increase, the beamwidth
decrease for the samef * . The desire is to get the smallest
beamwidth possible, which would favor higher frequencies,
larger interelement spacing, and larger arrays.

IV. MICROPHONE ARRAY TO MONITOR GEAR
MESHING DYNAMICS

This section will discuss the feasibility of using a dis-
crete planar acoustic array to monitor the gear meshing dy-
namics of a planetary gear transmission system.

Figure 5~a! shows the relative geometry of the profile of
a discrete circular planar array with maximum radius ofRa

sensing the acoustics from a planetary gear system with 6
meshing locations. The goal is to create a beamwidth that
will achieve a spot diameter of 2ad meters. The gears are
located at a perpendicular distancedg from the array. The
necessary spot angle (2b) is found to be

2b52 tan21
ad

dg

. ~22!

Because a discrete planar circular array can be thought of as
a linear array swept about an axis perpendicular to the plane

of the array and through the middle element@Fig. 5~b!#, the
directivity pattern it produces will follow suit. Therefore, the
beamwidth of the resulting directivity pattern for the discrete
linear array will match that for the discrete concentric circu-
lar array. Whereas the beam pattern for a linear array can be
swept about the axis parallel to the linear array, the planar
array is required to create a spot diameter. For this reason,
the linear array will be analyzed with the beamwidth results
being understood to also correspond to the beamwidth of a
concentric circular array with the same radial microphone
spacing.

Equation~17! is based on a rectangular grid of micro-
phones, therefore a minor modification is required for a dis-
crete concentric circular grid. LetDQ be the discrete angle
with respect to thex axis andr m5mDx be the radial distance
from the center of the array to microphone (m,n)- @Fig.
5~b!#. Therefore,rmn can now be described by

rmn5mDx cos~nDQ!x̂1mDx sin~nDQ!ŷ, ~23!

where nowm ranges from 1 toM 9 andn ranges from 1 to
(N9), whereM 9 is the number of microphones in the radial
direction andN952p/DQ is the number of discrete angles
(r0050). Equation~6! is still used to evaluatetmn , however,
Rmn is now evaluated using

FIG. 4. ~a! Beamwidth versus interelement spacing~2 kHz!. ~b! Beamwidth,
2b, in degrees.

FIG. 5. ~a! Illustration with profile of planar array.~b! Swept linear array
geometry.
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Rmn5ur2rmnu5Ar 21r m
2 22rr mV̄ ~24!

for r m5mDx andV̄5u cos(nDQ)1v sin(nDQ). Equation
~17! now can be rewritten as

Ȳ~q!5V̄H c0

ā0

P0~q!

1 (
m51

M9

(
n51

N9 hmne
2 j 2pqD f tmm8

āmn

Pmn~q!J , ~25!

wherec0 andā0 are the complex gain and sensitivity of the
middle microphone, respectively,P0(q) is the Fourier coef-
ficient of the middle microphone atf 5qD f , and V̄
51@(M 921)N911#.

The dimensions of the testbed planetary gear system are
shown in Fig. 6~a!. The sun gear has 25 teeth, each planet
gear has 22 teeth, and the ring gear—not shown—has 71
teeth producing a mesh frequency of 431 Hz. The ultimate
goal is to be able to isolate the planet/ring meshing and
planet/sun meshing at different meshing locations. The target
spot diameter, shown in Fig. 6~a!, is 4 cm. From Eq.~22!, the

maximum distance the array can be from the source in order
to achieve the correct spot diameter for a given frequency is

dg~ f !<
ad

tan~b~ f !!
, ~26!

where thef in the arguments ofdg and b are to show the
explicit dependence of these terms on the frequency. Using
the results,b( f * ), from Fig. 4~b! for the rectangular array
aperture window, Fig. 6~b! is generated.

Figure 6 shows that the maximum distance the micro-
phone array can be from the gear increases linearly with
frequency. Suppose the array consists of 9 microphone ele-
ments and the maximum frequency of interest is 3 kHz. The
array length would be 0.44 m with an interelement spacing
of 0.06 m. Also suppose the array is placed 0.1 m away from
the gears. Then the minimum frequency ratio,f * , at which a
0.04 m spot diameter is possible isf * 50.5, which putsf min

at 1.5 kHz. This range would correspond to the fourth
through seventh harmonics of the mesh frequency of the
planetary gear test bed. Figure 6~b! would suggest that by
choosing the interelement spacing to be the Nyquist distance
of the highest frequency content, the narrowest bandwidth is
possible using the rectangular aperture function. However,
the smaller the maximum frequency, the larger the distance
between microphone elements will be, thus the size of the
array will be larger. Not only is there a practical limit as to
how far the array can be from the gears, but there is also a
practical limit as to how large the array can be.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Directivity pattern

To validate the analysis of the previous sections, a 0.6 m
linear acoustic array consisting of 39, 9.8 mm omnidirec-
tional microphones was constructed with a microphone spac-
ing of 15.2 cm. A photograph of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 7. The individual frequency response of each
microphone was experimentally measured and calibrated
against a calibrated 1/4 in. condenser microphone. The
middle microphone was used as the reference and had a
sensitivity of 1.2 mV/Pa for a 4.5 V excitation and the SPL
of the speaker at the reference microphone was measured to
be 102 dBre 20 mPa at 2 kHz. The source consisted of a
loudspeaker placed 0.5 m away and excited at 2 kHz. The

FIG. 6. ~a! Testbed planetary gear.~b! Maximum distance to achieve a 0.04
m spot diameter.

FIG. 7. Experimental setup.
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speaker stayed fixed and the array was rotated fromb
52p/2 to b5p/2. For each angle, the time history of each
microphone was simultaneously collected at a sampling rate
of 200 ks/s. For each angle, the fast Fourier transform of
each microphone signal was computed and the resulting Fou-
rier coefficients were multiplied by its appropriate gain as
determined by Eq.~14! and then summed and recorded for
that angle. Since this is done for a single frequency, the
summed signal has the same frequency as the target fre-
quency, thus the magnitude of the wave form was enough to
characterize the resulting signal. Every 5th microphone~5th,
10th, 15th, 20th, 25th, 30th, and 35th!, was used so that the
spacing approached the Nyquist distance of 85.5 cm as much
as possible with this fixed array configuration. The results are
shown along with theoretical results obtained using simu-
lated microphone time series in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8~a!, the array
was only focused. In Fig. 8~a!, the array was focused and
steered to245°. The shift in the experimental case appears
to be slightly off, which would suggest that during testing,
the loudspeaker was slightly off-center. Nevertheless, the
theory compares quite well with experiment.

B. Justification for treating microphones as
omnidirectional

It is important to determine if these individual micro-
phone elements have their own directionality. Suppose the
individual elements do not act as omnidirectional point ele-
ments but instead have a continuous circular elemental aper-
ture functionh(x,z)5circ(r a /a) wherea is the radius of the
microphone, and

circS r a

a
D 5H 1 r a<a

0 r a.a
~27!

for r a5Ax21z2. Since the microphone’s membrane is con-
tinuous, its directivity pattern can be approximated by the
far-field spatial Fourier transform of the microphone’s aper-
ture function.~This can be shown by using a similar analysis
to that done for the discrete case. The far field is described
by kr.10, wherer is the radial distance from the individual
microphone.! The far field spatial Fourier transform of Eq.
~27! becomes25

D~ f ,c,b!5a
J1~~2pa/l!sin c!

~sin c/l!
. ~28!

If we assumeJ1(2g)'g, then the relative error is less than
10% if g,0.4. Therefore takingg5pa sin c/l,0.4 and
setting sinc51 to extremize the condition results in

pa

lmin

,0.4°a,
0.4c

f maxt
°a,

43.7

f max

, ~29!

TABLE I. Spatial filtering results.

Speaker A Speaker B
Signal type

~kHz!
Signal type

~kHz! bb b8
Attenuation

~dB!

2 3 230° 0° 14
2 3 230° 230° 11
BL:20 2 230° 230° 15
2 BL:10 216° 0° 20
10 2 216° 216° 47

FIG. 8. Comparison with theory using 7 microphones.~a! Unsteered.~b!
Steered to 45°.

FIG. 9. Spatial filtering experimental setup.
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wherelmin and f max are the minimum source wavelength and
maximum source frequency, respectively. In this case, the
directivity function for each element is

D~ f ,c,b!'a
pa/l sin c

sin c/l
5pa2. ~30!

This shows that if Eq.~29! is satisfied, an elemental circular
aperture function has the same space independent directivity
function as that of an omnidirectional point element, just
scaled by the area of the element,pa2. For the current mi-
crophones,a54.6 mm and the maximum source frequency
for the microphones to be considered omnidirectional is
f max59.3 kHz.

C. Spatial filtering

In this setup, 2 loudspeakers were used, speaker A and
speaker B. Speaker A was located atbA50° while speaker B
was located atbB50°, bB5216° or bB5230° ~Fig. 9!.
The SPL at the reference microphone was 97.5 dBre 20 mPa
at 2 kHz. Each loudspeaker was independently excited using
various signals. The signal types and results are presented in
Table I and figures of the spatially filtered spectrum plotted
along with the spectrum of the reference microphone are
given in Figs. 10–12.

The random signals were band limited to the frequency
specified. Both speakers were located 0.5 m from the array

center. Each channel was simultaneously sampled at 200 ks/s
using 512 points creating a frequency resolution of 390 Hz.
Figure 10~a! shows the case for when the target is located at
0° and excited with a 2 kHz signal and the noise source is at
230° and excited at 3 kHz. A 14 dB attenuation at 3 kHz is
obtained in this case. When the array is steered to the 3 kHz
source, an 11 dB attenuation of the 2 kHz signal is obtained
@Fig. 10~b!#.

Figure 11~a! shows the case when the noise source is
located at 0° and is excited with white noise band limited to
20 kHz. The target source is at230°. The level of attenua-
tion of the noise source was determined by averaging the
difference between the filtered spectrum and the spectrum of
the middle microphone up to 10 kHz. For this case, an aver-
age attenuation of 15 dB is obtained.

Figure 11~b! uses a white noise source band limited to
10 kHz and located closer to the target, 16°. A 20 dB average
attenuation in the range up to 10 kHz is obtained.

Figure 12~a! is another case in which the separation is
16°. The level of attenuation of the 10 kHz signal is 47 dB.
Figure 12~b! shows a time domain comparison between the
signal at the middle microphone and the spatially filtered
signal for the last case.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of using a phased planar acoustic array to
monitor the gear meshing of a planetary gear transmission

FIG. 10. Spatial filtering:~a! 2 kHz target at 0° with 3 kHz noise at230, ~b!
3 kHz target at230° with 2 kHz noise at 0°.

FIG. 11. Spatial filtering:~a! 2 kHz target at 0° with 20 kHz bandlimited
white noise at230°, ~b! 2 kHz target at 0° with 10 kHz bandlimited white
noise at216°.
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system has been investigated. The algorithm for beamshap-
ing, steering, and focusing to achieve a narrow beamwidth
was discussed and validated experimentally. The relationship
between the array’s proximity to the gears, array size, and the
frequency range of interest was developed for a concentric
circular array using uniform weights. It was found that
source frequencies higher than the mesh frequency of our
planetary gear testbed are required in order to obtain a spot
diameter that can isolate different tooth meshing locations. In
order to maintain a practical distance between the gear sys-
tem and the microphone array of 0.1 m, the source frequency
will have to be at least 1.5 kHz~Nyquist distance based on 3
kHz! in order to achieve a spot diameter of 4 cm. For this
reason, it may be required that the higher harmonics of the
acoustic signature be analyzed. The array’s dimensions re-
quired for helicopter application are feasible in terms of the
order of magnitude but are very dependent on the helicop-
ter’s size.
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Recent studies by our group have demonstrated the efficacy of perfluorocarbon liquid nanoparticles
for enhancing the reflectivity of tissuelike surfaces to which they are bound. The magnitude of this
enhancement depends in large part on the difference in impedances of the perfluorocarbon, the
bound substrate, and the propagating medium. The impedance varies directly with temperature
because both the speed of sound and the mass density of perfluorocarbon liquids are highly
temperature dependent. However, there are relatively little data in the literature pertaining to the
temperature dependence of the acoustic impedance of these compounds. In this study, the speed of
sound and density of seven different fluorocarbon liquids were measured at specific temperatures
between 20 °C and 45 °C. All of the samples demonstrated negative, linear dependencies on
temperature for both speed of sound and density and, consequently, for the acoustic impedance. The
slope of sound speed was greatest for perfluorohexane (227861.5 cm/s-°C) and lowest for
perfluorodichlorooctane (222260.9 cm/s-°C). Of the compounds measured, perfluorohexane
exhibited the lowest acoustic impedance at all temperatures, and perfluorodecalin the highest at all
temperatures. Computations from a simple transmission-line model used to predict reflectivity
enhancement from surface-bound nanoparticles are discussed in light of these results. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1517251#

PACS numbers: 43.58.Bh, 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Kc@SLE#

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound applications for fluorocarbon liquids hold in-
terest because of these substances’ unusual physical proper-
ties, such as their acoustic impedances. The wide range of
values for longitudinal speed of sound exhibited by different
fluorocarbon liquids has permitted their use in applications
such as couplants for acoustic microscopy,1 acoustic lenses
for improving Bragg diffraction images,2 signal storage in
optical computing,3 and as filling fluids for sonar targets and
acoustic lenses.4 More recently, fluorocarbon liquid emul-
sions have been adopted for use as principal components in
ultrasound contrast agents5–13 because of their stability,
safety, and low acoustic impedance relative to that of soft
tissue. Our laboratory has developed a fluorocarbon nanopar-
ticle emulsion for targeted binding and molecular imaging
that exhibits a long half-lifein vivo and the ability to enhance
the acoustic reflectivity of specifically targeted surfaces both
in vitro and in vivo.8–13 We have also shown that the extent
of enhancement of a surface targeted with the fluorocarbon
nanoparticles depends on both the type of encapsulated
fluorocarbon14 and on the temperature of the system.15

In a recent study by Hallet al.,15 targeted nanoparticles
containing perfluorooctane (C8F18) exhibited increasing
acoustic reflectivity with increasing temperature, presumably
due to changes in the acoustic impedance of perfluorooctane
with temperature. Previous measurements performed on cer-
tain freons and other fluorocarbon liquids have shown that
the speed of sound and mass density of these substances

decrease as a function of temperature.16,17 However, data
pertaining to thermo-acoustic properties of perfluorinated
liquids are relatively sparse in the literature. Furthermore,
mass density data relating to perfluorooctane used in the pre-
vious study by Hall were not available at the time of publi-
cation. Accordingly, we now report the temperature depen-
dence of speed of sound and density for not only
perfluorooctane, but also for several other potentially useful
fluorocarbon liquids that span a wide range of acoustic im-
pedances. The results are useful for further refining a simple
transmission-line mathematical model that we have em-
ployed to describe the source and magnitude of site-targeted
ultrasonic enhancement.11,15Additionally, the data presented
here for seven different liquid types may be useful for deriv-
ing other thermodynamic quantities for these compounds,
and for determination of the nonlinear parameter B/A.16,18

II. METHODS

A. Fluorocarbon liquids

Seven types of fluorocarbon liquids were investigated in
this study. Four of the samples were obtained from 3M Spe-
cialty Materials ~St. Paul, MN!: FC-72 ~perfluorohexanes,
C6F14), FC-75 ~perfluoro-1-butyltetrahydrofuran, C8F16O),
PF-5080~perfluorooctanes, C8F18), and PF-5070~perfluoro-
heptanes, C7F16). Perfluorodichlorooctane (C8F16Cl2 , abbre-
viated ‘‘PFDCO’’! and perfluorooctyl bromide (C8F17Br, ab-
breviated ‘‘PFOB’’! were obtained from Hemagen/PFC~St.
Louis, MO!; perfluorodecalin (C10F18, abbreviated ‘‘PFD’’!
was obtained from Aldrich~Milwaukee, WI!. Molecular
weights for these liquids are listed in Table I.a!Electronic mail: jnm@cvu.wustl.edu
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B. Ultrasound specimen chamber

Measurements of longitudinal speed of sound in the
various fluorocarbon liquids were performed with a custom-
designed specimen chamber. The chamber comprised an as-
sembly of three pieces that were clamped together when per-
forming measurements~see Fig. 1 for details!. The
transducer was encased in a block of Delrin® with a rectan-
gular well milled out at one end. A 0.5-in.-diam, 10-MHz
center frequency PZT contact transducer~Panametrics model
V111, Waltham, MA! was placed facing outward from the
center of the well. A coaxial cable was fed through a bore-
hole drilled from one end of the block into the well, and
provided electrical connection to the transducer. The entire
well was then filled with a silicone rubber compound~RTV
615, General Electric Silicones, Waterford, NY! to the level
of the block’s surface and allowed to cure, completely seal-
ing the transducer and coaxial connector. This particular type
of silicone was selected for its relatively low longitudinal-
wave attenuation coefficient. The exposed surface of the
cured silicone was flat and parallel to the transducer face and
to the opposite wall. The second major part of the chamber

assembly consisted of a ‘‘U’’-shaped steel bracket with edge
channels for O-ring seals. The last component of the assem-
bly was a flat piece of plate glass. To assemble the specimen
chamber, the transducer block and cover plate were clamped
on opposite sides of the gasket frame, forming a thin, water-
tight cavity sealed on the bottom and sides. The liquid fluo-
rocarbon samples were slowly poured into this space before
measurements. Because of the very low surface tension of
the fluorocarbon liquids, no air bubbles were observed within
the sample or adhering to the sides of the chamber. The
propagation path length between the silicone and glass sur-
faces was approximately 7.2 mm. The top of the chamber
was open to allow for pressure equalization at all tempera-
tures. The entire specimen chamber assembly was immersed
in a temperature-controlled waterbath with 0.1 °C accuracy
~RTE-111, NESLAB Instruments Inc., Newington, NH! to a
level just above the level of the enclosed fluorocarbon
sample for the duration of the measurements. All samples
were maintained at ambient atmospheric pressure; no attempt
was made to control for the amount of dissolved air in the
samples in this study.

C. Data acquisition and analysis

The transducer was excited using a Panametrics 5900
pulser. The first returned echoes from the silicone/
fluorocarbon and fluorocarbon/glass interfaces were digitized
~Tektronix 2430A, Beaverton, OR! at 100 MHz and stored to
disk. Measurements were performed over a temperature
range of 25 °C to 45 °C at 2.5 °C increments. The specimen
chamber with fluorocarbon sample was allowed to equili-
brate at each temperature for 15 min before acquisition. Sub-
sequent to the measurements for each fluorocarbon liquid, a
reference measurement was performed using distilled water
in the chamber. The reference data allowed determination of
the acoustic path length through the chamber by using estab-
lished values for the temperature-dependent speed of sound
in water.19 Prior measurements obtained using distilled water
demonstrated that there was no significant change in the
chamber’s dimensions for the temperature range investigated
here, so a single value for the round-trip distance through the
chamber was used for each fluorocarbon data run. Group
velocity was measured rather than phase velocity, because
previous work with fluorocarbon liquids has demonstrated
that these substances exhibit negligible velocity dispersion in

FIG. 1. Schematic showing side and front views of specimen chamber used
for determining longitudinal speed of sound of fluorocarbon liquids as a
function of temperature. The chamber was immersed in a temperature-
controlled waterbath to a level near the top. Not shown are clamps used to
hold the three parts of the chamber together during use.

TABLE I. List of physical properties of fluorocarbon liquids investigated in this study. Fluorocarbon speed of sound and mass density as functions of
temperature can be obtained using the constants in the table and the formulasc(T)5c01c1T andr(T)5r01r1T, respectively. Error values are uncertainties
in the linear regression coefficients.

Fluorocarbon Formula
Molecular

weight c0 ~cm/s! c1 ~cm/s-°C! r0 ~g/mL! r1 ~g/mL-°C!

PFD C10F18 462.1 74 440650 2242.461.3 1.99060.001 20.002 32060.000 032
PFDCO C8F16Cl2 471.0 73 020630 2222.460.9 1.84360.001 20.002 18860.000 031
PFOB C8F17Br 499.0 67 950630 2222.960.8 1.97860.001 20.002 40060.000 031
PF-5080 C8F18 438.1 64 630640 2262.561.2 1.82460.001 20.002 60060.000 013
FC-75 C8F16O 416.1 64 030670 2255.961.9 1.82560.001 20.002 62360.000 029
PF-5070 C7F16 388.0 61 060630 2268.360.8 1.79660.001 20.002 81760.000 022
FC-72 C6F14 338.0 57 940650 2277.861.5 1.75960.001 20.003 08760.000 035
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the frequency range between 1 and 22 MHz,4,20 well beyond
the range used in this study. The fluorocarbon speed of sound
was determined by dividing the difference of the front- and
rear-wall echo arrival times by the round-trip distance
through the chamber. Echo arrival times were determined
using the envelope peaks of the rf data. There were only
minimal apparent changes to the shape and magnitude of the
echo waveform at different temperatures, so that this method
of extracting timing information was relatively consistent
over the range of temperatures used.

The density of each fluorocarbon was measured as a
function of temperature using an electronic balance~PB303,
Mettler-Toledo, Inc., Columbus, OH! and a 10-mL glass py-
cnometer~Kimble Glass Inc., Vineland, NJ!. The pycnometer
was heated in a temperature-controlled waterbath. Densities
were measured over a temperature range of approximately
22 °C to 38 °C~the upper temperature limit was determined
by the supplied mercury thermometer!. The precision of the
temperature readings was estimated at60.1 °C.

III. RESULTS

Each of the seven fluorocarbon liquids exhibited speed
of sound and density that decreased in a linear fashion with
increasing temperature. Results for the temperature-
dependent density and speed of sound are shown in Figs. 2
and 3, respectively. Experimentally determined values are
plotted as data points with a linear fit overlying the data. The
values of slope and intercept for the best-fit lines@of the form
r(T)5r01r1T for density andc(T)5c01c1T for sound
speed# are shown in Table I. The values for the slope of
density and speed of sound were somewhat similar among all
the samples tested in the study. The predicted temperature-
dependent acoustic impedance, given byz(T)5r(T)c(T), is
plotted in Fig. 4.

IV. DISCUSSION

The fluorocarbon liquids examined in this study spanned
a wide range of acoustic impedances, all of which are lower
than that of water at similar temperatures. At 25 °C, PFD

exhibited the higher impedance~132 100 g/cm2-s!, while
FC-72 was the lower~85 800 g/cm2-s!. Both density and
speed of sound decreased linearly as functions of tempera-
ture, with the rate of density change ranging from
20.002 188 g/mL-°C ~PFDCO! to 20.003 087 g/mL-°C
~FC-72!, and the rate of velocity change ranging from2222
~PFDCO! to 2278 cm/s-°C~FC-72!. The velocity slope was
a larger contributor than was the density slope to the nearly
linear change in acoustic impedance with temperature, by a
factor of approximately 3 to 1.

Although relatively few reports exist in the literature
regarding the specific fluorocarbon liquids tested here, some
comparisons can be made. Temperature-dependent speed of
sound data from several authors1,3,4,16,17,20,21are graphed in
Fig. 5 for five of the perfluorocarbons, alongside the data
reported above. Each graph represents results for a specific
perfluorocarbon liquid, and the liquids are labeled by their
chemical formulas rather than their trade names. The

FIG. 2. Experimentally determined mass density for fluorocarbon liquids as
a function of temperature. Linear fits are shown overlaying the data points.

FIG. 3. Experimentally determined longitudinal speed of sound for fluoro-
carbon liquids as a function of temperature. Linear fits are shown overlaying
the data points.

FIG. 4. Acoustic impedancez(T)5r(T)c(T) of fluorocarbon liquids and
distilled water as a function of temperature. Curves were generated from
linear fits to measured data for temperature-dependent mass density and
speed of sound.
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author list and frequencies at which the measurements were
made are given in the legend. Overall, there is good agree-
ment in both absolute value and slope of the sound speed for
each perfluorocarbon, in spite of the wide range of tech-
niques and frequencies used to obtain the measurements. The
only exceptions appear to be the results of Narayana and
Swamy for perfluorohexane and perfluorodecalin; in both
cases, the slope of the temperature-dependent speed of sound
is significantly more negative than reported by any of the
other authors. The reason for this apparent discrepancy is
unknown, although their reported values near room tempera-
ture appear to follow the general trends more closely. On the
other hand, Narayana and Swamy’s results for the tempera-
ture dependence of the density of these liquids exhibit good
agreement with the results presented here. Likewise, the den-
sity behavior of FC-75, PF-5070, and FC-72 reported here
agree with results given by Madigoskyet al.,16 and with the

formulas supplied by 3M for calculating density as a func-
tion of temperature.

We recently demonstrated that increases in temperature
could be used to augment the magnitude of reflectivity im-
parted by targeted perfluorooctane nanoparticles, thereby
permitting further differentiation of contrast-enhanced sites
from surrounding, untargeted material.15 As demonstrated in
that study, the trend of increasing reflectivity with tempera-
ture was corroborated by predictions from a simple
transmission-line model used to describe the magnitude of
the reflected acoustic wave from the bound nanoparticle/
substrate layer. At the time of the study, however, no data
were available for the temperature-dependent density of per-
fluorooctane and a constant value was used for input to the
model. The results presented here can now be used to further
refine modeling of the targeted system by providing a more
complete description of the temperature-dependent behavior

FIG. 5. Comparison of speed of sound as a function of temperature with previously reported results for specific perfluorocarbon liquids at ambient pressure.
The perfluorocarbon liquids are labeled by chemical formula rather than trade name. Vertical axes represent speed of sound in cm/s, and horizontal axes
represent temperature in °C. List of authors and frequencies at which the measurements were made is given in the legend at lower right of figure.
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of many useful perfluorocarbons. In Fig. 6, we compare the
experimentally measured reflectivity enhancement of nitro-
cellulose membrane at specific temperatures when bound
with a 250-nm thick layer of perfluorooctane nanoparticles
~results are excerpted from Hallet al.15! with predictions
from the transmission-line model using the temperature-
dependent inputs for PF-5080 shown in Table I. The tem-
perature dependence of sound speed19 and mass density22 of
the surrounding distilled water medium are now also incor-
porated into the theoretical results. Although the magnitude
of enhancement predicted by the model underestimates the
measured values somewhat, the trend of increased reflectiv-
ity of the targeted surface with increasing temperature is con-
sistent between theory and experiment. The greater than pre-
dicted enhancement encountered in practice with
nitrocellulose membrane~and other substrates such as
plasma thrombi15! points to the need for a more sophisticated
mathematical description of the targeted contrast system,
which will be facilitated with the measurements presented
here.
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This contribution describes new robust procedures for the measurement of sound power flux at
appropriate axial positions along a duct with flow, using pairs of flush wall mounted microphones,
or pressure transducers. The technology includes the application of selective averaging, order
tracking, and optimized sampling rate methods to identify the small fraction of the total fluctuating
wave energy that is being propagated along the flow path in a reverberent, or highly reactive duct
system. Such measurements can also be used to quantify the local acoustic characteristics that
govern the generation, transfer, and propagation of wave energy in the system. Illustrative examples
include the determination of the acoustic characteristics of individual silencing elements installed in
IC engine intakes and exhausts both on the flow bench and during controlled acceleration or run
down on a test bed, where the wave component spectral levels approached 170 dB. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1509434#

PACS numbers: 43.58.Fm, 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Ye, 43.28.Ra@SLE#

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a duct radius
c speed of sound
d pipe internal diameter
f cyclic frequency
Ĝ12 cross-power spectrump̂1* p̂2

G11 autospectrump̂1* p̂1

Ĥ12 transfer functionp̂2 / p̂1

I acoustic intensity
k wave numberv0 /c
l transducer spacing
M Mach numberu0 /c0

p pressure
p̂ spectral pressure component, complex amplitude
p̂1,p̂2 positively and negatively travelling acoustic compo-

nent wave amplitudes
R pressure reflection coefficientp̂2/ p̂1

t time
S surface, cross-section area
s fluctuating entropy
u velocity
ui acoustic velocity component
Ui time averaged flow velocity component
v i fluctuating solenoidal velocity component
W acoustic power flux
a viscothermal attenuation coefficient
r fluid density
v radian frequency 2p f

Subscripts

a acoustic, isentropic
0 ambient value
s solenoidal

I. INTRODUCTION

Compliance with legislation and other directives restrict-
ing the permissible levels of sound emission is normally
demonstrated by performing appropriate sound power
measurements.1 The major contribution to traffic noise
by both engine intake and exhaust is widely recognized,
while similar flow generated noise often contributes signifi-
cantly to emissions from industrial plant, domestic equip-
ment, or other activities. The development and validation
of appropriate noise control strategies also requires appropri-
ate sound power measurements, while such measurements

are also featured widely in methodologies2 for the acoustic
design and refinement of quality products. This includes
the assessment of the acoustic properties of the individual
components with their contribution to the overall perfor-
mance of the system under operational conditions. The tech-
niques described here assume one-dimensional acoustic
wave propagation and have already been experimentally
validated1 with periodic excitation up to a sound pressure
level ~SPL! of around 130 dB. The measurements described
here concern fluctuating pressure levels from one to two or-
ders of magnitude in excess of this value, thus extending
their successful application to conditions commonly experi-
enced in practice.a!Electronic mail: krh@isvr.soton.ac.uk
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In an ideal acoustic medium at rest, the sound power
crossing any closed surfaceS is defined3 as

W5E
s
I idSi , ~1!

where I i5^paui&, i 51,2,3, are the components of the time
averaged acoustic intensity vector,pa is the fluctuating
acoustic pressure andui the corresponding acoustic velocity
components in the isentropic irrotational fluid motion asso-
ciated with the acoustic wave. In a moving acoustic medium,
Morfey3 showed that the corresponding components of the
acoustic energy flux per unit area are expressed by

I i5^paui&1
Ui

r0c0
2 ^pa

2&1
UiU j

c0
2 ^pauj&1r0U j^uiuj&,

~2!

whereUi , U j are the time averaged components of the flow
velocity and r0 , c0 are, respectively, the ambient density
and sound speed.

Sound power flux in flow ducts. Flow duct geometry is
normally complex and consists of lengths of uniform pipe
connecting other system components such as expansions,
contractions, resonators, branches, and junctions. Flow duct
acoustic behavior is usually highly reactive, while wave re-
flection at the junctions between elements,4–6 with interfer-
ence between the resulting incident and reflected waves, re-
sults in an acoustic field consisting of both standing and
progressive waves. As well as isentropic acoustic distur-
bances propagating at the speed of sound, the fluid motion
generally includes other solenoidal disturbances convecting
with the flow. These represent turbulent and vortical motion
generated at the duct boundaries or shed4,6 with separating
shear layers and wakes. They include fluctuating velocity
componentsv i and entropys with their associated pressure
and density fluctuationsps andrs . Thus, for example, sound
power measurements require appropriate experimental
procedures4–6 that isolate or identify the acoustic contribu-
tion pa(t) in the observed pressure time historyp8(t)
5pa(t)1ps(t). Furthermore, as well as such contamination,
the systematic axial distribution of acoustic pressure and ve-
locity amplitude associated with the standing waves may re-
sult in adverse signal to noise ratios for sequences of specific
frequencies, at one or more axial positions along each pipe.

Sets of examples are presented here describing the ap-
plication of robust procedures yielding reliable estimates of
the net sound power flux associated with one-dimensional
wave motion under strongly reactive conditions in ducts with
flow. These show that appropriate cross-power spectral
analysis of the signals acquired simultaneously from a se-
quence of pairs of flush wall mounted pressure transducers
can be processed1,4–7 to establish the acoustic characteristics
of each system element of interest. From these one can cal-
culate the small proportion of the total fluctuating wave en-
ergy that is being propagated through it. The appropriate pro-
cedures differed somewhat with each application, which
included strong acoustic excitation by an acoustic driver,1

aeroacoustic excitation produced by the flow alone,8 and fi-
nally by the exhaust process of a petrol engine9 accelerating

on a test bed. A common representative geometry, consisting
of an expansion chamber with its inlet and outlet pipes, was
chosen for each case.

Acoustic energy propagation is restricted to one-
dimensional wave motion below the cutoff frequency at
which higher order modes decay exponentially. In a pipe
with radiusa this corresponds5 to a Helmholtz numberka
51.84(12M2)0.5, whereM is the mean flow Mach number
u0 /c0 . This limit corresponds to 2000 Hz in a 100-mm-diam
pipe at room temperature. Provided the frequency range of
interest lies below such limits, this restriction to plane wave
motion offers a considerable simplification to both measure-
ment procedures and to their subsequent analysis. For ex-
ample, the measurement10 of the acoustic characteristics of
the first two propagating circumferential modes in a 300-
mm-diam duct just above ‘‘cut on’’ at frequencies of 646 and
1072 Hz, respectively, required an array of eight pairs of
flush wall mounted microphones.

II. SOUND POWER FLUX MEASUREMENTS IN FLOW
DUCTS

With one-dimensional acoustic wave motion~plane
waves! traveling along a uniform pipe the amplitude of each
spectral component of the acoustic pressurepa and velocity
ua is related to the corresponding amplitude of the incident
p̂1 and reflectedp̂2 component waves,5 at a mean flow
Mach numberM by

p̂a5 p̂11 p̂2, ~3a!

r0c0ûa5 p̂12 p̂2, ~3b!

where Eq.~3a! is always true and Eq.~3b! remains a close
approximation forM.0,5 so long as the influence of visco-
thermal attenuation remains sufficiently small. After substi-
tution from Eq. ~3!, Eq. ~2!—describing the acoustic
intensity—simplifies4,5 to

I 5I 12I 25@ u p̂1u2~11M !22u p̂2u2~12M !2#/r0c0 ,
~4!

whereI 1 and I 2 are, respectively, the incident and reflected
components of the spectral acoustic intensityI.

A. Extraction of the p̂¿,p̂À spectra from the transducer
signals

Consider the two pressure time histories measured by
transducers at positions 1 and 2 an axial distancel apart. The
corresponding acoustic contributions to the pressure spectra
derived from the signals recorded at the two positions are
related by1,4–7

p̂1~v!5 p̂1
1~v!1 p̂1

2~v!, ~5a!

p̂2~v!5 p̂1
1 exp~2 jk1l !1 p̂1

2 exp~ jk2l !, ~5b!

where k6 are the corresponding wave numbers given by
(v/c1a(12 j )/(16M ) respectively anda is the viscother-
mal attenuation coefficient.1,5 If the cross-spectrum estimated
from the pressure-time histories at positions 1 and 2 isĜ12,
while G11 and G22 are the corresponding autospectra, one
can show that the acoustic pressure reflection coefficient
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spectrumR̂1 defined as the ratiop̂1
2/ p̂1

1 is also1 expressed by

R̂152@Ĝ122G11exp~2 jk1l !#/

@Ĝ122G11exp~ jk2l !#, ~6!

assuming that the influence of other than acoustic pressure
fluctuations on the spectral estimates can be neglected. From
this,

up1
1u5~G11!

0.5/u11R̂1u, ~7a!

p1
25R̂1p̂1

1 , ~7b!

when the signal from transducer 1 is also chosen as a refer-
ence.

One should note that the effectiveness of the decompo-
sition into p̂6 depends on the extent to which the spectral
estimatesG11, Ĝ12, and G22 are contaminated by flow-
induced pressure fluctuationsps and any other signal acqui-
sition or processing ‘‘noise.’’ The method also relies on the
differences between the acoustic pressure signals at positions
1 and 2. In a standing wave field the two signals are almost
identical@Eqs.~5a!, ~5b!#, whenkl5np, with n any integer,
so poor results can be expected when the spacingl is close to
multiples of a half wavelength. On the other hand, due to the
different propagation velocities, any influence ofps on the
spectral estimates ofĜ12 will decrease as the distancel in-
creases. Similarly, sinceps is generally random and uncorre-
lated with pa , all three spectral estimates will more closely
reflect the acoustic behavior as the number of averages in-
creases. A similar improvement occurs as the spectral analy-
sis bandwidth is reduced. Clearly the most appropriate strat-
egy will vary to some extent with application, depending on
the spectral characteristics and strength of the acoustic field
with its associated isentropic irrotational motion compared
with that associated with the remaining disturbances con-
vecting with the flow.

B. Pressure transducer calibration

It turns out1,7 that the net power flux is almost propor-
tional to the magnitude of the imaginary part ofĜ12. As
shown in Fig. 1, this may be close to zero over substantial
ranges of the frequency spectrum, where adequate precision
for the measurements of phase, among other factors, depends
on the relative calibration of each transducer pair. If the mea-
sured transfer functionp̂2 / p̂1 measured between two trans-
ducers~1, 2! at positions 1 and 2 isĤA , while after they

were interchanged, including all signal path elements, the
measurement yieldsĤB , the required calibration indepen-
dent transfer function1,7 is thenH5ĤA

0.5ĤB
0.5. This procedure

can be repeated for each transducer pair in turn yielding rela-
tive transducer calibration data for the whole set. An absolute
calibration of one of the sets is required when absolute sound
pressure levels are required.

C. Experimental procedures

Laboratory tests at Southampton and bench tests at
Bosal Afrika were mainly concerned with the development
of robust procedures yielding reliable estimates of the net
power flux1 and coherent power flux,8 leading to the
identification8 of flow noise sources. The acceleration tests at
Bosal Afrika9 concerned the application of order tracking
and optimized sampling rate methods9 to evaluate the acous-
tic properties of a system element in an industrial environ-
ment. As an approximation to the cyclic excitation during an
acceleration test1 a digitally generated slow sine sweep sig-
nal recorded on one channel of a digital tape recorder was
used to excite the laboratory system at Southampton. Ten
minutes of data was recorded synchronously on the remain-
ing seven channels for each run, and analyzed with 1 Hz
resolution with Hanning windowing and 50% overlap giving
rise to 1200 process averages after analog filtering with cut-
off set to 1350 Hz. A representative individual record show-
ing the analysis of 1 s of data appears in Fig. 2, where the
coherent acoustic signal stands some 20 dB above the back-
ground pressure fluctuations, although the corresponding sig-
nal to noise ratio of the signal records was 0 dB. Since the
excitation frequency is known at any particular time, it is
possible to exclude from the averaging process all frequen-
cies except those within a narrow band centered on the ex-
citation.

The potential advantage of such selective averaging for
identifying coherent acoustic signalspa( f ,t) buried in other
local flow induced random turbulent pressure fluctuations
ps(t) is demonstrated in the comparison between the results
with swept sine and with more conventional random excita-
tion set out in Fig. 3. So long as the spectral level of any
acoustic signal remains significantly above that ofps(t), the
two transfer functionsĤ125 p̂2 / p̂1 in Figs. 3~a1! and ~b1!
are very similar. However, swept sine signalspa( f ,t) remain

FIG. 2. Single shot sample spectrum—only highlighted lines contribute to
averaging—signal to noise ratio 0 dB.

FIG. 1. Phase of cross spectrum in exhaust tailpipe.
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highly correlated over the transducer separation path, while
the corresponding narrow band spectral components of the
relatively slowly moving turbulent pressure functions be-
come sufficiently incoherent to cancel on average. Thus the
corresponding coherences are very different, which also ex-
plains the clear difference in the autospectra around 200,
770, and 1050 Hz, in Figs. 3~a3! and ~b3!, where elsewhere
they remain similar. These results demonstrate that selective
averaging provides a clear identification of the more coher-
ent acoustic fluctuations even when their spectral level lies
well below that of local turbulent pressure fluctuations gen-
erated by the flow as indicated in Fig. 3~a3!.

The transfer functionp̂2 / p̂1 may be calculated with the
Ĥ1 estimator,Ĝ12/G115 p̂1* p̂2 / p̂1* p1 , where an asterisk in-
dicates the complex conjugate, or alternatively with theĤ2

estimator, G22/Ĝ12* 5 p̂2* p̂2 / p̂2* p̂1 . With high coherence,
both estimates should be closely similar. However, near
standing wave minima, the corresponding signal to noise ra-
tio of p̂2 may, for example, be significantly higher than that
of p̂1 . Substitution of theĤ2 estimator for the corresponding
ratio Ĝ12/G11 in Eq. ~6! should then yield a ‘‘best’’ estimate
for the reflection coefficientR̂1 at that frequency.

D. Experimental procedures with controlled engine
acceleration

Currently, tailpipe orifice noise emissions spectra are
measured during controlled acceleration or deceleration of
the engine on a dynamometer to evaluate and then refine the
exhaust system acoustic performance. The results are nor-
mally displayed as engine order spectra against engine rpm,
which are harmonically related to the firing frequency. With
a four cylinder four stroke engine, the firing frequency oc-
curs at 2E or twice the engine rotational frequency, while
with six cylinders this is 3E and so on. With two stroke

engines these values are doubled. Measurement of the indi-
vidual contribution of each system element to the overall
system acoustic performance clearly has a beneficial influ-
ence on the rate at which significant improvements are ob-
tained during system refinement. Although the underlying
principles are similar, the engine acceleration rather than the
acoustic excitation is now the controlled variable, which
requires9 appropriate changes to the experimental and data
processing procedures. The engine cyclic frequency, the
mass flow, and temperature all change systematically in time
at some sweep rate that is never quite stationary and is also
restricted by operating conditions, such as engine overheat-
ing. Standard order tracking9 was adopted where the sam-
pling frequency was synchronized with the instantaneous en-
gine rotational speed and the time records and spectra
represented, respectively, in revolutions and orders. Each
record length contained an integer number of periods with
the power of each harmonic component concentrated in an
individual line. Special analogous procedures9 were also de-
veloped to estimate the signal to noise ratios at each order in
the pressure signal records, so as to obtain similar improve-
ments in the identification of acoustic behavior to those in-
dicated in Fig. 3.

E. Signal measurement

Electret microphones modified to operate up to sound
pressure levels of 165 dB~Knowles, CA-8374! were used for
the pressure measurements at Southampton, while water
cooled Kistler type 701A quartz pressure transducers were
used at Bosal Afrika. Measurements of flow temperature
mean pressure and mass flow were also required to define the
corresponding sound speed, and flow Mach number required
for the calculations. The experimental layout and measured
flow conditions during engine run up are illustrated in Fig. 4.
A similar arrangement was adopted at Southampton with a

FIG. 3. Comparison of measurements with flow Mach number 0.1:~a! with swept sine excitation and selective averaging;~b! with White noise excitation.~1!

Transfer functionĤ12 , ~—!mod, ~---! phase;~2! coherence;~3! autospectrum at microphone 1,~—! with acoustic excitation,~---! flow only.
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further pair of electrets mounted on the expansion chamber,
with an additional one in free field near the open termination.

III. DETERMINATION OF FLOW DUCT ACOUSTIC
PROPERTIES

Some acoustic characteristics of flow ducts, such as re-
flection coefficients, impedance, and sound power flux spec-
tra, can all be evaluated at some specific location5 with the
corresponding values of the incident and reflected compo-
nent wave spectrap̂n

6 . These relate to the axial reference
position of say the transducer labeledn of the local pair.1

However, when the required behavior concerns acoustic
transfer across a duct element or section linking two lengths
of pipe, such as in Fig. 4, one also needs to establish the
relative phase of the signals from the two pairs of transducers
on the corresponding pipes. This can be determined1 by cal-
culating either the cross-spectrumĜ1n , or transfer function
Ĥ1n between the reference transducern of one pair and say 1
of the other. Then one can establish the requiredp̂n(ref)

6 from

p̂n~ref!
6 5 p̂n

6
Ĝ1n

~ p̂1
11 p̂1

2!* ~ p̂n
11 p̂n

2!
5 p̂n

6Ĥ1n

~ p̂1
11 p̂1

2!

~ p̂n
11 p̂n

2!
.

~8!

Computer codes exist for predicting wave propagation along
flow ducts, but it seems that they all rely to some extent on
measurement to quantify acoustic sources, and aeroacoustic
sources in particular,11,12 when seeking to predict sound
power emissions. However measurement of source indepen-
dent properties, such as transfer functions, impedances, and
appropriately normalized sound power flux, can all be com-

pared directly with predictions by appropriate existing
codes.1 One such experimentally validated linear acoustic
code, APEX, developed by the second author
~P.O.A.L.D.!,11,12 proved suitable for this purpose.

A. Sound power measurements in strongly excited
ducts

Sound pressure levels within industrial ducts with flow
may commonly exceed 160 dB, so that arguably, the assump-
tion of linear acoustic behavior ceases to be realistic. To
investigate this, initial laboratory measurements were under-
taken at corresponding sound pressure levels. First, this was
with a simple expansion chamber ten-pipe-diameters long
with an area-expansion ratio of 7.8, as shown in Fig. 1 of
Ref. 1. These proportions were chosen4 to ensure that any
contributions from aeroacoustic sources remained relatively
small. The observed sound power flux in the exit pipe~or
tailpipe! normalized by the incident power in the inlet~or
downpipe!1 is compared with predictions obtained withAPEX

in Fig. 5~a!. A sequence of such measurements gave similar
results. Here the peaks in power flux at 360, 720, 1100, and
1460 Hz correspond to tailpipe acoustic resonances while
those at 450, 900, and 1350 Hz correspond to chamber reso-
nances. Reference to the autospectra in Fig. 3~a3! indicates
that the raggedness of the plots from 100 to 300 Hz and
around 900 or 1000 Hz corresponds to relatively low acous-
tic signal levels at microphone 1, so this is probably an arti-
fact of the experimental conditions. Similar comments apply
to the comparisons in Fig. 6~a! between observed radiated
power and that predicted from the similarly contaminated
measured tailpipe power flux. Elsewhere, in Figs. 5 and 6,
the generally close agreement to within 1 or 2 dB between
observed and predicted spectra suggests that any experimen-

FIG. 4. ~a! Experimental setup used for the measurements on the vehicle.
Mass flow~circles!, inlet temperature~thick solid line!, outlet temperature
~thick dashed line!, inlet Mach number~thin dashed line!, and outlet Mach
number~thin solid line! recorded for the Honda 1.5 l during a full throttle
run up on the chassis dynamometer.

FIG. 5. Normalized acoustic power flux in the tailpipe at Mach number
M50.2, ~a! low flow noise system,~b! high flow noise system;~—! mea-
sured;~---! predicted.
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tal or modeling errors are no greater than this, in agreement
with earlier observations.1 However, there is also a shortfall
of some 3–5 dB in the measured tailpipe power flux in Fig.
5~a! between 800 and 1000 Hz. As expected this is also
reproduced in the predictions in Fig. 6~a! and corresponds to
rather lower levels of acoustic excitation of the system over
this frequency band.

Similar comparisons in Figs. 5~b! and 6~b! were ob-
tained after the chamber had been modified by halving the
length of the internal flow path to 5 diameters, resulting in a
20-fold increase4 in the strength of excitation by aeroacoustic
sources associated with vortex shedding in the expansion
chamber. This was accomplished by inserting the tailpipe
halfway into the chamber, as shown in Fig. 2~b! of Ref. 8, to
form an annular sidebranch2,5 at its outlet end. The new ge-
ometry produced reductions in sound power flux in excess of
10 dB centered at 400 and 1200 Hz corresponding, respec-
tively, to the first two sidebranch resonances and these are
clearly indicated in both observed and predicted results. Fur-
thermore, the results in Fig. 6~b! show that measurements of
the radiated power are generally in good agreement with pre-
dictions calculated1 from the measured tailpipe flux. This is a
result that was consistent with all those from several similar
sets of experiments. Combined with existing experimental
evidence,4,6,8,12 this strongly suggests that the discrepancies
between predictions and measurements between 400 and 700
Hz in Fig. 5~b! arise from nonlinear transfers between flow
energy and sound energy by aeroacoustic mechanisms.8

These are directly associated with acoustically synchronized
vortex shedding at an area expansion,4,8,12 leading to
frequency-dependent reverberant amplification or
attenuation4 of an incident sound field, thus giving rise to the
observations recorded in Fig. 5~b!. It is well known2,4 that

such behavior can be effectively eliminated by bridging be-
tween the inlet and outlet pipes of an expansion chamber
with an acoustically transparent perforated pipe,4 since its
presence then suppresses periodic vortex formation. Such
aeroacoustic mechanisms and their control is a topic of ac-
tive research, but any representation of their acoustic influ-
ence is not currently included in theAPEX code.

The experimental evidence also demonstrates that the
assumption of one-dimensional linear acoustic wave motion
during the reduction of the experimental data was justified in
the present context, at least for sound power measurements
based on signals acquired from closely spaced transducer
pairs. To show this, one notes first, that the wave motion in
an intake/exhaust duct with flow represents a periodically
excited, highly reverberent field, where propagating wave
energy normally remains a small fraction of the total fluctu-
ating energy. Second, that the peak to trough pressure ratio
corresponding to a SPL of 165 dB is around 1.07, and that
this pressure change is not a step, but is spread over a dis-
tance of some 0.5 m at the relatively modest frequencies of
interest. Also that this predominately standing wave motion
exists in relatively short runs of uniform pipe, typically less
than 1 or 2 m long, bridging between area discontinuities. It
is not surprising that the combined influence of all these
relevant factors remains too small11–14 for any significant
wave steepening to occur within each pipe or system ele-
ment. Finally the observed radiated power spectrum that is
not subject to such nonlinearities corresponded closely to the

FIG. 7. Measured power flux in tailpipe atM50.1, sound sources switched
off; ~—! coherent;~---! total.

FIG. 8. Radiated coherent power; with ‘‘noisy’’ chamber atM50.2; ~—!
measured in free field;~---! predicted from tailpipe power flux.

FIG. 6. Radiated acoustic power at Mach numberM50.2, ~a! low flow
noise system,~b! high flow noise system;~—! measured;~---! predicted
from tailpipe power flux.
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measured power flux spectrum in the tailpipe. In such cir-
cumstances, it seems a reasonable assumption that acoustic
models of wave propagation can still provide an adequate
representation, even though, as one reviewer pointed out,
many of the results compare measurements based on linear
assumptions to computational results from a linear code.

Furthermore, other existing experimental evidence15

suggests that acoustic models still provide a fair approxima-
tion to observed behavior with continuous periodic excitation
at pressure amplitudes that are at least an order of magnitude
higher than those recorded in the sequence of experiments
described here. Such facts leads one to speculate whether
some discrepancies reported in the literature between obser-
vations and predicted flow duct acoustic behavior, calculated
with acoustic models, arise-from inadequacies in the as-
sumptions adopted in the acoustic modeling,2,11,12rather than
from wave steepening or similar physical factors. Among
such,11–14 one can include the neglect of the existence of
aeroacoustic sources or sinks4–6,8 at appropriate sites along
the flow path, such as those whose influence is recorded in
Fig. 5~b!.

B. Flow excited sound fields

The measurements were repeated with the sound source
switched off to identify the contributions from the aeroacous-
tic sources which were clearly audible. All the experimental
evidence just described indicated that the coherent power
flux represented the acoustic contribution8 to the total power
flux. The total and coherent power flux measured in the
tailpipe of the simple chamber are compared in Fig. 7. Com-
parisons with Fig. 5~a! reveal that the tailpipe resonances at
360, 720, and 1100 Hz are clearly present as are the chamber
resonances at 450 and 900 Hz. Clearer indications of these
appear in the coherent power measurements indicating that
the total power flux includes significant contributions from
the pressure fluctuations convected with the flow. Such con-
tributions are not evident with the excitation switched on,
since the corresponding acoustic power was then increased
by 30–40 dB, while both measured total and coherent power
flux spectra are then closely similar, doubtless due to the
selective averaging.

Similar comparisons shown in Fig. 8 were made for the
‘‘noisy’’ chamber. Here, the measured coherent radiated
power is seen to be in close agreement with that predicted
with the measured coherent tailpipe power flux8 above
1025 W and in fair agreement otherwise. This result also
implies that the coherent power flux measured in the tailpipe
arises predominately from the acoustic pressure field. Fur-
thermore, such measurements provide a useful procedure for
identifying the acoustic contributions in a fluctuating pres-
sure field with direct application to isolating and quantifying
aeroacoustic sources. Comparison of the results in Fig. 8
with the corresponding observations with excitation in Fig.
6~b! reveals that the contributions to the radiated power spec-
trum arising from reverberant amplification of the incident
sound fields are absent from Fig. 8 as one would expect. See,
for example, the reverberant increase of 10 dB between 500
and 600 Hz clearly present in both Figs. 5~b! and 6~b! but not
in Fig. 8. Otherwise they indicate that there was now a rela-
tive drop in radiated sound power from 15 to 25 dB rather
than 30 to 40 dB when the excitation is switched off, show-
ing that the strength of the flow generated sources has been
increased by 15 dB by halving the length of the free flow
path in the expansion. This result is in fair agreement with
previous observations.4,8

C. Vehicle measurements and predictions

The exhaust measurements9 were performed at constant
acceleration on a vehicle dynomometer at a controlled sweep

FIG. 9. Measured~thin dash line! and predicted~solid
line! normalized acoustic power flux in the outlet pipe
for a full throttle run up of the Honda 1.5 l.

FIG. 10. Sound pressure orders measured at station 1 for the Honda 1.5 l
during a full throttle run up on the chassis dynamometer, 2E ~thick solid!,
4E ~thin solid!, 6E ~thin dash!, 8E ~thick dash!.
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rate of 30 rpm/s. The relevant signal processing used 0.025
order resolution, 75% overlap with a Hanning window, pro-
viding five averages over the measurement interval for each
record. The order tracking was synchronized with the ta-
chometer and the corresponding measured flow conditions
@Fig. 4~b!# were employed for the power flux and other
acoustic calculations with each record. Special precautions
were taken when possible to avoid positioning the transduc-
ers at or near standing wave minima, particularly in the
tailpipe. Appropriate additions and adjustments were also
made to theAPEX prediction code, to equip it for following
the changing flow conditions during acceleration. A typical
set of sound power flux measurements for the first four
orders,9 normalized by the incident power flux at transducer
2 in Fig. 4~a! is compared with the corresponding predictions
in Fig. 9. Thus they represent the relative reductions in sound
power flux associated with the expansion chamber. The re-
sults show close agreement between measured and predicted
power flux at the resonant peaks. These spectral regions are
obviously of the greatest practical significance for noise
emission predictions. Similar agreement was found with
comparisons9 between the measured normalized radiated
power and the predictions, and also between the correspond-
ing pressure transfer functions at each of the four orders. One
also notes that there is no evidence in these observations of
any systematic energy transfer toward the higher harmonics
that should be present in the spectral amplitude distributions
if significant nonlinearities were present in the wave propa-
gation.

The rather localized discrepancies elsewhere in the spec-
tra in Fig. 9 often seem to be correlated9 with low signal to
noise ratios at one or more of the pressure transducers. The
sound pressure levels for each of the first four orders re-
corded at transducer 1 during run up are plotted in Fig. 10.
These exhibit systematic fluctuations of 20–30 dB, a feature
presumably associated with wave interference and the result-
ing standing wave maxima and minima. Similar fluctuations
in level were present9 at the other transducer positions. Other
measured characteristics,9 such as acoustic attenuation spec-
tra, showed better agreement with prediction as one might
expect, since signal contamination by flow disturbances1

then tends to cancel.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results summarized in this paper demonstrate sev-
eral of the problems associated with the estimation of sound
power flux in flow duct systems, such as those arising from
poor signal to noise ratios associated with the existence of
turbulent pressure fluctuations in combination with acoustic
standing waves. The consequences of their presence may be
tolerable when considering global system properties, such as
pressure transfer functions, but further processing of the data
records to yield robust estimates of acoustic power flux re-
veals the need for techniques providing greater experimental
precision for these measurements. The success of swept-sine1

or swept periodic excitation9 combined with appropriate se-
lective averaging in reducing such problems is demonstrated
by the material presented here. With uncontrolled excitation,
such as that induced by the flow, it has also been shown that
coherent power flux measurements8 can be closely identified
with the acoustic contribution to the total power flux and
thus assist in the evaluation of aeroacoustic sources.8 In both
cyclically and flow excited situations the results confirm that
the assumptions involved in the derivation of Eqs.~6! and~7!
remain appropriate even when boundary layer and other
flow-induced pressure fluctuations are present.

The experimental evidence presented here also demon-
strates that, in appropriate circumstances, data reduction,
based on the one-dimensional linear acoustic models, can
provide realistic descriptions of the acoustic characteristics
of cyclicly excited flow duct systems and their elements, up
to sound pressure levels in excess of 165 dB! With flow
excited systems the maximum sound pressure levels re-
corded were around 20 dB lower than this, although the cor-
responding overall fluctuating pressure levels were still close
to 160 dB. Acoustic characteristics calculated with linear
acoustic models1,8,9 were also found to be in good agreement
with the measurements, indicating that wave steepening is
not a significant factor at the conditions of these experi-
ments.

One reviewer expressed some disagreement with these
conclusions suggesting comparisons should also be made
with predictions from a fully nonlinear computation. Such
calculations of the pressure transfer function spectra between
system input and the radiated field16 by the method of char-

FIG. 11. Comparison between predicted transfer func-
tions, ~—! MOC and FDM~Ref. 16!, ~---! APEX.
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acteristics and by second-order finite difference schemes pro-
vide an appropriate sequence of five examples where leading
geometric dimensions are given, but not the flow tempera-
tures. Calculations withAPEX providing linear predictions for
the first system, where the geometry was fully defined, for a
best-fit temperature of 18 °C are compared with the results16

of nonlinear calculations in Fig. 11. Similar comparisons for
the four more complex systems normally gave similarly
good agreement up to 1000–1400 Hz, but there were some
local spectral discrepancies at higher frequencies, probably
where the missing geometric detail and the neglect of three-
dimensional effects16 had a significant influence.
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Adaptive beamformers automatically adjust to the input data on the sensors in an attempt to
maximize the bearing resolution of a signal and minimize the effects of noise or interfering signals.
To the author’s knowledge, all adaptive beamformers currently available in the literature assume
that the sensors are stationary over the time required to collect the data. This assumption is invalid
on arrays of sensors mounted on nonstationary platforms, and results in poor beamforming
performance. In this paper we present an adaptive beamformer that has been designed to operate on
nonstationary arrays. The beamformer directly incorporates any changes in array shape or heading
that may occur during the time required to collect the data. The output of the adaptive beamformer
is shown for both synthetic data and for real data collected on a towed array. Results show that
signal detection, bearing accuracy, bearing resolution, and interference suppression all increase
when the array shape and track are incorporated into the beamformer if the sensor platform is not
stationary. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1514931#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Gk, 43.30.Wi@JCB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Beamforming techniques determine the direction of in-
coming signals by applying weights and phase changes to the
sensor inputs, and summing the results to match the phase
changes across the array that would occur for a signal arriv-
ing from a given direction. Conventional beamforming tech-
niques use a fixed set of weights that do not change with the
sensor inputs or the direction examined. Adaptive beamform-
ers automatically adjust the weights depending on both the
sensor inputs and the direction.1–3 This is done to maximize
the array gain and bearing resolution while minimizing the
effects of noise or interfering signals.

One problem with most adaptive beamformers is that the
input data must be averaged over time to form an estimate of
the noise and to decorrelate different signals.4–6 Without data
averaging, different signals appear correlated and signal can-
cellation occurs. The amount of time averaging required can
be decreased by dividing the array into subarrays and per-
forming spatial smoothing.7,8 A second problem with most
adaptive beamformers is that they are sensitive to errors or
perturbations in the system response, the propagating me-
dium, or the signal field.9–12 The sensitivity of adaptive
beamformers can be partially controlled by applying differ-
ent forms of constraints to the minimization.13,14

The combination of sensitivity to array errors such as
errors in sensor positions, along with the requirement to av-
erage data means that adaptive beamformers are sensitive to
array movement.15 Most adaptive beamformers assume that
the array is stationary over the time required to collect the
data. This assumption results in poor performance on nonsta-

tionary arrays. In the context of this paper, a nonstationary
array is an array that is moving in a manner such that the
relative phase changes measured across the array from an
infinitely distant source change as a function of time. This
includes arrays that change shape or heading. In this paper
we present an adaptive beamformer that has been designed to
operate on nonstationary arrays by directly incorporating any
changes in array shape and heading that may occur during
the time required to collect the data.

The output of the adaptive beamformer is shown for
both synthetic data and real data on moving arrays. The real
data were collected on a towed array that performed a 60°
turn. The array shape and path were estimated by incorporat-
ing a compass on the array to determine the track of the
compass and array. Results show that signal detection, bear-
ing accuracy, bearing resolution, and interference suppres-
sion all increase when the array shape and track are incorpo-
rated into the beamformer if the sensor platform is moving.

II. THEORY

In this section we give a mathematical review of the
minimum variance distortionless response~MVDR! adaptive
beamformer for stationary arrays, and also give the theory of
the adaptive beamformer designed for nonstationary arrays.
Although the theory of the MVDR beamformer is available
in the literature,1–3 it will be outlined here to help set the
stage for the derivation of the adaptive beamformer for non-
stationary arrays.

A. Adaptive beamforming on stationary arrays

Consider a stationary array ofN sensors with the axis
defined as pointing in the direction from theNth to the first
sensor. Which end is defined as having the first orNth sensora!Electronic mail: mike.greening@dsto.defence.gov.au
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is arbitrary, but for the purposes of towed arrays it is conve-
nient to define the first sensor as that closest to the towship.
For a plane wave source arriving at angleu, the time delay
tn between the first andnth sensor is given as

tn~u!5~dn /v !cos~u2cn!, ~1!

wheredn is the distance from the first tonth sensor,v is the
speed of propagation of the wave,v5 f l, f is the frequency,
l is the wavelength, andcn is the angular separation of the
nth sensor from the axis of the array, as shown in Fig. 1. The
source angleu is defined as the angle between the source, the
first sensor of the array, and the positive axis of the array,
with positive source angles in a clockwise direction relative
to the positive axis of the array. The sensor anglecn is de-
fined as the angle between thenth sensor, the first sensor,
and the negative axis of the array, with positive sensor angles
in a clockwise direction relative to the negative axis of the
array. For straight arrays,cn50. Beamforming then deter-
mines the bearing of the source by summing the weighted
and delayed outputs of the sensors to form a beamy(t,u) as

y~ t,u!5 (
n51

N

znxn„t1tn~u!…, ~2!

wherexn(t) is the output of thenth sensor at timet, andzn

andtn are the complex weight and time delay or phase lag
applied to thenth sensor. Weightings are applied to increase
resolution or minimize sidelobes while phase lags are used to
steer the beam in a particular direction. Again, considering a
plane wave source arriving at angleu relative to the axis of
the array, the beamy(t,u) will have a maximum when the
time delays applied at each sensor match those predicted
from Eq. ~1! for a source at that angle.

A particular frequency can then be examined by taking
the Fourier transform of Eq.~2! to get

Y~ f ,u!5 (
n51

N

zn exp„2p i f tn~u!…Xn~ f !

5 (
n51

N

zn expS 2p i f
dn

v
cos~u2cn! DXn~ f !

5 (
n51

N

znsn~ f ,u!Xn~ f !, ~3!

wheresn( f ,u) is defined as the steering vector and contains
the phase lags used to steer the beam in the directionu. The
conventional beamformer is then defined as

B~ f ,u!5uY~ f ,u!u2. ~4!

In the conventional beamformer, the weightszn are indepen-
dent of the inputXn( f ), or the look direction angleu. To
help reduce the effects of noise, time averaging is often per-
formed to give

B~ f ,u!5^uY~ f ,u!u2&, ~5!

where^ & denotes the expected value or time average. For a
stationary array, the steering vector term,sn( f ,u), is inde-
pendent of time and can be taken outside of the expectation.
In matrix notation, Eq.~5! can then be transformed into

B~ f ,u!5wW * ~ f ,u!RI ~ f !wW ~ f ,u!, ~6!

where RI ( f ) is an N3N covariance matrix RI ( f )
5^XW ( f )XW * ( f )&, → denotes a column vector,* denotes the
complex conjugate transpose,wW ( f ,u) is a weighted steering
vector combining both the sensor weights and phase changes
with componentswn5zn* sn* . Note thatzn andsn are some-
times redefined as their complex conjugates in Eq.~3! so that
wn can be written aswn5znsn .

The MVDR beamformer is an adaptive beamformer that
adjusts the weights applied to the array depending on both
the inputXW ( f ) and the look direction angleu. This is done to
increase the bearing resolution and decrease the contribution
of sidelobes. The technique works by minimizing the total
received power while keeping the response in the look direc-
tion equal to that of the conventional beamformer. Thus, the
idea is to minimizeB( f ,u)5wW * ( f ,u)RI ( f )wW ( f ,u) subject to
the constraintsW* ( f ,u)wW ( f ,u)5N wheresW( f ,u) is the steer-
ing vector with componentssn and represents an ideal plane
wave arriving at angleu. This is solved by the method of
Lagrange multipliers which turns the constrained minimiza-
tion into an unconstrained minimization by minimizing the
function

F5wW * ~ f ,u!RI ~ f !wW ~ f ,u!1l„sW* ~ f ,u!wW ~ f ,u!2N…, ~7!

wherel is the Lagrange multiplier~not the wavelength of
the acoustic plane wave as previously!. The minimization is
solved by setting the derivatives]F/]wW 50 and]F/]l50.
This results in

wW ~ f ,u!5
NRI 21~ f !sW~ f ,u!

sW* ~ f ,u!RI 21~ f !sW~ f ,u!
, ~8!

which in turn leads to:

B~ f ,u!5
N2

sW* ~ f ,u!RI 21~ f !sW~ f ,u!
. ~9!

It should be noted that for the conventional beamformer,
time averaging is not necessary for the mathematical deriva-
tion and either Eq.~4! or ~5! can be used. This allows con-
tinuous beamforming using Eq.~4! or a slower but less noise
sensitive beamforming using Eq.~5!. The MVDR beam-
former however, requires averaging for the mathematical
derivation. This is because the inverse of the covariance ma-
trix RI is used. A necessary condition forRI to be nonsingular

FIG. 1. A four-sensor stationary array showing the positive array axis, the
sensor anglesc2 andc3 (c15c450), and the arrival angle for a source at
bearing2u relative to the array axis. The array axis is defined as pointing
from the fourth to the first sensor as used in Eq.~1!.
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is that averaging is performed over more samples than the
number of sensors. Another potential problem with MVDR
beamforming that can be solved by time averaging relates to
how the method responds to coherent signals. If two signals
arriving from different angles remain perfectly coherent over
the averaging time, then minimizingB( f ,u) will cancel both
of these signals so that they will not be seen.4–6 Fortunately,
the real world contains moving sources, time-varying sound
speed profiles, etc., which all cause slight phase and ampli-
tude fluctuations in arriving signals as a function of time and,
thus, signals do not remain perfectly coherent over time. The
amount of time averaging required to ensure incoherent sig-
nals depends on several properties such as sea state, fre-
quency, and target speed. In practice, to reduce the effects of
coherent signals, and makeRI well conditioned, averaging is
often performed over twice as many samples as the number
of sensors. An alternate method of ensuring the nonsingular-
ity of RI is to prewhiten it by adding a scalar multiple of the
identity matrix.16 This is often performed in beamforming
techniques17 and in matched field processing.18 If the data is
broadband, then steered covariance matrices can also be used
to makeRI well conditioned.19

B. Adaptive beamforming on nonstationary arrays

For nonstationary arrays, the time delay or phase change
given by Eq.~1! must be modified to be

tn~u,t !5„dn~ t !/v…cos„u2cn~ t !…, ~10!

wheredn(t), cn(t), andtn(u,t) are now functions of timet.
A question that now arises is how to define the axis of the
array. If the axis is still defined as pointing from theNth to
the first sensor and the array is not following a straight path,
the axis will change directions with every time step. The
beamformed output, which is determined relative to the axis
of the array, will then show the direction to a stationary
source changing over time as the array axis changes. Time
averaging would spread the measured source direction over a
bearing spread equal to the array axis change. A better choice
for array axis is one in which a distant, stationary source
remains at a fixed direction. Thus, the array axis will be
defined as the line passing through the first sensor and point-
ing north, as shown in Fig. 2.

A beam steered in directionu is then given as

Y~ f ,u,t !5 (
n51

N

zn exp„2p i f tn~u,t !…Xn~ f ,t !

5 (
n51

N

zn expS 2p i f
dn~ t !

v
cos„u2cn~ t !…DXn~ f ,t !

5 (
n51

N

znsn~ f ,u,t !Xn~ f ,t !, ~11!

where the steering vector termsn now depends on time and
therefore cannot be taken outside the expectation when time
averaging is performed. Note also thatXn is now explicitly
written as a function of time because the response of a sta-
tionary signal will change with time as the array changes
with time. In practice, the time series is divided into short

sections of data, each of which is used to obtain anXn at
time t. The array is then assumed to be stationary over the
time span of individual sections of data but may be nonsta-
tionary between sections. Note that Eq.~11! does not include
the Doppler effect that can be important in some applica-
tions. The significance of the Doppler effect will be exam-
ined in Sec. III A.

The fact thatsn cannot be taken outside the expectation
means that Eq.~6! cannot be used for beamforming on a
nonstationary array. This is a problem for adaptive beam-
forming since this is usually the starting point for its
derivation.2,3 However, if Eq.~5! is used as the starting point,
then beamforming can be written as

B~ f ,u!5^uY~ f ,u,t !u2&

5^zW* SI * ~ f ,u,t !XW ~ f ,t !XW * ~ f ,t !SI ~ f ,u,t !zW&

5zW* ^SI * ~ f ,u,t !XW ~ f ,t !XW * ~ f ,t !SI ~ f ,u,t !&zW

5zW* PI ~ f ,u!zW, ~12!

wherezn has been redefined as its complex conjugate andSI
is a diagonal matrix~steering matrix!, with the diagonal ele-
ments given by

Sn,n5sn* 5expS 22p i f
dn~ t !

v
cos„u2cn~ t !…D . ~13!

The difference between Eqs.~12! and ~6! is that in Eq.
~6! the weighting vectorzW and steering vectorsW have been
combined to form a weighted steering vectorwW with compo-
nentswn5zn sn , which is removed from the expectation,
while in Eq. ~12! the weighting vector and steering matrix
have been left separate and only the weighting vector is re-
moved from the expectation. The matrixPI ( f ,u) is a steered
covariance matrix similar to that used by Krolik and
Swingler.19 In their work, only stationary arrays were con-
sidered so that the steering matrixSI remained time indepen-
dent but was used to produce a more stable adaptive beam-
former by averaging over frequency for broadband signals.
In this work, nonstationary arrays are considered by includ-
ing the time dependence of the array shape in the steering
matrix SI .

FIG. 2. A four-sensor nonstationary array for one time step, showing the
positive array axis, the sensor anglesc2 , c3 , and c4 (c150), and the
arrival angle for a source at bearingu relative to the array axis. The array
axis is defined as passing through the first sensor and pointing north, as used
in Eq. ~10!.
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As in the MVDR beamformer for linear, stationary ar-
rays, the power is minimized under the constraint that the
response in the look direction equals that of the conventional
beamformer. Using Eq.~12!, the constraint iscW* zW5N where
cW is a unit column vector. Then, using the method of
Lagrange multipliers, the unconstrained minimization prob-
lem is to minimize the function

F5zW* PI ~ f ,u!zW1l~cW* zW2N!, ~14!

by setting the derivatives]F/]zW50 and]F/]l50. This re-
sults in

zW5
NPI 21~ f ,u!cW

cW* PI 21~ f ,u!cW
, ~15!

which in turn leads to

B~ f ,u!5
N2

cW* PI 21~ f ,u!cW
. ~16!

Note that the adaptive beamformer for a nonstationary
array requires calculating and inverting a separatePI ( f ,u) for
every look direction,u, desired. This may take significant
computational time for large numbers of sensors. The com-
putational time may be significantly reduced by implement-
ing the problem in beam space rather than element space.20,21

It should be noted that if the array is stationary, Eq.~16!
reduces to Eq.~9!.

III. RESULTS

In this section we show some results of the nonstation-
ary array adaptive beamformer on both synthetic data and
real data. The synthetic data study shows the improvement in
beamforming performance on moving arrays when the array
motion is incorporated into the beamformer. It also shows
the interference suppression available on the nonstationary
array adaptive beamformer, along with the effects of coher-
ent signals on the beamformer. The real data shows results
from a towed array that performed a 60° turn.

A. Incoherent synthetic sources

For the first part of the synthetic data study, all signals
are assumed to be completely incoherent, even if measured
over only a single time sample. Thus, the covariance matrix
RI and steered covariance matrixPI for K sources andT time
steps can be estimated according to

RI ~ f !5
1

T (
t51

T F (
k51

K

@XW k~ f ,t !XW k* ~ f ,t !#1s2I G
5

1

T (
t51

T

RI inc~ f ,t !, ~17!

PI ~ f ,u!5
1

T (
t51

T

@SI * ~ f ,u,t !RI inc~ f ,t !SI ~ f ,u,t !#, ~18!

wheres2 is a white noise intensity level, andI is the identity
matrix. Although the assumption of completely incoherent
sources measured over only a single time sample is invalid, it
allows an estimation of absolute beamforming levels when
array motion is included, without the requirement to model

the effects of data averaging or coherent signals. These ef-
fects will be examined in Sec. III B.

Figure 3 shows the beamformed output of both the con-
ventional and adaptive beamformers for synthetic data when
the data are generated and averaged over 100 time steps dur-
ing which the array is undergoing a maneuver. The array
contains 24 hydrophones spaced at 0.5 acoustic wavelengths
and the input consists of white noise of intensity level 0.1
and a single source of received intensity level 1.0 as mea-
sured on a single sensor. Thus, the beamformed level in the
source direction should be 24231.012430.15578.4
527.6 dB while the background noise level should be 24
30.152.453.8 dB. At the start of the simulation, the array
is straight, and the towship and array are traveling due north
with the source due east. The array then undergoes a 40° turn
east toward the source with a constant rate bearing change of
0.4° per time step. During the turn, the array shape is mod-
eled as half a period of a sinusoid with an amplitude that
starts at zero~straight array! for the first time step, increases
by 0.05 acoustic wavelengths per time step for the first 50
time steps~to a maximum of 2.5 acoustic wavelengths!, and
decreases by 0.05 acoustic wavelengths per time step for the
remaining time steps.

When beamforming is performed, assuming the array is
linear and stationary~Fig. 3, top!, neither the conventional
nor the adaptive beamformers can distinguish between the
left and right sides. Both the conventional and adaptive
beamformers return broad peaks approximately 40° wide
centered at670° with a received level of approximately 20
dB for the conventional beamformer and 16 dB for the adap-
tive beamformer. If beamforming is performed using the
known array shape and track~Fig. 3, bottom!, then both the
conventional and adaptive beamformers improve, showing
the target with the correct signal strength of 27.6 dB at 90°.
On the east side~0° to 180°!, the conventional beamformer
shows a wide main beam and sidelobe structure while the

FIG. 3. Conventional~dashed! and adaptive~solid! beamformed output for
synthetic data averaged over a maneuver. The towship heading starts due
north and turns 40° to the east. The array starts straight, bends so that the
deviation from linear is 2.5 acoustic wavelengths in the middle of the turn,
and then straightens again to be straight by the end of the turn. A single
target occurs due east. Beamforming is performed assuming the array is
linear, stationary~top!, or assuming both the array curvature and track are
known ~bottom!. Output strength is in dB and bearings are given relative to
towship heading~top! or relative to the north~bottom!.
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adaptive beamformer shows a narrow beam with a nearly flat
background at the noise level of 3.8 dB. On the west side,
however, both the conventional and adaptive beamformers
perform poorly, showing a broad peak approximately 80°
wide centered at250°. The reason for this broad peak is due
to the left/right ambiguity of straight arrays and will be ex-
plained in more detail later.

An examination of the eigenvalues ofRI shows that the
smallest 10 eigenvalues are the noise level of 0.1, while the
next 14 eigenvalues increase in size to a maximum of ap-
proximately 8. If the data were generated on a linear, station-
ary array, then the largest eigenvalue would be 24 while the
remaining 23 eigenvalues would be 0.1. The smearing of the
largest eigenvalue into other eigenvalues is caused by the
array motion, which is not considered when calculatingRI .
An examination of the eigenvalues ofPI shows that at 90°,
the largest eigenvalue is 24 while the remaining eigenvalues
are 0.1. For all other bearings, there is some smearing of the
eigenvalues ofPI , as shown in Fig. 4. If the data were gen-
erated and beamformed on a linear, stationary array, then the
largest eigenvalue ofPI would be 24 while the remaining
eigenvalues would be 0.1, independent of bearing.

Figure 5 shows the beamformed output for synthetic
data when the data are generated and averaged over only five
time steps during which time the array remains straight but
undergoes a 40° maneuver in steps of 10° for each time step.
Note that by generating the synthetic data according to Eqs.
~17! and ~18!, the covariance matrixRI and steered covari-
ance matrixPI are invertible even though the number of time
samples used is less than the number of sensors. When
beamforming is performed assuming a stationary array~Fig.
5, top!, both the conventional and adaptive beamformers re-
turn signals at650°, 660°, 670°, 680° and690°, with no
left/right distinction. The beamformed level of each of the
ten signals is 1

5 (24231.0)12430.15117.6520.7 dB. If
beamforming is performed using the known array track~Fig.
5, bottom!, then both the conventional and adaptive beam-
formers show the target with the correct signal strength of
27.6 dB at 90°. Both beamformers also show 5 ambiguous
signals on the west side at210°, 230°, 250°, 270° and
290° with beamformed levels of 20.7 dB. The ambiguous
signals occur because the array remains straight for every
time step, and thus, each time step has an exact left/right
ambiguity that cannot be resolved by one time step alone.

The difference between east and west occurs in this example
because the known array heading allows all five time
samples to be summed at the correct bearing on the east, but
shifted by twice the heading change on the west. In general,
Fig. 5 shows that errors in array heading for a given time
step cause the signal to be estimated at an incorrect bearing
for that time step.

When the array changes from linear, the left/right ambi-
guity begins to disappear, as seen in Fig. 6. The amount of
left/right resolution for both the conventional and adaptive
beamformers is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the array
curvature. As in Figs. 3, 5, and 6, the array is modeled as half
a period of a sinusoid with the amplitude of the sinusoid
given as the array curvature. Figure 7 is generated for a
source at broadside to the array. As the source moves closer
toward endfire, the left/right resolution decreases. If the sce-
nario used for Fig. 3 started with an array curvature of 1.5
acoustic wavelengths, increased to 2.5 acoustic wavelengths,

FIG. 5. Conventional~dashed! and adaptive~solid! beamformed output for
synthetic data averaged over a maneuver. The towship heading starts due
north and turns 40° to the east in only 5 time steps for which the array is
always linear but changes heading by 10° in each time step. A single target
occurs due east. Beamforming is performed on a linear array assuming the
array is stationary~top!, or assuming the array track is known~bottom!.
Output strength is in dB and bearings are given relative to towship heading
~top! or relative to the north~bottom!.

FIG. 4. Eigenvalues ofPI for the array and input data used to generate
Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. Conventional~dashed! and adaptive~solid! beamformed output for
synthetic data gathered on a stationary array with the towship heading due
north and a single target due east. The array shape is half a period of a
sinusoid with an amplitude of 0.1 acoustic wavelengths~top! and 0.5 acous-
tic wavelengths~bottom!.
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and then decreased back to 1.5 acoustic wavelengths so that
the array was never straight, then the suppression of the am-
biguous side~west! improves, as shown in Fig. 8.

The left/right ambiguity resolution shown in Fig. 7 is
closely related to the beamformers sensitivity to errors in the
sensor positions. The left/right resolution shown in Fig. 7 as
a function of array curvature is the same as the power loss
associated with an error in the measured array curvature of
twice the true curvature~i.e., the ambiguous side has an error
in array shape of twice the true curvature of the array!. The
power loss in beamformed output of a signal for random
sensor location errors is shown in Fig. 9. The loss shown in
Fig. 9 is valid for both the stationary and non-stationary ar-
ray beamformers if there is no error in the array headings.
The large loss in power of the adaptive beamformer caused
by errors in the estimated sensor locations emphasizes the

need for nonstationary array adaptive beamforming when the
array is changing shape.

Errors caused by an incorrect array shape are also re-
lated to errors caused by an incorrect frequency estimation
created by the Doppler shift of a moving array. Consider an
array initially traveling away from a signal at a speed ofv
510 m/s, and then performing a maneuver ofu560°. The
received signal after the maneuver will contain a frequency
shift of

f 15 f 0S 11
v cosu

c D51.0033f 0 , ~19!

where f 1 is the received frequency after the maneuver,f 0 is
the received frequency before the maneuver, andc is the
sound speed. For a broadband, flat spectrum signal, this will
have no effect on the beamforming results. However, for a
narrow band signal, there can be two effects on the beam-
former: one caused by spreading of the signal into adjacent
frequency bins, and a second caused by frequency shifts
within a frequency bin. Consider an infinitesimally narrow-
band signal with an initial received frequency of 2000 Hz
measured on a system with a processing resolution of 1 Hz.
After the maneuver, the received frequency will be 2006.6
Hz. If the data is averaged over the entire maneuver, the
signal will be spread over eight frequency bins and each
frequency bin will contain approximately18 of the received
signal level. Within each frequency bin, the signal will shift
by 1 Hz over time while the processing assumes a constant
frequency equal to the center frequency of the bin. The effect
on beamforming of this frequency shift within the bin is
equivalent to a stretching of the array by a ratio of (1
11/2000)51.0005. Thus, for a 24 element array atl/2 spac-
ing, the array has an effective stretch from 11.5l to 11.506l.
Figure 9 shows that an error in array shape estimation of
0.006l has an insignificant effect on conventional or adap-
tive beamforming. Thus, the frequency shift within a bin has
little effect on the beamforming for this example. If the sig-
nal had an initial received frequency of 200 Hz, then the

FIG. 7. Left/right resolution of the conventional~dashed! and adaptive
~solid! beamformers for a curved array of 24 sensors with intersensor spac-
ing of 0.5 acoustic wavelengths. The array shape is half a period of a sinu-
soid with an amplitude given as the array curvature measured in acoustic
wavelengths. The left/right resolution is shown for sources at broadside with
a SNR of110, 15, 0,25 and210 dB as measured on a single sensor. The
left/right resolution increases with increasing SNR.

FIG. 8. Conventional~dashed! and adaptive~solid! beamformed output for
synthetic data averaged over a maneuver. The towship heading starts due
north and turns 40° to the east. The array shape starts with a curvature of 1.5
acoustic wavelengths, increases to 2.5 acoustic wavelengths, and decreases
back to 1.5 acoustic wavelengths by the end of the turn. A single target
occurs due east. Beamforming is performed assuming the array is linear,
stationary~top!, or assuming both the array curvature and track are known
~bottom!. Output strength is in dB and bearings are given relative to towship
heading~top! or relative to the north~bottom!.

FIG. 9. Power loss of the conventional~dashed! and adaptive~solid! beam-
formers for an array of 24 sensors with intersensor spacing of 0.5 acoustic
wavelengths when each array sensor location~both thex andy coordinate! is
incorrectly estimated on a uniform distribution within6 maximum error
indicated. The power loss is shown for sources with a SNR of110, 15, 0,
25, and210 dB, as measured on a single sensor. The power loss increases
with increasing SNR. Each data point represents an average of 100 realiza-
tions of randomly incorrect array estimations.
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received frequency after the maneuver is 200.66 Hz for a
frequency shift of 0.66 Hz, which is contained within one
frequency bin~assuming a center frequency of 200.5 Hz!. In
this case, the effective array stretch is by a factor of 1.0033
from 11.5l to 11.538l. Figure 9 shows that an error in length
of 0.038l can cause a 7 dBloss in adaptive beamforming
output for a 10 dB SNR signal. Thus, for narrow band sig-
nals, the Doppler effect can cause the beamformed output to
be spread over adjacent frequency bins or can cause a loss in
performance within a frequency bin.

Two important issues with adaptive beamformers are the
signal resolution and interference suppression available. Fig-
ure 10 shows the beamformed output of the nonstationary
conventional and adaptive beamformers using the same array
scenario as for Fig. 3, but with different input signals. The
top figure has a white noise intensity level of 0.1 along with
a single source at 90° with a received intensity level of 100
as measured on a single sensor. The middle and bottom fig-
ures have an additional signal at 92.5° with received inten-
sity level 100 in the middle figure and received intensity
level 1.0 for the bottom figure. The signal at 92.5° is well
within the main lobe of the conventional beamformer and is
only half the Rayleigh angle resolution limit of 2/(24-1)
'0.087 rad'5.0° away from the signal at 90°. The nonsta-
tionary array adaptive beamformer easily resolves the two
signals when they are of equal strength and even gives an
indication of the weaker signal at 92.5° when the signal at
90° is 20 dB stronger.

For comparison, Fig. 11 shows the results using the
same input signals, but when the data are generated and
beamformed on a stationary array that remains linear and is
heading north. It can be seen that the interference suppres-
sion of the data collected and beamformed on a linear, sta-

tionary array is better than that collected and beamformed on
a nonlinear, nonstationary array. However, Figs. 3, 5, and 8
showed that the stationary array adaptive beamformer breaks
down if the array is changing shape or traveling along a
nonlinear path. For the linear, stationary case shown in Fig.
11, the smallest 22 eigenvalues of bothRI andPI are 0.1 while
the largest two eigenvalues sum to 4800.0~middle figure!
and 2424.0~bottom figure!. For the nonlinear, nonstationary
case shown in Fig. 10, the largest two eigenvalues ofPI at
90° and 92.5° have smeared into the smaller eigenvalues so
that for the middle figure, eigenvalues 21 and 22 are approxi-
mately 0.22 and 2.6, respectively; while for the bottom fig-
ure, eigenvalue 22 is approximately 0.14.

B. Coherent synthetic sources

The previous section generated synthetic data assuming
signals were always perfectly incoherent. This is an invalid
assumption when the data are averaged over a finite number
of time samples, or when the signals are multipath arrivals
from the same source. To model finite time samples or co-
herent sources, the complex output of thenth sensor forK
plane wave arrivals at timet is given as

Xn~ f ,t !5 (
k51

K

Xnk~ f ,t !

5 (
k51

K

sk expF2p i S f
dn~ t !

v
cos„uk2cn~ t !…

1fk~ t ! D G , ~20!

wheresk is the received pressure level of sourcek (sk
2 is the

received intensity level!, uk is the bearing of sourcek relative
to the array axis, andfk(t) is the phase of the signal as
measured at the first receiver at timet. The degree of coher-
ence between two different signals is determined by the dif-

FIG. 10. Conventional~dashed! and adaptive~solid! beamformed output for
synthetic data averaged over a maneuver. The towship heading starts due
north and turns 40° to the east. The array starts straight, bends so that the
deviation from linear is 2.5 acoustic wavelengths in the middle of the turn,
and then straightens again to be straight by the end of the turn. The known
array shape and track is always used in the beamformer. Input consists of a
single target of intensity 100 at 90°~top!, two targets each of intensity 100
at 90° and 92.5°~middle!, and two targets of intensity 100 at 90° and
intensity 1 at 92.5°~bottom!.

FIG. 11. Conventional~dashed! and adaptive~solid! beamformed output for
synthetic data gathered on a linear, stationary array with a heading due
north. Input consists of a single target of intensity 100 at 90°~top!, two
targets each of intensity 100 at 90° and 92.5°~middle!, and two targets of
intensity 100 at 90° and intensity 1 at 92.5°~bottom!.
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ferences between the phases 2p„f1(t)2f2(t)… as a function
of time. For perfectly coherent signals, 2p„f1(t)2f2(t)… is
a constant, while incoherent signals are modeled by allowing
2p„f1(t)2f2(t)… to be randomly chosen over a full 2p
radians for each time sample. Intermediate levels of coher-
ence are modeled by allowing the phase difference term to be
randomly chosen from a smaller angular spread. For a sta-
tionary array,dn andcn are independent of time. Remember
that the array axis is chosen as the line passing through the
first sensor and pointing north so that the bearing of a distant
source relative to the array axis is also independent of time.

The covariance matrixRI and steered covariance matrix
PI for K sources andT time steps are now estimated as

RI ~ f !5
1

T (
t51

T F S sW ~ t !1 (
k51

K

XW k~ f ,t !D
3S sW * ~ t !1 (

k51

K

XW k* ~ f ,t !D G
5

1

T (
t51

T

RI coh~ f ,t !, ~21!

PI ~ f ,u!5
1

T (
t51

T

@SI * ~ f ,u,t !RI coh~ f ,t !SI ~ f ,u,t !#, ~22!

wheresW (t) is the noise pressure level, which has a random
level and phase for each sensor at every time step. For this
study, the noise pressure level at each sensor was randomly
picked from a Gaussian distribution centered on a desired
noise pressure level with a standard deviation of1

4 the desired
noise pressure level. Using Eqs.~21! and ~22! to generate
data, the number of time samplesT must be at least as large
as the number of sensorsN for RI andPI to be invertible.

Using Eqs.~20!–~22!, a finite averaging time results in
all sources being measured with some degree of coherence,
and adaptive beamforming will try to cancel the signals. Fig-
ure 12 shows the amount of power loss of each signal as a
function of the number of data samples averaged, when
adaptive beamforming is performed on a 24 element array.
Figure 12 was produced using a desired noise pressure level

of 1.0 along with two signals of equal pressure level 1.0 at
60° and 90° with the phase difference term 2p„f1(t)
2f2(t)… being randomly chosen over a full 2p radians. The
results show the average and standard deviation from 100
realizations for each number of data samples averaged. For a
different number of sensorsN, the power loss starts at
10 logN when the number of data samples equals the number
of sensors, decreases to approximately 3 dB when the num-
ber of data samples is double the number of sensors, and
decreases further to approximately 0.5 dB when the number
of data samples is ten times the number of sensors. This is
true using Eq.~21! for a stationary array, and also using Eq.
~22! for a nonstationary array.

The effect of coherent signals on the stationary and non-
stationary adaptive beamformers can be examined by chang-
ing the allowed angular spread in the difference in phases
2p„f1(t)2f2(t)…. Figure 13 shows the power loss of adap-
tive beamforming for each signal as a function of the mag-
nitude squared coherence of the two signals. The magnitude
squared coherence is estimated as

ugu25
u( t51

T XW 1~ f ,t !XW 2* ~ f ,t !u2

~( t51
T uXW 1~ f ,t !u2!~( t51

T uXW 2~ f ,t !u2!
. ~23!

Figure 13 was produced using a desired noise pressure level
of 0.001 along with two signals of equal pressure level 1.0 at
60° and 90°. All covariance matricesRI and steered covari-
ance matricesPI were generated by averaging over 240 time
samples~10 times the number of sensors!. It should be noted
that the power loss as a function of the signal coherence is
the same for the stationary and nonstationary adaptive beam-
formers.

To help demonstrate the effects of time averaging, Fig. 3
was reproduced as Fig. 14 using Eqs.~20!–~22! to generate
the data by averaging over 100 time samples with the phase
difference term of the signals randomly chosen over a full 2p
radians. The time averaging causes the background noise to
be more random instead of flat, and results in the adaptive
beamformer returning a signal level of only 26.8 dB at 90°
instead of 27.6 dB. The signal loss of 0.8 dB for the adaptive
beamformer agrees with that predicted from Fig. 12 when
the number of data samples is approximately four times the

FIG. 12. Power loss of the adaptive beamformer when averaging over a
finite number of data samples. The average power loss~solid! and standard
deviation ~dashed! is shown for 100 realizations at each number of data
samples.

FIG. 13. Power loss of the adaptive beamformer as a function of the mag-
nitude squared coherence of two signals. The number of data samples aver-
aged was ten times the number of sensors.
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number of sensors. For the closely spaced signals in Figs. 10
and 11, if the data are produced using Eqs.~20!–~22!, and
averaged over 100 time samples, then the signals at 90° and
92.5° also suffer a loss of approximately 0.8 dB when adap-
tive beamforming is performed. This signal loss increases, as
shown in Figs. 12 and 13, if the number of the data samples
averaged is decreased, or the signals are made more coherent
by restricting the angular spread of the phase difference term
of the signals.

C. Real data

The nonstationary adaptive beamformer was also tested
using real data. For the real data, both a towship towing an
acoustic array and a target ship producing a tonal source
were used. The target ship was approximately 60 km west,
20 km north of the towed array. The acoustic array contained
48 hydrophones with an interelement spacing of 0.66 acous-
tic wavelengths relative to the tonal source. The array con-
tained a compass just past the last hydrophone to aid in es-
timating the array shape and track. Measurements of the
towship speed and array heading were obtained every 4 s.
Figure 15 shows the track of the compass in the array over a
time sample of 200 s, during which the array has undergone
a 60° maneuver. Positions are shown relative to the north and
the compass position at a start time before the maneuver. The
array is assumed to follow the track of the compass and the
shape of the array is assumed to be a section of this track.
The array shape and track could be determined more accu-
rately using a fluid mechanical model along with measure-
ments of the currents and mechanical properties of the
array.22,23 However, this was not performed here.

Figure 16 shows the beamformed output at times before,
during, and after the towship maneuver. Before the maneuver
~Fig. 16, bottom!, the array heading is 15° and the target ship
appears at275° with a left/right ambiguity at 100°. The
left/right ambiguity is unresolved because the array is trav-

eling in a nominally straight line for this time. After the
maneuver~Fig. 16, top!, the array heading is245° and the
target ship again appears at275° but the left/right ambiguity
has shifted to215°. The peaks at2175° and 85° are the
aliases of the target ship and its left/right ambiguity. The
aliases occur after the maneuver but not before because the
target ship has moved from near broadside to near endfire.
During the maneuver~Fig. 16, middle!, the array undergoes a
60° turn and the array shape changes from linear to curved
with a maximum deviation from linear of approximately two
wavelengths, and back to linear again. It can be seen that
even under such a maneuver, both the conventional and
adaptive beamformers show the correct bearing for the target
at 275° when the array shape and track are used. The array
shape and track are estimated assuming the array follows the
same path as the compass shown in Fig. 15.

IV. SUMMARY

An adaptive beamformer has been presented that allows
the beamformer to be applied to nonstationary arrays. It does

FIG. 14. Conventional~dashed! and adaptive~solid! beamformed output for
synthetic data averaged over a maneuver. The towship heading starts due
north and turns 40° to the east. The array starts straight, bends so that the
deviation from linear is 2.5 acoustic wavelengths in the middle of the turn,
and then straightens again to be straight by the end of the turn. A single
target occurs due east. Beamforming is performed assuming the array is
linear, stationary~top!, or assuming both the array curvature and track are
known ~bottom!. Output strength is in dB and bearings are given relative to
towship heading~top! or relative to the north~bottom!. Data is generated
and averaged for 100 time steps on a 24-sensor array.

FIG. 15. The track of the compass in the array over a time sample of 200 s,
during which the array has undergone a 60° maneuver. Positions are shown
relative to the north and the compass position at a start time before the
maneuver.

FIG. 16. Conventional~dashed! and adaptive~solid! beamformed output
averaged over 3 mins prior to the towship maneuver shown in Fig. 15
~bottom!, during the towship maneuver~middle!, and after the towship ma-
neuver~top!. The true target always appears at275°, even during the ma-
neuver.
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this by directly incorporating both changes in shape and
heading that may occur in the array during the time required
to collect data. Most adaptive beamforming applications as-
sume the sensors are stationary and result in poor beamform-
ing performance during a maneuver of the sensor platform.
The technique presented has been applied to both synthetic
data and real data from an acoustic towed array. Results
show that the signal detection, bearing accuracy, and bearing
resolution increase when an estimate of the array shape and
track are incorporated into the beamformer if the sensor plat-
form is not stationary.
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In recent years, evidence has accumulated in support of a two-source model of distortion product
otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs!. According to such models DPOAEs recorded in the ear canal are
associated with two separate sources of cochlear origin. It is the interference between the
contributions from the two sources that gives rise to the DPOAE fine structure~a pseudoperiodic
change in DPOAE level or group delay with frequency!. Multiple internal reflections between the
base of the cochlea~oval window! and the DP tonotopic place can add additional significant
components for certain stimulus conditions and thus modify the DPOAE fine structure. DPOAEs, at
frequency increments between 4 and 8 Hz, were recorded at fixedf 2 / f 1 ratios of 1.053, 1.065, 1.08,
1.11, 1.14, 1.18, 1.22, 1.26, 1.30, 1.32, 1.34, and 1.36 from four subjects. The resulting patterns of
DPOAE amplitude and group delay~the negative of the slope of phase! revealed several previously
unreported patterns in addition to the commonly reported log sine variation with frequency. These
observed ‘‘exotic’’ patterns are predicted in computational simulations when multiple internal
reflections are included. An inverse FFT algorithm was used to convert DPOAE data from the
frequency to the ‘‘time’’ domain. Comparison of data in the time and frequency domains confirmed
the occurrence of these ‘‘exotic’’ patterns in conjunction with the presence of multiple internal
reflections. Multiple internal reflections were observed more commonly for high primary ratios
( f 2 / f 1>1.3). These results indicate that a full interpretation of the DPOAE level and phase~group
delay! must include not only the two generation sources, but also multiple internal reflections.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1516757#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Ha, 43.64.Jb@BLM #

I. INTRODUCTION

Distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs! are
signals generated in the cochlea in response to simultaneous
stimulation by two pure tones~Kemp, 1978!. The two stimu-
lus tones, at frequenciesf 1 and f 2 ( f 2. f 1), commonly re-
ferred to as primaries, generate distortion products at several
frequencies (f dp) that are mathematically related to the fre-
quencies of the primaries. In the currently accepted model of
apical DPOAEs (f dp, f 1), the initial DP energy is generated
by the nonlinear interaction between the primaries at their
overlap region near the tonotopic location of the higher fre-
quency primary~see Kummeret al., 1995, for review!. This
energy at the distortion product frequency then travels both
apically and basally. The apically traveling energy reaches
the region of the DP characteristic place and is reflected back
due to localized random inhomogeneities on the basilar
membrane, while the fraction of the energy traveling basally
from the generation region reaches the ear canal directly. The
theory of reflections on the basilar membrane from randomly

distributed inhomogeneities was formalized by Zweig and
Shera ~1995! and later incorporated in a comprehensive
model of otoacoustic emissions by Talmadgeet al. ~1998!.
The DPOAE signal recorded in the ear canal is a combina-
tion of the ‘‘overlap’’ or ‘‘generator’’ and ‘‘reflection’’ com-
ponents~Talmadgeet al., 1998, 1999; Mauermannet al.,
1999b; Knight and Kemp, 2000; Dreisbach, 1999; Kalluri
and Shera, 2001; Konrad-Martinet al., 2001!. The funda-
mental distinction between the two components is expressed
primarily as a difference in their phase behaviors as func-
tions of the DPOAE frequency~Talmadgeet al., 1998, 1999;
Shera and Guinan, 1999!. The approximate scaling symme-
try of the cochlea implies that the phase of the generator
component due to cochlear nonlinearities is very nearly in-
dependent off dp for fixed primary ratios~Sheraet al., 2000!.
However, the phase of the reflection component varies rap-
idly with f dp because the inhomogeneities responsible for the
reflections are fixed in location on the basilar membrane
~Shera and Zweig, 1993; Zweig and Shera, 1995!. The
DPOAE level recorded in the ear canal is a result of the
interference between the two components that generates a
pseudoperiodic variation in level as a function of frequencya!Electronic mail: sumit@indiana.edu
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known as fine structure. Typical fine-structure data from a
normal-hearing ear is displayed in Fig. 1. Note the pseudo-
periodic variation~fine structure! observed for both level and
group delay. Group delay is calculated as the 1/2p times the
negative of the slope of the phase. The steep slope of the
phase curve below 2450 Hz reflects a dominant reflection
component. On the other hand, the relatively slow phase
variation above 2450 Hz is indicative that the generator com-
ponent is dominant. Note that the relationship between the
level and group-delay fine structures is a direct consequence
of the phase behavior at the fine structure minima. The two
fine structures are negatively and positively correlated below
and above 2450 Hz, respectively.

Computational models proposed by several researchers
give theoretical support for the two-source model~Zweig
and Shera, 1995; Talmadgeet al., 1998, 1999; Mauermann
et al., 1999b! and convincing evidence for such models has
been presented using several experimental paradigms by
various research groups~e.g., Talmadgeet al., 1999; Mauer-
mannet al., 1999a; Konrad-Martinet al., 2001; Kalluri and
Shera, 2001!. Specific experimental paradigms include sup-
pression of the ‘‘reflection’’ component~e.g., Heitmann
et al., 1988; Talmadgeet al., 1999; Kalluri and Shera, 2001;
Konrad-Martinet al., 2001! or indirect isolation of the ‘‘gen-
erator’’ component by computing a moving average of the
overall amplitude and phase~Brown et al., 1996!. The two
components have also been isolated using inverse-FFT
analysis~Stoveret al., 1996; Fahey and Allen, 1997; Kalluri
and Shera, 2001; Knight and Kemp, 2001!. Additionally, re-
sults from novel experimental designs such as using pulsed
primaries~Talmadgeet al., 1999! or placing the DP charac-
teristic place in a region of hearing loss~Mauermannet al.,
1999a! have also provided support for these models. Tal-
madgeet al. ~1999! exploited the temporal differences in the
generation of the two components, when one of the primaries
is pulsed on and off, to visualize them in the time domain.
The generator component is present alone for a brief period

after the onset of the pulsed primary, while the reflection
component is present alone for a brief period after its offset.
Mauermannet al. ~1999a! used the pattern of DPOAE fine
structure in individuals with notched hearing losses to show
that the presence of fine structure depended on a region of
normal hearing at the DP frequencies.

Along with this convincing body of evidence in support
of a two-source model of DPOAEs, preliminary evidence has
also been presented to indicate that a simple two-source
model might not encapusulate the full complexity of the pro-
cess of DPOAE generation~Stover et al., 1996; Talmadge
et al., 1999; Konrad-Martinet al., 2001!. This evidence
points towards the contribution of additional cochlear reflec-
tion components to the signal recorded in the ear canal. Sto-
ver et al. ~1996! observed multiple peaks in ‘‘time domain’’
data derived from frequency-domain DPOAE data using an
inverse FFT algorithm. In discussing the possible source of
the multiple peaks, the authors considered the presence of~i!
multiple sources in the cochlea,~ii ! ‘‘one ~or two! sources
and multiple reflections between them,’’ and~iii ! a single
source responsible for all the observed peaks. After careful
consideration of all three possibilities, Stoveret al. ~1996!
concluded that

... the most parsimonious explanation, at this time,
may be that there are multiple sources for the acous-
tic distortion that is measured in the ear canal... .

However, advances in the theory of DPOAE generation and
supporting experimental evidence obtained since 1996 have
led the same group to attribute the presence of multiple
peaks in IFFT data to multiple reflections in the cochlea
~Konrad-Martinet al., 2001!. The most direct evidence for
multiple internal reflections to date has perhaps come from
direct time domain measurements of Talmadgeet al. ~1999!
in which additional ‘‘peaks’’ of energy were observed after
the offset of the pulsed primary. While the reflection compo-
nent forms the first ‘‘peak’’ after stimulus offset, multiple
internal reflections would be responsible for any additional
peaks. It should be noted that the above results were merely
casual observations made during examination of the proper-
ties of the generator and reflection components and the spe-
cifics of the phenomenon of multiple internal reflections
have not yet been reported in the literature.

Although experimental work regarding multiple internal
reflections has been limited, the theoretical foundation of this
phenomenon has already been explored in considerable de-
tail. The basis for multiple internal reflections is tied to the
presence of an impedance mismatch at the base of the co-
chlea ~oval window!, resulting in a basal reflectance. Any
basal-moving wave from the generator region or the DP
characteristic region will encounter this reflectance and a
portion of this wave will be reflected back towards the co-
chlear apex. This phenomenon of reflection of retrograde
waves at the stapes has been formalized in detail by Shera
and Zweig~1991!. The presence of the two reflectances, an
apical reflectance at the DP tonotopic location and a basal
reflectance at the base of the cochlea, results in multiple
reflections inside the cochlea. Some of the specific details of

FIG. 1. DP level, phase, and group-delay fine structure from a normal-
hearing ear recorded with primary levels of 65 and 60 dB SPL and a fre-
quency ratio of 1.225. Group delay is calculated as the negative of the slope
of the phase divided by 2p. The DPOAE phase changes rapidly between the
frequencies of 2300 and 2450 Hz, indicating dominance of the reflection
component. The slow variation in phase with frequency above 2450 Hz
indicates dominance of the generator component. The level and group delay
fine structures are negatively and positively correlated below and above
2450 Hz, respectively.
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multiple-internal-reflection models~e.g., Talmadgeet al.,
1998, 1999! are discussed in a later section.

In this paper we examine the phenomenon of multiple
internal reflections and their effects on DPOAE fine struc-
ture. We begin by discussing the relevant aspects of the two-
source model. The emphasis here is in highlighting the fac-
tors that influence the generation of multiple internal
reflections. It is shown that internal reflections have a pro-
found effect on level and group-delay fine structures. Several
terms are introduced to help describe and categorize the var-
ied fine structure shapes that are predicted by the model.
Finally, the programmatically determined predictions of the
level and group-delay fine structure shapes are presented and
shown to be supported by observations of different fine-
structure shapes in normal-hearing adult human ears. These
observations were made from a data base of high-resolution
DPOAE recordings from four subjects under a broad range
of primary levels and frequency ratios. The implications of
these findings and their impact on the currently established
model of DPOAEs are discussed to conclude the paper.

II. MODEL SUMMARY

The analytic aspects critical to the presence of multiple
internal reflections presented here are based on the compre-
hensive model of DPOAEs proposed by Talmadgeet al.
~1997, 1998, 1999!. This model falls in the general class of
two-source interference models and shares basic features
with other published analytic models~e.g., Zweig and Shera,
1995; Mauermannet al., 1999b!.

The process of DPOAE generation, incorporated in the
above model, is comprised of three separate stages, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. In the first stage the two primary traveling
waves propagate to their characteristic places on the basilar
membrane and reach peaks in their activity patterns. DP en-
ergy is generated in the region of overlap between the activ-
ity patterns of the two primaries~near thef 2 tonotopic place!
due to cochlear nonlinearities. If the two primary stimuli are
considered to be of angular frequenciesv1 and v2 (v2

.v1), DP energy at the frequenciesvdp5(n11)v12nv2

(n51,2,3...) are generated in the cochlea. Note that this re-
lationship describes~apical! DPOAEs that are lower in fre-
quency than the primaries~tonotopic site of DP apical to
those of the primaries,vdp,v1,v2). Although only the
DPOAE at the frequency 2f 12 f 2 is considered in this pa-
per, the theoretical implications of the findings should be
applicable to all other apical DPOAEs. A fraction of the DP

energy generated in this overlap region travels basally to-
wards the middle ear, while another fraction travels apically
towards its characteristic place on the basilar membrane.
Based on the typical picture of the basilar membrane with
the base to the left and the apex to the right, we will refer to
the energy traveling basally as associated with the initially
left moving component (Pl), and the energy traveling to-
wards the 2f 12 f 2 region with the initially right moving
component (Pr).

In the second stage of the generation process, the initial
apically traveling DP wave reaches the region of its charac-
teristic place and achieves a tall and broad activity pattern. A
fraction of this wave is reflected basally due to coherent re-
flections from random inhomogeneities on the basilar mem-
brane.@The reader is directed to Shera and Zweig~1993! and
Zweig and Shera~1995! for technical details on the mecha-
nism of coherent reflections.# This mechanism is character-
ized by the apical reflectance (Ra). At this stage there are
two separate DP waves at the angular frequencyvdp travel-
ing basally. Both of these waves are partially transmitted to
the ear canal through the middle ear.

In the third and final stage, the basally traveling DP
waves encounter a basal reflectance (Rb) at the stapes due to
the impedance mismatch between the middle ear and the
cochlea. Both of these waves are reflected back towards the
cochlear apex. Thus two reflectances, at the DP tonotopic
place (Ra) and the stapes (Rb), are set up and result in DP
waves that are reflected back and forth. These multiple inter-
nal reflections produce an ‘‘internal resonance’’ factor in the
expression for the DP ear canal signal~Talmadgeet al.,
1998!. In summary, the DPOAE recorded in the ear canal is
a result of all three of the following elements:

~i! initial basal- and apical-moving DP waves generated
at the generator region on the basilar membrane,

~ii ! reflected DP wave from the DP tonotopic region, and
~iii ! internal resonance components due to multiple reflec-

tions of cochlear DP waves between the stapes and
the DP tonotopic region.

The main observable difference between the generator
and reflection components is in their phase behaviors, which
are reflective of the putative mechanisms responsible for
them. When recorded using a fixed (f 2 / f 1) ratio paradigm,
the phase of the generator component is almost independent
of frequency (f dp) due to the approximate scaling symmetry
in the cochlea~Sheraet al., 2000!. The phase of the reflec-
tion component~s!, on the other hand, varies rapidly with
frequency since the source of these reflections is fixed in
location on the basilar membrance~Talmadgeet al., 1999;
Shera and Guinan, 1999!. This distinction is essentially the
same as that made between ‘‘wave’’ and ‘‘place-fixed’’ emis-
sions~see Knight and Kemp, 2000, for review!. As was dis-
cussed in the previous section, the fine structure observed in
the ear-canal signal is a consequence of the interaction be-
tween the components of DPOAE. The complex amplitude
of the DPOAE recorded in the ear canal has been analytically
derived by Talmadgeet al. ~1998!:

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the mechanisms involved in the two-
source model. The two sources are associated with the ‘‘generator’’ region
and the ‘‘reflection’’ region.Pl represents the initial basally traveling DP
wave;Pr represents the initial apically traveling DP wave.Ra is the apical
reflectance due to reflection sources in the 2f 12 f 2 tonotopic region, while
Rb is the basal reflectance at the stapes.
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Pe~v2 ,r ,vdp!5F 1

12Ra~vdp!Rb~vdp!
G@Pl~v2 ,r ,vdp!

1Ra~vdp!Pr~v2 ,r ,vdp!#, ~1!

wherev1 andv2 are the angular frequencies of the primary
stimuli andr 5v2 /v1 , andvdp is the angular DPOAE fre-
quency.Ra is the apical reflectance due to random inhomo-
geneities around the DP tonotopic site,Rb is the basal reflec-
tance at the junction between the cochlea and stapes~oval
window!, and Pl and Pr are measures respectively of the
initially basal-moving and apical-moving DP wave compo-
nents. In the absence of basal reflectance, the component
from the 2f 12 f 2 tonotopic region is determined by the total
energy generated in the generator region, the ratio between
the apical and basal DP wave energy from the generator re-
gion, and the reflectanceRa . Rb determines the proportion
of basally traveling energy that is reflected towards the co-
chlear apex at the junction of the cochlea with the stapes. In
the limit of Ra51 and negligible multiple internal reflections
(RaRb!1), the DPOAE ear canal pressure signal would be
Pl1Pr . Talmadgeet al. ~1998! parameterize the ratio be-
tween the initial apical and basal DP waves asRd(vdp)
5Pr(vdp)/Pl(vdp).

If the dependence of various quantities onv1 andv2 are
suppressed, the full fine-structure equation@Eq. ~1!# can be
re-written as follows:

Pe~vdp!5
Pl~vdp!1Ra~vdp!Pr~vdp!

12Ra~vdp!Rb~vdp!
. ~2!

Equation~2! can be simplified in appearance as:

Pe~vdp!5Pl~vdp!
11Ra~vdp!@Pr~vdp!/Pl~vdp!#

12Ra~vdp!Rb~vdp!

[Pl~vdp!
11Ra~vdp!Rd~vdp!

12Ra~vdp!Rb~vdp!

[Pl~vdp!
11R1

12R2
, ~3!

whereRd5Pr /Pl , R15RaRd , andR25RaRb .
The fraction involving the termsR1 and R2 in Eq. ~3!

modulatesPl . R1 is the contribution of the reflection from
the DP tonotopic region to the DPOAE in the absence of any
reflections from the stapes. The 1/(12R2) term represents
the contributions of the resonance created inside the cochlea
due to multiple internal reflections between the stapes and
the DP region on the basilar membrane. Since only the term
Ra(vdp) is expected to have rapid phase dependence onvdp,
a new termFdp(vdp) is introduced to characterize fine struc-
ture:

Fdp~vdp!5
11R1

12R2
. ~4!

The relevant characteristics of this function are

Ldp~vdp!5 loguFdp~v!u,

wdp~vdp!5arg@Fdp~v!#, ~5!

tdp~vdp!52wdp8 ~vdp!.

Ldp, wdp, andtdp represent the level, total phase, and group-
delay fine structure functions, respectively. Note thatLdp is
given by

Ldp~vdp!5
1

2
logF11uR1u212uR1ucosw1

11uR2u222uR2ucosw2
G , ~6!

wherew1,25arg@R1,2#. Thus, the terms on the left-hand side
of Eqs. ~4!–~6! represent the combined contribution of all
components from the DP tonotopic region and their salient
characteristics, namely, level, phase, and group delay. Under
most stimulus conditions the only significant contribution to
the ear canal signal comes from the first reflection. However,
additional reflections can contribute significantly to the ear
canal signal under specific stimulus conditions. The com-
bined levels and phases of all significant reflections from the
DP tonotopic region determine the exact characteristics of
the final fine structure.

III. FINE-STRUCTURE SHAPE

A. Effect of resonance

The relationship between level and group-delay fine
structures is determined by the relative dominance of the
generator and reflection components of the DPOAE mea-
sured in the ear canal. The predicted pattern for DPOAE
level fine structure, when just the two components are taken
into account (R250), is limited to ‘‘normal log-sine’’ for all
values ofR1 ~top-left panel in Fig. 3!. This pattern is classi-
fied as ‘‘log-sine’’ as this would be the pattern if a sine wave
plus a constant (11b cosvt) were plotted on a log scale.
This fine-structure pattern is further classified as ‘‘normal’’

FIG. 3. Full model prediction of DPOAE fine-structure taxonomy. The
‘‘doubled’’ shape is not expected in level fine structure; all shapes should be
observed in group-delay fine structure.
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~maxima broader than minima! since this is the most com-
monly observed form. Group-delay fine structure is predicted
to be either normal log-sine~top-right panel of Fig. 3! or
‘‘inverted’’ ~minima broader than maxima—top-left panel of
Fig. 3! for uR1u,1 or uR1u.1, respectively. This limited
model, incorporating the generator and the initial reflection
components, also predicts that only group-delay fine struc-
ture can be inverted. While both level and group-delay fine
structures are normal when the generator component is larger
in magnitude than the reflection component, group-delay fine
structure is inverted when the reflection component is larger
in magnitude than the generator component~Talmadgeet al.,
1999!. This combination of normal level fine structure and
inverted group-delay fine structure has been reported previ-
ously by Talmadgeet al. ~1999!, and the reader is directed to
that publication for further details.

When the full model with all terms including multiple
internal reflections is examined, a more complex family of
fine-structure shapes is predicted. The predicted set of fine-
structure patterns is depicted in Fig. 3.

B. Determining fine structure shape

Upon inclusion of the effects of multiple internal reflec-
tions, several novel fine-structure shapes, that have not been
published previously, are predicted~see Fig. 3!. Here we
present an objective system of classification of these ‘‘ex-
otic’’ shapes using a quantitative protocol for identification
of magnitude extrema and inflection points and subsequently
using the number of inflection points between adjacent
maxima and minima to identify different fine-structure pat-
terns. Two fundamental types of extrema are defined in Fig.
4. Magnitude-extrema are defined as the values ofvdp at
which a given function, DP-level or group delay, is at a local
maximum or minimum. These are represented by open and
filled squares in Fig. 4, and correspond to locations where
the slope of a given function is equal to zero.

Inflection-extrema or inflection points are values ofvdp

for which the slope of a given function is at a maximum or
minimum. These are represented by the solid circles in Fig.
4. The open tangent circles are used to illustrate the concept

of curvature. Curvature magnitude is defined as the recipro-
cal of the radius of the tangent circle. The curvature of a
function can also be expressed as a positive factor times the
second derivative of the function at that point. Thus, since
the radius of the hatched circle at the maximum is greater
than that of the solid-line circle at the minimum, the magni-
tude of curvature at the minimum is greater than that at the
maximum. The second derivative of the function is positive
at the minimum, and negative at the maximum. Since the
curvatures at maxima and minima have opposite signs, there
has to be an odd number of inflection points~where the value
of curvature becomes zero and curvature changes sign! be-
tween adjacent maxima and minima.

The number and type of extrema can be used to objec-
tively categorize the type of fine structure observed in a
given experimental measurement, as is discussed below.
They can also be used in the analysis of the behavior of Eq.
~3! to determine the type of fine structure expected for dif-
ferent values ofR1 andR2 .

C. Shape function

A quantity termed the ‘‘shape function’’ was introduced
to objectively differentiate between normal and inverted
fine-structure. Shape function (S) is defined as

S~vdp!52 f 9~vdp!umax/ f 9~vdp!umin , ~7!

where f 9(vdp)umax,min are the second derivatives of the func-
tion evaluated at the maximum and minimum, respectively.

Figure 4 is a schematic representation of normal level
fine structure. Note that the curvature magnitudes at minima
are greater than those at maxima. By definition, the value of
S is limited between 0 and̀ . In Fig. 4, S<1, which is the
case for ‘‘normal’’ fine structure. Fine structure is catego-
rized as ‘‘inverted’’ when 1!S<`.

D. Asymmetry factor

Asymmetry factor is another quantity used in the objec-
tive categorization of fine-structure shape. Normal fine struc-
ture has equally spaced minima and maxima when plotted
against basilar membrane position, where ‘‘normal’’ is de-
fined as log-sinusoidal structure with the minima having
maximum curvature magnitude. However, the two-source in-
terference model predicts unequal spacing between maxima
and minima in some cases~Fig. 5!.

To define the asymmetry factor (A), the limits of a fine
structure period (D) are defined by two consecutive magni-
tude extrema~maxima or minima! with the greatest curva-
ture. The distance between the first of these extrema and the
intermediate extreme is calledd. A is quantified as 2d/D
21. By definition the range of possible values forA is be-
tween 21 and 1.A50 when fine structure is symmetric.
Since asymmetry is measured relative to absolute maxima or
minima with the largest curvature, it is not influenced by
inversion of fine structure.

E. Classification of fine-structure shape

The shape function (S), asymmetry factor (A), and the
number of inflection points between adjacent maxima and

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of fine-structure extrema. The open and
filled squares represent maxima and minima, respectively. The closed circles
represent inflection points. The hatched circles are used to define curvature
at maxima and minima.
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minima were used to classify fine structure as normal or
inverted, and to categorize fine-structure shape into four pos-
sible categories. This classification scheme is represented in
Table I. Both log-sine and doubled fine structure have one
inflection point between adjacent magnitude extrema. These
two categories were differentiated based on the number of
magnitude extrema in a given frequency range. Fine-
structure shape was classified as ‘‘cusped’’ in case of three
inflection points between adjacent magnitude extrema. Saw-
tooth fine structure was characterized by unequal number of
inflection points in adjacent half-periods. There is one inflec-
tion point in the half-period between maxima and minima,
but there are three inflection points in the following half-
period between minima and maxima in case of normal saw-
tooth fine structure. The number of inflection points in each
half period is reversed in case of inverted sawtooth fine
structure. The value ofS was used to differentiate between
normal and inverted fine structure with equal number of in-
flection points in adjacent half periods. Fine structure was
classified as ‘‘normal’’ whenS<1 and ‘‘inverted’’ when 1
!S<`.

F. Analysis results

The criteria listed above were coded into a computer
program. This was used to develop ‘‘maps’’ of the fine-
structure shapes expected for different values ofuR1u and
uR2u andw05w12w2 , as illustrated in Fig. 6.

The commonly observed and usually reported shape is
termed ‘‘normal log-sine.’’ This shape and its inverted coun-
terpart are presented in the top panel of Fig. 3. The remain-

ing panels represent ‘‘exotic’’ shapes that are predicted by
the models that incorporate multiple internal reflections
(uRbu.0). ‘‘Doubled’’ patterns are predicted for group delay
alone while ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘inverted’’ forms of all other
shapes are predicted for both level and group-delay fine
structure.

The two-source interference model incorporating mul-
tiple internal reflections predicts that these various fine-
structure shapes vary as the values ofuR1u, uR2u, andw0 are
varied. Several maps of fine-structure behavior for a wide
range of values foruR1u and uR2u for specific choices ofw0

are presented in Fig. 6.
Certain patterns become clear when comparing the level

and group delay fine structures that are summarized in Fig. 7.
Additionally, distinctions between values ofuR1u and uR2u
resulting in ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘inverted’’ patterns can be made
more easily in Fig. 7. The different classes of level fine struc-
ture behavior are demarcated by the linesuR1u5uR2u and
uR1uuR2u51, whereas the different classes for group delay
are demarcated byuR1u5uR2u, uR1u51, anduR2u51.

Note that neither inverted group delay nor inverted level
fine structure in themselves are direct evidence for a net co-
chlear gain~e.g., uRau.1). However, the experimental ob-
servation of inverted fine structure in both level and group
delay or the departure of fine-structure shape from the more
common log-sine pattern is direct evidence of an interference
between two sources and for a direct role of cochlear reso-
nance~i.e., multiple internal reflections!.

It is also the case that these exotic interference patterns
will only be observed when eitheruR1u or uR2u ~or both!
approach unity. In the classic two-source model, it is ex-
pected thatuR1u!1. WhenuR1u@1, the behavior returns to
log-sine even though the value ofuR1u is well outside the
classic range. This observation provides an explanation for
why DPOAE fine structure can deepen when the DPOAE
reflection component is suppressed by an external tone~e.g.,
Talmadgeet al., 1999!.

An interesting result of this numerical analysis~together
with analytic studies! is that only the group delay fine struc-
ture function is expected to exhibit a doubled fine structure.
In general, the group delay fine structure behaves more
‘‘wildly’’ as uR1u and uR2u approach unity. This has interest-
ing implications for the expected changes in level and group-
delay fine structure, when these measurements are obtained
in the presence of a suppressor tone.

G. Effect of scale-invariance violations

If a(x,v) is the amplitude of motion of the basilar mem-
brane at positionx ~measured from the base! relative to the
motion of the stapes in response to an external tone, and if
a(x,v)5a(v/v̂(x)), wherev̂(x) is the place angular fre-
quency for positionx, then the cochlea is said to bescale
invariant. The function a(x,v) is often described as the
transfer functionfrom the stapes to the basilar membrane. If
Pe(vdp,v1 ,v2) is the DPOAE ear canal pressure due to the
two primaries of angular frequenciesv1 and v2 , then if
Pe(vdp,v1 ,v2)5Pe(v2 /v1), an even more general type of
scale invariance is exhibited~Sheraet al., 2000!.

FIG. 5. Definition of asymmetry factor. Both axes represent arbitrary units.

TABLE I. Classification system for fine-structure shape. Note that doubled
and log-sine fine structures are differentiated on the basis of frequency of
fine-structure magnitude extrema.

Shape

No. of inflection points

Normal (S<1) Inverted (1!S<`)

min to max max to min min to max max to min

Log-sine 1 1 1 1
Sawtooth 3 1 1 3
Cusped 3 3 3 3
Doubled 1 1 1 1
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Scale invariance violations for measurements in the ear
canal result from a number of different sources, including
~i! the presence of the middle/outer ear,~ii ! the high-
frequency cut-off of the basilar membrane,~iii ! the variation
in the sharpness of tuning of the basilar membrane from base
to apex, and~iv! the presence of roughness on the basilar
membrane.

From the perspective of DPOAE measurements, the
principal effect of~ii ! is to introduce a fine structure in the
measured DPOAE level and group delay. The magnitude of

this fine structure varies from base to apex due to fluctua-
tions in the magnitude of the apical reflectance induced by
this basilar membrane roughness. The effect of~iii ! is to
produce a variation in the relative spacing between fine
structure maxima;Dv/v ~see, e.g., Zweig and Shera, 1995!,
as a function of the DPOAE frequencyv. It also influences
the amount of DP energy generated in the overlap region of
the two primaries.

The main effect of~i! and ~ii ! is to cause a variation in
the ratio of the driving pressure in the ear canal to the motion

FIG. 6. Density plots of different fine-
structure shapes for different values of
R1 and R2 at specific values of
w0(w05w12w2). Variations in the
maps with w0 notwithstanding, ‘‘ex-
otic’’ patterns are predicted more fre-
quently for group-delay fine structure.
These patterns are also predicted for
values of uR1u and/or uR2u'1. Fine-
structure patterns interestingly return
to normal log-sine for values ofuR1u
anduR2u@1. These maps are also sum-
marized in Fig. 7 where different
shapes are collapsed into normal ver-
sus inverted patterns only.
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on the basilar membrane from base to apex. This will affect
the amount of overall nonlinear interaction generated at fixed
primary levels~in the ear canal! as the frequency of the pri-
maries is varied.

Because of~i! and ~ii ! the magnitudes of the activity
patterns associated with the primaries for mid-range frequen-
cies ~1000–2000 Hz in humans! can be significantly higher
than they are for lower or higher frequency regions. This
problem can be partly addressed by fixing the level of the
primaries relative to the threshold of hearing, such that the
primaries are set to a fixed pressure level in dB HL rather
than dB SPL. Because of variations in the cochlear param-
eters from base to apex, there is reason to believe that the
cochlea exhibits more gain at its base~60 dB! than at its
apex. Hence, even fixing the stimulus to the hearing level of
the subject willnot remove the variation in the amount of
nonlinear interaction generated by the primaries with stimu-
lus frequency.

In spite of these complications, the assumption of ‘‘ear-
canal scale invariance’’ is usually adequate as long as the
frequency region being considered is not too large. If ear-
canal scale invariance were exact, the phase of the DPOAE
~generator component! would be expected to be constant
with respect to DP frequency for fixed-f 2 / f 1 data. In fixed-
ratio DPOAE measurements in humans~Talmadgeet al.,
1999! and in guinea pigs~Shera et al., 2000!, the slow
DPOAE phase dependence with DPOAE frequency indicates
that the assumption of ear-canal scale invariance holds rea-
sonably well over a fairly large range of frequencies.

The principal effect of fine structure is to produce a
quasiperiodic variation of the phase with frequency about an
approximately constant value, as long as the generator site is
dominant. In regions where the reflection site is dominant, a
quasiperiodic variation about a rapidly varying monotonic
behavior of the phase with frequency is observed~Piskorski,
1997; Talmadgeet al., 1999!.

IV. METHODS

A. General methods

The methods used were similar to those reported earlier
by our group. The reader is directed to Talmadgeet al.
~1999! for details. In brief, the signals were generated on a
NeXT computer and passed through a set of TDT PA4 at-
tenuators and HB6 headphone buffer before being fed to a

pair of ER2 tubephones. The tubephones were coupled to the
subjects ear using an ER10B microphone probe assembly
and a size-matched immittance~GSI! probe tip. The signal
picked up in the ear canal by the ER10B low-noise micro-
phone was filtered and amplified by a battery-operated Stan-
ford Research SR560 filter/low-noise amplifier before being
digitized by a Singular Solutions AD64x analog to digital
converter. The digital signal was then recorded on the hard
drive of the NeXT computer for offline analysis. An analysis
technique using least squares fit~LSF! filters was used to
estimate the level and phase of several orders of DPOAEs as
well as the level of the noise floor~Long and Talmadge,
1997!.

DPOAE recordings were obtained from a total of four
subjects recruited from the Purdue University community.
Subject selection was done via a series of screening tests
involving audiological history, otoscopy, multifrequency
tympanometry, tracking audiometry, spontaneous, and distor-
tion product otoacoustic emissions. Subjects selected for the
experiments had no family history of hearing loss, no recent
middle or outer ear infections, had normal, type A tympano-
grams, and had hearing thresholds better than 10 dB HL at
half-octave frequencies between 250 and 8000 Hz. The se-
lected subjects exhibited DPOAE signal-to-noise ratio of 20
dB or better at stimulus levels of 65 dB SPL and a primary
ratio of 1.225. The subjects also had distinct amplitude fine
structure of DPOAEs in the frequency regions of interest.
Presence or absence of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions
was not used to determine subject eligibility, but the frequen-
cies of spontaneous emissions, when present, were taken into
account when analyzing DPOAE fine structure data. The
subjects were seated comfortably in a double-walled EAC
sound chamber during the experimental sessions which
lasted approximately 2 h each.

Fine-resolution DPOAEs were recorded from each sub-
ject using several primary level combinations and frequency
ratios with a frequency resolution approximating 0.025-mm
tonotopic spacing on the basilar membrane. This spacing re-
sulted in a variable frequency resolution with DPOAE fre-
quency but each fine-structure period was always sampled by
approximately 16 data points. The resultant frequency spac-
ing was approximately 4 Hz around 1500 Hz and 8 Hz
around 2500 Hz. The primary frequency ratio (f 2 / f 1) was
varied between 1.053 and 1.36 in approximate steps of 0.04
between 1.14 and 1.30. The step size was reduced at nar-
rower and wider ratios outside of the limits of 1.14< f 2 / f 1

<1.30. The nominal ratios used were 1.053, 1.065, 1.08,
1.11, 1.14, 1.18, 1.22, 1.26, 1.30, 1.32, 1.34, and 1.36. Three
equal level primary combinations (L15L2545,65,
75 dB SPL) were used to record data. Additionally, several
L2 levels~45, 50, 55, and 60 dB SPL! were used in conjunc-
tion with anL1 of 65 dB SPL.

The initial analysis of the data was accomplished using
automated programs that have been developed in our labora-
tory to implement the LSF analysis technique. Upon comple-
tion of the initial analysis an automated three-stage proce-
dure was employed to ‘‘clean up’’ the data. In the first
step all data points with a noise floor higher than a preset
level, determined based on the average noise floor observed

FIG. 7. Summary of numerical studies showing regions where the level and
group delay fine structures are normal~N! versus inverted~I!.
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in our laboratory, were rejected. At the next stage, a three-
point, overlapping, median filter based on the noise floor
estimate was applied to the data set. Data points with a
signal-to-noise ratio less than a preset value, based on the
data for the given subject and stimulus condition, were re-
jected. The data set generated after the first two steps was
saved in a subdirectory for the last stage of analysis. In this
stage the phase data were unwrapped using an automated
algorithm, the results of which were cross checked manually
in every case and additional unwrappings were performed
where necessary.

Once the phase was completely unwrapped and visually
inspected to be smoothly varying, the data were used to cal-
culate group delay. Group delay was calculated by fitting the
unwrapped DP phase with a straight line in five-point inter-
vals. The group delay is given by2mw/2p, wheremw is the
slope of the straight line.

B. Inverse FFT

A customized algorithm was developed in the laboratory
to implement an inverse fast Fourier transform~IFFT! pro-
cedure on DPOAE frequency-domain data. The goal of the
IFFT procedure was to resolve DPOAE components with
different latencies. Simply stated, a FFT converts signals
from the time domain to the frequency domain; an IFFT
works in the reverse direction, converting signals from the
frequency to the time domain. IFFT protocols have previ-
ously been used to convert frequency-domain DPOAE data
to the time domain~e.g., Stoveret al., 1996; Knight and
Kemp, 2001; Kalluri and Shera, 2001; Konrad-Martinet al.,
2001!. In the present application of the IFFT protocol, the
real and imaginary parts of the complex DPOAE amplitude
were used as input for the IFFT algorithm (FFT filter size
51024) following interpolation of data points to ensure
equal spacing. The result was a reverse transformation of the
data into the time domain. A rectangular and a Welch win-
dow were used in the time and frequency domains, respec-
tively. These windows were chosen after careful experimen-
tation with several other window types in both time and
frequency domains. The chosen window combination re-
sulted in the lowest maximum error~in dB! when frequency-
domain fine structures reconstructed from the IFFT output
were compared with original data. This combination also
produced the least amount of peak-broadening without el-
evating the noise floor in the absence of a signal.

The IFFT protocol was also used to reduce the noise in
the data by time-domain filtering. Once the DPOAE compo-
nents were identified and the time window containing the
maximum energy for all components was established, a filter
to remove noise outside of the time window was applied.
This removed noise-related fluctuations in the amplitude
spectra and allowed visualization of minute alterations in
fine-structure shape. The efficacy of the objective shape-
determination analysis described in the next section im-
proved as a result of time-domain filtering. The effects of
filtering were most noticeable at high ratios (f 2 / f 1.1.30)
with poor separation between the signal and noise.

C. Determining fine-structure shape

It was expected that natural variance in DPOAE data
would make determination of fine-structure shape difficult.
An objective method of fine-structure shape determination,
that was tolerant of experimental error, was developed so as
to eliminate observer bias. This method was based on the
classification system decribed in Sec. III.

Level and group delay fine structures were filtered in the
time domain using an IFFT analysis and then restored to the
frequency domain. The first and second derivatives of the
level and group delay were calculated and used to determine
maxima, minima, and inflection points. Data points at which
the first derivative equaled zero were identified as magnitude
extrema. Thus, a maximum was defined as a data point
where the first derivative equaled zero and the value of the
second derivative was less than zero. A minimum was de-
fined as a data point where the first data point equaled zero
and the value of the second derivative was greater than zero.
Finally, data points where the second derivative equaled zero
were designated as inflection points.

D. Classification of fine-structure shapes of
measured results

In order to strengthen the objectivity of the procedure
described previously for classifying the fine-structure shape,
a set of objective criteria was developed to determine data
points where the first and second derivative curves crossed
zero. An error range of two standard deviations was calcu-
lated for derivatives of both orders. Zero crossings were
identified when either the data or the error bar crossed zero.
In cases of multiple consecutive zero crossings of error bars
only, the first and the last of the series were considered to be
actual zero crossings.

Interpolated data were used for shape determination un-
less there were gaps of 20 Hz or more between adjacent data
points in the original data. These gaps were a result of elimi-
nation of several contiguous data points due to low signal-
to-noise ratio. Interpolation in these cases rendered the data
unreliable in terms of the location of magnitude extrema and
inflection points.

E. Relating fine-structure shape to stimulus
parameters

The application of statistical methods to evaluate the
relationship between different fine-structure shapes and
stimulus parameters was complicated due to the variety of
variable types. The explanatory or independent variables in
this data set were primary levels and primary ratios. While
these can be treated as interval variables, the dependent vari-
able, fine-structure shape is purely nominal or categorical.

Given the nominal nature of the dependent variable, a
generalized polytomous logistic regression model was
deemed appropriate in this case. Generalized logit models,
like ordinary regression models, can contain continuous or
discrete explanatory variables~Agresti, 1990; Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 1989!. Moreover, the dependent variable can
lack any form of ordering. A generalized logit model is stated
as follows:
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p j~xi !5
exp~b j8xi !

(h51
J exp~bh8xi !

, ~8!

where p j (xi) denotes the probability of response (j
51,...,J) at the i th setting of values ofk explanatory vari-
ables,xi5(1,xi1 ,...,xik). The eight predicted fine-structure
shapes~four patterns each for normal and inverted! are asso-
ciated with values ofj 51,...,8.k equals 2 in this data set as
there are two explanatory variables—primary ratio and level.
The first explanatory variable~primary ratio! has 12 settings,
while primary level has 7 settings. The CATMOD procedure
of the statistical software package, SAS, was used to obtain
maximum likelihood estimates for the occurrence of differ-
ent fine-structure shapes for different stimulus parameters.
Primary level, ratio, and an interaction term involving level
and ratio were included in the CATMOD model. The output
of this procedure contained an ANOVA table which was used
to establish statistical significance. Note that the dependent
variable categories were designed to be divided into two
groups with j <4 and j >5 signifying normal and inverted
fine-structure shapes, respectively. This allowed estimation
of maximum likelihood of normal versus inverted fine struc-
ture for different stimulus parameters.

The above model was used to analyze level and group
delay fine-structure shapes independently. In a parallel analy-
sis, the dependent variable was altered to reflect a combina-
tion of level and group delay fine-structure shapes. Combi-
nation of level and group delay shapes resulted in 64
categories.

Fine-structure periods in the frequency range of interest
were assigned nominal center-frequency values in 50-Hz in-
crements. Thus, frequency was treated as an observational
variable. In order to avoid the contaminating effects of win-
dowing, the three central fine-structure periods within the
test-frequency range for each subject were considered.

V. RESULTS

Different fine-structure shapes observed in level and
group-delay data are presented in Figs. 8 and 9. Log-sine,
sawtooth, cusped, and doubled shapes in both normal and
inverted forms were observed for group-delay fine structure,
and all shapes except doubled and inverted-cusped were ob-
served in level fine structure. Each panel in Figs. 8 and 9
represents data from different subjects and stimulus condi-
tions. The line with circular symbols represents either level
~Fig. 8! or group delay~Fig. 9!. The diamond symbols rep-
resent maxima and minima while the inverted triangles rep-
resent inflection points. Lines without symbols are used
when interpolated data are presented.

There were several instances of different fine-structure
shapes for the same stimulus condition for a given subject.
One such example is displayed in Fig. 10. Group delay data
are presented for subject KT for primary levels of 45 dB SPL
and primary ratio of 1.22. Three different fine-structure
shapes~cusped, log-sine, and doubled—from left to right!
are observed. All three shapes are of the normal form in this
case. However, observations of switching between normal

FIG. 8. Examples of different fine-structure shapes for
DPOAE level. DPOAE level is presented with maxima,
minima, and inflection points marked by diamonds and
inverted triangles, respectively. The dashed line repre-
sents group delay under the same stimulus conditions.
Subject and stimulus condition information is included
in each panel. Symbols are not used in panels where
interpolated data are presented. Abscissa and ordinate
ranges are different for each panel.
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and inverted forms were also made within the same stimulus
condition. No systematic patterns of shape combinations or
stimulus conditions were observable.

The shapes of three central fine-structure periods in a
500-Hz frequency range~1500 to 2000: CZ; 1750 to 2250:
KT; 2000 to 2500: AE! were determined for statistical analy-
ses. Generalized logistic regression models were developed
to look at distributions of eight categories of level and group-
delay fine-structure shapes. In addition, the 64 combinations
of level and group-delay fine-structure shape were similarly
investigated. A full model was fit with subject, level, and

ratio as dependent variables along with an interaction term
involving level and ratio. The results of a CATMOD~SAS
Inc., 1999! analysis indicated only level and ratio to be sig-
nificant (p,0.05). A reduced model was fit using these two
dependent variables and a maximum likelihood analysis of
variance was performed. Primary ratio was the only signifi-
cant main effect for both level and group delay fine-structure
shapes. Ratio had a Wald chi-square value of 12.05 (p
,0.05) for level fine-structure and a Wald chi-square value
of 39.33 (p,0.0001) for group-delay fine structure. Neither
ratio nor primary level had a significant main effect on com-
bination fine-structure shapes.

Response frequencies for different fine-structure shapes
for level and group delay out of a total of 660 evaluated
fine-structure periods are presented in Fig. 11. The top panels
display frequency of occurrence of different fine-structure
shapes for different primary levels. Data for level fine struc-
ture are displayed in the left panel, while those for group-
delay fine structure are in the right panel. Similar informa-
tion for different primary ratios is displayed in the bottom
panels. The most prevalent shape in all four panels is normal
log-sine. The discrepancy between this and other shapes is
greater for level fine structure. As was noted in Figs. 8 and 9,
the diversity of patterns is greater for group delay fine struc-
ture. The difference in prevalence between normal log-sine
and other patterns for group delay fine structure are reduced
at narrowf 2 / f 1 ratios.

Given the dominance of the normal log-sine shape, a
subsequent maximum likelihood analysis of variance was

FIG. 9. Examples of different fine-structure shapes for
DPOAE group delay. Group delay is presented with
maxima, minima, and inflection points marked by dia-
monds and inverted triangles, respectively. The dashed
line represents DPOAE level under the same stimulus
conditions. Subject and stimulus condition information
is included in each panel. Symbols are not used in pan-
els where interpolated data is presented. Abscissa and
ordinate ranges are different for each panel.

FIG. 10. Example of different fine-structure shapes generated by the same
stimulus condition in a subject. Interpolated group delay data are presented
from subject KT for primary levels of 45 dB SPL and primary ratio of 1.22.
Normal cusped, log-sine, and doubled fine-structure shapes are observed
from left to right.
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performed on a reduced data set not containing normal log-
sine shapes. The goal was to detect significant effects of
primary ratio or level on fine-structure shapes that were not
normal log-sine. However, the results of this analysis showed
no significant effects of either primary level or ratio on
group-delay or level fine structure.

A count of different fine-structure shapes showed greater
diversity in group-delay fine structure as compared to level
fine structure. Approximately 80% of all level-fine-structure
shapes were log-sine of which only 0.9% were inverted. The
majority of the remaining level shapes were sawtooth. How-
ever, approximately 50% of sawtooth level patterns were in-
verted. Only 7 cusped level patterns were observed out of a
total of 660 fine-structure periods evaluated. No doubled pat-
terns were observed for level fine structure. Group-delay
shape distribution was in sharp contrast with that observed
for level. Patterns were more evenly distributed with only
approximately 50% being long-sine. The proportion of nor-
mal and inverted patterns varied between shape categories
and no consistent pattern was observed.

The use of 64 categories in the combined shape analysis
made it rather complex. However, since no main effects for
either primary level or ratio was observed when all 64 cat-
egories were used in the analysis, the combinations were
reduced to four broad categories. The four combination cat-

egories were level-normal–group-delay-normal, level-
normal–group-delay-inverted, level-inverted–group-delay
normal, and level-inverted–group-delay inverted. A maxi-
mum likelihood analysis of variance revealed ratio to have a
significant main effect~Wald chi-square value of 27.75,p
,0.0001). The response frequencies for this analysis are dis-
played in Fig. 12. Results for different primary levels are
displayed in the left panel, those for different primary ratios
are displayed in the right panel. The two combinations in-
volving normal level fine structure were the most common,
with the combination of normal level and group delay being
the most common. The only exception was at small ratios
( f 2 / f 1<1.14) where the combination of normal level and
inverted group delay had similar prevalence. The two com-
binations involving inverted level fine structure were rarely
observed.

A. Exotic shapes and multiple reflections

In order to verify the model prediction relating the ‘‘ex-
otic’’ fine-structure shapes and multiple reflections in the co-
chlea, a comparative analysis between time- and frequency-
domain results was done. Results of the IFFT analysis were
used as time-domain representations of the frequency do-
main data. A comparison of time-domain results and the cor-

FIG. 11. Number of occurrences of different fine-structure shapes out of a total of 660 fine-structure periods evaluated. The upper panels display the number
of occurrences for level and group-delay fine structure for different primary levels. The lower panels display similar information for different primary ratios.
Normal and inverted shapes are represented by filled and open symbols, respectively. Inverted-cusped and doubled fine-structure shapes were not observed for
DPOAE level.
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responding level or group delay fine structure in the fre-
quency domain for subject WL under different stimulus
conditions is displayed in Fig. 13.

The first two major peaks in the left column of Fig. 13
represent the component from the overlap region and the
initial reflected component from the 2f 12 f 2 tonotopic re-
gion, respectively. These are the major peaks observed in the
top two rows. The corresponding level and group-delay fine
structures are displayed in the right column. Both level and
group delay fine structures are classified as normal log-sine
in the top row (L15L2565 dB SPL; f 2 / f 151.22). While
both level and group delay fine structures are again classified
as log-sine in the second row (L15L2565 dB SPL; f 2 / f 1

51.11), level fine structure is normal and group-delay fine
structure is inverted in this case. Note that, in the time do-
main results, the reflection component is larger in this case
and no additional peaks are observed in time. Both level and
group-delay fine structures are inverted log-sine in the third
row (L15L2545 dB SPL; f 2 / f 151.18). Additional peaks
occurring after the generator and initial reflection compo-
nents can be observed in this case. Finally, both level and
group-delay fine structures are inverted and the shape of
level fine structure is classified as sawtooth in the last row
(L15L2565 dB SPL;f 2 / f 151.34). Additional peaks in the
time domain are observed in this case as well. Note the cor-
respondence between the observation of longer-latency peaks
~.15 ms! and ‘‘exotic’’ fine-structure shapes.

B. Summary

In our analysis of 660 fine-structure periods, predicted
‘‘exotic’’ patterns in both normal and inverted forms were
observed. Level fine structure was predominantly log-sine,
while group delay fine structure exhibited more varied pat-
terns. While all predicted shapes were observed in group
delay fine structure, doubled and inverted-cusped shapes
were not observed in level fine structure. Primary ratio had a
significant main effect on fine-structure shape. However, this
effect was not significant when normal log-sine shapes were
excluded from the data set. The combination of normal level

and group delay fine structure constituted the majority of fine
structure shapes at most ratios. However, the combination of
normal level and inverted group delay fine structure was
equally prevalent at lowf 2 / f 1 ratios. Finally, simultaneous
examination of time and frequency domain results revealed a
correspondence between the occurrence of multiple peaks
and exotic fine-structure shapes.

VI. DISCUSSION

Several ‘‘exotic’’ and previously unreported fine-
structure patterns for DPOAE level and group delay are pre-
dicted when multiple internal reflections are incorporated
into a classic two-source interference model of DPOAEs. All
but one of the predicted fine-structure patterns were observed
in our analysis of 660 fine-structure periods recorded from
four subjects. The fine-structure pattern classified as ‘‘normal
log-sine’’ here has been the only one reported in published
literature. The shapes observed in this data set deviate from
those in previous reports with respect to inversion and exis-
tence of ‘‘sawtooth,’’ ‘‘doubled,’’ and ‘‘cusped’’ shapes. In-
version of group delay fine structure in the context of log-
sine shape is discussed first, and is followed by a detailed
treatment of other shapes and their inverted forms.

Inversion of log-sine group-delay fine structure is pre-
dicted whenuR1u.1. Recall thatR1 is the product ofRd and
Ra . uRdu is predicted to be greater than 1 at narrowf 2 / f 1

ratios ~,1.11! ~Talmadgeet al., 1998; Knight and Kemp,
1999!, thereby increasing the likelihood ofuR1u being greater
than 1 at these ratios. In physical terms,Rd can be related to
the ratio of energy moving apically versus basally from the
overlap region on the basilar membrane. Thus, a value of
uRdu.1 simply implies that the fraction of DPOAE energy
traveling apically is greater than that propagating basally
from the overlap region.Ra refers to the apical reflectance
that is responsible for reflecting the apical-moving energy
towards the base of the cochlea. Thus, the magnitude of the
initial reflection component is determined by the product of
Rd and Ra . When uRdu is greater than 1 at narrowf 2 / f 1

ratios it increases the likelihood of the reflection component

FIG. 12. Number of occurrences of fine-structure-shape combinations for level and group-delay fine structure. Four groups of combinations were formed
based on normal or inverted shapes of level and group-delay fine structure. Data for different primary levels and ratios are displayed in the left and right
panels, respectively.
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being larger than the generator component as recorded in the
ear canal. Group-delay fine structure is expected to be in-
verted when the reflection component is larger than the gen-
erator component~Talmadgeet al., 1999!. Indeed, this com-
bination of inverted group-delay and normal level fine
structure is observed more often atf 2 / f 1 ratios lower than
approximately 1.14~see Fig. 12!. This fact is in consonance
with the previously published observation that the reflection
component is larger than the generator component at low
f 2 / f 1 ratios~Talmadgeet al., 1999; Knight and Kemp, 1999,

2000, 2001!. Note that multiple internal reflections are not
needed for the occurrence of this pattern. This is evident in
the second row of Fig. 13 where group-delay fine structure is
inverted and the reflection component is larger than the gen-
erator component~as seen in the time-domain data!. Multiple
reflections in the form of additional peaks in the time domain
are not observed in this case.

Given the above results, one would predict that this pat-
tern should be observed at highf 2 / f 1 ratios as well since
uRau may be large andRd'1 at these ratios. The magnitude

FIG. 13. Comparison of results in times and frequency domains for different stimulus conditions from one subject. Time domain results are displayed in the
left column. Level~solid line! and group-delay~broken line! fine structures are displayed in the right column. While two principal peaks in time, presumably
from the generator and the initial reflected components~marked by arrows!, are seen in the two top rows, additional peaks beyond 15 ms are observed in the
bottom two rows. Note the changes in fine-structure shape in the right column of the bottom two rows.
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of the apical reflectanceuRau is expected to tend to be high
for high f 2 / f 1 ratios as the 2f 12 f 2 tonotopic place moves
further away from the peak regions of the excitation patterns
of the primaries and the suppressive effects of the primaries
on Ra are reduced. However, asuRau becomes larger, so must
uR2u since it is the product ofuRau anduRbu ~recall thatRb is
the basal reflectance!. High uR2u can be produced by large
values of eitheruRau or uRbu, or both.uRbu, the magnitude of
the basal reflectance at the junction of the cochlea and the
middle ear, is independent of the primary frequency ratio or
levels, but depends onf dp . Simply stated,uRbu is at its low-
est at DP frequencies most conducive to reverse transmission
of energy from the cochlea through the middle ear. Our cur-
rent two-source interference model incorporates a simple
model of the middle ear where the tympanic membrane is
treated as a single piston with a fixed incudo-stapedial joint.
Given these simplifications, Talmadgeet al. ~1998! have de-
rived the behavior ofRb with respect to frequency. The
model predictsuRbu to be minimum at middle ear resonance
which turns out to be between 1000 and 1500 Hz. It should
be noted that the low-frequency slope ofuRbu is steeper and
perhaps more importantly the value ofuRbu can be quite large
@0.92<uRbu<1 over all frequencies for the mode of Tal-
madgeet al. ~1998!#. Such values ofuRbu would result in a
majority of the basal energy in the cochlea being reflected
back towards the apex and a small portion being transmitted
to the ear canal. This is consistent with observations that the
level of the 2f 12 f 2 DPOAE is approximately 30 dB higher
in the cochlea than in the ear canal~Zwicker and Harris,
1990; Puria and Rosowski, 1996!.

The predictions foruRbu in the simplified middle ear
model used in our model of DPOAEs are consistent with
reports of reverse middle ear transmission in humans. Al-
though reverse transmission of the middle ear is more diffi-
cult to study and consequently not as frequently studied as
forward transmission, Puria and Rosowski~1996! found a
peak around middle ear resonance~'1000 Hz! and a low-
pass function between 1000 and 4000 Hz. Thus, it can be
argued that larger variations ofuR2u would have to be due to
variations ofuRau which is expected to vary with frequency
~Talmadgeet al., 1998; Talmadgeet al., 2000!.

SinceuRau tends to be high at widef 2 / f 1 ratios and low
primary levels,uR2u is expected to be high also. In physical
terms, high values ofuR2u imply high values of both apical
and basal reflectances resulting in multiple internal reflec-
tions. Such additional components are observed at large
f 2 / f 1 ratios with latencies greater than that of the initial
reflection component~see two bottom panels of Fig. 13!.
Although significant correlation between stimulus param-
eters and these multiple reflections could not be established,
they were observed at highf 2 / f 1 ratios and low primary
levels. The lack of significant correlation between stimulus
parameters and occurrence of ‘‘exotic’’ fine-structure patterns
~and multiple reflections by deduction! could be due to the
relative paucity of such observations in the data set. Several
conditions have to be met for these multiple reflections to
occur and all these conditions were obviously not frequently
present in the current data set.

The presence of such additional components has been

postulated in cochlear models~Zweig and Shera, 1995; Tal-
madgeet al., 1998!. These internal reflections are also nec-
essary for the generation of spontaneous otoacoustic emis-
sions, fine structure in transient and stimulus frequency
emissions, and threshold microstructure~Talmadgeet al.,
1998!. Evidence for them has also been seen in time domain
measurements of DPOAEs~Talmadgeet al., 1999!. Stover
et al. ~1996! observed multiple peaks in the time domain
when they applied an inverse FFT to their fixed-f 2 data.
Consistent with observations made in this data set, higher
latency peaks emerged for lower stimulus levels. Stover
et al. ~1996! proposed the presence of ‘‘one~or two! sources
and multiple reflections between this~these! and the bound-
aries of the cochlea’’ as one of three possible mechanisms
responsible for the generation of these additional peaks. Af-
ter a detailed analysis of the three mechanisms, they pro-
posed that the presence of multiple sources inside the co-
chlea was the most likely causative agent. The lack of a
constant temporal relationship between the additional peaks
was one of the reasons for rejecting multiple internal reflec-
tions as a probable mechanism. The lack of a constant tem-
poral relationship between peaks could be a result of their
use of a fixed-f 2 paradigm. As one primary is fixed and the
other varied in frequency, the distance between the generator
and the 2f 12 f 2 tonotopic regions, and that between the
2 f 12 f 2 region and the base of the cochlea, are altered si-
multaneously. This negates the approximate phase constancy
of the generator component, thereby making the interpreta-
tion of IFFT data more ambiguous. These latency relation-
ships are easier to interpret in a fixed-ratio paradigm. An-
other issue that confounded Stoveret al. ~1996! was ‘‘why
progressively later occurring reflections become dominant as
~stimulus! level is decreased.’’ It can be argued that as stimu-
lus level decreases,uRau becomes larger as there is less sup-
pression from the primaries. Additionally the gain of the co-
chlear amplifier around the DP tonotopic region could also
be higher as the magnitude of the apical-moving energy
reaching the DP tonotopic region is reduced. A higher value
of uRau would result in increased magnitude of the reflection
component for a givenuRdu. Although we did not observe
any instances where the amplitudes of secondary reflection
components were larger than the generation or initial reflec-
tion component, such an observation would only point to-
wards the inherent complexity of the DPOAE generation
process. A detailed understanding of the dependence ofuRau
on stimulus level needs to be developed in order to fully
appreciate the complexity of multiple internal reflections in
the cochlea. It should be noted that in a later publication by
the same group, the multiple peaks from an IFFT analysis
were attributed to multiple internal reflections~Konrad-
Martin et al., 2001!.

The presence of non-log-sine fine structures lends cre-
dence to the presence of multiple internal reflections as their
observation demonstrates the significance of the contribution
of these reflections to the signal in the frequency domain.
Again, this is not unique to DPOAEs. Alterations in
frequency-domain waveforms are seen when a broadband
noise is added to itself after a specific time delay. The spe-
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cific shape of the waveform is heavily dependent on the
number of iterations of the original noise source added to the
final signal. Such a signal is referred to as ‘‘iterated ripple
noise’’ ~Yost, 1996; Yostet al., 1998! and exhibits a shape
much like the inverted log-sine fine structure observed here.

Our model correctly predicts the occurrence of different
fine-structure shapes for both group delay and level fine
structures. The inverted cusped shape for level fine structure
is the only shape-category predicted by the model that was
not observed in the data set. Finally, we demonstrated a cor-
respondence between the occurrence of these ‘‘exotic’’ pat-
terns and the presence of multiple internal reflections using
an IFFT analysis. These results show that a detailed model of
DPOAEs should indeed include multiple internal reflections.
The complexity of the predictions of such a model is also
apparent from these data. While we have presented convinc-
ing evidence in support of the presence of multiple reflec-
tions, this phenomenon still needs to be investigated directly
in the time domain.
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Previously a third-order polynomial equation characterizing mechano-electric transduction was
obtained from a nonlinear system identification procedure applied to an ear canal acoustic signal and
cochlear microphonic~CM/AC!. In this paper, we examine the influence of the linearity and
frequency response of the intervening middle ear on the nonlinearity, frequency response, and
coherence of the third-order polynomial model of mechano-electric transduction~MET!. Ear canal
sound pressure~AC!, cochlear microphonics~CM!, and stapes velocity~SV! were simultaneously
recorded from Mongolian gerbils. Linear and nonlinear transfer and coherence functions relating
stapes velocity to the acoustic signal~SV/AC!, CM to the acoustic signal~CM/AC!, and CM to the
stapes velocity~CM/SV! were computed. The results showed that SV/AC was linear while CM/AC
and CM/SV were not, indicating that the nonlinearity of CM/AC was not due to nonlinearity of the
middle ear. The frequency response of the linear term of CM/AC was similar to that of ST/AC but
differed from that of CM/SV while the cubic term of CM/AC was similar to that of CM/SV. This
indicates that the frequency dependence of CM/AC was due to both the middle ear and frequency
dependence of the inner ear. Finally the fit of the polynomial model of MET without the middle ear
~CM/SV! did not improve from the fit including the middle ear~CM/AC!. A cochlear model of the
CM indicated that the lack of improvement was due to the limitations of a third-order polynomial
equation characterizing the hair cell transducer function. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1514936#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Ha, 43.64.Ld@LHC#

I. INTRODUCTION

Mechano-electric transduction~MET! in the cochlea is a
nonlinear process in which mechanical movement of the co-
chlear partition is changed into electrical signals via deflec-
tion of the hair-cell stereocilia and opening and closing ion
channels located within or in the vicinity of the stereocilia
~Hudspeth, 1982!. A functional description of MET can be
obtainedin vivo from the cochlear microphonic~CM!, a far-
field electric potential generated from the spatial summation
of the hair cell receptor currents, recorded at the round win-
dow using pure tones~Patuzziet al., 1989; Patuzzi, 1987;
Dallos, 1985; Dalloset al., 1972; Nieder and Nieder, 1971!,
or from an engineering-based nonlinear systems identifica-
tion technique~Chertoff et al., 2000, 1997, 1996!. The non-
linear systems identification~NLID ! procedure provides a
third-order polynomial model of MET. Physiologic indices
including slope, root or operating point, maxima, minima,
and saturation sound pressure levels at maxima (SPLmax) and
minima (SPLmin) can be derived from mathematical manipu-
lation of the model. These indices are sensitive and specific
to changes in cochlear transduction due to cochlear pathol-
ogy ~Bian and Chertoff, 2001, 1998!.

In the previous studies characterizing MET, the param-
eters of the third-order polynomial equation were obtained
from the relation between the input acoustic sound pressure

~AC! measured at the tympanic membrane and CM mea-
sured at the round window. The results showed that the poly-
nomial coefficients were frequency dependent and accounted
for approximately 90% of the CM to AC input–output rela-
tion. Previously, it was unknown whether the frequency de-
pendence of the coefficients and the fit of the polynomial
were due to the middle ear~ME! that intervenes between the
acoustic and CM measurement location, or inner ear mecha-
nisms. Moreover, the NLID procedure used to obtain the
polynomial equation assumed a system organized as a non-
linear system followed by a linear system~nonlinear–linear
system! ~Bendat and Piersal, 1993; Bendat and Palo, 1990!.

Many studies of the middle ear show that the middle ear,
on the whole, acts as a band-pass filter, although the filter’s
parameters such as cutoff frequency and slope differ among
species~Teohet al., 1997; Rosowski, 1994; Price and Kalb,
1991; Pickles, 1988; Zwislocki, 1975; Nuttall, 1974; Price
1974; Dallos, 1973; Guinanet al., 1967!. Without the activa-
tion of the middle ear muscles, it has been shown that the
middle ear behaves as a linear system~Guinanet al., 1967!
and therefore the middle ear and cochlea together are as-
sumed to act as a linear system followed by a nonlinear
system~linear–nonlinear system!. Thus the nonlinear–linear
system assumed in the NLID procedure characterizing MET
does not truly represent the anatomic linear–nonlinear sys-
tem and may have lead to inaccuracies of the polynomial
model and limited fit of the equation~Bian and Chertoff,
2001, 1998; Chertoffet al., 1997, 1996!. This possibility is
illustrated in the following simulation of a linear system fol-

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
cchoi@kumc.edu
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lowed by a nonlinear system. Figure 1 represents a diagram
of the linear–nonlinear system wherex( f ) is the input,g( f )
is the output of a linear filter,y( f ) is the output of the
nonlinear system, andn( f ) is an extraneous noise uncorre-
lated withg( f ) andy( f ). The linear filter is modeled as two
band-pass filters and the nonlinear system is represented by a
polynomial equation. The input is Gaussian noise with a
standard deviation of 1 and mean of 0. The two band-pass
filter linear system is a band-pass filter between 100 Hz–4
kHz and 4 kHz–10 kHz for simulating the CM/AC transfer
function of gerbils with the bulla open shown in the previous
study~Chertoffet al., 1997!. The output of the filter is sent to
a third-order polynomial nonlinearity with arbitrary coeffi-
cients (A150.5, A250.02, andA350.35) to produce the
outputy( f ). Application of the NLSI technique to data mea-
sured atx( f ), g( f ), andy( f ) yields the predictedA coef-
ficients of the polynomial equation.

Panels~A!, ~B!, and~C! of Fig. 2 show the estimates of
the coefficients based on the NLID analysis relating the input
signal,x, to the nonlinear output,y (y/x, solid lines! as well
as relating the output of the linear filter,g, to the nonlinear
output,y (y/g, dotted lines!. The coefficients estimating the
nonlinearity were not correct iny/x ~including the linear
filter!. TheA coefficients computed fromy/x were very dif-
ferent from the coefficients (A150.5, A250.02, andA3

50.35) used to produce the output whereas theA coeffi-
cients computed fromy/g ~excluding the linear filter! were
correct. Furthermore, theA coefficient, especially,A1 of y/x
was dependent on frequency whereas theA1 coefficient com-
puted fromy/g was not dependent on frequency. The fre-
quency dependence ofy/x was due to the linear filter and not
due to any inherent frequency dependence in the polynomial
equation. Panel~D! of Fig. 2 shows the total coherence. The
total coherence, the sum of linear, quadratic, and cubic co-
herence functions, provides a measure of ‘‘goodness of fit’’
of the third-order polynomial equation as a function of fre-
quency~Chertoff et al., 1996!. The total coherence ofy/g
was one whereas that ofy/x ranged 0.7 to 0.92. When the
linear filter was excluded, the total coherence was signifi-
cantly improved.

The results of this simulation suggest that it is necessary
to determine the influence of the ME on both the fit and
frequency dependence of the polynomial model of MET de-

FIG. 1. Diagram of a linear–nonlinear system with a linear filter followed
by a nonlinear system wherex( f ) is an input acoustic signal,g( f ) is an
output of a linear filter,y( f ) is an output of the nonlinear system, andn( f )
is an extraneous noise uncorrelated withg( f ) andy( f ).

FIG. 2. Comparison of the linear (A1) and nonlinear
(A2 ,A3) coefficients of a polynomial equation and total
coherence function computed from the acoustic signal
to the CM (y/x, solid lines! and from the output of the
ME filter to the CM (y/g, dotted lines!. Panel ~A!
shows the linear coefficient (A1) betweeny/x andy/g.
Panel~B! shows the quadratic coefficient (A2) between
y/x andy/g. Panel~C! shows the cubic coefficient be-
tweeny/x andy/g. Panel~D! shows the total coherence
function betweeny/x andy/g.
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scribed earlier by Chertoffet al. ~1997, 1996!. This study has
three distinctive purposes. The first purpose was to determine
if the nonlinear terms characterizing MET in the previous
studies was due to the ME or the inner ear. The second
purpose was to determine if the frequency dependence of the
linear and nonlinear terms was due to the frequency response
of the middle ear. The final purpose was to determine
whether the total coherence of the polynomial model of MET
was improved when the ME was excluded as in the simula-
tion.

II. METHODS

A. Animal preparation

Animal preparation and experimental procedure were
very similar to those presented previously by Chertoffet al.
~1997! and Bian and Chertoff~1998! except using a laser for
the measurement of the stapes vibration. Mongolian gerbils
were used as subjects because of the ease of surgical ap-
proach to the cochlea, similar low frequency hearing thresh-
olds to humans, and a huge normative data base in the lab.
Weights of 10 gerbils used in the experiment ranged from 48
to 61 grams. The experimental procedures were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Uni-
versity of Kansas Medical Center.

The gerbils were initially sedated with pentobarbital~64
mg/kg! and subsequently maintained with injections of 1/3
of the initial dose given every hour. Under pentobarbital an-
esthesia the middle ear reflex is inactive, rendering the
middle ear to be linear~Schmiedt and Zwislocki, 1977!. A
rectal thermometer was used to monitor the body tempera-
ture of the gerbils, which remained constant at 37 °C with a
heating pad~Harvard!. With removal of the left pinna and the
surrounding skin and muscle, the postauricular aspect of the
bulla was surgically opened and remained opened during the
entire experiment. A ball-tip silver wire electrode insulated
by #31 polymide tubing~Micro ML ! was placed on the
round window and glued~cyanoacrylate ester! to the sur-
rounding bone. In addition, a cotton wick was used to absorb
the fluid condensation at the round window niche. Com-
pound action potential~CAP! thresholds elicited by 1, 2, 4,
8, and 16 kHz tone bursts were obtained with visual detec-
tion of N1 on a digital storage oscilloscope~Hitachi VC-
6045A!. The CAP thresholds for the gerbils were within the
normal range of hearing, below 25 dB SPL across the whole
frequency range, with the exception of one gerbil excluded
in the data analysis because of the abnormal hearing thresh-
old ~above 25 dB SPL!.

B. Signal delivery

Tone bursts and Gaussian noises were created in an ar-
ray processor~AP2, Tucker-Davis Technology! and con-
verted from digital to analog with a sampling frequency of
65, 536 Hz ~DA2, Tucker-Davis Technology!. Through a
headphone buffer~HB6, Tucker-Davis Technology! which
was coupled to a tube sealed to the bony external ear canal,
the analog signals were passed to am-metal incased head-
phone~Etymotic ER-2! designed to reduce electromagnetic
artifact. A calibrated probe microphone~Etymotic ER-7C!

sealed at the end of the tube was placed approximately 5 mm
from the umbo of the tympanic membrane in order to moni-
tor signal level and spectrum.

Tone bursts were 2 ms in duration and windowed with a
1-ms cos2 ramp to elicit CAP. Gaussian noise was 250 ms in
duration and windowed with a 5-ms cos2 ramp to evoke CM
responses. Tone bursts were attenuated in 5 dB steps until a
CAP threshold~50% visually detectable level! was found.
Gaussian noise was presented at 78, 88, and 98 dB SPL in
random order and equalized with a bandwidth from 0.1 to
10.24 kHz using an inverse filter method developed by
Chertoff et al. ~1996!.

C. Data acquisition

The ear canal sound pressure, the CM, and stapes veloc-
ity were recorded simultaneously. The acoustic signal was
band-pass filtered between 3 Hz–30 kHz~12 dB/octave! and
amplified 100, 50, and 10 times for three signal levels of 78,
88, and 98 dB SPL, respectively, through one channel of a
low-noise preamplifier~Stanford SR560!. The CM responses
were recorded from an electrode placed on the round win-
dow and a needle electrode inserted into the neck as ground.
The signals initially were band-pass filtered between 3
Hz–30 kHz, amplified 500 times through a preamplifier
~Stanford SR560!, and subsequently low-pass filtered at 16
kHz ~54 dB/octave! through one channel of a dual filter and
amplified 10 times~Stewart VBF 10M!. Stapes velocity was
measured with a laser Doppler vibrometer~LDV, Polytec
HLV 1000! focused on the stapes footplate. Silver ink was
used to mark the stapes footplate during the experiment. The
output of LDV was low-pass filtered at 30 kHz and set to an
output range of 25 mm/s/V. The signal was low-pass filtered
at 16 kHz through another channel of the dual filter and
amplified 100 times~Stewart VBF 10M!. Finally, all signals
were digitalized at sampling frequency of 65, 536 Hz~AD2,
Tucker-Davis Technology!.

D. Data analysis

The microphone output in the ear canal, and the CM and
stapes responses were simultaneously recorded and saved to
disk. Input and output responses were obtained for twenty
Gaussian noise sequences. Auto and cross spectra were com-
puted on 1024 point segments from a time-history record of
8192 points that were windowed with a Hanning window,
with 50% overlapping to recover the energy leakage in the
spectrum~Bendat and Piersol, 1986!. The magnitude of the
linear system transfer functions resulted from the ratio of the
cross-spectral density to the input autospectral density func-
tions. Spectral estimates were obtained by averaging the
spectra across 8 subrecords per record resulting in a total of
160 averages. In this study, the different combinations of
input and output signals resulted in the following transfer
functions: the frequency response function of the middle ear
~SV/AC transfer function!, computed from the ratio of the
cross-spectral density of the stapes velocity~SV! and the
acoustic signal~AC! to the input auto-spectral density, the
frequency response function of the CM including the middle
ear effect~CM/AC transfer function!, obtained from the ratio
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of the cross-spectral density of the CM and the acoustic sig-
nal to the input auto-spectral density, and the frequency re-
sponse function of the CM excluding the ME effect~CM/SV
transfer function!, computed from the ratio of the cross-
spectral density of the CM and the stapes velocity to the
input auto-spectral density. The CM/AC and CM/SV transfer
functions represent the optimal linear description of MET
with and without including the ME, respectively. The non-
linear frequency response functions representing the polyno-
mial model of MET (A1 , A2 , andA3) and coherence func-
tion were obtained from the uncorrelated cross- and input
auto-spectral density functions~Bendat, 1990; Bendat and
Palo, 1990; Bendat and Piersol, 1993, 1986!.

E. Statistics

The amplitude of the SV/AC, CM/AC, and CM/SV
transfer functions was statistically analyzed across signal
levels. Significant differences between means of the transfer
functions in signal level were tested by a within group re-
peated measure analysis of variance~ANOVA ! ~SPSS 11.0
for Windows!. Statistical significance was determined by the
probability of less than 0.05. When a level main effect was
shown, apost hoctest~Scheffe test! was performed to deter-

mine significant differences among each means of the three
signal levels. Stepwise regression, a statistical method to de-
termine what independent variables should be included in the
regression equation based on the highest partial correlation,
was fitted to the CM/SV transfer function to determine the
frequency dependency of the CM/SV function~Norusis,
1990!.

III. RESULTS

A. The ME transfer function

The system transfer functions and the corresponding lin-
ear coherence functions for the different Gaussian noise lev-
els of 78 dB, 88 dB, and 98 dB SPL are shown in Fig. 3.
These mean data were obtained from ten animals. The mag-
nitude of the SV/AC transfer function@panel~A!# reaches a
maximum at approximately 2 kHz followed by a minimum at
around 5.5 kHz, and slowly rolls off above 6.7 kHz. The
magnitude varies from 0.05 mm/s/Pa to 0.32 mm/s/Pa ac-
cording to frequency. Even though a slight difference is no-
ticeable at approximately 2 kHz, it is not significant in the
SV/AC transfer function between the signal levels. In panel
~B!, the linear coherence of SV/AC is close to 1.00 except
for frequencies below 500 Hz indicating linearity of the

FIG. 3. Panel~A! shows the SV/AC transfer function at
three signal levels~78, 88, and 98 dB SPL! and panel
~B! is the SV/AC linear coherence function. Panel~C!
shows the CM/AC transfer function at three signal lev-
els ~78, 88, and 98 dB SPL!. Panel~D! is the CM/AC
linear coherence function.
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middle ear transfer function. The linear coherence for 78 dB
is approximately 0.95 and the values for 88 and 98 dB SPL,
ranged from 0.97 to 0.98, slightly higher than that of 78 dB
SPL. There are no significant differences between the linear
coherences across signal level and frequency.

B. Linear characterization of MET „CMÕAC and CM Õ
SV…

The shape of the CM/AC transfer function@panel~C!# is
very similar to the SV/AC transfer function. For all signal
levels, the shape of the transfer function displays a maximum
at around 2 kHz, followed by a minimum at 5.5 kHz, and a
roll off above 6.7 kHz. There is a significant difference be-
tween the mean gain across the signal levels (p,0.01) indi-
cating the transfer function was dependent upon signal level.
Post hocanalysis indicates that the magnitudes are signifi-
cantly reduced as the signal level increases. In panel~D!, the
linear coherence of CM/AC varies with signal level and fre-
quency with a notch at around 5.5 kHz appearing for the
higher levels. The average linear coherence across frequency
is largest for 78 dB SPL, followed by 88 dB SPL and 98 dB
SPL, respectively.

Panels~A!, ~B!, and ~C! of Fig. 4 shows the CM/SV
transfer function for all animals and the mean data at each
level. The magnitude of the CM/SV transfer function varies
among gerbils, but the shape of the transfer function has a
similar pattern. The shape is ‘‘bandpass’’ with notches at 1
kHz and 2.5 kHz at 78 dB SPL. Stepwise regressions were
used to fit polynomial equations to the CM/SV transfer func-
tion data for each subject to determine frequency dependence
of the CM/SV function. The stepwise regression analysis
showed a significant improvement in the change inr 2 for
each subject when quadratic and cubic terms were added to
the regression model. The increasedr 2 with the increased
terms of the polynomial equation strongly indicates that the
CM/SV transfer function is frequency dependent even
though the ME frequency response is removed. As the signal
level increases, the frequency responses become flatter. The
average gain collapsed across frequency significantly differs
among signal levels (p,0.01) andpost hocanalysis indi-
cates that when signal level increases, the amplitude of the
transfer function decreases.

The intersubject variability and the mean of the linear
coherence of CM/SV are shown in panels~D!, ~E!, and~F! of
Fig. 4. The linear CM/SV coherence function is similar to

FIG. 4. All subjects and mean data of the CM/SV trans-
fer function at 78 dB SPL@panel ~A!#, 88 dB SPL
@panel ~B!#, and 98 dB SPL@panel ~C!#. All subjects
and mean data of the CM/SV linear coherence function
at 78 dB SPL@panel~D!#, 88 dB SPL@panel~E!#, and
98 dB SPL@panel~F!#.
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that of the CM/AC showing a decreasing trend in linearity
with increasing signal level. This indicates that with increas-
ing signal level the optimal linear transfer function~CM/AC
and CM/SV! becomes poor in describing MET.

C. Polynomial characterization of MET „A coefficients …

The ‘‘A’’ coefficients, the parameters of the third-order
polynomial equation describing cochlear MET, were derived
from the NLID procedure for the three signal levels~Chert-
off et al., 1996!. Figure 5 illustrates the magnitudes of the
‘‘ A’’ coefficients characterizing MET using stapes velocity as
the input and the CM as the output. TheA1 , A2 , and A3

coefficients are largest at 78 dB SPL, followed by 88 dB SPL
and 98 dB SPL, respectively, across frequency.

The average linear, quadratic, and cubic coherence func-
tions of the CM/SV for three signal levels are displayed as a
function of frequency in panels~D!, ~E!, and ~F! of Fig. 5.
These functions indicate the contribution of each term of the
third-order polynomial function characterizing cochlear

MET. The linear coherence function@panel ~D!# explained
approximately 80% to 90% of the third-order polynomial
function at the three signal levels. The quadratic coherence
function @panel~E!# accounted for less than 1% of the poly-
nomial function at the three signal levels across frequency,
except in the low frequency where it accounted for 3% to
20% of the output. Panel~F! illustrates the cubic coherence
function of three signal levels. The cubic coherence values
reach to 9%, 6%, and 2% for 98, 88, 78 dB SPL, respec-
tively, indicating that adding the cubic term in describing
MET is more important for higher signal levels. Table I
shows the averages~mean computed across frequency and
animal! and the standard deviations of the three coherences
and total coherence for the three signal levels. Relative to the
mean of the coherence, the variability of the linear coherence
is smallest followed by the cubic coherence and the variabil-
ity of quadratic coherence is largest.

The A coefficients, especially,A1 and A3 , of each ani-
mal for the three signal levels were compared between

FIG. 5. Magnitude of the linear@A1 ,
panel~A!#, quadratic@A2 , panel~B!#,
and cubic@A3 , panel ~C!# terms and
the coherence of the linear@panel~D!#,
quadratic@panel~E!#, and cubic@panel
~F!# terms of the CM/SV transfer func-
tion for three signal levels.
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CM/AC and CM/SV to determine if the frequency depen-
dency of the coefficients changed after eliminating the ME.
Because of the low coherence, the quadratic term (A2) was
not meaningful in characterizing MET and thereforeA2 was
not included. Figure 6 shows the comparison of theA1 and
A3 coefficients. The coefficients were standardized~Z score!
by subtracting the mean magnitude computed across fre-
quency from the magnitude at each frequency and dividing
by the standard deviation across frequency. Standardization
was required because of the different scales of theA1 andA3

terms. The figure illustrates that although the shape of theA1

of CM/AC differs from CM/SV, it is still frequency depen-
dent @panels~A!, ~B!, and ~C!#. The A3 coefficients@panels
~D!, ~E!, and~F!# from CM/SV are also frequency dependent

but in contrast to theA1 coefficient, their frequency depen-
dence is similar toA3 from CM/AC.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. The middle ear transfer function

The first purpose of this study was to determine if the
polynomial terms required to characterize MET in previous
studies were due to the middle ear~SV/AC!. The similarity
of the SV/AC transfer function across signal level indicates
that stapes velocity is linearily related to sound pressure at
the tympanic membrane. The linearity of the middle ear was
affirmed by the linear coherence function ranging to 0.98 at
98 dB SPL. This indicates that no additional nonlinear terms
are required to characterize the ME. These results are similar
to those of others who showed linearity of the middle ear
transfer function with the acoustic reflex inactivated over a
large range of signal levels in various animals~Lynch et al.,
1994; Wilson and Johnstone, 1975; Guinan and Peake, 1967;
Møller, 1963!. The linearity of the SV/AC transfer function
indicates that the polynomial terms characterizing MET in
previous work are not due to the ME.

The average magnitude~0.02 to 0.3 mm/s/Pa! of the
middle ear transfer function in our study is very similar to
that ~0.01 to 0.3 mm/s/Pa! estimated visually from the graph
shown by Rosowskiet al. ~1999!. In addition, the frequency
dependence found in our study is very similar to their work.
A slight difference in location of the resonant and antireso-
nant frequencies between the two studies exists but this may
be due to the size of the hole in the bulla used for recording
and reflective beads on the footplate of the stapes in the
Rosowskiet al.study. The average magnitude and frequency
dependence of the middle ear transfer function found in our
study are not consistent with the work by Overstreet III and
Ruggero~2002! who reported a mean stapes velocity of 0.34
mm/s/Pa which was approximately constant in the 1–40 kHz
frequency range. The inconsistent results may be due to the
stimulus and the frequency resolution used in each study.
Our study used Gaussian noise and a frequency resolution of
64 Hz in the 1–10 kHz frequency range while Overstreet III
and Ruggero~2002! used tones and a frequency resolution of
500 or 1000 Hz in the 1–40 kHz range.

B. Level dependence of the polynomial coefficients

The magnitude of the polynomial terms changed as a
function of signal level. When signal level increased, the
magnitude of the terms decreased. These results are consis-
tent with the previous studies investigating the relation be-
tween CM amplitude and sound pressure at the TM~Bian
and Chertoff, 1998; Chertoffet al., 1997, 1996; Kohllo¨ffel,

FIG. 6. Comparison in theA1 between CM/AC and CM/SV for each subject
for 78 dB SPL@panel~A!#, 88 dB SPL@panel~B!#, and 98 dB SPL@panel
~C!#, respectively, and theA3 between CM/AC and CM/SV for 78 dB SPL
@panel~D!#, 88 dB SPL@panel~E!#, and 98 dB SPL@panel~F!#, respectively.

TABLE I. Average and standard deviation of the linear, quadratic, cubic, and total coherence functions.

Levels

Linear Quadratic Cubic Total

Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD

78 dB 0.8619 0.1517 0.0096 0.0411 0.0069 0.0063 0.8784 0.1172
88 dB 0.8431 0.1496 0.0052 0.0185 0.0238 0.016 0.872 0.1235
98 dB 0.7725 0.1602 0.0025 0.0035 0.0488 0.0294 0.8239 0.1308
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1971! and may reflect the saturation of hair cell receptor
currents during hair-cell transduction~Chertoff et al., 1996;
Patuzzi, 1995!. Basically, acoustical signals result in the dis-
placement of the cochlear partition, which in turn moves
stereocilia, opening hair cell transduction channels and pro-
ducing hair cell current. When stereocilia displacement in-
creases, more hair-cell channels are opened, producing an
increase in the current flow until a maximum is reached. As
signal level increases further no additional current is pro-
duced. Therefore, even though the input increases the output
does not increase proportionally, causing the ratio of CM to
stapes velocity and the polynomial coefficients to decrease.

Saturation is also shown by the coherence of each of the
polynomial terms. The coherence quantifies the contribution
of each term of the model of MET relative to the total output.
If the coherence of a term changes, then the contribution of
that term to describing the output changes independent of the
size of the coefficient. In this study the linear coherence de-
creased and the cubic coherence increased as signal level
increased. This indicates that the linear term contributes less
to explaining the input–output relation whereas the cubic
term contributes more at high signal levels. As shown by
Chertoffet al. ~1996! the cubic term of a third-order polyno-
mial with a sign opposite to the linear term, creates a sigmoi-
dal MET function that reaches a maximum and a minimum.
The maximum and minimum points of the function represent
the saturation of hair-cell currents when ion channels are
fully open or completely closed. At low signal levels, the
input is within the linear operating range of the hair cell and
consequently the linear coherence is large and the cubic co-
herence is small. At high signal levels, the currents produced
by the hair cell begin to saturate. Therefore, because the
cubic term is necessary for creating a sigmodal function its
contribution to the polynomial model of MET increases to
account for the saturation of hair cell receptor currents.

It is interesting to note that the cubic coherence in-
creased with signal level whereas the quadratic coherence
did not. These results indicate that the odd order term is more
important than the even-order term in characterizing MET.
This suggests that MET~as recorded by a round window
electrode! is symmetrical with respect to the direction of the
basilar membrane displacement. That is, hair-cell receptor
currents are modified equally when basilar membrane dis-
places toward scala vestibuli or scala tympani. This is con-
sistent with outer hair cells in the base whose input–output
function recordedin vivo tends to be symmetric~Russell
et al., 1986!.

C. Frequency dependence of the polynomial
coefficients

The second purpose of this study was to determine if the
frequency dependence of the linear and nonlinear terms char-
acterizing MET was due to the ME. After excluding the ME
transfer function,A1 from CM/SV was still frequency depen-
dent and differed fromA1 of CM/AC. The frequency depen-
dence as represented inA1 from CM/SV may be due to the
cochlear input impedance. Several studies report that the CM
is associated with a difference in pressure between scala ves-
tibuli and scala tympani at specific frequencies~Lynch III

et al., 1982; Nedzelnitsky, 1980; Dallos, 1970!. If P5m* Z
whereZ is the cochlear input impedance,m is volume veloc-
ity of the stapes,P is the pressure in the cochlea, and the CM
is proportional to the pressure in the cochlea, then the
CM/SV transfer function reflects the cochlear input imped-
ance. The CM/SV transfer function at low frequencies~be-
low approximately 1 kHz! may result from the helicotrema
that behaves as an acoustic resistance~Nedzelnitsky, 1980!.
For frequency between 3–6 kHz, the raise in the CM/SV
transfer function may reflect a mass component that contrib-
utes to the cochlear impedance. The mass effect may result
from the mass of the perilymph in scala tympani.

The result thatA1 from CM/SV is frequency dependent
differs from Weiss et al. ~1971! who revealed that the
CM/SV responses are approximately constant in the fre-
quency range of 100 Hz to 10 kHz and at signal levels rang-
ing from 40 to 90 dB SPL in cats. In their study, they used a
69 dB criteria allowing for large variation in the transfer
function. Using the same criteria for our data would also
suggest that CM/SV is constant across frequency. However,
our regression method of determining frequency dependence
may be more sensitive than using the69 dB criteria. The
work by Weisset al. may be limited because they used a
general stapes velocity to compute CM/SV and not the actual
one from each animal, which could contribute to the variabil-
ity.

After excluding the ME transfer function the cubic co-
efficient (A3) from CM/SV was still frequency dependent.
The frequency dependence was similar toA3 from CM/AC
at low signal levels and changed slightly as signal level in-
creased. This suggests that there may be a frequency depen-
dent nonlinearity inherent in the MET process. Although the
source of this frequency dependence is not known, theA3

coefficient may reflect the saturation of hair cell currents~as
mentioned previously!. It is possible that a frequency depen-
dent nonlinearity may be present in the drive to stereocilia
and the hair cell transduction channels~Jaramillo et al.,
1993!.

V. A COCHLEAR MODEL OF THE CM

The third purpose of this study was to investigate if the
total coherence of the polynomial model of MET computed
from CM/SV improved from the model computed from CM/
AC. As illustrated in the simulation in the introduction, the
y/g measurement relating the output of a linear filter~g! to
the output of the nonlinear system~y! did improve the accu-
racy and fit of a polynomial model. The improvement was
clearly shown in the total coherence ofy/g compared to that
of y/x @panel~D! of Fig. 2#. However, this improvement did
not occur in our measured data. Figure 7 illustrates the com-
parison of total coherences between CM/SV and CM/AC at
each signal level. There was a significant difference between
average total coherences of CM/SV and CM/AC at 78 dB
SPL across frequency (p,0.05). The total coherence of the
CM/SV was smaller than that of the CM/AC. However, at
both 88 and 98 dB SPL, the total coherences of the CM/AC
and CM/SV did not significantly differ. In other words, the
total coherence of CM/SV did not significantly improve from
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the total coherence of CM/AC. Therefore, we developed a
model CM to explore why the coherence of CM/SV did not
improve compared to that of CM/AC. Our initial goal was to
determine the influence of vector summation of hair-cell re-
ceptor currents as the reason for the lack of model improve-
ment. It has been known that the CM is spatially localized in
the same way as the traveling wave of the basilar membrane
and hence vector summation is a major concern when inter-
preting the CM recorded from the round window.

A. Methods

The model consisted of three components: the response
of the basilar membrane~BM!, the outer hair-cell receptor
currents, and the weighted electrode response decay along
the cochlear partition. It was assumed that the CM is gener-
ated from hair-cell receptor currents produced by vibration of
the tail of the basilar membrane traveling wave. The vibra-
tion of the tail is approximately linear~Rhode, 1978! and
there is no active feedback from the outer hair cells. The BM
was divided into 80 BM segments ranging 62, 828 Hz to 725
Hz. The BM filters were obtained from an all-pole gamma-
tone filter ~APGF! with adjustedQ values and tip to tail

ratios in order to emulate the physiologic state~Lyon, 1997!.
The BM vibration at each location was obtained by convolv-
ing stapes velocity data from an individual animal with each
BM impulse response. The peak BM displacement was
scaled to 95 nm for a 98 dB SPL noise. This value was
chosen from the maximal sound pressure at 3 standard de-
viations of Gaussian noise and a BM displacement of 40 nm
at 100 dB SPL at CF estimated from data personally pro-
vided by Nigel Cooper. BM segments with CFs below 10
kHz were scaled at60.25 dB/dB whereas the BM segments
with CFs above 10 kHz were scaled at61 dB/dB to reflect
the compressive growth of the BM at CF.

Subsequently, basilar membrane displacement was given
as input to a hair-cell function to produce hair-cell receptor
currents at each BM segment. The hair-cell function was
expressed as follows:

I 5
1

1110~x2x0!/a , ~1!

whereI is the hair-cell receptor current,x is the input~BM
displacement!, x0 is the operating point, and a is the sensi-
tivity, or slope of the function. The operating point was as-
signed 2.5 to reflect an asymmetric hair-cell function
whereas the sensitivity was set to 20 to produce half-
saturated hair-cell currents at 10 nm displacement~Patuzzi,
1998!. The hair-cell responses were filtered using a first-
order Butterworth filter between 3 kHz and 9 kHz. As illus-
trated in Fig. 8, the electric current measured at a given lo-
cation ~I! in scala tympani was the weighted summation of
currents~i! from surrounding locations where the weight is
given as follows:

W5exp~2ux2centeru/a!, ~2!

wherex is BM position in mm, center is a given cochlear
place, anda is a space constant~1 mm! from Weisset al.
~1971!. The hair-cell receptor currents~I! were weighted@Eq.
~2!# with a decay function centered at 2.5 mm from the base
to simulate a decrease in voltage as a function of electrode
distance from the round window. The CM was obtained by
summing the weighted hair-cell receptor currents~I! across
the BM segments. The cochlear place-frequency map of
Müeller ~1996! was used to describe the relation between
frequency and cochlear place along the average BM length
of gerbils ~12 mm! as follows:

CF5A* ~10ax2k!, ~3!

FIG. 7. Comparison of the total coherence functions for the CM/AC and
CM/SV at 78 dB SPL@panel~A!#, 88 dB SPL@panel~B!#, and 98 dB SPL
@panel~C!#.

FIG. 8. Conceptualization of cochlear model producing the CM.I is the
current in the scala tympanic andi is the current from each cochlear seg-
ment. The black circle inside on oval indicates the electrode location.
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whereA is 0.398,a is 0.022,k is 0.631, andx is 1002~BM
length* 100/12).

Stapes velocity from one animal was used as input to
this model. The CM was obtained as output in response to
the input Gaussian noise of 98 dB SPL. Bendat’s NLID pro-
cedure was applied to the input/output records to obtain a
third-order polynomial equation estimating MET. The
CM/SV transfer function and its coherence function obtained
from the model were compared to the data obtained from
experiment.

B. Comparison between the actual CM and model CM

Figure 9 illustrates the ‘‘A’’ coefficients and the corre-
sponding coherence functions from the model CM~dotted
line! and the actual CM~line! as a function of frequency. The
coefficients were normalized to unity by dividing each coef-
ficient by its maximum value. Although there are slight dif-
ferences between the model CM and actual CM, the model
CM was well fitted to the actual CM. The linear (A1), qua-
dratic (A2), cubic (A3) coefficients in the model CM were
similar to the shape of the actual CM across frequency@pan-

els ~A!, ~B!, and~C! of Fig. 9#. However, the model CM did
not show small peaks present in the actual CM.

Similarity and differences between the model CM and
actual CM were reflected in the corresponding coherence
functions@panels~D!, ~E!, and ~F! of Fig. 9#. Although the
value of the linear coherence for the model CM was slightly
higher than that for the actual CM at low~below 0.5 kHz!
and high frequencies~above 7 kHz!, the model CM showed
the shape matched exactly to the notch at around 5.5 kHz
present in the actual CM. The quadratic coherence for the
model CM was larger than that for the actual CM at frequen-
cies below 1 kHz, and between 4 and 6 kHz@panel ~E! of
Fig. 9#. For the cubic coherence function, the model CM was
similar to the actual CM although it was larger at low fre-
quencies@panel~F! of Fig. 9#.

To explore why the coherence did not improve when we
accounted for the linear ME system as suggested by the
simulation in Fig. 1, the contribution of vector summation
and the mathematical function used for the hair cell in the
CM model were evaluated. The number of segments produc-
ing the CM was varied to simulate the vector summation of
the hair-cell receptor currents. The total coherence of the
model was obtained for the CM produced by the accumula-
tion of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 segments. The average total
coherences across frequencies were 0.946, 0.937, 0.927,
0.924, 0.923, and 0.923. When the number of segments in-
creased, the total coherence function slightly decreased. In
other words, a change in the vector summation results in a
small change in the total coherence function. Finally, the
hair-cell function used in the CM model was replaced with a
third-order polynomial equation obtained from the best poly-
nomial fit to Eq.~1! ~Boltzmann function!. With the third-
order polynomial equation as the hair-cell function, the total
coherence function increased from approximately 93% to
97% across frequency~Fig. 10!. This indicates that the third-
order polynomial function is the limiting factor in modeling
MET. The CM model showed that if the hair-cell transducer
could be modeled as a third-order polynomial, the NLID
procedure would have accurately identified the hair-cell
transducer function. To determine if the number of terms of
the polynomial equation influenced our results, we analyzed
the CM/SV using a higher order polynomials. However, this
did not improve the fit. This suggests that although the poly-
nomial is a fair description of MET, it may not completely
characterize the hair-cell transducer function.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

By adding a laser Doppler vibrometer focused on the
footplate of the stapes, the intervention of the ME on
CM/AC was measured in this study. The ME transfer func-
tion ~SV/AC transfer function! was independent of signal
level and the linear coherence was close to 1.0, suggesting
linearity. Both the CM/AC and CM/SV transfer function
were nonlinear and frequency dependent. This indicates that
the nonlinearity of the CM/AC transfer function is not due to
the ME but due to inner ear mechanisms. The frequency
response of the linear term of the CM/SV transfer function
differed from that of the response of the CM/AC transfer

FIG. 9. Comparison of the polynomial coefficients (A1 , A2 , andA3) of the
CM/SV transfer function for the model CM~dotted! and actual CM~solid
line!. Panels~A!, ~B!, and~C! show the linear, quadratic, and cubic coeffi-
cient, respectively. Comparison of the linear and nonlinear coherence func-
tions between the model CM and the actual CM data. Panels~D!, ~E!, and
~F! illustrate the linear, quadratic, and cubic coherence, respectively.
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function while the cubic nonlinear term of the CM/ST trans-
fer function was similar to that of the CM/AC transfer func-
tion. Finally, the total coherence of CM/SV did not improve
as predicted by a simulation of a linear–nonlinear system.
We developed a CM model to explain the reason of lack of
improvement in the total coherence of the CM/SV transfer
function. The lack of improvement was shown to be mini-
mally influenced by vector summation. A more likely con-
tributor was the limitations of a third-order polynomial equa-
tion to model the hair-cell transducer function.
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Evidence of upward spread of suppression in DPOAE
measurements
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Measurements of DPOAE level in the presence of a suppressor were used to describe a pattern that
is qualitatively similar to population studies in the auditory nerve and to behavioral studies of
upward spread of masking. DPOAEs were measured in the presence of a suppressor (f3) fixed at
either 2.1 or 4.2 kHz, and set to each of seven levels (L3) from 20 to 80 dB SPL. In the presence
of a fixed f3 and L3 combination, f2 was varied from about 1 oct below to at least1

2 oct above f3 ,
while L2 was set to each of 6 values~20–70 dB SPL!. L1 was set according to the equation L1

50.4L2139 @Janssenet al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.103, 3418–3430~1998!#. At each L2 , L1

combination, DPOAE level was measured in a control condition in which no suppressor was
presented. Data were converted into decrements~the amount of suppression, in dB! by subtracting
the DPOAE level in the presence of each suppressor from the DPOAE level in the corresponding
control condition. Plots of DPOAE decrements as a function of f2 showed maximum suppression
when f2'f3 . As L3 increased, the suppressive effect spread more towards higher f2 frequencies,
with less spread towards lower frequencies relative to f3 . DPOAE decrement versus L3 functions
had steeper slopes when f2.f3 , compared to the slopes when f2,f3 . These data are consistent with
other findings that have shown that response growth for a characteristic place~CP! or frequency
~CF! depends on the relation between CP or CF and driver frequency, with steeper slopes when
driver frequency is less than CF and shallower slopes when driver frequency is greater than CF. For
a fixed amount of suppression~3 dB!, L3 and L2 varied nearly linearly for conditions in which f3

'f2 , but grew more rapidly for conditions in which f3,f2 , reflecting the basal spread of excitation
to the suppressor. The present data are similar in form to the results observed in population studies
from the auditory nerve of lower animals and in behavioral masking studies in humans. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1513366#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Ha, 43.64.Jb@BLM #

I. INTRODUCTION

Single-unit tuning curves or frequency-threshold curves
~FTCs! are plots of threshold as a function of frequency for
an auditory neuron innervating a single inner hair cell~IHC!.
Because of this, they can be viewed as measures of the fre-
quency response of a single place along the cochlea. A large
literature exists describing FTCs in both normal and im-
paired ears of lower animals~e.g., Kianget al., 1965; Kiang
and Moxon, 1974; Kianget al., 1976; Liberman and Kiang,
1978; Dallos and Harris, 1978; Liberman, 1978; Liberman
and Dodds, 1984!. In the normal case, these curves are char-
acterized by a best or characteristic frequency~CF!, for
which threshold is lowest~i.e., most sensitive!. As the stimu-
lus frequency moves away from CF, the level necessary to
elicit a response from the fiber increases. This increase in
threshold, however, is asymmetrical. On both the high- and
low-frequency sides relative to CF, the slope of the function
relating threshold to frequency increases rapidly. On the
high-frequency side, this increase in threshold apparently
continues indefinitely, at least up to the limits of typical
stimulus-generation systems. In contrast, thresholds for
lower frequencies relative to CF increase rapidly, but this
threshold increase does not continue indefinitely. Rather, as

the frequency moves to between12 and 1 oct below CF,
thresholds either increase slowly or achieve a relatively con-
stant level as frequency decreases further.

Direct measurements of low-level, basilar-membrane re-
sponses at a specific site also show a CF, and that as driver
frequency moves away from this CF, displacement or veloc-
ity thresholds increase.~See Robles and Ruggero, 2001 for a
comprehensive review of basilar-membrane mechanics.!
Thus, both the frequency-dependent response properties of
auditory neurons and the mechanical response of the basilar
membrane share similar frequency-response characteristics.
Indeed, comparative studies have led to the conclusion that
the cochlear mechanical action caused by sounds differing in
frequency is reflected in the frequency-dependent thresholds
of neural FTCs~e.g., Sellicket al., 1982; Ruggeroet al.,
1992, 1997, 2000!. That is, FTCs reflect the basilar-
membrane frequency resolution in the vicinity of the IHC
innervated by the neuron. At high levels, the mechanical re-
sponse to low-frequency stimuli~at a fixed cochlear place!
can be as large or even larger than the response to a fre-
quency that was the BF at low levels of stimulation~Ruggero
and Rich, 1991; Ruggeroet al., 1992; Rhode and Recio,
2000!. Thus, upward~or basal! spread of excitation is evi-
dent in both mechanical responses and in neural responses
from the auditory periphery.

In the above examples, the ability of low-frequencya!Electronic mail: gorga@boystown.org
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stimuli to excite higher frequency regions was evaluated by
measuring the response properties at a single cochlear place
while stimulus frequency was manipulated. Frequency-
dependent spread of excitation has also been evaluated by
examining response properties of many auditory neurons to a
single tone that was varied in level~Pfeiffer and Kim, 1975;
Kim and Molnar, 1979; Kim, 1983; Kimet al., 1990!. These
experiments are sometimes referred to as population studies
because the responses from a large number of auditory-nerve
fibers are studied to a fixed stimulus. At low stimulus levels,
discharge rate is largest for nerve fibers whose CFs are close
to stimulus frequency. As level increases, discharge rate in-
creases primarily for fibers whose CFs approximate stimulus
frequency; however, fibers innervating cochlear places
slightly different from CF also start to respond. Thus, there is
a spread of excitation as level increases. The spread of exci-
tation, however, is asymmetrical, especially for high stimu-
lation levels. Fibers with CFs at and above the stimulus fre-
quency are more likely to respond, compared to fibers with
CFs lower than stimulus frequency. Thus, evidence exists in
neural population responses that the spread of cochlear exci-
tation with increases in level is towards basal, high-
frequency cochlear regions. The spread of excitation is less
towards apical, low-frequency regions relative to stimulus
frequency. Although basilar-membrane measurements have
been reported for several sites in the same animal~Rhode
and Recio, 2000!, the measurements do not cover the same
cochlear range as the single-unit recordings, presumably be-
cause of the difficulty in placing sources at distant locations
within the same cochlea.

In humans, direct measurements of frequency selectivity
at one cochlear place or spread of excitation across the co-
chlea are not possible. However, similar response patterns
have been observed indirectly, based on ‘‘masking’’ measure-
ments. For example, data have been collected in masking
experiments in which a probe stimulus~fixed in level and
frequency! was presented, and the response to that probe was
‘‘masked’’ by the presentation of a masker. Plots of the
masker level necessary to achieve a ‘‘threshold’’ amount of
masking as a function of masker frequency provide indirect
estimates of frequency selectivity that are similar in many
ways to direct measurements from the basilar membrane and
from individual auditory neurons. These indirect measure-
ments have been obtained behaviorally~psychophysical tun-
ing curves!, electrophysiologically~with gross potentials
such as the whole-nerve action potential and auditory brain-
stem response!, and acoustically~otoacoustic emission sup-
pression tuning curves!. These ‘‘masking’’ tuning curves, ob-
tained both in lower animals and in humans, show frequency
relationships that are similar to those observed in more direct
studies from lower animals~e.g., Abdala, 1998, 2001; Abdala
et al., 1996; Gorgaet al., 2002; Harriset al., 1992; Kemp
and Brown, 1983; Kummeret al., 1995; Martinet al., 1987,
1999; Eggermont, 1977; Smoorenburg and van Heusden,
1979; Dallos and Cheatham, 1976; Harris, 1979; Florentine
et al., 1980; Abbas and Gorga, 1981; Gorga and Abbas,
1981; Harrisonet al., 1981; Nelson and Turner, 1980; Wight-
man et al., 1977; Ryanet al., 1979; Gorgaet al., 1983!. In
these experiments, the goal was to describe the frequency

selectivity for a specific place along the cochlea. Plots relat-
ing masker level and frequency have been taken as an indi-
rect estimate of the representation of different frequencies at
the probe-frequency place in the cochlea. Similar to single-
unit and basilar-membrane data, basal spread of excitation is
evident in these masking studies in that low-frequency
maskers or suppressors were able to affect the responses of
high-frequency signals.

Behavioral evidence of the spread of excitation from a
single tone also has been explored in humans using masking
paradigms. High-level, low-frequency stimuli have been
shown to cause masking for distant, high-frequency regions,
but not for frequencies on the low-frequency side of the
masker~Wegel and Lane, 1924; Egan and Hake, 1950; Ox-
enham and Plack, 1998!. This asymmetrical effect has been
called upward spread of masking. Presumably, it is a result of
the same cochlear mechanics and traveling-wave dynamics
that are responsible for the frequency dependence of single-
unit FTCs, the pattern seen in neural population responses to
a single tone, and the level and frequency dependence of
basilar-membrane motion.

Psychophysical studies typically require time-intensive
measurements, thus generally limiting their application to
adult, cooperative subjects. In addition, psychophysical
masking might reflect processes at several levels along the
auditory pathway, including the cochlea, the auditory nerve,
and perhaps even more central auditory centers. For ex-
ample, the ‘‘central detector’’ during psychophysical mask-
ing studies could ‘‘optimize’’ performance by evaluating re-
sponse properties from fibers innervating cochlear regions
whose ‘‘best frequencies’’ are not exactly equal to the probe
or signal frequency~off-frequency listening!. Both basilar-
membrane and single-unit studies describe only peripheral
processes because there is no opportunity for a central detec-
tor to optimize the region over which the response is exam-
ined. Furthermore, both behavioral masking and single-unit
responses might involve short-term, neural adaptation~Smith
and Zwislocki, 1977; Smith, 1979; Harris and Dallos, 1979!,
which is thought to be due to processes localized to the syn-
apse between the IHC and the nerve fiber~e.g., Furukawa
and Matsuura, 1978; Furukawaet al., 1978!. Synaptic events
occur central to the frequency resolution imposed by co-
chlear mechanical responses. For these reasons, perhaps one
should not expect a one-to-one correspondence between be-
havioral data, obtained in humans, and direct measurements
of frequency resolution based on basilar-membrane measure-
ments in lower animals.

Distortion product otoacoustic emission~DPOAE! mea-
surements have been used to describe the frequency response
of the cochlea of humans~e.g., Brown and Kemp, 1984;
Martin et al., 1987; Harriset al., 1992; Kummeret al., 1995;
Abdala et al., 1996; Gorgaet al., 2002!. These measure-
ments require less time than psychophysical measurements
and reflect only cochlear response properties. In this latter
respect, they may more closely approximate the conditions
from more direct basilar membrane measurements in lower
animals. In DPOAE tuning-curve studies, the eliciting stimu-
lus, a pair of primary tones, typically is held constant in
frequency and level. This ‘‘probe’’ is used to elicit a re-
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sponse, whose level is then suppressed by another tone that
is varied in frequency and level. Plots of suppressor level as
a function of suppressor frequency necessary to reduce the
probe-elicited DPOAE level by a ‘‘threshold’’ amount have
been called DPOAE suppression tuning curves. These tuning
curves resemble other similar measurements that use a mask-
ing paradigm to derive an estimate of frequency selectivity
for a fixed cochlear place. The procedures for measuring a
DPOAE suppression tuning curve can be completed in rela-
tively short periods of time and, because they are noninva-
sive and do not require a behavioral response, they can be
performed in subjects of any age or developmental level
~e.g., Abdala, 1998, 2001!.

It also may be possible to use DPOAEs to measure co-
chlear spread of excitation to a single tone in humans, pro-
viding data that are similar in form to population studies at
the level of the auditory nerve or behavioral studies of mask-
ing patterns. The purpose of the present study was to evalu-
ate the extent to which DPOAE measurements in a suppres-
sion paradigm can be used to provide an indirect estimate of
the representation of a single tone along the basilar mem-
brane. Suppressor frequency and level were fixed and the
amount of suppression was measured as a function of probe
frequency, where probe frequency was defined as the higher
frequency (f2) in the primary-frequency pair (f1 ,f2). Data
were obtained for two different suppressor frequencies, sev-
eral suppressor levels, many probe frequencies and several
probe levels. The amount of suppression produced by the
suppressor as a function of probe frequency was taken as an
indirect estimate of the representation of the suppressor at
different places along the cochlea.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

A total of 17 adult subjects with normal hearing partici-
pated in this study. Our goal was to make measurements in
10 subjects for each set of stimulus conditions~see below!.
Due to time constraints, however, some subjects were unable
to participate in studies at both suppressor frequencies, thus
necessitating the recruitment of 17 subjects in order to assure
that measurements were made in 10 subjects per condition.
Each subject had pure-tone audiometric thresholds of 15 dB
HL or better ~re: ANSI, 1996! for octave and half-octave
frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz. In addition, each subject
had normal middle-ear function each day on which DPOAE
measurements were made. Tympanometric patterns for a
226-Hz probe tone were used to assess middle-ear status.

B. Stimuli

All stimuli were generated by custom-designed software
~EMAV, Neely and Liu, 1994! that controlled a soundcard
~CardDeluxe, Digital Audio Labs!, which was housed in a
PC. Primary frequencies (f1 ,f2 ,f2 /f1'1.22) were produced
by separate channels of the soundcard. The channel produc-
ing f2 also produced the suppressor tone (f3). The signals
generated on each channel were delivered to separate loud-
speakers in a probe-microphone system~Etymotic Research,

ER-10C! and mixed acoustically in the ear canal. The probe-
microphone system was modified to remove 20 dB of attenu-
ation from each sound-delivery channel.

Suppressor frequencies (f3) were set either to 2.1 or 4.2
kHz. Suppressor levels (L3) were varied from 20 to 80 dB
SPL in 10-dB steps. The primary tones eliciting the DPOAE
were viewed as probes, similar to the way signals are viewed
in psychophysical or physiological masking experiments.
These DPOAE probes consisted of primary pairs (f2 ,f1),
with f2 ranging in frequency from at least1

2 oct below f3 to
between1

2 and 11
2 oct above f3 , depending on f3 and on an

interaction between L2 and L3 . There were approximately 25
primary pairs for each f3 . The level of the higher-frequency
primary in each primary pair (L2) was varied from 20 to 70
dB SPL in 10-dB steps. The level of the lower frequency
primary (L1) was adjusted according to the formula, L1

50.4L2139 dB ~Janssenet al., 1998!. This level relation-
ship, sometimes referred to as the ‘‘scissor paradigm,’’ re-
sults in the largest DPOAEs for subjects having normal hear-
ing. More recent work indicates that this level paradigm
applies across a wide range of frequencies, exceeding the
range of f2 frequencies studied in the present experiment
~Kummeret al., 2000!. All stimulus levels were calibrated in
the ear canal by the probe system’s recording microphone.

In all cases, the probe-microphone system was used to
calibrate stimulus level in the ear canal. As has been shown
previously~Siegel, 1994, 2002!, such procedures may result
in errors in estimating stimulus level, due to standing-wave
problems in the ear canal. An alternative calibration proce-
dure is to measure level in a standard cavity, and use those
values in all subjects. This approach avoids standing wave
problems, but is not without problems, in that some decision
must be made in determining what constitutes a ‘‘standard’’
cavity, and values in individual ears will vary widely. A cali-
bration procedure based on measurements of acoustic inten-
sity in individual ears circumvent all of these problems. Un-
fortunately, these calibration procedures have not yet been
implemented in a way that can be easily used in individual
subjects. We recognize that calibration problems may exist
for real-ear pressure measurements at the plane of the probe
microphone; the approach we have taken is in common use,
but its limitations are recognized.

C. Procedures

Data collection was initiated with an unsuppressed con-
dition, in which DPOAE levels were measured in the ab-
sence of a suppressor, L2 was fixed at one of six L2 levels,
and f2 was varied~i.e., a ‘‘DPgram’’!, while f2 /f1 was held
constant at approximately 1.22. Next, the same DPgram was
recorded in the presence of a suppressor tone~fixed at either
2.1 or 4.2 kHz! set at each of seven L3 levels ~20 to 80 dB
SPL!. The level produced with the suppressor present was
subtracted from the level produced in the unsuppressed~con-
trol! condition, converting the data into decrements, or
amount of suppression, in dB. This process was continued
until DPOAE levels were measured at all f2 frequencies for
each of seven L3 levels. The entire process was repeated for
each of six values of L2 . In addition to estimating the
amount of suppression, decrements have the additional ad-
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vantages of providing data in a form that may be compared
to other measures of cochlear spread of excitation. Normal-
izing data to the unsuppressed condition also partially takes
into account individual differences in absolute DPOAE level
~Gorgaet al., 2002!. With these procedures, the amount of
suppression was measured over its entire range, from 0 dB of
suppression until the response was either completely sup-
pressed~i.e., SNR50 dB) or up to the limits of the suppres-
sor level. For some f2 , L2 combinations, the maximum sup-
pressor level (L3580 dB SPL! did not result in a completely
suppressed response.

Measurement-based stopping rules were used, such that
data collection continued until the noise floor was< 225 dB
SPL or until 32 s of artifact-free data-collection time had
expired, whichever occurred first. The noise-floor stopping
rule was chosen for two reasons. With a maximum primary
level (L2) of 70 dB SPL, system distortion did not exceed
225 dB SPL~Dorn et al., 2001!. Furthermore, it provided a
wide dynamic range for the DPOAE measurements. As a
result, decrements could be reliably measured, even for pri-
mary levels (L2’s) as low as 20 dB SPL. The absolute time
limit was included in the stopping rule to prevent averaging
from continuing indefinitely. This time constraint was neces-
sary, given the large number of stimulus conditions per sub-
ject. Total data-collection time per subject, including audio-
metric, tympanometric, all DPOAE measurements, and
periodic breaks, was approximately 12–14 h.

III. RESULTS

A. Iso-suppressor contours

Figure 1 plots mean DPOAE decrements~amount of
suppression, in dB! as a function of f2 . In this form, these
plots were viewed as iso-suppressor contours, in which the
suppressor level was held constant and the decrement~or
amount of suppression! produced by the suppressor was plot-
ted for different f2 frequencies. Data are shown for the con-
ditions in which f352.1 kHz ~left column! and when f3
54.2 kHz ~right column!. A vertical dotted line is drawn at
f3 in each panel. Each panel represents data for a different
L2 , with L2 increasing down each column. Within each
panel, the parameter is L3 , with decreasing line weights used
to signify increasing L3 level. A moving, three-point smooth-
ing function, in which equal weight was given to every data
point, was applied to each curve. Notably, only five of ten
subjects when L2520 dB SPL and nine of ten subjects when
L2530 produced DPOAEs with sufficient signal-to-noise ra-
tios ~SNR! over a sufficiently wide range of frequencies to
allow for reliable measurements of suppression when f3

52.1 kHz. For f2 frequencies around and below 2.1 kHz, the
SNR was not sufficient to measure decrements in other sub-
jects. Thus, fewer data were available for these stimulus con-
ditions. For other L2 levels, the SNR was large enough that
the amount of suppression could be measured reliably. When
the suppressor frequency was 4.2 kHz, six of ten subjects
produced large enough SNRs to permit measurements when
L2520 dB SPL. At higher L2 levels, reliable measurements
were possible in all ten subjects because they produced large
SNRs for all f2 frequencies surrounding an f354.2 kHz.

Several trends were evident for both suppressor frequen-
cies. At low suppressor levels, suppression was first evident
for f2 frequencies close to f3 . As L3 increased, the decrement
~i.e., the amount of suppression! increased; however, the in-
crease was not uniformly centered at f3 . Rather, the suppres-
sive effect of f3 spread more towards the high-frequency side
of these suppression patterns, compared to the suppression
that was measured at low frequencies relative to f3 . The
range of frequencies over which the suppressor had an effect
and the amount of suppression decreased as L2 increased.
For example, note the more narrow range of suppressed f2

frequencies when L2560 and 70 dB SPL, compared to when
L2530 or 40 dB SPL. Still, the asymmetry in the spread of
suppression was evident at all L2 levels. When L2520 dB
SPL at both f3 frequencies, the spread of suppression was
observed for frequencies less than f3 , although not nearly as
much as was observed on the high-frequency side of f3 .
There also was less suppression for f2 frequencies less than
f3 when L2 was 50, 60, or 70 dB SPL, especially when f3

54.2 kHz, and the upward spread of suppression was not as
extensive, compared to when L2 was set to lower levels. This

FIG. 1. DPOAE decrement~in dB! as a function of f2 frequency~in kHz!.
Left column: f352.1 kHz; right column: f354.2 kHz. Vertical dotted lines
are drawn at the f3 frequency. Each panel shows data for a different L2 . The
parameter within each panel is suppressor level (L3).
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may reflect an interaction between signal and suppressor lev-
els. That is, suppression was observed only for the case in
which L3 was at least as high as L2 . For example, when
L2560 dB SPL, L3 levels of 60, 70, and 80 dB SPL were
needed in order for suppression to occur at any frequency,
including f2 frequencies close to f3 .

B. Growth of suppression

Figures 2 and 3 show DPOAE decrement as a function
of suppressor level for suppressor frequencies of 2.1 and 4.2
kHz, respectively. These figures were generated by taking
vertical slices through the iso-suppressor patterns shown in
Fig. 1. In both figures, each panel shows data for a different
L2 . Within each panel, the parameter is f2 , with f2.f3

shown in the left column and f2,f3 shown in the right col-
umn. Line weights are used to designate different f2 frequen-
cies, with the heaviest weight for the f2 closest to f3 , and
thinning lines representing data for progressively more dis-
tant frequencies. In the interest of clarity, data are shown
only for a subset of the 25 f2 frequencies. Data are presented
for both suppressor frequencies, but only Fig. 2 will be dis-
cussed because the trends were similar at 2.1 and 4.2 kHz.

As expected, suppression occurred at the lowest L3 lev-
els with f2 frequencies closest to the suppressor frequency.

As f2 moved away from f3 , the lowest level at which a
decrement was first observed increased. This was generally
true across L2 levels, although some exceptions were noted.
That is, the lowest threshold was not always observed for the
condition in which f2 was closest to f3 . When L2570 dB
SPL, more suppression was observed at f2 frequencies
slightly higher than f3 ~see the lower left panel in Fig. 2!.
Finally, for f2.f3 , decrement-versus-L3 functions grew
more rapidly, compared to conditions in which f2,f3 ~con-
trast the left and right columns of Fig. 2!, with intermediate
slopes when f2'f3 .

Several decrement functions ‘‘saturated,’’ such that in-
creases in L3 did not result in further increases in the decre-
ment ~i.e., the amount of suppression!. Saturated values re-
flect the fact that the response has been decremented into the
noise floor. Thus, the maximum decrements represent the
dynamic range of the measurements. For example, when f2

52.18 kHz and L2530 dB SPL~Fig. 2, left column, second
row, heaviest line!, the maximum decrement or amount of
suppression that could be measured was slightly less than 20
dB, which was achieved when L3550– 60 dB SPL. This
means that the average DPOAE for this condition was about
20 dB above the noise floor, and that changes in DPOAE
level could be measured only over this 20-dB range. This
effect was more obvious when lower L2 levels were used.

FIG. 2. DPOAE decrement~in dB! as a function of suppressor level, L3 ~in
dB SPL! when f352.1 kHz. Left column: f2.f3 ; right column: f2,f3 .
Each panel shows data for a different L2 . The parameter within each panel
is f2 , as indicated.

FIG. 3. DPOAE decrement~in dB! as a function of suppressor level, f3 ~in
dB SPL! when f354.2 kHz. Left column: f2.f3 ; right column: f2,f3 .
Each panel shows data for a different L2 . The parameter within each panel
is f2 , as indicated.
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Under these conditions, DPOAE levels~in the unsuppressed
condition! were smaller, and, thus, it was possible to sup-
press these smaller responses into the noise floor. At higher
L2 levels, the response was larger and frequently was not
suppressed into the noise floor, even for the highest suppres-
sor level (L3580 dB SPL!. The relation between L3 and L2

in order for suppression to occur is evident in the migration
of these decrement versus L3 functions towards the right side
as one progresses down each column. Notably, suppression
was observed only if L3 was at least equal to L2 ; if L 3 was
just 10 dB lower than L2 , suppression was not evident. This
was true regardless of the relationship between f3 and f2 .
Essentially all of the trends that were evident when f3

52.1 kHz ~Fig. 2! were evident when f354.2 kHz ~Fig. 3!.
Figure 4 provides a summary of decrement versus L3

functions, showing slopes of linear fits to the data shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. The left and right columns provide estimates
when f352.1 and 4.2 kHz, respectively. Vertical dotted lines
are drawn at these two frequencies in order to provide a point
of reference. Fits were restricted to the range of decrements
between 3 and 15 dB, and to cases for which at least two
points were available. To obtain the two limiting values~i.e.,
decrements of 3 and 15 dB!, it was necessary to interpolate
between two points in order to estimate L3 . In general, this

was not a problem because of the wide dynamic range of
decrements~see maximum decrements in Figs. 2 and 3!.
However, slope was not estimated when decrements were
observed for only one level~the highest L3 , 80 dB SPL!.
Although uncommon, this event was more likely to occur
when f2 was distant from f3 on both the high- and low-
frequency side.

It was sometimes the case that the decrement was 0 dB
at one level~10 dB below L2) and between 1 and 12 dB at
the next level~when L35L2). Simple linear regression was
used to estimate L3 at a decrement of 3 dB. Such an ap-
proach, however, introduced error in this estimated value be-
cause of differences in the ‘‘origin’’~and therefore, the slope!
of the linear regressions across f2 frequencies. In any case,
all points falling between 3 and 15 dB~even though the
limiting values were derived through interpolation! were in-
cluded in the linear fits to the data.

As a general rule, slopes of 1 or greater were observed
when f2.f3 , and slopes less than 1 were observed when f2

,f3 . Stated differently, the response to the suppressor grew
more rapidly when it (f3) was lower in frequency relative to
the signal frequency (f2). The extent to which this rule ap-
plied varied with L2 . At the highest L2 ~70 dB SPL!, the
slope variation with f2 decreased, although not universally.
At least part of this effect was due to absence of data when
f2,f3 for L2 conditions at 70 dB SPL~see bottom row of
panels!. At this level, therefore, slope could not be estimated
for conditions in which f2 was much lower in frequency than
f3 .

There were, however, differences across f3 frequency.
For example, at the lowest L2 levels ~20 and 30 dB SPL!
when f352.1 kHz, the slope was less than 1 when f2'f3 .
The slope increased to values greater than 1 as f2 frequency
increased above f3 , at least for L2 levels of 40 dB SPL and
less. At 4.2 kHz, the slope was close to unity when f2'f3 for
all L2 conditions, which also was close to the maximum
value when f2.f3 . Some of the differences across f3 fre-
quencies at low levels may reflect differences in the reliabil-
ity of DPOAE measurements across frequency. As a general
rule, noise levels were higher for f2 frequencies surrounding
2.1 kHz, compared to the measurements surrounding 4.2
kHz. However, this explanation is inadequate when f2.f3 ,
because the noise levels under these circumstances were low
at the f2 frequencies used for both suppressor frequencies.
Part of the difference on the high-frequency side also could
reflect differences in the range of f2 frequencies that were
used at each f3 . When f352.1 kHz measurements were made
at f2 frequencies that were 1 to 11

2 octaves higher. The high-
est f2 frequency was about12 oct above f3 in frequency when
f354.2 kHz. Perhaps steeper slopes would have been ob-
served when f354.2 kHz if measurements were extended to
higher f2 frequencies.

C. Iso-suppression contours

Figure 1 represented the amount of suppression as L3

increased for a range of f2 frequencies and L2 levels. These
data may be converted into iso-suppression contours by find-
ing the suppressor levels necessary for a fixed decrement. By
holding the decrement constant, presumably the response to

FIG. 4. Slope~dB/dB! of the decrement versus L3 functions as a function of
f2 . Left column: f352.1 kHz; right column: f354.2 kHz. Vertical dotted
lines are drawn at the f3 frequency. Each panel shows data for a different
L2 . Slopes estimates were based on linear regressions of 3- to 15-dB dec-
rements onto L3 .
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the suppressor is held constant at each f2 frequency, and by
extension at the places at which the DPOAE is generated.
Thus, plots of suppressor level for a fixed decrement repre-
sent~to a first approximation! the level necessary for a fixed-
frequency suppressor (f3) to cause the same response over a
range of cochlear places~represented by the range of f2 fre-
quencies!.

Figure 5 represents DPOAE data when the decrement
was held constant at 3 dB. The right and left columns show
data when f352.1 and 4.2 kHz, respectively. Vertical dotted
lines are drawn at the suppressor frequency in both columns.
Within each of the four panels, the parameter is L2 , with
decreasing line weights reflecting increases in L2 . In the top
row, the level of the suppressor (L3) that was required to
produce a ‘‘threshold’’ decrement, defined as 3 dB, is plotted
as a function of f2 . These plots demonstrate that iso-
suppression patterns have the lowest threshold for f2 fre-
quencies approximately equal to f3 . Higher suppressor levels
were required as f2 moved away from f3 in either direction.
As L2 increased, higher L3 levels were required to maintain
a constant 3-dB decrement. When f2'f3 , a 10-dB increase
in L3 for every 10-dB increase in L2 was required in order to
maintain a constant response to the suppressor, although
some exceptions were noted~consider the shift between L2

520 and L2530 when f3'f2 and f352.1 kHz). In contrast,
L3 increased at a slower rate relative to L2 when f2.f3 ,
which is evident in the relatively close spacing of the func-
tions when f2 was between1

2 and 1 oct higher than f3 . This
means that the response to f3 grew more rapidly when f2 was
higher than f3 , compared to the rate of growth when f2

'f3 . Although less pronounced, the reverse was true when
f2,f3 , in that the response to the suppressor with L2 grew at
a rate that was less than or equal to the rate when f2'f3 .

The bottom row of Fig. 5 presents the same data, only
here, L3 necessary for 3 dB of suppression minus L2 is plot-
ted as a function of f2 . This operation normalizes suppres-
sion threshold to L2 . The extent to which L2 and L3 approxi-
mate each other and grow at the same rate is estimated by the
deviation from zero~0! in these differences. For differences
close to zero, the probe and suppressor level were equal and
it was necessary to increase L3 by 10 dB for every 10-dB
increase in L2 . Deviations from zero reflect the dB differ-
ences between suppressor and probe levels, and changes in
these differences with L2 reflect differences in growth of
suppression at different f2 frequencies~assumed to represent
different places along the cochlea!.

Differences less than zero dB mean that L3 for 3 dB of
suppression was less than L2 . While the absolute magnitude
of these negative differences should be viewed cautiously
because the value had to be estimated using interpolation,
there is little doubt that there were conditions in which L3

was less than L2 . We know this was the case because there
were conditions in which more than 3 dB of suppression was
observed when L35L2 ~see Figs. 1–3!. Uncertainty exists
only in the estimate of the magnitude of the negative devia-
tion from zero.

Returning to the bottom row of Fig. 5, differences be-
tween L3 and L2 approximating zero were more likely to
occur when f2 was close to f3 . When f354.2 kHz, the range
of these difference was about 8 dB for a 50-dB range of L2

levels ~20 to 70 dB SPL! for f2 frequencies close to f3 .
Similarly, when f352.1 kHz, the total difference was about
15 dB for the same 50-dB range of L2 levels when f2'f3 .
Much of the total difference for f352.1 kHz occurred when
L2 was 20 dB SPL, a condition marked by greater variability
and fewer data, compared to other L2 conditions. Excluding
this condition, the total difference when f2 approximated f3
was about 5 dB for a 40-dB range in L2 when f352.1 kHz.
This means that for both suppressor frequencies, 3-dB dec-
rements were achieved when L3 and L2 were nearly equal,
and this rule held over a 40- to 50-dB range in L2 .

When f2 was greater than f3 , the differences between L3

~for a 3-dB decrement! and L2 were large when L2 was low.
For example, at an L2 of 20 dB SPL, ‘‘threshold’’ suppressor
levels were between 32 and 57 dB greater than L2 ~depend-
ing on f3) when f2 was between1

2 and 1 oct higher in fre-
quency than f3 . The highest f2 frequency, 6.03 kHz, was
only slightly more than1

2 oct above f3 when f354.2 kHz.
Perhaps larger differences would have been observed be-
tween on-frequency (f2'f3) and high-frequency (f2.f3)
conditions if higher f2 frequencies had been tested. As L2

increased, the difference between L3 ~for a 3-dB decrement!
and L2 decreased. This means that the response to the lower
frequency suppressor grew rapidly at the f2 place for fre-
quencies greater than f3 , compared to how the response grew
to tones at their characteristic place~i.e., when f2'f3). At the
highest L2 ~70 dB SPL!, the difference between L3 ~for 3-dB
decrements! and L2 approximated zero or was negative for a
wider range of frequencies, compared to the case when L2

was at low levels. These trends were apparent at both f3

frequencies. The observation that the differences at higher f2

frequencies decreased as level increased indicates that up-

FIG. 5. Top row: Suppressor level (L3 , in dB SPL! required for 3 dB of
suppression as a function of f2 . Bottom row: The dB difference between L3

of 3 dB of suppression and L2 as a function of f2 . Left column: f3
52.1 kHz; right column: f354.2 kHz. Vertical dotted lines are drawn at the
f3 frequency. Within each panel, the parameter is L2 .
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ward spread of suppression increased with level. Finally, the
superimposition of these iso-suppression contours, as shown
in the bottom row of panels, results in the impression that
there may be two modes to these patterns, one peaked when
f2'f3 at low levels, and the other peaked at f2.f3 at higher
levels.

IV. DISCUSSION

The goal of this experiment was to determine if upward
spread of suppression is evident in DPOAE measurements.
Previous DPOAE suppression experiments have demon-
strated that this is the case, although the measurement para-
digm used in those previous studies differed from the one
used presently. In all of these indirect experiments~espe-
cially those involving human subjects!, it is assumed that
stimulus frequency roughly equates with place. This assump-
tion does not hold in an absolute sense, and the extent to
which this assumption is violated depends on level. On the
other hand, only more direct measurements more full assess
the extent to which these assumptions hold, and those direct
measurements are not possible in humans. Given this fact,
our approach was to evaluate suppressive effects for two
suppressor frequencies for a wide range of suppressor levels.
These effects were assessed for a wide range of probe fre-
quencies presented at a wide range of probe levels. Thus,
changes in the representation of the suppressor were evalu-
ated for a wide range of suppressor and probe levels.

An additional concern in DPOAE suppression studies
relates to the complex set of stimuli that are used during
these measurements. The probe consists of two pure tones
and suppression measurements involve the presentation of a
third tone. While it is assumed that the interaction of f2 and
f1 ~presumably near the place where f2 is represented! pro-
duces the DPOAE and this response is suppressed by f3 ,
opportunities exist for the generation of additional distortion
products, due to interactions between the suppressor and ei-
ther one of the primary frequencies, or perhaps due to inter-
actions between the DPOAEs and one of the external tones.

In spite of these problems, the general trends observed
in the present study are consistent with other physiological
and behavioral evidence of upward spread of excitation. Up-
ward spread of suppression was evident at both suppressor
frequencies (f352.1 or 4.2 kHz! and increased systemati-
cally with suppressor level. The present results also are con-
sistent with population studies in the auditory nerve, in
which the stimulus frequency was held constant, its level
was varied, and the responses of neurons with different CFs
were sampled~Pfeiffer and Kim, 1975; Kim and Molnar,
1979; Kim, 1983; Kim et al., 1990!. In these single-unit
studies, initial increases in stimulus level resulted in an in-
crease in discharge rate for fibers with CFs close to the
stimulus frequency. At higher levels, the discharge rate in-
creased for fibers with CFs more distant from the stimulus
frequency. Although this spread of excitation was observed
in fibers with CFs both above and below the stimulus fre-
quency, the spread of excitation was greater for fibers on the
high-frequency side of the stimulus. A similar pattern was
observed in the classical behavioral-masking data~Wegel
and Lane, 1924; Egan and Hake, 1950!. Using simultaneous

masking techniques, these previous studies showed that psy-
choacoustical thresholds increased first at frequencies close
to masker frequency. However, as masker level increased,
the masking effect spread asymmetrically, with greater effect
at higher frequencies than at lower frequencies relative to
masker frequency. These same trends were evident in the
present data~Fig. 1!. The present results, however, presum-
ably are unaffected by synaptic events~such as short-term
adaptation and recovery! or neural events~such as ‘‘line-
busy’’ effects!, which might contribute to the behavioral
measurements~Delgutte, 1996!, and possibly to single-unit
measurements. Furthermore, off-frequency listening might
play a role in behavioral-masking experiments, but is un-
likely to contribute to the DPOAE suppression measure-
ments. The present results, therefore, are viewed as reflective
of peripheral ‘‘masking’’ mechanisms restricted to the co-
chlear mechanical response. This is not to suggest that the
DPOAE is generated at a point source, but only suggests that
a combination of DPOAE suppression data and behavioral
masking data might provide insights into the role played by
central mechanisms.

There are other DPOAE data with which the present
results may appear to disagree. For example, Martinet al.
~1999! found that suppressor tones one octave or more above
f2 and as much as 40 dB lower than L2 could suppress or
enhance the 2f12f2 DPOAE, an effect that was somewhat
more pronounced at primary levels of 55 dB SPL and higher,
and perhaps more evident for equal-level primaries. Suppres-
sion of low-frequency regions by suppressors one octave
higher in frequency was not observed in the present study. In
addition, suppression was not observed when L2 was greater
than suppressor level. The reasons for these differences are
not obvious, but could be due to factors related to the stimuli
~i.e., differences in the range of f2 frequencies and the way
L1 was set relative to L2) and perhaps species differences
~Martin et al. made their measurements primarily in rabbits
whereas the present work involved only humans!.

Growth of suppression was more rapid when the sup-
pressor was lower in frequency than the signal frequency
(f2), a pattern that has been observed in other studies of
DPOAE suppression~e.g., Kemp and Brown, 1983; Kummer
et al., 1995; Abdala, 1998, 2001; Gorgaet al., 2002! and is
consistent with more direct physiological measurements of
response growth~Sachs and Abbas, 1974; Delgutte, 1990;
Ruggero and Rich, 1991; Ruggeroet al., 1997!. Similar
trends were evident in behavioral masking data as well~We-
gel and Lane, 1924; Egan and Hake, 1950; Oxenham and
Plack, 1998!.

In the present study, a near-linear growth in suppressor
threshold~defined as the L3 necessary to produce 3 dB of
suppression! with probe level (L2) was observed when f3

'f2 . A linear pattern under conditions of simultaneous
masking is to be expected, even though the response of the
basilar membrane at a specific place is nonlinear for best-
frequency tones, because both the masker and the signal are
being processed through the same nonlinearity~Oxenham
and Plack, 1998; Plack and Oxenham, 1998!. In fact, nonlin-
ear processing in suppression or masking studies is revealed
when signal level~at some defined threshold! is measured as
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a function of suppressor~or masker! frequency for suppres-
sor frequencies below signal frequency~e.g., Oxenham and
Plack, 1998; Gorgaet al., 2002!. This occurs because the
response to the signal (f2 in the present study! is nonlinear at
its characteristic place, but the response to a lower frequency
tone (f3) at the same place is more linear. The summary
provided in Fig. 5 is consistent with this view.

The present results also suggest a possible means for
separating factors that contribute to behavioral masking.
These measurements evaluated suppressive effects on
DPOAE level. It is generally thought that suppression is a
memoryless phenomenon, in that both signal and suppressor
must be on simultaneously in order to observe an effect.
Unlike the behavioral-masking data, the present measure-
ments reflect only cochlear mechanical processes, devoid of
neural effects~excluding effects from the olivocochlear sys-
tem!. On the other hand, it is possible that other factors,
beside basic cochlear response properties, play a role in
behavioral-masking measurements. As stated above, neural
short-term adaptation, ‘‘line-busy’’ phenomena, and/or off-
frequency listening potentially could contribute to
behavioral-threshold data. Such factors, however, are un-
likely to play a role in DPOAE suppression measurements.
Thus, the present data provide an estimate of cochlear con-
tributions to simultaneous masking independent of other fac-
tors that might play a role during psychoacoustical experi-
ments. Therefore, the use of DPOAE suppression
measurements, in combination with behavioral studies of si-
multaneous masking, might provide insights into how differ-
ent factors contribute to psychophysical data. Future work
will explore this directly by measuring DPOAE suppression
and behavioral masking in the same group of subjects using
similar paradigms for both measurements.

The bimodal pattern that was observed when iso-
suppression contours were normalized to L2 ~bottom row of
panels, Fig. 5! would be consistent with an active, highly
tuned mechanism at low levels and a passive, more broadly
tuned mechanism operating at high levels: In this interpreta-
tion, the active, low-level mechanism is evident when f2

'f3 .
Additionally, it might be possible to apply these tech-

niques with patients having mild hearing loss in order to
describe any changes in upward spread of suppression as a
consequence of cochlear damage. One would predict an in-
crease in upward spread of suppression in ears with hearing
loss if these measures reflect underlying cochlear frequency
selectivity, given the well-documented changes to FTCs as a
consequence of hair cell damage~e.g., Kianget al., 1976;
Dallos and Harris, 1978; Liberman and Dodds, 1984!. While
the present results showed that spread of suppression in-
creased with level in normal ears, greater spread might be
observed in ears for which frequency selectivity is further
reduced by hearing loss. Furthermore, it may be the case that
ears with hearing loss do not produce two modes, depending
on level, which was evident in the present data from subjects
with normal hearing. Rather, one might expect to observe
only the broad pattern that was observed at high levels in
normal-hearing ears. Of course, all of these measurements
likely will be restricted to individuals with mild hearing loss,

given the reliance on DPOAE measurements, which are ab-
sent in most ears with moderate or greater hearing loss.

In contrast to these predictions is the work that has sug-
gested that DPOAE data and other physiological results do
not agree when reversible damage exists~e.g., Rubsamen
et al., 1995; Martin et al., 1998; Howardet al., 2002!. In
these studies, it was not uncommon to find normal DPOAE
suppression tuning curves following cochlear insult with
such agents as noise or furosemide. These results are surpris-
ing in light of what is known regarding changes in cochlear
tuning with damage to the cochlear mechanisms responsible
for nonlinear behavior. They suggest that DPOAE measure-
ments and other physiological measures are not describing
similar underlying behaviors. Alternatively, perhaps more
agreement would have been observed between DPOAE and
other estimates of tuning if more permanent lesions were
induced. This explanation is not entirely satisfying, since
there are studies demonstrating changes in other physiologi-
cal responses following reversible insult. In either case, there
would be value in exploring DPOAE estimates of tuning
~whether suppression tuning curves or upward spread of
masking! in humans with hearing loss to determine the ex-
tent to which these measures depend on sensitivity.
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Spectro-temporal processing in the envelope-frequency domain
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The frequency selectivity for amplitude modulation applied to tonal carriers and the role of beats
between modulators in modulation masking were studied. Beats between the masker and signal
modulation as well as intrinsic envelope fluctuations of narrow-band-noise modulators are
characterized by fluctuations in the ‘‘second-order’’ envelope~referred to as the ‘‘venelope’’ in the
following!. In experiment 1, masked threshold patterns~MTPs!, representing signal modulation
threshold as a function of masker-modulation frequency, were obtained for signal-modulation
frequencies of 4, 16, and 64 Hz in the presence of a narrow-band-noise masker modulation, both
applied to the same sinusoidal carrier. Carrier frequencies of 1.4, 2.8, and 5.5 kHz were used. The
shape and relative bandwidth of the MTPs were found to be independent of the signal-modulation
frequency and the carrier frequency. Experiment 2 investigated the extent to which the detection of
beats between signal and masker modulation is involved in tone-in-noise~TN!, noise-in-tone~NT!,
and tone-in-tone~TT! modulation masking, whereby the TN condition was similar to the one used
in the first experiment. A signal-modulation frequency of 64 Hz, applied to a 2.8-kHz carrier, was
tested. Thresholds in the NT condition were always lower than in the TN condition, analogous to the
masking effects known from corresponding experiments in the audio-frequency domain. TT
masking conditions generally produced the lowest thresholds and were strongly influenced by the
detection of beats between the signal and the masker modulation. In experiment 3, TT masked-
threshold patterns were obtained in the presence of an additional sinusoidal masker at the beat
frequency. Signal-modulation frequencies of 32, 64, and 128 Hz, applied to a 2.8-kHz carrier, were
used. It was found that the presence of an additional modulation at the beat frequency hampered the
subject’s ability to detect the envelope beats and raised thresholds up to a level comparable to that
found in the TN condition. The results of the current study suggest that~i! venelope fluctuations play
a similar role in modulation masking as envelope fluctuations do in spectral masking, and~ii !
envelope and venelope fluctuations are processed by a common mechanism. To interpret the
empirical findings, a general model structure for the processing of envelope and venelope
fluctuations is proposed. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1515735#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Mk@NFV#

I. INTRODUCTION

The temporal envelope of a stimulus is known to play an
important role for the perception of everyday-life sounds.
Even in psychoacoustic experiments that are primarily re-
lated to thespectralresolution of the auditory system, such
as masking patterns, the information of the temporal enve-
lope often cannot be ignored. Masking patterns have long
been used to illustrate the frequency selectivity of the audi-
tory system and have been used as a tool for estimating the
spread of excitation of the masker within the cochlea~e.g.,
Wegel and Lane, 1924; Fletcher and Munson, 1937; Zwicker,
1956!. They are typically obtained by measuring threshold
for a signal as a function of the signal frequency in the pres-
ence of a masker with fixed frequency and level. The mask-
ing patterns of narrow-band sounds, either sinusoids or bands
of noise, have been measured in many experiments. It be-
came apparent that the masking patterns showed complex

features that could not be readily explained in terms of
spread of excitation. In particular, temporal envelope fluctua-
tions ~modulations! were shown to strongly influence the
‘‘spectral masking’’ data in some conditions. For example, if
the masking of a tonal signal by a tonal masker~tone-in-tone
masking! is measured, the beats between the masker and the
signal provide an important cue if the spectral separation
between the signal and the masker is small~Wegel and Lane,
1924; Fletcher and Munson, 1937; Egan and Hake, 1950;
Ehmer, 1959!. Interestingly, beats appear to be less salient
if a narrow-band noise is used instead of a tone as the masker
~e.g., tone-in-noise masking!. In such a condition, it is as-
sumed that the intrinsic envelope fluctuations of the noise at
least partly mask the beat cue. On the other hand, these
inherent fluctuations of the noise can also provide a detec-
tion cue if the role of the signal and the masker is reversed,
i.e., if a narrow-band noise acts as the signal and is masked
by a tone~noise-in-tone masking!. In such a reversed condi-
tion, much lower thresholds are generally observed~Hall,
1997!.

The role of temporal cues, such as beats and intrinsic
envelope fluctuations, in spectral masking has recently been
investigated quantitatively by Derleth and Dau~2000! and
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Verhey ~2002!. Predictions from the modulation-filterbank
model by Dauet al. ~1997a, b!, which performs a combined
spectro-temporal signal analysis, were compared to experi-
mental data from Hall~1997!. The model could generally
describe the masking data reasonably well, whereas predic-
tions from a version of the model that acts like an energy
detector failed in some conditions. Within the framework of
the processing model, the modulation filterbank concept al-
lowed for the explanation of both the detection of beats as
well as the masking of beats when inherent envelope fluc-
tuations of similar spectral content as the beats are present at
the same time.

Several recent studies of amplitude-modulation detec-
tion with two- or multicomponent modulators have revealed
that beats between the components may become a salient cue
in modulation masking experiments~e.g., Fassel, 1994;
Strickland and Viemeister, 1996; Sheft and Yost, 1997; Ewert
and Dau, 2000!. Furthermore, Mooreet al. ~1999! demon-
strated that the threshold for 5-Hz signal modulation was
affected by the presence of a two-component masker modu-
lator beating at a 5-Hz rate. The threshold was dependent on
the phase of the signal modulation relative to the beat cycle
of the masker modulators. In two recent studies, Lorenzi
et al. ~2001a, b! measured detection thresholds for slow sinu-
soidal variations of the modulation depth of a ‘‘carrier’’ am-
plitude modulation applied to noise and pure-tone carriers. It
was shown that in some conditions the resulting ‘‘second-
order’’ modulation detection thresholds were close to those
for ‘‘first-order’’ modulations. The above findings suggest
that these slow fluctuations, not present in the envelope spec-
trum of the stimuli, are perceptually relevant in several ex-
perimental conditions.

Second-order modulations and beats between modula-
tors can be mathematically well described in terms of the
second-order envelope for arbitrary stimuli~see the Appen-
dix!. Throughout the present paper, the new term ‘‘venelope’’
is used to describe the envelope of the ac-coupled envelope.
Figure 1 illustrates the relation between envelope and vene-
lope. The upper left panel shows the temporal waveform of a
sinusoidal carrier that is modulated at two frequencies~64
and 80 Hz!. The lower left panel shows the envelope of the
stimulus~solid line!. The envelope spectrum is given in the
upper right panel of the figure. While the envelope spectrum
shows two peaks at the frequencies of the primary compo-
nents, the temporal waveform also contains a slow variation
of the modulation depth, with a periodicity equal to the dif-
ference frequency of the two primary components. The vene-
lope is indicated as the dashed line in the lower left panel of
Fig. 1. The lower right panel shows the spectrum of the
venelope. In the given example, the venelope is a rectified
sinusoid and the venelope spectrum consists of equally
spaced components with a fundamental at the beat frequency
and harmonics that decrease in amplitude with increasing
frequency.

The present study investigates if the venelope can pro-
duce similar effects in masking experiments in the envelope-
frequency domain as were found for the envelope in the
audio-frequency domain. In analogy to the spectral masking
experiments in the audio-frequency domain, tones and

narrow-band noises were used as the signal and the masker
modulation. In order to avoid the possibility that inherent
fluctuations of the carrier influence the results, sinusoidal
carriers were used in the present study. Experiment 1 inves-
tigates modulation masking using carrier frequencies of 1.4,
2.8, and 5.5 kHz. These frequencies were chosen to cover the
midfrequency audio range from earlier modulation-masking
studies with broadband noise carriers~Bacon and Grantham,
1989; Houtgast, 1989; Ewert and Dau, 2000!. The goal was
to obtain information on modulation processing in the three
separate frequency regions. The modulation masking para-
digm was the same as described earlier in Ewert and Dau
~2000!: A masked threshold pattern~MTP! was obtained for
a fixed signal-modulation frequency in the presence of a
narrow-band-noise masker modulation. The spectral position
of the masker modulation was shifted relative to the signal
modulation. The experiment served as a reference for experi-
ments 2 and 3, described below. The fixed signal frequency
approach was also used by Takahashi and Bacon~1992! and
Lorenzi et al. ~1997!. This paradigm is particularly suitable
for the derivation of modulation filters. In contrast, masking
patterns where a fixed masker and a variable signal fre-
quency is used~e.g., Houtgast, 1989; Bacon and Grantham,
1989!, would reflect a ‘‘modulation excitation pattern’’
evoked by the masker modulation, analogous to the excita-
tion patterns commonly described in the audio-frequency do-
main ~e.g., Zwicker and Feldtkeller, 1967; Moore and Glas-
berg, 1986!. Hence, the shape of the masking pattern for a
particular masker would not directly reflect the shape of a
specific modulation filter.

In experiment 2, masking patterns with different stimu-
lus types for the signal and the masker are investigated.
Narrow-band noises or tones were used for the signal and the
masker modulation and several signal–masker combinations
were considered. The experiment is focused on a set of pa-
rameters where beats between the signal and masker modu-
lation might have played a role in experiment 1. The experi-
ment examines whether beats between modulations play the
same role in tone-in-noise, noise-in-tone, and tone-in-tone

FIG. 1. Sample representation of the stimuli used in the present study. The
upper left panel shows the waveform of a 2.8-kHz tone modulated by the
sum of two sinusoids at 64 and 80 Hz, respectively. Its Hilbert envelope
~solid curve! and venelope~dashed curve! are shown in the lower left panel.
The upper right panel displays the envelope-power spectrum of the stimulus.
The lower right panel the venelope-power spectrum.
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masking in the envelope-frequency domain, as they do in
comparable masking experiments in the audio-frequency
domain.

Experiment 3 addresses the question whether envelope
fluctuations and venelope fluctuations~the beats between the
modulator components! can interact when they lie in a simi-
lar range of frequencies. A masking effect might be expected
from the results of Mooreet al. ~1999!, who showed an in-
terference when the task was to detect an amplitude modu-
lation in the presence of a venelope component at the same
frequency. However, Lorenziet al. ~2001b! showed that the
detection of envelope beat cues cannot be abolished when
using a narrow-band noise carrier. In this case, the inherent
envelope fluctuations of the carrier showed only a small ef-
fect on the detectability of venelope fluctuations in the same
frequency range. Experiment 3 investigates whether the de-
tection of beats between a sinusoidal signal modulation and a
sinusoidal masker modulation is influenced by an additional
sinusoidal masker modulation at the beat frequency.

Based on the experimental findings, a general model
structure for the processing of the envelope and the venelope
is proposed.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: ENVELOPE-FREQUENCY
SELECTIVITY USING SINUSOIDAL CARRIERS

A. Method

1. Subjects

Three normal-hearing subjects participated in the study.
Their age ranged from 26 to 29 years. All subjects had ex-
perience in other psychoacoustic experiments. One of the
subjects~S3! was author SE; the other subjects were paid an
hourly wage for their participation.

2. Apparatus and stimuli

Subjects listened diotically via Sennheiser HD 25 head-
phones while seated in a sound-attenuating booth. Signal
generation and presentation during the experiments were
computer controlled using the signal-processing software
packageSI developed at the Drittes Physikalisches Institut at
the University of Go¨ttingen. The stimuli were digitally gen-
erated on a Silicon Graphics workstation at a sampling rate
of 32 kHz and converted to analog signals by an onboard
two-channel 16-bit DAC including reconstruction filtering. A
sinusoidal signal modulation and a narrow-band Gaussian-
noise masker modulation were applied to a pure-tone carrier.
Sinusoidal carriers at 1.4, 2.8, and 5.5 kHz were used. The
duration of the carrier was 600 ms, including 50-ms cos2

onset and offset ramps. The modulation started 50 ms after
carrier onset, ended 50 ms before carrier offset, and was
gated with 50-ms cos2 ramps. The signal modulation fre-
quency was 4, 16, or 64 Hz. For each signal frequency, the
spectral position of the masker modulation was varied in the
range from22 to 12 octaves relative to the signal fre-
quency, using a step size of 2/3 octaves. In order to avoid
spectral cues because of partly resolved spectral components,
the maximum masker-modulation frequency was chosen in
proportion to the carrier frequency. It was 64, 128, and 256
Hz for the carrier frequencies 1.4, 2.8, and 5.5 kHz, respec-

tively. The bandwidth of the masker modulation was fixed at
1.4, 5.6, and 22.3 Hz for the signal frequencies of 4, 16, and
64 Hz, respectively. For the masker centered at the signal
frequency~on-frequency condition! this corresponded to a
1/2-octave bandwidth. The root-mean-square~rms! modula-
tion depth of the masker was210 dB in all conditions. The
signal modulation started at a positive-going zero crossing. A
masker realization of 216 samples~approximately 2 seconds!
was generated before each threshold run. In each presenta-
tion interval during the experimental run, the masker wave-
form mm(t) was cut randomly from the long realization. The
stimuli are as follows:

s~ t !5a$sin~2p f ct !@11m sin~2p f st !#@11bmm~ t !#%,
~1!

where f c is the carrier frequency,m is the signal modulation
depth andf s represents the signal-modulation frequency. Set-
ting b to zero eliminates the masker modulation, as used to
determine the~unmasked! reference threshold. This multipli-
cative approach of combining signal and masker modulation
was also used in Houtgast~1989! and Ewert and Dau~2000!.
To avoid possible level cues due to the presence of the signal
modulation, the stimuli were adjusted to have equal energy
in each interval of the forced-choice trial. The overall pre-
sentation level was 65 dB SPL.

3. Procedure

A three-interval, three-alternative forced-choice para-
digm was used to measure modulation-detection thresholds.
The psychophysical task was to identify the one randomly
chosen interval containing the signal modulation. The two
other intervals contained either no modulation or only the
masker modulation. The modulation depth of the signal was
varied in dB (20 logm) using a one-up, two-down procedure,
estimating the 70.7%-correct point of the psychometric func-
tion ~Levitt, 1971!. The three observation intervals were
separated by 500 ms. The step size in each run was initially
4 dB and was divided by 2 after every second reversal until
it reached 1 dB. At this step size, eight reversals were ob-
tained and the threshold estimate was calculated as the mean
value of 20 logm at these reversals. Each threshold reported
represents the mean of the estimates from at least three runs.
On the rare occasions when the standard deviation of the
three estimates exceeded 3 dB, an additional estimate was
obtained and the first estimate was discarded.

B. Results

The pattern of results was similar for the three subjects,
so the mean data and standard deviations are shown in Fig. 2.
The three panels show data for the different carrier frequen-
cies of 5.5 kHz~top panel!, 2.8 kHz~middle panel!, and 1.4
kHz ~bottom panel!. Masked thresholds~solid lines! are
shown for the signal frequencies 4 Hz~circles!, 16 Hz
~squares!, and 64 Hz~diamonds!. In addition, each panel
shows the ‘‘absolute’’ thresholds where no masker modula-
tion was presented~dashed line!. For the different signal fre-
quencies, these thresholds are indicated by the corresponding
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symbols connected by the dashed line. Note that for the low-
est carrier frequency~1.4 kHz, bottom panel! the 64-Hz sig-
nal pattern was not obtained since spectrally resolved side-
bands most likely would have influenced the results. The
results are very similar across carrier frequency. All patterns
show a peak when the masker center frequency was equal to
the signal frequency. In general, the patterns are roughly
symmetric and invariant in width on a relative~logarithmic!
frequency scale.

The patterns for the 4-Hz signal seem to be slightly
broader compared to the patterns for the higher frequencies.
The 4-Hz patterns also exhibit the highest overall thresholds,
with a maximum threshold of23.6 dB, averaged across all
carrier frequencies. For 16 and 64 Hz the maximum average
threshold is at26.8 and28.2 dB, respectively.

In order to obtain a more quantitative estimate of
envelope-frequency selectivity, the transfer function of a
second-order bandpass filter combined with a first-order low-
pass filter was fitted to the empirical data. The same method
and underlying envelope power spectrum model~EPSM! as
proposed in Ewert and Dau~2000! were used. This model is
conceptually related to the power spectrum model of mask-
ing ~Fletcher, 1940; Patterson and Moore, 1986! in the audio-
frequency domain. It is assumed that thresholds are related to
the integrated envelope power in the passband of a modula-

tion filter centered at the signal-modulation frequency. A
second-order bandpass filter was chosen for the modulation
filter. The bandwidth of the filter is easily described with a
single variable, the Q value. Its transfer function provides the
required symmetry on a logarithmic frequency scale, as ob-
served in the data. In order to account for the increasing
asymmetry of the filter shape observed for the higher masker
center frequencies~.64!, a first-order low-pass filter with a
cutoff frequency of 150 Hz was combined with the bandpass
filter tuned to the signal frequency. The low-pass filter func-
tion also resembles a general loss in sensitivity to high-
frequency amplitude modulations according to the data de-
scribed in Kohlrauschet al. ~2000!. Table I shows the best
fitting Q values and23-dB bandwidths in Hz~in parenthe-
ses! for each of the patterns in Fig. 2.

The Q values range from 1~for the 16-Hz signal and the
5.5-kHz carrier! to 1.8~for the 16-Hz signal and the 1.4-kHz
carrier!. The average Q value across all eight patterns is
1.26~60.23!. Except for the 16-Hz signal at 1.4 kHz (Q
51.8), all estimates lie very close to the average value.
Thus, the envelope-frequency selectivity can be character-
ized well by an estimated Q value of about 1.25. Filter shape
and Q value do not depend systematically on either the
signal-modulation frequency or the carrier frequency for the
range of parameters tested here. The results are in qualitative
agreement with the findings in Ewert and Dau~2000!. They
estimated the modulation-filter shape and bandwidth using
the same experimental paradigm for broadband noise carri-
ers, and found an average Q value of about 1. However, their
estimates showed somewhat more variability across the con-
ditions. The present data are also consistent with the modu-
lation masking data by Houtgast~1989! and Bacon and
Grantham ~1989! obtained with a different experimental
paradigm than that used in the present study. Both studies
used a noise carrier and fixed the masker~center! frequency
while the signal frequency was varied. The present data are
also in agreement with the results of Lorenziet al. ~2001a!
using a different paradigm~see Sec. V!.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: THE ROLE OF ENVELOPE BEATS
IN MODULATION MASKING

A. Rationale

This experiment investigates modulation masking ob-
tained with different stimulus type combinations of the signal
and the masker. While experiment 1 examined tone-in-noise
~TN! masking, the current experiment also investigates

FIG. 2. Average masked-threshold patterns for signal frequencies of 4 Hz
~circles!, 16 Hz ~squares!, 64 Hz ~diamonds! and carrier frequencies of 5.5
kHz ~upper panel!, 2.8 kHz~middle panel!, and 1.4 kHz~bottom panel!. The
signal-modulation depth at threshold is plotted as a function of the masker
frequency. The masker level was always210 dB. In each on-frequency
condition, the noise masker was one-half-octave wide. The absolute band-
width was held constant when the masker was shifted in the range from22
to 12 octaves relative to the signal frequency~see the text!. The dashed
curve represents the ‘‘reference’’ thresholds without modulation masker. The
dashed box refers to the focus of the second experiment.

TABLE I. Best-fitting Q values for the second-order bandpass filters at
center frequencycf as assumed within the framework of the EPSM. The
value was fitted to the masked-threshold patterns from Fig. 2. A least-square
fitting procedure was used. Corresponding23-dB bandwidths of the filters
are given in parentheses. The bar denotes a condition where no empirical
date were obtained.

cf ~Hz!

Carrier frequency

1.4 kHz 2.8 kHz 5.5 kHz

4 1.29~3.1! 1.24 ~3.2! 1.10 ~3.6!
16 1.82~8.8! 1.16 ~13.8! 1.03 ~15.5!
64 — 1.15~55.5! 1.25 ~51.4!
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noise-in-tone~NT! as well as tone-in-tone~TT! masking.
The question is whether effects similar to those found in the
audio-frequency domain, as described in the introduction,
can be observed in the envelope-frequency domain.

B. Method

1. Subjects

Three subjects participated in the experiment. Two of
the subjects~S1 and S3! also participated in experiment 1.
The third subject~S4! was the second author~JV!. All sub-
jects had clinically normal hearing and had experience in
other psychoacoustic experiments. Their age ranged from 27
to 32 years. Subject S1 was paid for his participation on an
hourly basis.

2. Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure

The stimuli were presented diotically via AKG K501
headphones. Subjects were seated in a sound-attenuating
booth. The stimuli were generated digitally at a sampling rate
of 48 kHz and converted to analog signals by a two-channel
24-bit DAC including reconstruction filtering~SEKD ADSP
2496!. Signal generation and presentation during the experi-
ments were computer controlled using theAFC ~alternative
forced choice! software package forMATLAB , developed at
the University of Oldenburg. Modulation detection thresh-
olds were obtained using a sinusoidal carrier of 2.8 kHz. The
stimuli had a duration of 500 ms including 50-ms cos2

ramps. Signal and masker modulation were either a tone or a
narrow-band noise with a bandwidth of 22.3 Hz. Several
signal–masker combinations were considered:~i! tone-in-
noise masking~TN!, where a sinusoidal signal modulation
was masked by a noise;~ii ! tone-in-tone masking~TT!,
where a sinusoidal signal was masked by a sinusoidal
masker; and~iii ! noise-in-tone masking~NT!, where a noise
signal was masked by a tone. The signal modulation was
always centered at 64 Hz. Thus, as in experiment 1, the noise
had a bandwidth of 1/2 octave in the on-frequency condition
where the center frequency of the masker was equal to the
signal frequency. The masker was centered at22, 22/3,
21/3, 0, 1/3, 2/3 octaves relative to the signal. The masker
rms level was set to212 dB. In one additional experiment
with a tonal signal and a tonal masker modulation~TTr!,
the masker level was roved by63 dB. The roving of
the modulation depth introduces a random power fluctuation
to the pure-tone masker across the presentation intervals.
This is more comparable to the narrow-band-noise masker
condition, while in contrast to the noise masker, the pure-
tone masker still exhibits no inherent fluctuations. In contrast
to experiment 1, where a multiplicative approach was used,
the sum of the masker and signal modulation was applied to
the carrier. This results in the following equation for the
stimuli:

s~ t !5a$sin~2p f ct !@11mms~ t !1bmm~ t !#%, ~2!

where f c is the carrier frequency,a is the amplitude of the
stimulus,m indicates the signal-modulation depth, andms(t)
represents the signal-modulation waveform.b is the masker
modulation depth andmm(t) the masker modulation wave-

form. Settingb to zero eliminates the masker modulation, as
used to determine the unmasked ‘‘reference’’ threshold. The
sinusoidal signal modulation in the TN, TT, and TTr con-
dition as well as the sinusoidal masker modulation in the
NT condition always started in sine phase. In the two tone-
in-tone conditions~TT and TTr!, the phase of the masker
modulation was randomized. The overall presentation level
was 65 dB SPL. The increase in level due to the presence of
the signal and/or masker modulation was not compensated
for.1 As in experiment 1, a three-interval, three-alternative
forced-choice paradigm in combination with a one-up, two-
down tracking procedure was used to obtain threshold esti-
mates.

C. Results

The results were similar across subjects, so only the
mean data are presented here. The upper panel of Fig. 3
shows results for the TN condition~circles! together with the
data from experiment 1~replotted from Fig. 2!, indicated as
squares connected by the dashed lines. Masked thresholds
are shown as a function of the masker shift~in octaves! rela-
tive to the signal~center! frequency ~64 Hz!. Values are
given in dB rms of the modulator waveform in contrast to

FIG. 3. Average masked-threshold patterns for a 64-Hz signal modulation as
a function of the spectral position of the masker modulation. Panels show
data for the tone-in-noise condition~TN, upper panel!, noise-in-tone~NT,
middle panel!, and tone-in-tone~TT, lower panel!. The lower panel shows
also data for the TT condition with a 3-dB modulation-depth roving applied
to the masker tone~indicated by the squares!. Unmasked~‘‘reference’’!
thresholds for the 64-Hz signal are represented by the horizontal line in all
panels. The data points connected by the dashed lines and the horizontal
dashed line in the upper panel are replotted from Fig. 2. The dashed box
indicates the focus of the third experiment.
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experiment 1, where the modulation depth,m, in dB was
given. This was done sincem is well defined only for a
sinusoidal modulation.2 In this experiment, a smaller stepsize
~1/3 octave instead of 2/3 octave! and a smaller spectral
range of masker positions than in experiment 1 was used~as
indicated by the dashed box in the middle panel of Fig. 2!.
The solid horizontal line indicates the threshold in the ab-
sence of the masker modulation~unmasked threshold!. The
highest masked threshold can be observed for a masker fre-
quency slightly lower than the signal frequency~21/3 oc-
tave!. Masking, defined as the difference between masked
and unmasked threshold, amounts to 15.5 dB in this condi-
tion. Within the range from22/3 to12/3 octave, masking is
smallest~11.3 dB! for the 12/3-octave condition. For the
masker presented two octaves below the signal tone, mask-
ing is further reduced to 3.2 dB.

The middle panel of Fig. 3 displays the results for the
NT masking condition. While the unmasked threshold for the
noise~horizontal line! is only 0.8 dB lower than that for the
tone ~solid horizontal line in the upper panel!, the masked
thresholds~circles! are considerably lower than in the TN
condition shown in the upper panel. The amount of masking
reaches a maximum of 9 dB for the on-frequency masker,
i.e., about 6 dB less than in the TN condition. Thresholds
show less variation with masker frequency than in the TN
condition. For masker frequencies in the range from22/3 to
12/3 octave relative to the signal frequency, thresholds are
only 3–5 dB higher than for the masker position at22 oc-
taves.

Finally, the lower panel of Fig. 3 shows the data for a
sinusoidal signal modulation in the presence of a sinusoidal
masker modulation. Data for two different masker conditions
are shown: the circles indicate thresholds for a fixed masker
level ~TT! while the squares represent thresholds where the
masker level was roved~TTr!. The two masking patterns are
very similar and do not differ by more than 2 dB from each
other, except for the on-frequency condition where the dif-
ference is 3.8 dB. For all masker frequencies below and
above the signal frequency, thresholds are roughly indepen-
dent of the masker position. A substantial increase in thresh-
old ~of about 17 dB! is only observed for the on-frequency
condition where the masker frequency equals the signal fre-
quency. In this case no beating between masker and signal
modulation can occur and the only cue for the presence of
the signal modulation is a variation in the overall modulation
depth at the signal frequency. Since signal and masker modu-
lation are added in random phase, the sum will result in an
increase or a decrease of the overall modulation depth, de-
pending on the phase relation between the two. This effect
leads to the elevated threshold in the on-frequency condition.
The level roving in the TTr condition further increases the
on-frequency threshold.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3: INTERFERENCE OF ENVELOPE
AND VENELOPE PROCESSING IN TONE-IN-TONE
MASKING

A. Rationale

The previous experiment showed that thresholds in the
tone-in-tone~TT! masking conditions are considerably lower

than in the tone-in-noise~TN! masking conditions. In the TT
conditions, the subjects probably use beats between the sig-
nal and the masker as an additional detection cue. Experi-
ment 3 examines this hypothesis by adding a sinusoidal
modulation component with a period equal to the beat period
between signal and masker in the TT condition. If the detec-
tion of beats was responsible for the threshold difference
between the TT and TN condition, the additional component
should influence the results.

B. Method

Subjects, apparatus, and procedure were the same as in
experiment 2. Thresholds for signal modulations of 32, 64,
and 128 Hz were obtained in two masking conditions. The
first one was the TT condition of experiment 2, i.e., the
masker was a pure tone with an rms level of212 dB. How-
ever, only spectral masker positionsabove the signal fre-
quency were used~as indicated by the dashed box in the
lower panel of Fig. 3 for the 64-Hz signal modulation!. For a
signal frequency of 128 Hz, the difference between the signal
and the masker frequency was 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 Hz, respec-
tively. For signal frequencies of 32 and 64 Hz, the masker–
signal separation was restricted to 2 to 8 and 2 to 16 Hz,
respectively. In the second condition~TTm!, the masker con-
sisted of two components. The primary component was the
same as used in the first condition. In addition, a second
component was presented at the difference frequency be-
tween the signal and the masker. The level of this second
component was roved within2` dB ~absence! and212 dB
~uniform distribution on a linear scale! in order to prevent
the subjects from using any reliable information based on the
absence or presence of a temporal fluctuation at the masker–
signal difference~beat! frequency. The equation for the
stimuli in the two conditions was

s~ t !5a$sin~2p f ct !@11mms~ t !1bmm~ t !1rmi~ t !#%,
~3!

wherer is the modulation depth of the random-phase inter-
fering tonemi(t) at the difference frequency. The other ab-
breviations are the same as used in Eq.~2!. For the first
condition~TT!, r was equal to zero. For the second condition
~TTm!, r was chosen randomly in each realization.

C. Results

Figure 4 shows average masked thresholds as a function
of the spectral separation between~primary! masker and sig-
nal modulation. The three panels display results for signal
frequencies of 128 Hz~top!, 64 Hz ~mid!, and 32 Hz~bot-
tom!. The circles represent the thresholds for the TT condi-
tion. The squares indicate the thresholds obtained in the pres-
ence of the additional interferer at the difference frequency
~TTm!. The position of the masker was shifted in certain
steps above the signal frequency, e.g., for the 128-Hz signal
frequency~top panel!, the resulting masker frequencies were
130, 132, 136, 144, and 160 Hz, respectively. The middle
panel additionally shows the unmasked threshold for the
64-Hz signal as a horizontal line. The triangle indicates the
threshold when only the interferer tone at 16 Hz was pre-
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sented. As shown in Kohlrauschet al. ~2000!, very similar
unmasked thresholds can be expected for the other two sig-
nal frequencies.

The threshold patterns are similar for the three signal
frequencies. In the TT conditions~circles!, masked threshold
decreases with increasing masker shift, except for the highest
masker shift~32 Hz! for the 128-Hz signal frequency, where
threshold is slightly increased~by about 2 dB! compared to
the 16-Hz shift. For a masker shift of 16 Hz, threshold al-
most reaches the unmasked threshold for 64- and 128-Hz
signal frequency. For all three signal frequencies the shape of
the threshold pattern strongly changes when the interfering
modulation at the masker–signal difference frequency~beat
rate! is presented in addition to the signal and the~primary!
masker modulation~indicated by the squares!. A threshold of
about 217 dB is obtained for all masker positions and all
signal frequencies. This threshold is only 2.8 dB below the
masked threshold obtained in the TN condition for the on-
frequency masker~see Fig. 3!. The average threshold differ-
ence between the two curves amounts to about 9 dB for 8-Hz
masker shift and signal frequencies of 64 and 128 Hz and to
about 7 dB for 32-Hz signal frequency. The maximum dif-
ference of 12 dB between the thresholds in the two condi-
tions is observed for a masker shift of 16 Hz. The threshold
increase cannot be explained by the masking effect caused
by the interferer alone since the threshold for the 64-Hz sig-

nal frequency in the presence of a 16-Hz tonal interferer
alone, indicated by the triangle, is only slightly higher than
the unmasked threshold.

V. DISCUSSION

The primary purpose of the present study was to exam-
ine the extent to which the detection of envelope beats, or
venelope fluctuations, influences modulation detection. The
question was whether the detection of venelope fluctuations
plays a similar role in modulation masking as does the de-
tection of envelope fluctuations in spectral masking. While
the envelope of a stimulus is extracted by the halfwave-
rectifying properties of the inner hair cells, it is unclear
which process may cause a ‘‘demodulation’’ of the venelope
to the envelope domain. In the following, first the experi-
mental results of the present study are discussed in the con-
text of recent literature data. In the second part, a general
modeling structure for the processing of the envelope and the
venelope in the auditory system is proposed.

A. Experimental results

Experiment 1 examined envelope-frequency selectivity
using pure-tone carriers and served as a reference for the
subsequent experiments. Masked threshold patterns for three
different signal-modulation frequencies~4, 16, and 64 Hz!
were obtained for three carrier frequencies. The similarity of
the Q values of the filters fitted to the data suggest that
modulation masking can be accounted for very well by as-
suming aninvariant array of modulation filters at the output
of each critical band. Alternatively, the results may, in prin-
ciple, also support the hypothesis that envelope information
is first integrated over a wide range of audio frequencies and
is then subjected to acommonmodulation filterbank. Neither
of the two possible processing schemes can be excluded
from the experimental findings. However, experiments on
modulation detection interference~MDI ! showed that results
cannot easily be modeled in terms of ‘‘hard-wired’’ modula-
tion cross talk across peripheral frequency channels~Hall
and Grose, 1991; Oxenham and Dau, 2001!. The analysis of
across-frequency information seems to take place only after
some degree of perceptual grouping has occurred, suggesting
that information is integrated at some more central stage of
processing. It therefore seems plausible to assume that enve-
lope information is first processed separately~at different
carrier frequencies! in terms of a modulation filterbank
analysis, and is later combined across frequency in a way
depending on the specific acoustical context of the stimuli.
The assumption of an invariant modulation filterbank mecha-
nism whose parameters do not change with carrier frequency
was already made in the first model implementation de-
scribed in Dauet al. ~1997a, b!.

Experiment 2 investigated modulation masking patterns
obtained for one of the signal-modulation frequencies~64
Hz! and one of the carrier frequencies~2.8 kHz! used in
experiment 1, whereby only spectral masker positionsclose
to the signal frequency were considered. In these conditions,
the low-frequency beats between the signal and the masker
provided a strong detection cue depending on the stimulus
type of the signal and the masker. The masking patterns ob-

FIG. 4. Average masked-threshold patterns~circles! for signal-modulation
frequencies of 128 Hz~upper panel!, 64 Hz ~middle panel!, and 32 Hz
~lower panel!. The masker was always higher in frequency. The frequency
difference between masker and signal is indicated at the bottom and ranged
up to a quarter of the signal frequency in all conditions. The squares repre-
sent masked thresholds in presence of an additional masker modulation at
the beat frequency of the signal and primary masker. The horizontal line in
the middle panel indicates the unmasked threshold for the 64-Hz signal
modulation.
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tained for TN, NT, and TT masking conditions showed the
same general characteristics as masking patterns obtained in
the audio-frequency domain: A narrow-band noise is more
effective in masking a tonal signal~TN! than vice versa
~NT!. Also, if a tonal signal is used, a narrow-band noise
~TN! is a more effective masker than a tone~TT!. The results
are especially striking in the TT condition, where only little
masking is observed, except for the on-frequency condition.
However, the on-frequency condition of the TT masking pat-
tern is comparable to a modulation-depth discrimination ex-
periment and thus does not provide any information on
modulation masking. In the framework of a model that is
restricted to only the mean envelope power passing the
modulation filter tuned to the signal frequency~EPSM, Ew-
ert and Dau, 2000!, the same pattern of results would be
expected for all masking conditions. Such a model would not
include effects of temporal venelope fluctuations originating
from beats between the components of the signal and masker
modulation. A masking pattern as expected from the EPSM
is empirically observed only for the TN condition. This sug-
gests that, in contrast to the TN condition, the venelope pro-
vides additional detection cues in the TT and the NT condi-
tion, similar to the envelope in the audio-frequency domain.
However, it is important to realize that in the audio-
frequency domain, envelope fluctuations~reflecting beats be-
tween the spectral components! and resolved spectral com-
ponents have a completely different perceptual quality while
in the modulation domain, venelope fluctuations~reflecting
beats between envelope components! and ‘‘resolved’’ enve-
lope components are of thesameperceptual quality. In the
latter case both evoke a temporal impression. Thus, there are
two independent ‘‘dimensions’’~perceptually and neurally!
represented in the periphery, the frequency and envelope fre-
quency axes, while there is no further independent dimension
available for the coding of venelope fluctuations.

This was further supported by the results from experi-
ment 3, where an additional modulation component at the
difference frequency between the~primary! masker and the
signal was imposed in a tone-in-tone masking configuration.
The substantial threshold elevation observed in the presence
of such an ‘‘interferer’’ clearly demonstrated that beats must
have been the prominent detection cue in the TT masking
condition ~without the additional component!. As demon-
strated for the 64-Hz signal and a 16-Hz interferer, the mask-
ing effect caused by the interferer alone cannot account for
the threshold increase. This should hold especially for the
larger spectral separations between the signal and the inter-
ferer. Since the Q value of the modulation filters is indepen-
dent of filter center frequency, the same is expected for sig-
nal frequencies of 32 and 128 Hz. The data clearly showed
that the detection of a modulation strongly interferes with the
beating modulators fluctuating at the same rate. This experi-
ment differs from the experimental paradigm in Mooreet al.
~1999!, since a low-frequency component was introduced in
order to mask the beat cue produced by two higher frequency
components while Mooreet al.’s study investigated masking
of a low-frequency component by introducing two higher
frequency beating components. Nevertheless, the underlying
mechanisms are probably the same in the two studies. In

addition, the findings in experiment 3 suggest that beats be-
come less prominent at low rates~2 Hz! than at higher rates
~8 to 16 Hz!. This is probably caused by the reduced number
of beat cycles available during the stimulus presentation of
500 ms.

Lorenzi et al. ~2001b! suggested that the detection of
venelope fluctuations mightnot entirelybe based on the de-
tection of the physical envelope component~s! introduced by
some nonlinear process. They measured ‘‘second-order’’
modulation detection thresholds with pure-tone and 2-Hz-
wide narrow-band noise carriers. In contrast to the pure-tone
carrier, the narrow-band noise carrier exhibits low-frequency
intrinsic envelope fluctuations~Lawson and Uhlenbeck,
1950; Dauet al., 1997a, b!. If venelope detection was en-
tirely based on the detection of energy in the envelope do-
main, thresholds for low-frequency venelopes should be con-
siderably higher in case of a narrow-band noise carrier than
in case of a pure-tone carrier. Even though some masking
was observed in that study, the amount of masking was only
relatively weak compared to that observed for first-order
modulations. The authors suggested that a second ‘‘un-
known’’ process might be involved in the detection of the
venelope, suggesting that the venelope maybe represented
‘‘independently’’ at some intermediate stage of processing.

Overall, the findings from the present study clearly sug-
gest that~i! the venelope is extracted by the auditory system
at some stage of processing and that~ii ! envelope and vene-
lope fluctuations evoke the same~temporal! perception. This
suggests a common encoding scheme for the processing of
the envelope and the venelope of the stimulus.

B. Possible model structures

Figure 5 shows a general processing scheme that can in
principle account for the empirical results from the present
study. In parallel to the envelope path, a second path extracts
the venelope of the stimulus. The mathematical definition of
the venelope is given in the Appendix. After some amount of
attenuation~which is a free parameter in this scheme! the
venelope is added to the envelope path. The resulting activity
is then subjected to a modulation filterbank. Thus, it is as-

FIG. 5. General processing scheme to account for the empirical results from
the present study. In parallel to the envelope path, a second path extracts the
venelope~second-order envelope! of the stimulus. After attenuation~free
parameter in this scheme! the venelope is added to the envelope. The result-
ing ‘‘envelope’’ is then subjected to a modulation filterbank.
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sumed that the extraction of the venelope and the combina-
tion of envelope and venelope occur at a processing stage
prior to the bandpass filtering process. This processing
scheme represents a very simple and straightforward way to
realize functionally an internal representation that contains
envelope and venelope in the same ‘‘dimension.’’ Such a
scheme is also compatible with recent data from Lorenzi
et al. ~2001a! on second-order modulation detection. Lorenzi
et al. ~2001a! concluded from their data that, if modulation
filters do exist, they have to be broadly tuned~Q value less
than 2! in order to avoid the detection of spectrally resolved
envelope frequencies in different modulation filters. The cur-
rent filters have a Q value of about 1.

Physiological mechanisms that may generate neural ac-
tivity at frequencies corresponding to the venelope frequency
have been discussed recently in the literature. For example,
Shofneret al. ~1996! measured responses of neurons in the
chinchilla cochlear nucleus to carriers at the characteristic
frequency that were amplitude modulated by two-component
modulators. The study revealed evidence for a distortion
component at the beat rate of the modulators. In the follow-
ing, some possible mechanisms for the generation of such a
component are compared to the venelope concept.

The top panels of Fig. 6 show the temporal envelope of
a two-tone modulator with components of 64 and 80 Hz
~left; compare to Fig. 1! and the corresponding envelope
spectrum~right!. There is no energy at the beat rate of 16 Hz
in the stimulus envelope. The remaining panels show corre-
sponding stimuli and spectra obtained with different transfor-

mations, all of which introduce energy at the beat rate. In
addition to the envelope waveforms, the left panels also
show the waveform of the component at the difference fre-
quency. Since the energy of this component is rather small
compared to that of the primary components, the waveform
was multiplied by a factor of 10 for illustration. The panels
in the second row show the effect of acompressivenonlin-
earity as suggested in some studies~Shofner et al., 1996;
Sheft and Yost, 1997; Mooreet al., 1999!. In this case, a
power-law function with an exponent of 0.4 was assumed. In
the third row, the stimulus envelope was clipped at a certain
threshold level, as suggested by Shofneret al. ~1996!. The
fourth row displays the waveform and the spectrum at the
output of the venelope model as proposed in the present
study, assuming an arbitrary attenuation factor of 0.2. Fi-
nally, the bottom panel shows the envelope calculated at the
output of a critical band filter tuned ‘‘off-frequency’’ to the
lowest sideband originating from the modulation. All pro-
cessing schemes clearly generate a physical envelope com-
ponent at the beat frequency. The size of this distortion
component depends on the transformation. For all trans-
formations except the off-frequency filter scheme~bottom
panel!, the size of the component at the difference frequency
scales with the parameters given above, i.e., the exponent,
the threshold value, or the attenuation factor. The off-
frequency filter scheme produces a much weaker component
compared to the nonlinear transformations. Probably more
importantly, the phase of the introduced component relative
to the phase of the beat differs for the different transforma-
tions. A compressive nonlinearity results in a 180-degree
phase shift relative to the phase of the venelope. In contrast,
all other transformations produce a component in phase with
the venelope, as an expansive nonlinearity~not shown! in the
processing path would do. The off-frequency calculation
nicely shows that it is not necessarily a nonlinear mechanism
that is needed to demodulate the beat component to the en-
velope domain. Since the data of the present study do not
depend on the relative phase between the different modulator
components, they do not allow one to distinguish between
the different model realizations. Critical experiments that are
focused on these phase effects are described in a companion
paper~Verheyet al., 2002!. Their results suggest that a com-
pressive nonlinearity, such as that introduced by the input–
output function of the basilar membrane~Sellick et al., 1982;
Ruggeroet al., 1997; Moore and Oxenham, 1998!, does not
account for their modulation beating data. This agrees with
results from a recent study by Tandetniket al. ~2001!, where
it was found that second-order modulation detection thresh-
olds were very similar in sensorineural hearing-impaired lis-
teners and in normal-hearing listeners. Cochlear damage re-
sults in a reduction or loss of the compressive nonlinearity in
the input–output function of the basilar membrane~see
Moore, 1995, for a review!. This suggests that the detection
of venelope fluctuations is not related to nonlinear process-
ing on the basilar membrane.

While the above-mentioned modeling schemes assumed
the introduction of spectral energy at the envelope beat rate
prior to the modulation bandpass filtering process, it is in
principle also possible that low-frequency envelope beat cues

FIG. 6. Each panel of the left-hand column shows the envelope waveform
~upper graph! resulting from the sum of two sinusoidal amplitude modula-
tions at 64 and 80 Hz. The lower graph in each of the panels is the 16-Hz
component of the envelope multiplied by a factor of 10. The right-hand
column shows the corresponding envelope spectra. Different transforma-
tions were applied to the envelope in each row, as indicated in the left-hand
panels.
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appear in the temporal pattern at the output of modulation
filters tuned to the~higher! signal and masker modulation
rates. Theoretically, such envelope beat cues should then not
be affected by the presentation of an interfering modulator at
the beat rate if the signal/masker modulation rates and the
beat rates are sufficiently separated from each other. Thus, in
order to predict a masking effect as observed in the data,
some integration/interference mechanism across envelope
frequencies would have to be assumedafter the modulation
filtering process. Such processing certainly reflects a possible
alternative modeling scheme within a more complex model
that preserves and analyzes the temporal structure of the out-
put of modulation filters~unlike the EPSM!. The envelope/
venelope processing scheme proposed in the present study
may be considered as the most straightforward and func-
tional model which is consistent with the experimental data
from the present study. Although the envelope and venelope
path are combined in order to account for the empirical data,
one main feature of the venelope extraction scheme is the
parallel representation of the envelope and venelope at some
stage of the model, in contrast to pure ‘‘in-line’’ schemes
such as the compression model by Mooreet al. ~1999!. Fu-
ture investigations will show how useful this approach is for
the description of the internal representation~s! of the stimuli
in simple and complex stimulus configurations.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study provide further evidence that
linear spectral analysis of the~first-order! envelope is not
sufficient to describe all temporal properties of nonstationary
stimuli that are relevant for our perception. As the ‘‘syn-
thetic’’ stimuli used in psychoacoustical experiments, most
natural sounds are not limited to a single component in the
envelope spectrum. Indeed, typical everyday-life sounds like
speech~Plomp, 1988; Drullmanet al., 1994; Greenberg and
Arai, 1998! and noise-like sounds~e.g., Lawson and Uhlen-
beck, 1950! exhibit a number of components in the envelope
spectrum. Since the auditory system most likely processes
the envelope nonlinearly, distortion components are intro-
duced to the internal representation of the stimuli. These
components were demonstrated to be perceptually highly rel-
evant in specific modulation masking experiments. The main
results of the study are as follows:

~i! Peaked masked threshold patterns~MTPs! were ob-
tained for signal-modulation frequencies in the range
from 4 to 64 Hz and a half-octave-wide noise masker,
using pure-tone carriers~experiment 1!. The shape of
the MTPs did not depend on the carrier frequency.
The estimated Q value of the filters was about 1.2.
This is in good agreement with the Q value of 1 found
in a previous study with broadband noise carriers
~Ewert and Dau, 2000! using the same envelope
power spectrum model and the same fitting procedure.

~ii ! Masked threshold patterns showed large threshold
variations for different combinations of sinusoidal
and narrow-band noise masker and signal modulators
~experiment 2!. Thresholds in noise-in-tone~NT!
masking conditions were always lower than in tone-

in-noise ~TN! masking, similar to corresponding ex-
periments in the audio-frequency domain. In the NT
conditions, subjects use beats between the noise sig-
nal and the tone masker as a detection cue, while in
the TN conditions, the beats are masked by the inher-
ent fluctuations of the noise masker.

~iii ! In tone-in-tone~TT! masking conditions, thresholds
were close to the ‘‘absolute’’ threshold for spectral
separations>4 Hz since the beats produced by the
signal and the masker provided a strong detection cue.
By adding an additional sinusoidal modulation at the
difference frequency, the salience of the beats was
strongly reduced and thresholds were raised up to 12
dB.

~iv! The venelope defined as the Hilbert envelope of the
ac-coupled~first-order! Hilbert envelope provides an
analytical tool for describing the interactions between
the different envelope components for arbitrary mul-
ticomponent waveforms. A model structure that com-
bines the envelope and the venelope of a stimulus was
proposed to qualitatively account for the data pre-
sented here. The venelope concept is only one pos-
sible ‘‘mechanism’’ that produces distortion. A set of
physiologically plausible nonlinearities were dis-
cussed. A critical test of these is undertaken in an
accompanying study~Verheyet al., 2002!.
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APPENDIX: VENELOPE

Envelope fluctuations are a feature of all waveforms ex-
cept for pure tones or frequency-modulated tones. In many
processing models of the auditory periphery, the envelope is
derived from demodulation, realized by~half-wave! rectifi-
cation followed by low-pass-filtering in order to remove the
fine structure of the waveform. The~Hilbert! envelope is less
physiologically motivated and reflects a mathematical de-
scription. Consider the real waveforms(t): The envelope
he(t) of s~t! is defined as the absolute value of the corre-
sponding analytical signalŝ(t)5s(t)1 i s̃(t):

he~ t !5As2~ t !1 s̃2~ t !. ~A1!

The imaginary part of the analytical signal is the Hilbert
transform of its real part

s̃~ t !5H~s~ t !!52
1

p E
2`

1` s~ t8!

t82t
dt8. ~A2!

Following this notation, thenth-order ~Hilbert! envelope
hen(t) can be defined recursively by
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hen~ t !5A~hen21~ t !2^hen21~ t !& t!
21H~~hen21~ t !2^hen21~ t !& t!

2! n>2, ~A3!

with hen21(t)2^hen21(t)& t representing the ac-coupled (n
21)th-order envelope, wherê& t denotes the temporal long-
term average. The second-order envelope (n52) is referred
to as the venelope throughout this study. As a consequence of
the diminishing power of higher-order envelopes, the
second-order envelope might be the only perceptually salient
one for acoustic stimuli.

1By the stochastic nature of the narrow-band noise signal and masker modu-
lation, the individual noise samples in the different intervals may vary in
their rms level, with a long-term average equal to212 dB. This introduces
slight level variations to the stimuli when applied to the fixed level pure-
tone carrier. In order to avoid changes to the stimulus statistics, this in-
crease in level due to the presence of the signal and/or masker modulation
was not compensated for. It is, however, unlikely that the change in level
caused by the signal modulation~,0.25 dB! was used as the detection cue.

2Note that, for the sinusoidal signal modulation, the values in dB rms are 3
dB lower than the values expressed as modulation depth,m, in dB.
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Psychophysical recovery from pulse-train forward masking
in electric hearing
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Psychophysical pulse-train forward-masking~PTFM! recovery functions were measured in fifteen
subjects with the Nucleus mini-22 cochlear implant and six subjects with the Clarion cochlear
implant. Masker and probe stimuli were 500-Hz trains of 200- or 77-ms/phase biphasic current
pulses. Electrode configurations were bipolar for Nucleus subjects and monopolar for Clarion
subjects. Masker duration was 320 ms. Probe duration was either 10 ms or 30 ms. Recovery
functions were measured for a high-level masker on a middle electrode in all 21 subjects, on apical
and basal electrodes in 7 of the Nucleus and 3 of the Clarion subjects, and for multiple masker levels
on the middle electrode in 8 Nucleus subjects and 6 Clarion subjects. Recovery functions were
described by an exponential process in which threshold shift~in mA! decreased exponentially with
increasing time delay between the offset of the masker pulse train and the offset of the probe pulse
train. All but 3 of the 21 subjects demonstrated recovery time constants on a middle electrode that
were less than 95 ms. The mean time constant for these 18 subjects was 54 ms~s.d. 17 ms!. Three
other subjects tested on three electrodes exhibited time constants larger than 95 ms from an apical
electrode only. Growth-of-masking slopes depended upon time delay, as expected from an
exponential recovery process, i.e., progressively shallower slopes were observed at time delays of
10 ms and 50 ms. Recovery of threshold shift~in mA! for PTFM in electrical hearing behaves in the
same way as recovery of threshold shift~in dB! for pure-tone forward masking in acoustic hearing.
This supports the concept that linear microamps are the electrical equivalent of acoustic decibels.
Recovery from PTFM was not related to speech recognition in a simple manner. Three subjects with
prolonged PTFM recovery demonstrated poor speech scores. The remaining subjects with
apparently normal PTFM recovery demonstrated speech scores ranging from poor to excellent.
Findings suggest that normal PTFM recovery is only one of several factors associated with good
speech recognition in cochlear-implant listeners. Comparisons of recovery curves for 10- and 30-ms
probe durations in two subjects showed little or no temporal integration at time delays less than 95
ms where recovery functions have steep slopes. The same subjects exhibited large amounts of
temporal integration at longer time delays where recovery slopes are more gradual. This suggests
that probe detection depends primarily on detection of the final pulses in the probe stimulus and
supports the use of offset-to-offset time delays for characterizing PTFM recovery in electric hearing.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1514935#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Ts@NFV#

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes psychophysical forward-masking
recovery functions obtained in cochlear implant listeners us-
ing a stimulus paradigm in which both masker and probe
stimuli are trains of biphasic current pulses. We refer to this
paradigm as ‘‘pulse-train forward masking’’~PTFM!. PTFM
recovery functions are of interest because they are thought to
reflect neural adaptation or persistence mechanisms located
in neural pathways central to the cochlea~Shannon, 1990a,
1990b! and may affect the ability of cochlear-implant listen-
ers to discriminate temporal envelope characteristics of the
electrical stimulus. Such envelope cues are particularly im-
portant for discriminating speech through a cochlear implant,
especially when minimal spectral cues are available~Van Ta-
sell et al., 1992; Shannonet al., 1995!. Individual differ-

ences in recovery rates from forward masking may be one of
the factors underlying individual differences in cochlear im-
plant users’ speech recognition abilities.

It is important to distinguish PTFM from single-pulse
forward masking~SPFM!, which uses single electric pulses
as masker and probe signals, since the two paradigms yield
recovery functions with quite different recovery rates
~Donaldson and Nelson, 1999!. Although differences be-
tween PTFM and SPFM are not well understood, it is likely
that the rapid recovery of SPFM provides a direct measure of
short-term recovery processes in surviving auditory nerve fi-
bers~Nelson and Donaldson, 2001!, whereas PTFM may re-
flect more central temporal processes that could affect enve-
lope resolution and temporal pattern recognition~Blamey
and Dooley, 1993!.

Psychophysical PTFM recovery functions for electrical
stimulation have been studied by previous investigators
~Shannon, 1983, 1986, 1990a; Chatterjee and Shannon,
1998; Chatterjee, 1999!. Shannon’s earlier work~Shannon,

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. 1471 Skiles Lane,
Arden Hills, MN 55112. Electronic mail: dan@umn.edu
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1983, 1986, 1990a! showed that PTFM recovery in electric
hearing is similar to that seen in normal acoustic hearing
~Plomp, 1964; Duifhuis, 1973; Jesteadtet al., 1982; Nelson
and Freyman, 1987; Nelson and Pavlov, 1989! once intensity
is scaled appropriately to account for nonlinear cochlear pro-
cessing. This similarity suggests that the same physiological
mechanisms are responsible for acoustic and electric
forward-masking recovery, and that those mechanisms must
reside beyond the auditory nerve. As yet, there has been no
rigorous examination of PTFM recovery characteristics at
different stimulation levels and in different electrode regions;
thus, it is not clear whether an acoustic recovery model de-
scribes recovery in electrical hearing. If a single model can
accurately describe the characteristics of forward masking in
both acoustic and electric hearing, then it seems likely that
they share common physiological mechanisms.

Because Shannon’s cochlear-implant listeners all had
similar recovery functions but exhibited a wide range of
speech recognition abilities, he reasoned that PTFM was un-
related to speech recognition. Later work~Chatterjee and Sh-
annon, 1998; Chatterjee, 1999! confirmed that PTFM recov-
ery rates in most cochlear implant listeners are similar to
those in acoustic listeners, but also identified some implant
listeners with very fast recovery and poor speech recogni-
tion. This association between fast PTFM recovery and poor
speech recognition is counterintuitive, and is contrary to re-
cent SPFM results which found listeners with the slowest
recovery rates to have the poorest speech recognition~Brown
et al., 1990; Brown et al., 1996; Nelson and Donaldson,
2001!. Thus, the existing literature is inconclusive as to the
relationship between PTFM and speech recognition in
cochlear-implant listeners.

The present study was designed to examine characteris-

tics of psychophysical PTFM recovery functions in a rela-
tively large group of implant listeners, including the general
form of the PTFM recovery function, the dependence of
recovery-function shape and amount of masking on masker
level, and the extent to which recovery characteristics vary
across cochlear implant listeners and regions of the im-
planted array. Recovery functions were obtained for subjects
with two different device types, for electrodes in different
regions of the cochlea, for a range of masker levels, and for
different probe durations. They were analyzed using an ex-
ponential model of recovery that is commonly used to de-
scribe recovery from acoustic stimulation. Recovery was
characterized by recovery time constants and amounts of
masking at specific time delays following masker offset. Pos-
sible relations between these PTFM measures and speech
recognition were examined with the goal of clarifying earlier
findings.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Subjects were 21 post-lingually deafened adults, 15 im-
planted with a Nucleus mini-22 device~Patrick and Clark,
1991!, and 6 implanted with a Clarion C-I device~Schindler
and Kessler, 1993!. The Nucleus users were implanted with a
22-electrode straight array. The Clarion users were implanted
with a 16-electrode Spiral array~1.2E!, a 16-electrode HiFo-
cus array~HF! or a 16-electrode HiFocus array with an elec-
trode positioning system~HFP!. Table I displays relevant in-
formation for each subject, including age, etiology of
deafness, electrode type for Clarion users, duration of hear-

TABLE I. Subjects. Subject identifying code~N-Nucleus; C-Clarion!, gender, age when tested for the present study, etiology of deafness in implanted ear
~and electrode type for Clarion subjects!, duration of bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss prior to implantation, depth of electrode array insertion~mm
from the round window, with 25 mm representing complete insertion!, duration of implant use prior of the study, and percent-correct score on the NU-6
monosyllabic word test in quiet.

Subject
code m/f Age Etiology of deafness~EL type!

Dur.
~yrs!

Depth
~mm!

CI use
~yrs!

NU 6
~% C!

N09 m 66 Meniere’s disease 1 22 10 24
N13 m 61 progressive SNHL 4 24 9 70
N14 m 56 hereditary; progressive SNHL 1 25 7 68
N24 m 55 skull fracture; progressive SNHL 24 20 12 32
N28 m 59 meningitis ,1 25 2 28
N30 f 59 otosclerosis 10 25 1 40
N31 m 79 noise exposure; progressive SNHL 25 20 8 6
N32 m 31 maternal rubella; progressive SNHL ,1 23 2 70
N34 f 54 mumps; progressive SNHL 9 22 10 0
N35 m 49 measles, age 2 37 20 10 8
N36 f 73 hereditary; progressive SNHL ?? 19 10 2
N37 f 70 hereditary, unknown 4 25 5 10
N38 f 65 measles, otosclerosis, prog SNHL 10 10 6 4
N39 f 79 hereditary; progressive SNHL 14 25 6 32
N41 f 66 hereditary; progressive SNHL 19 21.5 6 14

C05 m 48 unknown; sudden SNHL~1.2E! 1 25 4 52
C12 f 50 otosclerosis, progressive~1.2E! 13 25 2
C13 m 81 noise-induced progressive~1.2E! 6 25 3 50
C14 m 66 hereditary, unknown~HFP! 48 25 2 76
C15 f 42 unknown progressive SNHL~HFP! 7 25 2 68
C16 f 49 hereditary; progressive SNHL~HF! 18 25 1 80
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ing loss prior to implantation, insertion depth, duration of
implant use prior to participation in the study, and score on
the NU-6 monosyllabic word test in quiet.

For each of the 21 subjects, a psychophysical recovery
function was obtained from an electrode near the middle of
the array using a masker level above 70% of the masker
dynamic range~DR! in decibels. For 8 Nucleus subjects and
6 Clarion subjects, recovery functions for the middle elec-
trode were measured at additional masker levels~20% to
80% DR!. For 7 Nucleus subjects and 3 Clarion subjects,
recovery functions for a high-level masker~.70% DR! were
measured for an apical electrode and a basal electrode in
addition to the middle electrode.1

All Nucleus subjects were stimulated in bipolar mode,
using an electrode separation of 1.5 mm (BP11) or the
narrowest separation greater than 1.5 mm that would allow
maximum acceptable loudness to be achieved at realizable
current amplitudes. Nucleus electrodes were numbered se-
quentially from 1–22, beginning with the most apical elec-
trode. All Clarion subjects were stimulated in a monopolar
mode. The Clarion Spiral electrode array~1.2E! incorporates
8 pairs of lateral and medial electrodes. Electrodes were
numbered sequentially from 1–16, beginning with the most
apical electrode, thus all odd-numbered electrodes were lat-
eral electrodes and all even-numbered electrodes were me-
dial electrodes. Electrodes in the Clarion HiFocus array were
numbered 1–16, beginning with the most apical electrode.

B. Stimuli and procedures

1. PTFM recovery functions

Experiments were controlled by a computer connected
through a parallel port to a specialized cochlear implant in-
terface ~Shannonet al., 1990! for the Nucleus users, and
through a special-purpose micro-processor that controlled
the speech processor for the Clarion users~Clarion C-I Re-
search Interface!. For the Nucleus users, stimuli were trains
of 500-Hz biphasic current pulses, with a per-phase duration
of 200 ms and a delay between phases of 44ms. Stimulus

amplitudes were specified in integercurrent step units
~CSUs!, which are uneven amplitude steps that vary between
0.07 and 0.30 dB for the range of current amplitudes used
here. CSUs were converted to calibrated current amplitudes
using user-specific tables provided by Cochlear Corporation.
For the Clarion users, stimuli were trains of 500-Hz biphasic
current pulses, with a per-phase duration of 77ms and no
delay between phases. Stimulus amplitudes were specified in
integer stimulus units~SUs!, which are logarithmic ampli-
tudes steps of 0.15 to 0.30 dB. SU values were translated to
calibrated amplitudes using a set of look-up tables developed
in our laboratory. These tables compensate for nonlinearities
in the current source that depend upon elecrode impedance
and pulse rate. Electrode impedances for Clarion subjects
were measured at the beginning and end of each data collec-
tion session using the SCLIN for Windows clinical software
running on a IBM Think Pad computer. Calibrated ampli-
tudes for a given electrode were calculated using the average
of all beginning and ending impedance values for data col-
lection sessions in which that electrode was tested.

Figure 1 illustrates the stimulation protocol used to ob-
tain PTFM recovery functions. As shown in the figure, a
320-ms ‘‘masker’’ pulse train was presented first, followed at
some time delay by a 10- or 30-ms ‘‘probe’’ pulse train. The
current amplitude of the masker pulse train was fixed and the
amplitude of the probe pulse train was varied adaptively to
determine masked threshold. By varying the time delay be-
tween masker and probe pulse trains in different adaptive
tracks, a recovery function was defined. In this report, time
delay ~ms! is specified as the time between the offset of the
masker pulse train and the offset of the probe pulse train
~Fig. 1 inset!. This differs from previous reports which mea-
sured time delay between the offset of the masker pulse train
and theonsetof the probe pulse train~Shannon, 1990a; Chat-
terjee, 1999!. Our specification of time delay was based on a
comparison of recovery functions for 10- and 30-ms probe
pulse trains in two cochlear implant listeners~see Appendix
A!, which indicated that earlier pulses in the 30-ms pulse
train did not contribute substantially to detection of the probe

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the
stimulus protocol used to measure
pulse-train forward-masking recovery
functions.
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during recovery from forward masking. Masker and probe
amplitudes were specified in microamperes~mA! of current,
and masked thresholds for the probe were specified in terms
of threshold shift~TS! in mA, i.e., the amplitude difference
between the masked threshold of the probe (Ap) and the
unmasked threshold of the probe in quiet (A0p). This is simi-
lar to the normalized level scale used by Shannon~1990a!,
except that masked thresholds are not normalized to masker
sensation level~in mA!. Loudness balances between an
acoustic stimulus in one ear and an electric stimulus in the
other ear~Eddingtonet al., 1978; Zeng and Shannon, 1992!
indicate that equal ratio changes in acoustic intensity are bal-
anced by equal linear amplitude changes in electrical current.
This suggests that threshold shift inmA in electric hearing is
equivalent to threshold shift in dB in acoustic hearing. Thus,
if PTFM is a retrocochlear phenomenon, then the recovery
process examined here should be similar to that seen in
acoustic hearing.

2. Absolute thresholds and maximum acceptable
loudness levels

Prior to obtaining recovery functions for a particular
electrode, absolute detection threshold~THS! and maximum
acceptable loudness level~MAL ! were determined for both
the 320-ms masker pulse train and for a 10- or 30-ms probe
pulse train. THS was measured with a three-interval forced
choice ~3IFC! adaptive procedure similar to that used for
measuring masked thresholds~described below!. MAL was
measured with an ascending method of limits procedure in
which pulse trains, presented at a rate of 2/s, were slowly
increased in amplitude until the subject indicated that loud-
ness had reached a ‘‘maximum acceptable’’ level. Estimates
for two consecutive ascending runs were averaged to obtain
a single measure of MAL. THS and MAL were measured at
the start of each test session for the particular electrode to be
evaluated in that session, and THS was measured again at the
end of each test session. Values of THS and MAL reported
here represent the average of all measures obtained across
sessions.

3. Masked thresholds

Forward-masked thresholds were obtained using a 3IFC
adaptive procedure. The masker pulse train was presented in
each of three listening intervals. The probe pulse train was
presented in one of the three intervals, chosen randomly
from trial to trial, at some fixed time delay following the
masker. The subject’s task was to choose the ‘‘different’’ in-
terval by pressing the appropriate button on a three-button
computer mouse. Stimulus intervals were cued on a video
monitor, and correct-answer feedback was provided after
each trial. The amplitude of the probe pulse train was ini-
tially set to a level 2 dB to 4 dB~depending on the probe
dynamic range of the test electrode! above the anticipated
masked threshold. For the first four reversals, probe level
was altered according to a 1-down, 1-up stepping rule, with
step size equal to 1 dB. In a few subjects with very small
dynamic ranges, the initial step size was 0.5 dB. These initial
reversals quickly moved the adaptive procedure into the tar-
get region for masked threshold. After the fourth reversal,

step size was reduced, typically to one-fourth of the initial
step size, and a 3-down, 1-up stepping rule was assumed.
This stepping rule estimates the stimulus level corresponding
to 79.4% correct discrimination~Levitt, 1971!. Step size was
constant for all remaining trials. Trials continued until a total
of 12 reversals occurred. The mean of the final eight rever-
sals was taken as the masked threshold estimate.

Masked thresholds were determined in this manner for
nine time delays between 11 ms and 300 or 500 ms, in equal
ratio steps, to define a complete forward-masking recovery
function. Each point on the recovery function was based on
the average of three to five forward-masked threshold esti-
mates. Data were obtained in sets, where a single set in-
cluded one adaptive track at each time delay. Three to five
sets were obtained, with the order of time delays alternated
for consecutive sets~short-to-long time delays alternated
with long-to-short!. This allowed any learning effects to be
distributed across time delays. Most recovery functions were
completed within a single test session. At the end of a ses-
sion, absolute threshold for the probe pulse train was remea-
sured. Threshold shift was based on the average of thresholds
measured before and after each session.

When masker level effects were investigated in the
Nucleus subjects, a recovery curve for the highest masker
level was obtained first, followed by recovery functions for
the two lower masker levels. The complete recovery curve
for the highest masker level was then repeated on the
Nucleus subjects to demonstrate the reliability of our proce-
dure. High-level recovery curves were not repeated for
Clarion subjects. When recovery functions were obtained
from apical, middle, and basal electrodes, data were obtained
first on the middle electrode and then on the remaining two
electrodes. The order of testing basal and apical electrodes
varied across subjects.

4. Exponential fits to PTFM functions

Least-squares regression procedures were used to fit in-
dividual recovery functions with the equation

~Ap2A0p2C!5K•e2t/tau, ~1!

where Ap is the forward-masked threshold of the probe
~mA!, A0p is the unmasked probe threshold~mA!, t is the
masker-probe time delay~ms!, tau is the time constant of
recovery from forward masking~ms!, andK andC are con-
stants. Values oftau andK were determined using standard
least-squares fitting procedures on threshold shift minus aC
constant@left-hand side of Eq.~1!#. This was repeated for
different values ofC until the residual squared error between
the fitted and the actual recovery curve was minimized.
Equation~1! is the same equation used previously to charac-
terize SPFM recovery functions~Nelson and Donaldson,
2001!. The constantC was included in Eq.~1! to accommo-
date residual masking~incomplete recovery! observed in
some recovery functions at moderate or long masker-probe
delays. Such residual masking is commonly observed in
acoustic forward-masking experiments~Abbas and Gorga,
1981; Markman, 1989; Oxenham and Moore, 1995!, but is
not well understood.
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5. Speech recognition tests

All subjects were tested with three different sets of
speech materials: medial vowels in /*V$/ context, medial
consonants in /~C~/ context, and NU-6 monosyllabic words.
Speech stimuli were presented through loudspeakers in a
sound insulated room with the frequent speech peaks set to
60 dB SPLA at the microphone of the speech processor.

Vowel and consonant recognition. Vowel and consonant
recognition were assessed using a standard phoneme–
confusion procedure. Vowel stimuli were 11 /*V$/ monosyl-
lables spoken by three male talkers,2 taken from the database
of Hillenbrand et al. ~1995!. Vowels tested were /,,
Ä, }, |, Ñ, (, {, Ç, *, #, É/ as in ‘‘had, hod, head, hayed, heard,
hid, heed, hoed, hood, hud, and who’d.’’ Consonant stimuli
were 19 /~C~/ disyllables spoken by three male and three
female talkers, taken from the stimulus set of Van Tasell
et al. ~1992!. Consonants tested were /!, #, %, ", $, ,, ), Y, 2,
b, 3, Z, 6, c, &, ', ., (, -/. Digitized speech tokens were played
out from computer memory, low-pass filtered at half the digi-
tization rate, amplified and presented through the speakers.
The stimulus was presented once on each trial, and the sub-
ject used a computer mouse to select his or her response
from a list of possible alternatives displayed on a video
screen. Correct-answer feedback was provided immediately
after each stimulus presentation.

Vowel and consonant recognition data were obtained in
separate test sessions. For each stimulus type, one practice
block and five standard blocks of data were obtained. Prac-
tice blocks were comprised of two trials per vowel phoneme
~33 trials! or three trials per consonant phoneme~38 trials!.
Standard blocks were comprised of six trials per phoneme
~66 vowels or 114 consonants! presented in random se-
quence. A merged confusion matrix was created from the five
standard blocks of data for a particular subject. Each merged

matrix represented 30 observations (5 blocks36 tokens) per
stimulus. Merged confusion matrices were analyzed using
sequential information analysis~SINFA! to obtain relative
transmitted information~RTI! measures for overall vowel
and consonant recognition, and for specific vowel and con-
sonant features~Wang, 1976; Van Tasellet al., 1992;
Donaldson and Allen, 2002!.

NU-6 words. A single list of 50 words was presented
using tape-recorded stimuli spoken by a single male talker.
Subjects provided written responses, which were scored in
terms of percent phonemes as well as percent words identi-
fied correctly.

Subjects used their own speech processors for all testing.
Nucleus subjects had a Spectra speech processor pro-
grammed in the SPEAK strategy. Clarion subjects had a v1.2
or S-series speech processor programmed in the CIS strategy.
Nucleus subjects adjusted the sensitivity controls on their
processors to achieve comfortable loudness for the test
stimuli. Clarion subjects adjusted the volume control, leaving
the sensitivity control set to a level at which AGC compres-
sion would not be activated for the stimulus levels used
~‘‘10:30’’ for the v1.2 processor; ‘‘11:00’’ for the S-series
processor!.

III. RESULTS

A. Characteristics of individual PTFM recovery
functions

PTFM recovery functions obtained from the middle
electrodes of three Nucleus subjects~N14r12, N32r12, and
N13r11! are shown in Fig. 2. Each panel shows the data for
one electrode at several masker levels. Four recovery curves
are shown in panels~A! and ~B!: one for each of three dif-
ferent masker levels~at approximately 25%, 50%, and 75%

FIG. 2. Pulse-train forward-masking recovery functions are plotted in terms of threshold shift~TS! in microamps, as a function of the time delay between
masker offset and probe offset. Data are from Nucleus subjects N14, N32, and N13, all with N-22 electrodes. These subjects demonstrated short time constants
for the recovery process (tau,40 ms) and high speech recognition scores. Each panel contains recovery functions for a single electrode in the middle of the
electrode array. Error bars indicate 1 standard deviation from the mean. The parameter is masker level, expressed as a percentage of the dynamic rangeof the
masker pulse train that was available on each electrode. Threshold~THSp!, maximum acceptable loudness level~MALp ! and dynamic range~DRp! for the
probe pulse train are given within each panel. Time constants for each recovery function are indicated by tau; residual constants are indicated by C~mA TS!.
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of DR in dB!, and a retest for the highest masker level
(Lm.70% of DR in dB!. Only three recovery curves are
shown in panel~C! because N13r11 was not retested at the
highest masker level. The shapes of these functions are typi-
cal of recovery functions obtained from other Nucleus sub-
jects. Recovery time constants@tau in Eq.~1!# are indicated
next to each curve. Recovery rates for the two electrodes
represented in panels~A! and ~B! were among the fastest
observed, with time constants ranging from 25 to 40 ms. The
electrode in panel~C! had slightly longer time constants
~55–74 ms!. All three of the subjects represented in Fig. 2
scored high on speech recognition tests.

The PTFM recovery functions in Fig. 2 illustrate several

characteristics common to the functions measured in other
subjects. First, PTFM recovery curves were well fit by the
exponential recovery process given by Eq.~1!. Second, most
of the recovery curves exhibited a residual threshold shift
specified by the constantC. Third, recovery curves at the
highest masker level exhibited good test-retest reliability,
with repeat masked thresholds that were not significantly dif-
ferent from the original ones@e.g., shaded vs solid squares in
Figs. 2~A! and ~B!#.

One atypical characteristic sometimes seen in PFTM re-
covery functions is illustrated in Fig. 2~A!. At the shortest
time delay~11 ms!, when the probe pulse train immediately
follows the masker pulse train, a large amount of threshold

FIG. 3. Pulse train forward-masking recovery functions from a middle electrode in Clarion subjects C12, C14, and C16. C12 has a spiral electrode~1.2E!. C14
has a high-focus electrode with a positioner~HFP!. C16 has a high-focus electrode without a positioner. Each panel contains recovery functions for a single
electrode in the middle of the electrode array. Error bars indicate 1 standard deviation from the mean. The parameter is masker level, expressed in thelegend
as a percentage of the dynamic range of the masker pulse train that was available on each electrode. Dynamic range~DRp in mA! for the probe pulse train
is indicated by the hatched horizontal line at the top of the graphs, and is listed within each panel inmA and dBmA. Time constants for each recovery function
are indicated by Tau; residual constants are indicated by C~TS in uA!.

FIG. 4. Pulse-train forward-masking recovery functions from subjects N34, N31, and N38, who demonstrated long time constants for the recovery process
(tau.100 ms) and low speech recognition scores. Legend as in Fig. 2.
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shift is evident. This threshold shift greatly exceeds that pre-
dicted by the exponential recovery curve that describes
masked thresholds at longer time delays. Excessive masking
at 11 ms was observed for only one~middle! electrode in two
subjects~N14r12 and C05r08!, and then only at the highest
of three masker levels.

PTFM recovery functions obtained from the middle
electrodes of three Clarion subjects~C12r08, C14r08, and
C16r07! are shown in Fig. 3. Each of the subjects has a
different type of electrode array: C12 has a Spiral electrode
~1.2E!, C14 has a HiFocus electrode with a positioner, and
C16 has a HiFocus electrode without a positioner. Qualita-

TABLE II. Recovery function parameters obtained from 8 Nucleus and 6 Clarion subjects at multiple masker levels on a middle electrode: subject code,
research electrode number, and electrode type~Subj/Elect!; stimulation mode~Mode!; threshold~THS!, maximum acceptable loudness level~MAL ! expressed
in mAmps of current; dynamic range~DR! for probe and masker stimuli~expressed in dB!; masker level~Lm! expressed as percent dynamic range of the
masker in dB~%DRm!; time constant~tau!; residual constant~C!; goodness of fit (R2). Average parameter values are shown in bold for each subject/electrode.

Subj/Elect Mode
THSp
~uA!

MALp
~uA!

DRp
~dB!

THSm
~uA!

MALm
~uA!

DRm
~dB!

Lm
~%DRm! Tau ~ms!

C
~uA! R2

N09 rEL15:13 BP11 139 459 10.4 124 310 7.9 75.9% 44.2 25.4 0.990
NUC BP11 143 437 9.7 120 305 8.1 53.5% 46.8 22.8 0.848

BP11 128 425 10.4 104 305 9.4 25.9% 45.3 10.0 0.849
136.6 440.4 10.2 116.1 306.8 8.4 0.896

N13 rEL11:09 BP11 233 845 11.2 157 591 11.5 74.2% 73.8 95.8 0.986
NUC BP11 238 855 11.1 146 542 11.4 49.0% 72.7 36.0 0.926

BP11 237 845 11.1 151 566 11.4 22.2% 55.5 9.8 0.360
235.8 848.5 11.1 151.6 566.3 11.4 0.757

N14 rEL12:10 BP11 301 780 8.3 171 647 11.5 75.0% 40.3 9.3 0.999
NuC BP11 290 789 8.7 166 662 12.0 49.8% 30.0 19.0 0.985

BP11 299 789 8.4 167 652 11.8 25.2% 28.0 2.9 0.985
296.7 786.0 8.5 168.3 653.4 11.8 0.990

N28 rEL12:10 BP11 157 396 8.0 126 305 7.7 79.3% 36.8 59.0 0.995
NUC BP11 155 385 7.9 129 303 7.4 52.9% 39.8 39.0 0.964

BP11 156 380 7.7 132 296 7.0 24.6% 59.9 13.5 0.839
155.8 386.9 7.9 129.2 301.4 7.4 0.933

N30 rEL17:15 BP11 174 557 10.1 126 432 10.7 75.6% 65.2 32.4 0.963
NUC BP11 177 565 10.1 130 423 10.2 51.6% 80.5 28.0 0.982

BP11 175 544 9.8 129 405 10.0 28.3% 33.3 5.7 0.978
175.1 555.2 10.0 128.4 419.7 10.3 0.974

N32 rEL12:08 BP13 131 1019 17.8 65 644 19.9 71.5% 35.8 21.0 0.985
NUC BP13 139 1039 17.5 65 636 19.8 46.2% 25.0 0.0 0.959

BP13 137 911 16.5 65 679 20.4 24.4% 25.5 21.8 0.926
135.8 989.6 17.3 64.8 653.1 20.1 0.957

N31 rEL16:14 BP11 458 838 5.3 341 686 6.1 70.3% 136.9 120.0 0.824
NUC BP11 459 855 5.4 345 673 5.8 46.6% 144.1 68.0 0.698

BP11 463 855 5.3 340 682 6.0 24.6% 162.9 50.0 0.505
460.1 849.4 5.3 341.7 680.1 6.0 0.676

N34 rEL11:08 BP12 236 1103 13.4 195 609 9.9 80.1% 133.7 38.5 0.988
NUC BP12 238 1098 13.3 199 609 9.7 54.0% 137.8 39.1 0.998

BP12 243 1147 13.5 197 609 9.8 30.5% 109.1 18.6 0.988
238.9 1115.8 13.4 197.1 608.8 9.8 0.991

C05 rEL08m mono 104 400 11.7 52 330 16.1 87.0% 60.2 42.0 0.986
1.2E mono 104 380 11.3 53 319 15.6 71.0% 60.5 16.0 0.979

mono 98 361 11.3 42 319 17.5 50.4% 60.7 0.6 0.964
101.9 380.3 11.4 49.0 322.5 16.4 0.976

C12 rEL08m mono 199 572 9.2 106 574 14.7 85.5% 44.8 71.0 0.962
1.2E mono 198 610 9.8 101 635 16.0 69.6% 58.0 42.0 0.957

mono 221 659 9.5 102 642 15.9 48.3% 55.5 3.5 0.993
205.9 613.7 9.5 103.2 616.8 15.5 0.971

C13 rEL08m mono 131 348 8.5 69 351 14.1 87.0% 76.8 41.5 0.991
1.2E mono 136 388 9.1 67 353 14.5 70.3% 78.8 22.5 0.933

133.5 367.7 8.8 67.7 352.0 14.3 0.962
C14 rEL08m mono 82 205 8.0 55 178 10.2 79.2% 68.1 26.0 0.983

HFP mono 82 212 8.2 55 175 10.1 65.4% 56.0 21.0 0.868
mono 84 206 7.8 57 164 9.1 39.1% 39.5 3.5 0.997

82.7 207.5 8.0 55.7 172.6 9.8 0.949
C15 rEL08m mono 69 116 4.5 32 61 5.8 71.2% 48.2 2.0 0.885

HFP mono 68 117 4.7 33 77 7.4 43.8% 63.3 3.5 0.967
68.6 116.6 4.6 32.3 69.3 6.6 0.926

C16 rEL07m mono 147 632 12.7 149 495 10.5 78.2% 53.0 48.0 0.998
HF mono 134 524 11.8 138 453 10.3 51.2% 77.8 34.4 0.945

mono 144 612 12.6 141 507 11.1 28.8% 90.0 28.0 0.992
141.5 589.3 12.4 142.5 484.9 10.6 0.978
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tively, recovery curves from Clarion subjects are similar to
those observed in Nucleus subjects, regardless of electrode
type. These curves are well fit by exponential curves with
time constants~tau! and residual constants~C! within the
same range as seen in Nucleus subjects. All three of these
subjects also performed well on the speech tests.

PTFM recovery functions from a middle electrode in
three Nucleus subjects~N34r11, N31r16, and N38r11! are
shown in Fig. 4. Two of these subjects~N34r11 and N31r16!
exhibited extended PTFM recovery with long time constants
at all three levels, and the third subject~N38r11! exhibited a
long time constant for the one high-level masker that was
tested. For N31r16@Fig. 4~B!#, residual masking was excep-
tionally high, withC constants between 50 and 120mA. For
N38r11 @Fig. 4~C!#, the THS and MAL values were unusu-
ally low and only a small amount of threshold shift was
produced by the PTFM masker. The three subjects repre-
sented in Fig. 4 also exhibited low speech scores. Compari-
son of time constants and speech scores for the subjects in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 suggests that PTFM time constants are
inversely related to speech recognition scores. As will be
shown later, a simple inverse relationship does not exist.
Rather, prolonged PTFM recovery appears to predict poor
speech recognition, whereas apparently normal PTFM recov-
ery may be observed in subjects with all levels of speech
recognition.

B. Group tendencies in PTFM recovery functions

1. Masker level effects

The effect of masker level on PTFM recovery curves
was examined for the middle electrodes of 8 Nucleus and 6
Clarion subjects. Parameters of the exponential fits obtained
at different masker levels are given in Table II. For each test
electrode~denoted by research electrode number, rEL!, THS,
MAL, and DR for the probe and masker stimuli are shown,
together with fitting parameterstau andC for the exponential

recovery process. Excellent exponential fits to the data were
obtained at the highest masker level, as evidenced by coeffi-
cients of determination (R2) that were typically above 0.98.
Fits were less good at lower masker levels, but still provided
an adequate characterization of the data.

Time constants for the recovery process~tau! were
largely independent of masker level. As shown in Fig. 5~A!,
values fortau on the middle electrode varied considerably
across subjects, from 25 ms to 163 ms, but did not vary
systematically with masker level for most of the 8 Nucleus
or 6 Clarion subjects tested at multiple levels. Thus, the
PTFM recover process appears to be adequately described by
an exponential recovery model@Eq. ~1!# that produces level-
independent time constants. As indicated in Fig. 5, two sub-
jects ~N31 and N34! demonstrated time constants greater
than 95 ms, the upper 99% confidence limit of the mean
~dashed line in Fig. 5!.

Probe dynamic ranges for subjects’ middle electrodes
varied from 4.5 to 17.8 dB~47 to 904mA!. Figure 5~B!
shows time constants plotted as a function of dynamic range
for the probe pulse train, expressed inmA. There was no
simple relationship between tau and DR. Subjects with
shorter time constants~filled symbols! exhibited dynamic
ranges from small to very large.

2. Growth of masking

If an exponential model with a level-independent time
constant is truly appropriate for describing the PTFM recov-
ery process, then the model should accurately predict the rate
at which forward masking grows with masker level at all
time delays. To evaluate characteristics of growth of masking
~GOM!, parameterK in Eq. ~1! was expressed as a linear
function of masker sensation level (Am2A0m), as follows:

K5b1n•~Am2A0m!. ~2!

Substituting Eq.~2! for K in Eq. ~1! yields the following:

FIG. 5. Time constants for the recovery process on middle electrodes, from 8 Nucleus and 6 Clarion subjects, as a function of masker level@panel~A!# and
as a function of dynamic range for the probe pulse train@panel~B!#. Time constants were obtained from exponential fits to the pulse-train forward-masking
recovery functions. The dashed line indicates 99% confidence limits above the mean; time constants above this line are identified by unfilled symbols.
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~Ap2A0p2C!5@b1n~Am2A0m!#•e2t/tau. ~3!

This shows that for a time delay oft50 ms, the growth rate
of masking is equal ton, and the sensitivity to masking is
equal tob. For other values oft, Eq. ~3! shows that the rate
of growth of masking is inversely related totau. Growth of
masking slopes were evaluated for several values oft in or-
der to determine if the expected dependence of growth rate
on tau was actually reflected in the data.

Figures 6~A! and~B! show GOM functions for time de-
lays of 10 and 50 ms, respectively. In each graph, threshold
shifts calculated from the fitted recovery curves at time de-
lays of 10 or 50 ms are plotted as a function of masker
sensation level. The GOM functions at 50 ms exhibit lower
slopes than those at 10 ms, which is consistent with Eq.~3!.
For comparison, the GOM functions predicted from Eq.~3!
using a time constant of 54 ms are shown by solid lines in
Figs. 6~A! and ~B!. Recall that 54 ms was the average time
constant for 18 subjects with apparently normal rates of re-
covery on a middle electrode. For both 10- and 50-ms time
delays, the general trend of the slopes of the GOM functions
are well described by the solid line. A linear fit across all
electrodes to the amount of masking at a 10-ms delay as a
function of masker sensation level indicates that, on average,
forward masking at a 10-ms delay begins when the masker is
slightly above its detection threshold~0.9 mA SL!. These
results suggest that, for most subjects, effective masking due
to a pulse-train masker tends to grow monotonically with the
sensation level of the masker~in mA!, and that forward
masking begins when masker amplitude is at absolute thresh-
old. This outcome adds further support to the validity of an
exponential model for describing recovery from PTFM in
electric hearing.

3. Effects of electrode location

Parameters for recovery curves obtained from three re-
gions of the same electrode array~apical, middle, and basal!
at a single masker level~.70% DR! in 7 Nucleus and 3
Clarion subjects, are given in Table III. Parameters for recov-
ery curves obtained on a middle electrode at a single masker
level ~.70% DR! in an additional 8 Nucleus and 3 Clarion
subjects are also listed. To examine whether recovery func-
tion parameters differed significantly for electrodes located
in the apical, middle, or basal regions of the electrode array,
single factor repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed on
the measures oftau and threshold shift att510 ms or t
550 ms. None of the resulting F-ratios approached statisti-
cal significance for either group. This indicates that neither
the recovery from PTFM nor the amount of threshold shift at
a 10- or 50-ms time delay varied consistently with electrode
region. Repeated-measures ANOVAs similarly showed that
neither absolute threshold nor probe dynamic range varied
systematically with electrode location.

Figure 7 shows the time constants obtained from differ-
ent electrode regions, plotted as a function of masker level.
In addition to subjects N31 and N34, one additional subject
~N38! who was tested only on a middle electrode exhibited a
long time constant. Thus, out of 15 Nucleus and 6 Clarion
subjects tested on a middle electrode, only three exhibited
time constants longer than 95 ms. As shown in Fig. 7, two of
the subjects with long time constants on a middle electrode
~N31 and N34! also exhibited long time constants on a basal
electrode. One of those subjects~N34! exhibited long time
constants on all three electrodes. In addition, three subjects
~N13, N30, C14! exhibited long time constants on an apical
electrode only, with normal time constants on a middle and
basal electrode.

FIG. 6. Amount of masking as a function of masker sensation level, calculated for time delays of 10 ms@panel~A!# and 50 ms@panel~B!#. The growth of
masking functions predicted by Eq.~3! for a time constant of 54 ms are shown by the solid lines, which have slopes of 0.8 and 0.4 for the 10- and 50-ms time
delays, respectively.
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4. Comparisons across electrode types

An examination of recovery curves from subjects with
different types of implanted electrodes did not reveal any
systematic differences in recovery characteristics. Earlier
~Fig. 3!, recovery curves were shown for subjects with each
of the three types of Clarion electrodes. The recovery curve
parameters fit to these curves fall within the range shown
earlier for Nucleus subjects. The only obvious difference is
that dynamic ranges~in mA! are smaller for subject C14
@panel ~B!# than for the other subjects. C14 has a HiFocus
electrode and a positioner~HFP!, which presumably resides
closer to the modiolar wall than the Spiral electrode~1.2E! or
the HiFocus electrode without the positioner~HF!. Recovery
curve parameters for the two Clarion subjects with HFP elec-
trodes, C14 and C15~see Table III! were not different from
those of other subjects, even though their THS and MAL

values were noticeably smaller. Because Clarion subjects
were stimulated in monopolar mode and Nucleus subjects
were stimulated in bipolar mode, our findings suggest that
electrode coupling~bipolar versus monopolar! has no major
effect on PTFM recovery.

C. Correlations with speech recognition scores

Table IV shows correlation coefficients between word
and phoneme recognition scores and PTFM time constants or
threshold shifts at 10- and 50-ms time delays. All of the
coefficients for tau vs speech scores are negative, indicating
that higher speech scores are associated with smaller time
constants. However, the coefficients are all small in magni-
tude, ranging from20.13 to20.38; none account for more
than 14% of the variance. The coefficients for threshold shift

TABLE III. Recovery function parameters obtained from apical, middle or basal electrodes at the highest masker level (Lm.70% DR! in 21 subjects.
Column 1 shows the subject code and electrode pair stimulated (m5monopolar). Rows 1–21: 7 Nucleus subjects tested on apical, middle and basal
electrodes. Rows 22–29: 8 additional Nucleus subjects tested on a middle electrode. Row 30–38: 3 Clarion subjects tested on apical, middle and basal
electrodes. Rows 39–41: 3 additional Clarion subjects tested on a middle electrode.

Subj/Elect Mode
THSp
~uA!

MALp
~uA!

DRp
~dB!

THSm
~uA!

MALm
~uA!

DRm
~dB!

Lm
~%DRm! Tau ~ms!

C
~uA! R2

TS~10 ms!/
DRp~uA!

TS~50 ms!/
DRp~uA!

N13 rEL07:02 BP14 239 525 6.8 169 491 9.3 70.6% 112.6 65.5 0.919 0.44 0.38
N13 rEL11:09 BP11 233 845 11.2 157 591 11.5 74.2% 73.8 95.8 0.986 0.33 0.26
N13 rEL16:11 BP14 273 767 9.0 180 581 10.2 75.7% 52.8 91.2 0.976 0.36 0.27
N14 rEL06:04 BP11 412 833 6.1 246 796 10.2 75.1% 25.0 5.8 0.935 0.56 0.12
N14 rEL12:10 BP11 301 780 8.3 171 647 11.5 75.0% 40.3 9.3 0.999 0.33 0.13
N14 rEL20:18 BP11 411 809 5.9 229 730 10.1 74.0% 21.7 19.0 0.980 0.49 0.12
N28 rEL05:03 BP11 339 550 4.2 156 410 8.4 75.0% 58.8 6.4 0.909 0.23 0.13
N28 rEL12:10 BP11 157 396 8.0 126 305 7.7 79.3% 36.8 59.0 0.995 0.58 0.36
N28 rEL20:18 BP11 410 811 5.9 193 571 9.4 77.9% 42.7 6.4 0.987 0.28 0.12
N30 rEL04:02 BP11 329 1088 10.4 178 892 14.0 73.2% 127.6 68.9 0.994 0.34 0.27
N30 rEL17:15 BP11 174 557 10.1 126 432 10.7 75.6% 65.2 32.4 0.963 0.42 0.27
N30 rEL21:19 BP11 299 1388 13.3 226 850 11.5 78.4% 53.6 108.3 0.997 0.34 0.21
N31 rEL12:10 BP11 643 1029 4.1 438 869 6.0 76.1% 71.1 107.8 0.994 0.41 0.35
N31 rEL16:14 BP11 458 838 5.3 341 686 6.1 70.3% 136.9 120.0 0.824 0.50 0.45
N31 rEL21:19 BP11 688 1083 3.9 443 897 6.1 79.0% 107.4 80.0 0.990 0.40 0.34
N32 rEL05:01 BP13 140 1738 21.9 71 699 19.9 77.7% 41.0 51.3 0.996 0.18 0.09
N32 rEL12:08 BP13 131 1019 17.8 65 644 19.9 71.5% 35.8 21.0 0.985 0.25 0.10
N32 rEL19:15 BP13 88 724 18.3 44 565 22.3 73.4% 48.9 31.8 0.995 0.33 0.17
N34 rEL06:02 BP13 294 1283 12.8 221 717 10.2 82.2% 107.6 67.5 0.976 0.31 0.23
N34 rEL11:08 BP12 236 1103 13.4 195 609 9.9 80.1% 133.7 38.5 0.988 0.31 0.24
N34 rEL17:13 BP13 241 608 8.0 173 523 9.6 74.8% 110.9 52.0 0.963 0.45 0.36
N09 rEL15:13 BP11 139 459 10.4 124 310 7.9 75.9% 44.2 25.4 0.990 0.28 0.16
N24 rEL11:08 BP12 368 1038 9.0 218 791 11.2 74.4% 33.9 50.0 0.990 0.35 0.16
N35 rEL12:07 BP14 225 1656 17.3 229 1221 14.5 88.8% 22.2 85.0 0.997 0.64 0.15
N36 rEL11:08 BP12 262 981 11.5 217 801 11.3 79.9% 60.9 145.0 0.983 0.54 0.38
N37 rEL11:09 BP11 505 933 5.3 282 703 7.9 74.2% 18.2 42.0 0.997 0.18 0.11
N38 rEL11:07 BP13 91 191 6.5 53 122 7.2 73.2% 105.9 10.9 0.973 0.17 0.15
N39 rEL12:10 BP11 217 641 9.4 146 694 13.6 75.4% 75.3 71.0 0.996 0.64 0.44
N41 rEL12:10 BP11 360 852 7.5 246 649 8.4 78.1% 85.5 65.0 0.976 0.36 0.28
C05 rEL02m mono 102 341 10.5 51 273 14.6 82.3% 50.2 25.0 0.980 0.42 0.25
C05 rEL08m mono 104 400 11.7 52 330 16.1 87.0% 60.2 42.0 0.986 0.44 0.30
C05 rEL14m mono 72 314 12.8 42 250 15.6 83.6% 67.7 30.3 0.951 0.45 0.31
C12 rEL02m mono 242 663 8.8 118 694 15.4 85.0% 33.8 70.0 0.985 0.72 0.34
C12 rEL08m mono 199 572 9.2 106 574 14.7 85.5% 44.8 71.0 0.962 0.67 0.39
C12 rEL14m mono 232 646 8.9 110 711 16.2 82.8% 37.7 73.5 0.995 0.72 0.36
C14 rEL02m mono 75 120 4.1 51 98 5.7 78.8% 99.4 4.3 0.877 0.35 0.27
C14 rEL08m mono 82 205 8.0 55 178 10.2 79.2% 68.1 26.0 0.983 0.49 0.37
C14 rEL14m mono 83 153 5.3 43 110 8.1 78.4% 48.4 5.0 0.924 0.30 0.17
C13 rEL08m mono 131 348 8.5 69 351 14.1 87.0% 76.8 41.5 0.991 0.67 0.48
C15 rEL08m mono 69 116 4.5 32 61 5.8 71.2% 48.2 2.0 0.885 0.21 0.12
C16 rEL07m mono 147 632 12.7 149 495 10.5 78.2% 53.0 48.0 0.998 0.49 0.28
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at 10 or 50 ms vs speech scores are even smaller. These
results indicate that measures of PTFM are unable to explain
the variance observed in speech recognition scores.

Figure 8 shows scattergrams of some the relationships
summarized in Table IV. The relationships between recovery
time constants and speech scores are shown in Figs. 8~A!,
~B!, and ~C!. Subjects with time constants in the ‘‘normal’’
range~,100 ms! exhibit speech scores ranging from poor to
excellent. Among these subjects, two subjects with very
short time constants~N35 and N37! exhibit very poor speech
scores, similar to a subject~N3! identified by Chatterjee
~1999!. On the other hand, the three subjects with prolonged
time constants on a middle electrode~N31, N34, and N38!
all exhibit poor speech scores. These results suggest that nor-
mal recovery from PTFM is a necessary but not sufficient
requirement for good speech recognition. That is, prolonged

PTFM recovery in itself may eliminate the possibility of
good speech recognition, but other factors such as poor spa-
tial resolution must be responsible for the low speech scores
observed in some subjects with normal PTFM recovery rates.

Figure 8~D! shows threshold shift at a time delay of 50
ms plotted against percent transmitted information for the
consonant envelope feature~Van Tasellet al., 1992!. Thresh-
old shift is expressed as a percentage of the dynamic range
~mA! of the probe pulse train. If extended forward masking
were preventing the detection of a consonant following an
intense vowel, this correlation would be expected to be
strongly negative. As indicated in Fig. 8~D!, there is no re-
lationship between the two variables. Table IV shows that
small correlation coefficients are obtained for threshold shifts
at 10 ms as well.

FIG. 7. Time constants for the recovery process at the
highest masker level~.70% DRdB! on apical
~squares!, middle ~triangles!, and basal~circles! elec-
trodes, plotted as a function of masker level. The
dashed line indicates the 99% confidence limit. Time
constants above this line are identified by their subject
codes.

TABLE IV. Correlations between pulse-train time constants~tau!, threshold shift~TS in mA! at 10-ms or 50-ms
time delays~all from a middle electrode!, and various speech recognition scores~15 Nucleus and 6 Clarion
subjects!.

Pulse train
tau

TS
~10 ms!

TS
~50 ms!

/~C~/ consonants
Stimulus~RTI! 20.29 20.07 20.07
Envelope~RTI! 20.23 20.07 20.11
Place~RTI! 20.30 20.08 20.07

NU-6 words
Phonemes~%C! 20.38 0.04 0.01
Words ~%C! 20.32 20.02 20.09

Hillenbrand vowels
Stimulus~RTI! 20.23 0.00 0.00
F1 Frequency~RTI! 20.22 20.08 20.05
F2 Frequency~RTI! 20.31 0.08 0.00
Duration ~RTI! 20.13 20.06 20.05
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Exponential recovery process

An important finding of this study is that recovery from
psychophysical pulse-train forward masking can be accu-
rately described by a recovery process in which the amount
of threshold shift produced by a masker pulse train recovers
exponentially in time. The recovery process requires only a
single time constant to account for PTFM data obtained over
a wide range of masker amplitudes. In this study, the average
recovery time constant for 18 subjects with apparently nor-
mal PTFM recovery was 54 ms, with a standard deviation of
17 ms. This means that approximately 99% of subjects in a
similar cochlear implant population would be expected to
demonstrate forward-masking time constants shorter than 95
ms.

Previous measures of pulse-train forward masking in
electric hearing have found that recovery occurs over the
same period of time as seen in the current study~Shannon,
1990a, 1990b; Chatterjee and Shannon, 1998; Chatterjee,
1999!. Shannon specified recovery with a slightly different
model~dB of threshold shift versus log delay time!, which is

another model used to describe recovery in acoustic hearing
~Plomp, 1964; Jesteadtet al., 1982!. Nelson and Freyman
~1987! showed that both models describe the recovery pro-
cess in acoustic hearing equally well. We have evaluated
some of Shannon’s~1990a! data using the same exponential
coordinates as in the present study, and using offset-to-offset
rather than offset-to-onset time delays. Shannon’s recovery
curves do not differ qualitatively from those seen here, and
the time constants are within the range of time constants seen
here. Similarly, Chatterjee’s~1999! published recovery
curves, evaluated using offset-to-offset time delays, reveal
time constants within the range of those seen here, except for
one subject~N3! with a time constant of 11 ms~using our
coordinates!. For this subject, the recovery curves were well
fit with two recovery processes, the faster one with an 11-ms
time constant and the longer one with a 79-ms time constant.

A recent study of single-pulse forward masking~SPFM!
from our laboratory~Nelson and Donaldson, 2001! used the
same exponential recovery process to describe SPFM recov-
ery curves, except that two time constants were evident, one
a fast-recovery time constant under 10 ms and the other a

FIG. 8. Scattergrams of time constants~tau!, or threshold shifts~TS in %DRuA! at a time delay of 50 ms, and different speech recognition scores. Time
constants and threshold shifts are for pulse-train forward masking recovery functions obtained from a middle electrode with a masker level above 70%DRdB.
Speech scores are given as percent correct~%C! phoneme scores or relative transmitted information~RTI!.
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long time constant in the same range as those seen here for
PTFM. Because the fast time constants were in the same
range as those obtained from electrophysiologic measures of
recovery in the whole-nerve action potential~Brown et al.,
1990; Brownet al., 1996!, it is likely that the fast SPFM
time constant reflects refractory characteristics at the level of
the auditory nerve and that the long time constant reflects
recovery characteristics of more central processes. For
SPFM, the fast-recovery time constant was also level inde-
pendent and GOM slopes were determined by the fast time
constant. In both of these studies, forward masking was
specified as a threshold shift measured in terms of microam-
peres of current, i.e., recovery was described by an exponen-
tial decline in the difference between masked threshold and
absolute threshold over time.

The traditional approach in acoustic hearing specifies
forward masking as a threshold shift measured as a ratio of
masked threshold to absolute threshold, i.e., recovery was
described by an exponential decline in the ratio between
masked threshold and absolute threshold over time, ex-
pressed in decibels~Duifhuis, 1973; Nelson and Freyman,
1987; Nelson and Pavlov, 1989!. Almost all of the forward-
masking recovery functions reported in studies of acoustic
hearing have time constants shorter than 95 ms, except those
obtained from hearing-impaired ears~Nelson and Freyman,
1987!. Earlier studies in hearing-impaired subjects did not
account for the fact that cochlear nonlinearities are present in
normal-hearing ears and absent in hearing-impaired ears. Re-
cent evidence indicates that forward-masking recovery time
constants from normal-hearing and hearing-impaired ears are
similar if non-linearities in normal-hearing ears are taken
into account~Nelson and Schroder, 2001!. Thus, recovery
from forward masking is similar for normal and impaired
acoustic hearing, and as we see here, it is also similar for
acoustic and electric hearing.

In the acoustic case, stimulus amplitude must be trans-
formed compressively by a decibel-like conversion process
~a compressive nonlinearity within the cochlea!, and then the
compressed amplitude produces a neural effect that recovers
exponentially with time. In the electric case, stimulus ampli-
tude produces a direct neural effect~without any compres-
sion! that then recovers exponentially with time. It appears
that the neural responses produced by either acoustic or elec-
tric stimulation are subjected to the same post-stimulatory
recovery processes. This suggests that neural recovery is me-
diated by adaptation or persistence processes that occur at, or
central to, the eighth nerve.

These observations suggest that linear units of electrical
stimulation are comparable to logarithmic units of acoustic
stimulation. In fact, loudness matches obtained in listeners
with acoustic hearing in one ear and electric hearing in the
opposite ear indicate that linear changes inmAmps of current
are proportional to decibels of acoustic sound pressure~Ed-
dingtonet al., 1978; Zeng and Shannon, 1992!. Thus, the use
of linearmAmps of current as the input to a neural adaptation
or persistence mechanism in electric hearing is consistent
with the use of decibels as the input to the same mechanism
in acoustic hearing.

In summary, both the form of the recovery curve de-

scribed by Eq.~3! and the range of time constants obtained
across subjects and electrodes in the present study, are con-
sistent with data from previous psychophysical studies of
forward masking in both acoustic hearing and electric hear-
ing. These results support the notion that PTFM in electric
hearing and pure-tone forward masking in acoustic hearing
are mediated by the same physiological mechanisms.

B. Relationship to speech recognition

Our findings suggest that ‘‘normal’’ recovery from
PTFM ~i.e., tau,95 ms! does not, by itself, predict good
speech recognition through a cochlear implant. Among our
21 subjects, the 18 with normal time constants on a middle
electrode varied widely in their speech recognition abilities.
Two of these subjects had very fast PTFM recovery yet ex-
hibited poor speech recognition. This outcome was also seen
in one subject~N3! tested by Chatterjee and Shannon~1998!.
In our data set, prolonged recovery from PTFM~.95 ms! on
both middle and basal electrodes predicted poor speech rec-
ognition but prolonged recovery on only an apical electrode
did not. This suggests that adequate PTFM recovery may be
more important in middle and basal regions of the cochlea
where consonant envelope cues are transmitted and less im-
portant in apical regions that primarily code vowel formant
information. These finding suggest a model wherein PTFM
recovery is only one of several psychophysical ‘‘require-
ments’’ for good speech recognition. It seems certain that
another requirement would be adequate spatial resolution,
since it has been repeatedly shown that some degree of spec-
tral resolution is critical for speech recognition through a
cochlear implant~Nelsonet al., 1995; Hanekom and Shan-
non, 1996; Collinset al., 1997; Donaldson and Nelson,
2000; Henryet al., 2000!.

Shannon~1990a! measured PTFM recovery rates similar
to the ‘‘normal’’ recovery rates shown here~i.e., ,95 ms! in
a group of cochlear implant subjects with disparate speech
recognition scores. He concluded that recovery from forward
masking was unrelated to speech perception. Whereas this
appears to be true for the majority of implant users with
PTFM time constants,95 ms, Shannon may not have
sampled the small proportion of implant users with pro-
longed forward masking. This group included 3 of 21 sub-
jects tested in our study, suggesting that a small proportion of
the implant population may fall into this category.

It is possible that the small segment of cochlear implant
listeners with prolonged PTFM time constants have wide-
spread deficiencies in auditory processing rather than a spe-
cific deficit in forward-masking recovery. This might be ex-
pected if prolonged PTFM recovery is a reflection of
widespread or severe auditory degeneration. If so, then sub-
jects with prolonged PTFM time constants may also have
poor spatial resolution, further limiting their potential for
speech recognition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Recovery from psychophysical pulse-train forward
masking can be described by an exponential recovery pro-
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cess in which the amount of threshold shift~in mA! for a
pulse-train signal recovers exponentially in time. Time con-
stants for 18 subjects with ‘‘normal’’ PTFM recovery aver-
aged 54 ms with a standard deviation of 17 ms. Time con-
stants are independent of masker level and do not vary
systematically with electrode location.

Response to the masker grows monotonically with
masker level~in mA!. Growth rates at longer time delays are
less than 1.0, and are determined by the level-independent
time constant. This behavior is consistent with an exponen-
tial recovery process.

The addition of a constant residual threshold shift im-
proves the exponential fit to most PTFM recovery curves,
consistent with the existence of cumulative fatigue during
the experiment or a distraction component.

The PTFM recovery process is similar to that seen with
acoustic stimulation. The same recovery model describes
acoustic stimulation, the range of time constants is similar
for acoustic stimulation, and similar residual constants are
needed to obtain good fits for acoustic stimulation. Essen-
tially, recovery of threshold shift~in microamps! in electric
hearing is equivalent to recovery of threshold shift~in deci-
bels! in acoustic hearing. The primary difference is in the
input of the recovery model; acoustic stimulation requires an

additional compressive transform before the recovery pro-
cess. These findings are consistent with the idea that linear
microamps of electrical stimulation to the auditory nerve are
equivalent to acoustic decibels, as suggested by loudness bal-
ancing experiments that show a log-linear relationship be-
tween acoustic and electrical stimuli.

PTFM recovery parameters obtained from Clarion users
were not significantly different than those obtained from
Nucleus users, even though maximum acceptable loudness
levels and dynamic ranges were significantly smaller in those
Clarion users with a HiFocus electrode and electrode posi-
tioning system.

Small negative correlations between PTFM time con-
stants and speech recognition scores did not approach statis-
tical significance. Long time constants were associated with
poor speech scores; however, short time constants were not
strictly associated with good speech scores. Instead, subjects
with short time constants demonstrated a wide range of
speech recognition performance. This suggests that normal
PTFM recovery is only one of several psychophysical abili-
ties needed for good speech recognition in cochlear implant
subjects. Adequate spatial resolution is almost certainly an-
other critical factor.

FIG. 9. Pulse-train forward masking
functions from two subjects for probe
durations of 10 and 30 ms, at two
masker levels throughout the masker
dynamic range~DR!. Threshold of the
probe~mA! is plotted against the time
delay in ms between masker and probe
offsets ~note the linear scale on thex
axis!.
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APPENDIX: PTFM RECOVERY FOR 10- AND 30-ms
PROBE DURATIONS

If recovery from PTFM is governed by neural adaptation
or persistence that recovers or decays gradually following
masker offset, then the earlier pulses in the probe must be
subjected to more adaptation or persistence than the later
pulses. Assuming that detection involves integration of probe
excitation over time~temporal integration!, then it follows
that responses to earlier pulses would contribute less to probe
detection than responses to later pulses. This reasoning sug-
gests that when large amounts of adaptation or persistence
exist, and recovery or decay is occurring rapidly, the end of
the probe pulse train determines detection threshold. If so,
then it is most appropriate to specify the time delay between
masker and probe pulse trains as the time between masker
and probe offsets~rather than the time between masker offset
and probe onset!.

To examine this issue more closely, PTFM recovery
functions were obtained from two subjects~N30 and N28!
for two different probe durations. In one case the probe du-
ration was 10 ms, consisting of five biphasic pulses separated
by 2 ms~as in the main experiment, above!. In the other case
the probe duration was 30 ms, consisting of 15 biphasic
pulses separated by 2 ms. All other conditions were the same
as those described above for the main experiment. The data
were actually collected using the same offset-to-onset delays
between masker and probe for the 10- and 30-ms conditions,
but the recovery curves were displayed and fitted using the
corresponding offset-to-offset time delays. Use of the 10-ms
probe allowed examination of shorter~offset-to-offset! time
delays than was possible with the 30-ms probe.

The PTFM recovery curves obtained at two masker lev-
els and two probe durations are shown in Fig. 9. For both
subjects, masked thresholds at time delays shorter than about
100 ms were the same for the 10- and 30-ms probe durations.
This means that the extra 10 pulses in the 30-ms probe did
not contribute to detection, i.e., little or no temporal integra-
tion was observed during the steep recovery portion of the
recovery function. In contrast, masked thresholds at time de-
lays longer than 100 ms were considerably lower for the

30-ms probe duration than the 10-ms probe duration. The
same was true for quiet thresholds for the probe pulse trains
~dashed lines in Fig. 9!. At these longer time delays, recovery
from adaptation was very gradual, such that responses to
early and late portions of the probe were similar. Responses
to the additional 10 pulses in the 30-ms probe contributed
significantly to detection, therby reducing the probe level at
masked~or quiet! threshold.

These results strongly support the specification of PTFM
time delay as the time between masker offset and probe off-
set, since the later pulses in the probe determine detection at
time delays less than 100 ms. However, these findings do not
resolve the question of whether PTFM is due to adaptation
that recovers over time or to neural persistence that decays
over time ~Oxenham, 2001!. In either case, earlier pulses
would contribute less to detection than later pulses, due to
reduced sensitivity or due to greater persistence at the begin-
ning of the probe train.

1Facial nerve stimulation restricted electrode selection in two subjects~N31
and N30!. For these subjects, test electrodes were distributed across the
range of stimulable electrodes.

2Only male talkers were used for vowel testing because female talkers ex-
hibit wide, sometimes overlapping, ranges of formant frequencies for a
given vowel. This prevents categorization of formant frequencies for pur-
poses of information transmission analyses.
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Susceptibility to acoustic trauma in young and aged gerbils
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The effect of age on susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss~NIHL !, the effect of gender on the
interaction of age-related hearing loss~ARHL! and NIHL, and the relative contributions of ARHL
and NIHL to total hearing loss are poorly understood. The issues are difficult to resolve empirically
in human subjects because of lack of control over extrinsic variables and for ethical reasons.
Accordingly, these issues were examined in a well-studied animal model of both ARHL and NIHL,
the Mongolian gerbil. Animals were exposed to an intense tone~3.5 kHz, 113 dB SPL, 1 h! either
as young adults~6–8 months! or near the end of the average lifespan of the species~34–38 months!.
Hearing thresholds were determined with the auditory brainstem response~ABR!. ARHL was
approximately 5–10 dB, with slightly more observed in males at 16 kHz (p,0.05). NIHL of
approximately 15–20 dB was similar for the young and old groups, suggesting no differences in
susceptibility as a function of age. There were no gender differences in NIHL. The relative
contributions of ARHL and NIHL to total hearing loss in aged, noise-exposed gerbils were predicted
by an addition of ARHL and NIHL in dB, similar to an international standard on hearing loss
allocation, ISO-1999 @Determination of Occupational Noise Exposure and Estimation of
Noise-Induced Hearing Impairment~1990!#. Previous evaluations of ISO-1999 using the gerbil
animal model concluded that addition of ARHL and NIHL in dB overpredicts total hearing loss.
However, in these studies, ARHL was large and nearly equal to NIHL. In the current study, where
ARHL was much less than NIHL, addition of the two factors in dB, as recommended by ISO-1999,
results in fairly accurate predictions of total hearing loss. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1513364#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ed, 43.66.Sr@MRL#

I. INTRODUCTION

Age-related hearing loss~presbyacusis or ARHL! and
noise-induced hearing loss~NIHL ! are the two most com-
mon types of sensorineural hearing loss. Three issues regard-
ing ARHL and NIHL are not well understood:~a! the effect
of ARHL on susceptibility to NIHL;~b! the effect of gender
on the interaction of ARHL and NIHL; and~c! the relative
contributions of ARHL and NIHL to hearing loss in the
older, noise-exposed individual. The issues of susceptibility
to noise as a function of age and the contributions of ARHL
and NIHL to the hearing loss in an older individual are nec-
essary for determining the need for age-correction factors for
occupational health standards and medical-legal issues~Do-
bie, 1993!.

Occupational hearing standards, or the laws that govern
the allowable noise exposures in a working environment, do
not incorporate age correction factors. Whereas the current
noise standard for most workers in the United States, the
Occupational Safety and Health Act~OSHA, 1971, 1981!,
states that a worker may be exposed to a time-weighted av-
erage of 90 dBA with a 5-dB trading ratio without protection
~thus, 8 h per day at 90 dBA, 4 h at 95dBA, etc.!, there are
no corrections for the age of the individual. If an older indi-
vidual has a different susceptibility to NIHL than a young
worker, standards should reflect these age-related differences
in susceptibility to NIHL.

A. Age and susceptibility

Little is known regarding the effects of ARHL on sus-
ceptibility to subsequent NIHL in human subjects.
Welleshick and Raber~1978, described in Dobie, 1993! re-
ported that persons with preexisting ARHL incurred further
hearing loss due to occupational noise exposure, although
Novotny ~1975! did not find such an effect in persons enter-
ing noisy occupations late in life. Results from animal stud-
ies regarding the influence of ARHL on susceptibility to
NIHL are contradictory. Whereas Sunet al. ~1994! reported
that aged chinchillas incurred similar amounts of hair cell
loss from noise as young chinchillas, McFaddenet al. ~1997!
reported that older chinchillas had more hair cell loss, but not
hearing loss, than young chinchillas following noise expo-
sure. Miller et al. ~1998! exposed young and aged CBA/J
mice with similar preexposure thresholds to noise and re-
ported that aged animals were more susceptible to both
threshold shifts~as measured with ABRs! and hair cell loss.

B. Gender effects

It is generally accepted that older males have more high-
frequency hearing loss than females. Epidemiologic data-
bases show as much as 12–20 dB more hearing loss in males
than females at 4 kHz at ages 55 years and over~Gallo and
Glorig, 1964; Glorig and Roberts, 1965; Milne and Lauder,
1975; Milne, 1977; Robinson and Sutton, 1979; Møller,
1981; Moscickiet al., 1985; Robinson, 1988; Pedersenet al.,
1989; Gateset al., 1990!.a!Electronic mail: boettcfa@musc.edu
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Data regarding gender effects on NIHL vary. Several
studies suggest that males may be more susceptible to NIHL
than females~Gallo and Glorig, 1964; Ward, 1966; Berger
et al., 1978! whereas others do not necessarily support such a
conclusion~Baughn, 1973!. The data of Baughn, redrawn in
Berger et al. ~1978!, show minimal gender differences in
hearing loss at 4 kHz. Similarly, a replotting of data of Burns
and Robinson~1970! by Berger et al. show losses of ap-
proximately 5 dB in both males and females after 10 years of
exposure, although Burns and Robinson suggested a 1.5-dB
correction factor~i.e., that males were slightly more suscep-
tible to noise!. In contrast, Bergeret al. ~1978! reported that
females working in a factory with A-weighted Leqs of ap-
proximately 89 dB incurred only about 5 dB of NIHL at 4
kHz compared to approximately 15 dB in males. They used
corrections for age from a control group, but neither the con-
trol nor experimental groups were screened for nonoccupa-
tional noise. Welleschick and Ko¨rpert ~1980; described in
Ward, 1995! reported that NIHL grew at the same rate in
males and females exposed to similar noise. Similarly,
Müller and Richartz~1989; described in Ward, 1995! re-
ported no differences in occupational hearing loss in a group
of 65 males and 65 females. In some of the few animal
studies examining the issue of gender and susceptibility to
noise, McFadden and colleagues reported that male chinchil-
las incur more high-frequency NIHL from exposure to im-
pulse noise than females, but that the opposite is true at low
frequencies~McFaddenet al., 1999, 2000!.

C. ISO-1999

A great deal of controversy has been generated regard-
ing the most accurate method for assessing the relative con-
tributions of ARHL and NIHL in an individual. A current
international standard used for workers’ compensation as-
sumes that ARHL and NIHL add in dB to produce a total
hearing loss. The standard is termed ISO-1999 and is cited as
ISO ~1990! or ISO-1999. The formula is in the form

HL5ARHL1NIHL2
~ARHL!~NIHL !

120
, ~1!

with the latter portion a compression factor used for hearing
losses over 40 dB. ARHL is predicted from Database A of
ISO-1999 @based primarily on an analysis of several data
bases by Passchier-Vermeer~1977! and Johnson~1978!#
which consists of hearing thresholds~dB HL! as a function
of age. NIHL is also predicted based on data from ISO-1999
~based largely on a summary of Johnson, 1978! which show
thresholds as a function of duration of noise exposure. A
series of curves is available based on the intensity of the
noise. Data are available for both ARHL and NIHL for the
median as well as most and least susceptible individuals. To
allocate hearing loss in an individual, ARHL is taken from
Database A based on the age of the individual and HL is
measured empirically. NIHL is then determined by subtract-
ing ARHL from HL ~with the compression factor used if
necessary!. What cannot be determined empirically in an in-
dividual are the ARHL or NIHL components of the loss.

The ISO-1999 formula has been supported by studies
with human subjects~Macrae, 1971, 1991b; Johnson, 1978;
Robinson, 1991! and gerbils when external controls were
used~Mills, 1992!. In the latter, gerbils were raised in 85
dBA noise for 720 days and hearing losses were predicted by
the addition of NIHL and ARHL in dB. The age-only con-
trols were gerbils raised in a quiet animal colony. Thus, this
experiment was performed with a procedure similar to that
used in ISO-1999; NIHL could only be extrapolated by using
a nonexposed group.

In contrast, Millset al. ~1997, 1998! reported that when
internal controls were used, ARHL and NIHL combined to
produce hearing loss equal to the sum of the intensities of the
losses. In the latter experiment, gerbils aged approximately
18 months were exposed monaurally to an intense tone~113
dB SPL, 3.5 kHz, 1 h! under anesthesia, similar to that used
in the present experiment. Subjects incurred a mean NIHL of
20–25 dB in the exposed ear at 4–8 kHz and little or no
NIHL in the contralateral ear. The animals were allowed to
age to 36 months and retested. The thresholds~in dB SPL! in
the unexposed ears at 36 months defined the ARHL, the
thresholds~in dB SPL! in the exposed ears at 20 months
defined the NIHL, and the thresholds~in dB SPL! in the
exposed ears at 36 months defined the HL. Addition of
ARHL and NIHL in dB, as described in ISO-1999, resulted
in significantly larger hearing losses than observed empiri-
cally. A modified power-law model closely predicted the ob-
served loss~Mills et al., 1997, 1998!. Similarly, Corso
~1976! and Bies and Hansen~1990! have suggested that
hearing loss interacts in a manner reflecting addition in
sound intensity rather than in dB and Humes and Jesteadt
~1991! proposed a power-law formula as a fit to empirical
data.

Despite questions regarding its accuracy, ISO-1999 is
straightforward and easy to implement in clinical and
medical-legal situations and remains the most common
method for allocation of ARHL and NIHL. Furthermore, sev-
eral authors have extended ISO-1999 for use following ex-
posures of different characteristics~Dobie, 1993; Lutman,
1996!. Empirical evaluation of ARHL and NIHL is difficult
in human subjects because of lack of control over extrinsic
variables~i.e., nonoccupational noise exposure, otologic dis-
ease, and exposure to ototoxic drugs! as well as ethical con-
siderations~i.e., human subjects cannot be exposed to noise
which causes NIHL and workers showing NIHL must re-
ceive hearing protection or be removed from a work envi-
ronment!.

Limitations in human studies as well as earlier equivocal
results suggest that empirical evaluation of occupational
noise standards, gender effects on ARHL and NIHL, and
allocation models of hearing loss require an animal model.
The Mongolian gerbil is a well-studied model of both ARHL
~e.g., Mills et al., 1990; Schulte and Schmiedt, 1992; Kei-
thley et al., 1989; Boettcheret al., 1993a, b; Gratton and
Schulte, 1995; Thomopouloset al., 1997! and NIHL ~e.g.,
Schmiedt et al., 1990; Boettcher, 1993; Boettcher and
Schmiedt, 1995; Whiteet al., 1998!. Accordingly, the gerbils
are particularly good species for studying the interaction of
these two forms of hearing loss. The present study examines
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the interaction in a different experimental paradigm than that
used by Millset al. ~1997, 1998! and allows for empirical
examination of allocation models of hearing loss.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Mongolian gerbils~Meriones unguiculatus!, aged either
6–8 months (n517) or 34–38 months (n517), were used
as subjects. Young animals were excluded from the study if
they had preexposure thresholds at any frequency greater
than one standard deviation above the mean as previously
described for young gerbils~Mills et al., 1990!. Each gerbil
was born and raised in a sound-shielded vivarium with aver-
age A-weighted sound levels of 35–40 dB. Subjects had nor-
mal presentation upon otoscopic examination, had no history
of otologic disease, and received no ototoxic drugs. Proce-
dures utilized in the project were approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Medical Uni-
versity of South Carolina.

B. Stimuli

Stimuli were 1.8 ms tone pips~0.7 ms rise–fall times;
octave intervals from 1 to 16 kHz! presented at a rate of 11/s,
at levels of 10–80 dB SPL in 5- or 10-dB steps~see below!.
Spectra of the signals have been previously published in
Dolanet al. ~1985! and Mills et al. ~1990!. The stimuli were
generated digitally~16-bit D/A, Tucker-Davis Technology©

@TDT#, 200-kHz sampling rate!, attenuated, and presented
freefield through a Beyer DT-48 earphone placed approxi-
mately 5 mm from the pinna of a subject. The earphone was
calibrated for each subject using a Knowles microphone lo-
cated in a customized probe tube. The probe microphone
system, calibrated with a B&K sound level meter, was
clipped to the pinna of a subject with the opening of the tube
at the opening of the ear canal.

C. Data collection

Each subject was anesthetized with a mixture of ket-
amine~35 mg/kg! and xylazine~8 mg/kg! and placed on an
automated heating pad which maintained body temperature
at a stable 37.5 °C, normal for the Mongolian gerbil. Cus-
tomized needle electrodes were placed at vertex~positive!
and behind each mastoid~reference for each test ear!. A bite
bar served as the ground. Neurological activity was routed
from the electrode to a Grass Model 12 Neurodata system
where it was amplified~100 0003!, and filtered~0.3–3.0
kHz, 6 dB/oct filter slopes!, and routed to a TDT A/D con-
vertor ~25-kHz sampling rate!.

Thresholds were chosen as the mid-point between two
levels, where a response was clearly observed in any of the
three prominent ABR waves at the higher level but absent at
the lower level. The exception to this was if a response was
observed near a criterion of 0.25mV ~peak-to-trough!; in this
case, the level at which this criterion was observed was cho-
sen as threshold. This technique has been successfully used
to measure gerbil ABR thresholds for many years with little

interexperimenter variability in threshold judgment~see
Mills et al., 1990; Boettcheret al., 1993a, b!.

Thresholds were determined 10 days prior to exposure
~using 10-dB steps in threshold measurement! and again im-
mediately prior to exposure~using 5-dB steps!. These two
preexposure tests were averaged as the preexposure thresh-
old. Thresholds were measured again in 5-dB steps approxi-
mately 30 days following exposure.

D. Exposure

Each animal was exposed monaurally to a 3.5-kHz tone
at a level of 113 dB SPL for one hour. The exposure was
performed under anesthesia~identical to that for threshold
testing!. The exposure stimulus was generated digitally~TDT
Waveform Generator!, amplified ~Crown Amplifier Model
D60!, and presented freefield through a Beyer DT-48 ear-
phone fitted with an otoscope speculum. The speculum was
placed near the entrance to the ear canal of the subject. The
level of the exposure was calibrated in a manner similar to
that described for calibration of signals used in threshold
testing. The contralateral ear of each subject was plugged;
the average level at the entrance to the contralateral ear was
91 dB SPL at 3.5 kHz. Thresholds were tested in a subset of
unexposed~contralateral! ears and average shifts were less
than 5 dB one-month following exposure.

III. RESULTS

A. Preexposure sensitivity and age-related hearing
loss

Figure 1~upper panel! shows the preexposure thresholds
in dB SPL for the two groups. The mean preexposure thresh-

FIG. 1. Upper panel: Mean~61 SE! preexposure thresholds in dB SPL for
17 young~6–8 months! and 17 aged~34–38 months! Mongolian gerbils.
Values are the average of two preexposure tests in each subject. Lower
panel: Mean ARHL for aged gerbils, defined as preexposure thresholds for
aged gerbilsminuspreexposure thresholds for young gerbils.
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olds for the young animals ranged from approximately 15 to
19 dB SPL, within the range of normal for young gerbils as
described by Millset al. ~1990!. The mean preexposure
thresholds for the aged subjects ranged from approximately
22 dB SPL at 4 kHz to 27 dB SPL at 8 kHz. The lower panel
of Fig. 1 shows the ARHL, or the difference in the preexpo-
sure thresholds between the groups, plotted in terms of dB
threshold shift. The ARHL ranged from 5 to 9 dB and was
statistically significant at 1–8 kHz~two-tailedt-tests, assum-
ing unequal variance@based on anF-test#, p,0.05), but not
at 16 kHz. The ARHL was fairly uniform across frequency
and relatively small compared to the average ARHL reported
by Mills et al. ~1990!.

B. Postexposure thresholds and noise-induced
hearing loss

Figure 2 ~upper panel! shows the mean postexposure
thresholds in dB SPL for the two groups. The postexposure
thresholds for the young subjects ranged from approximately
20 dB SPL at 1 kHz to 36 dB SPL at 8 kHz. Postexposure
thresholds for the aged subjects ranged from approximately
27 dB SPL at 2 kHz to 42 dB SPL at 8 and 16 kHz. The
differences in postexposure thresholds between young and
aged subjects were statistically significant at 1 and 16 kHz
~t-tests,p,0.05). The lower panel of Fig. 2 shows the NIHL
in dB ~postexposure thresholdsminus preexposure thresh-
olds! for the two groups. The NIHL was minimal at 1 and 2
kHz ~6 dB or less! as would be expected given the spectrum

of the exposure. The NIHL ranged from 15 to 18 dB at 4 and
8 kHz for the two groups; at 16 kHz the shift was approxi-
mately 9.3 dB for the young subjects and 17 dB for the aged
subjects. Differences in NIHL between groups were not sig-
nificant at 1–8 kHz, whereas NIHL was significantly larger
in the aged subjects than in young subjects at 16 kHz (p
,0.05).

C. Gender effects

Figure 3 ~upper panel! shows ARHL in dB for seven
male and ten female gerbils aged 34–38 months. Here,
ARHL refers to the mean preexposure thresholds for males
and for femalesminus the mean preexposure thresholds for
young gerbils of the same gender. ARHL ranged from ap-
proximately 0 to 8 dB for females and 8 to 12 dB for males.
Although there was a trend for males to have more ARHL
than females, the difference was statistically significant only
at 16 kHz (p,0.05).

The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows NIHL for aged males
and females. Here, NIHL refers to the postexposure thresh-
olds for males and for femalesminuspreexposure thresholds
in the same subjects. NIHL ranged from approximately 5 to
20 dB in the females and 6 to 16 dB in the males. There were
no significant differences in NIHL between the two groups at
any frequency (p.0.05). There were too few young males
to make a meaningful comparison between genders regard-
ing susceptibility to NIHL in young gerbils.

FIG. 2. Upper panel: Mean~61 SE! thresholds in dB SPL in young and
aged gerbils, recorded approximately 4 weeks after exposure to a 3.5-kHz
tone at 113 dB SPL for 1 h. Lower panel: Mean~61 SE! noise-induced
hearing loss~NIHL ! in dB in young and aged gerbils, recorded approxi-
mately 4 weeks after exposure to a 3.5-kHz tone at 113 dB SPL for 1 h.
NIHL is the threshold measured 4 weeks after exposureminusthe preexpo-
sure threshold.

FIG. 3. Upper panel: Mean~61 SE! age-related hearing loss~ARHL! in dB
in six male and nine female gerbils aged 34–38 months. ARHL equals the
preexposure thresholds for aged subjectsminusthe preexposure thresholds
for young subjects of the same gender. Lower panel: Mean~61 SE! noise-
induced hearing loss~NIHL ! in dB in aged subjects. NIHL equals the pos-
texposure thresholds for the aged male and female subjectsminusthe pre-
exposure thresholds for the same subjects.
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D. Evaluation of ISO-1999

An international standard~ISO-1999! states that ARHL
and NIHL add in dB, such that total hearing loss in an
older, noise-exposed individual equals ARHL1NIHL
2(ARHL* NIHL/120) @see Eq.~1! above#. In humans, HL is
an empirically measured threshold or threshold shift, ARHL
is estimated from the age of the subject~based on Database A
of ISO-1999!, and NIHL may be derived through subtraction
of ARHL from HL. These values are specified as shifted
thresholds; i.e., ARHL is the threshold change in an older
subject compared to younger subjects. In this study, the
evaluation of ISO-1999 was made as follows:

ARHL5~preexposure thresholds for aged gerbilsminus
preexposure thresholds for young gerbils!;

NIHL5~postexposure thresholds for young gerbilsminus
preexposure thresholds for young gerbils!;

HL5postexposure thresholds for aged gerbilsminus
preexposure thresholds for young gerbils!.

Figure 4~upper panel! shows the mean~61 SE! values
for ARHL and NIHL used to evaluate ISO-1999. Figure 4
~lower panel! shows the predicted values of HL using ISO-
1999 compared to observed values of HL. Thus, in this ex-
periment, predictions used in the ISO formula were similar
to the observed threshold shifts in noise-exposed older ger-
bils, except at 16 kHz.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Effects of age on susceptibility to noise

The results demonstrate that aged gerbils with mild
ARHL are equally susceptible to intense noise exposure as

young gerbils with normal thresholds. An exception was at
16 kHz where aged subjects had slightly more NIHL than
young subjects. Although gerbils hear at frequencies above
16 kHz, the frequency range of interest in this experiment
was that of human hearing.

However, it is possible that the interaction of ARHL and
NIHL differs in the apical and basal regions of the cochlea.
Thus, histopathological studies are being performed on the
animals described in this study to determine if cochlear dam-
age from noise differs between young and aged subjects.

As previously described, OSHA standards require hear-
ing protection for any worker exposed to a time-weighted
average of 90 dBA~OSHA, 1971, 1981!, but such standards
do not incorporate corrections for the age or prior hearing
loss of the individual. The data from the present study do not
necessarily support the need for age-correction factors in oc-
cupational standards. The data also suggest that a person
with a strictly age-related hearing loss is not more suscep-
tible to additional hearing loss from amplification than a
younger person.

There are severalcaveatsthat must be considered re-
garding the present results. First, the data were collected in
nonhuman subjects. The exposure was a short-duration, in-
tense tone which is not typical of occupational noise expo-
sure. Finally, there is some evidence that the ABR may over-
estimate threshold shift in aged subjects as compared to
behavioral thresholds~Mills et al., 2001!. The latter would
suggest that ARHL may have been overestimated, but results
nevertheless do not support the assumption that older indi-
viduals will incur greater hearing loss from noise than young
subjects.

Mouse models have also been used to examine suscep-
tibility to NIHL as a function of age. Some mouse strains
~such as the CBA! show age-related hearing loss which fol-
lows a pattern similar to most species, i.e., a very gradual
loss as a function of age, whereas others~e.g., the C57BL/6
and BALB/c! demonstrate a rapidly progressive hearing loss
which starts much earlier in the lifespan of the species than
does the age-related loss observed in other species. The
C57BL/6 mouse, which carries theAhl mutation for age-
related hearing loss~Erway et al., 1993, 1996! is more sus-
ceptible to NIHL than CBA mice~Shoneet al., 1991; Li,
1992; Erwayet al., 1996!. Recently, Ohlemilleret al. ~2000!
reported that a wideband noise~4–45 kHz, 110–113 dB
SPL, 1–63 minute duration! caused more NIHL and hair cell
loss in 5–7-month-old C57BL/6 and BALB/c than in CBA
mice. The studies using C57BL/6, BALB/c, and other mice
with early-onset hearing loss are difficult to interpret due to
differences in age-related histopathology of the auditory sys-
tem of these strains compared with humans and most labo-
ratory mammals. Mice with early-onset hearing loss, such as
the C57BL/6, lose hair cells early in life~Willott and
Mortenson, 1991; Willottet al., 1998; Spongret al., 1997!.
In contrast, humans and laboratory species such as the gerbil
and chinchilla with minimal exposure to noise maintain a
relatively normal complement of hair cells. Indeed, most
studies show that sensory cell losses are limited to the ex-
treme basal and apical ends of the cochlea~Tarnowskiet al.,
1991; Bohneet al., 1990; Sunet al., 1994! and are likely to

FIG. 4. Upper panel: Mean~61 SE! NIHL used in testing the ISO-1999
allocation formula. Lower panel: Observed HL in aged subjects compared to
predicted threshold shift in the aged subjects according to ISO-1999.
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be the least important cause of ARHL in the human
~Schuknecht and Gacek, 1993!. Instead, ARHL is associated
with degeneration of the lateral wall of the cochlea~Schulte
and Schmiedt, 1992; Schuknecht and Gacek, 1993! and pri-
mary degeneration of the spiral ganglion~Keithley et al.,
1989; Felderet al., 1995, 1997!. Although commonly used
as a model of human presbyacusis, the time course of the
hearing loss as well as the histopathologic mechanism of
hearing loss in the C57BL/6 and related mouse strains are
not consistent with ARHL in humans or other laboratory spe-
cies. Thus, the gerbil, chinchilla, or CBA mouse may be
more appropriate models of the influence of age on suscep-
tibility to NIHL than the C57BL/6 or BALB/c mouse.

B. Gender effects on the interaction of ARHL and NIHL

Although the sample sizes for the two gender groups
were small, the results suggest that older female and male
gerbils incur similar amounts of NIHL, but that male gerbils
have slightly more ARHL than females at very high frequen-
cies. As all subjects were exposed at the time of existing
ARHL, the data further suggest no gender effects on the
interaction of ARHL and NIHL. Extrapolation of these re-
sults would suggest that in a group of well-screened older
subjects, older males might be expected to have slightly
poorer high-frequency thresholds than females. These data
are consistent with epidemiologic studies of older individuals
~e.g., ISO-1999, 1990; Gateset al., 1990; Pearsonet al.,
1995! that have shown that males have greater high-
frequency hearing loss than females.

The results from the present study suggest no gender
effects on susceptibility to NIHL in older subjects. Several
human studies~Gallo and Glorig, 1964; Ward, 1966; Burns
and Robinson, 1970; Bergeret al., 1978! have suggested that
males may be more susceptible than females to NIHL, al-
though age of the subject at the time of exposure has not
always been controlled. As described previously, a reanalysis
of Baughn~1973! by Bergeret al. ~1978!, as well as data
from Welleschick and Ko¨rpert ~1980! and Müller and Rich-
artz ~1989! do not demonstrate a significant gender effect in
susceptibility to noise and thus data from the present study
are consistent with such results. In some of the few animal
studies examining the issue of gender, data from chinchillas
~McFaddenet al., 1999, 2000! suggest that females may be
more susceptible to NIHL at low frequencies than males with
the converse true at higher frequencies. Several possibilities
exist for the differences in results across studies. First, the
data from the present study come from animals raised in a
well-controlled environment so that all extrinsic sources of
hearing loss could be ruled out, which is not the case in
epidemiologic studies in humans. Furthermore, McFadden
et al. ~1999, 2000! used an impulse noise in the chinchilla,
which may cause immediate mechanical damage to the co-
chlea ~i.e., see Hamerniket al., 1986! compared to more
gradual damage in the noise used in the present study. In
summary, further data are required to definitively address the
relationship of gender and ARHL, NIHL, and the interaction
of the two.

C. Evaluation of predictions using ISO-1999 and the
intensity rule

ISO-1999 is a current international standard used to de-
termine the age-related and noise-induced components of a
hearing loss in an older, noise-exposed individual. The for-
mula, described previously, purports accurate prediction of
total hearing loss if ARHL and NIHL are added in dB. The
results of this experiment suggest that predictions using the
ISO-1999 formula were accurate at 1–8 kHz in estimating
the total hearing loss caused by exposure to a narrow-band
signal. Mills et al. ~1997, 1998!, using a similar signal, con-
cluded that addition of ARHL and NIHL in dB overpredicts
the total hearing loss in aged, exposed ears. Instead, these
authors showed that adding the losses due to age and noise in
intensity units predicted their data more successfully. The
difference in outcomes between the present study and Mills
et al. ~1997, 1998! may be explained as follows. In this
study, ARHL was small, and was much smaller than NIHL at
some frequencies. Therefore, differences in prediction using
addition in dB and addition in intensity would be negligible.
This was not the case in the earlier studies of Mills, where
ARHL and NIHL were larger and approximately equal at
some frequencies, which would result in larger differences in
predictions between the ISO-1999 prediction and the
intensity-rule prediction.

In summary, if ARHL and NIHL are large and similar,
ISO-1999 overpredicts the total hearing loss but is accurate
when the two are small or very unequal. For example, if
ARHL is 20 dB and NIHL is 20 dB, ISO-1999 predicts a
total loss of 40 dB whereas the intensity rule predicts a loss
of 23 dB, a value similar to that observed in previous labo-
ratory studies. In contrast, if ARHL is 5 dB and NIHL is 20
dB, ISO-1999 would predict a total loss of 25 dB, whereas
the intensity rule would predict a value of 20–21 dB, sug-
gesting that both formulas are valid if ARHL and NIHL are
small or very different.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this experiment demonstrate that~a! aged
gerbils are not more susceptible than young adult gerbils to
threshold elevation caused by exposure to an intense tone
~3.5 kHz, 113 dB SPL, 1 h!; ~b! male and female gerbils
incur similar degrees of noise-induced hearing loss but males
incur slightly more high-frequency age-related hearing loss;
and ~c! if either the age-related or noise-induced component
of a hearing loss is relatively small compared to the other
component, an international standard for allocation of hear-
ing loss, ISO-1999, is fairly accurate at predicting the total
hearing loss in an older, noise-exposed individual. The ex-
periments do not suggest a need for correction factors for age
in rules regarding allowed exposure to occupational noise.
Furthermore, they support evidence that males have more
high-frequency hearing loss than females, including in con-
ditions where no extrinsic effects on the auditory system oc-
cur, thus suggesting that greater high-frequency loss in males
is not simply due to noise exposure. Previous studies with
gerbils ~Mills et al., 1997, 1998! suggest that ISO-1999 is
not accurate in predicting hearing loss when the age-related
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and noise-induced components of a loss are fairly equal,
whereas the present study suggests ISO-1999 is accurate if
the losses are unequal. Further laboratory studies, with con-
trol over extrinsic factors affecting hearing, are warranted to
better define the boundaries of hearing loss in which ISO-
1999 is accurate.
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This experiment examined the generation of virtual pitch for harmonically related tones that do not
overlap in time. The interval between successive tones was systematically varied in order to gauge
the integration period for virtual pitch. A pitch discrimination task was employed, and both
harmonic and nonharmonic tone series were tested. The results confirmed that a virtual pitch can be
generated by a series of brief, harmonically related tones that are separated in time. Robust virtual
pitch information can be derived for intervals between successive 40-ms tones of up to about 45 ms,
consistent with a minimum estimate of integration period of about 210 ms. Beyond intertone
intervals of 45 ms, performance becomes more variable and approaches an upper limit where
discrimination of tone sequences can be undertaken on the basis of the individual frequency
components. The individual differences observed in this experiment suggest that the ability to derive
a salient virtual pitch varies across listeners. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1514934#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Mk@NFV#

I. INTRODUCTION

Several lines of evidence point to the existence of an
integration window for virtual pitch extraction. First, the vir-
tual pitch extracted from harmonic complexes can be influ-
enced by surrounding, temporally nonoverlapping, com-
plexes ~Carlyon, 1996; Micheyl and Carlyon, 1998!. A
parsimonious account for this finding is that an integration
window centered on the signal complex includes information
from the surrounding fringe complexes, and this ‘‘overinte-
gration’’ affects the virtual pitch estimation of the signal.
Second, the virtual pitch generated by a given harmonic
complex can be influenced by a single tone that does not
overlap the harmonic complex in time~Ciocca and Darwin,
1999!. When a resolvable harmonic is missing from the har-
monic complex, a separate tone can affect the pitch of the
complex as long as the frequency of the tone differs by less
than about 8% from that of the missing harmonic. Ciocca
and Darwin showed that this influence could extend over
silent intervals between the two 90-ms stimuli~tone and
complex! of up to 160 ms, but failed to occur if the duration
of the synchronous harmonic complex was sufficiently long
~e.g., 410 ms!. They interpreted this finding in terms of a
pitch integration period having a duration of about 200–300
ms. A third line of evidence comes from parametric studies
of fundamental frequency (f 0) discrimination that manipu-
late the number, duration, and frequency content of harmonic
complexes. The duration of an integration window for pitch
appears to depend on the harmonic content of the stimulus,
being longer for unresolved harmonics than for resolved har-
monics~White and Plack, 1998; Plack and White, 2001!. In
addition, the pitch integrator can be ‘‘reset’’ by level discon-
tinuities in the stimuli, such as temporal gaps~Plack and
White, 2000; Plack and White, 2001!. A final line of evi-

dence for a pitch integration window is the finding that vir-
tual pitch can be extracted from a set of harmonics even
when those harmonics do not overlap in time. Hall and Pe-
ters~1981! demonstrated that a sequence of three successive
low-order harmonics, each 40 ms in duration and separated
from each other by 10 ms, could generate a virtual pitch
provided they were presented against a broadband noise
background. A virtual pitch was not generated when the har-
monic sequence was presented in quiet. Using a similar tim-
ing sequence, Houtsma~1984! found that some listeners
could extract a virtual pitch from nonsynchronous harmonics
even in quiet. However, he also found that the majority of
listeners in his study could not reliably express melodic in-
tervals using virtual pitches extracted from nonoverlapping
harmonics.

The primary purpose of this study was to test the notion
of a pitch integration period using a procedure similar to that
used by Hall and Peters~1981!. The approach was to present
sequences of brief tones that either did or did not form low-
order harmonic sequences, and to systematically vary the
interval between successive tones. Anf 0 discrimination task
was used to determine whether a virtual pitch was generated
by the tone sequences. Such a task can probe pitch in terms
of differential scaling on a high/low dimension, but it cannot
assess pitch in the musical sense of recognizing specific fre-
quency ratios. The hypothesis to be tested here is that virtual
pitch discrimination is feasible only for harmonically related
tones whose intertone intervals~ITIs! allow them to fall
within the pitch integration period. Once the ITI exceeds this
criterion, no virtual pitch is perceived and the task can no
longer be performed on the basis of virtual pitch. By the
same token, a discrimination task based on the perception of
virtual pitch is also not feasible for tone sequences that are
not harmonically related.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
jhg@med.unc.edu
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II. METHOD

A. Subjects

Five listeners with normal hearing participated in this
experiment. They ranged in age from 19 to 42 years (mean
525 years), and all had audiometric thresholds less than 20
dB HL across the octave frequencies 250–8000 Hz~ANSI,
1996!. None of the listeners had extensive musical training,
although informal questioning indicated that at least three
had some degree of musical experience: observers 1 and 5
played instruments, and observer 4 sang in a choir. All re-
ceived a regimen of familiarization and training with the task
as described below.

B. Stimuli

The stimuli for the virtual pitch discrimination task were
four-component tone complexes. In the main experiment us-
ing harmonic complexes, each component was 40 ms in du-
ration, including a 10-ms cos2 rise/fall ramp, and the indi-
vidual components were presented either synchronously or
sequentially. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the stimuli in
each of the observation intervals in a typical three-alternative
forced-choice~3AFC! trial. For both synchronous and se-
quential configurations, two replications of the complete
stimulus were presented within each observation interval, re-
sulting in either two complex tone bursts or a stream of eight
individual tone bursts per interval. For each observation in-
terval, the four components were selected randomly from
among the third to tenth harmonics of a givenf 0 . Across
trials, the nominalf 0 of the standard was 200 Hz, and the
nominal f 0 of the signal was varied adaptively relative to this
standard by a factor of 1.26. A virtual pitch region of 200 Hz
was selected because this region has been extensively studied
~e.g., Plomp, 1976!. The direction off 0 shift of the signal
was always to a higher frequency. However, from trial to
trial, the actualf 0 of the standard stimuli varied randomly by
620% of 200 Hz, and the actualf 0 of the signal maintained
proportionality to this actual standardf 0 within a trial. The
randomization of actualf 0 from trial to trial, coupled with
the random selection of harmonics from interval to interval

within a trial, was implemented to undermine the cue effec-
tiveness of monitoring individual components within the har-
monic complexes to perform the task. Nevertheless, as the
frequency separation between the standard and signalf 0’s
increased, the probability of the signal complex containing
higher frequency components than the standard complex in-
creased. Consequently, the task could well be undertaken by
monitoring just the higher frequency components. To test for
this limit, stimulus configurations were also constructed us-
ing logarithmically spaced tones. No virtual pitch cue would
be expected for these stimuli, so discrimination performance
was assumed to reflect the effectiveness of monitoring indi-
vidual component tones. In these configurations, stimulus
components were randomly drawn in each observation inter-
val from a series of eight tones that were equally spaced on a
log scale between the nominal frequencies of 333 and 1995
Hz. Again, from trial to trial the actual frequencies in this
series varied by620%.

The main independent variable was the intertone interval
~ITI ! between successive components when presented se-
quentially. This ITI was defined as the interval between the
zero-voltage point at the offset of one component and the
zero-voltage point at the onset of the next component. The
ITIs ranged in 15-ms steps from 0 to 90 ms. The choice of
ITI determined the overall duration of the eight-tone se-
quence in each observation interval of a 3AFC trial~Fig. 1,
panel B!. To maintain a complementary temporal pattern for
the synchronous conditions~Fig. 1, panel A!, the interval
between the two complex tone bursts also varied systemati-
cally with the choice of ITI. The relation between the repeti-
tion interval for the complex tone bursts in the synchronous
conditions and the ITI in the sequential conditions was
4(401ITI). Thus, for example, an ITI of 15 ms between
successive tones in the sequential condition corresponded to
a repetition interval of 220 ms for the complex tone bursts in
the complementary synchronous condition.

Although most of the test stimuli were composed of
40-ms tones that were presented twice within each observa-
tion interval, two other longer-duration stimulus configura-
tions were also included. Both of these were comprised of

FIG. 1. Stimulus schematic showing a
typical 3AFC trial for synchronous
presentation of harmonic tones~upper
panel! and sequential presentation of
harmonic tones~lower panel!. Within
a trial, selection of the four tones is
random for each observation interval,
allowing for different tone complexes
in the two standard intervals. Within
an interval, the four tones are pre-
sented twice. Horizontal dashed lines
across intervals are isofrequency lines
for reference.
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320-ms synchronous complex tones which were presented
only once in each observation interval. In one configuration
the tones were harmonically related, and in the other the
tones were logarithmically spaced. The rules for random
draws within an observation interval and jitter of root fre-
quency across trials were the same as those described for the
synchronous conditions above.

Each component within the four-component complex
was presented at a level of 60 dB SPL. This level was chosen
because pilot listening found it to be a comfortable level that
generated a clear virtual pitch. The complexes were gener-
ated digitally from trial to trial at a sampling rate of 10 kHz
~TDT AP2!, output via a 16-bit DAC~TDT PD1!, antialias
filtered at 4000 Hz~Kemo VBF8!, attenuated~TDT PA4!,
and presented monaurally to the left ear using a Sennheiser
HD580 headphone. A continuous broadband background
noise~0–8000 Hz! was always present at an overall level of
52 dB SPL.

C. Procedure

Prior to the experiment, each listener undertook a
familiarization/training regimen. In the first phase of this
regimen, the listener was presented with 320-ms harmonic
complexes that alternated between harmonics 3–12 of 200
Hz and harmonics 3–12 of 225 Hz. The purpose of this
phase was to familiarize the listener with virtual pitch using
a perceptually salient example. The alternating sequence was
discontinued by the listener once s/he felt comfortable with
the perception of an alternating pitch. The second phase of
the regimen was similar except that the complex with the
virtual pitch of 200 Hz was comprised of harmonics 4–13,
whereas the complex with the virtual pitch of 225 Hz was
comprised of harmonics 2–11. Here, the complex with the
lower virtual pitch contained the highest absolute frequency
component. The final phase of the regimen again consisted of
alternating 200-Hz and 225-Hz virtual pitch complexes, but
now the 200-Hz complex was comprised of harmonics 7–10,
whereas the 225-Hz complex was comprised of harmonics
3–6. In this configuration, the entire frequency content of the
complex with the higher virtual pitch was lower than the
frequency content of the complex with the lower virtual
pitch. This three-phase regimen familiarized the listener with
virtual pitch using complexes that increasingly diverged in
their frequency content and number of components. None of
the listeners experienced difficulty extracting an alternating
virtual pitch in the three training phases, and all completed
the training within 15–30 min.

In the experiment proper, an adaptive stepping rule was
incorporated into the 3AFC procedure to converge on the
79.4% correct point of the psychometric function. The sig-
nal, consisting of the upward-shifted frequency set, occurred
in one of the three observation intervals at random. Follow-
ing three correct responses in a row, the frequency separation
between the standard and signalf 0’s was reduced by a factor
of 1.26; following one incorrect response, the frequency
separation was increased by the same factor. A threshold
track was terminated after 12 reversals in direction of fre-
quency separation, and the geometric mean of the frequency
differences at the final eight reversal points was taken as the

estimate of threshold for that track. For each condition, at
least four threshold estimates were collected and the geomet-
ric mean of the estimates was taken as threshold for that
condition.

All listeners began with the synchronous 320-ms har-
monic stimulus condition. This was the condition anticipated
to provide the most salient perception of virtual pitch, and
the condition was repeated until systematic improvements in
threshold no longer occurred. At this point data collection
began and at least four further replications were undertaken.
Following this condition, all listeners then received the con-
ditions incorporating synchronous 40-ms harmonic tone
bursts. Recall that in these conditions, each observation in-
terval contained two tone bursts~see Fig. 1! which were
separated in time by an interval that corresponded to the
sequence repetition time associated with the complementary
sequential presentation of the individual components. All lis-
teners were tested first in the synchronous condition that had
a repetition interval of 160 ms~>0-ms ITI!. Each listener
was also tested in a synchronous condition corresponding to
at least one other ITI; the selection of this condition varied
from listener to listener. Conditions involving sequences of
harmonically related tone bursts were tested next. The order
of ITIs was not random; rather, each listener began with the
0-ms ITI condition and progressed on to successively longer
ITIs until performance declined markedly. The final set of
three conditions involved the logarithmically spaced tones.
These included the 40-ms tones presented sequentially at an
ITI of 0 ms, the complementary synchronous presentation of
the 40-ms tones, and the synchronous 320-ms tones.

III. RESULTS

The results of the experiment are displayed in Fig. 2.
Because there was some individual variability in perfor-
mance, the individual results are displayed separately in the
five panels. Each panel plots pitch discrimination against a
measure of temporal interval appropriate for given condi-
tions ~repetition interval for the synchronous conditions, ITI
for the sequential conditions!. Points to the left of the ab-
scissa break refer to the conditions involving 320-ms tones
where a measure of temporal interval is not applicable. Sym-
bols in each graph indicate stimulus type as defined in the
figure legend. For each listener, the boundaries of perfor-
mance are usefully described by the thresholds for the
320-ms tone conditions. For 320-ms harmonic complexes
~open circles!, virtual pitch discrimination thresholds ranged
from about 2 Hz to about 11 Hz across listeners. Because it
was assumed that the 320-ms harmonic complexes would
provide the listeners with the best opportunity to derive a
virtual pitch, these thresholds represent the lower limit of
performance for the task. For log-spaced complexes~solid
circles!, discrimination thresholds ranged between about 65
Hz to about 173 Hz across listeners. The inharmonic log-
spaced tones were unlikely to generate a virtual pitch and so
these thresholds represent the upper bound of performance
wherein the discrimination task is reduced to identifying the
interval containing the highest individual frequency~ies!. In
each panel, horizontal dashed lines extend from these refer-
ence thresholds across the remaining conditions.
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The performance bounds set by the long-duration stimu-
lus configurations provide a context in which to assess the
results of the 40-ms tone burst conditions. When the brief
tone bursts were logarithmically spaced, performance re-
mained poor whether the tones were presented synchro-
nously ~solid squares! or sequentially~solid triangles!. A
repeated-measures analysis of variance~ANOVA ! on the
log-transformed thresholds from all three logarithmically
spaced conditions indicated no significant difference between
conditions (F2,853.3; p50.09). This is consistent with the
assumption that a monitoring of absolute frequency content
rather than a derived virtual pitch underlies performance for
logarithmically spaced tones. The grand average discrimina-
tion threshold across all listeners for these three conditions
was about 108 Hz.

For the 40-ms synchronous harmonic tone bursts~open
squares!, performance was generally on a par with the syn-
chronous 320-ms duration harmonic stimulus~open circle!
independent of the overall repetition interval of the tone
burst complexes within each observation interval. It can be
seen from Fig. 2 that the number of synchronous tone burst
conditions and the choice of tone burst repetition intervals
varied across listeners, although all received the condition
having a repetition interval of 160 ms~>0-ms ITI!. Never-
theless, for each listener where multiple conditions were run,
thresholds remained relatively constant. To assess this appar-
ent equivalence, log-transformed thresholds for three syn-
chronous harmonic conditions were submitted to a repeated-
measures ANOVA. These three conditions were:~1! the
320-ms condition;~2! the 40-ms condition having a repeti-
tion interval of 160 ms~>0-ms ITI!; and ~3! the remaining
40-ms synchronous condition yielding thehighestthreshold
for an individual.~For Obs. 3, no remaining ITI conditions
were tested; therefore, a univariate analysis was undertaken
to accommodate the missing data point.! The analysis indi-
cated that these thresholds did not differ across conditions
(F2,750.24; p50.79). This suggests that the virtual pitch
derived from a single 40-ms tonal complex was sufficiently
salient to perform the virtual pitch discrimination task, and
that increasing the duration of the stimulus complex to 320
ms, or providing a repetition of the 40-ms complex within an
observation interval added no further benefit. This suggestion
is reminiscent of White and Plack~1998!, who found little
change ind8 for f 0 discrimination for resolved harmonic
complexes once the signal duration exceeded 40 ms. Further-
more, they found little effect of gap duration between two
brief harmonic complexes onf 0 discrimination.

The primary interest of this experiment was in the con-
ditions where the 40-ms harmonically related tone bursts
were presented sequentially, shown as triangles in Fig. 2. For
all listeners, discrimination performance was at or near the
lower limits for ITIs close to 0 ms, but approached the upper
bounds of performance for longer ITIs. It is apparent that the
ITI at which performance began to depart from the lower
limit differed across listeners, although performance had
clearly declined in most listeners by an ITI of 60 ms. More-
over, for some listeners the departure from baseline perfor-
mance was relatively abrupt~e.g., Obs. 1!, whereas for others
it was more gradual~e.g., Obs. 5!. To provide an efficient test
of this data pattern, log-transformed thresholds from three
conditions were submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA.
The three conditions were:~1! synchronous harmonic com-
plexes corresponding to an ITI of 0 ms~repetition interval
5160 ms);~2! sequences of harmonically related tones hav-
ing an ITI of 45 ms; and~3! sequences of harmonically re-
lated tones having an ITI of 60 ms. Comparison of~1! and
~2! would indicate whether performance with an ITI of 45 ms
was still as good as for simultaneously presented compo-
nents. Comparison of~2! and ~3! would indicate whether
performance had, on average, declined at an ITI of 60 ms.
The results of the analysis indicated that there was a signifi-
cant effect of stimulus condition across these three condi-
tions (F2,8518.315;p50.001). The first of the two planned
comparisons described above indicated that thresholds for

FIG. 2. Individual results plotting discrimination threshold against a mea-
sure of temporal interval. For synchronous conditions~squares! this was
repetition interval; for sequential conditions~triangles! this was ITI. Each
panel shows the mean results of one listener. Error bars indicate61 standard
deviation computed in the log-transform domain. Open circle: 320-ms syn-
chronous harmonic complex; Solid circle: 320-ms synchronous log-spaced
complex; Open squares: 40-ms synchronous harmonic complexes; Solid
square: 40-ms synchronous log-spaced complex; Open triangles: 40-ms se-
quential harmonic tones; Solid triangle: 40-ms sequential log-spaced tones.
Horizontal dashed lines in each panel are reference lines associated with the
320-ms stimulus thresholds.
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the tone sequence with an ITI of 45 ms did not differ reliably
from thresholds for the synchronous harmonic complex cor-
responding to an ITI of 0 ms (p50.09). This conservative
comparison indicates that pitch discrimination for harmonic
tone sequences presented with ITIs of 45 ms was still at the
lower bounds of performance, suggesting that the task was
still being done on the basis of virtual pitch. The second of
the two planned comparisons indicated that thresholds for
the tone sequence with an ITI of 60 ms were significantly
different from thresholds for an ITI of 45 ms (p50.004).
This finding indicates that, on average, the breakpoint in per-
formance between baseline~good! performance and a sig-
nificant decline in performance occurred for intertone inter-
vals between 45 and 60 ms.

IV. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this experiment was to test the notion of
an integration period for virtual pitch using a paradigm of
sequentially presented harmonic tones. A parsimonious inter-
pretation of the results is that a virtual pitch can be generated
by sequences of 40-ms tones presented against a noise back-
ground for intervals between the tones of up to about 45 ms.
For ITIs longer than about 60 ms, performance declines and
becomes more variable, suggesting that a reliable virtual
pitch is no longer being generated. The relation between
these ITIs and an integration period for virtual pitch is not
entirely straightforward. Because of the random selection of
harmonic numbers from interval to interval within a 3AFC
trial and the random order of presentation of these harmon-
ics, the generation of a virtual pitch from just two successive
components in the tone sequence would be an unreliable cue
because the pitch could vary randomly across even the stan-
dard intervals. That is, two successive tones from the random
sequence presented in standard interval 1 might be compat-
ible with one virtual pitch~e.g., 600 and 800 Hz generating
an f 0 of 200 Hz!, whereas two successive tones from the
random sequence presented in standard interval 2 might be
compatible with another virtual pitch~e.g., 800 and 1600 Hz
generating anf 0 of 800 Hz!. Given this, it seems reasonable
that any pitch integration period must cover at least three of
the tones in the sequence.1 Thus, a virtual pitch integration
period must be at least 210 ms long~three 40-ms tones sepa-
rated by ITIs of 45 ms!. By the same reasoning, an interval
of 240 ms would extend beyond the integration period~three
40-ms tones separated by ITIs of 60 ms!. Integration periods
in the region of 200 ms are compatible with the results of
Hall and Peters~1981!, whose three-tone sequences covered
at interval of 140 ms, as well as those of Ciocca and Darwin
~1999!, whose data suggest that the pitch integration period
continues for 170–250 ms following the onset of a complex
tone.

Although the data of this experiment are discussed in the
context of an integration period for virtual pitch, one trend in
the data suggests that an alternative interpretation might de-
serve consideration. It is evident from Fig. 2 that for at least
two of the listeners~Obs. 1 and 5! the deterioration in per-
formance appeared to plateau below the upper bound indi-
cated by thresholds for the logarithmically spaced tones. It
was argued that this upper bound represented the point at

which the task was undertaken on the basis of discrimination
of individual frequencies rather than discrimination of virtual
pitch. A plateau in performance below this point might sug-
gest that some~nonsalient! virtual pitch information can be
gleaned from the tone sequences, even for relatively long
ITIs. One strategy with which this might be accomplished is
to view the tone sequences as arpeggios where the listener
internally constructs thef 0 that is the best fit to a given
arpeggio. The discrimination task therefore becomes one of
identifying the observation interval where the tone sequence
represents an arpeggio of anf 0 that is different from the
other two observation intervals. Here, the limitation in per-
formance is the duration over which the harmonic relation
between successive tones can be remembered accurately.

The ability to integrate frequency components that do
not overlap in time into a single percept, in this instance
virtual pitch, is concordant with other manifestations of per-
ceptual integration. In particular, the perception of
multifrequency-channel speech exhibits analogous integra-
tive features. Greenberg and Arai~1998! have shown that the
perception of speech that is filtered into multiple narrow
bands can tolerate misalignments of up to 140 ms across
bands. If temporal misalignments between filtered speech
bands can be viewed as a special case of temporally nonover-
lapping frequencies, then the resilience of speech perception
to this manipulation is congruent with a process of spectral
integration over time. Our own work on amplitude modula-
tion of multiple narrow bands of speech has shown that
speech perception is unaffected by the relative phase of
10-Hz modulation across bands~Busset al., 2001!. In other
words, speech perception is not sensitive to whether adjacent
bands are modulated in phase or 2p radians out of phase.
The latter case can be thought of as yielding frequency re-
gions whose energy contents do not overlap in time.

In summary, this experiment has confirmed that a virtual
pitch can be generated by a series of brief harmonically re-
lated tones that are separated over time. Robust virtual pitch
information can be derived for intervals between successive
40-ms tones of up to about 45 ms, consistent with a mini-
mum estimate of integration period of about 210 ms. Beyond
ITIs of 45 ms, performance becomes more variable and ap-
proaches the upper limit of performance where discrimina-
tion of tone sequences can be undertaken on the basis of the
individual frequency components. The individual differences
observed in this experiment suggest that the ability to derive
a salient virtual pitch varies across listeners.
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The ‘‘temporal processing hypothesis’’ suggests that individuals with specific language impairments
~SLIs! and dyslexia have severe deficits in processing rapidly presented or brief sensory
information, both within the auditory and visual domains. This hypothesis has been supported
through evidence that language-impaired individuals have excess auditory backward masking. This
paper presents an analysis of masking results from several studies in terms of a model of temporal
resolution. Results from this modeling suggest that the masking results can be better explained by
an ‘‘auditory efficiency’’ hypothesis. If impaired or immature listeners have a normal temporal
window, but require a higher signal-to-noise level~poor processing efficiency!, this hypothesis
predicts the observed small deficits in the simultaneous masking task, and the much larger deficits
in backward and forward masking tasks amongst those listeners. The difference in performance on
these masking tasks is predictable from the compressive nonlinearity of the basilar membrane. The
model also correctly predicts that backward masking~i! is more prone to training effects,~ii ! has
greater inter- and intrasubject variability, and~iii ! increases less with masker level than do other
masking tasks. These findings provide a new perspective on the mechanisms underlying
communication disorders and auditory masking. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1512701#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc@NV#

I. INTRODUCTION

About 10% of children who are otherwise unimpaired
fail to develop language or reading skills, or both, at the
normal rate~US Department of Education, 1985!. Claims
have been made that children with these conditions, known
respectively as specific language impairment~SLI! and spe-
cific reading impairment~SRI, ‘‘dyslexia’’!, have particular
difficulty separating rapidly presented or brief sounds, de-
grading their ability to perceive transient elements of speech
~Tallal et al., 1993; Merzenichet al., 1996!. These claims,
known as the ‘‘temporal processing hypothesis’’~Merzenich
et al., 1996!, are supported by demonstrations that impaired
individuals ~Wright et al., 1997, 2001! have profound and
particular difficulty detecting a brief tone presented before a
masking noise~backward masking!. Thus, language and
reading impairments have been associated with poor tempo-
ral resolution~Moore, 1995!. In this paper, we present data
and a hypothesis suggesting that poor processing efficiency,
rather than poor temporal resolution, accounts for deficits in
auditory masking among impaired and immature listeners.

Although many studies have investigated backward
masking, this basic aspect of auditory processing produces
anomalous results and remains poorly understood~Moore,

1995!. For example, backward masking yields more variable
results than simultaneous masking, especially in unpracticed
subjects~Zwicker and Fastl, 1999!, and practice leads to un-
usually large improvements~Wright et al., 1996; Wright,
1998!. In contrast, only small effects of practice are seen in
simultaneous masking~Wright, 1998!. During childhood,
backward masking thresholds improve over a comparatively
protracted period~Hartley et al., 2000! ~Fig. 1!. Individuals
with SLI and SRI have abnormally enhanced backward
masking, but perform nearly as well as controls on simulta-
neous masking~Fig. 1! ~Wright et al., 2001!. In addition to
supporting the temporal processing hypothesis, the latter re-
sult has been interpreted as suggesting that temporal resolu-
tion deficits maycauselanguage and reading impairments
~Tallal et al., 1993; Wrightet al., 1997!. However, we pro-
pose here that these and other results can be explained more
completely by poor processing efficiency.

Processing efficiency refers to all the factors, aside from
temporal and spectral resolution, that affect the ability to
detect acoustic signals in noise. Efficiency is measured by
the threshold signal-to-noise ratio. It may be influenced by
neural events intrinsic to the auditory system, as well as by
cognitive factors including attention, memory, and learning
~Pattersonet al., 1982; Werner and Bargones, 1991!.

II. TEMPORAL PROCESSING MODEL

Performance of adult listeners on backward and forward
masking tasks, has been described by a model~Mooreet al.,
1988; Moore, 1995! @Fig. 2~a!#. The first part of the model is
a bandpass filter, one of a bank of filters in the auditory
periphery. The output of the filter leads to a compressive

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘Deficits in processing efficiency
in individuals with specific language impairment and dyslexia,’’ British
Society of Audiology Short Papers Meeting on Experimental Studies of
Hearing and Deafness, Oxford, U.K., September 2001, to be published as
an abstract in theInternational Journal of Audiology, 2002. The research
formed part of the doctoral thesis of D.E.H.H.

b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
david.moore@physiol.ox.ac.uk
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nonlinear device simulating the input–output function of the
basilar membrane~BM; Yates, 1990! @Fig. 2~b!#. For low
~,45 dB SPL! and high ~.80 dB SPL! input levels, the
response of the BM is roughly linear, at least for low-
frequency stimuli.1 In contrast, for moderate~45–80 dB
SPL! input levels, the response is highly compressive~about
6.25:1 compression! ~Yates, 1990; Ruggero, 1992; Murugasu
and Russell, 1995! @Fig. 2~b!#. It is widely believed that the
BM compression depends on an ‘‘active physiological
mechanism’’ mediated by the outer hair cells~Moore and
Oxenham, 1998!. A sliding temporal integrator or ‘‘temporal
window’’ follows the nonlinear device~Moore et al., 1988;
Plack and Moore, 1990! @Fig. 2~c!#. It has been hypothesized

that the temporal window occurs at some point after the au-
ditory nerve and that it probably reflects more ‘‘central’’ au-
ditory processing~Plack and Moore, 1990!.

The output of the temporal window takes some time to
build up and decay. Critically, the build up is steeper than the
decay@Fig. 2~c!#, accounting for the rapid decay of backward
masking, relative to forward masking, when the delay be-
tween the signal and masker is increased~Oxenham and
Moore, 1994!. Finally, a decision device follows the tempo-
ral window. It is assumed that the threshold for detecting a
brief signal is reached when the peak of the internal effect of
the signal (Es) is a constant proportion of the internal effect
of the masker@Em ; Fig. 2~a!#. The model has been previ-
ously used to explain the shallow growth of forward masking
with increasing masker level~Moore and Oxenham, 1998!
and excess masking produced when forward and backward
maskers are combined~Oxenham and Moore, 1994!.

III. GROWTH OF MASKING

To investigate some properties of backward masking, we
began by measuring ‘‘growth of masking functions’’~Fig. 3!.

A. Methods

Normal-hearing adult listeners~three males and three
females, aged 20.3–20.8 years, with audiometric pure-tone
thresholds,15 dB HL at 0.125–8 kHz! were recruited from
the undergraduate community of Oxford University.

A 1-kHz, 20-ms tone~5-ms cosine-squared rise–fall
times! was gated on at220 ms~backward masking!, 200 ms
~simultaneous masking!, or 300 ms~forward masking!, rela-
tive to the onset of a 0.6–1.4-kHz, 300-ms noise~10-ms
cosine-squared rise–fall times! at five levels from 0 to 40
dB/Hz. All stimuli were digitally generated using Tucker-
Davis Technologies~TDT, Gainesville, FL! System II hard-
ware controlled by locally written and TDT software.

FIG. 1. Mean thresholds for a brief tone in three masking conditions for
normal-hearing adults (n510) and for 6-year-old (n516) and 8-year-old
children (n58). Thresholds are also plotted for 8-year-old children with
SLI (n58). Stimuli: A 1-kHz, 20-ms duration tone~10-ms rise–fall! was
presented immediately before~backward masking!, during ~simultaneous
masking! or after ~forward masking! a band-pass masking noise~0.6–1.2
kHz, 300-ms duration, 10-ms rise–fall, 40 dB/Hz!. Error bars show61
standard error. Adult and 6-year-old control data from Hartleyet al. ~2000!;
8-year-old SLI and control data from Wrightet al. ~1997!.

FIG. 2. ~a! A block diagram of the
model proposed by Mooreet al.
~1988! to describe auditory temporal
resolution.~b! A schematic representa-
tion of the compressive input–output
function of the basilar membrane to a
pure-tone stimulus. The relative re-
sponse is arbitrarily scaled so that an
input of 100 dB gives an output of 100
dB. ~c! The shape of the sliding tem-
poral integrator or ‘‘temporal win-
dow’’ ~Plack and Moore, 1990!. Note
the asymmetry of the rising and falling
phases of the function.
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A two-interval, forced-choice, maximum-likelihood
~Green, 1990! procedure was used to estimate the tone level
for 94% correct detection. The final threshold was derived
from the mean of two threshold estimates, consisting of 30
trials per estimate. Participants were tested in a locally de-
signed, sound-attenuated room, and all stimuli were pre-
sented to the right ear only, using calibrated Sennheiser HD-
414 headphones. A visual display marked the observation
intervals, and gave feedback to participants. All participants
were paid.

B. Results and discussion

Tone thresholds in each masking condition increased lin-
early with masker level. Consistent with previous data
~Moore and Oxenham, 1998!, the slopes of the growth of
masking function for simultaneous and forward masking
were approximately 1 and 0.7, respectively. However, the
slope of the function for the backward condition~0.2! was
considerably shallower.

The model is consistent with these results. At the highest
masker level~40 dB/Hz!, thresholds for forward masking
were about 19 dB greater than those for backward masking.
At the lowest masker level~0 dB/Hz!, thresholds were just 1
dB higher for forward masking. Let us assume that, at the
time the internal effect of the signal (Es) reaches a maxi-
mum, the internal effect of the masker will beEmf for for-
ward masking andEmb for backward masking. Data~Oxen-
ham and Moore, 1994! show thatEmf is greater thanEmb by
about 2.5 dB. If the masker is intense~e.g., 40 dB/Hz!, signal
thresholds will fall within the range where the input–output
function on the BM is highly compressive@Fig. 2~b!#. The
signal threshold will then be about 16 dB higher in forward
compared with backward masking, to change its internal ef-
fect by 2.5 dB. If the masker level is low~e.g., 0 dB/Hz!,
tone thresholds are in the linear part of the input–output
function on the BM@Fig. 2~b!#. Here, the signal intensity
needs to change by only 2.5 dB to change its internal effect
by 2.5 dB, in keeping with the current findings.

IV. OTHER MASKING DATA

The hypothesis proposed here, incorporating a fixed
temporal window and variable efficiency, also fits other
properties of masking. For simultaneous masking~Fig. 1!,
tone thresholds are generally high, around 80 dB SPL for
8-year-old children. However, they are only slightly~by 6
dB! higher for 8-year-old SLI children than for 8-year-old
control children~data from Wrightet al., 1997!. Above 80
dB SPL, there is little BM compression@Fig. 2~b!# and, for
simultaneous masking, both signal and noise are subject to
the same compression. In contrast, for backward masking,
tone thresholds average 47 dB SPL for control children. At
this level, the BM is highly compressive. Moreover, the com-
pression is fast acting~Yates, 1990! and it has been sug-
gested that the signal and masker will be compressed inde-
pendently, even when they are presented close in time
~Moore and Oxenham, 1998!. Assuming a typical amount of
mid-level compression~6.25:1; Yates, 1990; Ruggero, 1992;
Murugasu and Russell, 1995!, and a constant signal-to-noise
ratio of Es /Em at threshold across tasks, the signal intensity
needs to be increased by nearly 40 dB to change its internal
effect by 6 dB. Thus, if we assume that, compared with con-
trols, children with SLI have poor processing efficiency and
require the internal effect of the signal (Es) to be 6 dB higher
at threshold, the model correctly predicts that the signal level
at threshold would be about 40 dB higher for children with
SLI, compared with controls. Poor processing efficiency,
which does not invoke any change in cochlear function or in
the width of the temporal window, nevertheless largely ac-
counts for the excess backward masking in individuals with
SLI ~Fig. 1; data from Wrightet al., 1997! and SRI~Wright
et al., 2001!.

A similar argument can be used to explain excess for-
ward masking in children with SLI~Fig. 1!. Tone thresholds
for forward masking in control children are higher than for
backward masking and, consequently, lie in a region of the
input–output function on the BM that is less compressive
@Fig. 2~b!; see also footnote 1#. Thus, children with SLI have
larger deficits in backward masking than in forward masking
~Fig. 1!.

The efficiency hypothesis can account for the excess
backward masking found in young, normal-hearing children
~Hartley et al., 2000!. Six year olds have backward masking
thresholds that are 34 dB higher than those of adults~Fig. 1;
data from Hartleyet al., 2000!. The model successfully pre-
dicts that the children should have only about 5–6 dB higher
simultaneous masking thresholds~Fig. 1!.

The unusually large variability and practice effects asso-
ciated with backward masking may, finally, also be explained
in terms of processing efficiency. If we assume thatEs /Em

varies over a range of 1–2 dB between successive threshold
estimates, then, for simultaneous masking, the signal level at
threshold will vary over a 1–2-dB range. However, for back-
ward masking, because tone thresholds lie within a highly
compressive response region on the BM, signal levels at
threshold will vary over a 6.25–12.5-dB range. Similarly, if
we assume that processing efficiency improves with practice
by 1–2 dB, thresholds in practiced listeners will be just 1–2
dB lower for simultaneous masking, but 6.25–12.5 dB lower

FIG. 3. Growth of masking functions. Mean tone thresholds for six normal-
hearing listeners are plotted as a function of masker~noise! level, with best
fitting linear regressions, for each masking condition. Mean pure-tone
threshold~at 1 kHz, unmasked! is also shown. See Fig. 1 for details of
masking conditions.
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for backward masking. These predictions are, again, consis-
tent with the experimental data~Wright, 1998!. Compared
with simultaneous masking, backward masking thus magni-
fies changes in processing efficiency.

Temporal resolution has also been assessed in young
children~Hall and Grose, 1994! and dyslexic adults~Mennell
et al., 1999! using amplitude modulation detection. The
depth of modulation at threshold was found to be greater in
these groups than in older or unimpaired listeners. However,
changes in threshold with frequency of modulation were the
same for all ages and reading abilities, suggesting that
younger children and individuals with reading impairments
have poor processing efficiency. Hall and Grose~1991! also
showed that differences in criterion signal-to-noise ratio, and
thus processing efficiency, can lead to apparent differences in
frequency resolution in adults and children using the
‘‘notched-noise’’ method. These results, like the analysis of
masking data presented here, support the suggestion that
younger children and individuals with language and reading
impairments have deficits in processing efficiency. Together
these studies suggest that intervention strategies should be
focused on improving efficiency rather than on temporal pro-
cessing.

Whether the auditory processing inefficiency discussed
here is symptomatic of a broader, cross-modal problem in-
volving the visual and other systems is presently difficult to
assess, since tasks differ across modalities, and other systems
appear not to use the term ‘‘efficiency’’ in this way. How-
ever, Wright and colleagues~2001! have reported elevated
visual masking in dyslexic adults under conditions that
closely resemble the auditory tasks used in their study and in
others reported here. In addition, there have been reports and
discussions in the visual literature of the relation between
efficiencylike constructs and measures of resolution that sug-
gest a common problem. For example, Stuart and colleagues
~2001! recently modeled the contrast sensitivity functions of
SRI participants from several studies. They showed that
much of the data previously interpreted as supporting a spe-
cific temporal deficit~the ‘‘magnocellular hypothesis’’! could
be well modeled by inattention, a factor that is known to be
comorbid with SRI. In the contrast sensitivity task, the effect
of ‘‘inefficiency’’ was to reduce sensitivity by a constant pro-
portion across a range of spatial frequencies. This result may
be analogous to the constant loss of efficiency found across
the various masking tasks presented here, once the amplify-
ing effect of the basilar membrane was eliminated.
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Humans detect gaps in broadband noise according to effective
gap duration without additional cues from abrupt
envelope changes

Paul D. Allen,a) Tracy M. Virag, and James R. Ison
Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, Meliora Hall, University of Rochester, Rochester,
New York 14627

~Received 11 May 2001; revised 10 May 2002; accepted 5 September 2002!

Previous studies of behavior and IC single units in the mouse support theoretical expectations that
gaps with ramped trailing markers have reduced detectability compared to equivalent gaps with
ramped leading markers. In experiment 1, detection probability and response speeds of humans
listening for gaps in broadband noise were investigated by independently varying either leading
marker fall-time~FT! or trailing marker rise-time~RT!. Gaps with silent duration of 1, 4, or 12 ms
were presented 2 s into a 3-s noise burst, with either abrupt marker onsets and offsets or linearly
ramped RT/FT of 2, 4, or 8 ms durations. Addition of a nonzero RT or FT to the gap silent period
increased detectability and also increased reaction speed on trials with ‘‘Yes’’ response, but there
was no difference in detectability or response speeds between RT and FT conditions. Experiment 2
extended this finding to gaps having two, one, or no abrupt marker edges. These findings suggest
that human listeners do not make use of abrupt onset or offset information to enhance gap detection,
but seem to rely on the effective sound level reduction associated with the gap for detection.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1518697#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Dc@MRL#

I. INTRODUCTION

The detection of gaps in broadband noise has been stud-
ied using a variety of physiological and psychophysical tech-
niques, which have provided similar measures of temporal
acuity. These studies range from single unit recordings of
auditory nerve fibers in the chinchilla~Zhanget al., 1990!,
inferior colliculus ~IC! neurons in the mouse~Walton et al.,
1997; Barszet al., 1998!, and primary auditory cortex neu-
rons in the cat~Eggermont, 2000!, to behavioral techniques
such as prepulse inhibition in the rat~Ison, 1982; Leitner
et al., 1993! and the mouse~Ison et al., 1998; Isonet al.,
2002! as well as psychophysical perceptual measures in hu-
mans~e.g., Plomp, 1964; Green, 1985; Green and Forrest,
1989; Snell, 1997; Heet al., 1999; Florentineet al., 1999!.
In addition to these applications, gap detection has also as-
sumed significance owing to the importance of temporal acu-
ity for human speech perception~Tyler et al., 1982, 1989;
Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1993; Busby and Clark,
1999; Phillipset al., 2000; Snell and Frisina, 2000!.

Plomp~1964! established much of the theoretical frame-
work that underpins research on auditory temporal acuity. He
found that the threshold for gap detection depends on the
sound levels of pre- and postgap noise burst markers and
suggested that below some minimum gap threshold~MGT! a
finite rate of decay of auditory sensation masks the presence
of gaps that occur within this decay envelope. This masking
also determines the magnitude of the onset response to the
trailing noise burst marker. The MGT for simple rectangular
gaps in broadband noise is typically between 2 and 3 ms
~Plomp, 1964; Irwin and Purdy, 1982; Forrest and Green,

1987; Green and Forrest, 1989; Heet al., 1999! and the psy-
chometric function for gap detection is very steep, with a
range of approximately 2 ms between 0% and 100% detect-
ability ~Green and Forrest, 1989; Mooreet al., 1992; He
et al., 1999!. Computational models of gap detection have
generally assumed that detection occurs on the basis of short-
term fluctuations within single-channel detectors~Buunen
and van Valkenberg, 1979; Buus and Florentine, 1985; For-
rest and Green, 1987! or within multiple-channel detectors
~Heinz et al., 1996!. Florentineet al. ~1999! have recently
suggested that discrepancies between their empirical data
and a loudness detector model might arise from additional
detection cues being provided by the onset response to the
trailing marker of the gap. If so, then altering the onset in-
formation of the trailing marker should affect gap detection.

Previous studies in the mouse suggest that ramped
marker onsets and offsets do impair gap detection. Barsz and
colleagues~1998! covaried the leading marker fall-time~FT!
and trailing marker rise-time~RT! of gap envelopes and ex-
amined the effect of this manipulation on the encoding of
gaps by mouse IC single units. They found that symmetric
gaps ~RT5FT! with RT/FT greater than 4 ms showed in-
creased detection thresholds, requiring longer gap durations
to produce a significant difference in firing rate from the
no-gap control. Increasing RT produced longer first spike
latencies for phasic units, and slowed the rate of recovery of
their asymptotic firing rate response. In contrast, increasing
FT reduced the decay of excitation during the gap for tonic
units. Ison and colleagues~2002! found, using prepulse inhi-
bition in the mouse, that adding RT and FT to small gaps
increased their detectability owing to increased effective gap
duration, consistent with energy detector models. They found
additionally that the salience of longer gaps was reduced fora!Electronic mail: pallen@cvs.rochester.edu
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RT ramps compared with FT ramps, supporting the impor-
tance of onset information for gap detection.

These mouse studies indicate that onset information is
important for gap detection, and that ramped gap envelopes
may have reduced psychophysical salience compared with
gaps having abrupt marker offsets and onsets. Accordingly,
the object of this investigation was to test in humans the
effect on gap detectability of ramped marker edges.

II. GENERAL METHODS

Two experiments were conducted to test the effect of
ramped marker edges on gap detection. In experiment 1, the
effects on detectability and response speeds were investi-
gated of varying the ramp duration at one gap edge~either
the leading or trailing marker! while keeping the other edge
abrupt. In experiment 2, the effects of having a single abrupt
edge versus two or no abrupt edges on gap detection were
investigated.

A. Subjects

Fourteen volunteers~nine men and five women! aged
between 19 and 65, with a median age of 21 years, partici-
pated in this study. All had normal audiograms for their age.
The University of Rochester Research Subject Review Board
approved the experimental procedure and participants were
reimbursed for their participation.

B. Stimuli

The carrier for the gaps consisted of 3 s of broadband
noise~16 Hz to 20 kHz, 60 dB A! generated and controlled
via a digital signal processing platform~Tucker-Davis AP2!
and custom software on a 486 personal computer. The noise
bursts were created with a flat frequency spectrum using a
sampling rate of 50 kHz. They were presented binaurally
using Beyer headphones~DT 48!. The noise bursts were
separated by a silent postresponse intertrial interval of 2 s.
Variously shaped gaps~described for the two experiments
below! were located 2 s into the noise burst.

C. Procedures

Throughout the experiment, participants were seated in a
sound-attenuating chamber and asked to listen for the pres-
ence or absence of a gap in the noise bursts. A ‘‘Yes’’/‘‘No’’
single-interval procedure was used. Participants were in-
structed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible on
hearing a gap by pressing the right-hand button on a re-
sponse box, and if no gap was detected to press the left-hand
button.

The latency between the 2-s point of the stimuli, where
gaps were presented except on control trials, and the sub-
ject’s response was collected. For ‘‘Yes’’ responses, if the
response latency was greater than 170 ms, but less then 2500
ms, this latency was converted to a reaction speed~speed51/
latency! in order to reduce the skewing effects of occasional
long reaction time latencies, and mean response speeds for
each gap were calculated. Subjects used various response
strategies for trials during which they did not hear a gap. The
most common strategy was to respond ‘‘No’’ after the cessa-

tion of the 3-s noise burst, at considerably longer latency
than for trials during which they responded ‘‘Yes’’. In experi-
ment 1 asymptotic values for reaction speed were determined
using a 12-ms gap with abrupt edges.

III. EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECT ON GAP DETECTION OF
A SINGLE RAMPED EDGE

A. Methods

There were seven participants in experiment 1~four men
and three women! aged between 19 and 65, with a median
age of 22 years. Participants were tested over two days, and
on each day were presented with six blocks of trials. Within
a single block, participants were presented with either
variable-RT or variable-FT trials~described below!, and each
block contained eight presentations of each of the eight
stimulus types and a no-gap control trial, so that each condi-
tion was presented 48 times. On each day three variable-FT
and three variable-RT blocks were randomly presented. Each
trial block lasted approximately 7 min and participants were
given the opportunity to take a short rest between blocks.

The gap stimuli in this experiment are shown schema-
tized in Fig. 1, and were chosen to correspond directly with
those used in a prepulse inhibition study of mice by Ison
et al. ~2002!. The nominal gap duration is the silent time of
the gap, to which ramped marker onsets and offsets are
added. On each trial, except for control trials on which there
was no gap in the noise, a gap with a silent-time, ST, of 1-,
4-, or 12-ms duration was presented 2 s after the onset of the
noise burst. Gaps with 1- and 4-ms ST were either preceded
by a 0, 2, 4, or 8 ms fall-time of the leading marker and
followed by an abrupt onset of the trailing marker
~Variable-FT Condition!, or had an abrupt leading marker
offset and a rise-time of the trailing marker of 0, 2, 4, or 8 ms
~Variable-RT Condition!. The 12-ms ST gap had abrupt
marker edges.

The detection probability and response speed data were
each subjected to a three-way within-subject repeated mea-
sures factorial analysis of variance~ANOVA !. The data en-
tered into the ANOVA were the mean values across blocks of
trials for each subject for each condition. The three factors
were ~1! gap silent time, here using only the 1- and 4-ms
durations,~2! rising versus falling ramps, and~3! ramp du-

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of temporal gap stimuli used in experi-
ment 1.
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ration. The number of levels in each factor were, respec-
tively, 2, 2, and 3. The interpretation of the statistical signifi-
cance of the resultingF-values used the Huynh–Feldt
correction~Huynh and Feldt, 1976! for violations of com-
pound symmetry in repeated measures designs.

B. Results

Individual subject psychometric functions for gap detec-
tion are shown in Fig. 2. Gap detectability increased uni-
formly with the silent duration of the gap, ST, and with both
increasing RT and FT, with no systematic difference in de-
tectability apparent between these two types of gaps across
subjects. These data also demonstrate the uniformity in psy-
chometric functions across participants, who are presented in
age order, showing also that there is no apparent age depen-
dence for the effects of this RT/FT manipulation on gap de-
tection.

Mean gap detection probabilities across participants
were calculated and are shown in Fig. 3. Detection of gaps
increased with increasing ST and also with increasing gap FT
and RT. The ANOVA shows that there was no significant
difference in detectability between the FT and RT conditions

for equal gap silent time@F(1,6)51.1, p.0.3]. Gaps with
1-ms silent time and 0-ms RT/FT were infrequently detected.
These gaps had a mean detectability and standard error of
4.5~61.6!%. Detectability increased equally with increasing
RT and FT, with 50% detectability near 4 ms for both, and
approached 100% for the 8-ms RT/FT. The logistic function
is commonly used to descriptively model psychometric de-
tection functions~e.g., Green, 1993; Florentineet al., 1999;
He et al., 1999! and takes the form

Detection~%!5a1
1002a

11e2k~ t2m! , ~1!

where a is the false alarm rate,m is the midpoint of the
psychometric function, andk describes the slope of the func-
tion ~Green, 1993!. The 1-ms FT and RT data of Fig. 3 are
shown with a function of this form, calculated by least-
squares fitting to the FT data. The function describes these
data well, withR250.9997, and additionally the same func-
tion describes the RT data withR250.9963, further high-
lighting the similarity of these two data sets.

The detectability of all the 4-ms silent-time gaps was
above 50% and their detectability increased rapidly from the
0-ms RT/FT gap, 74.9~64.5!% detection, with little differ-
ence between variable-RT and FT condition, and approached
100% for longer RT/FT. These data cannot be fit reliably
with a logistic function because they are clustered at high
values of this function, but are shown in Fig. 3 with a logistic
function fitted to the FT data to illustrate the similar trends in
detectability for the two gap-types.

The 12-ms abrupt-edged gap was almost always detect-
able ~means for RT and FT conditions were 100% and
99.0% detection, respectively!. The false alarm rate was
4.0~62.0!% for the variable-FT condition and 3.1~61.6!%
for the variable-RT condition. The within-subject standard
error terms obtained from the ANOVA, which exclude vari-
ance arising between subjects~Loftus and Masson, 1994!,
are 3.6% for the RT condition and 3.4% for the FT condition.

The individual participant data for response speeds are
shown in Fig. 4, calculated from the response latencies on
trials with ‘‘Yes’’ responses. Across subjects, speeds in-
creased with silent duration and with RT/FT and again
showed uniformity between the RT and FT conditions, al-
though response speed appears more variable among subjects

FIG. 2. Percent detection functions for individual subjects. Increasing gap
fall- and rise-time~FT and RT! conditions are plotted together, illustrating
that there is little difference between them. The data are presented in age
order, demonstrating also that there is no systematic age effect.

FIG. 3. Group average percent detection functions against gap FT~left
panel! and RT ~right panel! for three gap silent times. Error bars denote
standard errors of the mean, while the within-subject standard error is 3.6%
for the RT condition and 3.4% for the FT condition. The false alarm rate
~FA! for both experimental conditions was,5%. Both 1-ms silent time data
sets are shown with a logistic function described by Eq.~1! obtained by
fitting to the FT data.
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than does detectability. Mean response speeds across subjects
are shown in Fig. 5, and were again nearly identical for both
the variable-RT and variable-FT conditions. The ANOVA
shows that there was no significant difference in detectability
between the FT and RT conditions for equal gap silent time
@F(1,6),1, p.0.75]. The data for both FT and RT condi-

tions are shown with exponential functions of the form

RS5RSMax2A exp~2t/t!, ~2!

so that response speed, RS, approaches the asymptotic maxi-
mum response speed, RSMax, with a time constant,t, and
free fitting parameter,A. The curves were obtained by fitting
to the mean of the RT and FT data for each of the 1- and
4-ms silent-time conditions. The exponential fits describe the
data well, withR250.9971 and 0.9990 for the 1- and 4-ms
silent-time conditions, respectively. These curves illustrate
that the response speed has a more gradual approach to as-
ymptote than does the detection data and highlights the simi-
larity of the RT and FT data. The 12-ms gap response speed
is shown on each graph in Fig. 5 with a dashed line to indi-
cate the asymptotic response speed, which the other curves
approach with increasing gap RT/FT.

C. Discussion

This experiment examined the effects on detection and
response speed for gaps in noise having ramped offsets or
onsets. Detection of gaps was not impaired by ramped onset
of the trailing marker: for a given gap silent period, adding a
ramped edge to either the leading or the trailing marker im-
proved gap detectability and response speed, and this im-
provement was the same regardless of which marker pos-
sessed the ramp. This result in humans stands in contrast to
the finding of Isonet al. ~2002! in mice using the same
ramped-edge gap stimuli, that ramped edges on the trailing
marker impair gap detection relative to ramps on the leading
marker. However, the result here is consistent, at least quali-
tatively, with energy or loudness detector models of gap de-
tection~e.g., Florentineet al., 1999!. Examination of Figs. 3
and 5 suggests that the detectability and response speed data
for different silent durations in both the variable-RT and FT
conditions would superimpose if they were appropriately
shifted or rescaled on the time-axis. If gap detection relies on
detecting energy fluctuations of the sound envelope, then the
addition of RT and FT serves to increase the effective dura-
tion of gaps. Rescaling the gap duration in terms of the silent
gap plus the appropriately weighted ramp duration provides
an effective gap duration,

teff5ST1m RT ~or FT). ~3!

Previous studies of the detectability of partially filled
gaps in broadband noise indicate that decrements of 35% to
50% of the carrier all produce MGTs of 2–3 ms~Forrest and
Green, 1987! and that sound level within the gap has little
effect on gap thresholds as long as the decrease in the carrier
is at least 5 to 10 dB below the initial sound level~Penner,
1975; Irwin and Purdy, 1982!. These studies suggest that
MGT and teff are determined by the time that the envelope
remains below some minimum decrement.

The weighting factor,m, in Eq. ~3! reflects how much
the ramp time contributes toteff . Large values ofm indicate
that most of the ramp contributes, and that small decrements
are sufficient to enhanceteff . Conversely, if large decrements
in the carrier are needed in order to increaseteff , then the

FIG. 4. Individual subject response speeds~1/Latency! shown with increas-
ing gap RT and FT for each of the three gap silent times.

FIG. 5. Mean response speeds for gap FT~left panel! and RT~right panel!.
Error bars denote standard errors of the mean, while the within-subject
standard error is 0.012 for the RT condition and 0.013 for the FT condition.
The data are well described by two exponential functions fitted to the mean
of the aggregated RT and FT data for each of the 1- and 4-ms silent time
conditions. The 12-ms speed is shown with a dashed line to indicate the
asymptotic response speed.
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contribution of ramps will be less and the value ofm will be
smaller. For linear ramps, if this minimum decrement isX in
dB, then

m5102X/20. ~4!

The range ofm expected from these previous studies is 0.32
to 0.63 for 10- to 4-dB decrements, respectively. Form
50.5, teff corresponds to the time between the 50% ampli-
tude, or26 dB points of the gap envelope. Figure 6 shows
the detectability and response speed data of Figs. 3 and 5
replotted against this effective gap duration, usingm50.5.
The three different silent time data sets for both variable-RT
and variable-FT conditions rescale onto a single logistic and
exponential curve for the detectability and response speed
data, respectively. These functions have characteristic time
constants,m andt, which have 95% confidence intervals of
2.93–3.36 ms and 2.25–3.29 ms, respectively. The rescaling
yields similar characteristic time constants for the two ex-
perimental measures, supporting the conclusion that subjects
were responding to effective gap duration owing to an energy
detector like mechanism, and not differentially to particular
features of the gap envelope. It is notable that the rescaling
may not be unique. The detectability data can be rescaled
with m between 0.3 and 0.55~corresponding to decrements
of 4 to 7 dB! to also produce satisfactory rescaling, such that
a single sigmoidal function describes all the detection data
with R2.0.990. However,R2 decreases rapidly form
.0.5, so this value was used above for simplicity.

In this experiment reaction speeds were measured and
showed a slower approach to asymptote than did the detect-
ability data, but also demonstrated significant systematic dif-
ferences among the readily detectable gaps. This is notewor-
thy since the method of constant stimuli usually leads to
psychometric functions that are very steep around an opera-
tional threshold. While these gaps had near 100% detectabil-
ity, responses to them showed differential latencies, with
faster speeds for longer gaps. This increase in response speed
is continuous with the process of detection, as subthreshold
gaps, when detected, are responded to more slowly than the
more readily detectable stimuli. Consequently, reaction
speeds appear to provide a useful measure of the perceptual
equivalence and salience of stimuli that are above the detec-
tion threshold, consistent with previous findings~e.g., Ko-
hfeld et al., 1981a, b!.

The stimuli used in this experiment were selected to test
in humans the effect seen in mouse IC single units, and also

behaviorally via prepulse inhibition, that ramped edges on
the trailing gap marker led to decreased gap detectability.
These mouse data depend on brainstem processing, and there
is the possibility that in psychophysical experiments humans
make use of cues that are not strongly coded in the brain-
stem, but which are perhaps more important in cortical pro-
cessing. Gaps in the current experiment had at least one
abrupt edge, raising the possibility that listeners made
equally good use of abrupt marker offset or onset informa-
tion to assist detection. Experiment 2 was designed to test the
hypothesis that gaps having either a single abrupt edge or
two abrupt edges have higher detectability than those with
two ramped edges.

IV. EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECTS OF ZERO, ONE, OR
TWO RAMPED EDGES

A. Methods

The results of experiment 1 suggest that humans do not
make special use of onset information to detect brief gaps in
noise with ramped edges, but rather do so by detecting over-
all energy fluctuations. In experiment 2, gap stimuli were
constructed to compare differential detectability among gaps
that should have the same detectability according to one such
energy detector model, but which have zero, one, or two
ramped edges.

There were seven participants in experiment 2~five men
and two women! aged between 19 and 22, with a median age
of 19 years. Participants were each tested on a single day and
were presented with four blocks of trials. Each block con-
tained ten presentations of each gap type~described below!
and the no-gap control so that each condition was presented
a total of 40 times. Each trial block lasted approximately 9
mins and participants were given the opportunity to take a
short rest between blocks.

Gaps in the noise carrier were presented on each trial,
except for control trials on which there was no gap in the
noise. Gaps were constructed with various combinations of
ramped and abrupt edges to have equal effective gap dura-
tion, teff , usingm50.5. There were two series of gaps, the
‘‘2-ms series’’ and ‘‘3-ms series’’ withteff of 2 or 3 ms,
respectively. Each series consisted of five gap-types:~1! an
abrupt edged gap~‘‘square’’!, ~2! a gap with an abrupt lead-
ing marker offset and 2-ms ramped trailing marker onset
~‘‘rising’’ !, ~3! a gap with a 2-ms ramped leading marker
offset and abrupt trailing marker onset~‘‘falling’’ !, ~4! a gap
with two 1-ms ramped edges~‘‘fast’’ !, and ~5! a gap with
two 2-ms ramped edges~‘‘slow’’ !. To illustrate these stimuli,
Fig. 7 shows the 2-ms series of gaps; the 3-ms series has the
same shaped edges, but the total gap durations are 1 ms
longer by extending the duration of the silent portion of the
gap.

The percent detection and response speed data were
each subjected to a two-way within-subject repeated mea-
sures factorial ANOVA. The two factors were~1! effective
gap duration and~2! gap type, and the number of levels in
each factor were, respectively, 2 and 5. Otherwise, the treat-
ment of these data followed the pattern used in experiment 1.

FIG. 6. Group mean detectability and response speed data with standard
errors of the mean plotted against effective gap duration,teff5ST10.5RT
~or FT!. Rescaling yields simple curves that collapse all the experimental
data irrespective of silent gap duration or RT/FT condition.
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B. Results

Individual subject data for gap detection are shown in
Fig. 8. Gap detectability increased with increasing gap dura-
tion between the 2- and 3-ms series of gaps and within series
seem to show increasing detectability between the ‘‘square’’
and the ‘‘slow’’ gaps. The variability among subjects appears
greater than in experiment 1. This might reflect an increase
in the subjects’ decision uncertainty as the stimuli were de-
liberately chosen to lie on the steepest region of the psycho-
metric function.

Mean gap detection probabilities across participants

were calculated and are shown in Fig. 9. The ANOVA re-
veals a strong effect of gap duration between the two series,
F(1,6)559.2, p,0.001, and of gap type within the series,
F(4,24)527.15, p,0.001, but no interaction,F(4,24),1,
p.0.97. In order to identify the source of these differences,
subsequent ANOVA were performed with particular condi-
tions. There was a significant difference between the
‘‘square’’ and ‘‘falling’’ gaps, F(1,6)550.73,p,0.001, and
between the ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ gaps,F(1,6)58.63, p
,0.05. There was no significant difference among the ‘‘fall-
ing,’’ ‘‘rising,’’ and ‘‘fast’’ gaps, F(2,12),1, p.0.84. Sta-
tistical power analysis indicates that this experiment had a
70% chance of detecting a difference in detectability of 5%
with 95% confidence, and in fact the mean detectabilities of
these three types of gap vary by less than 2%.

Response speeds~not shown! were again calculated
from latencies of trials with ‘‘Yes’’ responses. Compared
with experiment 1, speeds were more variable among sub-
jects, but the ANOVA demonstrated significant effects of gap
duration, F(1,6)522.99, p,0.01, and gap type,F(4,24)
53.66, p,0.05, with no interaction,F(4,24)51.48, p
.0.2.

C. Discussion

In this experiment, detectability and response speeds
were measured for gaps that have one, two, or no abrupt
edges. Two series of gaps were designed to have the same
equivalent gap duration based on Eq.~3! with m50.5. While
the results of experiment 2 suggest that a different value ofm
would be more appropriate, they confirm the findings of ex-
periment 1, namely that human listeners~1! make use of FT
and RT to increase effective gap duration and~2! do not
make use of information from abrupt changes in the acoustic
envelope to assist detection.

In experiment 2, differential detectability was seen be-
tween ‘‘square’’ and ‘‘slow’’ gaps, and between these and the
intermediate series of ‘‘rising,’’ ‘‘falling,’’ and ‘‘fast’’ gaps,
which were themselves not detected differently from each
other. These data suggest that effective gap duration does
determine detectability, but this constructed measure should
not be calculated from the 50% amplitude points of the gap
envelope, as chosen for simplicity in the rescaling of the data
from experiment 1. A better estimate of the contribution of
ramps to increased effective gap duration can be made from

FIG. 7. Schematic representation of temporal gap stimuli used in experi-
ment 2. All five gaps haveteff52 ms, according to Eq.~3! with m50.5.

FIG. 8. Individual subject gap detection data shown for the ‘‘2-ms’’~open
squares! and ‘‘3-ms’’ ~filled circles! effective gap duration series consisting
of gap types ‘‘square,’’ ‘‘falling,’’ ‘‘rising,’’ ‘‘fast,’’ and ‘‘slow’’ depicted in
Fig. 7. Data show means and standard deviations across four sessions.

FIG. 9. Group average detectability and standard errors of the mean, for the
‘‘2-ms’’ and ‘‘3-ms’’ effective gap duration series. The within-subject stan-
dard errors are 2.7% for the 2-ms series, and 2.6% for the 3-ms series.
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the data of experiment 2 by noting that the addition of 1 ms
of silence between the 2- and 3-ms ‘‘square’’ gaps increases
detectability by 40%. In the 2-ms gap series, the ‘‘rising,’’
‘‘falling,’’ and ‘‘fast’’ gaps have an average increase in de-
tectability of 11.9% compared to the ‘‘square’’ gap, while the
‘‘slow’’ gap has an increase in detectability of 20.4%. As-
suming that these gaps lie on a linear section of the psycho-
metric function, then the extra time added to the effective
gap duration by the ramps is 0.29 and 0.51 ms, for a totalteff

of 2.29 and 2.51 ms, respectively. Working backwards
through Eq.~3!, the ‘‘rising,’’ ‘‘falling,’’ and ‘‘fast’’ gaps
each have ST51 ms and RT~or FT, or RT1FT!52 ms lead-
ing to a value ofm of 0.645. The ‘‘slow’’ gap has ST50 ms
and RT1FT54 ms, leading to a value ofm of 0.628. Hence
a better estimate of the effective gap duration is obtained by
calculating the time between the 63%–65% amplitude points
of the gap envelope, or for linear rampsteff'ST
10.64 RT~or FT). This new approximation is not inconsis-
tent with the data from experiment 1, and corresponds to
decrements in the gap envelope of 4 dB, which as noted also
rescaled the data detectability data of experiment 1 withR2

.0.990.
Statistical power analysis of the data indicates that it is

reasonable to accept the null-hypothesis, that ‘‘rising,’’ ‘‘fall-
ing,’’ and ‘‘fast’’ gaps are not different in their detectability.
This implies that gap detection by human listeners is not
assisted by abrupt edge detection cues, because the ‘‘fast’’
gap does not have abrupt edges, but rather has the single
ramped edge of the ‘‘rising’’ and ‘‘falling’’ gaps distributed
evenly on both markers. A possible situation in which this
conclusion would not be valid is if the auditory system had
insufficient temporal resolution to resolve envelope changes
of 0-, 1-, or 2-ms duration. However, the data from the two
experiments reported here show differential detection when
gap features are manipulated on this time scale, indicating
that the human auditory system can, in fact, resolve these
ramps.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The experiments reported here indicate that brief gaps in
noise with ramped edges are detected by human listeners
according to an effective gap duration, consistent at a quali-
tative level with energy or loudness detector models~Floren-
tine et al., 1999!. Detection is not sensitive to particular en-
velope features, such as abruptness of onset or offset, beyond
the capacity of such features to extend the effective duration
of the gap. Consequently, these data do not support the ex-
pectation that abrupt changes in envelope, specifically onset
information, provide additional cues for detection beyond the
energy fluctuation in the carrier associated with the gap. This
finding is surprising in light of results from mouse behavior
~Ison et al., 2002! and IC single units~Barszet al., 1998!,
and also from theoretical expectations. The loudness detector
model of Florentineet al. ~1999! provides good estimates of
gap detection in bandpass noise based on stationary transfor-
mation of the output of an auditory filter, with discrepancies
between model and data arising for low-frequency bands. To
account for this discrepancy these authors drew on extant
physiological data suggesting the importance for gap encod-

ing of onset responses~Zhanget al., 1990!, and concluded
that onset information may provide additional cues to gap
detection. The two experiments reported here do not support
this possibility, at least for gaps in broadband noise, and for
onset information with time scales of 1 to 12 ms, which are
the conditions under which onset sensitive gap detection was
observed in the mouse studies.

The data here suggest that there are interesting differ-
ences between the gap detection mechanisms apparently
used by human listeners compared with those reported for
mouse IC neurons and for acoustic startle inhibition, which
seem to depend in part on features of the gap envelope. The
neural mechanisms underlying the different gap detection
strategies apparently employed by mice and humans are not
immediately apparent. It is possible that methods for assess-
ing gap detection that are sensitive to brainstem processing,
such as prepulse inhibition, might produce a result in human
listeners that would be more like that reported for mice. It is
also possible that mouse IC neurons encode effective gap
duration in some way that is not yet understood, but which
might have implications for the general understanding of
temporal acuity in the mammalian auditory system. Cer-
tainly, the importance of timing for human speech percep-
tion, as shown, for example, in voicing onset information
~e.g., Kewley-Portet al., 1988!, indicates that humans utilize
temporal information of signal envelopes, but the results of
these experiments suggest that these features might be more
important for discrimination rather than for detectionper se.
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Effect of modulator asynchrony of sinusoidal and noise
modulators on frequency and amplitude modulation
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The effect on modulation detection interference~MDI ! of timing of gating of the modulation of
target and interferer, with synchronously gated carriers, was investigated in three experiments. In a
two-interval, two-alternative forced choice adaptive procedure, listeners had to detect 15 Hz
sinusoidal amplitude modulation~AM ! or frequency modulation~FM! imposed for 200 ms in the
temporal center of a 600 ms target sinusoidal carrier. In the first experiment, 15 Hz sinusoidal FM
was imposed in phase on both target and interferer carriers. Thresholds were lower for
nonoverlapping than for synchronous modulation of target and interferer, but MDI still occurred for
the former. Thresholds were significantly higher when the modulators were gated synchronously
than when the interferer modulator was gated on before and off after that of the target. This contrasts
with the findings of Oxenham and Dau@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.110, 402–408~2001!#, who reported
no effect of modulation asynchrony on AM detection thresholds, using a narrowband noise
modulator. Using FM, experiment 2 showed that for temporally overlapping modulation of target
and interferer, modulator asynchrony had no significant effect when the interferer was modulated by
a narrowband noise. Experiment 3 showed that, for AM, synchronous gating of modulation of the
target and interferer producedlower thresholds than asynchronous gating, especially for sinusoidal
modulation of the interferer. Results are discussed in terms of specific cues available for periodic
modulation, and differences between perceptual grouping on the basis of common AM and FM.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1512291#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Ba@MRL#

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to detect modulation of a target carrier can
be strongly impaired in the presence of another modulated
carrier spectrally remote from the target. This effect has been
called modulation detection interference~MDI !, and has
been reported for amplitude modulation~‘‘AMDI’’ ! and fre-
quency modulation~‘‘FMDI’’ ! of the target and interferer.
Most studies have focused on AMDI~Yost and Sheft, 1989;
Yost et al., 1989; Yost and Sheft, 1990; Hall and Grose,
1991; Mooreet al., 1991; Moore and Jorasz, 1992; Moore
and Shailer, 1992; Bacon and Konrad, 1993; Bacon and
Moore, 1993; Bacon and Opie, 1994; Baconet al., 1995;
Mendozaet al., 1995b; Verhey and Dau, 2000; Oxenham and
Dau, 2001! while only a few have investigated FMDI~Wil-
sonet al., 1990; Mooreet al., 1991; Carlyon, 1994; Lyzenga
and Carlyon, 1999; Gockel and Carlyon, 2000!. To the
knowledge of the authors, so far, no marked differences be-
tween AMDI and FMDI have been reported in the literature.
It is quite conceivable that AMDI and FMDI reflect similar
processes, as frequency modulation~FM! is converted to am-
plitude modulation~AM ! at the outputs of individual audi-
tory filters, and FM interferes with AM detection and vice
versa~Moore et al., 1991!.

One well-established and important feature of MDI is
that asynchronous gating of target and interferer decreases
MDI substantially relative to that observed for synchronous
gating ~Hall and Grose, 1991; Moore and Jorasz, 1992;
Moore and Shailer, 1992; Mendozaet al., 1995b; Gockel and
Carlyon, 2000!. Generally, this has been interpreted as evi-
dence that at least part of MDI is caused by a difficulty in
perceptual segregation of the target and interferer. Recently,
Oxenham and Dau~2001! investigated the effect of asyn-
chronous gating of the modulation of the target and the in-
terferer. The targets were sinusoidally amplitude modulated
~SAM! and the interferers were modulated in amplitude by a
narrowband noise. No effect of modulation asynchrony was
found, either with synchronous carriers or with asynchronous
carriers. On the other hand, asynchronous gating of thecar-
riers led to the usually observed significant reduction in MDI
~Hall and Grose, 1991; Moore and Jorasz, 1992; Moore and
Shailer, 1992; Mendozaet al., 1995b; Gockel and Carlyon,
2000!. The results were explained in terms of perceptual seg-
regation of the carriers. Carrier asynchrony was thought to be
effective in achieving this segregation, whereas modulator
asynchrony was not.

Here we present three experiments intended to investi-
gate further the effects of asynchronous gating of the modu-
lation of target and interferer. Knowledge about these effects
and their possible interactions with characteristics of thea!Electronic mail: hedwig.gockel@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
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stimuli seems essential in order to evaluate possible mecha-
nisms underlying MDI. In our first experiment, the main in-
terest was in the effect of interferer modulation which does
not overlap in time with the modulation of the target. In an
earlier study, Gockel and Carlyon~2000! showed that FM
interferers presentednonsimultaneouslywith a FM target
produced a significant amount of FMDI. This is an important
finding, as we are not aware of any model of MDI which
predicts the existence of MDI for nonsimultaneous modula-
tion. In the study of Gockel and Carlyon~2000!, the modu-
lators and carriers were always gated together, and the
amount of FMDI with nonsimultaneous FM was significant,
but much smaller than for simultaneous and synchronously
gated modulated carriers. The recent finding of Oxenham
and Dau~2001!, that carrier but not modulator asynchrony
affected AMDI ~with temporally overlapping modulation of
target and interferer!, raised the interesting possibility that
the amount of FMDI with nonsimultaneous modulation of
target and interferer might be much bigger if the carriers
were gated synchronously instead of asynchronously as in
Gockel and Carlyon~2000!. If this were to be confirmed, it
would present even stronger evidence against current models
of MDI based on simultaneously present modulation.

The first experiment investigated whether synchronous
gating of the target and interferer carriers would indeed sub-
stantially increase FMDI with nonsimultaneous modulation
of target and interferer. The results showed that it did not.
FMDI with nonsimultaneous modulation was not larger
when the carriers were gated synchronously~present experi-
ment! than when they were gated asynchronously~Gockel
and Carlyon, 2000!. In both studies, FMDI with nonsimulta-
neous modulation of target and interferer was always consid-
erably smaller than when the interferer modulation was gated
synchronously with that of the target. This indicates that a
considerable proportion of the FMDI effect was due to the
modulation of interferer and target being gated simulta-
neously. The present results also showed that, for temporally
overlapping modulation of target and interferer, thresholds
were higher for synchronously gated modulation than for
asynchronously gated modulation, even though the carriers
were gated synchronously in all cases. This differed from the
finding of Oxenham and Dau~2001!, that carrier but not
modulator asynchrony affected AMDI. In the second and
third experiments possible reasons for this discrepancy were
investigated.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: SINUSOIDAL FREQUENCY
MODULATION - ASYNCHRONOUS MODULATION OF
SYNCHRONOUS CARRIERS

Stimuli were similar to the ones used by Gockel and
Carlyon~2000!. The main difference was that, in the present
study, the carriers of the target and interferer were always
gated synchronously. In addition, the interferer was modu-
lated at several different time periods during its presentation
to investigate the effects of various relative timings of inter-
ferer and target modulation on FMDI.

A. Stimuli

Listeners had to detect sinusoidal FM with a modulation
frequency (f m) of 15 Hz, imposed for 200 ms~temporally
centered! on a 600 ms target with a carrier frequency (f c) of
1 kHz. The target was accompanied by a synchronous 600
ms interferer with a carrier frequency of 2.3 kHz. The inter-
ferer was either unmodulated or sinusoidally modulated at
various times withf m of 15 Hz, with a FM depth of 10% of
the carrier frequency~resulting in a peak deviation fromf c

of 230 Hz!.
Schematic spectrograms of the stimuli are shown in Fig.

1. Condition ‘‘steady,’’ with the unmodulated interferer@Fig.
1~a!#, provided the baseline against which thresholds in the
other conditions were compared. In condition ‘‘asyn. FM’’
@Fig. 1~b!#, the interferer was modulated throughout its du-
ration. In condition ‘‘syn. FM’’@Fig. 1~c!#, the interferer was
modulated only synchronously with the target’s modulation.
Comparison of thresholds in this condition with those in con-
dition asyn. FM would indicate the effect of asynchronous

FIG. 1. Schematic spectrograms of stimuli presented over the course of one
2AFC trial in the different conditions of experiment 1:~a! steady;~b! asyn-
chronous FM;~c! synchronous FM;~d! gap FM; ~e! before FM; ~f! after
FM. Note that, for illustrative purposes only,~i! an extreme FM depth has
been chosen for the target and~ii ! the signal interval is always the first
interval.
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gating of modulationper se. In condition ‘‘gap FM’’ @Fig.
1~d!#, the interferer was modulated for 200 ms immediately
before and for 200 ms immediately after the target’s modu-
lation. Comparison of thresholds in this condition with those
in condition asyn. FM would indicate the contribution to
FMDI of the part of the interferer modulation present simul-
taneously with the target’s modulation. In condition ‘‘before
FM’’ @Fig. 1~e!#, the interferer was modulated for 200 ms
before the target’s modulation started and was steady there-
after. In condition ‘‘after FM’’ @Fig. 1~f!#, the interferer was
modulated for the last 200 ms, after the target’s modulation
stopped. Comparison of thresholds in the last two conditions
would indicate the relative contribution to FMDI of modula-
tion of the interferer before and after modulation of the tar-
get.

The starting phase of the modulator was always 0°~sine
phase!. In conditions where the target and interferer modula-
tors overlapped in time@Figs. 1~b! and ~c!#, they were in
phase. When they did not overlap in time@Figs. 1~d!–~f!#,
the target’s modulator started in the same phase at which the
first part of the interferer’s modulator stopped, and/or the
second part of the interferer modulation started at the same
phase as the target modulation stopped. Over a modulation
duration of 200 ms, three complete modulation cycles were
presented. The target and interferer carriers each had a level
of 50 dB SPL, and were gated with 10 ms raised-cosine
onset and offset ramps.

All stimuli were generated digitally, played out of a 16
bit digital-to-analog converter~CED 1401 plus! at a sam-
pling rate of 20 kHz, and passed through an anti-aliasing
filter ~Kemo 21C30! with a cutoff frequency of 8.6 kHz
~slope of 100 dB/oct!. Stimuli were presented monaurally,
using Sennheiser HD250 headphones. Subjects were seated
individually in an IAC double-walled sound-attenuating
booth.

B. Procedure

A two-interval two-alternative forced-choice task was
used. The target and interferer carriers were presented in
both intervals in each trial. The subjects were required to
indicate the interval with the modulated target. Feedback was
provided following each response. The modulation depth
~expressed as a percentage off c) of the target in the signal
interval was adjusted using a two-down one-up adaptive
tracking rule~Levitt, 1971!, tracking 71% correct responses.
At the beginning of each threshold measurement, the target
was modulated with a FM depth of 10%, which made the
task easy in all conditions. Initially, the FM depth was di-
vided or multiplied by a factor of&. Following four rever-
sals, the factor was reduced toA4 2 and 10 further reversals
were obtained. The threshold estimate was defined as the
geometric mean of the FM depths at the last 10 reversals.
The time interval between the two signals in a trial was fixed
at 500 ms. Each interval was marked by a light.

The total duration of a single session was about 2 h,
including rest times. Six threshold estimates were obtained
for each of the six conditions from each subject. Six subjects
ran through the six conditions in a Latin-square design order

~one threshold was obtained for each condition in turn, be-
fore additional measurements were obtained in any other
condition!. The reported thresholds correspond to the geo-
metric mean of these six thresholds for each condition and
subject. To familiarize subjects with the procedure and
equipment, they participated in one threshold track in each
condition, before data collection was started.

C. Subjects

Six subjects participated in all six conditions. Their ages
ranged from 20 to 34 years, and they all had normal hearing
at audiometric frequencies between 500 and 4000 Hz.

D. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the geometric mean data and the associ-
ated geometrical standard errors1 for the six conditions. The
ordinate shows FM detection thresholds expressed as per-
centage off c . Thresholds were highest when the modulation
of the interferer and target was gated synchronously. They
were lowest when the target was accompanied by a steady
interferer. Thresholds were intermediate for all other condi-
tions.

To examine the statistical significance of differences be-
tween thresholds, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA~on
the logarithms of the geometric mean thresholds of each sub-
ject! was calculated. Throughout the paper, if appropriate,
the Huynh–Feldt correction was applied to the degrees of
freedom~see, e.g., Howell, 1997!. The main effect of condi-
tion was highly significant@F(5,25)519.0,p,0.001].Post
hoc paired comparisons based on Fisher’s least significant
difference procedure were made across all six conditions.
Thresholds in condition ‘‘steady’’ were significantly lower
than thresholds in all other conditions (p,0.01 in all cases!.
Also, thresholds in condition ‘‘syn. FM’’ were significantly
higher than those in all other conditions (p,0.01 in all
cases, except for ‘‘asyn. FM’’ wherep,0.05). Thresholds in
condition ‘‘before FM’’ were significantly higher than in ‘‘af-
ter FM’’ ( p,0.01). However, this difference was small.

FIG. 2. The geometric mean FM detection thresholds, and the associated
geometric standard errors~across subjects! obtained in experiment 1.
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Thresholds in conditions ‘‘before FM’’ and ‘‘after FM’’ did
not differ significantly from those in condition ‘‘gap FM,’’
indicating that the effects of interferer modulation before and
after the target modulation did not sum. Thresholds in con-
dition ‘‘asyn. FM’’ were significantly higher than in condi-
tions ‘‘gap FM’’ and ‘‘after FM’’ but not significantly higher
than in condition ‘‘before FM.’’

The results give support to our earlier finding that non-
simultaneous modulation of an interferer, with no overlap in
time between modulation of the target and that of the inter-
ferer, can lead to significant FMDI. However, the amount of
FMDI due to nonsimultaneous modulation was not substan-
tially greater when the carriers were gated synchronously~as
in present study! than when they were asynchronous~as in
Gockel and Carlyon, 2000!. Also, in both studies, thresholds
in condition ‘‘gap FM’’ were significantly lower than for
synchronously gated FM even though, here, the carriers were
gated synchronously. Thus, a considerable proportion of the
FMDI effect must be due to themodulationof interferer and
target being gated simultaneously.

Interestingly, a significant reduction in FMDI was ob-
tained by gating the temporally overlapping modulation of
the target and interferer asynchronously~condition ‘‘asyn.
FM’’ vs ‘‘syn. FM’’ !. This contrasts with the results of Ox-
enham and Dau~2001!, who reported no effect of modula-
tion asynchrony. There were two main differences between
the two studies which might be responsible for the opposing
findings: ~i! They used AM sounds while we used FM
sounds.~ii ! They used a narrowband noise to modulate the
interferer while we used sinusoidal modulation. The first dif-
ference was considered unlikely to be responsible. As men-
tioned in Sec. I, we were not aware of any evidence of di-
vergent findings for AMDI and FMDI. The second difference
seemed to be more relevant. The effect of modulator asyn-
chrony may depend on whether the interferer modulator is
periodic or not. For periodic modulation, the asynchronous
part of the modulator might be perceived as a stable pattern
of modulation. The additional target modulation might be
easier to detect when added to this stable modulation pattern
than when gated synchronously with the onset of modulation
of the interferer. A noise modulator would not provide a
stable temporal pattern and therefore asynchronous modula-
tor gating would give no advantage over synchronous gating.
Note that, in both studies, the target was modulated sinusoi-
dally. The second experiment investigated whether the reduc-
tion in FMDI for asynchronously modulated carriers would
be absent if the interferer were frequency modulated by a
narrowband noise.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: SINUSOIDAL VS NOISE
MODULATION OF INTERFERER—FMDI

A. Stimuli

As in experiment 1, listeners had to detect sinusoidal
FM ( f m515 Hz) imposed on the central 200 ms of a 600 ms
target (f c51 kHz). The first three conditions, ‘‘asyn. peri-
odic,’’ ‘‘syn. periodic,’’ and ‘‘gap periodic’’ @see Figs. 3~a!,
~b!, and ~c!#, were nearly identical to the conditions ‘‘asyn.

FM,’’ ‘‘syn. FM,’’ and ‘‘gap FM,’’ respectively, run in experi-
ment 1. The only difference was that the modulator had 20
ms raised-cosine onset and offset ramps.

The next three conditions were similar to the first three
with respect to the onset and offset timing of the interferer’s
modulation. However, instead of a sinusoidal modulator, a
narrow band of noise was used to modulate the interferer in
frequency@see Figs. 3~d!, ~e!, and~f!#. Equation~1! specifies
the time waveform of the interferer when it was frequency
modulated:

x~ t !5sin 2pS f ct1E
0

t

n~l!dl D , ~1!

wheref c is the carrier frequency of the interferer~2300 Hz!,
t is time in seconds,l is the integration variable, andn(t) is
the time waveform of the noise.

The noise had a bandwidth of 15 Hz and was centered at
15.5 Hz. It was digitally synthesized by summing sinusoids
ranging in frequency from 8 to 23 Hz, spaced at 1 Hz inter-
vals. The amplitudes were drawn from a Rayleigh distribu-
tion, and the phases from a uniform distribution in the range
of 0–360°. The noise had a rms value of 162.6~i.e., 230/A2!
and had 20 ms onset and offset ramps. Thus, the rms FM
depth of the interferer~in those parts where it was modu-
lated! corresponded to the rms FM depth of the sinusoidally
modulated interferer which had a peak deviation fromf c of
230 Hz. In condition ‘‘asyn. noise’’@see Fig. 3~d!#, the inter-
ferer was modulated throughout its 600 ms duration by a
narrow band noise. In condition ‘‘syn. noise’’ the interferer
was modulated for 200 ms in its temporal center@see Fig.
3~e!#, and in condition ‘‘gap noise’’ the interferer was modu-
lated for the first and last 200 ms@see Fig. 3~f!#.

All stimuli were generated digitally in advance. For each
noise FM interferer, ten different realizations of the random
FM were produced. In the ‘‘gap noise’’ condition, indepen-
dent realizations of noise were used for the first and the last
part of the interferer. For each stimulus presentation, one out
of the ten realizations was picked at random.

The target and interferer carriers each had a level of 50
dB SPL, and were gated with 10 ms raised-cosine onset and
offset ramps. All stimuli were generated digitally, at a sam-
pling rate of 40 kHz, and passed through an anti-aliasing
filter ~Kemo 21C30! with a cutoff frequency of 8.6 kHz
~slope of 100 dB/oct!. The procedure and experimental de-
sign were the same as in experiment 1.

B. Subjects

Six new subjects participated in all six conditions. Their
ages ranged from 23 to 36 years, and they all had normal
hearing at audiometric frequencies between 500 and 4000
Hz.

C. Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the geometric mean data and the associ-
ated geometric standard errors1 for the six conditions in ex-
periment 2. The open and closed triangles show thresholds
obtained with the sinusoidal and the narrowband noise FM
interferers, respectively. Consider first the effect of the sinu-
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soidal modulation~open triangles!. Thresholds were overall a
little higher than in the corresponding conditions of experi-
ment 1, probably due to differences between subjects. How-
ever, in general, the same pattern was observed. Thresholds
were highest when the modulation of interferer and target
was gated synchronously. They were clearly lower and very
similar to each other in conditions ‘‘asyn. periodic’’ and ‘‘gap
periodic.’’ Consider next the conditions with the noise modu-
lated interferers~closed triangles!. Here the pattern of results
is different. Thresholds with synchronous and with ‘‘gapped’’
noise modulation were similar to those with periodic modu-
lation. However, when asynchronous modulation was used,
thresholds with the noise modulator were substantially
higher than with periodic modulation, and were similar to
those seen when the target and interferer modulations were
gated synchronously.

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA~gating of modu-
lation @3#3regularity of modulator@2#! showed a significant
main effect of gating of modulation@F(2,10)513.3, p
,0.01], a significant main effect of regularity of modulator

@F(1,5)535.2,p,0.01], and, more importantly here, a sig-
nificant interaction between gating and regularity@F(2,10)
55.4, p,0.05], reflecting that the effects of gating were
different with the sinusoidal and with the narrowband noise
modulator.Post hoccontrasts showed that this interaction
was due to thresholds being significantly higher in condition
‘‘asyn. noise’’ than in ‘‘asyn. periodic’’ (p,0.01); in no
other gating condition did thresholds with the sinusoidal
modulator and with the narrowband noise modulator differ
significantly. Also, thresholds in condition ‘‘asyn. noise’’ did
not differ significantly from those in conditions ‘‘syn. noise’’
and ‘‘syn. periodic.’’

The present findings with FM sounds agree with those of
Oxenham and Dau~2001!, employing AM sounds, in that
asynchronous gating of modulation alone did not reduce
MDI for noise modulated interferers. However, our results
also showed that asynchronous gating of modulation alone
did reduce FMDI when sinusoidally modulated interferers
were used. Thus, the effect of modulator asynchrony did in-
deed depend on whether the modulator was periodic or not.

This is a finding which,a priori, might not have been
expected, since randomly amplitude modulated~RAM! and
SAM stimuli generally produce the same pattern of results in
AMDI. For example, Mendozaet al. ~1995a! found that
AMDI as a function of modulation depth showed the same
behavior for RAM and SAM stimuli, i.e., AMDI increased
with increased modulation depth of the interferer. They also
were the first to show that, as in earlier studies with SAM
stimuli ~Hall and Grose, 1991; Moore and Shailer, 1992;
Mendozaet al., 1995b!, asynchronous gating of RAM target
and RAM interferer decreased AMDI relative to that found
for synchronous gating. Employing RAM targets and SAM
interferers, Mooreet al. ~1995! showed that AMDI is
broadly tuned to modulation rate of the interferer, similar to
the tuning reported earlier with SAM targets~Yost et al.,
1989; Mooreet al., 1991; Bacon and Opie, 1994!. Relative

FIG. 3. Schematic spectrograms of stimuli presented over the course of one
2AFC trial in the different conditions of experiment 2:~a! asynchronous
periodic;~b! synchronous periodic~c! gap periodic;~d! asynchronous noise;
~e! synchronous noise;~f! gap noise. Note that, for illustrative purposes
only, ~i! an extreme FM depth has been chosen for the target and~ii ! the
signal interval is always the first interval.

FIG. 4. The geometric mean FM detection thresholds, and the associated
geometric standard errors~across subjects! obtained in experiment 2. The
abscissa indicates the three types of gating of the interferer’s modulation
relative to that of the target. The open and the closed symbols show the
results when the interferer was FM by a sinusoidal and by a narrowband
noise modulator, respectively.
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phase of target and masker modulation did not affect AMDI
with either RAM or SAM stimuli ~Mendozaet al., 1995a;
Mooreet al., 1995!. Thus, overall, the same pattern of AMDI
was observed with SAM and with RAM stimuli with respect
to such factors as effect of modulation depth, relative gating
of target and interferer, broad tuning for modulation rate, and
lack of influence of modulation phase.

There was, however, one difference between RAM and
SAM stimuli, reported by Mendozaet al. ~1995a!. They
compared the effectiveness of SAM interferers presented to-
gether with SAM targets and RAM interferers presented to-
gether with RAM targets. They found that, for equal rms
modulation depths of the RAM and SAM interferers, AMDI
was greater for RAM stimuli than for SAM stimuli. In the
present study, thresholds with the noise modulator were not
significantly higher than those with the periodic modulator
when gated synchronously. Thus, the differential effect of
modulator asynchrony cannot be explained by a general dif-
ference between the degree of difficulty with sinusoidal and
noise modulated interferers. Note, however, that even if
thresholds with the noise modulator had been higher than
with the periodic modulator, it is not obvious how this could
explain the different pattern of results for asynchronous
modulators, since the use of an adaptive procedure with a
given up and down rule ensures measurement at the same
level of performance, i.e., degree of difficulty, in each con-
dition.

A possible explanation of the different effect of modu-
lator asynchrony for SAM and RAM interferers is that asyn-
chronous gating of periodic modulation provides an addi-
tional cue. The asynchronous periodic modulator provides a
stable modulation pattern in which a change—the additional
target modulation—may be detected more easily than when
the target modulation is gated together with the larger inter-
ferer modulation. In the former, the change in the temporal
pattern caused by the additional target modulation is imme-
diately preceded by the stable temporal pattern caused by the
interferer modulation on its own; discrimination in this case
might be easier than in the latter condition where discrimi-
nation would be based on comparison across two intervals.
The noise modulator would not provide such a stable modu-
lation pattern, and thus no advantage would result from asyn-
chronous over synchronous modulator gating.

One might speculate whether a deterministic noise
modulator would lead to the same reduction of FMDI with
asynchronous gating of modulation as the periodic modulator
used here. Under the assumption that the advantage in the
asynchronous onset condition results from the within-
interval information which in turn is due to the stable~peri-
odic! temporal pattern, as was described previously, one
would not expect a deterministic noise modulator to produce
the same reduction in FMDI when gated asynchronously.
Whether this speculation is correct, remains to be tested.

In condition ‘‘gap noise,’’ thresholds were considerably
lower than in condition ‘‘syn. noise;’’ this is the same pattern
of results as observed for the SAM interferer. Probably, the
unmodulated part of the interferer, which coincides with the
modulation of the target in the gap condition, makes it much
easier to detect the target’s modulation; this seems to be in-

dependent of the form of the interferer modulation. Hall and
Grose~1991! reported that listeners had difficulty in deciding
which carrier in a two-carrier complex sound was modulated,
even if they could detect the presence of modulation. This
finding is compatible with the idea of modulation filters
whose output is combined in some way across carrier fre-
quency ~Dau and Verhey, 1999!. Thus, detection of probe
modulation in the presence of interferer modulation would
amount to detection of an increase in overall amount of
modulation. The finding that interferer modulation which is
temporally nonoverlapping with the target modulation pro-
duce some interference~even for temporally nonoverlapping
carriers! is inconsistent with models in which onlysimulta-
neous modulation is summed across channels~Yost and
Sheft, 1989!. It may be possible to account for this finding by
assuming thatall modulation is combined in some way
across channels, unless the carriers are perceptually segre-
gated. In these terms, the task with gapped modulators can
be described as discriminating between two sounds, one con-
taining modulation—of variable degree—throughout its du-
ration ~the signal interval!, and the second having a pause or
gap in its modulation~the standard interval!. If this interpre-
tation in terms of ‘‘gap detection’’ in overall modulation is
correct, then the same pattern of thresholds should result
when a single carrier is modulated by a function that is iden-
tical to the overall modulation of interferer and target. This
remains to be tested.

The main finding of experiment 2 was that FMDI was
independent of the gating of the modulators when the inter-
ferer was modulated with a narrowband noise function, but
dependent on modulator gating when it was sinusoidally
modulated. Thus, the difference in the modulator functions
seemed to explain the contrasting findings of Oxenham and
Dau ~2001! and the present study, concerning the absence/
presence of effect of modulator gating. In the third experi-
ment we assessed whether similar effects of modulator asyn-
chrony would be observed for AMDI. The hypothesis was
that the effects would be similar to those for FMDI, since, as
mentioned previously, to the knowledge of the authors so far
no essential differences between AMDI and FMDI have been
reported in the literature.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3: SINUSOIDAL VERSUS NOISE
MODULATION OF INTERFERER—AMDI

The stimuli in the third experiment were chosen to be
similar to the ones used by Oxenham and Dau~2001! with
respect to the carrier frequencies and levels of target and
interferer. However, we were concerned about possible level
effects due to the increase in power resulting from AM~see
Viemeister, 1979!. In order to eliminate within-interval level
cues introduced by the transition from unmodulated to am-
plitude modulated carrier, we applied the modulation to the
intensity of each carrier instead of applying it to its ampli-
tude. Intensity modulation does not change the rms level of
the stimulus. In the case of sinusoidal modulation, this means
that the carrier is sinusoidally modulated in intensity, but that
the amplitude is modulated with a function corresponding to
the square root of a sinusoid.
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A. Stimuli

Listeners had to detect sinusoidal intensity modulation
with a rate of 15 Hz imposed for 200 ms~temporally cen-
tered! on a 600 ms target with a carrier frequency of 4.3 kHz.
The target was either presented alone~condition ‘‘none’’! or
was accompanied by a synchronous 600 ms interferer with a
carrier frequency of 1 kHz. The interferer was either un-
modulated~condition ‘‘steady’’! or modulated. When it was
modulated, it was either modulated throughout its duration,
i.e., asynchronously gated with the target modulation~condi-
tions ‘‘Asy’’ !, or temporally centered for 200 ms, i.e., syn-
chronously gated with the target modulation~conditions
‘‘Syn’’ !. The interferer was either sinusoidally modulated
with a rate of 15 Hz~conditions ‘‘Sin’’! or narrowband noise
modulated~conditions ‘‘Noi’’ ! in intensity. The narrowband
noise modulator was generated in the same way as in experi-
ment 2, with a bandwidth of 15 Hz and centered around 15.5
Hz.

Equation~2! specifies the time waveform of the inter-
ferer for sinusoidal intensity modulation, i.e., square-root
sinusoidal amplitude modulation:

x~ t !5A~11m sin 2p f mt ! sin 2p f ct, ~2!

wheref c is the carrier frequency of the interferer~1 kHz!, f m

is the modulation rate~15 Hz!, andt is time in seconds. The
modulation indexm was set to 0.588. For ‘‘classical’’ ampli-
tude modulation,m50.588 corresponds to24.6 dB ~re
unity!. Here,m50.588 corresponds to about210.2 dB clas-
sical amplitude modulation and24.6 dB in intensity modu-
lation; these two modulators have the same power, i.e., iden-
tical rms values. When the modulator was a narrowband
noise, it was scaled to have the same rms value as the sinu-
soidal modulator. Note, that the210.2 dB modulation depth
used here is almost identical to the210 dB rms level used
by Oxenham and Dau~2001! for their narrowband noise
modulator. In order to facilitate comparisons across studies,
when presenting the results we will specify modulation depth
in dB, referring to a classical amplitude modulator with rms
value identical to that of the intensity modulator.

The modulators had 20 ms raised-cosine onset and offset
ramps. All stimuli were generated digitally in advance. For
each noise modulated interferer, ten different realizations of
random AM were produced. For each stimulus presentation,
one out of the ten realizations was picked at random. The
target and interferer each had a level of 65 dB SPL, and were
gated with 10 ms raised-cosine onset and offset ramps. All
stimuli were generated digitally, at a sampling rate of 12.5
kHz, and passed through an anti-aliasing filter~Kemo
21C30! with a cutoff frequency of 5.38 kHz~slope of 100
dB/oct!.

B. Procedure

The procedure was similar to that of experiment 1, ex-
cept for the following points. At the beginning of each
threshold measurement, the target modulation depth was set
to 24 dB. The initial step size was 3 dB, which was reduced
to 2 dB after two reversals. Following four reversals, the step
size was reduced to 1 dB and 10 further reversals were ob-

tained. The threshold estimate was defined as the mean of the
levels at the last 10 reversals. When subjects responded sev-
eral times incorrectly at the beginning of a run, theoretically
requiring a level of modulation above 0 dB, it was set to 0
dB and otherwise continued as normal, if this happened be-
fore they reached the final step size; if they had reached the
final step size already, the run was discarded. This was done
to allow subjects to get used to the specific condition.

The duration of the experiment was 8 h for each subject.
Each subject did between 20 and 25 runs in each condition.
As some of the runs were discarded for some subjects, the
number of threshold estimates obtained varies somewhat be-
tween subjects and conditions, being typically about 20~the
minimum was 14, the maximum was 25!. As before, subjects
participated in one threshold track in each condition, before
data collection was started. Also, each 2 h session was started
with one run in the condition without the interferer.

C. Subjects

Six new subjects participated in all six conditions, all of
whom had prior experience in other listening tasks. Their
ages ranged from 21 to 40 years, and they all had normal
hearing at audiometric frequencies between 500 and 4000
Hz.

D. Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the mean data and the associated stan-
dard errors for the six conditions in experiment 3. The closed
and open triangles correspond to the first and second half of
the about 20 thresholds obtained overall. Thresholds were
lowest without any interferer~condition ‘‘none’’!. Mean
thresholds here are about221 dB compared to about226
dB reported by Oxenham and Dau~2001!. The presence of

FIG. 5. The mean AM detection thresholds, and the associated standard
errors ~across subjects! obtained in experiment 3. The six different condi-
tions are indicated on the abscissa:~i! None—no interferer present;~ii !
Steady—unmodulated interferer present;~iii ! AsyNoi—interferer modulated
by a narrowband noise with asynchronously gated modulator relative to that
of the target;~iv! SynNoi as AsyNoi but with synchronous gating of inter-
ferer and target modulation;~v! AsySin—sinusoidally modulated interferer
with asynchronously gated modulation relative to that of the target;~vi!
SynSin as AsySin but with synchronous gating of interferer and target
modulation. The open and the closed triangles show the mean of the first and
second half~about 10 each! of the thresholds obtained.
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an unmodulated interferer~condition ‘‘steady’’! increased
thresholds by about 4 dB; a 3 dBincrease was observed by
Oxenham and Dau. The next two pairs of triangles give
thresholds in the presence of the narrowband noise AM in-
terferers. Here thresholds are increased by about 3 dB rela-
tive to those for the steady interferer; they are somewhat
higher for asynchronous onset~condition ‘‘AsyNoi’’ ! than
for synchronous onset~condition ‘‘SynNoi’’! of target and
interferer modulation, a trend which could also be seen in
Oxenham and Dau’s~2001! results. The two rightmost pairs
of triangles give thresholds for the interferer modulated si-
nusoidally in intensity. For asynchronous onset of modula-
tion ~condition ‘‘AsySin’’! thresholds are 2–3 dB higher than
for the steady interferer; in this condition improvement with
practice was largest~about 1.4 dB!. Surprisingly, for syn-
chronous onset~condition ‘‘Synsin’’! thresholds are clearly
lower than in condition ‘‘AsySin,’’ and almost equal to those
observed for the steady interferer.

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA using all condi-
tions ~practice@2#3condition@6#! showed a significant main
effect of condition@F(5,25)518.3,p,0.001], but no effect
of practice and no interaction.Post hoccontrasts based on
Fisher’s least significant difference procedure showed that
thresholds without the interferer were significantly lower
than thresholds in all other conditions (p,0.01 in all cases,
except for condition ‘‘SynSin,’’ wherep,0.05). Also,
thresholds with the steady interferer were significantly lower
than thresholds with modulated interferers (p,0.05) except
in condition ‘‘SynSin;’’ here no AMDI was observed.

To assess differences between conditions with modu-
lated interferers only, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA
restricted to those four conditions with modulated interferers
~practice @2#3condition @4#! was conducted. The results
showed a significant main effect of condition@F(3,15)
57.1, p,0.01], but no effect of practice or interaction.Post
hoc contrasts showed that thresholds in condition ‘‘SynSin’’
were significantly lower than thresholds in all other condi-
tions (p,0.05 in all cases!; they did not differ significantly
between the other conditions. When a three-way repeated
measures ANOVA ~practice @2#3gating of modulation
@2#3regularity of modulator@2#! was used to assess the ef-
fects of modulator asynchrony and periodicity of the inter-
ferer modulator, a slightly different outcome was observed.
The results showed a significant main effect of regularity of
modulator @F(1,5)510.0, p,0.05], indicating that sinu-
soidal modulation resulted in lower thresholds than noise
modulation. Furthermore, the main effect of gating was sig-
nificant@F(1,5)59.6,p,0.05], indicatinghigher thresholds
for asynchronous gating of the modulators than for synchro-
nous. There was a significant interaction between practice
and regularity of the modulator@F(1,5)58.4, p,0.05], in-
dicating more improvement with practice for the sinusoidal
than for the noise modulator. The interaction between gating
and regularity of the modulators wasnot significant, indicat-
ing that for the noise modulators too, asynchronous gating
producedslightly higher thresholds than synchronous gating.
However, as mentioned previously, thepost hoccomparison
between ‘‘AsyNoi’’ and ‘‘SynNoi’’ did not show a significant
difference.

Overall thresholds in the present study were somewhat
higher than those observed by Oxenham and Dau~2001! for
the corresponding conditions. This is probably due to the
difference in duration of the target modulation~200 ms here
compared to 500 ms in their study! and/or to differences
between the two groups of subjects. Also, the elimination of
a possible within-interval level cue due to the use of intensity
modulation, i.e., square-root amplitude modulation, might
have increased thresholds somewhat. The surprising and new
finding is that, mainly for the sinusoidal modulator, asyn-
chronous gating of the modulation of target and interferer
results inlarger AMDI than synchronous gating. A trend in
the same direction was observed for the noise modulator, not
only in the present experiment but also in the data of Oxen-
ham and Dau~2001!.

For FM, in experiment 2, FMDI for asynchronous gating
of sinusoidal modulators was less than for synchronous gat-
ing. The same pattern of results was expected for AM. How-
ever, the findings clearly show the opposite pattern. As men-
tioned in Sec. I, the authors are not aware of any essential
differences between AMDI and FMDI being reported in the
literature. For sinusoidal AM, relative phase of target and
masker modulation has generally been found to have little or
no effect on AMDI ~Yost and Sheft, 1989; Mooreet al.,
1991; Bacon and Konrad, 1993!, although in some cases
small effects have been found~Yost and Sheft, 1989; Moore
and Shailer, 1992!. For narrowband noise modulators, AMDI
has been found to be independent of similarity in the
moment-by-moment fluctuations in the envelopes of target
and interferer~Mendozaet al., 1995a; Mooreet al., 1995!.
Similarly, for sinusoidal FM, relative phase of modulators
did not affect FMDI provided that aurally generated combi-
nation tones were not audible~Moore et al., 1991; Carlyon,
1994!. A broad tuning to modulation rate has been observed
for both AMDI ~Yost et al., 1989; Mooreet al., 1991; Bacon
and Opie, 1994; Mooreet al., 1995! and FMDI ~Wilson
et al., 1990; Mooreet al., 1991!. Thus, there was no obvious
reason why the factor ‘‘gating of a periodic modulator’’
should produce contrasting results for FMDI and AMDI.

A ‘‘ post hoc’’ explanation might be provided by the fol-
lowing considerations. In the case of sinusoidal AM, it has
been suggested that carriers which are amplitude modulated
in phase tend to be perceived as more strongly fused than
carriers which are modulated at different rates or with differ-
ent phases~McAdams, 1984; Bregmanet al., 1985; Bregman
et al., 1990; Mooreet al., 1990; Carrell and Opie, 1992!. In
condition ‘‘SynSin’’ of experiment 3~AMDI !, this might
lead to subjects hearing the carriers of the target and inter-
ferer as one sound in the signal interval. In the nonsignal
interval, the carriers would be less likely to fuse, as only the
interferer is modulated; the target carrier is more likely to be
heard as a steady tone. Subjects could then choose the inter-
val in which they did not hear a steady tone. Thus, the
‘‘breakdown’’ of fusion in the nonsignal interval would pro-
vide an additional cue. The cue would not be available for
asynchronously gated modulators, as here fusion of the car-
riers would be weaker in both intervals, due to the asyn-
chrony in the gating of the modulators. This reasoning also
can explain why a similar tendency has been observed in the
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results for the narrowband noise modulator. Here modulation
of target and interferer would not be in phase, but would be
close in rate for most of the time; the fusion due to AM with
similar rate in the signal interval would be present but
weaker. Note, that a similar mechanism would not be ex-
pected to work for FM sounds, as there has been no evidence
showing that common FM rate and phase enhances the fu-
sion of two sounds. Indeed, listeners are not able to discrimi-
nate between in-phase and out-of-phase FM of inharmonic
carriers~Carlyon, 1991!.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The experiments described here and elsewhere may shed
some light on the relationship between MDI and auditory
grouping. One useful distinction between two possible com-
ponents of MDI was described by Moore and Shailer~1992!.
They suggested that part of MDI may be caused by a failure
to perceptually segregate the target from the interferer, and
hence to selectively process any modulation imposed on it.
They argued that this ‘‘carrier specific’’ component should be
highly sensitive to grouping cues. In contrast, a ‘‘modulation
specific’’ component resulted from some form of interference
from the modulation imposed on the interferer, even when it
was not perceptually fused with the target.

The fact that MDI occurs even when the interferer and
target are presented nonsimultaneously~Gockel and Carlyon,
2000! provides strong evidence that MDI can occur between
frequency components that are not perceptually fused into a
single auditory event, even though, as Oxenham and Dau
~2001! have pointed out, it may be necessary for them to
form part of the same perceptual stream. MDI between non-
simultaneous partials may be related to Moore and Shailer’s
‘‘modulation specific’’ form of the effect, and has been re-
cently demonstrated to also occur for suprathreshold tasks
~Cusack and Carlyon, 2000!. In contrast, there is evidence
that MDI can be modified by grouping factors such as tem-
poral asynchrony~Hall and Grose, 1991; Moore and Jorasz,
1992; Moore and Shailer, 1992; Mendozaet al., 1995b;
Gockel and Carlyon, 2000! and, for harmonic complex car-
riers, differences inF0 ~Lyzenga and Carlyon, 1999!. This
component of MDI may be related to Moore and Shailer’s
~1992! ‘‘carrier specific’’ effect, in which the subject at-
tempts to segregate the target modulation from that of inter-
fering sounds. According to this idea, onset asynchronies and
F0 differences reduce MDI by making the target component
easier to ‘‘hear out.’’ Our explanation for one of the results of
experiment 3, i.e., thresholds being lower for synchronously
than for asynchronously gated sinusoidal AM, suggests that
grouping cues can modify MDI in a quite different way:
when the target and interferer AM start and stop at the same
time, the fact that the modulated interferer may fuse with the
signal ~modulated target carrier! but not with the standard
~unmodulated target carrier! may reduce thresholds, which
then increase when a modulator asynchrony is introduced. It
is also worth stressing that the absence of such an effect for
FMDI reflects a difference in the types of grouping cue avail-
able for the two types of modulation, while remaining con-
sistent with the idea that the mechanism responsible for the

‘‘modulation specific’’ interferencedoes not distinguish be-
tween AM and FM~Moore et al., 1991!.

VI. SUMMARY

~1! Experiment 1 measured FMDI for 15 Hz sinusoidal
FM imposed in phase on synchronously gated target and in-
terferer carriers. Thresholds were lower for nonoverlapping
than for synchronous modulation of target and interferer, but
FMDI still occurred for the former. Modulation of the inter-
ferer before the target modulation increased thresholds more
than modulation after. FMDI was significantly larger when
the modulators were gated synchronously than when the in-
terferer modulator was gated on before and off after that of
the target.

~2! Experiment 2 showed that, when the interferer was
frequency modulated with a narrowband noise, asynchronous
gating of the modulation of target and interferer did not re-
duce FMDI relative to synchronous gating of the modulation.
This finding with FMDI extends earlier observations of the
absence of an effect of modulator gating with noise modula-
tors on AMDI.

~3! Experiment 3 showed that, for sinusoidal intensity
modulation, synchronous gating of the target and interferer
modulation produced less AMDI than asynchronous gating.

We conclude that the effect of modulation asynchrony
depends on the regularity of the modulation function applied
and differs between AMDI and FMDI, reflecting differences
in the grouping cues available for the two types of modula-
tion.
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Although many researchers have shown that listeners are able to selectively attend to a target speech
signal when a masking talker is present in the same ear as the target speech or when a masking talker
is present in a different ear than the target speech, little is known about selective auditory attention
in tasks with a target talker in one ear and independent masking talkers in both ears at the same time.
In this series of experiments, listeners were asked to respond to a target speech signal spoken by one
of two competing talkers in their right~target! ear while ignoring a simultaneous masking sound in
their left ~unattended! ear. When the masking sound in the unattended ear was noise, listeners were
able to segregate the competing talkers in the target ear nearly as well as they could with no sound
in the unattended ear. When the masking sound in the unattended ear was speech, however, speech
segregation in the target ear was substantially worse than with no sound in the unattended ear. When
the masking sound in the unattended ear was time-reversed speech, speech segregation was
degraded only when the target speech was presented at a lower level than the masking speech in the
target ear. These results show that within-ear and across-ear speech segregation are closely related
processes that cannot be performed simultaneously when the interfering sound in the unattended ear
is qualitatively similar to speech. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1512703#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Rq, 43.71.Gv@LRB#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the classic listening tasks in the study of auditory
attention is the ‘‘cocktail-party’’ task, in which a listener is
asked to extract information from a target speech signal that
is masked by one or more simultaneous interfering talkers.
Over the past 50 years, researchers have examined a number
of different variations of the cocktail-party task@see
Bronkhorst~2000! or Ericson and McKinley~1997! for re-
cent reviews of this literature#. One common implementation
of the cocktail-party experiment is the monaural listening
configuration illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 1. In this
configuration, the speech waveform from the target talker~T!
is mixed together electronically with the speech waveform
from the masking talker~M! and the combined signal is pre-
sented to the listener via headphones.

Previous experiments have shown that two distinct kinds
of masking contribute to interference in the monaural
cocktail-party task~Kidd et al., 1998; Freymanet al., 2001,
1999; Brungart, 2001b!. ‘‘Energetic masking’’ occurs when
the competing speech signals overlap in time and frequency
in such a way that the listener is unable to detect some of the
acoustic information contained in the target speech. ‘‘Infor-
mational masking’’ occurs when the competing speech sig-
nals are similar and the listener is unable to segregate the
acoustically detectable elements of the target speech from the
acoustically detectable elements of the masking speech. De-
spite the effects of these two kinds of masking, listeners are

generally able to perform well in monaural speech segrega-
tion tasks with two competing talkers. This segregation is
apparently achieved by taking advantage of differences in the
characteristics of the competing voices~F0, vocal tract
length, prosody, overall level, etc.! ~Brungart, 2001b; Darwin
and Hukin, 2000; Bregman, 1994; Brokx and Nooteboom,
1982! and by exploiting differences in the envelopes of the
two speech signals by listening to the target speech ‘‘in the
gaps’’ of the envelope of the masking speech~Festen and
Plomp, 1990; Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1992!.

A second common implementation of the cocktail-party
listening task is the ‘‘dichotic’’ listening configuration illus-
trated in the middle panel of Fig. 1. In this configuration,
stereo headphones are used to present the target talker T and
the masking talker M to different ears. Because each ear
receives an unaltered speech signal, the effects of energetic
masking are negligible in the dichotic listening configura-
tion. The effects of informational masking are also greatly
reduced because differences in the apparent spatial locations
of the talkers can be used to help segregate the competing
speech signals~Freymanet al., 2001!. Because the effects of
energetic and informational masking are greatly reduced in
the dichotic listening configuration, performance in the di-
chotic cocktail-party listening task is generally much better
than performance in the monaural cocktail-party listening
task. Previous experiments have shown that, under most
stimulus conditions, listeners in the dichotic cocktail-party
task are able to attend to the signal in the target ear without
any measurable interference from masking sounds in the un-
attended ear. Cherry~1953! found that a listener’s ability toa!Electronic mail: douglas.brungart@he.wpafb.af.mil
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shadow an ongoing speech signal presented to one ear was
unaffected by the presence of unrelated speech in the unat-
tended ear. Moreover, other researchers have shown that the
ability to selectively attend to a single ear extends to the case
where multiple talkers are presented in the unattended ear
~Drullman and Bronkhorst, 2000! and to dichotic tone detec-
tion tasks with a target tone in one ear and a random-
frequency ‘‘informational’’ masker in the unattended ear
~Neff, 1995; Kidd et al., 1995!. There are, however, a few
situations where across-ear interference does occur in di-
chotic listening. When the semantic content of the speech
signal in the unattended ear is surprising and unexpected,
such as an unexpected occurrence of the listener’s first name
~Moray, 1959; Wood and Cowan, 1995; Conwayet al.,
2001!, or related in some way to the signal in the target ear,
such as a mid-sentence swap between the signals in the target
and unattended ears~Triesman, 1960!, errors often occur in
the target-ear listening task. The dependence of across-ear
interference on the semantic content of the interfering speech
suggests that listeners perform some semantic processing on
the acoustic signal in the unattended ear. This processing
allows listeners to recall general physical characteristics of
the speech signal in the unattended ear~such as the sex of the
talker! after the completion of a dichotic speech segregation
task ~Cherry, 1953!, but, under most circumstances, it does
not result in any appreciable amount of across-ear interfer-
ence.

One cocktail-party listening configuration that has thus
far received relatively little attention is the hybrid configura-
tion shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. In this configuration,
a target talker~T! is presented to the listener’s right ear, a
masking talker~M1! is presented in the same ear as the target
speech, and a second masking talker~M2! is presented in the
ear opposite the target speech. This allows a direct examina-
tion of any possible interactions between the informational
and energetic ‘‘within-ear’’ interference that occurs from a
masking talker in the same ear as the target speech and the
primarily informational ‘‘across-ear’’ interference that occurs
from a masking talker in the ear opposite the target talker.
The remainder of this paper describes a series of experiments
that were conducted with this hybrid monaural-dichotic
cocktail-party listening task.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: A HYBRID MONAURAL-DICHOTIC
COCKTAIL-PARTY TASK

A. Methods

The experiments described in this paper employed the
coordinate response measure~CRM!, a call-sign-based intel-
ligibility test that has been shown to produce a substantial
amount of informational masking in diotic listening tests
with two or more simultaneous talkers~Brungart, 2001a, b!.
The CRM phrases were taken from the publicly available
CRM speech corpus for multitalker communications re-
search~Bolia et al., 2000!, which contains phrases of the
form ‘‘Ready~call sign! go to~color! ~number! now,’’ spoken
by four male and four female talkers with all possible com-
binations of eight call signs~‘‘Arrow,’’ ‘‘Baron,’’ ‘‘Charlie,’’
‘‘Eagle,’’ ‘‘Hopper,’’ ‘‘Laker,’’ ‘‘Ringo,’’ ‘‘Tiger’’ !; four col-
ors ~‘‘blue,’’ ‘‘green,’’ ‘‘red,’’ ‘‘white’’ !; and eight numbers
~1–8!.

In experiment 1, the signal presented to the right~target!
ear always consisted of a mixture of two simultaneous
phrases from the corpus: a target phrase, which was ran-
domly selected from the phrases containing the call sign
‘‘Baron’’ and a masking phrase, which was randomly se-
lected from all the phrases with a different call sign, color,
and number than the target phrase. The level of the target
phrase was scaled relative to the masking phrase to produce
one of five different randomly selected signal-to-noise ratios
~28, 24, 0, 4, or 8 dB!.

The signal presented to the left~unattended! ear con-
sisted of one of three different masking sounds:

~1! Speech-shaped noise that was filtered to match the aver-
age long-term spectrum of all of the phrases in the CRM
corpus~Brungart, 2001b! and presented at a rms level 20
dB higher than the rms level of the masking phrase in the
target ear.1

~2! A randomly selected CRM phrase with a different call
sign, color, and number than the phrases used in the
target ear, presented at the same rms level as the masking
phrase in the target ear.

~3! A randomly selected CRM phrase with a different call
sign, color, and number than either of the phrases used in
the target ear, presented at a rms level 15 dB lower than
the rms level of the masking phrase in the target ear.

In addition to these three experimental conditions, two
control conditions were tested. The first control condition
was a purely monaural listening condition, with two compet-
ing talkers in the target ear and no signal in the unattended
ear. The second control condition was a purely dichotic lis-
tening condition, with only the target talker in the target ear
and a single masking talker in the unattended ear.

These five conditions were tested separately for two dif-
ferent target talkers: a male talker~talker 0 from the corpus!
and a female talker~talker 5 from the corpus!. In each case,
the masking talkers were randomly selected from the remain-
ing three talkers in the corpus who were the same sex as the
target talker.2 Thus, the talkers in any given stimulus presen-
tation were always either all males or all females.

A total of eight paid volunteer listeners with normal

FIG. 1. Three configurations of the cocktail-party effect that isolate the
effects of within-ear and across-ear interference. The left panel shows a
monaural version of the cocktail-party task that produces only within-ear
interference between the target talker T and the masking talker M. The
middle panel shows a dichotic version of the cocktail-party task that pro-
duces only across-ear interference between talkers T and M. The right panel
shows a hybrid version of the cocktail-party task that produces within-ear
interference between T and M1 and across-ear interference between T and
M2.
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hearing~three male, five female! participated in the experi-
ment. All had previous experience in experiments using the
CRM. These listeners were seated at a control computer in a
sound-treated listening booth and they were instructed to lis-
ten in their right ear for the target phrase containing the call
sign ‘‘Baron’’ and respond by selecting the color–number
combination contained in the target phrase from a matrix of
colored numbers displayed on the CRT of the control com-
puter. They were also instructed to ignore any signals occur-
ring in their left ear.

The listeners first participated in a block of 120 practice
trials in which they heard only the male target talker’s voice
in the right ear and no masker in either ear. This allowed
them to become familiar with the voice characteristics of the
male target talker. Then they participated in two blocks of
120 trials for each stimulus condition in a randomly assigned
order that was counterbalanced across the listeners with a
latin square design. Finally, they participated in two blocks
of 120 trials in the dichotic control condition. The procedure
was then repeated using the female target talker. Thus, each
of the eight listeners in the experiment participated in a total
of 480 trials in each of the five experimental and control
conditions tested in the experiment.

B. Results

The curves in Fig. 2 show the percentage of trials in
which the listeners correctly identified both the color and the
number in the target phrase as a function of the SNR in the
target ear for each of the contralateral-ear masking configu-
rations tested in experiment 1. In the dichotic control condi-
tion ~shown by the open circle at a target-ear SNR of`! the
listeners responded correctly in nearly 100% of the trials.
This result is consistent with the results of other experiments
that have shown listeners have no difficulty segregating com-
peting speech signals that are presented to different ears

~Cherry, 1953; Drullman and Bronkhorst, 2000!. It also pro-
vides a performance baseline for a condition that involves
only across-ear interference.

In the monaural condition, where there was no signal in
the contralateral ear, performance decreased as the target-ear
SNR decreased from 8 to 0 dB, but leveled off at SNR values
less than 0 dB~filled squares in Fig. 2!. This performance
curve closely matches the results of an earlier diotic experi-
ment that used the CRM corpus to measure the effects of
SNR on two-talker speech segregation with same-sex talkers
~Brungart, 2001b!. The only difference is that performance at
negative SNRs plateaued at roughly 70% correct responses
in this experiment and at roughly 60% correct responses in
the previous experiment. This difference probably occurred
because the listeners were provided witha priori information
about the target voice that they did not receive in the earlier
experiment. The results of this monaural condition provide a
performance baseline for a condition that involves only
within-ear interference.

The addition of the120 dB speech-shaped noise to the
unattended ear had relatively little impact on overall perfor-
mance~diamonds in Fig. 2!. When the SNR in the target ear
was 0 dB or higher, the noise had no effect on performance.
When the SNR in the target ear was less than 0 dB, the noise
produced only a slight~less than 10 percentage point! de-
crease in overall performance~relative to the monaural con-
trol condition!. Thus it appears that even a relatively high-
level contralateral noise masker produces only a small
amount of across-ear interference in the two-talker target-ear
segregation task.

When an interfering speech signal was added to the con-
tralateral ear, however, performance was much worse than in
the monaural control condition~open circles in Fig. 2!. This
reduction in performance was particularly large at negative
target-ear SNR values: whereas performance in the monaural
condition plateaued at negative target-ear SNR values, per-
formance in the contralateral speech condition decreased
monotonically at negative target-ear SNR values. This re-
sulted in a net decrease in performance as large as 40 per-
centage points in the contralateral-speech condition when the
target-ear SNR was28 dB. When the target-ear SNR was
greater than 0 dB, the contralateral speech masker produced
a more modest 10 percentage point decrease in performance
relative to the monaural control condition. The level of the
contralateral speech signal had relatively little impact on
overall performance: attenuating the masking talker in the
contralateral ear by 15 dB improved performance by less
than 10 percentage points across the range of SNRs tested
~triangles in Fig. 2!. Thus, it does not appear that the overall
level of the signal in the unattended ear has much impact on
the amount of across-ear interference it produces.

These results clearly show that within-ear and across-ear
speech segregation are not independent processes. Listeners
are extremely good at segregating a target speech signal from
an interfering talker in the opposite ear. Listeners are also
relatively good at segregating a target speech signal from an
interfering talker in the same ear. But listeners have a great
deal of difficulty segregating a target speech signal from an

FIG. 2. Color and number identification performance in experiment 1, a
dichotic listening experiment with one target talker and one masking talker
in the target ear and an interfering speech or noise masker in the unattended
ear. Each of the four curves shows performance for a different masking
condition in the unattended ear~see legend!, and the curves are all plotted as
a function of signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! in the target ear. The error bars
show the 95% confidence intervals for each data point~61.96 standard
errors!.
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interfering talker in the same ear when an interfering talker is
simultaneously presented to the opposite ear.

There are at least two possible ways to view this inter-
action between within-ear interference and across-ear inter-
ference. One possibility is that the presence of the masking
talker in the same ear as the target speech degrades the lis-
tener’s ability to ignore the interfering signal in the unat-
tended ear. The other possibility is that the presence of the
masking speech signal in the unattended ear degrades the
listener’s ability to segregate the two talkers in the target ear.
By looking at the distribution of incorrect responses in the
experiment, it is possible to distinguish between these two
possibilities. Figure 3 shows how the color and number re-
sponses were distributed at each target-ear SNR in the ex-
perimental condition with the 0-dB masking talker in the
unattended ear. The responses are divided into four catego-
ries: ~1! responses that matched the color or number in the
target phrase;~2! responses that matched the color or number
in the masking phrase presented in the target ear;~3! re-
sponses that matched the color or number spoken in the
masking phrase presented in the unattended ear; and~4! re-
sponses that did not match any of the colors or numbers
presented in the stimulus. These results show that an over-
whelming majority of the incorrect responses contained color
and number coordinates that were presented in the target ear.
Only a small portion contained the color–number coordi-
nates presented in the unattended ear. This result suggests
that listeners’ performance was degraded in the contralateral
masking condition because the presence of the masking
talker in the unattended ear interfered with their ability to
segregate the two talkers in the target ear, and not because
the presence of the masking talker in the target ear impaired
their ability to ignore the signal in the unattended ear.

The distribution of errors in Fig. 3 further suggests that
this inability to segregate the talkers in the target ear was due
to an increase in within-ear informational masking rather
than an increase in within-ear energetic masking. The vast
majority of the incorrect responses included the color or
number words present in the target-ear masking phrase, and
almost none included a color or number that was not spoken
by any of the talkers in the stimulus. This result indicates that
the errors occurred because the listeners were unable to dis-
tinguish between the target and masking talkers in the target
ear ~informational masking!, and not because they were un-
able to detect the acoustic elements of the two speech signals
in the target ear~energetic masking!. Thus it appears that the
decrease in performance that occurred in the contralateral
speech-masking conditions of experiment 1 occurred prima-
rily because of a marked increase in the informational mask-
ing component of the within-ear interference in the target ear.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: THE IMPACT OF ACROSS-EAR
INTERFERENCE ON ENERGETIC MASKING
IN THE TARGET EAR

The results of the first experiment show that the pres-
ence of a speech signal in the unattended ear produces a
substantial increase in the amount of informational masking
in the two-talker within-ear segregation task in the target ear.
However, because previous experiments have shown that

two-talker within-ear segregation with the CRM is almost
completely dominated by informational masking~Brungart,
2001b!, it is difficult to determine from these results whether
there is also an interaction between the presence of an inter-
fering talker in the unattended ear and the amount of ener-
getic masking that occurs in the target ear. In order to isolate
the effects of speech in the unattended ear on the energetic
portion of within-ear interference in the target ear, a second
experiment was conducted in which the masking talker in the
target ear was replaced by a speech-shaped noise masker.

A. Methods

The procedure used in the second experiment was the
same as the procedure used in the first experiment, except
that the CRM masking phrase in the right~target! ear was
replaced with speech-shaped noise that was filtered to match
the average long-term spectrum of all of the phrases in the
CRM corpus~Brungart, 2001b!. This noise was scaled rela-
tive to the rms power of the target speech to produce one of
five different target-ear SNR values~216, 212, 28, 24, or
0 dB!. Only two of the five unattended-ear masking condi-
tions in experiment 1 were reproduced in experiment 2: the
monaural control condition with no signal in the unattended
ear and the 0-dB contralateral speech condition with a CRM
phrase in the unattended ear.

Eight paid volunteer listeners participated in the experi-
ment, four of whom were also participants in the first experi-
ment. Each of the listeners first participated in a total of four
blocks of 120 trials: one block with the male talker and one
block with the female talker in each of the two unattended-
ear masking conditions. A preliminary analysis of the data
from these four blocks indicated that it would be useful to
collect additional data at a higher target-ear SNRs value, so
each listener was asked to participate in four additional
blocks of 48 trials with the target-ear SNR fixed at14 dB.
Thus, each of the eight listeners participated in a total of 672
trials.

FIG. 3. Cumulative distributions of the responses in experiment 1 in the
stimulus condition with two talkers in the target ear and a 0 dB masking
talker in the unattended ear. The responses are divided according to their
relation with the color and number words used in the target and masking
phrases of the stimulus. The results are shown separately for the color re-
sponses~left panel! and the number responses~right panel! to simplify the
display of data from situations where the color response and the number
response did not match the same talker. See text for details.
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B. Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the percentage of correct color and num-
ber identifications in experiment 2 as a function of the SNR
in the target ear. In the condition with no interfering signal in
the unattended ear~filled squares!, the results were consistent
with previous experiments that have used the CRM to mea-
sure performance as a function of SNR with a speech-shaped
noise masker~Brungart, 2001a, b!: identification perfor-
mance was near 100% when the SNR was greater than 0 dB
and dropped off rapidly as the SNR was reduced below 0 dB.
When the masking speech was added to the unattended ear,
overall performance decreased substantially: the perfor-
mance curve was shifted to the right by roughly 2–4 dB.
This result shows that the addition of a speech masker to the
unattended ear produced a decrease in performance that was
roughly equivalent to a 2–4-dB decrease in the SNR in that
ear. Thus, it is either the case that the interfering talker in the
unattended ear increased the amount of energetic masking in
the target ear or that the noise in the target ear increased the
amount of informational masking from the talker in the un-
attended ear. An analysis of the incorrect responses in the
experiment provides at least partial support for the latter hy-
pothesis. When the SNR in the target ear was216 dB, 38%
of the color responses and 25% of the number responses
contained the color or number spoken by the masking talker
in the unattended ear. This suggests that an increase in
across-ear informational masking may have contributed to
the overall decrease in performance in the contralateral-
speech conditions of experiment 2. Because an interfering
speech signal produces both informational and energetic
masking, it is likely that energetic masking in the target ear
also had some effect on the amount of informational masking
caused by the contralateral speech masker in experiment 1.
However, the fact that the vast majority of the incorrect re-
sponses in experiment 1 matched the color and number spo-
ken by the masking talker in the target ear~see Fig. 3! sug-
gests that informational masking from the interfering talker

in the target ear played a larger role than energetic masking
from the interfering talker in the unattended ear in that ex-
periment.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3: ACROSS-EAR INTERFERENCE
WITH A NOISE-MASKED SPEECH SIGNAL IN
THE UNATTENDED EAR

The results of the first experiment show that a speech
masker in the unattended ear produces substantially more
across-ear interference in the hybrid monaural-dichotic
cocktail-party task than a noise masker in the unattended ear.
It therefore follows that the amount of across-ear interference
may be reduced when the speech signal in the unattended ear
is masked by noise. Experiment 3 was conducted to examine
the change in across-ear interference that occurs as noise is
added to the speech signal in the unattended ear.

A. Methods

The experimental procedure was generally similar to the
procedures used in experiments 1 and 2. The signal presented
to the listener’s right~target! ear always consisted of two
simultaneous phrases from the CRM corpus: a target phrase
containing the call sign ‘‘Baron,’’ and a randomly selected
masking phrase with a different call sign, color, and number
than the target phrase. The rms level of the target signal was
scaled relative to the masker to produce a fixed target-ear
SNR value of24 dB.3 The signal presented to the listener’s
left ~unattended! ear was a mixture of a randomly selected
phrase from the CRM corpus and speech-shaped noise that
was filtered to match the average long-term spectrum of all
of the phrases in the CRM corpus~Brungart, 2001b!. The
contralateral speech signal was always presented at the same
level as the masking speech in the target ear, and the level of
the contralateral noise was adjusted relative to the speech
signal to produce one of seven different SNR values in the
unattended ear~220, 212, 24, 4, 12, 20, and 28 dB!. Note
that this method of adding noise to a fixed-level speech
masker caused the total energy in the unattended-ear stimu-
lus to increase when the SNR in the contralateral ear de-
creased. When the SNR in the unattended ear was220 dB,
the combined speech and noise masker was approximately
20 dB more intense than the masking talker in the target ear
~similar to the120 dB contralateral noise condition of ex-
periment 1!. When the SNR in the unattended ear was128
dB, the combined speech and noise masker in the unattended
ear was presented at approximately the same level as the
masking talker in the target ear~similar to the10 dB con-
tralateral speech condition of experiment 1!.

The same eight listeners who participated in experiment
1 also participated in experiment 3. Each listener participated
in a total of four blocks of 84 trials. Note that only the
female target talker was tested in experiment 3: the target
talker was always talker 5, and the masking talkers were
randomly selected from the other female talkers in the
corpus.

FIG. 4. Color and number identification performance in experiment 2, a
dichotic listening experiment with a target talker and an interfering noise
masker in the target ear and either an interfering speech signal~open circles!
or no signal~filled squares! in the unattended ear. The curves are plotted as
a function of SNR in the target ear. The error bars show the 95% confidence
intervals for each data point~61.96 standard errors!.
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B. Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the percentage of correct color and num-
ber responses in experiment 3 as a function of the SNR in the
unattended ear. When the SNR value was128 dB and the
signal in the unattended ear was primarily speech, perfor-
mance was similar to the contralateral speech condition of
experiment 1~shown by the data point at1` dB!; when the
SNR value was220 dB and the signal in the unattended ear
was primarily noise, performance was similar to the con-
tralateral noise masking condition of experiment 1. Between
these two extremes, overall performance decreased mono-
tonically with increasing SNR in the unattended ear. The
only notable feature of this transition was the particularly
steep decrease in performance between the SNR values of
14 and112 dB.

The contralateral-ear SNR values in experiment 3 can
also be used to estimate how intelligible the unattended-ear
signal would be if listeners were instructed to attend to it
rather than the target speech. The results from experiment 2
~Fig. 5! showed that performance with a speech-shaped noise
masker in the target ear was near 100% when the target-ear
SNR was14 dB, and that it dropped to near 0% when the
target-ear SNR was212 dB. Thus all of the change in intel-
ligibility caused by the addition of speech-shaped noise to a
phrase from the CRM corpus occurs in the range of target-
ear SNRs from212 to 14 dB. In contrast, the results from
experiment 3~Fig. 5! show that less than a quarter of the 25
percentage point change in performance caused by the addi-
tion of noise to the CRM phrase in the unattended ear occurs
in the range of SNRs from212 to 14 dB. Viewed another
way, the results show that a speech-shaped noise masker that
had no effect on performance in experiment 2 when it was
added to the CRM phrase in the target ear at an SNR of14
dB produced a roughly 20 percentage point increase in per-
formance in experiment 3 when it was added to the CRM
phrase in the unattended ear at an SNR of14 dB. Based on
these results, it does not appear that the release from across-
ear interference that occurs when the interfering speech sig-

nal in the unattended ear is masked by noise can be ex-
plained by a reduction in the intelligibility of the interfering
speech. One possible alternative explanation is that the addi-
tion of noise to the unattended ear adds a distinguishing char-
acteristic to the masking talker in that ear~‘‘noisiness’’! that
makes it easier to segregate from the target speech. Another
possibility is that the masking noise makes the interfering
talker less ‘‘speechlike’’ and more ‘‘noiselike’’ in some other
dimension that causes it to produce less across-ear interfer-
ence than clean speech. Either of these alternatives could
help explain why even very low levels of noise in the unat-
tended ear~at SNRs of112 dB or more! reduced the amount
of across-ear interference in the hybrid monaural-dichotic
cocktail-party task.

V. EXPERIMENT 4: ACROSS-EAR INTERFERENCE
WITH MULTIPLE TALKERS IN THE UNATTENDED
EAR

The results of experiment 3 show that the amount of
across-ear interference in the hybrid monaural-dichotic
cocktail-party task can be reduced by adding noise to the
speech signal in the unattended ear. As mentioned previously,
one possible explanation for this result is that the noise
makes the interfering speech less ‘‘speechlike’’ and more
‘‘noiselike,’’ and thus easier to distinguish from the target
speech. Another possible way to make a speech signal less
‘‘speechlike’’ and more ‘‘noiselike’’ is to increase the number
of talkers in the signal; each additional talker fills in some of
the ‘‘gaps’’ in the overall envelope of the signal. In the limit,
a signal with an infinite number of simultaneous talkers with
random onsets will be indistinguishable from speech-shaped
noise~Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1992!. Thus one might expect
that a release from masking could be obtained by adding
additional talkers to the unattended ear. A fourth experiment
was conducted to test this hypothesis.

A. Methods

The experimental procedures used in experiment 4 were
similar to those used in the earlier experiments. In most of
the conditions, the speech signal in the right~target! ear con-
sisted of a mixture of two CRM phrases: a target phrase
containing the call sign ‘‘Baron,’’ and a randomly selected
masking phrase that was scaled to produce a target-ear SNR
of either14 or 24 dB. The signal in the unattended ear in
these conditions consisted of zero, one, two, three, or four
randomly selected masking phrases from the CRM corpus,
each presented at the same level as the masking speech in the
target ear. These conditions are denoted by TM, TM-M, TM-
MM, TM-MMM, and TM-MMMM, respectively. Two addi-
tional configurations were also tested. In the TMM condition,
the signal in the target ear consisted of the target phrase
mixed with two randomly selected CRM masking phrases.
The masking phrases were combined and then scaled relative
to the target phrase to make the overall target-ear SNR24
dB. In the T-MM condition, only the target phrase was pre-
sented to the target ear and two randomly selected masking
phrases were presented to the unattended ear at the same
level.

FIG. 5. Percentage of correct color and number responses in experiment 3,
a dichotic listening experiment with one target talker and one masking talker
in the target ear and a noise-masked speech signal in the unattended ear. The
results are shown as a function of the SNR in the unattended ear; the SNR
in the target ear was fixed at24 dB. The point at1` shows the results from
experiment 1 with a pure speech signal in the unattended ear. The error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals~61.96 standard errors!.
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Each of these conditions was tested in two different
modes. In the standard onset mode, which was also used in
experiments 1–3, all of the target and masking CRM phrases
started simultaneously. In the random onset mode, each of
the masking phrases started at a randomly selected point
~uniformly distributed over the length of the utterance!,
played to the end of the waveform, and then wrapped around
to play from the beginning of the waveform to the randomly
selected starting point. This randomization varied the tempo-
ral positions of the call signs, colors, and numbers in the
masking phrases without changing the overall lengths of the
utterances. The conditions with random-onset maskers are
denoted in the same way as the conditions with the standard
onset maskers, but the M associated with the randomized
masker is replaced by an R. Thus, the TM-RR condition
consisted of a target phrase and a standard-onset masking
phrase in the target ear and two random-onset masking
phrases in the masking ear. The eight random-onset condi-
tions are TM-R, TM-RR, TM-RRR, TM-RRRR, T-RR, TR,
TRR, and TMR.

As in the first two experiments, experiment 4 was con-
ducted separately with two different masking talkers: one
male talker~talker 0! and one female talker~talker 5!. Six
listeners participated in the experiment, including five who
also participated in experiment 1. In the first phase of the
experiment, where the target-ear SNR was always fixed at
24 dB, each listener first participated in four blocks of 120
trials ~two with a male talker, two with a female talker! in
each of the seven standard-onset conditions~conducted in
random order!. They then participated in four blocks of 120
trials in each of the eight random-onset conditions. In the
second phase of the experiment, where the target-ear SNR
was always fixed at14 dB, the six listeners each participated
in four blocks of 120 trials~two with a male talker, two with
a female talker! in five of the 15 listening configurations
tested in the first phase of the experiment~TM, TM-M,
TM-R, TM-MMMM, and TM-RRRR!. Thus, each listener
participated in a total of 8640 trials in the two phases of
experiment 4.

B. Results and discussion

The left panel of Fig. 6 shows the percentages of correct
color and number identifications in the conditions from the
first phase of experiment 4 with two competing talkers in the
target ear and a target-ear SNR of24 dB. When no compet-
ing talkers were present in the unattended ear~the TM con-
dition!, the listeners correctly identified the color and number
in approximately 75% of the trials. When the first talker was
added to the unattended ear, the percentage of correct iden-
tifications dropped to about 50%. There was not, however,
any additional degradation in performance with the addition
of the second, third, or fourth masking talkers in the unat-
tended ear. Randomizing the onsets of the talkers signifi-
cantly improved performance in the conditions with three or
four competing talkers in the unattended ear, but perfor-
mance in these random-onset conditions was still much
worse than in the TM condition with no masking talker in the
unattended ear. These results suggest that the amount of
across-ear interference in the hybrid monaural-dichotic lis-

tening task is relatively insensitive to the characteristics of
the speech signal in the unattended ear: the amount of inter-
ference is roughly the same with a single standard-onset
CRM phrase that starts at the same time as the target phrase
as it is with a four-talker random-onset signal.

The right panel of Fig. 6 shows the effects that random-
izing the onsets of the masking speech signals had on the
amount of within-ear interference in the monaural cocktail-
party task when there were no interfering talkers in the un-
attended ear and the target-ear SNR was fixed at24 dB. In
the two-talker monaural listening task~TM!, randomizing
the onset of the masking phrase~TR! produced a 15 percent-
age point increase in overall performance. In the three-talker
monaural listening task, performance was worst when nei-
ther interfering talker was randomized~TMM !, slightly bet-
ter when one interfering talker was randomized~TMR!, and
best when both interfering talkers were randomized~TRR!.
Thus it appears that onset randomization substantially re-
duced the amount of within-ear interference in the multi-
talker listening task. This was true even in the TRR condi-
tion, where a reduction in the number of opportunities to
listen to the target talker in the ‘‘gaps’’ of the two-talker
random-onset masker should have increased the amount of
energetic masking in the stimulus. The most likely explana-
tion for this result was a release in informational masking
that occurred because the color and number coordinates in
the masking phrases were much less likely to overlap with
the color and number coordinates in the target phrase in the
random-onset conditions of the experiment.

Figure 7 compares performance in each of the five lis-
tening conditions tested in the second phase of experiment 4
where the target-ear SNR was14 dB ~right panel! to perfor-
mance in the same five conditions in the first phase of ex-
periment 4 where the target-ear SNR was fixed at24 dB
~left panel!. As would be expected, overall performance was
substantially better at the higher target-ear SNR value. Be-

FIG. 6. Color and number identification performance in the first phase of
experiment 4, a dichotic listening experiment with zero to four interfering
talkers in the unattended ear, one or two interfering talkers in the target ear,
and a target-ear SNR value of24 dB. The conditions are labeled in the form
TA-B, where T represents the target phrase, A represents the masking
phrases in the same ear as the target phrase, and B represents the masking
phrases in the unattended ear. In each case, an M stands for a standard-onset
masker, and an R stands for a random-onset masker~see text for details!.
Note that the TM condition is plotted twice~once in the left panel and once
in the right panel! to allow an easier comparison across conditions. The error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals~61.96 standard errors!.
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cause the listeners were performing well in all the condi-
tions, the range of performance across the different listening
conditions was smaller when the target-ear SNR was14 dB
than when it was24 dB. There was, however, a significant
performance improvement of approximately 7 percentage
points between the TM-M and TM-RRRR conditions of the
experiment (p,0.001, one-tailedt-test!. Thus it appears that
the qualitative differences between a single-talker standard-
onset masker in the unattended ear and a four-talker random-
onset masker in the unattended ear led to a decrease in
across-ear interference in the TM-RRRR configuration even
in the relatively easy conditions where the target-ear SNR
was fixed at14 dB.

Note, however, that the results of experiment 4 do not
provide much evidence to support the hypothesis that the
‘‘noiselike’’ contralateral signal that results from the pres-
ence of multiple interfering talkers in the unattended ear will
produce less across-ear interference than a ‘‘speechlike’’ con-
tralateral signal generated from a single interfering talker in
the unattended ear. At both positive and negative target-ear
SNRs, performance with four talkers in the unattended ear
was roughly the same as performance with a single talker in
the unattended ear. Thus, although there are many reasons to
believe a four-talker signal is more ‘‘noiselike’’ than a single-
talker signal, four-talker speech is much more similar to
single-talker speech than it is to speech-shaped noise in
terms of the amount of across-channel interference it pro-
duces in a dichotic cocktail-party listening task. It appears
that substantially more than four talkers are necessary to pro-
duce a multitalker speech signal that generates the same
amount of across-ear interference as speech-shaped noise.

The results of experiments 2–4 also indicate that the
amount of across-ear interference in the hybrid monaural-
dichotic cocktail-party task cannot be predicted from the in-
telligibility of the individual CRM phrases in the unattended
ear. Low-level noise that had no effect on the intelligibility
of the CRM phrase when it was added to the signal in the
target ear in experiment 2 was found to substantially improve
performance when it was added to the unattended ear in ex-
periment 3. Increasing the number of masking talkers has
been shown to substantially reduce the intelligibility of the
target phrase in a monaural CRM listening task~Brungart

et al., 2001!, and randomizing the onsets of the masking
speech signals produced large changes in the intelligibility of
the target phrase in the monaural conditions of experiment 4,
but these manipulations had little or no effect on overall
performance when they were applied to the masking speech
signals in the unattended ear. Thus, it appears that the
amount of across-ear interference that occurs in the hybrid
monaural-dichotic task cannot be predicted from the intelli-
gibility of any one of the interfering speech signals in the
unattended ear. Indeed, all signals that contain at least one
speech signal and are free of noise seem to produce roughly
the same amount of across-ear interference in the cocktail-
party listening task.

VI. EXPERIMENT 5: ACROSS-EAR INTERFERENCE
WITH A TIME-REVERSED TALKER IN THE
UNATTENDED EAR

The results of experiment 4 show that the amount of
across-ear interference is roughly constant for a wide range
of different unattended-ear speech signals. A single-talker
speech signal produces the same amount of interference as a
four-talker speech signal, and a random-onset speech signal
produces only slightly less interference than a standard-onset
speech signal. These results suggest that the amount of
across-ear interference caused by a speech signal in the un-
attended ear has more to do with its qualitative similarity to
the target speech than with its semantic similarity to the tar-
get phrase. However, it is difficult to test this hypothesis
directly with the phrases of the CRM corpus, which are all
semantically similar. One manipulation that is capable of re-
moving semantic content from a speech signal without elimi-
nating its ‘‘speechlike’’ characteristics is time reversal, which
produces a meaningless signal with the same temporal and
spectral characteristics as normal speech~Duquesnoy, 1983;
Hygge et al., 1992!. Experiment 5 was conducted to deter-
mine what effect time reversal has on the amount of across-
ear interference caused by a speech signal in the unattended
ear.

A. Methods

Experiment 5 was conducted concurrently with experi-
ment 1 and used essentially the same methodology. That is, a
target talker and masking talker were presented to the target
ear, and a masking speech signal was presented in the unat-
tended ear at the same level as the masking phrase in the
target ear. The only difference was that the masking phrase in
the unattended ear was played backward rather than forward.
The same eight listeners who participated in experiment 1
also participated in experiment 5, and the four blocks of 120
trials collected from each listener were intermixed with the
other experimental conditions collected in experiment 1.

B. Results

Figure 8 compares the results of experiment 5 to two of
the experimental conditions from experiment 1: the monaural
control condition with no signal in the unattended ear, and
the 0-dB contralateral-speech condition with a nonreversed
talker in the unattended ear. This comparison shows that the

FIG. 7. Comparison of color and number identification performance in the
first and second phases of experiment 4. The left panel shows performance
in five of the listening configurations from the first phase of experiment 4
where the target-ear SNR was fixed at24 dB. The right panel shows per-
formance in the same listening configurations from the second phase of
experiment 4 where the target-ear SNR was fixed at14 dB. See text for
details. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals~61.96 standard
errors!.
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amount of across-ear interference generated by the time-
reversed speech in the unattended ear varied systematically
with the SNR in the target ear: when the target-ear SNR was
less than 0 dB, the time-reversed speech condition~triangles!
was no different than the non-reversed condition from ex-
periment 1~circles!; when the target-ear SNR was greater
than 0 dB, the time-reversed condition was no different than
the monaural condition of experiment 1~squares!; and when
the target-ear SNR was 0 dB, performance with the time-
reversed signal fell in between the other two conditions.

The strong relation between the target-ear SNR and the
amount of across-ear interference caused by a time-reversed
contralateral speech signal suggests that a listener’s ability to
ignore a masker in the contralateral ear is directly related to
the difficulty of the within-ear segregation task in the target
ear. At positive target-ear SNRs, where the within-ear segre-
gation process is relatively easy, listeners may be able to take
advantage of the semantic differences between forward and
reversed speech in the unattended ear. At negative target-ear
SNRs, where the within-ear segregation process is relatively
difficult, listeners do not appear to be able to take advantage
of these semantic differences.

VII. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with results of previous experiments

At this point, we are aware of only one previous study
that has systematically examined performance in hybrid
monaural-dichotic cocktail party tasks similar to the ones
examined in these experiments. In a recent study on cocktail
party listening, Drullman and Bronkhorst~2000! examined a
total of three different hybrid configurations: a TM-M con-
dition with a target talker in one ear and one interfering
talker in each ear, a TMM-M condition with two interfering
talkers in the target ear and one in the unattended ear, and a
TMM-MM condition with two interfering talkers in each ear.
In general, the results Drullman and Bronkhorst reported for

these hybrid listening configurations were much different
than the results of the experiments reported in this paper.
Specifically, Drullman and Bronkhorst found no difference in
performance between the hybrid monaural-dichotic listening
configurations and the corresponding monaural listening
configurations with the same number of masking talkers in
the target ear. In other words, they found that the addition of
a masking talker in the unattended ear had no effect on the
listener’s ability to segregate competing talkers in the target
ear.

The most likely explanation for this discrepancy with
our results is a difference in the vocal characteristics of the
masking voices used in the cocktail-party listening tasks. In
our experiments, all of the configurations were tested with
same-sex target and masking talkers. In the Drullman and
Bronkhorst study, the TM configuration was tested with male
target and masking talkers, but the TM-M configuration was
tested with a male target talker, a male masking talker in the
unattended ear, and afemalemasking talker in the target ear.
Thus, in evaluating the effect of a masking talker in the
unattended ear, our study compared performance with a
same-sex masker in the target ear to performance with same-
sex talkers in both ears, while the Drullman and Bronkhorst
study compared performance with a same-sex masker in the
target ear to performance with a same-sex masker in the
unattended ear and adifferent-sexmasker in the target ear.
Previous studies have shown that monaural speech segrega-
tion is substantially easier with a different-sex masker than
with a same-sex masker. Brungart~2001b!, for example,
found performance in the monaural CRM task improved
from about 60% correct identifications to approximately 85%
correct identifications when a same-sex masking talker was
replaced with a different-sex masking talker at a 0-dB SNR.
Thus, it is likely that Drullman and Bronkhorst did not find
any degradation in performance when a masking talker was
added to the unattended ear because the additional interfer-
ence caused by that talker was offset by the improvement in
performance that occurred when the same-sex masking talker
in the target ear was replaced by a different-sex masking
talker. The TMM-M and TMM-MM configurations tested by
Drullman and Bronkhorst do not have any direct parallels in
our experiments, so it is difficult to say whether we would
have encountered the same results with our CRM task. How-
ever, the poor overall level of performance in these configu-
rations ~'20% correct responses with words and near 0%
correct with sentences! suggests that the amount of across-
ear interference caused by adding an interfering talker to the
unattended ear may be limited when more than one masking
talker is present in the target ear.

B. A shared-resource model of within-ear and across-
ear speech segregation

The results of these five experiments show that there are
substantial interactions between the within-ear and across-ear
segregation processes that occur in the hybrid monaural-
dichotic cocktail-party task. Although these interactions are
complicated, many of their important features are consistent
with a shared-resource model of attention~Wickens, 1984,
1980; Hirst and Kalmar, 1987! where speech segregation

FIG. 8. Color and number identification performance in experiment 5, a
dichotic listening experiment with one target talker and one masking talker
in the target ear and a time-reversed speech signal in the unattended ear. The
triangles show data in the condition with a time-reversed speech signal in
the unattended ear. For comparison, results are also shown for the conditions
of experiment 1 with no signal in the unattended ear~squares! and with an
unattenuated speech signal in the unattended ear~circles!. The error bars
show the 95% confidence intervals for each data point~61.96 standard
errors!.
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ability is constrained by a limited pool of shared attentional
resources that listeners must choose to allocate either to
within-ear speech segregation or to across-ear speech segre-
gation. Such a model could explain the main results of these
experiments simply by assuming that the shared pool con-
tains enough attentional resources to do either across-ear seg-
regation or within-ear segregation, but not enough resources
to perform both segregation tasks at the same time. A shared-
resource model could also explain why the amount of inter-
ference caused by the masking sound in the unattended ear
systematically increases with the difficulty of the selective
attention task in the target ear: when the segregation task in
the target ear is relatively easy~i.e., when the target-ear SNR
is greater than 0 dB!, relatively few attentional resources are
required by the within-ear segregation task and enough re-
sources are left over to effectively segregate the target from
the signal in the unattended ear; when the segregation task in
the target ear is more difficult~i.e., when the listener has to
concentrate on the quieter of two talkers in the target ear!,
fewer resources are available for across-ear segregation and
listeners are more susceptible to interference from a con-
tralateral masking sound. This would explain why the pres-
ence of a forward or reversed talker in the unattended ear had
a much larger effect on performance when the target-ear
SNR was negative than when the target-ear SNR was posi-
tive.

A shared-resource model of attention could also explain
why some kinds of masking sounds in the unattended ear
~like speech and reversed speech! cause more across-ear in-
terference than other kinds of sounds~like noise!. In general,
the results of these experiments indicate that listeners are
much more susceptible to across-ear interference from
sounds that are qualitatively similar in some way to speech
~such as reversed speech or multitalker speech! than from
sounds that are qualitatively different than speech~i.e.,
noise!. A shared-resource model could explain this effect by
assuming that more resources are required for across-ear seg-
regation for a speechlike signal and that this additional re-
source requirement either leaves the listener with fewer re-
sources available for the within-ear segregation task or with
insufficient resources to perform the across-ear segregation
task.

Unfortunately, substantially more research is needed be-
fore this shared-resource model of attention can progress be-
yond the conceptual stage. One major question that still
needs to be addressed is what kind of properties determine
the amount of across-ear interference caused by a contralat-
eral masking sound. Time-reversed speech and multitalker
speech are qualitatively much different~and much less intel-
ligible! than normal speech, but they appear to generate al-
most as much across-ear interference as a normal speech
signal. However, the results of experiment 3 show that a
‘‘noisy’’ speech signal produces much less across-ear inter-
ference than a time-reversed speech signal even at an SNR of
14 dB, where the intelligibility of the noisy speech would be
near 100%. Only when the parameters that determine the
amount of interference caused by a contralateral masker are
better understood will it be possible to begin developing a

quantitative model of within-ear and across-ear speech seg-
regation.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This series of experiments has examined the interactions
that occur between within-ear speech segregation and across-
ear speech segregation in a hybrid monaural-dichotic
cocktail-party task. The results have shown that listeners are
not generally able to perform both of these segregation tasks
simultaneously: they can segregate a target speech signal that
is masked by a single interfering talker in the target ear, or
one that is masked by an interfering speech signal in the
unattended ear, but not one that is masked by interfering
speech signals in both ears at the same time. In general, the
amount of across-ear interference generated by a signal in
the unattended ear depends on the SNR of the two talkers in
the target ear. When the target-ear SNR is positive, only a
speech signal in the unattended ear seems to produce any
appreciable degradation in performance. When the target-ear
SNR is negative, noise signals in the unattended ear produce
a slight degradation in performance, and ‘‘speechlike’’ sig-
nals produce a dramatic degradation in performance. This
degradation occurs even when the speech signal in the unat-
tended ear is distorted by time reversal or onset randomiza-
tion. Taken together, these results suggest that within-ear
segregation and across-ear segregation are closely related
processes that may draw from a single shared pool of atten-
tional resources.

In conclusion, it seems appropriate to comment briefly
on the relation between the results of these experiments and
those of previous experiments in auditory attention. Many
experiments have replicated Cherry’s original finding that
listeners are able to easily segregate unrelated speech signals
that are presented to different ears~Moray, 1959; Triesman,
1964; Eganet al., 1954; Drullman and Bronkhorst, 2000!,
and some have extended this result to show that listeners can
ignore more than one talker in the unattended ear~Drullman
and Bronkhorst, 2000; Triesman, 1964!. However, we know
of no experiments that have shown that listeners are unable
to ignore a speech signal in the unattended ear when more
than one talker is presented in the target ear. Indeed, the only
experiments that have found any effects of contralateral
masking on speech perception in the target ear have used
unattended ear signals that either contained key words that
were highly relevant to the listener@such as the listener’s
name~Moray, 1959!# or were contextually related to the tar-
get speech signal@such as a speech signal that was switched
between the two ears in mid sentence~Triesman, 1960!#.
While one might argue that the similar call sign, color, and
number structures of the CRM phrases might cause context-
related across-ear intrusions in the contralateral speech con-
ditions of experiment 1, such a context-related argument
could not explain why nearly all of the incorrect responses in
experiment 1 contained the color or number spoken by the
interfering talker in the target ear, or why the relatively un-
intelligible four-talker stimuli from experiment 4 and the
completely unintelligible reversed speech stimuli from ex-
periment 5 caused nearly as much across-ear interference at
negative target-ear SNRs as a single-talker speech signal.
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Thus, although most of the classic models of auditory atten-
tion assume that listeners are able to extract some informa-
tion from the signal in the unattended ear~Triesman, 1964;
Deutsch and Deutsch, 1963!, none would expect an irrel-
evant or unintelligible sound in the unattended ear to se-
verely degrade a listener’s ability to attend to a two-talker
stimulus in the target ear. Future models of auditory attention
will have to account for this result.
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1The120 dB noise level was used because preliminary experiments showed
that 10 dB noise had little effect in the unattended ear and we wanted to
explore the upper limits of across-ear interference for a noise source. One
concern of having such a strong contralateral noise masker is the possibility
of acoustic crosstalk between the noise in the unattended ear and the signal
in the target ear. In order to ensure that no crosstalk was occurring, we
listened to unmasked CRM speech signals in the target ear that were as
much as 50 dB quieter than the noise in the unattended ear and found that
we were still able to respond correctly more than 90% of the time. Thus
there did not appear to be any evidence that acoustic crosstalk was occur-
ring with the120 dB noise signal in the unattended ear.

2Because the selection was random,
1
9 of the contralateral speech trials used

the same masking talker in both ears. An analysis of the results revealed
that these trials generated the same overall pattern of performance as the
trials with different masking talkers in the two ears.

3The 24 dB value was chosen to ensure a reasonably large difference be-
tween performance in the contralateral-speech and contralateral-noise con-
ditions of the experiment.
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This study examined pressure and velocity profiles in a hemilarynx mechanical model of phonation.
The glottal section had parallel walls and was fabricated from hard plastic. Twelve pressure taps
were created in the vocal fold surface and connected to a differential pressure transducer through a
pressure switch. The glottal gap was measured with feeler gauges and the uniform glottal duct was
verified by use of a laser system. Eight pressure transducers were placed in the flat wall opposite the
vocal fold. Hot-wire anemometry was used to obtain velocity profiles upstream and downstream of
the glottis. The results indicate that the pressure distribution on the vocal fold surface was consistent
with pressure change along a parallel duct, whereas the pressures on the opposite flat wall typically
were lower~by 8%–40% of the transglottal pressure just past mid-glottis!. The upstream velocity
profiles were symmetric regardless of the constriction shape and size. The jet flow downstream of
the glottis was turbulent even for laminar upstream conditions. The front of the jet was consistently
approximately 1.5 mm from the flat wall for glottal gaps of 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 mm. The turbulence
intensity also remained approximately at the same location of about 4 mm from the flat wall for the
two larger gaps. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1519540#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

Hemilarynx studies are providing new insights into the
aerodynamics and acoustics of phonation. These studies,
mostly performed on canine excised larynges, have the ad-
vantages of access to the oscillating glottis from the midsag-
ittal plane, visual inspection of the vertical motion of vocal
folds, and measurement of pressure and velocity distribu-
tions in the glottis~Jiang and Titze, 1993, 1994; Berry and
Montequin, 1998; Alipour and Scherer, 2000; Alipouret al.,
2001!. These studies were limited by the possible damage to
the sensitive pressure and velocity sensors in the vicinity of
vibrating tissues.

Alipour and Scherer~2000!, as well as Alipouret al.
~2001!, reported dynamic pressure distributions in both the
vertical and horizontal direction using a hemilarynx canine
vocal fold model. The pressure taps in those studies were
placed in the flat wall opposite the vocal fold. Although the
dynamic ~phonatory! configurations of the glottis were not
reported, it may be inferred from the pressure waveforms
that the pressures at the moment when the most uniform
glottis would occur appeared to correspond to pressures that
decreased monotonically from the subglottal region through
the glottis~entrance to exit!. This is consistent with the usual
steady-flow notion of reduced pressure along ducts with par-
allel sides. However, the number of pressure taps in the flow
direction was not sufficient to quantify pressure distribution

accurately, and the equality of pressures on both sides of the
glottis could not be tested.

Schereret al. ~2001! reported detailed pressure distribu-
tions for a symmetric glottis with constant volume flows in a
scaled-up model. They found that for smaller diameters the
glottal pressures along the uniform~parallel walled! glottis
decreased in an expected manner~due to viscous effects!, but
for larger glottal diameters, the pressures tended to be rela-
tively flat ~for diameters of 0.08 and 0.16 cm! or even rise
from entrance to exit~0.32 cm!. In addition, the pressures
were slightly different on the two sides despite being geo-
metrically symmetrical. A computational package
~FLUENT! supported the empirical data for laminar glottal
flow.

The aforementioned studies intended to model glottal
pressures and flows for the purpose of phonation. Whether
measurements were made on a full larynx or a hemilarynx,
on a canine or a physical model, it is the pressure and veloc-
ity information in the laryngeal model that helps to improve
our understanding of phonation and test the calculation of
aerodynamic forces on the vocal folds during computer
simulations of speech. Differences in pressure across the
glottal duct need to be shown empirically, and velocity pro-
files can help to explain the relation between volume flow
and duct geometry.

This report is our second study using a mechanical
hemilarynx model. The first study~Alipour and Scherer,
2001! examined the mean transglottal pressure and mean
volume flow for a range of glottal diameters, glottal ampli-
tudes, and oscillation frequencies. That study suggested aa!Electronic mail: alipour@shc.uiowa.edu
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nondimensional equation interrelating those variables and
concluded that flow resistance was not significantly affected
by the frequency of oscillation. This study presents measured
pressure distributions on the flat plate opposite the single
vocal fold, as well as on the vocal fold itself. Also included
are velocity profiles upstream and downstream of the glottis.
The glottal diameters and flows were held constant.

The model of this study was similar to that used by
Ikedaet al. ~1994!. Their model incorporated a single piston-
like vocal fold ~10 mm long in the flow direction! that could
oscillate near a flat wall with pressure taps. The position of
their six pressure taps spanned the glottis, with one pressure
tap in the mid-glottal region. They reported pressures for a
variety of constant glottal diameters and flows.

The purpose of this study was to quantify pressure dis-
tributions and velocity profiles in a hemilarynx mechanical
model to better understand the aerodynamics of this model.
Because the design of this model is a hemilarynx, the results
also may help to better understand phonatory function in the
hemilaryngectomized patient, provide data for validation of
computational models of larynges with a single vocal fold,
and give insight into asymmetric phonatory function in gen-
eral.

II. METHODS

The Plexiglas model was designed with three sections,
an inlet tunnel, the glottis, and an outlet tunnel~Fig. 1!. The
inlet section was 80 cm long and rectangular~25 mm wide,
20 mm high!. Straws were placed at the entrance of the inlet
section to smooth the flow. The outlet section was rectangu-
lar with the same cross section and 60 cm long. The end was
connected to a flowmeter~Dwyer Model VFC131! by means
of 40 cm of flexible tubing with 2.5 cm inside diameter. A
vacuum source with variable speed drew the air through the
model.

The vocal fold of the model~Fig. 2! was fabricated out
of hard plastic and included a sinusoidal convergence from
the tunnel wall up to the entrance of the glottis. The exit was
also sinusoidal in shape with a steeper descent to the tunnel
wall. The medial surface of the vocal fold and the opposite
Plexiglas wall formed a rectangular~parallel-walled! glottal
duct 8 mm long and 25 mm wide.

The glottal gap was measured with feeler gauges as the
gap was adjusted to the desired values by raising the vocal
fold model in its compartment. To measure the glottal angle,
a laser beam shone perpendicular to the upper flat plate and
reflected off the straight section of the vocal fold~using a
reflective tape!. The angle was then measured from the re-
flected spot on a screen positioned 50 cm above the vocal
fold with an accuracy of better that half a degree.

The mean airflow was measured with a Rudolph 4700B
pneumotach and a Validyne DP103 pressure transducer cali-
brated against a midrange flowmeter~Gilmont model J197!
and a high range flow meter~Dwyer model VFC131!. The
pneumotach was placed at the entrance to the inlet tunnel
~Fig. 1!. A well-type manometer~Dwyer! measured the mean
pressure drop across the glottis from pressure taps 30 mm
upstream of the vocal fold section and 23 mm downstream of
the vocal fold section. These transglottal pressure taps were
located on the bottom of the channel. A Validyne DP45 pres-
sure transducer measured the transglottal pressures.

Velocity measures were obtained by using a constant-
temperature hot-wire probe~Dantec 55P14!. There were two
traverse locations, one 165 mm upstream of the vocal fold,
and another 48.3 mm downstream of the vocal fold. The
velocity profiles obtained were from the upper to lower sides
of the wind tunnel, which is medial-to-lateral across the
physiological flow axis. For the downstream location, there-
fore, the profile would show the faster velocities near the
upper wall where the airflow exited the glottis, and slower
velocities near the lower wall. The hot wire probe was placed
no closer than 0.5 mm from either wall so as not to break the
wire. The hot wire system was calibrated against a pitot tube
placed over the center of an air jet exiting a 0.6 cm-diam
nozzle, with accuracy of64% in the experimental range
~Alipour et al., 1995!.

To measure pressures along the Plexiglas wall of the
tunnel opposite the vocal fold, eight holes were made
through the wall~Figs. 2 and 3!. The holes were approxi-
mately 2.4 mm in diameter, ending with a smaller diameter
of approximately 1.0 mm facing the glottal duct. The eight
Entran EPE-551 transducers fit snugly into the pressure
holes, and were positioned 1.5 to 2.5 mm away from the
channel end of the holes. The distance between the centers of
each pressure tap was 5.4 mm. Tap 5 was positioned at mid-
glottis. Tap 4 was positioned just upstream of the rectangular
section. Tap 6 was likewise placed just downstream of the

FIG. 1. Schematic of the mechanical hemilarynx model and experimental
setup.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the glottis with vocal fold pressure taps and pressure
transducers in the flat wall. The locations of the pressure taps and transduc-
ers are approximate.
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rectangular section. The eight pressure transducers were cali-
brated together via a calibration chamber attached to a wall
manometer. The chamber pressure was varied by applying
flow through the chamber under high flow resistance at the
end of the tunnel. The accuracy of pressure readings in the
experimental range was estimated to be within 2%~the linear
calibration of pressure transducers had correlation coeffi-
cients of 0.999 or better!.

A Validyne DP45 pressure transducer was connected to
the pressure taps of the vocal fold through a wafer-type pres-
sure switch~Scanivalve Corp.! used to measure the pressures
sequentially. Once the flow rate was stabilized, the pressure
readings of the vocal fold taps were recorded on a computer
using a 12-bit Dataq Instruments serial A/D device recording
at 120 samples/s for 2 min~10 s per tap!. The upper-wall
pressure signals were recorded on another computer simulta-
neously using a 14-bit Dataq Instruments A/D board at 2000
samples/s for 10 s. The recorded data were later processed
and averaged using MATLAB software.

The hot-wire signals were digitized with the Dataq In-
struments A/D device and recorded on the computer at
10 000 samples/s for 10 s and later time-averaged. This av-
eraging filtered out the rapid changes due to any presence of
turbulence. The Reynolds number was defined as Re
5VD/n, whereV was the upstream channel mean velocity,D
was the channel height, andn was the air kinematic viscosity.

III. RESULTS

A. Pressure distributions

Figures 4~a!–~c! show the glottal wall pressures for
three diameters, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 mm, respectively. Thex
axis represents the axial distance and the symbols represent
measured pressure drops from the subglottal reference pres-
sure. Pressures are 10-s time-averaged values of the indi-
vidual pressure-tap readings. The empty symbols represent
pressures on the vocal fold, and the filled symbols the pres-
sures on the opposite flat wall.

FIG. 4. Pressure distributions on the vocal fold~open symbols! and on the
flat upper wall above the vocal fold~filled symbols! for glottal diameters of
~a! 0.4 mm,~b! 0.8 mm, and~c! 1.6 mm. The taps are numbered relative to
Fig. 2. The value of zero on thex axis represents the center of the vocal fold.
For orientation, the vocal fold surface and opposite flat wall are also shown.
Transglottal pressure~TGP! is the parameter~8, 16, 24 cm H2O).

FIG. 3. Photograph of the glottis with positions of pressure taps on the vocal
fold and eight pressure transducers within the flat upper wall.
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The most obvious observation is that the pressures in the
glottis were consistently lower on the flat wall opposite the
vocal fold than on the vocal fold itself. This held for all
diameters and transglottal pressures. Across the diameters
and transglottal pressures, the pressure differences in the
glottis at the tap 8 location ranged from about 8%–40% of
the transglottal pressure. The lower pressures on the flat wall
opposite the vocal fold would be consistent with faster air-
flow along that wall.

Because the glottal channel forms parallel sides~the uni-
form case!, the expected pressure change within the duct is
to have the pressures fall between taps 7 and 8 due primarily
to viscous pressure losses. This pressure drop was evident for
all conditions on the vocal fold side. Just past tap 8 on the
vocal fold side, the pressure recovered~increased! consis-
tently to tap 9 just downstream of the glottis. This would be
due to the area increase at that location. Thereafter the pres-
sures remain essentially constant on the vocal fold due to the
relatively large cross sectional areas and relatively low ve-
locities on that side of the duct.

The pressure distributions also show a pressure recovery
on the flat wall, but not immediately past the uniform glottis
section; the pressure at tap 6 downstream of the mid-glottal
tap shows various behaviors. For the smallest diameter, 0.4
mm, the pressures at taps 5 and 6 are approximately equal.
For the 0.8- and 1.6-mm cases, the pressure varied from less
than, to greater than, and then less than the center pressure as
the transglottal pressure increased. One might expect, then,
to see a complicated flow structure in these cases as the
transglottal pressure~and Reynolds number! increases. A
full-field examination of the velocities was beyond the scope
of this study. The pressure rise at the next to last pressure tap
on the flat wall~tap 7! typically was still less than the pres-
sure on the vocal fold side and less than the pressure at the
last tap; this would be consistent with decelerating velocities
as the cross sectional area increased but with the glottal jet
still remaining near the upper flat wall. There was an excep-
tion for the 0.8-mm, 16-cm H2O condition where the pres-
sure was greater than at the last pressure.

B. Velocity profiles

Velocity profiles were obtained 165 mm upstream of the
glottis for various glottal gaps and flow rates. To investigate
whether these velocity profiles are affected by the glottal
gap, the peak of this velocity of the profiles was obtained for
a wide range of Reynolds number and plotted in Fig. 5. This
graph indicates that the velocity profiles are independent of
glottal diameters. The figure also shows that there are two
distinct regions that appear to correspond to two flow re-
gimes, laminar for the lower left values, and turbulent for the
upper right. The lower left curve follows the assumption of
laminar flow, and the linear fit follows the assumption of
turbulent flow~White, 1974!. The turbulent region shows a
good linear correlation between peak velocity and Reynolds
number. These results suggest that the upstream flow was
laminar up to a Reynolds number of about 1500, and turbu-
lent flow was present starting at about 1600.

Figure 6 gives upstream axial velocity profiles for a glot-
tal gap of 0.5 mm. Five transglottal pressures were used and

the corresponding Reynolds numbers are shown in the figure.
The profiles indicate time-averaged values of the velocity for
5-s intervals~50 000 samples!. The symmetry of the profiles
indicates that the asymmetric and eccentric~off-center! glot-
tis was too far away to have any distortion effect on the
upstream velocities. These velocity profiles are similar to
those found for steady and pulsatile flow using other laryn-
geal models~Alipour et al., 1996, 1995!.

Figure 7 illustrates the instantaneous turbulent velocities
at the downstream hot-wire probe for 10 cm H2O transglottal
pressure and for the three glottal diameters of 0.4, 0.8, and
1.2 mm, respectively. Each velocity signal shows a random

FIG. 5. Maximum velocity versus Reynolds number for flows at a location
165 mm upstream of the glottis. Two flow regimes are suggested~laminar,
lower left, and turbulent, the linear portion!.

FIG. 6. Velocity profiles at a location of 165 mm upstream of the glottis for
five transglottal pressures and corresponding Reynolds numbers.
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noise (u) that fluctuates around an average velocity (Ū). We
can write an expression for the instantaneous velocity as

U5Ū1u, ~1!

where the over bar symbol indicates the time averaging. The
intensity of the turbulence is defined as the root-mean-square
of the fluctuations~Hinze, 1975!

u85Au2. ~2!

Thus, we need to time-average the velocity signals of Fig. 7
for a long period of time to obtain both mean velocity and
turbulent intensity. Theoretically this period should be infi-
nite. However, for practical purposes we need to choose a
period that is long enough such that there is little variation in
the time-averaged velocity.

Figure 8 shows the time-averaged velocities of Fig. 7 as
a function of averaging time. The instantaneous velocity was
averaged for the periods of 0.1 to 10 s, incremented by 0.1 s
at a time. The ratios of the time-averaged velocities at the
end to the previous time-averaged values were 1.0003,

0.9999, and 1.0005, respectively. Thus, the 10-s averaging
period appears to be sufficient for the range of Reynolds
number used in this study.

Figures 9~a!–~c! show jet velocity profiles 48.3 mm
downstream of the glottis for various transglottal pressures
~TGP! for a glottal gap of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 mm, respectively.
The profiles were obtained by time averaging the jet veloci-
ties for 10-s durations~sampled at 10 000 samples/s!. The
mean peak velocities increased as transglottal pressure in-
creased and as the gap size increased. The peak velocities
were consistently near the 18.5-mm location, despite the
various gap sizes.

The absolute turbulence intensities are shown in Figs.
10~a!–~c! for the glottal gaps of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 mm, re-
spectively. The turbulence intensity~also! increased as trans-
glottal pressure and gap size increased. The location of the
maximum turbulence intensity was further away from the
upper flat wall than the maximum velocities~Fig. 9!, becom-
ing established at approximately 4 mm from the wall for the
two larger gaps, well on the ‘‘skirt’’ of the velocity profiles.

IV. DISCUSSION

One convenience of the single vocal fold model pre-
sented here is that pressures were easily obtained on the flat
wall opposite the vocal fold as well as on the vocal fold
itself. The pressures can be obtained for a wide range of
glottal diameters and airflow rates; other glottal angles than
the one used here can also be incorporated. Also, the me-
chanical model is similar to the human larynx for a hemila-
ryngectomy in that there is one relatively normal vocal fold
that would vibrate against a reconstructed nonvibrating op-
posite side~Hirano et al., 1987; Leeperet al., 1990!.

A relatively direct application of the results of this
model is in the consideration of dynamic hemilarynx models.
For example, the studies using hemilarynx canine models
~Jiang and Titze, 1993, 1994; Alipour and Scherer, 2000;
Alipour et al., 2001! measure pressures on the flat wall op-
posite the vibrating tissue. One might assume that the pres-
sures on the flat wall are equal to those on the vocal fold

FIG. 7. Instantaneous velocities measured 48.3 mm downstream of the glot-
tis for transglottal pressure of 10 cm H2O and glottal diameters of 0.4, 0.8,
and 1.2 mm.

FIG. 8. Time-averaged velocities of Fig. 7 as a function of averaging time.
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surface. However, this study suggests that those pressures
may differ when the oscillation creates a relatively uniform
glottis, with higher pressures on the vocal fold than on the
opposite wall.

A. Pressure

The pressures presented in Figs. 4~a!–~c! are graphed
having negative values due to drawing the air using down-

FIG. 9. Jet velocity profiles 48.3 mm downstream of the glottis, time aver-
aged for 10 s, for various values of transglottal pressure and glottal diam-
eters of~a! 0.4 mm,~b! 0.8 mm, and~c! 1.2 mm.

FIG. 10. Turbulence intensity obtained from the velocities measured 48.3
mm downstream of the glottis for glottal diameters of~a! 0.4 mm,~b! 0.8
mm, and~c! 1.2 mm.
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stream suction. If the data were shown by letting the last
pressures equal zero~atmospheric pressure!, ~1! the pressure
values upstream of the glottis would be positive;~2! the pres-
sures in the glottis on the vocal fold side typically would be
positive for the first pressure tap near glottal entry~tap 7! and
then negative for the second tap near glottal exit~tap 8!, and
the pressures further downstream approximately zero; and
~3! the pressures on the flat wall opposite the vocal fold
would be negative in the glottis~taps 5 and 6! and typically
also beyond the glottis for the next pressure tap~7!. These
observations and the finding that the flat wall pressures were
lower in the glottis suggest that~1! the pressures are lower in
the glottis on the flat wall side and thus the flat wall would
receive more ‘‘pull’’ inward than applied to the vocal fold
~an asymmetric intraglottal pressure condition!, and~2! there
is less pressure on the flat wall side even downstream of the
glottis. The negative intraglottal pressures would most likely
aid in creating and sustaining phonation in the real larynx if
the glottis were to take on the uniform configuration. From a
surgical point of view, if these pressure findings were to
hold, and the side opposite the good vocal fold were to be
made flat, that side would be placed under negative air pres-
sures, and thus the stiffness of that side would need to be
taken into consideration—it also would move if not stiff
enough.

B. Velocity

Figure 5, a plot of the maximum velocity of the velocity
profile upstream of the glottis versus the Reynolds number of
the flow, has two sections of data. The first in the lower
left-hand corner has a curvilinear fit to approximately Re
51500, given approximately byV5a(Re)0.5, consistent
with laminar flow. The second portion of Fig. 5 is linear and
represents turbulent velocity profiles which can be approxi-
mated by an analytic equation~White, 1974!, viz.,

u

Um
'120.33h220.67h32, ~3!

where the term on the left side is the ratio of the local ve-
locity (u) to the peak velocity (Um), andh is the ratio of the
distance to the centerline and the half channel height. The
mean velocity normalized to the peak velocity based on this
formula is about 0.8697. The peak velocity in m/s can be
estimated from this formula and the Reynolds number to be

Um5
Re

1160
. ~4!

The linear regression on the data of Fig. 5 provides a slope of
1

1218, which is close to the analytical value of11160. One can
therefore crudely estimate the upstream peak velocity by di-
viding the Reynolds number by 1000. People with a hemila-
ryngectomy often have higher flow rates than those with nor-
mal larynges ~Hirano et al., 1987; Leeperet al., 1990;
Andrews et al., 1997!. Thus, for example, if the Reynolds
number in the trachea reaches 3000, the peak velocity may
be approximately 3 m/s, approximately ten times less than
expected peak glottal velocities@see Fig. 9~c!#. These results
suggest that the flow becomes turbulent in the trachea for

Reynolds numbers greater than about 2000, and the peak
velocities are approximately an order of magnitude less than
the glottal peak velocities.

The jet front exiting the glottis stayed within 1.5 mm of
the upper flat wall at a distance of 48 mm from the glottal
exit, suggesting that the peak velocities were not moving out
into the airway. This is similar to the wall jet data reported
by Fujisawa and Shirai~1989!, in which the longitudinal jet
velocity profiles were preserved for a distance of up to 150
times the jet-exit diameter. For the smallest gap of 0.4 mm, it
appeared that the jet stayed close to the wall for a distance of
at least 75 mm, much farther than the hot wire sensor. The
maximum turbulence intensity was positioned on the skirt of
the jet in a location consistent with jet behavior~Fujisawa
and Shirai, 1989! at which the strong axial velocities are
reduced and mixing. The jet regime is shown to be turbulent
even at low Reynolds number. This creates a challenge for
the CFD community whereby the inlet part of the flow
should be simulated with a laminar code but the glottal jet
flow with a turbulent code. Models of turbulent flow rely on
the turbulence intensity distribution and the information here
may help in that area.

V. CONCLUSION

It is important to explore various models of phonation to
learn what each may reveal. The hemilarynx model studied
here~one vocal fold and a long flat wall opposite, forming a
uniform or rectangular glottis region! is one of a variety of
possible hemilarynx models, and permits acquisition of static
or dynamic pressures, as well as velocity profiles. In this
study, static pressures, velocity profiles, and turbulence in-
tensity were presented. The results are pertinent to the aero-
dynamics of phonation wherein one side of the glottis is an
extended flat wall, either for bench experiments or for com-
putational modeling. The results are also pertinent to the gen-
eral area of asymmetric intraglottal pressures. Of particular
importance is the challenge these results make to computa-
tional studies in which one portion of the flow field~up-
stream of the glottis! can have laminar flow, while simulta-
neously another portion~downstream of the glottis! has
turbulent flow. The results of this study suggest the follow-
ing:

~1! The pressures were asymmetric in the glottis for this
asymmetric~hemilarynx! geometry; the pressures on the
vocal fold were typically higher than on the opposite flat
wall. The asymmetric pressures across the duct contin-
ued up to the last pressure tap approximately 13 mm
downstream of the glottal exit.

~2! The pressures decreased along the vocal fold, consistent
with viscous pressure losses in a duct with parallel sides.
The pressure upstream in the glottis typically was higher
than the supraglottal pressure, and the pressure down-
stream in the glottis was lower than the supraglottal pres-
sure.

~3! The pressure recovery just downstream of the glottis was
significant, and greater than found in other recent laryn-
geal models, which tend to find negligible recovery. The
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continuation of the flat opposite wall as well as less
abrupt area change would be consistent with this finding.

~4! The glottal jet maintained the location of the peak veloc-
ity for gaps of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 mm at approximately 1.5
mm from the upper flat wall, and the maximum turbu-
lence intensity also remained at the same location~for
the two larger gaps! at approximately 4 mm below the
upper wall.
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Quantifying the intelligibility of speech in noise
for non-native talkers
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The intelligibility of speech pronounced by non-native talkers is generally lower than speech
pronounced by native talkers, especially under adverse conditions, such as high levels of
background noise. The effect of foreign accent on speech intelligibility was investigated
quantitatively through a series of experiments involving voices of 15 talkers, differing in language
background, age of second-language~L2! acquisition and experience with the target language
~Dutch!. Overall speech intelligibility of L2 talkers in noise is predicted with a reasonable accuracy
from accent ratings by native listeners, as well as from the self-ratings for proficiency of L2 talkers.
For non-native speech, unlike native speech, the intelligibility of short messages~sentences! cannot
be fully predicted by phoneme-based intelligibility tests. Although incorrect recognition of specific
phonemes certainly occurs as a result of foreign accent, the effect of reduced phoneme recognition
on the intelligibility of sentences may range from severe to virtually absent, depending on~for
instance! the speech-to-noise ratio. Objective acoustic-phonetic analyses of accented speech were
also carried out, but satisfactory overall predictions of speech intelligibility could not be obtained
with relatively simple acoustic-phonetic measures. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The intelligibility of a speech utterance depends on
many factors, among which the individual characteristics of
the talker. Differences between the intelligibility of indi-
vidual talkers are caused by, among other things, differences
in articulatory precision~Bradlowet al., 1996!, speaking rate
~Sommerset al., 1994!, and speaking style~Pichenyet al.,
1985; Bradlow and Pisoni, 1999!. A special class of talker
characteristics stems from being raised in another language
than the language that is being spoken. These characteristics
cause listeners to perceive the speech as foreign accented;
moreover, they may reduce the intelligibility of the speech.

The effect of non-nativeness on speech intelligibility
sometimes complicates communication with non-native talk-
ers significantly. Especially under adverse conditions, such
as background noise and bandwidth limiting, non-native
talkers tend to be less intelligible~e.g. Lane, 1963; van Wijn-
gaarden, 2001a!.

Knowing the extent to which the intelligibility of non-
native talkers is reduced can be very useful. Predictions of
speech intelligibility are widely used in systems design and
engineering; for instance, for the design of telecommunica-
tion equipment and in room acoustics. When the influence of
having a non-native talker on speech intelligibility can be
quantified, design criteria can be adjusted.

Of course, having a foreign accent will not affect speech
intelligibility equally for all non-native talkers. Experienced
second language talkers, and talkers who started learning
their second language at a relatively early age, are likely to
suffer a smaller decrease in speech intelligibility~e.g., Flege

et al., 1997!. By conducting speech intelligibility experi-
ments for closely defined populations of talkers~in terms of
all relevant factors, including L2 experience and age of ac-
quisition! it should be possible to quantify intelligibility ef-
fects of non-nativeness for these populations. Preferably, one
would like to be able to predict speech intelligibility effects
from talker characteristics that are easily observed.

In order to properly quantify speech intelligibility ef-
fects, it is essential that out of many ‘‘standard’’ methods to
measure intelligibility, a method is chosen that is suitable for
quantifying effects of non-nativeness~van Wijngaarden,
2001b!. In principle, segmental as well as supra-segmental
influences can be expected. There has traditionally been
much attention to effects found at the phoneme level. Re-
searchers find more or less consistent patterns of phoneme
confusions, largely depending on the relation between the
language background of talkers and listeners~e.g., Peterson
and Barney, 1952; Singh, 1966!. Although the occurrence of
these confusions will surely reduce the overall intelligibility,
it is unclear to what degree. The presence of context will
enable listeners to correctly interpret many nonauthentic
speech sounds, despite the talker’s poor production.

It seems reasonable to expect that the overall effect of
non-nativeness on speech intelligibility is closely related to
the degree of perceived foreign accent. Not unlike the degree
of perceived accent, the overall effect on speech intelligibil-
ity results from several characteristics of non-native speech
production. Without examining all of these characteristics in
detail, one would expect that the degree of foreign accent
would predict the effect on speech intelligibility, and vice
versa. This hypothesis can be tested by examining speech
intelligibility and foreign accent for talkers, differing in L2
proficiency.a!Electronic mail: vanWijngaarden@tm.tno.nl
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The objective of this study is to find a way to quantify
the effects of a non-native talker on speech intelligibility.
The relative importance of low-level~phoneme! and high-
level ~sentence! effects of non-native speech production on
intelligibility is examined. Furthermore, the relationship be-
tween accent and speech intelligibility is investigated, hop-
ing to establish a method to predict speech intelligibility
from accent strength. The reliability of non-native talkers’
self-ratings for their second language proficiency is also de-
termined.

Under perfect listening conditions, even subjects with a
strong accent can be perfectly intelligible. As communication
conditions become more adverse~due to speech degrading
factors such as additive noise, bandwidth limiting, or rever-
beration! the effects of foreign accent on speech intelligibil-
ity can be expected to increase. For this reason, the experi-
ments in this study are all concerned with speech in the
presence ofnoise. The influence of noise can be seen as
representative for many speech degrading conditions.

II. DEGREE OF PERCEIVED FOREIGN ACCENT

A. Methods

Inexperienced second language~L2! talkers are often
recognized as being non-native because their L2 speech pro-
duction incorporates typical traits of their native language.
The resulting foreign accent is usually perceived holistically,
despite the fact that certain specific deviations from native
speech production can be pointed out~e.g., Magen, 1998;
Flege, 1984!. The components that constitute a foreign ac-
cent are both segmental~such as deviations from expected
voice onset times, effects of poorly developed L2 phonetic
categories! and supra-segmental~less authentic intonation,
unnatural pauses, effects on speaking rate!. Upon being pre-
sented with non-native speech fragments of sufficient length,
native listeners should be able to produce foreign accent rat-
ings that include influences of all relevant cues.

One could reason that non-native talkers can hardly be
reliable judges of their own accent. The reasons why non-
native talkers exhibit a certain accent are certain limitations
of their L2 speech production. These limitations may perhaps
also be expected to affect~or even originate from! speech
perception, rendering them ‘‘deaf’’ to certain aspects of their
own accent.

However, this does not mean that non-native talkers’
self-ratings for their second language proficiency are useless.
Our main interest in the degree of foreign accent comes from
the hypothesis that this may predict the extent to which
speech intelligibility is affected. Proficiency self-ratings by
non-native talkers may serve the same purpose, even if these
talkers are not sensitive to their own accent. It seems reason-
able to assume that non-native talkers are aware of their own
proficiency in producing second-language speech, because of
the fact that they are repeatedly confronted with the effects
of their accent. Especially non-native talkers that are sub-
merged in an L2 environment should be able to assess the
strength of their own accent, if only by its apparent effect on
native listeners.

1. Subjects, method for obtaining self-ratings

Speech recordings were made for a total of 15 talkers.
Three of the talkers were native Dutch, the other 12 were
learners of the Dutch language from four different language
backgrounds~German, English, Polish, and Chinese; three
talkers for each language background!. The talkers also dif-
fered with respect to gender, age of acquisition, time since
the first contact and average frequency of use of the Dutch
language~Table I!.

All talkers were asked to rate their Dutch proficiency on
a five-point scale, assigning separate ratings for their oral and
written skills, both passive~reading/listening! and active
~speaking/writing!.

All self-ratings were registered just before the start of a
speech recording session. The talkers were given the oppor-

TABLE I. Measures related to the foreign accent of 15 speakers of the Dutch language. The mean proficiency
self-rating is the mean across four different self-ratings~speaking, listening, reading, and writing!. The pairwise
comparison rating is derived from an experiment in which 19 native listeners compared all combinations of the
15 talkers presented in this table, in a total of 39 sessions.

Talker
Native

language
Age of first
acquisition

Experience
with Dutch

~years!

Self-rating
for

speaking

Mean
self-

rating

Pairwise
comparison rating
~overall foreign

accent!

DM-1 Dutch ¯ ¯ 5 5 21.80
DM-2 Dutch ¯ ¯ 5 5 21.61
DF-3 Dutch ¯ ¯ 5 5 21.50
GM-4 German 23 3 4 4.25 20.05
GM-5 German 28 0.5 2 3 1.01
GF-6 German 19 11 4 4 21.07
EF-7 Am. English 23 6 3 3.25 0.02
EM-8 Am. English 19 28 5 4.75 20.78
EM-9 Am. English 27 2.5 2 3.25 0.99
PM-10 Polish 24 2 3 2.5 0.65
PF-11 Polish 26 2 2 2.5 1.36
PF-12 Polish 26 1.5 2 2.5 0.72
CF-13 Chinese 20 21 4 3.5 20.59
CF-14 Chinese 23 0.25 2 2 1.22
CF-15 Chinese 27 20 2 2 1.44
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tunity to revise their self-ratings after the recording session,
but none of the talkers chose to do so.

2. Method for obtaining accent ratings from pairwise
comparisons

In order to obtain accurate accent ratings with a rela-
tively limited number of native listeners, a pairwise compari-
son experiment was carried out. The listeners compared each
voice out of the set of 15 talkers to every other voice, always
indicating which of the two showed the strongest foreign
accent. Computer-stored speech samples of at least 15 s in
length were presented to the listeners through headphones,
by means of a high-quality sound device. The listeners were
allowed to repeat speech samples of the pair of talkers as
often as they liked, switching back and forth between the
voices as they wished. They could indicate which of the two
had the strongest accent by pressing buttons on a computer
keyboard.

Upon completion of the experiment by a listener, a pref-
erence matrix was compiled from the results. By adding such
matrices across multiple subjects, an average preference ma-
trix ~representing the preferences of the listener group as a
whole! was composed. To extract accent ratings from the
preference matrix, this matrix was converted to a probability
matrix and subjected to aZ-transform. By then adding all
elements in each column~or row! of the matrix a rating of
the subjective accent strength was obtained~Torgerson,
1958!.

The sentences used in the experiment were taken from
the speech reception threshold~SRT! corpus ~Plomp and
Mimpen, 1979!, and recorded using the procedure designed
for creating a multi-lingual SRT database~van Wijngaarden,
2001b!. The same sentences were used for both voices in
each pair.

A total of 19 native listeners participated; ten of these
listeners repeated the experiment three times with different
speech material. Hence, all ratings are based on 39 sets of
comparisons between all talkers. All listeners were between
17 and 31 years of age, and tested for having normal hearing.

B. Results

In Table I, relevant information regarding the 15 talkers
is given, together with proficiency self-ratings and accent
ratings from the pairwise comparison experiment.

As can be seen in Table I, the L2 talkers differ with
respect to their experience with the Dutch language. All first
started learning Dutch as an adult. Hence, the experimental
results obtained with these talkers apply to clearly post-
lingual second language learners.

One would expect a decrease of the degree of foreign
accent with L2 experience. Such a relationship is already
informally observed in Table I, and further established by
Fig. 1, which shows the foreign accent rating by native lis-
teners as a function of the number of years of experience
with the Dutch language. Talker CF-15 takes an exceptional
position. This talker reported 20 years of L2 experience, but
was also the only talker to indicate a very low frequency of
use of the Dutch language; she was also the only talker with-
out written Dutch skills.

Please note the logarithmic scale in Fig. 1. The degree of
foreign accent decreases with experience, but this decrease
slows down as a function of time.

To investigate the correlation between self-ratings for
speaking proficiency and foreign accent rating by native
listeners, these measures are plotted against each other in
Fig. 2.

The correlation between self-ratings and foreign accent
is relatively strong; 91% of the total variance in foreign ac-
cent strength can be accounted for from self-ratings only.

We are mostly interested in the degree of foreign accent
for its effect on speech intelligibility. In this light, a limita-
tion of the accent ratings from Figs. 1 and 2 is that, since the
subjects rated accent holistically, various speech characteris-
tics may have attributed to the ratings. For example, a fluent

FIG. 1. Relation between foreign accent ratings and years of experience
with the Dutch language, for the 12 L2 talkers. With the exception of talker
CF-15 ~indicated by a black square! the accent rating correlates well with
the logarithm of the number of years of experience (R250.74, without
CF-15!.

FIG. 2. Relation between self-ratings for speaking proficiency and foreign
accent ratings from pairwise comparisons by native Dutch listeners (R2

50.91).
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talker who is unable to produce certain speech sounds may
be judged to have the same degree of accent as a talker with
near-perfect articulation, who however speaks very dysflu-
ently. Yet, it is reasonable to expect differences in speech
intelligibility between these two talkers.

To find out if the overall accent ratings can be separated
into two dimensions~‘‘clarity of articulation’’ and ‘‘flu-
ency’’!, the pairwise comparison experiment was repeated
with ten listeners. The subjects were first exposed to all talk-
ers and asked to give overall accent ratings. After this, they
were asked on which criteria they based their decision. All
ten subjects mentioned~in their own words! clarity and flu-
ency. A short discussion about the difference between these
dimensions was held to verify the subjects’ proper under-
standing of the difference. Next, the subjects were explicitly
asked to compare the pairs of talkers, based on only one of
these two dimensions at a time.

The same ten listeners compared all pairs of talkers
twice on both dimensions, in consecutive experiments. In the
break between these two sessions, the difference between
clarity and fluency was again discussed. The relation be-
tween the scores from these experiments and the overall ac-
cent ratings from the original pairwise comparison experi-
ment is given in Figs. 3 and 4.

Clearly, the holistically perceived foreign accent is re-
lated to clarity of articulation as well as fluency. The very
high correlation between the overall ratings and the ratings
for clarity of articulation indicate that clarity of articulation
is the most important factor for the perception of overall
accent strength.

Some of the 15 talkers are relatively similar in terms of
the severity of their foreign accent. The data is arranged
more conveniently by grouping the talkers into categories of
accent strength. The 15 talkers were divided into four cat-
egories of accent strength based on the pairwise comparison
ratings. This division into categories is given in Table II.

III. INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPEECH IN NOISE FOR
NON-NATIVE TALKERS

A. Methods

We expect non-native speech production to be influ-
enced by factors at segmentaland supra-segmental level.
When we wish to include all possible supra-segmental ef-
fects in our quantification of speech intelligibility, we must
apply a type of speech intelligibility test that uses speech
tokens consisting of multiple words. A suitable test method
for this purpose is the speech reception threshold, or SRT
~Plomp and Mimpen, 1979!. Although developed as an au-
diological screening tool, the SRT method has proven to be
useful for multi-lingual and cross-language speech commu-
nication research~van Wijngaarden, 2001b!. Speech intelli-
gibility can be thought of as the success that a talker and a
listener have in transmitting linguistic information. By mea-
suring the ‘‘success rate’’~intelligibility ! at the receiving end
of the channel~the listener!, the performance of the whole
chain from talker to listener is measured. To evaluate the
difference in intelligibility when L2 talkers are introduced,
results are compared the results of baseline~L1! experi-
ments.

A suitable method for investigating speech intelligibility
at the phoneme level is the semi-open response consonant-
vowel-consonant test~van Wijngaarden, 2001a!.

1. Subjects

The same 15 talkers were used as in the accent rating
experiment. A group of 20 Dutch university students of vari-
ous disciplines~not including languages or phonetics!, aged
17–26, were recruited as listeners.

2. Speech reception threshold (SRT) method

The SRT test gives a robust measure for sentence intel-
ligibility in noise, corresponding to the speech-to-noise ratio
that gives 50% correct responses for short redundant sen-
tences.

FIG. 3. Relation between pairwise comparison ratings for ‘‘clarity of articu-
lation’’ and overall foreign accent (R250.97).

FIG. 4. Relation between pairwise comparison ratings for ‘‘fluency’’ and
overall foreign accent (R250.89).
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In the SRT testing procedure, masking noise is added to
test sentences in order to obtain speech at a known speech-
to-noise ratio. The masking noise spectrum is equal to the
long-term average spectrum of the test sentences. After pre-
sentation of each sentence, the subject responds by orally
repeating the sentence to an experimenter. The experimenter
compares the response with the actual sentence, and decides
whether the response is correct.

The first sentence of each list of 13 sentences is initially
presented at such a low SNR that is very likely to be unin-
telligible to the listener. This same sentence is repeated until
it is responded correctly, the SNR going up in 4-dB steps.
This is done to quickly converge to the 50% intelligibility
threshold. The remaining 12 sentences are only presented
once. If every word in the responded sentence is correct, the
noise level for the next sentence is increased by 2 dB; after
an incorrect response, the noise level is decreased by 2 dB.
By taking the average speech-to-noise ratio over the last ten
sentences~ignoring the first sentences of the list to eliminate
initialization effects!, the 50% sentence intelligibility thresh-
old ~SRT! is obtained.

3. Measuring the slope of the psychometric function
for sentence recognition in noise

SRT scores characterize the psychometric function of
sentence intelligibility by a single value: the SNR for which
50% sentence recognition occurs. Since sentence intelligibil-
ity as a function of SNR is known to be a steep function, the
50% point gives sufficient information for many applica-
tions. However, most speech communication in real life
takes place at speech-to-noise ratios corresponding to other
intelligibility levels than 50%. We would therefore like to
know the full psychometric function, so that we can predict
the SNR necessary to meetany intelligibility criterion.

By modeling the psychometric function as a cumulative
normal distribution~e.g., Versfeldet al., 2000!, we can fully
describe it with two parameters: the mean~which is the SRT!
and the standard deviation~or, equivalently, the slope around
the mean!. These two parameters were determined by first
measuring the SRT~50% point! following the standard pro-
cedure, and next measuring percentages of correct responses
for SNR values 2 and 4 dB above and below the SRT value
~using five sentence lists altogether!. The mean and the slope
of the psychometric function~in % per dB! around the 50%
point were estimated by fitting a cumulative normal distribu-
tion through these points~Gauss–Newton nonlinear fit!.

Before the actual SRT tests and slope measurement tests,
all conditions were verified to yield 85% to 100% sentence

recognition in theabsenceof noise ~i.e., the psychometric
function was tested for showing ceiling effects!. This is a
necessary requirement for the distribution-fitting procedure
to yield meaningful results.

4. Semi-open response consonant-vowel-consonant
method

A semi-open-response CVC ~consonant-vowel-
consonant! intelligibility test, specifically developed for the
purpose of testing phoneme intelligibility with non-native
subjects, was used for measuring speech intelligibility at the
phoneme level~van Wijngaarden, 2001a!. Using nonsense
consonant-vowel-consonant words, the recognition of 17 ini-
tial consonants and 15 vowels was systematically measured
with 16 native listeners.

Because of the time-consuming nature of the test, only
the three Polish talkers~PM-10, PF-11, and PF-12! were in-
cluded, as well as a single native Dutch talker~DM-2! to
serve as a native baseline. To measure the effect of noise on
phoneme recognition, the experiments were carried out at
four speech-to-noise ratios~29, 23, 13, and19 dB!. The
masking noise used in this experiment had a long-term spec-
trum equal to that of speech by the tested talker.

B. Results and discussion

1. SRT scores of non-native talkers

Speech reception thresholds for each of the 12 L2 talk-
ers, as measured with 20 native listeners, were all equal to or
higher than for the three native talkers. This means that the
intelligibility of the L2 talkers is, as expected, equal or lower,
compared to native speakers of the Dutch language. The
mean SRT score for each talker is given in Table III.

The relation between perceived foreign accent and
speech intelligibility is shown in Fig. 5.

Although there is a relatively high correlation (R2

50.70), there is some residual variance in SRT scores that
cannot be explained from foreign accent strength. This is
partly normal inter speaker variability, which is also ob-

TABLE III. Mean SRT scores and associated standard errors (N520).

Talker
Native

language Mean SRT
Standard

error

DM-1 Dutch 20.22 0.29
DM-2 Dutch 21.28 0.25
DF-3 Dutch 21.12 0.26
GM-4 German 2.5 0.39
GM-5 German 2.7 0.32
GF-6 German 20.46 0.26
EF-7 Am. English 0.8 0.32
EM-8 Am. English 0.38 0.24
EM-9 Am. English 1.86 0.38
PM-10 Polish 1.96 0.46
PF-11 Polish 3.6 0.45
PF-12 Polish 1.9 0.41
CF-13 Chinese 0.68 0.46
CF-14 Chinese 1.9 0.46
CF-15 Chinese 0.82 0.30

TABLE II. Separation of talkers into four different categories of foreign
accent strength, according to pairwise comparison ratingsr.

Accent strength Category
I

Category
II

Category
III

Category
IV

Accent ratingr r<21 21,r<0 0,r<1 r .1

Talkers DM-1 EM-8 EF-7 GM-5
DM-2 CF-13 PM-10 CF-14
DF-3 GM-4 PF-12 PF-11
GF-6 EM-9 CF-15
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served for the native talkers. There is also a somewhat lower,
but still significant, correlation between self-reported profi-
ciency and SRT (R250.59). This means that accent ratings
from pairwise comparison experiments~Fig. 5! as well as
self-ratings hold a predictive value for speech intelligibility.

When comparing Table III and Fig. 5 to similar data for
non-nativelistenersinstead of talkers~e.g., van Wijngaarden
et al., 2002!, it appears that the effect of non-native speech
production on intelligibility tends to be smaller than that of
non-native perception. The worst-case SRT deficit for an L2
talker is around 5 dB in this experiment, compared to 7 dB
for non-native listener of roughly comparable proficiency. In
a within-subjects study comparing effects of L2 production
versus L2 perception, perception was also found to be of
greater influence~van Wijngaarden, 2001a!.

2. Slope of the psychometric function for sentence
reception

Because of the large number of test sentences needed
per condition, the slope of the psychometric function for sen-
tence recognition was not measured for all talkers, but only
for one talker out of each category given in Table II. Since
perceived accent strength and intelligibility correlate well, it
can be assumed that the division into accent strength catego-
ries holds as a division in categories for intelligibility effects.
The selected talkers are the ones closest to the mean of their
category in terms of foreign accent rating.

An exception was made for native talkers; these were all
three included, in order to be able to get an impression of the
regular ~native! interspeaker variability. The mean of the
psychometric function and the slope around the 50%-point
are given in Table IV.

Please note that the 50%-point of the psychometric func-
tion as reported in Table IV is essentially the same measure
as the SRT reported in Table III, but determined with another
paradigm. The correspondence between these values for the
same talkers is good; the difference is smaller than 0.4 dB for
any talker.

Table IV shows that, as proficiency increases, the mean
of the psychometric function shifts, but the curve becomes
steeper as well. This is further indicated by Fig. 6, which
shows the full psychometric functions according to the data
in Table IV, assuming that these follow a cumulative normal
distribution.

Figure 6 clearly shows that the reduction of intelligibil-
ity of non-native speech depends both on the proficiency of
the talker and the speech-to-noise ratio. It is interesting to
observe that the psychometric functions coincide near 0%, at
a speech-to-noise ratio that is more or less the same for na-
tive and non-native talkers. Only as the speech-to-noise ratio
rises, do differences between the talkers become apparent.

3. Phoneme recognition

So far, all presented speech intelligibility data was based
on complete sentences. In all cases, near-perfect intelligibil-
ity of these sentences was found to occur in the absence of
noise. Such good performance, despite the influence of for-
eign accents, is largely possible because of context effects.
The recognition of individual speech sounds is much aided
by word and sentence context.

A complication arises when comparing the influences of
different foreign accents—the relation between the native
language of the talker and the language that is spoken is
likely to have an important influence on the patterns of pho-
neme confusions that occur. To prevent confounding of this

FIG. 5. Relation between foreign accent ratings and SRT scores for speech
intelligibility. Accent strength is significantly correlated with speech intelli-
gibility ( R250.70).

TABLE IV. Mean ~SRT! and slope of the psychometric function for sen-
tence recognition in noise. Means and standard errors across five listeners
are given.

Talker
Accent

category
Native

language
50%-point

~dB!
s.e. 50%-

point
Slope around
50% ~%/dB!

s.e.
slope

DM-1 I Dutch 0.2 0.3 12.2 1.0
DM-2 I Dutch 21.0 0.4 13.4 1.4
DF-3 I Dutch 20.7 0.4 12.2 1.2
CF-13 II Chinese 0.7 0.4 10.5 0.9
PM-10 III Polish 1.8 0.4 8.9 0.8
PF-11 IV Polish 3.6 1.1 8.3 1.5

FIG. 6. Average psychometric functions for the recognition of sentences by
four talkers, differing in accent strength.
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effect with the effect of talker proficiency, only Polish talkers
are compared to a~baseline! Dutch talker~see Figs. 7 and 8!.

There is a clear~and statistically significant! overall ef-
fect of foreign accent on initial consonant recognition~Fig.
7!, but the lowest-scoring talker is not the talker with the
accent that was rated to be the strongest. At the highest
speech-to-noise ratio~19 dB!, the ceiling for initial conso-
nant recognition is not yet reached.

The recognition of individual vowels~Fig. 8! appears to
be explainable by means of foreign accent strength: the
stronger the perceived foreign accent, the lower the ‘‘ceil-
ing’’ to which the percentage of correctly recognized vowels
rises as the noise level decreases. This suggests that the L2
talkers consistently mispronounce some vowels. Since the
talkers are from the same language background, one might
expect that they all have difficulties pronouncing the same
vowels. The Polish vowel system has eight vowels, of which
six ~/Iieaou/! also occur in Dutch, and are included in the
CVC test. Individual realizations of these vowels differs be-
tween Dutch and Polish, depending on context; specifically,
vowel duration is used differently in Dutch than in Polish.
Hence, these six vowels are in practice not always thesame

in both languages, but are always at leastsimilar. The other
nine vowels included in the Dutch CVC test~including three
diphthongs! do not occur in Polish at all.

To see if the patterns of vowel confusions are consistent
across talkers, the percentage of correct recognition is calcu-
lated separately for each of the 15 tested vowels. The corre-
lation between these specific vowel recognition scores indi-
cates whether or not the vowel confusion patterns are
consistent between L2 talkers. As Table V shows, there
seems to be no consistency, despite the common language
background of the L2 talkers. This was also informally ob-
served by inspecting vowel confusion matrices for the indi-
vidual talkers. The lack of consistency in auditory judgments
of L2 speech sounds is a known phenomenon~Leather,
1983!. When testing hypotheses regarding the L2 speech
learning process, this inconsistency is experienced as a prac-
tical problem. However, when quantifying the intelligibility
of cross-language speech communication, it reflects the situ-
ation that occurs in practice: poorly pronounced speech
sounds are less likely to be correctly heard, but what they
will sound like to the listener is unpredictable.

The speech learning model~SLM; Flege, 1992, 1995!
predicts that late L2 learners, such as the Polish talkers in our
experiments, are able to mastercompletely newL2 sounds to
perfection, if provided with sufficient phonetic input. Speech
sounds that aresimilar to sounds that occur in L1 are never
completely learned; these sounds are ‘‘mapped’’ onto L1 cat-
egories in L2 perception and production. For our CVC ex-
periment, this implies that we may expect different relations
between overall proficiency and recognition of the nine new
versus the six similar vowels. In Fig. 9, the scores for ‘‘new’’
and ‘‘similar’’ vowels are given for the different talkers.

The recognition of new vowels does not differ signifi-
cantly between the L2 talkers, despite differences in profi-
ciency and overall intelligibility. The recognition of similar
vowels does differ between L2 talkers: the lowest-
proficiency talker shows the lowest overall recognition per-
centage of vowels that are similar to Polish vowels. For this
talker~PF-11!, new vowels are recognized better than similar
vowels, while for talker PF-12 the opposite is true. When
regarding the proficiency difference between PF-11 and PF-
12, the difference in vowel recognition patterns is as pre-
dicted from Flege’s SLM~Flege, 1995!.

4. Relation between phoneme and sentence
intelligibility

The overall recognition of sentences~Fig. 6!, although
fundamentally based on phoneme recognition, follows a

FIG. 7. Percentage of correctly recognized initial consonants in CVC words
for three Polish and one Dutch talker speaking Dutch, as a function of
speech-to-noise ratio~mean values across 16 native listeners; standard errors
are in the range of 2–4.5 percent points!.

FIG. 8. Percentage of correctly recognized vowels in CVC words for three
Polish and one Dutch talker speaking Dutch, as a function of speech-to-
noise ratio~mean values across 16 native listeners; standard errors are in the
range of 2.2–5.3 percent points!.

TABLE V. Values of R2 ~explained variance! from an analysis of the cor-
relation between specific vowel recognition errors for individual talkers.
High values ofR2 indicate that the recognition errors of the 15 individual
vowels follow the same patterns for each of the individual talkers. None of
the correlations is statistically significant.

R2 DM-1 PM-10 PF-12 PF-11

DM-1 ¯ 0.17 0.03 0.01
PM-10 0.17 ¯ 0.06 0.07
PF-12 0.03 0.06 ¯ 0.01
PF-11 0.01 0.07 0.01 ¯
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somewhat different pattern than the recognition of individual
phonemes~Figs. 7 and 8!. The difference that is perhaps
noted first is that ceiling effects as observed for vowel rec-
ognition appear absent from sentence recognition results.1

When no noise is present, the sentences are sufficiently re-
dundant to allow native listeners to make up for the faulty
recognition of individual phonemes by making use of sen-
tence context.

For native speech, when assessing speech intelligibility
in rooms, or speech transmission quality of communication
channels, the applied methods mostly make use of phoneme-
level stimuli. Although one is invariably interested in trans-
mission of complete messages rather than individual pho-
nemes, there are good reasons to use a phoneme-based
method. An advantage over sentence-based tests is that pho-
neme tests do not have such a steep transition around 50%,
giving a better coverage of the range from excellent to very
poor conditions. As long as a one-to-one relation between
phoneme and sentence intelligibility is observed, phoneme
intelligibility can be used as a predictor for the intelligibility
of entire messages. Ceiling effects do, in this case, occur for
vowels~Fig. 8!, and perhaps also for consonants. This means
that this condition is apparently not always met for non-
native speech; hence, phoneme-based results can not always
be relied upon as a predictor for the intelligibility of mes-
sages. This is further illustrated by Fig. 10, which combines
data from Figs. 6 and 8.

Because of the ceiling effects in the vowel recognition
scores, the~nearly! one-to-one relation between sentence and
vowel intelligibility observed for the native talker is not re-
alized for the non-native talkers. This does not mean that the
intelligibility of non-native speech cannever be predicted
from phoneme level results. In this case, for instance, initial
consonant recognition can be used to predict sentence intel-
ligibility much better than vowel recognition. However, the
current results indicate that phoneme-based measures that are
known to predict sentence intelligibility in native speech re-
quire validation before applying those measures to non-
native speech.

IV. RELATION BETWEEN SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY
AND ACOUSTIC-PHONETIC MEASURES

A. Global acoustic measures

The effects of specific talker-related influences on
speech intelligibility are clearly present in the speech signal,
since these are related to the source of this speech: the non-
native talker. It is thus conceivable that an acoustic-phonetic
analysis of foreign accented speech could yield objective
predictions of the effect of foreign accent on intelligibility.
The potentials of having such objective predictions, if suffi-
ciently reliable, are great. Instead of needing a talker’s self-
ratings for foreign accent, or some other measure that may be
difficult to obtain, intelligibility can then be predicted from
physical measurements. Within the scope of this article, only
relatively simple acoustic-phonetic measures were consid-
ered, because methods that are complex or require great an-
notation effort will probably have limited applicability.

Bradlow et al. ~1996! distinguish ‘‘global’’ and ‘‘fine-
grained’’ talker characteristics in predicting the influence of
acoustic talker characteristics on speech intelligibility. Typi-
cal global characteristics are measures related to pitch and
speaking rate; typical fine-grained characteristics include
phoneme categorization and segmental timing relations.

To investigate the relation between speaking rate and
intelligibility for non-native talkers, the results from the SRT
experiments~Table III! were used. The SRT sentence record-
ings had been paced by means of a visual time indicator,
allowing the talkers up to a maximum of 2.6 s for each SRT
sentence. The talkers had been instructed to maintain a con-
stant speaking rate across all sentences, trying to use as much
of the 2.6-s ‘‘recording window’’ as possible. Despite the use
of this pacing method, small~and in some cases statistically
significant! differences in talking rate were observed be-
tween talkers~0.40–0.65 sentences per second!. An analysis
of the relation between talking rate and SRT revealed, how-
ever, no significant correlations. MeanF0 and F0 range
~mean difference between highest and lowestF0 in a sen-
tence! were found to vary across talkers, to the same degree
for native as well as non-native talkers. The latter indicates

FIG. 9. Percentage of correctly recognized vowels for two sets of vowels:
Dutch vowels that are the same~or similar! in Polish, and Dutch vowels that
are new to Polish learners of the Dutch language. The error bars indicate the
standard error (N516; mean percentages taken per listener!.

FIG. 10. Sentence recognition as a function of vowel recognition for three
talkers: one native, two non-native! at four different speech-to-noise ratios
~29, 23, 3, and 9 dB!. To guide the eye, and exponential curve is fit to the
data of each talker.
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that pitch variations are applied by nativeand non-native
talkers. However,F0 andF0 range did not correlate signifi-
cantly with SRT or CVC results, meaning that these mea-
sures can not be used as predictors of speech intelligibility.

B. Fine-grained acoustic measures

A more fine-grained talker characteristic that is known,
at least for native talkers, to correlate with speech intelligi-
bility, is vowel space size~e.g., Bradlowet al., 1996!. Larger
vowel spaces tend to lead to more intelligible speech in na-
tive talkers.

Of each of the 15 talkers, mid-vowel formant frequen-
cies were calculated for 3 stressed instances of 11 different
Dutch vowels. First, the overall variance inF1 andF2, for
all 33 vowels of each talker, was considered, as a broad
estimate of vowel space size. This variance did not correlate
with SRT results (R250.03, across 15 talkers!, nor with
CVC vowel recognition scores (R250.07, across 4 talkers!.
This means that the size of the vowel space does not predict
intelligibility differences between non-native talkers.

The ratio between within-vowel variance and overall
variance was also determined. In this way, essentially by
comparing the statistical spread of different instances of the
same vowel to the spread ofall vowels, a coarse indication
of ‘‘discriminability’’ in the F1-F2 plane is obtained. How-
ever, this variance ratio does not correlate significantly with
non-native CVC or SRT results either.

For non-native talkers, one could expect the decreased
intelligibility to result from a distorted rather than just a re-
duced vowel space. Distortion, in this context, is not as easy
to measure as reduction, since it requires a priori knowledge
of how the vowel space should be organized to be perceptu-
ally acceptable. Such a priori knowledge can in some cases
be taken from vowel space studies, such as reported by Pols
et al. ~1973! for Dutch vowels of 50 male talkers. Polset al.
defined vowel categories in theF1-F2 plane as maximum-
likelihood regions, indicating clear borders between catego-
ries. The sameF1-F2 data as used for calculation of the
variance ratios was applied to determine which percentage of
the vowels are correctly categorized according to the regions
by Pols et al. ~only for the male talkers!. The results are
given in Table VI.

The scores for the two male native talkers are higher
than for the non-native talkers. The mean percentages of cor-
rect classification per vowel, for all of the talkers in Table VI,

were subjected to a two-way ANOVA~the two factors being
native/non-native and vowel category!. A significant (P
,0.01) main effect of native versus non-native was found.
The percentage correct classification was also found to cor-
relate significantly with accent ratings (R250.57) and SRT
(R250.67). This means that of the acoustic-phonetic mea-
sures that were considered in this study, this is the only one
that was found capable of predicting intelligibility effects of
non-native speech. Unfortunately, it is also the measure that
is the most difficult to obtain. It requires detailed and reliable
a priori knowledge of the nativeF1-F2 plane, and hand-
labeling of suitable stressed vowels for each talker.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Foreign accented speech tends to be less intelligible than
native speech. The results presented in this article confirm
that L2 experience is an important determining factor for the
intelligibility of a non-native talker.

The overall effect on speech intelligibility is propor-
tional to the degree of foreign accent (R250.70). Hence, by
estimating the severity of a talker’s accent, a first impression
of the intelligibility effects is obtained. Moreover, a talker’s
own opinion of his L2 proficiency can also be used as a
predictor of speech intelligibility (R250.59).

For non-native speech, the recognition of individual
phonemes may sometimes be impaired even in the absence
of noise. In the case of the Polish subjects who participated
in this study, this was found to be the case for a large fraction
of the Dutch vowels. Nevertheless, sentence intelligibility
could still reach 100%. This shows the powerful effect of
contextual information in human speech recognition. The
practical implication for quantifying the overall effects of
foreign accent on speech intelligibility is that sentence-based
methods seem to be more suitable than phoneme-level meth-
ods. Before using any phoneme-level test result to predict the
intelligibility of non-native speech, the existence of a revers-
ible one-to-one relation needs to be established.

Objective phonetic-acoustic measurements are not easily
applied to predict effects of foreign accent on intelligibility.
Of several global and fine-grained acoustic phonetic mea-
sures, the only one found to correlate significantly with in-
telligibility was a measure that quantifies the deviations be-
tween a talker’s own~non-native! vowel realizations to the
native F1-F2 plane. However, this measure is not particu-
larly suitable for intelligibility predictions. The fact that the
process of obtaining this measure is laborious, and requires
detailed knowledge of the nativeF1-F2 plane, was already
mentioned. Moreover, the measure is only concerned with
vowels. The relation between vowel recognition and sen-
tence intelligibility was shownnot to be a one-to-one relation
for non-native speech; any measure related to vowel space
should be expected to suffer the same limitations.

As a final note, it is important to realize that all experi-
ments described in this article were concerned with the in-
telligibility of recordednon-native speech. In real conversa-
tions, non-native talkers have the ability to respond to
listeners’ apparent comprehension of their speech. They are
also less likely to use words or grammatical constructions

TABLE VI. Percentage of vowels~ten vowels, three realizations each! cor-
rectly classified according to the vowel regions by Polset al. ~1973!.

Talker
Accent

category

Correctly
classified

~%!

DM-1 ~native! I 83.3
DM-2 ~native! I 86.7
GM-4 II 60.0
EM-8 II 70.0
EM-9 III 63.3
PM-10 III 63.3
GM-5 IV 73.3
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they are not familiar with, which may very well lead to a
better overall speech intelligibility.
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and severity in dysphonic and normal speakers
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The purpose of this study was to determine the validity of voice pleasantness and overall voice
severity ratings of dysphonic and normal speakers using direct magnitude estimation~DME! and
equal-appearing interval~EAI! auditory-perceptual scaling procedures. Twelve naive listeners
perceptually evaluated voice pleasantness and severity from connected speech samples produced by
24 adult dysphonic speakers and 6 normal adult speakers. A statistical comparison of the two
auditory-perceptual scales yielded a linear relationship representative of a metathetic continuum for
voice pleasantness. A statistical relationship that is consistent with a prothetic continuum was
revealed for ratings of voice severity. These data provide support for the use of either DME or EAI
scales when making auditory-perceptual judgments of pleasantness, but only DME scales when
judging overall voice severity for dysphonic speakers. These results suggest further psychophysical
study of perceptual dimensions of voice and speech must be undertaken in order to avoid the
inappropriate and invalid use of EAI scales used in the auditory-perceptual evaluation of the normal
and dysphonic voice. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1518983#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Bp, 43.71.Gv, 43.71.Es@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of auditory-perceptual judgments
of speech and voice has been shown to provide a means of
classifying and describing a variety of communication disor-
ders ~Metz, Schiavetti, and Sacco, 1990; Southwood and
Weismer, 1993!. Further, auditory-perceptual methods may
assist in evaluating the outcome of a given intervention pro-
gram. In some instances, such judgments may represent the
final validation in clinical decision making, as well as pro-
viding a standard against which other so-called ‘‘objective’’
methods are evaluated for many speech and voice disorders
~Kent, 1996!. Although auditory-perceptual methods carry
advantages of ‘‘...convenience, economy, and robustness’’
~Kent, 1996, p. 7!, potential sources of listener error and bias
such as a common understanding of perceptual labels, con-
sistent use of descriptors and associated scale values, and
concerns pertaining to intra- and inter-rater reliability
~Kearns and Simmons, 1988!, etc., must also be considered.
Because of these concerns, auditory-perceptual methods rep-
resent one approach to providing valid measurement of at-
tributes inherent to a given voice and speech disorder~see
Kent, 1996!. Yet, several concerns about the validity of tra-
ditional protocols for rating vocal quality have been raised in
the literature~Gerratt and Kreiman, 2001; Kreiman and Ger-
ratt, 2000; Kreiman and Gerratt, 1998; Kreiman and Gerratt,
1996!.

Specifically, Kreiman and Gerratt~2000! have suggested
that difficulties arise when listeners are asked to discriminate
single perceptual dimensions of complex stimuli. For ex-
ample, listeners have difficulty agreeing not only on thekind

of voice quality~e.g., breathiness, roughness! ~Gelfer, 1988;
Kreiman and Gerratt, 1998; Kreiman, Gerratt, and Berke,
1994!, but also onhow muchof that dimension is present in
a given voice. This led Gerratt and Kreiman~2001! to pursue
preliminary investigation into the use of an alternative
method of measuring voice quality, one that was designed to
control for sources of measurement error. In their study, Ger-
ratt and Kreiman varied speech synthesis parameters to cre-
ate an auditory match to a natural voice stimulus. In this
case, listeners were able to vary the signal-to-noise ratio
~SNR! because it had previously been found to be important
in describing voice quality~e.g., Hiranoet al., 1988; Kling-
holz, 1990; Qi, Hillman, and Milstein, 1999!. These re-
searchers found that listener agreement was significantly
greater for the synthesis task than for a traditional rating task.
Their findings also indicate that listeners do in fact agree in
their perceptual assessments of pathological voice quality,
and that tools can be devised to reliably measure perceptual
judgments.

Despite the promise of the new technique evaluated by
Gerratt and Kreiman~analysis-by-synthesis!, traditional rat-
ing procedures including the use of visual analog~VA !,
equal-appearing interval~EAI!, and direct magnitude estima-
tion ~DME! scales remain popular today~Gerratt et al.,
1991!. An alternative source of voice quality measurement
error and subsequent difficulties in listener reliability in-
cludes the improper use of these rating scales~i.e., VA, EAI,
DME!. As such, the validity of measuring specific perceptual
dimensions or attributes using such traditional scales needs
further investigation. The current work sought to further
clarify the source of error of listener disagreement by iden-
tifying the improper use of rating scales for particular dimen-
sions. Therefore, the purpose of the present investigation fo-a!Electronic mail: teadie@uwo.ca
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cused on empirical investigation of the construct validity
related to use of EAI and DME scales for measuring
auditory-perceptual dimensions of voice quality.

A. Common approaches to the measurement of voice
quality

Despite a long history, the DME procedure~Stevens,
1975! was not used for voice judgments until relatively re-
cently ~Toner and Emanuel, 1989; Whitehill, Lee, and Chun,
2002; Zraick and Liss, 2000!. One type of DME scale allows
listeners to make perceptual judgments relative to a ‘‘stan-
dard’’ that represents the approximate midpoint of any given
perceptual continuum~Schiavetti, 1984!. This standard,
termed a modulus, is usually given an arbitrary value of
‘‘100.’’ For example, in an auditory-perceptual task, listeners
are asked to rate a specific perceptual attribute~e.g., rough-
ness, breathiness! for the voice/speech samples from a given
population ~e.g., individuals with dysphonia, dysarthria,
etc.!. With DME, samples are judged relative to the modulus
and a numerical rating is given. Hence, this rating represents
the relative magnitude of the perceptual attribute in question.
Individual samples with voice or speech attributes perceived
as twice as good when compared to the modulus are assigned
a value of ‘‘200;’’ samples with an attribute perceived as half
as good relative to the modulus are assigned a value of ‘‘50.’’
As such, the endpoints of the DME continua are unspecified
since perceptual phenomena are scaled relative to the modu-
lus and its assigned value.

In contrast, EAI scales require listeners to provide per-
ceptual ratings based on a fixed, predefined scale suggestive
of implied ‘‘equality’’ in perceptual distance, weight, or mag-
nitude between numeric components. In the voice and speech
literature, most EAI scales are 7 points~1–7!, plus or minus
2 points~i.e., 5 pt-EAI or 9 pt-EAI scales! ~Kreimanet al.,
1993!. For example, when using a 7-pt EAI scale, ‘‘1’’ may
represent one end of the scale~e.g., normal! and ‘‘7’’ may
represent the other extreme~e.g., severely impaired!. Unlike
DME scales, the endpoints for EAI scales are fixed and scal-
ing is performed using whole numbers~i.e., any whole num-
ber between ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘n’’ !.

Stevens~1975! suggested that there are two types of
perceptual continua that can be scaled:prothetic and meta-
thetic. A prothetic continuum is additive, andquantitativein
nature. It is best scaled with DME because observers cannot
subdivide a prothetic continuum into equal intervals. The
prototypical example of a prothetic continuum is loudness. In
contrast, a metathetic continuum is a substitutive,qualitative
continuum that can be scaled with either DME or EAI scal-
ing procedures. Pitch best exemplifies a metathetic con-
tinuum. Stevens~1975! outlined a method for determining
whether a given dimension falls along a metathetic or pro-
thetic continuum. In Stevens’ procedure, the arithmetic
means of EAI scale ratings are plotted against the geometric
means of the scaled DME ratings. If the relationship is linear
then the scale is considered metathetic in nature, implying
equal perceptual space between the intervals of the scale.
Metathetic dimensions, therefore, may be scaled using either
DME or EAI scales. If, however, the relationship between

the EAI scores and DME scores is nonlinear, it is suggestive
of a prothetic continuum for which only the DME method is
appropriate.

Researchers in communication sciences and disorders
have tested a variety of psychophysical attributes of speech
and voice relative to Stevens’~1975! procedure. Perceptual
dimensions commonly scaled in voice and speech often have
revealed prothetic continua, suggesting that for these dimen-
sions, DME rating scales are most appropriate. Using the
methodology of Stevens~1975!, speech intelligibility of
hearing-impaired speakers~Schiavetti, Metz, and Sitler,
1981!, stuttering severity~Schiavettiet al., 1983!, judgments
of roughness in sustained vowels~Toner and Emanuel,
1989!, and ratings of nasality in synthesized vowels~Zraick
and Liss, 2000! have been found to be prothetic. Recently,
Whitehill, Lee, and Chun~2002! found that ratings of nasal-
ity from connected speech samples of individuals with re-
paired cleft palate and hypernasality were also prothetic in
nature. However, in examining the acoustic and psycho-
physical dimensions of perceived speech naturalness of non-
stutterers and post-treatment stutterers, Metz, Schiavetti, and
Sacco~1990! found that speech naturalness behaves like a
metathetic continuum. Similarly, Sewallet al. ~1999! found
that the ratings of breathiness in normal speakers also are
metathetic. Because EAI scales abound in the auditory-
perceptual literature~cf. Kreimanet al., 1993!, it is critical
that the nature~i.e., prothetic vs metathetic! of perceptual
attributes is determined so that valid scales are used. The
validity of such auditory-perceptual scales has widespread
implications for all empirical efforts addressing auditory-
perceptual phenomena associated with voice and speech
~Kent, 1996!.

B. Consideration of perceptual dimensions

Kreiman and Gerratt~1998, 2000! have suggested that
one factor that may add to listener disagreement found in
auditory-perceptual studies relates to the finding that listen-
ers are unable to selectively attend to individual elements or
dimensions inherent in a multidimensional signal. This skill
is traditionally required in most voice evaluation paradigms
~e.g., rating of ‘‘pitch,’’ ‘‘roughness,’’ ‘‘breathiness’’!. As
such, the dimensions chosen for the present study included
judgments of voice pleasantness and severity. These dimen-
sions were chosen so that listeners could use the whole sig-
nal as a basis for their overall judgment of the voice signal
under study. Second, scales used to measure voice pleasant-
ness and overall voice severity require direct investigation
because they have been used in the speech and voice litera-
ture for evaluation of pathological voices and related corre-
spondence to acoustic measures of voice~e.g., Eskenazi,
Childers, and Hicks, 1990; Reich and Lerman, 1978; Wolfe
and Martin, 1997!. Consequently, the purpose of the present
study was:~1! to determine the psychophysical nature of
voice pleasantness and severity in normal and dysphonic
speakers using Stevens’~1975! methods, and~2! to deter-
mine the construct validity of rating scales used for these two
perceptual dimensions in this population of speakers.
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II. METHOD

A. Stimuli

The voices of 12 male and 12 female adult speakers with
vocal pathology were selected from a large library of
samples recorded under identical conditions as part of a pho-
natory function analysis. Voice samples included individuals
who ranged in age from 20 to 65 years~mean age542
years!, with roughly equal numbers of diagnostic categories,
a range of voice quality severities~mildly to severely dys-
phonic!, including those who presented without visible la-
ryngeal pathology~i.e., physiologic disturbances without
anatomic change! and those who exhibited benign mass le-
sions of the vocal fold~s!. A range of voice quality severities
was chosen in order to scale results of each perceptual di-
mension along the breadth of its psychophysical continuum
~Stevens, 1975!. The speakers’ ages, gender, and medical di-
agnoses are presented in Table I.

In addition to the 24 speakers who exhibited dysphonic
voice samples, six normal speech samples~3 males and 3
females! were included, with one male and one female cho-
sen from each of the following age ranges: 20–35 years,
36–50 years, and 51–65 years. These age ranges were arbi-
trarily selected in an effort to control for general age effects
on voice quality, as they were representative of the range of

ages for the dysphonic speakers who provided the experi-
mental stimuli.

All speaker samples were recorded using a unidirec-
tional microphone~AKG-451-E! and a research-quality digi-
tal audiotape ~DAT! player/recorder ~Sony DTC-57ES!
routed to an audio mixer~Tascam 112!. All speakers had
bilateral pure-tone hearing within normal limits~,30 dB!
for the octave frequencies 250–2000 Hz~ANSI, 1989!, and
all were native English speakers.

B. Listening tapes

The second sentence of the ‘‘Rainbow Passage’’~‘‘The
rainbow is a division of white light into many beautiful col-
ors’’! was extracted and used for scaling judgments~Fair-
banks, 1960!. Sentence stimuli were used in lieu of sustained
vowels because:~a! connected speech contains important
voicing onset and offset information needed for multidimen-
sional judgments such as ‘‘pleasantness’’~Qi, Hillman, and
Milstein, 1999!; ~b! sentence stimuli offer a more represen-
tative sample of voice quality relative to static stimuli such
as vowels;~c! the Rainbow Passage is a commonly em-
ployed assessment of voice, and~d! listeners are able to
judge connected speech stimuli as reliably as vowel stimuli
~Hillebrand and Houde, 1996; Klingholz, 1990!. The modu-
lus was chosen from the 24 dysphonic speaker samples by a
consensus between a highly experienced clinician and a cli-
nician with less than 5 years clinical experience. The modu-
lus was selected as the voice sample that represented the
approximate midpoint for pleasantness and severity among
the 24 dysphonic speaker samples.

Listening tapes~Sony DTC-57ES! ~DAT! were con-
structed for pleasantness, scaled with EAI~pl-EAI!, pleasant-
ness, scaled with DME~pl-DME! and for voice severity,
scaled with EAI ~s-EAI! and voice severity, scaled with
DME ~s-DME!. Presentation order was randomized and there
was a 5-s interstimulus interval. Six of the 24 speech samples
were presented two times for each condition~pl-EAI, pl-
DME, s-EAI, s-DME! to allow for assessment of intrarater
reliability of auditory-perceptual judgments.

C. Listeners

Twelve graduate students in speech-language pathology
served as listeners~age range, 21–26 years!. All listeners
were considered to be naive to voice pathology issues~i.e.,
listeners had no prior educational experience with or expo-
sure to voice disorders!. Naive listeners were selected for the
present study because experience with pathological voices
can lead to decreased interjudge reliability~Kent, 1996;
Kreiman et al., 1993! and we believed that naive listeners
would be more representative of the general population at
large relative to highly trained, experienced listeners. None
of the listeners reported any history of hearing, speech,
voice, or language difficulties.

D. Rating scale task

Listeners were required to evaluate the dimensions of
pleasantness and severity from the taped voice samples of
the 24 dysphonic and 6 normal speakers using both EAI and

TABLE I. Summary of subject information for participant speakers in the
voice disordered group.

Subject Age Sex Medical diagnosis/Description

1 ~Mod! 34 M Incoordination of VF
2 39 F Clear larynx, hyperfunctional
3 54 M Small, soft nodule
4 57 M Polypoidal change, bilateral
5 48 F Clear larynx, hyperfunctional
6 32 F Small nodule
7 38 F Large polyps
8 51 M Clear larynx, hyperfunctional
9 37 F Small nodule, verux

10 23 F Clear larynx, hyperfunctional
11 60 M Possible cancer VF
12 50 M Clear larynx, hyperfunctional
13 36 F Small nodule, cyst
14 ~Mod! 25 F Papilloma
15 32 M VF cyst
16 44 F Vocal hyperfunction
17 38 M Polypoid change; mass lesion
18 39 M Papilloma
19 43 F Clear larynx, hyperfunctional
20 41 M Papilloma
21 57 F VF edema
22 42 M Contact granuloma; Reinke’s edema
23 41 M Granuloma
24 64 F Clear larynx, hyperfunctional

Age and gender information for participant speakers in the normal group.

1 26 F
2 28 M
3 47 F
4 41 M
5 55 F
6 56 M
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DME scaling procedures. Pleasantness was defined as ‘‘a
dimension that relates to how ‘pleasant’ you find the speak-
er’s voice as a listener.’’ The rating was to be made exclusive
of ‘‘speech intelligibility, dialectical variation, and/or accent’’
~adapted from Doyleet al., 1995!. Voice severity was de-
fined as ‘‘a comprehensive measure of how ‘good’ or ‘poor’
the voice sample is judged to be by the listener.’’ This judg-
ment was based on ‘‘multiple factors which ultimately range
from profoundly impaired to normal on a continuum~e.g.,
profound, severe-to-profound, severe, moderate-to-severe,
moderate, mild-to-moderate, mild, nearly normal, and nor-
mal!.’’

To obtain ratings with the DME procedure, listeners
were first familiarized with the modulus sample and in-
formed that it arbitrarily represented a value of ‘‘100’’ on the
DME scale. All other judgments were made relative to the
modulus. DME scales with or without a modulus~the so-
called ‘‘free-modulus procedure’’! have been shown to be
both valid and reliable measures of voice~Whitehill, Lee,
and Chun, 2002!. Use of a modulus was chosen in the
present study because of two specific disadvantages of the
free-modulus procedure. First, listeners are often uncomfort-
able using a free-modulus scale in which they must assign
inherent values to a stimulus and, second, the free-modulus
technique requires use of a sophisticated normalization pro-
cedure to equate judgments between listeners~Weismer and
Laures, 2002!. Listeners were instructed to scale taped
samples that were twice as pleasant or twice as good at a
value of ‘‘200;’’ speaker samples judged to be half as pleas-
ant or half as good were to be given a value of ‘‘50.’’ The
modulus was repeated after every sixth stimulus item to
maintain referential value of the modulus, thereby reducing
the potential for a shift in the listeners’ internal standard for
the judgments in question~Kreiman et al., 1993!. Studies
that have used DME with a modulus in speech research have
varied in how frequently the modulus sample was repeated,
ranging from only once at the beginning of the task~Prather,
1960! to every sample~McHenry, 1999!, with others repeat-
ing the modulus after every 10 stimuli~Zraick and Liss,
2000!. The decision to repeat the modulus after every sixth
stimulus item in the current study was somewhat arbitrary,
but was made because~a! it was approximately in the middle
of this range, and~b! Prather~1960! reported that the results
of repetition after every six samples ‘‘do not appear to differ
in any substantial way’’~p. 391! from playing the modulus
sample only at the beginning of the task. Listeners followed
this procedure for their ratings of both pleasantness and se-
verity.

Severity and pleasantness ratings also were obtained us-
ing 9-point EAI scales~Metz et al., 1990!. For voice sever-
ity, listeners were asked to scale each sample according to
the definition provided with a rating of ‘‘1’’ representing the
most severe sample and a rating of ‘‘9’’ representing a nor-
mal voice. For pleasantness ratings, 1 represented ‘‘very un-
pleasant’’ and 9 indicated a ‘‘very pleasant’’ voice sample.
Listeners were randomly divided into two groups of 6 each.
Order of task presentation was randomized across listeners
and rating sessions were separated by 48 h to control for
possible learning effects.

E. Data analysis

Stevens’~1975! psychophysical method of comparing
DME and EAI ratings was used. Arithmetic means of the
EAI scale values were plotted as a function of the geometric
means of the DME values for all speech samples. This pro-
cedure was duplicated for both the pleasantness and severity
ratings. A linear relationship between the two sets of scaled
judgments would indicate a metathetic continuum, whereas a
downward-bowed, negatively accelerating curvilinear func-
tion would indicate a prothetic continuum.

III. RESULTS

A. Intrarater reliability

Six speech samples~25%! were rerated by all listeners
for reliability purposes. This proportion of repeated samples
is commonly reported for voice perception studies~cf. Kre-
iman et al., 1993!. Intrarater reliability was calculated using
Pearson’s correlation coefficients for DME conditions. In-
trarater reliability values ranged fromr 50.682– 0.992 for
pleasantness ratings, and fromr 50.493– 0.968 for the sever-
ity ratings. For EAI ratings, values assigned by each rater
were compared to values assigned to the repeated speaker
samples. The percent agreement was calculated by counting
the number of comparisons in which the assigned scale value
did not differ by more than61 scale value, dividing this
number by 6 for each speaker, and multiplying by 100. The
mean intrarater reliability was also calculated for each con-
dition by dividing the number of matches by 72~6 repeated
samples312 raters! and multiplying by 100. Intrarater agree-
ment 61 scale value for the pl-EAI condition ranged from
67% (n54) to 100% (n57) (mean588%). Intrarater
agreement61 scale value for the s-EAI condition ranged
from 67% (n52) to 100% (n57) (mean590%). Thus, in-
trarater reliability values were high relative to a 9-pt scale,
suggesting that each rater maintained internal consistency in
making judgments of both voice pleasantness and severity.

B. Interrater reliability

The interrater reliability of the ratings was analyzed with
the intraclass correlation~ICC!, model 2~Shrout and Fleiss,
1979!. The reliability coefficients for the group and indi-
vidual ratings are shown in Table II, and are consistent with
previously reported ratings for other variables such as stut-
tering severity and speech naturalness~Martin et al., 1984;
Metz et al., 1990; Schiavettiet al., 1983!. Group reliability
coefficients were highly acceptable~i.e., .0.90! for all con-
ditions. Individual rater reliability coefficients were some-
what lower, but moderately acceptable (range50.69– 0.84).
However, since scaled data such as that for voice pleasant-

TABLE II. Individual and group intraclass correlations~ICCs! for direct
magnitude estimation~DME! and equal-appearing interval~EAI! scale judg-
ments of voice pleasantness and severity for dysphonic and normal speakers.

pl-DME s-DME pl-EAI s-EAI

Group reliability 0.969 0.971 0.964 0.984
Individual reliability 0.724 0.736 0.692 0.839
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ness and severity are usually employed as group mean rat-
ings for research purposes, the group reliability coefficients
are more descriptive of the reliability of actual data used to
determine pleasantness and severity in this study.

C. Rating scale comparisons

1. Pleasantness

EAI means were plotted as a function of the DME geo-
metric means for the voice pleasantness ratings of dysphonic
and normal speakers~see Fig. 1!. Results indicated that the
relationship was significantly predicted with the best-fit lin-
ear equation (y50.0401x11.313) for EAI pleasantness val-
ues from the listeners’ DME estimates@r 250.946,F(1,22)
5328.496,p,0.001#. A test for curvilinearity revealed no
significant improvement in the variance accounted for by any
of the curvilinear models over the linear model. Visual in-
spection of the data presented in Fig. 1 also revealed a good
approximation to the raw data by the linear regression, with
no apparent downward bowing.

2. Severity

For severity ratings, EAI means plotted as a function
of the DME geometric means revealed a statistically signifi-
cant result@r 250.953, F~2,27!5274.280,p,0.001# for a
second-order polynomial as shown in Fig. 2~line of best fit:
y520.0001x210.0673x10.217). This indicates that the
curvilinear model accounted for a statistically significant
amount of the variance observed, above and beyond that ac-
counted for by a simple linear model. Visual inspection of
the model revealed a downward bowing and a ceiling effect
towards the end of the curve, a finding that is in agreement
with other data for prothetic continua reported in the litera-
ture ~Schiavettiet al., 1981, 1983; Whitehillet al., 2002!.

IV. DISCUSSION

The significant linear relationship between the EAI and
DME ratings of voice pleasantness in the listeners’ ratings
for the present voice samples indicates that a metathetic con-
tinuum best represents perceived pleasantness of the dyspho-
nic and normal speakers’ voices used in this investigation.
The results indicate that either EAI or DME scales can val-
idly measure the dimension of voice pleasantness in this dys-
phonic population. Nevertheless, further investigation is re-
quired to determine whether the present results are
generalizable to other populations such as dysarthric speak-
ers, alaryngeal speakers, and speakers with neurologically
based voice disorders. A comparison of reliability as a func-
tion of severity for a multidimensional attribute such as
pleasantness also is warranted. Kreiman and Gerratt~2000!
have suggested that this is a weakness of traditionally used
rating scales. However, this suggestion has only been identi-
fied for unidimensional attributes and in those studies where
EAI scales have been used without anchor stimuli.

In contrast to the findings for pleasantness, a significant
curvilinear relationship was found between the EAI and
DME voice severity ratings. These data indicate that a pro-
thetic continuum best represents the severity dimension of
the dysphonic samples assessed in the present study. This
result suggests that the ‘‘severity’’ of dysphonia, like stutter-
ing severity, must be measured with DME scales to avoid the
linear partitioning assumed when EAI scales are employed.
Using EAI scales to rate the severity of a dysphonic speak-
er’s voice introduces a bias as listeners attempt to partition
their perception of severity into equal intervals. Stevens
~1974! indicated that with prothetic dimensions, listeners do
not perceive intervals equally along different locations of the
rating scale. That is, the implied difference between a sever-

FIG. 1. Mean interval scale values of voice pleasantness plotted as a function of geometric mean DME estimates of voice pleasantness for dysphonic and
normal speakers.
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ity rating of ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ may not be the same magnitude of
difference as that which exists between a rating of ‘‘2’’ and
‘‘3,’’ ‘‘8’’ and ‘‘9,’’ etc. This difference has several clinical
implications. For example, using an EAI scale to quantify
intervention outcomes relative to the dimension of severity is
inappropriate since it is difficult to interpret relative differ-
ences between scale values pre- and postintervention~i.e., a
change from 1 to 2 may mean something different than a
change from a 8 to 9!.

Over the past decade, perceptual evaluation of voice and
voice disorders has gained considerable attention in the em-
pirical literature~cf. Kent, 1996; Kreimanet al., 1993!. In
fact, the importance of the ear to the evaluative process has
made it the primary tool when evaluating voice and speech
disturbances~Gerrattet al., 1991!, as well as serving a vari-
ety of empirical perceptual endeavors~cf. Colton and Estill,
1981; Kent, 1996!. Much of the recent work addressing
voice perception has indicated that numerous factors must be
considered relative to interpreting data obtained. Factors
such as listener experience, definitions of the feature under
assessment, scale resolution, interactions between the task
and the listener and many others, are all elements to consider
when perceptual questions are critically addressed~Kreiman
et al., 1993!. Of course, when considering all of these fac-
tors, one must also assume that the scale used is valid.

Kreimanet al. ~1993! compared listeners’ ratings of vo-
cal roughness using an equal appearing interval~EAI! scale
and a visual analog~VA ! scale. Listeners rated the same
voices (n522) twice, and since there were a large number of
normal or near-normal speaker samples, rough voices were
judged as ‘‘rougher’’ when heard a second time. This phe-
nomenon occurred for listeners’ ratings using the EAI scale,
but not for the VA ratings~Kreimanet al., 1993!. Likewise,
Gerrattet al. ~1993! found that after a time, listeners using a

5-pt EAI scale rated moderately rough voice stimuli as even
rougher after they had heard a large number of normal and
mildly rough voice samples. Yet, when listeners were pro-
vided with explicitly anchored stimuli for each scale point, a
‘‘drift’’ in ratings did not occur. These results led the authors
to conclude that the ‘‘variability in voice quality ratings
might be reduced by replacing listeners’ idiosyncratic, un-
stable, internal standards with fixed external standards for
‘reference voices’ for different vocal qualities’’~Gerratt
et al., 1993, p. 33! ~Kreiman et al., 1992!. Gerratt et al.
~1993! also found that ratings gathered using the anchored
scale were significantly more reliable than those gathered
using an unanchored EAI scale~i.e., both intra- and interrater
reliability were significantly better for the anchored para-
digm!. Further, Gerrattet al. ~1993! and Kreiman et al.
~1993! found that although listeners frequently agreed about
what constituted normal or severe voice quality, they dis-
agreed about the character of mildly-to-moderately dyspho-
nic voices. Thus, offering a standard, referent voice~s! ~i.e., a
modulus sample! may dramatically increase the reliability of
auditory-perceptual ratings. These findings have obvious im-
plications for the auditory-perceptual assessment of voice
quality, especially when listeners are asked to rate voices~or
speech characteristics! with which they have little formal ex-
perience~i.e., dysphonic!. Previous data also suggest that
DME scales and the use of modulus voices may help replace
variable internal representations with more stable external
representations of an attribute. By doing so, reliability may
be improved substantially and the use of a modulus may
provide a standard from which repeated evaluations of the
same set of stimuli may be achieved, thus permitting an op-
portunity for experimental replications of such psychophysi-
cal evaluations. However, Kreiman and Gerratt~2000! also
suggest that listeners still might exhibit difficulty for rating

FIG. 2. Mean interval scale values of
voice severity plotted as a function of
the geometric mean DME estimations
of voice severity for dysphonic and
normal speakers.
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values found in between ‘‘anchor’’ stimuli. Because of these
concerns, this line of research is in need of further investiga-
tion.

Multidimensional factors inherent in the voice/speech
signal must be considered of primary importance from the
standpoint of evaluating voice change over time. For ex-
ample, the ultimate arbiter of voice/speech ‘‘success’’ likely
finds some component in the realm of how much the indi-
vidual speaker is not noticed as being ‘‘different’’ or ‘‘abnor-
mal’’ or from the listeners’ normal expectation~Van Riper,
1978!. These considerations extend beyond unidimensional
measures/features inherent to the voice signal~e.g., pitch,
loudness, and rate!. A clear indicator of comprehensive per-
ception is found in the multidimensional feature potentially
represented by one’s judgment of the ‘‘pleasantness’’ or ‘‘se-
verity’’ for a given voice relative to a given standard. Thus, it
is vital that more global auditory-perceptual judgments of
voice are validly scaled since they could potentially serve as
meaningful indicators of voice change over time. When this
consideration is coupled with that related to the experience
level of listeners, it would seem that more global evaluations
of voice may permit the use of naive listeners provided defi-
nitions and standards are provideda priori. The results of the
present study suggest further investigation of voice dimen-
sions using Stevens’~1975! procedures in an attempt to bet-
ter understand the perceptual correlates of voice beyond uni-
dimensional aspects of the signal. More broadly, the nature
of each perceptual dimension assessed~e.g., pleasantness,
severity, acceptability, etc.! must be investigated to insure
that auditory-perceptual scales are valid.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This investigation assessed the validity of pleasantness
and severity ratings of dysphonic and normal speakers using
direct magnitude estimation~DME! and equal-appearing in-
terval~EAI! scales. Based on a comparison of the two scales,
voice pleasantness was found to be consistent with a meta-
thetic continuum and voice severity was prothetic in nature.
These data provide support for the use of either DME or EAI
scales when making auditory-perceptual judgments of pleas-
antness, but only DME scales when judging overall voice
severity for dysphonic speakers.

Implications for future research suggest development of
a clinical scale that uses a DME measurement procedure in
order to avoid applying the incorrect type of scale for at-
tributes such as pleasantness and severity~Schiavetti, 1984!.
This is especially important since many attributes of speech
and voice are known to be prothetic~Schiavettiet al., 1981,
1983; Toner and Emanuel, 1989; Whitehillet al., 2002; Zra-
ick and Liss, 2000!. The present results also suggest that a
method for comparing across listeners and scales is neces-
sary since DME is not currently useful in applied applica-
tions ~Schiavetti, 1984!. Thus, results of past studies using
EAI scales to measure severity must be interpreted with cau-
tion. Studies that attempt to establish relationships between
perceptual dimensions and acoustic correlates also should
employ valid perceptual scaling options. Further study of
dimensions such as voice pleasantness and severity need to
be compared with data from multidimensional scaling~e.g.,

Kreiman, Gerratt, and Berke, 1994!. New investigations such
as ‘‘analysis-by-synthesis’’ also may offer alternatives to tra-
ditional rating scales as a way of controlling error effects
~Gerratt and Kreiman, 2001!. For now, possibilities for the
development of applied applications of DME methods also
remain a valuable area for future investigations and findings
from such work hold promise in helping to further define the
nature of auditory-perceptual phenomena.
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The effects of familiarization on intelligibility and lexical
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This study is the third in a series that has explored the source of intelligibility decrement in
dysarthria by jointly considering signal characteristics and the cognitive–perceptual processes
employed by listeners. A paradigm of lexical boundary error analysis was used to examine this
interface by manipulating listener constraints with a brief familiarization procedure. If
familiarization allows listeners to extract relevant segmental and suprasegmental information from
dysarthric speech, they should obtain higher intelligibility scores than nonfamiliarized listeners, and
their lexical boundary error patterns should approximate those obtained in misperceptions of normal
speech. Listeners transcribed phrases produced by speakers with either hypokinetic or ataxic
dysarthria after being familiarized with other phrases produced by these speakers. Data were
compared to those of nonfamiliarized listeners@Liss et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.107, 3415–3424
~2000!#. The familiarized groups obtained higher intelligibility scores than nonfamiliarized groups,
and the effects were greater when the dysarthria type of the familiarization procedure matched the
dysarthria type of the transcription task. Remarkably, no differences in lexical boundary error
patterns were discovered between the familiarized and nonfamiliarized groups. Transcribers of the
ataxic speech appeared to have difficulty distinguishing strong and weak syllables in spite of the
familiarization. Results suggest that intelligibility decrements arise from the perceptual challenges
posed by the degraded segmental and suprasegmental aspects of the signal, but that this type of
familiarization process may differentially facilitate mapping segmental information onto existing
phonological categories. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1515793#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Bp, 43.71.Gv, 43.70.Dn, 43.70.Fq@DOS#

I. INTRODUCTION

With great facility, we are able to extract spoken words
from a continuous acoustic stream that contains virtually no
reliable and consistent word boundary cues~Lehiste, 1972;
Nakatani and Schaffer, 1978!. We easily negotiate the spoken
messages of friends and strangers; men, women, and chil-
dren; fast and slow talkers; synthetic speech; and the mes-
sages of speakers whose first language or dialect is not our
own. Even in suboptimal listening conditions, such as noisy
rooms or poor phone connections, we execute the task of
lexical segmentation with surprising accuracy. This ability to
be successful in the face of variable acoustic manifestations
of words has proven problematic for theories of speech per-
ception~see McQueen and Cutler, 2001!. Learning, adapta-
tion, and normalization appear to be highly operative pro-
cesses that underlie the plasticity of our speech perception
capabilities.

But these perceptual capabilities have limits, and cogni-
tive effort increases and accuracy decreases as the acoustic
information becomes degraded or unreliable~Munro and
Derwing, 1995; Pisoniet al., 1987!. This is precisely the
case with the perception of dysarthric speech. Although re-
ductions in speech intelligibility secondary to dysarthria are
well documented, we know very little about the cognitive–

perceptual source of these decrements. That is to say, we do
not understand how the nature of the degraded speech signal
affects our ability to process it. The study of the perception
of dysarthric speech has not only clinical implications, but
offers a test case for theories and models of normal speech
perception processes.

The current report is the third in a series of studies that
has attempted to identify part of the source of intelligibility
decrements in connected dysarthric speech by examining the
mistakes listeners make in lexical segmentation. The Metri-
cal Segmentation Strategy~MSS! proposed by Cutler and
Norris ~1988! was selected as a framework for these inves-
tigations because of its ability to jointly represent signal
characteristics~i.e., the dysarthric speech patterns! and lis-
tener constraints~as evidenced by lexical boundary error pat-
terns!. Furthermore, its predictions based on prosodic pat-
terns can be applied directly to the prosodic disruptions that
are common in dysarthria. The MSS posits that listeners
capitalize on the rhythmic structures of language to identify
the location of word boundaries. In English, listeners will be
highly successful in their lexical segmentation if they attend
to strong syllables as potential word-onsets~Cutler and
Carter, 1987!. Dysarthric speech, particularly the types tar-
geted in the current series of studies, is characterized in part
by disruptions in prosody or rhythm. It was assumed that if
listeners rely on syllabic stress information for identification
of word boundaries, then their patterns of lexical boundarya!Electronic mail: julie.liss@asu.edu
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errors~LBE! should reveal difficulties in applying this strat-
egy when the prosodic structure is disturbed. As reported
previously, this was found to be the case~Liss et al., 1998;
Liss et al., 2000!. The data were consistent with the idea that
the degraded prosodic pattern made it more difficult to iden-
tify word boundaries from stress for some forms of dysar-
thria than others~Liss et al., 2000!. Hypokinetic dysarthria,
characterized by a perceptually rapid rate and monotonicity,
generated a large number of lexical boundary errors whose
patterns generally conformed to the predictions based on nor-
mal degraded speech, particularly at higher levels of intelli-
gibility. However, ataxic dysarthria characterized by a slow
rate of speech with equal and even syllabic stress, elicited
LBE patterns that did not conform to predictions. Erroneous
insertions and deletions of lexical boundaries occurred
equally often before strong and weak syllables. It appeared
that the type of prosodic degradation associated with ataxic
dysarthria made it particularly difficult for listeners to use
stress cues for lexical segmentation. This distinction between
LBE patterns elicited by these hypokinetic and ataxic dysar-
thric speech samples is of particular note because the two
samples were of equivalent intelligibility. These studies shed
light on how the nature of the speech signal contributes to
the efficiency with which normal cognitive–perceptual pro-
cesses can be applied.

In contrast to our two previous reports on the perception
of dysarthric speech, the current study focused on the ma-
nipulation of listener constraints. We wondered whether lis-
teners could learn something about the degraded signal that
would assist them in applying the metrical segmentation
strategy, and whether this would be evident in their pattern of
LBEs. Our previous studies suggested a reduced ability to
distinguish strong and weak syllables in dysarthric speech,
particularly in ataxic dysarthric speech. If listeners can ac-
quire information that facilitates the distinction of strong and
weak syllables, their LBE patterns should align more closely
with predicted patterns. A process of brief familiarization
was selected to examine this issue.

The construct of familiarization encompasses a broad
array of methodological and conceptual categories, including
exposure, training, adaptation, and experience. Each of these
categories can vary along a number of continua, including
amount of exposure, duration of exposure, type of informa-
tion presented, and the quality and quantity of performance
feedback provided. Irrespective of these methodological
variations, experience with a degraded speech signal has
been shown to facilitate subsequent processing of that signal
in many studies. Benefits have been demonstrated as im-
proved intelligibility of synthetic or electronically modified
speech signals~Dupoux and Green, 1997; Greenspanet al.,
1988; Rosenet al., 1999; Sebastia´n-Gallés et al., 2000;
Schwab et al., 1985!, disordered speech~Dagenaiset al.,
1999; DePaul and Kent, 2000; Flipsen, 1995; Robinson and
Summerfield, 1996; Tjaden and Liss, 1995; although see
Yorkston and Beukelman, 1983, for evidence to the con-
trary!, and non-native speech~e.g., Loganet al., 1991; Trem-
blay et al., 1997!. Although the precise cognitive–perceptual
mechanisms underlying the benefits of familiarization have
not been discovered, it is hypothesized that it promotes the

normalization process and the mapping of speech stimulus
features onto existing phonological representations~Dupoux
and Green, 1997; Guentheret al., 1999; Schwabet al.,
1985!.

The purpose of the present study was to examine the
effects of modifying listener constraints through the process
of a brief prior exposure to either hypokinetic or ataxic dys-
arthric speech. The following questions were addressed:~1!
Do listeners who are familiarized with dysarthric speech in
general obtain higher intelligibility scores than those who
have had no prior exposure;~2! Is there a dysarthria-specific
effect of familiarization on intelligibility, in which exposure
to hypokinetic or ataxic speech improves intelligibility of
hypokinetic or ataxic speech, respectively;~3! Do lexical
boundary error patterns provide evidence that listeners learn
about prosodic form from the familiarization procedure? Evi-
dence for the final question would be found in the distribu-
tion of lexical boundary errors relative to strong and weak
syllables. Specifically, do the patterns of LBEs produced by
the listeners who were familiarized with the dysarthric
speech adhere more strongly to the predicted patterns than
those elicited from nonfamiliarized listeners?

II. METHOD

A. Study overview

A between-group design was selected for the present
study to more closely control the familiarization effects than
a within-group design would permit. By its nature, the phe-
nomenon of familiarization is cumulative and irreversible
within the context of a circumscribed investigation. Although
a within-subjects design is preferable for a variety of reasons,
we believed it was necessary first to establish the magnitude
of any effect in separate groups.

Two groups of listeners were familiarized with either
hypokinetic or ataxic speech and then they transcribed a se-
ries of phrases produced by speakers with the corresponding
type of dysarthria. Appended to the 60 phrase series was a
subset of 20 low-intelligibility phrases produced by speakers
with the other type of dysarthria. Thus, one listener group
was familiarized with hypokinetic speech. They transcribed
60 hypokinetic phrases~hypokinetic familiarized!, then they
transcribed 20 low intelligibility ataxic phrases~familiarized
with other!. The second listener group was familiarized with
ataxic speech. They transcribed 60 ataxic phrases~ataxic fa-
miliarized!, then they transcribed 20 low intelligibility hypo-
kinetic phrases~familiarized with other!. Results for the 60-
phrases and 20-phrases were compared with the
corresponding data from a third and fourth group~reported
previously in Lisset al., 2000! who transcribed the phrases
without prior exposure to any dysarthric speech, and were
therefore considered the control groups~hypokinetic control
and ataxic control! for this investigation. The comparisons of
interest are summarized in Table I.

B. Listeners

Data from two groups of 40 listeners were collected for
this investigation. These data were compared with those of
two control groups of 20 listeners that did not receive expo-
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sure to dysarthric speech prior to the transcription task1 ~Liss
et al., 2000!. Each of the four listener groups contained equal
numbers of men and women whose ages ranged from 18 to
50 years old. Most were undergraduate students at Arizona
State University, and all were compensated for their partici-
pation in this study. All listeners self-reported normal hear-
ing, were native speakers of Standard American English, and
reported having little or no experience listening to dysarthric
speech.

C. Speech stimuli

Construction of the stimulus tapes has been described in
detail in our previous reports~Liss et al., 1998, 2000!.
Briefly, three audiotapes of phrases were produced by three
groups of speakers: six speakers with hypokinetic dysarthria,
six with ataxic dysarthria, and six neurologically normal con-
trol speakers~whose tape was not used in the present inves-
tigation!. All of the phrases on the hypokinetic and ataxic
tapes complied with our operational definitions, which were
derived from the Mayo Classification System~Darley et al.,
1969; Duffy, 1995!. All of the hypokinetic phrases were
characterized by a perceptually rapid speaking rate with
monopitch and monoloudness; little use of variation in pitch
or loudness to achieve differential syllabic stress; imprecise
articulation that gives the impression of a blurring of pho-
nemes and syllables; and a breathy and perhaps hoarse/harsh
voice. The ataxic phrases were characterized by a perceptu-
ally slow speaking rate with a tendency toward equal and
even syllable duration~scanning speech!; excessive loudness
variation; and irregular articulatory breakdown.

These perceptual impressions of reduced syllabic
strength~see Fearet al., 1995! were corroborated by acoustic
measures of phrase duration, strong-to-weak vowel duration
calculations, vowel formant frequencies and point-vowel
quadrilateral areas, and fundamental frequency and ampli-
tude variation~see Lisset al., 2000, Tables I and II!. Briefly,
the hypokinetic phrases were significantly shorter in duration
than those of the ataxic or neurologically normal speakers;
they had a significantly smaller range of fundamental fre-
quency variation; and their vowel quadrilateral areas were
50% smaller than those of the normal speakers. This coin-
cided with the perception of rapid and monotonous speech.
The ataxic phrases were significantly longer in duration than
those of the hypokinetic or neurologically normal speakers;
their adjacent strong and weak vowel durations were of simi-
lar durations; and their vowel quadrilateral areas also were
50% smaller than those of the control speakers. This cor-
roborated the perception of slow, equal, and even speech.

By design, the phrases on the two dysarthria tapes were
of equivalent intelligibility. As reported in Lisset al. ~2000!,
the mean words-correct score for the ataxic tape was 43.2%
and the mean for the hypokinetic tape was 41.8%. This al-
lowed differences in the dependent variables to be inter-
preted as arising from differences in speech production char-
acteristics, specifically syllabic strength contrasts.

The phrases, modeled after Cutler and Butterfield
~1992!, were designed to permit the interpretation of LBE
patterns. The phrases themselves were of low interword pre-
dictability to reduce the contribution of semantic information
to word perception. They consisted of six syllables that al-
ternated in phrasal stress patterns. Half of the phrases alter-
nated strong–weak~SWSWSW!, and the other half alter-
nated weak–strong~WSWSWS!. The majority of the strong
and weak syllables contained full and reduced vowels, re-
spectively. The phrases ranged in length from 3 to 5 words
and no word contained more than two syllables. None of the
words in the phrases was repeated except articles and auxil-
iary verbs; all English phonemes except /6*/ were
represented.2

The stimulus audiotapes consisted of phrases produced
by dysarthric speakers, each preceded by a neurologically
normal female saying the phrase number, and followed by 12
seconds of silence in which to transcribe what had been
heard. Each tape contained one production of the 60 phrases,
10 phrases per each of the six speakers in each group.

In addition to the data from the 60 core phrases, we
wished to obtain information upon which to compare the
effects of specific versus general familiarization with dysar-
thric speech. The 60 phrases provided data for specific famil-
iarization effects, or benefits to the perception of hypokinetic
or ataxic speech after being familiarized with hypokinetic or
ataxic speech, respectively. To obtain a measure of more gen-
eral effects, 20 phrases from the other dysarthria type were
appended to the end of each 60-phrase tape. The 60 phrases
of the hypokinetic speakers were followed by 20 phrases
from the ataxic speakers; the 60 ataxic phrases were fol-
lowed by 20 phrases from the hypokinetic speakers. Because
the 20 phrases were a subset of the 60 phrases, it was nec-
essary to minimize the possibility that listeners would recog-
nize the phrases, thereby improving transcription perfor-
mance. Thus, 20 low-intelligibility phrases were selected
from the two dysarthria tapes. The 20 phrases were selected
based on phrase-level intelligibility data acquired from Liss
et al. ~2000!. The mean words-correct intelligibility scores of
the 20 phrases were 18.0% and 18.2% for the hypokinetic
and ataxic phrases, respectively.

In addition to the stimulus tapes, two familiarization
tapes were constructed. Each of the hypokinetic and ataxic
familiarization tapes contained 18 novel phrases, three from
each of the six speakers. The familiarization phrases were
identical to the test phrases in their syllabic strength alterna-
tion, low interword predictability, phoneme representation,
and general composition. However, there was no phrase
overlap between the stimulus and familiarization phrases.

TABLE I. Comparisons of interest.

60 phrases~between-group!:
Hypokinetic control versus hypokinetic familiarized
Ataxic control versus ataxic familiarized

20 phrases~between-group!:
Hypokinetic control versus hypokinetic familiarized versus familiarized

with other
Ataxic control versus ataxic familiarized versus familiarized with other
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D. Procedures

The listeners were seated in individual cubicles. The au-
diotapes were presented via the Tandberg Educational sound
system in the ASU Language Laboratory over high quality
Tandberg supra-aural headphones. Equivalent sound pressure
levels across headphones were verified with a headphone
coupler sound level meter~Quest 215 Sound Level Meter!.
Listeners were instructed to adjust the volume to a comfort-
able listening level~in 4 dB increments up or down! during
the preliminary instructions. They were directed not to alter
the volume once the stimulus phrases had begun. The listen-
ers transcribed three practice phrases, which were read by a
neurologically normal female speaker. Listeners who made
more than one word-transcription error in the practice
phrases would not be eligible for the study. No listeners were
excluded by this criterion.

Prior to the transcription task, listeners in the two famil-
iarization groups were given a list of the 18 familiarization
phrases. They were asked to follow along carefully as the
various speakers read the phrases. The listeners then received
instructions for the transcription task. They were asked to
listen to each phrase and to write down exactly what they
heard. They were told that all phrases consisted of real words
in the English language produced by several different male
and female speakers. They were told that some of the phrases
may be difficult to understand, but that they should guess if
they did not know what the speaker was saying. They were
told that if they could not venture a guess, they were to use a
slash to indicate that part of the phrase they could not under-
stand.

E. Analysis

The familiarization corpus consisted of 6400 phrase
transcriptions (80 listeners380 phrases). A words-correct
score was calculated for each phrase as an index of intelligi-
bility. A word was counted as correct when it exactly
matched the target, or when it differed only by tense~-ed! or
plural ~-s! and did not add another syllable. Substitutions
between ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘the’’ were also regarded as correct.3 The

percentages of words-correct were calculated for each lis-
tener and averaged within listening groups as indices of in-
telligibility. Intelligibility scores for the 60 phrases and the
subset of 20 phrases were calculated separately.

Two trained judges~the first two authors! independently
coded the listener transcripts for the presence and type of
LBEs to obtain a corpus of errors identified and/or agreed
upon by both judges. Lexical boundary violations were de-
fined as erroneous insertions or deletions of lexical bound-
aries. These insertions or deletions were coded as occurring
either before strong or before weak syllables~as determined
by the target phrasal stress pattern of the phrase, SWSWSW
or WSWSWS!. Thus, four error types were possible: Insert
boundary before a strong syllable~IS!; insert boundary be-
fore a weak syllable~IW!; delete boundary before a strong
syllable ~DS!; and delete boundary before a weak syllable
~DW!. Each phrase had the possibility of containing more
than one LBE.4 Examples from the actual transcripts are pro-
vided in Table II.

Analyses of variance and post-hoc pairwise multiple
comparisons were conducted to detect differences in mean
intelligibility scores between and among groups~see Table I
for comparisons of interest!. Because 40 listeners were in-
cluded in the familiarization groups as compared to the
twenty listeners in the control groups, a conservative alpha
of 0.001 was selected. This was intended to minimize the
potential for an overpowered study, in which small between-
group differences may attain statistical significance without
being clinically~or perceptually! relevant. Chi-square proce-
dures were conducted to determine the relationship between
the variables of insert/delete and strong/weak for 10 sets of
lexical boundary error data: 60-phrase control and familiar-
ized; 20-phrase control, familiarized, and familiarized with
other, for both sets of dysarthric speech.

In addition to the LBE proportion comparisons in the
contingency tables, IS/IW and DW/DS ratios were calculated
for all 10 sets of LBE data. These ratios permitted a com-
parison with previously published data regarding strength of
adherence to predicted error patterns. Specifically, if listeners
use the strategy of attending to syllabic strength to mark

TABLE II. Examples of coding lexical boundary errors from the listeners’ transcriptions.a

Target phase Listener response Error type~s!

Younger rusty viewers Youngerrest if you are
=

IW, IW

The rally found some light Thereal effects
=

of light IW, DS

Soon the men were asking Cinnamon
=

were asking DW, DS

His display collects it Handsdid spray collected
=

IS, DW

Friendly slogans catch it Fred eats slow with
=

ketchup IW, IW, DW

Govern proper landings Car and prop for
=

landings IW, IW

Call a random voter Coming from the
=

motor DW, IW

A term arranged inside Aturmoil raged
=

inside DW, IS

Convince the council here In winds the cows will
=

here IS, IW

She describes a nuisance Strangers cause
=

a nuisance DW, IS

aIS refers to insertion of a lexical boundary before a strong syllable; IW refers to insertion before a weak
syllable. DS and DW refer to deletions of lexical boundaries before strong and weak syllables, respectively.
The first five examples are from transcripts from the ataxic familiarized transcripts, and the second five are
from hypokinetic familiarized transcripts.
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word boundaries in the connected acoustic stream, they will
most likely erroneously insert lexical boundaries before
strong syllables~IS!, and delete them most often before weak
syllables~DW!. Ratio values of 1 indicate that insertions and
deletions occur equally as often before strong and weak syl-
lables. Therefore, the greater the positive distance from ‘‘1,’’
the greater the strength of adherence to the predicted pattern.
Between-group differences in median values among condi-
tions were assessed by nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis one-
way analysis of variance on ranks procedures.

III. RESULTS

A. Intelligibility

Figure 1 shows the mean percent words-correct intelli-
gibility scores for each of the groups on the 60 phrases. A
one-way analysis of variance showed significant differences
among the means of the familiarized and nonfamiliarized
listener groups@F(3,116)522.1, P,0.0001#. The student–
Newman–Keuls procedure indicated that both familiarized
groups significantly outperformed the corresponding nonfa-
miliarized groups (P,0.05). The mean of the ataxic famil-
iarized group was 51.6% (s.d.54.48), which was signifi-
cantly greater than that of the ataxic control group (MI
543.2, s.d.56.41). The hypokinetic familiarized group
mean was 45.3% (s.d.54.91), which was significantly
greater than that of the hypokinetic Control group (MI
541.8, s.d.55.58).

The 20-phrase subset intelligibility means and standard
deviations are shown Fig. 2. Three different values are pre-
sented for each of the two dysarthria tapes. The first bars for
each dysarthria type correspond with the intelligibility score
achieved by the control subjects from Lisset al. ~2000!. The
second values correspond with the scores derived from the

familiarization condition~familiarization!. This is the per-
centage of words-correct for these 20 phrases~taken from the
set of 60! when the listener had been familiarized with that
particular dysarthria type. The third bars represent the per-
centage of words-correct on these 20 phrases when the lis-
tener had been familiarized with theother dysarthria type
~other!. Analyses of variance were significant atP,0.001
for both groups@F(2,97)545.899 for hypokinetic;F(2,97)
576.795 for ataxic#. Post-hoc analysis showed significant
differences (p,0.05) for all pairwise comparisons within
both hypokinetic and ataxic groups. Thus, for both types of
dysarthric speech, the specific familiarization condition re-
sulted in the highest score, followed by the general familiar-
ization condition, followed by the no-familiarization condi-
tion.

B. Lexical boundary error pattern

Table III contains the total LBEs, the LBE category pro-
portions thereof,5 and the median IS/IW and DW/DS ratios

FIG. 1. Intelligibility scores for the 60 phrases. The first two bars show the
mean~11 standard deviation! for the control groups, and the second bars
show the same values for the familiarized groups. Means of the hypokinetic
familiarized and ataxic familiarized were significantly higher than their re-
spective control group (P,0.05).

FIG. 2. Intelligibility scores for the 20-phrase subset. The first three bars
show the mean~11 standard deviation! for the control, familiarized, and
familiarized with other conditions for the hypokinetic tape. The second three
bars show the same information for the ataxic tape. For each tape, signifi-
cant differences were found among all three conditions (P,0.05).

TABLE III. LBE totals, category proportions expressed in percentages, and
median ratio values for each of the four listener groups for the 60 phrases.

Total LBEs %IS %IW %DS %DW
Median
IS/IW

Median
DW/DS

Hypokinetic
control (N520)

820 47.1 27.4 9.0 16.5 1.75 1.83

Hypokinetic
familiarized
(N540)

1633 44.9 27.1 10.3 17.6 1.56 1.75

Ataxic control
(N520)

610 40.5 34.4 12.3 12.8 1.18 0.90

Ataxic
familiarized
(N540)

1266 36.0 34.0 14.5 15.4 1.04 1.00
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for each of the four groups for the 60 phrases. Contingency
tables were constructed for the LBEs for each of the famil-
iarized listener groups to determine whether the variables of
lexical boundary error type~i.e., insertion/deletion! and lexi-
cal boundary error location~i.e., before strong/weak syllable!
were significantly related. Consistent with our previous re-
port on the hypokinetic control~Liss et al., 2000!, chi-square
results were significant for the data derived from the hypo-
kinetic speech samples@hypokinetic familiarized,x2(1,N
54)583.5, P,0.0001]. That is, there was a significant re-
lationship between LBE type and the locations in which the
errors occurred. Erroneous lexical boundary insertions oc-
curred more often before strong than before weak syllables,
and erroneous lexical boundary deletions occurred more of-
ten before weak than before strong syllables. This was not
the case for LBE pattern for the ataxic data. Consistent with
our previous report on ataxic control, there was no statisti-
cally significant relationship between LBE type and location
among the ataxic familiarization data@x2(1,N54)
50.759, P50.3838#.

The IS/IW and DW/DS ratios echo the chi-square find-
ings, and offer a source of examining the strength of adher-
ence to the predicted pattern of results both between and
within dysarthria type. Because the ratio data were not nor-
mally distributed, Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA on Ranks proce-
dures were performed on the two sets of ratio data. The
median IS/IW ratios for the hypokinetic control and hypoki-
netic familiarization groups were significantly greater than
those for the ataxic control and ataxic familiarization groups
@H(3)540.4, P,0.0001#. Similarly the median DW/DS
ratios for the two hypokinetic groups were significantly
greater than those for the two ataxic groups@H(3)
519.9, P50.0002#. However, there were no significant dif-
ferences between the median values of either the hypokinetic
control and familiarization groups, or of the ataxic control
and familiarization groups, according to Dunn’s method of
all pairwise multiple comparisons (P,0.05). Thus, both hy-
pokinetic tapes elicited significantly higher strength of adher-
ence values than did either of the two ataxic tapes.

Tables IV and V contain the LBE information for the
20-phrase subset taken from the control condition, the famil-
iarized condition, and the familiarized with other condition.
As with the data from the 60 phrases, significant relation-
ships between LBE type and location were found for all data
derived from the hypokinetic tapes as shown in Table IV
@hypokinetic control,x2(1,N54)555.3, P,0.0001; hypo-
kinetic familiarized,x2(1,N54)514.0, P50.0002; famil-

iarized with other,x2(1,N54)575.2; P,0.0001], but not
for the LBE proportions derived from the ataxic tapes as
shown in Table V@ataxic control,x2(1,N54)50.678, P
50.4104; ataxic familiarized, x2(1,N54)50.15, P
50.6986; familiarized with other,x2(1,N54)51.85, P
50.174].

Kruskal–Wallis ANOVAs on ranks were conducted on
ratio values within each of the dysarthria categories to iden-
tify specific versus general effects of familiarization in the
subset of 20 phrases. No significant differences were found
among control, familiarized, and familiarized with other for
any of the ataxic data @ IS/IW,H(2)52.45,P
50.029 43;DW/DS,H(2)52.05,P50.3586#, nor for the hy-
pokinetic data@H(2)56.33,P50.0422#. Thus, IS/IW and
DW/DS ratios were similar and consistent within dysarthria
subtype across all three conditions.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results of the present study demonstrate perceptual
benefits of familiarization with dysarthric speech. However,
these benefits were apparent only in intelligibility scores, and
not in lexical boundary error patterns. In fact, the LBE re-
sults were remarkably consistent with the data from nonfa-
miliarized listeners, in which it appears that different patterns
of dysarthria may differentially affect listeners’ abilities to
apply the MSS. If listeners had gleaned information about
distinguishing strong and weak syllables in the two dysar-
thric speech patterns, LBE results should have reflected this.
Although knowledge about prosodic patterns and syllabic
stress manifestations may have benefited intelligibility, the
absence of LBE differences suggests the familiarization pro-
cedure did not improve strong/weak syllable identification,
but rather improved performance at some other~perhaps seg-
mental! level.

The question of general and specific familiarization ef-
fects on intelligibility scores in dysarthria has significant
clinical and theoretical implications. The familiarization pro-
cedure of the present investigation was very brief, just three
phrases each from the six speakers with dysarthria who pro-
vided the stimulus phrases. It also required little active par-
ticipation by the listeners. They simply were instructed to
follow along with a written transcript of the 18 familiariza-
tion phrases as they listened. They were not instructed to
listen for certain features or characteristics, nor were they
even told the purpose of the procedure. Nonetheless, this
brief and relatively passive experience resulted in signifi-
cantly higher intelligibility scores for the familiarized groups

TABLE IV. LBE totals, category proportions expressed in percentages, and
median ratio values for the 20-phrase subset for the hypokinetic tapes.

Total
LBEs %IS %IW %DS %DW

Median
IS/IW

Median
DW/DS

Control (N520) 434 47.0 22.1 9.0 21.9 1.81 1.72
Familiarized
(N540)

710 39.1 30.0 12.7 18.2 1.56 1.75

Familiarized
with other
(N540)

883 44.8 21.4 12.5 21.3 2.00 1.63

TABLE V. LBE totals, category proportions expressed in percentages, and
median ratio values for the 20-phrase subset for the ataxic tapes.

Total
LBEs %IS %IW %DW %DS

Median
IS/IW

Median
DW/DS

Control (N520) 284 39.1 34.5 12.3 14.1 1.05 1.08
Familiarized
(N540)

585 35.7 32.9 15.7 15.7 1.04 1.00

Familiarized
with other
(N540)

744 35.9 35.6 12.6 15.9 1.00 1.00
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than those obtained by nonfamiliarized listeners. When the
dysarthria of the familiarization procedure matched the dys-
arthria of the transcription task, the benefits were even
greater.

Although the data cannot provide a definitive source for
the intelligibility benefit, they do offer a number of clues.
First, familiarization effects were not of the same magnitude
for the two dysarthria subtypes. Transcriptions of both the
hypokinetic and ataxic phrases evidenced familiarization ef-
fects, however the effects were greater for the ataxic speech.
This is particularly compelling because the two dysarthria
tapes were constructed to ensure equivalent intelligibility,
and to ensure that each phrase was perceptually representa-
tive of the operational definitions of the respective dysarthria
~Liss et al., 2000!. Thus, the 8.4% advantage for the ataxic
tape can be compared directly to the clinically less impres-
sive 3.5% advantage for the hypokinetic tape. Listeners who
heard then transcribed ataxic speech benefited more from
their exposure than did listeners who heard and then tran-
scribed hypokinetic speech.

This pattern is even more robust in the subset of data
from the 20 low-intelligibility phrases for which the famil-
iarization procedure produced greater gains. The ataxic fa-
miliarized listeners who transcribed the ataxic phrases en-
joyed a 21% advantage over those who were not
familiarized, while the hypokinetic familiarized realized a
15.6% gain over those who transcribed the hypokinetic
phrases without prior exposure to that particular dysarthria.
In both of these cases, the benefit of being familiarized with
the specific dysarthria was roughly double the intelligibility
gain for the familiarized with other condition. Thus, thegen-
eral benefit of exposure to dysarthric speech was of the same
magnitude for transcribers of both dysarthric tapes, but the
specificbenefits were substantially higher for the ataxic fa-
miliarization group than for the hypokinetic familiarization
group.

If only the intelligibility data were considered, it could
only be concluded thatsomethingabout exposure to the
ataxic speech was disproportionately beneficial to listeners
who transcribed the ataxic phrases. However, the second clue
of LBE patterns allows us to speculate that the cognitive–
perceptual source of benefit may not lie in the mapping of
suprasegmental patterning. The LBE patterns elicited by the
hypokinetic familiarized and ataxic familiarized conditions
were nearly identical to those of the hypokinetic control and
ataxic control, respectively. This finding is quite unexpected
because it suggests that the phenomenon underlying the LBE
patterns must be extraordinarily robust to persist across dif-
ferent listener groups and listening circumstances~see Cutler
et al., 1997!. If the assumption is correct that LBE analysis
offers a window to lexical segmentation strategies relative to
syllabic strength, it must be concluded that this particular
familiarization procedure did not facilitate recognition of syl-
labic strength contrasts. As in the previous study, listeners in
the current study appeared to have less success applying this
strategy to the ataxic speech than to the hypokinetic speech.

This points toward the possibility that the familiarization
procedure allowed the listeners to map aspects of the de-
graded acoustic signal onto pre-existing phonological tem-

plates. This hypothesis has been explicated in the psycholin-
guistic literature~e.g., Dupoux and Green, 1997; Dupoux
et al., 2001; Franciset al., 2000; Greenspanet al., 1988! but
empirical data from motor speech disorders are limited.
Tjaden and Liss~1995! attempted to tease out the relative
contributions of segmental and suprasegmental information
in the familiarization process. Using the speech of a Korean
woman with moderate–severe spastic–ataxic dysarthria sec-
ondary to cerebral palsy, they created two familiarization
tapes. The first contained a paragraph, consisting of 12 six-
word sentences, read by the woman. The second consisted of
a list of all 72 words contained in the paragraph, but ar-
ranged in a random order and read as a word list. Thus the
content of the two tapes was identical, but the paragraph tape
provided listeners with sentence level prosodic and interword
coarticulatory information not found in the word list. The
task consisted of transcribing 48 six-word sentences pro-
duced by the woman. It was expected that the Paragraph
group would obtain higher words-correct intelligibility
scores than the other two groups because they would have
received the most information relevant to the transcription
task~see Greenspanet al., 1988!. However, the results dem-
onstrated that although the two familiarized groups outper-
formed the control group, there was no significant perfor-
mance difference between the Paragraph and Word groups.
Although the high degree of variability in listener scores may
have masked actual differences, perhaps the segmental infor-
mation gleaned from both familiarization tapes accounted for
the majority of familiarization benefit.

This possibility has some support in the psycholinguistic
literature. The construct of perceptual adaptation is related to
the process of familiarization in the present study, and has
been the subject of a number of investigations with time-
compressed speech. As listeners are exposed to a time-
compressed speech signal, their ability to understand that
signal improves to a point. This improvement is taken as
evidence of perceptual adaptation to the distorted signal.
Sebastia´n-Gallés and colleagues~2000! examined language-
specific rhythmical, lexical, and phonological factors in per-
ceptual adaptation to time-compressed speech. Their
Spanish-speaking listeners transcribed time-compressed
Spanish sentences after exposure to time-compressed speech
of different languages. These listeners showed perceptual
benefits only from prior exposure to time-compressed Span-
ish, and from Italian and French, which are rhythmically
~syllable-timed! and phonologically similar to Spanish. The
listeners did not demonstrate significant gains in intelligibil-
ity with exposure to the dissimilar languages of English~a
stress-timed language! or Japanese~a mora-timed language!.
Moreover, a second experiment with time-compressed Greek
~a syllable-timed but not a Romance language! revealed the
effect was not simply one of lexical overlap or similarity
between Spanish and Italian. They suggested that perceptual
adaptation benefits derive not only from the similarity of
language rhythm, but also from phonetic and phonologic
similarity. This conclusion coincides with the work of Dup-
oux and Green~1997! who found robust and relatively long-
term perceptual adaptation effects for time-compressed
speech. They also concluded that the adaptation mechanism
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must contain a component of phonetic-to-phonological map-
ping.

Consistent with Sebastia´n-Gallés et al. ~2000!, the cur-
rent data support the notion that the intelligibility decrement
derives from both difficulty in decoding the rhythmic struc-
ture of the signal, and mapping the degraded acoustic pho-
netic information onto existing phonologic templates. In the
current study, intelligibility was most improved when the
prosodic and segmental features of the familiarization stimu-
lus matched those of the transcription task. However, the
LBE analysis indicates that the improvement cannot be at-
tributed predominantly to knowledge about prosodic form,
so a segmental explanation must be entertained. The data of
the present report were not collected in a way to confirm a
phonetic-to-phonologic adaptation mechanism, but some
preliminary support is offered in a methodological paper
from our laboratory that evaluated word substitution errors in
a subset of these transcribed phrases. Spitzeret al. ~2000!
proposed an analysis method by which to capture evidence
of the segmental benefits of the familiarization procedure.
Twenty phrases transcribed by 34 listeners were analyzed for
the presence of word substitution errors. Word substitutions
were defined as whole words that did not violate the lexical
boundaries or the syllabic constitution of the intended target
words. The goal was to develop a classification scheme that
would quantify phonemic preservation of either vowels or
consonants within these word substitutions. It was hypoth-
esized that if the familiarization procedure facilitates map-
ping of the degraded segmental information onto stored rep-
resentations for phonemes, word substitutions should bear
phonemic resemblance to the target word. The results from
this preliminary analysis were encouraging. In this subset of
phrases, more word substitutions from the familiarized
groups bore phonemic resemblance to the target than did
those word substitutions from the nonfamiliarized groups.
Additionally, a dysarthria-specific difference was discovered.
The word substitutions taken from transcriptions of the
ataxic speech had significantly more phonetically related
than nonphonetically related word substitutions. This differ-
ence was not found in the word substitutions elicited by the
hypokinetic speech. Because such a small proportion of the
full data set was examined in this methodological paper, the
inconclusive findings for the hypokinetic speech are not par-
ticularly interpretable. However, the patterns of phoneme
preservation elicited by the ataxic speech are consistent with
the idea that familiarization improves the perceptual process
of phonetic–phonologic mapping.

V. CONCLUSION

The present report offers additional evidence for the bi-
directional relationship between the nature of the degraded
signal and the cognitive–perceptual processes brought to
bear on that signal~Lindblom, 1990!. The LBE data suggest
three important conclusions. First, consistent with our previ-
ous reports, it appears that syllabic strength contrasts are a
source of information to listeners as they attempt to segment
these types of dysarthric speech. Were this not the case, the
LBE patterns would have been more closely aligned with
chance, based on the number of opportunities to commit cer-

tain errors ~in the case of this phrase set, deletions
. insertions, IW.IS, and DS.DW). Second, the data are
consistent with the notion that the form of the prosodic dis-
turbance offers differential challenge to the application of the
MSS. As in our previous report, there was no difference be-
tween error location for either erroneous insertions or dele-
tions for the ataxic speech (IS5IW;DW5DS). Third, the
level and type of familiarization provided herein did not con-
vey sufficient knowledge about syllabic strength contrastiv-
ity to facilitate the application of a metrical segmentation
type of strategy. Nonetheless, the familiarized listeners ob-
tained higher intelligibility scores than those who did not
receive familiarization, and a dysarthria-specific effect was
evident. Thus, it can be hypothesized that intelligibility dec-
rements may arise from inefficient processing of the de-
graded segmental and suprasegmental aspects of the signal,
but this familiarization process differentially facilitates the
cognitive–perceptual process of mapping the degraded seg-
mental information onto existing phonological categories.

The study of naturally degraded speech offers ecological
validity, but is replete with its own set of limitations. Al-
though the two dysarthria tapes were of equivalent intelligi-
bility and each phrase was representative of the correspond-
ing dysarthria, the specific articulatory deficits varied across
speakers both between and within groups. Some speakers
may have had more consistent articulatory errors than others,
making it conceivably easier to ‘‘break the code’’ during the
brief familiarization procedure. It is not possible with these
natural speech samples to control for critical acoustic fea-
tures that would allow us to draw firm conclusions about the
cognitive mechanisms underlying the perception of dysar-
thric speech. However, the data are a springboard for con-
structing controlled experiments with~re!synthesized
samples, perhaps emulating the various syllabic contrastivity
differences between the two dysarthria subtypes.

There are several aspects of the study design that call for
caution in the interpretation of the data. The 20 phrases of
the familiarization with other condition were not novel, as
the listeners had transcribed them as part of the 60 phrase
familiarization list. Because listeners understood very little
of the phrases in the original exposure~18% of words!, we
expected that perceptual benefits would be minimal. Our de-
sign did not permit us to ascertain the relative contributions
of this prior exposure to the phrases and exposure to the
dysarthric speech. However, the pattern of data does support
our interpretation of a dysarthria-specific benefit to percep-
tion. Rather than a uniform benefit that might be predicted
from prior exposure to phrases that were 18% intelligible, a
differential benefit to the ataxic phrases was discovered. Fu-
ture experiments may control for such possible confounds by
ensuring that phrases across conditions do not overlap, or
overlap in controlled and systematic ways.

Interpretive power would be additionally strengthened
by including a more extensive nondysarthric familiarization
procedure for the control group. These listeners did hear a
three-phrase practice series recorded by a neurologically nor-
mal speaker, which consisted of low-predictability phrases
similar to the stimulus phrases. However, they did not hear
18 phrases, as did the familiarization groups. This step would
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have permitted us to identify any perceptual improvements
afforded by simply learning more about the nature of the
phrases, separate from the influences of exposure to dysar-
thric speech.

Finally, the familiarization procedure of the present
study was brief and relatively passive. It is likely that more
impressive gains in intelligibility, and perhaps evidence of
more efficient application of the MSS, can be realized with
more extensive familiarization procedures~Francis et al.,
2000!. A paradigm in which different types of information
are offered may shed light on the dysarthria-specific findings
of the present~and previous! studies. In addition, the 15–
20 % intelligibility advantage evidenced in the low intelligi-
bility phrases strongly supports the integration of familiariza-
tion procedures in motor speech disorders clinical practice.
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For more than a decade, the digital waveguide model for musical instruments has been improved
through the simulation of cylindrical and conical bores. But several difficulties remain, such as
instabilities due to growing exponentials which appear when two conical bores are connected with
decreasing taper. In this paper, an alternative overcoming these difficulties is proposed and can be
extended to shapes other than cylinders, cones, and hyperbolic horns. A two-port model with more
general state variables than usual traveling waves works efficiently for any shape without
discontinuities in cross section. The equations for connecting separate elements at discontinuities
make this two-port model appropriate for use in time domain simulation of the physical behavior of
the wind instrument and its interactions with the player. The potential of this new approach is
illustrated by several detailed examples. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1515734#

PACS numbers: 43.75.Ef, 43.60.Gk@NHF#

I. INTRODUCTION

Two decades ago, sound synthesis by physical modeling
of musical instruments was at an embryonic stage,1,2 though
already raising high expectations. Since the end of the
1980s,3,4 this method of sound synthesis has improved
steadily, computers have become faster and faster, and nowa-
days, commercial products based on this technology are
available. In 1996, Smith5 summed up the situation in this
domain of research and pointed out several difficulties. To
create a physical model of a wind instrument, a suitable
model of a bore with varying cross section needs to be
implemented. In this context, previous descriptions of wind
instruments are briefly reviewed, separated into two groups.

The first approach considers a wind instrument to be
composed of a nonlinear excitation mechanism~the mouth-
piece! and of a resonator~the body! which is a linear ele-
ment. The resonator is completely characterized by either its
reflection function or its input impedance.6–12 This lumped
approach, which gives precise results and a good match be-
tween experiments and theory for a given note, has a disad-
vantage: the properties of the resonator are fixed. Thus,
simulations close to real playing situations, including realis-
tic transients between several notes, are difficult to obtain.
For instance, the dynamic closing of tone-holes by fingers or
keys, or the motion of a trombone slide, are not simulated.

For sound synthesis, the relationship between the player
and the instrument needs to be taken into account,4,13–17in-
cluding the actions of lips, tongue, blown air, and fingers. A
distributedapproach is generally used. Because modularity
is a key to this second approach—a wind instrument is com-
posed of a mouthpiece, tubes, tone-holes, a slide, a bell,
etc.—a tube has to be modeled as an element which can be
connected at both ends to other elements. In this approach,
piecewise element modeling techniques are generally em-

ployed for acoustic bores with varying cross section. Each
element is a two-port which can be seen as awaveguide
provided it is either a cylinder, a truncated cone, or a hyper-
bolic horn. It has been shown that in a cylindrical bore, the
acoustical pressure wave is the sum of two traveling plane
waves which propagate in opposite directions; the same
holds for a conical bore with two traveling spherical
waves.6,8 Further, previous works show18 that in cylindrical
and hyperbolic bores, ‘‘flow waves propagate without disper-
sion.’’ Thus, ‘‘ A convenient model of a waveguide@can also
be built# using piecewise hyperbolic elements.’’ 18 In the con-
text of a step by step calculation in discrete time domain, this
approach gives thedigital waveguide4 model which is used
by almost all the authors.4,13–23This method is efficient due
to its very low computational load.

The digital waveguide model was first conceived for a
cylindrical bore without losses.4 It has been progressively
improved by the addition of fractional delays,24,23,25 visco-
thermal losses, and conical bores.13–23Nevertheless, difficul-
ties are encountered as soon as the bore is noncylindrical.9

The connecting equations with separate elements are indeed
rather complicated, showing integral terms that may generate
growing exponentials, for instance in the case of two conical
bores connected with ‘‘a decreasing taper.’’ 10 From another
point of view,18 these instability phenomena correspond to
the existence of ‘‘trapped modes’’ in addition to normal
‘‘ traveling modes.’’

In this paper, Sec. II summarizes the traveling-wave ap-
proach and points out the sources of instabilities in models
using piecewise element techniques for waveguides. Section
III presents a new stable two-port which is usable not only
for cylinders, truncated cones, and hyperbolic horns but also
for tubes of arbitrarily varying cross section. Finally, detailed
examples illustrating the potential of this model are given in
Sec. IV.a!Electronic mail: eric.ducasse@bordeaux.ensam.fr
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II. INSTABILITIES IN WAVEGUIDE MODELING

A. Traveling signals in lossless bores

1. Pressure waves in cylindrical and conical bores

In a bore with varying cross section, a commonly used
model for lossless propagation is based on the following
equation, usually named the ‘‘Horn Equation:’’ 26–30

]2p

]x2 2
1

c2

]2p

]t2 5
2S8~x!

S~x!

]p

]x
, ~1!

wherep is the mean acoustic pressure in a cross-sectionS of
the bore, depending on abscissax and time t, and c the
sound speed~usually 340 m s21). It is assumed that the wave
fronts are planar and that the bore is relatively wide.

After the transformationp(x,t)5@S(x)#21/2 c(x,t), Eq.
~1! becomes
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When the second term of Eq.~2! is zero, mainly in the
case of either a cylinder or a truncated cone, Eq.~2! becomes
the standard wave equation, the solution of which is the sum
of two traveling waves, giving

p~x,t !5
c1~x2c t!

AS~x!
1

c2~x1c t!

AS~x!
. ~3!

Using a common approximation for the Euler equation,
where u is the acoustic volume velocity through cross-
section S(x), and r0 the air mean density~usually
1.21 kg m23):
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]t
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]x
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Equations~3! and ~4! now give the volume velocityu:
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2. Volume velocity waves in cylindrical and
hyperbolic bores

Similarly, a ‘‘Horn Equation for volume velocity’’ can be
given @Ref. 18, Eq.~3.126!#:
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After the transformationu(x,t)5AS(x) f(x,t), Eq. ~6!
becomes@Ref. 18, Eq.~3.137!#
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In the case of either a cylinder or a hyperbolic horn, the
solution of Eq.~7! is the sum of two traveling waves which
gives

u~x,t !5AS~x! f1~x2c t!1AS~x! f2~x1c t!. ~8!

The mass conservation law being
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the acoustic pressure can be deduced:
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2
c S8~x!

2 S~x!
E

2`

t

u~x,s! ds D . ~10!

A numerical model using digital waveguides in conjunc-
tion with a decomposition into a pair of traveling waves is
deduced from Eqs.~3! and~5! when the air column is cylin-
drical or conical, or from Eqs.~8! and ~10! when the air
column is hyperbolic.

B. Description of the waveguide model

Consider both ends (x50 andx5L) of a conical bore.
Substituting q1(x,t) and q2(x,t) for @S(x)21/2#
c1(x2c t) and @S(x)21/2# c2(x1c t), respectively, Eqs.
~3! and ~5! become

q1~L,t !5
1

z
q1~0,t2t!,

q2~0,t !5z q2~L,t2t!,

p~0,t !5q1~0,t !1q2~0,t !,
~11!

u~0,t !5
S~0!

r0 c Fq1~0,t !2q2~0,t !

1
c S8~0!

2 S~0!
E

2`

t

p~0,s! dsG ,
p~L,t !5q1~L,t !1q2~L,t !,

u~L,t !5
S~L !

r0 c Fq1~L,t !2q2~L,t !

1
c S8~L !

2 S~L !
E

2`

t

p~L,s! dsG ,
whereL is the length of the tube,t5L/c the propagation
delay between the extremities, andz5@S(L)/S(0)#1/2 the
radii ratio.

The first two equations of system~11! define a wave-
guide filter including a double delay line and radius
correctors.31 These equations constitute the uniform
transmission-line and transformer components of Fig. 1.
Visco-thermal losses can be lumped in additional filters. The
transfer function of these filters isG(s)5exp(2b L As/r )
for cylindrical tubes,32,33,20wheres is the complex variable
of the Laplace transformation,r 5AS/p the radius,
b5@Al v1(g21)Al t#/Ac ~usually 1.631025 s1/2) a con-
stant representing the visco-thermal effects,g the ratio of
specific heats,l v and l t the characteristic lengths of the vis-
cous and thermal effects, e.g., Refs. 7, 34, 35, 33, and 11. It
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can be extended to truncated cones by takingr as an equiva-
lent radius$e.g.,14 r 5(r L2r 0) @ log(rL /r0)#

21 where r 0 and
r L are the radii at the two ends%.

The integral terms36,14 in system~11! explain the insta-
bilities encountered in the case of conical bores, as detailed
in Sec. II C.

Similarly, a waveguide model of a hyperbolic bore can
be defined by substitutingq1(x,t) and q2(x,t), respec-
tively, for AS(x) f1(x2c t) and AS(x) f2(x1c t). Inte-
gral terms appear in this case also.

C. Instabilities in a junction of two conical tubes

The instability phenomena associated with conical
bores have been demonstrated through various ap-
proaches.5,10,21,18,37In the case of two conical tubes con-
nected with a continuous radius~cf. Fig. 2!, continuity of
mean pressure, conservation of volume velocity, and system
~11! give after a Laplace transform:

Qleft
1 ~s!1Qleft

2 ~s!5Qright
1 ~s!1Qright

2 ~s!5PJ~s!,
~12!

Qleft
1 ~s!2Qleft

2 ~s!1
c r left8

r J s
P~s!

5Qright
1 ~s!2Qright

2 ~s!1
c r right8

r J s
PJ~s!,

wherepJ(t) is the mean pressure at the junction,r 8 the taper
~derivative ofr with respect tox), and the following conven-
tion is adopted: ifw is a signal or a vector of signals,
W5L(w) is its Laplace transform defined for alls by
W(s)5*2`

1`w(t) e2s t dt. The other quantities are defined in
Fig. 2.

If the taper is not continuous, Eq.~12! becomes

Qleft
2 ~s!5Qright

2 ~s!2F11
2 r J

c ~r right8 2r left8 !
sG21

3@Qleft
1 ~s!1Qright

2 ~s!#,
~13!

Qright
1 ~s!5Qleft

1 ~s!2F11
2 r J

c ~r right8 2r left8 !
sG21

3@Qleft
1 ~s!1Qright

2 ~s!#.

Equation~13! can be translated into the block diagram
of Fig. 2, containing a first-order filter.21 This filter is stable
for increasing taper (r right8 .r left8 ) and unstable for decreasing
taper (r right8 ,r left8 ), as shown in previous work.10 Even if
visco-thermal losses are introduced, instabilities remain.

Section III presents an alternative to the usual traveling-
waves approach. This approach suppresses instabilities.

III. A TWO-PORT WITH PHYSICALLY OBTAINABLE
TRAVELING WAVES AS INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

In this approach, traveling waves are not formulated in-
side the modeled bore. Instead they are formulated outside it,
in cylinders which are connected to it so that the cross sec-
tion is continuous@see Fig. 3~a!#. This lumped approach has
already been used in the ‘‘reflection function’’ characteriza-
tion of a resonator given by Schumacher:1 when a cylinder
with an anechoic termination at one end is connected to the

FIG. 1. Block diagram of a conical bore where both the usual waveguide
state variablesq1, q2 and the new state variablesp1, p2 can be observed.

FIG. 2. A junction of two conical tubes with radius continuity and its block
diagram. D(s)5$112 r J s/@c (r right8 2r left8 )#%21 is the transmittance of a
first-order filter which is unstable providedr right8 ,r left8 .

FIG. 3. ~a! A bore with varying cross section. Both extremities of this bore
are connected to cylinders without cross-section discontinuities. Each cylin-
der has an anechoic termination at its unconnected end.p0

1 , p0
2 , pL

1 , and
pL

2 are traveling waves. The typical boundary layer in the air column is
shown with the acoustic velocity distribution.~b! Block diagram of a two-
port modeling the air column inside the main bore, with the inputs
p1(0,t)5p0

1(t) andp2(L,t)5pL
2(t), and the outputsp2(0,t)5p0

2(t) and
p1(L,t)5pL

1(t).
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input of the resonator with continuity of cross section, the
reflection function corresponds to a reflected traveling wave
which is the response of the resonator to an incoming im-
pulse wave. This approach differs from the usual piecewise
element modeling techniques. It has been already mentioned
in Scavone23 ~pp. 119–123 and Fig. 3.25! to solve an ex-
ample problem of instability. Since incoming and outgoing
waves are physically obtainable in cylinders, with anechoic
terminations at unconnected ends in this case, the modeled
bore is necessarily seen as a passive two-port@see Fig. 3~b!#
without any stability problem. It should be noticed that, in
the ‘‘traveling and trapped modes’’ approach ~Berners,18

Sec. 3.1.3!, trapped modes disappear as soon as the bore has
cylindrical terminations at both ends.

A. Hypotheses

The following hypotheses are made:11 the bore section is
quasicircular; its areaS(x), which is not too small33

(a5b c/(2ASAf )!1, where f is the frequency! or too
large, is a continuous function with moderate variations
@S8(x) is defined almost everywhere and bounded#. The tube
is also quasirectilinear or has only very smooth bends. Sub-
ject to these conditions we can adopt the plane wave ap-
proximation: the acoustic pressurep and velocityv are con-
sidered uniform over the sectionS(x) as well as functions of
abscissax and timet. This is in fact the mean over the bore
@cf. Fig. 3~a!# obtained by integration over the boundary
layer.

B. Equations

The following system is adopted in accordance with Po-
lack @Ref. 11, Eq.~41!#: the first equation is the mass con-
servation law wherer is the acoustic density, the second one
is an extended approximation of the Euler equation, and the
last one is the equation of state for the air,

S~x!
]r

]t
1r0

]u

]x
50,

r0

]u

]t
12 r0 cA p

S~x!
b

]1/2u

]t1/2 1S~x!
]p

]x
50, ~14!

p5c2r.

Two state variables are chosen to determine a numerical
solution in the discrete time-domain. These state variables
may differ from the ones used in traveling-wave approaches.

C. Choosing the suitable state variables

The choice of state variables, including input and output
signals, is fundamental to a convenient description of a
physical phenomenon. The following example shows how
the effect of such a choice can explain phenomena like non-

FIG. 4. ~a! A bore built with a truncated cone and a cylinder~from Agulló
et al.—Ref. 9, Fig. 10, p. 1611! and~b! its block diagram including the bell
radiation.

FIG. 5. Continuous-time impulse responses@the calculation is made in Sec.
III D, Eq. ~30!# for the conical part of the bore which is given in Fig. 4.
t'0.88 ms andz56.
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causality or growing exponentials, as pointed out in previous
studies.9,18,37,38Suitable state variables are then given for a
bore with varying cross section.

1. Preliminary

Let a physical system be described by the following dif-
ferential equation:

d w~ t !

dt
2500w~ t !5

d v~ t !

dt
11500v~ t !

for all t,0, v~ t !50, w~ t !50.

~15!

Its input and output cana priori supposedly be chosen
freely.

If v andw are, respectively, selected as input and output,
the system is unstable because its impulse responseh1 con-
tains a growing exponential:

h1~ t !5d~ t !12000e~ t ! e1500t, ~16!

where d is the Dirac impulse pseudofunction39 and e the
Heaviside step function.

On the contrary, ifw is the input andv the output, the
system is stable because its impulse response is

h2~ t !5d~ t !22000 e~ t ! e21500t. ~17!

It is also possible to take the input assin5w1v and the
output assout5w2v. Equation~15! becomes

d sout~ t !

dt
1500 sout~ t !51000 sin~ t !

for all t,0, sin~ t !50, sout~ t !50. ~18!

In this third case, the physical phenomenon is modeled
as a stable first-order system and its impulse response con-
tains neither growing exponentials nor pseudofunctions. It
can be noticed that in any case for a given inputein and a
given outputs1 and for any numbera, the output modifica-
tion s2(t)5s1(t)1a ein(t) changes neither the stability nor
the characteristic time of the model.

This example emphasizes that stability is not intrinsic to
a given physical phenomenon but notably depends on the
choice of the input, which has to be physically obtainable.
Pseudofunctions can generally be eliminated in the impulse
response by modifying the output.

2. From the reflection function to a two-port model

The reflection function1 hr of a woodwind resonator
verifies p0

25hr!p0
1 , wherep0

1 and p0
2 are traveling pres-

sure waves in a lossless cylinder connected to the entrance of
the resonator, with continuity of cross section@cf. the left

half of Fig. 3~a!#, and the operator! is the convolution~for
all t, (hr!p0

1)(t)5*2`
1` hr(t2j) p0

1(j) dj). The reflection
function is necessarily stable for physical reasons~the reso-
nator is a passive system and the input is physically obtain-
able! and can be considered as causal if the following hy-
pothesis is laid down: we can neglect the thickness« of the
air slice betweenx52« andx50 ~in the cylinder, just be-
fore the entrance of the resonator! which is directly influ-
enced by the resonator shape.

Following this idea, the state vectorP5(p2
p1

) is chosen
to describe the acoustic state of the air column, the signals
p1 andp2 being defined as follows:

p1~x,t !5
1

2 Fp~x,t !1
r0c

S~x!
u~x,t !G ,

~19!

p2~x,t !5
1

2 Fp~x,t !2
r0c

S~x!
u~x,t !G ,

p~x,t !5p1~x,t !1p2~x,t !,
~20!

u~x,t !5
S~x!

r0c
@p1~x,t !2p2~x,t !#.

These signals are traveling waves only in the model of a
cylindrical bore without losses, i.e.,p1(x,t) can be written
p1(x2c t) andp2(x,t), p2(x1c t). In any other case,p1

andp2 are not traveling on the whole air column but can be
qualified as ‘‘locally traveling’’ ~in a slice of air of areaS and
infinitesimal thickness!. The connecting equations of the
bore with any other element of the instrument remain el-
ementary~continuity of mean pressure and flow conserva-
tion! because of Eq.~20!, similar to the last four equations of
system~11! but without any integral term. Above all, the
main advantage is that any piece of bore with a varying cross
section can be modeled as a single two-port@cf. Fig. 3~b!#,
which is necessarily stable and causal for reasons similar to
the reflection function case@cf. Fig. 3~a!#.

After a Fourier transform, systems~14! and~20! give the
following nonlinear differential system:

]

]x
P̂~x, f !5A@S~x!,S8~x!, f # P̂~x, f !, ~21!

whereP̂(x, f ) is the Fourier transform of the state vectorP
at the frequencyf :

P̂~x, f !5Fp1̂~x, f !

p2̂~x, f !
G5F E

2`

1`

p1~x,t ! e22 i p f t dt

E
2`

1`

p2~x,t ! e22 i p f t dt
G
~22!

and

A~S,S8, f !5F 22 i p f

c
2

~11 i ! b p Af

AS
2

S8

2S

~11 i ! b p Af

AS
1

S8

2S

2~11 i ! b p Af

AS
1

S8

2S

2 i p f

c
1

~11 i ! b p Af

AS
2

S8

2S

G . ~23!
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Systems like Eq.~21! are generally solved by numerical
techniques. The transfer matrixT( f )5@T21 T22

T11 T12# of the locally

traveling waves, from the end atx50 to that atx5L, veri-
fies P̂(L, f )5T( f ) P̂(0,f ) and can be deduced from Eqs.
~21!–~23!.

The scattering matrixH( f ) verifying @
p1̂(L, f )

p2̂(0,f )
#5H( f )

3@
p2̂(L, f )

p1̂(0,f )
# is then deduced from the transfer matrix:

H~ f !5F ĥ00~ f ! ĥL0~ f !

ĥ0L~ f ! ĥLL~ f !
G

5
1

T22
F 2T21 1

T11T222T12T21 T12
G , ~24!

wherehjk is the impulse response from the end atx5 j to the
end atx5k, ĥ jk its Fourier transform, andH jk its Laplace
transform.

In the scattering matrix, reciprocity implies the existence
of a single transfer functionĥT( f ):

ĥT~ f !5z ĥ0L~ f !5
1

z
ĥL0~ f !. ~25!

It has to be noticed that, in all simulated cases~see, e.g.,
Fig. 5!, the four transmittances in the scattering matrix cor-
respond to causal stable filters with fast-decreasing impulse
responses, contrary to other methods.9,37,38Accordingly, the
present method is promising for time-domain simulations, all
the more so as usual techniques of transfer matrix
calculation7 can be used for complex resonators including
discontinuities, side-holes, or higher modes.

In the case of a conical bore, it can be observed in Sec.
III D that these new state variables suppress the instabilities
pointed out previously.

D. How instabilities vanish in the waveguide model of
a conical bore

The block diagram of a conical tube in the waveguide
approach is only the middle element of the block diagram
drawn in Fig. 1. In the present approach, the whole block
diagram includes junctions with virtual external cylinders at
both ends. On the left-hand side,r J5r 0 , r left8 50,
r right8 5(z21) r 0 /L, and D(s)5@112 t s/(z21)#21. On
the right-hand side, r J5r L , r left8 5(z21) r L /(z L),
r right8 50, andD(s)5@122 z t s/(z21)#21.

The scattering matrix of the conical tube is deduced
from Fig. 1:

H00~s!

5
~z21! @z2122z ts1~2ts2z11!G~s!2 e22ts#

~2z ts2z11! ~2ts1z21!1~z21!2G~s!2 e22ts ,

HT~s!

5
z ~2ts!2 G~s! e2ts

~2z ts2z11! ~2ts1z21!1~z21!2G~s!2 e22ts ,

~26!

HLL~s!

5
~z21! @2ts1z212~2z ts1z21!G~s!2 e22ts#

~2z ts2z11! ~2ts1z21!1~z21!2G~s!2 e22ts .

If losses are ignored~i.e., G(s)51), H00, HT , andHLL

are functions continuous ats50: H00(0)5(12z2)/
(11z2), HT(0)52z/(11z2), and HLL(0)5(z221)/
(11z2). Each pole (a1 i b)/t (aÞ0 or bÞ0) of H00, HT ,
or HLL verifies

~2za2z111 i 2zb! ~2a1z211 i 2b!

1~z21!2 e22(a1 i b)50, ~27!

which implies

sin~2b!

2b
5e2a F11

4az

~z21!2G . ~28!

Consequently,a,0 and thusH00, HT , andHLL are trans-
mittances of stable filters. System~26! can be written:

H00~s!5
z21

12z22ts
24~ts!2

3 (
n51

1`
~z21!2n21

~z2112ts!n11~§2122§ ts!n e22n ts,

HT~s!524z ~ts!2

3 (
n50

1`
~z21!2n

~z2112ts!n11~§2122§ ts!n11

3 e2(2n11) ts, ~29!

HLL~s!5
12z

z2122z ts
24z2~ts!2

3 (
n51

1`
~z21!2n21

~z2112ts!n~§2122§ ts!n11 e22n ts.

The initial parts of the three causal impulse responses
are deduced from Eq.~29! as follows:

h00~ t !5
12z

2t
expF12z

2t
t G , 0<t,2t

5
z21

4e t~11z!2 H 2@ez~11z1z2!2e~11z!2#

2ez~z221!
t

tJ expF12z

2t
t G

1
e(12z)/z~z21!

2tz~11z!2 expFz21

2zt
t G ,

2t<t,4t . . . etc.,

hT~ t !2d~ t2t!50, 0<t,t

5
e(z21)/2z ~12z!

2t ~z11!
expF12z

2t
t G

1
e(12z)/(2z)~z21!

2t z ~z11!
expFz21

2zt
t G ,

t<t,3t . . . etc., ~30!
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hLL~ t !5
z21

2zt
expFz21

2zt
t G , 0<t,2t

5
12z

4e z t~11z!2 H 2@e1/z~11z1z2!2e~11z!2#

1e1/z~z221!
t

tJ expFz21

2zt
t G

1
ez21z2~12z!

2t~11z!2 expF12z

2t
t G ,

2t<t,4t . . . etc.

A numerical example is given in the following.

IV. EXAMPLES

Three cases are chosen to show the potential of this
improved two-port model: the first one, taken from Agullo´
et al.,9 produces some instability effects using the traveling-
wave approach5 and includes cylindrical and conical tubes;
the textbook case of the exponential horn follows; and fi-
nally, a complex profile of a trumpet bore taken from van
Walstijn and Smith17 is treated.

For a noncylindrical bore, the numerical determination
of the transfer matrix at frequencies lying between 0 andf s/2
( f s is the sampling frequency! is made by thefourth-order
Runge–Kutta algorithmwith an auto-adaptive step40 applied
to Eqs.~21! and~23!. This numerical method is computation-
ally rather expensive but calculation has to be performed
only once for a given bore. Exact and numerical calculations
of the scattering matrix are compared in the following for
both a conical bore and an exponential horn.

Digital filter designmethods are numerous and generally
pay great attention to the frequency response magnitude but
do not take into account the phase which is very important in
acoustic looped systems. As written in van Walstijn and
Smith,17 ‘‘ there is a need for more effective digital filter tech-
niques in this context.’’ Thus, basic weighted least-squares
design forfinite impulse response~FIR! digital filters41–46 is
used in these examples to obtain time domain responses. It is
obvious that other efficient methods17 of digital filter design
can be used.

Reflection function calculation is performed entirely in
the discrete time-domain, using the Levine and Schwinger
formulas47 to design a FIR digital filter for bell radiation14

@cf. Fig. 4~b!#.

A. Discrete time calculation of the reflection function
of a cone–cylinder combination

As mentioned in Sec. I and shown in Sec. II C, when
several bores are connected with ‘‘decreasing widening

rate’’ 9 as in Fig. 4 taken from Agullo´ et al.9 ~Fig. 10!, sta-
bility problems with growing exponentials appear in the
usual models. With the improved two-port model, these sta-
bility artifacts vanish. The impulse responsesh00, hT , and
hLL @cf. Eq. ~30!# of the conical part of the bore are drawn in
Fig. 5. The reflection function of the bore at its small end is
drawn in Fig. 6.

Several observations can be made in Fig. 5 about the
conical part. For a noncylindrical bore, it is qualitatively pos-
sible to consider, in an air slice of infinitesimal thicknessdx,
that every traveling wave has an infinitesimal reflection
which is proportional to2dS/S. At the smaller end, the
beginning of the impulse responseh00 ~reflection! is negative
and increasing witht because2dS/S is negative and in-
creasing withx. For similar reasons, at the larger end,hLL is
positive and increasing between 0 ms and 2t. Concerning the
transmission impulse response after thet-delayed perfect im-
pulse d, which is obtained in waveguide models without
losses, an additional effect of the taper can be observed after
t. In frequency domain, good agreement appears in Fig. 7
between the waveguide and numerical techniques. Neverthe-
less, it seems that the equivalent radius technique14 in the
waveguide approach of conical bores overestimates the
visco-thermal losses in both transmission and reflection at
the larger end.

B. The exponential horn

Let an exponential horn be defined by the radius formu-
las r (x)5r 0 exp(Lx/L) where L5 log(z). In this classical
case, Eqs.~21! and~23! admit exact solutions, provided loss
terms are neglected, and give the following transmittances in
the scattering matrix:

FIG. 6. hr , the reflection function of the bore~cf. Fig. 4! at its small end,
with a reflection, at the other end, which is calculated by using the Levine
and Schwinger formulas~Ref. 43!. This function is completely calculated in
the discrete time domain with causal digital finite impulse response filters
which model the conical part of the bore, the cylindrical one and the radia-
tion. The propagation delay between both ends ist'2.94 ms.
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HLL~s!52H00~s!5
L @12e22A(ts)21L2

#

A~ts!21L2 @11e22A(ts)21L2
#1ts @12e22A(ts)21L2

#
,

~31!

HT~s!5
2 A~ts!21L2 e2A(ts)21L2

A~ts!21L2 @11e22A(ts)21L2
#1ts @12e22A(ts)21L2

#
.

A comparison between numerical calculation with losses
and Eq.~31! is made in Fig. 8 for a horn of 68 cm length, 3

mm and 3 cm radii (z510 andt52 ms), with a good agree-
ment. The observed cutoff frequency agrees with the ex-
pected valuef c5L/(2p t)'183.2 Hz. In the time domain,
the impulse responses can be given using the following prop-
erty: the function defined for alls by @(As21L22s)/L#n is
the Laplace transform of the signalKn defined for allt by
Kn(t)5(n/t) Jn(Lt) e(t) provided n is a positive integer,
where Jn is the Bessel function of the first kind.48

After the substitution of

(
n50

1`
~21!n@A~ts!21L22ts#2n11

L2n12

3e22n[A(ts)21L22ts] e22nts ~32!

for

$A~ts!21L2 @11e22A(ts)21L2
#

1ts @12e22A(ts)21L2
#%21,

FIG. 7. Moduli of transmittance for the conical part of the bore shown in
Fig. 4, according to the waveguide approach@cf. Sec. III D, Eq.~26!, dashed
line# and the numerically calculated one from Eqs.~21! and~23! ~unbroken
line!.

FIG. 8. Transmittance modulus of an exponential horn of 68 cm length, 3
mm and 3 cm radii (z510 andt52 ms). Comparison between exact~with-
out losses, dashed line! and numerical~unbroken line! calculations.
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Eq. ~31! becomes

HLL~s!52H00~s!

5
1

L
~A~ts!21L22ts!12 (

n51

1`

~21!n B2n e22nts,

~33!

HT~s!52 (
n50

1`

~21!n B2n11 e2(2n11)ts,

where

Bm5
1

Lm11 (
k50

1`
~2m!k

k !
$L2@A~ts!21L22ts#m1k21

2ts @A~ts!21L22ts#m1k%. ~34!

After an inverse Laplace transform, Eqs.~33! and ~34!
give with the conventionK050:

hLL~ t !52h00~ t !5
1

t
K1S t

t D1
2

t (
n51

1`

~21!n

3b2n~ t22n t!,
~35!
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2

t (
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1`

~21!n b2n11@ t2~2n11!t#,

where

bm~ t !5 (
k50

1`
~2mL!k

k ! FKm1k21S t

t D2
1

L
Km1k8 S t

t D G .
~36!

The continuous-time impulse responses are drawn in
Fig. 9. They are similar to discrete-time ones which are nu-
merically obtained by inverse discrete Fourier transform.

FIG. 9. Continuous-time impulse responses of an exponential horn of 68 cm
length, 3 mm and 3 cm radii (z510 andt52 ms).

FIG. 10. ~a! Profile of a trumpet bore~from Fig. 3 in van Walstijn and
Smith—Ref. 17!. The resonator is divided into three parts, from left to right:
the ‘‘mouthpipe’’ ~from a to b! is a conical bore of 165 mm length, 4.54
and 5.65 mm radii; the ‘‘main bore’’ ~from b to c! is a cylindrical bore, of
415 mm length and 5.65 mm radius; the third part~from c to d! is the
beginning, which radius is less than 10 mm, of the ‘‘flared bell;’’ the length
of this truncated flared bell is 510 mm.~b! Reflection impulse responseh00

of the flared bell at its small endc (t3451.5 ms).~c! Reflection function
of the whole trumpet bore at the entrance of the mouthpipea
(t14'3.2 ms).
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C. A complex bore profile

The two-port model can also be used for an arbitrarily
varying bore: the profile of a truncated trumpet bore, taken
from van Walstijn and Smith17 ~Fig. 3!, is given in Fig. 10~a!.
The impulse responseh00 ~reflection! of the truncated flared
bell at its small end~mark c!, is given in Fig. 10~b!. Be-
cause ‘‘trajectories’’ with a single reflection are predomi-
nant, the profile of the bore can almost be followed on the
curve ofh00 by converting length into time~coefficient 2/c).
The propagation delay between both ends ist3451.5 ms. It
can be observed that each small profile irregularity produces
a significant effect on theh00 curve.

The reflection function of the whole truncated trumpet
bore at the entrance of the mouthpipe~mark a! is drawn in
Fig. 10~c!. The total propagation delay between both ends is
t14'3.21 ms. Between 0 and 0.3t14, the negative reflection
inside the mouthpipe~divergent cone! is perceptible. Be-
tween 0.3t14 and 1.06t14, reflections are negligible~cylin-
drical part!. Between 1.06t14 and about 2t14, the reflection
impulse responseh00 of the truncated flared bell is recogniz-
able. The negative peak, which appears at 2t14 and reaches
a magnitude of about 1.53104 s21, results from the reflec-
tion at the opening end~mark d!. After about 2t14, mul-
tiple reflections inside the tube are superimposed, the effects
of the three parts of the bore are more difficult to differenti-
ate, even if a kind of (2t14,0)-centered symmetry can be
observed and qualitatively explained by the predominance of
trajectories containing three reflections.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This new two-port model is promising for accurate time-
domain simulation of musical wind instruments with an ar-
bitrary bore shape. The present approach based on locally
traveling plane waves may be seen as an alternative to wave-
guide filter approaches which include piecewise element
modeling.

This approach improves time-domain modeling of bores
with varying cross section but it is only an element of a
complete physical model. This global model could lead to an
implementation of a tool for instrument makers, which may
enable them to listen to an instrument before it is manufac-
tured. However, improvements are still necessary in the
physical modeling of other elements of wind instruments,
including their interactions with the player.
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Ancient Chinese music bells, which have oval-like cross sections, possess the unique feature of a
short sound-decay time that is especially suitable for music with fast tempo. Although recorded in
the literature nearly 1000 years ago, this feature has never been truly understood. Recent damping
measurement of oval pipes with different axial ratios suggested a challenging task for acousticians
as the increase of the modal damping with the pipe’s axial ratio is significant only when the pipe
response is measured in air but not in vacuum. In this paper, the decrease of sound-decay time of
oval pipes with the increased cross-section ovality is investigated. This is the first time that such
short sound-decay feature is explained in terms of the rich sound radiation characteristics of the
symmetric modes of music bells and the oval pipes. Finite element and boundary element methods
are employed to explain how axial ratio significantly affects the normal velocity distribution,
radiation efficiency, and directivity of acoustic modes. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1518985#

PACS numbers: 43.75.Kk@NHF#

I. INTRODUCTION

The history of Chinese bells can be traced back to the
Shang dynasty~1600–1100 B.C.!.1 Ancient Chinese music
bells ~Bian Zhong! differ from Western bells in having oval
cross sections as shown in Fig. 1. Musicologists believe that
it took five people to play the set of 65 bells hanging in three
rows on the elaborately carved L-shaped frame shown in Fig.
2. The unique acoustical features of ancient Chinese music
bells include two different strike notes, and a short sound-
decay time which is suitable for music with fast tempo. The
interval between the two strike notes is often found to be a
major or minor third.

The two-tone property of the bells has been studied and
mechanisms are understood.2 The natural frequencies of the
degenerated modes of a bell become split as the cross section
changes from circular to oval. Two different natural frequen-
cies corresponding to the same modal indices but with sym-
metric and antisymmetric mode shapes~with respect to the
major axis! are thus possible. Depending upon whether the
bell is struck at the normal- or at the side-strike position, the
symmetric or antisymmetric mode is excited and the corre-
sponding tone generated.

Around 1090, Sheng Kuo documented the short decay
time of music bells by comparing it with the long decay time
of bells with circular cross sections;3 however, the mecha-

nism of short sound decay was never understood. Significant
progress was made towards such understanding by the ex-
perimental work of Wanget al.4 in 1991. In their experiment,
four identical steel pipes~144 mm long, 4 mm thick, and 105
mm in external diameter! with circular cross section were
used to simulate the vibration of the music bells. Three of the
four pipes were flattened to different axial ratios (a5a/b,
wherea andb are, respectively, the major and minor axes of
the symmetric oval!. The time decay of the structural vibra-
tion of these pipes was measured in vacuum and in air after
initial impact excitation at the normal strike position. The
measured damping constants are summarized in Table I.
Here, the damping constantb i of a mode describes the decay
of the mode amplitudef i @f i(t)5f i(0)e2b i t#. It was con-
cluded that material damping is not related to pipe axial ra-
tio; however, air damping increases with axial ratio.

II. SOUND RADIATION FROM SYMMETRICAL OVAL
PIPES

Vibrating pipes lose their energy in air through sound
radiation. The analysis of radiation characteristics will shed
light on the air damping of oval pipes and the mechanism of
short decay time of ancient Chinese music bells. Although
the cross section of the bell has a slope discontinuity at each
of the narrow ends~referred to as ‘‘almond shaped’’!, a com-
parison using the finite element analysis showed that the con-
clusions obtained for pipes with oval cross sections also ap-
ply to that with almond-shaped cross sections.

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘Acoustics of ancient Chinese
music bells,’’ Proceedings of Australian Acoustical Society Annual Confer-
ence, Canberra, November 2001.

b!Electronic mail: pan@mech.uwa.edu.au
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Knowing the length, thickness, and circumference, we
can calculate the resonance frequencies, mode shapes, and
modal radiation efficiencies of oval steel pipes as a function
of the pipe axial ratio. In this analysis, pipe dimensions are
144 mm in pipe length, 4-mm thickness, and 330-mm exter-
nal circumference and both ends are free on. The coordinates
of oval pipes are defined in Fig. 3. Finite element analysis of
the pipe vibration gives rise to the resonance frequencies and
mode shapes. Then, the boundary element method is used to
calculate the radiated sound-pressure distribution of the first
two pipe modes in the far field. The calculation was under-
taken inSYSNOISEenvironment.5

A. Structural mode shapes

The first nonrigid mode pair of the free–free pipe has
modal index (n,m)5(2,0) representing 2 complete nodal

meridians~4 antinodes in the circumferential direction! and
rigid body translation in the axial direction. As the pipe axial
ratio increases, the resonance frequency of the symmetric
mode~with a node at the spine! (2,0)S decreases, while that
of the antisymmetric mode (2,0)A increases, as shown in Fig.
4.

The normal displacement of the symmetric mode (2,0)S

around the circumference is shown in Fig. 5, wherel /L is the
circumference position. Asa increases, the amplitude and
area of the in-phase vibration on the normal-strike surfaces
increase. We observe a significant increase in comoving ad-
jacent areas and a change from a symmetrical quadrupole
vibration pattern to a predominantly monopole character. So,
an increased efficiency of sound radiation is expected. On the
other hand, the normal displacement of the antisymmetric
mode (2,0)A remains unchanged asa increases. The varia-
tion of the energy loss of this antisymmetric mode due to
sound radiation witha is only indirectly related to the pipe
axial ratio due to the corresponding increase of the natural
frequency.

B. Sound radiation efficiency

The energy loss of theith pipe mode due to sound ra-
diation is described in terms of radiation efficiency defined
as6

s i5
*SRe~pv* !ds

rc*Sv2 ds
, ~1!

wherep andv are, respectively, the sound pressure and nor-
mal velocity on the vibrating surface.* represents the com-
plex conjugate andrc is the characteristic impedance of the
air. The damping constant of the modeb i is related to the
loss factorh i of the mode byb i5h i /2. On the other hand,
the time derivative of the modal energy in air is determined
by the power radiated into air and dissipated in the material
as

dEi

dt
52

s irc

h
Ei22bMEi , ~2!

whereEi5 r̂h*Sv2 ds is the modal energy.r̂ andh are the
mass density and thickness of the pipe wall, respectively.bM

FIG. 1. The Chinese music bell~Bian Zhong!.

FIG. 3. Coordinates of the oval pipe.

TABLE I. Damping constants of four pipes measured in vacuum and in air
~Ref. 4!.

a5a/b 1 1.177 1.333 1.639
bv ~Vacuum! 0.601 0.746 0.933 0.705
ba ~Air ! 0.710 1.285 2.631 4.817

FIG. 2. Sixty-five music bells hanging in three rows on an elaborately
carved L-shaped frame.
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is the material damping constant. As a result, the damping
constant of the mode in air is obtained

b i5~s irc/2r̂h!1bM . ~3!

The radiation efficiencies of the symmetric (2,0)S and anti-
symmetric (2,0)A modes~Fig. 6! increase with the increase
of the pipe’s axial ratio. The significant increase in the radia-
tion efficiency of mode (2,0)S is due to the dramatic change
of the mode shape, while the small increase ins of mode
(2,0)A is due to increase of resonance frequency. The obser-
vation indicates that the decay time of (2,0)A is reduced only
slightly with increasing axial ratio. Our experiment has con-
firmed this. Detailed experiment on real music bells will re-
veal if the antisymmetrical mode of the bell also has a longer
decay time than that of the symmetrical mode.

The damping constant of mode (2,0)S as a function ofa
is predicted using Eq.~3!, and an average experimental value
for the material-damping constanth (2,0)A

50.762 is based on
Table I. Figure 7 indicates reasonable agreement between
predicted and measured damping constants@the symmetric
(2,0)S mode# and leads to the conclusion that the decrease of
decay time of an oval pipe is caused by the increase of the
radiation efficiency of the symmetric mode (2,0)S when the
pipe axial ratio is increased. However, such significant de-
crease of decay time only occurs to those modes with a sig-
nificant increase in volume velocities. For example, the
damping constant of (2,0)A mode is not affected significantly
by the pipe axial ratio because a small increase of radiation
efficiency is involved in this case.

C. Model radiation of sound

The significant change of (2,0)S mode shape witha
~Fig. 5! gives rise to a dramatic change in the sound radiation
efficiency ~Fig. 6! and in the directivity of the mode. The
plot of radiation directivity of mode (2,0)S againsta ~Fig. 8!
explains the mechanism associated with the increase of the
modal radiation efficiency. At its resonance frequency, the
(2,0)S mode of the circular pipe~a51! radiates sound as a
lateral quadrupole with lobes oriented along the major and
minor axes.

The directivity of the radiated sound pressure becomes
dumbbell-shaped fora51.23. The distributed phase shown
in Fig. 9 indicates that the two lobes of the radiated sound
have the same phase, which is expected based on the sym-
metry of the corresponding mode shape.

As a further increases~a52.04!, the distribution of
modal sound radiation can be approximated as doughnut-
shaped.

The area with large sound-pressure amplitude increases
when the sound source transforms from a quadrupole to a
source with the shape of a doughnut. This clearly corre-
sponds to the increase of the radiated sound power and sup-
ports the claimed increase in energy loss through sound ra-
diation with increaseda.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Among the many acoustical innovations in Chinese his-
tory, the short decay time feature of music bells stands out as

FIG. 4. Resonance frequencies of the symmetric mode (2,0)S and antisym-
metric mode (2,0)A .

FIG. 5. Normal displacement of the symmetric mode (2,0)S along the cir-
cumferential direction.

FIG. 6. Radiation efficiencies of the symmetric mode (2,0)S and the anti-
symmetric mode (2,0)A .

FIG. 7. Damping constant of the symmetric mode (2,0)S .
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a fine example of ancient wisdom and technology; however,
the underlying physics has remained unexplained for nearly
1000 years since the time of Sheng Kuo. This paper satisfac-
torily explains the behavior through the analysis of sound
radiation characteristics of the first two modes in oval pipes.

As the axial ratio of a pipe increases, the resonance fre-

quencies and mode shapes of the originally degenerate
modes change significantly. The splitting of the degeneracy
of the resonance frequencies between the symmetric and an-
tisymmetric modes is responsible for the two-tone quality of
the music bells. The dramatic change of the corresponding
mode shapes is the reason for short modal decay time. How-
ever, only the symmetric mode (2,0)S out of the first couple
of modes experiences the significant change in mode shape
and hence increases in radiation efficiency. An evolution of
the sound radiation directivity of this mode was observed as
the axial ratio of a pipe increases. Starting as a quadrupole
sound source fora51, the directivity gradually changes into
a dumbbell and eventually into a doughnut shape asa in-
creases. In summary, the short sound-decay time of ancient
Chinese music bells can be explained with reference to the
sound radiation of an oval pipe: the symmetric mode (2,0)S

changes from a weak to a strong sound radiator as the axial
ratio of the bell/pipe increases.
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Animal locations are sometimes estimated with hyperbolic techniques by estimating the difference
in distances of their sounds between pairs of receivers. Each pair specifies the animal’s location to
a hyperboloid because the speed of sound is assumed to be spatially homogeneous. Sufficient
numbers of intersecting hyperboloids specify the location. A nonlinear method is developed for
computing probability density functions for location. The method incorporatesa priori probability
density functions for the receiver locations, the speed of sound, winds, and the errors in the
differences in travel time. The traditional linear approximation method overestimates bounds for
probability density functions by one or two orders of magnitude compared with the more accurate
nonlinear method. The nonlinear method incorporates a generalization of hyperbolic methods
because the average speed of sound is allowed to vary between different receivers and the source.
The resulting ‘‘isodiachronic’’ surface is the locus of points on which the difference in travel time
is constant. Isodiachronic locations yield correct location errors in situations where hyperbolic
methods yield incorrect results, particularly when the speed of propagation varies significantly
between a source and different receivers. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hyperbolic locations are derived by intersecting hyper-
boloids from estimates of the differences in distances be-
tween pairs of receivers. There may not be a published
method in the bioacoustics literature for computing probabil-
ity density functions for hyperbolic locations without making
the linear approximation between the data and the locations.
Furthermore, hyperbolic location methods for locating call-
ing animals are restricted to the case where the speed of
sound is constant throughout space, in which case the differ-
ence in distance is estimated from the difference in arrival
time of the sound. A nonlinear method is developed here for
estimating probability density functions for location without
requiring that the speed of sound be constant. Because the
average speed is different between the source and each re-
ceiver, one no longer has hyperbolic geometries that are sec-
ond order polynomials in the Cartesian coordinates. Instead,
a new geometrical surface, called an ‘‘isodiachron,’’ is de-
fined that depends on the Cartesian coordinates through a
fourth order polynomial. The word isodiachron is derived
from the Greek words ‘‘iso,’’ for same, ‘‘dia,’’ for difference,
and ‘‘chron,’’ for time. The surface is one along which the
locus of points has the same difference in travel time be-
tween two points in space. This reduces to a hyperboloid
only if the speed of sound is spatially homogeneous.

The approach is not as complicated nor accurate as can
be obtained by doing a joint tomographic inversion for the
sound speed and wind fields and for the locations of the

imperfectly known locations of the receivers and the source.
But the method described here may give an answer with
more computational efficiency. The density functions are de-
rived using the nonlinear relationship between the differ-
ences in travel time and the unknown quantities such as the
sound speed field, wind field, and the locations of the animal
and the receivers. In many practical situations, the probabil-
ity density functions reveal that locations can be made with
one or more orders of magnitude more accuracy than those
found with the linear approximation.

The problem with linear error analysis1–7 alone is that
source location is not a linear function of the travel time
differences, speed of sound, and receiver locations. One ex-
pects linear analysis of errors to yield reasonable estimates
when the source is near intersecting hyperboloids that are
well approximated by planes. But this is often not the case,
and the curvature of the hyperboloids near a source may be
significant over the region that linear error analysis pre-
scribes. In these cases a complete nonlinear analysis of errors
is warranted. As we will see, the nonlinear analysis yields
much smaller errors for location than linear analysis in many
cases of interest because locations will be confined to be on
the curved hyperbolic surfaces.

There appears to be another technical difficulty in esti-
mating location errors even when one accounts for the fact
that the linear approximation is invalid. When one has more
than the minimum number of receivers required to locate an
object, the method for assessing errors does not appear to
have been dealt with in the literature in a satisfying method.
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Schmidt’s interesting paper8 uses Monte Carlo simulations to
estimate errors in source location. Suppose for the moment
that a mathematically unambiguous location can be achieved
with three receivers for a two-dimensional geometry.
Schmidt jiggles ideal travel time differences and receiver co-
ordinates within their expected errors to see how much a
location changes with respect to the correct location. Errors
are obtained by taking the largest misfit between the jiggled
and correct estimate of location. When there are more than
three receivers, sayR receivers, he suggests using this pro-
cedure for each combination of three receivers giving,

S R
3 D5

R!

~R23!!3!
,

total combinations. Each combination is referred to as a
‘‘constellation’’ here. Schmidt suggests using a least squares
procedure to find a final estimate of error from the results of
the largest misfit from each constellation. He does not prove
this least-squares procedure is optimal, and indeeds states
that he is not sure of any advantages in using a least-squares
procedure in this situation.

Instead of least-squares, a Monte Carlo technique is used
to estimate a probability density function of source location
from each receiver constellation. For a constellation, the
sound speed, winds, and receiver locations are treated as ran-
dom variables with some probability density function. The
probability density function can be obtained from theory,
data, or a guess. When guessing, it may be advantageous to
let the probability density function have the largest possible
bounds with the most ignorance so as to not overestimate the
accuracy of a location. For example, suppose one believes
the x location of a receiver is at 10 m with an error of two
centimeters. Then the associated probability density function
for this parameter can be taken to be a uniformly distributed
random variable in the interval@9.8, 10.2# m. With the a
priori probability density function, the various values of the
sound speed, winds, and receiver locations yield possible
source locations that occupy a cloud in three-dimensional
space. The actual source must lie within the intersection of
the clouds from different constellations. The final probability
function for the source location is estimated from the distri-
butions within the intersection. The density function has the
benefit of being able to yield many useful values such as an
average location, maximum likelihood location, and any de-
sired confidence limit.

II. LOCATING SOUNDS USING FOUR OR FIVE
RECEIVERS WITH INHOMOGENEOUS SOUND SPEED
FIELD

Watkins and Schevill’s9 method for locating sounds us-
ing four receivers is imitated, but instead of letting the speed
of sound be constant, it is allowed to have a different average
speed between the source and each receiver. Although five
receivers are required in general to locate a source in three
dimensions in a homogeneous sound speed field, there are
spatial regions where only four are required.8,10,11When am-
biguous solutions occur with four receivers, the ambiguity is

resolved with the travel time difference between the first and
fifth receiver.11 The presentation below thus starts with a
minimum constellation of four receivers.

The distance between thei th receiver atr i and a source
at s is ir i2si so we haveir i2si25ci

2t i
25ci

2(t i11t1)2. The
average speed and travel time of sound between the source
and receiveri areci and t i respectively.t i1[t i2t1 ands is
a column vector with Cartesian coordinates (sx ,sy ,sz)

T

where T denotes transpose. Putting the first receiver at the
origin of the coordinate system, one subtracts the equation
for i 51 from i 52,3, and 4 to get,

ir i i222r i
Ts5ci

2t i1
2 12ci

2t i1t11t1
2~ci

22c1
2!.

This simplifies to,

Rs5 1
2 b2t1f2t1

2g, ~1!

where,

R[S r 2~x! r 2~y! r 2~z!

r 3~x! r 3~y! r 3~z!

r 4~x! r 4~y! r 4~z!
D ;

~2!

b[S ir2i22c2
2t21

2

ir3i22c3
2t31

2

ir4i22c4
2t41

2
D ; f[S c2

2t21

c3
2t31

c4
2t41

D ,

and,

g[
1

2 S c2
22c1

2

c3
22c1

2

c4
22c1

2
D , ~3!

and where the Cartesian coordinate ofr i is
(r i(x),r i(y),r i(z)). Equation~1! simplifies to

s5R21
b

2
2R21ft12R21gt1

2 , ~4!

that can be squared to yield,

sTs5isi25
a1

4
2a2t11~a32a4!t1

212a5t1
31a6t1

4 , ~5!

where

a1[~R21b!T~R21b!, a2[~R21b!T~R21f!,

a3[~R21f!T~R21f!, a4[~R21b!T~R21g!, ~6!

a5[~R21f!T~R21g!, a6[~R21g!T~R21g!,

andR21 is the inverse ofR. A solution for t1 is obtained by
substituting,

isi25c1
2t1

2 , ~7!

for isi2 in Eq. ~5! to yield a quartic equation int1 ,

a6t1
412a5t1

31~a32a42c1
2!t1

22a2t11
a1

4
50, ~8!

that can be solved analytically, as discovered by Lodovico
Ferrari in 1540~Ref. 12!, or numerically with a root finder.
Valid roots from Eq.~8! are finally used to estimate the lo-
cation of the source using Eq.~4!. Note that if the sound
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speed is spatially homogeneous, i.e.,ci5c1 ; i , then the
cubic and quartic terms vanish and the resulting quadratic
equation is that found before for hyperbolic location.9

Ambiguous solutions occur for a spatially homogeneous
sound speed field when there are two positive roots to the
quadratic equation. For each ambiguous source location, one
can generate a model fort51 and choose the root fort1 that
yields a model fort51 that is closest to that measured. In the
cases investigated in this paper, the quartic equation~8! can
yield four distinct positive values fort1 . This can only hap-
pen because the speed of propagation is spatially inhomoge-
neous. Because the values ofci are similar in this paper, the
four distinct roots yield two pairs of source locations, one
pair of which is relatively close to the receivers and the other
pair of which is located very far from the receivers. The
distant pair is due to the fact that locations are not exactly
determined by intersecting hyperboloids for a spatially inho-
mogeneous speed of propagation. The actual three-
dimensional locus of points specified by a travel time differ-
ence is thus not quite a hyperboloid. More precisely, the
hyperboloid is the locus of pointss satisfying,

ir i2si2ir j2si5ct i j , ~9!

where the spatially homogeneous speed of propagation isc.
Letting the speed be different along each section yields the
definition of the isodiachron which is the locus of points
satisfying,

ir i2si
ci

2
ir j2si

cj
5t i j , ~10!

which turns out to depend on the Cartesian coordinates
through a fourth order polynomial. The values ofci can in-
corporate spatially inhomogeneous effects such as winds as
well as wave speeds. The coefficients of the third and fourth
powers inx, y, andz and their combinations become very
small compared to the coefficients in the second, first, and
zero powers as the variousci approach the same valuec ~not
shown!.

III. PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS FOR
SOURCE LOCATION FROM RECEIVER
CONSTELLATIONS

Whenr i , t i j , andci are random variables, thent1 ands
are random variables because of Eqs.~4!, ~8!. For later con-
venience in comparing to linear theories, consider the situa-
tion where (r i(x),r i(y),r i(z)), t i j , andci are mutually un-
correlated Gaussian random variables with given means and
variances.

A computer generates a single random configuration of
variables for a constellation of four receivers. Each configu-
ration consists of the set$r i(x),r i(y),r i(z),t i j ,ci% for some
i , j P1,2,3,̄ ,R and i . j . Then for each constellation, of
which there are a total of,

N[S R
4 D5

R!

~R24!!4!
, ~11!

a source location is computed from Eq.~4! if that equation
yields a unique location. If any constellation yields more

than one location from this equation, a location is chosen to
be that yielding the closest difference in travel time to a
randomly chosen fifth receiver and receiver number one.

A valid configuration from a receiver constellation is
one in which the source location lies within some pre-
determined spatial limits. For example, one would know that
sounds from snapping shrimp occur below the surface of the
water. If a receiver constellation yields a location above the
surface, then that particular configuration of random vari-
ables could not have occurred in reality, and that source lo-
cation is discarded.

Valid configurations from a receiver constellation define
a cloud of source locations. Accurate probability density
functions of location require a sufficient number of valid
configurations. A sufficient number is generated for each of
the N constellations.

Some constellations give better locations of the source
than others. This happens for several reasons, and is usually
due to the geometrical arrangement of the receivers. For ex-
ample, suppose the source is near the geometric center of a
pyramid and one constellation consists of four receivers on
the vertices of the pyramid. That constellation would be able
to locate the source rather well. Then consider another con-
stellation of four receivers located close to a line at a great
distance from the source. This constellation would not be
able to locate the source as well.

The only physically possible locations for the source lie
within the intersections of the clouds. The other source loca-
tions are invalid. In this paper, the upper and lower bounds of
the intersected region, (X̂,X̌), (Ŷ,Y̌), and (Ẑ,Ž), are esti-
mated along the Cartesian axes. If (x̂c ,x̌c), (ŷc ,y̌c), and
( ẑc ,žc) denote the maximum and minimum values ofx, y,
andz for cloud c, then the region of intersection is,

X̂5min~ x̂1 ,x̂2 ,x̂3 ,¯ x̂N!

X̌5max~ x̌1 ,x̌2 ,x̌3 ,¯ x̌N!

Ŷ5min~ ŷ1 ,ŷ2 ,ŷ3 ,¯ ŷN!

~12!
Y̌5max~ y̌1 ,y̌2 ,y̌3 ,¯ y̌N!

Ẑ5min~ ẑ1 ,ẑ2 ,ẑ3 ,¯ ẑN!

Ž5max~ ž1 ,ž2 ,ž3 ,¯ žN!.

For each cloudc, locations outside of the bounds in Eqs.
~12! are discarded. New probability density functions are
formed from the remaining locations in each cloud for thex,
y, and z values separately. It is not expected that the new
probability density functions would asymptotically approach
one another because each constellation will be able to locate
the source with a different quality.

The probability density functions for the source in itsx,
y, andz coordinates are dependent distributions. This can be
accommodated by forming the joint probability density func-
tion of location for each cloud if desired. This is not done
here.

P percent confidence limits are estimated by finding the
P percent confidence limits for each cloud separately using
its probability density functions inx, y, andz. The Cartesian
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upper and lower bounds for a specified confidence limit for
constellationc are denoted@ P̂c(x),P̌c(x)#, @ P̂c(y),P̌c(y)#,
and@ P̂c(z),P̌c(z)#. The final bounds for the source are cho-
sen from the smallest bound forx, y, andz from each con-
stellation. For example, suppose constellationp has the
smallest value ofP̂(x)2 P̌(x) for all values ofc, constella-
tion q has the smallest value ofP̂(y)2 P̌(y) for all values of
c, and constellationr has the smallest value ofP̂(z)
2 P̌(z) for all values ofc. Then the final confidence limits
for the source are@ P̂p(x),P̌p(x)#, @ P̂q(y),P̌q(y)#, and

@ P̂r(z),P̌r(z)#.

IV. EXAMPLES

Examples below utilize 2000 valid configurations of ran-
dom variables to estimate probability density functions for
each cloud.

A. Hyperbolic location

Because error bars derived from linearized hyperbolic
location techniques1–7 assume the speed of sound or light is
spatially homogeneous, comparison with a linear theory is
done using a spatially homogeneous value of 1475 m/s. The
travel time differences are computed for this speed. In the
error analysis, the sound speed is assumed to be a Gaussian
random variable with mean 1475 m/s and standard deviation
of 10 m/s. This standard deviation is realistic if one considers
paths emitted from a shallow source to receivers at perhaps 3
m and 100 m depth because the surface region can be very
warm compared with temperatures below. Travel time differ-
ences are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated Gaussian ran-
dom variables with means given by true values and standard
deviations of 0.000 141 4 s. Receiver locations are assumed
to be mutually uncorrelated Gaussian random variables with
means given by their true values and standard deviations as
shown in Table I.

The errors in the travel time differences and receiver
locations may not be mutually uncorrelated as assumed
above. For example, errors int i1 may be correlated witht j 1

because both involvet1 . Also, for example, the errors in the
location of receiver 3 are not necessarily uncorrelated be-
tween two constellations that both contain receiver 3. Linear
error analysis can accommodate correlations between ran-
dom variables,7 as can the nonlinear analysis in this paper.
However, incorporating these correlations leads to larger
computational times in the nonlinear analysis, so they are not
implemented. Error models that follow are done assuming
that random variables are mutually uncorrelated for both the
linear and nonlinear analysis. We found that the results were
identical for the linear analysis7 when the random variables
were correlated.

To mimic marine examples, array one has five receivers
separated by O~1000! m horizontally and up to 100 m verti-
cally ~Fig. 1, Table I!. The five receiver constellations@Eq.
~11!#, one through five, are$1,2,3,4%, $1,2,3,5%, $1,2,4,5%,
$1,3,4,5%, and $2,3,4,5%, respectively. The 100% confidence
limits for the source are computed from Eq.~12! for increas-
ing numbers of constellations whereN is set to 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 respectively in this equation for Fig. 2. As more clouds are
intersected, the limits for the source decrease monotonically,
with the biggest improvement occurring with the addition of
constellation two with one. Constellation one only uses the
receivers atz equal zero. Constellation two is the first one
that includes the receiver atz52100 m. This deeper re-
ceiver not only helps in locating the source’s vertical coordi-
nate, but significantly helps locate the horizontal coordinates
as well. The probability density functions for the source lo-
cation come from constellations two and four~Fig. 3!. These
density functions appear to be approximately Gaussian. The
68% confidence limits span only a few meters in the hori-
zontal coordinates and are about 50 m in the vertical coordi-
nate ~Table II!. The confidence limits from the nonlinear
analysis are about a factor of ten less than those from the
standard linear analysis of errors in the horizontal coordi-
nates. The nonlinear analysis has smaller limits because the
hyperboloids are not well approximated by planes in the
horizontal directions as required by the linear analysis. Non-

TABLE I. The Cartesian coordinates of arrays one and two~Fig. 1! and their
standard deviations. Receiver one’s location is defined to be the origin of the
Coordinate system, and so has zero error. They coordinate of receiver two
is defined to be aty50, and thus has zero error.

x ~m! y ~m! z ~m!

Array 1
R1 060 060 060
R2 100062 060 061
R3 100062 100062 061
R4 062 100062 061
R5 065 065 210065

SOURCE 551 451 2100

Array 2
R1 060 060 060
R2 141462 060 061
R3 53462 40062 061
R4 145965 2105265 22565
R5 1459620 21052620 295720
R6 0620 0620 2100620
R7 1414620 0620 2100620

SOURCE 860 47 25

FIG. 1. The receiver and source locations for arrays one and two.
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linear analysis yields somewhat larger limits inz than linear
analysis~Table II!. Similarity of results inz indicates that the
hyperboloids are fairly well approximated as planes in the
vertical coordinate in the vicinity of the source.

Array two has seven receivers with the largest horizontal
and vertical separations being about 1400 and 100 m, respec-
tively ~Fig. 1!. There are 35 receiver constellations@Eq. ~11!#
of which the first four provide most of the accuracy for lo-
cating the source at the 100% confidence limits~Fig. 4!.
These constellations are the first of the 35 that include all the
deeper receivers. There are modest increases in accuracy
from other constellations, most notably 29 and 33. The prob-
ability density functions in the x-y-z coordinates come from
constellations 7, 4, and 26, respectively~Fig. 5!. The distri-
butions in x and y do not look very Gaussian, while the

distribution inz looks more Gaussian-like. These departures
from Gaussian distributions are quite different than the
Gaussian distributions usually assumed from linear analyses.
This time, the 68% confidence limits from the nonlinear
analyses are two orders of magnitude smaller than those
from standard linear analysis inx andy ~Table II!. The linear
and nonlinear confidence limits are similar for the vertical
coordinate.

B. Isodiachronic location

It appears there are two extreme situations in which iso-
diachronic locations are useful.

The first is one where the speed of sound is similar, but
not exactly the same between each source and receiver. Con-
sider an atmospheric example for locating a sound at Carte-
sian coordinate~20,100,7! m from five receivers at~0,0,0!,
~25,0,3!, ~50,3,5!, ~30,40,9!, and ~1,30,6! m, respectively.
The speed of sound is a typical 330 m/s. The speed of propa-
gation is made to be inhomogeneous by introducing a wind
of 10 m/s in the positivey direction. Next, simulated values
of the travel time differences are computed using these val-
ues. The source is located using hyperbolic and isodiachronic
location. It will be seen that only isodiachronic location
yields a correct solution.

FIG. 2. 100% confidence limits for source location as a function of the
number of receiver constellations used from array one~Fig. 1!. There are
five ways of choosing four receivers from five total without replacement. A
receiver constellation consists of one of the choices of four receivers. As
more constellations are used to locate the source, the bounds for the source’s
location decrease monotonically. The lines join results from different num-
bers of constellations.

FIG. 3. Probability density functions for source location from array one
~Fig. 1, top!, calculated from the nonlinear method in this paper. Receiver
constellation 2 is receivers 1, 2, 3, and 5~Fig. 1, top!. Receiver constellation
4 is receivers 1, 3, 4, and 5.

TABLE II. 68% confidence limits for source location corresponding to ar-
rays one and two for the nonlinear and linear analyses.

Cartesian
coordinate

68% Confidence limits~m!

Nonlinear Linear

Array 1
x 550 to 552 530 to 573
y 450 to 452 432 to 471
z 2145 to 277 2121 to 280

Array 2
x 860 to 865 236 to 1486
y 46 to 62 21890 to 1988
z 2138 to 65 2163 to 153

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 except for array two in Fig. 1 and there are 35 ways
of choosing 4 receivers from a total of 7 without replacement.
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All Gaussian random variables in this simulation are
truncated to have a maximum of two standard deviations for
the following two reasons. First, many experimental situa-
tions are inaccurately represented by assuming that random
variations differ from an estimate by say ten standard devia-
tions. Instead, it is more realistic to truncate the variations.
Second, it is important to note that a realistic truncation is
easy to impose with the models developed here but is diffi-
cult to implement with analytical and linear approximations
for error.

The standard deviation for receiver locations is 0.02 m.
The variations are zero for thex, y, and z coordinates of
receiver 1, they and z coordinates of receiver 2, and thez
coordinate of receiver 3. The coordinates with zero varia-
tions merely define the origin and orientation of the coordi-
nate system. Thex andz components of the winds are mod-
eled to have a value of 0 m/s. For hyperbolic location, the
speed of acoustic propagation must be spatially homoge-
neous. The mean and standard deviation for sound speed are
330 m/s and 10 m/s, respectively. For isodiachronic location,
the speed of propagation is inhomogeneous. The speed of
sound is taken to be 330 m/s. Thea priori value of the wind
in they direction has mean 0 and standard deviation 10 m/s.
Values of the speed of acoustic propagation,ci , between
receiveri and the source are unknown because the location
of the source is initially unknown. Therefore, it is impossible
to precompute the component of the wind vector along the
direction from the source to each receiver. Instead, the value
for eachci is computed using a direction chosen at random
through the simulated field of sound speed and wind. The
error in travel time due to the straight path approximation is
typically less than a microsecond at these ranges.6 The travel
time differences are derived with ideal values for means and
from a standard deviation of 16ms. The 16ms value is de-
rived from Eq. 41 in Ref. 6 using an rms bandwidth of 1000
Hz and a peak signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB in the cross-
correlation function of the signals between receivers.

Incorrect locations are obtained using the hyperbolic
method. For example, the source’s 100% confidence limits
for x are 19.02 to 19.05 m, but its actualx location is 20 m.
Similarly, the 100% confidence limits fory are 103 to 105 m,
but the actual value is 100 m. So givena priori variations of
receiver locations, travel time differences, and environmental
variations, the hyperbolic method always yields incorrect an-
swers.

With isodiachronic location, 95% confidence limits for
the source arex: 19.5 to 23.7 m,y: 92.6 to 106 m,z: 226 to
13 m. These are correct. Other confidence limits could be
given but they are not shown because the point is that isodi-
achronic location yields a correct answer at a stringent con-
fidence of 95%.

The second case where isodiachronic location would be
useful is one where the speed of sound is quite different
between the source and each receiver. In this case, hyper-
bolic locations would be inappropriate to use because the
speed of sound is not nearly constant in space. For example
suppose low frequency sources such as Finback whales are
located. Suppose some receivers close to the source pick up
only the first acoustic path through the sea, while other dis-
tant receivers pick up only the acoustic path that propagates
below the sea-floor13 because the paths through the water are
blocked by seamounts. The speed of propagation along the
water and solid-Earth paths can differ by more than a factor
of 2.13 In other scientific fields, sounds can propagate to re-
ceivers along paths with different speeds of sound, such as
from vehicles where paths propagate through the air and
ground.

V. CONCLUSION

A method is developed for computing probability den-
sity functions for hyperbolic locations without relying on any
linear approximation between travel time differences at pairs
of receivers and the location of the source. In cases of prac-
tical interest, the confidence limits for location can be one or
two orders of magnitude smaller with the nonlinear analysis
than the linear one. The method for computing probability
density functions includesa priori information about the
probability density functions of the receiver locations, the
speed of sound, and the errors in the differences in travel
time.

It appears to be useful to relax the traditional assumption
that the speed of acoustic propagation be spatially homoge-
neous for hyperbolic locations. Instead, one can allow the
average speed to be different between each receiver and the
source. This leads to a new geometrical surface, called an
isodiachron, that approaches a hyperboloid when the speed
of propagation is spatially homogeneous.

The ideas in this paper need to be tried with data.
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FIG. 5. Probability density functions for source location from array two
~Fig. 1, bottom! using the nonlinear method of this paper. Receiver constel-
lations 7, 4, and 26 are composed from receivers$1,2,4,7%, $1,2,3,7%, and
$2,3,6,7%, respectively.
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Method of improved scatterer size estimation and application
to parametric imaging using ultrasound
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The frequency dependence of RF signals backscattered from random media~tissues! has been used
to describe the microstructure of the media. The frequency dependence of the backscattered RF
signal is seen in the power spectrum. Estimates of scatterer properties~average scatterer size! from
an interrogated medium are made by minimizing the average squared deviation~MASD! between
the measured power spectrum and a theoretical power spectrum over an analysis bandwidth.
Estimates of the scatterer properties become increasingly inaccurate as the average signal to noise
ratio ~SNR! over the analysis bandwidth becomes smaller. Some frequency components in the
analysis bandwidth of the measured power spectrum will have smaller SNR than other frequency
components. The accuracy of estimates can be improved by weighting the frequency components
that have the smallest SNR less than the frequencies with the largest SNR in the MASD. A
weighting function is devised that minimizes the noise effects on the estimates of the average
scatterer sizes. Simulations and phantom experiments are conducted that show the weighting
function gives improved estimates in an attenuating medium. The weighting function is applied to
parametric images using scatterer size estimates of a rat that had developed a spontaneous mammary
tumor. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1517064#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Qf, 43.80.Vj@FD#

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional B-mode images using ultrasound can re-
solve structures from hundreds of micrometers to centimeters
in scale~structures greater than the acoustic wavelength!. A
conventional B-mode image is made up of several parallel or
consecutively spaced axial RF time signals. Each RF time
signal is a series of echoes backscattered from structures in
the interrogated medium. In a conventional B-mode image,
the frequency-dependent information in the RF time signals
is not utilized. Instead, the conventional B-mode image re-
lates the envelope of a backscattered RF time signal to a
gray-scale image.

The frequency-dependent information in the RF time
signal is related to the tissue microstructure~structures less
than the acoustic wavelength!.1–13 Parametrizing the micro-
structure of tissues has been accomplished by modeling the
frequency-dependent scattering from tissues. Several re-
searchers have used parameter information about the shape
of the spectrum of sound scattered from tissues to classify
tissue microstructure and identify disease.2,9,11–14Other re-
searchers have been able to estimate the size, shape and in-
ternal make-up of scatterers in tissues from models.3,5–7,9–11

Parametric images, which combine the estimated param-
eters or scatterer properties with conventional B-mode im-
ages, have been used to assist with clinical diagnosis and
classification of tissue state.6,9,12,13,15–18Parametric images
that utilize the slope and intercept parameters to describe the
scattered power spectrum have been used by Feleppaet al.12

and Lizzi et al.13 Insanaet al. created parametric images us-
ing estimates of the average scatterer size to describe tissue
microstructure.9

The advantage in using estimates of the scatterer prop-
erties, like the average scatterer size, is that the estimated
property may be related to physical microstructures of the
tissues. By relating estimated scatterer properties to physical
structures, it may be possible to verify the models. Further-
more, if the estimated scatterer properties can be related to
real physical structures in tissues, then a new clinical capa-
bility presents itself to diagnose tissue disease. If data pro-
cessing strategies are found that improve the accuracy of
estimations, then the utility of parametric imaging for diag-
nosis of diseased tissues is increased. A few authors have
looked at techniques to improve estimates of scatterer prop-
erties from backscatter.19,20 More accurate estimates of scat-
terer properties have been obtained through optimization of
the backscatter measurements and estimation routines. In the
work reported herein, a new optimization technique is intro-
duced that increases the accuracy of scatterer property esti-
mations from an attenuating medium. The technique extends
the work of previous researchers to increase the accuracy of
scatterer property estimations.20 The new technique uses
prior knowledge about the expected SNR of the frequency
components in the scattered power spectrum to increase the
accuracy of estimation schemes.

Section II explains the theoretical basis for the enhanced
estimation technique. The enhanced estimation technique is
based on weighting different frequency components used in
the estimation according to their expected SNR. Section III
discusses simulations and an experiment from a phantom
with glass beads. The simulations were constructed to model

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
oelze@brl.uiuc.edu
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scattering from glass beads and Gaussian scatterers embed-
ded in a tissue-like medium. The phantom experiment was
conducted to verify the simulations and the use of the en-
hanced estimation technique. Section IV applies the en-
hanced estimation technique to parametric B-mode images of
a rat that had developed a spontaneous mammary tumor. The
last section includes some concluding remarks about im-
provement in scattering property estimates achieved by the
enhanced estimation technique.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

Average effective scatterer sizes and acoustic concentra-
tions from tissues or other media can be estimated from
backscattered RF signals.3,5,6,21–23The estimates of scatterer
sizes from backscattered RF signals are attractive because
they allow the resolving of subwavelength structure in a sta-
tistical sense. The methods of estimation assume single scat-
ter theory~no multiple scattering! and examine cases where
the scatter is incoherent, i.e., no periodic structures. Relating
the frequency-dependent RF signal to models of the tissue
microstructure leads to estimates of the scatterer properties.
The models describe the scattering through the magnitude
and shape of the theoretical power spectrum. A method com-
monly used to estimate scatterer properties is to minimize the
average squared deviation~MASD! between the theoretical
power spectrum and the measured power spectrum. The best
estimate of the desired scatterer property is the value of the
scatterer property that minimizes the squared difference5,6

MASD5minH 1

B (
i 51

B

~Mi2Ti !
2J , ~1!

whereB is the number of samples in the analysis bandwidth
andMi andTi are the logarithms of the measured and theo-
retical power spectra of the scattered RF signal expressed in
dB, respectively. Trial and error could be used to find the
scatterer properties that give the MASD or more elegant
methods like the steepest descent could be used.24

Assuming the theory correctly describes the scattering
phenomena, then as the SNR increases, the estimation of
scattering properties through the MASD is increasingly ac-
curate. As the SNR decreases, the MASD gives less accurate
estimates of the scattering properties.20 Particular frequency
components in the analysis bandwidth will have a larger
SNR than other frequency components.

Several factors introduce more noise into the measure-
ment thereby decreasing the SNR for particular frequency
components. Two factors that determine lower SNR at par-
ticular frequencies are the bandwidth and amplitude of the
excitation-pulse power spectral shape.20 The scattered power
is proportional to the spectral power of the initial excitation
pulse. Less power in the excitation pulse means smaller SNR
in the scattered signal, especially at frequency components
with little magnitude in the excitation-pulse power spectrum
~26 dB bandwidth edges assuming a Gaussian spectrum!.
Attenuation has a dramatic effect on the estimation of scat-
tering properties by reducing signal and decreasing the SNR
in the measurement. Typically, attenuation increases with in-
creasing frequency so that the attenuation reduces the SNR at

higher frequencies more than at lower frequencies. A third
factor that causes low SNR is the magnitude of the scattering
power itself. Particular frequencies in the scattered power
spectrum are scattered with different magnitudes according
to the size, shape and makeup of the scattering particles.3,5,6

Frequencies that are scattered with a low magnitude contrib-
ute to smaller SNR than frequencies scattered with large
magnitude. Figure 1 compares a theoretical and measured
scattered power spectrum~form factor! from a collection of
randomly spaced glass beads of known size versus different
ka values for a signal with minimal attenuation losses.5 The
ka value represents the acoustic wave number,k, times the
average glass bead radius,a. The spectra show that different
frequency components (ka values! scatter with different
magnitudes. Inherent in the measured spectrum is a level of
noise. A comparison of the two spectra shows that the ratio
of noise to scattering magnitude is greater for certain fre-
quencies than others, namely the larger frequencies.

The ability of the MASD to estimate scatterer properties
is related to the SNR of the backscattered signals. The more
noise there is in the backscattered signal~measured power
spectrum! the less accurate the estimates of scatterer proper-
ties. Because particular frequency components have different
SNRs, those frequency components with larger SNR increase
the accuracy of the estimates while the frequency compo-
nents with smaller SNR decrease the accuracy of scatterer
property estimates. By weighting the frequency components
in the analysis bandwidth that have larger SNR more than the
frequency components that have smaller SNR, improved ac-
curacy in scatterer property estimations can be obtained.20

Consider a backscattered RF time signal gated from a
region of randomly spaced scatterers

x~ t !5p~ t !* s~ t !1n~ t !, ~2!

wherep(t) is the impulse response of the system~including
effects of diffraction and attenuation!, s(t) describes the tis-
sue scattering, andn(t) represents the random noise. The
noise,n(t), is modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian white noise
coming from electronic noise in the system. The measured
power spectrum is given by

FIG. 1. Comparison of the theoretical and measured backscatter spectra
~form factor! from a collection of randomly spaced glass beads of diameter
80 mm; —, theoretical form factor; ---, measured form factor.
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Wmeas8 ~ f !5uX~ f !u25uP~ f !u2uS~ f !u21uN8~ f !u2, ~3!

whereuS( f )u2 is the power spectrum of the scatterers deter-
mined by the size and shape of the scatterers in the
medium,10 uP( f )u2 is the power spectrum of the impulse re-
sponse, anduN8( f )u2 is the noise contribution to the power
spectrum from the electronic noise in the system and from
noise related to the random scatterer spacings.25 If measure-
ments are taken in the depth of focus of the transducer then
the power spectrum of the impulse response can be approxi-
mated as

uP~ f !u2'Wref~ f !A21~ f !, ~4!

whereWref( f ) represents the power spectrum of the excita-
tion pulse andA21( f ) represents the frequency-dependent
attenuation loss over the gated length. The functionA( f )
would represent an attenuation–compensation function. The
power spectrum of the excitation pulse is approximated by a
calibration~reference! spectrum that is found by measuring
the pulse from a planar reflector of known reflectivity located
at the same distance from the source to the gated
signal.5,6,26,27 Because the measurements are taken in the
depth of focus of the transducer, diffraction effects are con-
sidered minimal.

The normalized power spectrum is found by dividing by
Wref( f ) and correcting for the attenuation losses with the
attenuation–compensation function6

Wmeas~ f !5Wmeas8 ~ f !
A~ f !

Wref~ f !
~5!

giving

Wmeas~ f !5uS~ f !u21
uN8~ f !u2

Wref~ f !
A~ f !5uS~ f !u21uN9~ f !u2. ~6!

Letting

M ~ f i !510 logWmeas~ f i ! ~7!

and

T~ f i !510 loguST~ f i !u2 ~8!

according to Eq.~1! whereST( f i) is the theoretical power
spectrum, then

MASD5minH 1

B (
i 51

B

~10 log@ uS~ f i !u21uN9~ f i !u2#

210 loguST~ f i !u2!2J . ~9!

If the theory correctly describes the scatter then

uST~ f i !u25uS~ f i !u2. ~10!

Insertion of Eq.~10! into Eq. ~9! yields

MASD5minH 1

B (
i 51

B

~10 log@ uST~ f i !u21uN9~ f i !u2#

210 loguST~ f i !u2!2J . ~11!

Simplifying Eq. ~11! and using the notationuST( f i)u25Si

and uN9( f i)u25Ni9 gives

MASD5minH 1

B (
i 51

B S 10 logF11
Ni9

Si
G D 2J . ~12!

Equation~12! is minimized and the best estimates are
made when Eq.~10! holds and the noise is zero~MASD50!.
The smallest possible value for the MASD occurs when the
summation over the entire analysis bandwidth is zero. When
the noise is not zero, another value forST( f i) may exist that
does not yield the most accurate estimates of the true scat-
terer properties but minimizes the average squared deviation.
In any real situation, the noise is not zero and the accuracy of
the estimates is reduced by the level of noise. In order to get
the best estimates from the MASD, Eq.~10! must hold and
the noise effects seen in Eq.~12! must be minimized.

To a limited degree, weighting different frequency com-
ponents based on their expected SNR will reduce the noise
effects on the estimates. Defining the SNR according to19

SNR510 log
uS~ f i !u2

uN9~ f i !u2
~13!

then as long as the SNR>0, Ni9/Si<1 and the term in pa-
renthesis in Eq.~12! can be expanded into a series as

MASD5minH 1

B (
i 51

B S FNi9

Si
2

1

2 S Ni9

Si
D 2

1
1

3 S Ni9

Si
D 3

2¯G10 logeD 2J . ~14!

If the Ni9/Si<1, then the first term contributes most to the
MASD and

MASD'
18.8

B (
i 51

B S Ni9

Si
D 2

~12e!2, ~15!

wheree represents some small value. If the frequency depen-
dence ofNi9/Si can be deduced, then a weighting function
can be constructed that reduces the effect of the first term on
the estimation scheme.

Let Hi
2 be the weighting function that minimizes the

effect of the noise on the estimation of scatterer properties
through the MASD. The weighting function is implemented
into the MASD by

MASD'
18.8

B (
i 51

B S Ni9

Si
D 2

~12e!2Hi
2. ~16!

The form ofHi
2 depends on the frequency dependence of the

ratio Ni9/Si . From the definition ofNi9 in Eq. ~6!

Ni95Ni8
A~ f i !

Wref~ f i !
. ~17!

Equation~17! shows that the noise function,Ni9 , and hence
Ni9/Si increases as the attenuation coefficient and propaga-
tion distance increases, i.e.,A( f ) gets larger. Furthermore,
dividing the noise by the calibration spectrum,Wref( f i),
increases the overall magnitude ofNi9/Si at the edges of
the excitation pulse bandwidth, assuming a typical Gaussian-
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type bandwidth. At frequency components where the scatter-
ing power, Si , is smaller,Ni9/Si will also be larger. The
attenuation–compensation function and calibration spectrum
are known and the scattering power can be approximated.
Defining

V i5
A~ f i !

Si•Wref~ f i !
, ~18!

then

MASD'
18.8

B (
i 51

B

Ni8
2V i

2~12e!2Hi
2. ~19!

The factorV i can be defined for each frequency component
but the noise factorNi8 and the value ofe cannot be explicitly
determined. The factorV i acts to amplify the noise differ-
ently at different frequency components. By defining the
weighting function as

Hi
25

1

V i
2 ~20!

the noise frequency components most amplified by theV i

factor are given less weight in the estimation process. The
weighting scheme can be compared to placing a Wiener filter
on the original measured spectrum except that the filtering is
done on the squared difference between the logarithm of the
actual measured spectrum and the theoretical spectrum. No
matter what shape the original noise spectrum,Ni8 , the
weighting scheme will give improvement to the accuracy of
estimates because the weighting function cancels the ampli-
fication of noise by theV i factor. The solution forHi

2

weights the MASD according to the known attenuation
losses, the shape of the excitation pulse and the approxi-
mated scattered power spectrum.

III. SIMULATIONS AND PHANTOM EXPERIMENT

To test the effectiveness of the SNR weighting, simula-
tions were constructed to model scattering from a random,
lossy medium. The simulations used different kinds of scat-
terers of various sizes in media with different attenuation
coefficients to examine the ability of the SNR weighting
scheme to improve estimation of scatterer properties under
different conditions. The attenuation in each of the simula-
tions was chosen to represent what is commonly found in
biological tissues. An experiment was performed using back-
scatter data collected from a real phantom28 with random
scatterers. These data were used to verify the effectiveness of
the SNR weighting and the accuracy of the simulations. Es-
timates of the average scatterer diameter were made from
simulations and the phantom measurement with and without
the SNR weighting and compared.

Each simulation was constructed by creating a volume
matrix with scatterers placed randomly in the matrix. A cer-
tain volume of the scatterers corresponding to the beam of
the transducer was excited by an acoustic pulse. A wavetrain
of backscattered pulses was then created by summing the
scattered excitation pulses from each scatterer back at the
source aperture. The effects of the medium attenuation were
incorporated in propagation of the pulse to and from each

scatterer back to the source. Electronic noise was simulated
by adding zero-mean Gaussian white noise with standard
deviation of240 dB the amplitude of the calibration pulse at
the focus. All scattering in the simulations were constructed
to take place in the depth of focus of the transducer.

Estimates were made from the backscattered echoes,
simulated and measured from the phantom. The ultrasonic
bandwidth used for the estimates ranged from 5 to 11 MHz
with a center frequency of 8 MHz for the simulations and 8.3
MHz for the phantom experiment. The transducer used in the
measurements had an aperture diameter of 12 mm and a
focal length of 58 mm. The simulated and measured back-
scattered RF echoes were digitally sampled at 50 MHz. Each
scanned A-line was gated into 4-mm sections using a sliding
Hanning window ~75% overlap!. The average normalized
power spectrum was measured for each 4-mm section6,26,27

Wmeas~ f !5
R2

4M
A~ f ,L ! (

n51

M
Wn~ f !

Wref~ f !
, ~21!

whereWn( f ) is the measured power spectrum from a single
A-line, A is an attenuation–compensation function,29 L is the
gate length~4 mm in the simulations and phantom experi-
ments! andR is the reflection coefficient of the planar reflec-
tor used to obtain the reference spectrum,Wref( f ). The av-
erage normalized power spectrum is the average ofM power
spectra from consecutive gated RF time series~A-lines! over
a lateral length of 4 mm. The average normalized power
spectrum represents the scattering properties from a 4 mm34
mm box. In a particular box or region of interest~ROI!, each
consecutive RF time series is assumed to have similar statis-
tical properties so that the average of the spectra reduces
noise and anomalous artifacts that may exist in any spectrum
measured from a single RF time series. TheM power spectra
averaged together represent the ensemble of scatterers in the
ROI.

The first simulations were modeled as glass beads in
agar and the phantom was made from glass beads embedded
in agar. The theoretical power spectrum of scattering from
glass beads was described using the form factor models.5,6

The form factor model for glass beads gives a theoretical
power spectrum

Wtheor~ f !5C~aeff ,nz! f 4F~ f ,aeff!, ~22!

whereC is a constant with frequency and a function of the
average effective radius,aeff , of the scatterers and the aver-
age acoustic concentration,nz , of scatterers. The acoustic
concentration is defined as the product of the volumetric con-
centration of scatterers and the average fractional impedance
change between the scatterers and surrounding tissues.
F( f ,aeff) is the form factor describing the frequency depen-
dence of the scattering based on the size, shape and imped-
ance distribution of the average scatterer.10 Insana and Hall5

showed that the form factor for spherical shells closely ap-
proximated the form factor for glass beads as calculated us-
ing the theory of Faran.21 The form factor for spherical shells
~approximating the glass bead form factor! is given by5

Fglass~ f ,a!5F j 0S 4p f a

c D G2

, ~23!
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where j 0 represents the spherical Bessel function of order
zero and of the first kind,c is the speed of sound in the
medium~1540 m/s! anda is the average radius of the glass
beads. The form factor for the spherical shell was used to
approximate the form factor for glass beads because it has a
closed form solution that did not require numerical calcula-
tion using the theory of Faran for each trial diameter.21

Estimates of the average scatterer size were found
through the MASD between the average normalized power
spectrum and the theoretical power spectrum. From Eq.~1!

MASD5minS 1

B (
i 51

B

@10 logWmeas~ f i !

210 loguC~aeff ,nz! f i
4F~aeff , f i !u#2D . ~24!

Letting

Xi510 log@Wmeas~ f i !/F~aeff , f i ! f i
4# ~25!

and using the fact that the constantC is not a function of
frequency and can be seen as an intercept to define

X̄5^10 logC~aeff ,nz!&B

5^10 log@Wmeas~ f !/F~aeff , f ! f 4#&B ~26!

yields for the MASD5,6

MASD5minS 1

B (
i 51

B

@Xi2X̄#2D . ~27!

The estimate of the average scatterer radius~diameter! is the
argument that minimizes Eq.~27!.

Implementation of the SNR weighting is given by

MASD5minS 1

B (
i 51

B

~Xi2X̄!2Hi
2D , ~28!

whereHi
2 is given by Eq.~20!. The weighting function,Hi

2,
is known only if the approximate scattered power spectrum,
Si , is known. The scattered power spectrum is assumed from
measurements of the scattering properties in previous ROIs.

In the scattering medium, different regions of interest
~ROIs! were selected to examine their scattering properties.
In the measurements of the simulations and phantom experi-
ments, the ROIs were selected to be 4 mm34 mm boxes.
The boxes represented gated backscattered signals in the
axial direction averaged over a 4 mm length in the lateral
direction. The boxes represented 10 half beamwidths~;0.4
mm! in the lateral direction and 20 wavelengths at the center
frequency~8 MHz! in the axial direction. Figure 2 gives a
representation of the ROI selection in a scattering medium.
Each box had a 75% overlap~sliding Hanning window! of
the previous ROI box in the axial and lateral directions.
Where the boxes overlapped, estimates of scatterer properties
were averaged to give regions of 1 mm31 mm with distinct
estimates. The total length of one scan was 1.5 cm in the
lateral direction.

Scatterer estimates from regions of shallow propagation
depth were assumed to have the best accuracy because less
signal loss was introduced by attenuation. The approximate

scattered power spectrum,Si , used in the weighting function
came from the scattered power spectrum estimated in the
previous axial ROI. In the initial ROI of a particular axial
line, no weighting with the approximate scattered power
spectrum was used because it was assumed that the noise
effects were minimal at the shallowest measured depth. By
overlapping each ROI with a 75% overlap, the scattering
properties from one ROI to the next was assumed to be
slowly changing so that the scattered power spectrum used in
the weighting function was approximately true.

Figures 3–9 show the estimates of scatterer sizes from
simulations and the phantom experiment as the depth in-
creases incrementally by 1 mm~distance between consecu-
tive ROIs! in the scattering media. Figures 3 and 4 show the
average estimated scatterer diameters from computer simula-
tions of glass beads in agar. In the simulation for Fig. 3 the
sizes of the glass beads are 80mm in diameter while the sizes
of the glass beads in the simulation for Fig. 4 are 40mm in
diameter. Both figures show that the estimates made using
the SNR weighting provided better estimates of the true scat-

FIG. 2. Representation of the Hanning windowed regions of interest with
75% overlap between regions.

FIG. 3. Estimation of average scatterer diameter from backscattered echoes
simulated from an attenuating medium~0.7 dB/MHz/cm! with randomly
spaced glass bead scatterers of diameter 80mm; h, estimates from simple
MASD; L, estimates from MASD with SNR weighting. Each estimate is
the average 10 estimates from 10 ROIs at the same depth with error bars
representing one standard deviation about the average of the 10 estimates.
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terer sizes than estimates made without the SNR weighting.
Particularly for the larger scatterer sizes~80 mm! of Fig. 3,
the SNR-weighted measurements gave better results. The es-
timates made with the SNR weighting yielded more accurate
results when the total attenuation was larger~SNR was
smaller! and appeared to extend the ability to make estimates
to a greater propagation depth. For example, in Fig. 3 the
ability to estimate the average scatterer diameter within 10%
of the actual value from the MASD was extended a half-
centimeter in propagation depth using the SNR weighting. In
Fig. 4 accurate estimates were extended by more than a half-
centimeter in depth using the SNR weighting.

Estimates of scatterer sizes from a phantom embedded
with randomly spaced scatterers were also compared with
estimates from a simulation. The phantom contained glass
beads with diameters of 4862.5mm embedded in agar.28 The
attenuation coefficient of the material was controlled by a
concentration of graphite powder and was measured at
around 0.49 dB MHz21 cm21.

A single-element weakly focused transducer was used to

scan laterally across the phantom surface. The transducer
was moved laterally across the phantom surface by a mi-
cropositioning system with step size of 100mm between
each A-line scan. The transducer had an aperture diameter of
12 mm and a focal length measured at 58 mm from a planar
reflector. The center frequency of the transducer was 8.3
MHz with a 26-dB pulse-echo frequency bandwidth of 6
MHz. The analysis bandwidth ranged from 5 to 11 MHz.
Figure 10 shows the calibration spectrum measured near the
focus of the transducer from a planar surface and the back-
scattered spectrum from the phantom at the focus. Estimates
of scatterer properties were made in the26-dB pulse-echo
depth of focus of the transducer, which ranged from 4.45 cm
to 7.45 cm from measurements off a planar reflector.

The transducer was operated in pulse-echo mode
through a Panametrics 5800 pulser/receiver~Waltham, MA!.
The signals were recorded and digitized on an oscilloscope
~Lecroy 9354 TM; Chestnut Ridge, NY! that had a dynamic

FIG. 4. Estimation of average scatterer diameter from backscattered echoes
simulated from an attenuating medium~0.7 dB/MHz/cm! with randomly
spaced glass bead scatterers of diameter 40mm; h, estimates from simple
MASD; L, estimates from MASD with SNR weighting. Each estimate is
the average 10 estimates from 10 ROIs at the same depth with error bars
representing one standard deviation about the average of the 10 estimates.

FIG. 5. Estimation of average scatterer diameter from backscattered echoes
simulated from an attenuating medium~0.49 dB/MHz/cm! with randomly
spaced glass bead scatterers of diameter 48mm; h, estimates from simple
MASD; L, estimates from MASD with SNR weighting. Each estimate is
the average 10 estimates from 10 ROIs at the same depth with error bars
representing one standard deviation about the average of the 10 estimates.

FIG. 6. Estimation of average scatterer diameter from backscattered echoes
measured from an agar phantom with attenuation 0.49 dB/MHz/cm and
randomly spaced glass bead scatterers of diameter 4862.5mm; h, estimates
from simple MASD;L, estimates from MASD with SNR weighting. Each
estimate is the average 10 estimates from 10 ROIs at the same depth with
error bars representing one standard deviation about the average of the 10
estimates.

FIG. 7. Estimation of average, effective scatterer diameter from backscat-
tered echoes simulated from an attenuating medium~0.7 dB/MHz/cm! with
randomly spaced Gaussian scatterers of effective diameter 60mm; h, esti-
mates from simple MASD;L, estimates from MASD with SNR weighting.
Each estimate is the average 10 estimates from 10 ROIs at the same depth
with error bars representing one standard deviation about the average of the
10 estimates.
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range of 48 dB and downloaded to a PC computer for post-
processing. The sampling rate was 50 MHz.

A simulation was also constructed with glass bead scat-
terers of the same size and concentration and with the same
attenuation coefficient as the phantom. Figures 5 and 6 show
the results of estimates of the scatterer sizes from the simu-
lation and the phantom measurements, respectively. Com-
parison of Figs. 5 and 6 shows that the simulation predicted
well the improvement achieved using the SNR weighting
function in the phantom estimates. Examination of the phan-
tom results and the simulation showed that the ability to
estimate the scatterer diameters accurately was increased by
almost one centimeter using the SNR weighting for the par-
ticular attenuation and glass bead size. In addition, estimates
from populations of scatterers with diameters of 40, 48, and
80 mm were examined to show that SNR weighting gave
improvements for estimates of different scatterers sizes rela-
tive to acoustic wavelength.

A simulation was also constructed using Gaussian scat-
terers instead of glass beads. Gaussian scatterers are similar
to glass beads because they represent spherical particles. Un-
like the glass bead, however, the Gaussian scatterer repre-
sents an impedance change that varies continuously with the
surrounding medium. A glass sphere has an abrupt change in
impedance between the surrounding medium and the particle
and, hence, a definite diameter. Instead of having a definite
diameter, the Gaussian scatterer has an effective diameter.
The effective diameter represents the width of the26-dB
edge of the Gaussian function describing the impedance dis-
tribution of the scatterer.3

Gaussian scatterers are described by the form factor5

FGauss~ f !5e20.75~2p f /c!2aeff
2

, ~29!

where the constant in the exponential is used to normalize
the effective radius to the26-dB edge of the Gaussian func-
tion. Gaussian scatterers have been used to describe the scat-
tering from many soft tissues.1,3–6,10 For the theoretical
power spectrum using the Gaussian form factor, the MASD
can be simplified. Inserting Eq.~29! into Eq. ~22! gives for
the theoretical log power spectrum of Eq.~8!,30

T~ f i !510 logf i
41m~aeff! f i

21b~aeff ,nz!, ~30!

where f i is a particular frequency component in the analysis
bandwidth. The last two terms can be thought of as a line
(y5mx1b) wherex5 f i

2. The slope parameter,m, is a func-
tion of the average effective scatterer radius~diameter! and
the intercept parameter is a function of the average effective
scatterer diameter and acoustic concentration. The MASD,
Eq. ~1!, is then given by

MASD5minH 1

B (
i 51

B

~10 logWmeas~ f i !210 logf i
4

2m~aeff! f 22b~aeff ,nz!!2J . ~31!

Letting

FIG. 8. Estimation of average, effective scatterer diameter from backscat-
tered echoes simulated from an attenuating medium~0.7 dB/MHz/cm! with
randomly spaced Gaussian scatterers of effective diameter 60620 mm with
a Gaussian distribution of scatterer sizes;h, estimates from simple MASD;
L, estimates from MASD with SNR weighting. Each estimate is the aver-
age 10 estimates from 10 ROIs at the same depth with error bars represent-
ing one standard deviation about the average of the 10 estimates.

FIG. 9. Estimation of average, effective scatterer diameter from backscat-
tered echoes simulated from an attenuating medium~0.7 dB/MHz/cm! with
randomly spaced Gaussian scatterers of average effective diameter 60mm
with a uniform distribution of scatterer sizes between 40 and 80mm; h,
estimates from simple MASD;L, estimates from MASD with SNR weight-
ing. Each estimate is the average 10 estimates from 10 ROIs at the same
depth with error bars representing one standard deviation about the average
of the 10 estimates.

FIG. 10. ~a! Example of the calibration spectrum of the ultrasound pulse
used in the phantom measurements reflected from a planar surface located
near the transducer focus.~b! Example of the measured power spectrum
backscattered from the transducer focus in a tissue-mimicking phantom.
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Xi510 log@Wmeas~ f i !/ f i
4#2m~aeff! f i

25yi2m~aeff! f i
2 ~32!

and calculating the average intercept

X̄5^b~aeff ,nz!&B5
1

B (
i 51

B

yi2m~aeff! f i
2 ~33!

then the MASD with the SNR weighting is given by Eq.
~28!. The MASD is determined when the diameter or the
slope parameter,m, is found that minimizes the squared dif-
ference of Eq.~28!. Lizzi et al. have estimated scatterer pa-
rameters from the measured power spectrum by fitting a line
to the measured log power spectrum withx5 f .13 Equation
~30! shows that the theoretical log power spectrum and,
therefore, the measured log power spectrum is not linear. By
subtracting 10 logf4 from the measured log power spectrum
according to Eq.~30! and fitting a line withx5 f 2, a better fit
to the measured log power spectrum can be made.30

When using the Gaussian form factor to model the scat-
tering, the slope,m, that minimizes the average squared dif-

ference of Eq.~28! can be found by taking the derivative of
Eq. ~28! with respect tom and setting it equal to zero

]

]m S 1

B (
i 51

B

~Xi2X̄!2Hi
2D 50. ~34!

Evaluation of Eq.~34! gives

1

B (
i 51

B

~Xi2X̄!Hi
2S ]Xi

]m
2

]X̄

]mD 50, ~35!

where

]Xi

]m
52 f i

2 and
]X̄

]m
52

1

B (
i 51

B

f i
252 f 2. ~36!

Simplifying Eq. ~35! yields

(
i 51

B

~yi2m fi
22 ȳ1mf 2!Hi

2~2 f i
21 f 2!50. ~37!

Solving for the slope,m, gives

m~aeff!5
( i 51

B yi f i
2Hi

22 ȳ( i 51
B f i

2Hi
22 f 2( i 51

B yiHi
21 ȳ f 2( i 51

B Hi
2

( i 51
B ~ f i

22 f 2!2Hi
2 . ~38!

The slope value determined by Eq.~38! is the value of the
slope that minimizes the squared deviation between the loga-
rithm of the measured and theoretical power spectra. Once
the best-fit slope parameter is found, the estimated average
scatterer diameter,D, is determined by30

m~aeff!'260aeff
2 5215D2. ~39!

A simulation was constructed as with the glass bead
simulations except that the backscattered echoes came from a
collection of randomly spaced particles that scattered accord-
ing to the Gaussian form factor. Comparisons were made of
average scatterer size estimates with and without the SNR
weighting. Figure 7 shows the estimates of average scatterer
size with and without the SNR weighting. The estimates of
the average effective size of the Gaussian scatterer were
more accurate at larger propagation depth with the SNR
weighting. Figure 7 shows that using the SNR weighting in
the estimation technique improved the accuracy of the scat-
terer size estimates and extended the depth at which accurate
estimates of scatterer size could be made.

Simulations were also run using Gaussian scatterers with
a distribution of sizes about some mean size. Figure 7 repre-
sents estimates of scatterer sizes from a collection of ran-
domly spaced scatterers of a single size, 60mm. Figures 8
and 9 represent estimates of scatterer sizes from populations
of scatterers with a distribution of sizes. Figure 8 shows es-
timates made from scatterers with a mean size of 60mm and
a Gaussian distribution of sizes about the mean with standard
deviation of 20mm. Figure 9 shows estimates made from

scatterers with a mean size of 60mm and a uniform distri-
bution of scatterers between 40 and 80mm.

In Figs. 8 and 9 the overall scattering strength~intercept
value! for all scatterers was modeled to be the same regard-
less of size. If the relative impedance difference between the
scattering particles and the surrounding tissues were the
same for smaller and larger sized particles, the smaller par-
ticles would scatter more weakly than the larger sized par-
ticles. By forcing the intercept value for scatterers of each
size to be equal, the relative impedance difference is in-
creased for the smaller particles and the relative contribution
from scatterers of all sizes were equivalent.

Comparison of Figs. 7, 8, and 9 shows that the distribu-
tions of scatterers did not detrimentally effect the SNR
weighting scheme. The SNR weighting still increased the
depth to which accurate estimates could be made. Figure 9
shows an even larger depth increase than for the single sized
population of scatterers in Fig. 7. Error bars are similar for
Figs. 7 and 8, but error bars from Fig. 9 tend to be slightly
larger for both the SNR weighted estimates and unweighted
estimates. The larger error bars are expected from the larger
number of scatterers with sizes farther from the mean.

In Figs. 3–9 it is observed that as estimates of scatterer
sizes are made from increased depth, a larger and larger un-
derestimation of the scatterer sizes is found with and without
the MASD. The reason for the underestimation may be due
to the shape of the spherical form factors, the noise and
attenuation compensation. Figure 11 shows an example of
the Gaussian form factor for three different effective diam-
eters. The more negative the slope of the form factor the
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larger the scatterer diameter. When the scattered signal is
attenuated, the overall SNR is reduced typically more for the
higher frequencies than the lower frequencies in the analysis
bandwidth. Therefore, when the frequency-dependent attenu-
ation is compensated, the higher frequencies are amplified
more than the lower frequencies. The effect of amplifying
the noise more at the higher frequencies than the lower fre-
quencies is to make the overall slope appear less negative
with frequency. The less negative slope causes the underes-
timation of the scatterer sizes. To a degree, the SNR weight-
ing scheme accounts for the underestimation effect. How-
ever, if the noise is too large relative to the signal, no amount
of weighting can draw out the information.

Figures 3–9 also show that as the propagation depth
increases and the signal is more attenuated, the error bars on
the estimates increase. In the case of the estimates made
without the SNR weighting, the error bars increase because
the lower SNR decreases the accuracy of the estimates. Simi-
larly, with the SNR weighting, the error bars also increase
with increased propagation depth. The error bars are in-
creased because of the lowering of SNR with depth, how-
ever, some of the noise effects are mitigated by the SNR
weighting scheme. Some of the increase in the error bars
with the SNR weighting may also be due to the effective
decrease in the analysis bandwidth. If smaller and smaller
frequency bandwidth is used to make estimates of the scat-
terer properties, the variance in the measurements will
increase.19 The SNR weighting scheme will effectively de-
crease the analysis bandwidth by weighting some frequency
components much larger than other components. In compar-
ing the error bars from estimates made with and without the
SNR weighting, a significant difference in the size of the
error bars with depth was not seen.

IV. APPLICATION TO PARAMETRIC IMAGING

The SNR weighting was applied to parametric image
formation of a solid tumor in a rat.30 The average scatterer
sizes were estimated from the RF signals used to construct
parametric B-mode images of the rat and tumor. The experi-
mental protocol was approved by the campus Laboratory

Animal Care Advisory Committee and satisfied all campus
and National Institutes of Health rules for the humane use of
laboratory animals. A Sprague-Dawley rat~Harlan, India-
napolis, IN! that had developed a spontaneous mammary tu-
mor was evaluated. The rat was euthanized with CO2 and the
tumor and surrounding area was shaved and depilated. The
rat was then placed on a holder in a tank of degassed water at
37 °C for scanning with an ultrasonic transducer.

A single-element weakly focused transducer was used to
scan laterally across the tumors and surrounding tissues. The
transducer was moved laterally across the chest and tumor by
a micropositioning system with step size of 100mm between
each A-line scan. The transducer had an aperture diameter of
12 mm and a focal length of 58 mm measured from a planar
reflector. The center frequency of the transducer was 8.3
MHz with a 26-dB pulse-echo frequency bandwidth of 6
MHz. The analysis bandwidth ranged from 5 to 11 MHz. The
same transducer was used for the tumor measurement as the
phantom measurement. The spectrum of Fig. 10~a! shows the
calibration spectrum from the phantom measurement that
was also used in the tumor measurement. Estimates of scat-
terer properties were made in or near the26-dB pulse-echo
depth of focus of the transducer.

The transducer was operated in pulse-echo mode
through a Panametrics 5800 pulser/receiver~Waltham, MA!.
The signals were recorded and digitized on an oscilloscope
~Lecroy 9354 TM; Chestnut Ridge, NY! that had a dynamic
range of 48 dB and downloaded to a PC computer for post-
processing. The sampling rate was 50 MHz. The assumed
attenuation coefficient in the rat tissues was 0.9
dB MHz21 cm21. The large attenuation coefficient value was
based on reports of attenuation measurements in the chest
walls of rats and mice.31

A two-dimensional B-mode image was constructed from
the ultrasonic scan lines from the rat. The length of each
gated scan line was approximately 3.5 cm. From the 2D
B-mode image, ROIs were divided into regions inside and
outside the tumor where the B-mode image appeared to be
homogeneous~no interfaces or large echoes!. The regions
scanned and analyzed outside the tumor were intercostal tis-
sues. The tumor was diagnosed as a fibroadenoma following
histopathologic evaluation.

Scatterer estimates were made for each ROI using the
best-fit line estimation scheme for the Gaussian form factor
model, Eq.~38!. The backscattered RF signal was gated from
each ROI using a sliding Hanning window and the measured
power spectrum was calculated according to Eq.~21!. The
average effective scatterer diameter was estimated from the
measured power spectrum for each ROI. The ROIs were 4
mm34 mm sections from the B-mode image. Each ROI had
a 75% overlap~sliding Hanning window! of the previous
ROI. By overlapping each ROI by 75% pixels of 1 mm31
mm were constructed having distinct values for the scatterer
size estimate. Each 1 mm31 mm pixel represented the aver-
age scatterer size estimates from one or more overlapping
ROIs.

Figure 12 shows a conventional gray-scale B-mode im-
age of the tumor and surrounding tissues in the rat. In Fig.
12, the transducer was located above the image facing down-

FIG. 11. The magnitude of the Gaussian form factor for spherical scatterers
with three different effective diameters,D, versus frequency.
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wards. The transducer was scanned laterally across the chest
from the left to the right side.

Parametric B-mode images of the rat were constructed
using the Gaussian form factor and the MASD estimation
technique with and without SNR weighting. Figure 13 shows
the two parametric images of the rat with tumor. The image
on the left shows the parametric image of the rat tissues from
size estimates made without the SNR weighting and the im-
age on the right shows the parametric image using the SNR
weighting scheme.

A comparison of the two images shows that there exist
similarities and important differences between the two im-
ages. In the first centimeter of tissue depth, the two images
show identical-sized structures. On the left-hand side of each
parametric image~axial distance of 5.5 cm and lateral dis-
tance of 0 cm! a small area contains estimates of scatterers
with very small sizes. The area may represent coherent re-
flections from some structure in the rat below the chest wall.

As the tissue depth increases, the two images start to
show differences. At an axial distance of about 6.5 cm, the

parametric image constructed from MASD without SNR
weighting begins to give smaller scatterer size estimates
within the tumor. At an axial depth of 7 to 7.1 cm, estimates
can no longer be made in the tumor~less than the assumed
cutoff value of 20mm!. The parametric image constructed
with MASD and the SNR weighting obtains estimates out to
bottom edge of the tumor~around 7.7 cm!. More of the struc-
ture of the tumor and surrounding tissues is seen at a greater
propagation depth in the enhanced parametric image than
from the image made without SNR weighting. However, it is
important to note that in the tumor at 7 cm depth, certain
sections appear to give increasingly smaller estimates.

The smaller scatterer size estimates may indicate struc-
ture or it may indicate that the MASD with the SNR weight-
ing is beginning to give inaccurate estimates. A limit exists to
the gains that can be achieved using the SNR weighting.
When the signal is completely lost in the noise, it is impos-
sible to obtain any estimates no matter how the frequency
components are weighted.

The parametric images of Fig. 13 show that the overall
improvement of the SNR weighting is to extend the ability to
make estimates to one-half centimeter and more in propaga-
tion depth of the imaged tumor. Determination of the accu-
racy of the estimates becomes difficult with biological mate-
rials since they cannot be characterized in the same detail as
phantoms. Furthermore, the exact mechanisms of scattering
are not always clearly known. The average effective radius
may not be a true average of the scatterer sizes in the tissues
but may be a combination of several sized scatterers
weighted by the strength of the individual scatterers, i.e., the
tissue may hypothetically be made of small scatterers that
scatterer strongly and large scatterers that scatterer weakly.

V. CONCLUSION

A new technique was introduced that gives improved
accuracy to estimates of scatterer properties from backscatter
echoes in an attenuating media. Previous estimation routines
did not take into account the decreased SNR for particular
frequency components of the scattered spectrum when the
signal propagated through an attenuating medium. The new
technique enhanced existing estimation schemes by weight-
ing less the contribution of frequency components that were
expected to have smaller SNR than frequency components
that were expected to have the largest SNR. Both the simu-

FIG. 12. Conventional, gray-scale B-mode image of rat chest wall and
mammary tumor. The tumor is located on the right side of the picture with
the white arrows indicating the boundaries of the tumor. Surrounding tissues
to the first half-centimeter of depth are intercostal tissues.

FIG. 13. Parametric B-mode image of
rat chest wall and mammary tumor en-
hanced by average scatterer size esti-
mations using a Gaussian form factor
model and MASD without~left! SNR
weighting and with ~right! SNR
weighting.
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lations and the phantom experiment showed that the SNR
weighting improved the accuracy of scatterer size estimates
and extended the ability to obtain estimates to a greater
propagation depth. The frequency weighting technique was
applied to different kinds of scatterers that are encountered in
biological tissues~hard spheres and Gaussian-type scatter-
ers!.

The frequency weighting technique was successfully ap-
plied to parametric images of spontaneous mammary tumors
in rats. The parametric images showed that the SNR weight-
ing technique extended the ability to obtain estimates at a
greater propagation depth in the tissues. Furthermore, struc-
ture that was not seen without the SNR weighting could be
seen with the SNR weighted images. The improvement seen
in the parametric images of the rat chest wall and mammary
tumor showed that the estimation schemes enhanced with the
SNR weighting could aid in increasing the utility of paramet-
ric imaging for medical purposes.
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The characteristics of the whistles of Hawaiian spinner dolphins~Stenella longirostris! are
considered by examining concurrently the whistle repertoire~whistle types! and the frequency of
occurrence of each whistle type~whistle usage!. Whistles were recorded off six islands in the
Hawaiian Archipelago. In this study Hawaiian spinner dolphins emitted frequency modulated
whistles that often sweep up in frequency~47% of the whistles were upsweeps!. The frequency span
of the fundamental component was mainly between 2 and 22 kHz~about 94% of the whistles! with
an average mid-frequency of 12.9 kHz. The duration of spinner whistles was relatively short, mainly
within a span of 0.05 to 1.28 s~about 94% of the whistles! with an average value of 0.49 s. The
average maximum frequency of 15.9 kHz obtained by this study is consistent with the body length
versus maximum frequency relationship obtained by Wanget al. ~1995a! when using spinner
dolphin adult body length measurements. When comparing the average values of whistle parameters
obtained by this and other studies in the Island of Hawaii, statistically significant differences were
found between studies. The reasons for these differences are not obvious. Some possibilities include
differences in the upper frequency limit of the recording systems, different spinner groups being
recorded, and observer differences in viewing spectrograms. Standardization in recording and
analysis procedure is clearly needed. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1508785#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka@FD#

I. INTRODUCTION

Hawaiian spinner dolphins~Stenella longirostris! are
island-associated dolphins. This association with islands is a
behavior that occurs widely throughout the tropical Pacific
Ocean@e.g., French Polynesia in the South Pacific~Poole,
1995!, around the Philippines in the western Pacific Ocean
~Perrin et al., 1999!, and Kwajalein Atoll in the Marshall
Islands ~Norris and Dohl, 1980a!#. Although spinner dol-
phins are more abundant in oceanic waters@e.g., Eastern
Tropical Pacific ~Smith, 1983; Wade, 1993!#, nearly all
records of spinner dolphins are related to inshore waters,
islands or banks@e.g., Gulf of Aden in the Indian Ocean
~Robineau and Rose, 1983! and Archipelago of Fernando de
Noronha off Brazil in the Atlantic Ocean~Secchi and Sicil-
iano, 1995!#.

Spinner dolphin acoustic emissions or phonations1 can
be classified into two general categories:~a! tonal whistles
and~b! pulsed sounds or clicks. Dolphin whistles have typi-
cally been characterized in terms of their instantaneous fre-
quency as a function of time~spectrograms!, which is also
referred to as ‘‘whistle contour’’~Dreher, 1961!. Spinner
whistles are frequency-modulated sounds with a fundamental
component usually below 23 kHz and harmonics up to 62
kHz ~Au et al., 1999!. In this paper only the fundamental

component is considered. Duration of whistles usually varies
between 0.1 and 1.5 s, although most cluster between 0.2 and
0.7 s ~Steiner, 1981; Norriset al., 1994!. Whistles are be-
lieved to be important in regulating group organization and
cohesion~Norris and Dohl, 1980b; Norriset al., 1994!.

Whistle contours are normally considered as indepen-
dent units that follow one another~e.g., Dreher and Evans,
1964; Caldwell et al., 1990; McCowan and Reiss, 1995;
Rendellet al., 1999!. Dolphins seem to produce and share a
large number of different whistle contours that, all together,
comprise the whistle repertoire of a given species and/or
population ~McCowan and Reiss, 1995; Janik and Slater,
1998!. Some researchers have studied whistles by visually
lumping whistle contours subjectively into qualitative cat-
egories~e.g., Dreher and Evans, 1964; Dreher, 1966; Tyack,
1986; Caldwell et al., 1990; Sayighet al., 1995; Janik,
1999!, while others have extracted frequency and time pa-
rameters from whistle contours and quantitatively deter-
mined their similarities~e.g., Steiner, 1981; Buck and Tyack,
1993; McCowan, 1995; Wanget al., 1995a, b; Sturtivant and
Datta, 1996; Rendellet al., 1999; Janik, 1999!.

There is very little published information on spinner dol-
phin whistles~e.g., Steiner, 1981!, especially for Hawaiian
spinner dolphins~e.g., Norris et al., 1994; Wang et al.,
1995a!. Steiner’s~1981! research was performed with ani-
mals from the Caribbean Sea and the Norriset al. ~1994! and
Wanget al. ~1995a! studies were performed only off the Is-
land of Hawaii. In this paper the frequency and time charac-
teristics and general contour shape of Hawaiian spinner dol-

a!Current address: Laboratorio de Acu´stica Aplicada, Centro de Ciencias
Aplicadas y Desarrollo Tecnolo´gico ~CCADET!, Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de Me´xico ~UNAM !, Cd. Universitaria, 04510 Me´xico, D.F.
México. Electronic mail: bazua@soest.hawaii.edu
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phin whistles recorded off six islands in the Hawaiian
Archipelago are discussed and compared to those measured
by Wang et al. ~1995a!, Norris et al. ~1994!, and Driscoll
~1995! in waters of the Island of Hawaii. It was expected that
no significant differences would be found between studies
performed in the same geographic region~e.g., Island of Ha-
waii!.

II. METHODOLOGY

Field trips were conducted along the coastal waters of
several Hawaiian Islands from 1998 to 2000, to measure
spinner dolphin whistles. Small, outboard-driven motorboats
that ranged from 4 to 10 m in length were used. Acoustic
recordings were made in the coastal waters of Midway Atoll,
Kauai, Oahu, Lanai, Maui, and the Island of Hawaii, as in-
dicated by the solid circles in Fig. 1. A recording system
consisting of an International Transducer Corporation~ITC!
spherical hydrophone 1032 and a portable two-channel
Sony® Digital Audio Tape ~DAT! TCD-D8 recorder were
used to record spinner dolphin whistles. The hydrophone is
flat to about 35 kHz~63 dB! and the DAT has an upper
frequency limit of 24 kHz~i.e., sampling rate of 48 kHz!.
Whistles were recorded on one channel of the DAT recorder
with the boat engines turned off and the boat drifting. When
the animals were too far away to be clearly seen, recording
was stopped and the boat repositioned. The boat was usually
positioned ahead or to the side of a group depending on the
group behavior and the previous position of the boat with
reference to the dolphin group. Unfortunately, we could not
know if one or several dolphins were whistling, but such is
the uncertainty often inherent in marine bioacoustics.

Additionally, a broadband system with an upper fre-
quency limit of 140 kHz described in Auet al. ~1999! was
used to determine the frequency span of the fundamental
component of spinner whistles. It was also used to determine
if the DAT recorder was a suitable instrument to record spin-
ner whistles. In the summer of 1998, recordings were made

in waters off the Islands of Hawaii and Lanai. The results
indicated that 98% of the signals recorded~see Sec. III! were
within the frequency span of the DAT.

The DAT recordings were redigitized with a sound card
at a sample rate of 48 kHz at a 16-bit resolution using
CoolEdit® 96. These files were stored as sound files~i.e.,
.wav format files! in the hard drive of a Windows based
computer. A time-frequency spectral analysis by means of
the fast Fourier Transform~FFT! with CoolEdit® ~FFT size
of 256 points and a Hamming window! was used to inspect
the recordings and select the whistles suitable for detailed
analysis. Whistles selected for analysis had the following
properties:

~a! a good signal to noise ratio,
~b! clear in the overall contour shape, especially in their

beginning and ending points,
~c! either nonoverlapping or overlapped with at most two

other whistles, and
~d! not evidently cut by the upper frequency limit of the

recording system.

When successive whistles~separated less than 1 s! were
encountered, the following criteria were used to consider
them individual whistles:

~a! a gap between them larger than 200 ms;
~b! a gap smaller than 200 ms, but larger than the duration

of the whistles;
~c! a frequency difference between the ending-beginning

frequency greater than 3 kHz; and
~d! a whistle twice as intense as the next one.

However, if there was any uncertainty as to whether succes-
sive whistles should be considered as different entities, the
whistles were not considered at all. Therefore, from the pool
of whistles recorded, about 80% were selected for analysis.2

These selected whistles are representative of the spinner dol-

FIG. 1. Map showing the locations
along the coasts of six Hawaiian Is-
lands where spinner dolphin whistles
were recorded.
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phin whistle repertoire~whistle types! and the frequency of
occurrence of each whistle type~usage!. Therefore, the dif-
ferent number of whistle types and their usage are described
concurrently.

Whistle Recorder® 2.21 software was used to convert
the sound files for a Windows based system created with
CoolEdit® into aiff format files for a Macintosh based sys-
tem. Aiff files were then used to generate the whistle contour
of each whistle using Canary® 1.2.4 software with a FFT size
of 1024 points, an overlap of 50%, and using a Hamming
window. A frame length of 512 points~or 10.67 ms! was
used for the analysis resolution, resulting in a filter band-
width of 380.62 Hz and a time resolution of 5.33 ms.

From each whistle contour, the following 11 parameters
~illustrated in Fig. 2! were extracted:~1! beginning frequency
~BF!, ~2! ending frequency~EF!, ~3! peak frequency~PF!, ~4!
maximum frequency~MaF!, ~5! minimum frequency~MiF!,
~6! duration,~7! peak time,~8! center time,~9! number of
turns, ~10! number of loops, and~11! number of steps. Pa-
rameters 1–8 were manually extracted using the measure-
ment tool of Canary® software. Parameters 9–11 were cal-
culated visually using quantitative limits~see description
below!. Each whistle contour was also ascribed to one of the
six categories, illustrated in Fig. 3 and described in Table I,
as upsweep, downsweep, concave, convex, constant fre-
quency, and sine.

Peak frequency and time were taken within the whistle
contour where the intensity was the highest. Center time was
taken within the whistle contour where the collective inten-
sity was half the total. A turn was defined as any point where
there was more than a 50% change in the rate of ascent or
descent of the contour slope, including all changes in the
sign of the contour slope. The term turn differs from the term
inflection point used by other authors~e.g., Wanget al.,
1995a; Norriset al., 1994! because it considers changes in
the slope rather than just sign changes in the contour slope. A
loop is a generalization of the number of turns and was de-
fined as the region where the whistle changed from mainly
ascending to mainly descending, or vice versa, and the sum
of the frequency span of the ascending and descending parts

must be at least 1.5 times the maximum frequency span of
the whole whistle. For example, the concave and convex
whistles in Fig. 3 have one loop and the sine whistles have
two loops. Therefore, neither the number of turns nor the
number of loops measured by this study are comparable to
the number of inflection points measured by other authors
~e.g., Wanget al., 1995a; Norriset al., 1994!. A step was
defined as a section of a whistle that had a sudden change in
frequency with the next section of the whistle or where there
was a break in the whistle contour. Both sections of the
whistle that were separated were considered a step, therefore,
the minimum number of steps in a whistle is two.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Six spinner dolphin groups~three in both Lanai and the
Island of Hawaii! were recorded with the broadband system.
A total of 858 whistles were obtained from the recordings.
The fundamental frequency had a maximum value of 32.4
kHz; however, whistles with fundamental components above
24 kHz occurred very infrequently~less than 2%!. As shown
in Table II, less than 3% of the whistles had fundamental
MaFs between 22 and 24 kHz and approximately 95% of the
whistles below 22 kHz. In addition, less than 1% of the
whistles had MiFs below 2 kHz. A DAT recorder is therefore
a suitable instrument to record the fundamental frequency of
spinner dolphin whistles as more than 95% of the whistles
emitted by spinner dolphins have fundamental components
below 22 kHz.

A. Frequency and time characteristics of the
fundamental component of whistles

In Table III is listed by island and date the 36 spinner
dolphin groups that were recorded using the DAT system.
From these recordings 8611 whistles were selected for analy-
sis. The spinner dolphins recorded in this study produced
high pitch frequency modulated whistles~see Table IV!. The
mid-frequency~MidF! between MiF and MaF averaged 12.9
62.7 kHz (N58611). In addition, 94% of the whistles had
MidFs between 7.8 and 17.7 kHz and 70% between of 10.5

FIG. 2. The 11 parameters and 1 cat-
egory measured with Canary® 1.2.4
for each whistle contour.
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and 15.6 kHz~i.e., within the average duration6 the stan-
dard deviation!. Whistles swept up in frequency, having a
mean BF~11.463.7 kHz! lower than the mean EF~13.563.8
kHz! by 16%. The whistle durations were short, with an
average of 0.496 0.39 s (N58611) and mainly within a
span of 0.05 to 1.28 s~about 94% of the whistles!. About
64% of the whistles were within the span of 0.11 to 0.88 s
~i.e., within the average duration6 the standard deviation!.

The values of the descriptive statistics for whistles re-

corded in this study off the Kona coast of the Island of Ha-
waii were compared to those obtained by Driscoll~1995! and
Wang et al. ~1995a!, also recorded off the Kona coast. De-
scriptive statistics are shown in Table IV and Fig. 4. Data
from Norris et al. ~1994! cannot be statistically compared to
the other studies because they did not report standard devia-
tions. Driscoll ~1995! recordings were made from 1989 to
1991, and Wanget al. ~1995a! recordings were made be-
tween 1980 and 1992.

FIG. 3. The six general categories to which whistle contours were ascribed@adapted from Driscoll~1995! and Bazu´a Durán ~1997!#. Whistle contours are from
spinners.X axis5time ~ms!, Y axis5frequency~kHz!.
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At first impression, the averages for the frequency and
time parameters obtained by the three studies off the Island
of Hawaii showed similar averages for all frequency and
time parameters~see Fig. 4!. The two-sidedt test~Moore and
McCabe, 1999, p. 541! was used to compare the means and
standard deviation of the five parameters that could be com-
pared between studies~BF, EF, MiF, MaF, and duration!. The
results of thet test are shown in Table V.

Significant differences in the mean values at the
p,0.05 level were obtained for all variables between Wang
et al. ~1995a! and this study and Driscoll~1995!. Differences
in the upper frequency limit of the recording system may be
the main factor contributing to the differences in the fre-
quency parameters of Wanget al. ~1995a! and the other two
studies@Driscoll ~1995! also used a recording system with an
upper frequency limit of 24 kHz#. Wanget al. ~1995a! used a
narrower frequency recording system, and his study reports

the lowest averages for all frequency parameters~see Table
IV and Fig. 4!.

Significant differences in the mean values at the
p,0.05 level were obtained for almost all variables between
this study and Driscoll~1995! (p,0.01). No significant dif-
ferences were found for BF and MaF. Even though sample
sizes were considerably larger in this and Driscoll’s~1995!
studies than those of Wanget al.’s ~1995a!, statistically sig-
nificant differences were found between all studies. Different
spinner dolphin groups sampled may be the main factor con-
tributing to the differences found between this and Driscoll’s
~1995! studies. Bazu´a Durán ~2001! found that differences in
the whistles of spinner groups did not depend on the year
whistles were recorded and that differences within an island
were greater than between Hawaiian Islands. However,
Driscoll ~1995! failed to mention details on how she selected
whistles for analysis from the pool of whistles in her record-
ings. Differences in the selection of whistles for analysis
~i.e., observer differences! and differences in the recording
time from which whistles were selected~e.g., sampling time!
are also factors that could explain these differences.

The differences found in whistle duration between all
studies may be attributed to different group size and different
general behavioral states. Bazu´a Durán ~2001! found that
whistle duration was responsible for the differences found
between spinner groups of different sizes engaging in either
of three general behavioral states, social, travel or rest. Un-
fortunately, Driscoll~1995! and Wanget al. ~1995a! failed to
mention details on how they recorded and selected whistles
for analysis, making it difficult to explain differences in our
results.

Wanget al. ~1995a! found that there is a linear relation-
ship (r 250.931) between the maximum fundamental fre-
quency of whistles and dolphin body length given by equa-
tion:

MaF521.45223.2537BL, ~1!

where MaF is the maximum fundamental frequency in kHz
and BL is the body length in m. Considering a minimum
body length of 1.39 m and a maximum of 2.05 m for adult
spinner dolphins~Perrin and Gilpatrick, 1994!, a span for
fundamental MaF of 17.3 to 14.8 kHz is obtained. The aver-
age fundamental MaF in this study was 15.963.6 kHz,
which is consistent with the formula of Wanget al. ~1995a!.
Conversely, the equation of Wanget al. ~1995a! may be used
to estimate an average MaF for dolphins of known sizes.

TABLE I. Description of the six categories to which each whistle contour
~fundamental component of the whistle! was ascribed@definitions adapted
from Driscoll ~1995! and Bazu´a Durán ~1997!#.

Category Description

Constant
frequency

A contour where the frequency changes 1000 Hz or less
during the duration of the whistle or whistles where the
frequency span~‘‘height’’ ! is less than one quarter of the
duration ~‘‘length’’ ! of the whistle. The frequency rarely
remains constant for the entire duration of the whistle.

Upsweep A contour where the frequency is mainly ascending. If there
are any inflection points, the descending frequency part
comprises less than half of the frequency span of the
whistle.

Downsweep A contour where the frequency is mainly descending. If
there are any inflection points, the ascending frequency part
comprises less than half of the frequency span of the
whistle.

Concave A contour with at least one inflection point where the
frequency is first mainly descending and then mainly
ascending. The ascending and descending parts comprise
more than half of the frequency span of the whistle.

Convex A contour with at least one inflection point where the
frequency is first mainly ascending and then mainly
descending. The ascending and descending parts comprise
more than half of the frequency span of the whistle.

Sine A contour with at least two inflection points where the
frequency is first mainly ascending, then mainly
descending, and so forth, or vice versa. At least three of the
ascending and descending parts comprise more than half of
the frequency span of the whistle.

TABLE II. Percentage of whistle contours according to the maximum fre-
quency~MaF! of the fundamental component~N5858 whistles!.

Maximum frequency Percentage of whistles

,2 kHz 1
2 kHz,MaF,22 kHz 94
22 kHz,MaF,24 kHz 3
.24 kHz 2

TABLE III. Number of spinner dolphin groups recorded in each Hawaiian
Island. Numbers in parentheses are the number of groups recorded on that
date.

Hawaiian Island
No. of groups

recorded Date recorded

Midway 3 Nov 1999
Kauai 6 Aug 2000
Oahu 10 Aug 1998~1!, Mar 1999~2!,

Jun–Jul 2000~7!
Lanai 8 Aug 1998~3!, Jun 1999~5!
Maui 2 Jun 1999~1!, Oct 2000~1!
Island of Hawaii 6 Jun 1998~2!, Mar 1999~4!
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B. Whistle contours

The number of whistles ascribed to each of the six con-
tour categories for the six Hawaiian Islands combined are
shown in Table VI. Hawaiian spinner dolphins recorded in
this study emitted a great amount of upsweep whistles~47%
of the whistles!. Convex contours comprised 20% of the
whistles and 13% were downsweep whistles, with percent-
ages varying from 5 to 13 for the other three categories. The
number of turns averaged 3.262.6 and the number of loops
averaged 0.460.8, reflecting the high proportion of whistles
~60%! without loops.

Driscoll ~1995! classified whistles in seven categories,
including the six used in this study plus a category defined as

chirps, which were whistles with a duration of less than 300
ms. Although we felt that the chirp category of Driscoll
~1995! was completely arbitrary without any biological or
acoustical rationale, for comparison purposes, we included
chirp as a category and obtained the results shown in Fig. 5
and Table VII for whistles recorded off the Island of
Hawaii. Driscoll ~1995! found that upsweep~37%!, chirp
~18%!, and sine ~18%! composed most of the spinner
whistles, and our results show that chirp~44%!, upsweep
~27%!, and sine~11%! contours also made up most of the
whistles. Forty-nine percent of the chirps of this study were
previously classified as upsweep contours~see Table VII!.
Chirps for all Hawaiian Islands combined comprised 40% of
the whistles and had a mean duration of 0.1460.07 s
~median50.12 s!. The distribution of whistles in seven cat-
egories in this and Driscoll’s~1995! study are statistically
different (X25181, df56; p,0.001); however, both studies
found that chirp, upsweep, and sine contours comprised
more than 70% of the whistles selected for analysis.

The differences in the distributions of whistles in the
seven categories between Driscoll~1995! and this study
might be attributed to the choice of specific whistles ana-
lyzed. We obtained a higher proportion of chirps and a lower
average duration~duration differed greatly between both
studies,p,0.001). Different spinners being recorded may
also be a factor. In addition, observer differences in classify-
ing whistles~e.g., Janik, 1999! may also be another reason
for the statistical differences between this and Driscoll’s
~1995! study. Although the definition of the six categories of

FIG. 4. Descriptive statistics~mean and standard deviation! of five param-
eters of spinner dolphin whistles collected in the Island of Hawaii by three
different studies: this study, Driscoll~1995!, and Wanget al. ~1995a!.

TABLE IV. Comparison of the descriptive statistics~mean, standard deviation, and highest and lowest values! of 9 parameters of the fundamental component
of Hawaiian spinner dolphin whistles from four different studies: this study, Driscoll~1995!, Norris et al. ~1994!, and Wanget al. ~1995a!.

Study

Frequency~kHz! Time ~s!
No. of

Turns Loops

Descriptive
Statistics Begin End Minimum Maximum Span Peak Peak Center Duration Inflection points StepsNb

All Mean 11.40 13.54 9.99 15.85 5.86 12.59 0.217 0.234 0.493 3.18 0.42 2.73 8611
Hawaiian Islands s.d. 3.68 3.78 2.71 3.58 3.49 2.84 0.223 0.186 0.388 2.61 0.75 2.94
~this study! High 23.78 23.98 22.35 24.00 18.30 22.50 4.367 2.159 4.493 42 12 31

Low 1.38 1.07 0.85 1.71 0.22 1.22 0.000 0.003 0.013 0 0 0

Island of Mean 12.02 14.91 10.68 16.50 5.82 12.99 0.202 0.213 0.449 3.05 0.53 2.97 961
Hawaii s.d. 3.66 3.80 2.68 3.54 3.67 2.47 0.223 0.179 0.372 3.05 0.95 3.32
~this study! High 22.90 24.00 18.34 24.00 16.93 19.92 1.658 1.115 2.256 29 8 24

Low 2.58 2.29 1.99 2.66 0.39 2.34 0.001 0.011 0.028 0 0 0

Mean 11.80 14.46 10.19 16.80 6.60 a a a 0.661 a a a 965
Driscoll s.d. 3.66 3.91 2.40 3.17 a a a a 0.334 a a a

~1995! High 21.44 23.04 21.22 23.04 a a a a 1.870 a a a

Low 4.64 4.00 4.00 5.60 a a a a 0.040 a a a

Norris et al. Mean 10.42 15.85 a a a a a a 0.68 1.69 a 389
~1994! s.d. a a a a a a a a a a a

High a a a a a a a a a a

Low a a a a a a a a a a a

Wanget al. Mean 10.61 14.05 9.03 15.20 6.17 a a a 0.75 1.07 a 271
~1995a! s.d. 3.44 2.37 2.24 1.66 a a a a 0.33 1.19 a

High 18.92 22.46 14.38 22.46 a a a a 1.82 9 a

Low 3.91 7.19 3.91 8.75 a a a a 0.10 0 a

aNot reported by author~s!.
bN5sample size.
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contour shapes is very similar, Driscoll~1995! did not use a
rigorous limit to define the six categories as done in this
study ~see Table IV!.

Bottlenose dolphin whistles comprise a graded rather
than a discrete system~Herman and Tavolga, 1980!.3 Catego-
rizing whistles in a definite number of mutually exclusive
classes, such as the six or seven categories used in this and
Driscoll’s ~1995! studies, is limited by the graded nature of
dolphin whistles. It is sometimes difficult to ascribe a whistle
contour to either the upsweep or downsweep category and
the convex or concave categories. The border between an
upsweep and a convex whistle can appear rather vague.

Recordings of whistles in the dolphin’s natural environ-
ment consist of large opportunistic samples of unknown in-
dividuals in groups of varying composition and behavioral
state. Norriset al. ~1994! stated that if whistles have struc-
tures that are specific to individuals~i.e., signature whistles!
and these structures are modulated according to the emo-
tional state of the individual as suggested by Caldwellet al.
~1990!, large opportunistic samples of whistles quickly be-
come ‘‘unclassifiable’’ if the classification system is based on
slight differences in the whistle contour. For example, Bazu´a
Durán ~1997! obtained 270 different whistle types out of
1320 whistles for Gulf of Mexico bottlenose dolphins; i.e.,
80% of the whistles were repetitions of the 270 whistle
types. Norriset al. ~1994! mentioned that the classification
system, therefore, should consist of broad categories so that
differences in the whistle contour can be generalized and
large samples of whistles can be allocated to specific catego-
ries. However, classifying whistles in a definite number of
mutually exclusive categories as the six used in this study or
categorizing whistles in an ‘‘indefinite’’ number of categories
based on slight differences in the whistles’ contour as those
obtained by Bazu´a Durán ~1997! are equally limited by the
graded nature of dolphin whistles. How many and which
predetermined categories should be chosen? How much
variation within the whistle contour should be considered as
to say that two whistles are two different whistle types? The
number of categories obtained depends on the ‘‘amount’’ of
detail used when comparing whistle contours. Due to the
graded nature of whistles, whistle categorization should not
be used. Frequency and time measurements extracted from
whistle contours can be used to compare different groups,
populations, and species~e.g., Steiner, 1981; Wanget al.,

1995a, b; Rendellet al., 1999; Bazu´a Durán, 2001!. How-
ever, whistle categorization is helpful in comparing studies
and getting an overall view of the whistle repertoire. There-
fore, if whistle categorization is to be performed, very spe-
cific limits should be used to define categories in order to
reduce considerably observer differences. Furthermore, per-
ception studies are needed to determine the real border be-
tween categories.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Frequency and time parameters, as well as some other
characteristics of whistle contours~e.g., number of turns,
loops, and steps! have shown to be useful in describing dol-
phin whistles and in comparing the whistles of different dol-
phin groups.~e.g., Steiner, 1981; Wanget al., 1995a, b; Ren-
dell et al., 1999; Bazu´a Durán, 2001!. However, care should
be taken when selecting whistles for analysis if narrow band
recordings are used. Whistles that appear to be chopped off
or broken into pieces by the upper frequency limit of the
recording system should not be considered~ideally, the re-
cording system used should be chosen in accordance with the
frequency span of the species under study!. For example,
Bazúa Durán ~1997! obtained different results than Wang
et al. ~1995b! when analyzing the same recordings~tapes!
from bottlenose dolphins from the northern Gulf of Mexico.
Using Wang’s data sheets, Bazu´a Durán ~1997! suggested
that the difference in the results could be attributed to Wang
et al. ~1995b! considering two successive whistles as two
individual whistles instead of a single whistle broken into
pieces by the upper frequency limit of the recording system.
Those whistles were not considered in the analysis of Bazu´a
Durán ~1997!. Furthermore, measurement of qualitative pa-

TABLE V. Results of the two-sidedt-test~Moore and McCabe 1999, p. 541! to compare five whistle parameters
for spinner dolphin whistles in the Island of Hawaii reported by Driscoll~1995!, Wanget al. ~1995a!, and this
study.

Whistle parameter

This study vs

Driscoll ~1995! Wanget al. ~1995a!
Driscoll ~1995! vs

Wanget al. ~1995a!

t dfa p t dfa p t dfa p

Beginning frequency 1.29 1000 0.20 5.87 300 0.01 4.97 300 0.01
Ending frequency 2.58 1000 0.01 4.56 300 0.03 2.14 300 0.03
Minimum frequency 4.21 1000 0.01 10.3 300 0.01 7.42 300 0.01
Maximum frequency 1.93 1000 0.056 8.53 300 0.01 11.1 300 0.01
Duration 13.1 1000 0.01 12.9 300 0.01 3.91 300 0.01

adf 5 degrees of freedom.

TABLE VI. Number of whistles ascribed to each of the six categories of
whistle contours for all six Hawaiian Islands combined.

Whistle category No. of whistles Fraction

Constant 755 0.09
Upsweep 4010 0.47
Downsweep 1151 0.13
Concave 406 0.05
Convex 1765 0.20
Sine 524 0.06
N 8611
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rameters such as number of turns and steps should be as
general as possible~Bazúa Durán, unpublished data! to avoid
observer bias to a greater extent. The number of turns should
measure most changes in the direction of the contour and not
only the changes in the slope from positive to negative and
vice versa~inflection points!. Some spectrograms have step-
wise appearance, therefore, the number of steps should in-
clude all breaks in the contour as well as sudden changes in
frequency that do not include a break.

It was expected that no significant differences would be
found in spinner dolphin whistles recorded by different stud-
ies performed in the Island of Hawaii. However, there was
little agreement in the results of this and the previous studies
of Wanget al. ~1995a! and Driscoll~1995!. The reasons for
these differences are not clear. In order to eliminate possible
observer differences while comparing different studies, stan-
dardization needs to be performed. The use of an automated
method to select whistles from the recordings will eliminate
completely observer differences in the selection. Unfortu-
nately, the development of automated methods for dolphin
recordings made in coastal waters has been highly limited by
the considerable environmental noise existing in shallow wa-
ters. However, selection methods can be ‘‘standardized’’ if
methodology is clearly stated. It is, therefore, very important
to define all parameters taken into consideration when doing
the analysis so that future studies can be ‘‘standardized’’ in
procedure and the reasons of the differences can be more
readily identified. Standardization and stricter limits are also
needed if whistles are going to be classified into a definite
number~either small, e.g., 6, or large, e.g., 200! of mutually
exclusive categories.

Hawaiian spinner dolphins produced whistles with aver-
age frequencies of the fundamental component~BF, EF, MiF,
and MaF! higher than those of larger odontocetes~see Wang
et al., 1995a; Rendellet al., 1999; and Matthewset al.,
1999!. The average MaF is consistent with the body length
of spinner dolphins according to Wanget al. ~1995a! equa-
tion.

Hawaiian spinner dolphins also produced a great number
of upsweep whistles~47%! that is reflected in a lower aver-
age BF than average EF~about 16% lower BF than EF!. For
Tursiops truncatusthe relationship between average BF and
EF varies~see Steiner, 1981; Wanget al., 1995b; and Bazu´a
Durán, 1997!. Although Tursiops truncatusproduced more
sine whistles than spinner dolphins~more than 28% forT.t.
versus less than 11% forS.l.!, BF was lower than EF when
there was a larger amount of upsweep whistles~e.g., 18%
and 32% lower BF when there were 23% and 18% upsweeps
and 4 and 35 times more upsweeps than downsweeps, re-
spectively! ~Bazúa Durán, 1997!. For other dolphins and
spinners in other oceans a lower average BF than average EF
was also observed:Delphinus delphisshowed 34% lower BF
than EF,Lagenorhynchus albirostris30% lower BF,Stenella
longirostris from the Caribbean Sea 26% lower BF,Stenella
plagiodon26% lower BF,Stenella attenuata24% lower BF,
Sotalia fluviatis25% lower BF,Stenella clymene15% lower
BF, Globicephala macrorhynchus8% lower BF,Lagenodel-
phis hosei9% lower BF,Stenella coeruleoalba6% lower BF,
and Stenella frontalis5% lower BF ~from Matthewset al.,
1999!. Therefore, it is possible that more than 18% of dol-
phin whistles are upsweeps when the average BF of their
whistles is at least 15% lower than the average EF. Species
such as Delphinus delphis, Lagenorhynchus albirostris,
Stenella longirostris, Stenella plagiodon, Stenella attenuata,
Sotalia fluviatis, and Stenella clymeneshare some of the
characteristics of their whistles. Their whistle repertoire and
usage may be similar.

The whistle repertoire of Hawaiian spinner dolphins
seems to be large and varied. Although different whistle
types were not characterized during the present study~for the
reasons mentioned before about categorizing whistles!, the
number of turns was almost eight times larger than the num-
ber of loops and 80% of spinner whistles were ascribed to

TABLE VII. Distribution of whistles ascribed to each of the seven whistle-
contour categories of Driscoll~1995! for this and Driscoll’s~1995!a studies
on the Island of Hawaii.

Category

This study fraction

All Within chirp
Driscoll ~1995!a

fraction

Chirp 0.44 ••• 0.18
Constant 0.01 0.12 0.04
Upsweep 0.27 0.49 0.37
Downsweep 0.05 0.14 0.08
Concave 0.04 0.12 0.02
Convex 0.08 0.12 0.13
Sine 0.11 0.01 0.18
Nb 961 422 965

aData corrected from original that had numerical errors.
bN 5 sample size.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the distribution of whistles ascribed to each of the
seven categories of whistle contours of Driscoll~1995! for ~a! this study in
the Island of Hawaii and~b! Driscoll’s ~1995! study with data corrected
from original that had numerical errors.
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three general contour shape categories. For a species that
lives in large groups that coordinate behavior at all times of
day ~e.g., during foraging, travel, socializing, and rest! it is
crucial to maintain communication between all members of
the group. A large and varied whistle repertoire is therefore
very important if whistles function as acoustic signals to
regulate group organization and cohesion.
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Many underwater bioacoustical recording experiments~e.g., fish sound production during courtship
or agonistic encounters! are usually conducted in a controlled laboratory environment of small-sized
tanks. The effects of reverberation, resonance, and tank size on the characteristics of sound recorded
inside small tanks have never been fully addressed, although these factors are known to influence
the recordings. In this work, 5-cycle tone bursts of 1-kHz sound were used as a test signal to
investigate the sound recorded in a 170-l rectangular glass tank at various depths and distances from
a transducer. The dominant frequency, sound-pressure level, and power spectrum recorded in small
tanks were significantly distorted compared to the original tone bursts. Due to resonance, the
dominant frequency varied with water depth, and power spectrum level of the projected frequency
decreased exponentially with increased distance between the hydrophone and the sound source;
however, the resonant component was nearly uniform throughout the tank. Based on the empirical
findings and theoretical calculation, a working protocol is presented that minimizes distortion in fish
sound recordings in small tanks. To validate this approach, sounds produced by the croaking
gourami ~Trichopsis vittata! during staged agonistic encounters were recorded according to the
proposed protocol in an 1800-l circular tank and in a 37-l rectangular tank to compare differences
in acoustic characteristics associated with tank size and recording position. The findings underscore
pitfalls associated with recording fish sounds in small tanks. Herein, an empirical solution to correct
these distortions is provided. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1515799#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka, 43.20.Mv, 43.30.Gv@WAA #

I. INTRODUCTION

There is considerable diversity in fish sounds~Fish and
Mowbray, 1970; Myrberg, 1981; Zericket al., 1999!, and
several mechanisms are involved in sound production
~Tavolga, 1964!. Sounds from many fish species have been
recorded during agonistic interactions~Ballantyne and Col-
gan, 1978; Valinski and Rigley, 1981; Johnston and Johnson,
2000a, b!, feeding~Colsonet al., 1998!, and during courtship
~Drewry, 1962; Gerald, 1971; Stout, 1975; Lobel, 1992;
Lugli et al., 1995, 1996, 1997; Mann and Lobel, 1998;
Johnston and Johnson, 2000a!. However, the role of sounds
in the life history of sonic fishes is only poorly understood.
With the availability of personal computers, a variety of
acoustical signal analysis programs and low cost of hydro-
phones, lately the investigation of fish sounds has gained
attention. This interest is reflected by the recent surge of
publications analyzing the characteristics of fish sounds~e.g.,
Matsuno et al., 1996; Bodnar and Bass, 1997; Crawford
et al., 1997; Fineet al., 1997; Myrberg, 1997; Mann and
Lobel, 1998; Ladich and Yan, 1998; Pruzsinszky and Ladich,
1998; Lugli and Torricelli, 1999; Johnston and Johnson,

2000a, b; Kaatz and Lobel, 2001; Lobel, 2001; Pedersen,
2001; Tolimieriet al., 2001; Thorson and Fine, 2002a, b!.

In order to understand the role of fish sounds in the
overall behavioral repertoires of a species, accurate measure-
ment of sound characteristics as well as concurrent behav-
ioral observations are necessary. To minimize distortions due
to reverberation, sound recordings should be conducted ide-
ally in an open body of water with a depth and width exceed-
ing the wavelength of the targeted sound. The open-water
environment is readily available, although various experi-
mental conditions~e.g., water temperature, ambient noise!
are hard or impossible to control, and turbidity may render
behavioral observations difficult.

Recording fish sounds in a small tank allows precise
behavioral observation and better control of environmental
factors than in the natural environment. However, due to
physical limitations of small tanks, the true characteristics of
sounds are hard to assess due to many physical constraints of
small tanks~Parvalescu, 1964, 1967!. For example, the du-
ration of fish sounds usually exceeds 2 ms~Fish and Mow-
bray, 1970!, during which the sound travels about 3 m, but
most commonly used glass aquaria in a laboratory are rarely
over 2 m in length. Therefore, even a short-duration sound
could result in reverberation, defined as the persistence of
sound in an enclosed space as a result of multiple reflections

a!Present address: National Research Institute of Fisheries Engineering,
Hasaki, Kashima, Ibaraki 314-0421, Japan.
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after sound generation has stopped~Yost, 1994!. Hence, it is
impossible to separate the original sound from reflected
sound in the time domain when the sounds are recorded in
small tanks.

Tank resonance can cause an additional problem. In a
closed-boundary system, standing waves persist after cessa-
tion of sound generation. Thus, the frequency recorded may
be the resonant frequency of the standing wave due to its
longer duration than the original fish sound. If the resonant
frequency of the tank happens to be close to the frequency of
the sounds produced by the fish, the original spectrum will
be seriously distorted, thereby prohibiting an accurate char-
acterization of the original sounds.

To reduce reverberation in a tank, various materials for
sound absorption~horse hair, fibers, and sand! have been
used~Tavolga, personal communication, 2002!. In a series of
elaborate field and laboratory recording and playback experi-
ments, Myrberg~1972! and Myrberg and Spires~1972!
found that the colonial male damselfish~Eupomacentrus par-
titus! are selecting a sound not for its familiarity but rather
for its acoustic nature. It is suspected that this difference of
choice between laboratory sound and field sound by male
damselfish is due to artifacts from small tanks. However, the
characteristics of sounds recorded from small tanks remain
undefined. Because of this uncertainty, Myrberg later con-
ducted all of his playback studies in the field and not in the
laboratory ~Myrberg, personal communication, 2002!. Al-
though the constraints of a small tank have been known for
more than 30 years~Parvulescu, 1964, 1967!, the acoustics
of small tank has received very limited investigation and
potential problems remain unaddressed in most studies ana-
lyzing fish sounds.

Against this background, our aim was to:~1! investigate
sound distortion in small tanks using empirical approaches
combined with theoretical calculations, and~2! offer guide-
lines as to how to obtain useful information from recordings
of fish sound made in small tanks.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two types of tanks were used in this experiment. A 170-l
glass-wall tank (88-cm length343-cm width345-cm,
height) was used for calibration measurements and a large
concrete tank (10003150031000 cm) designed for acousti-
cal experiments at the National Research Institute of Fisher-
ies Engineering, Japan was used to simulate an open-water
environment.

Many sounds produced by fish are pulsatile and have
frequencies ranging from several tens to thousands of hertz
~Fish and Mowbray, 1970!. Thus, a 1-kHz, 5-cycle tone burst
of 5-ms duration was chosen as a calibration signal within
the frequency range of fish sounds. The tone bursts were
generated every 200 ms with a personal computer~NEC PC-
9821Nr15, Tokyo, Japan!, which was connected to a piezo-
film underwater sound transducer~diameter: 32 mm, thick-
ness 9 mm!. The sound projection and recording system were
first tested in the large concrete tank to examine the charac-
teristics of the transducer. The transducer was positioned at
the center of the concrete tank at a depth of 1 m; a hydro-
phone~Brüel & Kjaer 8103, Naerum, Denmark; voltage sen-

sitivity 2211.8 dB re: 1 V/uPa, charge sensitivity 9.3
31022 pC/Pa) was positioned 35 cm away from the trans-
ducer at the same depth. Tone bursts received by the hydro-
phone were fed into a charge amplifier~Brüel & Kjaer 2692
A0S2, with 10-kHz low-pass filter to eliminate electronic
noise! and the signals were recorded with a digital audiotape
recorder~SONY TCD-D8, Tokyo, Japan!. The input volume
of the TCD-D8 was set so that full range represented a
1-Vrms sinusoidal input. Hence, the power spectrum levels
calculated were normalized. An analog/digital converter
~Canopus, DA-Port USB and AD-Link, sampling frequency:
44.1 kHz! was used to digitize the signals from the tape. The
total frequency response of the recording system was within
61 dB up to 10 kHz.

The following sound analysis protocol was employed in
the following three experiments. An analysis window of 50
ms was used because it included the entire waveform and
permitted good frequency resolution. The power spectrum
was averaged over 40 pulses. The dominant frequency was
defined as the frequency at the highest peak of the power
spectrum level. Data were analyzed on programs written
with codes ofMATLAB ® ~The Mathworks, Natick, MA! soft-
ware.

The first experiment examined the effects of water depth
on the power spectrum. The water level~depth! of the 170-l
tank was changed from 10 to 40 cm at 5-cm increments. The
transducer and the hydrophone were positioned at the center
of the right and left halves of the tank, respectively@Fig.
1~A!# in the middle of the water column.

The second experiment examined the changes in the
power spectrum as a function of the distance between the
hydrophone and the transducer. The water depth of the tank
was maintained at 40 cm, and the transducer was positioned
at the center of the right half of the 170-l tank and at a depth
of 20 cm. The hydrophone was first positioned 5 cm from the
transducer@Fig. 1~B!# and moved horizontally at 5-cm inter-
vals up to 60 cm away from the transducer.

The third experiment examined the changes in power
spectrum level with both distance and frequency in the 170-l
tank. Water depth was maintained at 40 cm. The transducer
was positioned at the center of the right half of the 170-l tank
and at a depth of 20 cm. The hydrophone was positioned 5
cm from the transducer and moved up to 60 cm holizontally.
Projected frequency was changed from 1.0 to 2.6 kHz with
0.5-kHz increments between 1.0–2.0 kHz and 0.1-kHz incre-
ments from 2.0–2.6 kHz.

III. RESULTS

A. Playback experiment in the calibration tank

Waveforms of computer-generated 5-cycle tone bursts
@Fig. 2~A!# and recordings of the sound@Fig. 2~C!# in the
large concrete rectangular tank exhibited differences. Due to
the inertia of the transducer, the first cycle of the recorded
waveform was smaller than the next cycle, and surface re-
flections seemed to create two extra oscillations at the offset
of the wave@as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2~C!#. Both
power spectra, however, peaked at 1.0 kHz@Figs. 2~B! and
~D!#.
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The dominant frequency recorded in the 170-l tank var-
ied as a function of water depth~solid black circles in Fig.
3!. The sound spectra recorded in the 170-l tank were quite
different from those recorded in the large concrete tank@cf.
Fig. 2~D!#. For example, at 10-cm depth, no prominent peak
could be found between 1 to 7.7 kHz and frequency peaked
at 9.1 kHz~Fig. 3, upper inset!, while at 40 cm depth, fre-
quency peaked at 2.6 kHz~Fig. 3, lower inset!.

The waveform recorded at 5 cm from the transducer in
the 170-l tank@Fig. 4~A!# was similar to the original wave-
form @see Fig. 2~C!# and the power spectrum peaked at 1 kHz
@Fig. 4~B!#. At 50 cm, the waveform exhibited multiple
peaks of different amplitude with a dominant frequency of
2.6 kHz @Figs. 4~C!, ~D!#.

In an open-water system, the power spectrum level of
projected sound should attenuate following the inverse
square law according to the distance between a sound source
and a receiver. Instead, as shown in Fig. 4~E! ~solid circles!,
inside the 170-l tank the power spectrum level of the pro-
jected frequency~1 kHz! decreased exponentially as the dis-
tance increased from the sound source. The first-order linear
regression between the power spectrum levelS~dB! of 1 kHz

and the distance~X in cm! between the hydrophone and the
transducer could be fitted with the following equation:

S5220
X

D
. ~1!

Applying the least-square fit to the experimental data,
coefficientD was determined as 23.0 cm. Here, we defineD
as the attenuation distance, meaning that the power spectrum
level, at 1 kHz, was attenuated 20 dB for every change ofD

FIG. 1. Layout of the position of the transducer and the hydrophone used in
a 170-l tank. For the first experiment~A!, the distance between the hydro-
phone and the transducer was fixed at 44 cm and the water depth varied
from 10 to 40 cm with 5-cm increments. For the second experiment~B!, the
water depth was 40 cm and the distance between the hydrophone and the
transducer was changed from 5 to 60 cm with 5-cm steps~dashed arrow
indicates the movement of hydrophone moving away from the transducer!.
The hydrophone and the transducer were always stationed in the middle
depth of the water column.

FIG. 2. The waveforms and power spectra of a playback experiment~1-kHz,
5-cycle tone burst! carried out in a semiopen-water environment, i.e., a
10-m315-m310-m concrete tank.~A! electronically generated waveform;
~B! power spectrum of wave A with 50 ms analysis window.~C! recorded
waveform.~D! power spectrum of wave C. Notice differences in waveform
in C ~indicated by arrows! due to surface reflections.

FIG. 3. Effects of water depth on changes of the empirically observed
resonant frequencies~solid circles! recorded in a 170-l tank, where a 1-kHz
5-cycle tone burst was projected and recorded. Insets indicate the effect of
water depth on the spectrum shape at 10 cm~upper inset! and 40 cm~lower
inset!, respectively. The theoretically calculated minimum resonant fre-
quency is presented as a solid curved line.
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cm further away from the sound source. In contrast, the
power spectrum level at 2.6 kHz was nearly independent of
the distance between the transducer and the hydrophone and
did not attenuate significantly over this distance@Fig. 4~E!,
crosses#.

In the third experiment, the attenuation distance for vari-
ous frequencies~1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6
kHz! was obtained experimentally and was nearly constant
up to 2.0 kHz and thereafter increasing to 2.6 kHz~Fig. 5,
solid circles!. These results indicate that the attenuation dis-
tance increased as the frequency of the projected sound ap-
proaching the minimum resonant frequency of the 170-l
tank.

B. Resonant frequency in a rectangular and a
cylindrical tank

Multiple reflected waves in a closed boundary system
can create standing waves whose frequency is called reso-
nant frequency. The resonant frequency is given as the eigen-
frequency of the eigenvalue equation with a specific bound-
ary condition~Kinsler et al., 2000!. Glass or plastic walls of
aquaria are easily bent by the sound pressure, and the particle
movement exists even close to the wall. The sound-pressure

level is adjusted to the air pressure at this interface site.
Hence, a pressure-release boundary condition is assumed at
the tank wall.

The calculated resonant frequencies of a rectangular
glass tank with the dimension ofLx , Ly , andLz ~in centi-
meters! can be described by the following equation:

f lmn
rectangular5

c

2
AS l

Lx
D 2

1S m

Ly
D 2

1S n

Lz
D 2

, ~2!

where c is the sound velocity in the water approximately
1.53105 cm/s, depending on water temperature and the sa-
linity ~Medwin, 1975!. Eachl, m, n represents an integer, and
the combination of these parameters designates the ‘‘mode
number’’ ~Kinsler et al., 2000!. The minimum resonant fre-
quency can be expressed as the mode~1, 1, 1!. The wave-
form of mode~1, 1, 1! has a stable point of sound-pressure
level called a node which exists only at the wall of the tank.
For a wave with mode~2, 1, 1!, in addition to a node at the
wall, there is also another node atLx/2 ~see Fig. 6!.

FIG. 4. Waveforms and power spectra of a projected 1-kHz sound recorded
5 cm ~A!, ~B! and 50 cm~C!, ~D! away from the sound source in a 170-l
tank ~E!: The effect of distance between the hydrophone and the transducer
on attenuation of the power spectrum level is depicted for a 1.0-kHz com-
ponent~solid circles!, 2.6-kHz resonant component~cross signs!, and theo-
retically calculated value of a 1.0-kHz component~solid line!.

FIG. 5. The relationship between the projected frequency and the attenua-
tion distance. Note that the attenuation distance remains almost constant for
frequency less than 2.0 kHz and significantly rises as it approaches the
minimum resonant frequency of the tank. The theoretical attenuation dis-
tance is depicted as a curved line.

FIG. 6. Sound-pressure level along theX axis of mode~1, 1, 1! and mode
~2, 1, 1! in a rectangular tank. The mode~1, 1, 1! represents the resonance
wave of minimum frequency. The mode~2, 1, 1! represents one of the
higher order of resonant component and has additional node of the sound-
pressure level at the middle of theX axis, i.e.,Lx/2.
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With regard to a cylindrical-shape tank, the analytical
solution of the eigenvalue equation is given as a linear com-
bination of the Bessel functions of the first kind~see p. 249
of Kinsler et al., 2000!. The minimum resonant frequency is
the minimum eigenvalue, and can be expressed by the fol-
lowing equation:

f minimum
circular 5

c

2
AS 2.405

pa D 2

1S 1

hD 2

, ~3!

where a and h are the radius and the water depth of the
circular tank, respectively. The value 2.405 is the first solu-
tion of the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind.

Based on the results obtained from the first experiment
~Fig. 3!, the observed resonant frequencies~solid circles!
were in close agreement with the calculated minimum reso-
nant frequencies~curve line! as described by Eq.~2!, where
Lx588 cm, Ly543 cm, Lz510 to 40 cm of mode~1, 1, 1!
for 170-l tank.

C. Exponential attenuation of power spectrum level in
a small tank: Analogy with a waveguide

Sound attenuation in the 170-l tank can best be ex-
plained by the waveguide model~Feynmanet al., 1989!.
Originally the waveguide was an electromagnetic feed line
used in radio wave communications. Since the termLx is
relatively larger than the other dimension of the tank, it is
assumed that the rectangular tank is an acoustical waveguide
with a largeLx . The acoustical wave equation is expressed
as follows:

S ]2

]x2 1
]2

]y2 1
]2

]z2D p~x,y,z,t !5
1

c2

]2p~x,y,z,t !

]t2 , ~4!

where c is the sound velocity andp is the sound-pressure
level at timet, and the position~x,y,z! within the duct while
~x,y,z! has the following limitations:2`,x,` and 0<y
<Ly and 0<z<Lz . Assuming a pressure-release boundary
condition exists, then the relative sound-pressure level com-
pared with the air pressure at the boundary is zero.

p~x,0,z,t !5p~x,Ly ,z,t !5p~x,y,0,t !5p~x,y,Lz ,t !50.
~5!

If there is a fish that produces anf-Hz sinusoidal sound at the
center of the duct, the sound pressure at the location of the
fish can be expressed as

pS 0,
Ly

2
,
Lz

2
,t D5P0 exp~2 i2p f t !, ~6!

whereP0 is the source level of sound produced by the fish.
The low-frequency acoustic waves less than the cutoff

frequency have imaginary wave number and are attenuated
exponentially in the duct~Morse and Ingard, 1968!. The cut-
off frequency of the ductf cutoff

rectangularcan be calculated as fol-
lows:

f cutoff
rectangular5

c

2
AS 1

Ly
D 2

1S 1

Lz
D 2

. ~7!

The solution of the wave equation satisfying the bound-
ary condition~5! can be written as a linear combination of
sinusoidal waves

p~x,y,z,t !5P0 (
m51

`

(
n51

`

Cm,n exp~2km,nuxu!

3sinS pm

Ly
yD sinS pn
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zDexp~2 i2p f t !, ~8!

km,n5AS np

Ly
D 2

1S mp

Lz
D 2

2S 2p f

c D 2

, ~9!

whereCm,n are the constants needed to agree with Eqs.~5!
and~6! with integersm andn. km,n can be determined using
Eqs.~4! and ~8!.

When the sound frequency is less than the cutoff fre-
quency, thek1,1 is minimum amongkm,n for any integersm
and n, and corresponds to the smallest attenuation. There-
fore, the acoustical wave of this mode can survive rather than
other modes. When considering only this mode, then Eq.~8!
can be simplified to the following expression:

p~x,y,z,t !}P0102~x/2Drectangular!sinS p

Ly
yD sinS p

Lz
zD

3exp~2 i2p f t !, ~10!

where D rectangular is the theoretically calculated attenuation
distance, and can be expressed as the following equation:

D rectangular~ f !5~2 ln 10!
c

4p f cutoff
rectangular
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A12S f
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rectangularD 2

. ~11!

This means that for everyD rectangularapart from the sound
source, the sound-pressure level atf Hz is decreased by 10
percent, which is equal to a 20-dB attenuation.

The observed and calculated attenuation distancesD
were 23.0 and 23.3 cm@solid line in Fig. 4~E! and Fig. 5#,
respectively, for 1-kHz tone bursts in the 170-l calibration
tank with 40-cm water depth. Therefore, we have shown that
the empirical and theoretical attenuation distances are in
close agreement with each other.

Moreover, according to Eq.~11!, the attenuation dis-
tance should increase as the projected frequency approaches
the cutoff frequency of the waveguide, as shown in the
curved line in Fig. 5, and closely fits the empirical results.
The attenuation distance remained almost constant up to 2
kHz, but increased significantly from 2.1 to 2.6 kHz. Theo-
retically, the attenuation distance at the resonant frequency is
infinite, which explains why the resonant frequency compo-
nent is independent of the position of the hydrophone as
observed in Fig. 4~E! ~crosses!.

A circular tank with a diameter larger than its depth is
similar to a shallow-water system such as a flat-bottom pond
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or a creek, which is a natural habitat of many freshwater fish.
Under this assumption, the attenuation distance and the cut-
off frequency are represented as the following equations:

Dcircular~ f !5~2 ln 10!
c

4p f cutoff
circular

1

A12S f

f cutoff
circularD 2

5
550

f curoff
circular3A12S f

f cutoff
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, ~12!

and

f cutoff
circular5

c

2h
. ~13!

IV. DISCUSSION

A. What happens in small tanks?

Data from the literature show that most fish sounds con-
sist of pulse trains, and only a few are of a tonal nature
~Winn, 1964; Fish and Mowbray, 1970!. Pulsed sounds ex-
hibit a broadband spectrum in comparison with tonal sounds.
When a pulsed sound of a fish has a frequency component
that is close to the minimum resonant frequency of the tank,
then the resonant component will be overemphasized in re-
cordings such shown as in Fig. 4~D!.

A single-pulse sound@Fig. 4~A!# recorded 50 cm from
the transducer exhibits a multipulsed waveform@Fig. 4~C!#.
The first and second pulse appear to represent the response
from onset and offset of the original pulse. The onset and
offset of this wave have broadband spectra which enhance
the resonant component.

The resonant component has a longer duration than the
original wave. After 5 ms, which is the duration of the origi-
nal wave, many small amplitudes of oscillations~character-
istic of this resonance! appeared in our recordings@see Fig.
4~C! at tail ends#.

If the original frequency is lower than the minimum
resonant frequency, the signal-to-resonance ratio could be
decreased when the hydrophone is placed beyond the attenu-
ation distance from the sound source. In support of this view-
point, when the hydrophone is placed only 30 cm from the
sound source, in the 170-l tank, the resonant spectrum com-
ponent is 10 dB greater than the projected spectrum compo-
nent @Fig. 4~E!; projected component vs resonant compo-
nent#. This difference exists because the original signal
frequency component is attenuated exponentially, whereas
the resonant component remains almost uniform throughout
the tank.

If a recording can be made within the attenuation dis-
tance and close to the sound sources, then the power spec-
trum of the projected signal would significantly exceed that
of the resonant component@see Figs. 4~A! and~E! at 5 cm#.
Therefore, recording a signal within the attenuation distance
results in less distortion of the power spectrum.

The attenuation distance changes little for frequencies
below 2 kHz~Fig. 5!. This indicates that the observed power
spectrum component within the frequency, which is lower
than the cutoff frequency, is attenuated by a similar amount.
Hence, the shape of the power spectrum is reliable for com-
parison purposes. Furthermore, since the power spectrum
level attenuates exponentially within a short distance@Fig.
4~E!#, the absolute value of the power spectrum level of each
component will be unreliable, unless the position of the fish
remains fixed.

B. Methods for acoustical measurements in a small
tank

Based on the aforementioned measurements and theoret-
ical calculations, we present a simple, yet practical procedure
for correcting fish sound recording and measurement in
small tanks. The general considerations are:~1! the targeted
sound frequency, i.e., the sound produced by the fish should
not be similar to the minimum resonant frequency of the
tank; and~2! the hydrophone should be placed within the
attenuation distance of the sound source to minimize pos-
sible distortion.

A useful working protocol for sound recordings in small
tanks is discussed as follows.

~i! Measure the water depth, width, and length of a rect-
angular tank or diameter of a circular tank.

~ii ! If the minimum dimension~either width, length, or
diameter! of the tank is much larger than the distance
that sound can travel during the pulse duration, then
the tank can be considered as a semiopen-water sys-
tem. Under such a condition, it may be possible to
measure the original sound with less distortion be-
cause the direct and reflected waves will be separated
from each other in the time domain except for the
reflections from the water surface. If, however, the
tank length is shorter than the distance that can be
traveled by the pulse duration of the fish sound, then
the following procedures should be taken:

~iii ! Calculate the minimum resonant frequency (Fmin) by
using Eqs.~2! or ~3!. Subsequently, the attenuation
distance~D! can be calculated by using Eqs.~11! or
~12!.

~iv! Record the fish sound within the attenuation distance
in a small tank. Measure the dominant frequency of
the original fish sound (Ffish).

~v! If either Fmin!Ffish or Fmin@Ffish, the small tank may
be used for recording fish sound. IfFmin5Ffish, drain
some water to reduce its level to increaseFmin , then
proceed to step~vi!. If lowering water level causes
behavioral changes in the fish, add water to decrease
the Fmin value; then proceed to step~vii !.

~vi! In the case ofFmin@Ffish, record the sound within the
attenuation distance of the sound from the fish. As
shown in Fig. 5, where the attenuation distance re-
mains nearly constant, each frequency component
should attenuate similarly for frequencies well below
the minimum resonant frequency of the tank. Hence,
the outline of the power spectrum shape is measurable
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in this frequency range. However, since the sound-
pressure level decreases exponentially under these cir-
cumstances, it is extremely difficult to have a precise
measurement of the absolute sound-pressure level un-
less the fish is maintained in a fixed position.

~vii ! For the case ofFmin!Ffish, the attenuation distance is
longer than for the case ofFmin@Ffish as mentioned in
step ~vi!. In this situation, the measurable range be-
tween the fish and the hydrophone is proportionally
increased and releases most restrictions on hydro-
phone position. However, the resonant components of
higher modes may be closer toFfish. If the power
spectrum level ofFfish is independent of the distance
between the sound source and the hydrophone~as
measured outside of the attenuation distance!, this
component may be the result of the second or third
modes of the resonant frequency.

~viii ! Application of a frequency filter can be beneficial. If
the recorded sound has an extra oscillation caused by
the resonant wave, then a bandpass filter may be ap-
plied to eliminate the resonant component and other
sources of unwanted noise. In the laboratory setting,
low-frequency noises usually contaminate recorded
sounds. Possible sources of such noises are building
vibrations, human activities, ac-power current, etc. A
bandpass filter that passesFfish but excludes bothFmin

and noises should be selected. For example, applica-
tion of such a bandpass filter to a recorded signal can
be easily achieved by the use of a software-based,
acoustical signal-analysis program~e.g., COOL EDIT

2000, Syntrillium Software Co.!.

V. APPLICATION AND VALIDATION

A. Sound recording of croaking gourami „Trichopsis
vittata …

Using the provisions outlined in the previous sections,
sound recordings produced by croaking gourami in two dif-
ferent sizes of small tanks have been tested. Under staged
agonistic conditions, the croaking gourami generates a train
of double-pulse sounds with a pulse duration of several mil-
liseconds~Ladichet al., 1992!. The croaking sounds are gen-
erated by two hypertrophied pectoral tendons rubbing against
the fin rays~Kratochvil, 1978!. The recording procedures of
the croaking sounds used are outlined as follows.

~i! Two types of tanks were used for the recording: an
1800-l circular tank~diameter: 150 cm; height: 100
cm! with 42-cm water depth, and a 37-l rectangular
glass tank (50325330 cm dimension; length
3width3height) with 22-cm water depth.

~ii ! The minimum dimension of both types of tanks was
far shorter than the sound travel distance of a croaking
pulse. Hence, serious distortion was expected.

~iii ! The minimum resonant frequencies and attenuation
distances were calculated using Eqs.~2!, ~3!, ~11!, and
~12! for each size tank, and the results are listed in
Table I.

~iv! The sound of the croaking gourami had an approxi-
mate 1-kHz dominant frequency.

~v! Fmin is larger thanFfish ~1 kHz! and step~vi! is em-
ployed.

~vi! Three days prior to recording, two adult male croak-
ing gouramis were each placed in two separate tanks.
A minimal 3 days of separation guarantees the highest
degree of display of agonistic behavior including
croaking sound production when agonistic encounters
are staged. At the time of recording, a fish was re-
moved from its holding tank and introduced inside a
plastic film cubic container where another fish was
placed. The container~20 cm each side! was made of
thin polyethylene plastic film~with a wooden stick
frame! and soaked in the 1800-l tank. This container
served as a cage to confine two fish and to guarantee
the exhibition of agonistic encounter behavior. A
Benthos AQ-18B hydrophone~sensitivity 2171 dB
re: 1 V/uPa! was positioned inside the container to
ensure that even the maximum distance between the
fish and the hydrophone was within the attenuation
distance~termed test case A here!. Since the wave-
length (l5150 cm) of a 1-kHz sound was longer
than the thickness of the film, and the density of poly-
ethylene~0.93 to 0.97 g/cm3! was similar to the water,
sound could transmit through the film container with-
out major distortion or attenuation.

For purpose of comparison, the hydrophone was also
placed outside the container~50 cm from the center of the
container! at a depth of 20 cm in the 1800-l tank, but the fish
remained inside the plastic film container~termed test case B
here!.

For recording in the small tank~37-l tank!, the hydro-
phone was positioned in the right rear corner of the 37-l tank,
3 cm from both sides of the wall and 10 cm from the bottom
of tank. The croaking sounds produced within 10 cm from
the hydrophone were analyzed~termed test case C here!.

B. Validation

The typical waveforms and averaged power spectra (n
540 each! of sounds produced by croaking gourami re-
corded in the test cases A, B, and C are shown in Fig. 7. The
waveform recorded within the plastic-film container~test
case A! in the 1800-l tank@Fig. 7~A!, left panel# showed a
typical double-pulse sound of a croaking gourami character-
ized by a dominant frequency of 0.9 kHz@Fig. 7~A! right
panel#. However, for recordings made outside of the plastic
film container~test case B!, the waveforms revealed a series
of several oscillations@Fig. 7~B!, left panel# with a dominant

TABLE I. Theoretically calculated minimum resonant frequencies and at-
tenuation distances of each type of experimental tanks.

170-l tank 1800-l tank 37-l tank

Size ~cm!
(length3width3height)

88343345 Diameter; 150
Height; 100

50325330

Water depth~cm! 40 42 22
Minimum resonant
frequency~kHz!

2.7 1.9 4.8

Attenuation distance~cm! 23.3 37.2 12.4
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frequency of 2.0 kHz@Fig. 7~B!, right panel#, which was
close to the calculated resonant frequency~1.9 kHz! of this
tank. Recordings made inside the 37-l tank~test case C! re-
vealed a series of decaying oscillations@Fig. 7~C!, left panel#
in the waveforms, and the power spectrum showed peaks at
1.1 and 4.0 kHz@Fig. 7~C!, right panel# when the croaking
gourami generated sounds close to the hydrophone. Only in
case B was the hydrophone placed outside of the attenuation
distance resulting in a power spectrum that was completely
different from the original sound.

VI. CONCLUSION

As illustrated in this work when fish sound recordings
were made inside small tanks, the characteristics of original
signals could be greatly distorted. However, distortions can
be avoided when certain features of the sounds are known
and choices for the size of tanks are made to minimize reso-
nance effects. For instance, the distance between a fish and a
hydrophone should be within the ‘‘attenuation distance’’ to
avoid distortion of the resonant component.

Some fishes produce low-frequency, continuous narrow-
band sounds. If the dominant frequency of the fish sound is
much less than the resonant frequency of the tank, an accu-
rate measurement of a fish’s sound in a small tank may be
successful. Unlike those of pulse signals, the narrow-band
sounds have less energy at the resonant frequencies of the
tank. One would expect the signal-to-resonant component
ratio to be higher than for the pulse sounds and therefore the
spectral shape of a continuous signal would be similar to the
spectrum of the original sound, with less distortion than for
pulsed sounds.

Some sonic fishes~e.g., mormyrids, catfish, minnows,
gouramis! possess ancillary auditory structures~i.e., otic gas-
bladders of mormyrids, Weberian ossicles coupled with gas-
bladder in catfish and minnows, suprabranchial chambers in
gouramis! used to enhance hearing~von Frisch, 1938; Craw-
ford et al., 1997; Yan, 1998; Johnston and Johnson, 2000a, b;
Yan et al., 2000; Yan and Curtsinger, 2000!. If a small tank is
used for behavioral observations~e.g., agonistic encounter
during sound production! on these sonic fish, it is imperative

FIG. 7. Recorded waveforms and spectra of double-
pulse sounds produced by croaking gourami in a 1800-l
tank ~A!, ~B! and in a 37-l tank~C!. The dominant
frequency is 0.9 kHz for sound recorded inside a plastic
film container, i.e., within the attenuation distance, lo-
cated at the center of the tank~A!. The dominant fre-
quency changes to 2.0 kHz when recording is made at
50 cm~B!, i.e., outside attenuation distance, away from
the center of the tank where the fish is held inside a
plastic film container. The dominant frequency was 1.1
kHz for croaking sound and the secondary peak fre-
quency was 4.0 kHz for resonant component in a 37-l
tank.
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to understand that not only could the sound-pressure level be
significantly modified, but also the spectral characteristics
impinging on the signal receivers are substantially altered
from the original sound. These altered signals may be mis-
interpreted by the signal receivers and hence lead to the ex-
pression of unusual behavior~e.g., display of prolonged ag-
gression!. Therefore, caution should be taken when dealing
with observations and interpretation of data of behavioral
interactions among sonic fishes inside small tanks~also see
Myrberg, 1972; Myrberg and Spires, 1972!.
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Antimasking aspects of harp seal (Pagophilus groenlandicus)
underwater vocalizations
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Underwater sounds are very important in social communication of harp seals~Pagophilus
groenlandicus! because they are the main means of long- and short-distance communication.
Individual harp seals must try to avoid being masked and emit only those calls that will benefit them.
Underwater vocalizations of harp seals were recorded during the breeding season. The physical
characteristics associated with antimasking attributes of 16 call types were examined. Rising
frequency or increasing amplitude within calls were not common. Most of the calls ended abruptly
~range 145–966 dB/s!, but call onset was more gradual. At high calling rates~95.1–135 calls/min!
there were significantly more calls overlapping temporally than at medium~75.1–95 calls/min! or
low ~35–75 calls/min! calling rates, but even at the highest calling rates, 79.1% of the calls were not
overlapped. When 2, 3, or 4 calls overlapped, there were significantly fewer frequency separations
of less than 1/3 octave than would be expected by chance. This is important because sounds that are
separated by less than 1/3 octave likely mask each other. When 2–4 calls are occurring
simultaneously, only 4.5% to 14.2% are masked by virtue of being within 1/3 octave from their
nearest neighbor. None of the overlappping calls was of the same type. This suggests that the seals
are actively listening to each other’s calls and are not randomly using the different call types. Harp
seals use frequency and temporal separation in conjunction with a wide vocal repertoire to avoid
masking each other. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1518987#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb, 43.80.Nd@WA#

I. INTRODUCTION

Several polygynous mammals use vocalizations for mate
attraction and intrasexual competition~Smith, 1977;
Vaughan, 1986; Chu, 1988; Bradbury and Vehrencamp,
1998; McElligot and Hayden, 1999!. A variety of call char-
acteristics such as duration, loudness, frequency~Hz!, fre-
quency changes, repetition, or calling rates carries the infor-
mation. Information might be transmitted using a
combination of these characteristics~Bradbury and Vehren-
camp, 1998; McElligot and Hayden, 1999!.

Vocal communication is strongly constrained by envi-
ronmental factors. Vocalizations are subject to frequency-
dependent attenuation, temporal degradation, and masking
by environmental noise~Brenowitz, 1986; Mercado and
Frazer, 1999!. Thus, the level and the spectral and temporal
characteristics of background noise are major determinants
of the distance at which an acoustical signal is detectable
~Wiley and Richards, 1982; Klump, 1996!. Masking bands
for marine mammals appear to be 1/6–1/3-octave wide. At
low and very high frequencies, masking bands apparently
widen ~Richardson, 1995!. Noises only mask adjacent fre-
quencies. Thus pure tones separated by less than 1/3 octave
likely mask each other~Richardson, 1995!. These constraints
are clearly reflected in the sound repertoires used by various
species~Mercado and Frazer, 1999!. An animal can avoid
masking by calling at different times and using different fre-

quency bands~Fickenet al., 1974!. An animal must use ap-
propriate signals that will distinguish its call from other ani-
mals’ calling. It must try to avoid being masked and emit
only those calls that will benefit itself~Smith, 1977!.

Gourevitch~1987! has suggested that most species avoid
masking by employing time differences, intensity differ-
ences, and high-frequency shifts. However, the mechanisms
that animals use to avoid masking in order to communicate
with each other have been rarely studied. Most of the work
has been done on birds, and there are a few studies on marine
mammals~Gourevitch, 1987!.

Some marine mammals seem to be able to adjust the
frequencies of their vocalizations, within limits, to avoid
masking effects of background noise~Richardson and
Malme, 1995!. However, it is not known how much flexibil-
ity various marine mammals have in adjusting the frequen-
cies of their calls. Most species either produce broadband
calls or, at different times, produce narrow-band calls at spe-
cific frequencies~Richardson and Malme, 1995!.

Masking studies on pinniped vocalizations are scarce.
Terhuneet al. ~1994! proposed that Weddell seals~Leptony-
chotes weddellii! lengthen some calls presumably to enhance
detectability of calls that were temporally masked. A harbor
seal~Phoca vitulina! listening to repeated sounds at regular
~predictable! rates had lower detection thresholds~relative to
single sounds! in both masked and unmasked situations
~Turnbull and Terhune, 1993!.

High calling rates by harp seals~Pagophilus groenlandi-
cus! produce a continuous broadband sound that might mask
long-range vocalizations~Terhune and Ronald, 1986!. Wat-

a!Present address: LGL Limited, 22 Fisher Street, P.O. Box 280, King City,
ON L7B 1A6, Canada.
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kins and Schevill~1979! reported that 75% of the underwater
calls of harp seals were characterized by the following fea-
tures: increasing within-call amplitude, increasing within-
call frequency and/or pulse rates, and repetition of elements
within the call. The redundancy of repetitive calling~in 94%
of the calls!, combined with spectral pattern shifts~in 75% of
the calls! that contrast with ambient sound, provide a means
of recognition of a herd at a distance and suggests that the
sounds serve to advertise the whelping and breeding herd
~Watkins and Schevill, 1979!. These researchers concluded
that harp seal call characteristics allow the seals to avoid
masking, but they did not quantify all of the features they
examined. Because harp seal calls contrast with environmen-
tal ambient noise they seem well suited for long-distance
advertisements of various kinds~Watkins and Schevill,
1979!, for example to promote herd formation or attract
mates~Terhune and Ronald, 1986!.

The purpose of this study was to quantify the physical
characteristics of underwater harp seal calls that enhance call
detection. For this purpose amplitude shifts, call onset/offset,
frequency shifts, frequency separation between overlapping
calls, and time intervals between calls were measured. Each
of these aspects has features that can increase detectability of
sounds.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Recordings of harp seal underwater vocalizations were
obtained during the breeding season~February–March, Ser-
geant, 1991! in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, near the Magdalen
Islands, between 26 February–15 March 1999 and 1
March–15 March 2000.

Recordings were made from ice floes that were occupied
by seals at 18 locations over the 2 years. Recording sessions
were either in the morning or late afternoon and lasted from
1 to 5 h. Only harp seals were seen around the recording
areas. Unfortunately, it was not possible to determine the
location, sex, or age of the calling animals.

In 1999, recordings were made with a Bru¨el & Kjær
8100 hydrophone, a Bru¨el & Kjær 2635 charge preamplifier,
and a Sony Digital Audio Tape~DAT! recorder~model TCD-
D100!. The frequency response of the system was61.0 dB
from 0.02 to 20 kHz. In 2000, recordings were made with a
Vemco VHLF hydrophone and a Sony DAT recorder~model
TCD-D100!. The frequency response of this system was
64 dB from 0.02 to 20 kHz. The hydrophone was placed
5–10 m deep through breathing holes.

The underwater call characteristics analyzed were: am-
plitude and frequency shifts within calls, call onset and offset
rates, frequency separation of overlapped calls, and the time
interval between calls. These call features were measured
because each of these aspects has features that can increase
detectability of sounds~see Watkins and Schevill, 1979;
Gourevitch, 1987; Terhuneet al., 1994; Richardson and
Malme, 1995!. Calls were classified using the nomenclature
proposed by Møhlet al. ~1975! and Terhune~1994!. A call
element is considered to be a single discrete sound within a
call type. This sound has a clearly distinguishable beginning
and end. Sound spectrograms were prepared usingMULTI

SPEECHmodel 3700 Version 2.2~Kay Elemetrics Co., Pine
Brook, NJ!. Calls were digitized with a 10-bit A/D converter
at a sampling rate of 44 kHz. Measurements were taken us-
ing an analyzing-filter bandwidth of 46 Hz~for frequency
measurements! and 200 Hz~for time measurements! giving
measurements accurate to623 Hz and62.2 ms.

Examples of the measurements taken are shown in Fig.
1. For all analyses only the first ten calls of each call type
from each recording location were considered. This was
done to minimize the problems caused by the possibility of
analyzing calls produced by the same seal over and over
again. Measurements were only made on calls that were clear
enough to enable identical repeat measures of frequency or
time to be made. The call type classification and number of
overlapping calls were assessed by visual inspection of the
sonograms at predetermined times. Calling rates were classi-

FIG. 1. Variables of underwater harp seal calls measured for this study.~a! Call names appear on top of each call and follow the nomenclature proposed by
Møhl et al. ~1975!. The analyzing bandwidth was 31.5 Hz.~b! Amplitude measurements within calls. Vertical lines separate the call into thirds. The highest
amplitude and highest frequency within each segment was recorded.
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fied as low, medium, or high. The category of each recording
was determined by averaging the number of calls per 30 s at
ten randomly selected locations on the tape. The ranges se-
lected for low, medium, and high categories were 35–75,
75.1–95, and 95.1–135 calls per min, respectively. Statistical
tests were performed usingSIGMA STAT Version 2.03 with an
alpha level of 0.05.

A. Amplitude shifts

Amplitudes ~dB! within calls were measured using the
fast Fourier transform spectral slice of the sonograms. The
first element of each call was divided into three segments
based on time, and then the maximum amplitude within each
segment~beginning, middle, and end of the element! was
measured. The time scale of short-duration elements was ex-
panded to enable these measurements to be made. The data
were standardized by determining the maximum amplitude
changes of the second and third segments relative to the first
segment. Pairedt-tests were used to compare the amplitude
differences between the start and the middle, and between
the start and the end of the element.

B. Call onset Õoffset rates

The call onset/offset rates~dB/s! were measured to es-
tablish if seals use abrupt changes in amplitude within calls.
Amplitudes were measured at the start of the element, 10 ms
later, 10 ms before the end of the element and at the end of
the element. A Mann-Whitner test was used to compare the
onset rate~dB/10 ms! and the offset rate~dB/10 ms! for each
call type.

C. Temporal separation

The time interval~ms! between calls was measured to
establish if seals use temporal separation to avoid masking
each other. The time intervals between calls were measured
from the end of one call to the beginning of the next call. The
time interval for overlapping calls was considered to be zero.
Consecutive pairs of calls per recording were analyzed inde-
pendent of call type. Eighteen recording sites were analyzed.
Time interval was compared against the three calling rates
using a Kruskal–Wallis with a Dunn’s pairwise multiple
comparisons test.

D. Frequency shifts

Frequency shifts~in octaves! within the first element
were analyzed. Measurements of the highest frequency with
the most energy were taken from the first, middle, and last
third of the call. The call frequencies were converted into an
octave scale (log2 of the frequency! to allow for comparison
in pitch separation. This was done because seals likely per-
ceive frequency in terms of octaves~see Terhune, 1999!. An
analysis of variance~ANOVA ! was used to compare the fre-
quency differences between the start, middle, and end of the
call. This analysis~frequency shifts! was taken one step fur-
ther by comparing the maximum frequency of the call
against the three calling rates. Therefore, frequency was used
as a response variable, and calling rates as the explanatory

variable. For this analysis, a Kruskal–Wallis with a Dunn’s
pairwise multiple comparison test was used because the data
did not present a normal distribution.

E. Frequency separation

The frequency separation and the number of overlapping
calls of each recording were determined by measuring the
frequency separation between overlapped calls at 20 ran-
domly selected locations on each tape. Eighteen tapes were
analyzed. Once again, the call frequencies were converted
into log2 measures~an octave scale!. A Kruskal–Wallis with
a Dunn’s pairwise multiple comparisons test was used to
compare the frequency separation per number of overlapping
calls at different calling rates.

The frequency separations of overlapping harp seal calls
were compared to those of a random distribution. The distri-
bution of expected frequency separations and the observed
frequency separations were compared. To do this, random
frequency distributions of frequency separations to match
2–4 simultaneous calls were generated for separations be-
tween 7.5~185 Hz! and 12.5~5.87 kHz! octaves. These val-
ues were selected because they were the minimum and maxi-
mum highest frequencies observed. Higher numbers of
overlapped calls were not examined because they were not
observed. A model was generated for each set of overlapping
calls. A random number generator was used to determine the
frequencies of simultaneous calls. The lowest frequency
separation between a focal call and its nearest neighbors was
determined. This process was repeated 40 000 times for each
of 2, 3, and 4 overlapped calls to ensure that the results
would be close to the true random distribution. The sample
size from the expected distribution was at least 250 times
larger than the observed frequency distributions. The
Kolmogorov–Smirnov one-sample test was used to deter-
mine if the observed and the expected cumulative distribu-
tions of frequency separations in 1/3-octave increments were
significantly different~Zar, 1996!. A contingency table was
used to determine if the observed and the expected cumula-
tive distributions of frequency separations of less than 1/3 of
an octave were significantly different.

III. RESULTS

Recordings were made at 18 sites over the 2 years. Call
types 5, 16, or 19 were not detected in sufficient numbers to
permit detailed analyses. Fewer than ten of these call types
were recorded.

A. Amplitude shifts

Maximum amplitude in the last third of the calls was
lower than that of the start and middle for all call types
except 6 and 15~Fig. 2!. Call types 6 and 15 did not show a
significant difference between the first portion and the
middle or end of the call (T50.863,d f552, P50.39 and
T51.646,d f542, P50.107, respectively; Fig. 2!. A total of
603 calls was analyzed.
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B. Call onset Õoffset rates

Harp seal underwater calls increased or decreased in am-
plitude 10 ms after the start of the call~Table I!. The offset
rates were much higher and ranged from21.45 to
29.66 dB/10 ms~145–966 dB/s!. Twelve call types showed
a significant difference between call onset rates and call off-
set rates~Table I!.

C. Temporal separation

As expected, the time intervals between calls decreased
as the calling rates increased. There was a significant differ-
ence between high calling rates and medium (Q58.83, d f
52, P50.001) and low (Q57.41,d f52, P50.001) calling
rates, but there was not a significant difference between low
and medium (Q50.87,d f52, P50.356; Table II!. The per-
centage of calls overlapped (time50) was relatively low
~Table II!.

The frequency separation per number of overlapping
calls was significantly different between high calling rates
and medium calling rates (Q53.26, d f52, P50.02) and
between high and low calling rates (Q54.18, d f52, P
50.01). At low and medium calling rates there was not a
significant difference (Q50.55,d f52, P50.50). For over-
lapping calls only, the number of simultaneous calls at high
calling rates was significantly higher than at either medium
or low rates (Q53.26, d f52, P50.001 andQ54.18, d f
52, P50.050, respectively; Table III!. The number of si-
multaneous calls overlapping at low and medium calling
rates was not significantly different (Q50.55, d f52, P
50.550; Table III!.

D. Frequency shifts

A total of 645 calls was analyzed for this section. Only
call type 12 showed a significant difference in the frequency
with most energy between the start, middle, and the end of
the call (F55.403,d f52; P50.006; Fig. 3!. All the other
calls did not present a frequency difference along the call
~Fig. 3!. When this analysis was taken one step further, sev-
eral calls presented a difference among the frequency~oc-
taves! used at different calling rates. Nine call types exhib-
ited a significant difference at low, medium, and/or high
calling rates~Fig. 4!. The call types that showed a significant
difference were: 6 (H59.580, d f52; P50.008); 7 (H
542.378, d f52; P50.001); 11 (H530.012, d f52; P
50.001); 12 (H510.490, d f52; P50.005); 13 (H
524.273, d f52; P50.001); 14 (H528.941, d f52; P

FIG. 2. Comparison of relative amplitude shifts~dB! between the start and
middle or end of the call of harp seal underwater calls. Gray points denote
significant differences.

TABLE I. Comparison of call onset and call offset rates~dB/10 ms! of harp
seal underwater calls.

Call type Onset Offset N T P

1 1.30 22.42 34 526 0.205
2a 21.35 26.20 35 482 0.003
3a 1.39 23.27 39 598 0.001
4a 1.11 22.65 30 328 0.027
6 21.04 21.45 37 690 0.368
7a 20.01 28.04 41 623 0.001
8a 20.24 25.25 28 238 0.003
9a 21.17 24.83 35 525.5 0.031

10a 0.66 22.93 37 617 0.031
11 20.76 23.44 32 424 0.098
12a 21.19 23.99 36 561 0.020
13a 20.30 26.15 28 253 0.012
14a 0.40 26.38 40 645 0.001
15 20.38 22.36 32 459 0.40
17a 20.82 29.66 33 305 0.001
18a 0.56 23.41 36 577 0.041

aDenotes a significant difference (p,0.05).

TABLE II. Comparison of time intervals between harp seal underwater calls
during low, medium, and high ambient calling rates. The percentages of
overlapped calls at low, medium, high ambient calling rates are also listed.

Calling rates
Time intervals in ms

(mean6standard error!

Percentage of
overlapped

calls N

Low 372.5619.53 12.69 588
Medium 350.0618.99 19.58 481
High 220.7610.50 20.63 744

TABLE III. Number of simultaneous harp seal underwater calls that occur
when calls overlap during low, medium, and high ambient calling rates.
Calls that were not overlapped were excluded from this analysis.

Calling rates
Simultaneous calls

(mean6standard error! N

Low 2.6260.130 121
Medium 2.8260.140 115
High 3.4860.109 197
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50.001); 15 (H547.038, d f52; P50.001); 17 (H
511.482, d f52; P50.003); 18 (H525.537, d f52; P
50.001).

E. Frequency separation

It is important to point out that none of the overlapping
calls was of the same type. Of the 121, 115, or 197 occur-
rences of 2, 3, or 4 overlapping calls, there were no instances
where two similar call types were involved.

The distributions of pitch separations between overlap-
ping calls allowed us to assess the proportion of calls that
was within a specified octave separation. The observed fre-
quency separation between overlapped calls is greater than
expected from a random distribution~Fig. 5!. The cumulative
frequency distributions of Fig. 5 indicate that there were
fewer pitch separations that were lower than one octave than
would be expected by chance. The Kolgomorov–Smirnov
one-sample test showed a significant difference between the
observed data and the expected data from a random distribu-
tion in all three comparisons~2 calls n5112, DMax50.23,
D0.05,12150.12; 3 callsn534, DMax50.32, D0.05,11550.22;
4 callsn520, DMax50.52,D0.05,19750.29). When two calls
overlapped, the number of calls separated by less than 1/3
octave was 4.5%. A random distribution would be expected
to yield 13.8% overlap. The observed~4.5%! and the ex-
pected~13.8%! were significantly different (X257.08, d f
52, P50.008). When three calls overlapped, the number of
calls separated by less than 1/3 octave was significantly dif-
ferent between the observed~5.8%! and the expected

~19.5%; X2510.59, d f52, P50.001). Finally, when four
calls overlapped, the number of calls separated by less than
1/3 octave was significantly different between the observed
~14.2%! and the expected~24.9%; X259.03, d f52, P
50.003). That is, the observed frequency separations of 1/3
octave or less were all fewer than expected~Fig. 5!.

IV. DISCUSSION

During the breeding season harp seals gather in groups
of several thousands of animals~Sergeant, 1991! generating
high underwater calling rates~Terhune and Ronald, 1986!.
Consequently, their vocal system has evolved under the pres-
sure of a noisy environment. Some physical characteristics of
the calls might have antimasking properties. Watkins and
Schevill ~1979! reported that 75% of the underwater calls of
the harp seals were characterized by the following features:
increasing within-call amplitude, increasing within-call fre-
quency and/or pulse rates, and repetition in 94% of the calls.
These researchers concluded that harp seals employ these
characteristics to avoid masking by the abiotic background
noise.

This study shows that increasing amplitude shifts were
not evident along the call. These findings do not support
Watkins and Schevill’s~1979! observations or the hypothesis
that increasing amplitudes within calls are used to enhance
detection by being the opposite of this characteristic of abi-
otic noises.

FIG. 3. Mean (6s.e.) of maximum call frequency~octaves! of the start,
middle, and end thirds of the call of harp seal underwater calls. Gray bar
denotes a significant difference.

FIG. 4. Mean (6s.e.) of maximum call frequency~octaves! at low, me-
dium, and high calling rates of harp seal underwater calls. Bars with differ-
ent colors denote significant differences.
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It is generally accepted that an abrupt onset/offset of a
call increases the call detectability~Watkins and Schevill,
1979; Wiley and Richards, 1982!. Almost all the harp seal
calls had an abrupt ending. Watkins and Schevill~1979! pro-
posed that calls with abrupt endings are more detectable. The
abrupt ending of the call is likely distinctive enough to serve
as an antimasking strategy, because the background noise,
especially abiotic noise, does not have this characteristic.
This antimasking aspect is likely a relatively fixed character-
istic associated with the structure of individual call types.
The abrupt ending of the calls also provides an acoustic cue
for localization~Terhune, 1974; Watkins and Schevill, 1979;
Dooling, 1982!. However, the seals did not exhibit a rapid
onset of the calls. The results of this study differ slightly
from those previously reported by Watkins and Schevill
~1979!. Watkins and Schevill~1979! only described the basic
characteristics of the calls, and they reported rapid onsets and
offsets for the calls but did not report any quantitative mea-
surements. Today’s technology allowed precise measures of
the onset/offset rates of the calls.

The percentage of overlapping calls has its greatest
change between low and medium calling rates, 12.7% to
19.6%, compared to an increase to only 20.6% at the high
calling rate. All call changes in response to changing back-
ground calling rates become significant only at the high call-
ing rate. This seems to be an indication that there is a thresh-
old phenomenon that causes this increase. This observation
is confounded by the use of ANOVA and the arbitrary limits
of each calling rate category, however. As expected, the time
intervals between calls decreased as the ambient calling rates

increased. However, the percentage of overlapped calls was
relatively low. This suggests that harp seals are actively
avoiding temporal masking.

The mean durations of all single element harp seal calls
are below 1.5 s and for multliple element calls, mean dura-
tions of the individual elements are all below 0.5 s~Serrano
and Terhune, 2002!. This contrasts with the mean durations
of bearded seal trills which range from 31.5 to 2.1 s~Cleator
et al., 1989!. The short durations of the harp seal calls enable
the low proportions of overlap even at high calling rates.
Thus, the development of the harp seal repertoire of pre-
dominately short calls may have been a response to avoiding
masking when calling rates were high.

Another mechanism to avoid being masked by overlap-
ping conspecific vocalizations or irregular ambient noise is
to lengthen the duration of the call. Weddell seals increase
the number of elements in multiple element calls when over-
lapped by conspecific calls~Terhuneet al., 1994!. Harp seals
increase the number of elements per call in seven call types
when calling rates are high~Serrano and Terhune, 2001!.
King penguins~Aptenodytes patagonicus! increase the num-
ber of syllables per call as wind speed, and thus abiotic noise
levels, increase~Aubin and Jouventin, 2002!.

In many species in which animals produce advertise-
ment signals in the form of vocalizations, the number of
simultaneous callers is high enough to prevent signaling
neighbors from perceiving one another~Greenfield, 1994!.
To prevent masking each other, animals need to adjust their
signaling rhythms~Greenfield, 1994!. For example, some
bird species adjust the temporal pattern of their singing to
avoid temporal overlap between songs of signaling neighbors
~Ficken et al., 1974!. Emperor penguins~Aptenodytes for-
steri! within 7 m ofeach other appear to wait until the neigh-
bor’s call has finished before beginning their own call
~‘‘courtesy rule;’’ Aubin and Jouventin, 2002!. Similarly,
male African reed frogs~Hyperolius marmoratus! actively
avoid overlapping their calls with those of their neighbors
~Grafe, 1996!. In other cases however, signalers actually try
to mask each other. This is commonly observed in some
species of anurans, where males try to mask each other in
order to attract females~Greenfield, 1994!. Evidently this is
not the case for harp seals. One disadvantage of trying to
temporally mask each other’s calls is that the call becomes
harder to pinpoint by the receiver of the signal~Greenfield,
1994!. Therefore, for some species, such as the harp seal,
where male competition is not intense~Le Boeuf, 1991!, it
may be more advantageous for the callers to actively avoid
masking each other.

Clearly, harp seals are not using increasing frequency
shifts to stand out from the abiotic noise patterns. Harp seal
calls did not exhibit increasing frequency shifts within calls.
Only call type 12 showed a significant difference~decrease
in frequency! between the start and the end of the call. These
observations do not support Watkins and Schevill’s~1979!
hypothesis that frequency increases at the end of the call.

Harp seals avoid masking each other by using frequency
separation between overlapping calls. Most of the observed
overlapping calls were separated by more than 1/3 octave.
Using a 1/3-octave bandwidth distance is a conservative ap-

FIG. 5. Cumulative frequency distribution of frequency separation~octaves!
of overlapping calls for the expected~dashed lines! and observed~solid
lines! distributions of harp seal underwater calls.
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proach because the actual masking bandwidths may be
smaller ~Richardson, 1995!. The observed cumulative fre-
quency distributions for 2–4 overlapping calls showed that
frequency separations of less than 1/3 octave occurred less
frequently than expected by chance~Fig. 5!. This, and the
observation that similar call types were not made simulta-
neously, suggests that harp seals are choosing frequencies
that are well separated from those of concurrent calls. This
ability of harp seals to actively avoid masking each other is
not unique to this species. Bearded seals~Erignathus barba-
tus! show a similar behavior. Bearded seal calls with a fre-
quency separation of less than 1/3 octave occurred less often
than expected from a random distribution~Terhune, 1999!.
The ability that harp and bearded seals have to space over-
lapping calls by more than 1/3 octave suggests that they are
actively listening to nearby callers to avoid masking and also
are not purposefully masking each other’s calls.

Harp seal calls stand out sharply from the background
noise as Watkins and Schevill~1979! noted. Thus, this con-
trast with ambient sound provides a means of herd recogni-
tion at a distance~Watkins and Schevill, 1979!. Many physi-
cal characteristics of the harp seal underwater calls not only
make the calls more distinctive from the abiotic background
noise, but also allow the seals to avoid masking each other.

Some questions about seal vocal behavior can only be
answered by comparisons across taxa. Bearded, Weddell, and
harp seals are among the pinnipeds that have been better
studied. During the breeding season, bearded seals remain
widely separated. Males defend territories during this period
~Burns, 1981!. Adult male bearded seals produce six differ-
ent types of trill vocalizations during the breeding season
~Cleatoret al., 1989!. Bearded seal calls are long~up to 176
s! and calling rates averaging 7.5 calls/min have been re-
ported~Cleatoret al., 1989!. These seals can avoid masking
by means of frequency separation~Terhune, 1999!. Probably
the calls are used in male competition and courtship. Weddell
seals form small aggregations during the breeding season.
These seals probably have the largest vocal repertoire among
pinnipeds with at least 34 different call types~Thomas and
Kuechle, 1982!. These seals use some long and some short
calls. Many calls are made up of several short elements~Ter-
huneet al., 1994!. Preliminary results indicate that Weddell
seals are able to use frequency and temporal separation as an
antimasking strategy~Terhune et al., 1994; Galluchon,
1997!. Probably Weddell seal males use their vocalizations to
defend territories in the breeding areas and for courtship
~Thomas and Kuechle, 1982!. Harp seals form the largest
aggregations with thousands of animals during the breeding
season, and smaller groups during the nonbreeding season
~Sergeant, 1991!. Harp seals produce up to 26 different un-
derwater calls~Serrano, 2001!. Their calls are usually short
in duration with several elements~Møhl et al., 1975; Ter-
hune, 1994!. Harp seals are very vocal during the breeding
season, producing calling rates of up to 135 calls/min. The
short duration of individual calls, coupled with the frequency
separation, makes these high calling rates possible. These
seals avoid masking each other by using frequency and tem-
poral separation. It is believed that the function of the harp
seal calls is to help herd formation and courtship~Møhl

et al., 1975; Merdsoyet al., 1978; Watkins and Schevill,
1979!.

In summary, bearded seals avoid being masked by
neighbors because the frequencies of overlapping calls are
sufficiently different from each other~Terhune, 1999!. Wed-
dell seals likely use frequency and temporal separation to
avoid masking each other. Harp seals use frequency and tem-
poral separation in conjunction with a wide vocal repertoire
to avoid masking each other. Probably one of the functions
of the large vocal repertoire of this species is to provide the
caller with a wide selection of calls to choose from to avoid
being masked by a nearby seal. This idea implies that seals
are actively listening to other seals and that they are not
using the different call types randomly. This hypothesis is
supported by the fact that the frequency separation between
overlapping calls is larger than expected from a random dis-
tribution and by the fact that seals are using some call types
more often than others~Serrano and Terhune, 2001!.
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